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FIRST SKANDHA
CHAPTER ONE

1. Let us meditate upon the Supreme Spirit who
is real; from whom emanate the creation etc. (i.e. creation,

preservation and destruction) of this (universe), (as can be

inferred from) his presence in all that exists and his absence

from all that is non-existent; who is omniscient and self-reful-

gent; who extended (i.e. revealed) to the first knower (or wise

one) viz. god Brahma, through his heart, the Veda about which

even the learned ones are perplexed; in whom (i.e. resting on

whom) the creation ofthe three attributes (viz., sattva
,
rajas and

tamas) appears real like the apparent transmutation ofthe light,

water and earth (for example, appearance of water in the heat

and light of the sun as in the mirage etc. ) ;
who by his lustre has

always dispelled illusion. 1

I. This verse has been differently interpreted by different commen-

tators .

(i) ^R. (Sridhara), the oldest commentator on the Bh.P. (Bhiga-

vata Purina) states that he is recording the traditional interpretation of the

Bh.P. in his Com. (commentary), the Bhavartha-dipikd.

sampraddydnurodhena paurvdparydnusaratah /

Sri-BhigavatarBhavdrtha-dipikeyam pratanyate //

According to &R., the Supreme Spirit or Reality is both immanent

and transcendent. The universe originates from the Supreme Spirit, is

sustained therein and finally dissolves into the same Spirit. During this

world process, the Supreme Spirit is eternally established iu its original gran-

deur, the world process being traceable to cosmic illusion.

He interprets the verse as follows

:

(i) Let us meditate on the Supreme Lord (who is) real; in whom
(i.e. depending on whom) the creation of the three attributes of the Cosmic

Illusion (viz. sattva ,
rajas and tamas )—though unreal—appears to be real,

just like the transmutation of Fire, Water and Earth enter se (For example,

a mirage wherein water, though non-existent, appears to exist in the blazing

heat and light of the Sun. ) . In him, this three-fold creation is unreal. By

his own lustre, He has dispelled delusion. (Let us contemplate on) him from

whom is the creation (preservation and destruction) of the universe (as can

be) inferred by lQgical concomitance and discontinuation.

OR (ii) the Supreme Being is the cause and the universe the effect*

He, being the cause, is in tall) things and is different as the things are effects.
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OR (iii) This universe being composed of parts, its creation etc. is due to

him as can be deduced from positive and negative proofs, but he Aould be
distinguished from the primordial nature {prakfti or firadhdna as he is self-

refulgent and omniscient (of his own accord.) Hence neither prakfti nor

jiva are worth meditating. Nor so is god Brahma as) he—the Supreme
Being—revealed to the first sage (god Brahmi), through his mind, the Vedas
which have perplexed the learned ones.

§R. concludes that the word dhvmahi in this verse shows that this

Purdfia deals with the science of the Supreme Being. He quotes other Puranas
in his support.

$R. is obviously a follower of non-dualism {advaita) of Sahkara.

(2) VR. (Vira-raghava), a follower of Ramanuja explains his onto-

logy succinctly in his com. Bhapavata Candrika. According to Ramanuja.
Brahman or the Supreme Reality is qualified by sentience and non-sentience

(cidacid-visista ). Brahman enters the world of sentient and non-sentient

thingswhich emanate ou t of him and are sustained by him and enter into him

.

This relation of Brahman to the sentient and non-sentient creation has been
elaborated by Ramanuja in his concept of iarira-iariri-bhdva (body-Soul rela-

tion), viiefana-viiefya-bhava (substance-attribute relation), iefa-iefi-bhava

(dependent and -‘depended-upon’ relation), ami-amiibhdva (part-whole

relation), adharadheyabhava (supporter-supported relation), niyantr-niyata-

bhdva (ruler-ruled relation) and rakfaka-rakfyabhava (redeemer-redeemed re-

lation).

The interpretation of this verse as gathered from VR’s exposition is

as follows :

Let us meditate on that real Supreme Brahman from whom emanate
the creation etc. of this sentient-cum-non-sentient universe, both as the mate-
rial cause and the efficient cause (as he is different from the Primordial Nature
prakfti—and individual Souls—Jivatman) ; him who is omniscient, inde-

pendent (not controlled by karmas), self-resplendent; who by his will-power

revealed to God Brahman, the Vedas about which learned sages (like Kapila,
Kan&da etc.) get perplexed; from whom proceeds the combination of the

elements such as Fire, Water and Earth; about whom the three-fold creation

(ofthe attributes sattva, rajas and tamas) is unreal (guna-traya-sfftah prapaikah..

.

yasmin...mrfd, mithyd); who has dispelled delusion by the light of His infinite

knowledge.

(3) VI- (Vijaya-dhvaja), a follower of Dualistic (dvaita ) Ved&nta of
Madhva, in his com. Pada-ratndvali, construes this verse differently and inter-

prets as follows:

Let us contemplate on that eternally blessed N&r&yaoa from whom
come forth the creation etc. ('etc.’ includes sustenance, destruction, control,

bondage, liberation) of this existing universe as evidenced by logical positive,

and negative proofs (and by £ruti and Sinfti ) ; who thoroughly comprehends
all objects; who is his own Lord (or who manifests himself at his own will)

and is not subordinate to anyone else; who, out of affection, extended to
th? first sage (god BrahmS) die Veda (along with its auxiliaries

—

aAgas).



About whom (the past, present and future) gods like Brahmft and often

have no knowledge. In whom the three-fold creation of livara, individual

souls and non-sentient things is of no avail like the combination of Fire,

Water and Earth (They are real due to His support), who has dispelled

illusion (Vifnu does not create the universe as an illusion but as a reality).

(4) The word dhimahi in this verse seems to have led the writers of

the Mateya and other Pur&nas to equate this verse with the sacred Gdyatri

Mantra (RV. Ill, 62.10 and occurring in other Vedas) . This Vedic verse is

in the G&yatrl metre and isaddressed to Savitf (die Sunwho is the source and

inspirer ofeverything) . It literally means 'We contemplate upon that longed-

for refulgence of the divine Savitfwho may inspire our intellects.* (For the

sacredness of the Gdyatri mantra see P.V. Kane

—

Hist, of Dhamaidstra

Vol. II, 1.303-304). Commentators of different schools of Vedanta endorse

the above view of the Puran a-writers. VJ. spells out this equation between

the Gdyatri Mantra and this verse (Bh.P.1.1.1) as follows :

Gdyatri

tat savitur devasya

varenyam

bhargah

dhiyo yo nah pracodayit

dhimahi

VJ. states that the Bh.P. verse

Gdyatri Mantra.

Bk,P. i.i.i

: Jamnadyasya yatafi

: param

dhdmndsvena sadd nirasta-kuhakam

Also svardd

: tene Brahma hfdd Adi-kavaye

: dhimahi

is an 'explanation or elucidation* of the

(5 ) SD. (Suka-deva) in his siddhdnta-Pradipa presents the point of

view of the Nimbarka or the dualistic-cum-nondualistic (Dvaitidvaita

)

VedSnta. Here significant differences in the interpretation of the words in

this verse (from that of §R. ) are briefly noted.

jantnadyasya —TYus refutes the schools which deny the existence of

Brahman

.

satyath dhimahi—Let us meditate on the Lord who is described by Sruti

as being 'Real, Infinite knowledge, Brahma*.

param—cause of the universe.

janmddyasya yato'nvaydd itaratah—Herein janmddi—means creation, pres-

ervation, destruction and liberation. The Lord is within all (sarvdtmd

)

both by positive and negative proofs (anvayo and vyatireka).

yo'rthefvabhijilafr—’This refutes the Sdrhkhya theory that the primordial

Nature (pradhdna) is the cause of the world. He knows all objects while

they are being created.

muhyantiyat s&rayap—Though He is thecause of the world, Kapila and

founders of other schools of philosophy do not know him and are deluded.

tejo-vdri-mfddrh yathd vinimayafr—Hereby he refutes Vaifefika theory

of the creation of the universe. Just as the effects of Fire, Water and Earth

vis. sparks, bubbles and pitcher are created out ofsome positive- -existing--

substances, the threefold creation is also real. This refutes the doctrine of
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the mdyd-vddins (believers in cosmic illusion) who regard the three-fold crea-

tion as illusory.

dhdmnd svena soda nirasta-kuhakam—Faultlessness of Brahman. • Owing
to his inherent refulgence, the Supreme Lord is never soiled by the faults

due to the three-fold creation.

(6) VB. (Vallabha), the exponent of pure non-dualistic (Suddhad-

vaita) Vedanta, declares in his Com. Subodhini that the world is real and is

subtly Brahman . The individual souls and the inanimate world are in essence

one with Brahman. He admits that individual soul (jiva ), time (kdla ),

prakfti or mdyd are eternal existences. Brahman can create the world with-

out any connection with mdyd. He (Brahman) is not only an agent (kartd)

but also an enjoyer (bhoktd). According to VB., the highest goal is not

liberation (mukti ) but rather eternal service ofKrf^a and participation in his

sports in the celestial Vpid&vana. Non-difference alone is said to be real.

This philosophical stand of VB. is found forcefully maintained in the

Commentaries of Purusottama, GD. (Giridhara) and Others.

The following are the important differences in explanation from $R:
janmddi <uyayatafi—(i) That from which the sky is created, (ii) That

ofwhich (sustenance and destruction) creation is the beginning.

asya—One assuming the form ofcrores ofworlds and one who is beyond

the capacity of the mind to cognize.

yatah—Brahman, though the ‘seed’ (cause) of the universe does not

undergo a modification just as the wish-yielding cow, tree or gem remain

unchanged when they give the desired object.

anvaydd itaratah etc.-—Brahman is both the material and instrumental

cause of the world.

svardt— (i) Due to His self-splendidness (omniscience—GD.) He is

not interested in objects of enjoyment etc. (ii) One who is absorbed in the

joy of His own Self, has no worldly occupation (kleJa ).

hfda—Along with the Puninas —‘Purana is regarded as his heart'

(Purartam hrdnyam itnftam )

yatra-mfsd —The characteristics of non-sentients and individual souls

(jada-jlva-dharmdh ) are not found in the Supreme Lord. GD. (Giridhara)

in his Com. Bdlaprabodhini explains: In the Supreme Lord’s person, the crea-

tion ofthree attributes of the primordial nature (prakfti) viz. sattva, rajas and

tamas
, are false.

dhdmnd svena etc.— (i) Destroyer of the nescience of all by manifesting

himself.

kuhaka—Fraud, viz. false identification of the body and sense-organs

with the soul.

satyam dhimahi—Let us love or meditate on the Supreme Man, who
is unaffected by Time and well known in the world and described in the

Vedas.

(7) The Bengal School of Vaifnavism with their emphasis on R§dh&
and the Parakiyd Preman cult shows great reverence to SR. who in fact
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knows nothing ofRadha and never advocated Parakiyd Preman (love between

a man and a woman who is the wife of another person).

Caitanya had to develop this concept to absorb the Buddhist Sahajlyas

and their followers in orthodox Hindu fold. JG. (Jiva Gosvaml), a great

exponent of this school, states that his Com. on the Bh.P.—TheKrama Sandar-

bha—is complementary to $R. elucidating some points omitted or briefly

explained by him.

Svdmi-pddair na yaa vyaktam yad vyaktam cdsphufam kvaeit /

Tatra tatra ea vijdeyah Sandarbha-Krama-ndmakah /

Actually they differ so much from §R. They admit of five principles: God,
souls, mdyd or prakfti, the inherent power of God [svartlpa iakti) with its ele-

ments ofjiidna (knowledge), hiddha-lattva (pure matter) and kdla (Time).

The ultimate reality is Vif^u. the personal God oflove and grace, possessing

the usual attributes of sat, cit and dnanda. He is both nirgupa and sagupa

as he inheres the qualities of omniscience, omnipotence etc.

According to JG., this verse enjoins meditation upon the Supreme

Being who is the creator, omnipresent, free from all defects, full of inherent

knowledge and the giver of liberation. The Com. of JG. is too big to be

summarised here.

GS. (Garigasahaya ) in his Com. Anvitartha-prak&Mka maintains that

this verse is pregnant with the contents and meaning etc. ofthe entire Bh.P.

All the in characteristics ofPuranas are found herein . Obviously he accepts

the Sk. terms of the characteristics mentioned in the Bh.P. II. 10. i., viz.
*

(i)Sarga, (2) visarga, (3) sthana, (4 ) pofana, (5) Sti, (6) manvantara, (7)

Udnukatha
, (8) nirodha

, (9) mukti , (10) diraya.

The characteristics are found in this verse as follows:

—

Text of the verse Signifies the characteristic In Skandhas

janmddyasya yatah / sarga III, IV, V
visarga

sthana

tene brahma h%dd pofapa VI
ya ddi-kavaye f

muhyanti yat sdrayah / Sti

manvantara )

Udnukatha )

tejo-sdri-mrddm vinimayafi / nirodha

dhdtnnd svend sadd mukti

nirasta-kuhakam /

satyarh param / diraya XII

dhimahi The use of 1 p.

atm. pada shows

*the rightful I

claimant* and the

meditation suggested in this. II

VII

VIII

IX
X
XI
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2 . Here, in this celebrated Bhagavata composed by the

Great Sage1
, is explained the highest Duty

(
Dharma ), com-

pletely free from deceit, (viz. interest about this world and even

the desire about liberation—SR). (It is the Dharma) of

the righteous who are devoid of envy (and hence kindly to all

beings—SR.). Here the thing to be known is the absolute

Reality (Or it is the individual soul, when a part of this thing or

Reality is meant; it is maya or Cosmic Illusion, when the power
of the thing is implied; it is the universe when its effects are

understood—the non-difference of these all from the absolute

Reality can be easily understood—SR.) It gives the highest

bliss and destroys the three kinds ofmisery3
. Can the Supreme

Lord be realized in the heart immediately by the teachings of

other (treatises) ? No. (But in this (Bhagavata) he can be so

comprehended at once by the meritorious who have a desire

to hear (and study) this (Bhagavata Purina ).
4

*• The great sage NSrSyana is regarded as the original author of the
BhSgavata. The four verses in the-Bh. P. II.9

. 32-35 , narrated by the Supreme
Lord to God BrahmS are regarded as the nucleus of this big epic. But VR.
takes this sage as Vyftsa.

3 • The following is the traditional classification ofmiseries : (i) adhydt-

—The internal and external pangs and miseries suffered by the body
and/or the mind, (u) ddhibhautika—miseries from contact with gross ele-

ments and their products, e.g. accidents, tortures etc.(iii) adhidaivika—
tortures meted out after death, in the otherworld, according to one’s misdeeds.

GO. (Giridhara) however limits these miseries to life on the earth
and classifies

: (1 ) caused by fever, grief etc.
, (2) caused by evil influence of

****** ghosts etc,, (3) caused by heat, cold, tigers, serpents etc.

Sk. commentators, hold that this verse describes the four
requisites of the Bh.P

. , viz. ( 1 ) adhikarin—Persons qualified to read the Bh.P.
(2

) ^

Vifaya—The main topic of this work. (3 ) Prayojana—The object or
the Why’ of the treatise. (4) Sambandha—The relationship of (2) and (3).

The following are the summaries of the Sk. commentaries of the
principal schools of the Ved&nta :

(1) VR. explains
The main subject of discussion in this Parana is dharma. It is twofold :

(1 ) siddha (established) viz. the Supreme Soul described herein ‘from Vedya . .

.

tapatrqyonmUlanam'- (ii) sidhya (to be achieved) is the ‘devotion’ described
in nir-matsar&iidrh satdm. The objective is two-fold: Direct—The revelation
of the presence ofGod in the heart and. Indirect—destruction of three types
ofmisery.

(i) sddhya-dharm

a

—In this Pur&na the highest Duty of the non-
jealous saintly persons is described. It being the ‘highest*, is above exorciz-
ing or magical practices and fruit-yielding actions prescribed in the Vedas
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and implies virtues like tranquillity, self-restraint, essential for aspirants to

Liberation. Grace and pleasure of the Supreme Lord is its objective and

achievement.

(ii ) siddha-dharma—This Pur&na is called Bhdgavata as it deals with the

form, nature, inherent qualities and powers of the Lord. It is composed

by BSdarayana Vyasa. Herein is described the Thing which is the Reality,

giver of the auspicious bliss of Liberation, destroyer of the three types of

misery. This Reality is to be comprehended by the good, saintly persons.

Other false scriptures are ofno use. People inwhom the desire to hear

the Bh§gavata arises become blessed immediately and the Lord at once

enters their hearts as soon as they listen to this Purana.

(‘2 ) According to VJ. , this verse describes the main topic of the Bh.P.

,

the means to achieve it, the qualifications of the listener-and the objectives of

this Purana.

Here in the beautiful profound Bhdgavata is taught the Path which leads

to the attainment of the Supreme Lord (or that which controls the 'falling*

man or destroys the sins) and completely absolves one from hypocrisy, i.e. the

ego of being the doer of acts, and makes him perform acts without any desire

to enjoy their fruits. This path or Dkarma is the highest due to the doer’s

offering of all the acts to God [OR It destroys the enemy (para

)

viz. the cycle

of the transmigration of the soul). Hence this Path is characterised by

devotion (bhakti-yoga- lak$a#afi)

,

Persons of pious actions and free from envy

are eligible for this. The object of knowledge is the eternally existing flawless

Reality imparting the highest bliss and uprooting three types of misery.

Here, the relation characterised by the path of devotion (Bhakti-Toga ) and its

object, i.e. God arc expounded. There is no propriety in recounting other

paths which may lead to heaven. When this treatise called the Bhdgavata

composed by the great sage is properly studied by persons with disciplined

intellect and adopted in serving the spiritual preceptor and such other great

ones and the Lord, God is seen ‘fettered* in their heart at once, by the ties of

devotion. Persons duly equipped with sddhand can visualize the Lord the

very moment they are introduced to the Bhdgavata.

(•$) JG. states that this verse establishes the superiority of the Bh.P.

to other treatises dealing with (religious) acts, knowledge and devotion.

The repetition of the word ‘here-in* {atra ) is for emphasizing this speciality

of the Bh.P. over other scriptures.

The Bh.P. teaches about the great religion viz. devotion to the Supreme
Lord. This devotion is so motiveless that the devotee does not hanker after

liberation also. The envylessness of the devotees implies kindly feelings to

all beings so that the devotees refrain from animal-sacrifices. The Reality

described herein is so powerful that itdestroys three types of misery caused

by Maya (illusion) and nescience and gives the highest bliss. The adjective

‘flrimad* in ‘Srlmad Bh&gavata* fmplies its great potentiality. Its author is

the great sage N&r&ya^a who composed it originally in 4 verses. The great-

ness of the author establishes the superiority of this work. By following

other scriptures men may attain liberation with difficulty but the superiority
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of the Bh.P. lies in its power to put its listeners in immediate communion

with God. Thus this being the science of immediate God-realization, the

Bh.P. is the greatest of all scriptures.
*

(4) SD. explains :

This verse establishes the superiority of the Bh.P. over other scriptures

from the point of its anubandhas (viz. the main topic, objective, the relation

between the two and the qualifications of the listener of the Bh.P.). The

Bh.P. is qualified by the adjective 'Srimad' as it contains the beautiful descrip-

tion of the person, qualities etc. of the Supreme Lord. This is composed by

the great sage Vyasa (the son of ParaSara), the knower of the Vedas and an

incarnation of the Supreme Lord. The greatness of the authorship shows the

superiority of this scripture over others. Herein is to be known the great

religion of devotion
(
Bhakti ) which is selfless (motiveless) and which is adopt-

ed by pious person free from jealousy. The Thing (the Reality) the prin-

ciple called Srikrsna which uproots the three kinds of misery and blesses

with liberation, is to be understood here. The Reality consisting of the three

principles, viz Brahma, the sentient individual soul and the non-sentient are

to be comprehended. Thus this scripture is superior to others due to its

authorship, topic of discussion and the qualification of its listeners. The

meritorious who have a desire to listen to the Bh.P. at once find Srikf$na

‘stabilised* (present) in their heart.

This verse gives the five objectives :

(1) The Thing (Reality, Sri-kr?na) object of devotion.

(2) The Sentient, individual soul, the devotee.

(3) Liberation—the fruit of the grace of the Lord.

(4) The sentiment of devotion (bhakti-rasa) .

(.*>) ‘Opposition’ suggested by the word (para).

The other scriptures, their injunctions, the eligibility of their followers

etc. are different or opposite to those of the Bh.P.

The envyless devotee is the eligible person (adhikarl ) and liberation is

the objective (prayojana ) .

(5) GD. (Giridhara), a descendant of VB. and an exponent of

pure non-dualistic (Suddhadvaita ) school ofVedanta lucidly explains as follows:

As there are number of works dealing with paths ofKnowledge, Action

and Devotion, the superiority of the Bh.P. over all other works and from the

points offour anubandhas is given. Here in the Srimad Bhagavata is taught the

best path of Duty, of all those described in other scriptures. It is free from

deception and is of the nature of nine-fold devotion. The singular dharma

is used as all these varieties of devotion result in one—viz. attainment of

Liberation. The adhikdrin of the Bh.P., being jealousy-less, kindly disposed,

pious person, it is superior to Karma-kanfa which gives scope to jealousy.

Reality, the object to be known, is a bestower of the highest bliss and destroyer

of three kinds of misery. That this pure principle called V&sudeva who
liberates all, is understood by women and Sfidras (i.e. by persons not eligible

for Vedie rites) and by all irrespective oftheir intellectual equipment, shows

the superiority of this treatise to others. The author—B&dar&yana Vyfls
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3. This (Bhagavata Puraria) is the (ripe) fruit of the

wish-yielding tree® of the Vedas, that has been dropped down

from the mouth of (the sage) Suka (as from the mouth of a

parrot— &uka); that is full of (lit. endowed with) ambrosial

juice® (viz. the highest bliss). Oh appreciators of beauty,

the connoisseurs of its (the Bh.P.’s) peculiar excellences7
,
you

do drink8 constantly this Bhagavata—a fruit which is entirely

or the Supreme Lord—is also the most authoritative one. This shows the

greatness of the Bh.P. among treatises of Jnana Kanda.

The desire to listen to the Bh. P. does not arise without meritorious action

.

Lord Vasudeva described in the ist verse gets instantaneously bound in the

heart of those who desire to listen to the Bh.P. What of those who are intent

on hearing (and studying) it? The repetition of the words showing instanta-

neousness (viz. sadyah and tatkfapam ) shows how very quickly His presence is

established in the heart. This immediate fulfilment of the objective proves

that the Bh.P. is superior to other scriptures. Hence its superiority to other

treatises dealing with updsana kan^u.

GD. repeats the four anubandhas of the Bh.P. like other Commentators.

*VJ. interprets as follows :

*Oh men of the world who can appreciate excellence ! Till the fall of

your material body (liAga-tfarira) you do drink again and again the delicious

juice of the ripened fruit called the Bhagavata which was made to fall by me

(Vyasa) from the wish-yielding tree, viz. the Vedas, the sweetness of which

s increased due to its flow from the mouth of&uka (‘the sage’ ) and ‘the parrot.'

It is wellknown that the parrots eat only the ripe fruit.

j. nigama-kalpataroh—Kalpataru is a mythological wish-yielding heavenly

tree. The Vedas are the means of obtaining the objectives of human life

[purufdrthas) . As the Vedas are thus productive of all desires, they are com-

pared with kalpataru—SR. ,
VR. As the Bh.P. contains the essence of the

Vedas, it is called the ‘fruit* of the Veda-Tree—VR.
6. amrta-drava-samyuta- -amfta— (i) The highest bliss --SR. (ii) Libera-

tion—VR. , VJ.

(a) mixed with the essence of liberation . Devotion full of the joy of

experiencing (the presence of) the Lord—VR.
(b) That which leads to Liberation (rnukti )—VJ.

(iii) The essence of the sports of Hari—JG.

7. bhavuk&h— (i) Expert judges of qualities of special kinds of tastes

—SR.
(ii )

Persons devoted to the enquiries about the glorious Lord—VR.

(iii) The abode of the highest auspiciousness (parama-mafigaliyana)

—JG.
8. pibaia rasam—It is not possible ‘to drink’ a fruit. But the Bh.P

is like a fruitwhich is entirely full ofjuice without any seed.
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a sweet juice—here and in the state of the Final Beatitude. 8

4. In the Naimi€a10 forest, a sacred place of Visnu,

sages whose leader was Saunaka11 held a sacrificial session last-

ing for one thousand years, for attaining the heavenly abode
of Visnu. 12

• *

5. The sages, who had offered the morning oblations13

(I) The word rasa is used as a correlative of phala as juice when
fallen down cannot be drunk—SR. , VR.

(ii) Pa (pib ) means ‘to eat' as well—VJ.
9. alayant— (i) upto death—VR. (ii) till the fall of the physical

hody (litiga iarira)—VJ. (iii) laya or pralaya is the 8th sattoika stage. Till one
reaches that stage—VC. (Viivanitha Cakravarti). (iv) Which is the cause

of the dissolution of the cycle of births and deaths (prapaiica )—VB. Or it

(The Bh.P.-juice) should be drunk disregarding the desire for liberation

i o. SR. and VB. record the popular etymology of the word “Naimiia”
as "a place where the felly of the wheel (created by god Brahma) was bro-

ken" : Brahmand visfjtasya cakrasya rumih ixryate kufiUribhaiati yatra / SR.
quotes the authority of the Vayavlya which states that when some sages went
to Brahma for a suitable place for performingpenance, he created a wheel and
asked the sages to follow it till it came to a standstill. The wheel owing to

the breakage of its felly stopped at a place which came to be known as

Naimiia:

The alternative spelling of this word is “Naimiga** which according to

the quotation of the Varaha P. given by SR. is derived from Vi?nu’s exploit

of destroying an army of Danavas (demons) within the twinkling of eyelids

(nimi/a)

.

Modern Nimsar, on the bank ofthe Gomati in the Sit&pur district of the

Uttar Pradesh is regarded as the site of the old sacred place called Naimi-

flranya (Vide Siva P., P. 432, F.N.).

1 1 . He belonged to the Bhfgu clan according to MBH. He was the

leader of the sages who performed the great sacrificial session in the Naimi$a

forest and to whom the MBH, and the Purigas were recited by the Suta.

(Vide Siva P. 1, F.N. 1).

12. According to SR., svarga means the God Vi§nu, He explains

svargaya lokaya as follows :

svafr svarge giyata iti Svargayo Harip, sa eva loko bhaktdnam nivdsh-sUidnatp

,

tasmai tat-praptaye /

VJ. slightly differs. He interprets svarga as Vi?nu Svarato Vtfrfup Una goto

loko VaikuQfhdkhyafr tasmai /

VB. also disapproves the explanation of SR. and explains “Bhaga-

vad&nand&mia-bhutah svarg&b /Lokatmakastu mah&n aiiafr /Sa hyatra

phalam /'*

13. In the place of huta-utdgnayah

,

VJ. accepts the reading hula-

hutiian&b which is better, though we have followed SR in the above trans-

lation.
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(both of the daily routine and the special ones of the sacrificial

session), once14
, respectfully asked the Suta1* who was

hospitably received and (comfortably) seated :

6. Oh sinless one ! Mythological epics (Puranas) 1*

along with history (Itihasa e.g. the Mahd Bharata) and 17 Law-
books (like Smrtis composed by sages, e.g. Manu, Yajftavalkya

and others) as well18
,
have been not only studied but also

expounded by you.

7. Oh Suta l Whatever the venerable Badarayana18
,
greatest

among the learned ones, knows and whatever other sages who

1 4. ekada : VB. interprets as “the time ofsinging or reciting the Krsua-
legend” {Hari-Gdthopagdyana-kdlah ) . It is at this time of the sacrificial session

that the Sutas come. VB. thinks that this Suta is not a Brahmin and though
as per formalities, he was expected to stand in the assembly of those Brahmin
sages, he was specifically asked to sit comfortably for narrating Kffna’s life,

(vide Subodhini 1,1.5, page 8).

15. A.D. Pusalkar thinks that this narrator of the Puranas is a Brah-

min, a view accepted by the editor of the Siva P. (vide P.i, FN. 2). But I

think it is still an open question.

The Sfita who narrated the BH.P. was the son of Romaharsaiia, the

disciple of Badarayana (BH.P. 1. 1.6-8).

16. Puraria— ‘Ancient legendary history*. Name applied to 18 well-

known sacred works containing the whole body of Hindu mythology; supposed

to be composed by Vyasa. Each Purapa treats of the following topics: The
creation, the destruction and renovation of the universe, the genealogy of

Gods and ancient heroes, the reigns of Manus and the narratives of their

descendants. These are enumerated thus :

Sargai ca Prati-Sargai ca Vamio Manvantarapi ca /

Vamidnucaritam caiva Purapatn paflca-lakfanam 1

1

Different lists ofthe 18 Puranas are available. ASD 67 gives the follow-

ing titles :

I. Brahma, 2. Padma, 3. Vi?nu, 4. Siva, 5. BMgavata, 6. Narada,

7. Mfirkaptfeya, 8. Agni, 9. Bhaviffya, 10. Brahma-Vaivarta,

II. Lihga, 12. Var&ha, 13. Skanda, 14. V&maaa, 15. Kurma, 16.

Matsya, 17, Garuda, 18. Brahm&$da*

Fora succinct statement about the epics and Pur&pas vide A.D. Pusal-

kar*! Studies in the Epics and the Purdpas, (Bombay, 1963).

17. Ga, VJ. include Upa-Purdpas, 18 in number, but Bh&rattya Sarhskfti

Kola (Vol.I, P. 667) enumerates 51 titles.

1 8. Sdstrapi—VB includes secular sciences like artha-Sastra under this.

19. A name ofVeda Vyksa, the reputed author of the Brahma Sdiras.

Authorship of all Purdpas and Upa-PurSpas and the Mahdbhdrata is attributed

to him.
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know the sagttna (possessing attributes) and nirguna (attribute-

less) [aspects of] Brahman10
,
know,

8. Oh gentle one ! You know all that (completely and)

accurately through his (Badarayana’s) favour. Teachers dis-

close even their deepest secrets to an affectionate pupil.

9. Oh long lived one ! You are fit to tell immediately

what is entirely for the good ofmen, as has been properly decided

by your honour directly from the (Puranic) text.

10. Oh honourable one ! In this Kali age, men are

generally short-lived, lazy, of dull intelligence, unfortunate

and victims of diseases.

1 1 . Numerous are the religious rites (requiring a number

of technical performances) which deserve to be heard in details.

Hence, Oh righteous one ! After determining the essentials

out ofthese by your keen intelligence, tell them to us, the reveren-

tials, so that our minds will be thoroughly soothed.

12. Oh Suta ! God bless you. You know (the objective

)

why the venerable Lord of the Satvatas21 (or the protector

of His worshippers—SR) was born of Devaki22 and Vasudeva.

13. Well, Sir ! You will be pleased to describe to us

who are desirous of hearing about him who se incarnation is for

the good and prosperity of all beings.

20. I followed SR in interpreting the words para and avara . The
other commentators differ as follows :

VR. The Supreme Soul {paramdtma-tattva 1 and the lower self or

prakrli-purufa-tattva.

VJ. takes these as two aspects of Brahman and as an alternative ex-

planation "One who knows the past and the future"—an explanation endor-

sed by VB. VB. also thinks that para signifies Gods like Brahman while

avara means men like ourselves. GS. takes para as 'Brahman’ and apara

as prakfti etc.

21. Sdtvata—Name of the YSdava clan. It is also interpreted as

'Worshipper'.

22. Devaki—Wife ofVasudeva, mother ofKr?na and cousin ofKaihsa;

regarded as an incarnation of Aditi and P|ini. According to Padma P., in

Devaki's marriage a voice from heaven predicted the death of Kaihsa at the

hands of the 8th child ofDevaki . As a precautionarymeasure, Kaihsa impris-

oned both Vasudeva and Devaki and tried to kill all her children. But

Knfna, the 8th child, was saved. Kftna killed Kaihsa and got his parents

honourably released. She stayed with him throughout his life. After KftQa's

death, she entered fire. (PCK p. 452)
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14. A person who, having fallen into this dreadful circuit

of worldly existence, becomes utterly helpless and utters his

name, is then immediately liberated. Fear itself is afraid ofhim.

15. Oh Sutal Sages who have taken resort to His feet

and who are the abodes of tranquillity, purify immediately

by their presence (when approached)
;
whereas the water of the

divine Ganga sanctifies after actual contact, i.e., ablutions

(lit. ‘by actual service’).

16. Or what person desirous of purity of heart, will not

listen to the glory of the venerable Lord whose deeds are praised

by persons of auspicious fame83—the glory that cleanses the

sins of the Kali age.

17. Describe to us who are very eager (to hear) his

great84 acts which are eulogised by the learned ones (like Narada,

Vyasa or Brahma etc.)— acts ofhim who sportively assumes8 "’

different forms. 86

i;;. It is alternately explained :
* Lord who is of sanctifying fame

as well as of praiseworthy deeds.* VJ. t VD.
•24. 1. great e.g. the creation of the universe —SR. SD. 2. removing

sins - udgata-dosa—VJ. 3. creating (lit. giving) highest rapture—JG.

4. giving the desired objects to devotees—VC. 3. awarding the four highest

goals in human life (purufdrtha ) viz. dhartna ,
artha, kdma and mokfa-—G.D.

23. dadhatah —This present participle signifies the eternal nature of

His pastimes—VC.

26. Kaldh- -1 . Forms e.g., Brahman, Rudra etc.—&R. 2. All in-

carnations —VJ. , VG. 3. Incarnations in the shape of man etc.—-JG. 4.

Krsna was the only complete incarnation (purndvatdra ) is implied by this

—

VR., GD. 5. VD. waxes eloquent in explaining the concept of incarna-

tion (
avatara }. The incarnations are of three types— (i) purufdvatara viz.

SankarjaQa, Pradyumna and Aniruddha of the Paftcaratra system; (ii) .ijurid-

vatdra e.g. Brahman (representing rajo-guna ) ,
Rudra (for tamoguna ) &c. (iii)

llldvat&ra—All incarnations from. Sanaka, Sanandana upto Kalki (described

in BH.P.I.3).

VD. gives another fourfold classification of these incarnations in as-

cending powerfulness, according as they are due to : ( 1 ) influence or dveia

(e.g. Sanaka, N&rada, Prthu etc.); (2) miraculous power or Prabh&va (e.g.

Mohinl, Vyasa, Datta etc.); (3) magnificence or Vaibhava (e.g. Nara, N5r&-

yana, Hayagriva etc.) and (4) of the highest stage or ParavasthA, which are

in ascending hierarchy Narasiriiha, Rama and Kr?na.

Thus Krfiia. is regarded as the most complete incarnation. fCrfna

eva svayath bhagavan, no lato'dhikab Ko'pyasti—VD.
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18. Oh intelligent (Suta ) ! Describe to us fully the auspi-
cious narratives ofthe incarnations ofHari, the Supreme Ruler,
who by his mystic power called "Illusion”*7 indulges at will
in his pastimes.

#

19. We, however, do not feel thorough satisfaction in
hearing about his glorious*8 prowess which according to liste-

ners who are connoisseurs of tastes is of increasing sweetness*®
every moment.

20. Lord Ke<ava, (though the Supreme Being is) con-
cealed in human disguise30

, has certainly performed super-
human acts of heroism, along with Balarama31

.

21. We, apprehending the arrival of the Kali age, have
engaged ourselves in a sacrifice of a long duration in this field

consecrated by Lord Visnu. Hence, we have sufficient leisure3*

to hear the story ofHari.

27. atma-Mayd — (1 ) His own power called ‘miracle’ (dJcarya-

iakti), —
'VR. (2) ‘Knowledge’ (sankalpa-riipa jftana

)

(3) ‘Will-power’,

but with the following different implications: (a

)

Svarupa-bh uta-icchd—VJ.
(b) mjecchar upa-saktih --JG., VD. quote mahasamhitd :

Alma-mayd tad-icehd sydd—Guna-mdya jaddtmika

J

(4) ‘Mystic power’ (yoga-vndyd)—VC.
28. Uttama-sloka— (i) whose glory dispells the darkness in the form of

ignorance of the mind or nescience
(avidyd—SR., GD. (ii) which is praised

by the best (persons)—VC., VD. (iii ) whose glory is the best—VC. (iv)

one who is praised by the liberated who experience the joy of Brahman, VB.
2u. Svddu-svddu—more tasteful than tasteful things—&R. However,

VJ. is followed here.

30. Kapafa-manufah— (a) ‘Disguised as man; Having the appearance

of man.’—-VR. . GD. &c. JG. explains: The Supreme Lord has no material

body implied by the word ‘man’. He is the Supreme being appearing in

human shape, (b) ‘Milnufefvapi kaih sukham patati pripnoti / : VJ.

3 1 . Balarama : An incarnation of &/a, son of Vasudeva and origi-

nally of Devaki but by womb-transfer, was bom of RohinI, another wife of
Vasudeva. He was fair in complexion and was usually dressed in blue. He
was brought up along with Kr?na by Nanda in Gokula. He is represented

as armed with a ploughshare and a pestle-like club. He was a lifelong asso-

ciate of Krsi.ta, sharing with him all vicissitudes of life. He was noted

for his great physical power and short temper and addiction to wine and dice.

He married Revati . At the time ofthe last internecine fight among the Yfidavas,

he quietly retired and left his human mortal body by yogic process and
resumed his form as £e?a (Details—Vifpu P. ; Harivazhia). DHM. 40-41,

PI. 2.463-65.

32.

kfafui—Joy, desire (utsava)—VD.
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22. By the creator (or Lord Vi?nu ) you have been clearly

pointed out as the helmsman (ofa ship) to us (who are) desir-

ous ofcrossing the ocean (in the form of) the Kali Age which is

difficult to be crossed over and which deprives (men) ofgood-

ness33 (or ‘Strength* as applied to ocean).

23. Tell us to whom righteousness has now resorted for

refuge (when) Krsna, the master of lo^tV-mystic powers,

wellversed in the Vedas, the protector of religion, has returned

to his abode. 34

CHAPTER TWO

Vyasa said :

1. Being highly pleased at these courteous questions

of the Brahmanas (Suta, Ugra<ravas) the son ofRomaharsaiia,

complimenting their words (enquiry) began to reply in details.

Suta said :

2. I bow down to that sage (Suka) whose ceremony

of the investiture of the sacred thread had not taken place (i.e.

in that early stage ofchildhood), who had renounced all actions

and set out (of home36
) and whom the sage Vyasa (§uka*s

33. sattva—‘courage, morale’—VD.
34. svath kdftham—
—His own boundary i.e. His own Self—$R.

—His own direction, i.e. Vaikuptha*loka—*VR.
—His own attribute, full form (guna-purna-svariipam )—VJ.
—His quarter, i.e. His own eternal abode (nija-idtpa-dluma)--,JG.

—His boundary, the span oflife of 1 25 years While he was in this world

—VC.
»

35. pravTojantam—$R. : Set out as a recluse (to enter the 4th stage of

life, viz. Samnyisa). But VJ. refutes this on the grounds of the ineligibility of

£uka to Sathnydsa as his thread ceremony had not taken place. Here pra~

vrajyd does not mean sathnydsa but "abruptly going out.” VB. explains pra-

vrajanam as "leaving out all contacts” and not sarhnyasa.
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father Dvaipayana) 36
, being grieved at his separationfrom him,

called back as “Oh Son” (to which) the trees, being like

Suka on account of his (Suka's) existence (entry) anto the

hearts of all beings37 responded (to Vyasa).

3. I seek refuge in the son of Vyasa (viz. &uka, the

spiritual master ofsages who had, out ofcompassion for people

m the worldly existence desiring to cross over the (ocean of)

the blinding darkness (of ignorance), narrated the secret one

among the Puranas 38 (viz. the Bhagavata Purdna), which is the

only one lamp of spiritual truth, full of its own (uncommon)

glory39
,
and is the essence of all the Vedas.

4. After paying obeisance to Narayajia40 and also to

Nara41 the best of men42
, and also43 to the goddess of

learning, one should narrate Jaya (another name of the Bhdga-

vata Purdna. See VR. and SD.).

36. Dvaipayana—The name of Vyasa, the son of Parasara, so called

because of his birth on an island in the Jumna—PCK
. p. 47ft-

evam Dvaipdyano jajne Satyavalydm Parafarat /

JVyasto ih'ipe sa yail halm lastnad Dvaipdyonah smrlah //

—MBH. I.63.86

37. \niva-bhuta-hrdayafi—§R. : Suka replied through the medium of

trees to remove the paternal bond from the heart of Vyasa.

VB. : One who controls the hearts of all beings; or whose heart is in

all beings.

JG. : Upon whom the heart of all beings is placed.

38. pttrdna-auhyarfi—§R & JG. interpret as above, but VR. : “The
secret Purana”, VJ. adds puranasya bhagavatah sannidhdium yogyam.

3<). svdnubhdvam—-JG.: This expresses the uncommon glory of the

3H.P., but VJ. : He who expounded Brahman (svanubhavam) and who
narrated the BH.P. which is’.. .etc. (VJ. construes this verse differently as

indicated above).

40. N&r&yann ; Vi?nu so called because he lay on the waters of the

Deluge before the beginning of Creation : Apo nara iti proktd dpo vai nara-

sdnavah / Td yadasydyanam pdrvath Una Ndrdyanali smrlah 1

1

41. Kara : An incarnation ofVifpu; born of Dharma and Murti

daughter of Dak;a. A friend and associate of Narayana while performing

penance at Badarilc£srama. As $R. and JG. note NSrayana and Nara

represent Kf?na and Arjuna.

42. narottama—The best of beings. Some treat this as the adjective

qualifying Nara.

43. VJ. reads “Vyasa” for eaiva. He interprets this verse rather differ-

ently :
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5. Oh sages ! I have been very nicely asked by your
honour about the wehare (or bliss

)
ofthe people because

(
your

)

relevant question is about Krsna, whereby the soul becomes
completely soothed.

6. That is certainly the sublime religion44 for men,
(religion) from which is created the devotion to Lord Visnu

—

devotion which is without any (ulterior) motive, unobstructed

(or constant) and by which the soul becomes deeply pacified.

7. Loyal devotion (applied) to Lord Vasudeva4
**’ imme-

diately46 generates non-attachment which leads to causeless47

knowledge.

3. If that religion, howsoever well-practised, does not

create love for the stories of Lord Krsna, it is certainly sheer

labour.

9. Verily, wealth is not the proper objective^ of the

religion leading to Liberation46 . The desire (for worldly

“After paying homage to Narayana (the subject of the Bhagavata £astro.),
Vyasa (the author of the BH.P.), the goddess Laksml, Vayu, the greatest

of men, the highest teacher, Sarasvati (the goddess of learning) and Nara,

I expound the BH.P. (due to the favour of the above deities).” JG. states :

‘Of this Bhagavata Sastra, Nara & Narayana are the presiding deities (adhif-

thdtf-devale ) ,
§ri-Kr$na is the Devoid, Sarasvati is the £akti, Vyasa is the Seer

(Rfi ), OM (pranava ^ is the Bija, and Gayatrl is the Metre (Chandas). As point-

ed out by Nflakantha in his Comm, on the Devl-Bhagavata, the ist verse of

the BH.P. is not in the Gayatrl metre (vide Ft. Note on BH.P.I.i.i.)’

44. SR.: This verse answers the ist question (in Bh.P.l.i.g). pma
dhflwta : Religion is of two kinds

—

apara dharma (i.e. Dh. the object of which

is Liberation) and—porn dhama (which creates devotion to K.r?na).

45. Vasudeva—VR. : All pervadcr, VJ.’ One who dwells (pervades)

everywhere or One who makes all to dwell in Him. vasati sarvatra
,

svasmin

sarvam vdmyali

=

vasuh . vasui tdsau deoai ca f

46. ah—,JG. Quickly. As soon as the Bh.P. is heard, the knowledge

described therein is created.

47. aha'tvka—$R : Free from unnecessary arguments & JG. : Derived

from the Upanifads. VD. : The object or cause ofwhich is “A” (i.e.) Vasu-

deva. VJ. : With no ulterior motive like money etc. VR. : Bhakti as an end in

itself. SD. That which does not result in anything but devotion. VB. :

Knowledge which is not inferrable but is generated directlv by realization

(sdkfdtkara )

48. dpavareya—VR., VJ. : “That which leads to Liberation”. JG. :

Devotion —Unconditional devotion of the individual spirit to the divine spirit.

The devotion which does not expect any gain in return but gives oneselfup

to God.
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things) is never enjoined for the attainment of that (kind of)

wealth which has religion as its end (object).49

10. It is not proper to satisfy the senses (by dhjoyment

of desired objects but to limit) that much enjoyment of desired

objects as is essential for (the sustenance of) life. The
aim of life in this world is enquiry about the Truth (or the

essential nature of the Supreme Being= Tattva) and not (the

desire for enjoyment in Heaven) by performing religious rites.

11. Those who possess the knowledge of the Truth

(tattva) call the knowledge of non-duality80 as the Truth. It is

also variously designated as Brahman, Paramatman or Bhaga-

van.

12. The sages who have faith in it (Brahman) visualize

their own soul in themselves, through devotion which is com-
bined with knowledge and non-attachment and which is devel-

oped by listening to the Vedanta.

13. Hehce, Oh greatest of the twin-borns ! Gratifica-

tion (grace) of Hari is the consummation of religion practised

welt by men according to the division of castes and stages of

life.

14. Therefore, the Venerable Lord of the Satvatas

(deserves always to be) heard, eulogised, meditated and wor-

shipped with concentrated attention.

1 5. Who will not love (listen to ) His narratives by whose

sword-like meditation, the learned ones, becomingone with the

40. dhcimaikantasya—VJ “That of which Dharma is the only definite

fruit”. VR. endorses the same when he says : Dharmaika-prayojancsyarthasya

vittasya labhdyaprayojanaya kamo na sm^tah/Arthasya proyojanaih na homo bhavati /

It may be noted that by kamo he means our needs of life annapanadi,

50. advaya—§R. : Non-duality. Here Bh.P. anticipates the theory

of momentariness ofthe Buddhists.VJ : “Having neither equal nor superior”.

VR. : “incomparable with It”, also aiyoya-bhtda-rahita, or jatyadi-bheda-

rahita. JG. : Knowledge is nothing but consciousness (cit) and has no second

(advaya ) and is of the Supreme Being. Although the Bh.P. uses the word

'Tattva in the sense of Brahman, Param&tman and Bhagav&n ,
one is the

Pure knowledge beyond everything, the other is the internal controller having

abundance ofM&y&—power, while the last is complete within Himself.Verse

1 a : dtmani—$R : “In sentient beings”, JG. “In the purified hearts of sentient

beings”
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Supreme Spirit81 cut asunder the knot-like acts producing
bondage.52

16. Oh Brahmanas ! Love about the narratives of

Vasudeva will be generated in (persons) desirous of hearing

(or devoted to service) and full of faith, by performing holy

pilgrimages and through the service ofthe great (holy
) people.

17. The reason is that Krsna, hearing and glorifying

(whose episodes) is meritorious and who is the well-wisher of

the good, exists in the hearts of the listeners to His narratives

and shakes off all evil .

18. When Evils are all but destroyed by continuous

services of the devotees of the Lord53
, firm devotion to the Lord

of excellent fame84
, is generated.

19. Then, mind, not being affected by perturbations

(qualities or “aspects”55
)

like Passions {rajas) and Ignorance

(Jamas) and by desire, avarice and others, and being stabilised

in goodness, is quietened (soothed).

20. Thus the knowledge66 of the reality of the Lord

is produced in the person whose mind is padded and who has

freed himself from attachment through the devotion of the

Supreme Lord.

21. As soon as the Supreme Lord is seen within oneself,

his knot (of ego) in the heart57 is cut asunder, all doubts are

5,1. yukta/j—&R : With power of self-control, JG : With a subdued
mind.

j2. granthi—SR. : Knots i.e. acts producing ego, JG.: Acts producing

ego in different bodies.

53. or the study of the Bhagavata.

54. uttama-sloka--&R.: (1) As in Bh.P. 1.1.19 He whose glory

dispels darkness ofignorance in mind. (2 ) The Lord who is praised by persons

whose hearts are absolved from ignorance.

55. bhava—According to Siiikhyas, the perturbation of Prakfti results

in the non-balance of its gupos i.e. “attributes or constituents" which Dr.

Radhakrishnan prefers to call “aspects". But he prefers to use the original

Sk. guna in ffist. ofInd. Phil. Vol. II pp. 262-65. I have -however, foll-

owed the traditional translation of these terms.

56. JG. thinks that the communion with the Supreme Lord is felt

from within without the influence of thinking power.

57. VJ. takes hfdaya-gianthi as Mind and not ego. Qjaoting Vedic

scriptures he states that on this point SR.’s explanation is against the tenets

of the BH.P. (Bhdgavata-jfldnad advaita-nifedhde ca / )
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solved and his actions (good or bad, of the previous period

which are not exhausted by enjoying jhe fruits) arc annihilated.

22. Hence, verily, wise men always practise with great

delight (their) devotion in Lord Vasudeva which purifies their

hearts.88

23. iSattva (goodness), rajas (passion) and tamas (igno-

rance)—These are the attributes or constituents of Nature

(Prakrti ). The Supreme Being possessing these attributes is

one. Here He assumes names like Hari, Virifici (Brahmadeva )

,

and Hara (Siva) for the preservation (creation and destruction)

of the universe. There (from among them) the good (Final

Beatitude) comes from Him whose body is Sattva (goodness)*

itself.

24. To the earthly wood, the smoke issuing from it is

superior. To such smoke the Fire is superior as being connect-

ed with all sacrificial acts prescribed in the Vedas. (Similarly)

the quality of rajas is better than that of tamas
,
but sattva-guna

(the quality of goodness) is the best as the Supreme Spirit

(Brahman

)

is realized in it.
69

25. Therefore, formerly sages worshipped Venerable

Visriu (who is of purest goodness i.e. sattva-guna incarnate).

Those who follow them here become fit for final beatitude.

26. So also, disregarding the lords of goblins of terrible

forms, persons desirous of Liberation (being) quiet and free

from malice adore images of Narayana.

27. Verily, longing for wealth, power and offspring,

persons whose nature (is dominated by) the qualities of rajas

(passion) and tamas (ignorance) and who are of the kindred

nature (as lords of manes etc.
)

adore the Lords of the manes,

goblins and created beings and others.

28. Vasudeva is the highest objective of the Vedas.

58 . SR. : “Though the Supreme Being assumed three different names
for three different functions, the real good ofmen will result in devotion to

V&sudeva who is full of Sattoa-gupa.

59- SR. Explains : The quality ofrajas is more expressive ofthe Supreme
Being than tamas. The particle tu shows that rajas has but little value as

compared with sattva (Goodness) which fully expresses the nature of the

Supreme Being. Thus the superiority ofVifnu, the presiding deity of sattva-

gupa over the other two presiding deities of rajas and tamas (vis. Brahmadeva
and Siva is obvious.
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(Vedic) sacrifices are intended for Vasudeva. The Yogic
practices (and as a matter of that) all (religious) actions have
Vasudeva as their goal.

29. The object of knowledge is (the comprehension of)

Vasudeva. Religious penance is for the sake of Vasudeva.
Vasudeva is the goal of Religion. Vasudeva is the end to be

reached in liberation.

30. The Supreme Lord who is without attributes (and)

all-pervading by nature, formerly created this (Universe) by

His will-power called Illusion {Maya) which consists of (three)

qualities (viz. sattva> rajas and tamas

)

and is of manifested and
unmanifested form or “expressive of cause and effect (law of

causation).

3 1
.

(The Supreme Lord
)
having manifested Himself by

His Knowledge or Intellectual Power60 and entering into

these attributes created by Mdyd appears as ifHe has attributes.

32. Just as the same fire placed in wood from which it is

created, appears of different forms, (so also) the Purusa61—the

Soul of the Univer e appears different in created beings.62

33. This (Supreme Lord), by entering'into beings creat-

ed by Himselfby the effects full ofattributes, of gross and subtle

elements, organs of senses and Soul-mind, enjoys their

attributes. 63

60. vijndrui—§R. : Intellectual power, VR. : Soul (jiva), SD. : Indi-

vidual soul (jiva) who is a part of the Universal soul and is of the nature of

knowledge.

6 1. puman—§R. : The Supreme lord, the Soul of the universe. VR. :

The individual soul (jiva). VJ.however, supports the above (our) translation.

62. VC. differs : “Just as the fire consumes the wood in which it is

created, the universal soul (paramdtmd)when realized by devotion etc. removes

the limitations (ufiddhts ) due to mdyd” SD. thinks that this verse shows the

driving force of the Lord. The paratndimd appears differently as a driving

force in all movable and immovable objects but He is one.

63. VR. differs. He takes asau as individual soul. The gist of his

interpretation: “The individual soul enters the bodies of gods etc. created

according to their past actions, and enjoys the objects ofsenses and does acts

resulting into merits or sins”. Alternatively he suggests that the Supreme

Lord enjoys through individual souls and not directly. VJ. thinks that the

Supreme Lord enters these bodies in a detached manner. If he enters an

unfortunate body, the Supreme Soul has not to suffer miseries like the indivi-

dual soul.
*
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34. Certainly, this Creator of the Universe64
,
being fond

of pastimes65 like incarnations in gods, non-human being sand

men, protects the Universe, by hfe power.

CHAPTER THREE
Suta said :

1. At the beginning, with the desire to create the Uni-

verse, the Lord assumed the form ofMan66 (purusa) consisting

of sixteen parts67 created from the tattvas (primary substances)

of which Mahat68 (the Great or “Intellect”) is the first.

64. loka-bhavanafi—§R. “Protector of the Universe”. VJ.,VR. :

“The Creator of the Universe”.

65. anu-rata—SD. “Ready to protect the religion as needed at a

particular period”. VJ. thinks that anu means The Lord is not bound

to but may at His will incarnate as per necessity of the world. He is-not bound

by the law of Karman to do so.

66. paurufctn rupam—§R. : Though the Supreme Spirit has no such

human form, for the convenience of meditation or worship. He is regarded

as Viral (one residing in or knowing the affairs of sentient beings.)

VJ. explains : The Supreme Being collected and preserved the whole

of the universe in its subtle form in his “Belly”, at the time of the Deluge

and lay covered in the darkness of his Prakftu At the time of Creation of the

Universe, he drank up the Darkness covering him and manifested himself.

This is “the assumption of the Puru$a form”. Alternatively “the assumption

of forms like Rama, Ktfna etc” may be accepted.

VB. : He assumed of his own accord body consisting of pure sattva

(the constituent power—guna—of goodness) which is composed of tattvas

(principles). It may not be a human form.

JG. : Puru?a implies 3 forms ofVi?nu, as ( 1 ) the Creator ofthe principle

Mahat (Intelligence), (2) the Being in the Egg, and (3) the Being in all

bhStas. The Supreme Lord described as possessing 6. attributes of glory

etc. is now described as Purufa. Rffpa according to VR. indicates here

the cause of Brahmanda {Brahmanfa-karaparh samaf(i-tattva-jatom)

,

while with

SD. rSpa is the effect of Samaffi (aggregate which is considered as made
up ofparts each ofwhich is consubstantially the same with the whole ) and the

1

material cause of tyaffi (an aggregate viewed as made up of many separated

bodies )
—samaffi-kdryatmakarh vyaftyupadana-bhwarn

)

67. fotfaiakalam—&R. , SD., VB. : 10 organs of senses+Mind+5
mahabh utas (Elements) =3 16 parts.

68. mahadddibhift—SR. : Consisting of the “principles” (tattvas

)

called
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2. Brahma, the Head of the progenitor ofthe Universe,**

was born of the lotus of the deep-lake-like navel70 of the Lord

who was lying on the waters (of the post-Deluge ocean)

extending his yogic meditation-slumber71 .

3. Verily that form of the Lord on the formation of

whose limbs is based the extent of the Universe, is very pure,

excellent, and full of sattva (goodness).

4. They (i.e. yogins) with their vision ofvast knowledge7*

visualise this form wonderful (on account of its having) thou-

sands of feet, thighs, arms, mouths, thousands of heads, ears,

eyes and noses, shining on account of thousands of crowns,

garments and earings.

5. This73 (original form of the Supreme Being, the Adi-

Narayana) is the indestructible seed74 and the receptacle (place

of return) of different incarnations and from whose parts and
parts of parts75

,
beings such as gods, subhuman beings (like

animals, birds), men and others, are created.

by Sahkhyas as Makat (the Great or Intellect), ahamkara (ego or self-sense)

and ;> lanmdtras (subtle pure elements corresponding to the 5 organs of sense).

6g. viiva-sfjam patih—Brahma, the Creator of the universe at first

created 10 Prajapatis (Lords or generators of created beings) e.g. Marfci,

Atri, Arigiras, Pulastya, Pulaha, Kratu etc. In the V&yupur&na we have

another list : Kardama, Ka&yapa, 2§e?a, Vikranta. etc. (For details vide PI.

II.404)

VB. remarks that the word pati shows that to these generators of

created beings, the order of BrahmS was inviolable.

70. ndbhi-hradatnbujah—VB. explains that the word n&bhi (Navel)

is used to signify the existence of the Universe in the belly of the Lord. §R.

says that this refers to the Supreme Being's assumption of Purufa form in the

Padma Kalpa.

71. Toga-nidrd —!§R. : "The sleep of samddhi (meditation). VB. says

thatyoga-nidra is a certain kind of poorer of the Lord. It relieves the agonies

of beings and brings them to him. He extends it for the creation of the

Universe.

72. adabhra-cakfiifd—$R. : “With their eyes of vast knowledge" VJ.:

"Of full knowledge" SD. : "Of great knowledge".

73. etad—VR. thinks that this is the Aniruddha form, VJ. calk this

Padma-ndbha while JG. "the Being in the egg of Brahman".

74. blja—^%R. : Place of origin; JG. : Embryo. VR, : The root cause.

75. athiarhiena—$R. : N&r&yana is the seed of incarnations as well

as of all animate things as they are created out of his parts, Brahmi is the
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6. At first
7
*, that very God manifested (Himself) as

Youths77 and (becoming) Brahmaria, practised unbroken

celibacy which is difficult to practise.
*

7. Secondly, also, the Lord of Sacrifices (Narayana)

with the object of creation, assumed the body ofa boar for rais-

ing up the Earth which had sunk down to the lower region

called Rasatala70
.

8. And thirdly, He, having become the Divine Sage

(Narada79
)
in the Ar?a Creation (pertaining to sages), expound-

ed the religio-mystical treatise pertaining to the Sulvatas (the

devotees of Vi§nu) namely Pailcardtrdgama by following which

actions become void of their binding force.60

9. In the fourth incarnation, having been born of the

wife of Dharma (namely Murti, daughter of Daksa Prajapati)

as the twin sages Nara and Narayajia81
,
He performed seveie

penance with fully pacified mind.

part (amia

)

ofN&rayana and Brahma’s progeny like the manasaputras (Marici

and others) are parts of part (aifyiaihia)

.

VR. cidacit iattvaikya-deicna.

76. prathamam—§R. : This word is used for numerical reference only

and does not indicate superiority or inferiority;

77. kaumaram—&R. : This is a name of Creation like Arsa, Prajapatya

etc. It includes Sanaka, Sanandana, Sanatana, Sanatkumira. They were

miqd-born sons of Brahma, and were Brahmaiias. They refused to create

progeny and led a celibate life. SD., VR., JG. agree with §R.

78* Rasatala—One of the seven sub-terranean regions. They are as

follows : Atala, Vitala, Sutala, Tal&tala, Rasatala, Mahatala and Patala.

These are inhabited by Nigas, demons etc.

79. Narada

:

The beloved 10th son of Brahma; one of the 12 who
knew the Dharma ordained by Hari; a celibate; was taught the Bhagavata

by his father; he recited it to Vy&sa; author of Satvata Tantra; mentioned

many times in the Bh.P.
—PI. II.223

80. naiskarmyam—&R. : That from which the cause of the binding

force of an action becomes null and void. VS. : means leading to Liberation.

VR. observes Those who perform rm'rfti type of karma should not follow

pravrUt dharma VI.: Bv performing karmas as prescribed in the Satlvata

Tantia , one attains liberation.

81. These twin sages performed penance at Badarikfiirama. When
Tndra sent god of Love and heavenly damsels to disturb his contemplation,

Nara created a number of beautiful ladies and asked the god of Love to select

one for heaven. They took Urvaii to heaven and reported the superior

powers of the sages. Arjuna and Kffna are regarded as the incarnations of
Nara and N&r&yapa respectively.—PI. II.205., 231.
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10. The fifth (incarnation) was by name Kapila82
,

the chief of Siddhas (who) explained to Asuri88 the Sankhya
doctrine84 which determined all the principles, which was lost

(formerly) in the course of time.

11. In the sixth (Incarnation) He, being requested by
Anasuya85 became the child (lit. accepted the child-ship)

of Atri88 , taught Metaphysics (SR: knowledge of the Soul)

to Alarka87
,
Prahlada88 and others.

82. Kapila : Born of Kardama and Devahuti; taught knowledge of

Brahman to his mother; propounder of the Sankhya philosophy which he

taught to Asuri; one of the twelve who knew the Dharma ordained by Hari;

burnt down 6o,<»oo sons of Sagara when they attacked him on suspicion of

theft of their sacrificial horse. (PI. I.311). Apart from the mythological

account, Kapila seems to be a historical figure —an exponent of a system of

philosophy in Pre-Buddhist period.

83 . Ami i : N . of the disciple of Kapila ; a siddha but did not comprehend

Hnri’s Maya; was invited to Yudhisfhira’s Rajasuya sacrifice. Pl.I.180.

8 [. Sankhya : The system takes its name from its method of arriving

at conclusions by theoretical investigation. The word Sathklya is derived

by some from Sarhkhyd or number and is appropriate to this system which

gives an analytical enumeration of the principles of the cosmos. But this

tendency to enumeration is common to all Hindu systems of thought...In

the early texts, Sdmkhya is used in the sense of philosophical reflection and

not numerical reckoning. This particular system, which expounds by careful

reflection the nature of puruf

a

or spirit and the other entities, acquired this

significant title. S. P.adhakrishnan

—

Hist, of Ind. Phil. II. 248-334.

Gf. Suddhaima-tattva- vijhdnam Sdtikhyath yadabhidhiyate /

Sankara—Comm, on Vtfnu-sahasrandma.

83 Anasuya : The wife of the sage Atri and a daughter of Kardama;

mother of Datta, Durvasas and Soma; mother of 5 Atreyas and a daughter

Sfuti —PI. 1 . 53.

86. Atri : A son of BrahmS; married Anasuya appointed by Brahma

for the creation of the world. While engaged in meditation on Mount Rksa,

the Trimurtis blessed him with 3 sons being theirown parts (amsas). Accord-

ingly Datta (Vi?nu), Durvasas (Siva) and Soma (Brahma) were

born. —PI. I.41.

87. Alatka : PCK (p. 76) records diflerent Alarkas, but the one men-

tioned here seems to be the king of K&Si; youngest son of Rtadhvaia and

Madiilasa ; was expounded the spiritual knowledge by his mother and Datt5-

treya.

88. Prahldda : Son of Hiranyakasipu and Kay£dhu ; was initiated
«

in the Bh&gavata Dharma by NSrada. For him Vi?nu incarnated as Man-
lion and killed Hiranyakasipu. Prahlada became the Lord of Daityas. His
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12. Then, in the seventh (incarnation), Yajfta®9 was

born ofRuci and Akuti. He along with gods of whom Yama90

was the first, protected the period assigned to the Manif called

Svayambhu.91

13. In the eighth (incarnation), Lord Visnu (lit. One

with wide steps) was born of King Nabhi and queen Meru

Devi, He (as Ftsabha) 99 showing to the strong-minded ones

the path (of sannyasa ) ,
the most respectable of all the stages of

life.

14. Oh Brahmanas ! Having been implored by sages,

(He) assumed the ninth body (incarnation) pertaining to

(i.e. known as) Prthu. From this (earth), he milked (medi-

cinal) plants. Thereby he became the most pleasant.

15. At the time of oceanic deluge in the epoch (Man-

vantara
) called Cak§u§a93 He assumed the form ol a fish94

and protected Vaivasvata Manu96 by making him board the

earth-boat.

spiritual preceptor was Datt&treya. It was due to him that Kr$na spared

the life of Bana. Prahlada lived in Sutala and attained liberation by Sat-

sanga.— PI. II.435-36.

89. Yajfta : An incarnation of Vi?nu, son ofRuci and Akuti ;
reported

to have married his twin-sister Dak;ina; was Indra in the period called

Svdyambhuva Manvantara.

90. l'ama : Npme of the 1st son out of 12 sons born of Yaifta and

Daksina. He was a god in Svayambhuva Manvantara.

91. Svdyambhuva Manvantara : Period relating to Svayambhu. Sva-

yambhu was the first Manu (out of 14 Manus). Satarupa was his wife.

They had 2 sons—Priyavrata and Utt&nap&da and 3 daughters viz. Akuti,

Devahuti and Prasuti who were married to Ruci, Kardama and Dak$a res-

pectively. As Akuti was married byputrikd-dharma, he took over son Yajfta.

In the period (Manvantara) of Svayambhu, Marlci, Atri, Angiras, Pulastya,

Pulaha, Kratu, and Bhfgu were the seven mind-born sons of Brahma, Yajfta

was the Indra and Dakfioa the Indr&iit and their sons called Tu?ita were the

gods.—BPK. 370.

92. R$abha—Adin&tha, an incarnation of Vijnu. For details see

Bh.P. V.3-6.

93. Cakfufa—The epoch (Manvantara) of the 2nd Manu Gak?u.

He was the son of Vyusta and Pu?karii?i;wife Akuti, son Manu.- PI. 1,574

94. mdtsyam rupam—The Fish incarnation. Though this is the 10th

incarnation here, it is regarded as the 1st incarnation ofViwu, popularly.

95. Vaivasvata Manu—In his former life, V.M. was King Satyavrata

of Tamil Nad, who by his obligations on Vifoi* in his initial stage of Fish-
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16. In the eleventh (incarnation) in the form of a tor-

toise, the omni-present Lord supported the Mandara moun-
tain on his back while gods and demons were churning the

ocean.96

17. The twelfth (incarnation) is of Dhanvantari97
,

and the thirteenth, the female form ofMohini98 who after delud-

ing others (i.e. demons) enabled (lit. made) the gods to drink

nectar.

18. Assuming the fourteenth Man-lion form99 , he tore

up the chest of the powerful king of the Dailyas with his claws

like a weaver of mats (tearing) the rushes (grass).

19. Proposing to beg three paces (of land) but desirous

of recovering (lit. taking back) heaven, he assumed the Pigmy

incarnation was blessed with Manu-ship. He is the 7th Manu whose epoch

continues at present. In his regime, Vasu, Rudra, Aditya, Vi&ve Dcva,

Marudgana, Asvini-kumara and Rbhu are the gods. Purandara, the Indra

and Kasyapa, Atri, Vasisfha, Visvaraitra, Gautama, Jamadagni and Bhara-

dvaja are the 7 sages.—BPK.307, also PI. II.601.

96. This refers to the occasion ofchurning the ocean for nectar. The
gods and demons cooperated in churning the ocean with Mount Mandara

as the churning staff, serpent Vasuki as the string. Fourteen valuable things

such as the goddess Lak?mi, Kaustubha gem etc. were obtained. Nectar

(amfta

j

was one of them. The deadly poison Halahala was drunk up

by god Siva to save the world.

(For details vide PI. I.87)

97 Dhanvantan

:

An incarnation of Vi?nu. He appeared with the

jar of nectar during the ocean-churning for nectar. Another account shows

him to be tlie son of king Dirgha-tamas of Kasi; the originator ofAyur-
Veda and the father of Ketumin.—-PI. II. 156-57

98. Mohini : The 13th incarnation of Vi?nu to delude the Asuras

from having any share in the nectar and distribute it to Devas (gods).

—PI. II.156-57.

99. Narasithha : (also Nirasiihha and Nrsiihha) : Vijpu came down
on the earth to punish Hiratyyakaiipu for his insolence and cruelty. Hiranya-

kaiipu harassed his son Prahlida for his devotion to Vijnu.—the omni-present.

When asked whether Visgu existed in the column of his hall, PrahlAda said

“Yes” on which Hirapyakaiipu kicked it, when Vi?pu appeared before the

demon and killed him.
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form100 and arrived at Bali’s101 sacrifice.

20. In the sixteenth incarnation, being angry at the

hostility ofkings to Brahmanas, he extirpated the waffior class

from the earth for twentvone times.102
0

21. In the seventeenth (descent on the earth) he was
born of Satyavatl from Paras ara103 . Seeing people of low

intelligence, he divided the tree in the form ofVeda into several

branches.

22. After this (i.e. after the 18th incarnation), with a

desire to help gods (lit. to do the work ofgods viz. to kill Ravana
etc.), he assumed kingship and performed acts of valour such

as control of the sea (by building a bridge over it.)

23. In the nineteenth and the twentieth (incarnations),

too. The origin of this incarnation is “The three strides of Vi?nu”

mentioned in the Rg-veda. In the Treta-yuga (2nd Age), the pious Daitya

King Bali acquired the dominance of the three worlds by defeating the gods.

To remedy this Visnu was born as a diminutive son of Kasyapa and Aditi.

The dwarf appeared before Bali and begged ofhim to donate him three paces

of land. The generous king agreed. Vi §nu manifested his original form and

covered the heaven and earth in two strides. But respecting his (Bali’s 1

virtues. He made Bali the King of the subterranean region Sutala and assured

him of Indra-ship in the 8th Manvantara (Epoch)

.

ioi. Bali : A son of Virocana and grand-son of Prahlada; married

Vindhyavali andAsana; had ioo sons ofwhom Bana was the eldest; defeated

gods on the battlefield and performed too Horse-sacrifices. In the iooth

horse-sacrifice, he was deceived by Visnu in a dwarf form, (for the rest vide

the above note).—P.I. 2.469-71.

m2. This refers to ParaSurama incarnation of Visnu, in thcTreta age.

He was the son ofJamadagni and Renuka (a princess). Haihaya king Karta-

virya Arjuna forcibly took away Jamadagni's Kamadhenu (Wish-yielding

cow). The scuffle led to Parahtrama’s killing of Kartavirya. Jamadagni

disapproved of this and ordered Parasur&ma to go on pilgrimage for one year

in expiation of this. After the departure of ParaSurSma, the sons of Karta-

virya killed Jamadagni. In the struggle between Bhargavas and Haihayas

that followed this, Parasurama defeated them 21 times, which has been

poetically described as “extirpation** of the K?atriya class. After this he

retired to perform penance on Mahendra mountain. He is regarded as

“deathless**, was discomfited by Da$arathi R£ma,; taught Astra-vidyS

to Bhisma and Kariia; guided Kr;na and Balar&ma to Gom&ntaka.

—PI. II.291

.

103. Paraid 1a : Son of Sakti
,
grandson of Vasiftha; father ofVyasa.

—PI. II.293-4.
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having taken birth in the Vr?ni family as Rama (Balarama)

and Krsna, he lessened the burden of the earth.

24. Then after full advent of die Kali Age, (He) will

be born with Buddha as His name, and as a son of Ajana in the

Kikata country.104
• * .

25. Then in the twilight of the Kali Age, when kings

will be as good as robbers, this protector of the world will be

born of VisnuyaSas under the name Kalki.

26. Oh twice-born ones ! Just as thousands of canals

flow forth from inexhaustible lake, similarly innumerable are

the incarnations of Hari, the ocean of goodness (the Sattva-

gurta )

.

27. Sages, Manus108
,
gods as well as very powerful sons

of Manu along with Prajapatis (gods presiding over creation)

are all parts of Hari only.

28. But106 Lord Krsna is the Supreme Being himself

and all these, parts and smaller parts of the Supreme Being

who give happiness to* the world (when it is) troubled by

the enemies of Indra (i.e. demons) in every epoch.

29. The man who, exerting himself with devotion,

recites in the morning and in the evening this mysterious

(account of the) births (incarnations) ofthe Lord, is completely

released from all kinds of misery.

30. ’ This form of the formless Lord whose true consti-

tution is the Spirit itself, has been indeed created in the Soul

1 04. Kikata : Name of the land where Buddha was born ; noted for the

sacred Gaya, the garden park R&jagfha and the hermitage of Cvavana.
—PI. I.381.

105. Manu : Progenitors and sovereigns of the earth for 1/14 part of

Brahmft's day (i.e. 4,320,000 human years). The Manus are 14 in number

viz. 1. Sv&yambhuva, 2. Svaroci?a 3. Auttami, 4. TSmasa, 5. Rai-

vata, 6. C£k?u?a, 7. Vaivasvata, 8. Savarni, 9. Daksa-s&varni, 10.

Brahma-s&varni, 1 1 . Dharma savarni, 1 2 . Rudra savarni, 1 3 . Deva savarni,

14. Indra s&varni.

to6. JG. explains the difference between Bhagavan and his parts as

follows : The Supreme Lord, by His divine will, can manifest His power any-

where without interruption, while the parts (amsas

)

or incarnations can
#

manifest these for performing their appointed mission. Though is

included In the list of incarnations, He is not merely a part (arhJa) of the

Supreme Being but the Supreme Being Himself. The particle to in the

above verse is used to distinguish him from other incarnations.
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or the dust (particles of the earth) is ascribed to the wind (by

ignorant persons), similarly the quality of being seen is attri-

buted to the seer by unintelligent ones. (The spirit is wrongly

misunderstood as being material body.)

32. From this is created a different ,body which is made
up of unmanifested attributes (or parts of the body like hands,

feet etc.) and which is subtle due to the invisibility and inaudi-

bility of its essential nature. It is the Jiva (spirit) due to which

transmigration (lakes place). 1®7

33. When these two forms sat and asat (i.e. two bodies

gross and subtle) attributed to the soul through ignorance are

negatived by Self-knowledge, it is the visualization ofBrahman

(i.e. identification ofJiva with Brahman) 108
.

34. They know that if this divine (pertaining to the

Omniscient Spirit) and resplendent (or sportive) 100 Maya

107. SR. says that the hypothesis of a subtle body which is invisible,

inaudible and formless, is necessary to account for the repeated births or

transmigrations of the Soul.

108. VR. interprets Brahma as “the liberated soul” and darsana

as “the knowledge of the nature ofthe ‘pure’ soul devoid of any contamination

or contact with Prakfti”. So this verse means : “That knowledge by which

one realizes that origination (birth) and destruction (death) really belong

to the non-Spirit (acit

)

and that they arc ascribed to the Soul through ignorance

(avitlya) and that they are to be denied ofthe Soul (Atman) by the knowledge

of the dtman

,

is the real knowledge of Brahman.”

But VJ. states: “That knowledge is the knowledge ofBrahman leading to

liberation from sarhidra (the cycle ofbirths and deaths)—the knowledge which

consists in seeing that the forms consisting of the Primordial Nature (Prakfti

)

and its products arc, from the very beginning, different from the Supreme

Soul (Paramdtman

)

due to His self-knowledge. It is due to Nescience (Avidyi)

that he mistakes them as belonging to Himself.

tog. SR : Sporting in the cycle of creation, preservation and des-

truction of the universe.

VR : When this cosmic illusion (Mdyd or Prakfti) becomes

capacious with Mahat etc. and the consequent pride or beliefof thinking the

body and the Soul as identical, ceases or disappears, then the individual Soul

comes to be worshipped (respected) as having realised his own glory as the

liberated with the eight excellent qualities which are manifested on the reali-

zation of the Supreme Soul.
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(illusion), transforming itself to knowledge ceases itself (auto-

matically), (thejiva or Spirit) becoming perfect (i.e. identical

with Brahman) is glorified in its own greatness).

35. The wise ones describe in this way, the births and
deeds of the Birthlcss and Actionless, the Lord of the hearts

(antaryaznin ) whose deeds are mystically described in the

Vedas110
.

36. Or he whose sports are not ineffective, creates,

protects and eats up (destroys) this Universe but is not attached

to this. 111 And this Master of six qualities112 lies concealed in

the hearts of all beings and remaining (aloof) independent,

he enjoys (as if it is fragrance) the objects of six senses.

37. Just as an ignorant person does not understand the

performance of an actor, (similarly) no being of dull intel-

ligence can comprehend by mind, words or skill (in argumen-

tation or Logic) 113 the pastimes of the Supporter (of the

universe) who extends greatly114 his names and forms.

38. He who is attached to the fragrance of his lotus-like

feet, without crookedness and obeys him continuously, knows

the way to the Pre-eminent Lord, the protector of the universe

(who is) of infinite power and the holder of the discus (lit.

a part of the chariot).

39. Hence, Oh venerable ones ! Blessed are you in this

world ! As you have thus shown complete devotion to Vasu-

deva, the Lord of all the people, there is no terrible transmigra-

tion again.

40. The venerable sage (Vyasa) compiled this epic

(Purana) called Bhagavata, equal in status to the Vedas,

describing the deeds of him of pious reputation.

no. VJ. differs : “The wise describe the secrets contained in the

Upanigads : The births (incarnations) ofHim whose birth is not like that of

other individual souls, whose acts a.*e not meant for any selfish purpose, who is

present in and controls the minds of all.

hi. $R : The differentia between the jfva and God is the unconcer-

nedness of God with the universe.

1 12. Viz. Jfl&na, Sakti, Bala, Aiivarya, Virya and Tejas.

1 1 3 . niptquna : VD. By skill in knowledge and yoga.

1 14. vitanvatah—VR. : He extends, the world of forms by his mental

resolve or will

VJ. : manovacobhir nama-rUpdimakaih prapafaath stjatafr /
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41. For the highest good of the people, he (Vyasa)

made his son (Suka), pre-eminent among those who have

realized the Soul, receive this great (Bhdgavata Parana

)

which is

the means of securing Bliss115 .

42. He (Suka) made the great king Pariksit hear11®

attentively this (Bhdgavata)
, the choicest essence ofall theVedas

and History (Mahabharata )

.

43-44. Oh Brahmanas ! While he (Pariksit) was sitting

on the banks of the Ganges fasting himselfunto death, and was
surrounded by great sages, and Suka, the Brahmana sage of

great brilliance (splendour) was narrating the Bhdgavata ,

I learnt the Bhdgavata while I sat there due to his favour. I shall

narrate to you whatever I have learnt to the best of my ability

(intelligence).

45. When Krsna retired to His abode along with Righ-

teousness, knowledge and other things, this sun in the form of

the Bhdgavata Pttrdna has now arisen in the Kali Age for persons

who have lost their (intellectual) sight.

115. ivastyayana : Lit. averting of evil by recitation of mantras or

performance of expiatory rites.

116. Pariksit : A son of UttarS and Abhimanyu; a great king of

Hastinapura; the foremost of Bhagavatas; married Ir&vati, daughter of

Uttara; had 4 sons ofwhomJanamejaya was the eldest; visualised the symbolic

advent of the Kali Age. Due to his act of throwing a dead snake round the

neck of a meditating sage, he was cursed with death by Takfaka’s bite.

Parikfit, knowing his doom, sat in prdyopaveia, where $u ka visited him and

narrated the Bh&gavata Purina. Afterwards Parlkfit sat in contemplation

in detached spirit, was bitten by Taksaka and his body was reduced to ashes

by the poison. *
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CHAPTER FOUR

{Arrival of Ndrada)

Vydsa said :

1. Saunaka, the oldest117 of the sages (who were) per-

forming the sacrifice of long duration, (being) the head of the

congregation of sages118, and conversant with the Rgveda, highly

praised the Suta who was thus speaking119 and addressed

(him as follows)

.

Saunaka said :

2. Oh Suta ! Oh highly fortunate one l
120 The finest of

speakers ! Tell us the sanctifying (holy) narrative pertaining

to the Supreme Lord (the holy narrative of the Bhagavata),

which121 was recounted by venerable122 £uka.

3. In what age or (in which) place and with what
objective was this (narrative) commenced ? By whom 123 was
the dark sage124 (Vyasa) inspired to compile this text ?

4. His son who is a great Yogin (contemplative saint)

and who has visualized the Supreme Spirit {Brahman)
125

,
and

1 1 7. vfddha—VB. : Advanced in knowledge and not necessarily in

age.

118. kula-pati—Originally it signified a Br&hmana sage who main-

tained, fed and taught 10,000 pupils. $R. interprets it as above (,eanc-

mukhya). VB. explains it as the regulator or controller of the group of

sages (kulasya tfi—kulasya patili niyamokali)

.

1 1
9. bruvaria—VB. : “Saunaka was so eager that he did not even

wait for the completion of the Speech of the Silta, as is the normal

etiquette”.

120. mahabh&ga—VB. : “It was the great luck of the S&tathathe

heard the Bhfigavata from Suka”.

i2». SR. and VB. read yad while VJ. reads yam i.e. the narrative

of the BhSgavata.

122. bhagaidn—VB. : “possessing all good qualities” (purna-gu^afi).

123. kutafr—VB : What reason impelled him to compile the Bh. P.

124. KfStall—§R. : Kffna Dvaipqyanab.

125. sama-dfk—$R. : mum®*Brahma; VJ. Vifpv (mayd=*£rivd saha

oartate itij “One in association with the goddess Lak?ml”) VB. One

knowing (Brahman).
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who is devoid of any sense of discrimination and distinction ,
12#

whose mind is concentrated on one thing *(viz. the

Supreme Spirit ),
187 and (who is) wakeful from the sleep (in

the form of Illusion or Ignorance) 128 appears as a dullard

avoiding society.1*®

5*. The heavenly damsels, seeing the sage (Vyasa) (who
was) following his son, blushed and put on their garments,

even though he (the sage) was not naked but (they) did not

do so in the presence of his son (Suka who was naked).

Observing this strange (behaviour) the sage enquired of them

(about the reason) ; they said, “In your outlook, there is the

discrimination between man and woman,130 but it does not

exist in your son whose outlook is pure.181

6. How was he (§uka) recognised18* (when he) arriv-

ed in the country Kuru-Jarigala188 and (was) wandering in the

city called Hastinapura184 like a mad, dumb and dull-witted

(person) ?

7. Oh Sir ! How did the dialogue wherein188 this

(sacred) Veda-like text180 pertaining to Lord Vigpu (i.e. the

126. nirvikalpakafr—$R. : Devoid of any knowledge of distinction

from one thing to another (nirasta-bheda

)

1 27. ek&ntn-matifr—&R. : with mind devoted to one thing. VJ. : whose

mind always is engrossed in Hari. VB. : free from worldly attachment.

128. unnidra—$R. : Wakeful from the sleep of illusion (MSyfi)

VJ. : From whom sleep in the form of ignorance and other defects, is away.

129. gStfha—VB. : avoiding society. Also “unostentatious”, also

aprakafa.

•This verse is not noted by VJ.

130. stri-bhidd—§R. : The power of seeing the difference between

man and woman.
131. oivikta-dfffi—SR. : of pure outlook viviktS-ptit&dfflv yasya /

132: alakfita—&R. : known (jfldta).

133. Kuru-J&Agala : The kingdom of Parik|it. : Visited by $uka.

Its capital was Hastin&pura.

1 34. Hastin&pura—The ancient capital of the Kurus. Founded by

KingHasti. Though a central scene of action in the MBH (Mah£»

bh&rata) , nothing of the P&q^ava era is reported to have been excavated

so far.

135. jratra—SR. : From the conversation.

136. S&tvati Srutip—Sdtvatl “Pertaining to lord Hari'* according to

all oomm., but £ruti “compilation” (SR.) “equal (in Sacredness) to the

Vedas" (VR.) “Vaiwava Veda" (VB.). »
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Bhdgavata Purana ) take place between the sage ($uka) and the

royal-sage of the Pan(Java family ?

8. That illustrious (sage £uka) really awaits at the

houses of the house-holders only for (so short) a period (as

required for) milking cows,187 thereby transforming it (the

house) into a holy place.138

9. Oh Suta ! (Parik$it) the son ofAbhimanyu is report-

ed to be the best among the devotees of the Lord (ViflnO •

Describe to us his extremely wonderful birth and deeds.

10. For what reason did the emperor (Par!k$it), the

enhancer of the honour of Pan<Javas (lit. Pan<Ju*sm progeny)

,

disregarding the glory of emperorship, sit on the bank of the

Ganges fasting himself unto death ?

1 1 . Oh ( Suta) ! How wonderful it is ! How did the

young hero (warrior-king) to whose footstool (near the

throne), enemies, for their own good, bring riches (as tribute)

and pay their homage, desire to renounce the royal majesty

(lit. wealth) which it is very difficult to give up, along with

( his) life ?

12. The persons who are devoted to Lord Vi?nu (lit.

He whose renown or glory dispells the darkness of ignorance)

live for the happiness,140 abundance,141 and prosperity148 of

137. ^R. states that this verse raises the doubt how the BH. P.

could be narrated within a short period as &uka stayed at the

house of a householder for the time required for milking a cow. This

period is, according to &R., i/8th of a muhurta i.e. 15 kalis,

138. VR. & VJ. : “Sanctifying the house (by his steps)”.

139. Pifytfu—A royal sage born of Vicitravlrya’s queen Amb&liki

and VySsa (Krfna Dvaip&yana) ; superseded his elder blind brother

Dhrtar&ftra and was installed as king; married KuntI alias P|thi, sister

of Vasudeva, and M&drI; being prevented from sexual intercourse by a

curse, got five sons bom to his queens by invoking gods by incantations

known to Kuntl ; dies as a royal sage in the forest and his second queen

MfidrI immolated herself with hitn; his sons are the Pipdavas. (PI. II. 310.)

140. liodya—For “happiness” ($R.), “auspiciousness” (VR.),

“quite happiness” (VB.).

141. bhaoiya—For “abundance” ($R.), “ever increasing prosperity”

(SD.VR.) ,

* 'attainment of the goal of life viz. K&ma” (GD,), “For retire-

ment from worldly affairs or sathsira,** (VO.).

149. bhitaye—For “affluence or supremacy ($R«, SD), “wealth”

(VR. VC.), “attainment of mystic powers or skUkis** (VB.).
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others and not for themselves. Why did this ( king) becoming

completely indifferent to his body which gave shelter to others,

give it (body) up ?

13. Tell us in details everything that has been asked

here. I regard you as well*versed in all subjects of speech

that are other than the Vedas ( i.e. the PurSnas VJ)

.

S&ta said :

14. In the third cycle of ages, when the Dvapara Age

has already commenced, the sage ( lit. one expert in Yoga

)

Vyasa, a small part of Hari, was born from ParaSara and

Vasavl. 148

1 5. Once upon a time, after the disk of the sun had

risen, he sat in a solitary place after (bathing and) sipping the

(sacred) water of the Sarasvati144 from the palm of his hand

(as per his routine of morning duties).

16. The sage who knows the past and the future,148 per*

ceiving the promiscuous mixing up144 of the courses of con*

duct suitable to particular ages, in every Age, in this world

due to Time of imperceptible velocity147

1 7-1 8. And (observing) the deterioration of the power of

things created from the elements (such as men, etc,) and

143. VStavi—N. of the daughter of King Uparicara Vasu; brought

up as Satyavatl in the house of a fisher-man ; the mother of the sage

Vy&sa. (BPK. 285).

144. Sarasvati—A sacred river famous in the Vedas. The Ghaggar
in the Panjab is regarded as its modern name. $R. interprets “upaspriya"

as “having taken bath'* etc while VJ. “After the performance of morning
duties e.g. sandhyS, etc".

SR. suggests that VySsa was sitting at this time in Badarikfiirama

(which is* so far away from the Panjab). VD. explains this by stating that

SR. does not mean the BadarildUrama near Mount GandhamSdana but a
separate place of the same name in the forest on the bank of the Saras-

vat! in Sindh. SD. and JG«, note this place as Samyftprftia.

145. por&uorojflab—VJ. : “Seer ofthe past, present and the future".

146. vyatikara—SR. & VJ. : mixing up; VR. “Inverted order"

VB. ; “Destruction".

147* e-vyakta-railihas ; SR. : Whose course cannot be perceived"

VJ. : Of unexpressed (unexhibited) velocity.

VB. : Whose velocity lies within Prakfti. (Prakfti and others are depen-
dent uponTime (Ulftdhlna)

.
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(finding that) men have become lacking in religious faith,

energy148
, in intellectual capacity and in longevity of life due

to that (subtle force of Time) and seeing the unfortunate

men, the sage of unerring view,149 meditated with his divine

vision, upon what was beneficial to all classes of people and their

stages of life.

19. Observing that the Vedic rites performed by four

sacrificial priests180 purify the people, he (Vyasa) separated

the (single) Veda into four for the continuity of (the institu-

tion of) sacrifices.

20. The four Vedas namely the Rg., Yajus, Saman and
Atharvan were divided. 81 And History-cum-Mythology (the

Mahabharata and the Puranas ) is called the fifth Veda.

21. Out of these, Paila188 was the recepient of the Rg-
veda

y
the wise sage Jaimini188 the master of singing the Stimart,

Vaigampayana184 alone was expert in the Tajur Veda .

22. The terrible sage Sumantu188
(was well-versed ) in

148. nifysattva—Without courage or constancy ($R.) Without

energy (VJ.) .

149. amogha-dfJ—VJ. : Whose knowledge is fruitful ( avandhyejMna)

VR. Whose wishes are not fruitless (avitatha-safikalpa)

150. The four sacrificial priests are Hotr, Udgfitf, Adhvaryu and
BrahmS and they represent the Rg, Siman, Yajus and Atharvan (Vedas)

respectively.

151. 1iddhftaft—•SR. : “Separated” j VJ. : “The Vedas are not

compiled but simply arranged by VySsa. As History-cum-Mythology is

meant for the elucidation of the contents of the Vedas, MBH. and

Pur&^as are regarded as the 5th Veda. As JG. points out, this classifica-

tion of ancient literature in 5 Vedas is as old as the ChSndogya Upattifad.

15a. Paila : Son of the sage Vasu; disciple of Vyisa to learn the

Rgveda ; he taught it to Indrapramati and to Blfksls; Was invited to work

as Hotr in the R&jasfiya sacrifice of Yudhifthira; He classified the Rgwrfs

intwo puts and imparted them to his two disciples mentioned above.
(PI. II. 390

153. Jaimini : A pupil of Vy&sa in charge of Sdma-veda; was invited

to Yudhitfhira’s Rfljasflya, Janmejaya’s Sarpa-satra; Sfltras of POrva

Mimathsi and Aivam edha Penan are
|
traditionally regarded as being com-

piled by him (PI. I. 653, BPK <20).

154 Vaiiamptyma : A pupil of Vyisa in charge of Tajw Veda. He
was the maternal uncle of Yljfiavalkya. (BPK. 303)

.

155. Sumantu : VJ. states Sumantu as the son of Varupa (& reads

V&rufiafr for ddrufiap). He was taught the Aihana-veda by Vyisa.
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•9

the Atharva Veda relating to the Angirasas, and my father,

Romaharsana, in History-cum-Puranas. •

23. The sages divided their own respective Veda in

different parts. Those Vedas were separated into (a number
of) branches by (their) disciples, disciples of disciples and

their students.

24. The venerable Vyasa who was compassionate to

the helpless, arranged the Vedas in such a way as can be re-

tained in memory even by persons oflow intelligence.

25. The three Vedas are not to be heard bv women,
4 *

Sudras and lowest among the twice-born ones ( i.e. unworthy

persons of BrShmana, K?atriya, and Vai$ya castes). In order

that the welfare of such (persons) ignorant about actions

leading to the good (results) may be (achieved) this way here,

that the sage (Vyasa) compiled the narrative called the

Bhdrata.

26. Oh twice-born ones! The mind of (Vyasa who was)

thus always and in all respects trying for the welfare of all

beings, was, however, not satisfied thereby

—

27. Vyasa, the knower of the path of duty, whose

mind was not much pacified and who was sitting in solitude

on the holy bank of the Sarasvati, conjecturing (about the

reasons etc. of his unhappy state ofmind), spoke out this:

28. ‘‘Being intent (keen) on observing my duties, the

Vedas, preceptors and (holy ) fires have been sincerely (lit.

without any deceit) worshipped and (their) commands have

been obeyed by me.”

29. “And verily, the ( meaning) of the Vedas has been

explained by compiling a work of the title Bhdrata in which

(subjects such as) religion and others are known by (under-

privileged persons e.g. ) women, Budras and the like.”

30. “Alas ! In spite of all these, my individual soul

(though) the best in those possessing the lustre of Vedic

studies15* and entire in itself 157 (Or “all-pervading”) by

156. Brahma-varcasyuttamafi—$R. : The best of possessors of the
lustre of Brahma (Veda)

.

VR. : The purest one (uttamafr) in lustre born of the study of the Vedas
(JCftasvSdhpSja-nimUe tejasi)

.

VJ : Vxt^adhyayana-sampannindtH madkye Jrtfthafr /
i<>7* vibnufr—SR. :

' 4Complete in itself” (baripSr^a^)

VR. : “Master” or “Controller”, VJ. pervading Jvyipta)

.
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itself appears to be underdeveloped (not having reached the

stage of the Supreme Spirit186 (or not reached its natural

condition).”

31. Or (because) religious systems (religion) pertain-

ing to the Supreme Lord which are liked by the ascetics of

the highest order, have not been considered (by me) in

details. And those are really liked by the Infallible Lord
( Acyuta

)

32. In this way, (while Vyasa was ) considering himself

deficient and was distressed (at the thought of his deficiency),

Narada approached the hermitage of Kr$na Dvaipayana as

described above.

33. The sage (Vyasa), having known the arrival of

Narada who was worshipped by gods, at once, rose from his

seat to welcome him and worshipped (received) him with due

formalities.

CHAPTER FIVE

( The Dialogue Between Vyasa and Narada

)

Siita said :

I. The divine sage ( Narada )
of great fame,186 holding

a lute in his hand, and being comfortably seated, spoke with

a slight smile, 160 to the Brahma^a sage who was sitting near

him. 161

158. asampannah—$R. : Not reached its natural stage. VJ. : One
who has not achieved his life’s mission, VR. : a-samfddha

.

159. bfharchravah—§R. : whose fame is great. GD. : One whose

fame for omniscience has spread everywhere.

160. Commentators attribute various reasons for this smile. SR. :

* 'Because even a great man is sometimes deluded". VD* : “This

great man does not deserve to be thus perplexed". VB., VC.: Nirada

smiled as he was unable to conceal his pleasure (about the prospective

discussion)

.

161. updslncrn—VD ; Who received him with due formalities.
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N&rada said :

2. Oh highly fortunate son of Paraiara, is youj son,

associated with (lit. proud of) your body or with your mind,1*2

quite satisfied with your body or mind (respectively) ?

3. Have you not thoroughly comprehended168 whatever

you desired to know164
,

as you have compiled the great,

wonderful165 Bharata which is full of matters166 pertaining to

the principal goals of human life (viz. dharma, artha, kdma,

mokfa) ?

4. The eternal Brahma167 (Supreme Spirit) (Or the

Veda) which has been so much coveted168 by you (for its

knowledge and attainment) has been known and attained

by you.
.
(Or in the case of the Veda: “has been studied and

considered by you by composing the Vedanta Sutras”) ,
169

Still, Oh learned (sage) 170
,
you are worrying yourself as if you

have not achieved your goal.

162. idrxra alma manasaeva vd : idriraatmd : §R., VC : Soul who is

proud of the body (iarxrdbhimdnx alma), SV. : “Presiding over the body”.

mdnasa alma : SR., VC : proud of the mind. SV. : controller of the

mind. BP. : Soul which is proud of the gross and subtle bodies.

163. susampannam—SR. Fully acquainted with. GD. : Properly

comprehended with ease.

i&S jijdasilam—$R. : What was worth knowing e.g. religion etc.

165. mahadadbhutam—VR. : Exten'sive ( vipulam) and wonderful in

its composition and meaning {iabdatah arthatai ca cilram) SV : iabddrtha-

bhyam vicitram

j

166. saTvirtha-paribtfhhitam—$R. : Full of matters concerning the

four goals ofhuman life e.g. dharma
,
artha, kdma and mokfa, SV. & VB.

support this as follows : sarvaih saflgoparlgaih ca dharmabhir artHaifa paribfm •

hitam purnamj

167. Brahma—It means both “the Veda” and “the Supreme
Spirit” and the verse is to be construed as applying to both. $R. takes it

in the latter sense.

168. jijddsita—$R. : Considered, but GS. adds “Considered by
composing the Brahma S&tras.” SV. VR. and VB. take “Brahma” as “the
Veda*' and interpret, “You have studied the Veda word by word and
from the point of its meaning and implication have composed the

Mimdrhsd Sutras,

169. adhlta—$R. : “Attained” (adhigata, prSpta) .

170. prabho—VJ. : One of vast learning (prabhQta-jitdnin)

.
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Vyasa said :

5. (Although) all that has been described by you, is

certainly in me; my soul171
, however, is unsatisfied. I ask the

(underlying
) latent172 cause of it to you, as you have un-

fathomable knowledge173 and are born from Brahman174
.

6. Verily your honour knows all the secrets175, as you

have adored the Primeval Man (Lord Vi$nu, who is) the

regulator of (everything) high or low178
, and who, without

being attached177 creates, protects and destroys the universe

by means of attributes (viz. sattva, rajas and tamas ), as soon as

He wills it (by His will-power).

7. You who travel in the three worlds (the Heaven, the

earth and the subterranean regions) like the Sun (and thereby

know the external things), and who, like the breath (wind)

moving within, (are) a witness unto the hearts of others178,

explain to me sufficiently clearly the deficiency in me though I

have dived deep into the Supreme Spirit by Yogic practices

(e.g. meditation etc.) 173 and have mastered the Vedas by

religious observances180
.

1 71. alma—$R. : The soul both corporeal (idrira) and mental

(manata )

.

172. aiyaktam—SR. : Not clear, latent; VB. : not explicit VR,.:

Not known to me.

1 73. agddha-bodha—§R. : Whose intelligence is unfathomable VR.,

VJ. : Of unfathomable knowledge. VC., VO. : Omniscient.

174. Atma-bhava— : VB. : Incarnation of the Lord, dtma-bhuta—VB. :

Self-knower {dlmavid)

.

175. samasta-guhyavi—VR., BP. : Minds of all beings.

176. paravaresafr—§R. : Regulator of all cause and effect (karya
-

kdrana-n'yanta) .VR. : The Lord to whom gods like BrahmS and others are

subordinate; Controller of all.

177. asaftgap—VO., VR. Unattached to attributes ( Curia-saiiga-

rahitaffi)

178. dtma-sdkfi—$R. : Knowing the intelligence and course of

conduct ( buddhi-vxtti-jila )

.

179. dhamatap §R. : pan Brahmapi dharmato yogena nifpdlab/ VR.
takes dharmatafi as nivrtti-dhartneip .

180. Par&oan Brahmapi—§R. : avara-brehma is the Vedas which

are mastered by means of “Self-study, observance of religious vows etc.'*

VB. explains para as that which has been explained by the Upanifads

( Vedanta), aparo Brahma is the Veda.
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Narada Said :

8. Your honour has not practically described the pure181

glory of the Lord. I think that knowledge182 by which the

Supreme Being is not pleased is incomplete. •

9. Oh great sage ! You have not really described the

glory of Vasudeva (in the same proportion) as you have ex-

tolled in details the goals (of human life) like Religion

(dharma) and others (viz. artha , kdma and mokfa) and188 its

cognate subjects.

10. The speech composed of words with rhetorical

charm184 but which seldom describes the world-purifying glory

of Hari, is185 regarded like a place of pleasure worthy of enjoy-

ment for worldly persons where ascetics186 of pure mind187
,
who

dwell in ( are merged in) the Supreme Spirit (Brahma188
)
never

like to stay, like swans from the Manasa lake, who have beauti-

ful dwelling places, do not find pleasure in the pools that are

the pleasure-resorts of crows alone.

181. amala—VR. : Cleansing the sins of the speaker and the hearer.

182. darsano—$R. : “Knowledge”, VR. : Visualization of the

Lord (Bhagavaddariana ) . VD . ,
VC. : Science of investigation into the

nature of the Supreme Spirit ( Vedanta-dartana )

.

183. ca—SR, : This word shows the inclusion of the different

practices of religion.

184. citra-pada—In Rhetorics, extra is one of the 3 main divisions of

Kdrya (Poetry'. It is of 2 kinds: Sabda-citra and artha-extra, and the poeti-

cal charm lies mainly in the use cf figures of speech, dependent on the

sound or sense of the word. The Bh. P. naturally regards Lord Hari’s

glory superior to rhetorical beauty. VD. explains this as “Wonderful”

( vismaya.sya sthanom : vismayakdri)

185. Hari’s devotees are likened to swans dwelling in the Manasa
lake. Just as these swans avoid dirty places which are enjoyed bv crows,

similarly poetry not singing of the glory of the Lord is not liked by the true

devotees. SR. and VR. interpret vtyott tii tirthem as a place-of enjoyment

of pleasures for persons desirous of worldly things. VD. explains vayasa as

"Trade or profession for one’s livelihood”.

186. hamsa—§R. : (1) Swans, (2) Recluse.

187. manasa

h

— ( 1) Living in the Mflnasa lake (2) Of good ( sdttvie

frame of mind). To this VD. adds : (3) Devotees staying in the mind of

Hari, (4) Mind-born sons of Brahmil, like Sanaka, etc.

188. viikkfayab : $R., VR. Vj. agree to this but with different

etymologies.
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11. That outflow of words189 which though not proper-

ly composed190 in every verse, makes good people (saints)

hear, sing and praise the names (which are as if) imprinted191

with the glory of the Infinite Lord, destroys the sins of the

people.

12 . Knowledge, (though) actionless198 and pure198
,
(if)

devoid of devotion to the Imperishable Lord (Vijnu)
,
does

not appear sufficiently bright ( purificatory)

.

194 And how can

again the action which is always unblissful, even though (
per-

formed) without any desire of its fruit appear bright (i.e. will

have purificatory effect, if it is not dedicated to God.) ?

13. Oh highly fortunate one ! (Your Honour) of

correct insight195
, of pure (spotless) glory196, lover of the

truth, and observer of religious vows, should recollect ( and

describe) with concentrated mind197
, the various acts of

the Lord with wide steps198 (i.e, Visriu in Vamana incarnation)

for liberation from all bondages (of this Sarhsara).

14. Since you were looking for (objects) other than

(the Lord’s deeds) and were desirous of speaking (i.e. de-

scribing) something else (than the pastimes of the Lord), your

189. vag-visarga : §R. :
‘ 'Application of words” (vacah prayogaft )

VJ. : Special composition or arrangement of words, VR. : vak-srffi’rupah

prabandhaft.

1 go. abaddhavati—$R, : Ill-worded Full of corrupt words.

19 1. ndtndni—VB : Not merely names but bearing the imprint of

Lord’s glory.

192. naifkarmya—VR. : Knowledge about the correct path of

devotion to the Lord. RR. : Means or path of Liberation (nifkorman).

193. nirahjana—VR. : Untouched by the collyriuxn of love and hate.

VD. : Free from illusion (avidyd). VJ. : Unsoiled by objects of enjoyment.

194. $R. : “Does not result in proper “direct” knowledge.

1 95. amoghadfi—$R. : Of true intellect.

196. iuci-iravas—$R. : of pure renown.

197. sam£dhini-—VD . : out of the 3 ways of speech. samadhi-bhSfd is

characterised by objective description ( Doriana-guhyasamddhi-bhedena
m

tridhd bhinnanam bhdfdrdrh madhye yathasthita-vastu-kathana-likfariaja samddhi-

bhdfaya anusmara/)

198. urukramasya—SD., VB. and VR. think this a reference to

Vi?nu in the V&mana incarnation who after getting permission from Bali to

get 3 steps of land assumed his viiva-rdpa and covered the earth and the

sky in a steps and pressed down Bali to the subterranean regions with the

3rd step. VJ, interprets this as “Of great exploits.”
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mind, which has become unstable on account of the words

and forms (created by your above-mentioned desire) will not

get a stable position anywhere and on any matter, like a boat

driven by a gale (lit. “struck by a wind”).

15. A gross negligence199 (has been committed by you)

in advising censuarble acts (for the sake) of religion, to

persons who by nature are addicted to secular desires.

Ordinary people have followed those actions, thinking them
to be (real) religion, on account of ( Vyasa’s) words.900

(Ordinary man) does not think of setting aside that (way of

life).

16. By abstaining from worldly acts, a very clever

person becomes capable of knowing the blissful nature of the

All-pervading, Limitless Lord. Therefore, your honour

(should please) describe the diversions of the Supreme Lord

to (persons) who are devoid of spiritual intellect901 and who
due to qualities viz. Sattva, Rajas, and Tamas are engaged in

acts (holding out future promises).

1 7. (If) a person, discarding his own ( form of) religion,

resorts to the lotus-like feet of Hari, (and happens) to fall

while in an immature stage, will evil befall unto him in what-

ever place or in whichever (circumstances) he may be? Or
what benefit has accrued to a non-devotee following his own
religion?902

199. vyatikrama—§R. : Transgression (improper for VySsa) V.J. :

Gross injustice.

aoo. yad idkyalah—§R. andJG. but VR. “For the sake of the good

of the beings you (VySsa) have acted to the contrary. Due to your

description of the tst three goals of human life (viz. dharma. artha, Sc kama )

people do not know that you intended to advise them to set aside these

three for the sake of the 4th goal, viz. mokfa. JG. thinks that this verse

pinpoints VySsa's deficiency. He had done wrong to the world by describing

a course of religion devoid of Hari’s glorious acts. (In MBH. Kxfya is a

secondary figure.

)

301. andtmnob—§R. : Proud of the physical body. JG. : Devoid of

spiritual intellect. SD. : Of undetermined intellect.

303. VJ. “No puruf&rtha (goal of human life) is achieved by

faultless observation of one’s own provftti-dharma. I request you to

describe the science of MivftlUdhattna** VG. The daily and occasional

religious observances should be abandoned in favour ofdevotion to Hari.
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18. The learned one should specially try for that

objective (viz. “ the experience of the supreme Spirit” which
is not obtained while wandering in higher or lower ( types of

births ). That happiness (i.e. enjoyment of worldly objects)

comes to (our) lot unsolicited like misery from other sources

(from actions of previous life) everywhere due to (passage of)

time which has great velocity. 203

19. Oh ! A person who is serving Lord Krsna will not

certainly be entangled into the cycle of transmigration of the

soul. There is such an attraction of that sweetest thing204

that he who remembers the (joy or test of) clasping the feet

of Lord Kr?na, will never desire to let them go. 205

20. This universe is verily the Supreme Lord Himself

but in a way different206 . As your honour already knows it,

(it is) from him that the preservance, destruction and crea-

tion of the Universe (take place). Only' a spanful has been

indicated to you by me.

21. Oh (sage) of unerring view! 207 You know it your-

self that (though ) you are birthless, you are born as a part of

203. gambhira-rahasd—VR. Whose velocity is too fast to be observed.

VJ. : Whose speed is unmanifested but covers many births (earthly exist-

ences)

204. rasa-grahah—&R. : rasena rasaniyena gfhyale vaii-kriyale / Or
rase-rasaniye grahah— agrakahyasyaU

VB. : rasena grahapam yasya /

205. According to VR : The devotees of the Lord even though they

have not mastered the Bhakti-yoga thoroughly, do not even then return to

the cycle of births and deaths (saihsdra ) like ignorant persons, or non-

devotees (VJ).
206. $R. adds one more explanation : This universe is the Supreme

Lord. The individual spirit, though apparently separate from the Lord,

is also the Supreme Lord. There is nothing animate or inanimate

beyond the Supreme Lord who alone is the Truth or Reality. VJ. states

the position of the Dualistic School : The Lord is verily like the universe

(Not the Universe itself). He is different from it. For it is from the

Lord that the creation, preservation and destruction of the Universe

proceeds ( and He is endowed with all powers of omniscience, omnipo-

tence etc.). The Lord Himself knows this. (Like a pupil exhibiting his

little knowledge before the preceptor) I have shown my limited knowledge

to you)

.

207. amogha-dfi—$R. : Full of accurate knowledge. VR. : One
who sees the whole of reality as it is.
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the Supreme Soul (who is) the Greatest Man, for the welfare

of the world. Therefore, let the glories*08 of the Lord of

great prowess be described in details by you.

22. The act of extolling the qualities of the Lord of

excellent renown, has been declared by wise men, as the in-

destructible fruit*09 of a man’s penance, hearing (the scrip-

tures), performance of the best sacrifices, recital of Vedas and
of intelligence and charities.

23. Oh sage ! As for myself, formerly ( in a former cycle

of Ages), in (my) previous birth, I was born of a certain

female servant of sages conversant with the Vedas. Even

while (I was) a child, I was appointed to wait upon (some)

ascetics who wished to stay together (in one place) during

(the four months of) the rainy-season.

24. Although the sages*10 had equality of outlook (to-

wards all beings ) they began (to show) favour to me whose

unsteadiness had completely disappeared, (who was) self-con-

trolled, obedient, and a willing servant offew words.

25. Being allowed by the twice-born ( sages ) to eat the

remanents of the food sticking to their dishes whereby (my

)

sin had been destroyed, I used to take meal once a day.*11 1

was behaving thus and my heart had been well purified.

(Thus) a self-interest in their (Bhagavata) religion also had

developed ( in me )

.

26. There, by the favour of the singers, I heard attrac-

tive (interesting) narratives ofKf^a, every day. Oh Vyasa!

(As) I heard every word*1* of those (narratives) with special

attention, my devotion in the Lord whose renown is so dear,

developed.

27. Oh great sage ! Then I developed liking for (the

Lord) whose fame is dear ( to all) . My intellect became un-

208. abhyudaya—SR. : “Prowess**; VR. : viz. Birth, actions, quali-

ties. (Jantna-karma-gupddll) •

209. ovicyut&rthofr—VD., VR : artha**purpose ; SD. : artha** Fruit

(phalam)

.

210. VB. says that these were the 4 sages : Sanaka, Sanandana etc.

in their previous birth.

21 1. VJ. the recluses eat once a day, so did NSrada.

212. v.l. anusaoam—VR. and VJ. Interpret this as “Three times a

day, viz. morning, noon and evening (tri-tandfyam

)

.**
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deviating*1* from the right course whereby I could see that

due to my illusion, this grossness and subtlety*14 had been

imagined in me who am (really) higher Brahma (Supreme
Spirit).*1*

28. In this way, during the rainy season and the

Autumn, I, who heard attentively the spotless glory of Hari

extolled thrice a day 814 by the sages of noble souls, had got

created in me devotion which removes the rajas and tamos of the

Soul.

29-30. At the time of their departure those sages, who
were kind to the poor, taught the most esoterical knowledge817

which has been conveyed by the Supreme Lord Himself, to

me who, as a child was attached to them, and (was) humble,

full of reverence, self-controlled and had been serving them

(with devotion).

31. On account of which (knowledge) only, I came to

comprehend the efficacy of the power called Illusion818 ofLord

Vasudeva, the Creator of the Universe. (It is) by that know-

ledge (that) the people attain to His feet (i.e. Liberation).

213. a-skhalita—&R. : “Unobstructed”; SO. : “Steady, firm”.

214. safi-asat—§R. Gross and subtle. While JG. takes it as vyaffi

(An aggregate viewed as made up of many separate bodies) and

samaffi (An aggregate considered to be made of parts each of which is

consubstantially the same with the whole). To quote JG. ahatn etat

sadasad vyof(i-samaf[ydttnakam yaj jagat tad vyaflyamiam mayi jioarSpe sva-

vifayaka-bhagovan-mayayd kalpitam paiye.

215. According to VJ., “I see that all this universe of cause and

effect is the creation by the will of Hari who is in me and that it is

maintained and destroyed by him”. He strongly objects to the adhydsa

theory as false knowledge (mithyd-jHdna.)

216. See F.N. 212 above.

217. guhyatcma—&R. and BP. : Knowledge about the practice of

religion is guhya (secret) ; pure knowledge derived from the practice of

religion is gvhyatara (secret of a higher degree) ; Knowledge derived

from the above about the Supreme Lord (iJoara-jHdna) is the most secret

(guhyatama )

.

218. mdydnubhdvam —Mdyd has been variously interpreted by
commentators as intellectual capacity {eicchakti) of the Lord (JG,, VD.)

,

theprakfti consisting -of 3 attributes viz, sattvo, rajas and tames (VR.)

.

* ‘anubhiva” is the power or the effect of Mftyfi.
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32. Oh Brahmaria ! (It has been) well-known210 that

action which is dedicated to the Lord, the Supreme Spirit, the

Controller of the universe, removes the three types of noiteeries

(viz. those pertaining to the body, caused by Fate and caused

by animals etc.—called in Sk. adhyatmika, adhidaivika and adhi-

bhautika )

.

33. Oh good observer of religious vows! Verily the stuff

which causes disease to beings, does not cure it (the

disease by itself). But (if) administered after medical Puri-

fication220, it cures221 (that disease).

34. In the same way, the performances of all222 actions228

(which are) the causes of worldly existence224 (i.e. the trans-

migration of the soul ) are capable of destroying themselves225

if those (very actions) are dedicated to the Supreme Spirit.

35. In this world, knowledge which is coupled with

2io. somsSeita—VD. : “Suggested, not directly spoken”. JG. :

(Suggested) by persons well-versed in Scriptures. VR. : by Srutis and

Smrtis; VJ. : Properly suggested to the people, ( Samicinarh sucitarh loknya).

220. cikitsitam—SR. : is purified by other objects. BP. : If mixed

with medicinal quick-silver vermillion, etc.

221 . pundti—VD. : purifies, removes the dirt (disease) GD: acts as

prophylactic. VR. interprets this verse differently : “Oh careful

observer of religious vows 1 Just as unwholesome food which causes

disease does not cure the disease if taken in for remedial purpose.”

cikitsita 'pi vyadhir opathyadina punch vardhate iiyarthah,

222. rarcc—-VD. VR. : This includes meritorious actions also. GS.

:

Both usual (nitya

)

and occasional (naimittika) actions performed with

attachment (kdmya-karma)

.

223 . kriya-yosah—BP. VJ. : kriya lakfona yocd updydhl

224. sorfi%xti-hetavah—VD. : Causes of bondage.

225. dtma-vinaidya kalpate—§R, : are capable of destroying the

effects of actions. He gives the following progressive stages or steps: t.

Service of the great—2. Their favour—3. Faith in religion—4. Hearing

the stories of God—5. Love of God

—

6 . Knowledge about ( vivtka-jhana )

the self—7. Firm devotion to God—8. Awareness of the real nature

of God.—9. Manifestation of attributes or qualities of Godhead e.g.

Omniscience and others in the devotee.

VD. interprets differently : “In this world, knowledge which is

accompanied with devotion ( e.g, iravava, ktrtona and others) is definitely

pleasing to the Supreme Lord. This knowledge is born of actions which

are performed without attachment and dedicated to the Supreme

Lord.”
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devotional contemplation*86, is certainly dependent on actions

which are performed for the gratification of the Supreme

Spirit. 2*7

36*. Where persons always perform actions according to

the teaching of the Lord, they extol the qualities and names

of Krsna and meditate on him.

37. Salutations to you Venerable Vasudeva. Obeisance

to Pradyumna, Aniruddha and Sahkar§aria226 . We meditate

( on you all)

.

38. He who thus by taking the names of these (above-

mentioned four) forms, worships the Sacrificial Man who is

formless yet has his body made up of holy incantations, be-

comes full of correct perception. 229

226. bhakti-yoga—JG. : It includes chanting of Hari’s name and

musing over .his deeds

.

227. JG. thinks that this verse describes the superiority of actions

which are pleasing to the Lord Hati, while YJ. thinks that performance

of actions removes the bondage of Karma by generating knowledge.

VR. explains: “Just as actions always done according to the instruc-

tions of the Lord, create devotion, similarly theymake (the devotee) to

meditate upon his attributes and names”.

The so-called instructions of Hari mentioned in VR. above are

quoted from the Bhagavad Gita e.g. yat karofi yad ainasi etc. (BG. IX.

27), moyi sarvarti karmarii etc. (BG. III. 30).

According to VJ. this verse explains how knowledge is generated

by performance of actions (karmas). When they perform sacrifices as

ordained by the Lord, at various steps, they remember the glorious

qualities of the Lord and sing Lord Krona’s name. In this way knowledge

develops through performance of actions.

228. Although these are names of Krftia, his son, his grandson and
his (Kfsna's) brother, these are technically called the Vyuhas in the

Pancaratra system of philosophy. Its application to the Bh&gavata sect is

as follows : The 1st category evolved from Prakrti is mnhat which con-

tains the germs of the entire universe ; it is pure translucent sattva (also

called Citta or VSsudera ) . From the category of Mafuit the threefold

ahamkara viz. vaikarika% taijasa and iSmasa was produced* This ahtnhk&ra is

called SaAkarfapa. The category of Manas is produced from Vaikarika

ahatikdra and it is called Aniruddha in the terminology of the BhSgavata cult.

Pradyumna stands for the desire; desires are but functions of the category

of manas and not a separate category

.

229. samyog-dariana—§R . : The Being of perfect knowledge.
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39. Oh Brahmana! Kesava (Lord Visnu), knowing that

I practised his sacred precept, bestowed on me knowledge
pertaining to the Controller of the Universe and devotion unto

him.

40. Oh sage with wide knowledge! You also describe

the great glory of the All-pervading Lord, which satisfies the

desire for enjoyment on the part of the learned ones.

Persons who are constantly afflicted by miseries take resort to

(his ) glory (as it is not) otherwise pacified ( at all)

.

CHAPTER SIX

( Dialogue between Vyasa and Ndrada)

S&ta said : *

1. Oh Brahmana! Having thus heard about the birth

and deeds of the divine sage (Narada), the venerable Vyasa,

the son of Satyavati, asked him again.

Vyasa said :

2. When the religious mendicants {sunnyasins ) who initiat-

ed you in the special spiritual knowledge departed ( to a distant

country), what did your honour do in that primary stage of life ?

3. Oh son of the self-existent god Brahma ! In what

way did you lead your later life ? How did you give up your

body when the time (of your death) arrived ?

4. Oh the best of gods !
230 How is it that (even though)

Time is all-destructive831 it has not shadowed838 your memory

( ofmatters )
pertaining to the previous epoch ?

*VR. : Vyasa was eager to know the sequel of the narration after BH

.

P.1.3.3° (anvavocan gamifyantah kfpaya dina-valsalafr etc).

330. surasattama—VJ : Greatest of the knowers.

231. nirakftifc—§R.: “Concealing” (apaldpa). VD.,VR. : “Destruc-

tion**. VR. “All destructive**.

232. vyavadh&t: &R: Broken, erased (khaptftavdn) VR.: Concealed

(tinhitavdn)

.
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Narada said :

5. When the recluses who taught me the special spiritual

knowledge set out (on their distant journey
)

I, who was in my
primary stage of life, did as follows.

6. My mother, to whom I was the only son, being an
ignorant woman—a maid servant—bound me by (her) affection

as I was a son who had no other shelter.

7. Although she desired ( to provide) for my well-being,

she, being not independent, was unable to do so. People are

subject to (the Will of) the Almighty like a doll ofwood.

8. And I, as a child of five years of age, being ignorant

of directions, regions or time, stayed in the Brahmana’s house

expecting that (termination of the bond ofmaternal affection).

9. Once, when my innocent mother went out at night

( to milk the cow)
,
a serpent (as if) ordered by the god of

death, was touched233 by her foot on the way, bit her while

she was milking (the cow).

10. Then, looking upon it (my mother’s death) as the

grace of the Lord who is solicitous about the well-being of his

devotees, I proceeded to the northern direction.

11. (While going alone) in that direction, I saw pros-

perous countries and capital towns, villages, habitations ofcow-

herds and mines, villages of cultivators, habitations adjacent to

hills and streams, parks, jungles and gardens234
.

12. (I saw) mountains of variegated colours due to the

ores of different metals235, (covered with) trees the branches of

which are broken by elephants, lakes of clear water and lotus-

pools enjoyed by gods (and) beautified by the droning of
«

the black-h|ees which are roused by wonderful warblings of the

birds (lit. wing-vehicled beings;.

13-14. I who traversed alone such a long distance saw a

vast, unbearably terrible looking forest* which had cavities form-

233. ‘ 4was slightly trod upon**.

234. I have followed $R. in this interpretation.

233. $R. :
4 ‘Mountains of variegated colours due to metals like

gold and silver'*.

*The 2nd line of verse 13 is constructed with verse 14 and thus inser-

ted herein.
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ed by Nala grass, (solid) bamboos, clumps of white reeds and

Ku$a grass and clusters of hollow bamboos (whistling with

wind) which was ( as it were) a play-ground of serpents ( wicked

elephants) owls and jackals.

15. I, who was physically anc^ mentally exhausted, and

was both thirsty and hungry, got relieved from the fatigue by

bathing in the deep lake in the river-bed and by drinking ( the

river-water and by performing the religious sipping of (water

(from the cavity of the hand).

16. In that tenantless forest, I, who was seated at the

foot of a Pippala tree2S6
,
meditated internally (by my mind or

intellect) upon the Supreme Spirit that was (present) within

me, as per instructions heard (from the recluses.).

17. While I was meditating upon the lotus-like feet (of

Hari) with my mind overwhelmed or subdued with devotion,

and my eyes overflowing with tears for longing ( to see Hari)

,

Hari manifested himself slowly in my heart.

18. Oh sage ! I, whose hair were standing on their ends

owing to the rapturous love (for the Supreme Spirit), and who
was deeply satisfied and was immersed in the flood of delight,

could not see both. 237

19. When I could not see the beautiful form of the

Lord so pleasing to the mind and dispeller of sorrow, I felt deje-

cted and suddenly stood up through bewilderment. 238

20. Being desirous of seeing it (the form of the Lord)

when I again tried to see him by concentrating my mind with-

in itself, I was not able to see him and became anxious like a

diseased person.

2 1
.

(He )
who is unapproachable to speech, addressed in

a voice deep yet sweet and grief-assuaging, to me who was thus

struggling alone (to see him) in solitude.

236. v. 1 . asrita --VB : Leaning against (the Pippala tree).

237. ubhayam—§R: ‘‘Myself and others”; VR: “Body and Soul”

the Individual Spirit and the Supreme Spirit. SD. construes it differently:

“Being excessively unsatisfied due to my inability to see him, I became
over-eager and with a desire to see him again, I concentrated my mind
within me and tried to see him but in vain.”

238. From Apaiyan sahaso etc. BH.P.I.6, i&b to the end of 22 are

deleted in some Mss. *
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22. “Alas ! In this life you are not eligible to see me
here. I am difficult to be seen by immature Yogins whose

taints (sins) have not been wiped out.

23. On Sinless one ! It was just out of love for you that

the Vision (Form) was shown to you once. A saintly person

who loves me shakes off all the desires in his heart gradually.

24. Due to the service of the saints for a short while,

your mind has become firmly fixed in me. After leaving this

inferior world (censurable body as Narada was lowborn), you

will attain the position ofmy personal attendant {par$ada).

25. This intellect of yours which is stabilised in me, will

never be incapaciated. And despite creation or destruction of

the world, your memory shall persist due to my grace”.

26. That Great Spirit of sky-like form, invisible (yet)

controller of all, stopped after speaking this (much). I, who
deserved compassion, paid my obeisance with my head to him

who was the greatest of the great
;

27. With the sense of bashfulness shed off, reciting the

names of the Infinite (Lord), musing over the mystic and

auspicious deeds (of the Lord)
,
with a satisfied mind free from

desire, pride and jealousy, I wandered over the earth waiting

for the time (of my death)

.

23. Oh Brahmana ! In this way, with my mind (intel-

lect) fixed in Kfsna and unattached, and of pure soul, death

appeared (suddenly to me) at the proper time like a garland-

like lightning. 289

29. That great spirit of ethereal form (having no mate-

rial body) , invisible (yet) controller of all, stopped after speak-

ing this (much) . I who was an object of his grace, paid obeis-

ance with my head to him who was greater than the great.

30. Biding for the time (ofmy death), I wandered over

the earth, reciting the names of the Infinite without any sense

239. vidyut sauddminiyatha —SR.- “Lightning flashed in the vicinity

of a mountain of crystal called SudSman.” This alternate explanation has

been echoed by VR. who adds, “This example is given to suggest the

transitory nature' of death.” VG. thinks that just as one lightning emerges

out of another, the body of Vis$u s attendant (pRr?ada) was ready after

the falling away of N&rada’s human body.
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of shyness and musing over the mystic and auspicious deeds ( of

the Lord)
, with a heart satisfied, free from desire, pnide and

jealousy.

31. Oh Brahmsugia ! In this way, just as lightning flashes

in the vicinity of the crystaline mountain Sudaman240 at the

proper time, death came, in due course, to me whose mind was
pure and fixed on Krsna and was unattached (to worldly

things )

.

32. While I was being transferred to that pure body per-

taining to the (attendant of the) Lord, (my) gross body com-

posed of the five elements fell off241 , indicating the exhaustion

of actions (due to which one gets one’s body)

.

33. I entered along with his breath in god Brahma who
desired to sleep within Lord Narayana when at the end of the

world he (Narayana) sleeps on the waters of the ocean with-

drawing this (world) within him.

34. At the end of one thousand ages,242 he woke up and

desired to create the world (when) I, along with sages ofwhom
Marici was prominent, was born from the breath (or organs of

senses) of ged Brahma.

35. I wandered in and out of the three worlds, without

the violation of any vows243
( as) my movements were unhamper-

ed by the grace of the great Visnu.

36. Playing on this lute ( Vina) gifted to me by the Lord

and adorned with Brahman in the form of the seven notes of the

musical gamut I go about singing the episodes of Hari.

37. When I sing of the exploits of the Lord whose feet

are holy and glory lovable, he manifests himself in my heart

immediately like an invitee.

240. Saudamini—SR. and VR. explain it as above. VR. adds: this

example is given to suggest the momentary nature of death.

241. VB. explains that Ndrada had not to undergo pains of death.

SD. states that Narada returned to his original divine body after the

complete fruition of the BrShmaga's curse whereby he was born as the

son of a maid servant.

242. Tuga—The group of four ages (viz. Kfta, Tretft, Dv&para and

Kali)—VD.
243 . askandita-vratah— (i) Whose vow of celibacy remained unvio-

lated—§R. ,VR. (ii) One whose vow ofdevotion to the Lord remained

unbroken—VD.,JG. m
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36. For, this singing of the deeds ofHariis (regarded)

as a boat to cross the ocean of worldly existence for those whose

hearts are often afflicted by yearning for enjoying (the pleasu-

res of the world )

.

39. The mind (lit.Soul) which is frequently afflicted by

passions and avarice is not pacified ( to that extent) by the paths

of Yoga244 consisting of Tama, niyama etc., as is directly done by

the service of Krsna.
• •

40. Oh sinless one ! Whatever has been asked by you

about the mysteries ofmy birth and deeds, has been narrated

by me to your mind's satisfaction.

Suta said :

41. After having spoken thus to thesonofVasavi(Vyasa),

the Venerable Narada bade good-bye and departed while play-

ing upon his lute; for the sage has no purpose of his own.

42. Oh ! How blessed is this divine sage (Narada) who
while singing of the glory of Visnu ( lit. god with a bow of

horns) is transported with joy and delights this afflicted world

by playing upon the lute (Viria).

CHAPTER SEVEN

{Punishment of Akmlthaman )

Saunaka said :

l . Oh Suta ! After having listened to the suggestion of

Narada, what did the venerable and glorious Badarayarta do on

Narada*s departure ?

244. Tnmadibhir yogopathaih- -Patauja\i in YS ii. 29 gives the follow-

ing 'aids* (angas) of Yoga: Abstentions (Tama), observances (niyama),

postures (asana), regulations-of-the breath (prdnayama ), withdrawal-of-the-

senses, (pratyahara) . fixed attention, (ithdraya) , contemplation,
( dkyana

)

and concentration (snmddhi). YS ii. 30 enumerates yamas as follows :

"Abstinence from injury, falsehood, theft, incontinence and acceptance of

gilts.'* (For details videJ.H. Woods

—

The Toga System of PataHjali, pp. 177

O') . The path of Yoga was greatly respected and followed by Jainas and

Buddhists. The five great vows (Paft'a AhhSvratis of Jainas correspond
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Suta said :

2. On the western bank of the Sarasvati, the presiding

deity of which is god Brahma (Or which is resorted to by

Brahmanas) there is a hermitage called Samyaprasa which

encourages (lit.extends) the sacrificial sessions of the sages.

3. Sitting in his own hermitage beautified by a cluster of

jujube trees, Vyasa, after ‘touching water* (i.e. sipping it from

the palm of his hand as is usually performed before any religious

act or taking meals), concentrated his mind (as instructed by

Narada).

4. In his mind purified by devotion and thoroughly con-

centrated, he saw at first the Primeval Being and (his power

called) Maya (Illusion) depending on him.246

5. Though the individual soul is beyond the three attri-

butes, he, being deluded by her (Maya), regards himself as con-

sisting of the three attributes and suffers calamities (e.g. birth,

death, three types of misery etc.) caused by the notion.

6. Realizing that the path of devotion to Visnu directly

subsides the calamities (of sarhsara mentioned above), the learn-

ed Vyasa composed the sdttvala samhitd ( the Bhagavata Purdna)

for ignorant people.

7. Verily, by listening to this (the Bhagavata Purdna)

devotion unto Krsria, the Supreme Man, is developed. It ( devo-

tion) dispells all grief, infatuation and fears (of man).

8. Having composed and arranged the Bhagavata Sarh-

hita
, the sage taught it to his son &uka who was firmly fixed in

renunciation.

Saunaka said :
«

9. The sage (Suka) is (known) to be devoid of attach-

ment to the world and is unconcerned everywhere (to every

thing) . For what purpose did he who was delighted in his

Higher Self, learn this big tome ?

io yntna. The Bh . P. has elaborated the five yames and the five niyamas

of Patafijali into twelve each (vide the Bh. P. 3.28. 2-4, 1 1. 19.33-35.).

245. Mayam tadapdfrayd/n—The binding power called MSya which

involves individual Souls- (jivas

)

in worldly existence and transmigration

(sathi&ra) but which is subservient to Hari-VJ.
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Silta said :

10. Hariisofsuch (excellent) attributes that sages who
are delighted in the Soul and even those whose knots of worldly
bonds are severed, perform motiveless devotion to Vi§nu(lit. the

god with wide strides).

11. The venerable son of Badarayaria (Suka) whose
mind was fascinated with the (excellent) qualities of Hari and
who liked the devotees of Visnu (Or who was loved by the devo-

tees of Visnu) studied this great legendary narrative (the

Bhdgavata Parana )

.

12. I shall, henceforth, narrate to you the birth, deeds

and death (or liberation) of king Pariksit and the great journey

ito heaven) of the Pan^avas in such a way as will bear upon
the siories of Krsna.

• • •

13*. When, in the battle of Kauravas and Sriijayas, the

warriors had gone the way of heroes (i.e. died on the battle-

field) and the son of Dhrtarastra (Duryodhana) had his thigh-

bone broken by the stroke of the mace hit by Bhima.

14. The son of Dro$a (Asvatthaman) thinking that it

would be liked by the master( Duryodhana) cut offand present-

ed ( to him) the heads of the sons of Draupadi (while they

were asleep)—an act disagreeable to Duryodhana249 and for

which people censured him

.

15. Then (Draupadi), the mother of the children, hav-
ing heard of the death of her sons became terribly tormented
and wept bitterly with her eyes flowing with tears. Arjuna
consoling her said.

16. “Oh blessed lady! I shall have redressed your grief

when I shall present to you the head of the wretched Brahma^ta

•This introduces the story how Kj?na protected Pariksit (who was in

his mother’s womb) from the Brahma-missile ofAsvatthaman.
246. VR, thinks that the murder of the children of Draupadi was

not liked by Dh{tara$tra. VC. ’s statement that this killing was disagree-

able to Duryodhana, has no basis in the MBh. According to the

MBh. Sauptika Pa)van 9.54, Duryodhana praises AsvatthSman as follows :

'What you, Kfpa and Bhoja achieved for me today, was not done by
Bhi$ma, Karna or your father. That wretched Dhrsjadyumna was killed

along with Sikhandin. I, therefore, regard myself as equal to Indra
today. . . Farewell. May you be blessed. We shall meet again in heaven .
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murdered, 247 cut off by arrows discharged from my Gandiva

bow, and when you, whose sons are killed, would set ySurfoot

on it (Agvatthaman’s head) and take your bath.”

17. Having thus consoled his beloved (wife Draupadi)

with various sweet soothing words, Arjuna whose friend and

charioteer was Krsna, put on his armour, wielded a terrible bow
and with monkey banner flying on his chariot rode in it, pur-

suing the son of his preceptor.

18. Seeing from a distance Arjuna pursuing him (A£vat-

thaman), the murderer of (Draupadi’s) children, with a trem-

bling heart, fled in his chariot to the best of his capacity on

the earth to save his life, as the god Brahma248 (v.l. Arka the

Sun-god) did through the fear of god Siva.

19. When the son of Brahmana (Asvatthaman) found

that his horses were fatigued and he had become helpless, he

thought that the use of the missile Brr.hma-Siras 249 was his

only protection.

20. Then, being in a peril of life, he sipped water from

the palm of his hand concentrated his mind and let the missile

go, even though he did not know how to withdraw it.

247. atatayin—A person who commits a heinous crime, e.g. a thief,

a ravisher, a murderer, incendiary, a felon etc. Sukra Niti enumerates them

as follows :

.

Agnido garadai caiva iastronmatto dhanapahd /

Kfftra-ddra-haras caitdn fad vidydd dtatdyinah //

248. SR. refers to the episode of god Brahma’s flight when Rudra

wanted to punish him for his lust after his daughter. SR. notes another

v.l. Arka—the Sun-god—and states that this refers to the story in Vdmana

Purdfia. VidyunmSli, a demon, got from Siva, a heavenly car of gold in

which he followed the Sun, dispelling the darkness in the part of the

world when the Sun had set. The Sun, finding the disappearance of

night from the world, melted down the heavenly car of VidyunmSli. At

this, Siva got enraged with the Sun and opened his third eye. The Sun.

terrified at the terrible fire so released, ran for his life but was scorched

by it and fell down at VSr&^asI where he is known as ‘Lol&rka’. VJ. reads

Srki, the son of Arka, i.e. the Saturn and refers to the story in the Vdyu

Puraria in which the Saturn had to flee for his life before the fire emanat-

ing from the thied eye of Rudra.

249. SR. regards Brahma-Siras and BrahmSstra as the same. But

as VD. points out, they are different missiles. He. quotes Styii'Li Purina as

his authority.
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21. Then, seeing the terrific glare of light (of the fierce

flame of the missile )manifested in all directions and endanger-

ing his life, Arjuna spoke to Krsna.

Arjuna said :

22. Oh Krsija ! Oh highly fortunate one! The saviour

of your devotees from fear! You are the reliever cf persons who
are being burnt in the fire of worldly life. You are the First,.

Primeval Man, the direct controller of the universe, higher than

the Primordial Nature (Prakrti). Having dispelled the Cos-

mic Illusion (MAya) by your intellectual power (Cicchakti)

you stay established in your own pure nature.*

24. You are the same as He (God, described above).

By your power, you confer blessings such as Dharma and others

(Wealth, Liberation etc.) on all beings whose minds arc delud-

ed by Illusion ( Maya)

.

25. Moreover, this incarnation of yours is both for les-

sening the burden of the earth as well as for the convenience of

Some more interpretations :

(i) $R: ‘You are the direct controller (of the universe) as you are

the Man beyond the Primordial Nature {Prakrti). You are the First

cause who having dispelled Illusion (Mdyd) by your intellectual Power

(
Cicchakti) are established in the absolutely pure state of your Self.*

(ii) VR. distinguishes between the individual Soul (Jiva) and God;

the individual soul, due to his limited knowledge, wrongly attaches the

attributes of the body to the Soul while God dispels them by His Power of

Knowledge (Cicchakti), God being within all individual Souls, dispenses

the fruit according to the actions of respective individual Souls and acts

as their support.

VR. interprets the text of this verse as follows: 'You alone . are the

veritable Ruler (of the universe) . You are the First (cause of the uni-

verse), Man (existing in all individuals and controlling them) untouched

by the attributes of Prakrti (Primordial nature). By your Power of

knowledge you are untouched by Atdya. You lie established in your own
absolute greatness.’

(iii) VJ: “You are the destroyer of sins (Purujah), the First (

existing before everyone and everything) ; the controller incarnate,

superior to Intelligent Primordial Nature (Prakrti). By your Power of

Knowledge, you, having removed the power of bondage (Maya) stay

established with Your Self which is absolute (**beyond the bonds of

Prakrti).
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constant meditation by your devotees who have set their hearts

only on you. »

26. Oh God of gods ! I do not know the nature and the

source of this very terrible fire which is encompassing us from

all directions.

The Lord said :

27. Know that this is the Brahma missile (astra) detonat-

ed by the son of Drona (ASvatihaman) under peril of life.

He does not know the method of withdrawing it.

28. There is no other missile except this very astra (mis-

sile) which can curb its power. You are conversant with mis-

siles. By the force of the same
(Brahma

)

missile, therefore, des-

troy the fierce fire of that astra.

Silta said :

20. Hearing the words of the Lord, Arjuna, the vanquish-

er of valiant foes, touched water (i.e. sippedit as dcamana),

circumambulated him (Kr?na) and discharged his Brahmastra

against (ASvatthaman’s) Brahmastra.

30. The flames emanating from Brahmastra-charged

arrows of both (Arjuna and A£vatthaman) mingled with each

other and surrounded by fiery arrows they covered the earth,

heaven and the space-between and increased the conflagration

like the fire and the Sun (at the end of the world.)

31. All beings who were scorched (by the Brahmastras)

and saw the terrific fire of (their missiles) burning the three

worlds, felt that it was the fire of Pralaya(which burns down the

world )

.

32. Seeing the distress of the people and the destruction

of the world and noticing the view of Vasudeva, Arjuna with-

drew both the missiles.

33. Then Arjuna, with his eyes reddened with rage,

swiftly overtook the terrible ASvatthaman (lit. the son of

Gautami ) and roped him forcibly like a (sacrificial) beast.

34. The Lotus-eyed Lord (Kr$$a) spoke angrily to

Arjuna who fastened the enemy with a rope and desired to take

him per force to the camp. %
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35. Oh Partha, you should not spare this (fellow).

Kill this wretched Brahmana who has murdered innocent child-

ren while they were asleep at night.

36. A person, knowing the restrictions of religion (Law)

does not kill an enemy who is intoxicated, inattentive (or un-

guarded), haunted by a ghost (or insane), asleep, or a child or

a woman; (nor does he kill) a dullard (lunatic), a suppliant

for protection, (an enemy) with a broken chariot or (feeling)

in a frightened condition.

37. He who supports his life by killing others is merciless

and wicked. To mete out capital punishment to him is in his

interest as he really goes to hell on account of that crime ( if

not expiated by judicial punishment).

38. It was in my presence (lit. while I was hearing) that

you promised to Draupadi: *1 shall bring to you the head of the

man who killed your sons.*

39. Oh valiant one! Let, therefore, this sinful despera-

do, the murderer of your sons, be slain as he is a disgrace to his

family and has acted against the interests of his master.

40. Though thus urged by Kj*$na who tested his( Arjuna’s)

sense ofDharma, the great son of Pftha (Arjuna) did not wish

to kill his teacher’s son (even though he was) the slayer of

his children.

41. Having returned to his camp, Arjuna, whose dear

charioteer was Kj*si>a, presented him (ASvatthaman) to his

beloved who was weeping.

42. Seeing the evildoer, the preceptor’s sony produced

before her, bound with a rope like a (sacrificial) beast with

his head bent low due to his censurable act, the good-natur

ed Draupadi bowed to him out of pity.

43. And the virtuous lady (Draupadi), not tolerating

the act of bringing him thus bound (with cords) said, “Let him
be released immediately, especially as this Brahmana is veri-

tably the preceptor.

44. Through his favour Your honour has studied the

Dhanurveda (the Military Science) along with its secret formulae

( incantations or Mantras) and a number of missiles along with

the technique of discharging and withdrawing them.

45. This (Agvatthaman) is venerable Drona existing in
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the form of a son. Krpi who is Drona's (better) half, is alive;

she did not immloate herself after him as she was the «mother

of a warrior.

46. Therefore, Oh highly fortunate one who know religion,

the family of the preceptor which deserves constant respect and

worship, should not be subjected to misery by Your honour.

47. Let not his mother Gaulaml who regards her husband

as a god, weep just as I constantly do, with my face full of tears,

due to grief at the death of my children.

48. The Brahmana race which is provoked by Ksatriyas

of uncontrolled tempers and is subjected to grief, burns down
within a short time, that Ksatriya family with its kith and kin.”

Sfita said

:

49. Oh Brahmanas, King Yudhisthira (son ofDharma)
approved of the queen’s speech of great significance which was

consistent with religion and justice and was remarkable for its

compassion, sincerity and equitability.

50. Nakula, Sahadeva, Satyaki, Arjuna, the venerable

sonofDevak! and other ladies present also expressed their

approval ( of her speech )

.

5 1 . There ( then ) the enraged Bhima spoke

:

‘It is desirable (even from the point of A<vatthaman)

that he should be ’killed as he killed the sleeping children in \ ain

neither in the interest of his master nor his own.*

52. Hearing the words ofBhima andDraupadi. the four-

armed250 Krsna looked at the face of his friend (Arjuna) and

spoke smilingly as follows:

Srf Krpia said :

53. “The (two) injunctions that a Brahmana even though

fallen, should not be killed and that a wreckless ruffian deserves

capital punishment, have been laid down by me. Carry out

the twofold command.

2jo. SR. states that Krsna manifested his four arms as he used

two arms to prevent Bhima from killing AivatthSman and two to ward off

DraupadI who suddenly came in the way of Bhima for warding him off

from that act. *
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54. Carry out what you have promised to your beloved

( Draupadi ) at the time of consoling her. Do what is agreeable

to Bhlma, Pancall and me as well.”

Suta said:

55. Understanding at cnce the intention ofHari, Arjuna,

with his sword, took away the jewel that was in the head of the

Brahmana along with the locks of hair.

56. Releasing him (AS vatthaman) from the rope (with

which he was bound), Arjuna drove him (ASvatthaman 'l out

of the camp, as he had lost all his lustre due to the murder of

children (committed by him) and the loss of the brilliant gem.

37. (For, disgraceful) shaving of the head, confiscation

of property as well as expulsion from the place (of residence) is

a (veritable) capital punishment to unworthy Brahmanas; there

is no other physical punishment prescribed for that caste.

58. All the Pandavas along with Draupadi, who were

afflicted with grief for their sons, performed rites connected

with the funeral of their relatives.

CHAPTER EIGHT

( KuntVs Eulogy of Kr$na and Tudhis third's Repentance)

S&ta said *

1. Then, they (Partdavas) along with Krsna and with

women (going) in front, proceeded to the Ganges for offering

libations of water to their dead kinsmen who desired (such)

water.

*VJ.’s text gives the following additional verses, the gist of which is

as follows :

All the PSndavas along with Draupadi were deeply grieved at the

death of their sons. They performed the prescribed funeral rites of their

kinsmen.

Then the Lord showed to DiaupadI the various warriors slain, as

promised by him formerly when she fell at his feet weeping.
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2, Having offered the Hbations and bewailing bitterly

again, all of them bathed in the waters of the river sanctified

by the dust of the lotus-like feet of Hari. •

3-4. Explaining the irresistability of the (effects of)

Time (or Death) on living beings, Madhava (Krsna) along

with sages consoled the Lord of Kurus (Yudhisthira and his

younger brothers, Dhrtara§tra261
,
Gandhari258 aggrieved at the

loss of her sons, Prtha (Kunti) 253 and DraupadI, who sat there

bereaved of their relatives (and hence) given to sorrow ;

5-6. Having made Yudhisthira264 regain his kingdom

cheated away from him by rogues, and having got killed the

wicked whose life was cut short due to touching the hair of the

queen (DraupadI) and having enabled (Yudhisthira) to per-

‘Oh queen! See the wives of your enemies who with hair dishevelled,

are lamenting, embracing their husbands whose thighs or chests are

broken with the marc of Bhima’.

2ji. Dhrtarastra—Eldest son of Vicitravirya or rather Vyasa and

Ambika. He married Gandhari and had one hundred sons the eldest of

whom was Duryodhana. He was blind and hence his younger brother

Pandu superseded him to the throne. The Mah&bhiirata war was fought

between the sons of Dhrtarastra and Pandu. After the war, Dhrtarastra.

bereaved of his sons, stayed for some time with the Pandavas and then

resorted to forest along with Gandhari and Kunti where they were burnt

in a forest conflagration—DHM 91.

252. Gandhari—Daughter of Subala, king of Gandhara, wife of

Dhrtarastra.

2 <

>3. Kunti (Prtha)—Daughter of the Yadava Prince Sura, sister of

Vasudeva; given as a child to Sura’s childless cousin Kuntibhoja.

Pleased with her services in her maidenhood, Durvasas gave her a charm

whereby she could invoke any god. She used the incantation to invoke

the Sun-God and she gave birth toKarna without loss of her virginity.

Later, she married Paii^u and bore him three sons —Yudhisthira, Bhima
and Arjuna who were respectively from the gods Yama-dharma. Vayu and

Indra.

During the forest-dwelling of Pandavas, she stayed at Hastinapura.

After the Bharata war, she retired into, the forest along with Dhrtarastra

and Gandhari and all ofthem perished in a forest-fire. HDM 17;.

2 4. ajataiutrufj,—Normally it means 'One having no enemy;’ but

VJ and VD interpret ajata as Duryodhana as he was born from a

pitcher and not in the normal way. In support of this they quote from

Mbh. 1.M4 wherein the birth of die sons of Dhrtar&jpra is described.

These annotators interpret this as 'one whose enemy is Su (Dur) yodhana’
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form thrice the horse-sacrifice with the best method*55, he

(Krsna) caused his Yudhisthira’s) fame spread in all directions

like that of god Indra (the Performer of hundred Sacrifices).

7-8. Oh Brahmana ! And having taken leave of Panqla-

vas and having exchanged mutual worship with Brahmarias

like Dvaipayana (Vyasa), Krsna, accompanied by Satyaki and

Uddhava got into chariot with the intention ofgoing to Dvaraka

when he saw Uttara855 running towards him stricken with

panick.

Uttara, said :

9. “Protect me, Oh great Yogin, save me, Oh God of

gods, Protector of the world. As people are victims of death257

I do not see safe shelter with any one else but with you.

10. Oh all-pervading Lord! An arrow with a red-hot

iron tip rushes towards me. Oh Lord! Le it burn me at will

but let not the embryo (in my womb) be fallen.”

Suta said:

1 1 . Having heard her speech, the Lord who loves his

devotees, knew that it was the missile of Aivatthaman discharg-

ed to extirpate the race of Pandavas.

12. Oh great sage, then at that very time, Pa^davas,

having noticed five blazing arrows rushing towards them, resort-

ed to their missiles.

255. uttama-kalpakaih— (I) With faultless detailed formalities of

recitation of Mantras, gifts to Brihmanas at the appropriate stages of the

sacrifice—VR.
(ii) With the best method of performing religious rites—VJ.
(iii) With the best materials—VB., VD.
(iv) With the best performers of sacrifices like Vyasa and

others— VD.

256. The daughter of Matsya King Vir&ta and queen of Abhi-

manyu. Mother of Parlk$it. When A&vatthaman discharged the

Brahmistra against the child in her womb, she invoked Kftoa's help who
protected her by his Sudar£ana discus and saved Parlk?it—PI. 1.219.

a

257. Tatra . . . parasparam—Where men are the death of one*another

Sr.
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1 3. Having seen the disaster of Pantfavas who were ab-

solutely devoted to him, the mighty Lord ordained their safety

by his missile called Sudargana. *

14. Hari, the Lord of yoga, who is the Soul residing

within all beings, covered the embryo (in the womb) of the prin-

cess of Virata (Uttara) by (his power called) Maya (Illusion)

for the continuation of the Kuru race.

15. Oh descendant of the Bhrgu clan (Saunaka) ! Even

though the missile called Brahma&iras is irresistible and uncoun-

teractablc, it became quiescent when it came into contact with

the lustre of Visnu.
• •

16. Do not regard this as a miracle, for Acyuta who
though unborn, creates, protects and destroys the world by his

refulgent (power) Maya, is miraculous in every way.

17. The virtuous Prtha (Kunti) in the company of Drau-

padT, and her sons who were saved from the flames of the missile

Bruhma-Siras addressed thus to Krsna who was about to start.

Kunti said :

18. I bow to you the First (=the cause of world) Man,

the Lord (of the universe), beyond Prakrti, imperceptible yet

pervading all beings from within and without.

19. (Iam) ignorant (and hence can simply bow down

to) you who are concealed behind the screen of Maya (Illu-

sion)
,
beyond the ken of sense-perception and immutable.

You cannot be realised by the false perception of ignorant per-

son just as an actor in his role in the drama is not recognized

by an ignorant spectator.

20.

* You cannot be perceived by pure-hearted sages of

the highest order. How can we, women, know you in order to

follow the path of devotion unto you?

Some more interpretations :

: How can we, women, know you that are incarnated (on this

earth) to teach the Paramahamsas (recluses of the highest order) the

Bhakti Yoga (path of devotion) and to attract the minds of the (meditative)

sages of devotion and to teach them (how to follow) the path of devotion.

VR : How can we women (ineligible fat performing yoga and of

impure mind) know you ? You reveal yourself to the intense devotion, of

recluses of the highest order, pure in mind and given to meditation of

yourself.
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21. Again and again I bow to Krsna Vasudeva, the

joy (son) of Devaki, the young child of the Cowherd Nanda,

Govinda.298

22. Bow to him from whose naval sprouts up the Lotus;

salute to the wearer of lotus-garland; respects to the lotus-

eyed god; bow to him whose feet are like lotus.

23. Oh HrsikeSa! 259 Just as (your) sorrow-stricken

(mother) Devaki who was incarcerated fora very long time by
Kamsa,260 was released by you, so also I along with my sons,

was often saved in a*number of difficulties by you alone as my
protector.

24. Oh Hari, we have been completely protected by you

from poison,291 from the great fire, 292 from the sight of canniba-

listic demons293
,
in the assembly of the wicked294

,
from the dan-

ger offorest-dwelling295 , from the missiles of great warriors in

every battle299 and the missile of the son ofDrona (A$vattham-

an).

258. VJ. gives rather unusual derivations of some of the epithets

used here, e.g. Vasudeva—One who shines after pervading the world.

Govinda—One who is attained to by Vedas. Nandagopa-Kumara—One who
cured the leprosy of a king called Nanda.

2 >9. The controller of the sense-organs, i.e. Krsna.

260. Kamsa—A tyrannical king of Mathura, son ofUgrasena and

cousin of Devaki. He married two daughters of Jarasandha, king of

Magadha. He deposed his father. Due to a prediction that the eighth

child of Devaki will kill him, he imprisoned both Devaki and Vasudeva.

He tried to kill all the children of Devaki but Kr?na, the eighth child was

smuggled away and was kept under the protection ofNanda, the cowherd

chief. Kamsa became a great persecutor of Kr$na and tried to kill him

but was eventually killed by Kr?ris—DHM 149.

261. vifdt—Refers to administration of poison-food to Bhima by

Duryodhana and throwing him in the Ganga after fastening down with

creepers (Mbh. L127.45-.54)*

262. maha'ineh—This refers to Duryodhana’s attempt to burn down
Kunti and Panflavas in the house of lac at VaranSvata (Mbh. 1 . 147).

283. This refers to the encounter of P5ndavas with demons like

Hidimba (Mbh. I. 153), Baka (Mbh. I. 162 etc).

264. This refers to the assembly of dice-players in which Draupadi

was humiliated (Mbh. II. 67-68).

265. Refers to the different hazards which Pinqlavas faced during

their stay in the forest for twelve years.

266. Refers to- the BhSrata war in which Pandavas had to face a

number of enemy missiles.
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25*Oh Master of the Universe ! May therealways be cal-

amity at every step ( if in every such calamity we are blest

with) your sight which relieves people from the cytle of re-

births.

26. Verily a man puffed up with pride of noble birth,

power, learning and wealth never deserves to speak of (i.e. re-

member) you who are worthy of being known by desireless per-

sons or Paramahariisas.

27. Salutations to you, who regard your sincere devotees

as your wealth167 and from whom tendencies towards attributes

(gunas) viz. the objectives of Dharma, Artha and Kama have dis-

appeared ; I bow to you who delight in His your Self and

devoid of attachment and who is the Lord of (one who can grant

the Final Beatitude.

28* I look upon you as Time (or Death), the Control-

ler of the Universe, beginningless and endless. Although quar-

rels (wars) among beings arise from you ( as the efficient cause),

you move with equality (and dispense pleasure and pain accor-

ding to their past actions )

.

29. Oh Lord! Nobody knows what you intend to do.

You appear to behave like men. Nobody is either favourite

with you nor any one antagonistic in the least. It is the mind

ofmen which is prejudiced.

*VJ. differs :

'Oh Lord of the Universe ! May there be continuous difficulties in

our various worldly dealings. In these, however, we should have a sight of

you which shows the way to Liberation (Mokfa).

267. akiHcana-vittaya—akibcana is one who wishes to get nothing else

but Sri Ktfna; hence *a sincere devotee*. This compound means :

(i) Who are the wealth to his sincere devotees;

(ii) One who loves his sincere devotees.

* Another interpretation :

I regard you as Time-bodied one who control god Brahmi and
others and hence who are free from birth and death. Quarrels among beings

arise due to Time though you move with equality (the charges of in-

equality and mercilessness cannot be levelled against you) .—VR.
SD : It is due to ignorance that persons bear a prejudiced attitude to

you even though you are really devoid of favouritism or antagonism. VB.
endorses tne same interpretation with his usual details.
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* Oh soul of the Universe! That you who have no
birth and no actions, have incarnations and actions to perform

among non-human beings (e.g. the boar-incarnation), human
beings (e.g. Rama, Krsna), sages (e.g. Vamana) and acquatic

animals (e.g. the Fish incarnation) is a great imitation (a mat-

ter of your will to imitate these).

3 1 . When for a fault committed by you, the cowherdess

(Yaioda) took a rope, the then spectacle of your standing

with head bent down, showing expression of fear on your face

with eyes full of tears mixed with black collyrium, really en-

chants me, as even fear is afraid of you.

32. Some (persons) say that you, though unborn,

appeared to take birth in the Yadu race for (spreading) the

reputation ofyour dear friend Yudhisfhira of pious fame and

that of beloved Yadu, just as the sandal tree (grown on the

Malaya) for the (reputation of the) mountain Malaya.

33. Others say that you are the unborn one who, in res-

ponse to (their) prayer, was born of Vasudeva and Devaki

for the good of the world and the destruction of the enemies

of gods.

34. Others say that as per prayer of god Brahma (lit.

the self-bom god), you were born to lessen the burden of the

earth which
,

like (an overloaded) boat in the sea, suffered

from overpressure (of demons and wicked persons)

.

35. Some others (regard that you are born) for per-

forming deeds worth hearing and remembering by (persons)

suffering in this worldly existence on account of nescience,268

desires and actions ( karmas done previously).

* Another interpretation

:

You are the birthless (due to absence of actions leading to birth)

and the actionless (due to disinclination to do any action on account of

non-existcnce of actions motivating new actions) soul of the universe.

That you should have births in (and indulge in actions suitable to) non-

human beings, human beings, sages and acquatic animals is extrendy
deceptive.

268. avidya—(i) Ignorance about the nature of the highest joy—&R.

(ii ) .Ignorance caused by the confusion between the Soul and

the body—VR.
(iii ) Absence of the knowledge of the Soul and the non-Soul—SD.
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36. Only those persons who constantly hear, sing, glorify,

remember and take delight in your likeable deeds, will see

before long your lotus-like feet which terminates ( driers up

)

the current of worldly existence.
0

37. And, Oh Lord(Kf9na) who fulfill the wishes ofyour

devotees! Do you today abandon us, your friends and depen-

dants, who have brought so much grief to the princely class

and have no other refuge than the lotus-like feet ofyour honour?

38* If Your honour is out of sight, what are we
Pai^lavas and Yadus but (merely) name and form, just as the

senseorgans are worthless (dead) in the absence of the Soul

( lit. controller of the sense-organs)

.

39* Or holder of the mace (Krsna) ! The land (in our

kingdom) will not appear beautiful (after your departure)

just as now it appears decorated by your feet imprinting on the

ground your special ( divine ) marks.

40. It is by your (favourable) looks that these lands with

well-ripened plants and creepers, with their forests, mountains,

rivers and seas, prosper (richly).

41. Therefore, Oh Lord of the Universe! the Universal

Soul! All-pervading Lord ! Gut asunder my bond of love to my
kinsmen—this strong attachment towards Pan^avas and Vrsriis.

42. Oh Lord of Madhus (— Yadavas) ! May my mind

be constant and firm in devotion to vou and be not attached to
0

any other object just as the stream of the Ganges flows into the

sea (alone without minding any obstacles).

43. Oh Sri Krsna, friend of Arjuna, the best of the

Vrsnis, Fire (destroyer) of the prowess of the kings who harass-

ed the earth, of undiminished power and might, Possessor of

the wealth of wish-yielding cows (Govinda), one who incarnates

for removing the afflictions of cows, twice-born ones (Brah-

manas) and* gods, Oh Lord of Yogas, the Preceptor of all, Oh
Venerable Lord, I bow to you.

* Another interpretation :

(i ) When we have visualised you as when the sense-organs find

their controller ( the Soul) , we have become through your grace, Yadavas
and Pagdavas—VR.

(ii) The sense-organs function when the controlling agency—the Soul—
is with them. The existence of our name and form is due to your presence

with us. Otherwise we shall be reduced to nameless and formless Category.
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SSta said

:

44. Vaikuritha (Kjrsna) whose entire glory was thus

eulogized in sweet words by Prtha (Kunti), smiled gently as

if enchanting the world by his Maya,269

45. Having blessed her ( Kunti
)
that her desires would

be fulfilled 270 and entering Hastinapura, he took leave

of the ladies and was about to leave for his capital when he
was detained by the king, out of love.

46. Even though he (Yudhisthira) was advised with

illustrations from historical incidents by Vyasa and others who
did not comprehend the intention of the Lord (that it was
Bhisma who was to enlighten Yudhisthira and not they) and
by Krsna (himself) ofmiraculous deeds, he (Yudhislhira) did

not understand it (as) he was overcome with grief.

47. Oh Brahmanas, the king Yudhisthira (son ofYama-
dharma) brooding over the death of his friends (and well-

wishers) and with his mind becoming defunct in judgment like

that of common people, spoke as follows.

48. Alas ! Look at the ignorance grows in the heart of

a wicked man like me. For the sake of ray body which is for

others (for being devoured by carnivorous animals like dogs,

jackals etc.) many divisions271 (of the army) are killed.

49. Even for crores of years there is no hope ofmy release

from hell as I have done wrong to children ( like Abhimanyu,
Laksmana

) , Brahmanas (like Drona)
, relatives, friends, elders,

brothers and preceptors.

50. The precept that killing enemies in a righteous war
is not a sin in the case of a king protecting his subjects, cannot
convince (enlighten) me (as I was not a ruler of the people).

5 1 . Here the sin accrued to me by the wrong done to

women whose relatives were slain for my sake, cannot be expiat-

ed by me by (religious) acts prescribed for householders.

269. MftyS
:
(i) $R. quotes Mayft is the smile (of the world)

which maddens the world.

(ii) Divine Love—VC,
270. After accepting Kunti’* prayer (regarding her constancy in

devotion etc.)—§JR.

271. Akfauhirii—A division of the army consisting of21870 chariots,
as many elephants. 65610 horses and 109350 foot-soldiers : Total—218700.
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52. Just as one cannot purify muddy water by mud or

the sin ofdrinking wine by means of ( profuse) wine, similarly

one cannot expiate a single act ofkilling a living being 6y ( per-

forming ) a number of sacrifices (involving the deliberate slaugh-

ter of animals).

CHAPTER NINE

(Yudhi$ thira's Acquisition of Kingdom)

SUta said :

1. Thus, being afraid of disaffection of the subjects

Yudhi$thira, with a desire to know religious duties of all

(kinds), proceeded to the battlefield278 (Kuruk?etra) where

Devavrata278 (Bhi$ma) was lying.

272. VinaSana—Although $R. and VJ. identify this with Kuruk^etra,

SD. identifies it with the spot where Bhi?ma fell from his chariot in the

battle (“yatra Devavrato Bhi$mo rathad apatad Vinasanam . . . Kuru-

k$etrantargatam sth&nam/” Bh. P. 1.9.1.

273. Devavrata—Lit. an observer of religious vows; an epithet of

Bhl;ma, the 8th son of Santanu and GaAgS; and heir to the throne of

HastinSpura after his father; to enable his father to marry Saty avati, he

renounced his claim to the throne and vowed not to marry or beget child-

ren; he came to be known as Bhigma due to this dreadful vow; after his

father’s death, he installed Satyavati’s son Vicitravirya on the throne and

got him married to two princesses of KarirAja; afterwards when Vicitra-

virya died childless, he advised Satyavati to persuade her daughter-in-

laws to have issues by niyoga and Bhlfma became the guardian of his

nephews and grandsons; in the great Bharata war, he was the first

commander-in-chief of the Kaurava army. On the tenth day of the

battle, Arjuna being shielded by &ikhandin, pierced Bhifma with innumera-

ble arrows and Bhl;ma fell down from his chariot only to be upheld from

the ground by "the bed of darts”. Due to the boon given to him by
Santanu, Bhl$ma could choose the time of his death. He survived 58 days

after this. When Yudhi$thira approached him after the war, he delivered

to him several didactic discourses on all aspects of religion. At last when
the Sun crossed the vernal equinox, he cast off his mortal coil with his

mind fixed on God. Bhlfma was an ideal hero noted for his continence,

wisdom, firmness of resolve and devotion to God.
(ASD. 407, DHM. 53-55 and PI. II. ^6-67)

.
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2. Then all the brothers riding in chariots decorated with

gold and drawn by excellent horses followed him along with

Brahmanas like Vyasa, Dhaumya274 and others.

3. Oh Brahmana sage ! The Lord ( Kr$na) accompanied

by Arjuna (followed him) in a chariot. With them (in their

company) the king appeared (glorious) like Kubera878 (the

God of wealth) surrounded by Guhyakas278 ( his attendants )

.

4. Seeing Bhl$ma lying on the ground like a god fallen

from the Heaven, Pantjavas along with their followers and

Kr§na (lit. the holder of the discus) bowed (to him).

5.

* Of greatest saint ! All Brahmana sages, divine

sages and royal sages assembled there to see (Bhi§ma) the pro-

minent one among the Bharata clan.

6. Parvata277 Narada278
, Dhaumya278

,
the venerable

Badarayana (Vyasa) 280
, Brhadasva

201
,
Bharadvaja282, and the

274. Dhaumya—The family priest of Pan^avas; was invited for

Yudhi$thira*s Rajasuya sacrifice; accompanied P&^^lavas in their exile in

the forest; followed Yudhigfhira on a visit to the dying Bhlgma.

(PI. II. 185)

275. Kubera—The god of riches; the ruler of the city of Alalt2

in the north; the head of demi-gods like the Yak$as, Guhyakas and

Kinnaras; traditionally he is regarded as a custodian of gold, silver,

precious stones and such treasures.

276. Guhyakas—A class of demigods who, like the Yakfas, wait

on Kubera and guard his treasure.

(ASDP. 190).

* VD. distinguishes between the classes of sages as follows :

Brahmana sages emphasize both Work and Knowledge; sages among
gods emphasize knowledge and give second priority to Work or actions;

sages among kings lay stress on penance and protect their subjects.

277. Parvata—A nephew of N&rada; visited Bhlgma while he lay

on his “dart-bed”. Generally mentioned as a heavenly sage along with

Narada.

— (BPK. 179, PI. II, 301,PCK 569-70)

278. Narada- See note 79.

279- Dhaumya—See note 274.

280. Badarayana (VySsa)—See note 19.

281. Brhadasva—According to PI. 2. 492, he was the son of Saha-

deva and father ofBh&numat; called on the dying Bhlsma. In the MBH,
he is said to have narrated the story of Nala to Yudhifthira, taught him the

technique ofgambling by dice. (BPK 213)

.

282. Bharadvaja—Son of Bfhaspati ; was invited for the RSjasuya

ofYudhitfhira; called on the dying Bhlgma; later he came to see King

Parikgita when he was practising his Prftyopaveia. (PI. II.541-42).
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son of Renuka283
( Paraiurama) along with his disciples.

7. Vasisfha284, Indra-pramada^Trita^Grtsajpada287
,

Asita288 ,
Kaksivan289

,
Gautama290

,
Atri 291

, KauSika292 and then

283. Son of Renuka—Parasurama.

284. Vasi§tha—Lit. “the wealthiest”. A celebrated Vedic sage to

whom many hymns are ascribed. In the Bh. P., he is a mind-born son of
god Brahma in the Svayambhuva epoch (manvantara) . In the present
epoch (manvantara), he was again born from god Brahma; married
Arundhati; had 100 sons who were killed by Visvamitra. He tried to
commit suicide but the rivers Vip5$ and &atadru did not drown him. He
was the family priest of Ik?vakus. The detail of the struggle between
Vasi?tha and Viivamitra is given in the MBH., the Ramayana and
the puruuas. The feud started with Visvamitra’s futile attempt to carry
away Vasi$tha’s wish-yielding cow Nandini and ended with his attain-

ment of the status of a Brahman a sage (Brahmar?itva) and Vasistha’s
recognition of Visvamitra as such and Visvamitra’s paying due honour to
his former rival.

(DHM. 339-42, BPK 280)

285. Indra-pramada—A sage who called on Bhi?ma lying on his

bed of arrows (BPK. 32)

.

286. Trita—According to Nirukta a Vedic seer connected with
Gftsainada family. In the MBH. he is said to have been pushed in a
well by his brothers to appropriate his cows, but was saved by gods. He
was invited to Yudhi$thira’s Rajasuya sacrifice; he called on Bhisma
in his death-bed.

(PGK. 399-400, PI. 2.43, DHM. 321-22).

287. Grtsamada—A sage who called on dying Bhisma. His identity

with the famous Rgvedic seer and other sages of the same name is uncon-
firmed. For details about other Gftsamadas vide PGK. 322-23, DHM.
1 14, BPK. 94).

288. Asita—A famous sage who called on dying Bhi?ma; was
invited for YudhUthira’s Rajasuya: came to Syamanta-paficaka to see

Ktfna; accompanied Kfsna to Mithila; acted as a sacrificial priest at

Kftna’s sacrifice in Kuruk$etra.
(PI. 1.136, BPK.26, PCK, 88-89).

289. Kaksivan—Originally a Vedic sage connected with the wor-
ship of A£vins; an Angiras and seer of mantras; called on Bhi$ma while
he was lying on his bed of darts.

(PGK. 181, PI. 1.296, DHM. 139-40).

290. Gautama—PI. mentions 16 sages of this name. This
Gautama who came to see dying Bhisma, is said to have called on
Parlk?it engaged in Prayopave&a (fast unto death).

—PI. i.536“j7 *
‘

291. Atri—PI. mentions 7sagesof'this name (PI. (. 41-42). He
is regarded as the son of Brahma and father of Datt&treya; taught
2nvlk$iki to Alarka, Prahlida and others; visited Bhi$ma in his death-
bed; came to see Pariksit practising pr&yopaveia.

200. Kausika—PI. t. 473-74 enumerates n sages of this name
while PGK. 286-87 mentions 20 persons of this name. About the sage
mentioned in this verse both regard him as a sage who called on dying
Bh f?ma. * * **
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Sudarlana*293
.

8. Oh Brahmana ! And other sages like Brahmarata

(Suka) 294 and others like KaSyapa295
, Angirasas

898 (and others)

arrived there along with their disciples.

9. Seeing that those great personages have assembled to

visit him, the greatest of Vasus ( Bhisma ) who knew religious

duties and understood the proper behaviour suitable to parti*

cular time and place* respectfully received them (*by his

mind and words due to his physical inability to get up*-£r.

)

10. And (Bhisma) who knew the superhuman power of

Krsna, the Lord of the Universe who has assumed human form

by His power called Maya297 (Illusion) and who (though)

293. Sudarsana—A sage who visited Bhisma in his death-bed.

Other 10 persons of the same name mentioned in BPK. 349-50 are

different.

294. Brahmarata alias Suka—Son of Vyasa ; a yogin from his birth.

He was initiated in spiritual lore by BahulasvaJanaka of Mithila; was

taught the Bhagavata Purana by Vyasa which he narrated to king Parlkfit

while he observed prayopavesa (fast unto death).

295. Kasyapa—Out of the 7 Kasyapas mentioned in PI. 1. 341-42,

the sage mentioned here was a contemporary of Kr$na; was invited for

Yudhisthira's Rajasuya sacrifice; came to Syamantapaiicaka to see

Kisna; one of the sages who left tor Pindaraka; met by Taksaka on his

way to king Parik$it.

(PI. 1.342 also BPK 55).

296. Angirasas—A contemporary of Krsna; with his pupils visited

Bhisma lying on his bed of arrows; came to see Krspa at Syamanta-

pancaka; went to Dvaraka to request Krsna to return to Vaikuutha;

came to see Parik?it practising prayopavesa.

The remaining 10 persons of the same name given in PI. 1.22-24 are

different.

—PI. 1.22-23.

297. Maya—This word is highly ambiguous. Brahma SQtra iii.

2.3 compares it with dreams but commentators argue that world is not

mSya as dreams are. Bh&skara takes it as “artha-pratyaya-Sunyatva”,

with Sankara it is
*
‘df?ta-na?la-svarupatva’

’ ,
with Ramanuja “as caryft-

tmakatva” and “sarva-bhavana-samartya” with Yallabha. In stead of

entering into the disputations of different schools of Ved&nta, I have
translated as “the power of Brahma called M&y.V*. though son etimes it

is simply translated as “Illusion”. \

Verse 9: The portions marked with asterisks are the interpretations

given by commentators mentioned in the brackets e.g. VJ., §R.
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occupying the hearts (of all) was sitting (by his side) worshipp-

ed him (Kj^a).
1 1 . With his eyes blinded with tears of affection, he

spoke to the sons of Panqlu who sat near him with humility and
love.

12. “Oh sons of Dharma ! Alas how painful! How much
unjust ! You who have resorted to Brahmanas, religious duties

and Acyuta ( Kfsna ) do not deserve to lead such a miserable

life !

13. When the unrivalled chariot-fighter Pantju passed

away, with young offspring, my daughter-in-law Pjrtha (KuntI)

whose children were very young, was frequently subjected to

great sufferings for your sake**®.

14. And I think whatever unpleasent ( has happened to

you) is brought about byTime ( Fate ) under whose influence lies

all the world along with its guardians*®9 of the quarters (of the

world) just as a row of clouds under the control of the wind.

15. (Gan there be calamity) where the king is the son

of Dharma ( Yudhisfhira ), Bhima ( wolf-bellied one ) with a mace
in hand, the dark-coloured hero (Arjuna ) the bearer of the

Garujiva bow and the knower ofmissiles and ( having) Kr$na

as a well-wisher ?

16. Oh King! No body really could divine the intentions

(lit. desire to do* certain things) of this (Kfsria). As a matter

of fact, even learned people who try with a desire to fathom it

become perplexed.

17. Therefore, concluding (deciding) that all this is in

the power of the Providence, Oh King ! Lord (of the people)

the most excellent Bharata ! protect these protectionless subjects

in compliance of His orders.

2t)8. JG. on verses i a- 14 differs :* It is very distressing to think that

although you are the son of Dharma, you consider yourself unworthy of

living. Moreover, being the refuge of Br£hmanas, it is also distressing to

think and improper on your patts to consider that you are not fit to live.

299. Sa-piilah—Along with the guardian deities of the eight cardi-

nal points. They are as follows: Indra of the East, Agni (Fire) of the

South-east, Yama of the South, Nirrti of the South-east, Varuga of the

West, V&yu (Wind) or Marut of the North-west, Ktibera of the North,

l£2na or Siva of the North-east.
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18. This venerable Lord is veritable Narayaga the Prim*

eval Man who deluding the world with his power called Maya
(illusion) moves incognitoamong the Vff^is.

19. Oh King ! Lord Siva, the divine sage Narada, the

venerable lord Kapiia know his (Kj*sna’s) secretmost prowess.

20. He whom you regard as maternal-cousin, a dear

friend and the best well-wisher and to whom out of good feel-

ings you employed as a counsellor, an emissary and a chario-

teer, is Narayana Himself.

2 1 . There never has been any change in his mind ( regard-

ing the dignity or otherwise) for acts performed by him(who is)

the Soul of all, who is impartial, without a second, free from

ego, and free from all sins.

22. ( In spite of Kf$^a’s being equal to all). Oh protector

of the earth ! Look at his compassion on ( his ) staunch devotees

that Krsna himself has appeared before me, when I am giving

up life.

23. While concentrating the mind upon whom with

devotion, and repeating whose name by words, a Togi
t who

quits his body, becomes liberated from desires and actions.

24. Let the venerable four-armed God of gods whose

lotus-like face is beaming with gracious (pleasing) smile and

reddish eyes and who is the object of meditation, wait till I cast

off this mortal frame (body).*'

SUta said :

25. On hearing that (speech of Bhi?ma), Yudhisfhira

asked (questions on) various (types of religious) duties (to

Bhi$ma) who was lying in the bed of arrows (lit. cage ofarrows)

while the sages were listening.

26. Oh sage ! (BhI?ma ) the philosopher, described to

him the religious duties prescribed according to the nature of

men and those according to castes and stages of life; duties of

two-fold characteristics (viz. those characterised by Praortti or

active participation in worldly life and those characterised by

Nivrtti or abstention from worldly activities ) due to attachment

(raga) and non-attachment (vairagya) as (they, i.e. duties,

have been) handed down in the sacred books (Vedas)

(&mn&ta)

.
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27. [He explained] briefly and in details rules (duties)

regarding charities, kingship, (laws pertaining to) the path of

liberation, (duties) of women and those pertaining to the

Bhagavata religion.

28. (He described
) the four goals of human life, viz.

righteousness, attainment of worldly prosperity, Love and

Liberation, along with the means to attain them as exemplified

in different histories and legends.

29. While he was explaining religious duties, the time

of the Summer solstice (as) longed for by Yogis who have the

power to die as per their pleasure, also drew near.

30. Then (Bhisma), the leader of the thousands (of

charioteers) concluded his speech. With his eyes unclosed, he

fully concentrated his mind completely free from attachment,

on the Primeval Man, the four-armed Krsna with shining yellow

garments, standing before him.

31. BhJsma whose sin was destroyed300 by his purest con-

centration of mind301 and whose pangs of wounds caused by

weapons had immediately been removed (subsided) by his

( Krsna *s favourable) glance302 and the movements of

whose sensory organs had stopped and the delusion ( regarding

the identity of the mind and the body) disappeared and who
was (about) to *quit this body praised Janardana, i.e. Krsna

(as follows)

:

32. “Thus ( at the time ofmy death) my mind free from

thirst (i.e. desire for enjoyment of the fruition of actions] is

fixed in the venerable Lord (Krsria ) the best in the Siitvata

(Yadava) clan, who is overfull of abundance (lit. has surpassed

* 300. hatasubhah—'The Fate that was delaying his union with

God’—VR., SD.

30 1. dharana—'Fixed attention*

—

Patanjali defines it as ‘Binding the mind-stuff to a place’ (desa-

bandhas’ cittasya dharana—Yoga Sutra 3.1).

Vyasa explains, "Binding of the mind-stufT, only insofar as it is fluctua-

tion to some place" like the heart-lotus or the tip of the nose or to an

external object is Dharana. Visnu Purana and Nfiradlya Purina recom-

mend Vi?nu for such objects of concentration.

Woods—YSP p. 303-04.

302. iksaya—‘By the mere sight of Kf?na’—VR

.
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abundance), and is full of ecstatic happiness that is inherent in

Him, and who sometimes with a desire to play, associated him-

self with Prakfti80* or Maya (illusion), from which starts the

stream of worldly existence.

33. Immaculate be my devotion to the friend of Vijaya

(Arjuna), i.e. Kr§na, who has assumed a body most fascinating

in three worlds, with Tamala (tree) like complexion, wearing

spotless garment yellow like the rays of the morning Sun, and
lotus-like face covered with pendent locks of hair.

34. May my mind be (concentrated) in Kr$na whose

face was bedecked with drops of perspiration scattered by his

hair flowing in all directions, (appearing) grey with dust (kick-

ed up by the hoofs) of horses in the battle, and with his armour

glittering with the dint of my keen-edged arrows piercing his

body (lit. skin).

35. May my love be (fixed) on Partha’s (Arjuna’s)

friend who, immediately after listening to the words ( of request)

of his friend, posted his chariot between the two armies, his and

his enemy’s, (and who as it were) carried away the lives (the

life-spans) of the hordes of the enemy by a glance of his eyes.

36. Let my love be upon the feet of the Lord who by his

spiritual knowledge (power) removed the wrong knowledge

(understanding) [of Arjuna] who at the sight of the head (i.e.

the leaders ) of the ( enemy
)
army at a distance, became averse

to kill his kith and kin, thinking that to be a wrong act.

37. In order to (enable me to ) carry out my vow, in

supersession of his own (regarding non-participation in the

battle with arms), he who was seated in a chariotjumped out,

and carrying the wheel of a chariot and shaking the earth and

with his upper garment fallen away, attacked me like a lion

killing an elephant.

38. May the Lord Mukunda who being pierced by shar-

pened arrows, was bathed in blood, as his armour shattered;

303. Prakfti—The Samkhyas regarded this as the evolver of the

universe and called it Pradhana. It is translated as Nature or Matter as

opposed to Spirit (Purusa^. Later on, it came to be regarded as the

personified will of the Supreme Being and the proto-type of the female

sex, identified with Maya or illusion and the Sakti or the energy of the

deity.

$R. interprets this as ‘Yoga M5ya’. Dowson—-HMP. 240.
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who in order to kill me, violently attacked me ( rushed at me

)

who was endeavouring to kill him, be my shelter.

39. Let my devotion be in the Lord who treats the

chariot of Aijuna as a member of his family, who has taken a

whip (in his hand) and held the reins of the horses (in another),

whose splendour is worth looking at, while I am lying at the

door of death, as those who were killed after having a look at

him, attain his resemblance in form.

40. [Let my 'love be on Kj*$na] by imitating whose

actions became verily merged with him, the cowherdesses who
have performed the great worship by (their) graceful move-

ments, amorous gestures, sweet smiles, solicitous looks, though

( they were thus
)
blind with fatuation ( for him)

.

41. This (Universal) Soul who, being attractive to look

at, was endowed with the place of honour (agra-puja) in the

assembly crowded with sages and prominent kings at the time

of theRajasuya sacrifice ofYudhi§thira, has manifested himself

tome (lit. my sight).

42. I who have shed off differences (dualism

—

bheda)

and delusion ( moha) ,
have attained to him, the unborn (aja),

enthroned in (each and every )
heart of beings (corporate be-

ings) 804 created by him just as the Sun (though one) appears

different to every (individual) onlooker.”

Sata said :

43. In this way, having merged himselfwith Lord Kr$na

with the functions of his mind, speech, sight, he (Bhi§ma) ceas-

ed to breathe within.

44. Knowing that Bhi§ma is being merged with the at-

tributeless Brahman, all kept quiet like birds after sunset.

45. There was a beating of drums by men and gods. The
good ones among the kings praised him. Flowers were shower-

ed down from heaven (the sky).

46. Oh Bhargava (Saunaka of the Bhfgu clan), Yudhi-

sthira having got performed the funeral rites etc. of the deceased

(Bhlsma) became mournful awhile.

3°4- JG. observes that this verse should not be explained as having

any reference to Brahma, as in V. 30 the reference is clearly to Ktfna.
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47. Then (after the death of Bhigma), sages pleased

Krsna by (reciting) his sacred (guhya) names and with their

hearts pleased and devoted to Ky$Qa they went back to their

hermitages.

48. Then Yudhigthira along withKrsna went toHastina-

pura and consoled his uncle (Dhj:tara$tra) and miserable

Gandhari.

49. Then as per order of the uncle (Dhj*tara?tra) and the

consent ofVasudeva, the powerful Yudhisthira ruled his ances-

tral kingdom as per religious precepts.

CHAPTER TEN

(Krfna*s Departure to Dvoraks)

Saunaka said :

1 . How did Yudhisthira,805 the greatest among the up*

holders of religion, who regained his kingdom806 after killing the

heinous criminals, the grabbers of his wealth ( kingdom )

,

807 pro-

ceed to rule his kingdom ? What did he do then ?
VI

Suta said

:

2. Hari, the donor of prosperity to His devotees,808 made

the Kuru family which (due to internecine war and the missile

Brahmastra fired at their last scion Parlkgit, then in womb) was
burnt down like the jungle of bamboo-canes in a forest confla-

gration, sprout forth again (by reviving Pariksit). Verily, He

305. v.l. gavifthira—One who is firm in his promise.

306. pTaiyavaruddha-bhojanafc—
(i) One whose ei\joyment is lessened due to grief caused

by the killing of his relatives—&R.
(ii) One who got enjoyment by the acquisition of kingdom

—

SR.

(iii) One who has regained his kingdom —VR.
307. sva-riktha-spfdha (t—Those who fought for acquiring wealth—$R.

308. bhava-bhfoanob—Makes .Lord Siva to meditate upon his

Pastimes—VD.
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(Hari) felt profound happiness after installing Yudhi$thira on

his own kingdom.

3. He (Yudhi^thira) whose delusion had been dispelled

by the dawning of accurate knowledge after listening to the

speeches of Bhf$ma and Acyuta (Kf$na), and whose supporter

was the invincible ( Kr$na ) and who was surrounded by his

younger brothers, ruled over the earth circumscribed by the

seas, as Indra, whose supporter was Acyuta (the Lord Visnu)

governed the Heaven.

4. It rained at the proper times; the earth (as if) milch-

ed out all the desired products; cows with big udders overflow-

ing with milk, gladly drenched even the ground of the cowpens.

5. In every season, rivers, seas, mountains, medicinal

plants, trees and creepers—all yielded ( lit. fruitioned in ) his

( Yudhisthira's) desires.

6. While Yudhi§thira (lit. one having no adversary)

was the king, there was no mental anguish, physical pain and

miseries caused by superhuman agencies, elements or body, to

any being.

7-8. Having stayed in Hastinapura for alleviating the

grief of his friend and for the pleasure of his sister, and
having requested for and obtained permission to leave, Hari

mounted the chariot embracing and saluting Yudhisthira, him-

self being embraced and bowed ( by his hosts according to their

status )

.

9- 1 0. Subhadra, Draupadi, Kunt!, the daughter of Virata

(Uttara), Gandhari, Dhj*tara$tra, Yuyutsu, the twins (Nakula

and Sahadeva), Krpa (of the Gautama clan ) ,
Bhlma, Dhau-

mya and ladies like Satyavati (lit. the fisherman's daughter)

and others swponed away ( or were bewildered
) as they could

not bear separation from Kf$na (lit. the wielder of the

Sarnga bow).

11. A wise man, freed from association with bad persons

due to good company, is not enthusiastic about giving it up;

(similarly), having once listened to his enlightening glory,

a wise man would not bear separation from him.

12. How can the sons of Pj*tha (Fagdavas^ who have

entrusted (i.e. fixed) their minds on him in their acts of seeing,
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feeling, talking (or conversing), sleeping, sitting and eating

(with him), endure the (grief of) separation (from him) ?

13. Looking at him with unwinking eyes and following

him with their minds, all of them verily moved here and there

and brought articles of worship etc. as they were deeply

attached to him through afFection.

14. When the son of Devaki (K^na) moved out of the

house, the women-relatives controlled their (oozing) tears of

(affectionate) anxiety, lest any evil should befall.

15. (At the time of the departure of Kj*$na) were sound-

ed the tabors, conchs, kettle-drums, lutes, cymbals, horns,

dhundhuri (a musical instrument), large military drums, bells

and large kettle-drums.

16. Ascending the tops of the palaces with a desire to

see Kr§na, ladies of the Kuru clan, with eyes expressive of

love, bashfulness and smiles showered flowers on Kr$na.

17. Arjuna (the Lord of Sleep), the dear one (friend

of Krsna) held over his dearest friend, a white umbrella decked

with pearl-strings and jewelled handle.

18. Uddhava and Satyaki held very wonderful fans (on

both his sides) on the way. The lord of Madhu (Kf$na

)

who was being showered with flowers, appeared resplendent.

1 9. The true blessings uttered by the twice-born ( Brah-

manas ) which were inapplicable to the attributeless but to the

soul possessing qualities, were heard (by Kp§na) at different

places ( wherever he went ).

20. The mutual conversation of the ladies of the capital

of the King of Kurus, whose minds were concentrated on

Krsna ( lit. one whose glory dispels the darkness of ignorance

)

was attractive to the ears (minds) of all.809

309. sarva-iruti-manoharaft—In SK. Sruti means ‘the Veda* and

‘the ear’ and hence the commentators have differently interpreted this

phrase as follows :

1. Even Upanifads incarnate would have complimented

that conversation (saftjalpa)—SR., VC., SD.

2. Captivating to the ears, i.e.minds ofall—VR., VD.
3. The presiding deities of the Vedas wondered how these

ladies knew better the Lord—VO.
4. Containing the essence of all Upanifads—OD.
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21.

* This is verily the Primeval Man ( spirit) who, with-

out a second, existed in his own nature undifferentiated,310

without any manifested universe before the disturbance of the

equilibrium of the qualities (gunas) [which results in the

creation of the universe] and in the night of the dissolution

of universe when the individual souls lie absorbed311 in the

Supreme Spirit, with their powers lying dormant.

22. It is he, the revealer of the Vedas (scriptures) who,

again, with a desire to attribute name and form to the nameless

and formless spirit, presided over (lit. followed) his nature

( prakrti) which being directed by his power (viz. Time) has a

desire to procreate, and deludes the individual souls—his own

parts.

23. Verily this is he (i.e. Kpsna )
whose feet (or real

form) , the sages who have subdued their sense-organs and have

control over their life-force (by pranayama etc.) visualize, in

this (very) world, with their hearts purified, due to their devo-

tionful longing ( to see him) 312
. Certainly313 this very Kr§na is

capable of completely purifying our intellect314 .

*VR. explains—This Knpa is the same person who is one and
is both the material and efficient cause of the Universe (its creation etc).

He alone was during the period called the night of Deluge (when all the

three attributes were inactive) when all forces lay dormant, when He
Himself, the Soul of the Universe of animates and inanimates, the Con-

troller within, had withdrawn in himself the thought of creation and lay

without creating gross products (the earth and other Bhfitas)

.

310. aviiefa dtmani—&R . explains ‘ni? -prapafice nijasvarfcpe’

.

31 1. nimUitdtman etc.—SR. raises the point about the possibility of

merging of the souls (jlvas) as they sure themselves Brahman and

replies, ‘‘When all the powers of the individual souls are dormant, it is

as good as destruction—suptasu iaktifu satifujlvopddhi-bhdta-sattvddi-iakti-

layah eva jlva-layabl

312. GD. emphasizes that it is due to his grace (and not simply

by the efforts of the sages) that he can be seen.

313. VJ. prefers the reading na tu and explains: He purified the

heart thoroughly by devotion and not by action (karma).

VC. follows the resuiing norm and explains : It is certsun that this

(K^^a) alone can purify the intellect thoroughly and not Yogic exer-

cises etc. The sagehood (sBritoa) , mas tery over sense organs and control

of life-force etc. are due to devotion (to him) alone and not to yogic

practices.

314. $R. gives an alternative explanation :
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24. Oh friend! This is verily he (Kfftia) whose meri-

torious episodes are eulogised in the Vedas, mystical scriptures

(like Upani?ads and Agamas) by persons well-versed in the my-
steries (of this literature), and who is the only one Lord, who
out of his sportiveness creates, protects and destroys the universe,

and h not attached to it.

25. In every age, when evil-minded kings rule ( lit. live)

irreligiously, this (Lord Kjr^ia) certainly assumes forms (in-

carnations) by his sattvic power315 and sustains the sovereignty

(divine faculties of omnipotence, omnipresence etc.), truth,

religious order,816 grace and glory for the prosperity817 (of

persons who have resorted to his feet)

.

26. Oh ! Howwonderful it is that this Superman (lit. Sup-

reme Being) , the Lord of the Goddess Laksmi, has818 made the

race of Yadu318
, the most praiseworthy ofthe praiseworthiest by

his birth (despite the curse of Yayati and has rendered the forest

of ( the demon) Madhu320 the sacredmost of the most sacred re*

gions by his birth as well as by his wanderings.

When he goes out of sight, he may not please destroy his know-

ledge from our mind i.e. He would not be unseen although he might

journey to a distant place. We should accompany him.

315. v.l, satvatafr—‘To his devotees like gods etc.' (VJ.).

3 16. rtam— (1) Speech which is both sweet yet true—VC., SD.

(3) Religious practice (anufthiyarnSno dharmab)
—VB. I preferred this older connotation to

(3) yathdrthopadeiakatva of $R«, BP., GD.

(4) pious act (pupjath karma)—VR.
317. bhaviiya—stability, preservation—$R., SD.; but I followed

VJ.. VC., VR., GD. and translated it as ‘prosperity’.

318. The use of the present tense for this past event Is vigorously

defended by VC. on the ground that the pastimes of the Lord never end,

due to their continuance in the infinite number of the worlds. VD.
endorses VC. 's view.

319. Yadu—Son of king Yayiti of the Lunar race and founder of

the Y&dava clan in which Kr?pa was born. He refused to bear the

curse of old age passed upon his father by the sage Sukra and in conse-

quence he incurred his father's curse. —DHM. 371.

330. Madhu-vana—This forest was the dwelling place of demon
Madhu. Satrughna founded a city—Mathura—aftei Madhu's death here.

This region includes the city of Mathura and its surrounding region

including Vfndfiuana—VB., GD.
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27. Oh! Dvaraka (Kfsna’s capital) surpasses the glory

of the Heaven!*11 It gives sanctity and glory to the earth as

its resident-subjects always see their lord’s smiling looks favour-

ed on them in his grace.382

28. Oh friend! The ladies whose hands have been clasp-

ed by Him ( in marriage) must have certainly worshipped the

Lord (God ) by observances of religious vows, ablutions and

oblations to the sacred fire as they frequently drink the nectar

of his lower lip for which the women of Vraja (Gokula) whose

hearts were yearning for that nectar, entranced with fascina-

tion. 8*3

29*30. Those ladies like the mothers of Pradumna ( i.e.

Rukmini), Samba (viz. Jambavati), Amba (i.e. Nagnajiti)

who were taken away (by Krsna) after paying ( their price)

of valour, by subduing the powerful kings like Gaidya ($i£u-

pala) 884 and others at the assembly of suitors convened for the

selection of the bridegroom by the bride, and thousands of others

abducted ladies after killing the son of the Earth326 (viz. the

321. VB. gives the details of the excellence of Dvaraka over the

Heaven as follows :

There are gods in Svarga, in Dvaraka dwells the God of gods.

There are heavenly damsels in Svarga while in DvSrakS lives the goddess

of Wealth (Laksmi). The denizens of Svarga fall down (when their

balance of good deeds is exhausted) while the citizens of Dv&raki go up
(and are liberated from the worldly existence)

.

322. v.l. anugrahofitam—Who made it his place of residence out of

his grace—$R. Vide VR.
anugrahepa Ufitam adhivasantam /

VG.—Where his grace is desired—anugraha eva ifitah yatra

tom I

323. VG. and VD. explain:—The ladies of Vraja whose hearts were

set on testing the nectar of (Kr?<?a’s) lower lip, frequently fell in ecstatic

swoon by remembering the previous night’s kisses in the morning (one

cannot imagine their condition at the time of actual kissing.

)

324. Caidya (Sttup&la)—son of Damagho$a and Sruta-iravi

(sister ofVasudeva) . He was the arch-enemy of Kr?pa, as he (Krwa)
carried off Rukmini, his proposed wife. At the time of the R&jasuya

sacrifice of Yudhi$thira, be was slain by KffQa in punishment of

opprobrious abuse. —BPK 3118*9, DHM 294.

325. Bhauma—The son of the Earth i.e. the Asura Naraka; ruled

at Pr&gjyotifa; carried away 16000 women to his palace, robbed Aditi of

her ear-rings and demanded Air&vata from Indra; at Indra’s request
%
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Asura Naraka—these, indeed, ennoble womanhood from which

tenderness ( or freedom
) has been taken away and which is

bereft of sanctity, since their lotus-eyed husband does not

depart from their apartments and touches their hearts by his

presents of desired objects (or by his sweet words of address).

31. Greeting with a smiling glance the words of women
of the city talking among themselves in this way, Hari went his

own way.

32. Yudhisjhira apprehending danger from the enemies

due to affection, appointed an army with four divisions (viz.

Infantry, Cavalry, chariots and elephants)out of fond solicitude

for the protection of the slayer of the Asura Madhu.
33. Having prevailed upon the affectionate Kauravas

(i.e. King Yudhisfhira and others who belonged to the Kura
clan) who, being distressed at the separation, accompanied him
to a long distance, to return, he (Krsna) proceeded to his

capital with his dear ones.

34-35. OhBhargava! Passing through the region of the

Kurus, thejangalas, the Paficalas, the Surasenas, along with the

Yamunas, through Brahmavarta, Kuruksetra, the kingdom of

Matsyas, the Sarasvatas, through deserts and arid regions, the

lord with his horses somewhat tired reached the territory of

Anarta which lies beyond Sauvlra and Abhlra.
*

36. He was greeted with respectful presents by the people

of those ( respective ) regions through which he travelled. He
bent his course westward in the evening when the Sun was sink*

ing into the sea (-water) .**•

killed by Kr?na at PrSgjyotifapura; the articles carried away by him
were returned to their owners while all the women joined KftQa’s harem;

Bhagadatta who sided with Duryodhana in the Mahabh&rata war, was
Naraka’sson. —PI. 3.206-7, BDP. 163 PGK 1.513*14.

336. SR. alternatively explains :

(1) dismounting on the ground, and repairing to the banks

of a river, he performed his evening duties.

(2 ) he went to the pastures in the guise of a cowherd.
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CHAPTER ELEVEN

(Kffria’s Entrance into Dvaraka)

Sitta said

:

1 . Arriving in the country called Anarta, his own king-

dom, overflowing with prosperity, he blew his excellent conch,

allaying thereby their depressed spirits.

2. Just as a white-bellied swan singing loudly in a cluster

of red lotuses appears beautiful, so shone brightly the white-

wombed conch, reddened by the red lower lip ofKj-^a (lit. one

whose steps are wide) and held in the hollow of(his red-) lotus-

like palms while it was being blown by him.

3. Hearing that sound ( blast ) of the conch creating

consternation in the heart of the terrors of the world, all sub-

jects desirous of seeing their Lord, advanced to welcome him.

4. There, just as a lamp is offered to the Sun, those rev-

erential subjects presented offerings to Him who is ever delight-

ed and contented in himself, due to self-realization.

5. Like children speaking to their parents, they, with

faces blooming with affection, and voice stiffled withjoy, address-

ed their protector, the friend of all

:

6. “Oh Lord! We are always submissive to your lotus-

like feet adored by Brahma, his off-spring (Sanaka etc. )
and

Indra ( the lord of gods ), the highest resort for the seekers of the

supreme beatitude here, a shelter where Time [ or death ] which

dominates everything else, is powerless.

7. Oh creator of the Universe ! Be thou for our prospe-

rity.327 You alone are our mother, friend, husband, father,

spiritual preceptor, the supreme deity, by serving whom we
consider ourselves as having become blessed.

8. Oh ! It is due to you that we have been blessed with

a protector. We can behold what the gods can scarcely see,

your form beautiful in all respects, your face beaming with

affectionate smile and loving looks.

9. Oh lotus-eyed (Lord), when, with a desire to see

( your) friends. Your Honour328 departed to the land of Kurus

337. bhavoya—our good, consisting of knowledge, devotion etc.—VJ.
398. v.l. no bkavJtn—Your Honour, leaving us in slight —$R.
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or of the Madhus (Mathura and region around it, including

Vpidavana), Oh Acyuta ! to us# who are yours, (even) a
moment (of separation from you) appears like a long period

of ten million years—even as it happens to the eyes (blind-fold*

ed) in the absence of the light of the Sun.”

1 0. Hearing such words spoken by his subjects and sprea-

ding out grace by his affectionate glances, Kjr$Qa who was kind

to his devotees, entered the city.

11. (The city which was) guarded by the Madhusm,

Bhojas330,Da£arhas381, Arhas
888

, Kukuras888
, Andhakas88* and

Vrs^is335 who were as powerful as himself ( i.e. Kfsna) , like

Bhogavati888 guarded by serpents.

12. Beautified with lotus-pools surrounded by orchards,

flower-gardens consisting of sacred trees and creeper-pavilions,

(full of) richness of flowers etc. (produced in) every season.

13. With triumphal arches erected in front of the city

gates, house-doors and the public roads : the solar rays have

been obstructed in the interior by the tops of banners and flags

painted ( with various designs)

.

14. With royal roads, streets, market places and quad-

rangular places swept clean and be-sprinkled with fragrant

329. Aiadhus—A family of the Y&dava clan—BPK 233 *

330. Bhojas—Descendants of king Mah&bhoja of the Yidava clan

—BPK 228.

331. DaiSrha—Son of king Nirvrti or Vidflratha of the Y&dava

clan, a founder of the dynasty of the same name. (BPK 137) • Here it

refers to that clan. They were related to P5ndava« and defended

Dv&ravatl—PI. 2.^9.

332. Arhas—a group of people defending Dv&rakS and related to

Pand&vas—PI, 1 . 1 1 3.

333. Kukuras—a son of Andhaka and father of Dhf?|a. Here

his descendants, the defenders of DvfirakS. are implied—PI. 1.383.

334. Andhakas—A community of the Y&dava tribe defending

Dv&rak&; at Dv&ravatl their overlord was Ugrasena. Relieved by

Kamsa’s death, ended themselves by fighting with their kinsmen. PI. 1 . 67.

335 * Vr^nis—The descendants ofVrRji, the son of Madhu, whose

ancestor was the eldest son of Yadu. Kffga belonged to this branch of

the Lunar race. —DHM 369.

336. Bhogavati—The subterranean capital of the N&gas in the

N&galoka portion ofthe P&t&la. —DHM 54.
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waters and strewn with fruits, flowers, grains of sun-dried rice

and tender sprouts. *

15. The doors of each house (ofwhich city) were beauti-

fied by jars full (of water), curds, dried grains of rice, fruit and
sugar canes, religious offerings, incense and lamps.

16-17. On hearing about the approach of the dearest one

(Kr$na ) , the great-minded Vasudeva887
, Akrura888

,
Ugrasena889

,

and Balarama840 of marvellous bravery, (17) Pradyumna841
,

Carudesna848
, Samba848 the son ofJambavati—all having refrain-

337. Vasudeva—son of Sura of the Yadava clan; married seven

daughters of Devaka, the youngest of them DevakI was the mother of

Kr$$a. After the death of Knna and Balarama, he gave up his life in

spiritual meditation and his four queens immolated themselves along

with his body. (DHM 342-43, MNK MahabhSrata Namanukramanl

—

300-1).

338. Akrura—A Yadava, uncle of Kfsna; the son of Svaphalka and

G&ndinl; married a daughter of Ugrasena; as per order of Kariisa,

brought Kr?na and Balar&ma from Vraja to Mathura for DhanurySga;

on the way Kr$?a showed to him his real Divine form. He is chiefly

noted as being the possessor of the Syamantaka gem ; was killed in the

internecine fight amongst the Yadavas at Prabhasa. (PI. 1.3-4, DHM. 10).

330. Ugrasena—King of MathurS, father of Kaihsa and Devaka.

He was deposed by Kaihsa but Kf9n& after killing Kamsa, restored

Ugrasena to the throne. Later he stayed at Dvarakii. After Kpsna's

death he entered fire.— (PI. 1.21c).

340. BalarSma—Kr?na*s elder step-brother.

341. Pradyumna—the eldest son of Kf?oa by RukminI; when a

child only six days old, he was stolen by the Asura Sambara who tried to

kill him. Through sheer providence, he survived all attempts and grew

up to manhood under the loving care of M&y&vatt. actually Rati, his

(Pradyumna's) wife of his previous birth as Kama. He killed Sambara,

married Miy&vat! and both alighted by air inside Kfjna’s palace.

Kr9Q* presented the couple to Rukmini. Pradyumna married Kakud-

mat! , the daughter ofRukmin and had by her a son named Aniruddha.

Finally, Pradyumna got killed in the drunken brawl of the Y&davas at

Prabh&sa. His wives burnt themselves as Satl.—(DHM 237-38; PI. 2.

416-17).

342 . Cdrudefna—a son of J&mbavatl and Kr?qa; a good archer.

(PI. 1.598.)

343. S&raba—A son of Kftha by J&mbavatl; was a noted warrior

but led a dissolute life and scoffed at sacred things. When his friends

disguised him as a pregnant woman and asked great sages like Viivk-

mitra, Durv&sas, Nftrada etc. whether she would beg£t a male child.
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ed from sleeping, sitting and eating due to the extreme joyous

excitement.

18. And being full of respect, joy and in a hurry out of

love (for Kf§na) , they, leading the principal elephant (of state)

before them, advanced in chariots(to meet him) in company of

Brahmanas ( v\ ith auspicious articles in their hands )
reciting the

Vedas, accompanied by the blowing of conches and musical in-

struments.

19. And hundreds of the best courtisans whose beautiful

faces and cheeks were glowing with glittering ear-rings, being

eager to see him, advanced to greet him in their conveyances.

20. Actors, dancers, singers, scholars versed in ancient

legends, family bards and heralds344 sang the wonderful deeds of

him whose glory dispels ignorance.

2 1 . Approaching near them, the Lord paid suitable res-

pects to all the kinsmen, citizens and retainers, there.

22. Bowing down his head, saluting (orally), embracing,

touching by hands, looking with smile,
(
giving) desired boons

and consoling, the supreme Lord paid honours to all ( classes of

people) up to the outcaste dog-cookers (cantjalas).

23. Even he himself, being endowed benedictions by

the superiors (or preceptors ) ,
Brahmanas with their wives345,

old men, by bards and others, entered the city.

24. Oh Brahmana ! When Krsna proceeded on the royal

(main) road, women of the good families in Dvaraka, being

the sages told that Samba will give birth to an iron pestle (or club)

which would destroy the Yadava clan. Though Ugrasena got the iron

pestle pounded and cast into the sea, the particles grew into rushes,

reeds which turned into weapons at the drunken brawl amongst the

Y&davas and killed them all. Samba was killed in this fight.—(DHM 376,

BPK 341, MNK 379).

344. Though all these are panegyrists, the last is applied to those

who are learned among them.

$R. quotes the duties of these as follows :

Sutah paur£nik£h prokti Migadha vamia-satftsakah/

Bandinas tvamala-prajil&b prastkva-sadjsoktayab /

/

but VD. states that Bandis are the eulogists of the present kings :

Vartam&na-nrpin&nca stotaro bandinah smrt5.h //

345. VB. thinks that this adjective should qualify all the persons

in this verse.
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greatly delighted at His sight, ascended on the tops of their

houses. •

25.

For, the eyes of the residents of DvUraka were not

thoroughly satisfied, although they were always used to see the

Imperishable (Kr?na) , whose person is the home of beauty

(and)

26.

Whose bosom is the home of the goddess of wealth,

whose face is (like) a drinking vessel (of the nectar) to the eyes,

whose arms (are the shelter) of the guardians (of the quarters)

of the world, and (whose) lotus-like feet are (the refuge) of the

Cakravaka birds846 ( in the form of the devotees who sing of

Sr! Kj’gna, the essence of the universe)

.

27. Richly adorned with a white umbrella (lit. sunpro-

tector) and Chouries, bestrewn with flowers showered (on him)

on the way, the wearer of the yellow raiment (Kr$£a) shone with

the garland of forest flowers847 just as a cloud would shine with

(the shining beauty of) the Sun, the Moon (along with stars),

the rainbow and the lightning848.

28. (When) he entered (his) parents' house, he was

embraced by his mothers. With joy, he bowed down with his

head to his seven849 (mothers) ofwhom Devaki was the chief.

29. Placing the son on the lap, the mothers who with

their breasts wet with the milk of motherly affection were

beside themselves with joy, sprinkled him with tears ( ofjoy)

.

346. saraAga—A pun implying

—

(1) the Cakravaka birds and

(2) singers of the essence (of the universe, viz. Lord Kftoa) —

sSrara Sri Kr?riam giyantI ti s&raAgi bhaktah /—SR.

347. Vanamdld—A garland prepared out of the flowers of Kunda,

P&rijata, lotus, Mand&ra and Tulasf leaves :

TulasI-Kunda-Mandara-P&rij&tSmbujais tu y& /

PafLcabhir gratbit& mSlt vanam&leti klrtyate //

348. In plain words : Kffna had a white umbrella on his head

and Chewries on both sides. Flowers were showered on him on the way.

He wore a yellow garment and a garland of forest flowers. On account

of these, he appeared like a dark cloud.

349. Vasudeva had eighteen wives. Krroa saluted them all, but

special respect was shown to Devaki and her sisters. Vid^SR:
m&tf-sodarydd Sdara-vi&efa-jH&pan&rthem uktam /
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30. Then (Krs^a)entered his own mansion full of all covet-

ed objects and unsurpassed by all other palaces wherein were

the edifices of his sixteen thousand and also (one hundred

and eight other) wives.

3 1 . Having observed from afar their husband, returned

home from a distant journey, the wives ofKfsna in whose minds

rapturous joy was generated, and with eyes and faces full of

bashfulness, immediately sprang from their seats (a bodily

action) along with their vows360 (which is a mental action).

32. Oh best of Bhrgus ! They being of deep dispositions,

embraced their husband with (their) hearts, eyes and (as if

through
)
children. Owing to the distressed condition of their

mind, the tears in their eyes though restrained, oozed out of the

eyes of those bashful ladies.

33. Although he stood by their side in privacy, his pair

of feet assumed newness (every moment) . Who can desist from

his feet which the goddess of prosperity (Lak$mi ) though (noto-

riously
) fickle, never forsakes ?

34. Just as the wind subsides (after burning down a for-

est of bamboos ) by means of fire begotten (of their mutual fric-

tion), similarly(Krsna ) (although) himself unarmed, got repose

after creating hostility among the kings whose birth was a load
*

to the earth, and causing them to kill one another, ( with their

power exhibited by their armies surrounding them)

.

35. Coming down in this world of mortals by his divine

power (Maya) and revelling among a bevy of beauties, gems of

that sex, the very Supreme Lord enjoys himself like ordinary

man.

36. Smitten by the pure and charming smile exhibiting

their unrestrained nature and bashful looks of women, the

adversary of the God of Love (i.e. Siva) being fascinated aban-

doned his bow ( Pinaka ). (But) women of transcendent beauty

350. vrataih sakant—SR. explains :
*While observing the vows of

women whose husbands have gone abroad*. It can also be taken as

sdkam vrataifr which means that the rules for such women as prescribed

by YSjfiavalkya:

Kritfdrh Jarlrasathskdrath sarntfoUava-darianam /

H&tyam para-gxhtjinath tyajtt profita-bhaftjki //

also : rose up along with the other ladies.
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not by their cunning (deceits) ruffle the serenity of Kjrsna’s

mind. *

37. Verily people regarding (LordKf$na ) just like( them-

selves), consider Him attached and following like pursuits,

although he is really free from worldly feelings and passions.

Hence the unwisdom (of the people )

.

38. This is the superiority of the Almighty that though

he is associated with the Primordial Matter, He (Kr§na) is

never affected by its qualities, just as Intellect though resorting

to (i.e. in spite of its being in association with) the soul, does

not acquire the properties of the soul.851

39. They, the ignorant wives (of Sri Krsna) not under-

standing correctly the greatness of their husband, thought the

Lord as their slave abjectly ministering to their humour in

private just as people (lit. minds) [think wrongly about God].

351. This verse is interpreted differently. For example:

“That is the control of the Controller (the Supreme spirit) that he

(Kw?&) is not affected by the qualities of the Nature (Primordial Matter)

despite His ever presence in the (working of the) Nature, just as the

Intellect, though in intimate association with the eternally existing Soul is

affected by the qualities inherent in the Supreme Spirit.’'

SR. explains atmasthai^ etc : “as the intellect and happiness in the

Soul do not unite with each other, similarly Ktfna is not affected by the

attributes of Nature.” He further adds, “It may be said that the intellect

joins with the attributes of the Supreme Spirit and the material body

with its qualities unites with the intellect and the individual spirit with

condition; but the Supreme Spirit does not imbibe the qualities of

nature, although He is present in it.”

VJ. a follower of the Dualistic School of VedSnta explains : The ruling

nature of the Supreme Spirit consists in that, though (he is) abiding in

Primordial Nature (Prakfti) , he is not limited by Sattva and other

attributes, as also by Sabda etc. which are under his control; just as the

(Intellect) of the wise, though abiding in the Primordial Nature

(Prakyti)
,
is not affected by the qualities of the Prakrti, as the Intellect

fixed on Kf?ua, is not affected.

JG. follows mainly &R. but in explaining the and line of the verse

he states,** ... as the mind of the devotees under the benign care of the

Supreme Lord, is in no way affected by, though it may conge in contact

with Nature”.
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CHAPTER TWELVE

( Birth of Parikfit

)

Saunaka said :
88a

1 . The foetus in the womb ofUttara which was killed by
the missile Brahmag iras of immense heat, fired (lit. flung,

hurled) by Agvatthaman, was restored to life by the Lord.

2-3. If you be so pleased883 to speak, I desire to hear

the birth, actions (life) , the way he met death and the state

after death of that highly intelligent and great-souled Pariksit.

Narrate to us reverentials (about him whom) £uka imparted

knowledge.

Siita said :

4. Dharmaraja who, due to his service to the lotus-like

feet of Kr§na, became unattached to all objects of enjoyment,

protected the subjects keeping them contented, with paternal

care.

5. Riches, sacrifices, subjects,854 the queen-consort,

brothers, the earth and sovereignty over the isle ofJambu,885

and glory reaching as far as the heaven.

6. Oh Brahmanas! Did those objects of enjoyments

covetable even to gods, yield joy to the king whose mind was

concentrated on Kr^ia as (objects) other (than food do) to

the hungry ? [No].

7-8. Oh son of Bhrgu ! while being scorched by the

flames of the missile (Brahmastra) in the womb of the mother,

the hero (Parikfit) saw a certain Being, of the size of a thumb,

352. In Bh. P. 1.7. 1 2 Suta has promised to describe the life and
career of Pariksit. After describing how Knna returned to DvarakS
after restoring the Pandavas to their ancestral kingdom, this topic is now
taken up.

353. §R. states that this expresses prayer or a request and not a

command.

354. Lokah—attainment ofheavens as a result of the sacrifices —SR.

355* JambUdvipd—One of the seven island-continents surrounding

Meru. It is so named on account of the abundance of Jaxnbfl (Engenia

Jambolana) trees. India forms the mtqor part of this island.
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pure, wearing a crown of shining gold, of beautiful appearance,

dark complexion, with garments (shining) like the lightning

and Imperishable

—

9. Of beautiful long four arms, (with) ear-rings of

bright (heated) gold, (with) eyes red like blood, with a mace
in hand, going around him in all directions, waving ( around

)

constantly the meteor-liked bright mace

—

10. iPar!k$it) examined carefully who was this (Being)

near him extinguishing the flames of the missile by his mace
like the Sun dispersing the mist.

11. Having warded off (the Brahmastra), the omni-

present Lord, Hari, of infinite nature and the protector of reli-

gion,356 disappeared then and there, while the foetus of ten

months was looking on.

12. Then, (at the auspicious time) when the favourable

planets were in the ascendance, (indicating progressive) in-

crease of all qualities the scion to the dynasty of Panqlu. was
bom, with the prowess like Panqlu reborn.

13. Having got the ceremonial repetition regarding the

auspiciousness of the day357
, the king, with a happy heart, got

the ceremony of birth358 (or astrological calculation of the

nativity of a child) performed by Brahmarias like Dhaumya,

Krpa and others.

14. The king, the knower of the sacred places ( and of

the proper time, person etc. for donating gifts) gave gold, cows,

lands, excellent villages, elephants, horsesand sweet food (dishes)

to Brahmanas at the auspicious time of the birth of his

progeny359
.

356. Dharma-gup
; (1) The protector of religion or righteousness

($R.) (2) The protector of kings—the protector of religion (VD.)

(3) The Performer of his duty of protecting his devotees (VR.)

(4) The observer of religion ( VJ.)

357 • Pupjtaha-v&cana—Repetition of the words ‘This is an auspicious

day* three times at the commencement of most of religious ceremonies.

—ASOP (V.S. Apte : the Practical Sanskrit-English Dictionary, 1965).

358. This is technically known as J&takarman.

359. SR. quotes here a srarti text which states, “gifts given at the

time of a male child and at the time called 'Vyatip&t* fruition in eternal

good**. It further states that gods and Manes (Pitfs) remain present at

the time of the birth of a male child to twice-born, declaring that as an



15*16. Brahmanas, pleased ( as they were) with the modest

king, spoke, “Oh chief among the descendants of Puru ! When
this pure scion of the Puru race was nearly brought to death by
the unavoidable Fate, he was given to you by the mighty Visnu

out of his grace.
’*

1 7. He, therefore, will be widely known in the world as

‘Visnurata*. (There is) no doubt that he will be the most

famous and the greatest devotee*

\

Yudhis thira said :

18. Oh, the best amongst the venerable ones ! Will he

emulate his great-souled forefathers of holy reputation, the royal

sages, in fame and good will (lit. expression of approbation)?

Brahmanas said :

19. Oh son of Prtha (Yudhisthira), this (Visnurata alias

Pariksit) will be the proteetor of subjects like Iksvaku, the son

ofManu incarnate, friendly to Brahmanas and true ofword like

Rama, the son of Da£aratha.

20. This (Pariksit) will be munificent and protector

(of the seekers of shelter) like Sibi860,
the king of Uginara, and

a contributer to the glory of his relatives, the performers of

sacrifices like Bharata861
,
the son ofDusyanta.

21. This (Visnurata will be) the foremost among the

archers like ‘ both the Arjunas (viz. Arjuna, the Pandava and

Arjuna son ofKrtavirya of Haihaya dynasty), unassailable like

fire, unsurpassable ( of unfathomable mind ) like the sea.

22. He will be brave like the lion (lit. king of beasts),

auspicious day {ptnjyaha) . SR. quotes another text which explains that

there is no impurity on account of the birth of a child until the umbilical

cord is cut. VD. endorses the above views by quoting from the Vifnu-

dharma and Vardha. VB., GD. and others follow $R.

360. Sibi—He is said to have saved Agni (the god of fire) in the

form of a dove from Indra in the form of a hawk, by offering his own
flesh equal to the weight of the dove to be so released. When the dove

went on increasing weight in the balance, Sibi offered his own body com-
pletely.

361. Bharata—a son of Dusyanta and SakuntalS; brought up in his

childhood by Kanva; became a eakravarti after his father; performed

horse sacrifices on the banks of the GaAg& and the Yamun&; he subjugat-

ed Kir&tas, Hunas, Yavanas, Andhras and all other Mlecchas. He was
such a reputed emperor that India was named after him.
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worthy of taking shelter just as the Himalayas (are worth in-

habiting), forbearing like the earth362 and tolerant like parents.

23. (He would be ) like the God Brahma ( or hfs grand-

father Yudhi§thira) in impartiality (or absence of hatred), like

lord Siva (the Lord of the Mountains) in graciousness, like

the god Vi$nu (the shelter of the goddess of wealth) in being

the refuge of all beings.

24. This ( Prince would be) equal to lord Krs^a in the

eminence of virtues, generous like Rantideva363 and righteous

like Yayati.364

25. (He will be) like Bali365 in courage; of (sincere)

devotion like Prahlada, performer of (many) horse-sacrifices, a

worshipper of scholars366 .

26. This
(
pi ince will be) the father of royal sages, the

dispenser of punishment to persons going astray (taking to the

362. VC. adds that Parik?it was more forbearing than the earth, as

the earth has not to suffer sharp, scathing words of the enemies, as he

would have to do.

363. Rantideva—A pious and benevolent king of the Lunar race,

sixth in descent from Bharata. He was enormously rich, very religious,

charitable and performer of grand sacrifices. So many animals were

sacrificed at his sacrifices and in his kitchen that a river of blood had

issued from hides and was afterwards appropriately called Carmanvat i

(Chambal in Malwa region). (DHM 263, ASDP. 795.)

364. Yayati—Son of Nahusa of the Lunar race; had two wives,

Devay&ni, the daughter of &ukra the preceptor of the Asuras, and

Sarmis^ha, the Asura Princess daughter of Vrsaparva. From Dcvayani

was born Yadu and he founded the Yadava dynasty. Puru was his son

from £armi$tha. He bore the curse of Sukra and exchanged his youth to

his father's decrepitude. Yayati afterwards felt ashamed, returned the

vouth to Puru; made him a king and retired to forest. Puru was tne

founder of the Paurava dynasty. (uHM 376-77.)

365. Bali—A good and virtuous Daitya king, son of Virocana and

grandson of Prahl&da. Through his devotion and penance, he defeated

gods and extended his authority over three worlds. Vifnu had to

incarnate as a dwarf and beg from Bali a piece of land measuring three

steps. When the boon was granted, Vi $on manifested his real form and

stepped over heaven and earth in two strides. Bali was made to live in

P&t&la, the lowest region of the world. (DHM 43.)

366.

vrddbSn&rfijA&na-vfddh&nam paryupdsakah sevakah. The usual

meaning is Servant of the old people*.
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wrong path), the controller of Kali for the (preservation of)

religion on the earth.

27. Having heard of his (prospective) death from Tak-

saka commissioned by ( the curse of)
the sage’s son, ( SjrAgin,

the son of Samika) ,
he, freeing himself from worldly attachments,

will resort to the feet ofHari (in the holy assembly on the bank
of the Ganges).867

28. This (prince) who after having enquired (and sub-

sequently realized) the true nature of the Soul368 from the sage

(Suka), the son of Vyasa, will certainly attain to the place,

free from fear from any quarter (i.e. liberation)

.

29. After predicting to the king (the details of Pariksit’s

future life), all the Brahma^as, expert in astrological calculations

of nativity, getting (their due) worship (and offerings), return-

ed to their respective homes.

367. Hareh padatn—Ganga- tira - sat - sabham, tatra hi bhagavat-

padam abhivyaktam/VB.
GD. endorses the same in different words.

368. jijnasita-atma-yathatmya

—

To understand the different interpretations of the commenta-
tors it is important to note that different schools of Ved&nta hold diffe-

rent views regarding the relations between individual Soul (jlva) and

God. Thus Madhva regards jivas as parts of God but they are distinct

from him, and the identity of the Brahman and the jivas is only in a

remote sense. According to NimbSrka, individual Souls (jivas) are diffe-

rent from God and yet are similar to him : He regards jivas as God's

parts, but emphasizes the distinctness of thejivas as well as their similarity

to him. Ramanuja thinks that God holds the jivas within himself and

by his will dominates all their functions, by expanding or contracting the

nature ofjiva*s knowledge. Vallabha holds that the jivas

,

being parts of

God, are one with Him. They appear as jivas through his function as

avirbhava and tirobhdva, by which certain powers and qualities that exist

in God are obscured or manifested in the jiva.

Like $R. given above, VC states :

jijfiasitam vicaritam atmano yatharthyam vSstavam tattvam

yena /

(ii) who has enquired of and got the decisive (accurate)

knowledge about the real nature of the individual Soul

and the Supreme Soul—VR.
(iii) One who has enquired of and got a clear decision by ‘This-

thus-ness' (idamitthatayS

)

of the real nature of the identity

of the individual Spirit (jiva) and God—VB.
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30. As the king, meditating him (supreme lord) whom he

saw in the embryo, (will)examine (look for him) (for discover-

ing him ) in the men here, he will come to be known as Pariksit

in this world.

3 1 . The ( well-known) prince who was daily being fed

by his grand-fathers (on 64 objects of enjoyment) quickly

thrived like the moon which grows in size by its digits, during

the bright half of the month.

32. The king, wishing to expiate the sin for injury to

( and killing of his) relatives, by performing a horse-sacrifice,

and being short of funds for the same, pondered over the ways

( to procure money ) by means other than levying (new tax and

inflicting fines).

33. Guessing his ( Yudhislhira’s) desire, and being direct-

ed by Lord Krsna, the four brothers brought immense riches

left (buried) in the northern quarters369 .

34. Having procured the requirements ofsacrifice, Yudhi-

s(hira, the son of Dharma, afraid of sin, worshipped Hari by per-

forming three horse-sacrifices.

35. The Lord who was invited by the king (Yudhi-

s{hira) made him (the king) to perform the sacrifice by the

Brahmanas and stayed for some months with a desire to render

services to his friends.

36. Oh Brahmapa (Saunaka), then, after taking leave

of king (Yudhisfhira), his brothers and Draupadi (Kj*sna),

surrounded by Yadavas and accompanied by Arjuna went to

Dvaravati (Dvaraka).

369. This refers to the treasures of king Marutta left over by him

after performing his sacrifices. This Marutta was the son of Avikfit and
father of Dama. His sacrifices were of high order. He was a great

friend of Indra. (PI. L 649)



CHAPTER THIRTEEN

(Discourse of Narada)

1 . Having learnt the knowledge of the Soul870 from
Maitreya871 during the course of his ( Vidura’s) pilgrimage,

Vidura878 returned to Hastinapura as his desire for knowledge
was satisfied.

2. While Vidura (Ksatta) asked a number of questions

to Maitreya ( Kausarava)
, he certainly878 desisted from them

when complete, whole-minded devotion for Govinda (Kr$na)

was generated in him.

3. Oh Brahmana ! finding his relative arrive,

Yudhisthira along with his younger brothers, Dhftarastra,

Yuyutsu374
,
Safijaya, Krpa, Kunti,

370. aimanogatim— (i) The Lord Hari, (who is the highest goal of
achievement)—SR

.

(ii) Knowledge about the real nature of Sr!

Kr?na—VD.
(iii) Devotion to Hari—JG., VD.
(iv) Knowledge about the Supreme Spirit—VR.,

VJ.
(v) Knowledge about heaven, hell etc. to which

the individual soul goes (after death)—VJ.
(vi) The diversions or the workings of the Lord

(Kr?na) , the (Supreme) Soul—VB.

371. Maitreya—Also Kausarava, a siddha who under instructions

from Kf?na explained the science of the Supreme Soul (atmavidyS

)

to

Vidura. The conversation between Vidura and Maitreya is given in

BH. P. Skandha III and IV. (P.I. 2. 739*40.)

372. Vidura—A son of Vyasa by a maid-servant. She was sent by

Ambika, the widowed queen of Vicitravfrya, to VySsa when she (the

queen) was pressed by her mother-in-law Satyavat! to submit to VySsa.

Vidura is called a kfattf (vide the next verse) which is normally applied

to a child born of a Sudra man and K?atriya woman (ASDP. 384) . He
was however treated as a step-brother of Dhftar&stra. He was well dis-

posed to Panovas and warned them of the evil designs ofDuryodhana.

According to MBH., Vidura left Hastin&pura finally along with Dhfta-

r&fpra and G&ndh&ri for penance. He then went away to perform

austere penance alone in the forest. When Yudhisthira contacted him in

a lonely place, Vidura, by his Yogic power, gave up his body and entered

the person of Yudhisthira (MBH. Airama 26.20.33). —MNK. 309-12.

373. ha—This particle shows *complete satisfaction’—VJ.

374. Yuyutsu—Dhftar&stra’s son from of a Vaiiya woman. He was

a partisan of P&odavas,
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4. Gandhari, Draupadi, Subhadra, Uttara, KypI375
,
women

of Pantfu’s clan and other women, along with their children,

5. advanced to receive him with great joy, like the body

animated by the re-entry of life in it. Having formally

received him by duly embracing and saluting Vidura,

b. they who were distressed with anxious sorrow caused

by separation from him, shed tears of affection. The king paid

respects to Vidura when he occupied his seat.

7. When Vidura enjoyed his food, was relieved of fatigue

and was seated comfortably in his seat, the king bowed him

respectfully and asked him in the presence of his relatives

who were listening.

Tudhisfhira said

:

8. “Do you remember us who grew up under the

shadow of your wings (i.e. protection due to your partiality to

us)
,
who were saved along with our mother from a number

of calamities like (the administration of) poison, (setting on)

fire (the house of lac) and others.

9. In what way was your maintenance376 (livelihood

)

carried on while you were travelling over the globe ? What
places ofpilgrimage and important sacred places on this earth377

were visited (lit. served) by you ?

10. Oh self-controlled one (Vidura) ! Devotees of the

Lord ( Vi$nu) like you are themselves titthas (sacred places)

incarnate. With the Holder of the Mace (God Visnu) resid-

ing in the hearts, they sanctify the places of pilgrimage (and

restore their original holiness by removing the sins of other

persons accumulated in them).

375 * Ktfi—Drona’s wife, sister of Kfpa, ASvatthSman’s mother.

376. VB. explains that here the genitive case (iafr) is used, as

Vidura was unattached and actively disinterested in his life. Hence the

instrumental case is not used. VJ. states that Yudhisthira wanted to

know whether Vidura observed vows like eating once a day etc. during his

pilgrimage.

377. The distinction between Tfrtha and Kfetra is as follows:

Tirthas are generally connected with water like sanctified rivers as the

Ganges, lakes, like Pufkara, M&nasa etc. Kfttra is original!/ a limited

sacred tract of land e.g, Kuruk?etra, Jagann&tha Purl. Later on, they came
to mean ‘holy places* in general.



11. Oh father (uncle), have you visited our well-wishers

and relatives whose god is Kfsga ? Or have you heard that

the Yadavas are living happily in their own city (Dvaraka) ?*’

12. Vidura, who was thus addressed by Dharmaraja
( Yudhi$thira)

, described fully everything that was experienced

by him, in a serial order except the destruction of the Yadu-
clan.

13. The compassionate (Vidura being) unable to see

distressed persons, did not, of course, report the disagreeable

(destruction of the Yadava clan) which (though) took place

of itself, was very unbearable to men.
14. Then being received like a god, (Vidura) teaching

philosophy (lit. giving instructions on truth) to his elder

brother, and securing the love of all, stayed happily for some
time, in the city of Hastinapura.

15. While Yarna bore the curse378 of (living) the life

of a Sudra for a hundred years, Aryaman (the 2nd Sun out of

the twelve Suns) dispensed punishment to the sinners accord-

ing to their (respective) sins.

16. With kingdom restored to him and with great royal

splendour, Yudhisthira, having seen his grandson
, the maintain-

erofhis family, was happy with his brothers (who were)
like the guardians of the quarters ( of the world )

.

17. In this way, unendurable Time of the negligent

(blundering people378
) attached to households (domestic

n

378. The sage M£ndavya was wrongly sentenced to be impaled as

he was mistakenly arrested along with the thieves. When the king came
to know of the truth, he went to the sage Mindavya, got him down from
the stake of impalement and sincerely apologised. Mindavya went to

Yama and demanded of him the reason of impalement despite his inno-
cence. Yama explained to him that it was due to his transfixment of an
insect during his childhood. He cursed Yama to be born as a Sudra for

giving him such a disproportionately heavy retributory punishment for a
comparatively light offence committed during infancy, due to ignorance.

379 * JG** VC,. VD. exempt Pan^avas from this category, as

according to BH. P. 1.19.6 Yudhifthira (and others) were unattached to

enjoyment due to their devotion to Kftna. JG. specifically states that

Vidura gave the advice only to Yudhisthira and not to Pa^davas. VR.
states that the time or period ordained for worldly enjoyment of Pi^avas
had passed.
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affairs) passed away inperceptibly, due to their desire (of

enjoyment:) of such pleasures.

18. Noticing the indications of the Time, Vidura spoke

to Dhftaragtra, “Oh king! look at the fear (-ful period)
;

let

your departure be quick.

19. Oh king, the mighty Time against which no defen-

ce can ever be made from any quarter in this world, has now
arrived for us all.

20. And overpowered by whom, these people are instant-

ly deprived of their dearest life—what of other things like wealth

etc.

21. Your father (i.e. uncle Bhisma), brothers, friends

and sons are killed. Youth has departed. Your body is over-

powered by old age. Still you take shelter in the house of the

enemy.

22. Oh! How wonderfully strong is the desire of a living

being, for life, on account of which Your Honour accepts like a

domestic dog, a lump of food scornfully given to you by Bhima.

23. What value is to that life spared by them ( Pantfavas)

who were put to fire, were administered poison and whose wife

was insulted by you and whose lands, wealth and kingdom were

also taken away ( deprived by) you.

24. This body of a miserly man like you who wishes to

live, becomes old by old age even though you do not wish it,

like ( the withering away of) your under and upper garments. 380

25. * Certainly that person is called wise who being free

from attachment to worldly objects and released from the bon-

dage (of pride or ego) and departing in a mysterious way,

leaves this body, free from (the desire of) glory etc.

380. VJ.,VG. and VD. explain that the upper and inner gar-

ments signify gross and subtle bodies. Wrinkles, baldness mark the old-

ness of the gross body and blindness, deafness etc. of the subtle body.

*VR. interprets as follows :

A person who being desireless (about his body etc.), free from the

worldly bondages (of merits and sins) . whose passing away is not known
(to his relatives), quits this body from which objectives of worldly life

(puuifdrthas) are expected, is called a Togin.

VJ. gives a different interpretation, which may be summarised as

follows :
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26. He is the best of men in whom indifference to the
world (worldly objects) is generated either from within or due
to the advice of others and who has subdued his mind and who,
with Hari in his heart881

, goes out of home as a recluse.

27. Let Your Honour proceed to the northern direction

without the knowledge of your relatives. Mostly the coming
period is destructive to the qualities of men.

28. In this way, the king of the Ajamitjha382 family, whose
intellect was his sight (i.e. who was physically blind) and who
was thus enlightened by his younger brother Vidura, firmly cut

as under his bond of affection to his relatives and proceeded as

per way directed by his brother.

29. The virtuous daughter of Subala388 ever devoted to

her husband, followed him to the Himalayas, (which is) a

great delight of the recluses just as fighting (lit. hard blows in

fight ) is ( enjoyable) to warriors884 .

30. When Yudhisthira( lit. the adversaryless king, enemy
of none) after performing Sandhyd (prayer to the Sun) and

offering oblations to fire, and having bowed to Brahmanas by

giving sesame seeds, cows, land and gold, entered the house

(palace of Dhrtaras(ra) for paying respects to the elders, he did

not find his uncles and Gandhari (the daughter of Subala).

A person, free from the (pride of his) body, the object of which is

the achievement of happiness here and hereafter and thereby liberated

from the bonds (of love for one's wife and others) and whose movements
(i.e. departure to forest etc.) are not known, is called wise and should

by penance make his body fulfil its objective (viz. liberation).

381. VB. is strongly against even spiritual suicide. One should

know the Lord, concentrate on him in his heart, give up the idea of quit*

ting his body. He should continue to recite mentally the most valuable

name of God and leave his house as it would come in his way of spiritual

progress.

382. Ajamidha—A son of Hastin. Had three queens of Kura line.

One branch of his descendants, e.g. Priyamedha and others became Br&h*

manas while another branch, e.g. Bfhadifu and others, was Kfattriya

—BPK 6, PI. 1.30.

383. Subala—King of G&ndh&ra; father of Gandhari, Dhrtar&ftra's

queen.

384* v.l. sat-samprah&ram : Just as a severe battle in which hard

blows are given, is liked by the brave, the Himalayas though cold and full

of hardships (due to its mountaneous nature) are liked by ascetics.
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3 1 . Agitated in mind, he asked Safijaya who was sitting

there, "Oh son of Gavalgana885
,

(Safijaya) where is our father

(uncle)who is stricken with age and blind in eyes ?

32. Oh friend ! Where has Mother (Gandhar!) dis-

tressed due to the killing of her sons, gone (along with) frien-

dly uncle (Vidura)? Has he (Dhrtarastra) , being aggrieved

at the killing of his relatives and afraid of me (as) the guilty

ignorant (person),886 thrown himself in the Ganga along with his

wife?

33.

Where have uncles who have protected all of us from

dangers ( difficulties) after the demise ofour father Pandu, gone

from this place?

Suta said :

34. Not finding his master (Dhftarastra),the Suta (Sa-

fijaya) who, out of compassion and bewilderment due to his

affection (for Dhrtarastra). grew extremely distressed and em-
aciated, did not reply (for some time).

35. Wiping out tears by (his) hands and mustering cou-

rage (within himself), and remembering the feet of his master,

he replied to Yudhi$thira.

Safijaya said

:

36. ‘Oh, son of a high family! I do not know the deci-

sions (regarding the course of actions )
of your uncles or that of

Gandhar!. Oh long-armed one, I am bereaved of the great-

souled ones.*

385. Gavalga$a—A sage like learned Sflta, father of the famous Sfita

Safijaya of Dhftar&ttra-

386. fiiathsamdnah iamalam—Various conjectures are given by the

commentators in explaining these words. For example :

( 1) Yudhi?thira has not spared a single son. What is the propriety

of living now ? — VC.

(2) Yudhifthira has killed his brothers, usurped their kingdom and

expelled me. Has he not become so evil-minded ?—VJ.

(2) ‘Let the sin of my death also be visited on his head*. With this

desire DhrtarSUra threw himself in the Ganges.—JG.
It can also be translated: “apprehensive of an offense from me, a

dull-witted person.**
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37. At that time (there) arrived the great sageNarada
along with Tumburu387

. He (Yudhisthira) along with his

younger brothers, rose up, saluted them, received them in a

way, and asked.

Yudhi$thira. said :

38. “Oh revered (sage), I do not know the movements
of my uncles. Where have they gone from here ?Or where has

the poor mother afflicted with the killing of her sons, gone?

39. Oh illustrious one, you are like a helmsman who
shows the coast beyond, in this boundless ocean (of worldly

existence).”

Thereupon the great Narada, the best of the sages, replied.

40. “Oh king, do not grieve for anybody as the whole

world is under the control of the Almighty, the Controller (of

the universe) whom all worlds along with their guardian dei-

ties worship,and who unites or separates the beings.

41. Just as bullocks with noses bored through with strings

are bound in a row to a rope (carry the load of the mas-

ter388
,
persons bound by different designations389 to the big cord

in the from of the Veda, carry out the orders of (or perform the

worship of) the controller of the universe.

42. Just as assembling and removal of articles of game
are done according to the sweet will of the player, so is the

union and separation of human beings (brought about) by the

will of the Almighty.

43. Even if you consider the world as eternal or non-

eternal or both, or neither (eternal and non-eternal) it does

not behove you at all to lament for them ( relatives) unless it be

out of affection, a manifestation of delusion.

387. Tumburu—A Gandharva disciple of Narada, expert in divine

music; accompanied N&rada at the time of this visit to Yudhisthira and

returned with him to heaven. Sang the praise of Kr?na when he held the

Govardhana. His two daughters Manovati and SukeiS reside in the Sun's

chariot in the months of Gaitra and Madhu. —PI. 2.29

388. Though no words in the text of this verse support this these

words are added in this translation on the authority of eminent commenta-

tors like SR., VJ., SD., GD.
389. Designations such as Br&hmaua, Kfatriya or of stages in life,

e.g. BrahmacSrin, Gfhastha.
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44. Therefore, dear sir, give up this grief caused by ig-

norance ofyour mind, (thinking) ‘How will they who afe with-

out protection and in a miserable condition, live without my
protection V

45. This body is composed of five elements and is subject

to the ( influence of) Time and ( effects of) actions and attribu-

tes. How can ( a person ) save another, like one being swallow-

ed by a serpent ( is unable to save) others ?

46. The handless (animals) are the means of sustenance

(of life) to the beings possessed of hands (viz. human beings);

the footless (i.e. grass) (is so) to the quadrupeds; the inferior

are (the food) of the superior; (thus all less powerful) beings

are the means of sustaining life to ( all other more powerful)

beings.

47. Oh king, this (universe) is, therefore, the self mani-

festing glorious Lord (himself). He is one, the soul of

Souls. He shines (manifests) internally and externally (both

as enjoyer and the objects of enjoyment). Look, He is manifold

(in form) due to Maya.890

48. Oh great king, the Supreme Lord, the creator of be-

ings, has today come down on this earth as the Destroyer for

exterminating the enemies of Gods.

49. The work to be done for Gods is (practically) com-

pleted, (only some) balance is expected to be completed. You
wait for some time, till the God (Lord Kj*$na ) is here ( on this

earth).

50. Dhrtaraftra, accompanied by his consort Gandhar!

and (his) brother (Vidura) has gone to the hermitage of sages,

by the southern side of the Himalayas.

51. (The hermitage) is called Saptasrota (the shrine of

seven streams) as verily the divine Ganges with her seven cur-

rents branches itself off into seven separate streams for the satis-

faction of the seven sages. 891

52. Taking bath three times a day (as per twilights),

3QO. I have mainly followed SR. in this literal interpretation, though

as usual commentators of non-Sahkara Schools stress their viewpoints as

‘ tatpary&rtha*.

391 . The usual list of seven sages is Marfd, Atri, Ahgiras, Pulastya,

Pulaha, Kratu and Vasiitha. %
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and offering libations to the fire according to the prescribed

religious rules, he who lives on water only, stays with a quiet

Soul, free from earthly desires.

53. With mastery over (logic) posture and control over

breath and restraint of six organs [five sense organs+mind, the

internal organ], he ( Dhftarastra ) has washed off (lit.

shattered) the dirt ofthe three attributes (viz. xattva , rajas and

tamas) by his concentration on Hari (Lord Kfsna).

54. Having withdrawn mind (atman associated with

Ego-ahamkara — ) from the gross body and merged it with

intelligence (buddhi or Vijnandtma) and that with Soul ( kfetrajHa

)

and the Soul with Brahman, the basis of all, just as the Vacuum
(space) within ajar merges in the bigger Space.

55. One who has destroyed the resultant of the attributes

of the Illusion ( mdya ) and restrained mind (the essence i.e. con-

troller of the mind) and one who has abstained from eating

altogether, he (Dhrtaras(ra) sits motionless like a pillar. You
should not become an obstacle to him who has given up all

actions.

56. He will verily give up his own mortal frame on the

fifth day from today and it will be reduced to ashes.

57. When the body of the husband (Dhftarastra) will

be burnt by fires along with the hut (hermitage), the virtuous

wife(Gandhari) standing outside will enter that very fire.

58. Oh son of the Kuru family, having seen that mira-

cle, Vidura with a mixed feeling ofjoy (at Dhftaragtra’s libe-

ration) and sorrow ( for his brother’s demise) will go on a

pilgrimage to sacred places.”

59. Having told this, Narada, along with Tumburu, as-

cended to heaven. Yudhitfhira, bearing his words in mind,

gave up sorrow.
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CHAPTER FOURTEEN

( Conjectures of Yudhis(hira)

Suta said

:

1*2. When Arjuna(lit. the victorious) left for Dvarakato
see the relatives and to know the actions (and intentions) of

Krsna of holy reputation, several months elapsed, but Arjuna

did not return. Then Yudhisfhira (the foremost ofthe Kurus)

saw omens of terrific nature.

3-5. ( He observed)

:

The terrible state of Time in which the nature of the sea-

sons was reversed, more sinful behaviour of people full of wrath,

avarice, falsehood, crooked ways of the world, friendship

mixed with dishonesty (fraud), quarrels among father, mother,

friends, brothers and between husband and wife, advent

of evil time, extremely dreadful unlucky portents, nature of the

people characterised by avarice, (so) the king spoke to his

younger brother (Bhima).

Yudhisthira said :

6. Arjuna ( the Victorious) has been sent to Dvaraka

with a desire to see our kinsmen and to know the deeds of

Krsna of auspicious glory.

7. Oh Bhimasena, seven months are now over, but your

younger brother (Arjuna) has not returned, nor do I really

understand its reason.

8. Has the period predicted by the divine sage (Narada)

arrived now when the Lord desires to quit his body, which is

his instrument to play his part as man592
.

9. From whom (i.e. through the grace of K^ria we got)

wealth, kingdom, wife, life, family and subjects. Due to whose

(Kr^m’s) favour we (achieved) victory over the enemies

and the worlH.

392. dtmono . . . ut-sisfkfati—
(i) When he desires to leave the earth (which is his body), the

arena of his sports—VJ.
(ii) When he wishes to return his portion of Divinity to Vaikuolha

i.e. give up his mortal frame—VC. %
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10. Oh tiger-like man (Bhuna), look at the terribly

ominous portents pertaining to the heaven, the earth and my
body forboding calamity befalling (deluding) our intellect

in near future.

11. Oh Bhlma, my (left) thigh, eye and arm are now
and then throbbing. And tremblings in the heart portend

evil happenings in near future. [These evil omens will

bring evil unto me in near future.]

12. This female jackal vomitting fire, howls (wailingly)

at the rising sun. Oh Bhlma, this dog wails at me without any

fear.

13. Auspicious beasts go by my left, while others (like

donkeys etc.) pass me by the right side. Oh tiger among men
(Bhlma), I perceive that my horses arc weeping.

14. This pigeon is the messenger of death. The owl

which causes my mind to tremble and the crow, both sleepless

(throughout the night) desire (as it were) to annihilate ( the

universe) by their ominous cries.

15. The quarters (of the world are) foggy; misty halos

appear round the moon and the Sun393
, the earth along with

the mountains is quaking; there fell a bolt from the blue along

with the thundering of the clouds.

16. The rough wind blows darkening (the world) with

the dust; the clouds are showering nauseating blood all around.

17. Look, the Sun is dim (lit. bereft of its splendour)

;

there is a mutual clash of the planets in the sky. The heaven

and the earth are as if ablaze with crowds of evil spirits394 .

18. Rivers, big and small, lakes and minds as well are

agitated. The fife does not burn with ghee. (I cannot com-

prehend) what (calamity) this period would bring.

19. The babies (or calves) are not sucking (their

mothers’ ) breasts (or udders of cows—in the case of calves)

.

The mothers are not yielding milk. In the cow sheds the cows

weep with tearful faces and the bulls are not joyous.

393. I followed ASDP on paridha^afi but $R. differs. He explains,
‘ ‘As the halo of light encircles the fire, the misty quarters have covered the

world..*’

394. ‘The followers of Rudra mixed with other beings'—$R.
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20. Idols of Gods are as if weeping, perspiring and mov-
ing. What calamity to these charmless, cheerless countries,

towns, villages, gardens, mines and hermitages indicates to us ?

21. On account of these portentous phenomena boding

great calamities, I guess that the earth, being deprived of the

Lord’s feat the beauty of which is unique (lit. not found in any
other person), has become luckless (now ).”

22. In this way, Oh Brahmapa, while the king was think-

ing with his mind which anticipated the befalling calamities,

Arjuna (lit. the warrior with the monkey at the banner of his

chariot) returned fromDvaraka (the capital city of the Yadus).

23-24. Seeing Arjuna, pale, feeble, shedding tears

from his lotus-like eyes, with his head hung down, lying

prostrate at his feet in an unusual manner, the king remembering

the words of Narada in the presence of his friends, spoke with a

distressed heart.

Tudhiffhira said :

25. Are our kinsmen Madhu, Bhoja, Daiarha, Arha,

Satvata, Andhaka and Vrsni living happily in Dvaraka ( Anar-

tapuri) ?

26. Or is our venerable maternal grandfather—Surasena

hale and hearty ? Is the maternal uncle Anaka-dundubhi396

(Vasudeva ) along with his younger brothers, well ?

27. Are his wives, our aunts, the seven sisters of whom
Devaki is the chief, happy themselves, along with their sons and

daughters-in-law ?

28-29. Is the son-less (or whose son Kamsa was wicked)

king Ahuka ( Ugrasena )
and his younger brother ( Devaka)

alive ? Are Hfdika along with his son (Krtavarman), Akrura,

Jayanta, Gada and Sarana (brothers of Kr?na) and others like

Satrujit doing well ? Is Lord Balarama, the head of the Satvata

clan in happiness ?

30-31. Is Pradyumna, a great warrior896 among the

395. Vasudeva is so called as Gods beat the drums at the time of his

birth as Lord Vifou was to be incarnated as a son to him.

306. maharatka is thus defined :

eko daia-s&hasr&oi yodhayed yastu dhanvin&m / Sastra-i&stra-pravipai

ca vijfieyab »a mah&rathab / _
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Vy^is, well ? Are glorious Aniruddha, of terrific speed (in

fighting)
,
Susena (Kona’s son) , Carude?na, Samba, the son of

Jambavatl, and other prominent sons of Kysrta like Vy§abha
along with their sons going on well (lit. living happily) ?

32. Similarly, are Kyra's followers such as Srutadeva,

Uddhava and others, and other prominent Yadavas like Sun-
anda, Nanda, Sirsanya,

33. and all (others) depending on the power of arms of

Balarama and Krsna hale and hearty ? Do the Yadavas our

firm allies and friends, think of our well-being ?

34. Is lord Govinda (Kr?na) who is the friend and well-

wisher of the Brahmanas and affectionate to his devotees, at

ease in the company of his friends in his assembly-hall called

Sudharma3®7 in the city (of Dvaraka) ?

35. The Primeval Man, the friend of Ananta (Balarama)

lives in the ocean of the Yadu clan for the welfare, protection

and prosperity of the people.

36. In their own city (Dvaraka)
,

protected by whose

( Krsna’ s) arms, the Yadavas (who are) honoured (by the

citizens) sport in delight (or pass their time in great happiness)

like the followers of Visiiu3®® (the Lord of Vaiku^tha)

.

37. By defeating gods in a battle by their pre-eminent

act of serving whose (Krona’s) feet, sixteen thousand ladies of

whom Satyabhama was the first, took away (for their enjoy*

ment) blessed objects (e.g. the Parijata tree) worthy of Indrani.

38. Yadavas, the great warriors, dependent on the

success of whose (Krsna’s) arms and free from fear from any

quarter, often tread on (and occupy seats in) the assembly-

hall called Sudharma, proper for the greatest among the gods,

which (i.e. the assembly hall) they (the Yadavas) brought down
(on the earth) by force. 3®9

A warrior skilled in the use of arm and the military science, who can

engage ten thousand warriors simultaneously is called MahSratha.

397. Sudharmd : The assembly*hall of Indra in heaven. At Kf?na’s

behest, Indra sent it to Ugrasena for the use of Y&davas. After Kf?na’s

death, it returned to Iudra's heaven.—DHM 306.

398. Mahd-paurufikdh : (i) followers of Vi?nu—(SR, VC, SD, GD).
(ii) Yak?as (a tribe of demigods, followers of Kubera)—VR., VJ.

(iii) Possessed ofgreat manly vigour— (VB.)

399. According to $R verses 34 to 38 form one group.
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39. Dear brother400,
you appear to me pale (lit. one

who has lost his lustre ) . Are you hale and hearty? Or did you,

who stayed there over-long, not receive due respect and were

insulted ?

40. (I presume that) you were not hit at (treated) with

harsh, bitter (lit. affection-less) words etc. Or have you

not kept your word to suppliants after promising them (and

thus creating hopes in them) ?

41. Have you, the giver of protection, abandoned (i. e.

refused to extend protection to) a Brahmana, a child, a cow,

an old man, a diseased person, a woman or other being who

sought your shelter ?

42. Have you visited (i.e had an illicit intercourse with)

a woman not deserving to be approached or a woman worth

going but dressed in dirty clothes ( i.e during her menses) ? Or

were you discomfited on the way by your equals (lit. non-

superiors )
or inferiors ?

43. Have you taken your meals leaving behind (hungry)

children and old men deserving to be fed? Have you committed

some censurable act unworthy ofyou ?

44. Are you always brooding ;
*‘I am now a nonen-

tity401 (as I am) permanently bereaved of the most beloved,

intimate friend and personal relative (Krsna)? Otherwise

there is no explanation of your (mental) affliction.

400. tata A term of affection, endearment or pity, applied to any

person, but usually to inferiors, juniors, pupils, children etc.—ASDP 471

(1965 Edn.)

401. Sanya— (1) Void—SR.

(a) Dejected, void ofjoy—VR., SD.

(3) Inauspicious, unlucky—VJ*
(4) Life-less (GD).
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CHAPTER FIFTEEN

{Ascent of the Pandaoas to Heaven)

Silta said

:

1-2. In this way Arjuna, the friend ofKfsna, emaciated

due to separation from Kr$na, and whose form became the

ground for different suspicions and conjectures by bis brother,

the king ( Yudhi?thira) [and] whose lotus-like face and heart

were dried up due to affliction, and who had lost his complex-

ion, was not able to reply as he was brooding over the same
powerful ( Krsna)

,

3. Controlling (his tears of grief) with great difficulty

and wiping out his eyes by his hands, and being nervous on

account of increased affection and eagerness due to his (Krs^a's)

disappearance,

4. Remembering companionship, obligations and friend-

liness in Krsna’s charioteership, Arjuna spoke to his elder

brother, the king, in a voice suffocated with tears.

Arjuna said :

5. Oh great king, I have been deceived by Hari who
assumed the form ofmy kinsman and deprived me of my great

lustre, the wonder ofgods.

6. I have been undone (now ) by that Supreme Man.

By separation from whom402 (him), even for a moment, the

world becomes unpleasant (ugly) to look at,just as this (father

etc) 403
is spoken of as ‘dead* when it is bereaved of the vital

spirit

;

7. By whose (Krona’s) power the prowess of kings

who, being infatuated with passion, assembled for svayarhvara

(self-election of a husband by the bride) at the palace of

Drupada, was surpassed by me (by merely taking up the bow)

and the fish was hit (by me) with the equipped bow and won

Draupadi.404

40a. Verses 6-
1 3 form one group and the word yasya (whose) is

connected with ten&hamadya. mnfitafr in vene 13.—$R.

403. ejafx—The body (VJ.)

404. This refers to Draupadi - svayarhvara in which Arjuna fulfilled

the condition precedent for winning Draupadi as bride.
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8. Ah ! In whose ( Krona’s) presence I quickly defeated

Indra along with gods 405 and donated the Khancjava forest to

the Fire-god; and got constructed by Maya the assembly-hall,

an illusive marvel ofarchitecture, (lit. the illusion in the form

of wonderful architecture ) and kings from (distant) quarters

ofTered tributes at the time of your ( Rajasuya ) sacrifice.

9. By whose prowess (my) elder (and) your younger

brother possessing the power and energy of ten thousand

elephants406 killed for the (performance of the Rajasuya) sacri-

fice (Jarasandha) who had placed his foot on the heads of

kings. As the kings who were captured (by Jarasandha) for

the sacrifice to the lord of goblins
(
Mahabhairava ) were liberat-

ed by him (Bhima), they brought tributes for your (Rajasuya)

sacrifice407 .

10. Who, by killing their husbands, made the wives of

those deceitful gamblers to loosen their hair—the gamblers (by

whom) in the assembly-hall, were scattered and seized the

beautiful braided hair of your wife which were the most praise-

worthy due to the great consecration at the (Rajasuya) sacri-

fice and from whose ( your wife’s) face fell tears on the feet

when she bowed (to Kpsna who appeared there in that assembly

hall ofthe gamblers).408

1 1 . Who, by coming to the forest and eating the remnant

(crumb) of a vegetable preparation, protected us from an

unsurmountable calamity (viz. the curse of the sage Durvasas)

engineered by the enemy (Duryodhana) through Durvasas who
wanted to dine at the head often thousand (disciples), but

whereby (i.e. due to Krona’s eating the vegetable) the whole

group of sages who were immersed in water, felt the three

For details MBH.I.Chs. 187, 188, 189.

405. VideMBH. 1. 326.

406. VJ. reads gaddytidha-sattva-virya

h

and explains as (one possess-

ing the mace as a weapon and mental and physical power’ gaddkhyam

dyudhath ca . . . sattvam manasa-balam ca ilryam kdyabalam ca id yasya sa gadd-

yndha-sattva-virya fr .

407. This refers to the incident described in MBH. II. Ghs. 32, 23,

34.

408.

Vide MBH. 1 1 . Ch.67.
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worlds as satiated409 ( and did not feel hungry)

.

12. By whose prowess, Lord Siva along with Parvati

was made to surprise in the fight (1 put with him) and gave

me his missile (Pagupata). Others (viz. guardians of the

quarters of the world) also did the same. And I, in this very

physical body, reached the palace of the great Indra (at

Amaravati in heaven ) and shared half the seat of the great

(god)*.

1 3. While I was staying there, for the destruction of

the enemies, the gods along with Indra took shelter of the pair

of my arms characterised by the Gandlva bow. Oh descendant

of Ajamidha, the exploits were performed (by me by his

prowess) 410
.

1 4. By whose friendship I succeeded with my chariot,

in crossing over the limitless ocean in the form of theKuru army
consisting of (warriors gifted with) irresistible power. I have

captured the wealth of the enemies and snatched away the high-

ly effulgent jewelled diadems from their heads.

15. Oh Lord, he moved ahead ofme (as a charioteer)

in the armies ofBhisma, Kama, the preceptor (Drona) and Salya,

which were adorned with multitudes ofchariots of powerful, great

Ksatriyas, (he), by the glance of his eyes deprived the gene-

rals of their duration of life, minds (i.e. powers like energy etc. ),

strength and skills in firing missiles.

409. This refers to MBH. Vana. 263 in which it is described how
Duryodhana sent DurvSsas with his ten thousand disciples to Yudhi;fhira

in the forest at an odd hour. But Kft$a appeared at the hermitage of

Pan^avas and asked them to give him something to eat. He ate a small

remanent of vegetable and identifying himself with three worlds expressed

appeasement of hunger of all beings in the universe. The sages automati-

cally felt satisfied and left the place refusing the invitation of Yudhisthira.

•Vide MBH. Vana. 3g. 32*64, Vana. Chs. 40, 41, 42, 43.

410. The clause : “I am today robbed (undone) by the Supreme
Man'*, is to be connected with the next three verses (14, 15, 16) as well.

The word bhumnd is interpreted differently as follows :

(1) Who is present in His own greatness (nijamahimd-avasthinena

—SR.).
(2) Supreme Man (parama-purvfa—VR.)
(3) The greatest of all (*<1rva-mahattanuna—JG.)
(4) The superman whose form consists of limitless jo y—VJ.
(5) VC. treats it adverbially as 'I am thoroughly or extremely

cheated.*'

(6) pariptirnatamena puruftya—GD.
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16. Just as the missiles ofAsuras hurled at Prahlada

did not hurt (him, similarly) ,
the missiles aimed at me by the

preceptor (Drona ) ,
Bhisma, Karna, ASvatthaman (the ton of

Drona), Susanna411
,
Salya, Jayadratha412 (the king of Sindhu)

,

Balhika413 and others did not injure me ( as I was
)

dependant

on the (power of) his (Kr$na*s) arms.

17. The controller (of the universe), the giver of

strength414 was employed as a charioteer by me, a vicious-mind-

ed fellow (though) His lotus-like feet are resorted to by the

excellent persons for Liberation ( from the cycle of births and

deaths), and (overpowered) by whose prowess, (my) enemies,

seated in chariots became vacant-minded and did not assail me
while I was standing on the ground due to the exhaustion of

the horses of my chariot, on the day ofkilling ofJayadratha4 6

18. Oh king, Madhava’s jokes graced with his dignifi-

ed sweet smile and his heart-touching words such as ‘Oh son

of Pftha*, ‘Oh Arjuna*, ‘Oh friend*, ‘Oh descendant of the

Kuru family*, break414 my heart when recollected.

19. Due to my association with him in all activities

such as sleeping, sitting, wandering, prattling (or boasting)

41 1. SuiarmS, son of Vjddhaksema, the king of Trigarta (identifi-

ed with Jalandhar Doab and Kangra by General Cunningham) was a

sworn enemy of Pan<javas ; accompanied Dfiryodhana in his attempts to

carry away Vir&ta’s cattle; he along with his brothers collectively known

as Sarhiaptaka joined the side of Kauravas in the Bharata war and was

killed by Arjuna—MN, p. 393;PCK 398-99.

41a. Jayadratha—King of Sindhu - Sauviras; married Duryodhana’s

sister DufriilS; attempted to carry away DraupadI; was killed by Arjuna

on the 1 4th day of the Bharata war. —EHM 1 36.

413. Balhika—Son of Pratlpa, younger brother of ^antanu. He was

the king ofBilhikas now identified as the people of Balkh.

414. atmada— (i) the giver ofstrength (balada

)

—VR, VJ,VD.
(ii) One who offers Himself to His devotees —GD.

415. This refers to the episode when Arjuna who wanted to fulfill his

vow of killingJayadratha before the sunset, found his horses fatigued, got

down from the chariot, created a pond of water by shooting an arrow on

the ground, and fought single-handed with the enemies, while Kf^na took

care of the wounded, tired steeds. —For details vide MBH. Drona.99.

35-63.

416. lufhanti—as it were rolling in the heart, do not go out of my
heart—VJ.
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and eating, he was taunted by me, ‘Oh friend, you are really a
speaker of the truth*. He tolerated all my faults (like this),

just as a friend forgives the comments of a friend or the father,

or (the prattling of) the child.

20. Oh great king! I, being vacant-minded due to the

bereavement ofmy dear friend, the Supreme Man, was defeat-

ed like a woman by the wretched cowherds on the way while I

was protecting the wives of Kf§na417
.

2 1 . The same was the bow ; the arrows
; the chariot and

the steeds were the same; I am the same warrior to whom
kings pay every respect. But when devoid of the Lord (Lord’s

power), in a moment, everything became unreal like oblation

offered to ashes (instead of to the fire), gifts of a juggler (or

‘donations given to an undeserving Brahmana’). or seed sown

in barren ground.

22-23. Oh king, in our friend’s capital (Dvaraka) (out

of) our friends about whom you have enquired, only four or five

have remained alive—our friends who, being overwhelmed by

the curse of Brahmanas and with minds excited with intoxica-

don by drinking the wine (prepared from the wild rice), slew

each other with clenched fists (full of eraka grass) 418 as if (they

were) unacquainted with each other.

24. It is definitely due to the design of the great Provi-

dence that creatures protect (procreate) or destroy each
#
other.

25-26. Oh king, just as, in water, big acquatic animals

swallow smaller ones, the powerful (creatures) devour the weak
ones, and those which arc big and powerful eat each other, simi-

larly, by making the mightiest and greatest Yadus kill others,

and by making Yadus to destroy each other mutually, the Omni-

417. After the internecine fight among the Y&davas and Krtna’s

passing away, Arjuna escorted the wives of Krftia and other Yadavas to

Indraprastha. On his way the Abhtras attacked him and carried away

the Yadava women. For details—MBH. Mausala 7. 51-72.

41B. According to MBH, Alaitsala 3.36 ff., this grass turned into

clubs in the hands of the drunk Yadavas who cudgeled each other to death

with it. It is explained that grass grew out of the particles of iron

pestle which, according to the curse of sages, was to annihilate the

Y&dava clan and which the YSdavas tried to destroy by reducing it to

powder.
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present Lord (Kr?na) lessened the burden of the earth419 .

27. The words uttered by Kr?nia pregnant with signific-

ance for the occasion and the place, and alleviating the pangs

of heart, captivate my mind when recalled.

SUta said:

28. In this way, the mind (intellect) of Arjuna who
was meditating over the lotus-like feet ofKrsna, with very deep

affection, became quiet (blissful) and pure (unattached)

.

29-30. The mighty Arjuna from whose intellect were

completely wiped out all420 the passions etc. due to de-

votion the speed (i.e. intensity) ofwhich had been accelerated by
continuous meditation of the feet of Vasudeva, again recollected

the knowledge which was sung ( explained ) to him by the Lord

at the head of the battle, but which remained suppressed due

to (effects of) time, actions and attachment to pleasure.421

31.* Arjuna who, by attainment of (i.e. realization of

4*9- §R. interprets : “In this way, having killed Duryodhana,

Jarasandha and others by the most powerful great Pan<javas and finishing

with Siilva and others by Yadus, and by making Yadus destroy each

other, the Lord lessened the burden of the earth.'*

VJ., being more faithful to the wording of the text, is accepted above.

420. According to VJ. ,
this does not imply the annihilation of each

and every act but of those only which deserved to be so destroyed by the

great divine grace of the Lord :

Ato’tra aicfa-iobdo nirmathana-yogya efa prarabdha-vifqya iti bkaiah !"

421. JG. differs. He regards time (Kala) and acts {Kama) as Kr?na’s

sports and tamos as mind's lack ofmeditation of Kftna due to absorption in

his sports. Arjuna realised the fulfilment of Krona's promise of absorption

in him given at the time of the Kuru-war (viz. mamtfyasi in the BG.

18.65).

To quoteJG. Kalo*= bhagavallilecchd-mayah /

Karma => tallild /

Tatnas— tallilSveiena tad-ananusandhincm /

adhyogamat— tan-mahavicchedasya tasydnte'pi tathd. . .
.
punar mdm evaifyasVti

etad vakyarhyatharthatvena 'nubhUtavan /

* I have followed &R. in the above translation. But the terms in this

verse have been variously interpreted as follows :
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his identity with) Brahman422 (leading to) attributelessness due

to the disappearance ofnescience and the absence of the subtle

body (which is the indestructible origin of the gross or visible

body) became free from (the recurrence of) the gross body (i.e.

the cycle of births) and his doubt about duality423 having been

( thus
) dispelled, became free from affliction.

32. Having heard of the way followed by the Lord and

the annihilation of the Yadu clan, the firm-minded Yudhi§thira

decided to proceed to heaven.

42a. Brahma-sampatya— (i) By the knowledge of the identity of one-

self with Brahman obtained by listening to Ved&nta—SR.

(ii) By the knowledge of Brahman—VR.
(iii) By the direct apprehension ofBrahman (Brahmaparokfa-jflanena )

-VJ.
(iv) By the perception of the Supreme Brahman in human form

(Krsria)-JG.

(v) By the realisation of the identity of one’s individual self and

everything else with Brahman.
Sarvath khalvidam Brahma , aham Brahmdsmi iti Brahmdlma-jnanena—GD.
423 . Samcchinna-dvaita-samiayah—
(1) Whose doubts about the separateness of gods etc. and the

duality about one's self are dispelled—VR.
(2) Whose misapprehension and doubt about the distinctness of the

individual Soul and the Brahman is removed.

VJ. interprets dvaita as 'wrong knowledge’ dve itam dvitam, dvidhd

gatam jflanam tasya bhSvah dvaitam anyaiha jftSnam

while samiaya is ‘the oscillation between two entities’. (For details

about “Illusion and Doubt” in Madhva system of which VJ. is a follower

see S.N. Dasgupta Hist.Ind. Philosophy, Vol.IV, pp. 173-78)

.

(3) JG. takes samiaya as the doubt that there is a universe quite

distinct from the Supreme Being who resides in the heart.

(4) VC.' thinks that the doubt is *Whether I am in any way related

to my body’. He adds : When Ktfna was in this world, though Arjuna

and Kfsna were two persons, their one-ness was due to friendship. After His

disappearance, Arjuna doubted whether Krft>& would absorb him into the

bliss of oneness of friendship. This doubt was dispelled.

These different meanings of the above words lead to different interpre-

tations of the above verse. Thus, for example, the gist ofVR’s interpretation

is as follows: “Due to the knowledge ofBrahman, he becomes entirely free

from misapprehension regarding the Soul as gods, men etc.—a distinction

which depends upon the body feeling himself separate from the gross and

subtle body, also from the subtle Prakfti and the three attributes (gapes).

Thus there being no occasion for rebirth, he becomes free.
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* Having heard of the destruction of Yadus and of
the passingaway of the Lord4*4 as reported by Dhanaftjaya426

(Arjuna)
, Kunti, who, by single-minded devotion conceiftrated

herself on the Lord Adhoksaja ( Kr?na—lit. one who is beyond
the ken of sense-organ) detached herself from the worldly

existence428 .

34.

* Just as a thorn is removed with another thorn

(and both are thrown away), similarly the Unborn427 Being

(Lord Kr§na), gave up that body with which He removed (the

burden of the earth, (because) to the Lord both (the bodies

which became burdens and His own mortal body) are

equal.

35.

* Like an actor, just as he assumed various forms

(bodies) like those of fish and others and gave them up, he

abandoned the body through ( the instrumentality of) which he

removed the load on the earth.

36. When Lord Kfsna whose meritorious legends (stories )

are worth hearing, left this earth with his body, on that very

day, the Kali (age) which is the cause of irreligious actions in

thoughtless (lit. unawakened) minds, followed.

37. Finding the spread of a number ofirreligious tenden-

cies such as avarice, untruthfulness, crookedness, violence in

houses, towns, the nation, and in his own self, the wise Yudhi-

424. Commentators like !>R., JG., VC., GD. quote BH. P. 11.31.1)

and maintain that Kj?na’s death was not a fact but it appeared to be so

to mankind. VJ. omits this and the next 2 verses. Vide Bh. P. XI. 31.6

also.

425. According to VD., ‘Dhananjaya’ means Narada as he got over

(jay

a

) thoughtlessness (dhana—dharh dhairyam ndiayotV ti dhanam avivekah)

.

Kunti heard from Narada the prediction about the annihilation of Yadu
clan and death ofKftna before she proceeded to Himalayas.

It is to be noted that JG. and other commentators hold that the

annihilation ofYadus was only apparent.

426. (1) became liberated while alive (Jivan-mukta)—SR.

(2) Quitted her body—SR.

(3) Ceased to be born again; became liberated—JG.
VJ. omits these.

427. Brahman exists. No birth is possible in its case. Hence it is

unborn. ASDP (p. 21) quotes on aja :

na hi jSto na jiye’harii na jani;ye kad&cana /

Kfetrajflab sarva-bhftt&n&m tasm&daham ajah smrtab II



§{hira decided428 to go away from the worldly life.

38. In the city ofHastinapura, the emperor (Yudhi$thi-

ra) installed on the throne his grandson who was self-restrained

and equal to him in virtues, as the ruler of the land engirdled

by waters (seas).

39. Then the monarch ( Yudhisthira enthroned at

Mathura) Vajra (the son of Krsi^a’s grandson Aniruddha) as

the king of ( the country called ) Surasena. Having performed

the sacrifice dedicated to Prajapati, he ‘drank up* (i.c. establi-

shed within himself byyogic process
) the fires ( viz.Dakfinagni,

Garhapatya and Ahavaniya ).
429

40-41. Having given up then and there all his silken

garments and gold ornaments like bracelets, and becoming free

from all possession, pride and having severed all ties, he sacrific-

ed his speech organ ( or offered all sense organs as an oblation

to the mind) into the mind, the mind (was merged) into the

life-breath, and the life-breath (Prana) into another (viz. apdna).

(He then merged) this respiratory vital air (apana) into (the

presiding goddess of) Death and verily the Death unto430 the

aggregation of five elements (body).

428. paryadhat—Put on dress (suitable for the life ofa recluse)—-$R.,

VC., SD.

429. As a householder (gfhastha) one has to maintain these sacred

fires, viz. Ahavaniya. Garhapatya and Dak?in£gni for performing the

daily homa (P.V. Kane

—

Hist. ofDharmafastra, Vol. II. i. 675-685). Before

renouncing one's house the ifft (sacrifice) called prdjdpatya is performed

in which all one's possessions are to be distributed and the three fires

—

maintained by him. are to be fdrunk up, to be presumed to have been

established within one's self—by reciting certain hymns.

Pr&j&patya bhaved iftis sarvasvam yatra dak;in2 /

Parivrajyi' pakrame s& vihitS purvas&ribhib //

Prajapatyi nirupyeftim sarva-vedasa-dak 0£m /

Atmanyagnim sam&ropya BrShmanah pravrajed gfh&t //

VD. says that as per Devala Smfti even a Kfatriya can follow the

procedure prescribed for Brahmapas.

430. As §R.. VD. and other commentators explain, this is a figurative

description of Yudhigthira's dissociating his self from all externalities.

Yudhigthira finally thought of himself to be different from his body which

is to be quitted unto death, '‘tarii mrtyum paflcatve pafica-bhat&n&m
aikyam dehe, dehasyaiva mftyur n&tmanS. iti bh&vitav&n" /

This process offigurative sacrifice is described in later verses also.
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42. Then the silent sage (Yudhi$thira) offered the

aggregate of five ( elements ) into the triad (of the attributes,

viz. sattvaf rajas and tamos) of Prakrti or avidyd and sacrificed

these three attributes into Nescience (avidyd). (He then) merged
everything into the Soul and the (individual) Soul in the

immutable Universal Soul (called Brahman ).

43-44. Glad in tree-barks, abstemious in food, desisting

from speech, with dishevelled hair, showing himself like a dul-

lard, madman or a goblin, expecting nothing (or without wait-

ing for anyone) hewentout(of the palace and the capital)

like a deaf incapable of hearing (anything). Meditating about

the Supreme Spirit (Brahman) in (his) heart, he entered the

northern direction to which other great Souls of the past have

proceeded and whence no one returns.

45. Having seen that subjects all over the world were

influenced by Kali, the associate of irreligion, all the (Pandava)

brothers, fully resolved, followed him.

46. Knowing in their mind that the lotus-like feet of

Kf§na is the ultimate refuge, they who have well achieved the

goals of human life (called purufdrthas) concentrated their

minds on the same.

47-48. They whose intellect has been specially purified

by devotion increased by meditating upon him, and whose

minds are concentrated on that Supreme Man called Narayana,

attained that position which is very difficult to reach by the non-

saints whoare attached to objects of sensual pleasures, and being

free from sins, attain his abode with their souls free from rajas

and tamos.

49. Having quitted his mortal frame in Prabhasa, even

the self-possessed ( or self-knower) Vidura whose mind being

possessed by Kf§na, was one with him rejoined his post431 (as

Yamadharma) along with the Manes.

50. Then, having known the loss of interest (expecta-

tion) of her husbands in her, Draupadi concentrated her mind

on Lord Vasudeva and attained to him.

43 1 . Yama, the god of death and the dispenser ofrewards and punish-

ments according to the acts of individuals, wrongly punished the sage

M&pdavya for which M&ndavya cursed him to be born as a Sudra on the

earth. When the period of the curse was over, Yama who incarnated as

Vidura, the £ddra, rejoined his post as before.
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5 1 . He who thus faithfully listens to the beneficial and
holy (account )ofdeparture of Paitdu's sons, the beloved ones of

the Lord, frequently gets devotion unto Hari (engendered in

him) and attains liberation.

CHAPTER SIXTEEN

(Dialogue between the Earth and Dharma)

Suta said :

1. OhBrahmana (Saunaka) ! Then Parik$it the great

devotee ofKysna verily ruled the earth according to the educa-

tion given to him by, great Brahmanas (e.g. Kj*pa). He exhibit-

ed the same great qualities as predicted by the experts in as-

trology on the day of his ( Pariksit’s ) birth.

2. He married Iravati, the daughter of Uttara.482 He
brought forth from her four sons, the first ofwhom was Janme-
jaya.

3. Appointing Kfpa ( son of Saradvat ) as the family-

priest, he performed, on the bank of the Ganga, three horse-

sacrifices with plenty of gifts (to Brahmagas after their comple-

tion) wherein sacrifices (deities of the sacrifices) attended

in visible form.

4. During the course of his conquest of directions (i.e.

the complete earth), at one place, he, by his might, captured

Kali, a Sudra, assuming the insignia of royalty, (while Kali

was) kicking a pair of a cow and a bull.

Saunaka said : •

5. For what reason did the king (simply) arrest Kali

(and not kill him483
)
as the wretched &udra assuming the royal

insignia, kicked the cow ?

432. The son of king Vif&ta and brother-in-law of Abhtmanyu.
Uttara was killed by Salya in the Kuru war. His daughter Ir&vatl married
Parikfit. —P.1 . 1 .2 1 7 DHM 329.

4.33. What were his (Kali’s) special qualities due to which he was
spared —SD.
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6. Oh greatly fortunate one ! Please tell it ( the above

query) if it is related to the stories ofKy§na or concerns the

saints who are enjoying (lit. licking) the honey in the lotus in

the form of his feet.

7. What is the propriety of speaking on other evil topics

which is a worthless waste of life of people with a short span of

life but desiring final beatitude.

8. The god of Death (the deity called ‘death*) has been

invited here for killing the beasts for this sacrifice. Therefore

no one can die so long as the god of death is here.

9. Your honour has been invited by the great sages in

order that words of nectar in the form of sports of Hari should

be drunk to the fill in this world.

10. Verily, the lives of the idle, the dull-witted and

short-lived persons are taken away by sleep at night and by the

useless acts ( committed) during the day.

Suta said :

11. When Pariksit heard the not-very pleasant434 news

(report) of Kali’s aggression in Kuru-jangala435 lying within

his jurisdiction (he who was) an expert in warfare436 took up

the bow.

12. Surrounded by his army consisting of chariots,

cavalry, elephants and infantry, he started from his capital, in

his beautifully decorated chariot yoked with dark-coloured

horses and flying a banner with the emblem of a lion, for the

conquest of the directions (the whole of the earth)

.

13. Having conquered BhadraSva, Ketumala, Bharata,

Northern Kurus and big regions such as Kimpuru§a and

VJ. opines that this is not a question but an objection (for failure in

duty) against Parlkfit.

VR. takes the 2nd line as a separate sentence as follows : 'Who was

that Sfldra wearing emblems of a king who kicked the cow ?’

434. (i) He was a bit pleased as he got a scope to show his bravery.
—VC

(ii) very unpleasant—VR.
435. According to PSK {PrSclna Sthala JfCofa) this dry part of the

Kura country corresponds to modem Rohtak-Hisaar region (p.539) • But

Bh.P. 1.10.34 shows it to be on the road from Indraprastha to Dv&rakft.

436. v.l. Sathyuga~S&w »—who was like Ktfna in fighting.
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others,487 he received tributes.

14. Hearing everywhere the extolling of glories of his

great-souled ancestors, (which were)expressive of Krsna’s great-

ness,

15. And about his own protection from the fire of

A£vatthaman's missiles, of the friendship between the Yadavas
and the sons of Prtha (i.e. Pantjlavas) and their devotion to

Kr$na,

16. Being extremely pleased, the greatminded ( Pariksit)

whose eyes were expanded with affection gave them ( the song-

sters of glory) very costly clothes and necklaces.

17. Hearing that Krsna to whom the world bows,

served(his) favourites—Panqlavas—in the capacity of a chario-

teer, a President of the assembly, an attendant, a friend, an

envoy, a sentinel, a follower, praising and saluting (them)
,
the

ruler of men (Pariksit) became devoted to (his) lotus-like feet.

18. Hear from me a wonderful event which occurred

soon, while he was thus every day following the conduct of life

of his ancestors.

19. (While himself) walking on one leg, Dharma (in

the form of a bull) finding the (earth in the form of a) cow

437. In the V Skandha of the Bh.P., the ancient geographical ideas

are given. The earth consists ofseven islands. The first of these islands

Jambu-dvlpa consists of nine Varfas (continents) : (1) Ilavfta, (2) Bhad-

rSiva, (3)Hari, (4) Kctumala, (5) Ramyaka, ( 6) Hiranyamaya, (7)Uttara-

Kuru, (8) Kimpuru?a, (9) Bharata. India is a part of (9). The mountain

Meru stands in the centre of the Jambudvipa. The following table repro-

duced from Baladeva Upadhyaya’s Purdna VimarJa will give some idea of the

distribution of these Varfas :

Uttara-Kuru
I

Hiranyamaya
I

Ramyaka

Return*!.- ^”'™
Var3a - BhadrMv.

I

Hari Var?a

Kimpuruja

Bh&rata Varya
Vide—PSK—Introduction and Pur&pa Vimaria, vii.5. 317-350 for details.
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devoid of (her) lustre and face full of tears like a mother who
has lost her young one, asked her.

Dharma said :

20. Oh blessed (one), are you well (free from diseases) ?

By your melancholy countenance, you appear pale. Oh
mother, I find you full of mental agony. About what distant

relative are you lamenting ?

21. Are you aggrieved to find me with one leg and

deprived of (the other three) legs ? or about yourself appreh-

ending your being enjoyed by the Stidras (in near future) or

(over) Gods and others whose portion ( of the offerings) of

sacrifices is lost (due to non-performance of sacrifices) or

(over) subjects due to Indra's refusal to pour rain ?

22. Oh earth ! Are you grieved for women who are not

protected (by their husbands) or for children who are not only

uncared for but are also oppressed by their fathers (cruel) like

man-eaters ; or for the goddess of Speech or Learning (who

has been) living in the family of vicious Brahmartas or (feel

sorry for) those born in the best families( ‘Brahmanas’ ) serving

the kings who are not favourable to Brahmartas.

23. Are you sorry for the mean Ksatriyas who are pos-

sessed by Kali or the countries abandoned(or ruined) by them,

or for the mankind indulging in eating, drinking, wearing

(fancy) clothes, (enjoying) baths and sexual intercourse every-

where (lit. here and there) ?

24. Or, Oh mother Earth, (are you lamenting) remem-

bering the deeds on which depends the Liberation438 ,— (deeds)

of Hari who assumed incarnation for lessening your heavy

burden, but has (now) disappeared and (you find yourself)

abandoned ?

25. Oh Earth ! tell me the cause of your mental agony

by which you are so much emaciated. Oh mother, is your

good fortune so worshipped by Gods, stolen away by Time

(the god of Death) who is the stronger than the strong.

438. v.l. nirv&na-vidambit&ni—Final Beatitude which has been ridicu-

led or surpassed by Hari's deed, i.e. Hari’s deeds are superior to the Libera-

tion—§R. and JG.
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Tfu Earth said :

26. Oh Dharma, you know verily all about which you
have asked me. Due to Kj*sna you were possessing four legs

which were conducive to the happiness of mankind.

27.

* In whom (Kjsna) truthfulness, purity, compassion,

patience, generosity, contentment, straightforwardness, steadi-

ness of the mind, self-restraint, (control of the organs of

senses) , austerities, equality, endurance, unconcernedness (even

to one's benefits), mastery over learning,

28.

* Knowledge, non-attachment, capacity to exercise

authority, heroism (courage on the battlefield), strength,

judgement or perception of what is proper to do, indepen-

denco, dexterity, beautiful complexion (personal charm),

fortitude softhearedness.

29.

* Extreme splendour, humility, good behaviour,

skilled activities of the organs of senses, receptacle ofenjoy-

ment, mental poise (non-perturbation of the mind) , faith, fame,

adorability, freedom from pride,

30. Oh Lord, these and4** other eternal, great qualities

(which are) prayed and desired for by a person anxious Ibr

greatness, perpetually exist (in him) without decay (lit. never

get annihilated)

.

31. I grieve for the people who are affected by the

sight of the evil-minded Kali, (as they are)now bereft of Kff$a
who is the receptacle of all qualities.

32. I feel grief for my own self and about you who are

the best of gods. Similarly ( I feel grief for) the gods, the

• In verses 97, 98, 99, the interpretation of $R. is mainly followed

though other commentators emphasise slightly different shades ofmeaning

ofthe qualities enumerated herein.

439. m—

I

n addition to the 39 qualities enumerated above, SD.
adds the following eternal great attributes : "beauty,tweetneM, tenderness,

affection, calmness, protectiveness and others'*.

JO. has listed 63 attributes while commenting on verses 97-99 and
adds 5 more as understood under ea—and 17 more as 09*—which are Im-
possible for a jtoa (individual soul) to attain. This long list is omitted as

it is not directly related to the interpretation of these verses and no other

commentator even in the Bhlgavata Vidyt Fee|h edition subscribes to it.
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manes, sages, good persons, all strata of the society (castes)

and all stages of life (dirarms ).

33. Being enamoured of the beauty of (his) feet, the

Goddess of Wealth for whose favourable side-glance gods like

Brahma and others performed penance for a long time and

( thus ) was resorted to by the best, adores those (Kona’s ) feet

leaving her own residence in the lotus-garden.

34. I, whose body was adorned with the Venerable

Lord’s footprints with the marks of the lotus, the thunderbolt,

the goad ( to control elephants) and flag, possessed the prospe-

rity from him and surpassed the three worlds in beauty. But

subsequently at the time of the annihilation of that prosperity

he abandoned me who became arrogant.

35. Verily, the self-reliant Being removed the heavy

burden of one hundred akfauhinis**0 (a big division of the army)

of the kings of the Asura race, and assuming a beautiful form

in the Yadava clan restored to you (who were) distressed by

incompleteness in legs, your pristine state (of four-1eggedness ) by

his manliness.

36. What lady can endure the separation from that

Supreme Man who by his amorous looks, enchanting smile

and sweet conversation, stole away the steadiness of mind along

with prideof women ofMadhu clan like Satyabhama and others ?

Being adorned with whose footprints there was (thrill and hence)

hair-erection in the form of crops of foodgrains etc. due to the

happiness felt by me.

37. In this way, while the goddess of the Earth and

Dharma were conversing, the royal sage called Parikfit arrived

there where the Sarasvati flows to the east.

440. akfauhipl—a division of the army consisting of 31870 chariots,

31870 elephants, 65610 horse and 109350 foot—PASK, p.8%
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CHAPTER SEVENTEEN

(Punishment and Control ofKali)

Sstasaid :

1 . There ( on the eastern turn of the Sarasvat! in (Kuru-
k$etra) the king (Parik?it) saw the pair of the cow and the bull

being beaten like protectionless beings and als6 the $udra wear-

ing the insignia of royalty, with a rod in his hand.

2. (He saw that) the bull, white like the lotus-fibre, as

if passing urine through fear, (and thus losing strength every

moment), trembling on one leg, sinking down under the

beating by the $udra.

3. (And) the cow also yielding (milk the products of

which, as oblations to sacrifices, are useful for) religion, distres-

sed, (being) heavily kicked by the Sudra, calf-less, with face

full of tears, weak and desiring to eat grass441 .

4. Riding his gold-plated441 chariot and holding bow
equipped (with arrow) he asked in a voice deep like (thunder

of a) cloud.

5. “Who are you who, a mighty person, are hurting the

weak ones by force in this world under my protection ? Like an

actor you are dressed as a king but are a Sudra in your actions.

6. Who are you who after the departure of Kr?na and

Arjuna (lit. the master of the Ga^diva bow) to a distant place

( the other world) are striking the innocent ones in solitary

places ? You are the culprit deserving to be killed.

7. (Address to the bull). Who are you white like lotus-

fibre, (who) being defective in three legs, walk on one leg

only ? Are you some God who in the form of such a bull

make us sorrowful ?

8. With the exception of your tears of sorrow, tears of

grief of other animals do not fall on the surface of this earth

441. SR. clarifies : The earth became lean due to non-performance

of sacrifices which led to droughts and failure ofcrops and that she desired

to have her share in sacrifices.

4 £2. K.irtasvara-fiaricchadam—SD. and VB. take this as referring to

Kali and interpret as 'wearing gold crown, ear-rings etc.* which Kali

as a Sttdra is not qualified to wear.
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which is embraced (i.e. protected) by the mighty arms of the

best kings in the Paurava dynasty.

9. Oh Son of surabhl, do not feel aggrieved. Let thy

fear from the Sudra pass away. (Address to the cow) . Oh
mother, do not weep. Good betide thee while I am alive to

punish the wicked.

10. Oh pious one, the arrogant king in whose kingdom
all the subjects are intimidated by the wicked, destroys his

reputation, span of life, good fortune and prospects in the next

world.

11. It is the highest duty of kings to remove the trouble

of the distressed. Hence I shall slay this wicked-most oppres-

sor of beings.

12. Oh four-legged son of Surabhl, who cut down your

three legs ? Let there be none (distressed ) like you in the

jurisdiction of the kings who follow Sri Kffpa.

13. Oh bull, good betide you righteous people who never

commit sins. Report to me who deformed you and (thereby)

spoilt the glory of the P3$davas.

1 4. Perpetrators of crimes against the innocents and

their accomplices as well have fear from me from all sides.44*

When the wicked are punished, it contributes to the good of

the virtuous.

15. I shall pull off the arms along with the bracelets444

even of the immortal himself if he, being uncontrolled, commits

an ofTence (crime) against the innocent persons.

1 6. The greatest duty of a king who punishes, as per

religious codes, persons going astray in normal times, is to pro-

tect in this world persons abiding by their own religion.

Dhama said :

1 7 . This your speech which dispels fear (from the minds

)

of the distressed, is worthy of the descendants of the P!$d*vas

due to whose (collection of) good qualities Lord Kffpa under-

took to work as envoy etc.

443. sarvato bhqjam—Fear not only from me but from all such a*

Yarns (the god of death) and other*—SD.
444. right from the shoulder—$R.
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1 8. * Oh great man, we who are extremely puzzled by
discordant doctrines (advocated by different theorists),44* do
not know the Being (who is) the cause of misery444 (of animat-

ed beings)

.

19. Some (i.e. followers of the Toga school) who cover

up the differences (between the individual and Universal

Souls) call the Individual Spirit as the Master (i.e. dispenser

of Pleasure and Pain) 447
; others448 (Fatalists), regard the fate

(i.e. the presiding deities of planets) to possess such power;
others (the followers of the Mimamsa) regard actions (such as

performance of sacrifices as having this power) ; while ( some

)

* (i ) JG. interprets differently : We (the theists) as well as those
who are puzzled by the different statements (of Saitrat) do
not know the Being who is beyond the reach of all persons.

(2) VC. explains : We do not know the being from whom
‘seeds' of misery are produced. This man Kali who is

troubling me is visible* But the very fact that he troubles

me only (and not others) shows that there must be some
special reason—‘seed’—of this trouble. We do not know
the Being who is the source of the “seeds” of distress.

445. vdkya-bheda vimohitah—Confused by a number of Vedic quota-

tions explaining the causes of misery—VJ.

446. klesa-btja : Sins; faults committed against the Lord—VB.

447. kecid vikalpa-vasana etc.

—

•

(i) Or, the atheists who are covered (possessed) by false logic

regard themselves as the Masters (of pleasure or pain) as,

according to them Gods have no power to ordain happiness
and misery as they (Gods) themselves are slaves of their

actions; actions being inanimate—

-

jada—cannot dispense
pleasure or pain—§R.

( ii) Those of uncertain (dubious) speech regard themselves as

the source of their troubles (or the S&rhkhyas regard the

mind

—

antahkarana—as the cause of one's miseries)—VJ.

(iii) The advaita VedSntins who cover up, i.e. do not recognise
the difference between individual Soul and God, hold that

there is nobody to dispense pleasure or pain as the duality

such as pleasure-pain, is bom of the ignorance of the Soul

—VC.
(iv) SD. puts forth a similar explanation :

vikalpam ndr.d-karana-iddcm, vasatc dcchddayanti ye vedintis

tadvido va, te dtmanas tvampaddrthasya almanath tat-paddrtbam

prabhum sukha-dufrkha-pradem ahuh /

448. Others (i.e. persons with Correct knowledge) regard Hari,

the Supreme among the gods, the cause of misery :

eke saTnyok jbdninah daivath sarva-deva-pradhdnath Hatiih JCleSa-bijant

aAub—VJ.
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others449 ( the materialists) presume nature (as the ordainer of

weal and woe)

.

20.

Some have determined that this (happiness, misery)

is from (God who is) incomprehensible by logic and indes-

cribable by words. Oh sage-like king, ponder over this by
your intellect460.

Suta said :

21.

Oh great Brahmana (lit. the best among the

Brahmanas) while Dharma was speaking thus, the king-

emperor with his delusion dispersed, spoke with tranquil

mind.461

The king said :

22. Oh knower of Dharma (righteousness)
!
(By not dis-

closing the name of Kali who is maltreating you) you are

expounding religion (which ordains) that the place of the per-

petrator of an irreligious act is the same as that of the reporter

of the act (i.e. the person who commits a sin and the informer

of that sin go to the same place, viz. hell)

.

23. Or it is certain that course of the Mdyd—power462

ofGod—is beyond the reach of the mind and speech of ( living

)

beings.

24. In the Krta age, austerity, purity, compassion and

truthfulness were the four legs (of Dharma). Three of them

were broken by ( forms of) unrighteousness, viz. pride, contact

(with women) and intoxication (from liquor).

25. Oh Dharma, now-a-days (in this Age) your (remain-

ing) leg, viz. truthfulness on which you subsist,4CS exists (but)

449* opart—Followeis of the Sinkhya School—JG.
450. VJ. differs : “Some conclude that the stream of misery

springs from Prakfti which is beyond the range ofcomprehension or from

some positive form of ignorance (or rather Nescience) whose nature (as

being existent or non-existent) cannot be decided. Oh great king, con-

sider which of these are supported by the Vedas and Smftis, and judge

accordingly.

45 1 . samahittna manasd— (The king who considered Dharma’s speech)

with close attention.

452. dtva-MdyH-—The will of the Almighty (VJ., VR.) . The Prakfti

of Lord Vi?au —SD.

453. nivarttayet etc. : Whereby .the world wilt achieve you.
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this non-righteousness in the form of Kali who is brought up
on falsehood (untruthfulness) wishes to deprive you of that

(leg) also.

26. And this earth (in the form of cow) whose great

burden has been unloaded by the Lord (Kffpa) has been

made auspicious on all sides by his splendid foot-prints.

27. Being renounced by him, unfortunate and pious as

she (the Earth) is, she is shedding tears (being apprehensive)

that Sudras in the guise of Kings and inimical to Brahmanas
will enjoy her.

28. In this way having consoled Dharma and the Earth,

the great warrior took up (drew out) his sharpened sword

against Kali the cause of inequities.

29. Knowing him (Parik$it) determined to kill him, he

(Kali) being overwhelmed with fear, abandoned the emblems

of royalty and bowed down his head at his (Parikbit’s) feet.

30. The heroic (Pariksit) who was kind to the poor, fit

for refuge and worthy to be praised, did not, out of compassion,

kill him (Kali) who was lying prostrate at his feet and address-

ed him thus, with a smile.
0

The King said :

31. Verily there is absolutely no danger to you (who are

a supplicant for mercy) with folded hands from (us) the up-

holders of the glory of Arjuna. But you are the friend of the

unrighteous. You should not, under any circumstances, live in

any part ofmy kingdom.

32. Whilst you were existing in the body of kings, a

number of inequities (such as) avarice, untruthfulness, theft,

vulgarity, renunciation of religion, misfortune, fraud, quarrel

and pride have followed (commenced to spread their influence)

.

33. Oh friend of the iniquitous, you should not there-

fore stay in Brahmavarta where persons expert in the perfor-

mance of sacrifices adore the Lord of the sacrifices therewith

(by sacrifices) and (which) is habitable by dharma (righteous-

ness) and truth.

34. You should not live in that place where the glorious

Hari in the form of Sacrifices, being adored, spreads over

(confers upon) the performers of sacrifices happiness and
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objects of desire certainly. This (Supreme ) Soul is present like

air, both inside and outside the mobile and the immobile
beings.

SUXa said :

35. Thus being ordered by Parik$it, Kali who was

trembling, spoke to him who has raised his sword like the God
of death (Holder of the rod)

.

Kali said :

36. “Oh Imperial Majesty, wherever I shall stay by your

order, I visualize you ready with a bow and arrows.

37. Oh best ofthe righteous, it becomes you to appoint a

place for me where I may dwell with a steady mind obeying

your commands."

S&ta said :

38. (Thus) solicited (by Kali) , the King then gave Kali

the following places used for gambling, drinking, bad women
and slaughtering where four kinds of iniquities thrive.

39. When (Kali) supplicated again, the Lord gave him
gold (to live in) . Then (he gave Kali) five abodes viz. untruth,

pride, passion, ignorance and the fifth—enmity.

40. As pointed out by him. Kali, the cause of unright-

eousness, lived in these five places allotted to him by the son of

Uttark (Parlkfit).

41 . Hence these should not be resorted to by persons

who are anxious to be good—especially by the r ghteous king

who is the preceptor and lord of men.

42. He joined the bull's three legs—austerities, purity

and compassion (which had been) maimed. And consoling

the Earth (restored to her) the prosperity.

43. Now he occupies the throne worthy of kings only,

and bequeathed to him by his grandfather (Yudhitfhira who
was) desirous of retiring to the forest.

44. Shining with the goddess ofprosperity of theKaurava

Kings, the sage-like king (who is a) great fortunate (person),

the Supreme authority and whose fame is extensive, is now
ruling in Hasdnkpura. %
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45. In this way, this king, the son of Abhimanyu whose

prowess is such, is (thus) ruling over the earth when you have

engaged yourself for the perfortnance of sacrifices.

CHAPTER EIGHTEEN

(Curse of the Brdhmana

)

Suta said :

_ i

1. He (Pariksit) who due to the grace of Lord Knna of

miraculous deeds, did not die in the womb of his mother

though he was severely burnt by the missile fired by ASvat-

thaman (the son of Drona)

,

2. Who, having offered his heart to the Lord, was not

disturbed in his mind by the great peril of death from Takgaka

due to the wrath of the Brahmana.

3. Who, having abandoned attachment to all matters,

comprehended thoroughly the real nature of God (the invinci-

ble) and became a disciple of Suka (the son ofVyasa) ,
gave

up his mortal coil in the Ganges.

4. Even at the time of death, there is no fear or in-

fatuation in the case of persons, acquainted with the life of

Knua (lit. one of excellent reputation), and drinking his

nectarlike episodes(as) they remember his lotus-like feet.

5. As long as the great king, the son of Abhimanyu

(Parik$it) , was the sole ruler of this earth. Kali xould not

prevail anywhere (even in places assigned to him) despite his

advent here.

6. On the very day, and at the very moment the Lord

left the earth, on that very day this Kali, the source of irreligi-

ousness, (in this world), entered here.

7. The emperor did not hate Kali (till his—Parikpt’s

death) . He enjoys the essence like the black-bee (which enjoys

fragrance without destroying the flower). (For during the Kali

age) good actions (even when merely intended) bear fruit

quickly while other actions (sins) do not fructify till they are

committed.
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8. What (harm can be done) by Kali who is brave

among the boys, ( or powerful among foolish people) and a
coward before the valiant and who like a wolf484 stays among
the careless men ?

9. What (you) have asked (me about) this sacred

narrative of Parikgil connected with the episode of Vasudeva,

has been related to you by me.

10. Whatever anecdotes about the qualities and deeds

of the Lord whose great acts are worth narrating, (are there,

they ) deserve to be listened to by men who are anxious to be

good458 .

The sages said :

1 1 . Oh gentle-natured Suta, may you live for a pretty

long years—you who extol to us mortals the brilliant glory of

K|*$na which is like nectar.

12. In this act (of long-term sacrifice) the fruit of which

is uncertain, your honour is giving to drink the sweet454 honey

of the lotus-like feet of Govinda to us whose bodies have

changed colour due to the smoke of sacrifices457 .

13. We cannot compare the heaven and the Liberation

(from the cycle of births) with the slightest period of time

(spent) in the company of (devotees who are) associates of the

Supreme Lord. What to say of the blessings (i.e. the desired

objects like kingdom etc.) of ordinary mortals ?

14. What man capable of appreciating the beauty or

excellence will get satiated with the stories of him who is the

absolute resort of the best men amongst the great people ! The

454. ijka—That which covers or destroys righteousness, knowledge

etc.—VJ.

455.

- bubhufubh i fr—desirous of attaining Liberation—VJ.
456. madhu—intoxicating (making one forget the experience of

pleasure and pain)—VC.
GD. explains 'ksava' as 'the wine making one forget the unhappiness

of the worldly existence, and 'madhu' as 'sweet*.

457. dhuma-dh dmrdlmandm-^ (i) Or whose minds are covered with

(full of) ignorance (and are blindly following the karmas)—VR.
(ii) VJ. rather differs : In this series of sacrificial acts (per-

formed for getting the knowledge of Hari), there being no breathing

space (andiv&se) for attachment to other things (and hence leisure for

listening to Hari's stories) you make us—whose bodies are sanctified by

sacrificial smoke—drink the sweet honey of Hari's lotus-like feet*
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Lords of Yoga amongwhom Siva andgod Brahma arc prominent,
did not reach the ends of the qualities of the Attributeless.

15. Therefore, Oh learned one, your honour who is the

chief of the devotees of the Almighty, describe in details to us

who are desirous of hearing the pure excellent life of Hari who
is absolutely the refuge of the best among the great.

1 6. By means of the knowledge imparted to him by
Suka ( the son of Vyasa) verily, the great devotee of the Lord
(Kr?na) , Parik§it, of no mean intellect, resorted to the feet of

Vi$nu (lit. God having Garutja—the lord of birds—as the

emblem on his Bag) which is (also) called Final Beatitude.

1 7. Therefore narrate to us in plain language that ex-

tremely holy account told to Pariksit (viz. the Bhdgavata Purana)

leading to firm adherence to the most wonderful
( bhakti

—
devotion) Yoga and containing the stories about the Eternal

(Krsna) (which are) liked by persons devoted to the Supreme
Lord.

Suta said

:

18. Oh, what a happy surprise—that we who are born

in a (lower) mixed caste, by our service of the seniors (in age

and knowledge e.g. of Suka)
,
have achieved our object in life.

The association,even in conversation with the greatest, removes

the agony (inferiority complex) of being bom in a lower

family.

1 9. What to say again468 about the person who chants

the name of the Eternal Lord Kysna, that sole resort of the

greatest, possessor of infinite powers and who is called Ananta,

as the excellent attributes of the great souls are his own.

20. He is so much unequalled and unsurpassed in quali-

ties by others469 that it is really enough if it is suggested that

the Goddess of Wealth, discarding other suppliants, serves the

dust of His feet who does not seek her favour.

458. kutafa puna fa—The act of reciting the name of the Infinite re-

moves the contamination of being l**w born; or where is the impurity of

being born in a lower caste in the man who recites the name of the

Supreme Lord—$R.

459. as&my&natii&yanasya—There is no necessity to describe the

attributes of the great Being who has no equal in quality or who does not

excel any one in this respect—JG.
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449Bcing attached to whom (Kffnaj wise men, nav>

'mg immediatelyshed offtheirrootedattachment to their bodies

etc., attain the final stage of the sacred order ofrecluse (called

Paramo-htahsa ) in which non-violence, quietness4*1 form the reli-

gious duty.

23. Oh Sun-like Brahmanas (or Oh Vedas incarnate) 4M,

I who have been asked by your honour, shall describe to you

in details (his glories) to the best of my abilities. Just as

birds44* soar up in the sky to the extent of their might, similarly

the learned ones (the god Brahma and others) impart the know-

ledge ofViwu4*4 to the extent of their capacity.

24. Once upon a time, (king Pariksit) with his bow
strung, went a-hunting to the jungle and (while) pursuing a

deer, became exhausted and was extremely hungry and thirsty.

25. Not seeing any source of water, he entered that

(famous) hermitage (of AAgiras) and saw a sage seated in

tranquillity, with his eyes closed.

26-27. Parikfit whose palate was completely dried up,

asked water from the sage who had thus controlled his sense-or-

460. Or Persons who are steadfast and attached to the lord having

given up rooted attachment fixed on (their) body and other (objects)

,

reach Brahman called (Kffna) attainable by the highest ascetic order

called Paramahaihsa wherein non-violence and tranquillity are the chief

characteristics.—VJ.
461. VJ. reads uparama and interprets 'Attachment to Vifou* (q^o

VifQub sart&dhtkas Uumin Harau ram ramafiatk ratir vifaya-nivftir vi/VJ).

46a. aiyama$ab— (i) That which dispels (minoti) the darkness (atyam)

i.e. the sun.

(ii) That by which pure religion (arjMhi-iuddha-dharmam) h
comprehended (mlyatt) i.e. the Vedas—VD. etc.

463, patatrijab—Also: Just as arrows cross the sky to the extent of

their latent force (and can never cover the unending sky)

.

464. Viffmati—(i) The deeds or pastimes of Vifou—$R. , VC.. SD.

,

VB.
(ii) The greatness of Lord Vifnu—VR.



28. Being unoffered (a mat of) grass or even (a place on)

the ground (to sit on) and not getting (usual) respectful offer*

ings and courteous words, he (Parlkpt) felt himself disregarded

and grew angry.

29. Oh Brahmana (Saunaka), there arose suddenly in

the mind of the king who was distressed by hunger and thirst,

an unprecedented hostility and wrath against that Brahmana
sage.

30. While coming out (of the hermitage) in anger, he

placed round the neck of the Br&hmaga sage a dead serpent

with the fore-end of his bow and repaired to his capital.

31. (The king wanted to ascertain) whether he (the

sage) had controlled all his sense organs and (consequently

closed his eyes (in real meditation ) or whether he had pretend-

ed meditation (thinking) that he had nothing to do with vile

Kpitriyas.

32. Having heard that his father was subjected to ill-

treatment, his (the sage’s) son (byname Spflgl) who was young

( but) very brilliant and was playing with children, spoke there

as follows.

33. Ah what unrighteousness it is on the part of rulers

grown fat like crows (lit. eaters of offerings) ,
4W For thismis-

465. Brahma-bhMam—Contemplating about Brahman

—

Brahma-vifa-

jaka-bhdvanari 'nvitamfVR.

(ii) Realising the presence ofBrahman without any effort—VJ

.

(iii ) Becomingone with Brahman through its realisation—VB.

,

GD.
466. aoikriyam—(i) Devoid ofperturbation due to pain of eontra>-

dictory feelings such as pleasure-pain.—VR», VB.
(ii) motionless like a lamp in a windless place or without an

activity prejudicial to the deep meditation—VJ.
467. Or How these servants misbehave towards their masters, these

dogs that feed upon the offerings and (should) watch the gate.
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demeanour perpetrated by doordceeping slaves, is like an evil

act by dogs guarding the door ?

34* For the mean Kfatriyas havebeen assigned the duty

of door-keepers by Brahmanas. How can a door-keeper be
fit to partake (food etc.) in the same vessel in that house. ?

35. When Lord Kr$na, the controller of those who go

astray, has departed, I shall today punish the transgressors ( of

the path of righteousness) . Behold my power.

36. Having spoken thtts to his companions, the son of

that sage with his eye red with anger, sipped (as acamana) the

water of the Kau£iki468 river, and discharged his thunderbolt-

like word, i.e. curse.

37. “Takgaka, urged by me, shall on the seventh day
(from today) bite this transgressor of limits (of religion), the

fire-hrand (destroyer) of his (own) family, who has troubled

my father.”

38. Then, having approached his hermitage and seeing

his father with the dead body of the serpent around his neck,

the boy was overwhelmed with grief and wept aloud.

39. Oh Brahmana, the decsendant of the family of

Angiras (viz. Samika), having heard the loud lament of his

son, and having slowly opened his eyes, saw the dead serpent

on his shoulders.

40. After throwing away (the dead serpent), he asked

his son, *‘Oh child, why are you crying ? Who has done you

any harm?” When so enquired, the son reported (the details).

41. Having heard that the king was cursed undeservedly,

the Brahmana did not give compliment to his son, (He said)

“Alas ! Oh ignorant child ! What a great sin you have com-

mitted-in inflicting heavy punishment for a minor fault.

42. Oh (child of) immature intellect, you should not

equate (judge) the King (lit. God amongst men), known as

468. Modern Kosi; rises in the eastern ranges of the Hhn&layas in

Nepal. Its confluence with the Ganges is at Manhari, Purnea district,

Bihar. It was visited by Balar&ma. Jamadagni’s mother Satyavati became

converted into this river; sacred to Manes —PSK 637-39, PI. 1.475.

It is surprising how a king of Hastinapura strayed a-hunting to

such a long distance. Moreover, this contradicts verse 85 above which

speaks of non-existence of water nearby. VJ. is probably correct when he

explains, “holding Ku£a grass in his hand and performing Acamana”.
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Pm (Viffiu) » the subject*, being

protected by his irresistible power, obtain (their) good without

fear from any quarter.

43. Oh (child), with the disappearance ofgod Vi$qu

(the wielder of the discus) designated as king (god amongst

men), the world, instantaneously being protectionless and

infested with thieves, will be ruined like a flock of sheep.469

44. Today the sin committed by robbers of wealth (of

people who are) protectorless will be visited upon us (though

we are) not concerned470 with it, for men, most of whom are

robbers, kill and curse each other and rob one another of

cattles, women and money.

45. Then (in the absence of the ruler), the noble and

righteous471 path of life which consists of the code of conduct

for different classes of society and stages of life, prescribed by

the three Vedas472
,
disappears and there takes place promiscu-

ous mixture of all classes of people as their minds are fixed on

(acquisition of) wealth and gratification of the senses as amongst

the dogs and the monkeys.

46. But that lord ofmen who was protector of righteous-

ness, an emperor of great renown, manifestly a great votary of

the Supreme Lord, a sage amongst Kings (and) a performer of

the horse-sacrifice, being overwhelmed with hunger, thirst and

exhaustion was helpless. Certainly, he did not in the least

deserve our curse.

47. May the Supreme Lord who resides in all473
,

please

469. ovivaruthavai—Like an army without a leader.

470. ananvayam— (i) That which will annihilate our progeny com-

pletely—VR., VJ.
(ii) Unnecessarily; without any reason—-VB.

VB. explains : *Although we have not directly committed robbery

etc., the sin has taken place due to our act (of cursing the king to death

and rendering the world protectionless) . Hence our responsibility for the

sin.'

471. arya-dharmafr—Religious duties as expounded by noble ones

like Manu and other law-givers—SD.

472. trayi-mayafy-r-That which has come down from the three Vedas

(viz. Sdman and Tajus)—VR., GD.

473. Both the cursor and the cursed—VR.
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pardon this boy of immature intellect for the sin committed by
him against His sinless servant (devotee). »

48. His devotees, even though powerful, do not retaliate

even if ( they are ) reproached, cheated, cursed, insulted or

struck.’*

49. The great sage, though himself maltreated by the

king, did not regard it as (the king’s) fault at all, but was

distressed by the offence committed by his son (in cursing the

king).

50. In this world, generally, good persons are subjected

to the pairs such as pleasure and pain but they are neither

distressed nor delighted as the Soul is not affected by the

attributes474 such as happiness, misery etc.

CHAPTER NINETEEN

(Arrival of Suka)

1 . Thereupon, the Lord of the Earth, pondering over

the iniquitous act committed by himself was deeply distressed

in mind (and said to himself) : ‘Alas ! what a heinous ofTence

has been perpetrated by me like a vile person, against an inno-

cent Br&hmapa ofhidden power.

2. Therefore it is certain that due to the insult of god

(-like sage) , an unsurmountable calamity is going to befall me
in near future. Let that (misfortune) come in full force directly

on me (and not on my sons etc.) for the expiation of sin so that

I may never commit such act again.

3. Let the fire of the BrShmana race incensed (by my
provocative act ) consume474 even today the kingdom, army and

474. aguoMirayofr— (i) Their mind is rooted in virtue—VR.
(ii) Their mind does not harbour the pairs sueh as love,

hatred, which are the effects of pqui (attributes)—VB.
(iii) J(m (the individual Soul) is the abode of vices and

virtues or merits and demerits.—VG
475. JG. gives a better interpretation : “Even today, the king-

dom etc. go away from me like a thing burnt** {RijySdikam adyaiva me
mattob xakiiSi dagdha-oad apavdtoityarthibf

J
i.e. I may be bereft of kingdom

etc. and not that the kingdom should oe reduced to ashes. Otherwise
BvShmanas who are residing in the kingdom may get bunft.
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rich treasury belonging to me—a wicked fellow47*, so that my
intellect may not entertain an evil disposition to Brahmanas,

gods and cows.

4. While he was thinking thus, he heard of ( the cause of

his) death named (i.e. which was to meet him in the shape of)

Taksaka impelled by (the curse of) the sage’s son. He regard-

ed the fire (of the poison) of Taksaka as a blessing, as it was

the immediate cause of renunciation on the part of a person

attached (to worldly objects).

5. Then having renounced this world and the next (the

world of gods) which he had already decided as worth rejecting,

he who thought the service of the feet of Kr$na as higher than

all objectives in life, sat on the bank ofthe Ganges (the river

of the immortals) with a vow to abstain from food till death.

6. What man about to die will not resort to the river

(Ganges )
which carries the waters highly sanctified by the

dust of Krsna’s feet mingled with the pollen of the Tulasi477

of refulgent beauty and which purifies here and hereafter the

worlds along with the protectors ofthe quarters of the world

including l£a.

7. In this way, having decided to sit on the bank of the

Ganges, abstaining from food (till death), the descendant of

Pantju (i.e. Pariksit) with single-minded devotion to the feet of

Lord Krsna took the vows of sage's way of life and freed

himselffrom all attachments.

8. There arrived the great sages along with their dis-

ciples purifying the world. Verily, under the guise of going on

a pilgrimage, the saints themselves purify the holy places.

9. Afterwards (then came) Atri, Vasistha, Gyavana,

Saradvana, Arisfanemi, Bhrgu, Ahgirasas, Paralara, the son of

Gadhi, (i.e. ViSvamitra)
,
Paralurama, Utathya, Indra-Pramada

and Idhma-vaha.

476. abhadrasya— (i) of one devoid oflight or

(ii) ignorant.

(iii) sleepy—VJ.
477. Tulasi—the holy basil heULsacred by Vai^navites. VJ. derive*

it as follows :

(i) That which is comparable to knowledge about Brahman.
(ii) That which decorates Viwu.
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1 0. Medhatithi, Devala, Arstfsena, Bharadvaja, Gautama,

Pippalada, Maitreya, Aurva, Kavasa, Agastya (the sage born in
0 •

water jar), Dvaipayana and the glorious Narada.*

1 1 . Also others (such as) prominent divine sages and

Brahmana sages, eminent royal-sages and others like Aruna
(who initiated ritesand formed a distinct class by themselves).

Having worshipped the sages belonging to various patro-

nymic groups who assembled there, the king made obeisance to

them by bending his head.

12. When they were comfortably seated, the king, with

his pure heart, having saluted them again with his hands folded,

stood before them and explained to them what he intended to

do (with a desire to elicit their opinion regarding the desirabi-

lity of such a course)

.

King said :

13. Ah ! We whose behaviour is worthy of the favour of

the greatest ones ( like you) 478 are the blessed-most among the

kings. Alas! the race of kings whose job (acts necessary) while

governing, ( e.g. inflicting punishment etc. ) is blameworthy, is

relegated to a position beyond a place where the water used for

washing the feet of Brahmarias goes.479

14.

** The Supreme Lord has assumed the form of the

Brahmana’s curse (which became) the root-cause of complete

*VB classifies : (i) Rama to Pippalada—propagators of religion.

(ii) Maitreya to Narada—propagators of the path of devotion.

478. anut’rahaniya-iilah—Also VR. : whose good character or behavi-

our is due to the grace of the greatest.

(ii) We, of P&n^u’s race, being like Svayambhuva Manu
and others who strive to attain grace from you who are

the best of great persons—JG.
479. How regrettable is the lot of the race of kings who, due to

the censurable nature of their actions, are deprived of the (holy) water

with which feet of Brahmanas are washed— VJ.
•Other interpretations :

(i) May this (punishment in the form of) Brahmana’s curse

(adversely) affecting my worldly life be the effective (lit.

sufficient) cause of renunciation (of worldly objects) in my
case whose mind is devoutly attached to the Supreme Lord.

For a person attached to worldly objects (like houses etc.)

has the danger ofworldly existence while he who is attached

to god attains fearlessness or liberation—VJ. **
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indifference (to worldly objects) in the case of a sinner like me
whose mind was firmly attached to houses (wealth etc.); for

persons, deeply attached (to worldly affairs) immediately got

terrified when so cursed.

15. May (all) Brahmanas and the Ganga know480 me as

the seeker of refuge with the Lord and as one whose mind is

fixed on him. Let the cunning Taksaka deputed by the

Brahmana bite me to his satisfaction. Please sing the songs of

Visnu.481
• •

16. In whatever birth (form of existence) I may be born

again, may I be attached to the Eternal Lord and be associated

with those great persons who resort to him for shelter. Let my
friendship482 be with all ( like you) . I bow to Brahmanas. *

1 7. The brave king, who had thus made up his mind
and placed the responsibility of governing the kingdom on his

son, sat on the southern bank of the Gariga483 on a seat of Kufa
grass the ends of which were towards the eastern direction,

himself facing the north.

18. When the king ofkings took his seat with the deter-

mination of fasting unto death, assemblies ofgods in heaven,

(ii) In my case who am born in the family favoured by the Lord

but am deeply attached to worldly objects (e.g. houses,

wealth) and who have committed a sin (by insulting that

Brahmana Samika), the Supreme Lord, taking into account

my birth in the family blessed with his grace, has assumed the

form of the Brahmana’s curse, the cause of non-attachment,

but by attachment to whom one immediately become free

from fear (by attaining his lotus-like feet)—JG.

480. Pratiyantu—accept me. May the heavenly river Gang* accept

(receive) me as a person whose mind is fixed on God—JG.
481. (i) Extol to me the deeds of Vi?nu or sing of his glories.—VR.

(ii) (Setting to musical tunes) sing of the songs of Vi?nu till

my death.—VJ.
482. maitrt—Let my outlook be of equality.—JG.

This verse expresses the following last 4 desires of Pariksit :

(i ) Devotion to the Lord in every birth.

(ii) Close association with the devotee of the Lord.

(iii) Friendship to all beings.

(iv) Respect to Brahmanas.

483. VJ. states that ParIkfit sat in a mansion on the bank of the

Ganges as mentioned in the Mbh. (Obviously he refers to the Mbh. 1.42.

29-32).
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praising him, showered flowers on the earth with joy and

kettle-drums were sounded again and again.

19. Having praised and approved ( of the king’s ^rt!>w of

fast-unto-death) as ‘well done’, the great sages who assembled

there and who had the nature and ability to bestow favours on

subjects spoke to him what was beautiful due to the attributes

of Hari484
.

20. Oh the best of royal sages, amongst you (kings of

Pandu’s race) who are the followers ofKfsna, it is no wonder

that when you desire to attain vicinity to the Supreme Lord,

you instantaneously vacate the imperial throne served by tribu-

tary princes wearing crowns.

21. We shall all stay on here now till this foremost

devotee of the Supreme Lord,486 casting off this (mortal) body,

goes to the highest world486 free from illusion487 and affliction

(grief).

22. Hearing the speech ofthe congregation of sages which

was true, impartial, dripping with nectar, pregnant with mean-

ing, Pariksit, complimenting the sages of composed mind,

addressed them with a desire to hear the deeds of Visnu.

23. Just as the Vedas appear in bodily forms (in the

Satyaloka) above these three worlds, all of you have assembled

here from all quarters. Being by nature disposed to do good to

others, you have no other objective in this or the next world.

24. Oh Brahmanas, with full faith in you, I specifically

enquire about this worth-considering problem as to what one

should do in all ( types of) circumstances. Oh learned ones,

carefully consider (and advise me) what (course of) action is

sinless (and hence recommended) for persons about to die.

484. VR. takes uttama...r&pam as qualifying the king and interprets;

“The great sages...praised the king charming on account of his qualities

worth-praising by the great'*, while VJ. connects it with the sages' speech :

'which was agreeable (conducive) to the description of the glories of Hari.'

485. bhdgavata-pradh&nab—who feels that votaries should always be
served—VR.

486. Will go to Hari who is beyond the three attributes (gupas), per-

fect and eternally devoid ofmisery—VJ.
487. vxrajaska—Full ofpure &ittva-attribuCe—‘VR.
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25. By lucky chance, there came wandering over the

earth venerable (£uka), the son of Vyasa, (who was) devoid
«

of all desires, and (who) did not bear any external mark
(indicating his caste or stage of life) and was satisfied with the

realisation of the self, appearing like one discarded by the society

and surrounded by children (and women)

.

26-28. Those sages recognised him (§uka) by his special

marks though his powers were latent, and rose from their seats

to receive him. He appeared sixteen years of age with tender

feet, hands, thighs, arms, shoulders, cheeks and body; his face

(appeared attractive)with wide beautiful eyes, prominent nose,

symmetrical ears and beautiful eye-brows ; his neck (was) shapely

like a conch, collar-bones covered (with flesh); his chest was

broad and elevated; his navel was like an eddy and belly beautifi-

ed by folds; his clothing ( were) the (four) quarters of the world

(i.e. he was nude) ; his curly hair were dishevelled and arms

were long upto the knee; he was beautiful like Hari (the best

of immortals ); he was of dark complexion and captivating to

women by the splendour of the permanent youthfulness of his

person and enchanting smile.

29. Then Visnurata (king Pariksit) also bowing down
his head offered worship to the guest (Suka) who had just

arrived. Ignorant people, women and children then retired.

Thus worshipped he ( Suka) occupied a high seat (offered to

him)

.

30.

* Surrounded by multitudes of Brahmana sages,

royal sages and divine sages, the venerable (Suka), the greatest

among the great, appeared there extremely brilliant like the

glorious moon in the midst of planets, constellations and stars.

31. Approaching that (comfortably) seated sage of

serene mind and keen intellect, the devout, attentive king,

with folded hands and head bowed down, paid respects (to

him) and asked him in sweet words.

Parikfit said :

32. Oh Brahman ! What a luck that we mean K$atriyas

•According to VJ. this verse describes Parikfit and not $uka.
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have become today worthy of being served by the good488, as

we are sanctified489 by venerable persons (like you) by being

our guest, out ofgrace. •

33. By remembering whom (holy persons like you)

houses of people get immediately purified. What then (of the

effect) of seeing you, touching (your feet) and (rendering

service to you by acts) like washing your feet and offering

you a seat, etc.

34. Oh great Yogin! Verily even the vilest sins of

people are instantly annihilated in your presence as the enemies

of gods are smashed in Visnu’s presence.

35. Most probably Lord Krsna to whom Pandavas
were dear and who for the happiness of the sons of his paternal

aunt (i.e. Pandavas ) is disposed to be friendly to their family-

descendants, is gracious to me.

36. Otherwise how is it possible for us—men especially

those who are about to die, to obtain ample sight of yours

whose movements are unmanifest to worldly persons and who
have attained final beatitude and are the most solicitous (to

bestow your favour) 49°.

37. Hence I ask of you who are an eminent preceptor

of Togins
,

what a man about to die, definitely should do

(which will lead to) Final Beatitude.

38. Oh Lord, kindly tell me what should be heard,

muttered, done, contemplated and adored by ( such a person

like) me and what should be avoided.

488. sat-sevya— (i) Deserving to serve saintly persons—VR.
(ii) Worthy of being favoured by good men—-VR.
(iii) Whose duty is to serve the great souls—VC.

489. tirthfikah kftdfr— (i) made worthy—$R.
(ii) Transformed into a highly sacred place—VJ.
(iii) When saints visit even a bad place, it becomes a holy

place ; similarly though we are vile (due to sins committ-

ed by us) , we become sanctified by visits of saintly guests

like you—VC.
490. vantyasab—(i) On account of his magnanimity of heart, £uka

expected Parfktft to ask him for something—$R.

(ii) Spending most of his life in forests in comparison with

other sages—VR.
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39. Oh Brahman, (you are unavailable) as the stay of

your glorious self at (the doors of) the homes of house-holders

is hardly for (such a short period as is required for) milking

a cow.

Suta said :

40. Thus addressed and requested in gentle (persuasive)

words by the king, the glorious son of Badarayana who compre-

hended religion, spoke to Pariksit in reply.



SKANDHA

CHAPTER ONE

( The Discourse ofSuka—Description ofthe Cosmic Form of the Lord)

$ri Suka said :

1. Oh king! Out of the topics which deserve to be (care-

fully) heard (studied etc.) by people, the excellent491 question

posed by you, is very important492 as it is conducive to the good

(final beatitude) of the people, and is acceptable to those who
have realized the Soul493 .

2. Oh best of kings, there are thousands of topics494 which

deserve to be heard (studied etc.) by persons who have not

visualized the soul, and who are attached to the householder’s

life (involving five types of sins496 related to that life).

3. Oh king! life is taken away at night by sleep, in sexual

enjoyment, (and evil desires); and by day, for earning money
or for maintaining one’s family.

49*. Pata— (*) Within the range of senses (of hearing etc.)—VR.
(ii ) The Supreme Soul—VJ.

(iii) Pertaining to £rf-Kr$r>a or by hearing which the highest

goal in life is achieved—-JG.

492. vartyan—(i) Worth undertaking (discussion)—VJ.
(ii) Very great as compared with topics related to other in-

carnations—JG.
493. dtmavit-sammntah—(i) approved of mainly by self-knowers like

god Brahma and others—VJ.
(ii) Not that you (Parik$it) have not realized the soul, but

you, who have known the soul, have asked this question

for the benefit of the world—SD.

494. VR. states : Persons in worldly life wish to hear thousands

of topics, but a man desirous of liberation wishes to listen to (and concen-

trate) on the Brahman only.

495. In a householder’s life, there are generally five articles in the

house, whereby living beings are hurt or destroyed. SD. enumerates them

as follows : a fire place, a grind-stone (for milling food-grains), a broom,

a mortar and a water pot. These prevent a householder from going to

heaven. Also vide ASD p. 560. SD. quotes the following verse :

Kandani, pefani, culli, udakumbhf ca marjani /

Paftca-sfin& grhasthasya t&bhifr svargam na gacchati //
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4. Being attached to his body, children, wife and other

attendants, dependents etc., eventhough they areunreal, he does
not discern their destruction, though he actually sees them die.

5. Oh descendant ofBharata ! Therefore, the glorious Hari
(reliever ofbondage,ofsarhsara )the Supreme Lord, the all-pervad-

ing soul, should be heard about, eulogised and remembered
by a person desiring a state, completely free from fear (i.e* the

Final Beatitude or mok$a ).

6. Ndrayana is remembered at the end of life (time of
death), is the highest achievement of human life. This (maybe)
due to Sdn-kfiya49*-Yoga497

, and through knowledge and per-

formance of one’s duties.

7. Oh king! It is well-known (jma498 ) that generally,

sages499 who have turned away (abstained) from abiding by
religious injunctions and prohibitions1*00

,
and are established

(absorbed) in the attributeless
(
nirgtma )

Brahman001 take

delight in discoursing upon the qualities ofHari.

49®* SaAkhya— (i) Accurate comprehension of the Soul and the non-

Soul—SR

.

(ii) The path of knowledge {jAanayoga)—VR.
,(iii) Metaphysics etc. ofSaAkhyas—VJ.

497* Yoga (i) The eight -fold path of Yoga and practice—§R.
(ii) The path of action (Kaima-yoga) without any desire for

the fruit of action—VR.
(iii) Worship of the Lord etc. as prescribed in the Yoga-Sistra

(authoritative scriptures on Yoga)—\J.
498. According to GD.
499* Munayafr—Those who are completely devoted to the meditation

ofHari—SD.
500. nivftta-vidhi-fedhata

h

—(i) Not observing Vedic injunctions and

prohibitions (to perform rites, with a desire to obtain some
particular object or fruit, and to abstain from some
actions)—VR.

(ii) Free from contamination of the merit or sin arising from

the Vedic prescriptions—GD.
501. nairgunyastkafi— (i) Who meditate upon Brahman of pure

sattva attribute, unalloyed by rajas and tamos—VR.
(ii) Liberated (mukt&fr) as nairgwtya**= the Liberation granted

by the Supreme attributeless Lord (Hari)—-JG.

(iii) Established in their own soul who is above the three attri-

butes——VB.
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8. At the end602 of the Dvapara Age, I learnt this Puraria

called the Bhagavata (‘narrated by the Supreme Lord’) Which is

comparable to the Vedas (or, which succinctly describes the

Brahman), from my father Vyasa.

9. Oh king*sage! Though I was firmly established in

(the meditation of) the atlributeless ( mrguna ) Brahman, I

studied this (legendary) work, as my mind was fascinated with

the sports of the Supreme Lord.

10. I shall narrate that (Purana) to you, as you are a

great devotee of the glorious god Visnu. By entertaining

faith in this (scripture ), pure motiveless devotion to Mukunda
is immediately created (in the faithful listeners).

1 1. Ob King ! This chanting of the name of Hari (and

meditating upon him etc.
)

has been prescribed as the sure

means *of attaining liberation for those deserving emancipa-

tion503
,
and wishing freedom from the fear (of the cycle of

rebirths) , and for yogins504 .

12. What is the use of a number of years to a careless

man, if they are wasted in ignorance ? In this world, it is

better to have a short duration of life, ( muhUrta or a period of

48 minutes) ,
if one utilizes ii for trying for final beatitude.

13. Having known the balance of life-period due to him

in this world, the famous king-sage Khatvanga505 renounced

everything in a short time ( muhurta), and resorted to Hari,

the liberator from the fear (of the cycle of rebirths)

.

14. While in your case, Oh descendant of the Kuru
family, the duration of life is seven days ( from now) . U tilise

ali that time for what will help the attainment of the next

502. In the transitional period of which Dvapara was the beginning,

i.e. the end of Dvapara. VySsa was a contemporary of Santanu

—

$R.

503. nirvidyamdndnam—disgusted with the worldly miseries

—VR. & VJ.

504. Yogindm—Persons who follow the path of action—Katmayoga

without any attachment for the accruing fruit

—

VR.
505. KhafvdAga a son of Visvasaha and a Cakravai tin

.

Fought for

Devas and defeated the demons in battle. Knowing that he had only a

muhSrta to live, he returned to the earth, renounced everything, and devot-

ed himself taN&r&yatpa in a detached spirit, and attained Liberation—PI.

1. 495. vide Infra IX. 9. 41-49.
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world.606

15. At the end of life, a man, becoming devoid of the

fear of death, should sever, with the weapon of disassociation,

his attachment for pleasure, for his body, and for whatever

(e.g. wife and children) is connected with it.

16. Having renounced (his) home, (such) a person of

firm resolve, 507 bathed in holy waters at a sacred place, 608

(should) sit on a seat, prepared as per Gastric rules,509 in a pure

secluded place.

17.

* He should repeat, in his mind, the great, sacred

—

syllable consisting of the three letters—a, u, m—symbolizing

the Brahman : without forgetting the ‘seed* of the Brahman
(viz. the syllable OM), he should control his breath and sub-

due his mind.

18. He, whose intelligence has been his guide (lit. chario-

teer), should restrain his sense-organ from (being attract-

ed to) objects of enjoyment. If his mind is distracted with

actions, he should fix it on the auspicious object (viz. the

Lord Krsna )

.

19. With undivided mind, he should meditate upon

only one limb ( such as feet or face of the Lord Hari) . Having

restrained the mind, free from external objects, he should not

think of anything else. That is the highest abode of Vi$9u

(reaching which) the mind becomes pacified.

20. By fixation of attention, the wise (and courageous)

man should bring under control his mind, which is distracted by

506. sdtnpatdyika—Pertaining to the future, i.e. the time for libera -

tion (mukii-kala)

.

Or listen to the Bhdgavata which will enable you to

remember (muse over) Hari’s feet—VJ.
507. This indicates the 1st ‘aid

1

( aiiga) , viz. Tama or ‘abstinence’

in Yoga. It includes ‘abstinence from injury, and from falsehood,

and from theft and from incontinence and from acceptance of gifts’. YSP
{The Toga System of Patadjali—J.H. Woods HOS 1900), p. 178-80.

508. This stands for the 2nd ‘aid’ viz. niyama or 'observances’ in

Yoga. They arc : cleanliness, contentment, self-castigation, study and

devotion to lsvara or God. YSP—ii. 32, pp. 181-83.

509. This is the 3rd ‘aid’ viz. dsana. See YSP ii-46. pp. 191-92 for

details.

* Verses 17-20 explain the remaining ‘aids’ {ahgas) of Yoga viz.

breath-control [prdndydma) , withdrawal of the senses (pratydhdra) ,
contem-

plation ( dhurand) and concentration (samddhi) Vide YSP, pp. 195-200.
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rajas and confused by tamas, and destroy the sin (impurity)

created by them. *

21. While it (dharana

)

is being practised, contemplating

on (lit. visualizing) the auspicious refuge (of the world i.e.

Lord Visriu)
,
Toga characterised by devotion (bhakti

)

is quickly

developed in such a yogin.

The King said:

22. Oh Brahman! How is the dhdrartd practised ? In

what way is it approved ? What type of dharana will quickly

remove the impurities ofman’s mind ?

Sri Suka said:

23. One who has mastered steadiness of seat, and acquir-

ed control over one’s breath, and mind and senses, should,

with determined intellect, fix one’s mind on the Virat (gross

or great) Form of the Supreme Lord.

24. This special body of the Lord is the biggest among
the big. In this (body) is seen the past, present and future

universe of gross effects.

25. That Supreme Lord, who is the cosmic Man
(Vairajah Purufah) in this body of the universe, which is like an

egg, and is covered with seven sheaths,510 is the object of

contemplation (dharana).

26.

* They describe that pdtala is verily the sole of his

feet, rasdtala is His heels and the toes mahdiala forms the

ankles of the Creator of the Universe, while taldtala are the

shanks (part of the leg from the ankle to the knee) of this Cosmic

Man.
27. Sutala is (regarded as) the two knees, and vitala and

atala are the two thighs of this Cosmic Man. Oh King, they

510. SR. and other Comm. state that the 'sheaths’ are those of the

five elements, viz. the earth, water, fire, air and the sky and of ahathkSra

(the ego) and mahat, the first evolute of Prakfti according to the S&ihkhyas.

* Verses 26 to 37 describe the details of the Cosmic Man who is to

be contemplated. VR. explains that these are to be meditated as that

particular part of his body, e.g. Patala is to be contemplated as the sole of

his feet etc. but VJ. specifically points out that Pelt&la etc. are Not identical

with the actual parts of his body which is characterised by bliss, energy

etc. P&t&la etc. are the parts of the universe which are created from and

are supported by his limbs.
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(authoritatively) state that the Earth (lit. the surface of the

earth forms his hips, and the (vault of the) sky his lake-like

(deep) navel.

28. They considered that of this Primeval Man, the

host of stars form his (broad ) chest, the maharloka, his neck;

thejana-loka, his mouth; the tapo-loka, his forehead; and the

satya-loka, the heads of this Man of a thousand heads.

29. They described Indra and other gods of shining

bodies as his arms; the cardinal points as his ears; the sound

as his auditory sense; (the two aSvini-kumaras) Nasatya and
Dasra, as the nostrils of the Supreme Lord; fragrance is his

sense of smelling and the burning fire, his mouth.

30. The sky forms his eyes, (and) the Sun, the sense of

seeing, and the day and night are eyelids of the All-pervading

God (viz. Visnu) . His eyelashes are the Brahma-loka; water

is his palate, (while) taste is his tongue.

31. They describe the Vedas611 as the head (i.e. the

brahmarandhra— the aperture in the skull for the passage of the

Soul) of the Infinite Lord; Yama (the god of death) as his

large teeth612 (tusks); Traces of feelings of affection (?) as

his teeth; Cosmic Illusion {Maya) which maddens the people

is his laugh; and the unending creation of the world, his side-

glance.

32. Modesty (bashfulness) is his upper lip, (while) greed

is his lower lip. The path of righteousness is his chest, while the

unrighteous path is his back. Prajapati (the god of creation) is

his penis,while Mitra and Varuna are his scrotum ( the testicles)

.

V

The oceans are his belly, and the mountains are his bone-system.

33. Oh king of kings! the rivers are his arteries; the

trees are the hair of the God whose body is the Universe; the

wind of infinite force, is his breath; Time is his movement
( act of moving ) ; the stream of the three attributes (sattva,

rajas and tamas) i.e. the worldly existence of beings is his

action.

34. Oh Chief (excellent) of the Kuru family, (the wise

ones) know that the hair of t(ue Supreme Ruler are the clouds;

51 1. Chand&msi—Vedic meters like G&yatrl and others—VJ.
512. The Sun and the Moon are his two tusks (while) stars are his

teeth—VJ.
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the twilight is the garment of the all-pervading Supreme Lord.

They say that the unmanifest (avyakta) i.e. the fradhdna

(‘primordial nature* of the S£mkhyas) is his heart, and the

moon is his mind, which is the store of all changes (and

passions).

35. It is traditionally known that thtmahat ( the Samkhya
principle of intelligence) is his intellectual power, and that

Siva is the internal organ (made up of manas, citta, ahamkdra

and buddhi) of the Lord who dwells in the hearts of all; the

horses, mules, donkeys and elephants are his nails; all beasts

and deer are at his hips.

36. The various kinds of birds613 are the wonderful

expressions (of his skill in arts);
(
Svdyambhuva )

Manu is his

power of comprehension (understanding) ; the human race is

his dwelling place; Gandharvas, Vidyadharas, Caranas and

Apsaras are his svaras (musical notes or gamut) and smrtis; and

the armies of asuras arc bis strength.514 .

37. The Cosmic Man615 has the Brahmana516 as his mouth,

the K$atriya as his arms, the Vafeya as his thighs, the dark-

complexioned Sudra as his feet. He is made up of the substance

which is of groups of gods of various names; the performance

of sacrifices is his essential work.517
«

38. Such is the extent and configuration (formation) of

the body of the Supreme Lord described to you, by me. One

513. VJ. reads vacathsi i.e. Vedic and popular expressions.

514. VR. and SD. read asurdnika-varyyah—The Supreme Person

among the Asura hosts, i.e. Prahlada.

515. tnahatma=Va.\rh}&\)k (Cosmic Man)—VR., SD.

516. VB. explicitely states that these words do not denote a caste

but certain qualities: Brahma-bhdva fr kasciddhaima.fi . . . Brdhmanyam na

jdtih

I

The whole exposition is interesting. Cf RV. (Rgveda) iu.90.12, AV>
(Alharvaveda) 19.6.6

517. ndndhhidha . . . vitdna-yogah—
The performance of sacrifice is the act for propitiating him. It is

to be done with offerings meant for propitiating groups of gods with

various names and are so worshipped—-VR.

VJ. interprets differently: The Great Soul has his mouth from which

Br&hmana-caste is bom . . . He possesses the power to create svaha and

svadhd which are to be used fur gods and manes. His middle part of the

body is the Soul creating Havya (things worthy of being sacrificed). He
possesses the means to help all sacrifices like agniffqmat q|c.
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should concentrate one’s mind on this very huge body of the

Cosmic Man, by one’s own intellect (intellectual efforts), as

there is nothing beyond this (or there is nothing greater).

39. Just as one sees all one’s relatives in a dream, he,

the Soul, experiences everything directly by his power of intel-

ligence. One should resort ( develop oneself) to him who is the

real, and a reservoir of bliss. He should not be attached to

anything else, otherwise there will be a fall of the Soul.

CHAPTER TWO

( Liberation by the Yogic Path: Instantaneous and GradualLiberation)

Sri Suka said :

1. By the grace ofHari who was pleased with the con-

templation
( dharand

)

as described in the previous Chapter, god

Brahma (the self-born) 518 regained his memory819 which was

lost at the time of the deluge820
(pralaya ) . Determined to create821

( the world again)
,
he

(
god Brahma), with unerring insight,

created the world again as (it was) before the deluge.

2*. Such is the path of verbal Brahman (the Vedas)

that (as a result of the fruits of karmas promised therein) the

518. dtma-yonih—One born from the Supreme Soul—JG.
519. VR. raises the objection that the occupant of the post of

Brahma is changed after the period of a Kalpa. The word ‘memory’

(smrti) should be interpreted here as ‘the knowledge of the procedure of

creation ( sarga-vifayaka-jMnamatra-paral}) . VR. endorses this interpretation.

VR. explains that god Brahm&, by his penance, could see things in their

formative stage and could thus create them again, in this world.

520. purd : (i) At the time of the previous deluge — VR.
(ii) At the time of initial creation — VJ.
(iii) After the periodic deluge —VB.

521. # lyavasdya-buddhib—
(i) Possessing resolute (conclusive) understanding—SR.

(ii) Having the knowledge of the nature of the definite

object ofmemory—VR.
* Other commentators agree in general about the substance of this

verse. They, however, interpret some words differently. For example, SD:
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mind (wishfully) contemplates over the unmeaningful words

(lit. names like heaven

—

svarga—etc.). Like a person*who sees

(empty) dreams ( of pleasure) due to the impressions (left in

the sub-conscience or deep mind), he, believing that there is

happiness in the path of Maya ( Illusion), wanders (in various

lokas—heavens etc. without getting real happiness) but does

not realize his objectives, viz. unalloyed bliss (of Liberation)

.

3. [He explains away the doubt or difficulty that the

absolute renunciation of the fruits of karma

s

would lead to in-

stantaneous death].

Hence a thoughtful person621® should accept that much
quantity of objects of enjoyment as is essential for his purpose

(ofsustaining his life) . He should not be attached (even to

those objects so accepted) and be convinced (that there is no

real happiness in them) . When his object is otherwise achiev-

ed, he should see ( understand) the ( wasteful) labour (for attain-

ing them) and should not make attempt for them.

4. When the earth is there, what is the propriety of

efforts for bed? There is no necessity of pillows when (one is

naturally) equipped with arms. When the hollow of folded

hands is available, various kinds of vessels for food are super-

*‘The intellect or mind of the follower of karma-path longingly broods over

names and forms (viz.wife. children etc.) unconnected with (liberation, the

highest) goal of life, wanders in this ordinary world of Maya and gets his

objects in life (pleasures ofthe world according to his karmas") but not the

jrogU attainment (Liberation).'*

The substance of VJ.’s explanation is as follows :

The main subject of voluminously worded Veda is (the description etc.)

of Hari. The individual Soul who, due to the result of his acts (karmas)

,

wanders through this transmigration of births and deaths ( in this samsara

which is the creation of God's will), contemplates in mind on unmeaningful

words like Indra. These names are meaningless as they do not have the

unlimited power etc. connoted by them. Hence one does notget the objects

coveted in life by adoring them. Due to the study etc. (of the karma-kdnfa

in the Vedas) the mind is filled with empty names like heaven (svarga ) etc.

But such a person is attached to the world which is created by May& and

does not achieve the real Puruf&riha, i.e. mokfa or liberation.

531a. Kavify (i) Omniscient—VJ.
1

(ii) One who judges what is to be accepted or rejected
* ^ —SD.,GD.
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fluous. The silken cloths are unnecessary when the directions

( cardinal points) , bark-garments etc. are there.

5. Are there no tattered cloths( lying) on the way ? Do
not trees which support others (with their fruits etc.) give alms ?

Are the rivers dried up (devoid of water )? Are caves (in

mountains) closed? Does not the unconquered Lord (Hari)

protect those who seek his refuge ? Why should the wise serve

persons blinded with the pride of their wealth ?

6. In this way, having fully realized the truth, and be-

come full of bliss, one should meditate on the Soul (atman ) who
is automatically existent in the heart, and who (being one’s

own) is lovable and real and who is the eternal (deathless)

glorious Lord. Herein lies the end of nescience which is the

cause of the transmigration of the Soul
(samara)

and (leads to

blissful liberation.)

7. When one sees people fallen in the river Vaitarani52*

(of sarhsara—worldly existence) and undergoing different types

of sufferings as consequences of their past deeds, who else but

the beast (the most dullard person) will neglect concentration

on the Supreme Soul and indulge in evil concentration of

worldly objects.

8. After concentration, some meditate upon the (Sup-

reme) Man, 'spanful in height, dwelling in the inner space of the

heart in the interior of their own body, and who has four arms

holding (in each) a lotus, a disc, a conch and a mace.

9. As long as the mind remains steady in concentration,

one should gaze fixedly on this Supreme Lord who manifests

himself in meditation.

* VJ.’s interpretation :

When (by means of the previously described Path) the mind becomes

controlled and quiet by the grace of Hari, the self-dependent Lord, one

(the devotee) should realize that the Supreme Soul is far more lovable than

one’s own body, kinsmen and other things and should resort to him so in-

tensely that one’s hair would stand on their ends. This leads not only to

the end of Nescience, the cause of Sams&ra but also to the blissful stage of

mok?a (liberation).

532 . Vuitarani : The river of hell which must be crossed before

entering the infernal regions. It is supposed to be full of blood and all

kinds of filth and to run with great impetuosity —DHM 332.
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9. The Lord of gracious looks6**, whose eyes are large

like a lotus, whose garments are tawnish like the filaments of

the kadamba flowers, who wears gold bracelets shining with pre-

cious jewels and whose diadem and ear-rings are set with

radiant precious stones.

10. The Lord whose sprout-like (tender) feet are install-

ed by greatyogins in the receptacle, at the centre of the full-

blown lotus in the form of their heart6*6
, who bears the special

mark of the Goddess of Wealth (called Srivatsa, on his left

breast) and who wears the jewel called Kaustubha in his neck

and who is beautified by garland of forest flowers
(
vanamald

)

of unfading charm.

11. (The Lord) who is adorned with very costly anklets,

bracelets, girdle, rings and such other ornaments (studded

with precious jewels and whose countenance is lovely on account

of glossy, clean bluish ringlets of hair, is beaming with capti-

vating smile.

12. (The Lord) who suggests his unlimited grace ( to his

devotees) by the free, sportive smile, and by the movement of

his eyebrows in casting glances askance.*

13. Step by step one should concentrate by his decisive

intellect, the parts of the body of Lord Kr§ria (lit. the wielder

of the mace) ,
from his feet to his smiling countenance. As one’s

intellect gets purified, he should proceed from the part of his

body realized in meditation (lit. conquered)
,
and concentrate

on the pait of His body above it, the previous part.

14. So long as intense devotion ( characterised by love

for the Lord) is not generated in the Lord of the Universe, to

whom gods are inferior, one should devoutly concentrate on the

huge form of the han, after the completion of his daily religi-

ous routine.
*

15. Oh beloved king, when the recluse (i.e. the follower

of the Path of Bhakti) desires to leave this world, he should

523. prasanna-vaktratp : Ever ready to favour the devotee with grace

—VR.,VB.
524. Probably the yogic cmahata cakra in the cardiac plexus. This is

specially useful for meditation in the case of the followers of bhakti Path

—PYP (Pdlaftjala Toga Pradipa)
,
Gita Press, p.252, 5th Edn.

• The 2nd line is translated at the beginning of this%roup.
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adopt steady, comfortable posture and having controlled his

breath (vital airs) he should not be attached, (i.e. take into

account) time or period (such as summer solstice UttarSyam)

or place (e.g. a holy place on the bank of the Ganges etc.).

16. Having controlled one’s mind by purified intellect,

one should absorb it into k$etrajila and merge it (kfetrajfla)

into the Soul and having merged one’s Soul into the Supreme
Soul or Biahman, the wise person should cease from all acti-

vity, and should stay in tranquillity or peace.

1 7. For, Time, which dominates gods, is powerless there

(in the highest stage), much less are gods who control the

world, are dominant there. There is absence of the attributes,

viz. sattva, rajas and tamos (from which the world is created)

.

There is neither self-sense (ahaihkdra ) nor the principal called

mahat nor prakrti ( the primordial substance)

.

18. * They, who, realizing that whatever is different from

it (Supreme Soul), is not really existent, are desirous of aban-

doning it, and who, avoiding the misconcept ofthe identification

of the Soul with the body etc., hug closely every moment to

the feet of venerable Lord, by their heart, and their affection

to nobody else but to him, regard that the abode of Vi§nu is

the ultimate one ( to be achieved)

.

19. ' The meditative sage who is convinced (of his com-

plete identity with Brahman) and who has burnt up all his at-

tachments, by the power of the insight derived from the know-

ledge of Sastrasy passes away thus. He should press his anus

* According to SD. : One should cease from all activity, embracing

closely by heart the feet, i.e. the form of the venerable Vi?nu every moment,

and set aside the myth ofone’s independent existence apart from Brahman.

For the Ved&ntas, (i.e. the Upanifads) which deal with nothing else but

Brahman, and which exhort that whatever is not Brahman is unreal, and

should be abandoned, regard the form ofVifpu as the most sublime.

According to VJ : That excellent world is the most exalted place of

VifQU on whom devotees seeking liberation from the worldly existence,

(i.e. the cycle of births and deaths) meditate and know him to be different

from the elements (e.g. the earth, the ether) etc., or the subtle causes of

these elements pr their presiding deities. Thus they free themselves from

worldly miseries and are fixed in firm devotion unto him. They embrace

Lord Vippu in their heart every moment and finally attkin to him.
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and lift up his vital air from that to the six places (cakras)
des-

cribed in Yoga-S&stra, and rise above fatigue.

20. He should carry up the vital air residing in tlhe navel

(the manipura cakra indicated thereby) and take it to the heart

(i.e. the anahata cakra). Then by the course of udana ( the vital

air which rises up the throat and enters into the head), he

should take it to the oiiuddha cakra (located a little below the

throat). The mind controlling yogin, with great concentration

and restraint, should slowly take it (vital air
) to the root of his

palate.

21. From that place {cakra), he should lift up the vital

air to the ajUa cakra located between the two eyebrows, and

with the seven outlets of the breath (viz. 2 ears, 2 eyes, 2 nos-

trils and mouth) closed down, and being free from all desires, he

should stay for half of a muhurta (about 24 minutes) or so. With
a fixed gaze, he should penetrate through the crown of the head

(called brahma-randhra) and give up the body and merge with

Brahman.

22. Oh king! If he desires to go to the place of god

Brahma, or to the sporting grounds or places of enjoyment of

the heavenly beings, or for the mastery of the eight super-

human faculties625 , or anywhere in the universe, he should go

along with his mind and subtle organs of senses.626

23. They say that the masters of yoga who have placed

their subtle body ( linga-Sarira ) into vdyu ( or mind) ,
possess the

power of going anywhere inside and outside the three worlds.

Persons (who follow the path of karma) do not attain by their

karmas to that power which is attained by those who are engag-

ed in devotion, penance, yoga and meditation.

24. By passing through the sky, he first goes to the place

535. These superhuman faculties are eight in number. They are

enumerated as follows : atomization {yogin becoming atomsized) ; levitation

{yogin becoming light) ; magnification, extension (the yogin can touch the

moon with his finger), efficacy (non-obstruction of desire of theyogin )

;

mastery over the elements; sovereignty over the working of the elements

and their products; capacity of determining things according to desire

—

Vide for details YSP iii. 45, pp. 378-280.

536. VJ. states that he goes to satya-loka as well. He increases his

knowledge and attains (he eight powers.
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of the divine fire
(vaiivdnara ).

827 By the path of [this

tubular path is extended beyond human body, according to

SR.], he goes by the shining path of Brahman and becomes
completely free from impurity or attachment. Above that

is theasterial cakra pertaining to Hari. Oh king! thtyogin then

proceeds to that cakra called Saiiumara [which will be described

in detail in the V Skandha].

25. Having crossed the place of Visnu called SaUumara

cakra which is like the navel of the universe (supporting stars

etc.)
, he proceeds alone with very pure atomic body ( subtle

linga-Sartra ) to a place where persons who know Brahman stay,

and where having the longevity ofone kalpa
,
these wise men

enjoy themselves.

26. Then (at the end of the kalpa), seeing the universe

being burnt down by the fire proceeding out of themouth of the

serpent $csa, he (i. e.yogin) proceeds to the abode ofparamefthin

where the great siddhas stay in their celestial vehicles for a

period of two parardhas**9 .

f

27. There is neither sorrow nor old age nor death nor

affliction or fear except their mental trouble, out of compassion,

at the sight of the endless series of births and unending misery

of those who do not know this
(
path of devotion)

.

28. * Then fearlessly theyogin steadily unites his linga-Sarira

with the elements—the subtle
j
brthvi, and then the subtle element

527. This form of fire is supposed to cover in a way the universe.

It is present in living beings in the form of digestion. In the universe, it

gives heat and light, and thirdly he is the medium whereby the sages go

to the abodes of gods, manes and Brahman.

It is supposed that the sage who leaves this mortal body by the piAgald

passage in the right side of the body goes to heaven and the Path is called

devayana. Those who depart through the idd passage in the left side of the

body, goto the abode of the manes, and the yogins who give up the body

by the sufumna passage, reach the Brahman. (Abridged from VJ.)

528. Par£rdha= 1 00,000,000,coo.coo,000.

*According to $R. , this verse describes what is technically known as

the procedure of ‘breaking through the Universe or Brahmi(ida\ The

creation of the universe has taken place as follows : God->prakfti->mahat

—>-ahamkara—the subtle form of the sound—>the element ether— the tanmStrds

(subtle elements) of touch—>Vayu element—^subtle ‘form"—the element

fire—>the subtle taste—>the element water—subtle smell— the element

earth. This is the virdf body. This is enveloped by seven* ‘covers* : the
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of water, and assuming the resplendent form of fire, without

any haste, he reaches Vayu and assumes the Vayu foyn; then

he becomes one with Aka* a, the prominent symbol of the Per-

fect Soul.

29. Having reached smell by the sense of smell, taste by
the sense of taste, colour by the visual organ, and touch by the

sense of touch, sound, the special property of the sky, by
the sense of hearing, the yogin reaches the activities of sense

organs by means of the vital air (called prana)

.

30. At first, having reached the self-sense ( ahamkara

)

—
called vikdrya , because its functions are different, he thus reaches

where the subtle elements ( bhStas )
and (subtle) organs of senses

are withdrawn, and which is the cause of the mental (rdjasa
-

manomaya) effects as well as of the presiding deities of the or-

gans of senses—the sdttvic self-sense (ahamkara) , the Yogi pro-

ceeds to the principle called mahat (or vijiidna) along with

aharhkara and to pradhdna or prakrti (primordial matter) into

which all the three attributes are merged.

31. Oh beloved King! Ultimately the yogin who is

serene, in perfect bliss and free from (limiting) conditions,

reaches the changeless Paramatman who is bliss incarnate. He
who has achieved this glorious divine goal, does not have any

attachment to the world again.

32. Oh King! These two paths (viz. of instantaneous

Liberation and gradual Liberation) which are described in the

Vedas and about which you enquired, are eternal. These were

taught by the venerable Lord Visnu to god Brahma when, in

ancient days, he worshipped and delighted the Lord, and asked

him about those paths.

33. To the entrant in the worldly existence (satftsdra ),

there is no other blessed path than this, by practising which,

intense devotion unto the Supreme Lord Vasudeva is created.

34. Lord Brahma, having thrice studied the entire Veda

with concentration, conclusively decided the course whereby in-

tense love to the soul (Hari) is (definitely) generated.

covers of the five elements (e.g. earth, water etc. ) and that of ahathk&ra

and mahat

,

So the process of breaking these envelopes is the reverse of

creation, viz. the earth —the water etc. up to mahat. *%
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35. In all beings (or the creation consisting ofelements)

the Lord Hari is seen (as the inner dweller—controller

—

antar-

ydmin) by intellect and other organs of senses (which by them-

selves are inert and cannot function without the light of the

self-luminous soul or Hari) , and which are merely characteri-

stics or useful, as tools of inference.

36. Hence, Oh King, in all places and at all times, Lord
Krsna is the only object worthy of being studied, sung and

remembered by men, with all their heart.

37. Those who drink this nectar, i. e. the account of

glorious Hari, the Lord of the pious people, with vessels, in the

form of ears, get their minds purified of the contamination of

the worldly objects, and attain to his lotus-like feet.

CHAPTER THREE

( Devotion to Hari—the only path of Liberation)

Sri Suka said :

1 . In this way, I have described to you this course ,(of

study etc. about Hari, as prescribed in the&astras)— the course

about which your honour asked me for the sake of wise and

thoughtful persons among men, especially for those who are

about to die.

2. One desirous of the glory of Vedic studies should wor-

ship the god Brahma. He who desires to have power and skill

of his sense-organs should worship Indra. He who wishes to

have progeny should worship Prajapatis (like Dak§a).

3. He who longs to have prosperity should propitiate the

goddess Maya (Durga). One who desires to have personal

brilliance should worship the fire-god. One wishing for wealth

should worship the eight Vasus. A vigorous person desiring for

more strength should propitiate the Rudras.

4. He who wishes to have ample (bod and eatables

should worship Aditi, while he who desires to attain heaven

(soarga ) , should propitiate the sons of Aditi, viz. the twelve

Adityas. One desiring to possess a kingdom, should worship

the Vi£vedevas. One aspiring to control his subjects, should

worship the Sadhyas.
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5. One desiring a long life, should propitiate the

A§vin gods (both the Agvinikumaras). He who dqpires to

have increase in physical strength should worship the earth.

A man desiring permanent firmness in his acquired position,

should worship the Sky and the Earth, the parents of this

world.

6. One who desires to have beautiful form, should wor-

ship the Gandharvas. One desiring to have beautiful women
should worship the heavenly damsel Orvasl. One who desires

overlordship on all people, should worship god Brahma

(Parame$thin)

.

7. One who seeks reputation or success, should worship

Yajfta, i.e. Vi$nu. One aspiring after treasures should worship

god Varuna. One wishing to have learning, should worship god

Siva, and for conjugal love, one should propitiate goddess

Parvatl (chastity incarnate)

.

8. For the sake of righteousness, one should worship

Visnu (the god whose glory is excellent). For the continuity of

one’s race, one should propitiate the manes (pitrs ). One desir-

ing protection from danger, should worship the Yaksas. One
desiring to have strength, should worship the gods called

Maruts.

9. One who aspires after kingship or sovereignty, should

propitiate Manus, the presiding deities of the eras
(
manvaniaras )

.

He who longs for the destruction of the enemies, should wor-

ship Nirfti (rakfasas) . One desiring all kinds of enjoyments,

should worship god Soma. (But) he who desires freedom from

attachment or desires, should devote himself unto the Perfect

or the Supreme Man.

10. He who wishes to have no desire at all, or aspiring

after all kinds of enjoyments or longing to have Liberation due

to the exaltedncss ofhis intelligence, should intensely propitiate,

by the path of devotion, the Perfect Man beyond limitations.

1 1 . The attainment of the highest good is this much, in

the case of the worshippers (of Indra etc.) in this world, but it

is in the association of the devotees of the Supreme Lord that

unswerving devotion unto the Lord is generated (that leads to

Final Beatitude)

.

12. Is there anybody who, having got the blissful satis-
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faction (of listening to the stories of Hari which is unavailable

elsewhere), would not love those episodes, from which arises

the knowledge, which completely subsides all whirling waves of

passions ( like love, hatred etc.)
,
and creates tranquillity of

mind and non-attachment to the objects ofsenses, leading ulti-

mately to the path of devotion which is regarded as the state of

liberation itself here and hereafter.

Saunaka said :

13. After carefully listening to what has been explained

to him thus, what other query was again made by the king,

the prominent among the Bharata race, to the son ofVyasa

(§uka) who was a seer ofparabrahman and well versed in the

Vedic lore ?

14. Oh learned Suta ! You should narrate that to us

who are desirous of hearing, for, discourses in the assembly of

the devotees of Lord Krsna, must definitely lead to the episodes

of Hari.

15. Verily, that great warrior king of the Pandava

family, was a great devotee of Kfsna, as he used to worship

Kr$ria as a play, while playing with his toys in the childhood

(Or he used to imitate the sports of Krsna as a child, in his

own childhood)

.

16. The venerable son ofVyasa was an ardent devotee

of Vasudeva. When there is a meeting of the pious devotees of

Krsna, there must be (the discussion about) the great episodes

or excellent virtues of Hari (lit. the god who is greatly praised

in the Vedas).

17. This rising and the setting sun verily takes away the

life of men, except that period used in discussion etc. about

Krsna, (the god whose reputation lifts the devotee from dark-

ness or tamas).

18. Do not the trees live ? Or do not the bellows

breathe ? Do not the domestic or other beasts eat and have

sexual enjoyment ?

19. The man, to whose ears the name of Kg-s^a ( the

elder brother ofGada) has not reached, is described as similar

to (despicable animals like) dogs, swine, camels and donkeys.

20. The ears of the man, which do not hear the exploits
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of K]r$na, are verily like empty holes. Oh Suta ! the tongue

which does not sing of Lord Krsna, is evil like that of ^ frog’s.

2 1 . The head ( though the best part of the body ) ,
even

if adorned with turban or a crown, is a great burden, if it does

not bow to Mukunda. Or hands, which are adorned with bright

gold bangles, are like the hands of a dead body, if they do not

worship Hari

.

22. The eyes of men, which do not carefully see the

images of Visriu, are like the eyes (i.e. the big bright spots on

the feathers) of peacocks. The feet of men which do not go on

pilgrimage to the sacred places of Visnu, are mere vegetations

like trees.

23. A mortal, who does not get the dust of the feet of

the devotees of the Lord, is as good as a carcass even though

alive.. The man who has not smelt the fragrance of the Tulasi

leaves placed at the feet of Lord Visnu, is only a breathing

corpse.
*

24. The heart, which at the time of taking different

names of Hari, is not moved, and the change in it is not indi-

cated by tears in the eyes, and bristling of the hair on the body

through excessive joy, is verily the hardest granite.

25. Oh beloved Suta ! whatever you speak is dear to our

hearts. Please narrate to us what did the great Bhagavata, the

son of Vyasa, who was well-versed in the knowledge of the

Soul and who was well questioned, say to the king ?

CHAPTER FOUR

( Creation of the Universe)

Prayers to Hari

Sdta said :

1. Having heard Suka's speech, which led to the definite

understanding of the real nature of the Soul, Parik$it ( the son

of Uttdra) set his virtuous and steady mind on Kr?na.
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2. He renounced attachment which was always sticking

(to his mind), to his body, wife, sons, palace, cattle, wealth,

kinsmen and kingdom well equipped with the seven constituent

elements of the state (enumerated in works on politics).

3. He, a man ofnoble mind and intense faith in listening

to the great deeds of Krsna, asked him (£uka) the same topic

which you, the greatest among good persons, ask me.

4. Having understood the approach of death and having

renounced duties pertaining to the three Purusarthas, viz.

dharma, artha and kama, he with great love or devotion for the

Lord, solely devoted himself to self-realization in Lord

Vasudeva.

5. Oh sinless Brahmana ! The words of an omniscient

person (like you) are quite good (correct). While you tell

me the episodes of Hari, the darkness ofmy ignorance is dis-

pelled.

6. I again wish to know how the Lord has created this

universe by His Cosmic Power (Maya )—the universe which is

beyond the comprehension of great gods (such as Brahma )

.

7. Also I wish to know by resorting to what powers the

Supreme Man of infinite power, creates, protects and destroys

(this universe again) and how he sports himself directly and

indirectly ( through Brahma and other gods)

.

8. Oh Brahmana ! Really the actions of Hari of myste-

rious and wonderful deeds, appear incomprehensible even to

very wise people (what of a person like me !)

.

9. Whether it is simultaneously or one after another in

succession, that he assumes the different attributes of Prakfti,

in order to do his work through many incarnations.

10. As your honour is verily well-versed in the Vedic

lore and in the knowledge of Parabrahman, Your Worshipmay
kindly explain this doubt to me.

Suta said :

1 1

.

§uka, who was thus solicited by the king, to describe
i

the attributes of Hari, meditated on Kpna and began to

address.
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Sri Suka said :

12. Salute to the Perfect Man of infinite powerj who by
his sport of creating, sustaining and distroying this world, has

assumed three powers, viz. Rajas (Brahma) etc. [or ‘will,

wisdom and action which are eternally in him*].

13. I offer my salutations again and again to him who
removes the afflictions of the good, who curbs down the growth

of the irreligious, who orders all gods of Sdttoie body82® to

bestow fruits (upon the devotees, and who confers the know-

ledge of the self upon those who have established themselves

in the order of Parama Harhsas .

14. I bow again and again to the protector of the

Sattvatas (or his devotees) who is beyond the reach of devo-

tionless persons. Salutations to him, who being by nature une-

qualled and insurmountable, enjoys himself in his natural

condition.

15. Salutation to him of auspicious fame
;

(as) to

praise him, to remember him, to look at him, to bow to him,

to hear about him and to adore him, immediately purifies sins

of men.

16. I bow again and again to him of auspicious glory,

by resorting to whose feet, the wise men shed off their heart’s

attachment here and hereafter, and without any trouble, attain

to the state of Brahman.

17. I salute again and again to him, without offering

whom (the fruit of one’s actions), none can attain happiness

(or peace), even though they perform penance, or are very

charitable or have attained (high) reputation, or practised

Yoga, or are knower of very auspicious mantras,
or are of pure

conduct.

18*. The Kiratas, the Hunas, the Andhras, Pulindas,

Pulkasas, Abhlras, Kakas (Sakas), Yavanas, Khasasand other

529. akhila-sattva-mSrtcyt : One who is the embodiment of perfect

goodness—VJ.
For the role ofBh&gavatism in the social absorption of foreigners vide

R.K. Mukerjee’s Hist, qflnd. Civilisation Vol. I., pp. 230-249.

This shows the attempts ofproselytisation on the part of the Vaifpa-

vas. The following is the information in briefabout tribes mentioned here,

Kiratas—a Himalayan tribe in the eastern region.
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(sinful) tribes and other sinners are purged of their sins even

by taking refuge.in those who depend on him. To that Almi-

ghty Lord, we offer our greetings.

19*. May the Divine Lord be propitious unto me—the

Lord who is (to be meditated as) the Soul, by the knowers of

the Soul,530 as the Supreme God, by the devotees, as the three

Vedas incarnate631 by the followers of Karma kdpfay as the

veritable dharma532 by the followers of dharma (religion), as

ffiirias—The famous invading tribes from central Asia who established

their dynasties in India.

Andhras—According to the Aitareya Brdhmana, a non-Aryan tribe living

on the southern fringe of Aryavarta. Formerly they were in the Vindhya
region. Their settlement to the south in the present Andhra Pradesh is a

later development.

Pulindas—An aboriginal tribe mentioned along with the Andhras in

the Aitareya Brdhmana. They inhabited the Vindhya region upto 6oo A.D.
Pulkasas or Pukkasa in Manu—An outcaste people.

Abhiras—A foreign people who entered India at about the Saka

invasion and went on migrating from the Punjab till they settled in north-

west Deccan. They are reported to have defeated Arjuna and carried

away Yadava women.
Kaftkas—Sakas. The original home of these people was in the valley

of the Oxus and Jaxartes.

Tavanas—The Indo-Greeks who ruled in the north-western part of

India.

Khasas—Identified with modern Khakkas who live in Kashmir.
*VJ. interprets : May the Supreme Soul be gracious unto me

—

Sou) who is the Supreme Lord to those who have directly realized Brahman
(and have attained liberation), as the Lord is favourable to the followers

of the Veda, dharma (path of duties prescribed by scripture) ayd penance

and whose characteristics (e.g. creation of the world etc.) have been inferr-

ed by sincere devotees like BrahmS, Siva etc.

530. atmavatam— (i) Steadfast in pure Yoga—VR,
(ii) Those who have directly realized Brahman or attained

liberation—VJ.
(iii) Those who have realized the non-difference from

Brahman—GD.
531. trayi-mayab— (i) follower of the householder’s duties, e.g. agni~

hotra prescribed in the Vedas—SD.
(ii) the students of Veda to worship’ it in the form of three

Vedas—GD.
1

53a. dharma-mayab— (propitiated) by followers of the duties of celi-

bates—SD.
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the goal ( to be achieved) , by performers of penance,588 the

Lord, whose form is observed with great amazement by sincere

worshippers like gods Brahma, Sankara etc.

20. May the Lord—protector of the good, be gracious

unto me—the Lord, who is the master of the goddess of

Wealth, the Lord of Sacrifices of all beings, the controller of

mental or intellectual faculties, the protector of the worlds,

the Lord of the earth, the Lord and protector of Andhaka,

Vrsni and Sattvata clans.

21. May Lord Mukunda (Kr$na) be propitious unto

me by constant meditation of whose [Kfs^a’s] feet, the wise

purify their intellect and realize the true nature of the soul,

and whom the wise describe as attributeful or attributeless

( according to their taste or capacity)

.

22. May the most Excellent Sage be gracious to me

—

the sage who formerly ( at the beginning of the creation ) ex-

tended, i.e. awakened, the memory regarding the (procedure

of) creation (of the universe) in the heart of Brahma, and

who directed the goddess Sarasvati ( the verbal form of the

Veda) along with its characteristic supplements ( e.g. £ik$a,

vyakarana etc.) to issue from the mouth of Brahma.

23. May the venerable Lord grace (beautify) my
words—the Omnipresent Lord, having created these bodies

with five gross elements (or with mahat and other elements)

lies (dwells) within them as antarydmin and becomes (even

etymologically) the real Puruga—one who lies in a town, i.e.

body) . He illumines and protects the sixteen qualities (i.e.

the constituents) of the body (viz. 1 1 sense organs and 5 ele-

ments) , by inspiring with life these sixteen.634

(ii) performers of sacrifices should worship him as dharma—
GD.

533 , ‘tapo-mayafr—(worshipped) by the followers of idnaprastha and

sannydsa diramas—SD.
Performers ofpenance should propitiate him as Tapas.

534. bhuttkte fofai&tmakafy—VR. explains that the Lord possess*

ing the sixteen constituents, viz. eleven sense organs and five elements,

enjoys die sixteen ‘qualities' viz. five objects ofsenses, e.g. sound, touch

etc., five,functions of organs, e.g. speech etc., five functions of Prfcpas or

vital breaths and mind. * *
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24. I bow to the venerable Vyasa,68® the learned author
of the Mahabharata etc., from whose lotus-like mouth his

gentle disciples drank the honey in the form of knowledge.

25. Oh King, the Self-born God (Brahma }, the source

of the Vedas, explained this to the enquiring Narada, which
was directly narrated to him (Brahma) by Hari.

CHAPTER FIVE

( Creation of the Universe)

Dialogue between Narada and Brahmadeva

Narada said :

1 . Oh God of gods ! Oh Creator of all creatures ! Oh
the ancestor of all beings [one who is born before all]! I

bow to you. Please explain tome in detail the knowledge which

leads to the thorough realization of the true nature ofthe Soul

( dtman)

.

2. Oh Lord ! Please tell me factually what it is that

manifests itself in this form of the world. What is the sup-

port of it all ? From what is it created ? Into what is it

merged or withdrawn ? In whose power does it lie ? Of what

does it consist (whether of itself or as an effect of some cause) ?

3. Verily YourHonour knows everything about this, as you

are the master (lord) of the past, the present and the future).

The whole universe is definitely and correctly known to you

VB. gives in detail how the Lord divides himself in different 'enjoy-

er-enjoyed’ pairs (e.g. man—woman) and sports himself in the enjoy-

ment of the world.

535. Here the reading in the Nirnaya Sagara edition (Bombay 1905)

is followed. The text before VJ. reads Vdsudevdya vedhase—VJ. interprets

this differently :

( 1 ) Salute to the Lord Vfisudeva from whose lotus-like mouth

Brahma and others, who deserved to drink the Soma-juice of

knowledge, drank the honey of knowledge.

Thus taking saumya as (1) Uddhava and others, (ii) Narada

and others (iii) Vy&sa and others, (iv) Vaiiamp&yana and

others, the salutes are offered to KtfQa, god Brahmft, N&rada

and Vy&sa respectively.
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like the dmalaka ( Emblic myrobalan ) fruit on the palm of your

hand.
»

4. What is the source of your special knowledge ? What
is your support (who supports you)? In whose power are you ?

What is your real nature ? I think you alone create all these

beings, with the elements, by your divine power (mayd).

5. You protect those (beings) depending on you, and

there is no transformation in you, even though, without any

fatigue you create ( these beings) by your power, like a spider

producing the fibre.

6. Oh Lord ! I do now know anything else, whether it

is of superior, equal or inferior status which is created with

names (such as men etc.), with form (such as bipeds etc.), or

with attributes (such as whiteness etc.), or whether it is gross

or subtle—which has a source in anybody else but you.

7. But you (as described above) performed austere

penance with perfect concentration. You, thereby, create a

suspicion in us if there is any God superior to you.

9.

Oh Omniscient Master of all ! Please explain to me
who am asking you this, so that I may understand the truth as

explained by you.

Brahma said :

9. Oh child ! Your query is really praiseworthy. You
are compassionate (to all beings). Oh gentle child ! You have

therefore made me describe in detail the glory of the Lord.

10. Oh child ! What you (think and) say about me is

not untrue as you do not know the Power higher than I, from

which (I receive) this much power (as described by you)

.

11. I shed light on ( i.e. manifest) the universe which

has already been lightened by him by his lustre, just as the Sun,

the fire, the Moon, constellations, planets and stars shine due

to his splendour.

12. Salutations to the venerable Vasudeva. Wc meditate

on him deluded by whose invincible power

—

Maya—people call

me the cause of the universe.

13. Persons being beguiled by her (Maya) who fights

shy of standing in the range of his sigljt, get jfieir knowledge
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covered by Nescience, and boast that (<this is mine and I" (i.e.

I am an independent agent)

.

14. Oh Brahman, whether it is substance (e.g. five ele-

ments, the material cause of this world, ) deed or barman ( the

cause of samsara)
,
Time, Nature, or individual Soul—there is

nothing distinct and apart from Vasudeva.

15. All the Vedas ultimately speak of Narayarta5**

(implying the omniscience etc. mentioned in Sdstrayonitva of

the Brahma-sGtra) . Gods are bora out of Narayana’s body

(and hence inferior to him) . The words such as heaven or

svarga are Narayarta (or all beings regard Narayana as

supteme). All sacrificial acts are for the propitiation ofNara-
yana.

16*. Yoga (breath control, contemplation etc.) is meant
for the realization of Narayana. All penance is for the attain-

ment ofNarayana. Narayana is the highest object of knowledge.

The final beatitude depends on Narayana. (Or Narayana is the

highest goal).

1 7. Being directed by the glance of the Almighty who is

the soul of all, (who is the Antarydmin) ,
the Seer, the Control-

ler, the Changeless one, I who am created by him, create this

universe which is his creative activity or creation.

1 8. Though he is attributeless, he, through his Maya,
has assumed the three attributes, namely, sattva

,
rajas and

tamasy for the maintenance, creation and dissolution (of the

universe).

19. These attributes which are at the basis of the five

elements (i.e. mahdbhUtas) , knowledge (i.e. the gods) and acti-

vity (the senses and organs) always bind the individual Soul in.

effects, cause and agency (known as adhibh&ta
,
adhy&tma , adhi-

daivata respectively. Though he is really free, he is enveloped,

by Maya.**7

536. Jf&tiyapa-para—NSr&ya^ia is the ultimate cause of the Vedas—
VR. (ii) Vedas propound or declare that NtrSya^a is the Supreme
Being—VR. (iii) Vedas say that out of the topics described by them,

Nftrftyana is the highest and the best—VJ.
•Of. Bh.P. I.SiSS-ag, whine Vdtudtoa is used for

537. VJ. explains : DrSvya (matter) is the body produced by
tdmasa akethkira* jfiina (knowledge) is the mind and other organs ofsenses
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20. Oh Brahman ! This is the glorious Lord Vi$^u

(adhoksaja) whose movements are incomprehensible888 through

these three attributes (viz. saliva, rajas and tamas). He is my
lord as well as that of all others.

21. The lord of Maya desiring to be many (i.e. assum-

ing different forms) accepted as cause, time, action ( the fate

of jiva) and the innate disposition which accidentally (through

his will) appeared in him through his Maya .

22. It is due to the presence or direction of God that

Time became the cause of the imbalance in the three attributes

(gtqtar), innate nature the cause of modifications or transfor-

mations, and karma as the cause of mahat.
589

23. Mahat which is magnified by or charged with

rajas and sattva, undergoes modifications and evolves a thing

in which tamas is dominant, and the thing is constituted of

substance or gross elements, organs of senses and deities presid-

ing over the organs.

24. That evolute is known as ahariikdra (I-ness), which

undergoing modifications, becomes of three kinds— ( 1 ) oaikdrika

( sdttvika), (2) taijasa ( rdjasa), (3) tamasa. It constitutes the

power in substance or gross elements, power in activity, i.e.

organs of senses and power in the presiding deities of the

senses.

25. From the tamasa akarhkdra
,
known as the source of

elements (Bhutddi) which underwent modifications, was evolved

the ether (the sky) . Its subtle form and special characteristic

is sound (Sabda

)

which leads to the knowledge of the seer and

the seen.

created by Vaikarika ahamkSra. Kriyd (activity) is the speech and other

functions of senses. These are produced by taijasa ahamkSra.

538. sva-lakfita-gatifr— (i) Whose cause is comprehensible to his

devotees only—§R.
, VJ.

(ii) Whose cause is perceptible to the liberated ones.—SD.

530 . According to VJ. this describes the. creation ofmahat from the

primeval Prakfti. When Vijiju desired to create the universe, at that

time the balance of the gupas became disturbed, and by the favourable

condition of the cdtffa (karma

)

of Hirapyagarbha, and by the transforma-

ble nature of m&la prakfti, and being presided over by Vitypu, the principle

mahat was produced.
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26. Out of the ether undergoing transformation emerged

Vdyu (air), the characteristic quality ofwhich was Touch. Be-

ing an evolute of the other, i.e. the sky, it possesses the quality

Sound, and it is the cause of life, vigorousness of senses, mind
and the body.540

27. Due to (the pressure or force of) Time, Karma
(the unseen i.e. adrfta) and innate disposition, Vayu, i.e. air,

underwent modifications, and iejas (fire or heat), possessing

colour and form (and inheriting the characteristics of the pre-

vious elements, viz.) touch and sound, was evolved.

28. From tejas undergoing change, was produced water

with taste as its special characteristic. Through inheritance

from the previous elements, water possessed the characteristics

viz., form, colour, touch and sound.

29. Out of water undergoing transformation came forth

the earth or the vifefa , with smell as its special attribute, and

inheriting from its previous causes, the attributes of taste,

touch, sound and form or colour.

30. From the vaikarika or sdttvic ahamkdra (sattvic ego)'

were born the Mind (and its presiding deity the Moon) and

the ten gods, five presiding over the five sense organs, viz.

DiS (deity of cardinal points), Vayu, Surya, Varuna and

Agvins (presiding over the sense organs—ears, skin, eyes,

tongue, nose) and the other five, viz. Vahni (fire-god), Indra,

Upendra, Mitra (the sun) and Ka (i.e. Prajapati) presiding

over the conative organs (viz. speech, hands, feet, the anus

and the organ of generation).

31. From the taijasa ( rajasa

)

ahamkara, undergoing

change, were evolved the ten organs ( five cognitive and five

conative sense organs detailed above) viz. the ear (audition),

the skin (touch), the nose (smell), the eye (seeing), the tongue

(taste), speech, hands, feet, penis and anus. Intelligence or

the power of cognition or knowledge and Prana, the power of

conation, were evolved out of the taijasa ahamkdra*

32. Oh knower ofBrahman or Vedas ! So long as these,

viz. bhutas (the elements), indriyas (sense-organs), the mind

540. Prana etc.—vitality of which energy, speed and capacity to

hold or strength, are the characteristics—VR.
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and the gums were unamalgamated, they were not able to

create the body.

33. Then directed by the will of God, they came to-

gether and were assimilated with one another as the main and
the subsidiary (or the manifest and the unmanifested) consti-

tuents, and brought forth this(body of gross and subtle consti-

tuents or collective and distributive aggregates)

.

34. At the end of thousands of years ( during the Deluge )

,

with the help of kdla (time) , karma (action and destiny) and
svabhava (innate disposition) the Supreme Soul (who enlivened

these and hence was calledjwa) brought life into the egg (of the

universe) of unmanifested life.

35. This very Supreme Man possessing thousands of

thighs, feet, arms, eyes and thousands of mouths and heads041

came out bursting open the egg ( brahman^a )

.

36. The wise locate the different worlds in the body of

the Supreme Man, as seven worlds below his loins and seven

worlds above, commencing from his hip upwards. *

541 . Gf. RV. X. 90.1.

•The 'creation* or rather evolution of the universe may be briefly

Represented as follows :

God’s will to be many—Influence on kdla, karma and svabhava by

God’s Power MSyft

—

mahat

ahaAkira

sftttvika or vaikftrika r&jasa or
1

*

t&masa, i.e.

i.e. jflftna iakti taijasa i.e. dravya iakti

1
kriyft iakti

1

|

The presiding ^ 1

The ten sense

ftkftia

jnanas and
1

the Moon deities of
(

organs or
inariyas.

vayu
ten cognitive

and conative

senses.

1.
agm

I

ftp

prthvi

The Lord, by his Power, assimilated them into the cosmic egg

(brahm&Qd*) and laterinfused life into it. The vir&t purufa with thous-

ands of heads, feet etc. and with seven upper and seven lower regions

located in his body came out and the creation, preservation and destruc-

tion of the universe followed.
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37. The Br&hmana class is the mouth of this Man.
Ksatriyas are his arms. From the thighs of the lord was creat-

ed the Vai$ya class and the 8udra came forth from his feet.841

38. The Bhur-loka was created from his feet, the Bhuvar-

loka from his navel. From the heart of the Great Being was
produced the Svar-loka, and from his chest, the Mahar-loka.

39. On his neck is based the Jana-loka, and the Tapo-

loka* came from his lips. The Satya-loka is created from the heads.

Brahma-loka is eternal (and therefore not created)

.

40. The nether region Atala is located in his loins. Vitala•

depends on the thighs of the lord. On his knees rests the holy

Sutala ( holy due to the residence of the devotees of the Lord

)

and Taldtala is based on his shanks.

41. His ankles support Mahdtala , and the forepart of his

feet, the Rasatala. The Patdla is created from the soles. In

this way the body of the Supreme Man consists of all the

worlds.

42. Or this arrangement of worlds (is differently given)

:

the BhQr-loka has been created from his feet and the Bhuvar-loka

from his navel and the Svar-loka from his head.

CHAPTER SIX**

{Description of the Virdf Purufa—exposition of the Purufo Sukta

—BV. 10.90)

1. The mouth of the Cosmic Man {Virdf Purufa ) is the

place, i. e. the source of the speech organs and its presiding

deity the Fire. The seven essential ingredients {dhdtu) such as

saliva, blood, flesh, fat, bones and others of his body are the

542* Cf. RV. X. 90.12.

•SR. alternatively interpret* : Top*•‘loka was created from his breast*.

He adds that for contemplation there is no difficulty if the breasts which are

downwards in position from the neck, are taken as- the source of die

Tapo-lokeY,
•• This chapter presents die epic concept of the Cosmic Man which

was first elaborated in RV. 10-90 (thnPanya-^flfcte). This is not exactly

a commentary on die Purufe-Stikta but itis an elaboration of the Vedic
concept of the Cosmic Man. Naturally, as pointed out by B. Bhattacarya
in the Philo, of the Srlmad-BhSgaoatat Voi. 1, 130-38, 305-306 etc., this epic

concept is phuosophically much more advanced than the Vedic concept.
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bases of the seven Vedic metres, (viz., Gdyatri, U$nik , Anuffubh,

Brhati, PaAktif Triffubh and Jfagati). His tongue is the source

offood, viz., Havya (the foodoblated togods), Kavya (the food

given to the manes

—

Pitrs) , Amrla ( the food remaining after

having offered to godsand manes), and all flavours (viz. sweet,

sour, pungent, bitter, saline and astringent)—and Varuga,

their presiding deity.

2. His nostrils are the best places or abodes of all vital

airs and of (their presiding deity) Vayu. His organ of smell

is the abode of the two AS vini-kumaras (the physicians of

gods)
, medicinal herbs and plants, general and special smells.

3. His cognitive sense of sight is the sourse of forms,

colours and lights manifesting them, while the sky and the sun

are produced in the pupils of his eyes. His ears are the bases

of directions and holy places, while his sense of hearing is the

source of the ether (the sky) and (its guna) sound (
Sabda ).

4. His body is the base ofthe essences of all things and

their beauty. His skin or organ of touch is the source of touch,

Vayu and all kinds of sacrifices.

5. His hair (on the body) are at the root of all the trees,

herbs and plants, supplying the material for sacrifices, while his

hair, beard and nails produce rocks, iron, clouds and lightning.

6. His arms are the support of the presiding deities of

the cardinal points whose duty is to protect the world. His

paces—footsteps—are the support of the three worlds

—

Bhdr,

Bhuvah, Svar and of security (protection of the possession) and

refuge (protection from danger).

7-8. The feet of Hari are the abode of the seekers of all

desired objects. His penis is the source of waters, seminal fluid,

creation, rain and Prajapati. His organ of generation is the

source of the gratification (satisfaction) culminating in the joy

of the offspring. His anus is the base of Yama, of Mitra (the

Sun) and the act of discharging (the faeces) , oh Narada.

9. His rectum is stated to be the source of violence or

harm, goddess ofmisfortune (Alaksmi), of death and hell. His

back-side is the source of defeat, irreligion and Tamas (igno-

rance).

10-11. His arteries and veins (blood vessels) are the

source of rivers, big and small. And his skeleton of bones, that
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place of the unmanifested primordial matter
(
pradhana ), the

essence in food, oceans and the destruction of all beings. His

heart is the source of the mind, i. e. of the subtle body (Linga

Sarira). The atman ,
i. e. citta (reason) of the Supreme Man is

the ultimate source of religion, of myself, of yourself, of the

four boy- (celibate) sages (Sanaka, Sanandana etc.), Siva,

of knowledge and of Sattva (the quality of goodness)

.

12-17.* Myself, yourself, Rudra, the elders (Sanaka,

Sanandana etc.) and sages (e.g. Marlci and others),

Gods, demons, men, Nagas (elephants) , birds, deer and rep-

tiles, demigods like Gandharvas, Yak§as, Apsaras (celestial dam-

sels)
,

Raksasas, goblins, serpents, beasts, manes ( Pitfs),

Siddhas, Vidyadharas, Caranas and trees and other various

kinds of beings living in water, on land and in the air,

planets, stars, comets, lightning and thundering, clouds—all

are nothing but the manifestation of this Supreme Man. The

universe of the past, present and future has been enveloped

(encompassed) by him, and he still stands in the span-ful por-

tion in the heart, Just as Praria, i. e. Aditya, the Sun-god, illu-

minates his own sphere as well as outside (the world beyond

it.) so the Supreme Man enlightens (the inside and out-

side of) the universe (the Viraf Sarira ) . He is the ruler of Lord

of moksa—liberation or immortality which is free from fear,

and hence he renounced (i. e. he is above) the mortal (and

hence momentary) enjoyment of the fruits of action. He
is not only within all but is a lord of immortality and his own
bliss.

18. *-19.* Oh Brahman ! The greatness and power of

the Cosmic Man are boundless. They (the knowers) under-

stand that all beings are abiding in the three worlds

—

BhSh,

Bhuvah
,
Svar—which are the feet, i.e. the feet-like arfifas of the

Cosmic Man who is (hence called) sthiti-p&d. He has placed

amrta (deathlessness), kfema (absence of troubles) and abkaya

VV. I7*, 18*, 19*, ao*. The SK. text is an echo ofRV. X. 90. a-4.

543- VJ. explains atnjia as anantisana (the seat formed by £efa),

Kfema (that which annihilates the trouble of death, i.e. , Vaikuptha) while

abkaya is Cosmic Waters of N&r&yana, i.e. N&r&ya$a himself or Svrtadvlpa.

Hari has supported these regions on his three heads. He(VJ) offers another
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(state offreedom from fear, mok$a) respectively in the three

worlds, viz. Jana, Tafias and Satya which are situated above
the Maharloka. The three diramas (states of life; which clo not

procreate children, i. e. Brahmacarya, Vdnafirastha and Sannydsa

are his three feet which are outside the three worlds (viz. BhQfc,

Bhuvahy Svar) , while the other state of life, viz. that of house-

holders who do not observe strict celebacy are within the three

worlds ( viz. Bhufr, etc.)

.

20. The Supreme Man as kfetrajfla (individual Soul)

crossed both the paths, viz. the one characterised by avidyd or

ignorance and karma leading to worldly enjoyments, and the

other, by vidyd or knowledge and its means, viz., updsand (reli-

gious meditation) . But the Cosmic Man is the support of both

the paths.

21 *. God is transcendental to the matter from which the

Cosmic egg (Brahmdritfa) and the Virdf consisting of bhutas (gross

elements like the earth etc. or created beings), indriyas (sense

organs) and gunas (objects ofsense organs) are bom, just as the

Sun, which warms and illumines the universe, is distinct from

it

22. When I was bom out of the lotus in the navel of this

Supreme Man, I did not know the materials needed for perfor-

ming the sacrifices except the limbs of this Man.

23-26. These materials for the sacrifice were collected by

me as they were procured from his limbs : sacrificial animals

along with the trees required for sacrificial posts, the ku$a grass,

specific piece of land for sacrifice, the most auspicious time

(e.g. the Spring), things (utensils, spoons, etc. required for

sacrifice), herbs and other vegetable products (e.g. rice), ghee,

honey and other sweet liquids, metals such as gold etc., (differ-

explanation ;'Brahm&, Viyvu and Mafieivava are His three heads which

support the ' regions called Satya, Vaikuufha and Kailfcsa wherein are

placed smrte etc. These are outside the three worlds, via. the earth (bh&)

and others and are abodes ofgod Brahmk who has not begotten any son.

VR. however briefly sums up that the three outer regions (feet) are for the

liberated ones who are beyond the jurisdiction of Prakrti, while the fourth

ibot is inside the three worlds and is meant for householders.

* 'According to VJ., Hari originally created the Cosmic Egg, from

which r*r*U via. Brahmft, was bom. He was the support of Mfltar,

indr^NU and gaps#. «
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ent kinds of) earths, water, the texts of the jjtgveda, the Tqjurwda

and the Sdmaveda, Vedic ceremony called cSturkotra, names of

sacrifices like the Jyotiqrtoma, the Mantras from Rgveda etc.

(followed by sv&hd) , dakfind (gifts to Br&hmanas at the end of

sacrifice) , oratas (special observances) , the specific order and

special invocation of deities, kalpa (procedure ofperforming

sacrificial acts), saAkalpa (the formal statement of undertaking

the sacrifice etc.
)
and the technique of performing sacrifice,

movements such as Vi?nukrama at the end of sacrifice, contem-

plations ofdeities, expiatory ceremony for mistakes of omission

and commission, and offering everything to God as his own.

27*28. In this way, I who collected materials for

sacrifice, from the limbs of the Puru$a, worshipped the great

God, a personification ofYajfta, by performing sacrifice to pro-

pitiate him. Then your brothers, these nine progenitors of sub-

jects (praj&patis

)

worshipped, with perfect concentration of

mind, the Puru?a, (though himself unmanifested, but) mani-

fested as Indra etc.

29. Then Manus and other sages, manes (Pitfs ), gods,

demons, and men, in their own times, propitiated the Omnipre-

sent God, by performing sacrifices.

30. This universe is placed, i.e. rested on the glorious

Narayaga who, though attributeless, assumes by his Mdyd
qualities at the beginning of the creation.

3 1 . Under his direction, I create ( the universe ) ; Hara

or Siva who is under his power, dissolves it, and he, in the form

of Puru$a i.e. Vi?i?u, protects it by means ofhis M&yS.

32. Oh child ! In this way, I have narrated to you

whatever you have asked me. In creation, which is of a causal

nature (or which is manifest and unmanifest) there is nothing

wherein he does not exist.

33. As I have meditated upon the lord with intensely

devoted heart, my speech is never observed tobe untrue, nor my
mind goes to paths other than the truth, nor my sense organs

leave the proper path (go to the path of untruth).

34. Though I am regarded as Veda incarnate (full of

Vedic knowledge), and full of penance (tapas), and I am
greatly respected as the chief ofPrajSpatis, and though follow-
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ing yogic practice, I am perfect in meditation, I have not

understood from whom I am born.

35. I bow to his feet which destroy the sarhsdra ofthose
who resort to them ( feet)—the feet which bring happiness and

are very auspicious. He has not thoroughly comprehended the

power or capacity of his own Maya, just as the sky does not

know its end. How can others comprehend ?

36. Neither I, nor you, nor God Siva or Vamadeva
could understand his real nature. How can other celestial

beings know it? We, whose intellects are stupefied by his Maya,

think that we comprehend the universe created (by Maya)
according to our capacity of knowledge.

37. I bow to the glorious lord whose incarnations and

deeds we and others sing, but we do not know his essential or

real nature.

38.* This is the first Purusa, the unborn, who in every

Kalpa creates himself with himself as the substratum, and the

instrument (lit. he creates dtman within the receptacle of him-

selfthrough himself) and protects it and destroys it.

39.

** His real nature is absolute, real knowledge which

is pure (unrelated to vi\aya or object) ,
underlying the interior

of all, accurate (and hence above doubt) ,
changeless and attri-

buteless. Being the Truth, it is perfect, full, beginningless and

endless (with no changes like birth, death, increase, decrease

etc.)
,
eternal and alone (without a second)

.

40. Oh sage! Sages realize him, when their minds, senses

and reason become serene and pure. But the Truth disappears

from their sight when it is attacked by the reasoning of non-

believers.

41-43. Purusa (the inspirer of Prakj*ti, described as

'thousand-headed etc. in the Purufa Sukta ) is the first incarna-

tion of the Supreme Spirit.

* According to VJ., it is this same Puru$a who is dtman, i.e. N&r&-
yaga, the first of all and has no birth like other beings. According to his

own will, he incarnates as Matsya, Kurma from age to age. He protects

gods and men devoted to him on his own support ana he destroys the

daityas .

VJ. explains : The knowledge is pure (defectless), absolute (not

depending upon others), within all and facing all, well-established, i.e.

above doubts, eternally blissful, perfect from the point of space, timeand
attributes, beginningless and endless, free from sattoa and other qualities,

eternal /hence devoid ofchange) and non-dual.



•Time, nature, (PrakrtVs form) of causal relation, the

mind (mahat), self-sense ( ahartikdra) ,
attributes, the body, five

gross elements, movables and immovables, Myself, Siva,

Visnu, the progenitors (Prajdpatis) like Daksa and others, your-

self and others, the rulers of the heaven ( Svarloka ), and theprote-

ctors of the world of birds, Garutja and others, the rulers of the

human world and those of the subterranean regions, Rulers

of demigods like Gandharvas, Vidyadharas, Caranas and those

ofYaksas, Raksasas and Uragas (reptiles) andNagas, the lead-

ers of Sages, Manes (Pitrs ), Daityas, Siddhas and Danavas and

others, who rule over ghosts, Pisacas, Kusman^as, acquatic

animals, beasts and birds.

44. In this world whatever is endowed with great

authority (or six powers of Bhagavdn), energy, mental power

and capacity of senses, dexterity and strength, endurance,

personal charm, modesty, prosperity, intellectual faculty,

fascinating colour (or complexion), whether with form or

without form, (all are nothing but God, the ultimate reality).544

45. Oh sage ! Give ear unto my narration of the blessed

incarnations of the Great' Puru$a (especially of) those which

are regarded as his chief incarnation-sports (lildvatdras )

.

As I

narrate to you these in a series, let these fascinating accounts

which are like nectar and which remove the defects of (i.e.

sins committed by) ears, be drunk by you.

Sr. says that though the list of aoatdras is indiscriminately arranged,

it can be thus classified : (i) From time to mind (mahat) etc. are the

effects (ii) Brahm& and others are the gUQdvat&ras and (iii) Dakya and
others are VibhQtii.

544. Gf. BG. (Bkagavad-GitS) X. 41.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

(Some Lildvatdras and their work*)

BrahmS said :

1.

**' When the Infinite God assumed the Boar-form

which was completely composed of sacrifices (jmjitas), he deter-

mined to lift up the earth (which was sinking in the ocean).

He, like Indra breaking down the mountains, tore down by
Jiis tusk the first demon (daitya Hirany&kfa ) who came upon him
at the bottom of the sea.

2. Then he was bom as a son of Ruci and Akuti (and

was) named Suyajfia. He procreated from Dakgiga, gods called

Suyama. As he removed the troubles of the three worlds, he

was called Hari (the remover) by (his maternal grandfather)

Sv&yambhuva Manu.

3.

*** Oh Brahmaga ! And, along with nine sisters, he

was born in the family of Prajapati Kardama from him and (his

wife) Devahuti. He explained to his mother the knowledge of

Atman (Brahman) whereby she, in this very birth, washed off

her impurities causedby the mud of association with Gunas and

reached liberation—the goal preached by Kapila or Samkhya
Philosophy.

4. To Atri who solicited an offspring (son), the glorious

lord, being pleased, said, “I have offered myself (as a son) to

you” and hence he was called Datta (one who is given). It is

by the dust of his lotus-like feet that Yadus, Haihayas and

others got their bodies (themselves) purified and attained ex-

cellence in Yoga, leading to prosperity here and hereafter.Mft

5. In the beginning (of the creation) when I performed

penance with a desire to create various worlds and beings, He
incarnated as the four sages whose names begin with Sana

* Vide Supra—Skandha 1.3.6-36 i** Vide infra III. chs 13-19.

* **Infra III. chs. 34-33.

545. ubhaym—Leading to enjoyments in this world and liberation

hereafter.

VB. explains that the two-fold yogic accomplishment is (1) gra-

dual liberation by possessing Siddhis (supernatural powers) like djrimJ

(power of atomisation) etc. and (3) instantaneous liberation.

VB. derives Atri as (<sonless" or 4 'onewho desires three sons.**
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( Sanatkumdra, Sanaka, Sanandana> San&tana) , by my offering of

my penance. He accurately explained the real nature of dtman

or Brahma which was lost in the deluge of the previous Kalpa.

Sages instantaneously realized the soul {Atman) as soon as it

(his explanation of the nature of the soul) was heard by them.

6. From Dharma and MurtI the daughter of Dak$a, he

incarnated as Narayana and Nara. He was distinguished for his

penance. The celestial damsels, the army ofKdma, the god of

Love, having seen Crvali and other lovelier beauties created by
him, were unable to disturb his austerities.

7 . The great gods verily burn down K&ma
,

the god of

Love, by their angry looks. But they cannot burn down the

unbearable anger which consumes them. Such anger is afraid

of even entering his pure heart. How can Kama dare to enter

his mind again ?

8. The young Dhruva wounded by the arrow-like words

uttered by his step-mother in the presence of (his father) King
Uttanapada, took to forest, for performing penance, even as a

child. He, who was gracious unto him who praised him, gave

an immovable place ( dhruva sthdna) to him—a situation which

is praised by celestial sages who stay above and below him.

[SR. explains that
1sages in heaven* implies the Great Bear or

Bhfgu and other sages].54*

9 . He, on being praised, saved king Vena who had gone

astray and whose might and fortunes were destroyed by the

thunderlike curses of BrUhmanas and who was falling in the

bell. He became his son. In this incarnation he milked the

earth of all kinds of wealth.547

10 . He was born from king Nabhi and Sudevi (another

name—MerudevI ) . He visualisedBrahman everywhere and was

unperturbed in self-realization with his mind and senses serene

and controlled. Being free from attachment, he practised Yoga
of undisturbed meditation ( and so he appeared as inanimate

object)—a state called by sages as the state of a paramaharhsa.

1

1

. That glorious lord incarnated in my sacrifice as

Hayagriva (horse-necked God), of complexion like gold. He is

the TqjHa Purufa (presiding deity of all sacrifices). He is the

546. For details vide infra IV. Chs. 8 and 9.

547* if >1 ,, infra IV. Chs. I5*®3*
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main object of worship in the Vedas (or Veda incarnate), the

sacrifice incarnate (or for whose grace sacrifices are performed)

and who is the soul of all the deities. From the breath of his

nostrils beautiful words (i.e. Vedic hymns) came forth.

12. At the end of a Yuga, he was found by Vaivasvata

Manu as a Fish who was the support of the earth ( or who held

the earth which was like a boat ) ,
and hence a refuge of all

kinds of living beings. He collected the Vedas which fell down
from my mouth in the waters, and joyfully sported in the

terrible waters (of the deluge).

13. The first divinity in the form of Tortoise supported

on his back, the mount Mandara which was the churning-rod,

when the Gods and Demons ( daityas ) churned K?irasagara( the

sea of milk). The movements of the mountain while churning

were like scratching to him, in consequence of which he

enjoyed a pleasant nap.648

14. He who removes the great terror of Gods549
,

assumed the form of a Man-Lion of terrific appearance with

rolling eyebrows and gnashing tusks. He seized and placed on

his lap and tore down, in a moment, with his daws, the king

of Daityas (HiranyakaSipu) who with rage attacked him with

a mace. 550

15. The king o elephants which became distressed by

his leg being caught by an extremely powerful crocodile, in a

lake, held out a lotus in its trunk (to offer to the Lord),

appealed to him thus : “Oh Primeval Man (the cause of the

universe ) ,
the lord of all the worlds and beings, one of holy

fame, whose name is very auspicious to the ears’*.

16. Hari of incomprehensible nature, hearing the appeal,

took his weapon, viz. the disc Sudariana ,
mounted on the

shoulder ofGarwja (the lord of birds), cut asunder the jaw of

the crocodile by the disc, and holding the elephant by his

trunk dragged him out, by his grace.551

17. Although the youngest born son of Aditi, he (Visiju)

was the eldest ( superior to them) in virtues and lord of Sacri-

548. v.I. nidrekfano—whose eyes were half-closed with drowsiness.

540 * traivifta—whose laughter strikes terror in the hearts of gods.

550. 3?or details vide infra VII. Chs 8 and 9.

55 1. For details vide infra VIII. Chs 2-4.
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fices. He covered the three worlds in his (three
) strides, and

in the form of Vamana (a dwarf), he took over the earth

under the pretext of requesting a land three feet in measure

( because) kings who are going by the path of righteousness,

are not to be removed except (under the pretext of) begging.

18. Bali, who sprinkled his head with the pure water of

washing the feet of Vamana, had no aspiration for sovereignty

over gods. Oh beloved Narada ! He did not desire to do any*

thing else but to fulfil his promise to the Lord and he offered

himself by his head to Hari.552

19. Oh Narada ! The Lord, being pleased with your

intense devotion, expounded to you the complete details of

(bhakti) yoga and Bhagavata which is the means to the know-

ledge (of atman) which is like a lamp (light) to the truth

about soul, which devotees who take refuge toVasudeva under-

stand with ease.

20. At the time of the changes of Manvantaras (period

of Manu) for maintaining the continuity of Manu’s race, he

maintains his unchallenged rule in ten quarters like the un-

obstructed SudaHana Cakra. He brings discipline among wicked

kings and by his deeds his enchanting fame reaches Satya-loka

which is above the three worlds.

2 1 . And the venerable Lord incarnated as Dhanvantari

who is glory itself. By means of uttering his name (i.e. by the

incantation of his ndma-mantra—Om Sri Dhanvantaraye namah

—he immediately cures diseases of persons afflicted with

many ailments. He, who blesses (his devotees) with immortality,

recovered his share in sacrifices which was denied to him ( by
Daityas). Having come down in this world, he taught it the

science of medicine ( Ayurveda—the Science of life)

.

22.

* The great-souled one of terrific valour ( ParaS u-

r&ma) twentyone times massacred with his axe of long sharp

edge, the K?atriya-class which was like a thorn unto the world,

and the destruction of which was ordained by fate and which

(as if) being desirous of suffering pain in the hell, had left the

Vedic way (of life) , and hated Brahmapas.

55a. For details vide infra VIII. Cks. 18-23.

• Vide infra IX. Ghs. 15 & 16.
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23. The lord ofMaya who is favourably disposed to us,

incarnated in the race of Ikfvikus along with his parts (Mas
like Bharata etc.) . Abiding by his father’s order, he, along with

his wife and younger brother, entered (stayed ) in the forest

where the ten-headed (Ravaga) opposing him came to grief

(met his death) <

24. To him, who like Siva, wanted to burn down the

city of the enemy, the sea whose limbs of the body were tremb-

ling with fear, immediately gave passage (to cross it) when

Rama, by his fiery eyes reddened with rage, exploded on

account of his distant sweet-heart, scorched the entire world of

acquatic animals like crocodiles, serpents etc.*

25. While prominently moving between the two armies

(his and Ravana's), he (Rama*) will558 quickly end the life and

the boastful laughter of Ravaga884
, the abductor of his wife,

and who governed various nations in all directions which were

resplendent as the tusks of Indra’s elephant (Airavata) which

were broken (and were stuck in Ravaga *s chest, when he

dfishcd against his chest).**

26. In order to remove the distress of the earth which

was pounded by the armies of Daityas, he, of white and black

hair888, will be bqm (as Balarima and Kj*§ga) by his own

* Vide infra IX. Chs io & n.
553. The epic-writer presumes that this dialogue between Brahma-

deva and Nftrada took place before the incarnation of R&ma, hence the

use of future tense.

554. $R. gives the v.l. k ikubjufaU^hahdsam—It means: the boast-

fill laugh of R&vapa, who ruled over various countries in various direc-

tions which appeared brilliant with the pieces of tusks of Indra*s elephant,

which had been scattered in all directions, when Indra's elephant dashed

against R&vapa’s chest. Rivapa, boastfully laughed and remarked whether

the tusks so scattered have imitated his (white) glory of the conquest of

directions. >

*+ For details vide infra III. Ohs a & 3 and Skandhas X & XI.

555. That God Vifpu sent His two hairs down to die earth as the

Incarnation of Krfpa and Balarima is repeated in the M. Bh. 1. 196. 39-33,
•ad VP. [Vinm PurS$a) 5.1.59.

SR. explains that the white hair of the lord is not due to his old age

as ha is Immutable. They show his personal charm only. Quoting M. Bh.
(gisan above), he states diet the white hair was born as Balarima and
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arhsa (part or portion) . He whose ways are incomprehensible

to men, will perform deeds which will establish his greatness,

i.e. supreme nature.

27. That as a child he sucked away the life of Putana

( Ulukika ) , and as a child of three months he upturned (and

pounded to pieces) the cart (Sakatasura) by his kick, and that

while crawling on his knees between two Arjuna trees which

were scraping the skies, he uprooted than— this would not

have been possible on any other presumption (except that the

child was the Almighty).

28. In Gokula, He will bring back to life the cattle of

the Vraja and their cowherds who have drunk water mixed

with poison, by showering gracious looks at them. He will

sport in the river Yamuna for its purification and will drive

out the serpent whose tongue always rolls about on account of

the power of fierce poison.

29. It must be a miraculous deed, indeed, when in the

forest of Mufija grass (on the night of Kaliyadamana) the

summer-dry forest caught fire on all sides by forest-conflagra -

tion at night. He, ofincomprehensible power will, along with

Balarama, save the whole Vraja which remained awake656 ex-

pecting total annihilation, by calling upon them all to shut their

eyes.

30. Whatever length of rope or material of binding him

will be taken by his mother, it will not be sufficient to bind

Him. Yagoda, the cowherdess, would be astounded to see four-

teen worlds in his yawning mouth and ( thus) awakened to

or made aware of his greatness.

the dark hair as Kr?na. These symbolic hair indicate the fair and dark

complexions of the two brothers. The hair do not undervalue this incar-

nation as Kr?na .s the perfect incarnation Kffnastu Bhagaoin svayam

BH.P. 1.3.38. Vi?i?u wanted to show that the task of removing the distress

ofthe earth by destroying the demonic forces is as easy as could be done
by his hair.

VJ . explains that hari was bom by his athia called Sita-Kffva-Keia

(white-black-hair). In NfsU/hha Purdpa these are stated to be the two
powers of the Lord (VD.)

556. nibJaydna : VR. explains that Vnya was fast asleep at

night and they awoke after their rescue. This is not supported by Bh.p.

X. 19.7-1 3, where the cowherds are stated to have appealed to KftQa for

saving them from the fire.
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3 1 . He will, rescue Nanda from the fear of Varuna’s

noose. He will bring back the cowherds which were concealed

in caves by Vyomasura, the son of Maya. He will take to his

world, viz. Vaikuntha, the whole of Gokula, which spends the

day in their daily work, and which sleeps at night through

utter exhaustion, ( thus can spare no time for penance etc.)

.

32. When the cowherds will obstruct the sacrifice ( dedi-

cated to Indra) and when in order to drown the whole ofVraja,

God Indra will pour down ( torrential) rains, he, out of grace,

with a desire to save the cattle, will sportively hold mount
Govardhana for seven days, on his single hand, without any

fatigue, as if it were some mushroom—even though he was a

child of seven.

33. While playing in the forest at night which was

bright on account of the rays of the moon, and while he is

about to start the Rasa dance, he will cut off the head of

Sarikhacuda, the servant of Kubera who wanted to carry away
the young damsel ofVraja in whom passion of love for Kr§ria

was aroused by songs with long drawn out musical notes,

expressing sweet words.

34-35. And other evil persons such as Pralamba, Khara
Dhenuka, Dardura, Kegi, Arista, the mallas (athletes)

like Gariura, the elephant Kuvalayaplda, Kamsa, Kalayavana,

Narakasura and Paundraka (a pretender of Vasudeva) and

others of whom Salva, Kapi, Balvala, Dantavaktra and the

Daityas in the form of seven bulls (of Nagnajit) ,
Sambarasura,

Viduratha, Rukmi and those kings who boastfully take up bows

on the battlefield such as Kamboja, Matsya, Kuru, Kaikaya,

Srfijaya and others, would be killed by Hari in the form and

names of Balarama, Arjuna and Bhlma, and will go to his

holy abode (Vaikuntha), which is beyond the sight of men.

36. Considering that the Veda produced by him cannot

be studied completely (from the beginning to the end) by men
who, in course of time, will become of limited intellectual

capacity, and of short span of life, he will take birdi from Satya-

vati, and will divide the tree in the form of Veda into different

branches, in every age (yuga ).

37. Seeing that asuras (enemies of gods) who follow the

path of Veda, will harass the world, travelling in cities moving
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with invisible velocity constructed by Maya, he will assume

the disguise of heretics, deluding the mind and attracting

the hearts of asuras, he will extensively explain to them heretic

doctrines.

38. At the end of the yuga, the Lord will incarnate and
punish Kali when there will be no discussion about the deeds

of Hari in the houses of the good ones, and when persons of

the Brahmana, Ksatriya and Vailya classes will be heretics,

and Sudras will be kings, and the words ‘SvahS’, *Svadha' and

‘Vasat* will not be uttered at all (when Vedic rituals will not

be performed )

.

39. At the beginning of creation, Tapas (penance), my-
self, sages and nine Prajapatis; at the time of maintenance

(of the universe), Dharma, sacrifice, Manu, gods and kings;

at the time of destruction adharma (non-righteousness), Siva,

serpents characterised by wrath and vengeance and powerful

asuras—these are the forms assumed by God of infinite powers,

by his Maya.
40*. Gan any wise or learned man who might have cal-

culated all the particles of dust in the world, count the glorious

or heroic deeds of Visnu who stabilised with his support, the

terribly tottering Satyaloka, on account of the irresistible velo-

city (while raising his leg in his Trivikrama incarnation) which

shook the universe to its outermost envelop of Pradhana where

there is equilibrium of the gunas (sattva, rajas, and tamas.)

41. Neither I nor these sages (like Marlci etc.) and

your elder brothers (like Sanatkumara etc.) know the extent

of the power and the greatness of the Maya of the Supreme

Man. How can other people do ? The first god &e$a, of one

thousand mouths (and two thousand tongues) has not yet

reached the ends of his excellent qualities of which he has been

singing (from times immemorial).

42. Only those can go beyond and understand the real

nature of God’s mayd—power which is very difficult to cross, if

the infinite Lord is gracious unto them, and these devotees,

with all their heart and soul, sincerely resort to his feet. Such

* The first two lines : Who can recount the great achievements of the

wise Visnu who covered in his strides the earth and heavens (Gf. &V.
i. 154.1).
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persons are free from the idea or notion of ((
I and mine” (even

in respect of their bodies ), which are the eatables or food of

dogs and jackals. •

(Many persons, despite the absence of inner knowledge,

know Maya through Hari’s grace. For example).

43. Oh child, ( through his grace ) I know ( the nature

etc. of) the Yoga-mayd of the Supreme Lord. So do you

(Sanaka, Sanandana etc.), God Siva and Prahlada, the

chief of the Daityas, Svayambhuva Manu and his wife Sata-

rupa and their children, viz., Priyavrata, Uttanapada and

three daughters, Pracinabarhis,887 ^Ibhu,588 and Dhruva.

44. Iksvaku,562 Aila,880 Mucukunda,881 Videha (king

Janaka), Gadhi,862 Raghu,888 Ambari$a,884 Sagara,888 Gaya,888

557. PrScfnabarhis—Son of Harivardhana and Dhi$anS: a PrajS-

pati : married SimudrI (Savarna) ; had ten sons named PrScetasas, He
knew the power of Vi?Qu’s Yoga—PI.2.438.

558. ^tbhu—A son of Brahma :aSiddha who knows Hari; a resi-

dent ofTapoloka; initiated nidagha in the mysteries of aivaita—PI. 1.268.

559. Ikfvaku—Son of Vaivasvata Manu; founder of Solar race
of kings; reigned at Ayodhyi. Max Miiller thinks this to be the name of a
people in the B.V.—DHM. 1 23

.

560. Aila—Surname of Pururavas; got six sons from OrvaSI—PI.

1.282.

561. Mucukunda—Son of M&ndhatr; helped gods against Asuras
and got a boon oflong uninterrupted sleep. Kalayavana who was lured

into his cave by Kf?na, woke the sleeper who burnt him down by his fiery

glance. Kr$9& gave Mucukunda the power to go anywhere for enjoy-

ment, but he went to Gandhamadana for penance. DHM. 210.

562. G&dhi—A king of the Ku&ika race and father of Vi£v&mitra

—DHM. 103.

563. Raghu—a king of the Solar race; reigned at AyodhyS
;

a
famous ancestor of D&iarathi R&ma—DHM. 252.

564. Ambar!?a—The son of N&bhiga; a devotee of Hari; The curse

of Durvisas proved ineffective ; though Lord of seven continents, he devo-
ted himself to the service of Hari and knew the power of his yoga—PI.
1 . 88-89.

565. Sagara—a king of AyodhyS of the Solar race; the horse let

loose by him for Ahamedha was carried off to PStSla; his sixty thousand
sons dug their way toPStSla where they found the horse grazing near the
sage Kapila who was engaged in meditation ; thinking him to be the thief,

they disturbed his meditation and were reduced to ashes by his fiery

glance; he was noted for his generosity and the chasm dug by his sons
and filled by the waters of the Ganges is called SSgara (sea) after him.

—

DHM. 271-72.

566. Gaya—A sage who knew the power ofVigiu'i yoga; PI. 1,514.
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Yayati667 and others; Mandhatjr,8*8 Alarka,86® Satadhanvan,870

Anu,871 Rantideva,87* Devavrata (Bhi$ma), Bali, Amurta-

raya,87# and Dilipa;874

45. Saubhari,878 UttaAka,878 Sibi,877 Devala,878 Pippa-

lada,87® great men Sarasvata,860 Uddhava, Paratiara,
§

567. Yayati—the fifth king of the Lunar Race, Son of Nahu$a;

married DevaySniand SarmisthS; from the former was bom Yadu, the

founder of the Yadava clan, and from the latter Puru; the founder of the

Paurava race. He became prematurely old by Sukra’s curse; he borrow*

ed the youth from his son Puru, but later repenting, returned it to Puru

and retired to forest for penance—DHM. 376*77.

568. Mandhatr—A king, son of Yuvani&va, of the Ik$vaku race;

father of Mucukunda, Ambari§a and Purukutsa (sons) and fifty daughters.

He gave them all to the sage Saubhari. He was killed while fighting with

Lavaiiasura—BPK. 244.

569. Alarka—A pupil of Datt&treya; a sage who realised the force

of Hari’s maya.—Pi. 1.115

570. Satadhanvan.—A royal sage devoted to Vi?nu—BPK 306.

571. Anu—A son of Svayambhuva Manu; knew the power of the

yogaofHari—PI. 1-56.

572. Rantideva—A pious and benevolent king of the Lunar race;

sixth in descent from Bharata; he was enormously rich, very religious,

charitable and profuse in his sacrifices—DHM. 263.

573 • Amurtaraya—A sage who had transcended the force of mdyd—

PI. 1-85.

574. Dilipa—Son ofAmiumat and father of Bhagiratha ; ancestor of

R£ma; by serving the NandinI cow at the cost of his life, he was freed

from the curse of Surabhi and a son, Raghu, was born to him*—DHM. 92.

575. Saubhari—A devout sage; married 50 daughters of king

M&ndh&tr and had 150 sons; finding the vanity of saihs&ra he retired with

his wives to the forest for penance—DHM. 289-90.

576. Uttanka—A Brahmar?i residing on the Meru slope; at his

request king Bfhadaiva of Ik$v&ku line vanquished the demon Dhundhu

—

PI. 1.215.

577. £ibi—A king famous for the offering of his own body to a

hawk to save the life of a dove whichhad come to his refuge—ASD. 918.

578. Devala—A sage who visited Parlkfit at the time of the

latter’s fast unto death.

579. PippalSda—a pupil ofDevadaria; the sage who communicat-

ed the Angara-vrala to Yudhifthira; came to see Par!k?it practising

prayobavda ; knew theyoga-power of Vi?nu. PI. 2.333.

580. Sarasvata—a sage represented to be the son of the river

Sarasvatl; he protected the Vedas during a great famine. He taught the

Vedas to sixty thousand Brahmins who approached him for instruction-—

DHM. 283*84.
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Bhuri?ena;581 and many others viz. Vibhi$ana, Hanuman,
Suka, Arjuna, Ar^fi sena,582 Vidura, Srutadeva and others;

46. Verily they comprehend and cross over the maya. of

God. And women, Sudras, Hunas, Sabaras and even sinful

souls (jivas) like non*human beings, if they have got the train-

ing with regard to the virtuous character of the devotees of

Hari of wonderful strides (in covering each world in a step as

Trivikrama ) , can understand and go beyond the maya. What to

say about those ( i.e. Brahmanas and others eligible to study the

Vedas) who can concentrate their minds on the form of the

Lord (described) in the Vedas688 ?

47-48. That indeed is the essential form (nature) of the

glorious Supreme Man which the learned ones call Brahman,

which is eternally blissful and untouched by sorrow. It is

eternal, serene, free from fear, of the nature of pure knowledge,

untouched by impurities, sama (i.e. one without a second)

,

beyond the pale of sat and asat ( i.e. not related to the objects of

sensesand non-senses ) , which is the real principle of the Supreme

Soul, beyond the reach of the words, i.e. the Vedas,
wherein

causative circumstances produce no fruit, and in whose presence

mdyd comes back (vanishes as if) blushed. Recluses, having

concentrated their minds on him, give up their tools (means)

ofdestroying their idea of difference, just as Indra, the god of

rains, would ignore a spade for digging a well584 ( i.e. Indra

himselfbeing a god of rains, has no need of a spade for digging

a well. Similarly those who visualise the Brahman in medita-

581 . BhOrigena—A sage who knew the Yoga power of Hari ; son of

Brahmas&varni PI. a.578.

582. Ar?ti$ena—A chief Gandharva who sings Rama’s glory in

Kimpurufa; came to see Parikfit practising prayopaveia; knew the Yoga-

power of Hari.

583. Sruta-dh&raQah (1) Who can contemplate on the described
' object (Hari)—VR.
(2) Men who can immediately concentrate upon the name

and form learnt from the preceptor—VC.

(3 ) Those who can concentrate their minds upon the reality

of the Soul as heard from the spiritual preceptor.

—SD.

584. starS# . ..Indrah—SR. *t alternative explanation :

Just as a poverty-stricken person, after becoming a rich man, does

not care for the spade (with which he formerly earned his livelihood)

.



don, automatically rise above the notion of difference, and

have no need to resort to other means to wipe out that nodon).

49. He is the all-pervading lord who is a dispenser of all

blessings on men. It is from him that the results of good actions

which are done with the natural qualifications or duties ( like

iama, darna )
of Brahmanas and others accrue. (Or, from him

comes forth the whole world—the effect produced by transfor-

mations which are the natural and specific characteristics of

mahat and other principles, i.e. he is the dispenser of heaven

etc). When the constituents of the body are disintegrated, the

body is shattered, but not the internal element the ether.

Similarly individual soul in the body is also not destroyed, for

he has no birth nor death.

50. In this way, oh child, the glorious lord, the creator

has been described to you in brief. Whatever is Sat or Asat (i.e.

cause and effect or the manifest and the unmanifest ) is not

something different from Hari (everything proceeds from Hari)

5 1 . This Bhagavata which is narrated to me by the lord

is only an epitome of the powers and glorious deeds of the

lord. You extol them in details (to others) •

52. After determining in your mind to make men devoted

to the glorious Lord Hari who is the antarydmin
,
(soul residing

in all) and the support of all, describe Hari and his glories

(with special emphasis on Hari’s sports).

53. The mind (Soul) of the person who describes the

mdya of the Almighty or who gives his approbation to this or

who always devoutly listens to this, is not bewildered by the

mdyd.

CHAPTER EIGHT

( Queries regarding the relation between the body
, Soul and God, etc.

)

The king said :

1-2. Oh Brahman ! Narada ofgodly vision58® (or who
makes his followers to visualise God) who was directed

585. Dtvu-dariana—One who shows the Supreme Soul (to his

followers).
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by Brahmadeva, to describe in detail the qualities of the Lord,

who is free from Sattva and other attributes, expounded to

various persons, the real nature of God. Oh prominent one

among the knowers of Veda. 1 would like to know (what is

the truth ) . The episodes of Hari of miraculous powers, are

very auspicious to people.

3. Expound to me ( those discourses )
in such a way that

I shall, after fixing my unattached mind on Krsna, the antar-

yamin (the Soul within all), give up my body.

4. The lord enters the heart, within a short time, of those

who alwavs hear with faith his deeds and extol the same.

5. K|*$na who enters the lotus of his devotee’s heart by

way of the ear, cleanses all the sins, just as the season called

£arad (autumnal season) does unto waters (of rivers etc.)

.

6. A person whose sins are washed away and who be*

comes free from all troubles (resulting from love, hatred etc.)

,

does not leave the feet of Kr§na, just as a traveller (who has

returned home after a long sojourn) does not leave his home.

7. * Oh Brahman ! You know really whether it is

causeless or with a cause like Karma that the soul, which is

not constituted of elements, (still) comes to possess a body made
up of elements. Please explain to me the truth about it.

8. He, (God) from whose navel sprouted forth the

lotus which represented the configuration of the worlds, is des-

cribed as possessing the same form and the same number of

limbs as a human being, with the difference that He has limbs

of separate and of his own dimensions. ( If that be the case)

what is the difference between the two (God and his miniature

(man) ?

9. The unborn god Brahma creates beings and controls

them through his grace. It is due to his favour that BrahmA
( though ) born from the lotus (grown ) out of his navel could

get a glimpse of his form.*8*

* Whether it is due only to the will of God or any other cause

like Karman, there happens at the beginning the possession of the

body consisting of dhdtus (elements), its material cause, the produce of

the Prakrti, in the case of the Soul which is essentially unrelated to

dhdtus like Prakrti—VJ.
586. VJ. explains verses 8 and 9 : At the beginning, during the

great deluge (Mahft-pralaya) , when Nirftyaoa wished to create the



10. In what place does the Supreme Man who dwells in

the hearts of all/87 who creates, protects and destroys the uni-

verse, and who is the Lord of may5, stay when he lays aside888

his maya ?

1 1 . We heard (from you ) that the worlds with their pro-

tecting deities were created first from the limbs of the Man,
and that with these worlds and their presiding deities, the limbs

of his body are formed. Please explain this.

12. What is the duration of Kalpa ( Brahma-kalpa) ?

What is the extent of Vikalpa (Manvddi-kalpa ) ? How is Time
measured ? What is the significance of the past, present and

the future ? .
What is the span of life of men, manes (pitrs)

,

gods etc. ?

13.

What is the nature of Time which, though very long,

appears to be very short ? What are the places where Karma
leads to beings ? Of what nature are they, oh the best of

Brahmanas ?

14.* Please tell me about the individual Souls (lit. pos-

sessors of attributes) who wish to become gods etc. as a result

of the modifications or changes in the attributes, like sattva,

rajas etc. ? In what stage does the cumulative effect of good

and bad actions take place ? By what combinations of actions

universe, he became the Supreme Man (Parama-puruya) and created the

Cosmic Egg. He, along with the principles (which led to the creation of

the universe) entered the watery portion of the Egg and lay on the bed

of §e?a. From His navel sprang up the lotus containing fourteen worlds.

He came to be called Vairaja within that Egg. ayam purufa (this Man)
in verse 8 signifies this Cosmic Egg (antfakoia) and is called purufa (man)

due to God’s presence in the purufa form. This VairSja called Vi?nu is

different from the Egg. But it is due to his presence in the Egg, that the

parts of the Egg are represented as his limbs.

587. v.l. tarva-gupdirayafr—VR : Possessing six excellent qualities

fully. VJ. : The support of God Brahm& etc. representing Gtqtas in the

beginning of creation, Or, possessing all excellent qualities such as

knowledge, bliss etc.

588. dtma-may&m muktvd VR. : transcending prakfti ; VJ. : Sus-

pending the binding force ofprakfti under his control.

* Explain to me the place where the effect of Karma takes place.

Through what agency (of gods etc.) and of what nature is it ? Tell us in

detail the modifications taking place in attributes and individual Souls

and the cause of their attaining the bodies of Gods etc.
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and by what procedure of doing them is one qualified to get

Godhood and such other status. •

1 5. What is the origin of the earth, the nether-world
(pstdia), directions, the sky, the planets, the constellations of
stars, mountains, rivers, seas and islands ? What is the origin

of the inhabitants thereof?

16. What are the dimensions of the Cosmic Egg, sepa-

rately from within and without ? What are the lives and deeds
of the great in them ? Please tell me definite knowledge about
the classes ofsociety and the stages of life {yarna and dirama )

.

17. What are (the different) Yugas, and what is the

extent of each Yuga (age) ? What is (the nature of) religion

in each Yuga ? What are the most miraculous incarnations of
Hari and his deeds ?

18. What is the course of duties common to men ? What
are the special duties of guilds ofworkers and the royal sages ?

What is the course of conduct to men, who have to live under
emergency

(apad-dharma) ?

1 9. What is the number of tattvas or fundamental princi-

ples ? What is their characteristic ? What is their nature

for distinguishing them from their effects ? What is the method
of worshipping the Supreme Man ? And what is the method
of practising Yoga consisting of eight stages ?

20. What is the way ( like arcir-marga ) of the past masters

of Yoga possessing eight miraculous powers ? How is the linga-

Sarira (the subtle body) destroyed ? What is the nature of the

Vedas (like Rgveda, Yajurveda etc.) Upavedas (like Ayur-
veda, Gandharva-Veda etc.), Dharma (course of conduct)

for different classes of society, different stages of life etc., Itihasa

like Mahabharata) and Puranas (18 Mahapurarias and 18

Upapuranas) ?

21. What is the nature of the interim deluge or the

creation, sustenance and destruction of all the beings ? What
is the correct method of performing If(a (maintenance of sacri-

ficial fire, penance, vaiSvadeva etc.) and pvrta (such as cons-

truction of temples, lakes etc.) and attaining the triad, viz.,

dharma
, artha and kdma ?

22. How are the jivas (individual souls) wh<o fall from
heaven etc., along with the balance of their karmlts, born in
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this world ? How did the heretic doctrine come into

existence ? What is the nature of the so-called bondage and
liberation of the Soul ? How does the Soul attain to his real

essential nature ?

23. How does the self-dependent lord sport with the help

ofmdyd ? How does the all-pervading lord, at the time of the

deluge, cast off the mdyd and remain aloof as a witness ?

24. Oh venerable great sage ? You should kindly ex-

plain to me who suppliantly approached you for knowledge,

the reality about all these (and other points as well) in the

serial order of inquiring.

25. Oh revered one ! You are the authority on these

just like the great God Brahma, born of the Supreme Spirit, for

other people in this world (blindly) follow what was done by

the forefathers of their forefathers.

26. Oh Brahmana! My life (vital airs) will not depart

by fasting so long as I drink the nectar (in the form of the

stories ) of Acyuta, though they may pass away soon due to the

wrath of Brahmana (i.e. the bite by Takgaka due to the curse).

27. Brahinarata (i.e. Suka) was highly pleased, when
in that assembly, Visnurata (i.e. Parlksit) respectfully request-

ed him, to narrate the episodes of Hari, the Lord of the good

( or god Brahmadeva etc. )

.

28. He expounded him the purdna calledBhdgavata which

is equivalent to Veda, and which was narrated to god Brahma
by the Lord, at the advent of Brahma-kalpa.

29. Whatever Parlksit, the foremost in the Pandava race,

asked, (Suka) began to narrate in all, in the order of ques-

tions.
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CHAPTER NINE

(Sitka's discourse—Catuhiloki Bhdgavata )•

Sri Suka said :

1 * Oh king ! No relation is logically ( correctly ) possible

between perceptible object ( e.g. the body ) and the Soul whose

essential nature is knowledge (and hence different from that of

the body), except through his own maya, as (it is not possible)

in the case of one who sees visions in a dream.

2. In association with maya which assumes various forms,

he appears to have many forms (viz. that of a child or youth or

a god or a man etc. ). Amusing himself in her qualities (like

the body etc.), he (seeing thus conditioned) thinks (supposes)

‘(This is) mine, (This is) I.*

3 * * Only when he will enjoy himself in his own glory

which is beyond Time and maya (or Purusa and Prakrti), and

being free from delusion, he gives up both of them, and the

false notion ‘I and mine’ and stands out in his full form uncon-

cerned (with anything).

4. The Supreme Lord who was propitiated by sincere

devotion (penance), revealed his own real form to Brahma,

spoke to him in order to enlighten him on the truth about

Supreme Soul (a*s distinct from thejiva—individual Soul).

5. That first and foremost of gods, the supreme preceptor

of the worlds (Brahma) seated himself in his lotus and with a

desire to create, began to look (consider) the procedure ofcreat-

ing the world. But he could not get the insight ( the vision

)

into the faultless method of world-creation.

6. Once upon a time, while thinking over the methodo-

logy of world-creation the great god Brahma heard twice a word

of two syllables ( Tapa

)

uttered near him from under the

• With VR. , as usual, mSy* is the prakrti controlled by the

Supreme Soul. With VJ. it is Hari's will which controls the prakrti

characterised by the attributes like sattva etc. God's will is fundamental.

Nothing can take place without it.

* 9According to VR. it is in the stage of liberation (mukti) that the

individual Soul (Jiva) becomes free from illusions, and realises his own

innate nature and finds delight in the glorious nature of the lord which is

beyond influence ofTime and Prakrti. %
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water. It consisted of the sixteenth (te-) and twentyiirst (pa—

)

letters of the five classes of consonants. Oh king ! that word is

the wealth of those who have renounced (material) wealth.

7. On hearing the word (tafia

)

and eager to see the

speaker, he looked in all directions. Seeing nobody anywhere,

there, he resumed his seat and coming to the conclusion (con-

sidering) that (penance) is for his good, he determined to per-

form penance, as if he was advised by some preceptor.

8. Brahma whose insight (in grasping the significance of

the uttered syllables) was correct, and who is the greatest of the

performers ofpenance (sage of the sages), controlled his breath

and mind, and restrained his both types (cognitive and conative)

of sense-organs, and in undisturbed meditation, performed for a

period ofone thousand celestial years penance which threw light

on ( the procedure of creation etc. of) the worlds.

9. The Lord, who was (thus) propitiated by penance,

showed to him (god Brahma) his region, i.e. Vaikuntha, where

afflictions, delusion and fear do not exist, and which is eulogis-

ed by gods and men of abundant merits (or men who have

realised the Self), and to which there is no higher place.

10. Where (i.e. in theVaikuntha) there is neither rajas

and tamos nor sattva attribute which is mixed up with them.

(There is only the pure sattva attribute) . The Time has no power

there. Nor does maya exist there. What of others ! There atten-

dants ( devotees) of Hari are worshipped by gods and asuras

( demons )

.

11. In complexion these attendants are like shining emer-

alds. They have eyes like a lotus of hundred petals, and have

put on yellowish garments (pitambaras) They are excellent in

personal charm, and of very soft delicate bodies. All of them
have four arms and wear ornaments of gold, studded with bril-

liant precious stones. They are of extremely brilliant splendour.

Their complexions are varied like the coral, the lapis lazuliand the

lotus-stalk, and they wear shining earrings, crowns and garlands.

12. Just as the sky appears when the clouds therein are

illumined by lightning, the Vaikugtha region appears shining

by the greatly beautiful and effulgent aerial cars of the great-

souled ones surrounded by young women of lustrous comple-

xion.
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13. There the goddess ofwealth incarnate pays respects

to the feet of the highly praised Hari, in various ways, and with

various forms of magnificence ( or splendour) seating nerself on
a swing and singing the deeds of her beloved lord, herself being

praised in songs by bees, the followers of the spring.

14. There he (Brahmadeva) saw the Lord of the goddess

of wealth (Sri) , the Protector of His devotees, the presiding

deity of sacrifices—the all-pervading Lord who is waited upon

by his chief attendants, viz. Sunanda, Nanda, Prabala, Arhana
and others.

15. He saw God who was eager to bless his devotees

(servants) whose looks were (like nectar) gladdening the heart

of his devotees, whose face was beaming with gracious smiles and

brilliant reddish eyes, who had four arms, and who wore crown

and ear-ring, and had put on yellow-garment (pitdmbara) and had

got a distinguishing mark called Srivatsa on his chest.

16. (He saw) God seated on an invaluable throne sur-

rounded by the four (
Prakrti, Purina, Mahat and Ahariikdra ), the

sixteen (mind, the ten cognitive and conative sense-organs and

five elements) and five (i.e. tanmatras) [in all 25 tattvas or

powers] as part of his nature. Supernatural powers which are

temporary elsewhere (in yogins) were inherent in him. He was

the Master as he was enjoying his own powers and bliss.

17. The creator of the Universe (God Brahma) whose

heart was overflowing with joy at his sight, which can be attain-

ed by the path of knowledge (followed by great recluses-Parama-

hamsas) , whose hair stood erect (with rapture), and whose eyes

were full of tears of intense love to him, bowed to his lotus-like

feet.

18. The Lord, the beloved of all, was pleased with his

dear (Brahmadeva) who loved him intensely, and was standing

near him. He touched with his hand Brahma who deserved

his guidance (orders) in the creation of the worlds. Then he

spoke to him with words brilliant by his gentle smile.

The venerable lord said :

19. Oh Brahman (in whom all the Vedas exist) I who

am impossible to be pleased by hypocritical yogins, am delight-

ed by your long penance performed with the desire of creating
i

the universe.
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20. Oh Brahman ! Prosperity to you (good betide you)

.

I can confer any boon. Ask me whatever is desired by you.

My vision is the culmination of all human efforts.

21. It is due to my desire (to show you) that you had a

view ofmy region ( Vaikun(ha). You have performed excellent

penance in solitude, after hearing my utterance ( containing the

instruction to perform penance).

22. Oh sinless one ! When you were at a loss to know
what to do, I guided you ( to perform penance ) . As Tapas

(penance) is my heart, and I am the Soul of tapas (penance)

[I am tapas itself].

23. It is by penance that I create the universe. I eat it

up (keep it within me) by penance. I maintain it by means of

penance. My strength lies in austere penance which is diffi-

cult to perform.

Brahma said :

24. Oh lord ! You are the ruler of all created beings.

You, who dwell in the heart (lit. cave) of all beings, know by

your unimpeded unlimited knowledge what one desires to do.

25. Oh Lord ! grant to me, a seeker, however, what I

pray, so that I can know the subtle as well as the gross589 forms

of yours who are really formless.
A

26-27. Oh Madhava (Lord of Lak§mi)
!
Just as a spider

weaves a web round itself, so you, of efficacious will-power, in-

dulge of your own accord in your sports, by assuming with the

help of your maya various forms (such as Brahma etc.)for creat-

ing, preserving and destroying the universe which is developed

with various powers. Please develop (lit. put) in me the intel-

ligence ( necessary) to understand this.

28. I shall really carry out the instructions of the lord

without any slackness or idleness on my part. It is through

your grace that I, who desire to procreate the world, will not

be subjected to the bondage of karma .

29. Oh lord ! ( by your friendly action of touching me
with hand etc.) I have beendone (treated) by you likea friend.

589. According to Vj.fiara is the Vair&ja Puru?a (the Cosmic

Man embracing fourteen worlds) and apara is the Cosmic Egg with its

nine sheaths.
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Still I shall stick to carry out your service of creating the worlds

untiringly. May there be no pride in me of thinking myself tc

be unborn, while I am creating the world with all its differen-

ces.

The lord said :

30. Receive from me the knowledge ( as detailed in the

Sastras) coupled with experience and along with its mystic do-

ctrine (esoteric teaching)
f
with all the accessories to it, as

explained by me, though it is a topmost secret.

31. By my grace, may you have a thorough comprehen-

sion of the reality as to my dimensions, my real nature, my
attributes and actions as actually they are.

32* In the beginning, before the creation, I alone was in

existence. There was nothing else—neither the subtle nor the

gross (creation) nor their cause Pradhana or Prakrti (the

primordial nature) 690 [These were then completely absorbed in

me—only I simply existed then]. After the creation of the

universe what exists, is I. I am the universe. What remains

after the Pralaya is myself.

33. That should be known as my maya591 on account of

which there appears existence, despite the non-existence of the

* The four verses beginning from this are said to contain the

essence of the Philosophy of the Bhagavata Purana and are hence

known as Catuhiloki Bhdgavata.

590 . sadasatparam—Reality which is distinct from the sentient

(spirit orjiva) and non-sentient {joda matter)—VR.
JG. and VC. have given sermons on the basis of this verse.

59»- According to VJ., mdyd is chiefly the power of Vi?nu (mukh

-

yato Vifnu-iaktirhi Aldyd-iabdtna bhaqyaU), It is also applied to Jfva and

Prakrti. It is not an unreality like magic tricks ( indrojdla ). To briefly

state VJ. : Whatever is recognised or known from the Vedas and other

means ofknowledge, (though of no use or value to God who has all his

wishes fulfilled) and whatever is not contradictory ( badhaka) to God,

such things, i.e. Jlvas and Prakrti are to be regarded as the may3 of the

Supreme Soul.

In a long commentary on this verse JG. explains his concept of

maya. Briefly stated : M&y& is that which appears outside Brahman
(the ultimate reality), and ceases to appear with the realization of

Brahman. Without the support ofBrahman, it cannot manifest itself. It

is associated with Brahnfan in two forms, viz., Jiva-m&yd and Guna-maya.

The analogy of dbhdsa is the reflection of the solar tight from outside
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basic reality, as in the case of false appearance (of two moons
even though the other moon, has no existence), and there

appears the non-existence of the really existents, as in the case

of the planet Rahu ( which is never perceived in spite of its

existence in the planetary system)— the Soul is the object of

such misapprehension.

34. Just as the great elements ( the earth, water etc.

)

which may be said to have entered into created things, great

or small, may (also) be said not to have entered into them

( due to their pre-existence as the material cause of the universe),

similarly, I am in the elements as well as the creation from the

elements, and also not in them692 (as I existed before them and

created them all).

35. This much should be understood by him who desires

to know the reality about the Soul ( atman ), the existence

of which everywhere and at all times is proved by logical con-

comitance and discontinuance [i.e. atman exists at all times,

everywhere, as the cause of the effected things, and being diffe-

rent from them in the causal state (kdrapavastha), as being a

witness, in the states of wakefulness, dreaming and sleep, and

as detached or unconnected from everything in the state of

Samadhi etc.].

36. Correctly follow this doctrine with perfect concentra-

tion. Yoyr goodself will never be infatuated and become proud

of being a creator in the different creations of the Kalpas.

Sri Sitka said :

37. Having thus instructed Brahma who occupies the

the solar orb. The solar light cannot exist unless it is supported by the

Sun’s orb, yet the solar light can have an independent function outside

the orb. It may dazzle the eye and blind men to its real nature, or it may
manifest itself in various colours. JG. interprets Tamas as “darkness”

and not Rahu. Though darkness cannot exist where there is light, it

cannot itself be perceived without the light of the eyes. In short, the

Prakfti and its development are appearances brought into being outside

the Brahman by mdyd. But the movement of mdyd is possible due to the

essential power of God. Thus mdyd and its appearances derive their

essence from God and hence cannot affect in any way God or His essential

power.

592. na tegvaham : I am both outside and inside them but being

unattached, I am not touched by their defects—VR.
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highest place in all created beings, the unborn God Vi$nu with-

drew that visible form even while Brahma was looking on.

38. (God Brahma) who embodies all creation fby being

its head), and who has folded his hands to Hari whose visible

form has disappeared, created this universe as it was before (in

the previous Kalpa )

.

39. Once Brahma, the Lord of the created beings and

the protector of righteousness, practised the prescribed yamas

and niyamas for attaining the good of the creation which was as

if his own objective as well.

40-41. Narada who was the most beloved of his inheri-

tors ( sons ) , was devoted to his father, and rendered service to

him. Oh king, the great sage, being a great devotee ofthe lord,

desired to know from him the Maya-power of Vi?nu, the Lord

of Maya, and so pleased his father by his praiseworthy chara-

cter, modesty and self-control.

42. Finding that his father, the grandfather of all the

worlds, was pleased with him, the celestial sage (Narada) res-

pectfully asked him the very thing you enquire ofme.

43. Brahma, being pleased with him, expounded to him
this Bhagavata Puraiia of ten characteristics693,

as it was reveal-

ed to him by the lord.

44. Narada narrated it to Vyasa of immeasurable brilli-

ance, while he was meditating on the Supreme Brahman, on

the bank of the Sarasvat!.

45. In recounting the same to you, I shall be satisfying

your queries as to how all this world came to be produced

from the Viraf Purufa and all other questions.

593* Vide Bh. P. II.io. 1 -7 .
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CHAPTER TEN

( The Ten Characteristics of the Bkagavata Parana

)

9

Sri Suka said :

1.

* Here (in the Bhagavata Purana) the (constituent)

topics detailed are : (1) Subtle creation ( sarga ), (2) gross cre-

ation
(
visarga ), (3) law and order (ensured by God) ( sthdna ),

(4) protection—welfare of all (po$ana) t (5) material lust from

Karmas
( uti ), (6) the period of Manu and history thereof

( manvantara ), (7) accounts of God’s deeds (ifanukatha) t (8) phy-

sical annihilation ( nirodha ), (9) liberation (mukti) and (10) the

last resort of the universe, the ultimate Reality ( aSraya )

.

2. For arriving at the accurate and real knowledge of

the tenth characteristic (viz. the last resort of the universe or

ultimate Reality) the great-souled persons describe the first

nine topics by direct expression594 (from the Vedas in eulogies

etc.) and by way of purport (by episodes containing it).

3. Due to the disturbance in the equilibrium of attributes,

the production of the five elements (bhiitas), the objects of

senses, the sense-organs and the intelligence (i.e. mahat
,
aharh-

hard) is called the subtle creation. The gross creation produc-

ed by the Viraj Puru$a is called Visarga.

*

* The Suta literature which, in the sacrificial milieu of the Brahmana
period, became encyclopaedic, was classified under five topics which were

later regarded as the characteristics ofthe compilations called the PurS-

nas. Every Purina thus consists ofthe following topics :

(i) Creation (sarga), (2) recreation after dissolution (prati-sarga)

,

(3) Genealogy of Gods and sages (Vathia), (4) History of dynasties

(vamianucarita ), (5) Manu-periods of time (Manvantara). Puranas

themselves, acknowledged these topics as forming their essential chara-

cteristics. Vide Agni P.1.14, Garuia P. i.a.27, Kurma P.I, 1,12, Matsya P.

5.3.64, Siva. P.—Vdyaviya Samhitd 1.41, Vqyu P .—Prakriya Pttda 4.10.11; Vifptt

P.3.6.25. Under the influence of Vai?nava theologies, these five topics

were elaborated into ten topics enumerated in the above verses and later

Bh.P. 12.7.9-22 with a slight change in the nomenclature. As Baladeva

Upadhyaya (Pumna-Vimarh IV, pp. 125-139) shows there is not much
difference between the contents of the five characteristics Of Pur&oas in

general and ten characteristics of the Bh. P.

594. ituUnarthena—VR. combines these words and explains *as

actually described in authoritative books or Vedas\
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4. Sthiti is the triumph of the Lord in the maintenance of

(the divine) law and order (in everything), while the protection

and welfare of all by his grace is Pofana. Manvantara consists of

the account of the righteous path followed by Manu who
observes his duty of protecting his subjects, while uti is the

desire for action (directed by) tendencies resulting from

Karma.

5. I&anukatha is the description of the incarnations of

Hari, and stories of the lives of his devotees with detailed

stories.

6. Nirodha is the withdrawal of the Jlva, along with all

his powers and limitation in Hari when he enters his Yogic

sleep. Mokfa or liberation consists of abandoning the unreal

form, and to stay in the essential nature of Brahman.

7. That from which creation and destruction are defini-

tely known to emerge, is the resort which is called the Supreme

Brahma, Supreme Soul, etc.

8.

* He who regards organs of senses, such as eyes etc.,

as referring to himself is the seer or witness, the adhyatmika Jiva.

He is the same in the form of presiding deities of the sense-

organs and is the adhidaivika Jiva. He is the ddhibhautika ( pre-

siding over physical body ) Jiva who is conditioned to see a

distinction between the above two. (After the formation of the

physical body, the two, viz. adhyatmika and adhidaivika
,

are

separated.

)

9. As we do not find ( know ) one in the absence of the

other (i.e. if anyone of the three, viz. adhyatmika, e.g. the eye

and other organs, adhidaivika (the presiding deity of the organ,

e.g. the Sun or light), and the ddhibhautika,
the physical sense

organ, is absent, we cannot get any knowledge. These are thus

*VJ. : Vi?nu is the man who directs the organs ofsenses pertaining to

the body {adhyatmika). He is present also in the presiding deities of the

sense organ (such as the Sun, the deity of perception or seeing). He is

present in physical objects ofperception, e.g. the jar etc. and the deter-

miner between the adhydtmika and adhidaivika (e.g. the eye and the light

seen by it). [This Vi?pu is the diroya (shelter) and controller ofJivas.]

According t^> SD. adhydtmika is the set of cognitive and conative

sense organs. Adhidaivika is the group of presiding deities of the above

organs. Physical body which is different from the above two is the

ddhibhautika Purufa.
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interdependent), he who knows all these three is the Soul who
is not dependent on others, but is the support (shelter) of all.

10.

* When this Virat Purusa (Brahma), bursting open

the Cosmic Egg, came out and stood apart from the Brahmap^a,

he pondered over a place for himself. He himself being pure,

created pure water ( called garbhodaka)

.

1 1. On those waters created by Him, he lay for a period

of a thousand years. Waters were created by the Man (nara )

[and hence came to be called nara] He is called Narayana

(as nara or waters were his ayana ‘place of abode*)

.

12.

* It is by His grace that Matter, Action, Time, In-

nate nature and individual Soul (Jiva) function. They cease

to do so when he becomes indifferent to them.

13. Getting up from his yogic bed of meditation, he

desired to be many. Through his Maya power, he divided

his golden power (lit. gold-semen) in three parts

—

adhyatma

adhidaiva and adhibhuta.

14. Listen how the Lord differentiated one and the

same energy (semen) of the (Cosmic) Mar\ in three parts as

adhidaiva
,
adhyatma and adhibhuta.

15. From the ether (SkSia) within the body of the

Pumfa who was making movements, were produced the powers

of the senses, the mind and the body, and from these was pro-

duced (the subtle power of Prana called Sutra the chief Pra^a

(vital Power) of all. 595

1 6. All the organs of senses in living beings make move-

ments when the chief Prana is active. They stop their activi-

ties when he ceases to do so, like servants of a king following

him.

* VJ : Having created principles (
taliras ), the Purusa entered the

Cosmic Egg along with them. Having broken it open, he manifested
himself as the same Purusa. He wished to have place for sleeping on the
bed of &e?a (another transformation of his Self). Being himself
eternally pure, he created pure water suitable to be a material worthy of
use in his worship.

* cf. supra II. 5.14 and 22.

595. VR. thinks that from the PrSna (vital energy) of god
Brahml, the Pranas of all beings were produced while VJ. states that it is

from Hari who was active within the interior cavity of the Vir&t
Purusa (or Brahmft ) that the powers of Hari were produced, and these

were the real source of the chief vital energy (Pr&na) , the possessor of
the Powers called

—

sahas, ojas and bala.
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17. By the activities of Prana, hunger and thirst were

aroused in the Lord (Virat Puru?a), When He desired to eat

and drink, the mouth (face) first became separate (was formed)

as a distinct organ of the body.

18.

* From the mouth, the palate became a separate

member, and the tongue also was produced then. Then diffe-

rent kinds of tastes which are obtained (appreciated) by the

tongue were produced.

19. From the mouth of this great Being who desired to

speak, were created the Fire (God agni, the presiding deity),

the organ of speech and the speech which is under the control

of the two (viz. the organ of speech and the presiding deity).

Certainly, his breath was controlled in water for a long time

(which led to the creation of nose for breathing).

20. The two nostrils were formed, when the vital air

began to move forcibly. When he (the Virat Puru?a) wished

to have smell, the sense ofsmell was produced with Vayu, the

bearer of smell, as the presiding deity.

21. Being desirous of seeing himself in the darkness

within the body of the Virat Purufa a pair of eyes was created

along with light ( tejas ) and the organ of seeing, and the power

of seeing (the light, forms, colours).

22. When the Soul wished to hear the eulogies of the

sages, two ears as well as the cardinal points ( as presiding dei-

ties) and the auditory sense-organ were created. Hence the

power of audition.

23. When he wished to feel softness, hardness, lightness,

heaviness, warmth and coldness (of things), the sense of touch

( tvac) was created On it grow the hairs (the sense-organ)

and trees (the presiding deities). The vital air having obtain-

ed the quality of touch by means of the skin, covers it interna-

lly and externally.

24. Through his desire to do various activities, hands

* In this description of the members of the body of the Cosmic
Man ( Virat Purufa ), the group of four, viz. the place, {adhiffhdna)

,

the

sense-organ, the object of the sense and the presiding deity, though not

stated, are to be understood in these verses. For example, this verse

indicates that the palate is the position or place, the tongue is the sense

organ, different tastes are the objects of the sense, and Varujpa is the

presiding deity of this organ.
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grew to him, i.e. he developed hands). In them, the power (to

work) as sense, and Indra (as the presiding deity) wereprodu-

ced. The action of receiving depends on them both.

25. When he wished to go to a desired destination, two
legs (feet) grew out (from his body). Along with them,

Visnu the sacrifice incarnate became the presiding deity. The
collection ofmaterials for sacrifice was made bymen by the action

of going [The organ of motion whereby men can go for collec-

tion of sacrificial material was produced].

26. When he wanted progeny, pleasure and heaven (or

immortality by one’s continuation of race through offspring),

the place of generative organ596
, the organ of generation( along-

with Prajapati as the presiding deity) appeared. Sexual plea-

sure depends on them both (the deity and the sense-organ).

27. When he wanted to discharge the impurities of the

food etc. (eaten by him), the anus appeared along with the

organ discharging excrement, and with Mitra as the presiding

deity. On these two depends the function of discharging the

the excrement.

28. When he desired to move out (completely) from one

bodv to another, the outlet—the navel—was formed with

apana ( as the sense organ) and mrtyu ( the goddess of death as

the presiding deity) was formed. On these two depends the

separation (departing) from the body.

29. To him who became desirous for the intake of food

and drink, stomach, intestines and veins (blood vessels)

appeared with rivers and seas (as presiding deities). The
satisfaction and the nourishment ( of body ) depend on them

both (the organs and the deities).

30. When he wished to meditate on the Maya of the

Soul ( dtman ), the heart was produced. Then the mind (as

the inner sense organ), the Moon (as the deity) and the func-

tions of thinking and desiring (were produced). 597

j<)6. sifna here stands for both male and female organs.

597* This is obviouslv based on the Aitartya Upanifad : Khartd^s i

and 2 . The mutual relations of the physical member of the sense organ,

the organ of the sense, and the presiding deity as given in the Ait. Up.
are tabulated below, which may be compared with the above description

in the Bh.P.
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31. The seven essential ingredients of the body598 are

the inner skin and the outer skin, flesh, blood, fat, marrow and

bones which were created respectively from the earth, water,

fire, prana, ether, water and the air.

32. The organs of the senses have for their soul ( i. e.

are essentially related to) their objects (such as sound, touch

etc.). Gunas proceed from aharhkdra ( ego ) . The mind consists

of all vikaras (emotions, perturbations etc.). And Intelligence

is characterised by the knowledge of the things as they are999 .

33. I have expounded to you the gross form of the Lord.

It is covered from outside, with eight sheaths, of which the

earth is the first.
600

34.

* Beyond this (gross—Virat form of the Lord) is

the subtlest, unmanifest, attributeless, (form) which has no be-

ginning, middle or end (i. e. not subject to creation, subsis-

tence and destruction). It is eternal and beyond the reach of

words and mind.

The member of the body Sense* Presiding

No. the Physical Part. organ

.

Deity

I Mouth—face Speech Agni iFire)

2 Nose—nostrils Prana V&yu

3 Eyes Sight The Sun

4 Ears audition or hearing Cardinal Points

5 Skin Hair The Lord of herbs

(Osadhis)

6 Heart Mind The Moon

7 Navel Apana M ftyu (Goddess of

death)

8 Organ of generation Semen Water

598. dhatu—The usual list is rasasfh-mdmsa-mcdo'sthimajjd-sukrdni

dhdtavahj—ASD 534.

But herein Bh.P. rasa and sukra are omitted and the cognitive organ

tvac (and carman) are substituted for them.

599. Intelligence is a form of mahat-tattva—VR.
600. The remaining are of water, fire, air, ether, Mahat, aharhkdra

and Prakfti .

According to $R. , here ends the description of the gross body

( Virat Sarira) of the Lord.

* According to SR., SD. and VB. this is description of the subtle

body (samaffi-liAga iarira) of God, but VR. interprets this as referring to

mukta-jlvas,
i.e. the individual souls in liberated condition, while VJ.

takes it as applying to the transcendental form of the Supreme Lord Hari.
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35. I have described to you these two forms of the Lord.

But sages601 (learned men) do not take (accept) either of

them as they are created by Maya.

36. The Lord assumes the form of Brahma and takes

names, forms and actions, himself being both the things desi-

gnated and the word denoting it. He is both the doer of ac-

tions, (through Maya, but really) non-doer602 . He is different

and beyond the both.

37-39. He assumes (the names, forms and actions of)

Prajapatis, Manus, gods, sages, manes ( Pitrs ) ,
siddhas, semidi-

vine beings like Caracas, Gandharvas, Vidyadharas; Asuras,

Yaksas, Kinnaras, celestial damsels, Nagas, serpents, Kimpu-
rusas (the same as Kinnaras), men, Matjrs (such as Brahmi,

Mahegvari etc. ), evil beings like demons, Pretas,603 PiSacas,

Bhutas (goblins), Vinayakas, imps like Kusmanda, Unmada
(like Kalakarna), Vctala, Yatudhana (a kind of demon), plan-

ets, birds, deer, beasts, trees, mountains and reptiles.

40. He creates all beings which fall into two categories

(moving and stationary) , and those divided into four classes

according to their process of birth (viz. born out of the egg,

the womb, sweat and seeds): and those classified in three as

per their habitat (viz. those which live on the land, in the

water and in the air). These are the fruits of the actions

—

merit, demerit and a mixture of the two. 604

41. The consequences of the actions are three according

to the three attributes, sattva
,
rajas and tamas% and (according

to the predominance of the attribute) beings become residents

in the heaven, this world and the hell. Oh king, when one

out of these attributes is dominated by the other two, each of

these courses are then subdivided in three varieties.

6or. VJ. reads a-vipascitah, i.e. people who are weak in knowledge.

Such persons cannot understand the above described two forms which are

created by God’s will and Prakfti.

602. akarmakah—As God’s will works (not he ), be is not bound by

the actions—VR.
603. VD. applies the term preta to those who met an accidental

death.

604. This is a reply to Par!kbit’s query y&vatyab kanting atoyo

yadfiir dvija-iaUctna (Bb.P. II.8.136).
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42*. This very glorious Lord who created the universe,

takes the form ofDharma ( upholder of the order) and pro-

tects and nourishes the universe, by taking incarnations in

beasts, men, gods.

43. Then in due course, he, assuming the form of the

Time of the world-destruction, the world-consuming Fire and

Rudra*05 , like a wind dispersing a host of clouds, destroys the

world that is created by him.

44. * * The divine lord of unimaginable power, glory etc.

has been thus described (in his capacity of creator, protector

and destroyer). But wise men should not think him to be of

this much description.

45. Para Brahman is not a doer in the activity pertaining

to creation (protection or destruction of the universe). It is

for the sake of refuting his relation as agent that the descrip-

tion is given. It is imposed on him by Maya.

46.

*** Oh king! this kalpa-period of god Brahma along

with its subdivisions (vikalpas ) has been described to you. In

this kalpa, (subtle) creations from prakrti or mahat called Prakrti-

kas and (gross) creations known as Vaikrlika take place. Such

types ofcreations are common to all kalpas*oe
.

47. I shall fully explain to you later the measure of time

(both gross and subtle), the definition of kalpa and its division.

Listen now to Padifia Kalpa.

Saunaka said :

48. Oh Suta ! you told us that Vidura, the best of the

devotees of the Lord, travelled to the holy places on the earth

* Having described creation of the univfersc in the capacity of

Brahman, the author describes the protection aspect in the capacity of

Vi?nu in this verse, and destructive aspect of Rudra in the next verse.

605. GD. Dipant—Radharaman Gosvami.
** The venerable lord (Vi?nu) is superior to other great gods

(like BrahmS and Rudra). has been described as quite different
m

from others, and free from all defects (despite his actions of creation,

destruction etc.). Wise men should look upon him as distinct from

others (and not identical with others)—VJ.
*** This is the reply to the question yat tin hilpo vikalpo va etc. in

Bh.P. 2.8.12.

606. Kalpa—a day of Brahma or or 432 million years

of mortal beings. JG. quotes from the Skanda Parana (Prabhasa Khantfa)

the list of 30 Kalpas. The present is the $veta-V3r&ha Kftlpa.
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after leaving his relatives who are abandoned with great diffi-

culty.

49. At what place did his discussion with Maitreya

(Kausarava) on topics pertaining to the Soul take place ? What
did the revered Vidura ask him ? What was his (Maitreya’s)

discourse (in reply) ?

50. Oh gentle Suta ! Please tell us all about it, and about

Vidura’s activities, the cause of his leaving his brother and his

return as well.

Suta said : Please listen.

51. I shall narrate to you in the order of questions put

to the great sage by Pariksit and what discourses he gave on

these questions.



SKANDHA THIRD

CHAPTER ONE

( Meeting ofVidura and Uddhava )

Sri Suka said :

* 1-2.

It is reported that formerly, venerable Maitreya®07 was

asked this very question, in the same manner by Vidura who
took to forest, after leaving his affluent house—the house,

wherein Lord Kr?na, the ruler of all, ( but as) the ambassador

(of Pandavas) entered (and stayed) as if it were his own, after

leaving the palace of the Paurava King (Duryodhana).

The King said :

3. Oh Lord ! Tell us in details, at what place did the

meeting ofVidura with venerable Maitreya take place ? and
when (or what topic) did they discuss ?

4. For, the question posed by Vidura, of pure Soul, to

the great (sage) cannot be of less importance —especially so

when it was praised as a good question by Maitreya (himself).

Silta said :

5. When the great sage, master (lit.knower) of different

branches of learning, was thus asked by king Pariksit, he, being

very pleased, replied, “Listen (I shall narrate to you)

.*
**

* VR. interprets : Formerly the venerable Vidura who was the

advisor of P3g{lavas and was an amia ofYamadharma, the controller of

all beings, left the house of Dhftar&stra which he considered as his own
and took to forest. It is reported that when Vidura left his own magni-

ficent house and went to the jungle, he asked the venerable sage Mait-

reya the same question, in the same way.

VR . adds that leaving his own house as well as that of the Paurava

King shows the physical and mental renunciation of Vidura.

607. Maitreya or Kauiarava A son of Kui&rava and Mitri and

disciple of Par&fiara; met K^na on the eve of his departure to Heaven

and was ordered to be the preceptor of Vidura.—DHM.** 95, PI. 2.739-40.
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6. When the blind kingDhrtara^ra supported in an un-

righteous manner, his wicked sons, and deceitfully made the

relative-less (fatherless) children of his younger brother, to live

(lit. enter) the house of lac and set it on fire.

7. When king Dhftaragtra did not prevent his son from

censurable act of dragging ( lit. touching
) the hair of the queen

ofKuru king (Yudhi$thira), his daughter-in-law, whose tears

washed away the saffron on her breasts [ Or, which was the

cause of subsequent washing away of the saffron on breasts of

the wives of the enemies. ]

8. As he succumbed to infatuation (or thoughtlessness,

or serving his son)
,
he did not return, as per terms of agreement,

his due patrimony to the pious Yudhisthira who always follow-

ed the path of truth, and was fraudulently defeated in gambl-
ing, though he (Yudhisthira) respectfully requested for it (his

share), after his return from the forest.

9. When the king whose (remaining small) portion of

merit was spent up, did not regard as important the speeches

of Krsna, the Master of the world, (when) deputed by Panqla-

vas,—speeches delivered in the( royal )assembly, and which were

as if nectar-oozing to men ( like Bhi$ma)

.

1 0. When Vidura was invited by his elder brother for

consultation, he went to the palace. What he (Vidura),promi-

nent amongst counsellors, proffered as an advice came later

to be called ‘Vidura’s Advice* (Vidura-Ntti) by (political)

advisors.

( Vidura advised)

11. *‘Return the hereditary share (ofkingdom ) to Yudhi-

§thira who has suffered unbearable wrongs from you. It is

against these that the serpent in the form of Bhlma of

whom you are so much afraid, is hissing in rage along with

his brothers.

12. The God, Lord Kjr$na, along with Brahmanas and

gods, has taken (the side of) Pagdavas« The Lord of the Yadus

who has subdued all kings of kings, stays in his own city.

13. You, who have lost prosperity due to yopr aversion

to Kf$9a, are nourishing Duryodhana with the idea that he is

your child. But he, the hater of the Supreme Man, is an

evil incarnate which has entered your house and is staying. For
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the good of the family (at least) remove that inauspicious per-

son.** •

14. ( When ) Vidura whose character was praiseworthy

to the righteous, spoke thus in that assembly, he was insulted

by Suyodhana whose lower lip was throbbing through great

rage, and also by Karna, his younger brother (DuhSasana) and
Sakuni.

15. (Duryodhana said) : “Who asked this crooked slave-

born to be here ? He is treacherous to his master with whose
food he grew fat, and espouses the cause of the enemy. Let him
be immediately driven out of the town alive808 (confiscating

his property.)**

16. Though, in the very presence of his brother Dhrta-

rastra, he (Vidura) was cut to the quick by such sharp words
which pierced the ears like arrows, he was unafflicted, as he
well understood (and respected) the power ofmaya (as the

cause of this insult). Of his own accord, he left the assembly

hall, leaving his bow at the door (indicating his neutrality in

the ensuing struggle).

17. He, whom Kauravas got by their good luck, de-

parted from Hastinapura (along with good fortunes of the

Kauravas). With a desire to accumulate merit, he visited,

one after another, holy places sanctified by the sacred feet of

Hari—holy places where God has manifested himselfin thousand
forms (like Siva, Brahma etc.).

18. Unaccompanied by anyone, he travelled to towns,

holy groves, mountains, bowers, rivers and lakes of translucent

waters, and holy places and temples which were richly adorned
with the symbols of the Infinite Lord.

19. While wandering over the earth, he practised obser-

vances (vows) pleasing to Hari. He lived on pure consecrated

food, performing ablutions in every sacred place, sleeping on
the bare ground. Wearing bark garments, he was careless about
his person, and became unrecognizable to his friends and rela-

tives.

20. In this way, while wandering in the Bharata-var$a,

he went to Prabhasa in due course. At that time, with the help

6o8. v.l. Smeddnab— (i) inauspicious like a funeral place

—

$R.
(ii) So evil that he will bring misfortuneVherever he goes.
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of Kr§na, Yudhisthira, the son of Pjrtha, was ruling over the

whole earth which was ( controlled ) by the army ofone king

only (i.e. of Yudhigthira), and was under (the protection of)

one royal umbrella.

2 1 . Then, at that place, he heard ( the report of) the

annihilation of his friends (relatives) who were burnt down
like a forest of dry bamboos consumed by conflagration. Then
being deeply grieved, he returned to the Sarasvati.

22. In the Sarasvati, he resorted to places sacred to

Trita, USanas, Manu, Prthu, Agni, Asita, Vayu, Sudas, cows,

Guha and Sraddhadeva.

23. In this region, he visited various temples of Visriu

constructed by sages and gods—temples which were especially

distinguished by the most important of Vig^u’s weapons, viz.,

the disc Sudar£ana (carved in the gold tops of the temples) the

sight of which reminds people of Kr$na.

24. Passing through the rich countries of the Sura§tras,

the Sauvlras, the Matsyas, the Kurujahgalas, he reached the

Yamuna where he met Uddhava, the great devotee of the lord

Krsna.
• • •

25. With great affection, he closely embraced Uddhava
that famous follower of Vasudeva and a former pupil of

Brhaspati (in politics), and who was perfectly serene in mind.

He enquired of him about the welfare of his relatives who
were under the protection of the Supreme Lord Kr$ria.

26. “Are the two ancient Puru§as ( Kr§na and Balarama)

well in the house ofSurasena—the Purusas who incarnated on

the earth due to the request of Brahma born from the lotus in

his (Vi$niu’s) navel and who have enjoyed the joy of achieving

the welfare of the world.

27. Is the intimate friend of the Kurus, the inspected

Vasudeva, happy ?—The liberal Vasudeva who like a father,

gives sumptuous gifts to his sisters, in addition to the rich gifts

given to the satisfaction of their husbands.

28. Dear friend ! Is Pradyumna, the brave commander-

in-chief of the Yadava forces, hale and hearty? By propitiating

Brahmanas, RukminI, begot him (Pradyumna), the God of

Love in his previous birth, as a son from Lord K]*$£a.

29. Is Ugrasena, the king of Sattvatas, Vr?nis, Bhojas
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and Daiarhas happy ?—Ugrasena whom the lotus-eyed ( Kr§na)
installed as a king when he (through fear of his life) gave up
the hopes about kingship.

30. Oh gentle Uddhava ! Is Samba, the son of Kr$$a,

and similar to him, the chief of warriors who ride chariots in

battles, happy ? Is the god Karttikeya whom Parvati bore in

the former birth and whom Jambavati gave birth (as a son)

after performing many severe observances, happy?

31. Is Satyaki who learnt the secret technique of archery

from Arjuna happy ?—Satyaki who by his intensely devoted

service of Lord Krsna attained the path leading to the Lord

immediately,—a path which is difficult even for recluses to

attain.

32. Is the wise, pious (sinless) Akrura (the son of Sva-

phalka) always devoted to the glorious Lord, happy ?—Akrura,

who lost himself due to his love (for God ) and rolled himself in

the dust on the road which was adorned with the foot-prints

of Krsna.
• • •

33. Is DevakI, the princess of Devaka of Bhoja clan,

happy ?—Devaki, who like the mother of gods (Aditi ) ofwhom
Vi$nu was born, verily bore the Lord in her womb like the

Veda triad {Bg, Tajus and Sdma Vedas) which contains the mean-

ing which expands into a sacrifice.

34. Is the reveredAniruddha happy ?—(Aniruddha)who

fulfills the desires of the sattvatas and who is regarded as the

source of Sastras by the Vedas, as the director of the mind, for

he is the fourth principle presiding over sattva or antah-karana

(the inner organ

)

fl0#
.

35. Oh gentle Uddhava ! Are also Hfdika, Satyaki,

Carudesna, Gada and others, well?—those who in their absolute

devotion toKrsna worship him as the Lord of their Soul which

is different from their bodies ( etc.

)

36. Is Dharma (Yudhi${hira ) , with two arms, viz. Arjuna

and Krsna, protecting according to the duties of kings the

609. SR. explains : ntta (reason), ahothkata (self-sense or ego),

buddhi (intelligence) and manas (mind) are four aspects of antab-karepa

(the inner organ) and Visudeva, SaAkar;ana, Pradyumnaand Aniruddha

are their respective presiding deities. Hence Aniruddha is called here

‘director of the mind* and the fourth ^principle* (deity) governing

amabkarn^a (the internal organ).
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established ( socio-religious ) institudons ?— (Yudhi$thira ) in

whose assembly, Duryodhana boiled (with rage and jealousy)

at the sight of Arjuna’s services and the imperial fortune gained

(by him) through victories.

37. Or has Bhima who is highly intolerant with the

wrongdoers and nurtured rage (revenge) like a serpent, given

it up (or visited it on the offenders—Kauravas) ?—(Bhima)

whose (heavy) steps the earth could not bear, while he moved
about in various ways, brandishing his mace (gada ).

38. Is Arjuna, the celebrated warrior among the leaders

of armies of chariots, the wielder of the Gan^iva bow, enemy-

less ( after destroying them all )
? —(Arjuna) with whom was

pleased god Siva who assumed the form of a Kirata, at his

(Arjuna) covering him thickly with volleys of arrows610

39. Are the twins (who were brought up as) sons of

Pftha (Kunti), who are protected (lit. surrounded) by Kunti’s

sons like eyes by the eyelids, enjoying themselves after wresting

their share of ancestral kingdom from the enemies in the war,

like Garuda taking ( the share of) nectar from the army of

gods? 611*

40. How wonderful, that though bereaved ofa great royal

sage ( like Pan<ju ) > a matchless warrior, who seated in his chariot

with only his bow as a helpmate, conquered all the four cardinal

points, Kunti stayed alive for the sake of children

!

41. Oh mild-natured Uddhava ! I feel sorry for the

downfalling Dhftarastra who showed enmity to his departed

brother (Panqlu). I (his living brother and), a friend and well-

wisher was expelled from his capital by him who followed his

sons.

42. (Though thus maltreated), I felt no wonder as I

could see the greatness of Hariwho confuses the working of the

human mind by his assumption ofhuman form ;
and, being in

disguise, I could leisurely perform pilgrimage on the earth.

43. Though the venerable Lord is powerful enough to

610. This refers to the test ofArjuna*s heroism taken by god Siva

before granting him the P&iupata missile (Vide MBH., 11.39.33-64,)

611. vajri-vaktra—From the mouth of Indra (SR., VR., VJ.) But

VD. objects that a thing taken from the mouth of another is unaccept-

able. Hence he dissolves the compound : Vajri vafetram (praHhdnarh)

yasya / ‘That of which Indra is the leader

!
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remove the miseries of his devotees, by destroying the kings

who were proud of their triple superiority (viz. in learning,

riches and heredity), and who constantly made the earth

tremble by their armies, he was indifferent to the sinful con-

duct of the Kauravas.

44. The incarnation of the unborn god is for the destruc-

tion of those who go astray. Though unconcerned with actions,

his deeds are reclaiming the errants to the proper path. If

(that be) not (the case) who, (being) above gunas
,
would veri-

ly like the assumption of the body and the course of activities.

45. Oh friend ! Extol to me the news (episodes) of the

unborn Lord of Holy Fame, who was born in the Yadu race

for the good of the kings of the world who have submitted them-

selves to him (his protection) and for the welfare of those who

abide by his orders.

CHAPTER TWO
*

( The Dialogue between Uddhava and Vidura
)

Sri Suka said :

1. The great devotee of the Lord (Uddhava) who was

thus asked by Vidura about the welfare pertaining to the dear

one (i. e. of Lord Kjrsna), could not reply as he was painfully

reminded of the Lord and was overcome with sorrow at his

bereavement.

2-3. How could he (Uddhava) who, as a child of five

years, when invited by his mother for breakfast, did not wish

to partake of it while worshipping K;*§ga as a part of his sports

in childhood, break the news in reply, when he had spent the

whole lifetime in his service, and attained old age, and was re-

minded (sorrowfully) of the feet of the master.

4. For the period of a muhurta he remained silent (in

meditation) highly satisfied by the nectar-like feet of Kn?a
and deeply immersed in intense devotion of the Lord.

5. He, on whose body hair was standing on ends, and
who was shedding tears from his closed eyes, and who was
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drowned in the flood of love for Kpsna, was seen ( as if) his

highest purpose was achieved.

6. Gradually, he returned from the abode of the Lord to

the world of men. He wiped out his eyes. Uddhavawho was

wonderstruck (with the deeds of the Lord) replied to Vidura,

Uddhava said :

7. What good news can I give to you when the Sun in

the form ofKrgna has set, and our homes, bereft of splendour,

have been swallowed up by the boa-constriction (of Time) ?

8. Alas ! it is the misfortune of this world, and especial-

ly of the Yadavas who lived with him intimately and yet did

not know him, just as the fish ( living in the sea along with the

moon before the churning of the sea) did not recognize the

Moon (as such but regarded him as an acquatic animal).

9*. All the Sattvatas, though capable of knowing inten-

tions of others, and possessing deep understanding, and of sing-

leness of devotion, regarded the Lord of all created beings612

as the leader of the Sattvatas only.

10. Those who have sown (i. e. completely fixed) their

intellect in Hari, are not deluded by the tvrords of those who
are haunted by the Maya of the Almighty (e. g. the Yadavas)

or by those who entertained evil intention to him (like

&i£upala and others).

1 1 . He had exhibited his form to men who had not

performed proper penance and who had not seen it to their

satisfaction. He disappeared from the world taking with him

his splendid form which was the centre (of attraction) to the

eyes of the world.

1 2. It was a form which was useful for activities in imita-

tion of human beings which he assumed, showing the power

of his Toga-maya. It was the highest peak of perfect beauty

*According to SD. this verse praises the Yadavas and Pauravas who
knew the real Lord. “The leaders of the Puru-clan (like Yudhitfhira) and
Sattvatas (like Vasudeva) realised the chief of S&ttvatas, namely, Sid

Ktfna as being the Brahman, the support of all created beings (bkHtas)

and resting completely on the Lord, were happy thereby.”

6ia. bhUtdvasam : i) A jiva, resident in a physical and inner

(kdrana) body—VB.
ii) A leader of a few men—VJ.
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and sublimity, parts of which beautified even the ornaments

and a wonder to him also.

13. Seeing his form which 'gave great delight to the

three worlds in the Rajasuya sacrifice ofYudhi$thira, they (peo-

ple of the three worlds) thought that in creating beautiful

human form, thewhole of creator’s skill is exhausted today.

14. The women of Vraja who got the honour of his

smiles overflowing with love, sportive dances and longing

looks, followed him with their eyes and minds, leaving their

work unfinished.

15. The Lord of all, [Brahman with attributes and

beyond attributes] with compassion for his own gentle forms

being troubled by other (wicked) ones, and accompanied with

Prakfti of which Mahat is but a fraction, (or with Balarama as

his great part), though unborn, took birth like fire (which

though ever present in the wood, sparks out after friction).

16. The apparent birth of the birthless Lord in the

house of Vasudeva, (his) stay in a settlement of cowherds

( Vraja) as if out of fear of the enemy (Karhsa ), and the flight

of the Lord of infinite power, from his own city— this (beha-

viour like ordinary human beings) distresses me.

17. It painsmy heart toremember how he, bowingdown
to the feet of his parents, beseeched, “Oh father, mother

kindly be gracious unto us who being in great fear ofKamsa,.

could not render you any service.'*

1 8. What man who having smelt ( experienced the great

joy in) even a particle of pollen in the lotus-like feet of the

Lord, can forget him—the Lord, whowith the movement of his

creeper-like eyebrow, a veritable god of destruction, removed

the load ( of the wicked ) from the earth.

19. Verily, you have witnessed how, during the Raja-

suya Sacrifice, Sigupala, the arch-enemy of Kn$a> attained

Liberation after which even yogins aspire by observing care-

fully yogic practices. How can one endure separation from

(such a gracious Lord like) him r

20. Similarly; other warriors who, on the field of battle,

drank with their eyes the beautiful lotus-like face of Kf^a,
and attained to his feet after purification (death) from the

missiles of Arjuna.
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21-22. The Lord, who himself is unsurpassed in excel-

lence (lit. without an equal or superior), and is a ruler of the

three (worlds or attributes

—

gunas ), and who due to his intrin-

sic highest blissfulness, is in enjoyment of all ( types of) happi-

ness, whose foot-stool is (as if) eulogised by (the sound on
the foot-stool made by) the crests of the crowns of the eter-

nal guardians of the world who bring tributes to him—Such a

Lord should stand before Ugrasena who is occupying a high

seat (on the throne), and should request him, “Your Majesty,

kindly pay attention (to us) Oh Vidura, the servantlike beha-

viour of the Lord greatly troubles us, his servants.

23. What mercifulness ! The wicked Putana who with

a desire to kill him, made him suck her breast smeared with

deadly poison, (and for this she) attained the place worthy

for his nurse (Yajoda;. Is there any other god so merciful

like this, to whom we should resort (for salvation or protec-

tion ?

24. I regard asuras as the devotees of the Supreme Lord

as their minds are fixed on the Lord of the three worlds, throu-

gh anger and who on the battlefield visualized him armed

with the Sudarsana disc and seated on the shoulder of Garuda,

attacking them.

25. The Lord took birth from Vasudeva and DevakI, in
« 0

the prison of Kamsa, the chief of the Bhojas, as he was so re-

quested by god Brahma and desired to restore happiness to the

earth.

26. Then, by his father who was afraid ofKamsa, he was

taken to the settlement of cowherds headed by Nanda. He
stayed there with Balarama with his power unmanifested, for

eleven years.

27. Surrounded by cowboys and himself tending the

calves, the All-pervading Lord sported on the ( banks of the

)

Yamuna in parks, dense with trees full of warbling birds.

28. He who looked like an innocent young one ofa lion,

displayed his boyish pranks of (apparent) laughing and crying,

to the residents ofVraia.

29. The same Lord tended their wealth in the from of
0

cattle with white bulls (prominent in them) and which was
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(as if), the abode of the goddess of wealth. He entertained

the cowherds accompanying him, by playing upon the flute.

30. Like a boy breaking down his toys, he $>ortively

killed those wiley conjuring demons who could assume any

form at will and who were deputed by Kamsa ( to kill him )

.

31. He brought back to life the cowherds and cows

who died of poisonous water of the Yamuna. Subduing (and

expelling) Kaliya, the king of serpents, he made them drink

the water again which was restored to its original condition of

purity.

32. The omnipresent Lord made the chief of cowherds

(Nanda) to perform a sacrifice in honour of cows (in which

cows were worshipped) with the help of the best ofB’ ahmanas,

as he wished to spend the great wealth in a good way. (In

this way, he subdued the pride of Indra).

33. Oh Vidura ! When Indra, incensed at the disconti-

nuation of his own (traditional) worship, showered heavily,

the settlement of the cowherds which became extremely dis-

tressed (by the downpour of rain), was protected (by the Lord)

with the umbrella in the form of the hill ( Govardhana )

which he sportively wielded and showed thereby his grace.

34. Respecting (as it were) the evenings bright with autu-

mnal moon, he enjoyed himself singing sweet songs and

became an ornament of the circle of ladies
(
performing Rasa

dance).

CHAPTER THREE
m

( The Dialogue between Vidura and Uddhava)

—Glorious deeds ofKr$na

Uddhava said :

1. Then, with a desire to make his parents happy, he

(Kysna) accompanied by Balarama came to the city (Mathura)

and forcibly pulled down Kamsa, the head of the enemy-force,

from his royal seat, and after killing him, dragged him along

the ground ( though dead )

.
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2. He learnt from Sandipani618 the Veda with all its de-

tails ( the six accessories of the Veda) which was recited to him
but once. He restored his dead son to him (Sandipani) from

the belly of Paficajana614 .

3. Just as Gambia snatched away his share (of nectar),

Krsna, in the very presence of kings invited615 on behalf of the

Princess of Bhi$maka, carried away Rukmini—his own share

(as she was an incarnation of Lak§ml)—with a view to marry

her by the Gandharva form of marriage,610 thus setting his foot

on the heads of the kings617 .

4. In another svayarhoaray he tamed the bulls whose noses

had not been bored and married the Princess (Satyabhama)

of Nagnajit. He discomfited the foolish kings who, despite their

humiliation (by Krsiia’s fulfilment of the marriage condition)

still entertained a desire for her and came to fight him with

their weapons, though he could not be injured by them.

5. Like an ordinary man (under the thumb of his wife)

the Lord took away the celestial tree Parijata to grant the desire

of his beloved (Satyabhama). At this, Indra (who was incited

by Sac!) like a pet deer of women, got blind with rage and

pursued him with his army (of gods) 618
.

6. Seeing her son (Naraka) who was (as if) swallowing

the sky with his body, cut down by the SudarSana disc, he

613. Sandipani—Teacher of Kr?na and Balardma (DHM 279).

614. Paficajana—Name of a demon who assumed the form of

a conch-shell and was slain by Kf?i?a to recover SSndlpani’s son. But as

he was not found in Pancajana’s belly, Kriha brought him back from

Yama. For details—infra X Gh. 45.

615. SR accepts the v.l. samdhrta i.e. who were attracted by her

(Rukmid’s) beauty etc.

616. Modern 'love-marriage’. So called due to its supposed

prevalence among the Gandharvas. ASD 398 is wrong when it states

that it is performed 'without ceremonies'. Smfti Candrikd and other

digests state that homa and saptapadi are necessary. For details Kane Hist.

ofDharma Sastra Vol. II—i. Ch. IX. P. 521-24.

617. Kings who were invited by her brother Rukml whose name
had two syllables common with the name ‘Rukmipl’— ($R).

618. Indra’s ingratitude is obvious, as it was he who invited

Kftna to get back the earrings of his mother Aditi from BhaumSsura.

Kftna went to Svarga with Satyabh&m& and restored the ear-rings

(Vide infra X. Ch. 59)

.
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(Kr§na) was prayed by the goddess of the Earth (Naraka’s

mother). Having given the remaining (unannexed) kingdom

to Naraka’s son, Kfsna entered the harem.619
•

7.

Seeing Hari, the friend of the afflicted person, the

princesses who were abducted by Nafaka, immediately rose to

receive him with their glances full of rapture, bashfulness and

love.

8. Assuming suitable forms by his maya powers, he simul-

taneously married them all, with proper formalities, in different

apartments.

9. With a desire to expand his prakrti (or to become

many for the sake of prakrti ), he got from each of them ten

children equal to him in all respects.

10. He commissioned his great prowess and glory in his

men ( devotees like Mucukunda, Bhima) , and through them he

got killed Kalayavana, Jarasandha, Salva and others who, with

their armies, laid siege to his town.

1 1 . He caused the death ofsome like Sambara820
,
Dvi-

vida821
, Bana622

,
Mura623 and Balvala624 ( through others ) ,

while

he killed others like Dantavaktra026 (personally).

12. He then caused the destruction of kings who espo-

used the cause of your brothers' sons (Kauravas and Pandavas )

.

619. For details vide infra X. 59.

€20. Sambara: A demon who stole away Kffpa’s son Pradyumna
soon after his birth, and threw him into the sea. Providentially Pradyu-
mna was saved and he killed Sambara—BPK 197.

621. Dvivida—A monkey friend of Naraka; to avenge Naraka’s
death he went on destroying the towns in Ktfna’s kingdom. At Rai-
vata hill, he offended BalarSma insulting his Gsir companions. In the
ensuing fight BalarSma killed him—PI. 2.150.

622. Bapa—Eldest son of Bali; a devotee of Siva; arrested Kf?na’s
grandson Aniruddha who courted his daughter U?&. In the battle that
followed for the rescue of Aniruddha, god £iva and Skanda assisted B§na
but were finally overpowered by Krwa. At Siva's request Krwa spared

Bapa’s life and returned with U9& and Aniruddha—DHM. 42.

623 Mura—A demon ally of Naraka; defended Naraka's capital
Prag-JyOtfta with his seven thousand sons. But he along with his sons
was killed by Kftpa with his disc Sudariana—DHM. 212.

624. Balvala—

A

demon who ruined the sacrifices at Naimifa; was
killed by Balar&ma at the request of the sages.

625. J)anta-vaktra—King of Karufa; took side against Kftpa on
behalfofJarasandha, Sftlva and was killed by Kftpa—DHM. 80.
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By the marching of their armies to Kuruk§etra, the earth was

as if made to tremble.

13. He was not satisfied when he saw Suyodhana, along

with his followers, lying prostrate on the ground with thighs

broken and with his royal splendour and life cut short by the

evil advice tendered by Kama, DuhSasana and Sakuni.

14. (He thought to himself) : What an insignificant por-

tion of the heavy burden of the earth is relieved, though an

army ofeighteen Aksauhinis is annihilated through (the medium
of) Bhf$ma, Drona, Arjuna and Bhima ! For there exists an

irresistible army of Yadavas headed by ( Pradyumnaand others

who are
) my parts620 ( arhSas )

.

15. There is no other strategem to kill them (Yadavas)

except when there will be a quarrel among themselves, with

their eyes reddish with intoxication. When I prepare to leave

this world, they will automatically disappear.

16. After planning thus, the Lord, establishing tbe son

of Dharma (Yudhisthira) in his own kingdom, gave delight to

his friends and showed thereby the path of the righteous people.

1 7. The continuity of the Puru family, which was pro-

perly secured by Abhimanyu in Uttara, but which was verily

destroyed by the missiles of A£vatthaman, was again restored

and protected by the Lord.

18. The Omnipresent Lord caused the son ofDharma
(Yudhisthira) to perform the horse-sacrifice thrice. He (Yudhi-

$thira) who was devoted to Kr§aa, enjoyed himself protecting

the earth with the help of his younger brothers.

19. The glorious Lord also, the Soul of the universe and

a follower of the path prescribed in Srutis and Smrtis enjoyed

all worldly pleasures at Dvaraka. But as he was firmly fixed in

the Sankhya Philosophy, he remained non-attached (due to

his realization of the distinction between Prakfti and Puruga).

20-21. With his lovely smiling looks and words sweet as

nectar, with spotless character and with his body as an abode

of Sri ( Goddess Lak?ml ) he gave delight to this world as well

'

as to the next, especially so to the Yadus. At night, he showed

momentary friendship to women who obtained the pleasure of

his companionship.

636 . VJ. construes it with Bhlfma, Dropa etc.
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22. While he was enjoying himself thus for pretty long

years, He became unattached to the householder’s lif? and the

pleasures therein.

23*. The objects of enjoyment are in the power of the

Fate. Man himself is at the mercy of the Fate. What person

devoted to the Lord ofYoga (Krsna) by yogic process, will put

faith in these (objects etc.) ?

24. Once upon a time, in the city of Dvaraka (some)

sages were offended by Yadava and Bhoja lads while at play.

The sages who knew the intention of the Lord, cursed them.

25. Then after some months, Vr$nis, Bhojas, Andhakas

and others, being deluded by God, rode in their chariots to Pra-
l #

bhasa, in great delight.

26. Thereafter, performing ablutions and offering liba-

tions to Manes, gods and sages they, with that water, gave cows

of many good qualities, to Brahmarias.

27-28. They donated to Brahmanas gold and silver,

clothes and beds, skins and woollen blankets, horses and chariots,

elephants, girls and land sufficient for maintenance, sumptuous

food with a view to pleasing the Lord. Those brave warriors

whose life was dedicated to the service of cows and Brahma-

nas bowed to them (Brahmanas) with their heads touching the

ground

.

CHAPTER FOUR

( The Dialogue between Vidura and Uddhava

)

—Destruction of the Tadavas and

Krfna*s Message.

Uddhava said :•

1. Then, having been permitted by them (Brahmanas),

they (Yadavas etc.) drank (the flour-made) liquor. They lost

*$R differs : When the Lord himself who had everything in his

power, felt non -attachment, who would love or entertain faith in things

in the power of the fate ? A person devoted to Lord KrfQa would never

do so.
*
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their knowledge (sobriety), and cut each other to the quick by

bitter words.

2. When their minds became unbalanced and vehement

by the evil effect of the wine, the destruction (as a result of

fight ) among them, after sunset, was like that of bamboos ( fric-

tion between which creates forest conflagration consuming the

forest of bamboos).

3. Seeing that course of events brought about by his

maya, the Lord sipped water of the Sarasvati, and sat down at

the foot of a tree.

4. And (while we were already at Dvaraka), I was asked

to go to Badari by the Lord who removes afflictions of his

devotees, (but) who desired to destroy his own clan.

5. Oh conquerer of the enemies ! Though I understood

his intention, I followed him, as I could not bear the separa-

tion from the feet of the Master.

6. Searching for the most beloved Master (who protects

by granting the knowledge of the Soul), I found him, the abode

of the goddess Laksmi, sitting aloneon the bank of the Sarasvati,

without any shelter (as he is the shelter of all).

7. (I saw the Lord) of beautiful blue complexion, com-

posed of pure sattva, with calm, reddish eyes, recognisable by

his four arms and by yellow silken garments.

8. He was sitting with his lotus-like right foot on the

left thigh, leaning against a young A£vattha tree, with all

pleasures of the senses renounced, (yet) in perfect bliss.

9. In the course of his wandering over the world, there

came by chance a siddha (Maitreya), the great devotee of the

Lord, and a friend and well wisher of Dvaipayana (Vyasa).

1 0. While the devoted sage, with his neck ( head )
bending

with joy and devotion, was listening, Mukunda (Kr$pa) remo-

ving my fatigue with a long smiling look full of love ( compas-

sion), said to me

:

The Lord said :

11. Being an antirydmin (dweller in (he hearts of all) I

know what you wish. What I give to you is difficult for others

to obtain; (for) in days gone by, in the long sacrificial session

performed by Prajipatis and Vasus, Oh (former) Vasu, you

performed the sacrifice with a desire to attaining me.
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12. Oh virtuous one ! This is the last of your births, as

my grace has been secured by you in the present birth. How
glad I am ! that you have come with singleminded devotion to

see me when I am about to leave this mortal world (to go to

Vaikuntha), in this solitary place.

13. Formerly (in Padma Kalpa ), at the beginning of cre-

ation, the highest knowledge throwing light on my greatness

(majesty)—which the learned ones designated as the Bhagavata—
was imparted by me to the unborn god (Br&hma) seated in the

lotus sprouting forth from my navel.

14. I, who was thus respectfully addressed, and who was

the recipient of the favour of a long look of the Supreme Man,
with my hair standing on their ends due to my affection ( to

him ), with flowing tears, and bowing with folded hands, address-

ed to him in faltering words

.

15. “Oh Lord ! Out of the four goals of life ( viz. dharma,

artha, kdma and Mokfa ), which goal is difficult to be achieved

by those who resort to your lotus-like feet ? But, Oh Almighty,

I do not request you for any one of them, as I am eager to

serve your lotus-like feet.

16. That you performed actions, though you are devoid

of actions and desire to do them, that you have taken a birth

though you are birthless, that you resorted to a castle or fled

away through the fear of the enemy, even though the god of

Death is your form027
,
that you married with ten thousand young

women despiteyour enjoyment of your self-blissfulness—by these

the intellect of the learned ones gets confused and fatigued.

1 7. Or, Oh Almighty Lord ! It throws our mind in con-

fusion that you, whose power of self-knowledge is unobstructed

and continuous, should invite me for consultations like an igno-

rant person, though you are never ignorant or careless.

18. You have completely disclosed to Brahma, the sup-

reme knowledge throwing light on your own ( essential) myste-

rious nature. Oh Lord, if it be within our capacity to receive

it, explain it, to us so that we may easily cross the misery ( of

the worldly existence)."

19. To me who have thus expressed the cherished desire

697. kSldimanafr—You are the destroyer of all—Vj!
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ofmy heart, the Supreme Lord of lotus-like eyes instructed me
(gave me insight) into his Supreme Nature.

20. I, who have thus learnt the path of the special know-

ledge of the real Soul from Lord Kr$na, whose holy feet have

been worshipped by me, bowed to his feet, circumambulated

the Lord and have come here with my heart afflicted with

separation (from him).

21-22. I, who am full ofdelight at the sight of the Lord,

and distressed at my separation from him, shall go to the site

of the Badari—hermitage which was liked by him, and where

Lord Narayana and venerable sage Nara, both of whom con-

fer blessings on the world, perform a mild (non-troubling) but

severe penance for a long period ( up to the end of Kalpa )

.

Sri Suka said :

23. Having thus heard from Uddhava, the unbearable

(report of the) death of his friends and relatives, the learned

Vidura controlled the explosion of grief by his knowledge.

24. The prominent Kaurava (Vidura), due to his con-

fidence in (Uddhava), the great devotee of Lord Krsna, pro-

minent among Krgna’s circle of friends and kinsmen, spoke

thus to him while he was about to depart.

Vidura said 1

25. Your honour deserves to convey to me the supreme

knowledge shedding light on the mysterious nature ofthe Lord

—

the knowledge which the Lord of Yoga, the ruler (of the uni-

verse) imparted to you. For, the servants of Visnu move about

to serve the needs of their devotees.
%

Uddhava said :

26. The sage Maitreya is to be propitiated by you for

this knowledge, as it was in my presence that the Lord himself

directed him to do so (i.e. to instruct you) at the time of his

departure from the world of mortals.

Sri Suka said :

27. In this way, in the company of Vidura, Uddhava
got his anguish (at the separation of Hari) subsided by the
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nectarlike conversation about the excellent qualities of the

Omnipresent Lord, and spent like a moment the nyjht, on the

bank of the Yamuna, and then left (for BadarikaSrama )

.

The King said

:

28. How did Uddhava remain ( safe from the Brahmana’s

curse) when Hari who was the chief of the Vj*$Qis and Bhojas,

leaders of the commanders ofwarriors joined the majority, and
who (Hari) was the Lord of the three (gods, e. g. Brahma
and others) gave up his mortal coil ?

£ri Suka said:

29-30. The Lord whose will is always supreme (lit.

never futile), began to think when he annihilated his own race

by the Time (god of death) in the form of a Brahmana’s curse,

and was about to cast off his body.

“Now when I am no more in this world, only Uddhava, the best

among those who have realised the soul, deserves to receive the

knowledge that is within me (or which relates tome).

3 1 . Uddhava is not ajot inferior to me. He is the master

(of himself) unpurturbed by worldly objects (gunas ). Hence let

him remain ( after the annihilation of the Yadavas ) to make
people receive knowledge about me.

32. Thus directed by the lord of the three worlds, the

source of the Vedas, (Uddhava) went to the Badari hermitage

and worshipped Hari by deep meditation.

33-35. Having heard from Uddhava praiseworthy acts

of Ky§ija, the Supreme Soul, who out ofsport assumed the

human body, and of his laying down the body (death)

which increased the courage of the wise, and which is more

difficult to understand on the part of beasts ( beastlike per-

sons) of unsteady minds and of his being seen mentally by

Kytfia, Oh great Kuru, Vidura meditated upon him, but after

the departure ofUddhava, became overcome with feelings of

love and wept.

36. From the bank of the Yamuna, Vidura, the Siddha,

reached the heavenly river (the GaAga ) after some (several

days, where Maitreya (the son of Mitra) wasmet by him.
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CHAPTER FIVE

( Dialogue between Vidura and Maitreya

)

Tattoos and their Deities.

Sri Suka said :

1 . At Haridvara, Vidura, the most excellent among the

Kurus, purified due to his devotion to Acyuta (Krsna)
,
fully

satisfied628 with Maitreya’s straightforwardness, humility and

compassion, approached Maitreya of unfathomable knowledge,

who was seated there (unoccupied with any work) and asked

him.

Vidura said :

2. May your Honour please explain to us what is proper

to be done (i.e. the proper course of conduct) in this world, as

(we find that) people do some (prescribed) acts for the sake of

happiness, but they do neither get happiness nor the pacification

or cessation of the other thing (i.e. misery) and are, on the con-

trary, subjected to misery again and again.

3. It is a fact that really auspicious devotees of Lord

Krsga (like you) move about in this world with a view to be

gracious to people who by their misfortune have become averse

to Krsna, and (consequently) unrighteous and extremely mise-

rable.

4. Hence, Oh great saint, please advise us the course ( of

conduct leading) to happiness whereby the glorious Lord, install-

ed in the hearts of men purified by devotion, imparts the an-

cient lore (based on the authority of the eternal Vedas) leading

to the direct realisation of the true nature of the Soul.

5-9. Oh best among Brahmanas ! Please describe ( expla-

in) to us : What deeds the Lord, the controller of the maya
consisting of three guqas (or the Lord of the three worlds

the self-dependent, performs after taking incarnation ; how he,

though devoid of activity (or free from desires) created this

(universe), in the beginning; how he, having stabilised it (in

its existence) arranges for its maintenance; how he abstains

628. v.l. sauSilya-gupdbhitfptam—Adj. qualifying Maitreya : Mait-

reya was satisfied with humility and other qualities ofVidura.
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from worldly activities by withdrawing it (the universe) into

the vacuum(a£d/a)in his bosom and sleeps in the cave, viz., his

yoga-maya ;
how this Lord of Yoga, ofunimaginable powers,

though he is one, entered this (universe) and became many (in

the form of Brahma and others ) ; the actions he does for the

well-being of Brahmanas, cows and gods as part of his sports in

different incarnations; for in spite of hearing the nectarlijte

(sweet) deeds of the Lord, who is at the head of persons of

auspicious fame, ( persons whose name is auspicious to utter);

(Describe to me) with what first principles ( Tattoas like

mahat etc. ) the master of the protectors of this world (like Indra

etc.), created and regulated the different regions along with

their guardians, and those regions beyond theLokaloka mount-

ains629—regions in which all the different classes of beings are

distinguished from each other ( as god, man etc. ) according to

the function of their Karrnas. (Explain to me) how Nara-

yana, the self-created creator of the universe, created differences

amongbeings, according to their inborn nature, deeds {karma )

,

form and name.

10. Oh respected sage ! I have often heard from Vyasa,

duties prescribed for the twice-born (higher) castes and lower

castes. But with the exception of the ambrosial flood of the

episodes of Kfsna, we are satiated with hearing matters which

result in insignificant pleasure.

11. Who would feel fed up with the (description of the)

episodes of Krsna of holy feet—episodes which are glorified by

learned persons ( like Narada) in your assemblies. For as soon

as he (Kfs^a) enters a man’s ears (i.e. Krona’s stories are

(heard), he cuts asunder (man’s) attachment to the house

(worldly life) which involves him in mundane existence.

12. Even your friend, the venerable dark sage (Vyasa)

composed the Bharata ( the Mahdbhdrata) with a desire to descri-

be the excellences of the Lord. In it (the Mahdbhdrata ), the

mind ofmen is certainly attracted to the stories of Hari through

repetition of the lower types of pleasures.

13. The ever-increasing inclination to listen (to the sto-

629. Loktfloka—*A mythical belt ofmountains bounding the outer-

most ofseven seas encircling the world and separating this world from .

the regions of darkness* DHM/80; —ASK..820
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ries of Krsna) engenders (a sense of) aversion toother objects

of pleasure, in the faithful. It quickly destroys all the miseiies

of a man who finds happiness in constantly meditating over the

feet of Hari.

14. I feel pity for those ignorant people (who do not

understand the teaching of the Mahdbharata) who due to their

sins, feel aversion to the stories of Hari and (hence) are the

pitiable of the pitiables. The vigilant (blinkless) god Time

diminishes (destroys) the life of those who waste their time in

wasteful verbal, physical and mental activities.680

15. Oh Kausarava ! Just as the essence (honey) is pick-

ed up from flowers, so you extract (the select) narratives from

the stories of Hari who bestows happiness. Oh friend of the

afflicted! Please recite to us, for our good, the story of Hari of

hallowed fame.

16. Please describe to me the superhuman acts performed

by the Almighty who, with the power of Maya under his con-

trol, for the creation, sustenance and destruction of the universe,

has taken (different) incarnations.

on* Suka said :

1 7. The revered sage Kausaravawho was thus requested

by Vidura for the final beatitude of men, replied to him with

great respect.

Maitreya said :

18. Oh virtuous one ! For rendering great favour to

people, you have made an excellent query. You, whose heart

is set on Hari, will hereby spread your fame in the world.

1 9. OhVidura ! There is nothing surprising in this about

you who are born of Vyasa, you who have resorted to Lord

Hari with devotion, fixed on him only.

20. You are god Yama, the controller of all subjects

who, due to the curse ofMarujavya, were born from Vyasa of

the female servant who served as his brother's ( Vicitra-

virya's) wife.

630. The winkless god Time condemns as useless their advocacy

etc. for the establishment of their particular philosophical stance (sva-sva-

mata-sth&pana )—VC.
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21. Your honour was always esteemed (loved) by the

Lord (Kr$Qa) and his followers. When he was about to depart

(from this world), he instructed me to impart knowledge to

you.

22. Now I shall describe to you in serial order the spo-

rtive actions of the Lord which were exhibited by his Yoga-maya.^

and which comprise within them the preservation, origination

and destruction of the universe.

23. The Lord, the supreme soul of all the souls (jivas)*n

and their master, was all alone before ( the creation of) this

( universe ) . When the will of the Supreme Lord viz. Maya dis-

appears®83 (or when he wills to be alone), existent as he is as

a cause, he is not perceived separately as a seer or anything to

be seen, (though) he was comprehended by various conjectures338

( while the gross creation existed )

.

24. Verily (though) he was then this (only) Seer and
the only illuminator* he saw nothing (due to non-existence

of the universe). He whose powers (such as Maya etc.) are

asleep (unmanifested) 333 but whose sight was wakeful (not

asleep) regarded himself as if he were not-existent.

25.

** Oh highly virtuous (Vidura) ! That is verily the

631. dtmanam alma—The Master who enters into individual souls

to sustain them—VR. (ii) He who is like the orb of the Sun to the

individual souls who are like the solar rays (emanating from the orb)—
JG.

632. dtnucchdnugatam— (
i ) When there was the manifestation of his

Will to create the universe—VR. (ii) When he willed to create the uni-

verse.—VJ.
633. nana-maiyupalakfitab— (i) He is implied by the ideas like

Vaikuptha (Visou’s region)—JG. (ii) He is cognised by various thoughts

about actions (effects) and objects— SD.
* eka-rdf-—(i) Of uninterrupted uniform light—VR.

(ii) The Almighty possessing all powers—JG.
634. supla-faktifr— (i ) Whose power in the form of sentience and

non-sentience is in a subtle state—VR. According to VJ., this power is

Miyd, (ii) Whose powers like Prakfti and others lie dormant—SD.
**Of the Lord, the Seer of entities possessing existence, M&y& is the

power (Aitoi), as it is an attribute of the Lord (not distinct from him).
It is Prakrti having the nature of both sentience and non-sentience

(ettand—cetandtmikd)

.

It existed in a subtle form in his person. It is by
this power (as the cause) that he created this sentient and non-sentient
universe as the effect and remained untouched by the deficiencies of the
world—VR. For the convenience of translation the terms cit and aeit
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potency of this Seer (God) which is ofthe nature ofboth cause

and effect ( or which is essentially the very soul of the visible

and invisible). It is called Maya ( the principle of phenome-
nality ). It is by this power, that the all-pervading Lord creat-

ed the universe.

26. (When) the commotion ofGuqas (attributes) is caus-

ed into Maya through the power or effect ofTime6**, Visnu, the

possessor of perfect intellectual power, inseminates into her

his own image or the individual soul through Puru$a who is

his own part ( arhSa ) controllingprakyti*3®.

27. Then under the impelling force ofTime, the mahat-

tattva was generated from avyakta (i.e. Maya).6*7 It is of the

nature of vijiidna which dispels the darkness of ignorance

and manifests the universe lying within the body of the

self.

28. And it (the mahaMattva) being under the power of

his arhSa or (the resemblance of the Supreme Spirit as the effi-

cient cause) the three attributes (gur.as as the material cause)

and Time (as the driving force) and within the range ofsight

of the Lord, manifested itself into another form (called
cAham-

kara*—self-sense or ego-hood) with a desire to create this

universe.

are rendered as 'sentient* and ‘non-sentient’. In R&m£nuja’s
philosophy ncit nsmisrotaltra and sattvaiunya is inert (jada )

while as Juddha

sattt

a

it is ajada (non-inert, immaterial) but is different from the Soul

and God who are also ajadas (For details vide A. Senagupta—Philosophy

ofRamanuja pp. 78 ff.

635. kalavtttya—The fate (adf?(a) of individual souls necessary ' for

the fruition of their harems—VJ.

636. As usual VJ. puts forth his usual theory of creation that

Vi$pu in the form of Puru?a, manifested out of his (Vitpii’s) original

form (mSla-rffpa'), impregnated both the kinds of mdyds niaking the

intelligent mayd to guide the creation while the non-intelligent miyS to

change in form.

637. VJ. explains : From miyd (a synonym of avyakta) which was
infused with power by the Lord, was produced Mahattattva (viz* the body
of the four-faced Brahmi). Being impelled by Time (K&la )—the

Purufa who knows the destiny of every being and who- urges on the

creation of the universe—Brahmi who is the vijflSnatmd who (through the

grace ofNiriya^a) dispels the darkness of ignorance and exhibits the

universe in the body of Soul and thinks thatit is his body.
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29. From the mahat-taiiva undergoing modifications was

born ahaihkdra (ego-hood) which is the substratum p
of the effect

(viz. adhibhflta ), the cause (viz. adhyatma ) and the doer (viz.

adhidaiva) 6*8
,
and which consists of the elements ( bhUtas ) sense-

organs ( indtiyas

)

and the mind ( manas )
which also implies gods.

30. The ego-hood ( ahaihkdra

)

is of three types

—

Vaikdrika

( characterised primarily by the guna, sattva), taijasa characteris-

ed by the gunat rajas) and tdmasa (characterised by the guna,

tamas). From the principle ofego-hood undergoingmodifications,

the mind was produced from the vaikdrika type of I-ness

( ahaihkdra ). Deities (presiding over sense-organs.) are the prod-

ucts of the sattvika type of ego-hood. The perception of the

objects of senses is due to these (deities) 41

31. The cognitive and conative sense organs are the

products of the taijasa type of ego-hood489 . From the tdmasa

ego-hood was evolved the subtle element ( tanmdtrd

)

viz. sound

wherefrom was produced the sky ( akdSa ) which is the body of

the dtman (or the means of knowing Atman).

32.

** When due to its union with Time(Kdla), the Maya-

638. 1. 29.b: (Ahaihkdra) which is the cause of the effect (viz. the

body,) the cause (viz. the organs of senses) and kart&tmd (the doer of the

above two), and these result in the form' of elements {bhdta), organs of

senses etc.—VR.
* The term deva literally means 'that which reveals'. They reveal

the objects of senses; therefore they are called dews. The Bh.P. adopted

the Vedic doctrine of spiritism and extended Godhood to cover all

principles ofcreation from mahat to the subtle elements (tanamtras). So

there were as many gods as there were principles of creation. Vide below

3.5.38—For details Bhattacharya PSB 1.290-93.

639. VR. states that taijasa ego-hood does not produce anything

per se unless it is in union with the sattvika or tdmasa ego-hood. VB. ex-

plains that knowledge is predominantly Sattvika and action is tdmasa.

Hence both types oforgans are produced by rdjasa ego-hood with their

help. VB. adds buddhi and pratys to the list of sense organs, stating this

to be implied by ca the last word in 3 1 .a

** The Bh.P. has adopted the doctrine of causation ( at-kdryavdda

)

to

explain evolutionary process. Accordingly, the effect can have no quality

which is not already in existence in the material cause. Hence it pre-

supposes a subtle form of each element with a potential quality serving as

the intermediary of the causal relation between one element and another.

This subtle element is technically called tanmdtrd (unit-potential). For
details—B. Bhattacharya PSB, 1 . 295-97. %
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power and his part ( or intelligent image

—

arhSa ) , AkdSa ( space

)

was viewed by the Lord,the subtle element ( tanmdtrd ) of touch

was produced from the space (dkdSa). It (touch) underwent

modifications and produced Air (

r

dyu )

.

33. Vayu though possessing great force, underwent mo-

difications in combination with space ( dkdSa ) and created the

subtle element of rflpa (wherefrom was produced) light, the eye

(illuminator) of the world.

34. When viewed by the Lord, the light, in conjunction

with Vayu and due to the influence of Time, Maya and ArhSa

(his part or intelligent form) created water with taste (as its

main characteristic).

35. And water in combination with light was seen by

Brahma and underwent modification and through the influe-

nce of kala
,
mdyd and arhSa developed into the earth with smell

as its characteristic.

36. Oh excellent one ( Vidura ) ! They ( the learned ones

)

know that among the elements (bh&tar) beginning with space

( dkdSa ), every later evolute possesses the attributes of the pre-

vious ones according to its rank (in the evolutionary process),

due to its connection with previous bhtitas .
840

37.

* These gods (presiding over mahat and other princi-

ples) who show the indexes of time
,
mdyd and arhSa641 and who

640. Thus Vayu possesses the attribute sound of AkdSa as well as
its own special attribute Touch. The Earth (Pfthvt

)

possesses its own
attribute smell, as well as the special attributes of its previous evolutes,

viz. sound (ofdkaSa), touch (of Viyu), etc.

* VJ. explains: Brahm§ and other gods presiding over Mahat and
other principles, were created by Vifpu. They possess their bodies due
to Kala, Maya and Amsa and were parts (kala or amSa) of Vi?nu, and
were in a way distinct from him. Due to their mutual unrelatedness,

they could not lay the egg of the universe. (Hence) with their hands
folaed (to their heads) they prayed the Lord.

SD. explains: (The presiding deities of the principles called)

mahat and others, (though) parts (kala) of Vi?nu and conditioned by the
agitator Time (creating commotion by its influence), M&yi as the

material cause, arhSa (the individual soul) and form, were unable on
their own to create the universe . due to their unrelatedness. Hence
they (deities) praised the Lord.

641. According to &R , capacity of transformation (vtkrti), fickle-

ness (vikfipa ) and sentience (cttand) are the marks of Kala, Mdyd and
ArhSa.
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are but parts ( kalas = arhias) of Vi$iju were unable to create

(the universe) due to separateness ( unrelatedness), they with
folded hands, spoke to the Omnipresent Lord. ,

Gods said :

38. Oh Lord! We bow to your lotus-like feet which are

like an umbrella cooling down the heat of those who resort to

it. Recluses, taking shelter under them, instantly ward off the

great misery of this worldly existence ( sarhsdra ) even from a
distance.

39. Oh Supreme Lord! The Creator642 and controller

of the universe! In this worldly existence, beings, affected by
three types of miseries, do not get happiness. Hence, Oh Sup-
reme Soul! we are resorting to the shade of your feet which
impart knowledge.

40. We take shelter of your sanctifying feet which are

the source of the (Ganga) holiest of all the rivers, the waters of

which remove sins—the feet which the sages in their detached

minds, seek with the help of birds in the form of the Vedas whose
nests (dwelling places) are in your lotus-like face.

41. We come for shelter to the place (lit. foot-stool) of

your lotus-like feet, concentrating on them in our hearts

purified by faith and devotion (with unattached karma-yoga and

become seif-controlled by knowledge which is reinforced by non-

attachment.

42. Oh Lord! You have taken re-incarnation for the cr-

eation, sustenance and destruction of the universe. All of us have

come to resort to your lotus- like feet, the contemplation ofwhich

gives Liberation (state offearlessness) to your men (devotees).

43. Oh Supreme Lord ! We adore your lotus-like feet

which in spite of your residence in their bodies ( as antar-ydmin )

,

are far distant (and hence not accessible) to those men who have

a foolishly obstinate attachment to the contemptible body as

*1*, and to their houses and property as ‘mine’. 645

642. v.l. fte—No happiness is possible without resorting to your

feet ($R).

643. yatsanu . . . .gthe—Relatives like wife, sons etc. and property

or belongings are the ties ofthe body and house etc. which are the pro-

duct or effects of the inert matter—VR.
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44. Oh Lord of Lords who are praised by the greatest

!

It is well-known that those whose minds are carried away by
sense-organs which are attracted by external objects644

,
do not

therefore, see those devotees who have taken resort to the glory

of your gracious foot-steps.645

45. Oh God ! Those whose minds are purified by deep

devotion generated by drinking the nectar of your stories, get

knowledge, the strength of which lies in non-attachment ( to

the world) and easily attain to Vaikunjha.

46. So also other wise persons, having conquered the

most powerful Prakrti by their power of Samadhi-Yoga ( Yoga in

which mind is to be concentrated on the soul

—

Stman ) enter

into you—the Puruja. Theirs is ( a path of) hardships. But

there is no (such) (harsh) exertion in your service.

47. Therefore, Oh Primitive Being, all of us who have

been created serially by you, for the creation of the world, and

who possess the three separate gunas (viz. sattva, rajas and tamas )

as our characteristic, are not able (to coordinate our activities)

to present to you your instrument of sports, viz. the universe.646

48. Oh unborn Lord! (Manage thus) that we may
offer you your entire oblations at the proper time, and we shall

be able to eat our food (i.e. enjoyments as our enjoyment is real-

ly your enjoyment) and that these beings (worlds) staying in

their own places, may present offerings to us both, and may
certainly enjoy their own food without difficulty.

49. Oh God ! You are the primary cause of (us) gods

along with our descendants (or along with effects); you

are the changeless, primeval Purusa presiding over all. You
who are unborn, have deposited your semen, viz. the all-know-

ing647 principle called mahat, in your beginningless power called

644. asat—false, vain—SD.

645. explains the better reading fiatho . . .

.

lakfyan

,

as follows :

Those (whose minds are carried by sense organs) do not see the paths

shown by your graceful footsteps viz. the path ofthe good or the nine-

fold path of devotion such as iravana etc.

646. sra-vikara-tantrum—Executing the work assigned to us—(VR).

647. Kavitn— (i) BrahmS, the SamaSfi'Purufti—VR.
(ii) The individual soul aisamafti,

(iii) The Omniscient God knowing the past and future—VJ.
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May& which is the source of attributes (like sattva, rajas) and

actions (like birth etc.)448

50. OhSupreme Soul ! What should we, mahat and others,

do for you to achieve the object for which we are born?OhGod!
For the execution of work assigned to us, grant unto us, who
are dependant on your grace, your own eye ( the power ofknow-

ledge) along with your power (of action).

CHAPTER SIX

( Cosmology : Creation of the Universe

)

The Sage said :

1-2. Having seen the state of his existing potencies that

they were disparate and that their power of creating the uni-

verse lay dormant, the Supreme Lord of miraculous deeds bear-

ing with him his divine power called time449 (which has no

separate existence from him) entered simultaneously the

group of twenty-three principles (viz. /njAaf+egohood-f 5 sub-

tle elements 4-5 gross elements -f- 10 organs of senses both con-

ative and cognitive-fmind).

3. The Lord who entered the group (of 23 principles)

made the separate principles to work together by his power of

action
(kriyd-fakti ) rousing up their dormant working capa-

city.480

4. The group of twenty-thiee principles, the potency of

which to work is thus roused by the Lord, and which were thus

impelled by him, created the Virat Puru$aby contributing their

individual parts.

648. You have deposited your power of creating the universe and
god Brahm&, (the scmafti-Punifa) in Prakfti, which is your own power
(an attribute with no separate existence outside God)—the Power which
is the cause of the organs < f senses, both conative and cognitive—VR.

649. k&la-samjftam : (i) The divine power which creates commotion
to produce the effects; or Prckjti roused to action by Time—SR.

(ii) (Lord Vifgu entered along with) Lakfmf, the intelligent

prakfti, designated as K&la.
6-5o. Karma—The acticns or fate in store (ciffta) ofjivas.
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5. The group of the creative principles of the universe,

due to the entry of only a part
(
athia

)

of the Supreme Lord
in them, became assimilated with each other and were in com-
motion leading to the creation ( of the Virat Purusa) in which

are the movables and immovables.

6. That Virat Purusa of gold (ofthe complexion of gold

)

containing all the beings (in invisible forms) stayed in the egg

(called Brahmanda) on cosmic waters for one thousand years®51 .

7. Vtrily he (the Virat Purusa), the offspring (the pio-

duct
) of the principles of the universe, the possessor of the div-

ine potency of knowledge, action and spirit,638 divided658 him-

self as one (in the form of the spirit residing in the heart), as

ten (in the from of the vital airs — Pranas — viz. Prdna%

apana
,
vyana, uddna,

samdna
y
ndga

,
kurma, krkala, devadatta and

dhanadjaya

)

,
and as three (viz. forms related to adhibhuia

,
adhi-

daiva and adhyatma).

8. This854 ( Viraf puru$a) is the individual soul within

all beings. He himself is a part of the Supreme Soul
(
para-

matman). He is the first incarnation {avatara) in whom is

supported the multitude of all beings.655

9. The Virat Purusa (God Brahma) has three foims, viz.

those related with adhyatma ,
adhidaiva and adhibhuta966 , ten forms

651. Gf. Bh.P. 2.5.34; 2. 10. 1 1.

652. deoa-katmatma-iaktirndn—According to VR. these powers are :

Jiva iakti or avidyd, the katma ofjlvas and the spirit or intelligent power

(cit iakti) useful in the creation of the body and other conditions of jiva.

VJ. reads 'daiva*
1

for ‘deva’ and inteipreting garbha as thp Inner con*

troller {antarydmin) of the principles e.g. mehet and others, enumerates the

potencies as (1) Power superior to gods like BrahmS, (s) the fate

{adfffa) ofjivas and (3) Prakfti the medium of enjoying pleasure, pain etc.

653. This division is clarified in verse 9 below.

634. (fab—VR. thinks that this refers to god Brahm£ who is the

support of all individual beings, and who is an incarnation (avat&ra ) of

the ‘possession* (dvrfa) type. VJ. states that woid tfo refers toHari in the

Purufa incarnation. On the support of the Purufa depends the creation

and preservation of all beings.

655. It is in the body of the Virat (Purvfa) that the whole of the

universe consisting ofmobiles and immobiles is seen—GD.
656. According to VR. sddhydtma^yrith jiva (indweller of the

body). Sftdhidaiva»with the senses in the samaft* stage as in the Sun

etc. S&dhibhata^ with sounds etc. which are the characteristics of

elements ( bh itas )

.
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viz. the ten vital airs (prtyas) and one form, viz. that connect-

ed with the heart.

10*. Lord Vi §riu (adhoksaja ), remembering the prayer

(vide supra 3.5.48) of (the presiding deities of) the Principles

of creating the universe, planned ( the person of) the Viral ( or

Hiranyagarbha ) by his power of knowledge (or spiritual light),

for enabling them to perform their functions.

11. Now, hear from me, how many places of residence

of gods ( Presiding deities of sense-organs ) were created in the

body of Virdf by his penance, viz. the power of his knowledge.

12** (When )his mouth was differentiated^ formed )Fire,

the protector of the world, entered it along with his pnwer call-

ed speech. Hence jivas (people) get the power of speech.

13. Palate was evolved in Hari (the Virdf Purusa) . The
protector of the world, called Varuria, entered it along with

part (ariifa) called tongue ( the conative sense-organ of taste)

whereby thejiva attains the power of taste.

1 4. (When ) the nostrils of Vi sriu ( the Virdf Purusa ) were

formed, the two ASvinikumaras occupied (entered) them by

their power, viz. the sense of smell, whereby thejxva attained

the capacity to smell.

15. (Then) the two eyes (of the Virdf Purusa) were form-

ed. The Sun, a protector of the world, entered them with his

power, viz., the sense of sight. Hence the jivas get the perce-

ption of forms and colours by the eyes.

16. (Then the Virdf Purusa had) his skins developed. The
protector of the world called V£yu entered it along with his

power of breath ( Prana ) whereby the jiva gets the sense of

touch.

17. (When) his two ears were evolved, the ( presiding

deities of) quarters along with their power of audition, entered

them as their place, whereby he (thejiva) can hear the sound.

* Lord Vi§qu entered the person of Virlt (God Brahmi) as an

antary&min (controller from within). He enlarged the body of Virlj (god

Brahm& ) to provide accommodation to the deities (such as Fire etc.)

-YJ.
*• Cf. supra II. io. 17-30.
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18*. (When) the skin was evolved (of the Virdf Purufa )

,

the presiding deities of herbs (and plants) occupied it as their

place, by their parts called hair, whereby the jvoa can feel the

i tching-sensaiion.

19. Then his penis was evolved. God Ka (i.e. Prajapati)

along with his power—semen—entered it as his residence. (It

is) by this (organ) that thejiya (or the world) gets (sexual)

pleasure.

20. Then the anus of the Viral Purusa was evolved.

Mitra, the controller (protector) oi the world, along with his

part (known as) Payu (anus), entered it. (It is) by this that

the jiva has the organ of excretion.

21. His hands were (then) developed. Indra, the

lord of the Heaven ( Svarga ) ,
along with his power of making

sales and purchases, entered them, whereby a man can earn his

livelihood.

22. Then his feet were evolved. Vi?nu, the Lord of

the world, entered them along with his power oflocomotion, by

which man can reach his desired place.

23. And intellect was evolved in him. God Brahma,

with his power of accurate perception, entered it as his place.

(It is) by this faculty that the object of knowledge is com-

prehended.

24. And his heart was evolved. The moon, along with

his faculty called mind, entered it as his abode. Hence the

jiva ( or the world ) understands changes ( in the state of mind,

thoughts etc.)

.

25.

** God Rudra (abhimana) along with his capacity of

action (or principle of activity) entered as his place, the evolv-

ed egohood
( atman

)

of Virdf Purufa. It is by this (ego-hood)

that jiva executes his work (as his own).

* SR . is conscious ofthe duplication of tvac and carman (in verses

1

6

and 1

8

) and explains it as the difference of place and difference in

functions, viz. touch and itch. VD. explains that the outer part of the

skin is carman and tvac is related both to its inside and outside.

** VJ. follows a different text as shown by his interpretation : Then
the special nddt called dtmandtfl was evolved. Brhaspati with his faculty

of intelligence entered it. Herfebygod Brahmk arrives at correct con-

clusion.
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26. And his sattva*61 (mind and intellect was evolved).

Mahat (god Brahma)occupied this abode along with citta where-

by he ( thejtva ) arrives at comprehension ( understanding) .*58

27. From his (Virat Purusa’s) head was produced the

svar-loka. The earth came forth fr^m his feet, and the sky from

his navel. The products (effects) ofgunas ( like sattva )
such as

gods and others are seen in these (regions).469

28. Gods attained the Heaven by their excellence of

sattva attribute. Due to their nature predominated by sattva,

Partis (i.e. men who deal with gods by performance of sacrifices)

and their belongings (like cows etc.) remained on the earth.

29. Due to their nature characterised by the third (guya

viz.tamas), the mass of the followers ofRudra resorted to the

Lord’s navel, viz. the space between the two regions mentioned

above.

30* Oh leader ofKurus! From the mouth of the Purusa

came forth Brahman ( the Veda) and the Brahmana class like

syllables coming out from the mouth (head). Hence the

Brahmana Varna became the foremost among the Varnas.

3 1 . From his arms emanated the power of protection

and the Ksatriya class who follows that vow, viz. the duty of

protecting the world. This class bom from Puruga (Lord

Vi$nu) protects the classes of people from wounds (i.e. injuries

or troubles ) caused by thorns (in the form of miscreants)

.

32. From the thighs ofthat All-pervading Lord were bom
the vocations like agriculture which maintain the livelihood of

the public. The VaiSya class, born from the same part of the

657. Sattva—The n&4l called sattva—VJ.
The inner organ called Buddhi and citta—VR.

658. Vijflanatn—Correct understanding of what should be done

—VR.
659. Gods, men etc. possessing the gupas like sattva, rajas and tamas

are seen (i.e. created) in these regions—VR.
(ii) Beings in whom the states of happiness, activity etc.

which are the characteristics of guQas (like sattva etc.)

are found in these regions*—VJ.
* VR. explains that as the Vedas (Brahma) which is the subsistence

of the Br&hmapa class, came forth from the mouth (or head), the

Brlhmaps Varga became the chief (head) class (Varga) of all.
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body, carries out trades and agriculture for the maintenance of

people.

33. From the feet of the Lord was born service for the

achievement ofreligion. Formerly the Sudra class was born for

the sake of service, whereby Hari is pleased.

34. These classes (Brahmarias etc.) who arc born along

with their means of livelihood (and duties) from Hari, worship

with faith their creator and master Hari for self-purification,

by following the path of their duties.

35. Oh Vidura! Who can even dare to wish (confident*

ly) to describe fully in details this (universe) which has been

created by theyoga-maya of the Almighty Lord who assumes

the forms of kdla (time), karma (action) and svabhava (nature).

36. It is for purifying my tongue of the impurities

caused by uttering things unrelated with Hari that I, however,

describe the glory of Hari to the best ofmy intellect, accord-

ing as I have heard of it.

37. They say that the description of the excellent quali-

ties of him who is the best amongst personages of holy fame,

brings the highest benefit to the power of speech of men, and
listening to the nectarlike stories (of Hari) as described by the

learned is the greatest benefit of the power of hearing.

38. Oh child ! Was the greatness of Lord Hari thorough-

ly comprehended by the First Sage (Brahma) with his intelli-

gence matured by yoga after ( performing penance for ) one

thousand years ?

39. The Maya of the Lord deludes even the possessor of

Maya so much that the Lord himself does not know the course

of his Maya. What of others ?

40. Salutations to the Almighty Lord without reaching

whom (without realizing whose glory) the Vedas (or the

powers of speech ) ,
mind (though purified by yoga), Rudra

(ego-hood) and other deities presiding over organs of senses,

have returned.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

( Vidura's Queries

)

Sr ' Suka said :

1. To Maitreya who was speaking thus, Vidura, the

learned son of Vyasa, addressed (the following), as if to

please him with his request.

Vidura said :

2. Oh Brahman ! How is it possible that attributes

(like sattva,
rajas ) and activity can be predicated of the

Supreme Lord who is pure consciousness, devoid of attributes

and changeless, even by way of sport (the /i/a-theory) ?

3. It is the desire in the case of a child which propels it

to play, and that desire to play comes from something else

(e.g. a toy or invitation to play), but how (is it applicable to

God) who is self-satisfied and who is ever without a second.

4-5. (It is argued that) the Supreme Lord created the

universe by his Maya consisting of gui;ias and (which deludes

the Soul to feel that he is the doer and enjoycr). It is by

Maya that he protects it and withdraws it. The Soul is

essentially of the nature of knowledge or consciousness and

unaffected by place, time or condition either internally

(through himself) or externally (through other agency). How
can such Soul be united with the unborn {Maya) ?

6. Only this Supreme Lord alone is present in all

bodies. How can he be subjected to misfortune or pain by

karmas ? (i.e. sarfis&ra does not exist in the case of jiva as he is

the same as Brahman).

7. Oh learned one ! My mind feels depressed in this

calamity of ignorance. Oh Lord ! Please remove this great

mental delusion from our mind.

Sri Suka said :

8. The sage who was thus prompted by Vidura who
was desirous of knowing the truth, smilingly replied, with his

mind concentrated on the Lord, and free from pride.

9. It is the Maya of the Almighty Lord that is against all

logic (supra-logical). Hence (the experience of) affliction
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and bondage to (the soul who is essentially) free from bondage

( and misery) 660

10. Just as a man witnessing a dream gets an inconsis-

tent experience of being beheaded etc., though it is not a

Teality .
661

1 1
.

Just as trembling and other disturbances caused by

the water appear to be the attribute of the moon (reflected) in

the water, even though it is not attributable to the ( real ) Moon
(in the sky), similarly attributes ofthe non-Soul (the physical

body etc.) seem to belong to the Soul (jiva), a seer (who

identifies himself with the body). 6*2

12. Verily it is by the path of nivrtti ( abstinence from

work—by giving up desire for its fruit), through the grace of

Vasudeva, and by devotion to the Almighty Lord, that this

(mistaken identification of the Soul with the body) slowly dis-

appears here.

13. Now, when the organs of the senses (instead of pur-

suing outer objects) become steadfast on Hari, the Seer, the

internal controller ( antaryamin ), the Supreme Lord, all the

afflictions completely subside (disappear) as in the case of a

man who is fast asleep.

14. Repetition (of the description of) and listening to

660. JQ. in his long com. raises the point why the Soul (jtra)

who is a form of God sutlers the bondage of affliction, and explains that

it is due to the supra-logical nature of the mayd-iakti of God. The power

ofGod is both internal {antaraAga) and external (bahiranga). Hence what
happens in the region of the external of God cannot affect his own
internal nature. Thus though God in the form ofjivas may experience

bondage or suffering, he is internally unaffected. It is this supra-logi-

cal conception which explains how God can be within the power of the

Mayd as well as its controller.

66 1. Just as in the case ofjiva, in the stage when he has not realis-

ed tue Soul (alma

n

) , he wrongly identifies himself with the body which is

in reality different from him, and experiences beheading etc. But after

self-realization, knowing his separateness from the body, and his being a

part of God, he is not thus affected.—VR.
662. VR. points to the distinction between the Soul (&tm3) or

jiva and Supreme Soul (paramdtmS) . Sorrow, delusion etc. are caused,

as jioa mistakenly thinks himself to be the body. The Supreme Soul who
is not influenced (lit. covered) by AvidjS and who is the controller of

frakfti and Purufa is unaffected by the effects or working of avidya.
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the attributes of Hari, cause the complete subsidence (disap-

pearance) of miseries. What again (need be spoken of the

effect of) the love felt in the heart, for worshipping ijie pollen-

dust of His lotus-like feet.

Vidura said :

15. Oh Lord ! my doubt has been cut off bv the sword of

your happy exposition. My mind can properly grasp both

the absolute independence of the Supreme Lord and the depen-

dence ofjiva on him 6®3
.

16.

* Oh learned one, you have well explained that all

these unreal, rootless, miseries appear due to the basis of the

dtma-mayd {mdyd deluding the Soul or jiva). The root-cause

of the universe is not outside (thcmayd).

17. Only those two, viz. one who is the stupidmost

(and attached to physical body etc. ) and one who has reached

beyond Buddhi (i. e. Prakrti and realized God live happily in

the world. But the person who is between these (extremes),

undergoes sufferings (as he desires to leave the worldly life but

cannot do so. for want ofexperience of the inner bliss.

663. ubhayatra...sampradhavati : (1) Or : My mind can grasp the

concepts ofbondage and liberation—§R.

(2) My mind is attracted both to the listening and repeti-

tion of his attributes as well as to the service of his

feet—VR.
'3) By ‘both* VJ. takes (i) attachment to the body and its

belonging and (ii) God, Hari.

(4 ) JG. understands (i) the Supreme Lord and (ii) jiva

or (i) knowledge and (ii) devotion which is a means

to it.

(5) VB. follows §R above.

* VR. differs : You have explained it well that atman (individual

Soul) and maya (prakrti) are Hari 's place of residence. The source of

the universe (i.e. Brahman) is outside it and has not created it. There-

fore the universe being rootless appears purposeless, a delusion.

(ii) VJ. explains. Oh possessor of the proper knowledge for

realization of Brahman, your explanation that all this

is due to Hari’s own power called mdyd is convincing

enough to clear up all doubts. The idea of delusion in

the mdyd concept is dispelled. But all this appears to me
purposeless and baseless except on the presumption of

adrffa.
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18. Having determined the unreality of the world despite

its apparent existence, I shall dispel even that sense by serv-

ing your feet.

19. It is by service (of persons like you) that ardent in-

tensity of love for the feet of the changeless Lord Hari

(the enemy of the demon Madhu) , is created leading to the

destruction of miseries (samsara ).

20. The service of those who are on the pathway to

Vaikuntha,*64 and amongst whom the deeds of Janardana,

the God of gods are always eulogised, is very difficult to

be obtained (for rendering) by people (who have little penance

to their credit).

21. (You said that) having created in the beginning, the

principles likemahat and others with their modifications in due

course, and having raised the Viraj (the Egg of the universe)

out of them, the All-pervading Lord entered into it.

22. (The Viraj

)

who is called the First Man (ddya Purufa)

possessing thousands) of feet, thighs and arms, and in whom
all the worlds along with their modifications are accommodated

.

23. As explained by you, in him are the vital-airs (pranas

)

of ten kinds, and also in the three forms viz. the sense-organs,

the objects and the presiding deities of the sense-organs (also

called indriyas—sense-organs—here), and; the castes ( varnas )

came forth (were formed) from him. Please describe to us his

powers.

24. ( Vira { )
wherein lived beings of different forms,

with their sons, grandsons, daughter’s sons and other descend-

ants of their gotra (clan) who have filled the world.

25. Who were the lords of the created beings (prajapatis

)

created by lord of Prajapatis (Brahmadeva)? What are (god

Brahma’s) creations, subcreations? Who were the Manus and

kings in the manvantaras (periods of Manus ) created by him?

26. Oh Maitreya, describe to me their dynasties, and

the deeds of those born in their families ; and the situation and

the area, dimensions of this world and of the worlds that are

above and below this.

27. Tell us about the creation and classification of beasts,

664. Or : who can guide to the path of Vaikuntha—VR.
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human beings, gods, reptiles and birds and those born of womb,
sweat, eggs (or twice-born) and vegetables.

28. Expound to us the great exploits ofVisriu* the creat-

or, the support of the (process of) creation, sustenance and des-

truction of the world through his gtmdvataras( incarnations chara-

cterised by gunasy viz. sattva, rajas and tamas, such as Brahma
etc.)

29-30. Oh Lord (Maitreya), explain the classification

of Varnas (castes) and stages of life
( diramas )

according to their

external characteristics, courses of conduct and nature, the

births and deeds of sages, the division of the Vedas, the details

of sacrifices, the paths of Yoga, Sankhya characterised by re-

nunciation of the fruit of Karmas, and the Tantra as enjoined by

the Supreme Lord.

3 1 . Oh sinless one, explain to me in details :

The crookedness of the path of the non-believers in

Veda, the place etc. of the progeny of the reverse (pratiloma)

type of marriages, and the several courses ofjioa as a result of

their attributes (
gunas ) and deeds (karmas)

.

32. The ways of accomplishing the purufarthas ( objects

of life such as dharma , artha, kdma and mokfa

)

without mutual

conflict, the different methods of commerce and agriculture,

the duties of kings ( or politics) ,
and the courses of study.

33. The prescribed way of performing Sraddha, the ci ea-

tion of the manes ( pitrs ) and the arrangement of planets, con-

stellations and stars in the division of Time.

34. The fruits of charitable gifts, of penance, of meri-

torious acts (such as performance of sacrifices, constructions of

amenities like tanks etc.), the religious duties of men on travel,

and of men in adverse circumstances.

35. The course (of action) whereby Janardana, the

source ofDharma will be propitiated, and favours one with his

grace.

36. Oh best among the twice-born persons ! Teachers

who are kindly disposed to the distressed, explain to obedient

disciples and sons, even without being enquired about it.

37. Oh revered one ! In how many ways is the with-

drawal (destruction) of the principles takes effect ? At that time
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who will resort to him and who will follow him in his_V0£t£

sleep ?

38. (Tell us) what the real nature of jiva is, and the

essential state of the Supreme Soul and the knowledge pertain-

ing to Upanifads, and the purpose of the pupil-teacher relation-

ship.

39. Oh sinless Maitreya, explain themeans prescribed by

the wise ones, for the acquisition of that knowledge here. Other-

wise how can that knowledge, devotion or non-attachment dev-

elop in men automatically (if there be no grace of the spiritual

guide) ?

40. As a friend, please tell me who am making these

queries with a desire to know the deeds of Hari, and who am
ignorant due to the loss of the vision of knowledge through

( the influence of) mayd.

41. Oh sinless, one all Vedas, sacrifices, penances and
i

charitable donations will not amount even to a fraction of the

act of offering shelter to a Soul (by imparting the knowledge of

the Truth).

Sri Suka said :

42. The prominent sage who was thus asked by a pro-

minent person among the Kurus, about matters explained in the

Puranas was overjoyed at being urged to narrate the

episodes ofthe Lord, and spoke to him smilingly.

CHAPTER EIGHT

{Creation ofBrahma—His Vision ofNdrdyana)

Maitreya said :

1 . The lineage of Puru is really worthy of being served

by the good, as*you, who (as an incarnation of Yama) are one

of the Protectors of the world, and who regard the Lord as the

chief object, are born in it. At every step and at every mpment,

you bring freshness to the garland of the glory of the invincible

Lord (Hari).
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2. It is for removing the great misery of people who get

into it for the sake of petty pleasures, that I commence the

Bhagavata Purana which the venerable Lord narrated fo sages.

3*. With a desire to know the real nature of the God,

higher than Lord Sankarsana, sages, ofwhom (Sanat-) Kumara
was prominent, asked the respectable Sankarsana, the first of

gods, whose ken of knowledge was unobstructed, and who was

seated on the ground.

4. ( Sankarsana) who was highly worshipful of his sup-

port whom ( they)call Vasudeva, and who had turned unto him-

self his eyes which were closed like a lotus-bud (while in medi-

tation), and who slightly opened them for favouring wise sages

(like Sanaka and others).

5. Sages (like Sanatkumara) touched with their matted

hair dripping with the sacred waters of the heavenly Ganges

( Mandakini ) the lotus-foot stool of Sankarsana—the foot-stool

which the daughters of the king of Snakes worship by offering

various gifts with love for getting(gopd) husbands.

6. (The sages) who knew Sankarsana and (hence) con-

stantly eulogised his deeds in words pronounced falteringly due

to intenselove, ( asked ) Sankarsana whose thousand raised hoods

were brightened by excellent precious stones studded in a

thousand crowns.

7. It is traditionally reported that the most venerable

Sankarsana taught this to Sanatkumara who was devoted to

the duties of the path of renunciation; and that he (Sanat-

kumara), when requested, taught it to Sankhyayana,665 the

observer of vows.

8. With a desire to extol the powers and glories of the

Lord, Sankhyayana, the foremost among the Parama-hamsas,

narrated it first to his disciple and our preceptor Para$ara and

then to Bfhaspati

.

9. The merciful sage, blessed by Pulastya46*, expounded
|

-
, 9 rn m to to

665. Sdfikhyayana—A sage of the Vasiltha family, probably the

same as the author of the Sirhkhyayana Br&hmapa of the R-gveda and
other SrautasiUras known by his name BPK 341, DHM 280.

666. &R. records a traditional story: When Par&iara's father was
eaten up by a R&ksqsa, Par&iara wanted to destroy the R&k$asa race.

But Vasiftha dissuaded him. Pulastya finding that his progeny was thus

spared, blessed Par&iara that he would be a narrator of Pur&uas.
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to me the first (i.e. the most important) Purina (viz. the

Bhagavata). Oh child (Vidura), I narrate this to you who
are faithful, and always devoted (to the Lord) .

M7

10. When Visnu delighted in the blissful stage of his

own self, inactive and alone, lay on the bed of the king of

Snakes (&e$a) and closed his eyes in sleep without any inter-

ruption of his vision (power of intelligence), this whole universe

was immersed in water.

11. Having conserved the subtle elements within his

body, and arousing his power called Time, he stayed in the

water which was his abode, just like the fire which resides in

the wood, without exhibiting his power (of burning).

12. Sleeping over the waters for a period ofone thousand

aggregates of fouryugas, he who had obtained the whole system

of doing actions through his power called Time, which was

vigilant, visualized all the worlds lying dormant in his own
body.

13. Then the ( aggregate of) subtle elements lying within

him which he viewed intently, got agitated by the attribute

called rajas y
(which was) impelled by Time. It sprouted forth

from the region of his navel, in the process of evolution.

14. By: ( the propelling force of) Time which awakens

the adrfta (fatfe) of beings, the Self-born lotus-bred sprouted

forth suddenly, illuminating like the Sun, the vast expanse of

water with its splendour.

15. Oh Vidura, that very Vi$nu entered (as an antaryt-

min) the world-lotus which shows all the gunas ( objects ) essential

for the enjoyment ofjivas. Within the lotus was born the creator

of the world, the Veda incarnate, whom they call self-born

(svayambhu )

.

16. Occupying the stalk of that lotus, and not seeing the

worlds, the sclf-born god Brahma cast his glances on all sides in

the skyr
, and thus got four faces corresponding to the four dire-

ctions (of world).

1 7. The first god Brahma, seated upon the lotus which

sprang up from the unending high billows of waters, tossed

heavily by world-minihilating stormy winds, did not under-

667. This tradition of the BhSgavata is different from that given

in the previous Skandhat {vide supra I.4, 11 . 9).
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stand with certainty, the real nature ofthe lotus which contained

the world, and even of his own self.

1 8. “Whoam I seated on this lotus? Whencehasthis solitary

lotus grown on the waters ? There must be something beneath

on which this lotus rests supported. That must be surely some

positive existence.”

19. Thinking thus, the unborn god (Brahma) entered

through the hollow passage in the stalk of the lotus, into the

waters. Going deep down in search of the support of the rough

stalk of that lotus, he did not reach it.

20. Oh Vidura ! A very long time with three tyres ( divi-

sions, viz. the past, the present, the future) elapsed while he

( Brahmadeva) was searching the source of the lotus (the cause

of his creation) in the fathomless darkness—Time which is a

weapon in God’s hand which creates terror in beings and reduces

(their) life.

21. Then the God (Brahma) who did not achieve his

objective, returned thence. Having resumed his seat, he grad-

ually restrained his mind by controlling his breath, and sat

down resorting to samadhiyoga (the path of deep meditation)

.

_ •

22. The unborn God (Brahma) in whom knowledge

arose by the practice of yoga for a period ofman’s life-span

(100 years), visualized that unforeseen Brahman manifested of

its own accord in his heart.

23. He saw a Man (Purusa) lying on the bed of the

spacious body of Se§a white like lotus fibres, on the waters of

the deluge, the darkness of which was dispelled by the lustre of

gems on the myriad heads of the umbrella-like hoods (of £esa).

24. Who excelled in beauty a mountain of emeralds,

with (golden) evening clouds overhanging its slopes like gar-

ments (which is surpassed by his Pttambara—yellow silken gar-

ment), with a number of gold peaks (which are outdone in their

splendour by his crown)
,
with its Vanamala—garland of forest

flowers—abounding in precious stones, springs, herbs and

flowers (excelled in beauty by his Vanamala), and with

bamboos resembling its arms, and trees as its feet (surpassed

his arms and feet).

25. Who, by the dimensions of his beautiful and uncom-
parable body, accommodated the three worlds (viz. Suarga,
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Mrtyu and Patala) , and who (with his body) decorated by a

variety of heavenly ornaments and silken garments beautified

the ornaments and garments themselves, by his beautiful

person.

26. To men who, for attaining their desired objects,

worship him in the pure ways, prescribed in the Vedas, he

shows, out of grace,-his lotus-like feet with toes beautiful like

petals and shining in the rays of his moon-like nails.

27. Who (reciprocally) honours his devotees by his face

with a smile that removes the afflictions of the world, (wiili

ears) beautified by resplendent earrings, (face) appearing red-

dish on account of his lower lip like bimba fruit, and shapely

with its beautiful nose and eyebrows.

28. Oh child (Vidura), (he saw the Purusa)who appear-

ed beautiful and adorned with a garment, golden in colour,

like the pollen of the Kadamba flowers, and with a girdle

round his waist, and his chest adorned with an invaluable

necklace, and with (his) favourite decoration called Srivatsa.

29. Who was (like) a great tree of the universe with

thousand branches in the forms of arms resplendent with price-

less precious stones, and the armlets (keyQra) ,
with its root

invisible (in Brahman), and whose arms are coiled round by

the body of great snake (or Sesa)

.

30. Who was like a great mountain, the support of the

movables and immovables, a dear friend of the best ofsnakes

(§esa), who is surrounded by waters, whose thousand crowns

are like golden peaks, and the gem Kaustubha (adorning) his

chest (was like a mine of precious stones).

31. (Brahma saw) Hari who wore a Vanamala (garland

of Tulasi leaves, etc.) in the form of his glory, (Vanamala)

which beautified by the Veda singing sweetly his glory like

humming bees and who is unapproachable to ( gods like) the

Sun, the Moon, the Wind and the Fire, and who is unassaila-

ble due to theweapons with range throughout the three worlds,

circling round him.

32. At that very instant (when Brahma saw Hari), he

obtained the knowledge necessary for the creation of the

world. He saw the lotus sprouting out of the (Lord’s) pond-

likc navel, himself, the (cosmic) waters, the Wind (blowing
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tempestuously during the deluge) and the sky. He saw nothing

more (than these)

.

33. When he (Brahma), being associated with^he attri-

bute raja's, became desirous of creating beings, and having

seen only these (the abovementioned five objects such as the

lotus, the cosmic water, the wind, etc.) as the causes of the

world, fixed his heart on God and, began to praise the Lord

who deserved it.

CHAPTER NINE

(Brahma's Prayer and Vifnu’s Boon)

Brahma said :

1. Oh Lord ! It is after a penance for a very long time

that you have been (luckily) realized by me today. It is in-

deed the defect of beings conditioned by body that your real

essential nature is not understood by them. Nothing other

than you, exists. (Anything else that appears to be) is not

pure (is false) because it is you who appear to be many due

to the intermixture of the gurias of Maya. 6®8

668. According to VR. : This verse expresses the self satisfaction of

Brahma’s God-realization, viz. the whole of this universe consisting of cit

and acit is the body of God, and it explains that there is nothing which is

outside Brahman.
Oh Lord! Really it is after the acquisition (accumulation) ofpenance

for a pretty long period that you have been now seen by me in your real

form. The KfetrajHas (individual Souls) conditioned by physical body as a

result of their kamas, do not know your real nature which fully possesses

the six attributes ofBhagavan. Oh Lord, there is no such thing as is

other than you. (You are its soul When you are realised everything is

realized). Gods and other things which appear independent of (other

than) you are not the objects of correct perception, due to the effect of

the attribute of M4ya or Prakfti. Though you are one, you shine (mani-

fest yourself) as many.
nanu . . . avadyam etc.—VJ. explains : That the real nature of

the Lord is not realized by beings is erroneous, as the Lord,

though invisible in form, is realized by devotion. St is due to sin
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2. This is your form from which, due to eternal mani-

festation of the power of intelligence, ignorance or tamas dis-

appears,— form which, from the beginning, you have assumed

for conferring (your) grace on the good; and which is the seed

(source) of hundreds of incarnations. And from His region

of the navel-lotus, I came into existcrce (lit. was manifested).

3. Most excellent Lord ! I do not see any form of yours

other than this beautiful one of manifest light, beyond (i.e.

destitute of) differences, and full of bliss. Hence I resort to

this one form of yours which creates the world but itself is

different from it, and which is the source cf the bhutas (ele-

ments) and sense-organs*69 .

4. Oh auspiciousness incarnate (i.e. God who is auspici-

ous to the universe), you have really manifested this very

(form) to your devotees in their meditation for their good (or

prosperity), wc offer obeisance to you (a gracious) Lord who
is spurned by the atheists (like Mimariisakas, Sahkhyas etc.)

and believers in false logic and who therefore deserve (stay

in) Hell.

5. Oh Lord, you do not go away from the lotus-like

hearts of your men (devotees) v\ ho enjoy by the passage of

their ears the fragrance of your lotus-bud-like feet which is

carried (to them) by wind (in the form) of the Vedas and

who clasped your feel with intense (and unswerving) devotion.

6. So long as the people do not r« sort to your feet

which offer freedom from fear of sarhsara
,

they face the fear

that God is not realized by beings. Not that there is non-existence of

things other than the Lord, but they do not exist independently, but owe

their existence to him. But things other than you are impure, and you

are absolutely pure. You are present by your incarnations in mahat and

other principles. It is due to the gutias of Ptakrti that things other than

you are defective.

JG. : Though you are pure in your internal capacity of infinite glory,

you appear many in the form of the world as a result of the intermixture

of the attributes of your external power called Maya.

669. Oh Supreme One, I do not see your essential form other than

this form which is full of bliss (dispelling all miseries), devoid of the diffe-

rences ofjatis and gupas, whose knowledge (or will

—

saftkalpas )
is unobstruct-

ed; which is different from' the universe, yet it is the cause consisting of

bhutas and sense organs. I take shelter of this form—VR.
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pertaining to wealth, house and friends (and caused by)

sorrow, desire, dishonour, covetousness and false sense of

attachment to possessions (lit. ‘this is mine’) whioh is the

cause of sorrow.

7. Those are verily deprived of their senses by their

fate, whose senses (minds) are averse to (listening and eulo-

gising) your deeds which remove all inauspiciousness (misery

etc.). Those wretched ones, with minds overpowered with

avarice, continuously perform misdeeds for a very slight plea-

f "vc for gratifying their low desires.

3. Oh Acyuta, Lord of wide strides (as Trivikrama),

iny heart is deeply pained to sec these (people) constantly

afflicted by hunger, thirst and the disturbance of three bodily

humours (viz. kapha
,

pitta and vata)
f
by heat and cold, by

wind and rain and by other ( adhibhautika

)

factors and by un-

bearable fire of desires and anger.

9. Oh Lord, while (so long as) people will see (regard)

this body (and other things) as different from the Soul ( or

God), due to the dominant influence of the Lord’s M«ya,

appearing as the organs of senses and their objects, this world-

ly existence (sarfisara), unreal as it is, will not disappear, but

will bring a host of troubles (and miseries) as a result of

karmas.

10. Oh God, even sages revolve in the course of world-

ly existence (satfisdja

)

in this world, if they are averse to eulo-

gizing your deeds (and such forms of devotion). They who

by day, have their senses absorbed in doing actions (for getting

worldly objects), and go to sleep with minds full of different

desires, get their sleep disturbed every moment, and their

endeavours after their objects are frustrated by Fate.

1 1 . Oh Lord, you, path to whom is perceived by the

(type of devotion called) Sraoapa (listening to the glories of the

Lord)®70
,
really dwell in the lotus-like hearts ofmen (devotees)

670. VR. takes iruta as ‘knowledge derived from Sfctras and ikfita

as 'knowledge derived from deep thought about what is permanent and

what is perishable’.

VJ. takes ikfita as ‘knowledge derived from meditation' and inter-

prets, 'Those to whom the path ofdevotion to Vi?nu is shown by study of

iastras under a pious and devout preceptor.’
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purified by Bhakti-yoga. Oh Lord of unbounded glory, in

order to confer your grace on the devotees, you manifest your-

self in whatever form they meditate upon you.

12*. The Lords dwells in all things. He is the only

friend and ruler from within. He becomes extremely pleased

by compassion to all beings which is impossible to be found in

non-devotees. He is not so much pleased even though he is

propitiated with rich articles of worship, (even) by,gods who
cherish some desires in their hearts. (God is easily attainable

only to desireless devotees )

.

1 3. The righteous acts which are offered to you never

perish. Hence your propitiation, Oh Lord, is the best fruit

of all religious acts, such as various righteous deeds, perform-

ance of sacrifices, religious gifts, austere penance and observ-

ance of religious vows.

14. Salutations to (you) the Supreme Lord, who are

eternally free from the illusion of difference,871 by your own

essential light of intelligence, and whose vidyd-Sakti is know-

VC. : The path which was first heard (learnt) from the preceptor,

and then realized by meditation.

* VR. : You are not so much pleased (so as to favour the bliss of

Liberation) with your devotees (suragartaib) who cherish desire into their

hearts and propitiate you with various articles (etc.) of worship, as you

are pleased by that type of unselfish compassion, which is based on the

knowledge that ill feeling towards any being is ill feeling against you—

a

compassion impossible to be found in people who identify body with the

Soul (asad-alabhyaya) . Though present within all, you are not affected by

their defects, as you support and control them as an anlaratmd.

GD. : Just as God becomes extremely pleased by compassion to all

beings (without any ulterior selfish motive), he is not pleased by the rich

worship even of gods who cherish some desire in their hearts, i.e. though

the Lord grants the desired objects to his sakama devotees, he does not

bless them with self-realization. The Lord being present in all, the ill feeling

ofsakama devotees against some persons is an ill feeling against the Lord

whom they try to propitiate. Hence he is not much pleased with them as

with desireless devotees.

671. bhida-moha : VD. enumerates these misapprehensions

—

(1) the notion of the Lord being imperfect: (2) Some other deity,

other than Vi?pu being the Supreme Ruler; (3) the distinctions (between

the levels of) avatdras; (4) The notion that the individual Soul is the Sup-

reme Being. (5) That the Supreme Soul is not the individual Soul. (6)

That both the Supreme Soul and the individual Soulare distinct.
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ledge itself*7*. We offer our homage to you, the controller

(of the universe), whose sports and diversion are the Maya, the

cause of the origin, sustenance and destruction of the universe.

15. I resort to that unborn Being by uttering whose

names signifying his incarnations (eg. Devaki-nandana—
‘Devaki’s son’), his attributes (e.g. sarvajka ‘Omniscient’),

deeds (eg. karhsari ‘Enemy or killer ofKarhsa) (even) in an

unconscious stage, at the time of death, people at once be-

come free from the sins ofmany births, and attain to Brahman

uncovered by ( the veil of) Maya.

16. Salutations to the Lord who is the universe-Tree

which is the only one, but has thrt r feet (branches) viz.

Brahma, I (Vi?nu) and Siva, each of which haj numerous

branches (e g. the seven sages etc.)—the tree which has its

roots in the Supreme Soul and has differentiated itselfby three

attributes (gttnas under the names of Brahma, Visnu and

Rudra
)
who are the cause of the creation, sustenance and

destruction of the universe.

17. Salutation to the all-powerful, ever-vigilant (un-

winking god in the form of) Time who instantaneously cuts

asunder the hope of life of this world as long as the people

shirk673 the performance of your worship which is conducive to

their own good, and which has been directly ordained by you,

and are engaged in the prohibited path of Karma.

18 Even though I have occupied a place (viz.

Brahmahood in Satya-loka) which lasts for a period of two

purardha years and which is bowed down by all the worlds, I

VR. takes bIn-da as the difference in the categories ofjica, e.g. man,

God and moha as the ignorance caused by the misapprehension of the iden-

tity of the Soul and the body.

672. VC. (i) Whose enjoyment {rasa) is the sportive looking at

Maya the cause of the origination etc. of the universe.

VC. : (ii) Oh cause of the creation etc. of the universe, whose sport

is the special dance with gopxs known as rasa.

673. VR. reads an acagiaha (i.e. a-) before vihima-niratab and

pramathb and explains : Time severs shortly the attachment to samsara of

a man who is very careful in the performance of auspicious and sacred duties

of propitiating God according to his caste (taiga) and stage oflife (diram)

—duties prescribed by you in the Vedas—and who does not indulge in im-

pious deed.
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am afraid of him (your form called Time). Hence with a

desire to attain you, I practised penance for many years and
performed many sacrifices. My salutations to you, theAlmighty

Lord of sacrifices.674

1 9. Salutations to Lord Purusortama who, with a view to

observing the laws ordained by him, assumed of his own
accord the bodies (avataras or incarnations i in the various

forms of living beings, such as sub-human beings (e.g. birds,

beasts)
,
human beings, gods etc. and enjoyed himself, though

he is (absolutely )
unattached to worldly pleasures.

20. Though he is never affected by the five varieties of

Avidya675
,
he, who has conserved the universe in his belly

with a view to increasing the pleasure of rest ( for people who
are exhausted by their activities in the previous kalpa—period

,

assumed on the waters, tossed with terrible waves, yogic sleep,

for which the touch of the body of the Serpent Sesa was

favourable.

21. Oh Praiseworthy Lord, I, who came into being in

the lotus-mansion of your navel, and who became, through

your favour, an instrument for the creation of the three

worlds, bow to you in whose stomach lies the whole world, and

who has opened his lotus-like eyes at the completion ofyour

yogic sleep.

22. May the Lord furnishmy intelligence with that know-

ledge and omnipotence with which he gladdens the world, so

674. SD. construes differently : I bow to the presiding deity of

sacrifices of whom I am afraid, though I occupy the post (Bahm3hood)
lasting for two parardha years. With a desire to attain Vaikuptha (your

residence) which is honoured (bowed to) by all people, I performed pen-

ance for many long years.

675. Bh. P. III. 12.3 enumerates the following vfttis (powers) of

Avidyl : viz. mahd-moha, moha , tdmisra, andha-tdmisrn and tamas. As PYP
(PdtaHjala-Yoga-Pradipa) points out, the hindrances (kleias ) in YS. II.3,

viz. avidyd (— tamas), asmitd (—moha) rdga (=maha moha), dvefa (= tdmisra
)

and abhiniveia (*=andha tdmisra) are known in the S&Akhya system by the

names given in the brackets above ( Classical Sdrhkhya,?. 395).

Ifvara Kripa further classifies them as follows : “There are • eight

varieties of obscurity (tamas) and delusion (moha)', ten kinds ofextreme

delusion (mahd-moha) ; both gloom

(

tdmisra
) and utter darkness (andha-tdmisra)

are 18 fold. G.J. Larson’s Classical S&thkhya, p. 375.
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that I may be able to create this (universe) as it was in the

previous kalpa— the Lord who is the friend of all the worlds,

and dwells within them as the antaryamin, is gracipus (dear)

to his devotees.

23. This (Lord) grants boons to those (devotees) who
resort to him. He takes incarnations retaining (his original)

qualities (like omnipotence, omniscience), along with his own
(or soul*) power called Lak?ml (and not hisMaya power). May
he direct my mind to whatever he does while I create, by his

order, this universe which is also his own glory, so that I can

renounce my attachment to actions, and the consequent sin.

24. I am born here as the vijUdna-iakti676 (the presiding

deity over citta or the principle called mahat) from the deep lake*

like navel of the Man of infinite powers, lying on the (cosmic)

waters. May there be no loss of the utterance677 of the Vedas,

while I am detailing the wonderful form of this Man viz. the

universe.

25. May this Lord, the most Primitive Man, of infinite

grace, get up, opening his lotus-like eyes, and with profusely

affectionate smiles. May he remove our dejection by his sweet

words for the successful creation of the universe.

Maitreya said :

26. Thus having seen his own creator by his power of

penance, knowledge and meditation, and having praised him

to the best of the abilities of his mind and speech, the god

Brahma remained silent as if exhausted.

676. vijMna-iakli— (i
) The competence to utter the Veda—(VD.)

(ii) my knowledge-form—(VR.) (iii) my knowledge of Vedas—(VJ.)

(iv) myself being the oijttdnai my being the presiding deity of the prin-

ciple of intelligence (VC.).

677. visarga— (i) Contact of teaching and studying (the Vedas)

—VD.
(ii) utterance—$R., VR., $R. explains that as per the famous

adage “The plough is the end ofVedic lore”, BrahmS was afraid that he

would be out of touch with the Vedas while engaged in creation. Hence
this prayer to retain his Vedic lore.

(iii) The definite conclusion (vis. Vi?J?uis the most supreme)

-VJ
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27-28. Then noting the difficulty of Brahma who got

nervous at (the lack of) his knowledge regarding (prospective)

construction of the universe, and whose mind was dejected at

the sight of the tumultuous deluvian waters, Madhusudana
(Visrni) spoke to him in deCp emphatic voice, as if to remove

his dejection (lit. sin).

The Lord said :

29. Oh Vedagarbha (i.e. Brahmin), do not get lax

(due to despair) . Exert yotirself for the creation (of the uni-

verse') . What you pray of me, has been already obtained for

you.

30. Oh Brahman, perform penance again and practise

the (yogic) lore of concentrating on me. You will find in your

heart, the unfolding of (the plan of the creation of) the worlds,

by both of these
( tapas and samadhi )

.

3 1 . Oh Brahman, when you are full of devotion and
properly poised in meditation, you will see me pervading you

and the world, and yourself and the world reposing in me.

32. When the people will realize me as dwelling within

all beings like fire dormant in the wood, they will immediately

shed off sins or misery.

33. When a person sees that his Self is free from bhUtas

(elements), indriyas (sense-organs), gunas (attributes) and

antafrkarana (the mind), and is essentially one with me, he

attains identification with Brahman.

34. It is my great blessing that your mind will never

get despaired of this creation of the universe, while you desire

to create innumerable subjects with various details of actions.

35. As your mind is firmly fixed on me, the evil attri-

bute of\rajas shall not bind you, the first-born sage, even while

you indulge in procreating the beings.

36. Inasmuch as you realize me as unconnected with

bhStas, sense-organs, attributes and egohood (ahamkdra ), I have

been known by you today, though I am very difficult to be

known by corporate beings ( or beings attached to body)

.

37. When through the lotus-stalk you tried to find out

the root of the lotus under water, and when a doubt as to my
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existence arose in your mind, my true selfwas revealed to you

within you.

38. It was indeed my grace that you made the prayer

composed of my glorious deeds, or that you had firm adherence

to penance.

39. I am pleased with you. May you be prosperous, as

you, desiring success ( in the creation ) of worlds, have praised

my describing me as attributeless (though I appear to be full of

attributes.

40. I, who am the Supreme God, the bestower of all

desired boons, will immediately be pleased with a person who
will always worship me, and pray to me with this prayer

(which you have composed).

41. It is the considered opinion of the knowers of the

Reality, that my grace is the summum bonum to be achieved by

purla ( acts for public welfare), penance, sacrifices, gifts and

yogic meditation.

42. Oh Brahma, I am the (Supreme) Soul of all beings,

the most beloved of all the beloved objects. Hence one

should concentrate his love in me, as body and its other be-

longings are loved for my sake.

43. By means of yourself who is the Veda incarnate,

and is created by me, you create again as before (in the pre-

vious kalpa) the beings that are lying within me.

Maitreya said :

44. Having explained this (the process of creating the

universe
)

to the creator of the world (Brahma
) ,

the Controller

of Prakrti and Purusa, with lotus-like navel disappeared in

his own form (as Narayaua )

.



CHAPTER TEN

(Brahma's Penance and Ten-fold Creation )

Vidurasaid :

1 . How many types of beings did Brahma, the grand-

father of the world and master of his senses procreate, both

from his body and his mind, after the disappearance of the

Lord Almighty ?

2. Oh Lord, the foremost among the learned, please

explain to me, one by one, whatever points I asked you, and

solve all our doubts.

Suta said :

3. Oh Bhargava (Saunaka), the sage Kau§arava, being

thus urged by Vidura, was pleased with him, and began to

reply those questions which were raised in Vidura’s mind.

Maitreya said :

4. Concentrating his mind on the Supreme Soul (Nara-

yana , as desired by the unborn Lord, Brahma accordingly per-

formed penance for period of hundred divine years.

5. God Brahma, born of the lotus, found that both the

lotus occupied by him, and the cosmic waters, were rocked by
Wind due to the force acquired by it during the period of the

deluge.

6. As his knowledge and power were specially develop-

ed by his increasing penance and knowledge pertaining to the

Supreme Soul, he swallowed the Wind along with the waters.

7. Having seen that the lotus, which was his seat, per-

vaded the whole of the space, he thought he should, by this

lotus, create again the worlds which were formerly (at the

time of the deluge) withdrawn.

8. Being'prompted by the Almighty to 1 perform (the

act of creation to be done by him)
, Brahma entered the calyx

of the lotus, and divided the one ( lotus) into three divisions

though it could have been broken into fourteen (worlds), and

many more parts.

9. Thus is explained the arrangement of the world of

living beings. The region of god Brahma is the result of reli-

gious duties performed, without desiring their fruit.
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Vidura said

:

10. Oh Brahman, you have described the form called

Time of Hari who has many forms and whose actions are

miraculous. Please describe to me that form as it is (actually).

Maitreya said :
*

11.

** Time is that which has for its form the modifica-

tion ofgunas (like sattva etc.). Of itself, it has no special

property, but is beginningless and endless. Purusa (God)

sportively procreated himself in the form of the universe by

using Time, as the instrumental cause.

* Maitreya here discusses the concept of Tlime. According to the

Bh.P., Time as the power of motivation, does not simply break the equili-

brium of tri-partite matter {guQamayi altna-maya), but pursues the creative

process at every stage. If God is the agent-cause of creation, Time is the

efficient cause. Through the operation ofTime, ten kinds of cieation con-

sisting in material (prakjta)y elemental ( vaikfta ) and mixed (prdkrta-vaikxta)

were brought into existence as represented below :

Creation

!

Material (Prdkjta )
Elemental ( Vaikjta ) Mixed

( p r5krta-vaikrta )

O'! mahat (i) vegetation

() ahamkara (2) animals divinely human

(3) tanm&tras (3) human beings. souls,

(4) external sense-organs. e.g. Sanalkumara

etc.

(5) presiding deities of For details on the concept

senses and the mind. ofTimevideB.Bhattacharya

() avidya (with its five —Philo, of the Bh.P, I.i 1

.

knots) 247-59*
* • VR. explains : Time has for its form PradhSna which is a result of

(the disturbance of the equilibrium of) the gupas. It is devoid of special

characteristics like the Earth (and other elements) . He is not dependent on

another cause i.e. he exists ofhis own accord. Hence he is endless. The

Supreme Man, with PradhSna as the efficient cause, created himself in the

form of the world.

GD. explains : The form of Time is known by the perturbation of

the equality in the balance of gugas. It is the cause of this inequality in

gurtas. It is to be known from its effects. It is not characterised by any

peculiarity, and hence it is beginningless and endless. With Time as the

instrumental cause, God sportively re-created himself in the form of the

universe.
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12* Verily this universe is the subtle Brahman which

was covered (withdrawn) by Visnu’s Maya. It is manifested

by God with the help of Time, of invisible form.

13. Just as it (Time) was now, so it was in the past

and shall remain so in the future. His creation is nine-fold

(both material and elemental) due to Prakrti and vikrti •*. (The

tenth creation is prdkrta-vaikrta )

.

14. The destruction of the universe is of three types

—

( 1 )
brought about by Time, ( nitya) ,

(ii
)
done by substance

viz. Sankarganagni (naimittika)
,

(iii) due to gunas (
prdkrlika ).

The production of mahat is the first creation, which is caused

by God (atman) by disturbing the equilibrium of the gunas.

15. The second is the creation of ahankdra wherein

rises the knowledge of substance and action. The third is that

of tanmdtras (subtle elements) which possess the potential

for the creation of gross elements ( bhutas ).

16. The fourth creation is that oforgans of senses, both

of knowledge and of action. The fifth is that of gods (presid-

ing over organs of senses) from vaikdrika ahankdra whence is

evolved the mind.

17. Oh Vidura, the sixth is that of ignorance
(
tamas

)

* VR.- explains : The universe is the effect—a gross form of Brah-

man with the attributes of cit and acit developed. Time is regarded as pos-

sessing controlling capacity as the creation or destruction of the universe

takes place through Time which is an invisible form of God. The existent

universe during prainya, returns to its subtle form of Brahman along with its

attributes of eit and acit .

VJ. : For the sake of creation etc. of the universe, the Purufa assumed

three foims : Brahma, Visnu and I &vara. Creating Brahma and
entering into him as four-faced god Brahma, he created the woild.

Similarly he protects the world as Vi?nu. He created Rudra called

Kala who was of invisible form, entered into it, and destroyed universe.

But it is his power of destruction as Uvara.

VB. : The gross universe is the effect, the subtle Brahman is the cause.

Brahma is the subtle and earlier stage of the universe. The universe subsists

or meets destructions by the Maya of God (Vi?nu). Time (K&la) which is

endowed with controlling capacity of God and is formless, helps to bring

about this process.

**VJ. explains that all creation outside die Egg of the universe is

called ptakxta and inoludes in it all the principles from avyakta to Pfthivi.

And creation within the Egg is Vaikfta-
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whereby rises abuddhi678 (which obscures the correct under-

standing ofJiva and deludes him from the correct perception

ofGod ) . These six creations pertain to Prakrti. Now listen

to those arising from Vikrti (vaikarika ahankdra)

.

18. This (creation) is the sport of the Lord Visnu who
assumes the fajo-guna (the attribute rajas), and meditation

(lit. retentive memory) about whom liberates from Sarfisara.*7
*

The seventh is the prominent creation of six types of im-

movables.

19. Vanaspatis (Trees like the holy fig tree which bear

fruit without blossom), Ofadhis (plants which die immediately

after fruit-bearing), latds (creepers), tvaksara (trees of strong

bark, e.g. bamboos), Virudhs (strong creepers like canes not

requiring support for them)
, drumas ( trees bearing fruits after

blossoming)—all these draw up their nourishment from below,

are full of tamas (of unmanifested feelings), have an internal

sense of touch, and many other peculiarities.

20. The eighth creation is of animals and birds. It is

said to have twentyeight varieties. (They are) devoid of

knowledge (of tomorrow etc.) ,
full of ignorance (except the

knowledge of gratifying their appetite). They know by scent

only and are of minds incapable of retaining knowledge for

long.

21. Oh extremely pious Vidura, the cloven-hoofed

beasts are the cow, the goat, the buffalo, the black-antelope,

the pig, the bison, the rum (a kind of deer), the sheep, the

camel.

22. Oh Vidura, the one ( uncloven) -hoofed beasts are

:

the donkey, the horse, the mule, the guara ( a cross of a horse

and a female mule), the iarabha (a fictitious eight-legged

animal who can kill lions) and the camara ( from whose hair

chowries are made) . Please listen to beasts with five nails.

23. (They are) the dog, the jackal, the tiger, the cat,

678. abuddhi : Concentration or knowledge about Vi$(iu (a*=*

V»wu)-VJ.
679. Hari-nudhasafr etc.—Alternatively: This creation is of Lord

Hirapyagarbha (Brahm&) who is characterised by rajas and whose thou-

ghts are concentrated on Hari (VD.) *
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the hare, the hedge-hog, the lion, the monkey, the elephant,

the tortoise, the alligator, the shark and others.

24. The birds are : the heron, the vulture, the bat, the

hawk, the bhdsa (a vulture, a cock), the bhallOka (a kind of

owl or bear) , the peacock, the swan, the crane
( baka) ,

the

ruddy goose, the crow, the owl and others.

25. Oh Vidura, the nineth creation which takes its

nutriment from above down the body, is of one type, viz. that

of men. They have in them rajo-guna dominant, are full of

activities and take pleasure in things leading to miseries.

26. Oh foremost among the saintly persons, these

three creations are vaikdrika. The creation of gods also, comes

under the vaikdrika category. But the creation of Sanatkumdra

(Sanaka etc.) comes under both
(prakrta-cum-vaikdrika cate-

gory).

27-28. The creation of gods is of eight categories :

Gods proper, Manes (pitrs ), asuras, gandharvas and apsaras

(the divine musicians and dancing girls), Yak§as and Rak§a-

sas, Siddhas and Caranas, Bhutas (goblins) Pretas and Pi$acas

;

Vidyadharas, the Kinnaras (and Kimpurusa, a horse-faced

tribe etc.) . Oh Vidura, I have described to you these ten

categories created by Brahma.

29. After this 1 shall describe to you the dynasties,

manvantaras (epochs of different Manus). In this way, at

the beginning of every kalpa, the self-born Vi$nu becomes the

creator due to the dominance of rajo-gupa. The Supreme Soul

of unfailing will-power creates himself out of himself at will*.

30. As there are modifications ofgunas in the creation,

they (the learned ones) do not expect a particular serial

order, just as in a whirlpool in a river (no part of a whirlpool

can be considered to be the first). This is due to theMaya
power ofthe Supreme Lord.

3 1 . Oh Vidura ! Whatever gods, Asuras and others of

this kalpa, have been described to you by name and form, had

the same name and form in the last period of Manu.

•These two verses are probably interpolations in the post-$rJdhara

period for they are neither recorded by the Bengal School of Vaignavism

i.e. JG0 VC., nor by the followers of Nimb&rka i.e. SD. nor byVB., GD.
etc.).
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CHAPTER ELEVEN

( The concept of time : manvantaras and life-spans ofmen ajid gods .

)

Maitreya said :

1 . The ultimate irreducible particle of the parts of a

gross effect (substance), which is ever separate (i.e. has not

reached the stage of being an effect), and which is not com-

bined with another in an aggregate, is called an atom (para-

md/ta) 680
. It is from the aggregation of atoms that men get the

illusion of whole substance.

2. When the idea of peculiarity or of differences is

separated (not considered), the entire substance in its essence

which remains unaltered (with no change of dimensions) is

called parama mahdn (maximum dimension) 681
.

3. Oh Vidura, Time is also inferred as subtle, (medium)

,

and the longest according as it pervades the atomic,

medium, and the grossest {parama mahdn) matter. It is God’s

power which itself remains unmanifest, but occupies and en-

compasses the manifested substance and is competent to man-

age creation etc. of the universe.

4. That much period of time which is required to

occupy an atom is the atomic period. That which is required

to enjoy the matter in its entirety, is called parama mahdn (the

largest general—required to cross the totality of twelve Rdsis or

Bhuvanakofa i.e. a period of a year and a period up to two

parardhas by the recurrence of the years.

5-8* Two paramanus make one anu. Three anus make

one trasareriu. It is the smallest particle which is visible and

is noticed to be going up in the ray of the Sun coming through

a window. The time which is required to occupy by three

680. It may be noted that the Bh. P. and the Vedanta (vide

Brahma Sitra II. 2.12-17) do not subscribe to the atomic theory of the

Vaise?ikas.

681. Having the duration of two par&tdhas—JG.
•These verses contain the following measures oftime :

—

2 paramanus= 1 apu; 3 apus= 1 trasarepu; 3 trasarcpus*=> 1 trufi; 100 trufis

— 1 vedha ; 3 vedhas-* 1 lat'oi 3 lavas** 1 nimifal 3 nimifas** 1 kfana

;

5 kfapas= I

kdffha ; 15 kdf(has= 1 laghu ; 15 laghus**\nS4ik&\ 2 n&dikds*» 1 muhdrta; 6/7
n&dikas=» 1 ydma or prahara.
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trasaienus is called a truti. Hundred tru (is make up one vedha.

Three vtdhas is regarded as a lava. A nimifa is known to con-

sist of three lavas. Three nimifas make up a kfana. Five

faanas are said to form one hastha. Fifteen kashas make one
lag/iu. Fifteen laghus arc said to constitute one nadika (or

ghafika). Two mdikas make one muhurta. Six or seven na^fikds

make one prahara of men. It is also called ydma.

9. A copper vessel of six palas in weight and with sides

sixteen angulas in' height, and with a capacity to contain a

prastha of water, and with a hole (of the dimension) of a gold

wire four angulas in length and four ma§as (
*= 1 /3rd Tola) in

weight—the time required to submerge (in water) such a

vessel is called nadika (ghafika).

10. Oh respectful Vidura! Four and four yamas make a

day and a night of human beings. Fifteen days make one

paksa. It is bright and dark.

11. The aggregate of two pakfas makes one month

which is a day and a night of the pitrs (departed forefathers).

Two months make a rtu (season). Six months make one

ayana. It is northern (when the Sun apparently moves to the

north) and the southern (when the Sun appears to move to the

south of the equator).

12. The ayanas are called the day and the night of the

Svarga. A year is made up of twelve months. One hundred

years is said to be the maximum life of human beings.*

13. The ever-vigilant controlling god (the Sun) occu-

pies the sphere consisting of the planets, the nakfatras (e.g.

Asvini, BharanI and other constellations) and other stars and

revolves round the world beginning with atomic division of

time and ending with one year ( the period required to cross

the bhuvana- koia ).

14. Oh Vidura, the period of a year is thus called

sarhvatsara (the Solar year)
,

pariuatsara (related to Jupiter)

Itfavatsata (of 360 days

—

savana) anuvatsara (the lunar year)

and vatsara (related to nakfatras).

1 5. * * Offer your worship to the God Sun who made the

*VR. adds that the maximum life of Pitts and gods is one hundred

years according to their respective measures of time.

**VJ. takes this verse as applicable to god Vi$pu: Perform your

sacrifices to Hari the anUirySmin, of the five kinds of the year, etc.
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five kinds of the year and who by his own power (in the form

ofkala) urges the powers of things to develop into effects

(gross forms) in different ways, and who is a part of "the ele-

ment called tejas. He runs through the sky for removing the

delusion ofmen ( as if by dissuading them from wraste of life in

pleasures) and extending the fruits ofgurtas by performance of

sacrifices.

Vidura said :

16. The maximum span of life of the pitrs (manes)
,
gods

and men has been stated, ( as hundred years according to the

measure of time of these) . Please tell me the state (life-span)

of those learned ones who stay beyond the three worlds.

1 7. Verily, you the revered one know the course of

Time which is capable of destroying everything. The wise

ones can visualize the universe by theiryogic vision.

Maitreya said

:

18. It is said that the cycle of fouryugas, viz. krta , treta,

dvapara and kali along with their sandhis (transitional periods

at the beginning of ayuga) and arhSas (the transitional period

at the end of ayuga), consist of twelve thousand years of gods.

19-20* The period ofyugas respectively ( of krta etc.) is

four thousand, three thousand, two thousand and one thou-

sand (divine) years. The sandhyd period at the beginning and
the arhfa period at the end ( of eachyuga) is respectively eight

hundred, six hundred, four hundred and two hundred years

(of gods) . The learned ones designate the period between

sandhyd and arhfa asyuga, and the (special) laws of conduct

(dharma) have been ordained with reference to the (particular)

yuga.

*The classification of the Tugas in terms of divine (gods*) years is as

follows

:

kfta tretd dvdpara kali Total Divine years

sandhyd 400 300 200 100— 1000

yuga 4000 3000 2000 1000— 10,000

sandhySrhia 400 300 200 '100— 1000

4800 3600 2400 1200—12,000
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21. In the krta age, dharma accompanied men on (all

his) four legs (viz. penance, purity, compassion and truth).

With the increase of irreligion ( adharma ), religion became

diminished by one leg, in each of the other yugas.

22. Oh Vidura, beyond the three worlds (from mahar

loka) to Brahma loka, a day consists of one thousand cycles of

fouryugas. The night is also of the same duration when the

Creator of the universe goes to sleep.

23. At the end of the night, the creation of the world

starts and proceeds so long as it is god Brahma’s day which

covers the period of fourteen Manus.

24. Every Manu rules during his own period which is

somewhat longer than seventyone catur-yugas (cycles of four

yugas682 ) In the eras of Manus, kings in the lineage of the Manu
are born in succession. Hermits, gods, king of gods and his at-

tendants are born simultaneously.

25. This is Brahma’s daily creation whereby the three

worlds are made to function and in which the birds, beasts,

men, pitrs and gods are born according to their katmas.

26. In the Manu-eras, the Supreme Lord retains his

sattvaguna and protects the universe by incarnating as Manus
and manifesting himself in other human forms.

27. At the end of (Brahma’s) day, assuming a bit of the

tamo-guya
,
he restrains his prowess, and with everything else

withdrawn in him due to the force oikiila
,
he keeps quiet.

23. When it is the nightfall without any moon or the

sun (in existence) ,
the three worlds bhUfy, bhuvah , suvah lie con-

cealed in him.

29. When the three worlds get consumed by the fire from

the mouth of Sankargana (£e$a
) who is his power, Bl}rgu and

others, being distressed by the heat goto Jana -loka fromMahar-

loka.

30. In the meanwhile, due to Pralaya (world-end),

682. This line indicating the vagueness implied in *longer than*

(sddhikd

)

is repeated in other Fur&nas also (e.g. Vtfpu P. 1.3.18). Baldev

Upadhyaya on the strength of Vayu P. (57.33) suggests that it should be

emended as ‘sandhikfi’ (vide Purina VimarJa, pp. 291-93). The Bh.P.

seems to have adopted the reading from the Vifpu P. which is generally

accepted as earlier than the Bh. P. vide Puraoa Vimoria, pp. 542*45.
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oceans, with huge billows whipped up by extremely terrible

and powerful, winds, overflow and inundate the three worlds.

31. On that water, on the bed of the serpent ^Scsa, lies

Hari with his eyes closed in yogic sleep, while sages in the Jana-
loka sing his praise.

32. In due course of time, with such types of days and
nights as described above, even the long span of life of hundred
years of this (god Brahma)

,
comes to an end.

33. Half of the life (of god Brahma) is called parardha.

The first parardha (of his life) has passed. Now the other half

is running.

34. At the beginning of the previous pardrdha y there was
the great kalpa called Brahma kalpa> as Brahma was then born.

They knew him as Sabda-Brahma.

35. At the end of that kalpa , there was another kalpa

called Padma kalpa> as there sprouted up the world-lotus from

the lake-like navel of Hari.

36. Oh Vidura, the present kalpa of the second parardha

is known as Varaha (pertaining to the boar), as Hari assumed

the boar-form in this {kalpa )

.

37. The period called dvi-parardha is regarded as (a negli-

gible period like) a wink of the unmanifested, infinite begin-

ninglcss Soul of the Universe.

38. This kola beginning from paramanu (its lowest unit)

upto the end dvi-pardrdha (duration of Brahmadcva’s life) can

control those who have attachment to house etc. He has no

power over the Almighty God, the bhumati.

39. This egg of the universe consisting of sixteen vikdras683

(modifications) and eight prakrtis*6* which is covered from out-

side by the (seven) sheaths of the earth etc., is fifty crores (of

yojanas) in breadth.

683. viz. . mind, ten organs of knowledge and action and five ele-

ments {mchiihhutas)

.

684. viz., Prukftl. v:ahct. ahatihSra and five characteristics of ele-

ments (e.g. sound, touch etc.).
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40-41. Each of these sheaths (covering the universe) is

ten times greater (than its previous one ) . This universe
appears as an atom when merged ( in him ) . Crores of such
universes lie in him. That is the highest essential form ofVi?nu,
the great Purtifa. It is called the imperishable Brahman, the

cause of all causes.

CHAPTER TWELVE

{Creation ofRudra, the mind-bom Sons and of

Mam and Satarupd)

Maitreya said :

1. Oh Vidura, the greatness of the Kala-form of the

Supreme Lord is thus described to you. Now know from me
how Vedagarbha (god Brahma) proceeded with the creation.

2. The creator, at first, created the varieties of ignorance

(or avidyd

)

viz. mahdmoha, moha, tdmisra, andha-tamisra and

moha685 .

3. Seeing the sinful creation, Brahma did not think

highly of himself. With his mind purified by meditation on

the Lord, he brought forth another creation.

4. The self-bom god (Brahma) then created the sages

Sanaka, Sananda, Sanatana and Sanatkumara who were not

interested in actions (for dharma
t
artha orkdma) and lived in

perpetual celibacy686 .

5. The self-born god spoke to them, “Oh sons, procreate

children”. But they being absolutely devoted to Vasudeva and
followers of the path of liberation, were not so inclined (to

create )

.

68). For details vide supra 3.10. 11 and onwards the Sdftkhja

influence is evident. This list is repeated in LP. 2.9.30 and 34-35. This

is the tamasa creation.

686. $R. adds: These Kumaras are not created in every Kalpti but

only in the Brahma Kalpa, This is the description of the Brahma Kalpa.

hence the mention oftheir creation.
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6. He was thus disobeyed by his sons who refused to com-
ply with his order. He tried to control his unbearable rage

aroused (due to this defiance).
9

7. Though he tried to control the rage by his mental

power, the rage was immediately born as a son of dark-blue

complexion from the middle of the brows of Brahma.

8. The illustrious god Bhava who was born before

(other) gods verily cried out,
*‘Oh creator, the father of the

world, give me names and fix (some) places for me”.

9. The lotus-born god (Brahma), with a view to grant-

ing his request, spoke with sweet words, “Please do not cry, I

shall give it to you.

10. Oh great god, as you cried like an excited child,

people will call you by the name ‘Rudra\

1 1 . Your places have been already arranged by me as

follows : The mind, the sense-organs, the vital breath, the Sky,

the Wind, the Fire, the Water, the Earth, the Sun, the Moon
and the penance.

12. (The following are your names) : Manyu, Manu,
Mahinasa, Mahan, Siva, Rtudhvaja, Ugra-retas, Bhava, Kala,

Vamadeva and Dhrtavrata.

1 3. Oh Rudra, you will have the following wives, namely

:

Dhi, Vftti, USana, Uma, Niyutsarpi, Ila, Ambika, Iravatf,

Sudha, Diksa, Rudrani.

14. As you are a Prajapati accept these names, places

along with these wives, and procreate abundant progeny.”

15. Being thus ordered by his father, Lord Nila-lohita

(Rudra) brought forth children who were like him in prowess,

form,(complexion) and nature.

16. Seeing the innumerable hordes of Rudras created by

(the original) Rudra, devouring the world on all side, god

Brahma got afraid.

17. (He said to Rudra) : “Oh great god, enough of the

creation of all such beings who with their terrible eyes are

burning all the directions along with me.

18. Perform penancewhich is conducive to the happiness

of all beings. May you be blest. It is by penance that you

(lit. Your honour) will create again this universe as it was be-

fore.
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19. It is only by (performance of) penance that a man
can easily attain to the Lord Adhok§aja, the Supreme light,

dwelling in the hearts of all beings.”

Maitreya said:

20. Being thus ordered by the self-born god (Brahma),

(Rudra) circumambulated from left to right the Lord ofSpeech

(Brahma) . Complying with his request, he bade goodbye to

him and entered the forest for penance.

21. Then while he was musing over the problem of crea-

tion and became possessed of the power of the Lord (for crea-

tion)
,

ten sons who became the progenitors of the population

of the world, were born to him.

22.

* (They were) : Marlci, Atri, Angiras, Pulastya,

Pulaha, Kratu, Bhrgu, Vasi§tha, Daksa and the tenth (son) was

Narada.*

23-24. Narada was born from Brahma’s lap; Dak?a from

his thumb; Vasistha from his vital breath, Bhrgu from the

skin and Kratu from his hand; Pulaha was born from his navel,

the sage Pulastya from his ears, Aiigiras from his mouth, Atri

from his eyes, and Marlci, was created from (Brahma's) mind.

25. Dharma was born from his right breast wherein

abides Narayana himself. From his back (was born) Adharma

which begets the Death, a terror to the world.

26. Desire {Kama) was born in his heart; Anger {krodha)

from his brow; Avarice (
Lobha

)

from his lower lip; Speech was

born from (his) mouth; the rivers from his penis and Nirrti,

the shelter of all sins, from his anus.

27. (The powerful sage) Kardama, the husband of Dev-

ahuti, was born from his shadow; this (whole) world was creat-

ed from the mind and the body of the creator of the universe.

28. Oh Vidura, it is reported to us that self-born god

became passionate and desired his own beautiful daughter, the

goddess ofSpeech who, though herself above passions, captivat-

ed his mind.687

For the symbolism of the ten mind-born sons as Vtraj vide V.S.

Agrawal

—

MP.—A Study, p. 38.

687. Cf. The ‘marriage’ ofBrahm£ and §atarup& in MP. and the

explanation of this symbolism vide V.S. Agrawal

—

MP.—A Study, pp. 47-50.
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29. His sons, the sages, ofwhom Marici was the foremost,

saw that their father had set his heart on unrighteousness. Out
of familiar confidence, they pleaded with (lit. awakefled) him.

30. “That you do not control your passion despite your ca-

pacity to do so, and that you are bent on approaching your

daughter, has never been done by the ancestors nor will it be

done by others after you in future.

31. Oh father of the world, this is not glorifying (credi-

table) even to the possessors of divine lustre (power). By fol-

lowing this (course of conduct) the people shall never attain

any good.”

32. Finding Brahma bent on the heinous act the sages

prayed to God) “We bow to the glorious Lord who manifested

this world that was within him. He alone is capable of prote-

cting righteousness.”

33. Then the father of the Prajapatis, seeing his sons,

the Prajapatis speaking this in hi3 presence, became ashamed

and gave up his body.

34. The cardinal points accepted that terrible body. The

wise people know it as mist or darkness. While he was medi-

tating how he should create the well-planned worlds as before,

the Vedas came out from the four mouths of the creator.

35. The duties of the four sacrificial priests688 ( kota,

adhvaryu, udgdtd, brahma

)

along with the upavedas and the disci-

plines of Logic etc., the extensive course of sacrificial sessions,

the four legs of Dharma and the duties of the four Airamas were

also produced thence.”

Vidurasaid :

36. “Oh sage (lit. one who regards penance as his

wealth) you told that the Lord of the progenitors of the world

produced Vedas etc. from his mouths. Please tell me by what

particular (organ) he produced the specific things.”

VJ. however maintains that v5c is ‘the deity presiding over human
speech* and not Sarasvatl who is the natural consort of Brahm&, the Veda
incarnate.

688. These Priests arc the experts in the Rg and other Vedas

serially.
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Maitreya said :

37. “From his mouths facing the east ( the west etc.) , he
produced the Vedas—Rg, Yajus, Saman and Atharvan and
Sastra (simple recitation of mantras in praise of gods entrusted

to rtvij ) , ijya (oblations, worship etc. to be done by adhvaryu ),

stuListoma ( singing of the mantras in praise of gods, the duty of

udgata
)
and PrayaScitta (expiatory rites in case of some lapses in

sacrifices to be performed by brahma ).

38. Again through the same faces, and in the same serial

order, he produced Ayurveda (the science of medicine)
, Dhanur-

veda (science of Warfare), Gandharva Veda (the science of Music

)

and Sthapatya Veda (the science of Architecture, Sculpture

etc. )

.

39. The Omniscient Lord produced the fifth Veda, viz.

Itihasa and Puranas from all his mouths.

40. From his mouth facing the east (came forth the

sacrificial acts viz.
) Sodaft and Uktha ( and serially from other

mouths) Purtfi and Agniffut,
Aptorydma and Atiratra,

Vdjapeya

along with Gosava.

41. He created the four feet of Dharma viz. Vidya

(knowledge and purity), dana (donations), tapas( penance) and

satya (Truth). He also produced the (lour) aframas (stages

in life) along with their types of duties.

42. {Brahmacarya airama)—celibate stage—the 1st stage

in life—is of four types viz.) Scvitra (observance ofcelibacy and

study of SSvitri for three nights from the upanayana (thread-

bearing) ceremony), PrSjapatya (observance of celibacy for

one year), brahma (observance of celibacy till the eompletion

of the study ofVedas) and brhat ( celibacy throughoutlife). (The
2nd stage in life) The grhastha airama—the married stage—is

of four kinds according to theway ofmaintenance of

Vdrld (earning livelihood by agriculture and such otl

prohibited vocations), SaUcaya (maintenance of money earned

by performing sacrifices) , Satina ( to live on whatever one gets

68g. Vaikhanasa Grhya Sfitra classifies gxhasthas as (i) Varta vtfti

(maintaining on agriculture, trade), (a) Satina vfiti (stay in Houses pet*

forming sacrifices etc.)., (3) TiySvara (performing fafkarmas) (4) Ghora

edrika—corresponding to Siloficcha. Fvr details vide Kane—HDS, Vol.

II. I. pp. 641-43.
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without requesting or begging), Silortccha—(maintenance by
gleaning grains, grain-gathering)

.

43. In ( the third stage of life called) the vanapiastha

airama
,

(there are four categories viz.) Vaikhcnasas (who live

upon food-grains which grow naturally without agricultural

efforts), Vdlakhilyas (who subsist on fresh food, giving away

hoarded food), Audumbaras (who eat fruits etc. gathered from

the direction to which they happen to look at first in the

morning) and Phenapa(who live on fruits, leaves etc. automati-

cally dropped from trees). In (the last stage of life) the

Sarhnydsa asrama
,
(the four kinds are :) Kuficaka (who chiefly

abide by all the duties prescribed for the airama) , Bahtoda (who

perform the most essential duties of this ahama but empha-

size on the path of knowledge), Harhsa (who concentrate on

knowledge)
,
Nifkriya (who have realized the Soul) ,

690

691-. VJ. and VD. differ: (1) Vaikhdnasas—Those who subsist on

roots, (ii) Vdlakhilyas—Who eat everything, (iii) Udumbaras—Who live

upon fruits, (iv) Phena-pas—Who subsist on the 'milk-foam falling out

from the mouth of calves while sucking.

This classification is supported by Bjhat Paraiara Smrti XII. 158

for Vanaprasthas and XII. 164 for Saihny&sins.

Kinds of Samnyasins :

—

Kutieaka : (i) The Ascetic who lives in his own house and is satis-

fied on whatever food is given to him—VJ.

(ii) The ascetic who due to weakness etc. docs not wander from one

holy place to another but stays at one holy place in a hut and lives upon

begging after practising japa of 12000 Pranavas—VD.
Bahvoda : (i) He who, in addition to his three baths per day, per-

forms ablution in every new tirtha he sets and has three dandas—VJ

.

(ii) Who wanders from one holy place to another not living beyond

a prescribed period at each place (e.g. 1 night at a village, 3 nights in a

city etc.)

Harhsa : (i) Who carries one dapda and the sacred thread

—

Tajilo-

pavita—VJ. (ii) Who is nude, beyond dvandvas, lost in deep meditation of

Brahman—VD.
Nifkriya or Parama-harhsa—(i) Who has abandoned all acts, com-

pletely observing ahithsd.

(ii) One who is absorbed in the meditation of the Brahman, care-

leu about his body etc. and has crossed the seven stages ofknowledge (Sapta-

JHdna-Bh dmikds)

.
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44. ( So also were serially produced) the science of the

knowledge of Soul and non-Soul6#1
,
the three Vedas, the science

of agriculture and the science of politics (leading to the

attainment of Mokfa t dharma, Hama and artha) and also the

vydhrtis (mystic words following Om or pranava) viz. bftuh,

bhuvah ,
suvah and bh fir-bhuvah-suvah (or mafias). From his

heart came forth Om.

45-46. (The Vedic metres) Ufnik, GSyatri, Trif\ubh
,

Anufjubh and Jagati, Pankti and Brhati were produced respec-

tively from the hair, skin, flesh, muscles and bones, marrow
and prana or vital airs of the all-pervading Prajapati (Brahma) •

His life (jiva)
is said to consist of the occlusives or the conso-

nants of five classes (e.g. velar, palatal etc.) from k to m, and

his body, of vowels (a, i, u etc.) e92
.

47. The sibilants
( u$ma var^as like £, f, s) are called the

sense organs of the Soul, i.e. Brahma, and the semi-vowels (yf

r, /, v) his strength. And the gamut of music ( viz. Sadja,

Rsabha, Gandhara, Madhyama, Paficama, Dhaivata and

Nisada) are created out of the sport of Prajapati.

48*. Brahma whose body is Sabda-brahman is of both

manifest (as uaikharf) and unmanifest (as Omkara

)

forms. As

unmanifest the Supreme Spirit clearly appears to him as the

highest omnipresent Brahman. As a manifest form, it appears

as Indra and other forms possessing different powers.

49-52. Then assuming another (body), he set his mind

on creation (of the world). Finding the limited creation (of

VR. and VC. follow &R. VD. claims his acceptance of $R’s inter-

pretation.

691 . anvikfiki—The Tantrism in consonance with the Vedas—VJ.
692. VJ. states: The occlusives from k to m were produced from his

jiva and the vowels from his body.

Though I have followed §R., this verse is differently interpreted.

Thus VR. emphasizes the literary or iabda aspect of Brahma, and ex-

plains the different iaktis as functions ofwords, such as abhidhd, lakfand. I

may add one more interpretation.

God Brahma is of the form of iabda-brahma. He is manifest as the

spoken word ( Vaikhari) and unmanifest as Pranava. But the real Supreme
Spirit that is beyond him appears to be all-pervading and possessed of

various powers.
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progeny) even by sages possessing great power, he again

began to ponder, Oh Kaurava (Vidura).

“Oh ! It is really strange that although Iam all the while

engaged in creating (the world) the beings do not multiply.

In this, the Fate must be obstructing.”
«

Thus while Brahma was doing his duties properly and

thinking over the Providence, his body was split into two and

it was called Kaya. And from the bifurcated forms of the

body was produced a pair of a male and a female.

53. There the male part was the emperor Svayambhuva
Manu and that the female part was called £atarupa and was

the queen of the great person.

54. Indeed, the subjects (created beings) began to

multiply in their relationship as husband and wife. He brought

forth five children from Satarupa.

55. Oh Vidura, '(They were) Priyavrata, Uttanapada

and three daughters, Akuti, Devahuti and Prasuti.

56. He gave Akuti (in marriage) to Ruci, the middle-

daughter (Devahuti) to Kardama and Prasuti to Daksa. From
these the world was filled (with population)

.

CHAPTER THIRTEEN

( The Boar ( Vardha) Incarnation)

' &$ Suka said :

1

.

Oh king, hearing the holiest discourse of the sage,

Vidura (a descendant ofKuru
) who cherished high respects for

narratives of Hari, again asked (Maitreya).

Vidura said :

2. The emperor Svayambhuva was verily the favourite

son of god Brahma. Oh sage, what did he do after obtaining

a loving wife ?

3. Oh foremost among the good, narrate to me, who
am full of faith, the life of the king-sage, the first ruler of the

world, because he also resorted to Vasudeva (Vigvaksena).
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4*. (The act of) listening to the virtuous deeds of

those who cherish in their hearts the lotus-like feet ofMukunda,

is eulogised by the wise, as the main fruit (result) of men's

study of the Sastras with long efforts.

5.

The sage ( Maitreya) who was thus urged to narrate

the episodes of the Lord had his hair standing on ends (due

to intense devotion), and narrated to Vidura who was modest

and was (as if) a pillow to the feet of Sri Kfsna®98 (lit. the

thousand-headed god) requested him (Maitreya) thus.

Maitreya said :

6. When Svayambhuva Manu was born along with his

wife, he folded his hands and bowing to Brahma (Vedagarbha)

he said :

7. “You are the sole progenitor and nourisher and pro-

tector of all beings. But how (in what way) are we, your crea-

tures, to render you service ?

8. Oh praiseworthy one, I bow to you. Tell me what

action, out of those within our capacity, I should do whereby

my fame will spread everywhere (here) and lead to Heaven

hereafter."

Brahma said :

9. “Oh child, I am pleased with you. Oh king, blessed

be you both. You have offered yourself to me with a guileless

( sincere )
heart for guidance.

1 0. Oh warrior, this much worship should be rendered

by children to their father that they should abide by his

order respectfully, to the best of their capacity without jea-

lousy or negligence.

1 1 . Have from her children who are like you in quali-

ties. Protect the earth according to law. Worship the Purusa

(the Supreme Man) with sacrifices.

12. Oh king, the highest service ( rendered) to me will

* VB. Even though the virtuous deeds of the Lord are heard with

great exertions, they are not properly fixed in the heart and hence do
not bear fruit. They are property fixed by listening to the deeds of those

who are his devotees. Hence the propriety of listening to Menu's life.

693. As Sri Kftoa used to rest his feet on Vidura's laps—SR.
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be the protection of the subjects. Lord Hnike£a (Vi$nu) will

be ever pleased with you for your being the protector of the

subjects. •

13. Fruitless are the efforts of those with whom Lord

Kr§na (Janardana) whose form is sacrifice, is not pleased; for,

thereby, the Soul (atman) itself is disrespected.**

Manu said :

14. “Oh destroyer of sins, I rhall abide by the order of

your lordship. But fix up a place for me and for my progeny

here.

15. The earth which is the place for all beings is sub-

merged in the great ocean. Oh god, make some efforts to lift

up this goddess (earth) (from the ocean) ”®94
.

Maitreya said :

16. Seeing that the earth is submerged that way in

waters, god Brahma pondered over for a long time, “How can

I lift her (the earth) up?695

1 7. While I was engaged in creation, the earth was

engulfed by waters and it sank down to Rasatala. What can

we, who are entrusted with the duty of creation, do now here?

Let the Lord from whose heart I came into existence, do it for

me.**

18. Oh sinless one, while he was reflecting thus, a thumb-

size small boar suddenly dropped down from his nostril.

19. Oh Vidura (of Bharata clan)
,
while he (Brahma)

was looking on, a great miracle took place: The small boar in

the sky shot up to the size of an elephant in a moment.

20. Along with Brahmanas with Marici as their chief,

with Kumaras (Sanaka, Sanandana etc.) and with Manu, he

saw the boar form and began to think in various ways.

21 . “Is it the transcendental Being appearing in the form

of a boar ? What a miracle that it should come out ofmy nose

!

694. JG. This indicates that this is the introduction to the Variha
incarnation at the beginning of the present Kalpa.

695. SR. explains : At the beginning of creation BrahmS drank up
the ocean and restored the earth to its place. He did not understand how
suddenly it was immersed in water again.
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22. It appeared like the tip of a thumb and in a monv
ent it became as big as a great boulder. Can this be the Divine

Sacrifice ( i.e. Lord Vi$pu) himself who is trying my mind to

exhaustion (by concealing his real form)?"

23. While Brahma was deeply thinking over it along

with his sons, the glorious Supreme Sacrifice-Man ( Yajfla-Puru-

sa ) who was like a mountain thundered forth.

24. The all-pervading Hari thrilled with rapture, god
Brahma and the excellent Brahmins, by his roar which reverbe-

rated the directions.

25. Having heard the grief-removing roar of the (Being

who had assumed the
)
Boar form by his Maya, the sages who

were residents of the same Tapas and Satya lokas (worlds)

praised him with the holy trinity (of the Vedas).

26. Knowing that it is the Veda extolling his attributes

that is chanted by the great (god Brahma and the sages), he

whose personality is described in the Vedas696 again roared and
for the prosperity of gods, rushed into the water like a big

sporting elephant.

27. He moved through the sky with his tail held aloft.

With his shaking mane and kicking hoofs he dispersed the

clouds. His body was hard with tough hide bristled with

sharp, erect hair. The Lord, the saviour of the earth, appear-

ed brilliant with his white tusk and shining eyes.

28. Though he was sacrifice itself in person, He assumed

the form of a boar and was scenting the track of the earth.

Though his tusks were sharp, he gently looked at the Brahma-

nas who were praising him and dashed into water.

29. The roaring ocean whose side was shattered by the

velocity of the falling of his body which was like a mountain

of adamantine peaks, spread out his arms in the form of swell-

ing surges and as if out of affliction, yelled out, ‘Oh Lord of

Sacrifices, protect me*.

30. Then cutting down the unfathomable waters to the

bottom with his sharp arrow-like hoofs, the Lord who was sac-

rifice incarnate (lit. who had three joints in the form of savaaas

or sacrificial acts) , saw the earth in rasatala where at the time

696. Veda-vitana-murtifi— (i) One whose body is sacrifice (VR.)

(ii) Whose form was entire Veda itself (VC.)
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of Deluge (Pralaya

)

he desired to sleep, placing the earth

along with the beings, in his stomach.

31-32. He appeared extremely resplendent when he
rose up pulling out by his tusks the submerged earth from the

rasatala. Even there ( in the sea ) , he whose intensified rage was

like the Sudaniana Cakra991 ,
saw a demon (Daitya) of irresis-

tible prowess attacking him with a mace and (thus) obstruct-

ing him. He killed him easily as a lion kills an elephant.

With his cheeks red with the (mudlike) clotted blood of the

demon, he appeared like a big elephant who had turned up

( red chalk from) the earth.

33.

* Oh Vidura, (sages and gods) of whom Brahma was
the leader recognised the Lord (Varaha)of tamalalikc blue com-

plexion, who was sportively lifting up the earth by the tip of

his tusks like an elephant. They folded their hands and

prayed him with words like Vedic suktas.

Sages said

:

34. ‘‘Victory to you, Oh unconquerable Lord! Oh cre-

ator of sacrifices!*98 We bow to you who are shaking your body

composed of three Vedas. We salute to you who have assumed

this boar form (to lift up the earth), in the pores of whose hair

sacrifices lie hidden.

35.

** Oh Lord, the sacrificial form of your body is

really very difficult to look at by the sinful people. The Vedic

697. 'Whose rage was intensified by Sudariana’—VB.
VB. explains : When the mace and weapons of Vi?nu proved ineffective

to kill the demon, the Sudariana disc had to remind Vi?nu of the misdeeds

of the demon and intensified his anger to finish with the demon.
' * VG. andVD. quotingBhSgavatfmrta k&rika maintain that Maitreya

has mixed up two Boar incarnations—the white one in Sv&yambhuva Age

and the blue one in the Cilc$u?a Manvantara.

698. yajfla-bh&vana : (i) Who is invoked by sacrifices—SR. (ii) The

creator or cause of all sacrifices—VD., VR,VC. VB. (iii) Who manifests

himself by sacrifices—RR. (iv)Whois worshipped as Yajda with its

different parts—VR. (v) Who is propitiated by sacrifices—GD.
** The conception of Yajfia-Var&ha was formulated first in Va

P. 6.16.33. It was adopted later by MP. 248.67-73, VP. 1.4. 33-33, BRP.

213.33.7, PP. Sy?ti-kapda 16.55.61, ffari-Vamia P. 1.41.29-33. The con-

cept was so popular that in addition to literary reference in Vifpu Smjli
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metres are found in your skin, the kuia grass in your hair, the

sacred clarified butter in youi* eyes, and the fourfold duties of
the sacrificial priests in your feet.

36. Oh Lord, sruk is in your mouth, sruvas are in your
nostrils, Ida in your stomach, and camasas in your ears; praHtra

(the vessel for Brahma’s share) in your mouth, grahas (a kind
of cup for soma) in your throat. Agnihotra in your chewing.

37. Your frequency of incarnation is the iffi (sacri-

ficial act) called dikfd. The three iffis called upasads form
your neck. Prdyaniya (ifft after dikfd) and udayantya (iffi after

completion of sacrifice) are your two tusks. The Pravargya

Mahavfra* ceremony preliminary to Soma sacrifice) is your

tongue. The two fires sabhya and dvasathya form your head.

You are the sacrifice. The arrangement of bricks for sacrifice

is your vital breath.

38. Your semen is the soma juice. The three savanas

(morning, noon and evening) form your seat. The seven

sacrifices (Agni-Sfoma, Atyagniffoma, Ukthya,
Sodaft,

Vdjapeya,

Atirdtra and Aptorydma) are your dhdtus (constituents of the

body). All kinds of satras (sacrificial sessions) are the joints

of your body. You are both kratus (sacrifices in which soma

juice was extracted) an&yajiias (sacrifices without the extrac-

tion of soma juice). Iffis in sacrifices are your tendons.

39. We bow again and again to you who are all the

mantras
,
deities, sacrificial materials, sacrificial acts and the per-

formance of all acts. We repeatedly salute to you 1 who are

knowledge realised by nonattachment, devotion and self-con-

trol, and who are the preceptor of that knowledge.

40. Oh Supreme Lord, the support of the earth, the

earth along with the mountains which you have borne upon

the tip of your tusk, appears beautiful like a lotus plant with

leaves resting on the tusk of a big elephant.

1.3-g, Vifpudharmottara 1.2.3-8 we have Yajfta-VarSha images (e.g. that

at Vih&ra in N. Gujarat). The two aspects of this concept viz.(i)its signi-

ficance as the symbol of Vedic cosmogony and (ii) the correspondence

between the elements of sacrifices and the parts ofVarSha's body are dis-

cussed by V.S. Agrawala MV—A Study, pp.3i3ff.

* Apte’s PSD €68. MakSvira is a sacrificial vessel. When it is red

hot, ghee and milk is to be put in it(VD). This is performed before every

upas&d (SR).
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41. This your boar form consisting of three Vedas, with

the sphere of the earth supported by your tusk, appears shin-

ing like a great enchantingly beautiful Kula Parvata***with a

cloud resting on its peak.

42. Establish firmly your consort, this earth, the mother
of the world ofthe movables and immovables, for the residence

of the people; for you are the father or the Protector. We
offer our salutations to her along with you. You have depo-

sited your vital power in her as the Fire is dormant in arard—
( a piece of Sami wood used for creating sacrificial fire by
friction with another piece)

.

43. Oh Supreme ruler, who else can aspire or determine

to lift up the earth which sank down to the nethermost region

( rasdtala ) ? In your case, this is not a miracle as you have

created this extremely wonderful world by your Maya power.

44. Oh Almighty, we, the residents of the Jana, Tapas
and Satya regions have been thoroughly purified by the sancti-

fying drops ofwater sprayed from the ends of your bristle like

hair while you shake your body which is composed of the

Vedas.

45. He who aspires to reach to the end of (i.e. to know
thoroughly) all your deeds which are endless, must really

have lost his senses. The whole universe is deluded by the

association of the attributes of youryogamdyd, Oh Supreme
Lord, bless (us) with happiness.”

Maitreya said :

46. While the Protector ( Varaha) was thus praised by
the sages, the knowers of Brahman, he stabilised the waters

by his hoofs and placed the earth on them.

47. The Supreme Lord Hari, the Visvaksena and the

protector of the world, placed on waters the earth which he

easily lifted up from rasdtala and disappeared (lit. departed).

48. Janardana (Hari) will be immediately pleased in

his heart on him who will thus devotedly hear or make others

hear this extremely auspicious and enchanting tale ofHari

699. Kulaeala :A clan of seven mountains which are supposed to

exist in each division of the continent. Their names are : Mahendra,
Malaya, Sahya, Suktim&n, Rkfa-Paxvata, Vindhya and P&riyitra.
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whose miraculous deeds are worth describing and knowledge

about whom destroys all miseries.

49. What is there difficult to be achieved when the

Lord of all blessings is pleased ? Enough with those (pleasures)

of insignificant value. The Supreme Lord, the Dweller in the

hearts of all, of his own accord, confers summum bonum on those

who are devoted to him without any ulterior motive.

50. Out of the stories ofyore, the nectar-like narratives

of the Lord put an end to Sathsara, Having drunk these

through the ears (comparable to the cavity of folded hands)

what person who has understood the essential purpose of life,

can get satiated (with them). (If such there be), he must be

other than a human being.

CHAPTER FOURTEEN

[DitVs Conception )

Sri Suka said

:

1. Having listened to the story of Hari in his Boar-

incarnation ( for the purpose of the lift-up of the earth) as

narrated by Maitreya, Vidura who had taken the vow (of

hearing the episodes of Hari
)
was not much satisfied. Fold-

ing up his hands (in bowing), he asked again.

Vidura said

:

2. “Oh great sage, we have heard it reported that the

first daitya (demon) Hiraiiyaksa was killed by the same Hari

who (in the boar-form) was the embodiment of sacrifice

( TajHa ).

3. Oh Brahman, for what purpose was there a confron-

tation between the demon-king (Hiranyak$a ) and him (Hari)

who was lifting the earth up with the tip of his tusk."
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Maitreya said :

4. Oh warrior ( Vidura)
,
yours is a good query

#
as the

story about Hari’s incarnation that you ask, cuts asunder the

noose of death in the case of mortal beings.

5. By (hearing) which (story) as sung by the sage

(Narada), the male child of Uttanapada (Dhruva) set his

foot on the head of the god of Death and ascended to the

place of Hari.

6. Even in this case (of the fight with Hiranyaksa) I

have heard this account related in ancient times by Brahma*

deva, the god of gods, to the gods who enquired him (about

it).

7-8. Oh Vidura, Diti, the daughter of Daksa, was

desirous of a child and with her heart overcome with passion

on one evening, desired (the company of) her husband

Ka£yapa, the son of Marlci, who was seated in meditation in

his fire-worship hall after offering oblations of milk to the

Supreme Man, the protector of sacrifices, in the evening.

Diti said :

9. “Oh learned, this god of love with a bow in his

hand torments me, a poor thing, for your sake just as an

elephant attacking a plantain tree crushes it.

10. May you be prosperous ! Please confer your favour

on me who am burning at the (sight of the) prosperity ofmy
co-wives who are blest with children.

1 1 . The fame ofwomen who are greatly respected by

husbands, spreads over the world, and of those to whom the

husband like you, is really bom as a son.

12 . Formerly our father, venerable Daksa,who was affec-

tionate to us his daughters, asked us separately, “Oh daughters,

whom do you select as your husband ?”

13. Having understood the inclination of us, his daugh-

ters, he, the progenitor of the race, gave you thirteen daughters

who liked your nature.

14. Oh lotus-eyed auspicious sage, now satisfy my desire.

Oh plentiful one, an entreaty of the distressed to the great one*

is never fruitless.”

1 5 . Oh valiant one, Katyapa replied in consolatory words
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to her who, being over-whelmed with passion, has become
pitiable and was persuadinghim with many arguments (words).

16.
<(Oh timid one, here I am ready to comply with

whatever you desire. Who would not fulfil the desire of her

who helps accomplishment of the three puruf&rthas (goals) in life?

17. Just as the people cross the sea in ships, a married

person giving shelter to persons of other dSramas, crosses the sea

of misery.

18. Oh proud lady, they ( the learned ones) call her (the

wife) as the equal partner (lit. half the part) of theman who
aspires after happiness. After entrusting the responsibility of

his work to her, man can move about free from the fever of

anxietv.

19. Depending on whom ( the wife) , we easily overcome

the enemies in the form of senses which are difficult to be con-

quered by men of other (non-grhastha) airamas, just as the lord

of a fort (subdues) the enemies (due to his fortified position).

20. Oh mistress of the house, it is not possible for us to

become so completely (obliging) like you, even (ifwe try)

throughout our life (and in the next birth as well). Nor others

who appreciate (your) virtues (can do so).

21. I shall, however, try to comply with your request

( desire )
for offspring. But please wait for a muhfirta so that

*

they (the people) will not reproach me.

22. This is the most terrible of times when everything

looks, awful, as at this time goblins, the followers of Rudra

wander about.

23. Oh pious lady it is in the evening that Lord Siva,

the creator of beings and the king of ghosts, moves about riding

his bull and surrounded by his goblin-attendants.

24. Your brother-in-law700 god Rudra whoseshiningmass

of hair ( on head ) became scattered and tawny by the dust raised

by the whirl-wind in SmaS&na ( the crematory ground) and
whose pure gold-like body is smeared with ashes, witnesses

(everything) with his three eyes (viz. the Sun, the Moon and

the fire. ) Hence there is no secrecy anywhere.

700. Kaiyapa’s wife Dili and Siva's wife Satl were the daughters of

Datya, Hence Kaiyapa and Siva were brothers-in-law, and Siva was also

Diti’s brother-in-law.
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25. In this world there is no one who is his relative or

non-relative, Nobody is specially respectable or censurable to

him. By performance of various vows, we desire to have the

(prosperity and greatness of) Maya which he has enjoyed and

spurned (lit. kicked).

26. Thoughtful people who wish to tear off the veil of

Maya701 praise his life which is spotless or unattached ( to sen-

sual pleasures). He has none equal or superior to him.

He is the ultimate goal of the saintly people; yet he himself

followed the vow ofpisaca type of life.
702

27. The unfortunate sinners decorate with garments,

garlands, ornaments and pigments their body, (which is

nothing but ) the food of dogs, as if it ( the body) were their

Soul. They do not understand the motive behind his (Rudra’s)

behaviour and laugh at him who is absorbed in (the meditation

of) the Soul703
.

28. God Brahma and others obey the limits (laws) set

by him. He is the cause of this universe. Maya is his obedient

servant. His behaviour is like aPiiaca. Oh (how) incompre-

hensible are the ways of the Almighty704
.

Maitreya said :

29. Though she was thus admonished by the husband,

she whose senses were thoroughly overwhelmed with passion,

caught hold of the garment of the Brahmana Sage like a shame-

less prostitute.

701. avidya pa(ala : nescience, the film or coating over the eye (of

knowledge)—VJ., VD.
702. Those who have realized the Brahman behave like an innocent

child (bala), a mad person (unmatta

)

or like a goblin piiaca. God Siva

adopted the third type of life. Or 'lives in the company of goblins {piidcasY

—VD. Vj’s interpretation, "Under the order of Hari who has neither equal

nor superior, Rudra followed the piiaca type of life** is far-fetched as we have

to supply words : yai ca Harift tasya Hater SjHayS,
to the text ofthis verse.

703. VC. construes differently : without understanding the purpose

ofRudra who is absorbed in Hari, that the garments etc. are to be offered

to Lord Hari and hence I do not enjoy them

.

4 704. VJ. interprets the verse as the glorification of Hari and not

Rudi'a. Thus Rudra's behaviour as piiaca is in obedience to Hari's com-
mand. Incomprehensible are the ways of Hari the Perfect Being who
snakes gods like Rudra, the objects of worship by the world, obey him.
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30. Knowing his wife's importunity to that prohibited

act, he then bowed down to the dictates (of the providence)

and sat down with her in a secluded place.

31. He then took bath, controlled his breath and medita-

ting silently over the pure, eternal Light, repeated internally

the Gayatri ( or the syllable Om)

.

32. Oh Vidura, even Diti, feeling ashamed of that sinful

act, approached the Brahmana-Sage and with her face cast

down, addressed him.

Diti said :

33. ‘Oh Brahman ! May not the Lord ofgoblins (
bhutas

)

kill the child in my womb. I have committed a fault against

Rudra, the Lord of bhutas ( beings)

.

34. Obeisance to the great god Siva who is the remover

of miseries ( Rudra), who is irresistible, giver of blessings (to

those who cherish desire and the highest bliss to the desireless

devotees). He, though weaponless, takes up arms against the

wicked, and is anger incarnate ( at the time of destruction or

pralaya)

.

35. May the Lord of Sail, my sister’s husband, the great

god with abundance of grace, be gracious unto us women who
are treated as worthy of compassion even by ruthless hunters.

Maitreya said :

36. Prajapati (Kasyapa) who has completed his even-

ing rituals spoke to his wife who was trembling (greatly with

fear) and who was desirous of securing the good of her progeny

both here and hereafter.

Kaiyapa said :

37-38. On account of your impure mind, inauspicious-

ness of the (evening) time, disobedience to my order and com-

plete disrespect for gods (attending Siva), Oh evil woman,
you will beget two wicked sons the worst ever born from wrombs.

Oh wrathful woman, they will frequently make the worlds and

the protectors of the worlds, cry out (by their atrocious acts)

.

,39-40. When the poor and innocent beings will be mas-

sacred and women are seized per force arid the great souled

ones are incensed, the venerable Lord of the universe, the
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creator of the world, will be enraged. He will come down as

an incarnation and will kill them as Indra (the wielder of the

Vajra) destroyed the mountains. ,

Diti said :

41 . Oh Lord, I desire that both of my sons should meet

death directly at the hands of the glorious Lord whose noble

arms appear splendid by the disc (sudarJana ). May not they

be a victim of Brahmaria wrath.

42. Not even the denizens of hell show favour to a per-

son burnt by Brahma-danqla ( curse of a Brahmana )
and the

tormentor of beings, in whatever class of creatures he be born.

Kafyapa said :

43-44. On account of the sorrow and repentance for

your misdeed, and your present consideration ofwhat is proper

and improper, and due to your great respect to Lord Visnu

and regard for Siva and myself one son out of your son’s son

will be respected by saintly persons. They will sing of his pure

fame which would be comparable to the glory of the venerable

Lord.

45. In order to emulate his pious nature, good persons

will purify their hearts (by imbibing virtues) like non-enmity

(friendliness to all) and others, just as they purify gold of in-

ferior carat by purificatory processes.

46. By his intellect (or devotion) not directed to anyone

else except the Lord, the venerable self-perceiving Lord by

whose grace this universe becomes propitious, and who is the

indweller of the universe, will be pleased with him.

47. Verily, he would be the greatest devotee of unlimit-

ed vision and ofgreat prowess and the greatest of the great. For,

by his deep devotion, he will establish Lord Vi$rui in his heart,

purified by devotion, and give up the ego about his body etc.

48. He will be devoid of desire for worldly pleasures, of

good nature, a mine of excellent qualities, delighted at the

prosperity of others and pained at the sufferings of the afflict-

ed. With no enemy in the world, he will relieve the sorrows

of the world, just as the Moon removes the summer heat.

49. Your grandson will see both in his mind and out-

side before him, Hari of excellent virtues, of lotus-like eyes.
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who assumes the form according to the desire of his votaries,

and who is a grace to his consort LaksmI and his face adorned

with refulgent ear-rings."

Maitreya said :

50. Hearing that her grandson would be a votary of the

Lord, Diti was greatly delighted. Knowing that both of her

sons would meet death at the hands ofKrsna, her heart was

elated.

CHAPTER FIFTEEN

( Sanaka and Others curse Jaya and Vijaya

)

Maitreya said :

1. Being afraid of the destruction of her sons by Hari70B

Diti bore (in her womb) the luster (semen) of Prajapati

KaSyapa for a hundred years—the lustre that subdued the lustre

of others.

2. When by the power of the foetus, the world became

void of light (due to the diminished light of the Sun etc.)

and the gods in charge of protection of quarters were devoid of

their power, they reported to Brahma (the creator of the uni-

verse, the trouble due to) the spread of darkness in all direc-

tions.

Gods said :

3. Oh Lord, you know this darkness whereby we have

been deeply agitated, because there is nothing unmanifested to

you whose path (range of knowledge) is unaffected by Time.

4. Oh God of gods, the creator of the world, the crest-

jewel of the protectors of the world, you know the mind of

beings both superior and inferior to us.706

705 Smirdan&l

:

(i) The distress that would be caused to gods by her

(prospective) sons—$R.
(ii) Being anxious lest Indra and gods should harm her sons—VR.
706. parefim etc, : Beings ofthe past and the future—VR., VD.
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5*. We salute to you whose power is his special know-

ledge and who has assumed the body (as Brahma) through

Maya and accepted rajas as a special attribute. We bow to

you, the cause of the manifest-world ( whose cause—the Supreme

Soul—is unmanifested).

6-7. There is no defeat from anyone to those whose

yoga is quite perfect (ripe) and who have conquered their

breath, sense-organs and the mind and have been favoured by

your grace and who, with unswerving devotion meditate upon

you, the highest (God), the creator of all beings, whose form

is composed of the causal relation, i.e. of cause and effect, and

in whom the world is woven.

8. We bow to you the chief controller ( or the chief vital

breath) to whom all beings offer worship. Just as cows are

bound down by cords, they (people) arc restricted by his

(your) word (i.e. Vedic injunctions).

9. Oh mighty one you who are of this nature, bring

about good to us whose (routine) performance of activities is

stopped due to darkness. You should look with extreme mercy

upon us who are distressed.

10. Oh god, this is the semen of Ka£yapa which is

deposited in Diti’s womb as embryo which grows enveloping all

directions in darkness, like fire consuming fuel.

Maitreya said :

11. Oh long-armed Vidura, the venerable son of the

Supreme Soul (Brahma) who was the object of the words of

entreaty by gods, laughed loudly and replied to gods in sweet

words.

Brahma said :

12. Sanaka and others, my mind-born sons before your

creation are free from all worldly desires and they wander over

the worlds through the sky.

* We pay obeisance to you whose knowledge is uninterrupted, who

know the whole of this universe by Maya (the power of intelligence bestow-

ed as a favour on you by Narayana) and who have assumed rajo-gupa (the

attribute rajas) by Narayana’s command (and still it docs not come in the

way of your knowledge) , who are the cause of the manifest ( universe) but

whose cause, viz., the Brahman is unmanifest)—VJ.
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13. Once upon a time, they went to Vaikuntha, the

region of Lord Visnu of pure Soul, Vaikuntha which is respect-

ed by all.

14. All persons who dwell there have the form like

Visnu. They propitiate Hari by the righteous path without any

ulterior motive to accomplish.

15. There dwells the venerable First Purusa who can be

known only through word (i.e. Vedanta). He assumes pure

Sattvic form. The foremost one showers his grace on us, his

devotees, to make us happy.

16. There is a park called the Final Beatitude which by
its wish-yielding trees and by its beautiful blossoms of flowers

etc. throughout all seasons, shines like veritable Moksa (Final

Liberation) itself.

17. Where (in the Vaikuntha region) devotees of Visnu

along with their beautiful wives in the aerial cars, disregard the

fragrant wind even though their minds are distracted by the

fragrance of the blossoming, honey-dripping flowers of creepers

in the spring near water and sing of the deeds of the Lord

which purify the sins of the world

.

18. There the loud confusing cries of birds like pigeons,

cuckoos, cranes, cakravdka, ( the ruddy goose)
,
catakas , swans,

parrots, tittiris and peacocks stop for a while when the chief

black-bee (in Visnu’s vanamala) hums loudly as if singing the

story of Hari.707

19. There when the fragrance of TulasT is appreciated

by Visnu by wearing (as an ornament) the garland of Tulasi,

even flowering plants like the Mandara, the Kunda, the

Kurava, the night-lotus, the Arna, the Punnaga, the Naga-

kesara, the Bakula, the lotus and the Parijata, in their goodness

of heart, paid respects to the penance of Tulasi.

20. It (the Vaikuntha) is crowded with aerial cars

(made) of (jewels like) Vaidurya {Lapis lazuli) ,
emerald ( and of)

gold which can be seen only by those that bow to Hari's feet.

Here, damsels of big hips and beautifully smiling faces cannot,

707. VD. explains that the chief bee’s humming which sounds like

‘Hari, Hari* is regarded as 'Hari Katha’. This verse emphasizes that even
birds in Vaikugfha-Park are also Vifou's devotees.
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with their beguiling smiles and other allurements, excite

passion in those devotees whose minds are fixed on Kfsna.

21. The goddess of Wealth (Laksmi) of beautiful form,

for whose favour others are striving, stays (permanently) in

Hari’s residence giving up her noxious quality (of fickleness).

With her lotuslike feet jingling with anklets and arms freely

dangling with a lotus in hand in a sportive manner, she (i.e.

her reflection) in the crystal walls chased with gold, appears

as if dusting (the house with lotus).

22. Oh gods, where (in Vaikuntha), in her own garden,

the goddess Laksmi attended upon by her maid-servants, was

worshipping the Lord with Tulasi petals, saw her face with

beautiful locks of hair and prominent nose reflected in the

ponds of pure nectarlike waters and with sloping bank (ghats)

of corals, felt that it was kissed by her Supreme Lord.

23. To which (Vaikuntha) do not reach those who
listen to the mind-spoiling evil stories pertaining to topics

other than the deeds of creation etc. ofHari/the destroyer of

sins. Alas ! These stories (on subjects concerning Artha and

Kama )
when heard by unfortunate people, deprive ( the hear-

ers ) of all good merits and throw them in dark hells from

which there is no relief.

24. Birth in the human species is aspired after even by

us (as )
it is possible to gain the knowledge (i.e. realization

of Brahman or the Truth along with the performance

ofDharma, in it. Those who (having thus got birth as a man)
do not propitiate the venerable Lord, are alas, deluded by

your Maya of very wide expanse.

25. There (to Vaikuntha, above our region) go these

(men) who by the service of the greatest among gods, have

kept off Yama, the god ofdeath, (or who are above the disci-

pline of Yama, Niyama etc.

)

708 and who being of enviable

character are ( spiritually ) above us. While mutually discuss-

ing about the supremely glorious Lord, their mind, being

overwhelmed with intense love and devotion, the hair stand on

end on their bodies and tears flow from their eyes.

26. The sages were greatly overjoyed when, by their

power of eightfold Yoga, they reached Vaikuptha which they

708. v.l. dUre'ham—who have subdued their ego. (VD.).



liad not seen before, and which, being presided over by the

Lord of the universe, was adorable to all the worlds, and which

was shining with the lustre of various heavenly cars of great

gods.

27. Having crossed the six enclosures without being

prevented or attracted by the wonderful sights thereof, the

sages saw, at the seventh, a pair of gods of the same age, each

armed with a mace gorgeously dressed and wearing extremely

valuable armlets, ear-rings and diadems.709

28. Each of them wore around his neck and between

their four bluish arms, a garland of forest-flowers ( Vanamdla.

)

about which swarmed the intoxicated bees, and whose face with

best brows, wide nostrils and red eyes, appeared excited

(angry).

29. While these two were looking on, the sages entered

without asking for permission, the (seventh) gate as (they did)

through the (previous) gates the panels of which were made of

diamonds chased with gold. They go everywhere without

any obstruction as they aie free from fear due to their equality

ofoutlook to all (or due to their sight being fixed on the Soul or

the Lord).

30. The two (gods) whose nature was contrary to that

of the Lord, looked at those four hude boy-sages who, despite

their age, looked five years old and had realized the real

nature of the Soul. Laughing (disrespectfully) at their pro-

wess, they prevented (the sages) both by their cane (and

command
)
even though the sages should not have been treated

so.

31. When the most venerable sages were disallowed by

Hari’s door-keepers, while the gods were looking on, they

(sages) whose eyes were suddenly overwhelmed with some

anger due to their disappointment of seeing their most beloved

God, spoke (as follows)

:

709. This poetic description is an amalgamation of all earlier pada

concepts of the RV. 1.12.20; 10.90.3 and those ofBrihmana and Upanigadic

concepts regarding the ‘highest place*. For the evolution of this Vaikuotha

concept see B.Bhattacharya—Philosophy of Bh. P. t Vol.i, pp. 154-164.
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The sages said

:

32. “What a partial nature of you both who dwell here

among persons who attain to this region by rendering the high-

est service to God and who possess the same qualities (e.g. im-

partiality) as of the Lord ! Is there any suspicious character

here resembling you in crookedness of mind ( and hence worth

apprehending) by you, when the Supreme Man is so very

tranquil and free from all hostilities.

33.

* For learned men do not see any difference here in

the Lord (Vistju) in whose belly lies the whole (universe).

They see the (individual) Soul in the Supreme Soul like the

space (in a pot) in (the bigger space of) the sky. You possess

the characteristics of gods. 710 What (cause) has arisen which

makes you suspect such a stomach-tearing fear to Hari ?

34. So we consider what can be done for tne great

welfare ofyou two stupid servants of the Supreme Lord of

Vaikuntha for this impropriety ofmaking differences and dis-

criminations even here. You go from this place (Vaikuntha)

to those sinful worlds where the three enemies (Lust, Anger

and Avarice) dominate.'*

35. Having understood the terrible (implication of

their) utterance and realizing the impossibility of protection

from the Brahmana’s punishment with the help of missiles, the

two servants of Hari immediately prostrated themselves before

them touching their feet as ( they knew that even ) Hari enter-

tains great awe for them ( Brahmanas)

.

36. “May the punishment inflicted upon us, sinners, by

your Venerable Selves be implemented. It will absolve us com-

pletely of our violence of even God's order. But we pray by the

slight repentance awakened in us by your favour, may not the

delusion erasing the memory of the Lord affect us who may
go down to lower births for this offence."

* VR. explains : The Lord contains the whole universe in his belly

and difference regarding credentials of anyone entering it does not exist.

Have you checked the universe from entry into the Lord's stomach? The
yogins see the Individual Soul in (i.e. inseparably dependent on) the Sup-

reme Soul as the space ( akdia ) in a pot (ghafa ) is inseparably connected

with the limitless space (or the sky).

710. sura-liflginofy—You are redly dailyas, though your outward

appearance is like gods.
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37. At that time, knowing the offence given to the saints

this way by his servants, Lord Padmanabha (Vi$Qu), the delight

of the noble ones, along with Lak§mi went there on foot which

are sought after by Paramahamsas and great sages.

38. They saw him who was the ultimate object—the

Brahman—to be realized in meditation, coming within the

range of their sight. His men (attendants) promptly brought

to him the usual articles (e.g. the umbrella, Ghowries, at the

time of going). From the pearl-fringes of his moonlike white

umbrella were dripping drops of water as they (the hanging

pearl-laces
)
were gently moving in the enjoyable breeze caused

by the two Chowries (camaras ) which were beautiful like swans.

39. (They saw him) whose extremely beautiful face was

showing grace to all (the sages and the door-keepers); who is

the home of (all) desirable qualities; who was (as if) touching

the interior of hearts by his affectionate glances and who with

the resplendent Lak§mi on his blue broad chest was heightening

the beauty of his abode (Vaikuntha) situated above theheavens

like a crest-jewel.

40. (They saw him) wearing a shining girdle round the

yellow garment covering his big hips, and with his Vanamala
( hovered round) byhumming black-bees, and who wore beauti-

ful bracelets on his wrists, and who rested one hand on Garutja’s

shoulder and who was sportively waving a lotus with another

hand.

41. (They saw him) whose face was beautiful due to his

prominent nose, and cheeks suitable to grace the ear-rings

shaped like Makaras ,
surpassing the lightning in brilliance;

whose diadem was set with jewels and who was wearing round

his neck the Kaustubha jewel and an attractive and precious

necklace hanging between his big arms.

42. His devotees, with their intelligence, judged that the

pride of Lak$mi about her being possessed of the highest beauty

was subdued in the presence ofthe Lord. Havingseen theSupreme

Lord assuming bodily form for me, Siva and you (Sanatkuma-

ras), they bowed to him with their heads but their eyes were

never satisfied by gazing at him.

43. When they breathed, the air fragrant with the Tul-
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asi and the filaments of the lotus of the feet of the lotus-eyed

Lord entered through their nostrils, and caused excitement in

the minds and bodies of the sages who have experfenced the

permanent—everlasting—bliss ( ofBrahman )

.

44. Seeing his face charming like the interior of a blue

lotus and his Aunda-flower-like smile on his very beautiful lips,

they felt that their desires were fulfilled. Again, when they saw

his pair of feet with ruby-like nails, they meditated upon him.

45. They eulogised Vi§nu who is the object of medita-

tion for men who seek liberation by the Yoga-process in this

world, and who showed the most venerable Puru$a-form giving

delight to the eyes and who is possessed of his inherent eight

siddhis which are not accessible to others.

Kumaras said :

46. Oh Infinite One, you, though present in hearts of

the sinners ( non-devotees)
,
are unmanifested to them, but not

so to us. But it is just today that you are visible to our eyes.

You entered our hearts by the way of the ears when your my-
stery was explained to us by our father who is born of you.

47. Oh venerable Lord, we recognize you to be that

Supreme Paramatman who every moment generate (inspire)

love in these devotees by means of the attribute Sattva

—

Paramatman whom passionless sages, whose knot of I-ness

(ahamkara) is severed, know in their hearts by intense Bhakti-

voga (and who are) understood by them through your grace.

48. Oh Lord ! Those blessed ones who have resorted to

your feet and have tasted the flavour of episodes about you

whose glory is highly praiseworthy and purifying, do not count

( attach much value to
) Moksa, your maximum grace. Will

they attach any value to other attainments (such as Indra-

hood ) which are affected with terror at the bent ofyour brows ?

49. May we at will be born even in hells by our sins, if

our hearts sincerely rejoice at your feet like black bees (in

lotus), and if our words, like Tulasi, get their charm (beauty)

from your feet, and if our ears (passage in the ear) is filled with

(the description) of your (host of innumerable) attributes.

50. Oh Lord of immense glory ! Our eyes have to our

best satisfaction obtained the bliss of looking at this form which
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you manifested. You who are never visible to persons with un-

controlled senses have appeared to us this way. Oh glorious

Lord, we pay obeisance to you (who are of this nature.)

CHAPTER SIXTEEN

( The Fall ofJaya and Vijaya)

Brahma said

1. While the sages who were by nature Bhakti-yogis

were singing his eulogy, the All-powerful Lord whose abode

was in Vaikunfha, received them cheerfully and spoke as fol-

lows :

The Lord said :

2-3. Oh sages, as these two servants ofmine, Jaya and

Vijaya, disregarding me, have gravely insulted you and slighted

gods, I have approved of the punishment meted out to them by

you who perform penance for me.

4. I, therefore, apologize to you today, for Brahmana is

my highest deity. I regard that the offence given to you by my
servants is as good as done by me.

5. When a servant has committed an offence, the world

takes the name of the master. That blame spoils the reputa-

tion of the master as white leprosy dispigments the skin.

6 . I am that Vaikuntha by hearirig whose nectarlike, pure

glory, the world down to Candela is instantly sanctified. I who
have obtained such excellent purifying reputation from honour-

able persons like you, would sever even my own arms if they

be of a hostile nature to you.

7. By serving whom ( Brahmanas) I have got even the

dust on my lotus-like feet so sanctifying as to purge the whole

world of all impurities and have got such a good nature establi-

shed in me that the goddess Laksmi, for the favour of whose

passing glance others (i.e. gods like Brahma etc.) observe rules

(of penance), does not leave me even though I am not attach-

ed to her.
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8. I do not enjoy with that much relish the sacrificial

oblations offered by a performer of sacrifice as I do the ghee-

dripping food through the mouth of a Brahmana .who has

offered all the fruits ofhisacdons tome and who eats every

morsel of that food with satisfaction.

9*. Who will not tolerate the Brahmanas the dust of

whose holy feet I bear on my crowns (in all my incarnations)

though I am endowed with the power of the infinite and unres-

trained .yoga-may/? and though the water used for washing my
feet in worship instantly sanctifies the world including god Siva

( who bears the Moon as an ornament on the forehead )

.

10. Brahmanas, milk-yielding cows and protection-lcss

beings are my own person (body). Those who look upon them

as different from me, get themselves torn with rage by the bills

of vulture-like servants of Yama who is appointed for dispen-

sation of punishment—servants whose anger is like serpents.

11. I am won over by them who, looking upon even

harsh-speaking Brahmanas as me (Hari) address and honour

them with a joyous heart, and with their lotus-like faces beam-

ing over (lit. sprinkled) with nectar-like (sweet) smiles, praise

them in affectionate terms like a (loving) son unto (his angry)

father (or an affectionate father to his excited son) or as I have

done (to Bhrgu or to you).

12. It will be a favour to me if these two servants who
did not understand the intention of their Lord {me) should again

return to my presence after immediately undergoing the lower

stage for insulting you. May the banishement of the servants

terminate before long.711

*VG. construes differently : ‘It is due to my bearing the dust of the

holy feet of Brihmanas that I became possessed of the excellence of the

Yoga-m£y&, etc.

7 1

1

. Tat . . . vivarah : (i) May their special residence with me (as

master and servant) be restored soon—$R., VG.
(ii) VR. : It is my grace due to which these servants, undergoing

the punishment for their misdemeanour will return to me within a short

period.

(iii) Had it not been my grace, they would never escape the

Asura-yoni due to Brahmanica! curse. Their early return after completion

of their term in Asura-life is due to my favour. The word hi denotes the

consent of Sanaka and other sages for this way out of the curse.
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Brahma said :

13. At that time, the mind of those sages which was
over-whelmed with ( the poisonous snake bite in the from of)

rage was not satisfied even though they tasted (i.e. heard the

sweetness of) the Lord’s attractive and brilliant speech compos-

ed of a stream ofMantras—speech similar to river Sarasvati

which is lovely, heavenly, suitable to the assembly of sages.

1 4. Giving ear with close attention to the true but beauti-

ful speech which was brief yet difficult to comprehend due

to its weighty import, unfathomable intention and deep

significance, they did not understand what he wished to do,

despite their consideration.

15. The highly delighted Brahmanas with hair standing

on their ends (on their skin) folded their hands and addressed

to him who had manifested the highest glory of his supreme

authority by his yoga-maya.

The sages said :

16. Oh god, we do not understand your implication when
you, theSupreme Lord say ( to us), ‘You have doneme afovour!

(lit. favour has been done to me by you)’.

17. It is reported that to you, the protector ofBrahmanas,

Brahmanas are the supreme deity. But you, the supreme Lord,

are both, the soul and the God unto the Brahmarias who are

adorable to gods.

1 8. You are the source of eternalDharma. It is protected

ed by your forms. You are regarded as the highest fruit (of

Dharma and hence) deserve to be kept secret {—a fruit not per-

ishable like the attainment of heaven) and you are changeless

and imperishable.

19. How is it conceivable that Your honour is to be

favoured by others—Your Honour by whose grace the Togins

become unattached ( to the world ) and easily transgress (the

sarhsara—cycle of birth and) death.

20* The Goddess Laksmi, the dust on whose feet is

applied to their heads by others desirous ofattaining different

Puruf&rthas, appears to crave for the place of the black-bee

chief whose dwelling is in fresh Tulas! garland offered (in

'"This refers to supra III, 16.7.
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worship) to your feet by the blessed ones. Hence verily she

serves you everv now and then.

21 . You who are highly attached to your great^devotees,

do not show much regard to goddess Lak§ml who waits upon

you by her pious acts of worship (which nobody else can per*

form. You are the receptacle of all excellences711a. Such as

you are, are you purified by the dust on the road sanctified by

the feet of the Brahmanas and by the mark of Sri Vatsa ? Do
these add to your adornments ?

22. Oh Triyuga!712 It is really for the sake of Brahma-

nas and gods that you, the Supreme Lord, Dharma incarnate,

have protected this world of movables and immovables by

your three feet (viz. Tapas—penance, Sauca—purity, and

Dayd—mercy) . By means of Sattva, your body which favours

us with blessings,713 you have done away with the attributes

rajas and tamas which obstruct Dharma.

23. Oh God, if you do not protect by sweet words and

proper honour, the race of the best of Brahmanas who deserve

specially your protection, then your own auspicious path (of

Vedas) will be lost. For people will regard that behaviour

of the most excellent (person like you) as the standard (to

follow)

.

24. That (loss of Vedic path
)

is not at all desired by

you. You are an ocean of the attribute of Sattva. You who
have destroyed your adversaries by your powers, desire to

achieve the good of the world. You are the ruler of the three

worlds and protector of the universe. By such bowing (to the

Brahmagas) your splendour does not diminish. It is for the

guidance of the world.

. 25. Oh Supreme Lord, we shall sincerely approve of

711 a. You arc absolutely pure as you are the receptacle of all

attributes worth possessing. Do the dust on streets traversed by Brahma-

nas and the Sri Vatsa mark (left by the kick of Bhrgu) sanctify you ? Or
do you regard them as ornaments?—$R.

712. tri-yuga—(i) He who manifests himself as aPatdra in three-jiuga

period

.

(ii) One who possesses six excellences viz., knowledge, power etc.

—the characteristics of bhagaudn—$R. , VR., VC., etc.

713. varadoyd—By your body (avatdra) called Kapila—VJ.
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whatever punishment or respectful treatment your honour will

mete out to both of these. Or you may inflict suitable punish-

ment on us who have pronounced the curse on those innocent

door-keepers.

The Lord said :

26. “Oh Brahmanas, please note that this curse of yours

was ordained by me. These two will immediately take birth

as non-heavenly beings (Daityas). Having developed their

yoga by concentration intensified by wrath, both these will

soon return to me.”

Brahma said :

27-28. “Then the sages, having seen Visnu, the rece-

ptacle of delight to the eyes, and his abode, the self-illuminat-

ing Vaikuritha, circumambulated the Lord, bowed down to

him. Taking leave of him, they returned, full ofjoy, praising

the glory of Visnu.

29. Lord Visnu said to his servants, “You go (now).

Do not be afraid. May you be happy. Though I am compe-

tent to do so, I do not wish to counteract the power of Brahma-

nas, as it is my will.

30. Formerly this has been ordained by enraged Laksmi

whom you prevented at the door from entering as I was then

absorbed in Yogic sleep.

31 . Within a short period of time, you will return to my
presence after undergoing the curse of Brahmanical insult by

means of your concentration in me due to anger.”

32. Having ordered the door-keepers thus, Lord Visnu

entered into his abode which appeared beautiful by a row of

heavenly cars and which was endowed with splendour excelling

all714 .

33. Those two prominent gods (Jaya and Vijaya )
whose

glory and pride deserted them due to the irrevocable Brahmani-

cal curse, fell down from Vaikunfha (Hari’s abode).

714* Which surpassed everything else in beauty as it was meant for

goddess Laksmi—VB.
Or, He entered his mansion along with Laksmi who excelled all—

VR.
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34. Oh children (Gods ) , while they were thus falling

down from the region of Vaikun|ha, there was a loud cry ex-

pressing grief (Alas! Alas!) from great persons 5n heavenly

cars.

35. And those very prominent attendants of Hari have

now entered the powerful lustre (semen) of KaSyapa deposited

in the womb of Diti.

36. It is by the lustre of the twin-Asuras that your glory

has been eclipsed. And Lord Visnu himself wills it.

37. The Lord (Visnu), the supreme ruler of the three

worlds, the First Being, the cause of the creation, maintenance

and destruction of the universe, whose Yoga-maya cannot be

transgressed by masters of Yoga, will do what is good to us. Of
what use (effect) is our thought (brooding) in that matter ?

CHAPTER SEVENTEEN

{The Birth ofHiranydk$a and HiranyakaSipu— Hiranydkja’s

Victories )

Maitreya said

:

1. Having heard the cause as explained by the Self-born

god (Brahma), all the gods, with their fear dispelled, returned

to Svarga.

2. On account of her husband’s prediction, Diti was

apprehensive of the troubles ( to be caused ) by her progeny718
.

At the end of hundred years she gave birth to male-twins.

3. At the time of their birth, there were many evil por-

tents boding terrible calamities to the world, appearing in the

heavens, on the earth, and in the sky.

4. The earth, along with mountains, quaked violently

everywhere. All the directions were ablaze. Meteors and

thunders showered down. Comets foreboding distress appear-

ed (in the sky).

715. apatya-parUafikini—Afraid of harm to her children by Hari—VJ.
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5. An extremely biting stormy wind frequently roaring

(through the sky) blew with its army of whirlwinds, uprooting

big trees, and raising its banner of dust (aloft).

6. When stars (and luminaries) in the sky disappeared,

being covered by dark clouds roaring with laughtei in the

form of lightnings, not a single spot could be seen, due to

surging darkness.

7. The ocean with its tidal waves and its interior agitat-

ed (by acquatic animals), roared as if depressed in spirits.

Rivers as well as wells and tanks with lotuses withering there-in,

were perturbed.

8. There were frequent misty halos round the Sun and

the Moon eclipsed by Rahu. There were roars of thunders

without clouds—deep sound like rattling of chariots came out

from the mountain caves.

9. In villages female jackals vomited terrible fire from

their mouths, and howled out ominously, along with cries of

he-jackals and hooting of owls.

10. Here and there dogs gave out different types of

barking sounds with their neck raised, as if in singing or crying.

1 1 . Oh Vidura, herds of maddened donkeys ran about

kicking the surface of the earth with their hard hoofs and

brayings vehemently.

12. Birds being terrified by the donkeys, screamed out

and flew out of their nests. Beasts which were in the jungle

and in their pens, excreted dung and urine.

13. Cows were frightened and blood issued from their

udders. The clouds showered pus. The idols of gods shed

tears. Trees were uprooted though there was no wind.

14. Evil planets (like the Mars) crossed and passed

over auspicious planets, and the constellations or stars, and

reverting in a crooked course, they fought with each other.

15. Seeing such other terrible omens, people, with the

exception ofBrahma’s sons ( like Sanat Kumara ) , being igno-

rant of the real implication of these portents, were terrified,

and thought that the ( time of the) destruction of the universe

had come.

Those two itive Daityas, their bodies hard
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as rock, grew up fast like big mountains, exhibiting their in-

born prowess.

17. They stood touching the heavens with ;he crest of

their gold crowns, embracing all the directions by their arms

adorned with brilliant armlets, shaking the earth at every step,

surpassing the Sun's lustre by the brilliance of the girdle

round their waist.

18. The Prajapati (KaSyapa) gave them names. Of the

twins who was first born of his body was known as Hiranya-

kalipuand people call (the other) Hiranyaksa, whom she

(Diti) gave birth first*.

19. Hiranyakagipu had no fear of death by the boon of

Brahma. He became arrogant. He subdued by the power

of his arms, the worlds along with their protectors.

20. He loved his younger brother Hiranyaksa who wish-

ed to please him (HiranyakaSipu). Spoiling for fight every

day, he took a mace in his hand, and went to heaven seeking

war.

21-22. When gods saw him advancing with irresistible

speed, making the tinkling sound of his gold anklets, and

wearing the VaijayantI garland718, shouldering his big mace,

proudly confident of his physical and mental powers, and of

the boons ( conferred byBrahma ) ,
unconfrontable and undeterr-

ed, they concealed themselves like serpents afraid of Garuda.

23. When the king of Daityas saw that Indra along with

all the gods had verily hid himselfat the sight of his terrible

might, and was not excited717, he roared loudly.

24. Returning thence ( from Svarga ) and with a desire

to sport, (Hiranyaksa) ofimmense might, dived into the unfat-

homable, terribly roaring ocean, like an intoxicated elephant.

25. When he entered the ocean, the soldiers of Varuna,

viz. all the acquatic animals, lost their morale. Though they

* When twins are born, the first child that is born is regarded as the

younger, for the elder child gets a position behind it in the womb. This

concept underlies the above verse.

716. VaijayantI—(i) A long necklace or garland of eight kinds of

pearls—VD.
(ii) A four-fold garland of flowers—VJ.

717. v.l. klibSn—the effeminate Indra and the gods etc.
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were not (physically) struck down (by him;, they got terrified,

and overwhelmed by his splendour, they ran away to a long

distance.

26. Oh child, for many years he (Hiranyakga) of mon-
strous strength, wandered through the ocean often beating down
with his mace of black iron718, huge waves which were frequent-

ly swelled by his heavy breath. (Finally) he arrived at Vi-

bhavari, the capital of Varuna.

27. Seeing there Varuna, the protector of the Asura

region, and the lord of acquatic animals, he smiled, and ridi-

culing him with a bow like a mean person, he spoke, ‘Your

imperial majesty, be pleased to give me a fight*.

28. ‘Oh Lord, you are the protector of the world, a

great sovereign of wide reputation. You are the subduer of the

valour of warriors who consider themselves haughty and valiant.

You have formerly performed the Rajasuya sacrifice after con-

quering all the Daityas and Danavas in the world.’

29. The glorious lord of waters who was thus bitterly

derided by the enemy who was puffed up with excessive arrog-

ance, controlled, by force of his reason, his anger which was

thus provoked. He spoke out, ‘Oh (valiant warrior), we have

now grown tranquil.

30. Oh leader of Asuras, I do not see any other person

except the Primeval Man who can satisfy in fight a pastmaster

in the science of war like you. Go to him whom high-minded

warriors like you eulogize.

31. He takes incarnations for putting down wicked per-

sons like you, and for favouring the good, with his grace. You
approach that warrior. You will (then) be rid of your pride

and will lie (slain) in the bed of warriors (battlefield) surround-

ed by dogs.”

718. Or the mace which was firmly tied down with the rope of mSrvd
grass—-$R.
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CHAPTER EIGHTEEN

(Hiranyakfa’s Fight with Varaha)

Maitreya said :

1 . Having thus heard the speech of the Lord of Waters

( Varuna) , the haughty and ferocious ( Hiranyaksa) just ignor-

ed it. Having learnt from Narada the arrival of Hari, Oh
Vidura, he hurriedly rushed into Rasatala.719

2. He saw there Hari ( conqueror of all ) who was hold-

ing the earth, and was lifting it up with the tip of his tusks,

and surpassing his (Hiranyaksa’s) splendour by his reddish

eyes. He laughed out saying, “Oh this is an amphibious

beast.** 720

3. He spoke to him, “Come here, Oh fool; leave the

earth. This has been given to us, the dwellers of Rasatala by

the creator of the universe ‘(otherwise it would not have come
down to us) . Oh you meanest of gods who have assumed the

form of a boar, you cannot get away with the earth safely in

my presence.721

4. Are you employed by our enemies for destroying us ?

You kill Asuras by Maya and thus conquer them by fraudulent

means. Oh dunce, I shall wipe out the sorrows of my friends

by killing you, whose strength lies in yoga-maya, but have little

personal bravery.722

719. sathviviie—dived forth for Rasatala with his eyes closed -VJ.

720. SR. states that this apparently provocative speech is the praise

ofNarayana as Hiranyaksa was his attendant in his previous birth. Hence

Vann .... mxgabi. He is the NarSyana who sleeps on waters, and who is

sought after by Yogis or who hunts after the wicked for killing—&R.
721. Eulogistic interpretation : Oh omniscient one- (ajita) to whom

all gods are inferior, while 1 am witnessing you setting me at naught,

carry away the earth. There is nc doubt that you will acquire our pros-

perous kingdom. But as a favour to us, kindly leave it. You have assumed

this boar form as a pastime (/i/a)—SR., VR.
722. Eulogistic interpretation : (i) For the sake ofLiberation, you

are resorted to by our halfbrothers (gods and sages). By your Maya—power

you kill the Asuras and thus kill them from afar (yourselfstanding aloof).

You are the maintainer of the ignorant. You are so powerful by your

yogam&yd that the prowess of others is insignificant before you. I shall est-

ablish you in my heart (like a login ) and put an end to the miseries of my
friends.—$R. «*
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5. When you lie dead with your head shattered by the

mace ( gadd ) hurled by my arms, the gods and sages who wor-

ship you with offerings, being uprooted, will be no more.7*9

6. Though afflicted by the Tomara—(a javelin) like

piercing (sharp) words of the enemy, he put up with that

( mental ) torment,7*4 when he found that the earth on the tip

of his tusk was frightened, and he came out of water like a big

he-elephant along with the she-elephant when it is attacked by

a crocodile.

7. Just as a crocodile pursues an elephant getting out of

water, the Demon with hair of gold, of terrible tusks and of

thundering voice, followed him who was rising out ofwater

and roared, “Is there anything reproachful to the shameless

wicked ?**726

8. He (Varaha) placed the earth on the water within

the range of perception, and infused in it his power of support-

ing (mountains etc.). Despite the watching of the enemy

(Hiranyak$a)
,
he was praised by Brahma and was showered

over with flowers by gods. 726

(ii) Are you resorted to by our enemies, viz. Sanaka etc. and gods for

Mok$a (as one attains Mok$a by worshipping the Lord in this world) ? No.

They cannot, as they are inimical to us, your devotees. I am not your enemy.

That you kill Asuras is just to deceive the people. As a matter of fact you

give them sayujya Mukti, for Asura means Yogin. You kill only the sensual

ones. You indirectly vanquish the Asuras. I shall establish you in my
heart—you who give knowledge to the ignorant. And by concentrating on
you, 1 along with my family will get liberated—VB.

733. When you will be standing at ease with your head unhurt even

by the mace struck by our arms, your new devotees who will worship you

with offerings and your old devotees, viz. gods and sages, will not be with-

out roots, i.e. will stay firmly established—SR.

724. (i) Seeing the torment caused to BrahmS and others who put
a superficial interpretation on the speech ofHirany&k;a—$R.

(ii) He tolerated the apparent hatred in the sharp words piercing
like a Tomara (a javelin) as he appreciated Hiraoy&k?a’s inner devotion.

—VJ.
725. (i) Out of compassion for the frightened earth some flight is not

reproachful.—

.

(ii) Fie on us (wicked ones) who pursue the VarSha who lifts the
earth for the good of the world. What shameful act would shamelessly
selfish persons like me not do ?

—

SR.

726. v.l. vifvasTjdmpTas&naih—(i) He was praised by gods and sons
of Brahmk—§R. (ii) He was eulogised by gods who were the flower-like

progeny of BrahmS.—VD.
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9. He (the Varaha), feigning extreme wrathfulness, and

with a (derisive) laughter, spoke to him (the demon) who was

pursuing him with a big mace, and had put on gold ornaments

and a wonderful armour of gold, and was constantly wounding

him to the quick with harsh words.

The Lord said :

10. Oh Hira$yak$a, it is true that we are wild beasts in

the jungle. I am in search of domestic lions (dogs) like you.

Oh evil fellow, warriors do not care for the bragging of yours

who are bound down by the cords ( noose ) of death.

11*. Here we are, the usurpers of the deposit of the

denizens of Rasatala. We are shameless and are made to run

away by your mace. (Though unable) , we have to take a

stand with great difficulty on the battlefield, as stay we must.

Where can we go after provoking enmity with the powerful ?

12. You are verily the chief of the leaders of foot-sol-

diers. Quickly and without hesitation try to defeat us. Wipe
out the tears of your relatives by defeating us. He who docs

not fulfill his vow is not fit for society.

Maitreya said :

13. He who was thus censured and ridiculed by the

Lord in anger, grew extremely angry like a big serpent forced

to play.

14. Being enraged, breathing heavily and with senses

agitating in wrath, the Daitya rushing vehemently at Hari,

struck him with his mace.

15. Just as a Yogin evades the god of death, the Lord,

moving aside, parried the blow of the mace aimed at his chest

by the enemy.

* VR. takes these statements as interrogatives implying negative

replies : We take away the earth on which you place your foot (i.e. is your

support). But is it the property of the dwellers of P.as&tala ? (No, it is not

their personal property). Are we the shameless who are put to flight by
you with a mace ? (No. We shall make you flee), etc.

VB. interprets differently : We take away the deposit (the earth), as

masters do not steal it away like thieves. Those who fly away without

putting up a fight and simply boast are shameless. But a person with a
sense of shame will not fight with a servant (like you in previous birth)

|
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16. Being enraged, Hari rushed at him who had taken

his mace again and was brandishing it, constantly biting his

lower lip in anger.

17. Oh gentle Vidura, the Lord then struck the enemy
on his right brow with his mace. But he, a pastmaster in

mace fight, returned the blow.

18. In this way, the extremely enraged Hari and
Hiranyaksa began to strike each other with their heavy maces
for defeating the other.

19. When the combatants competed with each other,

exchanging heavy blows with their massive maces, and their

rage went ablazing at the smell of the blood flowing from their

bodies, and began to move in wonderful ways with an ambition

for victory, their fight appeared like that of two powerful bulls

fighting for a cow, on the earth.

20. Oh Vidura, Brahma surrounded by sages arrived

there to see the fight of the combatants aspiring for the earth-

combat of the Daitya (Hiranyaksa) and the great (Supreme)
Soul who by his Maya assumed the boar form, the limbs of

which are sacrifices.

2 1 . Seeing that the Daitya who had possessed valour

and pride and had lost all fear, offered resistance, and was of

irresistible prowess, Lord Brahma, the leader of thousands of

sages, spoke to the Primitive Boar, Narayana.

Brahma said :

22-23. Oh God, this is (the demon) who does wrong,

inspires fear and does evil to gods, Brahmarias, Kamadhenus

(wish-yielding cows) , and innocent beings who resort to your
feet. This Asura has obtained boons from me. He is in search

of a competent fighter but has found none. He roams over the

world troubling the people.

24. Oh God, do not play with him as a child does with
an enraged serpent—him who is master of Mqydy haughty,

uncontrolled and the wicked-most.

25. Oh Acyuta, so long as this terrible ( Hiranyaksa)
does not grow terrible and unconquerable by resorting to his

(Asuri) Maya at his favourable time, kill him.
i

26. Oh Lord, this most terrible even-tide ( evening-time)
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which is destructive of the world, is approaching. Oh the Soul

of all, bring victory to gods before that time.

27. Now this auspicious peri6d, called Abhtjit, which

lasts for two muhSrtas has arrived. At least for the good of

your friends, the gods, quickly finish with this unconquerable

Daitya.

28. Fortunately this (Hiranyaksa), of his own accord

has come to meet death ordained for him. Heroically kill him
in the battle, and place (establish) the people in happiness.

CHAPTER NINETEEN

( Voraha kills Hiranyaksa

)

Maitreya said

:

1 . Having heard Brahmadeva's sincere and nectarlike

speech, and having laughed (at Brahma's naivete to advise

astrologically favourable moment to the Lord himselfwhose
form is time, he accepted his (prayer) with a side-glance

implying affection.

2. Then that Adi-Varaha who was born from Brahma's

nostrils, jumped at the enemy who was fearlessly moving in

front of him, and struck the Asura on his chin by his mace.

3. A miracle happened. That (Lord’s) mace struck

down by his ( Asura' s) mace fell down rolling from the Lord's

hand and the Asura 's valour appeared splendid.

4. Then although he ( the Asura) got an opportunity,

he did not strike the Lord who was weaponless. He respected

the prescribed code of conduct, in the battle enraging Hari.

5. When there was a loud uproar at that snatching

away of the mace, the All-pervading Lord appreciated the

( Asura's) righteous conduct, and remembered (mentally

commissioned) his SudarSana-&\$c (cakra )

.

6. ‘May you be prosperous’, ‘kill him’. Such were the

various shouts (utterances) all around in the sky from the

celestial beings who were ignorant of his prowess, when he with
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his eager Sudargana was attacked in close quarters by his chief

attendant (now born as) the vile son of Diti.

7. Observing the lotus-eyed Lord standing before him
with the Sudargana-disc (ready for discharge) in his hand, he
( the Asura) with his senses throbbing with rage, and breathing

heavily, bit his lip in rage.

8. He ( the Asura
) of fearful tusks, stared at him with

glaring eyes as if to burn him down, and springing upon him,

assaulted him with his mace, shouting, ‘You are killed*.

9. Oh pious Vidura! while the enemy was just looking

agape, the Lord, as the sacrifice in the Boar form, easily kicked

with his left foot the mace which came with the velocity of a

stormy wind.

10. And (the Varaha) said, “Take up the weapon. As

you wish to conquer, try (again)**. When addressed thus, he

(the Asura) struck again, and roared lustily.

11. Seeing the mace coming towards him, the Lord

stood firm and easily caught hold of the weapon like Garu<ja

catching a female serpent.

12. When his personal valour failed, the great Asura,

being humiliated, and splendourless, did not wish to take the

mace (though) offered by Hari.
«

13. He took up a trident spear, eager to envelop (eat

up) everything like a flaming fire, and aimed it at the chest of

Visnu who had assumed the form of sacrifice like the use of
• •

black magic against a pious Brahmana.

14. Just as Indra cut down the feather thrown out by

Garu<ja727
,
he (Varaha), with his disc ofsharp edge cut as-

under the trident, forcibly hurled by the great Daitya warrior

—

the trident of extreme refulgence which shone through the

sky (as it darted towards Hari).

727. The comparison is between the shining Trifflla darting through

the sky and the refulgent feather of Garuda falling through the sky illumin-

ing it on its way down. This refers to the incident when Garuda was car-

rying away Axnfta (nectar), Indra came in the way and hurled his Vqjra

(thunderbolt) at him. To respect the bones of the sage Dadhlca ofwhich

Vajra was made, Garuda dropped a feather and told Indra that he was not

affected by the impact of Vajra but he dropped the feather out of respect

for sage Dadhlca—MBH.I-33. 18-23.
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15. When his trident was shattered to pieces by Hari’s

disc ( Sudariana-cakra ) ,
the Asura got extremely enraged. Shout-

ing lustily he confronted Hari and dealt a punch* with his

hard fist on his broad magnificent728 chest and disappeared.

16. Oh Vidura, Lord Adi-Varaha who was thus struck,

did not move even slightly like an elephant struck by a gar-

land.

1 7. Then he created and used different forms of his black

magic against Hari, the Lord of Toga Maya. Seeing it (Asura’s

maya) all creatures got panicky and thought that the end of

the world (pralaya ) was imminent.

18. Terrible stormy winds began to blow and spread

darkness ofdust. Volleys of stones as if discharged from slings,

fell from all quarters.

19. The sky, being covered with clouds accompanied by

lightning-flashes and thundering and pouring frequently pus,

hair, blood, excretion, urine and bones, seemed devoid of lumin-

aries.

20. Oh sinless Vidura, the mountains appeared to shower

various weapons720 and naked female Rakgasas with their hair

let loose, appeared with spears.

21. Very harsh and murderous cries (such as ‘cut down,

break down, etc. ) were shouted out by a host of blood-thirsty

Yaksas, Rak$asas, foot-soldiers, (riders on) horses, chariots and

elephants.

22. Lord (Varaha) of three feet730 discharged his fav-

ourite missile SudarSana destroying the Asura type ofblack

magic manifested (there).

23. Simultaneously there was a sudden trembling in the

heart of Diti who remembered her husband’s words and blood

oozed out of her breast.

738. vibhiltimat—the abode ofLak$mf (VR.)

729. VC. takes this as qualifying REkfasa women—'Naked REkfasa

women discharging various kinds of weapon',

730. This is the incarnation of TajHa-Variha or Boar which was sacri-

fice incarnate. The three savanas are regarded as the three feet of Yqjfla.

Hence this attribute is applied to VifQU as Variha.—SR., VB.

VJ. states : ‘Amrta, Ksema and Abhaya* are die three feet of Lord.

In PurufasEkta Purufa is Pripdd.
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24. When his magical forces were totally destroyed, he
again approached Ke£ava (Vipjm), and tried angrily to crush

him in the clasp of his arms, but found him outside his clasp.

25. While he was> dealing blows with his adamant-
like (hard) fists to Vi?$u, he hit the Asura at the root of his

ear by his hand (i.e. foreleg) as Indra, Lord of Maruts, did to

Vftra.

26. By the casual hlow of the conqueror of the universe

( Visnu), the Asura fell like a giant tree unrooted by a stormy

wind. His body was rolling about. His eye-balls fell out. His

arms, feet and hair lay shattered.

27. Brahma and others (sages) who came there saw the

Asura of terrific tusks and lips bitten, lying on the ground, but

with undiminished lustre. They exclaimed in praise, ‘Oh who
could attain to such (type of) death !*

28. Thi$ wicked Daitya kicked by Visnu’s fore-leg,

gave up his body while looking at the face of Vi?nu on whom
the yogins meditate by samSdhi-yoga in solitude with a desire to

get liberation from this Linga^arira
,
m enveloping the Soul.

29. These two Vignu’s attendants who have come down
to evil births due to a curse, will again be reinstated to their

(former) status, after some births in this world.

Gods said

:

30. “Oh Lord, we bow to you again and again. You
who are the cause of extension ofYajfia782 assumed the form of

pure Sattoa attribute for the maintenance (and protection ) of

the world. It is a matter ofjoy that this Daitya who was a

scourge (lit. afflictor) of the world is killed. We are quite happy

in the devotion of your feet.”

Maitreya said :

31. In this way, having killed Hiranyaksa of irresisti-

ble valour, Hari, the Primitive Boar, being praised by BrahmS.

731. In Ved&nta philosophy this subtle body is regarded as the in-

destructible original of the gross or visible body. ASD 816.

73a. yajila-tanlave : (i) the source or promoter of yajtla (sacrifice)

—VR. t VC,
(ii) who are yourself the institution of yajHa (incarnate)—VB.
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and other gods, retired to his region (Vaiku^tha) of uninter-

rupted bliss.

32. Oh good friend, Hiranyaksa of great valour was
disposed of ( killed ) like a toy in a big battle. This exploit of

Hari who assumed the boar incarnation has been narrated to

yuo by me as described to me by my teacher.

Suta said :

33. Oh Brahmana (Saunaka), on hearing this episode of

the Lord from Maitreya, Vidura, the great devotee of the Lord
was highly delighted.

34. How much more shall we be delighted to hear the

deeds of Lord Visnu when we feel such a joy at hearing the

deeds of the pious persons of sanctifying reputation and highly

glorious fame?

35. He (Vi$riu) instantaneously rescued from danger the

big elephant which being caught by a crocodile, meditated of

his lotuslike feet while the she-elephants ( his companions) were
trumpeting.

36. What grateful person will not serve him who is

easily propitiated by straightforward persons completely depen-

ding on him but difficult for propitiation to the wicked.

37. Oh Brahmanas, a person becomes free from the sin

of killing a Brahmana, if he (the sinner) hears, sings or takes

delight in the episode of his miraculous action of killing Hiran-

yak$a—a sport of Hari who assumed the boar form for the pur-

pose ( of lifting up the earth )

.

38. This ( episode of Hari ) is highly meritorious, extrem-

ely sanctifying, conferring wealth, fame, longevity, blessings; in

battles it protects life and organs of senses and inspires heroic

spirit. The listeners of this ultimately attain to Narayana as

die final resort.
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CHAPTER TWENTY

(Various Creations ofBrahma,)

Saunaka said :

1 . Oh son ofSuta Romaharcana, having established him-

self on the earth, what did Svayambhuva Manu do to create

openings (ways) for the creation ofbeings of later birth (as

they were absorbed within God)?

2. The great devotee (of Kr^pa) viz., Vidura, was abso-

lutely devoted to Kr§9a. 733 He abandoned his cider brother

(Dhftarastra) along with his sons, as he was wicked to Krs^ta.

3. Vidura who was born of Dvaipayana, was in no way
inferior to him in greatness. He was devoted to Kr$na with

all his heart.734 He was also attached to the devotees (of

the Lord)

.

4. Vidura cleansed his sins by resorting to sacred places.

What did he ask of Maitreya who was the foremost one among
the knowers of the truth after approaching him while he was

sitting at Ku£avarta ?

5. Oh Suta, while they were conversing, sacred stories

relating to the lotuslike feet of Hari, must have issued—stories

which were sanctifying like the waters of the Ganga which res-

orts to his lotuslike feet.

6. Please extol to us the deeds (of Hari) which are sub-

lime and worth describing. God may bless you. But what

man of taste will feel satiated while drinking the nectar in the

form of Hari ’s lilas?

7. UgraSravas who was thus asked by the sages dwelling

in the Naimi$a forest fixed his mind on the Lord and -spoke to

them, Please hear*.

Suta said

:

8. Having heard the lifting up of the earth from the

Rasdtala by Hari assuming the body of a boar through his Maya,

733. aikdntikafr stthft : One who is convinced about Hari being the

only supreme being.—VJ.
734. sandtmanS : (i) Thinking him to be hii every relation such as

lather, mother etc.—VR.
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and Hari’s Itta of easily slaying Hiranyakga, Vidura felt rejoiced

and asked the sage ( Maitreya)

.

Vidura said :

9. Oh Brahmana, God Brahma knows the course of the

unmanifested Lord. 735 What did the Lord of Prajapatis

begin to do for the creation of beings after procreating Praja-

patis (progenitors like Marici etc.) ?

1 0. How did Brahmanas like Marici and Svayambhuva

Manu create this world at the behest of Brahma ?

1 1 . Did they create this world with their wives ? Or
did they do so independently (without wives?) Or was this

4

world producedjointly by them all ?

Maitreya said :

12. The principle called Mahat was evolved out of

Prakrti composed of three gunas (viz. Sattva, Rajas and Tamas)

which got agitated by (the will of) the unperturbable Lord

due to the incomprehensible destiny (adrffa) of jivas, by the

will power of the Supreme Being (the controller of Prakrti

)

and

through the force of unwinking (ever alert) Time.738

13. Aharfikara
(
bhutadi

)
was created out of Mahat which

was predominently full of rajas. It (aharfikara )
was of three

forms (namely Vaikarika
,
Rdjasa and Tdmasa) and it was urged

by adrffa (destiny ofjivas). It (ahamkara) created the groups

of five each : of subtle elements ( tanmatras ), five gross elements

735* avyakta-marga-vit : §R. takes it to qualify Maitreya and interprets:

*‘wIio knows the reality which is not within the range ofour senses.”

736. As usual, commentators impose their views of creation on this

verse. For example, VJ. : Due to the impelling of Lord Vignu who lay

on his bed along with Lakgml, on the waters of the deluvian ocean , there

was disturbance in the balance of gwpas leading to the creation of Mahat

and its presiding deity Brahmh. This agitation in gunas was due to God

who gave effect to the destiny (adrffa )
ofjivas and the Time of creation.

VB. states that Mahat did not evolve out of Prakrti, but was due to

the disturbance in the attributes of Brahman. The three attributes of

Brahman are : (1) Daiva (Lord's will, or desire to create), (2) Para i.e.

Purufa or ak/ara. This is Rdjasa; (3) Kila (the ever alert Time. This is

T&masa). Daiva or Lord's will being indescribable is called incom-

prehensible. The agitation of the three attributes (g upas
)
o the Lord

led to the evolution of Mahat.
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such as the sky etc., five conative organs of senses and five cog-

nitive organs of senses and their presiding deities.

14. The above things as separate ones were unable to

create this Brahmfyda of five bhutas. When they came together

by the inscrutable power of the Lord, they created the golden
Egg-

15. That Egg being devoid of Atman or Intelligent Being

to preside over it, lay for one thousand years in the waters of

the ocean. (At the end of that period) ISvara (the controlling

Almighty) entered into it.

16. From his navel sprouted forth a lotus with the great

splendour of one thousand sons. It was the abode of all living

beings. Therein was manifested God Brahma.

1 7. God Brahma who was guided by the Supreme Being

who was lying on the ocean, created the well-arranged universe

as before, with its own arrangement of names and forms.

18. Out of his ignorance or Tamoguna, Brahma created

avidya of five forms, viz., tamisra
,

andha-tamisra
t tamas

,
moha

t

and mafiatamas.™7

19. Not being pleased with his body which was compos-

ed of tamas, he cast it off. Yakfas and Rakfasas accepted that

body which was in the form of night and which was the cause

of hunger and thirst.

20. Being overcome with hunger and thirst, they ran at

him to eat him up. Being afflicted with hunger and thirst

they cried out, “Don’t protect him, devour him”.

21. God Brahma being frightened, requested them, “Oh
don’t devour me, protect me. You Yakfas and Rakfasas are

born of me”.

22. Shining with brilliant light he chiefly produced these

deities who playing with the light, i.e. day time, thus shed by

him, claimed the day as theirs.

23. God Brahma created sexually over-passionate Asuras

from the lower part of his body. Out of lust, they approached

him for copulation.

24. Thereupon god Brahma laughed. But when he was

pursued by the shameless Asuras, he got enraged, afraid and

fled away in great haste.

737. For these aoutftts vide supra HI.10,17; III.12.2.
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25.

He approached Hari who removes the distress of the

afflicted and confers boons on them, and who with a view to

bestowing his grace, manifests himself to his devotees in the

form desired by them.

26.

(Brahma prayed) : ‘Oh Supreme Soul, protectme. It is

at your command that I created (these) beings. Oh Lord,

these wicked beings fall upon me to satiate their lust.

27. You are the only one who can certainly remove the

distress of the afflicted persons. You are the only one who
can give trouble to those who do not resort to your feet*.

28. (Hari) who vividly reads the minds of others

understood Brahma’s pitiable condition and told him, “Give up
your terrible body”. Being thus commanded, Brahma abandon-

ed it.”8

29*-31. Oh Vidura, all the Asuras thought ( the even-

ing to be a woman) and were foolishly infatuated of her—

a

woman whose lotuslike feet were jingling with anklets, whose

eyes were overcome with intoxication, whose loins (middle)

were covered with shining silken sari (fixed up) with a girdle

of small tinkling bells, whose big high breasts closely brushing

each other left no space on her bosom (i.e. completely occupied

it), whose nose was shapely, rows of teeth beautiful, smiles

fascinating and glances sportive. The mass of hair (on whose

head) were dark blue. She (as it were) concealed herself

(from their glances) out of shyness.

32. (The Asuras appreciated in wonder) : “Oh what a

beautiful form! What boldness! What a fascinating prime

of youth ! Without a touch of passion she moves amongst us

who are full of lust.”

33. Entertaining different ideas about the Evening in

the form of a young woman, the wicked-minded Asuras, out of

lust, asked her courteously

:

738. SR. explains that all such references to abandon the body

mean eschewing the particular state of mind and assumption of body

implies assumption of a particular state ofmind.

*SR. and VR. state that the body thus given up by BrabmS became

the evening time when sexual passic ns are normally aroused. This ex-

planation introduces the following description of the evening as a beauti-

ful lady.
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34. “Oh lady of beautiful thighs, who are you ? Whose
daughter are you? Oh beautiful girl, what is your object

here? Why do you torment us, the unfortunate ones by exhi-

biting the invaluable commodity of your beauty ?

35. You may be anybody. But we have the good for-

tune of having a look at you. You agitate the hearts of the

onlookers by your play with the ball

.

36. Oh beautiful lady, while you are frequently beating

down the falling ball with the palm ofyour hand, your lotus-

like feet are not steady at any place. Your middle (waist)

being afraid of the heavy burden of your big breasts, feels

fatigued. Your clear eyes appear serene73® and the braided hair

beautiful.**

37. In this way, the dull-witted Asuras, thinking the

evening time to be a woman as it appeared to them as such,

and attracted their hearts, accepted her.

38. With a laugh of deep erotic significance god Brahma

created the tribes called Gandharvas (heavenly musicians)

and Apsaras (celestial damsels) by his self-appreciating per-

sonal charm.

39. He verily gave up that splendid lovable body of

moonlight which Gandharvas headed by ViSvavasu accepted

with joy.

40. Creating ghosts and goblins out of his lassitude, he

closed his eyes when he saw their nudity and dishevelled hair.

41 . They took over god Brahma’s body called ‘yawning’740

which was abandoned by him. By that body is created that

complete sluggishness of senses called ‘sleep* among living

beings. They (goblins) possess the impure beings in that

stage (of relaxation). It is called madness (unmada ).

42. Feeling himself possessing procreative power, vener-

able Brahma created the class of celestial beings called Sadhyas

and Pitrs (manes) while he kept himself invisible.

43. Pitrs took possession of the body from which they

were created and on account of that, experts in Karma-path

give to Sadhyas and manes (the offerings called havya and kavya

due to them )

.

739* v.l. acala—steady.

740. The bodies ofbhutas are fourfold : (i)TandrS (lassitude}, (2)

Jrmbha(yawning), (3) Nidri (sleep), (4) UnmSda (madness) $R.
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44. By his power of remaining invisible, he created

Siddhas and Vidyadharas ( demigods ) and passed on to them
his miraculous body called antardhana (disappearance).

45. Decorating his body (withsandle-paste, flowers etc.)

and appreciating his reflection ( in the mirror) Brahma created

from his image Kinnaras and Kimpuru$as.

46. They accepted the form ( characterised by Narcis-

sism) abandoned by Brahma. Hence they get together with

their wives at dawn and sing in praise of his deeds.

47. Lying with the extremities of his body fully extend-

ed and full of deep anxiety at the insufficient growth of the

creation, he angrily cast off that body (which became charac-
4

terised by anger, extension etc.).

48. Oh Vidura, the hair dropped from that body became
serpents. From the body which was moving here and there

were born cruel cobras with big hoods and broad necks.

49. When the self-born god (Brahma) felt that he had
achieved his purpose, he created from his mind Manus, progeni-

tors of prolific population on the world.

50. The self-possessed Brahma gave up his body in

human form to the Manus. Seeing the Manus, Beings who
were previously created highly praised the Lord of Prajas

( Brahma )

.

5 1 . “Oh creator of the world, what you have done is

verily well-done. In this ( Manu-creation ) all the religious

courses are well-established. (Herein ) all of us eat food to-

gether.**

52. The sage Brahma who possesses (the power of)

penance, knowledge, devotion. Yoga along with the power of

profound meditation and perfect control over sense-organs,

created the sage-world (rfi-sarga) so dear to him.

53. To each one of the sages, god Brahma gave a por-

tion of his body characterised by complete meditation, yoga,

miraculous powers, penance, knowledge and non-attachment.
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CHAPTER TWENTY-FIRST

{Kardama.'s Penance—Vifpu’s Boon)

Viduta said :

1 . Oh venerable sage, ( I pray you ) to please describe to

me the greatly respected dynasty of Svayambhuva Manu in

which descendants multiplied in marital relations.

2. Svayambhuva Manu had two sons, Priyavrata and

Uttanapada, who protected the earth consisting of seven in-

sular-continents741 according to religion.

3. He had a daughter wellknown asDevahuti. Oh sinless

one, you told that she was the wife of Prajapati Kardama.

4. Please tell me who am desirous of hearing, how many
children had the great Yogi Kardama got from her who posses-

sed Sama> dama and other qualities of Yoga.

5. How did respectable Ruci or Daksa, the sons of God
Brahma get the daughters of Manu as wives (Ruci marrying

Akuti and Daksa marrying Prasuti) and procreated children,

Oh Brahmana ?

#

Maitreya said :

6. When the venerable sage Kardama was commanded
by God Brahma to create beings, he performed penance for ten

thousand years on the bank of the Sarasvati.

741. According to Purlinic geography the earth consists of seven in-

sular continents, viz., Jambu, Plakga, &almali, Kusa, Kraunda, Saka and
Pugkara (N.L. De

—

GDAMI p. 178). V.S. Agrawala and D.G. Sircar point

out that the Puranic concept of seven concentric island-continents is a

later development. The original concept was of caturdvipa VasumatI, i.e. the

earth was like a lotus with Mt. Meru as its Karnikd (pericarp)and the follow-

ing island-continents as its petals in the four directions of Meru : ( 1 ) Kuru
or Uttara Kuru in the north, (a) Jamba orfihSrata in the south, (3) Bhad-
r&ivain the east and (4) Ketumala in the west. These have been tentat-

ively identified with ( 1 ) northern portion of Asia, north of the Altai

mountain, (3) India, (3) China and east Asia and (4) the valley of

the Oxus and west Asia. Anicient Buddhist texts support the concept of

caturdvipa Vusumatl. —For details see V.S. Agrawala

—

MP—A Study
, pp.184-

188. Sircar—SGAMI, pp. 1 7-36. Baldeva Upadhyaya Purina Vimarsha,

PP.31 7-33°.
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'

7. Then Kardama with great devotion, intense medita-

tion and worship742
, rendered service to Hari who gives boons

to those who resort to him. 9

8. Then the lotus-eyed God Visnu became pleased with

him. Oh Vidura, in the Kjrta age, he manifested himself in an

auspicious form, though he is known (to the world) by the

verbal description in the Vedas748
.

9-11. In the sky, he saw the Lord who was free from all

impurities and was resplendent like the Sun. He wore a gar-

land of white lotuses that blossom by day and night. His lotus-

like face was beautiful with smooth blue-black locks of hair.

He was clad in pure silk garment. The Lord wore a crown and

ear-rings and held in his hands a conch, a disc, a mace and a

white lotus for sport. His captivating smiles and looks delight-

ed the heart. His lotus-like feet were placed on the shoulders

of Garucja. He had Laksmf (Sri-Vatsa) on his bosom and the

Kaustubha gem round His neck.

12. Overjoyed at the fulfilment of his desired object,

Kardama prostrated himself on the ground. He, who was in-

tensely devoted by nature, folded his hands and praised the

Lord (in the following words).

The sage said :

13. Oh praiseworthy Lord, what a joy it is ! Real use-

fulness of our eyes has been achieved today by visualising you

whose entire personality consists of perfectly pure Sattva744—

a

sight coveted by Yogins who have been developing their Yoga

through many progressively pious births.

14. Your lotus-like feet are like a boat to cross the ocean
*

of Samsara. But those whose intelligence is deadened by your

74s . kriyd-yoga— (i) Following the prescribed religious duties accor-

ding to his vartjia and aircma without selfish motive. —VR.
(ii) Service of the Lord who manifests himself while in meditation.

—VB.

(iii) Acts ofworship prescribed in the Vedas and the Tantras.—VJ.

743. idbdam braahma— (i

)

Form known only from the description in

the five Upani?ads and possessing all excellences—VR. (ii) Full of all

excellent attributes to be known from Vedic texts.—VJ. (iii) Manifesting

form full of sat, eit and dnanda—VC.
744. sattva-rdiifi—Reservoir of all that is good and powerful—$R.
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Maya, resort to them for petty pleasures which are available

even in hell. But, Oh Lord, you fulfil even those trivial

desires.

15. I am of such a nature (as described above). I wish

to marry a girl similar to me in disposition and useful like a
cow to a householder’s life ( in yielding three objectives in life,

namely, dharma, artha and kama). With this unbecoming motive,

I approached your feet which are like a wish-yielding tree and

which are the source of all (four purufdrthas)

.

16. Oh Supreme Lord, this world745 is overwhelmed

with desire. It is really bound down by the cord in the form

of words (Vedic injunctions) expressed by you744
,
the lord of

Prajas. Oh embodiment ofpure747 Dharma, I am verily a fol-

lower of the world. I carry offerings to you (i.e. abide by your

order of performing the prescribed karmic duties for repaying

the three traditional debts (rna ) ofman for which wife is essen-

tial)—you are the soul of Time.

1 7. Having abandoned worldly men and their followers

like beasts748, (your devotees) resort to the umbrella in the

form of your feet. They forget the conditions, i.e. the needs of

their bodies (such as hunger, thirst, etc. ) in the discussion of

Your attributes—a discussion which is intoxicating like wine

(making them forget their worldly ties) and sweet like nectar.

18. Your wheel ofTime which is based on three sup-

ports and which attracts and affects the world and has terrific

speed, does not erode the life ofyour devotee while it moves on

—

This wheel ofTime rotates round the axis of eternal Brahman.
%

It has thirteen spokes (twelve months plus one additional i.e.

adhika month). It has three hundred and sixty joints (number

745. loka—Marici and others—VC.
746. te—(i)It is at your behest that Marici and others procreate. It

is not their fault—VC.
(ii) Your son BrahmS, the creator—VB.

747. iukla— (i) One who destroys the misery of SathsSra and bestows

higher bliss—VJ.
(ii) This adjective suggests that there will not be any misery from

Sotindra—VB.

748. VC. regards that both the learned ones in ttstras and their

followers, being devoid ofdevotion {bhakti) are like beasts. Hence.no sin

in committed in abandoning them.
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of days in the year). It has six tyres (i.e. seasons) , innumera-

ble blades (such as small units of time like kfana ,
nyni$a etc.),

three supports, namely, three periods of four months—caturmdsa

each.

19. Oh Lord, you are only on$, i.e. there is none other

except you. With the desire of creating the world and by the

powers such as Sattva etc., assumed by you through your Yoga-

Maya, you create, protect and destroy this world like a spider

( doing with his web)

.

20. Oh Supreme Lord, although you extend (ofFer) by

means of your Maya, worldly pleasures in the form of objects

of senses to us, your devotees, this is not really your desired

object. Still, let it be offered out of your grace towards us;

for you have manifested yourselfas a person decorated with

resplendent Tulasi ( and hence have Time-Space limitation)

through Maya. (This manifestation will lead to worldly plea-

sures here and Liberation hereafter) 749
.

21. I bow to you again and again. By your Supreme

knowledge, you are free from the experience of the fruit of

Karmas. You manage theworking of the universe by your Maya.

Hence your lotus-like feet are worthy of being bowed (by de-

votees, whether they cherish desire or not) . You shower desir-

ed objects upon a devotee who is motivated (even) by trivial

desires

.

The sage said :

22. Being thus praised sincerely, Lord Visnu, the God
with a lotus in His navel, who appeared lustrous (in his seat)

749. Most of the commentators follow §R. A few different inter-

pretations are noted below :

(i) Oh Lord, by your Maya you create ahathkara, subtle elements and

their special characteristics. Or you create ego whereby we cease to aspire

ifter your place [pada) . But I feel that despite my nonliking for your place,

you will bless me with it out of your grace. As you have manifested your-

self in your miraculous person with Tulasi garland, I believe ii is for the

grace of attaining your place. — VR.
(ii) Oh Lord, you have adopted the Brahmanda or Bhutasuksma by

your own will (Miyi) without being impelled by any one else. But this

is not your essential form described in the Upanifads. The Lord is visualis-

ed by me as decorated with Tulasi garland, ear-rings etc. This is for show-

ing grace to the devotees.—VJ.
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above the wings of Garuqla and whose eyebrows moved grace-

fully by his gracious looks and his affectionate smile, spoke to

Kardama in nectarlike sweet words.

The Lord said :

23. Having known your intention, I have already arrang-

ed for that very object for which I have been properly wor-

shipped by you, with self-imposed religious observations.

24. Oh Kardama (Lord of Prajds ) ! My worship perform-

ed by persons with their minds concentrated in me is never

futile. In case of persons like you, it is not all fruitless.

25. Manu, king of kings, the son of Prajapati (Brahma)

is well known for his prosperity and righteous conduct. He
lives in Brahmavarta, but rules the whole earth surrounded by

seven oceans*.

26. The sage-king who is well-versed in Dharma will

come here day after tomorrow, along with Queen Satarupa

with the object of seeing you.

27. Oh Kardama, he will offer to you as a worthy bride-

groom his daughter of dark eyes, of proper age, character and
qualities and of marriageable age.

28. Oh Br.thmana, that princess, of herself, will willingly

resort to you (as your wife) in this place where you have spent

years in meditation occupied withthe desire of having a suita-

ble wife.

29. From you, she will give birth to nine children (lit.

she will ninetimes give birth to your semen borne by her) and

sages will soon beget children from your daughters.

30. Having carried out properly my command (forpro-

* Saptarpava —N.C. De identifies the seven oceans surrounding the

earth as follows: (i) Lavaca (—the Indian ocean surrounding India

—

Jambu-dvipa), (2)K$ira(K§Ira is a hyper Sanskritisation of ‘Shirwan’, i.e.

the Caspian sea to the north of Sdka doipa) , (3) Surd (Sanskritisation of the

sea of Sarain, i.e. the Caspian sea forming the Southern or South-eastern

boundary of Kuiadvipa)

,

(4) Ghfta—the Erythraean sea or the Persian gulf,

(5) Ik;u—another name of the river Oxus—the big river taken as a sea,

(6) Dadhi—a Sanskritisation of Dahae—the Scythic tribe living on the

shore of the sea of Aral. Name of the people transferred to the sea, (7)

Svidu—Sanskritisation of Tchadun, a river in Mongolia flowing through

Plakfa-dvipa .—N.L. De

—

GDAMI, p. 179.
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creation) you, ofpure mind, will offer upto me all the fruits

of your action and finally attain unto me. ,

3 1 . Having conferred mercy ( on the needy, in the house-

holder’s stage of life) and having offered protection from fear (as

a sarhnydsin—recluse ) and being self-controlled, you will realize

yourself and the world in me and myself in yourself.

32. Oh great sage, a portion of mine will be born of

you as a son from your wife Devahuti. I shall compose a trea-

tise of ultimate truths (the Sariikhya Sastra).

Maitreya said :

33. Having addressed thus, the Lord who manifests him-

self to senses which arc turned inwards, then departed from

Bindusaras surrounded by Sarasvati.

34. While Kardama was looking on, he (Visniu) who
had been praised by all prominent Siddhas and was sought

after by (all) Siddhas760 went away, hearing the collection of

Stoma hymns sung in Sama notes, as a result of (the flutter-

ings of) Garu^a's wings.

35. On the departure of the pure lustrous God Visnu,

the venerable sage Kardama stayed at Bindusaras waiting for

the time (of Manu’s arrival)

.

36. Manu got into his chariot decorated with plates of

gold. Along with his wife and daughter he drove over the

world.

37. Oh good archer Vidura, on the day which was appo-

inted by Lord Vi snu, he arrived at the hermitage of the sage

who had completed the vow of celibacy.

38-39. The piace where drops of tears fell from the eyes

of the Supreme Lord who was overcome with compassion for

Kardama who sought him so intensely, that is verily the Bindu-

sara751 surrounded by the Sarasvati whose waters are sanctifying,

pure, sweet as nectar and resorted to by multitudes of great sages.

750. Siddha-mdrga—Alternatively : the path to Vaikun(ha—2§R. RR.
doubts whether Siddha means Vaiku&fha. VR., VB. derive it : Path that

is self-established. SD. : The path of knowledge and devotion that has

been established.

751 . N.L. De identifies this near Sitpur (Slddhapura in Gujrat)

about 64 miles to the north-west ofAhmedabad

—

GDAMf, pp. 38 and 1 58.
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40. It is surrounded by holy trees and mass of creepers.

It is inhabited by sacred animals and sweetly singing birds. It

is beautified by a charming forest rich in fruits and flowers of

all seasons.

41. It is vocal with warbling of crowds of joyous birds;

is roamed about by (intoxicated) black-bees. It is full of noise

by the dancing (and crying) of proud peacocks and the cooing

of the joyful cuckoos.

42. 1 1 is beautified with trees such as Kadamba, Campaka,
ASoka, Karaftja, Bakula, Asana, Kunda, Mandara, Kutaja and

young Mango trees.

43. It is resounded with the sweet notes (warblings) of

waterbirds like Karanqlava, Plava, swans, Kurara, waterfowls,

cranes, ruddy*goose and Gakras.

44. It is visited by deer, boars, wild dogs, elephants,

monkeys called Gopucchas and other species and musk deer.

45. The ancient king entered the sacred place along with

his daughter. He saw the sage sitting after completion of the

worship of fire.

46. The sage appeared brilliant as his body had under-

gone austere penance, but was not ostensibly emaciated (weak)

on account of the affectionate glances of the Lord at him and

due to hearing the nectarlike lunar rays in the form ofVi?nu*s

words.

47. The sage was tall. His eyes were wide like the petals

of a lotus. He had matted hair. He wore bark-garments. He
appeared untidy like an unpolished precious stone.

48. Thereupon, the sage, being pleased with the king,

who had approached his hermitage paid obeisance to him,

greeted him with courteous benedictions and gave him befitt-

ing reception.

49. The sage, remembering Lord Vi$nu’s command
spoke these pleasant words in soft and pleasant tones to the

king who had accepted the reception, and took his seat

modestly.

50. “Your Majesty, you are the protective power of
s

Hari. Your tour is really for the protection of the righteous and

the destruction of the wicked.
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51. I bow down to you who are (the representative) of

Pure Lord Visnu. At appropriate time and plactf, you dis-

charge the functions of the Sun, the Moon, the Fire, Indra,

Vayu, Yama, Dharma and Varuna.

52-54. When you who wield your fierce bow of terrific

twang, frightening the enemies, do not go about in your victo-

rious chariot, decked with precious stones making the whole

earth quake by the trampling (march) of your army and when
(if) you do not move about like the Sun leading a massive

army, all the limits, i.e. rules and regulations pertaining to

Varnas and Aframas which are laid down by Lord Visnu, will

be violated by the villains.

55. When you sleep (are slack), unrighteousness will be

spread by men who are given to pleasures and are uncontrolled

(by principles), and this world will be at the mercy of the

miscreanls and will meet destruction.

56. Oh Warrior, may I however ask you why you have

come here? We shall sincerely be happy to comply with your

wishes.”

CHAPTER TWENTY-TWO

( Marriage of Kardama and Devahuti
)

Maitreya said :

1. The emperor ( Manu ) whose all excellent attributes

and deeds were thus eulogised, spoke rather bashfully (due to

his modesty at hearing his own praise or the fear of the rejec-

tion of the marriage proposal) to the sage full of quietism (and

dissociation with worldly acts).

Manu said* :

2. With a desire to preserve himself, Brahma who is the

Veda incarnate, created from his mouth you Brahmanas who

* Verses a and 3 are the echo of the Puru$a-suk1a.
*
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are full of tapas, learning, yoga and are free from lust.751

3. The thousand-legged God (Brahm&) created us from

his thousand arms for their (Brahmanas' ) protection. It if

said that Brahmanas form his heart and K$atriyas his body

(limbs).

4. Hence Brahmanas and K$atriyas protect each other.

The immutable, disinterested God who is the Soul ( antarydmin)

of all763 thus protects all.

5. All my doubts have been resolved by your very sight

as Your worship himself has explained to me, out of favour,

the duty ( dharma ) ofone who desires to protect ( the world)

.

6. It is my good luck that I could see your revered

self who are difficult to be met by those who have not

controlled their minds. I am happy that I could touch the

holy dust of your honour's feet with my head.

7. It is a great fortune that 1 have been advised ( taught

)

by you. A great favour has been done tome. Your sweet

words* have been luckily received by my open ears (i.e. I

could eagerly hear etc )

.

8. Oh sage, your worship should kindly listen to the

request of a distressed person like me whose mind is tormented

by affection for his own daughter.

9. This daughter ofmine is the sister of Priyavrata and

Uttanapada. She desires to marry a husband who is suitable

to her in age, character, excellences and other attributes.

10. When this (daughter) had heard from Narada Your

honour's excellent character, learning, beauty, youth and

qualities, she has firmly decided to marry you.

11. Oh eminent Brahmana, therefore accept this

(daughter) who has been respectfully offered by me. She is

in all respects suitable to you in carrying out sacrificial and

other duties as a householder.

75 9 * Tofio-vidya. .
.
yukt&n : (i) Possessed karma vp&sand (devotion)

and jildna (knowledge)—VR. (ii) Full of tapas, knowledge of idstras and
devotion (bhakti

)

—Vj.

753. sadasadatmakaji : (i) Whose nature is of causal relation, lit, who
is of the form of cause and effect—VR.

(ii) Who is comprised ofcause and effect.
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12. It is not commendable even for a person who has

given up attachment, to reject a desired object when jt offers

itself. What need be said in the case ofa person who is attach-

ed to worldly objects ?

13. A person who, having disrespected an offer (of a

desired object) begs the same of a miser, gets (finds) his wide-

spread fame diminished and his self-respect ruined by disres-

pect (from others )

.

14. Oh learned one, I have heard that you are ready

to get yourself married . As you are to terminate your period

of celebacy, you please accept (my daughter) offered to you.

The Sage said :

15. I definitely wish to marry. Your daughter is also

not proposed to any other person. This first (or important)

union in marriage of ours is suitable.

16. Oh King, may the desire (of procreation) expressed

in the mantras of Vedic marriage-ceremony be fulfilled by my
marriage with your daughter. Who will not feel respect for

your daughter wno surpasses ornaments by her complexion ?

17. (Who would not like to marry your daughter) on

seeing whom playing (with a ball) on the terrace of your

palace and looking with a perturbed glance at the ball and her

feet beautified by tinkling anklets, (Gandharva) ViSvavasu got

his mind bewildered by infatuation (made love for her) and

fell down from his aerial car.

18. When Manu's daughter and Uttanapada’s sister

who is the ornament of beautiful women, and who cannot be

even seen by persons who have not served the feet of Laksmi,

approaches .with a request for marriage, what wise man will not

give his consent ?

19. Hence I will accept this pious (daughter of yours)

on condition of staying with her till she bears a child to me.

Thereafter I shall think more of the duties as taught by Visnu

( such as iamat dama ) essential for attaining knowledge and

which are characterised by ahirhsd.

20. That infinite Eternal Lord, the Lord of all Praja-

patis is the highest authority to me—the Lord from whom was
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evolved this wonderful diversified universe, in whom it is

sustained and in whom it will get dissolved.

Maitreya said :

21. Oh Vidura (wielder of a terrible bow), having

spoken this much, the sage became silent quietly meditating

over Lord Visnu from whose navel has sprouted forth a

lotus. But the heart of Devahuti was captivated by his smiling

face (or he enticed Devahuti’s heart by his smiling coun-

tenance).

22. Having learnt the firm resolution ofthe queen and

his daughter, he was overjoyed and gave in marriage to the

sage who was endowed with excellent qualities, his daughter

who was equal to him.

23. Empress Satarupa, out of affection bestowed upon

the couple very costly marriage gifts such as ornaments, gar-

ments and articles of household use.

24. The King felt free from anxiety at the marriage of

his daughter with a suitable bridegroom. He whose heart was

greatly agitated by sorrow (due to the prospective departure

of his daughter) took her in his arms.

25. Being unable to bear separation from her, he cons-

tantly shed tears. Calling her *Oh dear, Oh child’, he drenched

the hair of his daughter with his tears.

26. He took leave ofthe eminent sage. Being permitted

by him, he got into the chariot with his wife and set out to his

capital along with his retinue.

27. (On way) he saw the beautiful hermitages of tran-

quil-minded sages on both the beautiful banks of the sacred

river Sarasvatl.

28. Hearing that the king was returning, his subjects *

from Bralimavarta became delighted, and came forward to

greet him by songs, eulogies and playing on musical instru-

ments.

29. (The place) where the hair of the Yajfia Varaha

fell while he shook his body, there arose the town called

Barhigmatf endowed with all kinds of riches and prosperity.

30. Those hair became the ever-green kuSaand kSsa with

which the sages defeated the trouble-makers of sacrifices and

performed sacrifice, (worshipped Yajfta-Vi?nu).
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m

f *

31. Having spread out a layer (
= seat) ofKuia and

Ka£a grass, revered Manu performed sacrifice for Vi$nu

(
Yajilapurusa ) and the earth as his place of residence from

him.

32. The king went into (his capital) Barhigmat! wherein

he lived. Therein he entered his palace which ( is free from)

the three types of afflictions (viz. adhibhautika , adhyatmika,

ddhidaivika )

.

33. With his wife and along with his subjects, he enjoy-

ed pleasures without conflicting other purufdrthas ( viz.dharma ,

artha and mokfa). His glorious fame was being sung by

heavenly musicians along with their wives. Every day, at

dawn, he heard the stories of Hari with a devoted heart

34. Pleasures could not swerve the sage Svayambhuva

Manu (from the path of dharma) to the slightest degree as he

was a past-master inyoga-mdya (and hence could create his

desired objects), and was intensely devoted to Visnu.

35. As he was (always busy in) listening to, meditating

over, composing and describing the stories of Visnu, (even)

the small units of time during the period allotted to him

(called Manvantara) were not spent unfruitfully.

36. In this way, he passed his prescribed period (called

Manvantara

)

consisting of seventy-one Yugas. He overpowered

(counteracted) the influence of three gatis (viz. weals or

woes of the adhydtmika , adhibhautika and Sdhidaivika types), by
his devotion to Vasudeva.

37. Oh Vidura, how can afflictions of a physical and
psychological nature or sufferings due to heavenly or human
cause affect one who has resorted to Hari?

38. He was always obliging to all beings. When consulted

by the sages, he explained to them the various auspicious

paths of duties prescribed for men belonging to all Varrias

( classes of people )
and ramas ( stages in life. )

.

39. This wonderful life ofthe ancient (first) praiseworthy

king Manu has been described to you. Now listen to the great

fortune of his daughter (Devahtiti )

.
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CHAPTER TWENTY-THREE

( Married Life ofKardama and Devahuti)

1 . When the parents of Devahuti departed, the pious

lady who was expert in reading the inward thoughts of her

husband, always attended upon him affectionately as the god-

dess Parvati did for Siva, the Lord of the world.

2-3. Having given up passion, fraud, hatred, avarice,

objectionable behaviour and pride, she who was very alert and

was always ready (to serve Kardama), gave satisfaction to her

brilliant husband by her confidence (in him), her physical and

mental purity, respectfulness, self-control, service, sincere

affection and sweet speech.

4-5. The eminent divine sage was verily overwhelmed

with affection (favour) for that daughter of Manu and spoke

in words choked with intense love to Devahuti—Devahuti who
was devoutly attached to him and was expecting great blessings

from her husband whom she considered more powerful than

destiny (or a deity). She was greatly emaciated and weak by

rigid observance of the vow (of serving her husband) for a

long period.

Kardama said :

6. "Oh daughter of Manu, I am today highly

pleased by your respectful, excellent service and intense devo-

tion. To every being possessing a body, one’s own person

is extremely dear and worthy of being cared for. You, how-

ever, have not spared it (your body) as you wasted it over

for me (in my service).

7. Just have a look at the blessings of the Almighty Lord

secured by me who have been thoroughly devoted to my path

of righteousness—blessings secured by the dint of my penance,

meditation. Vidya, and concentration of mind. These blessings

which transcend fear and sorrow, have been achieved by you by

your service to me. I give you the divine insight.

8. Of what merit arc other pleasures, the desires (expecta-

tions) about which are foiled by the ( slightest frowning) bend

of the eyebrovy of Lord Vi§nu of immense powers ? You have

achieved your object. Enjoy the rich heavenly pleasures
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which accrue to you by your observance of the path of virtue

—pleasures unattainable even to kings who covet for them.**764

9. Realising that Kardama who spoke thus was proficient

in all yoga-maya and Vidyas, the lady ( Devahuti ) became free

from anxieties. With her face beaming with smiles and slightly

bashful looks, she spoke in words faltering with love and

modesty.

Devahuti said

:

10. "Oh eminent Brahmana, I am happy to know that

all this (described by you) is within your powers—you who are

the master of the unfailing powers of Yoga-maya, my lord. (I

request) that there should be at least one contact with your

person which has been promised by you, oh Lord. To beget a

child from a great husband (like you) is a blessing to virtuous

women.
11. Oh Lord, for that purpose (be pleased to) arrange

for the necessary materials as per prescription ( in the Kama-

Sastra). My body which has been tormented by (sexual)

passion provoked by you and which has been emaciated with

excessive desire for sexual enjoyment, will thereby become fit

for it. Therefore think of a suitable mansion.

”

Maitreya said :

12. Kardama resorted to meditation for fulfilling the

desired object of his beloved. He created an aerial mansion

capable of going as per the occupant’s will, oh Vidura.

13. It was a heavenly structure yielding all desired

objects, decked with all (nine kinds of) costly jewels. (In it) all

kinds of riches and prosperity were ever-increasing. It was

beautified by columns of precious stones.

14. (It was) furnished with heavenly articles (like

furniture and utensils). It was pleasant in all seasons. It was

decorated with various kinds of silken buntings and flags.

15. (It was beautified) with garlands of flowers of varie-

754*. nrpa-vikriy&bhib : (i)Men with the perverted notions of themselves

being kings.—$R.

(ii) By kings who perform Alvamedha and other sacrifices specially

prescribed for them—VD.
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gated colours with swarms of sweetly humming bees hovering

around them, and with fine cotton and silken clothes.

16. (It appeared beautiful as) it was furnished with sepa-

rate beds, cots, fans and seats in each of the storeys constructed

one above the other.

1 7. It appeared very attractive on account of the various

works of art arranged and exhibited at different places and

with its emerald floors and daises of coral.

18. It shone with its doors of red coral, thresholds and

panels of diamonds. On its topi of blue sapphires were set gold

pitchers.

19. The excellent rubies set in its walls of diamonds

appeared like eyes of the aerial car. It was also furnished with

wonderful canopies of variegated colours and costly arches of

gold.

20. At various places it was filled with the warbling and

cooing of swans and pigeons which mistook artificial birds as

real ones like themselves and flew to them.

21. It was provided with play-grounds, sleeping apart-

ments, places for enjoyment, quadrangles and outer yards

constructed for enjoyment at will, so much so that it appeared

wonderful to (Kardama) its maker.

22. Kardama who knew the inner thoughts of all beings

spoke of his own accord to Devahuti who was not much pleased

at heart to look at that type of mansion.

23. “Oh timid lady, take bath in this pool ofwater and

get in this heavenly mansion. This sacred pool which is created

by Visnu, blesses men with all desired boons ( objects ).”

24-25. In compliance of the order of her husband the

lotus-eyed lady who wore a dirty garment and had the hair on

head tangled and her body covered with dust and discoloured

breasts, entered the sacred waters of the pool in the Sarasvati

(wherein lived auspicious acquatic animals).

26. (When she took a plunge) under the waters of the

pool she saw in a house a thousand maids, all of youthful age

and fragrant like lotus.

27. Seeing her, those girls at once stood up and respect-

fully folding their hands said, “We are your servants. Please

order us what we should do for you.’
1
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28. With costly materials necessary for bath, the respect-

ful damsels made her take bath and gave her two new clean

silken garments to wear. *

29. (They gave her) very valuable brilliant ornaments

according to her liking; they served her food of all excellent

qualities and nectar-like (sweet and) stimulant drink.

30. In the mirror she saw herself wearing a garland of

flowers, dressed in fine garments, her body very clean and

decorated with auspicious marks and greatly respected by the

girl attendants.

31. (She saw herself) bathed and washed from head

(to foot), beautified with all kinds of ornaments, wearing gold

pendants round her necks and gold bangles (on her hands ) and

with tinkling gold ornaments.

32. (She put on) gold girdle studded with many jewels

around her hips, and with very costly necklace of pearls and

was decorated with auspicious (marks and designs drawn in)

saffron etc.

33. Devahuti whose face looked very beautiful by her

excellent rows of teeth, well-shaped eyebrows, with her beauti-

ful affectionate side glances of eyes which rivalled with lotus (in

beauty) and with her dark blue hair (dangling on her forehead).

34. When she remembered her beloved husband, the

foremost among the sages, she found herself there with a thou-

sand girls where Prajapati Kardama was sitting.

35. Seeing that she was in front of her husband and sur-

rounded by thousand maids, and seeing the power of his Yoga,

she was confused with wonder (doubted what it all meant).

36-37. Oh Vidura, the sage in whom love for Devahuti

was aroused made her ascend in the aerial car ( Vimana )—Deva-

huti who washed herselfclean in the bath and became respl-

endent as a new person and appeared in her original pre-mar-

riage beauty with her attractive breasts covered (and hence

concealed from view) 765
.

38. In that aerial mansion, he whose greatness (or free-

dom) was not diminished and who was loved by his wife

and whose person was attended upon by Vidyadhara damsels,

755* v.l.—atanam—adj. qualifying rSjwm : ‘beauty of the charming
breasts which were covered etc.
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shone like the extremely beautiful moon surrounded by stars

and with full blown night lotuses around him in the sky750 .

39. With that aerial car, Kardama who was praised by

Siddhas and was accompanied by a bevy of jewel-like (extre-

mely beautiful) damsels, enjoyed like Kubera for a long time

in the valleys of mount Meru, the foremost amongst the Kula-

parvatas757 which are the places of enjoyment for the eight pro-

tectors of the world ( lokapala ). The valleys ofmount Meru were

enjoyable on account of gentle breeze, a friend of the god of

Love. They were full of the echoes of the cataracts of the hea-

venly river.

40. He enjoyed himself with his beautiful wife in celesti-

al gardens like Vaigrambhaka, Surasana, Nandana, Puspabha-

draka, Caitrarathya and in the Manasa lake.

41 . With his spacious, resplendant aerial car which could

move anywhere according to the occupants* will, he travelled

freely all over worlds like a wind, surpassing other gods.

42. What is difficult to attain for men ofboundless mental

powers who have resorted to the sacred feet of Hari who des-

troys the calamity of Samsara.

43. Having shown to his wife the sphere of the earth full

ofwonders on account of all the arrangement of continents etc.

the great Togin returned to his hermitage.

44. Dividing himself into nine758
,
the sage enjoyed the bea-

utiful daughter of Manu who was eager for sexual happiness.

He enjoyed with her for a number of years as if it was but a

short period.

45. In the aerial car, lying with her beautiful husband on

the excellent bed which increased her love and pleasure, she

was not aware of the time passed.

46. A hundred years rolled away like a momtnt while the

756. SR. brings out full comparison as follows: Sage Kardama*** the

full moon: Spacious aerial mansion the sky; beautiful maids around him
the stars; fully bloomed night-lotus**the lotus-like eyes of the maids.

utkaea...ganavSn—surrounded by a bevy of maids of beautiful hair :

who gave pleasure-—VB. VJ. gives a more erotic explanation.

757- Principal mountains viz., Mahendra, Malaya, Sahya, StoktirnSn,

Rkfa, Vindhya and P&riy&tra—ASD 364.

758. Intending to beget nine children.—VR.
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couple who were passionately eager for sexual pleasure were

thus enjoying themselves by the force of their Yogicjjowers.

47. Due to his intense love (for her) he regarded her as

his half. Hewho could read innerwishes of all (and hence knew

her desire to have many children) was competent to satisfy

them. The sage who realised his own Self750 , divided himself

into nine parts and deposited his semen in her.

48. Hence Devahuti gave birth to female children imm-
ediately on the same day. All of them were beautiful in all

their limbs in every respect and they gave out the fragrance of

red lotus.

49-50. At that time the beautiful760 virtuous wife anti-

cipated that her husband was about to renounce the house-

holder’s life (and to become a Samnyasin). Though she was

overcome with fear and pain, she smiled outwardly. She was

scratching the ground with her foot beautiful with gem-like

nails. With her head hung down (in modesty) she spoke soft

winning words, controlling frequently her tears.

Devahuti said

:

51. Your worship has fulfilled every promise that you

gave to me. You however should give me protection781 (agai-

nst fear from misery of Samsara) as I have resorted to you.

52. Oh Brahmaga, your daughters will themselves have

to find out suitable husbands. When you proceed to the forest

as a recluse, there should be someone (a son) to relieve me of

my sorrow782
.

53. Oh Lord, I have given up (every thought about)

the supreme self. It is enough that I have spent this much
time (life) in satisfying the cravings ofmy senses.

759. VG. and VD. explain that due to his knowledge of the Supreme
Self, Kardama was not so much attached to Devahuti as she was to him so

intensely. Consequently Devahuti’s contribution was the greater at the

time of conception. This resulted in the birth of all female children.

760. uiaii—Desirous of having a son (VJ. , VD. )

.

761. abhayam— (i) a son to protect me (VJ.).

(ii) Forgiveness for the request I am making again (JG.)

.

762. visokqya—To advise and guide me in real knowledge as beget-

ting daughters does not amount to repaying the debt of forefathers, stay

till a son is born—$R.
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54. I who am attached to the objects of senses, have

associated myself with you (for that satisfaction) without

realizing your higher ( and real ) Self. However let this associa-

tion lead to my protection (i. e. liberation from Samsara).

55. The Association with the wicked formed through

ignorance is the cause of the Sathsara . That very association if

formed with the good ones, leads to non-attachment to

Sathsara.

56. A person whose action does not contribute to the

righteous path ( dharma

)

or to non-attachment or to the service

(worship) of the sacred feet of Hari, is meant as good as dead

though physically alive.

57. As a matter of fact, I am completely deceived by

the Maya of the Lord, for, though I have (by marriage)

obtained you who can give me liberation, I did not cherish

any desire for it ( liberation )

.

CHAPTER TWENTY-FOUR

(Kapila-Incarnation

)

Maitreya said :

1. When the praiseworthy daughter of Manu spoke

despondently, the merciful sage, remembering the words of

Visnu (of white complexion) addressed her thus:

The sage said

:

2. Oh blameless princess, do not thus torment yourself

( and me as well ) . The imperishable and immutable703 Lord

will soon enter your womb.

3. You have been observing vows. God bless you. Be

devoted to the Lord with faith, self-control ( dama ), niyama

763. aksara— (i) Immutable. Hence unrelated to the chromosomes

of the parents—VJ.
(ii) Knowledge incarnate; the Inner Controller

—

antaryamin—VB.

(iii) Not ^winning ordinary body (due to its independence of the

semen etc. of the parents)—VD.
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(observance of the ten prescribed restraints), penance and

charitable donation ofwealth.

4. Vi?nu, so propitiated by you will be born to you as a

son and spread my fame. He will instruct you about

Brahman764 and thus He will cut the knot (of akarhkara

)

in

your heart.

Maitreya said :

5. With great respect Devahuli trusted the advice of

the Lord of Prajas (Kardama). She devoted herself to the

immovable, unchangeable Supreme Soul, the preceptor765 (of

the Vedas )

.

6. After a lapse of long period. Lord Visnu (Madhu-

sudana) was born of her by Kardama’s' seed just as the fire

does in a piece of wood.

7. At that time, showering clouds appeared. Gods

sounded the heavenly musical instruments in the sky. The
celestial singers (Gandharvas) began to sing and the heavenly

damsels
(
apsards ) danced in joy.

8. Heavenly flowers showered by gods (who move
through the sky fell (on the earth) . All directions became

clear, waters translucent and minds tranquil.

9. God Brahma accompanied by Marici and other sages

came to the hermitage of Kardama surrounded by the Sara*

svali.

10. God Brahma who has inborn perfect knowledge

knew that the Supreme Lord had taken birth through his Sattva

attribute for the promulgation of the true knowledge of the

Principles ( Sdmkhya tidstra), OhVidura (destroyer of enemies)!

11. With a pure heart, Brahma expressed his respects

for what he intended to do (viz. propagation of Sdrhkhya

Sdstra). With his spirits (senses) ebullient with joy, he spoke

to Kardama ( and Devahuti ) as follows :

Brahma said :

12. Oh child, you have sincerely offered me worship in

764. Brahma-bhdvana ft—The creator of God Brahma—VJ.
765. fvru— (i) One who dispels ignorance (VR., SD.).

(ii) Propounder of knowledge about Brahman (VJ.)
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obeying respectfully my words. (In this way) you honour
others.

13. This much service should be rendered by children

to their father, viz. the words of the father should respect-

fully and willingly be complied with.

14. Oh courteous child, these beautiful daughters of

yours will multiply manifold and increase the' creation of

the world with their progeny.

15. Today, therefore, you give your daughters to the

chief sages with proper regard to their tastes and character.

16. Oh sage, I know that the First Puruga (i.e. Visnu)

has incarnated through his Maya and assumed the person

(body) called Kapila who is a treasure (of blessings) to all

beings.

17-18. Oh daughter of Manu, this ( Puru?a ) of golden

locks of hair, of lotuslike eyes and of lotuslike feet marked

with lotuses has entered your womb, for uprooting all karmas

by means of the fastric knowledge, Direct Perception or know-

ledge (injfldna) and yoga. This enemy (killer) ofKaifabha

will cut the knot of Nescience and doubt, and wander over

the earth.

19. He is the chief of the category of Siddhas (who

have obtained Perfect Knowledge). He will be deeply respect-

ed by the Masters of the Samkhya Sastra.76* He will be known
as Kapila in the world. He will increase your fame.

Maitreya said :

20. Cheering up the couplc( Kardama-Devahu ti
)Brahma,

the creator of the world, with four Kumaras (Sanaka etc.)

and Narada mounted his swan-vehicle and went back to Satya-

loka, the uppermost region above Svarga, the third world.

2 1 . Oh Vidura, when god Brahma departed, Kardama
as per Brahma’s instruction gave, as per Vedic rituals, his

daughters to the procreators of the universe.

22. He gave (in marriage) Kala to Marici, Anasuya to

Atri, Sraddfia to Angirasas and married Havirbhu to Pulastya.

766. On the strength of Padma P, VJ., JG., VC., HR and VD record

that Kapila the founder of the atheistic S&rhkhya is different from this

eacher of the Theistic Samkhya.
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23. He gave Yukta to Pulaha, the virtuous Kriya to

Kratu, Khyati to Bhrgu and Arundhati to Vasisfha.

24. To Atharvan he gave Santi who is the presiding

deity of a Yajfta (lit. who extends Yajfia in the world). He
satisfied the prominent Brahma^as who were thus married and

their wives as well.

25. Oh Vidura, then the sages, after the completion

of marriages, took their leave of him (Kardama). They set

out with great joy to their respective hermitages.

26. Having learnt that Vi$riu, the great God, had taken

incarnation, Kardama approached him while alone (privately),

bowed to him and spoke :

27. “Oh ! It is really alter a very long time that gods

are kindly disposed here to souls who are being roasted in the

hell ( -like Samsara ) by their own sins.

28. Ascetics (who have renounced the world) try to

visualize the Lord’s feet, in secluded places, by following cor-

rect course of concentration in the Bhakti-yoga (path of

devotion ) which has been properly developed by them through

many (previous) births.

29. That Supreme Lord who supports the cause of his

devotees, is born today in the house of lowly (rustic) persons

(like us), disregarding the humiliation therein.

30. You have taken incarnation in my house for the

purpose of proving true to your word, as well as for propagat-

ing the knowledg of the Samkhya doctrine. (Thus) you

increase the veneration for your devotees.

31.

* Oh Lord, although you are devoid of forms767
,

whatever forms ( e.g. four-armed god, etc. ) are liked by your

devotees, are the proper forms for you.
i —
* Oh Lord, you are devoid of ordinary or vulgar forms. Your

superhuman forms (e.g. that of four-armed god etc.) are proper for you.

(But) whatever form (e.g. that of a human being) is liked by your devotees

is (also) liked by you.—&R.

767. arupi^iah—(i) Devoid of vulgar forms—$R.
(ii) Having no form of god or man (etc.) which one gets due to

karmas—VR. GD.
(iii) The forms liked by your devotees are not your real forms. All

your forms are due to Maya. This is what $R. means by Prakftarupa-

rahitafr,—VC
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32. I take shelter in you whose foot-stool is always

worthy of paying obeisance by the learned ones who wish to

perceive the Truth directly (as) you are perfect in the divine

faculties (of omnipotence, omnipresence etc.) ,
non-attachment,

glory, knowledge, prowess (or strength) and majesty (or

splendour).

33. I resort to Kapila788 who is the Supreme God. All

the powers are within his control. He is in the form of

Prakrti, Purusa (who presides over Prakrti), Mahat, Kala

(Time—the agitator), Ahamkara769 (of three types as per

three guQas)> the protector of the world. By his power of intelli-

gence, he has absorbed the whole of the universe within him-

self. He is omniscient {mUla Brahma : a witness to the evolu-

tion and devolution of all principles like Prakfti etc.).

34. You are the Lord of all creation. Hence I would

like to ask something of you today. By you (being born as a

son to me) I have repaid all the three debts
(
pertaining to

gods, sages and forefathers). All of my desires have been

really satisfied. Having taken to the path of Sarhnyasa (recluse)

I shall now wander meditating on you in my heart, free from

all sorrow.

The Lord said :

35. Oh Sage, whatever I state about Vedic and worldly

karmas770 is authoritative to the world. It is for validating

what I told (promised) to you that I am born (as your son).

36. In this world, this incarnation of mine is for the

exposition of the true knowledge of principles (like Prakrti,

Puru$a etc.
)
leading to self-realization to those who seek libe-

ration from the LiAga tarira ( subtle body )

.

_
a

768. One who protects ka (Brahm£) and pi (Pinakin—Siva) . Hence

Vi$nu—VJ.
769. tri-vft— (i) One who is covered (described) by three Vedas

~VJ.
(ii) Of the form ofjtoa in whom development of three gttnas takes

place—VR.
770. Satya-laukika : (i ) Path leading to dharma , artha and kitna and

mokfa—VD.
(ii) Brahman and the means of realising it—VR.

(iii)' Means leading to Liberation (mukii) and enjoyment

(bhukti)—SD.
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37. This subtle course of realization of the Soul ( atman

)

is lost for a long period. Please note that it is for the reinstitu-

tion of that path that I have assumed this body. 0

38. You have my permission. You may go at will.

Dedicate all karmas to me. Having thereby conquered Death

(i.e. sarhsara) which is difficult to achieve, you resort to me for

Liberation
( Mok$a ) ;

39. By your mind realize within yourself Me, the

Supreme Soul, the self-illuminating Light within the (cave of)

hearts of all beings. (Thereby) being free from sorrow you

will attain to Liberation.

40. I shall enunciate to my mother this spiritual lore

which annihilates all karmas. She will thereby transgress

Sarhsara (cause of fear) and attain to the Highest bliss.

Maitreya said :

41. Prajapati Kardaina who was thus addressed by
Kapila, was pleased. He circumambulated Kapila and went

to the forest.

42. The Sage took the vow (e.g. ahirnsa etc.) of the re-

cluse’s way of life. He took resort only in the Supreme Soul.

Free from attachment and renouncing fire-worship and home,

he wandered all over the world.

43-45. He concentrated his mind on the Brahman which

is different from cause and effect, which ( though
) devoid of

attributes—

(

gunas)—manifests the three gunas and which is ex-

perienced only by complete unswerving devotion. Kardama
became free from ahathkara (ego), attachment. He transcended

the pairs of opposites (e.g. pleasure-pain; heat-cold). He
looked upon all equally and concentrated himself on self-reali-

zation only. His mental capacities turned inward ( to Brahman

)

and became calm (and serene). Full of wisdom, he was

(quiet) like a calm ocean unperturbed by waves. With

highest devotion to Lord Vasudeva, the Omniscient, the inner

controller ( antarySmin

)

of all beings, he realized his Supreme

Soul and became free from bondage (of ignorance).

46. He saw his Supreme Soul abiding in all beings and
realized all beings within God and within his own Self (Atman)

as well.
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47. He became free from desires and hatred (likes and
dislikes). He looked upon all as equals. With highest devo-

tion to the Lord, he attained Liberation (place where all

bhagavatas reach )

.

CHAPTER TWENTY-FIVE

(Dialogue between Kapila and DevahUti : Importance of the

Bhakti-yoga)

Saunaka said :

1. Kapila, the expounder of the Tattvas111 (fundamental

principles) i.e. of Sdnkhya Sdstra is himself devoid of birth.77*

But for the exposition of the true nature of the Self ( atman) to

men, he directly manifested himself of his own accord through

his own Maya.773

2. I have heard many times about the Lord774 (Kapila).

But really my senses are not fully satisfied by hearing his glory.

Kapila is the seniormost (best) among all persons and the

greatest among the Yogins.

3. I am full of faith (in him). Narrate to me the

praiseworthy deeds of the Lord who, though of absolutely in-

771. tattva-saAkhyata— (i) Expounder of the correct knowledge of
avyakta and other tattvas—Vj.

(ii) Exponent of the S&hkhya system of philosophy—
'VC., GD.

772. ajah— (i ) Devoid of birth as a result ofprevious karmas
-VR..GD.

(ii) Sri N&r&yana himself and not an aveia—VJ

.

(iii) Whose lila of taking birth is superhuman—not the ordi-

nary one—VC.

773. atma-mayaya—(i) Out of his compassion for devotees—VD.
(ii) Of his own free will—VJ., GD.

(iii) By his incomprehensible power called MSyi—VC.

(iv) By his power of creating everything —VB.

774. Sruta-devasya—also is taken to qualify Kapila and means
‘Whose glory is described in the Vedas'—VB.

‘Who becomes manifest in the heart of the audience by listening to

$&stras’—SD •
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dependent mind, assumes body through his own Maya power
for ( the fulfilment of) the wishes of his devotees.

SUta said :

4. (Just as you now ask me), venerable Maitreya, the

friend of Dvaipayana was also urged (by Vidura) to explain

the Science of Soul. Being pleased, he expounded this (doct-

rine) to Vidura.

Maitreya said :

5. When his father (Kardama) left for the forest, ( they

say that) praiseworthy Lord Kapila stayed in the Bindusaras

with a desire to do good to his mother.

6. Devahuti who remembered the words of the creator

(Brahma), spoke the following words to her son who was sitt-

ing quietly ( actionless ) ,
and who guided through, to the end

of the Path of Knowledge ( or Sahkhya Sastra )

.

Devah&ti said :

7. Oh All-pervading Lord, I am extremely disgusted

with the thirst for enjoying the objects of wicked senses. By
catering to the (urge of the) senses, I find myself lost in the

darkness of ignorance.

8. Today, at the end of many births, and by your

grace, I have secured you as a good vision (insight) which

leads to the end of this blinding darkness of ignorance which is

very difficult to cross.

9. Your Honour is verily the first glorious Lord, the

controller of all human beings. Just like the rising Sun ( enabl-

ing people to see) you are an eye to the world which is blind-

ed with the darkness of ignorance.

10. Hence, Oh Lord, you should dispel my delusion

—

the delusion viz. strong attachment to my body andmy belong-

ings ( as ‘me and mine*
) which has been created by you ( in

us).
I

11. With a desire to know (the real nature) of Prakrti

and Purufa, I have come for shelter toyouwho are worth resort-

ing to for protection. I bow to you who are like an axe ( to cut
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down and put an end) to the tree of Saihsara of your devotees

and are the greatest among the knowers of true dharma

,

775

Mailrcya said :

12. Having heard his mother’s laudable (lit. non-objec-

tionable) desire which would create in men liking for the

Liberation
( mokfa )

,

776 Kapila was rejoiced at heart. He who
was the ultimate goal 777 of self-controlled saintly people778

spoke with his face beautified by gentle smile779 .

The Lord said :

13. The yoga, which leads to the realization of the Self780

{dtman) , is for men the path to Liberation {mok$a) . Herein

is the complete cessation of pain as well as pleasure.

14. Oh sinless one, I shall explain to you the Yoga com-

plete in all respects781 which in ancient times, I expounded to

sages desirous of hearing.

77"). saddhatma : (i) nwftti dhatma—VR.
(ii) Soma and other brahma-dhatmas—VB.
(iii) The way to Alokfa—GD.
(ivj Path ofBhakti—VC.

77(5. apa-varga-vardkanam—VG. and VD. treat this as a pun and
explain : That which eliminates the three puruffirthas.

777* Sat*—The means of Liberation (mokfa

)

—VR.
The fruit ;

the ultimate result—GD.
778. dtmaiatdm satdm—The saintly persons who mediate on the Soul.

—GD.
Those who realised Lord Ktfna. Selfcontrol is their external

index—VB.
The devotees to whom the Self

( alma

)

i.c. Kapila is the object

of worship—VG.

779. VG., VD. state : Kapila smiled because he was amused at

the anxiety and fear of his (God’s) mother of Samsara. He, however,

wants to explain the Sdnkhya-Sdstra to her for the sake of others.

JG. : “Mok?a is for other people. I shall give her the highest bliss

of Bhakta-hood”

.

780. ddhydtmikafi : (i) Pertaining to unswerving devotion to the

Self (dtman)—SR., VG. (ii) Leading to the knowledge of the real dtman

as distinguished from Prakrti—VR. (iii) The path ofunswerving (fixed)

concentration on the Supreme Soul, (iv) Yogas are of three types— (i)

ddhidaivika useful in the realization of the Lord, (ii) adhydtmika leading to

the realization of the Supreme Soul— fin) adhibhautika—leading lo the

attainment of siddhis—VB.

781* sarvaAga-naipupam—efficacious by Sana, dama and other comple-

mentary observances—VR.
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15. The mind is certainly regarded as (the cause of)

bondage and liberation of the Soul782
. When attached to the

objects of senses, it causes bondage. But when attached to the

Supreme Man, it leads lo liberation.

16. When the mind is cleansed of impurities like lust,

avarice etc. born of aharhkara (ego) about one’s self and one’s

belongings, it becomes pure, free from ( non-responsive to)

pleasure and pain, and is perfectly tranquil and in balanced

state.

17-18. Then the man with his mind filled with knowle-

dge, non-attachment (to the world) and devotion, realizes783

his Self ( diman ) to be absolute, distinct from and beyond

Prakrti, immutable, self-luminous, atomic, indivisible, passive

(non-participant) and (finds) Prakrti to be powerless784 .

19. In order to attain Brahman, for Yogins, there is no

other auspicious way comparable to devotion directed to the

Lord who is the Soul of all (as sarvdntarydmin )

.

20. The wise know that attachment (to objects ofsenses)

is the unbreakable chain that fetters down the Soul (dtman) in

the Sarhsdra. But that very attachment, if applied to the good

(saintly persons) is the open gate-way to Liberation ( Mok$a)

.

21. The Saints (i.e. those who follow the path described

in Sdstras

)

are forbearing (tolerant), compassionate, friendly

to all beings. They have no enemies785
. They are quiet786

,

good 787 and regard good character as their ornament788
.

22. With their hearts fixed on me only, they practise

782. Cf. mana era rnanttfyanam karanam bandka-mok$nyoh\ Maitri 6.34 VP.

783. VJ. : Then the man (or jiva ) realizes his Self to be the bimba

of Hari.

784. hatamojasam—Prakrti which has lost its binding power.

785. ajaia-iatravah—VJ. dissolves this as aja+ata+iatraiah and ex-

plains : Who are the enemies of passions like kdma, lobha (avarice) etc.

786. Jdntah : (i) possessed of iama, damn—VR, JG.
(ii) steadfastly devoted to NSrayaija—VJ.

787. Sddhavafi— (i ) Who help others ip achieving their objects—VR.
(ii) straightforward—VC.

788. sddhubh tifartah : (i) To whom devotion to God is an ornament

—VJ, (ii) Though themselves saintly, they regard other saints highly

(like ornaments)—JG. (iii) To whom Sddhus are dear as ornaments

—VC. (iv) Who regard Qrdhva-pvpdra and other marks as qgnaments

—

SD.
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firm devotion to me. For my sake, they have abandoned all

other activities and their friends and relatives.

23. Taking refuge in me, they listen and narrate sweet

stories (about me). As their minds are fixed on me, various

kinds of troubles do not affect them*.

24. Oh pious Lady, there are the saints who have dis-

sociated themselves from all attachments. Hence association

with such deserves to be sought by you. (You should associate

yourself wi th them) as they remove the evil of attachment (to

worldly objects).

25. In association with saints, there are (discussions

about my )
stories which give proper and complete knowledge

about my power and which are pleasant to the ears and the

heart. By serving ( listening to) them, there will soon develop

intense faith in, love for and devotion to Hari—which is the

path that leads to Liberation.

26. Due to devotion generated by contemplation ofmy
sportive work (viz. the creation, maintenance and destruction

of the universe), a man gets disgusted with the pleasures of

senses and to the objects seen (in this world) and to those

reported (available in the world beyond) 78®. Being alert, and

by practising Yoga, he tries to control his mind by easy and

straight courses of bhakti Yoga.

27. By not enjoying the gunas of Prakfti790 and by his

knowledge reinforced by Vairagya (non-attachment ) and by

Yoga and devotion concentrated on me, he attains to me, who
reside in all beings, in this very human body7®1

.

Devahuti said

:

28. What type of devotion is proper for you ? Of what

* VB. enumerates sixteen characteristics of the saints. Of these

three are bhautika (pertaining to bhUtas) t four SdhyStmikas and seven Sdhi-

daivikas. The comm, being very lengthy is not summarised here. •

789. dfffa-init&t : Seen by persons ofhigher (spiritual) status and

heard by those belonging to the lower status—VJ.
790. gunnrtdm asevayd-—Not enjoying articles offood (drink &c) pro-

hibited by Ultras and polluted or desecrated by the outcastes. This

emphasizes proper discrimination in enjoyment—VR.
791. VR. strongly objects to the concept of liberation—while

alive*. Jivan-mukli—This means while in meditation, a man visualizes or

experiences Brahman

.
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description is it ? So that thereby I can quickly and easily attain

to your place namely Liberation (Mokfa).

29. Oh embodiment of Liberation ( mViwpa

)

7ft
, what is

ihe nature of the yoga spoken of by you as reaching the Supreme

Lord directly like a shaft (hitting its target) ? How many parts

(angas or auxiliaries) has it whereby one gets the comprehen-

sion of the reality.

30. Oh Hari ! As I am a woman of slow understanding,

please explain this to me so that I shaP easily understand this

difficult yoga by your favour.

Maitreya said :

31. Having thus understood the object of his mother,

Kapila felt affection for her from whom he was born (lit. got

a body for manifesting himself). He explained to her the

enumeration of tattvas or Fundamental Principles which they

call Satiikhya fastra and also the extensive course of Bhakti-yoga

( Path of devotion)

.

The Lord said :

32-33. In the case ofman whose mind is one, i.e. unsw-

erving the natural, effortless, abiding disposition (devotion) of

the presiding deities of the cognitive sense organs (lit. sense

organs which cognise objects )and of the conative senses (which

perform the acts prescribed in the Vedas) to Hari, the embodi-

ment of Sattva is Bhakti. This unselfish (free from worldly

desires) devotion to the Venerable Lord is superior to Liber-

ation
( Mokfa) as it makes the vesture or sheath of the Liiiga

Sarira (subtle body) dissolve just as the fire in the stomach

digests the food that is swallowed (eaten).

34. Some do not desire to get one-ness with myself (i.e.

Sayujya Mukti). 793 They are delighted in serving (worship-

ping) my feet and are happily engaged in activities for my

792. nirrandtman— (i) unexcelled bliss incarnate—VR.» GD. (ii)

Embodiment of highest joy .—VJ. VC. and SD. read : nirvaodrthah—The
cause or means of Liberation.

793. ckalmatam : (i) The state of being similar in attributes like

me—VR.
(ii) Liberation which I confer on them—VJ.

{ iii ) One-ness with Brahman—VC

.
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sake794 . With deep interest and a/Fection, the devotees of the

Supreme Lord enjoy in describing to one another my exploits.

35. Oh mother, these saints sec my splendid heavenly

forms with beautiful kindly face and reddish eyes—forms which

bestow blessings on them. They speak with them in affection-

ate terms.

36. Even though the devotees do not covet for it, Bhakti

takes to the subtle state (Moksa) 796 the devotees, with their

minds enchanted by and with their sense organs attached to

those beautiful limbs of mine; my dignihed movements,

smiles, glances and sweet speeches.

37. After (the disappearance of Avidya) they do not aspire

after the magnificent enjoyments and prosperity ( in Satyaloka and

other places) of mine, the Lord of Maya. Nor do they wish for

the eight super-human powers
(
siddhis

)

which naturally flow

form Bhakti. Nor do they long for the auspicious wealth of

the Supreme Lord in Vaikunt{ha. But they do enjoy it in my
region, the Vaikun(ha.

38. Oh Mother of perfectly serene mind, in Vaiku^tha,

my devotees are never ruined. My weapon, the Winkless

Time, does not affect them as I am their beloved Soul, (and am
like) a son, friend, preceptor, relative and their beloved God.

39-40. 1 take them beyond Death (i.e. samara)—those

who abandon this world as well as the next and their Self

which wanders in both these worlds along with their Linga

Sarira (subtle body) and who give up their wealth, cattle, houses

and such other belongings and resort with devotion to me who
am Omnipresent (or have faces on all sides).

41. The terrible fear (of Sartisdra) cannot be removed

by anyone else except me, the Supreme Lord, the controller of

Prakrti and Puru$a and the in-dwelling Soul of all beings.

794. madih&k—They entertain a strong desire to enjoy my beauty,
sweetness etc.—VC.

795 • apvim gatim—Commentators express their differences of opinion
about this final stage called Moksa as per the tenets of their schools. Thus
with VR. it is *The subtle path called archir-mdrga leading to Mukti. It

is subtle as it is traversed by few*. With VJ. it is sdyujya-lakfand mukti

wherein thejiva has similarity in attributes with God. To JG. and VC.
it is subtle as it is beyond Prakrti and hence difficult to grasp and giving
' ‘attendantship’

* {pdrfadatva ) ofGod. .To GD., it is the very resplendent
subtle body of the' residents of Vaikuptha.
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42. It is through my fear that the wind blows, the Sun

shines, Indra showers rain, the fire burns and the Death does

its duty. 0

43. By means of Bhakti-yoga strengthened by know-

ledge and renunciation, yogins resort to my feet, the (seat of)

Moksa for eternal blessings.

44. If mind is firmly set on me by intense Bhakti-yoga,

it becomes quiescent and steady. This is the only way for

attaining the highest bliss in this world.

CHAPTER TWENTY-SIX

{Kapila's description of Creation ( Siinikhya Cosmology) *

The Lord said

:

1. Now I shall explain to you separately the character-

istics of the fundamental principles. By knowing these, man
is liberated from the tics

(gunas )
of Praki ti.

2. I shall explain to you that knowledge which, as the

wise say, cuts the knot of aharnkdra (egoism) in the heart, and

^Although the Samkhya theory is described previously (vide supra

II. 5, III."), III. 7 and implied in I. i.i) this chapter and the next give a

more systematic exposition of the same. This account differs materially

from the classical Saiiikhya which is tacitly atheistic in its earliest avail-

able text ISK. ( Isvarakr?na’s Samkhya-Kdnkds ) and expressly so in later

works like Saiiikhya aphorisms attributed to Kapila. As Dasgupta points

out. the theistic Samkhya in the Bh. P. is 'quite different and distinct'

from- ‘the theistic SSmkhya of Patahjali and Vyasa-bha$ya.’ {Hat. of hid.

Philo. IV. 36) . Most of the Purdpas of the Vi?nu group and some of the

important Paficaratra Sgamas (c.g. the AhiTbudhnya-Samhitd) follow the

Saiiikhya theory as expounded in the Bh. P. If the table of contents of

the $afti-t(intra as given in the Ahnbudhnya-Saiiihitd be that of the original

work (as Dasgupta believes) , the Samkhya system might be originally

theistic. But all discussions regarding the problem of the authorship and

contents of the $of(itantra are mere speculations and inconclusive, despite

the contributions of great scholars like Schrader, Keith, Garbe, Dasgupta

and others. Hence the emphasis on ISK—the earliest representative of

classical Saiiikhya here.
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leads man to self-realization, and ultimately to the sunimum
bonurn (

Mokfa ).

3.

* Puritfa is the beginningless (eternal) Soul. (He is)

attributeless, distinct from and superior to Prakrti. He mani-

fests (himself) inside and is self-luminous. The universe,

thereby, becomes illuminated.

4. This all-pervading Lord, of his own free will, has

accepted the subtle, divine Prakrti constituted of three punas

as apart of his lila (sport).

5. He was here immediately infatuated790 with Prakrti

*(i) VR. explains: Purufa is jiva. As he illuminates himself as

well as other things, he is regarded as self luminous. But unlike jada

(non-sentient) lamp, his light (knowledge) is useful for himself in be-

coming conscious of himself and others, lie is distinct from Pt.lrli i.e.

its products like the body, sense-organs, mind, vital breaths etc. Hence
he is free from Sattva and other gunas of Prakrti. He has pervaded all the

universe by entering into gross and subtle bodies from god Brahma to a

blade of grass.

(ii) YJ. states: The Supreme Soul is eternal (lit. is beginningless

and endless) . He is not caused (created) by anything. He is Ptints,/

—

i.e. the bestower of perfect bliss. Or he is within all but unrelated to

gunas. He is beyond Prakrti. He lives in the lotus called Abhi-mukha. He
is illuminated by his own light. He has pervaded the world of movables

and immovables.

(iii) SD. interprets: He is beginninglcss, i.e. He existed before the

creation and is the cause of everything else He enters all and controls

them and confers on the jiva\ the fruits of their Karinas. He is the shelter

and controller of Prakrti. He is devoid of gunas and governs the sentient

and non-sentient universe. Being self-luminous he has pervaded all the

universe.

(iv) VB. construes it differently: He being devoid of attributes
(gurias) and being their cause, is himself uncreated by anyone. He is

distinct from and unrelated to Prakrti . He is the self-knower and self-

luminous and is thus distinct from ahathkdin. Thus he is Atfaian --free

from body, gunas. Prakrti and Kala. His self-luminosity is his extra-

ordinariness {alaukikatvam )

.

( v) SR. tells us that the adj. praty tg-dhdmd refutes the Buddhist
doctrine of momentariness and the adjectives -uirguita and svayam-jyoti

refute the Mimamsaka and Prabhakara’s views about the nature of the

Soul.

796, mumuhe: (i) identified himself with Prakrti—VR.
(ii ) VJ. credits Hari for deluding the jit as by his will or

Prakrti which obscures the knowledge ofjiva.

(iii) Jiva forgot his own real nature by the vrtii of Prakrti

known as avidyd. Jiva had this knowledge before the

creation (during the Deluge) but forgot it after creation.
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which covers (obscures) knowledge and which creates various

wonderful beings similar in attributes
( gunas ).

6. In this way, due to his wrongly presunfcd identi-

fication with Prakrti, Purusa regards the authorship of karmas

(as vested) in him when (actually) the karmas are being done

by the gunas of Prakrti.

7. Though the Lord is (really) actionless, an unconcern-

ed witness and blissful by nature, it involves him in samsdra

(cycle of births and deaths), bondage and reduces him to a

stage of dependence.

8. They (wise people) know that Prakrti is the cause of

the effect (i.e. the body assumed by Purusa in an embodied

state) ,
means (organs of senses) and the doership (the presid-

ing deities of sense-organs ) . In reality, Purusa is distinct and

beyond —superior to—Prakrti; (but) he is the cause of all plea-

sures and pains as the experiencer, due to his identification

with Prakrti.797

Devah uti said:

9. Oh best among men, please tell me the characteris-

tics ofPrakrti as well as of Puru$a. They are the cause of this

universe, which consists of both gross and subtle products.

The Lord said

:

10*. They (the knowers) call that as Prakrti which is

Pradhdna—(the chief, ultimate first principle). It consists of

797. Cf.

kdrya-kdrapa-kartftve hetuh prakjtir ucyatej

purufali sukha-duhkhanam bhokiftve hetur ucyatej BG. 13.20.

VJ. explains the 2nd half: They know that it is Visnu who is

superior to Prakrti, is the cause ofjiva’s experience of pleasure and pain.

VG. endorses the same.
*According to ISK this m&la-Prakfti is avyakta (3) and Pradhdna (11,

57 etc.). It appears that the original doctrine of eight-fold Prakrti

(probably related to levels of yogic awareness, vide Kafka. 3.io-n)was
represented later as 'vertical* evolution with Prakrti as the first Principle.

The characteristics of the Prakrti are enumerated in ISK as follows:

Hetumad anityam avyfipi sakriyatn anekam dSritam lidgam1/

Sdvayavath paratantrarh tyaktarh viparitam auyaktam // 1 o//

iAvyakta is the opposite of vyakta which is caused, finite, non-perva-
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three gunas ( Sattva. rajas and tamas). It is (by itself) unmani-

fest and eternal. It is of the nature of both cause and effect.

It is, by itself, undifferentiated and without any specialities,

but it is the basis of (and hence possesses) specialities or

attributes.

1 1 . The learned know Brahman as comprising of the

effects of Pradhana—a collection of twentyfour principles, viz.

five tanmatrds (subtle potentials of elements), five elements

(maha-bhutas)

,

four708 internal organs, viz. manias, buddhi
,
aham-

kara and citta) and ten (sense-organs consisting of five cogni-

tive and five conative organs).

12. There are only five gross elements (mahdbh Otas),

viz., earth, water, fire (heat-light), air and the sky (space).

give, active, plural, supported, emergent, composite and dependent'. The
next Kdrikd ( 1 1 ) further describes Prakfti as 'characterised by three gupas

undiscriminated, objective, general {sdmdnya) , non-conscious and produc-

tive,

A reference to the Bh. P. (supra I. io, II.5, III. 5, III.7 etc.) will

show that the Prakfti is not an independent real as is presumed in the ISK.

God, in his desire to realize himself, reflects himself in the Prakfti which

is his own power, and it is through this impregnation of himself in his own
power, that Prakfti is enlivened by consciousness, and he appears as

individual Souls suffering from the bondage of Prakfti. It is through his

creative effort called Klla (Time) that the equilibrium of the gupas of

Prakfti is disturbed and categories (or 'Principles') are evolved. Later

(infra XI. 13, XI. 22 etc.) an extreme idealistic monism practically effaces

S&ihkhya realism, as the Bh. P. holds that ultimate reality is one and that

all differences are merely in name and form. Prakfti and its manifestations

are due to the operation of the Miyi power of God. This MiyS is defin-

ed as that which manifests non-existent objects but is not manifested

itself (Bh. P. II.9.33)

.

It will thus be found that the concepts of Prakfti in the ISK and in

the Bh. P. are not the same. (For Kapila's Philosophy in the Bh. P. vide

Dasgupta

—

Hist. Ind. Philo. Vol. IV. 24. 24-48).

A systematic comparative study of the Sdthkhya in the Bh. P. and the

classical Sithkhya is beyond the scope ofsuch foot notes.

798. I enumerated these on the basis of verse No. 14 below. But

VR. states them as manas
,

ahathkdra , mahat and avyakta (eotorbhir mono1-

hamkdra-mahad-avyaktoirl) . He later (verse 14) admits that if the four

aspects of mind enumerated in this verse are counted as independent, the

number of categories will be twenty-seven.
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The subtle objects of these (elements) 708
,

viz., smell and

others, i.e. taste, colour-form, touch and sound are also the

same in number according to me.
9

13. The sense-organs are ten: the ear, the skin, the eye,

the tongue and the nose. (These are the cognitive organs).

The organs of speech, the hands, the feet, the organ of gene-

ration and the anus is called ( enumerated) as the tenth. (These

are conative organs)

.

14. The internal organ has four aspects viz. manas,

buddhi, aharhkdra and citta. (This) fourfold distinction is observ-

ed through its characteristic functions.800

15. This much is the list of the enumerated principles

of Brahman as conditioned by gunas as explained (to you) by

me. What is called ‘Time*
(
Kala ) is the twenty-fifth principle.

16. Some regard Time (Kala) as the super-human

power of God ( Ifvara) whence comes fear (death, samsdra

etc.) to the jiva who is possessed by Prakrti, and thereby is

deluded by I-ness
(
aharhkdra

)

in identifying himself with the

body.

1 7. Oh Man11*8 daughter, that divine power is designat-

ed as Kala which sets commotion in the undifferentiated gunas

of Prakrti which were (originally) in a state of equilibrium.

18. He is the glorious Lord who dwells within all be-

ings as a controller and yet is unaffected, and outside of them

as Kala801.

799. tanmatras : These are not included in old lists of evolutes in

the BG. and Mokfadharma fMBH). I believe that the Bh. P. is following

BG. and MBH. in enumerating the objects of senses under tanmatras. In

the classical Simkhya the objects of senses are left out of the list of

tattvas

.

In it jthe tanmatas are the products of aharnkdra and serve as subtle

potential of gross elements ( MahdbhStas vide 1SK. 38.) G. J. Larsen writes :

‘The subtle elements function somewhat like manas. .. They are products

of self-awareness and yet they in turn come in contact with or generate the

external world’.

—

Classical Sdrhkhya, pp. 205-6.

800. VJ. and VD. state the functions as follows : Buddhi leads to con-

elusions; manas^entertains doubt ; aharhkdra creates pride; citta is the

cause of remembrance.

801. SR. concludes: Thus there are twenty-four categories of

Prakrti. The twenty-fifth is the jiva (individual Soul) and Supreme
Soul (Iivara) which are identical.
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1 9. The Supreme Man deposited his energy into his

Prakrti whose gunas were disturbed and agitated by the adrffa

(unseen-destiny) of jivas. She gave birth to the principle

called Mahat which was resplendent (as ifmade of gold)

.

20*. That cause of the universe which is unchange-

able (eternal), wished to manifest the universe which

was lying within it in a subtle form. It drank up (dispelled)

by its lustre the thick darkness (of the time of deluge) which

was capable of covering it. (Mahat was absorbed in Prakrti at

the time of Pralaya )

.

21. (It is well known in the agamas) that Mahat which is

characterised by sattva-guna, pure, free from passions (like love,

hatred etc. ) and the place of the Supreme Lord, is the citta

which is calledVasudeva and it is composed ofMahat Tattva80*.

It will thus be seen that the Bh. P. presents three aspects of Time :

God, Power of God and Time-sequence. In this chapter, the Bh. P. deals

with the first two aspects. Time is a supra-phenomenal reality. Its

characteristic feature is to disturb the equilibrium ofPrakrti and set in

motion the process of creation. It thus pre-exists creation. It is God’s

power, dynamism and effort, as it is a force driving the cosmic process to

materialize into subtle and gross creation. Kala pervades the mind of

man as his inner controller and the external universe as time. When
Bh. P. enumerates Time as the twenty-fifth category of S&mkhyas, it

refers to the concept of Time as God. When it takes Time as the power
of Purufa, it refers to the second aspect* For details Bhattacharya PSB.

1.247-259.

*VR. takes this with reference to God: The Lord, the cause of the

universe which is unchangeable, wanted to manifest the universe which
was lying absorbed in Prakrti within him. By his lustre (knowledge in

the form of his will to create) he drank up ( destroyed ) the darkness (igno-

rance, the attribute tamos ) which obscured (restricted the knowledge of)

jiv&tman .

602. SR. explains ; From this verse the concept of the four oydhas

and how to worship them is given. Here what is considered from the

causal or adhibh uta point of view is Mahat, the same is called citta from the

point of adhyatma ( relation to the body) . It has Vasudeva as an object of

meditation (up&sya) and kfttrojila as the presiding deity (adhiftfyatf)*

It is a sort of a synthesis between the Simkhya and the Paficaritra

agama. The four aspects of antafrkararia of the S&ihkhyas are connected

with the ly&has (manifestations ofGod ) of the P&flcar&tras as follows :

Samkhya Pitteardtra

as
adhydtma adhibh uta upasya adhiffhdtf

(relating (object of (Presiding
to body) meditation) deity.)
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1 . Gitta Mahat VSsudeva K^rajfia
(the Soul, occu-
pant ofthe
body)

2. ahamkSra Aggregate of
bhGtas, senses

and mind

SaAkar?ana Rudra

3 . manas manas Aniruddha Gandra

4. buddhi buddhi
(intellect)

Pradyumna Brahma

The Peficarltra idea of VyGha is briefly as follows :

VyUha is derived from y/Gh with vi—‘to push, to remove, to thruts’

(Apte PSD 307). At the end of mahapralaya , the following six attributes

of God are manifested : Jliana (knowledge) , aiivarya (power) , iakti (pro-

wess), bala (supremacy), virya (energy) and tejas (splendour). (They
may be approximately rendered as : 1 . Knowledge—pure conscious-

ness, 2. Independence of activity, 3. Potency to become the material

cause of the world, 4. Fatiguelessness and power to sustain, 5. Unaffect-

edness, 6. Selfsufficiency, splendour. These six gunas form the material

of pure creation. The Vyuhas have a cosmological function while avatdras

are concerned with the lilds.

The Vyuhas are four : V&sudeva, Sahkar^ana. Pradyumna and
Aniruddha, each having some cosmic functions. Their traditional repre-

sentation may be summarised in the following table (vide the Sdttvata

Samhita 5, 9-18)

.

1: Vydha i Vdsudeva SaAkarfapa Pradyumna Aniruddha
2. Prominent 1 . JHana 1 . Jildna —

attributes 2. aiivarya 2. aiivarya — —

.

3 . Sakti — 1 . Sakti —
4. bala

5. Virya

— 2. bala

1. Virya

6. tejas — — 2. Tejas

3 - Complexion Moon-white Red-lead The Sun 's Gollyrium-
• rays dark (like

afljanadri)

4- Colour of

Garment

Yellow Blue Red White

5 * Weapons All VyGhas show abhaya-mudrd (assurance of protection) by
etc. in 4 the fourth hand and hold a conch in one.

hands

1. a Discus 1. a Plough 1. a bow 1. a sword
2. a Mace a. a Pestle 2. arrows 2. a Club

6 . Emblem Garuda TSla Makara Mfga
on the (an eagle) (a~palm tree) (a crocodile) (a deer)
banner L «s
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22. The definition of citta is given with reference to its

attitudes (abiding states) such as clearness (capability to bear

the reflection of the Lord), changelessness (absence of laya and
vikfepa) and tranquillity (freedom from passion). It is just

like water in its pure state (before it comes in contact with

the earth)
,
changeless (free from foam, ripples etc.), sweet,

transparent and clean.

23. The Principle called Mahat which was born out

of the potentiality of the Lord, began to undergo modifica-

tions. From this Mahat was produced ego
(
aharhkara

)

of three

kinds. It {aharhkara) possessed potentiality to do active work.

24. (The three kinds of aharhkara are) Vaikdrika, taijasa

and tamasa ( according as it is characterised by the sattva-guna,

rajo-guna and tamo-gww respectively) . From these is the crea-

tion of mind (manas ), sense-organs and great elements {mahd-

bhutas).

25. (Herein the vyUha—manifestation of God—to be

meditated is) the Puruga called Sarikar§ana. He has actually

a thousand heads and is designated as Ananta (endless). He
is of the form ofaggregate of bhStas (elements), indriyas (sense-

organs and the mind.

26. The aharhkara is characterised as being the doer (as

devata), the instrument (as the sense-organs) and the effect or

product (as the bhStas). Or it may be characterised by sere-

nity (with sattva-guQa)
t
vehemence (with rajo-guna) and dull-

ness (with tamo-guna).

27. The principle called mind {manas) was created

from sSttoika or vaik&rika aharhkara undergoing modifications. It

is characterised by thinking and special meditation and is the

source of desire80®.

28. The wise persons know it by the name Aniruddha,

the Supreme Master of sense organs. He is bluish in comple-

xion like blue lotus in the autumn. He is to be gradually

propitiated byyogins (as it is difficult to propitiate him).

29. Oh pious lady, from the taijasa akarhkdra undergoing

modifications was created the principle called buddhi (which

as distinguished from citta) is characterised by intelligence or

803. kdma-sambhava—The son ofK&ma, i.e Pradyumna.
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special knowledge of understanding reality and the power to

favour sense-organs.

30. From the point of its aspects, it is separately charac-

terised by doubt, misapprehension, correct determination,

memory and sleep ( or unconscious state )

.

31. All the sense-organs ( indriydni) classified as the

conative and cognitive organs, are created from the Taijasa

aharhkara only. For conation ( activity ) is the power of Prana

(who directs the organs of action). And cognition or the

power of understanding and knowing is the power of Buddhi

(which controls the cognitive organs) . —Both Prana and
Buddhi being products of the Taijasa aharhkara, all the sense-

organs are also the products of the Taijasa aharhkara .

32. From the Tdmasa aharhkara which was prompted by
the Power of the Lord, was produced the tanmdtra called Sound
( * the sound-potential* ) . Thence came forth the Mahdbhuta

(gross-element) called Space (dkaSa) whence was evolved the

sense of hearing which receives sound. 804

33. The wise people know the characteristic of Sound

to be the capacity to convey meaning or ideas, to serve as an
index of the seer (or the speaker), and to work as the subtle-

potential of the space ( sky )

.

34*. With reference to its functions, the characteristics

of the space (dka$a) are to provide space for beings, to pervade

them within and without, to afford support (abode) to Prana,

sense-organs and the mind.

35. Out of the Space ( dkaia) characterised by its subtle-

potential sound, while undergoing modifications by the force of

Kdla (Time) , there arose the subtle-principle of Touch. From
it evolved the Vayu (wind) and thence the Skin ( tvac ) the

«

sense-organ of touch which gathers i.e. comprehends touch.

36. The chief characteristics of the Touch (sparia)

are softness, hardness, cold and heat. It is the subtle princi-

ple of Vayu (wind)

.

804. Cf. supra III. 5. 32.

* SR., VR. remark that in this way the following verses consist of

groups of three, the first describing the creation of the gross-element, the

second verse giving the characteristic of that tanmdtrd and the third the

characteristic of the mahdbhdta. »
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37. From functional point ofview, Vayu is characterised

by movement (of branches of trees), collecting together (of

grass etc.) reaching (of things), carrying of particles (e.g.

fragrance to the nose) and sound (to the ear) and giving stre*

ngtli to all sense organs.

38. When Vayu with its characteristic subtle principle

touch, was impelled by Destiny, was evolved the tanm&tra

(subtle principle) called Rupa (Form—colour). Out of if

arose Tejas (heat—light) and the eye which is the sense to

grasp Rupa (Form—colour).

39. Oh good lady, to give form to a substance, to be its

attribute, to be co-extensive (and co-existent) with the sub-

stance as well as to be Tejas (heat-light) itself, are the abiding

characteristics of the tan-matra Rupa.

40. To illuminate, to cook (food), to intoxicate, to

destroy cold, to dry, to make one feel hungry and thirsty—these

are the effects of Tejas.

41 . When Tejas with its subtle principal

(

tanm&tra ) R&pa

(Form—colour) was undergoing modifications by being incited

by Fate (daiva) > the tanm&tra called rasa (taste) was evolved.

From it was produced water and the Tongue ( the sense of

taste) which grasps (apprehends) taste.

42. Due to the effect of substances mixed with it, rasa

(taste), though only one, becomes distinguished as many, such

as astrigent, sweet, bitter, pungent, sour (and salty).

43. Moistening, making adhesive, giving satisfaction,

sustaining life, refreshing by satisfying thirst, softening, remov-

ing heat and exhaustion, abundance (unfailing continuous

supply) or the preponderance (of water in the constitution of

body)—these are the characteristic properties of water.

44. When water along with its subtle principle rasa was

impelled by Destiny (daiva) and was undergoing modification,

the subtle principle Smell was evolved. Thence was formed

the earth, and the Sense of Smell (nose) which cognises smell.

45. Due to the different proportions of mixing up of

particles of substances, the smell, though one, is distinguished

as mixed smell, bad odour, strong fragrance, mild fragrance

(as ofa lotus), strong smell (as of garlic), acid smell and

others.
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46. The characteristic functions (and properties) of

Pfthvi are formation into an image of Brahman, independent

stability in a position (without the support ofjala etc.), sup-

porting other objects (like water), to be the means of making

distinction in akdia (such as ghafdkdSg, ma\hdkdia eic.), to help

distinctions in all beings and their qualities.

47. That is called the ear (the sense of hearing) of

which the special characteristic is the apprehension of sound

(Jabda), the special attribute of the Space
(
akaSa ) . They (the

learned ones )know that to be the sense of Touch, the speciality

of which is apprehension of touch, the special characteristic

of Vayu.

48. That is called the sense of seeing ( eye) of which

the object of perception is Tejas (Form—colour), the special

quality of Tejas (Heat—Light) . The wise know it to be the

sense of taste (Tongue)
,
the special object of which is rasa

(taste) which is the special characteristic of Water. That is

called the sense of smell (nose) , the principal object of which

is smell, the special characteristic of the earth.

49. The property of the cause is inherently found in the

effect. Hence cumulatively, all the characteristics (of all ele-

ments) are found in the earth.

50. When the seven805 principles such as Mahat and

others remained separate (there was no creation ofthe universe

so) the creator of the universe along with Kala (Time),

karma (action or adrf(a) and gunas entered into them.

5 1 . Out of those principles synthesised and ( thrown in-

to commotion by him,) thre came forth the inactive, unintelli-

gent Egg of the universe. From it arose the Viraf-purufa.

52. This Egg of the universe is called Vifesa. It is

surrounded . by (elements such as) water and others, each ten

times bigger than the previous one. (All of them) are covered

on the outside by Pradhana. Here this extensive world is the

body of Lord Hari.

53*. The Supreme God (giving up inactivity) rose from

805. vis. Mahat, ahathkara and bhUtas. As per older tradition tanmdtras

are subsumed under bhUtas.
* VJ. takes the Abl. in hirajtmayad ... koiSt in the sense of Acc. and

interprets t The great God Hari made the golden Egg of the universe lying
in the water to rise above it. He entered it and also the Jjody of Virij
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the golden egg, lying on the water. After entering ( = cont-

rolling) it, he pierced the vacant space806 therein in various

ways.

54. From this807
, at first was evolved the mouth. From

the Mouth came forth the speech. Along with speech the

Fire (Vahni

)

came out. Then were evolved two nostrils. Out
of them was issued the sense of smell along with Pra^a (vital

breath )

.

55. From the sense of smell was evolved Vayu. (Then)

two eyes were formed and thence the sense of seeing. From
this (sense) was evolved the Sun ( S&rya). (Then) were form-

ed the ears. Thence issued the sense of hearing from which

came forth the (presiding deities of) directions.

56. Then was evolved the Skin to virdj. Thence grew

hair, beard, mustaches etc. from which were produced herbs

and plants. Afterward was evolved the organ of generation

(the penis)

.

57. Thence came forth the semen out of which was

evolved water. Then was produced the anus whence the

Apana, From Apana came forth Death which causes fear to

the world.

56. (Thereafter) were formed the hands from which

came forth strength. From them came forth Indra ( Svard

f

)

.

(Then) were evolved the feetfrom which came forth locomo-

tion or movement. Thence came forth Hari.

59. The blood vessels were then formed in him.

them was produced blood from which were issued rivers

desses presiding over rivers ) . Then was evolved the sto:

From
(god-

nach.

Purufawho was born of him. Dwelling within, he made space (akaJa in

the form ofthe space in mouth (and other organs), differentiated and
manifest.

VB. states : When Hari woke up from sleep, the sense organs^ were
differentiated and evolved for enjoyment of the various arhJds ofGod.

806. kham— (i) a hole,—SR. (iii) The conative and cognitive
sense-organs which were undifferentiated in his four-foced body (was diffe-

rentiated by him into different sense organs)

.

807. asya : VR. takes this gen. in the Abi. sense and interprets : God
Brahm&’s body is an aggregate considered to be made up of parts each of
which is consubstantiaUy the same with the whole. From the mouth of this

Brahm&'s aggregate body the mouths of individual gods were issued. From
the mouth was differentiated the speech, and thence Fire, its presidittg

deity.
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60. From it arose hunger and thirst. From them came
forth ( the presiding deity of) the ocean. Then the heart was
evolved in him. From the heart came forth the mind?

61. From the mind was born the Moon; Then Intelli-

gence (buddhi ) was evolved. From it came forth the Lord of
Speech (Brahma). Then (was evolved Ego (aharfikara) . Thence
was evolved citta from which was born Kfetrajna.

62. These gods (with the exception ofKfetrajHa—the

individual Soul) who have arisen, were unable to make him
rise (and to activate him). (Therefore) in order to rouse him
(into activity) they, one by one, entered into their own spaces

(appointed sense-organs).

63. God Agni (Fire) entered the mouth along with the

speech, but the Virat was not roused thereby. When Vayu
(Wind) entered the nostrils along with the sense of smell, but

thereby the Virat did not rise.

64. The Sun entered the eyes along with the sense of

vision, but even then the Virat did not rise. When the (dei-

ties presiding over) directions (along with the sense of hearing

entered the cars, the Virat did not get up.

65. When the gods presiding over herbs and plants

entered the skin along with hair, the Virat did not rise. When
the (presiding deity of) water entered the organ of generation

along with semen, the Virat was not roused.

66. The god of Death entered the anus along with

Apana but the Virat was not activated. Indra along with

strength entered the hands but the Virat remained inactive.

67. Visnu, along with power of movement, entered the

feet but the Virat was not roused. Goddesses of rivers entered

the blood vessels along with blood, but the Virat was inactive.

68. The (god of the )
ocean entered the stomach along

with hunger and thirst, but the Virat remained unaroused.

The Moon entered the heart along with the Mind, but the

Virit was not roused.

69. Even Brahma entered the heart along with intelli-

gence (
buddhi

)

but the Virat did not get up. When Rudra

along with ahathkara entered the heart, (still) the Virat was

not-roused.

70. But when K?etrajfia (the intelligent individual
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Soul), the master of citta entered the heart, the Viraf Purusa

immediately was roused and got up from water.

71. Just as Prana (vital breath), sense organs, mind
and intelligence are not able to wake up the (body of a)

sleeping person by their own power without his ( ksetrajita's

)

help (so was the case with Virat Purusa).

72. By devotion unto God, ( leading to ) non-attachment
to anything else, and with mind inclined to and concentrated

by Toga ,
and the knowledge obtained by it, one should medi-

tate on the Soul (Pratyagdtman) within oneself as different

from it (from the chain of causal-relations)*.

CHAPTER TWENTY-SEVEN

( The Sdrhkhya Philosophy—Prakrti and Purusa)

1.** Though Purusa (the Soul) resides in the body

(which is a product of Prakrti) ,
he is not affected by the gurtas

of Prakrti (such as pleasure, pain etc.), just as the Sun (in the

sky) reflected in the water (is not affected by the qualities of

or changes in the water). For the Purusa is destitute ofgurias;

hence his freedom from action and the consequent changeless-

ness.

* GD. makes explicit the process implied above by $R : The first stage

is devotion (bhakti ) ofnine kinds. When the heart is purified by devotion,

there arises non-attachment to pleasures or worldly things. Then comes the

knowledge about the distinction between Prakrti, Puru?a and Iivara. By
that knowledge, understanding the individual Soul (Pratyagdtman) to be

different and distinct from the body which is an aggregate of cause and
effect, one should, with mind trained for concentration-byyoga discipline,

meditate on the K;etrajha or Pratyag-atman.

** (i) VR. : Jlva, though abiding in a body (a product of Prakrti)

is not affected by the gttyas of Prakrti such as the form ofexistence as a god

or a man or pleasure, pain etc. For the real nature ofjlva does not under-

go any change by his birth as a man or god. He is not the doer of the

activities of his body, and is free from gupas like sattva etc. He is like the

image of the Sun in the water—the real remaining unaffected by changes

in the reflecting medium. Jiva and the body have thus no connection
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2* When this {jiva) is attached to the gunas of Prakrti,

he becomes deluded by aharhk&ra and regards himself as the

doer (through false attribution).
#

3. Due to that {AharhkSra ) ,
he loses his independence

and blessed state. By the force ofthe (detrimental) effects of

karmas due to the association with Prakfti, he gets involved in

satfisara in some form of existence, good (as a god), bad (as a

sub-human being) or mixed (as a man).

4**. (The Soul being the non-doer)
,

the real bondage

of karmas does not exist. But sarhsara does not cease to be till

( viprakarfa ) from the point of place (deia ); time (Kdla

)

and nature

(svabh&va)

.

Alternatively VR. interprets Prakrti dharma as a birth in the from of

existence as a man or a god, and states these dhamas do not belong to the

jiva. His appearance as a man or a god is a false impression (bhranti ).

(ii) VJ : The Supreme Being and the jiva reside in the same body.

But Vi?nu being perfect is not affected by pleasure, pain, birth,

death etc . for he is not affected by the six vikiras (changes such as

birth, growth etc.) . He is not dependent for his action on anybody, and

hence an absolute agent. He is free from guoas e.g. sattva etc. He is like the

Sun, unaffected by the changes in the water wherein he is reflected.

(iii) JG., VC. follow $R. in general.

(iv) VB. : Although jiva is found in a body, he is merely reflected

in the Prakrti like the Sun in the water. He is not ‘greased* by the gunas

like sattva etc. for there is no vikara (change) in him. He has no adfffa and

hence no action.

* (i) VR: The Soul is different from Prakrti. But his (false) identi-

fication of himself with the body obscures his real essential nature. When
he is attached to the gwsas of Prakrti (like sound, taste etc.), he becomes

egoistic that he is the independent doer and gets the bondage.

(ii) VJ : When the jiva is attached to the gupas i.e. his body which is

composed of gu$as, he is deluded by Ego. Consequently he forgets the

essential nature of the Lord and his own limits as a dependent doer.

‘ (iii) $D : Though the Soul is really free, he wrongly identifies him-

self with gunas and out of egoism he gets deluded to regard himselfas a

man or a god and considers himself as the agent.

(iv) VB : gunas cannot do anything independently. The Soul being

cetana (sentient), transfers his own attributes to them (just as the Sun

makes water hot though it is cool by nature) . After thus controlling gunas

he becomes deluded by identifying himself with the gunas, and (wrongly)

thinks that he is the door.

++(i)VR : The forms of a man, god etc. are not real forms of the Soul.

But as long as he thinks about objects ofsenses, this calamity
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he is brooding over the objects (of senses), just as one experi-

ences misfortunes in a dream (even though it is unreal).

5. Therefore, the mind which is attached to the wicked

path of sensual enjoyment, should be gradually brought under

control by the Bhakti yoga (path of devotion ) and intense non-

attachment (to worldly objects).

6-11. He who practises meditation by the paths of

yoga characterised by angas (stages) like yama, niyama etc., is

full of faith (in me ) by real, sincere love to me, and by listen-

ing to stories about me, looks upon all beings as equal,

renouncing all attachment and company; hates nobody, prac-

tises celibacy and observes silence, follows his own duties

which are powerful on account of his offering them to God,

that sage who is satisfied with whatever he gets by chance,

is moderate in eating, resorts to solitude, is serene and
friendly to all and self-controlled, does not entertain false

attachment (like ‘me* and 'mine*) to his body and its depend-

ents or property, has the knowledge whereby one can realize

the truth about Prakjrti and Puru§a, has superseded the

stages like wakefulness, sleep etc., and hence has ceased to

see other things except God. The self-seer sage realizes his

Soul (Atman) by his Self (conditioned by ego) just as one sees

the Sun (in the sky) by the eye which is also a modified Sun,

(such a sage) attains to that non-dual (absolute) Brah-

man which is completely distinct and free from the subtle-body

(lihga-Sarira) and which appears as real in unrealities like

ahartikSra which is the friend, i.e. the support of Pradhana;

which is like an eye to the Asat (i.e. which sheds light on

Mahat etc. ) and which is woven fully into all causes and
effects.

12. Just as the reflection ofthe Sun in the water is seen

by its reflection on the (wall inside the house on the) shore

of satksSra persists just as in a dream he experiences pain etc.

though his body in the dream is unreal.

(ii) VJ. thinks the God’s grace is essential for the cessation of
seahsSta.

(iii)
.
VO. : Even though kamas are unreal, the Soul due to his

ahathk&ra as being the doer broods over the objects (and gets

bound in saffuSra by the actions done by his body)

.
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(at first)808 and just as (thereafter the real Sun in the heaven)

is noted due to its reflection in the water.

13* Similarly aharhkSra of three kinds as typified by
three gunas is seen as the reflection of Sat by the images of

dtman which are conditioned by the bhUtas (body), indriyas

(sense-organs ) and the mind. By the reflection of the dtman

in aharhkdra
,
the real atman whose essential nature is knowledge,

is realized.

14. When, due to sleep, the bhUtas, their subtle princi-

ples ( tanmdtras) , sense-organs, the mind, intelligence and

others (such as ahamkSra

)

are completely absorbed in

the unmanifest Prakrti, that which remains awake and free

from ahamkard (in the dead-like sleeping body) is the Soul.

1 5. In that state, when the ahaihkara is dormant (lit.

lost), the Seer (thejfoa), though himself is not lost, wrongly

thinks that he is lost, like a man stricken with grief at the loss

of his fortune, feels ( about himself)

.

16. In this way, having thoroughly thought over (this

distinctness of the atman), he realizes the Soul which is the

basis and the illuminator of all the matter ( or combination of

cause and effect) including aharfikara,

Devahuti said :

17. Oh Lord, Brahman, as both ( Prakrti and Purusa

)

are interdependent (for their manifestation) and eternal,

Prakrti never leaves the Purusa.

18. Just as the existence of smell and the earth (the

smelling substance) or of taste and water cannot be mutually

separate, Prakrti and Puntfa cannot be logically discontinuous

(i.e. cannot exist separately).

8o8. VJ. adds one more interpretation: Just as the reflection of the

face in water indicates the real face (person) standing on the bank, similarly

the reflection of the Sun in the water leads to the knowledge of the real Sun
in the sky.

* VJ. gives a totally different meaning : £e$a is the presiding

deity of three types of -aharhkdra (according to three gupas). He is seen

through his reflections viz. the presiding deities of bhUtasf indriyas (sense

organs) and the mind (manor). By the reflection called Seta, the fourfaced

Brahma is perceived, and through the reflection called Brahm& is seen

Lord Narayapa, the knower of the reality.
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19. How can there be emancipation (lit, alone-new)

from Prakrti when the gunas of Prakrti are in existence. These

gunas form bondage of karmas to Puru$a who is ( essentially)

,

inactive.

20. Sometimes the terrible fear ( of sarhs&ra ) may seem

( practically) receded by careful reflection about the Principles

(considered above). But as its cause (viz. the guyas of Pralqrti)

is not destroyed, the fear appears again.

21 <23. By performance of one’s duties (according

to one’s Varna—caste—and airama—stage in life) without any

desire for its fruit, by pure mind, and by devotion intensified

by hearing the stories of Hari for a long period, by

knowledge which has comprehended the reality, by a very

strong aversion to the world, by yoga accompanied with

asceticism, and by intense concentration (of the mind) on

the Soul ( dtman

)

, Prakrti, being consumed day and night,

gradually disappears in this very birth like the piece of Sami

wood (from which fire is enkindled), the source of fire,

(is burnt down by fire).

24. Prakrti which has been abandoned after enjoying

her (products), and whose evil effects are always seen, does

not bear anything inauspicious (like the bondage of karma) to

the Supreme Lord who is established in his magnificence.

25. Just as a dream presents a great many of calamities

to a man who is not awakened (but is dreaming in sleep), but

the same (dream) is not capable of deluding him when he is

awake.

26. Similarly Prakrti never causes any harm to one who
has realized the Truth, and who has set his heart upon me,

and who is delighted in realizing the Self (dtman).
I

27. When a sage is delighted in his own Self ( dtman )

,

and after going through many births is unattached and averse

to everything upto (i.e. including) the region ofBrahma.

28-29. (and being) my devotee has realized the true

Self, by my grace, he easily attains to his essential state, as

distinct from his physical body,—a state of final beatitude

called Kaivalya. The wise man who has cut asunder all

doubts (i.e. pseudo-knowledge) by his vision of the Self (dtma-

jftdna) goes by my grace to the state attained after the destruc-
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tion ofthe subtle body (lifiga-Sarfra) and from which state there

is no reversion (to sarhsara).

30. Oh mother, when the mind of the Siddha ( the eman-
cipated sage ) is not attached to the miraculous powers born of

yoga and obtained through yogic practice, then only is attained

the ultimate state pertaining to me—a state where even the

death cannot laugh ( is powerless )

.

CHAPTER TWENTY-EIGHT

( Exposition of the Affahga-Foga ( the eightfold Path ofToga)

The Lord said :

1 . Oh Princess, I shall explain to you the nature of the

sa-bija809 type ofYoga, by practising which only, the mind be-

comes tranquil and pure, and goes to the path (leading) to

Brahman810
.

2*. Performance of one's religious duties according to

one’s capacity, aversion to irreligion, contentment in what one

obtains by the Lord's grace (or one's fate); worshipping the

feet of those who have realized the Soul (dtman )

.

3. Abstention from duties pertaining to dharma, artha

and kdma (the first three common goals in life) , devotion to

duties leading to mokfa (liberation), eating pure food in mode-

ration and permanent stay in a safe, secluded place.

4. Non-violence, truthfulness, non-stealing, acceptance

of only the bare necessities of life, celibacy, penance, purity,

809. sabija : The Yoga is oftwo types ; sabtja and nirbija. Sabija

requires an object for meditation ($R.) which is according to VJ. & VD.
Vifnu. The «/rAyj-yoga consists ofcurbing the wavering mind and sub-

jugating it solely to the Self as prescribed in the BG. 6.26 (VB.)

.

8(0. sat-patham— (1) The path of bhakti (RR.)
;
(ii) The path lead-

ing to the realization of diman (VB.) or of the Lord (VB., SD.).
* Although the commentators label the virtues enumerated in these

(2-6) verses as yama and npama, the first two aiigas of Yoga, it is an

elucidation of Ys. 2.30-32. Gf. the list ofvirtues in BG. 16.1-3; 17.7-1 1,

1 7.14-16 as ‘means to knowledge' as the daivl samPad and as moral discipline

|
[tapa.s)
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study of Vedas (or S&stras), ( ritualistic) worship of the Supreme
Man.

5. Silence, ever-firmness in bodily posture and steadi-

ness, gradual control of breath, mental withdrawal of senses

from their objects into the heart.

6. Concentration of the mind and the breath in one of

the plexuses (like the m&lddhSra cakra ), constant meditation of

the lilas (sports, actions) of Lord, and concentration of the

mind on God.

7. By these and other means (such as observance of

vows, giving donations) one should attain control over his

breath, and deliberately and without slackness, direct the

mind to the right path—mind which has become polluted by

going to the path ofworldly enjoyment.

8*. Having firmly fixed his seat in a clean holy place,

he should (firstly)get (thorough) control of his bodily posture.

He should comfortably811 be seated on that seat, and keeping

his body erect, he should practise (breath-control).

9. He should purify the passage ( path) of the breath.

( the respiratory system ) by systematic inhalation, retention

and exhalation of breath or vice versa* so that the mind be-

comes quiescent and steady.

1 0. The mind of ayogin who has mastered his breathing,

becomes pure immediately just as gold melted by the blast

of wind and fire, gives up the dross mixed with it.

1 1 . One should burn one’s impure humids in the body

by breath-control, the sins by Dh&raruP1*, the .attachment to

objects of senses by Pratydhdra818 and undivine qualities by
meditation.

12. When one's mind becomes pure and properly steady

*. This is practically a quotation from BG. 6. 1 1-13.

81 1. svasti : SR. reads svastikam dslnam and interprets : 'in the bodi-

ly posture called svaitik&sana'

.

He quotes a verse describing fids posture.

VR., VC., SD., VB. follow $R.
8is. Dh&rapd—'Fixed attention* is binding the mind to a place like a

plexus {cakra) in die body—YS. 3.1.

813. PratyUhSra—sva-oifay&samprayoge qittasya svarQp&nvk&rd ivtttdriy&Qdth

pro&Jh&rak / YS. 2.54. *PrdtySkSra (withdrawal ofthe senses) is as it were

the imitation ofthe mind-stuff itselfon the part ofthe organs by di^oia

iag themselves from their objects'. Wood—YSP. 1 97-98.
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(poised), by Toga, one should meditate on the form of the

Supreme Lord, with his eyes fixed at the farthest end j(
the tip)

of his nose.

13*-18. The Yogin should meditate on the complete

form of God, till his mind is completely fixed on God; whose

lotus-like face is kindly (i.e. gracious) ; whose eyes are reddish

like the interior of a lotus; whose complexion is dark-blue like

the petals of a blue lotus ; who is holding (in his hands) a

conch, a disc ( Sudar&ana-cakra )
and a mace (Kaumodaki gads)

whose silk garments are yellow like the bright (shining)

;

filaments of a lotus; whose chest bears the mark of Srioatsa ;

who wears the resplendent jewel kaustubha around his neck;

who is garlanded by a vanamdld about which intoxicated

bees are humming sweetly; who is adorned with invaluable

necklace, bracelets, crown, armlets (angada) and anklets;

whose waist (lit. hips) is engirdled by a lustrous belt; whose

seat is in the lotus-like hearts (of his devotees); who is the

most beautiful, serene, delighting the eyes and theminds (ofhis

devotees) ; who is extremely charming to look; who is ever

bowed (and respected ) by all the worlds ; who appears like a

boy (of fifteen) in age;who is eagerly absorbed in (showering)

grace on his servants; whose holy fame deserves to be

eulogised; who has enhanced the fame of Bali and other

punyailokas (persons of hallowed name).

19. With his mind full of pure devotion, he should

contemplate the God as st nding, walking, sitting, lying, or

occupying his heart—-Lord whose lil&s are worth looking.

20. When the sage finds that his mind becomes concen-

trated on all the members of the body of the Lord as a whole,

he should try to fix on the members (of the body of the Lord)

one by one.

21. He should reflect (contemplate) the lotus-like feet

of the Lord which are enriched by the (lines showing) marks

of theVajra, the goad (aAkuSa)
i
the banner [dhoqja) and the

lotus, and the lunar rays emanating from whose group of

prominent, reddish, refulgent ( toe-) nails have dispelled the

dense darkness in the hearts ( ofhis devotees) •

* From this verse, the author gives the different mental represen-

tations ofVifou on which the Yogin should meditate in a serial order.
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22. One should contemplate for a long time the lotus*

like feet of the Lord—Feet, the waters washing which flowed

forth and became a great river, the GaAgft. God Siva bore

the sacred waters (of the Gangk) on his head and became
supremely auspicious. (One should meditate on) those feet

which are like a thunderbolt discharged against the mountain

of evils (sins) in the mind of the meditator (or the feet which

detonate the Vajra, the mark on his feet, against the mountain

of evils).

23. One should contemplate in one’s heart (the pair of

the shanks and) knees of the All-pervading Lord who liberates

from sarhsdra—the knees which are placed on her thighs and
are gently served (pressed and massaged) with her brilliant

sproutlike hands by Lak$mi of lotus-eyes, who is the mother of

god Brahma, the creator of all the worlds.

24. (One should meditate in one's hearts on) the thighs

of the Lord which appear superbly beautiful on the shoulder of

Garuda, and which are the source (or reservoir) of strength,

and are like Atasited (linseed) flower in complexion. He
should further contemplate his waist or round hips which

are encircled ( lit. embraced) with a girdle which belts his

yellow garment (Pitambara

)

reaching upto his ankles.

25. (One should contemplate) his deep lake-like navel

on the stomach which is like a cave accommodating all the

worlds and from which sprouted forth the lotus which was the

seat of God Brahma and the abode of the universe. One
should meditate on his pair of emerald-like nipples which

appear bright and white by the rays of the shining wreaths of

pearls.

26. One should then contemplate in one's heart the

chest of the great God (Hari) which is the resting place of his

Supreme Power (goddess Mahi-lakfmi), and which brings

great joy to men's minds and eyes. Next, one should medi-

tate upon the neck ofLord Hari who is bowed down by all

the worlds—the neck which beautifies the Kaustubhajewel.

27. One should then visualize for meditation his arms,

the armlets on which, got burnished by the circular movements

of the Mand&ra mountain (while the ocean was being churned

for the nectar)—arms which are the support of the Lokapsta*
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( deities protecting the world )
.

(One should then contemplate

)

the Sudaidana disc of one thousand blades (spokes) of unbear-

able splendour (and velocity), and the conch which lodks like

a royal swan In his lotus-like hand (due to whiteness of the

conch and the swan).

28. Then one shoiild remember (contemplate) the

Lord's beloved mace, KaumodakT, besmeared with the thick

(mudlike) blood of inimical warriors. (Then one should con-

template) the garland ( in his neck) which is ( as if) resonant

with the humming swarm of bees around it. He should (next)

meditate on the spotless jewel Kaustubha which represents the

essential principle ofjivas 814 (beings)

.

29. One should ( then) properly contemplate the lotus-

like face of the Lord who, with his mind full of compassion for

his servants, has assumed a form ( incarnation ) in this world

—

(his) face ( beautiful ) with shapely prominent nose and spot-

less cheeks illuminated by the oscillations of the refulgent ear-

rings of crocodile-like shape.

30*. With close attention, one should contemplate in

mind the lotus-like face of Hari which manifests itself in the

mind—face looking beautiful due to the locks of curly hair

around it, and lotus-like eyes with flaJiing charming eye-

brows, and which thus surpasses in beauty the lotus-abode of

Lakfmf, which, due to its beauty is attended upon (hovered

round) by black-bees and resorted to by a pair of fish.

31. With periect and intense devotion one should con-

template for a long time the glances of the eyes of Hari who is

dwelling in die cave in the form of one's heart—glances

which are cast with great mercy and favour for soothing the

terrible-most afflictions of three types (

—

ddhy&tmika, Sdhibhau-

Hka and ddhidaiuika), and which are accompanied with affec-

814. The gem, Kaustubha represents theSoul—the/fM-foUoa—VR.,JG.
CM*. Atminam asyajagata mrUpam aguahmatam /

Bibharti Kaustubha•mqfasoartyaih bhagav&n Harib //

—VP. i.ee.68.

'Lord Hari wean on his neck the gem Kaustubha whidt is a form of
the Soul of the living beings. It is destitute ofany deposit, guaa or dirt.'

* By clever arguments VB. tries to show that (the nine-fold devotion

is described in verses 99 and 30.
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donate smile, and which confer abundance of grace (upon hit

devotees).

32. (One should then contemplate) Hari’s most en-

chanting smile which dries up the sea of tears caused by the

intense grief of all the people who bow to him ; (and should

meditate on) his circular eyebrows which he has bent by his

Maya to entice and delude the god of love for the sake of sages

(whom he—the god of Love—disturbs in their meditations).

33. Vi?nu manifests himself in the cave of the heart in

one's body. With a heart full of ( lit. moistened with ) devo-

tion, one should contemplate on Viwu’s loud laugh as an

object of meditation—laugh which exhibits his row of teeth

like Kunda buds, which appear reddish by the bright glow of

his lower lip. Having dedicated one's mind to him, one

should not desire to look anywhere else.

34. In this way (of meditating on the Lord) the sage

gets the love of Hari engendered in him. His heart is melted

with devotion. He finds his hair standing on their ends through

ecstatic joy. Due to the tears ofjoy flowing on account of his

ardent love for God, he finds himself frequently submerged in

the flood ofjoys. He gradually disentangles himself from his

heart which is like a hook to secure the Lord.*1*

35*. When the mind becomes unattached and with-

8x5. citta-batfiiam etc, (i) The angle in the form of cilia which hooks

up the Lord who is difficult to capture—$R.
(ii) He should gradually disengage his mind from the person of the

Lord which is to be meditated. He should then meditate on his pratyag-

itmd (Soul).—VR.
(iii) The sage who directs the hook of his heart to the Lord—the

object of contemplation, disengages it (and enters samddhi without any

purposeful efforts) .—VJ.
This is the method of sabfja samidhi

.

(iv) The heart ofYogin is hard like a hook. Its touch is trouble-

some to the Lord. When this hook is removed (disengaged)

,

God con-

fers experience of Pralyag-Stm& and Mokfa on the Yogin but not the expe-

rience of the Supreme Soul.

(v)The hook of the mind which is the instrument ofgrasping worldly

objects and turned to meditation etc. which lead to the attainment ofHari.

—SD.

•VR. *s explanation may be summarised as follows :

When mind becomes unattached, it becomes destitute of objects of

senses like a flame of lamp free from smoke. When the mind ceases to
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drawn from the sense-objects, it loses its support ( to function

as the meditator has no standing in the absence of the object

ofmeditation. It becomes dissolved in Brahman (i.tf. its being

is transformed into Brahman) just as a flame in the absence

of its support (oil, wick etc.) becomes one with theMahabhuta

Fire. In this stage, a man who is free from the flow of gunas

i.e. the limitations of the body etc. at once realizes his Soul

directly as one (without distinction such as the meditator and

the object of meditation)

.

36. Even he (the devotee or Yogin) becomes dissolved

in Brahman which is beyond pleasure and pain. In this last

stage attained by the practice of Yoga, his (Yogin’s) mind

finally withdraws (and becomes free from avidyd) . Tha Yogin

thus realizes the essential nature of the Soul and transfers

from himself the agency of the pleasure and the pain to ahatfi

•

kdra ( ego) ,
known as asat which is the produce of avidyd.

37. Just as an addict, blind with the intoxication of

wine, is not conscious of the existence of the garment he has

worn, the perfect Siddha who has reached the final stage ( des-

cribed above) is not conscious whether his body is sitting or

standing or is removed to another place or has returned by

the will of the destiny, because he ( the siddha ) has reached

(realized ) his real self.

38. So long as the karma which is the cause of the body

is effective ( and not exhausted ) till that period the body along

with the sense-organs which is at the mercy of the fate does

definitely exist. But he who has mastered the Yoga upto the

Samddki and who has realized the thing (i.e. the Soul) does

not again accept the body along with its attendants (the

Prapailca) as if it is an appearance in a dream. (He becomes

think about these and rises above the contemplation of forms etc., it

abandons Its external activities. Then the individual Soul loses attachment

to his body and die idea ofbeing absolutely independent and directly finds

himself to be a part or attribute of the Supreme Self.—VR.
VO. : When mind becomes unattached ahd free from vifayas (objects

of senses), it loses its stay or support, (as it has nothing to think about).

Hence it naturally attains ta Hirvdpa like die flame of lamp when deprived

of its wick and oil. In this stage of dissolution of mind, jlva , directly

experiences the identity of the pure Soul and individual Soul (jiva).

Thenceforth he never returns to smtuara.
Of
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free from the aharhkdra regarding his body, his relatives, belong*

ings etc.)*

39. Just as a man is found to be different from his son

or wealth, even though they are accepted as his own, similarly

the Soul is distinct from his body (and things in association

with it, though they are regarded as his self).

40-41. Just as the (real) fire is different from the fire-

brand or from the sparks (emanating from it) or the smoke
(issuing from it) or the burning wood is regarded as the fire,

so also the Seer is different and distinct from bhUtas
,

sense-

organs and the mind ( antah-karana ) ; the Brahman is different

from what is designated as jiva, and the Lord (Supreme Soul)

is different from Piakrti.

42. Just as all types of beings (whether born from the

womb or from the egg or from perspiration or germinating

from seeds as plants )
are identical from the point of their

constitution from Mahabhutas, similarly one should see (the

identity of) the Soul (atman ) in all beings and of all beings

in the atman,

43. Just as the fire, though one, appears to be different

according to the difference in the quality of its source (i.e. the

shape, size and quality of the wood burnt by it)—similarly the

embodied Soul appears different according to the difference in

quality of its body (whether human, divine etc.}.

44. Therefore, after conquering this incomprehensible

Prakrti, God Vi arm's own power, which is of the form of

cause and effect (sat and asat ) , one remains in one's own
(original, pure) form.

CHAPTER TWENTY-NINE

( The Path ofBhakti (Bhakti-Toga) and The Power of Time)

Devah&ti said :

1-2. Oh Lord, the accurate description ofthe Mahat and

other principles and of the Prakyti and Purufa as described in

the S&mkhya-$astra has been narrated—the accurate descrip-
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tion by which the real nature of these (Samkhya ) principles is

correctly understood. It is said to be the source of the Bhakti

Yoga. Please tell (explain) to me in details thes path of the

Bhakti-yoga,

3. Oh revered Kapila, please tell me the different types

of births (existences) of this world of living beings, by hearing

which a man becomes free from attachment to everything

(and everywhere) in the world.

4. Please tell me about the nature of your all-powerful

Kala or Time. He is regarded as the controller of the great

{gods like Brahma). It is because (of the fear of) Time that

people take to good actions.

5. You have certainly manifested yourself as the Sun

shedding light on the Yoga, in order to awaken the people

who are ignorant and hence full of ahamkara (pride) about

unreal objects ( like their body etc. ) and are exhausted due to

the attachment of their minds to actions (karmas

)

and are

hence fast asleep for a long time in the unending darkness of

samsdra.

Maitreya said :

6. Oh prominent Kuru! The great sage hailed with joy

the beautiful speech of his mother. Being pleased with her

and out of compassion (for her)
,
he spoke to her.

T^he Lord said :

7. Oh mother, the path ofBhakti is regarded as having

many branches; for the objects of men differ according to

their natural dispositions and attributes (like sattva etc.)

8. He who becomes my devotee with the intention of

doing injury (to others
) or out of hypocrisy and jealousy or

under the influence of anger or with an outlook full of differ-

ences (or with incorrect outlook of things), is called a Tamasa

type of devotee.

9. He who, with a desire of worldly pleasures or of fame

or authoritative power, worships me in my images and enter-

tains notions of difference, is a devotee of rdjasa type.

10* He who wishes to purge all (his) karmas, or desires

* $R. and later SD. and GD. state that there are 8i types of sagupa-

bhakti. SR. details them as follows : 1-3 Tamasa bhakti—actuated by injury

(himsi)

,

religious hypocrisy (dambha) and jealousy (matsara)

;

4-6 RSjasa
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to dedicate them to the Supreme Lord or worships the Lord
with the simple objective of worship (and expecting no return

for it) but entertains the idea of difference31*, is called a devo-

tee of the Sdttoika type,

11-12. Just as the waters of the Gaflga continuously

flow into the sea, similarly by merely listening to ( the descrip^

tion of) my qualities the mind incessantly flows to me who
reside in the hearts of all (beings). This close smd intimate

devotion to the Lord (Puru?ottama), without any ulterior

motive, is definitely regarded as the characteristic of the nirgu$a

type ofBhakti.yoga.

13. Even if the kinds of liberation (muktts), viz. resi-

dence in the same region with me (sdlokya ) , equality in

wealth, power and glory like me {sdrsfi)> staying near me
(samipya) ,

similarity ofform like me ( sdrufya

)

and even union

with God ( ekatva) are offered to these persons ( the mrgtfpa-

bhaktas) they do not accept anything except my service.

14. That only is called the absolute*17 (and the highest)

Bhdktiyoga whereby one transcends the trinity of gu$as ( and

the sartisdra caused by them) and attains to my state (Brahma-

hood).

15. Themind of the man (my nirguga devotee) becomes

purified by careful performance of daily religious duties with-

out any motive, by performance of disinterested worship with

ardent faith (as prescribed in the Paficaratradgama ) without

involving the least injury to beings81*.

1 6. by beholding at my image, by touching, worshipp-

bhakti—motivated by the desire for objects ofenjoyment, for reputation nod
for authority; 7-9 S&ttoiki bhakti —generated by a desire to purge all sins,

to dedicate karmas to God and to worship as a duty with no ulterior motive.

Each of these is subdivided into nine according to the ninefold path of bhakti

consisting of §rava$at Klrta^a etc.

816. VR. & VS. read a-prthag-bh&va : (i) The knowledge that he is

like the body ofthe Lord^VR); (Who sees identity or oneness in my forms.

817. dtyantika—That which takes place finally, i.e. sdjujyatd (absorp-

tion into God).

818. ndtihithsrcQa—Some hitpsd (injury) to subtle beings is inevita-

ble while washing the temple, cooking food for offering to God, collecting

flowers and fruit etc. for worship. But this injury is condonable.—VO.
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ing praising and bowing to me, by regarding me (as residing)

in all beings, by firmness or fortitude and non-attachment.

1 7. by paying great respect to the great, showing

compassion to the afflicted, by friendliness towards one’s

equals and by observance oiyama and niyama.

1 8. by listening to thephilosophic discourses about atman
,

by eulogizing the name (of God) , by straightforwardness and

by association with the noble (Souls) and’ by giving up aham-

kdra.

19. As soon as such a devotee listens to (the descrip-

tion of) my attributes, he is easily attracted to me.

20. Just as fragrance being carried by (the chariot in

the form of) the wind from its source (reaches the nose )
and

captures the smelling organ, similarly the mind which is cons*

tant and unperturbed and absorbed inyoga, attains to (and

realizes) the atman.

21. I am always abiding in all beings as their Soul

( antatydmin) . A man who disregards me ( the antaryamin) per-

forms a sham idol-worship.

22. He who foolishly neglects me, the controller of the

world dwelling as a Soul
( atman

)

in all beings, and worships

merely the images, is (as if), offering oblations in ashes (in-

stead ofin the fire).

23. The mind ofa man who possesses aharhkdra ( about

his body identifying it with the Soul) and who hates me in

another body regarding me as different (in every person) and

contracts enmity with other beings, never attains tranquillity.

24. Oh sinless, I am not at all pleased with a person

who slights all beings ( even though ) I am worshipped as an

image by him, with (ritualistic) offerings of various articles

(like sandle-paste, flowers, fruits etc.).

25. So long as a man does not realize in his heart that

I, the Supreme Lord, am present in all beings he should per-

form his religious duties and worship me in an idol.

26* If a person makes even a slight difference between

* JG. & VC. take vdarastomach. JG., VC. s One should treat &
hungry man like himself and feed him properly.

VJ. : Mftyu in the from ofNtsiihha creates great fear (viz. throwing
a man in the darkest hell) for the man who regards all the antenySmins
(inner Souls of beings) as different.
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himself and the Supreme Self (Paramdtman)
81#

, I, who am
Death, create a big fear for him who entertains the idea of

difference.

27. Hence he should worship me by gifts and respectful

behaviour, friendliness and equality of outlook—me who
dwell in all beings as their Soul.

28. Oh auspicious mother, sentient beings are superioi

to non-sentient ones. Those who bear Pr&ga (have vital func-

tions of respiration etc. ) are superior to the sentient beings. To
them are superior the possessors of citta. Those who possess

the function of the sense organs are higher than the possessors

ofmere citta ( mind)

.

29. Even amongst the possessors of sense-organs those

who possess the sense of taste are higher than those who
possess the sense of touch. To these are superior those who
possess the sense of smell. Higher than these are the possessors

of the sense of hearing.

30. Beings which know the difference in colour and

forms ( i.e. have the eyes) are higher than those possessing the

sense of hearing. To these are superior, the beings who have

teeth in the lower and upperjaws. Higher than these are the

multipeds. Qpadruped animals are superior to multipeds

and bipeds are higher than the quadrupeds.

31. Among the bipeds, four Varyas (castes) are superior

and the Trahmanas are the highest among them (the castes).

Among the Brahma^as, the reciters of the Vedas are higher.

Superior to these are those who understand the meaning of

the Vedas.

32. He who can solve doubts and difficulties (of Vedic

interpretation) is superior to him who simply knows the mean-

ing ( of the Veda ) , To him is superior the performer of one's

prescribed religious duties. But a person who has renounced all

association and does not desire the fruit of his religious acts is

higher than the previous one.

33. Superior to him is the man who has dedicated all

his actions and body to me and who does not entertain the

notion of difference. I do not know anyone superior to a

819. Or : who regards body as coming in between his individual

Soul and the Supreme Soul

—

SR.
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person who has dedicated his body to me, deposited his karmas

in me, and has no ego of being the agent of any action and

who sees all as equals. ,

34. One should understand that the glorious Lordhim-

self has entered all beings as theirjiva (individual Soul) and

should pay great respects to them mentally and bow down to

them.

35. Oh daughter of Manu, the Bhakti-yoga (the path

of Bhakti ) and Toga ( of eight stages) have been explained to

you by me. By following one of them, a man will attain to

God (the Supreme Man).

36. This is the form of the glorious Lord, the Supreme

Soul, the Brahman. It is both Prakfti and Purusa (and still)

is also beyond them. It is the unseen destiny ( daiva) which is

the cause of all karmas (in the form of sarhsdra ).

37. The divine form ( of the Lord ) which is the cause

of the differences in the appearances of things, is called Time.

From it, fear is caused to beings, which entertain the notion

of difference and which preside over the Mahat and others.

38. He enters into all beings ( bhUtas

)

and supports

them all. He eats them up (annihilates them) by their means.

He is called Vi§nu, presiding deity of sacrifices who confers

the fruit of the sacrifice (on the performer). He is the Time,

the ruler of rulers.

39. Nobody is dear or mimical to him. He has no friend

or relative. He is always alert and enters into the negligent

people in order to destroy them.

40. It is out of his (Kdla's) fear that the wind blows. It

is due to his fear that the Sun shines. God Indra showers

(water) out of his fear. Heavenly bodies shine out of his dread.

41. It is due to his fear that trees, creepers, plants and

herbs blossom forth and bear fruits in the proper seasons.

42. It is out of his fear that the rivers flow and the sea

does not overflow his fixed limits. Being afraid of him, the

fire burns and the earth (burdened) with mountains does not

submerge (in the sea).

43. It is due to his control that the sky affords space for

living (breathing) creatures and the Principle Mahat expands

its body into the world enveloped in seven sheaths.
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44. It is out of his fear that (Brahma and other) gods

who preside over the gunas (like sattva etc. ) and who can

control this mobile and immobile world (creatures), carry out

their duties of creation etc. in every Tuga.

45. He is endless but puts an end (to all). Time is

beginningless but marks the beginning of all. He is immutable.

He causes beings to be born of parents and causes the end of

antaka (god of death) by means of death.

CHAPTER THIRTY

( Sarhsara and Sufferings in Hell)

Kapila said :

1. Just as a row of clouds does not know the force of the

mighty wind even though they are dispersed by it, similar-

ly the people, though at the mercy of Time

—

Kola—certainly

do not know the great prowess of the mighty Time.

2. Whatever object (of pleasure) a man acquires with

great efforts for the enjoyment of pleasures, the omnipotent

Lord destroys it ( lit. shakes it off) and the man grieves over it.

3. For it is out of delusion that an ignorant person

regards as permanent that which belongs to this perishable

body and its relatives such as the house, lands, money (and

other property) which are transitory.

4. In whatever kind of existence (birth) a being is

born in this sarhsara, he feels happy in that (particular) birth.

He is never disgusted (and unattached) with it.

5. The Jioa is so deluded with the Mdyd of God that

even in hell, while he has to subsist on and find pleasure in

the products of hell, he verily does not desire to give up his

(hellish) body.

6. With his heart deeply rooted in his body, wife, child-

ren, house, cattle, wealth and relatives, he regards himself as

great and happy.
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7. All his body is as if burning with anxiety of support-

ing these; (and) this ignorant person of evil intentions continu-

ously goes on committing sins.
#

8. His mind and senses are attracted by the spell of

the seductive charms of unchaste women in privacy, and by
the sweet indistinct warbling of children.

9. He is prompt and watchful in the householder’s life

which is characterised by unfair moneydealings leading to a

lot of misery. In such houses the householder regards it a

pleasure to counteract the miseries.

10 He maintains them with money (and |other objects)

acquired here and there (in various ways and from any place

)

with great injury (and trouble to all). He can enjoy (but little

of) what is left after their consumption. By ( thus) maintaining

them, he goes down (to hell)

.

11. When, despite his fresh attempts to start again and

again, his means of livelihood become a failure, he becomes

overpowered with greed. Growing weak, he begins to covet

after another's property.

12. Being unable to maintain his family, the un-

fortunate fellow, whose all attempts have ended in failure,

becomes destitute of wealth and miserable. Being at a loss to

know what to do; the wretch goes on brooding and sighing.

13. Just as miserly farmers neglect old (and hence use-

less) bulb, his wife and others do not treat him with respect as

before, as he has become incapable of maintaining them.

14-15. Even in that stage he does not feel disgust. He is

deformed with old age and is approaching death. He is over-

come with disease. He eats but little due to loss of appetite.

His movements slow down and he is now nourished by those

whom he had brought up. He stays in the house like a dog

eating what is contemptuously thrown to him.

16. By the (vital) breath which is passing out, he has

his eye-balls shot out. Phlegm chokes up the tubular passage

(in his lungs). He suffers from extreme difficulty in breathing

due to cough and asthema and a gurgling sound is heard in his

throat.

1 7. He lies surrounded by his weeping relatives. He
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who is bound down with the noose of Death, does not reply,

even though addressed ( by his relatives)

.

18. In this way, a man who has devoted himself com-
pletely for the maintenance of his family and has not control-

led his sense-organs, loses his consciousness (lit. intelligence,

mind) through extreme pain and dies while his relatives are

crying.

19. Then he sees two terrible-looking messengers of

death with eyes full of anger. At their sight, with terrified

heart, he passes on urine and excrement.

20. They perforce shut him ( the jiva) in a body special-

ly designed to torture him. Fastening a noose round his neck,

they drag him along the rout ( to the region of death) like the

policemen (King's men) do to convicts (persons to be punish-

ed).

21-22. His heart is breaking with their threats. He is

trembling (with fear). On the way, hellish dogs bite him.

Remembering his sins, he feels distressed. He suffers from

hunger and thirst. On the road covered with hot sand, he is

scorched by the heat of the Sun, forest-conflagration and (hot)

blasts of wind. He is severely whipped on the back. Though
weak and exhausted, he drags (on the road) where there is

neither shelter nor water.

23. Now and then he faints exhausted. He rises again

led by the most accursed dark path to the house ofYama (hell ;.

24. He is dragged within three or two muh Hrtas*i0 on this

road of ninety-nine thousand Yojanas and undergoes the

sufferings.

25. His body is burnt by surrounding it with firebrands.

Sometimes he is made to eat his own flesh cut by himself or

by others.

26. While he is alive, his entrails are dragged out by the

hounds or vultures in the hell. He is subjected to torments by

the biting and stinging of serpents, scorpions, mosquitoes and

others.

27. His limbs are chopped off one by one. He is crushed

by being trampled by the elephants and such other animals.

8so. muh tirta—A period of48 minutes.
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He is thrown down from the tops ofmountains. He is confined

and suffocated in caves or under water.

28. Whether a man or a woman, he or she undergoes

extreme tortures of the hells called Tamisra, Andha-tamisra,

Raurava and others as a result ofmutual illicit relations.

29. Oh mother, some say that the heaven or the hell is

here ( in this world ) only, because whatever tortures or afflic-

tions are meted out in the hell are seen in this very world.

30. In this way, he who maintains his family or earns

his livelihood only, gives up his family and his body, and
experiences such kind of fruit for it after death ( in the other

world )

.

31. He who has collected only sins as the provision

for a journey ( in sartisara ) has to give up his physical body

which he has maintained by doing wrong to other beings and

goes alone to the hell ofdarkness ( andha-tamisra hell).

32. A man who commits sins for feeding his family,

experiences in hell their evil consequences brought to him by

Destiny. He becomes afflicted like a man who has been

robbed of his wealth.

33. The being (jioa) who is eager to maintain his fami-

ly by irreligious behaviour only, goes to the Andha-Tamisra

hell, the lowest region of darkness.

34. He regularly undergoes suffering and miserable

types of births (of sub-human beings below, which he has

passed through before his rebirth as a human being) . He goes

through them by degrees and becomes pure and is born as a

human being.

CHAPTER THIRTY-ONE

( Sufferings of theJioa—The Rdjasi Gati)

The Lord said :

1 . Thejioa is impelled by the force of his Karma
which is under the direction and control of God. For the forma-

tion of his gross body, he, through the medium of the semen

ofman enters the womb ofa woman.
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2. In one night, the mixture of the (man’s) semen and
(the woman’s) blood takes place. In five nights, a circular

bubble-like mass is formed. In ten days, it becomes (some-

what) hard like the fruit of the jujube tree
( karkandhu ) , There-

after, it becomes a ball of flesh or an egg.

3. In one month, the head is formed. In two months,

the body develops arms, feet and other organs. In three

months, nails, hair, bones, skin, the penis and the anus are

formed.

4. By the end of the fourth month, the seven essential

ingredients of the body are produced. In the fifth month,

hunger and thirst arc felt. In the sixth month, the foetus is

enveloped with an external skin called jarayu, and it begins to

make movements in the rightside of the mother’s abdomen.

5. He develops the essential ingredients of the body by

the mother’s intake of food and drinks. The jiva stays in an

abominable hollow place, full of urine and feces, a breeding

place of worms.

6. By the frequent biting of the hungry worms which

are there (in the same hollow place), his whole body, being

very delicate and soft, is wounded all over. Being extremely

tormented, he falls into a swoon at every moment.

7. He is affected by the bitter, pungent, hot, salt, astrin-

gent, acidic and such other unbearable substances eaten by

the mother, and thereby suffers pain spread all over the body.

8. Enveloped in the womb and surrounded on the out-

side with the entrails, it lies there with his head protruding

towards the stomach and with his back and neck in a bent

position.

9. Like a bird (shut up) in a cage, he is incapable of

making (free) movements of his body there. As a result of his

karma in previous births, he recollects his actions (karmas

)

done

in the last hundred previous births and suffers the endless pain

without a sigh. What happiness can he have (in such a

condition).

10. From the seventh month, he gets consciousness.

But as he is always moved by ‘the winds of delivery’ (suti-

vdta), he cannot remain in one spot like the worms born in

the feces in the same place.
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11. The jiva who knows both body and the Soul but is

bound by seven essential ingredients of the gross body, is

afraid. In repentance he folds his hands and in wqrds express*

ing distress, he praises the Lord who has confined him in the

womb. Thejiva ( the Individual Soul) said :

12. That the Lord has shown me this condition (made me
to experience confinement in the womb) is quite befitting as I

am wicked821
. I, who am of that type, (now) take shelter

under the lotuslike feet of the Lord, who fearlessly moves over

the earth, after assuming various bodies (incarnations), with

the desire of protecting the world, which has submitted to him

for refuge822 .

13. I stay as if bound down, here (in the mother’s

womb), depending on the Maya in the form (of my body con-

sisting) of five Bhutasy sense-organs and mind
(
manas) ,

and with

821. VB., VR. read : upa-pannam— (the world) created by him.

822. VC. : “I am ruined by great calamities. But the Cod has

inspired in me such type of mental attitude as iS capable of delivering me
from this.'*

VR. : Paramatma occupies the same body (consisting of bhutas etc.)

as the one occupied by jiva. But though he is staying in Prakrti along

with jiva , he is untouched by the blemishes of the Prakrti and hence is

extremely pure. He is destitute of changes such as birth, death, grief,

delusion, hunger, thirst etc. His knowledge is undiminished. Though

he stays in the same impure body as the jiva who is subject to karmas> he

is not at all affected by any impurities. Hence thejiva bows to him who
manifests in his afflicted heart.

Basing his explanation on Satyarh jilanam anantarh Brahma (Tait. Up.

a. 1. 1 ) VJ. states : The ParamStman stays in the body even in the womb as

the director of the Prakrti. But (tu) there is extreme difference between the

jiva and the paramatman as he is extremely pure, changeless, of unlimited

knowledge. 1 bow to Hari whose presence in my heart burning with

afflictions, is determined by his being free from them.

VC. : I bow to the Lord as we do not know whether he stays in this

body to protect us or as a part of his lild. It is proper that as a result ofmy
past sinful actions I am here, but how does he live in this hell as an antary-

dmin ? His presence due to his dependence on Maya does not bring any

impurity, change or limitation to his knowledge as in my case. He stayed

in my heart and gave me the (above) knowledge. Hence I realized this
1

in my heart tormented with affliction.

VB. : This verse describes the absence ofblemishes and excellences in

the Lord. It describes the blemishes of the jiva. And thejiva bows to the

Lord to remove his weaknesses and faults.
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my real nature covered by karmas. I bow to the Lord who is

being realized in my tormented heart yet is himself unaffect*

ed by changes (
avikara

)

as he is extremely pure and unlimited

by conditions, and of uninterrupted knowledge.

14.

* I who am falsely concealed in a body composed

of five Bhutas
,
am factually unattached to it. I am the jiva

falsely reflected in the sense-organs, attributes (like sattva ) and

objects of senses. I bow to that Supreme Man whose great-

ness is not limited823 by the body—the Supreme Man who is

the controller of the Prakrti and Puru§a and who is omniscient.

15. By what means can thejiva regain for himself his

original status824 without the grace of the Lord by (the power

of ; whose Maya he lost his memory (about his true self) and

is wandering in this path of sarhsdra suffering the afflictions

resulting from it and wherein he incurs heavy bondage from

actions (committed) due to the three gunas.

16. Which825 of the gods except the Supreme Being has

inspired in me this knowledge of the past, present and future?

(It must be the Supreme God as) wejivas follow the course of

karmas ( and are subject to births and deaths). By his arhia ,

he has pervaded the mobiles and immobiles (as an antaryd-

min ) . We resort to him for the cessation of the three kinds

of afflictions (viz. adhibhautika
,
adhyatmika and ddhi-daivika)

.

17. Oh Lord ! this embodied being has fallen into the

hollow place full of blood, feces and urine in the cavity in the

body of another person (i.e. the mother). His body is extre-

mely scorched by the abdominal fire ( of the mother) . Being

anxious of getting out of this place, he is counting his months.

*VR. takes the first half as the description ofParam£tman . “Para-

matroan, though concealed or covered by the body composed of five bh utas>

is not at all touched by the defects or blemishes resulting from the contacts

with the body. He is the controller of both cit and aeit (sentient and non-

sentient) for his body consists of gurias, objects of senses and the sentient

principle (jiva)”.

823. v.l. avogunfha-nwhimdnam—The shroud enveloping whose great-

ness is destroyed—§R.

824. lokam—The real knowledge of the self, the means to liberation

—VR.
825. K^tamah— (1 ) Extremely blessed—VJ. (a) The highest Brahman

—VB.
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When will this low-minded being be delivered (lit. pushed out

of this place)?

18. Oh Omnipotent Lord, you are simply incomparable.

By your unbounded mercy, you have blessed a jiva often months

with this knowledge. May that proteotor of the distressed (i.e.

you) be pleased with his (
your) own action ( of this gift of

knowledge). What can anyone do to him (you) except offering

one’s obeisance ?

19*. This another kind of jiva826 (sub-human beings

like birds, beasts) certainly feels physical (pleasures and pains

)

pertaining to his body. I am blessed by him with intelligence

(knowledge and discretion
)
and gifted by him with a body

capable of being disciplined with Sama, dama etc. I can see

that eternal, perfect Purusa directly both within and without

my heart just like a caitya
(
the: jiva who possesses ahamkdra and

is an enjoyer of pleasure and pain).

20. Oh All-pervading Lord, though I am dwelling in

the womb full ofmany kinds of afflictions, I do not wish to get

out of the womb and fall into a dark well (of ignorance) (and

be born in this world)
.

(Because, outside) God’s Maya appro-

aches the jiva which has fallen into the dark pit (well) of

sarfisara. The Maya is followed by false apprehension (about

the identification of the body and the Soul etc.) and this cycle

of sarfisara.

21. I have now attained to the feet of Vi$riu and am

* VR. compares the jiva in the womb with a Yogi (damaiariri). I

can directly see the Lord in my heart by the power of knowledge (dhisarid)
gifted to me. Caitya= the eternal god to be grasped by mind purified by
Yoga. The Yogi has a body of seven sheaths but is different from the body.
By the power of seeing, blessed by the Lord, a Yogi visualises the Lord due
to his controlled*mind and senses.

VC: This jiva in the human womb sees by his intelligence the
physical pleasures and pains. Another fortunate one becomes a damaiariri
(knower,jhdni). Though I am notorious of being evil-minded, I can direct-
ly see with the intelligence gifted by him, the Lord—the eternal Puru?o-
ttama, presiding over my mind, both within and without my heart.

826. sapta-vadhri : vadhra=

A

leathern strap—ASD 828.

(i) VR. explains it as ‘a jiva with seven skin sheaths* (i.e. body).

(ii) JG. and VC. : Ajiva in the womb.
(iii) Sr., SD, GD. : Ajiva.

(iv) VJ.: jiva, the possessor ofseven organs of knowledge.
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free from destruction. I shall stay therefore, here (in the

womb) only with the help ofmy mind which is like a friend,

I shall soon lift myself up from ignorance. So that the calamity

of staying in many holes (wombs at the time of each birth in

sarhsdra
) will not befall me.

Kapila said :

22. In this way, thejtva who is ten months old and
who has acquired knowledge, makes up his mind. While he is

praising the Lord in the womb the wind produced in the womb
during the pangs of travail suddenly pushes him with his head

downward for his birth.

23. Being thus thrust down by the wind of delivery, the

jiva gets suffocated and anguished and loses his memory. With
great trouble, he is suddenly born with his head downward.

24. He falls on the ground in a pool of blood and

urine. He moves about like a worm in feces. (Finding that)

he has lost his knowledge and has fallen in the contrary state (of

dark ignorance), he frequently cries out.

25. He is being fed by persons who cannot understand

the will (and need) of another. If he is presented an un-

wanted object, he is incapable of refusing it.

26. He is made to lie down (sleep) on a dirty bed

rendered troublesome by worms born of sweat. He is unable

to scratch his limbs or make movements like silting, standing

or moving.

27. Just as big worms gnaw and bite smaller worms,

similarly mosquitoes, flies, bugs etc. bite the soft and delicate

skin of the crying child who has lost its (previous) memory.

28. In this way having suffered miseries in childhood

and boyhood, (in youth) he becomes down-cast with grief for

his inability to obtain the desired object. He flares up with

rage out of ignorance.

29. His pride and anger go on increasing with the

growth of his body. He, being passionate, fights with other

passionate persons like him, and meets his end (ruin).

30. This ignorant, dull-witted embodied being constant-

ly entertains the false notion about this body which is com-

posed of five bhUtas to be himself and as belonging to him.
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31. Hj performs action for the sake of the body—the

body which gives thejtva a great trouble (from birth to death)

and which being bound down by avidya (ignorance) a{id karmas

(destiny, fruit of actions), always follows him (in the next

birth). It is by being bound down to the body that thejiva

goes to (and is entangled in) the cycle of sarhsdra.

32. While on the path of righteousness, if the being

comes in contact with and is influenced by the unrighteous

who are striving for the gratification of their lusts and appetites

and enjoys himself (in those ways), he enters the darkness (of

ignorance or hell
) as before.

33. (For virtues such as) truthfulness, purity, mercy,

silence (control over speech), intelligence or the sense of the

highest objective (purufdrtha ), affluence, modesty, renown, for-

bearance, control of sense-organs, control of the mind, pro-

sperity go on diminishing in the company of the evil.

34. One should not form association with those wicked

persons who regard the Soul as identical with the body and are

devoid of serenity and are ignorant. They are under the in-

fluence of women like the domesticated deer with which the

women play and hence pitiable.

35. He is not that much affected by delusion and bond-

age on other occasions as when he is attached to women or to

those who are attached to women

.

36. The Lord of Creation (Brahma) was enamoured

of the beauty of his daughter when he saw her. When she

assumed the form of a female deer, the shameless god assumed

the form of a male deer and ran after her.

37. With the exception of the sage Narayana who else

in this world (and out of the sages like Marici created by

Brahma and out of sages like Kagyapa and others born of them

and among gods, human beings etc. created by KaSyapa), is

not attracted by the Maya in the form of woman.

38. Look at the power of my Maya in the form of the

woman. By the mere movement of her eyebrow she tramples

under foot (conquers) the conquerors of the quarters (the

entire world).

39. He who has attained Self-realization by my service

and desires to attain to the highest stage ofYoga, should never
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associate himself with women. (For) they(Yogins) call woman
as the gate of hell.

40. A woman is the Maya created by God. She slowly

approaches you. You should look upon her as your death,

like a deep pit covered by grass.

41. Similarly a woman who wants liberation (should

regard as death the Maya who approaches her in the form ofa

man and who she thinks to be her husband. The woman is &jiva

who, due to his attachment to women (in a former birth) has

attained the form of a woman which procures for her, wealth,

a house and children.

42. Just as the song (sweet notes) of a hunter is a death

to the deer, similarly one should understand the Maya to be

the death in the form of the husband, children and home
brought to her by Fate.

43. By his Linga-Sarira surrounding thcjiva, he wanders

from one world to another (from one body to another) . While

the man enjoys the fruits of actions, he continuously goes on

committing actions ( karmas ).

44. The jiva i. e. the sublle-body (Lihga-Sarira) closely

follows the diman and is conditioned by it. The gross body is

the product of the Bh&tas,
indriyas ( sense-organs )

and manas ( the

mind). The suspension of the use of the gross-body is the

Death, and the manifestation of its powers (to produce the

effect) is the birth.

45 *. When the gross body which is the place (and

condition) of the perception of substances becomes incapa-

ble in its function of observing them, it is called death. When
it ( the gross body) is identified with the Self through aharhkara

and is capable of perceiving the objects, it is called the birth.

*VR. states that the change of state is the death of the previous state

and the birth of a new one. Here the subtle state (sukfmavastha) wherein

a man becomes incapable of perceiving the elemental composition of the

gross body, is called the death of that man. But when he sees it with

aharhkara (It is X) . it is his birth.

VJ. agrees with $R. : The state in which a man is incapable of taking

in the experience of gross objects in relation to the gross body, is called

death. When he has the sense of Iness (‘I am this body1

) with reference

to the body and is able to experience gross objects, it is the birth.
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46* (For example) when the eyes (the region of visual

perception of objects) becomes incapable of seeing the parts

of a substance/ it is the incapability of the sensory organ.

When the (physical) eyeballs and the sensory organ both

cease to function, the seer ( thejiva that perceives (becomes

incapable of seeing. (Thus the Linga-iarira—subtle body

—

becomes incapable of functioning after the incompetence ( and

cessation of function) of the gross body. But that is not the

death ofjiva, himself).

47. (As there is no birth or death to thejiva), the wise

man should not get agitated with grief or show niggardliness

(or be down-cast with dejectedness in life) nor should get

confused. He should understand the nature and the course of

jiva827 and should move about (lead his life) without any

attachment.

48*. By the power of his intellect capable of properly

grasping the truth, and reinforced by the practice ofYoga and

non-attachment, he should place his body in this world created

by Maya (i.e. he should give up attachment to his body) and

go about the world.

*VR. explains: For the creation of the sense of renunciation and to

emphasize the distinctness of alman from the body which is created and
destroyed, the example of the organ of sight is taken. The physical eye is

incapable of seeing the organ of sight and other objects. The organ of

seeing is incapable to function when the eye is diseased, even though the

object of seeing is present. When a person is absent-minded, he does not

see the object though his physical eye and the sense of seeing are healthy

and the object is present. Thus it is the intelligent seer (Soul) who sees and

he is distinct from the rest. So is the distinction between the Soul and
the body.

827. jivagati—The nature of jiva as distinct from Prakrti and

Brahman.

*VJ. states that this is the way how jivan-muktas should lead their

life here :

The jiva is unattached to the body and things pertaining to it. The
body of the jiva lives in this karmabhumi—the world created by the will of

Narayana. He should give up attachment, be unmoved like the deep

(ocean). He should have correct knowledge and faith. With his intellect

strengthened by Bhakti, Yoga and vairdgya he should realize Nar&yana, the

support of heaven, hell etc. where jivas go. He should lead his life in the

service (and meditation) of N&rSyapa.



CHAPTER THIRTY-TWO

{Excellence of the Bhaktiyoga)

Kapila said :

1 . Now, a person who sticks to domestic life and per-

forms the (religious) duties prescribed for householders, ob-

tains from them the two objectives, viz. kdma ( enjoyment of

desired objects) and artha ( wealth) . He continues to perform

the same duties again.

2. He also is so much deluded with the objects of

enjoyments, that he becomes averse to the Bhdgavata dharma .

Endowed with earnest faith, he continues to worship the gods

and Pitrs (ancestors) by performing sacrifices.

3. The man has his mind completely possessed of faith

(in gods and Pitrs). He observes the religious vows ( for the

propitiation) of manes and gods, and drinks Soma juice (in

the Soma sacrifice). Such a man will attain to the heaven

presided over by the Moon, (but) will come back (i.e. will be

born) again to this world.

4. (But) when Hari who is seated on Ananta (Sesa)

goes to sleep on the bed of that Lord of serpents (at the time

of Ptalaya at the end of Brahma’s day) those regions (accessible

to such householders) are (also) dissolved.

5-7. The wise persons who do not perform their religi-

ous duties for obtaining kdma (their desired objects) and artha

(wealth), who are unattached and have deposited (offered)

all their religious acts (in God as his worship); who are extre-

mely serene and of pure mind ; who are engaged in the Nivriti-

dharma ; who have given up the sense of ‘mine-ness* ( owner-

ship) and I-ness ( ahamkdra

)

—such wise persons, by their power

called ‘observance ofone’s duties’ ( Svadharma), and by thorou-

ghly purified mind, go through the portals of the Sun to the

perfect (or omniscient) Purufa (the Supreme Man), who
is the Lord ofthe universe (of the movables and immovables,

the liberated and the unliberated etc. ), and who is the material

cause of the world, and who causes the creation and the des-

truction of the universe.

8. Those who meditate upon Hiranyagarbha (Brahma)
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as the Supreme Being828, stay in the Satyaloka (Brahma’s

region) to the end of the second Parardha which is the time

of god Brahma’s Pralaya (the mahdpralaya indicating the end

of Brahma’s period )

.

9* When the great god Brahma enjoys his full span of

life called Parardha
, he desires to withdraw the universe com-

posed of the gross elements, viz., the earth, water, fire, wind
and the sky, the mind, the sense-organs along with their ob-

jects and the ahamkdra. He becomes one with the Prakrti

composed of three gunas and enters the unmanifest Brahman.

10. The Yogins who have controlled their breath and
mind and are unattached to worldly objects reach along with

Brahma (Hiranya-garbha) to the immortal highest Brahman,

the ancient Purusa; (for till then) they have not yet shed off

their ego (ahamkara) completely.829

11. Oh brilliant mother, you devoutly take sheltcrunder

him who is enshrined in the lotuslike hearts of all beings and

whose glory you have heard (from me )

.

12. ( Even god Brahma i<? born again). God Brahma
(who bears the Vedas within him) is the first (i.e. the creator)

of the movable and immovable world. Along with sages

(like Marici)
,

great Yogins like Sanatkumara etc., and

Siddhas who have propagated yoga path, even he

—

13.

** Having attained to the Sagui^a Brahman, the

828. patasya paracintakah : Yogins who meditate upon the Paramatman
—VR.

VC. notes that those who meditate upon Hiranyagarbha only are not

liberated after Brahm&’s liberation

.

* VJ. gives a different process of this sathhdra or withdrawal : Brahma
is withdrawn into the unmanifest Lakgmi along with the deities presiding

over all Tattvas. He enters Parabrahman through Lak$mT.

829. agatdbh-mdnah : They are proud of being the votaries of

Hiranyagarbha. Hence they are not completely absorbed in the Supreme

Lord. Their dissolution being prakjtie in nature, they are born again—VC.
* VJ. explains : Jiva attains to the Lord (Purufa) by proper under-

standing of the exact differences between Jiva, Isvara and by complete

knowledge that is so essential for Liberation (mukti) and by doing actions

without any desire even after attainment of knowledge. The Lord is

Brahman,
i.e. full of all excellences. He possesses infinite gu$a* like know-
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foremost among the Purusas on account of his actions done

without any desire for their fruit, but on account of his notion

of being different830 (from god) as a creator and the (conse-

quent) ahamkara about creation,

14. [He ] is born again as before at the time of the

(next) creation when the balance of three gunas gets disturbed

and the gunas get into commotion by the force ofTime (Kala)

which is a form of the Lord.

1 5. They ( the sages etc. ) also, having enjoyed the

divine glories and positions accrued to them by their religious

acts, are born again when the universe is created (lit. gunas

get mixed up at the time of creation).

16. Those whose minds are attached here to Karmas y

perform with faith all the daily religious duties as well as those

( kamya

)

actions which are not prohibited by the Dharma
Sastra.

1 7. Those whose mind has become dull by rajo-guna ,

and is attached to enjoyments, have no control over senses.

Their heart finds pleasure in domestic life. These (persons)

propitiate the Pitrs (ancestors)

.

18. Those who value only the first three objectives in

life (viz. dharma y artha and kama) set their face against the

stories of Hari ( the vanquisher of demon Madhu )
whose great

prowess is worth eulogizing and memory about whom eliminates

the samsdra.

19. They are certainly of accursed fate who leaving

aside the ncctarlike stories of Hari, listen to the vile accounts

just as fcces-eating animals feed upon excrement.

ledge, power etc . and is Saguna as the creator of the universe. He assumes

Human form for his devotees. Hence he is called Purttfa. He is beyond

kfara and akfara Purttfa . Hence he is called Purufarfabha. Brahma 'enters'

into him, that is, gets sqyujya type liberation.

830. bhedadrsfi : (i) Jiva’s ego as being independent and the wrong

identification of the body and the Soul—VR.
(ii) The ego of being the creator of the world just as Vi?nu is

the protector—VC.
Even Sanatkum£ra and others had the egoistic tinge of being the

experiencers of Brahman and they regarded Brahman as 'spotted' with

-VC.
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20. They go to the region of Pitrs ( ancestors ) through

the southern path of Aryaman (technically called dhumra-marga—
path of smoke). Those who perform all the prescribed religi-

ous rites from the pregnancy

—

garbhddhdna—to the funeral, are

born in their own family (lit. of their descendants).

21. Oh pious mother, thereafter when their merit (ac-

crued to them by their religious acts) is exhausted, they are

immediately deprived of their means of (celestial) enjoyments

by Gods. They being helpless (at the mercy of their karmas) fall

again to this world.8®1

22. Therefore you adore the Supreme Lord (Visnu )
with

utmost regard and devotion based on (i.e. felt on account of

contemplation of) his excellent attributes. The lotuslike feet

of the Lord deserve service.

23. If the yoga called devotion to Lord Vasudeva is

intensely practised, it immediately generates desirelessness and

knowledge that leads to the realization of Brahman.

24. (As a matter of fact) all objects are equal. But it

is when the mind of the devotee becomes fixed and steady in

God due to the votary’s love for the excellent attributes of the

Lord that it does not discriminate (between them)

according to the attitude of the senses—as being favourite and

agreeable and non-favourite and disagreeable.

25. At that time (in that stage) he realizes the Brahman
by his own Self as being free from all attachment, of perfect

wisdom,832 free from acceptability or rejectability (i.e. above

merits and demerits) and full of the highest bliss.

26. The Para Brahman is pure knowledge ( conscious-

ness). It is described as the Supreme Atman, the l£vara and

the Puru$a. The Lord (Bhagavan) is the same who is equally

perceived in different capacities (as the seer, the thing-to-be-

seen and the act-of-seeing )

.

27. Perfect non-attachment (to the world) in all res-

pects is the only desired fruit that a Yogin is to get by practis-

ing allyogas in this world.

83 1 . Gf. Kflne punye marlya-lokam viianti/ BG. 9.21

.

832. sama-dariana— (i) One who gives pure knowledge—SD.

(ii) One who knows the reality as it is*—VJ.
(iii) One who knows all world as imbued with Brahman—VR.
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28*. The Brahman is one (without a second). It is of
i

the nature of knowledge or consciousiiess and without any attri-

butes. It is an illusion when through outward looking sense-

organs it appears as things ( like the sky
) possessed of sound

and other attributes.

29. Just as theone Mahat (-tattva) appears as ahathkdra of

three types (viz. sdttmka, rdjasa and tdmasa) and of five kinds

(according to the five Mahabhutas) and elevenkinds (as per ten

sense-organs plus the internal organ, viz. the mind), it is from

the same principle that the Svardj (jiva), its body and its egg

(of the universe) make their appearance.

30. Verily it is only a non-attached person whose mind

is composed and serene by faith, devotion and continuous prac-

tice of Yoga who realizes this Brahman.

3 1 . Oh mother, I have uptill now explained to you the

knowledge that leads to the realization of the Brahman. It is

by this knowledge that the real nature of Prakrti and Purusa

is clearly understood.

32. The path of knowledge (Juana.yoga) pertains to the

attributeless Brahman while the Yoga called Bhakti (devotion)

is based on firm devotion to me. But both of them have the

same objective viz. (the realization of) the Supreme Lord.

33. Just as the same object possessing many attributes

is perceived in different forms by the sense-organs with separ-

ate functions (lit. doors), (similarly) the Supreme Lord

(though absolutely one without a second) is seen in different

ways through different Sashas.

34. By doing religious acts, by performing sacrifices, by

donating gifts, by penance, by the study of the Vedas, by sub-

* (i) VR. Quoting BG . 14.27 interprets ‘Brahman* as jiva. Jiva

is of the nature of knowledge, destitute ofgupas like sattoa. To regard it as

identical with its gross body is illusion. Jiva is conditioned by elements like

Pfthvt but the Supreme Soul is beyond these.

(ii) Brahman which incarnated as a Fish, should be understood as pos-

sessing non-pr&kftic body. It appears as one endowed with a gross body to

the senses which are familiar with gross objects. But that is a delusion.—VJ

.

(iii ) The Brahman which is ofthe nature of knowledge appears to

outward-looking sense-organs as objects (like the sky) possessing the

attribute ofsound. It is devoid of rejectable attributes*—SD.
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duing the dtman and the sense-organs and by renunciation of

karmas.
0

35. By means of theyoga with (eight) different stages,

and by the Path of Bhakti (Bhaktiyoga) , by religious practices

both with and without the desire for their fruits, which are

called Pravjiti and Nivftti.

36. By clear knowledge about the nature of the Soul

and by firm sense of non-attachment—by means of these, the

self-illuminating Lord whether Saguqa or Nirguna is realized.

37. I have clearly described to you the nature of the

four kinds of Bhakti-yoga and ofkdla (Time) whose course is

unmanifested but which runs within the beings (to bring about

their birth and death )

.

38. ( I have narrated to you
)

the external courses of

itva, which are created by avtdya and karma. Oh mother, when
the Soul enters into these, he does not know its own real

nature.

39. This knowledge should not be explained to the evil

person nor to one of undisciplined (arrogant ) nature, nor to a

dullard nor to a man of bad character, nor to a hypocrite.

40. (One should not) advise this to a person of greedy

nature, nor to a person whose mind is attached to his house

(property etc.), nor to one who is not devoted to me. It should

never be taught to the enemies ofmy devotees.

41. It should be taught to my faithful devotee, who
is modest and disciplined and is not jealous of anybody; to

one who has formed friendship with beings, and who takes

pleasure in serving (his elderly persons or preceptor).

42. It should be expounded to him who is completely

unattached internally and externally, who is of tranquil heart,

and is not envious ofanybody, is pure and to whom I am the

dearest of the dear.

43. Oh mother, the man who even once hears this

knowledge with faith, or relates this to others with his mind set

on me verily attains to my abode.



CHAPTER THIRTY-THREE

III.33.4.

( Devahuti's Enlightenment and Liberation)

Maitreya said :

1 . Having heard the discourse of Kapila, his mother

Devahuti, the (beloved) wife of Kardama, got her veil of delu-

sion torn open. She bowed to him and praised him who was
the founder (lit. land) of the Samkhya (system of philosophy)

which is mainly characterised by the topic—treatment of

Tattvas
( principles ) .

8S8

Devahuti said :

2. Even god Brahma himselfwho was born of the lotus

in your stomach ( could not see your body but mentally) medi-

tated upon your person which was lying manifest in the cos-

mic waters; which was the cause of the entire universe; which

consisted of bhutas ( elements)
,
sense-organs and their objects

(e.g. fragrance, taste etc.), and the mind, and which has the

flowofgtqtor (Sattva, Rajas, Tamas) in it.

3. It is with your power divided by the flow of your

gums that you (of above description), remaining inactive,

bring about the creation, maintenance and destruction of the

universe; Your will power is effective; You are the controller

of all ihejivas (for whose enjoyment you create the universe;

Your powers are infinite and beyond comprehension.

4. Oh Lord, how was it possible that you were borne

by me in my womb. It was your Maya, you in whose stomach

lay the whole of the universe, and who, at the end of Tugas

833. Tattva-vifayaAkita-siddka-bhtimim.

(i) Kapila was the patron of Yogins who are famous for their

knowledge of the Tattves viz. Prakfti, Purufa and others—VR.
(ii) Kapila was the supporter of Brahma and other numerous

Siddhas who are devoted to the Tattva, viz., Vij?u.—VJ.
(iii) Kapila is so called because he was the past master in the Bhakti-

tattva, Sflzhkhya-System, Yoga*tattva etc.—VC.
fiv) Kapila was the asylum of Siddhis which are characterised

by Vaifpava-Sftihkhya the main subject of which are the Tattvas, viz.,

cit. aeit Brahman.—SD.
(v) Kapila was the preceptor of Siddhas who are characterised

by die knowledge of Tattvas, vis., Prakfti, Purufa, Iivara etc.—GD.
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(i.e. after the deluge set in) lay alone on a banyan leaf in the

form ofan infant sucking its toe.

5. Oh Supreme Lord, you have assumed theCorporeal

form for the destruction of the wicked sinners and for the

prosperity of those who obey your commands. Just as you

have your (other) incarnations ofBoar etc., this incarnation

( of yours) is for showing the path of self-realization

.

6. Oh glorious Lord, even a Can^ala (lit. a dog-eater)

immediately becomes worthy ( like a performer) of the Soma
Sacrifice, if he has but once heard or uttered your name or

bowed to you or remembered you. What need be said of a

person ( like me) who has (directly ) seen you ?

7. Oh how wonderful it is that even a Can<jala (the

lowest-born person) becomes superior and worthy of respect

simply because Your name is on the tip of his tongue. Those

persons of noble behaviour who take your name have (the

merit of having) performed penance, sacrifices and baths in

holy waters, and Vedic studies (Or : It is as a result of doing

these meritorious acts in the previous life that they take your

name in this birth )

.

8. I pay obeisance to you, Kapila, who are the highest

Brahman, the Supreme Man who are worthy ofmeditation in

mind which is withdrawn from external objects, and who
have dried up the flow ofgunas by your brilliance and who are

Visqu (who holds Vedas within him).

Maitreya said :

9. The Supreme Man called the venerable Kapila who
was thus praised and who was affectionate to his mother, spoke

thus to her in words deep in significance (Or : with words

choked up with emotions. )

.

Kapila said :

10. Oh mother, I have explained to you the path

which is easy to follow. By following this path, you will reach

the highest stage (of being liberated while alive).

1 1 . Have faith in my doctrine which has been followed

bytheknowers of Brahman (or the Vedas). By following
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thi9 you will attain to me who am without birth (i.e. eternal).

Those who are ignorant about this path go to death (sarhsSra)

.

Maitreya said :

12. The venerable Kapila showed to his pious mother
the path leading to Atman. Having obtained the permission

of his mother, who realized the Brahman, Kapila departed

( from her hermitage )

.

13. And in that hermitage which was like a flower-

chaplet on the head of the Sarasvati (river), she adopted

Yogic practice in accordance with the guidance of her son, and
became composed in mind.

14. She performed ablutions three times a day. Her
curly hair became matted and tawny in colour. By severe

penance her body became emaciated. She wore bark-garments.

15. The household comforts that were created by

Prajapati Kardama by means of his penance and Yoga were *

incomparable. They were covetable even to gods.

16. The beds were white and soft like the foam of milk.

The ivory couches were chased with gold. The seats of gold

were provided with soft cushions (covers)

.

17. In the walls of transparent crystals and very costly

emeralds were shining jewel-lamps along with statues of

beautiful damsels made of precious stones.

18. The garden around the house looked beautiful

with many blossoming celestial trees, on which couples of birds

were warbling and the intoxicated black bees were humming
sweetly.

19. Where the followers of gods (Gandharvarf) used to

praise her when she, fondled by Kardama, entered in the

swimming pool fragrant with lotuses.

20. It (the household) was most covetable even to the

queens of Indra. But she just abandoned it. Due to the anxiety

caused by the separation of her son, she was dejected in

appearance.

21. As her husband left for the forest (after renouncing

the world) Devahfiti, though she realized the Truth (the

Saxhkhya Principles), became overanxious due to the separa-
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don from her son, like a calf-loving cow is fond after her

young one.

22. Oh child (Vidura), she meditated upon her child

Kapila who was the God Hari. In a short time, she became

indifferent to that type of rich household.

23. According to the guide-lines given by her son, she

meditated upon the form of the gracious-looking Lord—the

object of meditation—by the method of contemplating the

complete form followed by concentration on the parts of it.
884

24. By means of stream or overflow of devotion, by

powerful renunciation, and by knowledge which was produced

by the proper observances ofvows836 leading to Brahmahood.

25. Her mind became pure. She was then lost in the

meditation of all-pervading Atman who by his essential light

removes the limitations of the gunas of Maya.
26. Her mind became steadied in the glorious Brahman

which is the shelter of all thejivas. As she superseded her

state of being a jtva, all her afflictions were over and she attain-

ed to the blessed stage.

27. As she was always engaged in continuous medita-

tion and her delusion due to gunas was dispelled, at that time

she did not remember her body, just as an object seen in a

dream ( is found to be unreal ) after waking up.

28. Her body was fed by others (viz. Vidyadhara dam-
sels who were produced by Kardama for attendance upon her)

.

As she was free from diseases, she did not become emaciated.

Her body was covered with filth. She looked like a fire

covered with smoke.

29. Her mind was so deeply entered (i.e. absorbed) in

Vasudeva that she was not conscious of her body. She had

so completely given herself up to penance and Yoga that her

hair fell dishevelled and clothes were dropped and she was

protected by her previous karma ( daiva )

.

30. In this way she progressed by the path expounded

by Kapila. Within a short period she attained to the Supreme

834. Vide Supra III. 98.13-33.

835. Of. BG. 6.17.
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Soul, the Brahman, the glorious Lord; the stage called Nirvana.

31. Oh warrior (Vidura), the place called Siddhapada
where she attained the Liberation became famous as the holi-

est place in the three worlds.

32. Oh gentle Vidura, her mortal body from which
impurities were eliminated by Yoga, was transformed into a

river, a prominent one among many rivers. It blesses one

with siddhts and is resorted to by Siddhas.

33. Even glorious Kapila, the great Yogin, obtained

the permission of his mother to depart from his father’s her-

mitage and proceeded to the northern direction.

34. He was praised by multitude of Siddhas, Caracas,

Gandharvas, sages and celestial nymphs. He was also respectful-

ly received by the sea and was presented a valuable dwelling

place.

35. Kapila stays there practising Yoga. He is highly

eulogized by the great teachers of Samkhya School. For the

peace and tranquillity of the three worlds, he lives there (absor-

bed) in meditation.

36. Oh child (Vidura), as per your query I have nar-

rated to you the sacred dialogue between Kapila and Deva-

huti, Oh sinless one.

37. He who listens to this or narrates this doctrine of

the Sage Kapila regarding the secret knowledge about the

Atman, becomes able to concentrate his mind upon the vener-

able Lord whose banner has the emblem of Garuqla, and he

attains to the lotus-like feet of the glorious Lord.

O 09
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FOURTH SKANDHA

CHAPTER ONE

{The Progeny of SvSyambkuva Mam?s Daughters)

Maitreya said :

1 . Besides ( his two sons Priyavrata and Uttanapada )

Manu had three daughters from Satarupa. They became
well known as Akuti, Devahuti and PrasQti.

2. The king, with the consent of Satarfipa, gave Akuti

to (the progenitor) Ruci in marriage, on condition of Putrikd

dharma1 (even though) Akuti had brothers.

3. The venerable progenitor Ruci, full of the spiritual

glory ofBrahman, begot through her a twin—a son and a dau-

ghter, by virtue of his supreme concentration (of mind on the

Lord).

4. Of the two, the male child was Vi?nu himself who
had assumed the form of Yajfia). And the female child was
called Dak$i$a ( ‘sacrificial fee*) who was a part ofLak$ml
( the goddess of fortune ) inseparable (from Vigpu)*.

5. (As per stipulation in the marriage) Svayambhuva
Manu brought to his house his daughter’s son of pervasive

glory. With great delight, Rucr (also) joyfully accepted

Daksi^a (as his child).

6. Lord Yajfla, the Lord of all Sacrifices (or mantras)

married her (Dak?i$a) who was in love with him. He felt

i . Putrikd-dharma : When a daughter is given in marriage on the

explicit condition that the first male child of the daughter shall be the

(adopted) son ofthe giver, it is called Putrikd dharma. This was done by
one who had only daughters and no son. The obvious object was securing

the continuity of one*s race. VJ. explains that although Manu had sons,

he laid down this condition as he knew that Lord Vifnu would be born

to Akflti. He wished to secure Vif^u's higher grace by becoming bis

adopted father.

a. anapdyini : $R., VR. VG. point out that Dakfiod was an eukia

(part) ofLakfml. Hence the marriage of Tajka and Dakfigd, though born

as brother and sister, is not objectionable. VJ* takes the word to mean
*Qae who has neitlterbtrth nor death*. Like N&rftyafrn, Lakfml manifested

herself to others as an doirbkioa.
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delighted and had twelve sons by hdr, who too was highly

pleased.

7. These twelve sons were : To$a, Prato$a, Santoga,

Bhadra, Santi, I^aspati, Idhma, Kavi, Vibhu, Svahna, Sudeva,

Rocana.

8. In the epoch (Manvantara ) called Svayambhuva, they

(these sons of Yajfia and Dakgiga) officiated as gods, and were

(collectively) called Ttifitas; Marlci and others were the seven

sages (Saptarfis of that era) while Yajfia, the incarnation of

Hari, occupied the post of Indra (the rulership of gods).

9. Priyavrata and Uttanapada, the sons of Manu, were

endowed with great power and splendour. They, their sons,

grandsons (both from sons and daughters) and their descen-

dants ruled throughout the period ( of this Manvantara )
*

.

10. Oh Vidura, Manu gave his (second) daughter

Devahuti to Kardama (a Lord of created beings )
.

(History)

relating to them has been already heard ' by you as narrated

by me.

11. Venerable Manu gave (his third daughter) Prasuti

(in marriage) to Dak§a ( another Lord of creation), a mind-

born son of Brahma. Their progeny has very widely spread

all over the three worlds.

12. Now, hear as I tell you about the sons and grand-

sons of the nine daughters of Kardama who became the wives

ofthe Brahmana Sages ( born of Brahma) and about whom I

have spoken to you.

13. Kala, the daughter of Kardama and the wife of the

sage Marlci, gave birth to two sons—Kaiyapaand Purniman

whose descendants have fully populated (filled) the world.

14. Oh conquorer of enemies (Vidura), Purniman was

the father of (sons) Viraja and ViSvaga and (a daughter call-

ed) Devakulya who washing the feet of Hari became the

heavenly river Gahga ( in her next birth)

.

•According to VP. 3.2.48 every Manvantara (epoch of a manu) has

tJhdjwPNving batch of office bearers: (1) Manu, (2) seven sages—Saptarfis,

„|^^jpbds, (4) The ruler ofgods—-Indra, (5) Ruling progeny of Manu. To
Woe Bh^p. 12,7.15 adds : (6) Incarnations of Hari. The dignitaries of

these posts in the Sviyambhuva Manvantara are mentioned in the above

verses.
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15. AnasQya, the wife ofAtri, gave birth to three illus-

trious sons, viz. Datta (god Dattatreya, the sage), Durvasas

and the Moon-god, each of whom was separately born ( as a

manifestation of the portion) of Vi?nu, Rudra and Brahma

( respectively )

.

Vidura said :

16. Oh Preceptor, please narrate to me for what
purpose these (three) most eminent gods who are severally the

cause of the creation, preservation and destruction (of the

world), were born in the house of (the sage) Atri.

Maitreya said :

17. When the sage Atri, the foremost of the knowers of

Brahman, was urged by god BrahmS. ( to undertake the work
of) creation, he along with his wife went to one of the princi-

pal mountain ranges, ljjtk$a
8 and was engaged in the perfor-

mance of austere penance.

18-19. The mountain was covered with the forest of

Pal&Sa and AJoka trees which were beautified with clusters of

flowers. All around, it was resounded with the echoes of the

waterfalls of the river Nirvindhya. On that mountain, the

sage controlled his mind by means of Prariayama (breath-

control ) and stood for one hundred years on one leg, defying

heat and cold (and such other pairs of opposites), and sub-

sisted on air.

20. He contemplated (and prayed in his mind) : *1 take

shelter under him who alone is the Lord of the World. May
he bless me with progeny just like himself.’

21-22. Seeing that the three worlds were being distress-

ed by the fire produced by the fuel of (the sage’s) breath-

control (Prapayama) and issuing from the head of the sage,

the three Lords (of the world, Brahma, Vi??u and Siva) went

to the hermitage ofthe sage—the three Gods whose glories were

extensively eulogised by celestial damsels, sages, Gandharvas
i

3. ftkfa—The eastern part of die Vindhya range extending from

the Bay of Bengal to the sources of the NarmadS and the Soija—including

the mountains ofChhota Nagpur and Gondwana in which the Mah&nadi
rises—GDAMI i68-8§.
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(celestial musicians), and (demigods like) Siddhas, Vidyfidha-

ras and N&gas.

23. The sage got his mind illuminated by the simul-

taneous manifestation of the three gods. (To show them res-

pect) he stretched up his body (while standing on the leg),

and saw those prominent gods.

24. (He paid them homage) by prostrating himselffully

(before them) on the ground, like a stick. With articles of

worship in the hollow of his palms, he respectfully received

the gods who were severally riding a swan, Garu^a and a bull

and were characterised by their speciality (viz. possession of

a Kamarujialu, Sudariana discus and a trident).

25. They directly expressed their pleasure by their gra-

cious looks and smiling faces. The sage closed his eyes as

they were dazzled by their (gods’) brilliance.

26. With his mind concentrated on them and with fold-

ed palms he praised, in sweet words of deep significance, the

three gods who are the supreme-most in all the worlds.

Atri said :

27. You are (obviously the celebrated gods) Brahma,

Vi?nu and Siva who in every Yuga (kalpa), assume forms

with the help of the guqas ( attributes) of May£, trifurcated

for bringing about the creation, maintenance and dissolution

of the universe. I bow to you all. (Kindly tell me) which of

you has been invocated by me here.

28. In this hermitage, I have concentrated (con-

templated ) only on one glorious Lord by various means,

with a desire to get a child. It is a great surprise to me
how (all of) you who are beyond the range of the mind of

bodied beings, have come here. Be pleased to tell me the

mystery.

Maitreya said :

29. Oh Lord (Vidura) , hearing this speech of the sage

(Atri ), the three prominent gods laughed. They replied to

the sage in soft gentle words (as follows) :

The gods said :

30. “Oh Brahman ! As you have willed it, so shall it

exactly happen and not otherwise. You are oftrue resolve. We
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three form that Principle (called the Lordofthe world) which
you are contemplating.

31. Oh sage! May you be blessed 1 from our ariila

(parts) now you will beget sons who ( themselves) will be

celebrated in the world and spread your reputation as well.**

32. Having granted their desired boon, the Lords of

gods who were properly worshipped by the couple, returned

from that hermitage while they (Atri and Anasuya ) stood look-

ing on (agape).

33. Thus Soma was bom with a portion of BrahmA,
Datta, the master of Yoga, with that of Vi?riu, while Durvasas

with the portion of SaAkara. Now listen ( to me) , about the

progeny ofAngiras (another mind-born son ofBrahma).

34. Sraddha, the wife of Angiras gave birth to four

daughters viz. Sinlvali, Kuhu, Raka and the fourth Anumati.4

35. Besides these he (Angiras) had two sons—Utathya

who was the venerable Lord himself and Byhaspati (the pre-

ceptor of gods) the eminent knower of Brahman. They became
celebrities in the Svaroci$a Manvantara.

36. By his wi fe Havirbhu, Pulastya (another mind-born

son of Brahm&) had a son called AgAstya who was abdominal

fire in another birth and also (another son) Varavas, the great

ascetic.

37. Of Vifravas and his wife Idavida was born god

Kubera (the god of Wealth), the king of Yak^as. Ravapa,

Kumbhakarna and Vibhl^ana were born ( to him) by another

wife (Kefini).

38. Oh talented Vidura, Gati, the pious wife of Pulaha,

gave birth to three sons, viz. Karma£re?tha, Variyan and

iahimu.

39. Even Kratu's wife, Kriya, bore sixty-thousand

(thumb-sized) sons known asValakhilya*—all brilliant with the

splendour of Brahman.

4* These are the deities presiding over the 14th and 15th day of the

bright and dark fortnights who came to designate those days. Thus Sin!-

v&II is the day preceding the new moon day. On this day the moon rises

with a scarcely visible crescent, while Kuhfi is the 15th day or the last day

of the him* mOnth when the moon is invisible. RiU presides over the

full moon (15th) day, white Anumati is the 14th day in the bright half-—

Vide ASD under tB&se heads.
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40. Oh tormentor of enemies ( Vidura) , by his wife

Orja (Arundhati) Vasistha had seven sons of whom Citraketu

was prominent. They all were pure-hearted Brahmana-sages.

41. They were Citraketu, Suroci?, Virajas, Mitra, Ul-
barta, Vasubhfd yana and Dyumat. He had other sons such as-

Sakti and others (by another wife).

42. Citti (or Santi), the wife ofAtharvan, got a son,

Dadhici alias Atfvaiiras who took the vow (of austere pen-

ance). (Henceforth) hear from me the race of Bhfgus.

43. The distinguished sage Bhrgu begot by his wife,

Khyati, ( two) sons—Dhatj and Vidhatj*, and a daughter, Sri,

who was devoted to the glorious Lord (Vi$nu).

44. ( The sage ) Meru gave his daughters Ayati and
Niyati (in marriage) to these (sons of Bhjrgu) severally. Of
them (Ayati and Niyati) were born Mrkanda and Prajia (res-

pectively) .

45. Of Mjrkai^da was born Markandeya, and ofPrana,

the sage Vedas iras. Kavi, (another) son of Bhrgu, had the

venerable Uianas (Sukracarya, the preceptor of Daityas) as

his son.

46. All these sages peopled the worlds by their descen-

dants. I have narrated to you, Oh Vidura, the account ofthe

progeny ofKardama's grandsons (from daughters* side)—an

account which immediately removes the sins of the faithful and

reverential listener.

47. Dak^a, another (mind-born) son of god Brahma,

married Prasuti, the daughter of (Svayambhuva) Manu*. He
begot, by her, sixteen fair-eyed daughters.

48. The Lord (Prajapati Dak$a) gave thirteen of his

daughters to Dharma, one to Agni, one to all Pitfs combined,

and one to god Siva, who cuts the bonds of SamsJira.

49*. Sraddha, Maitri, Daya, Santi, Tu$t», Putfi, Kriya,

Unnati, Buddhi, Medha, Titikja, Hr! and Murti—these (thir-

teen ) are the wives of Dharma.
50*. Sraddha gave birth to Subha (auspiciousness),

Maitri to Prasada, Daya to Abhaya, Santi to Sukha, Tu$tf to

Mud (a daughter) Pusti to Smaya.

5. Vide supra 4. 1. 1 1 above.

•Vide infra p. 437, note*
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51-52*. Kriya bore Yoga, Unnati, Darpa ; Buddhi, Artha;

Medha,Smfti (a daughter) ; Titik?a, K?ema and Hri t a son

called Prairaya. Murti who was the fountain-head of all ex-

cellent qualities, gave birth to sages Nara and Narayana.

53. When these two (sages) were born, the universe re-

joiced with great pleasure. The minds (of men)
,
the quarters,

winds, rivers and mountains—all became calm and serene.

54. Trumpets were blown in the heavens; showers of

flowers rained; sages offered their prayers. Gandharvas and

Kinnaras sang joyfully.

55. The celestial nymphs and goddesses danced; highest

bliss reigned everywhere. (There was auspiciousness every-

where). All divinities like Brahma (and others) attended

upon (Nara and Narayana) with eulogistic prayers.

Gods said :

56**. Salutations to the Supreme Man who, manifested

in himself this universe created by his own Maya power, just

like the phenomenal appearance (e.g. a city* of Gandharvas)
in the (cloudy) sky, and who appeared today, in the house of

a

*Dharma (Religion or Piety) is always associated with virtues or

certain pious mental states. These are described as the wives of Dharma
and his progeny from them.

**(i) By his Will or M&y& power, this created universe is supported

pn Brahman, but it does not affect the Brahman, just as colours blue,

white etc. of the clouds, do not stick to the sky. Or the changes of fonn,

such as that of a god or a subhuman being with which jiva is associated

(when it is born in that particular yoni) , do not affect the real nature of

Atman. The Lord has manifested himself as sages under the roof of

Dharma in order to instruct the distinctness ofAtman, Brahman, from the

form of god, man etc., and to lead to liberation by this knowledge. We
bow to that Supreme Person.—VR.

(ii) His own Mlyl has arranged (created) this universe on the

support of Atman like the cluster of clouds in the sky. For shedding light

(explaining the nature) of the Atman, he has manifested himself.—VC.
(iii) Just as different, kinds of cavities, (gkat&k&Ja, mafh&kdJa) are in

the sky, similarly the universe is arranged (created) in Yourself. Just as

the sky is neither 'different from, nor circumscribed by, these cavities or

vacuums, so also the Lord is neither affected nor delimited by the universe*

The illustration of the sky is taken to emphasize the unattachedness and
not unreality.—GD.

VB. has not Written his commentary on this skandha.
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Dharma, in the form ofsages (Nara and N&rayaga), for revea-

ling the true nature of the Self.

57. May the Lord, whose real nature is to be inferred by
the Sastras, condescend to look on us, the gods, who have been

created by him, by means of Sattva, for the protection of the

world from the disturbances in the orderly existence of the

world—his eyes which are overflowing with mercy and which

surpass the beautiful lotus, receptacle of Sr! ( or the home of

Lak$mf )

.

58. Oh child (Vidura), the two divine sages who were

thus extolled and worshipped by the ( multitude of) gods, bless-

ed them by their look, and left formount Gandhamadana

.

59. Verily, those two part (-manifestations) ofLord Hari,

have incarnated in this world as KpgQa, the descendant of

Yadu, and the dark-complexioned Arjuna of the Kuru race, for

relieving the burden of the earth.

60. And Svaha, the wife of Agni, gave birth to three

sons—Pavaka, Pavamana and Suci—all ofwhom are the deities

presiding over Agni, and who subsist on sacrificial offerings.

61. They gave birth to fortyfive fires. These fortyfive

fires, their three fathers (Pavaka, Pavamana and Suci) and

one grandfather (god Agni ) make fortynine fire-gods.

62. These are the fire-gods in whose name if (is (small

sacrifices) called Agneya (pertaining to Agni) are performed

during Vedic sacrificial sessions, by persons, well-versed in the

Vedas.

63. The manes ( Pitfs ) are* ( 1 ) Agnifvatta, ( 2 ) Barhijad,

(3) Saumya and (4) Ajyapa. They are either Sagnaya (recei-

ving libations of water through the sacred fire) or Anagnaya

(receiving libations directly without agnaukarana)* Svadhfi,

the daughter of Dak$a was their wife.

64. Svadha bore to them two daughters—Vayuna and

Dhari^l. Both of them were well-versed in scriptural know-

ledge and spiritual knowledge, and they expounded the same.

•These arc main divisions of the Pitp : (i) Those who joined the

manes by following only Smirta karmas are Agnifo&tta ; (a) Those who joined

forefathers after performing Agnikotra and Vedic sacrifices are Barhifadai*,

(3) Those who drink Soma in sacrifices and become Pitts are Somapas or

Saumyas; and (4) Those who partake ofghee in sacrifices are fjyapa.
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65. Though Satl, the wife of Siva who was like him in

qualities and character served him, she had no son.

66. (For) when she was quite young, she cast off her

body of her own accord by Yogic process, as she was angry

with her father who was antagonistic to her innocent husband,

Siva.

CHAPTER TWO
( The Rift between the God Siva and Daksa *

)

Vidura said :

1. Dak?a was affectionate to his daughter. Why did he
disregard his own daughter Sati and cherish hatred towards

Siva who was the foremost among the virtuous ?

•Introductory : Chapter* 2 to 7 (both inclusive) treat of the legend of

Dakfa’s sacrifice. It is a very popular legend and is found in MBH.
Sh&nti. 2<?4 (283 is a different episode), the Va. P. Ch. 30 (which repeats

verbatim the MBH. text), to mention a few pre-Bhigavata texts.

The development of the conception of Dakfa in the Vedic period is

traced in PCK 407 and MP-a Study 54*8. This solar deity of the Vedic age

seems to have developed into two Dakfas in the Puranic period : (1)

Dakfa Praj&pati of the Sv&yambhuva Era ( ManvantaTa) and (2) Dakfa
Pr&cetasa of the S&vangri Era. The MBH and subsequently Va.P. mix up
these two Oakfas and the story ofthe destruction of the sacrifice of the

first Dakfa is described to have happened in the case of the second (Price-

tasa) Dakfa.

According to the BH.P. the cause of rift between Dakfa and Siva is

due to Dakfa’s insult by Siva (Bh. P. IV. 2, Br. P, I.i .64) . But in MBH.
and Va.P. it is the argument between Dakfa and Dadhici as to the relative

superiority of Siva and Vifnu which led Dakfa to ignore Siva during the

sacrifice.

It is possible that this legend represents the conflict between the pra-

oftti dhartna characterised by the orthodox sacrificial culture and the

nivrtti dharma emphasizing renunciation and Yoga. The latter may be

pre-Aryan as the relics of Yogins and Siva worship are found in the Indus

valley. But it is an overstatement to say that thislegend is a symbol of the

struggle between monarchy and republics as stated by Dr. T.S. Rukmani

(A Critical SUafr oj^ihe Bh.P. 100-2).
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2. Who would and how could one hate the god Siva

who is a great divinity to the world of the movables and im-
movables ; who bears enmity towards none, and who is tranquil-

lity incarnate; and who is delighted in his own blissful self ?

3. Oh Brahman ! Narrate to me what led to the enmity
between the son-in-law (Siva) and the father-in-law (Dak§a)

which made Sati give up her life with which it is difficult to

part.

Maitreya said :

4. Formerly during the sacrificial session of the Praja-

patis (progenitors of the world) were assembled great seers

and sages, all classes of gods including divinities presiding over

the sacred fires, along with their attendants.

5-6. When Dak$a who was brilliant like the Sun entered,

he dispelled the darkness ofthe great assembly-hall by his splen-

dour. Seeing him, all the members of the assembly, including

the presiding deities of fire, were overwhelmed with his brilli-

ance, and stood up from their seats. Only Brahma and god

Siva did not stand up.

7. The leaders of the assembly reverentially received

Lord Daksa. He bowed down to god Brahma, the creator of

the universe and with Brahma’s permission, he took his seat.

8. Finding that Siva ( the Delighter of the world) was

already seated and had ignored him, Dak$a did not tolerate

this. Looking askance at him, as if to consume him with the

fire (of his wrath), he burst forth :

9. “Listen to me. Oh Brahmarta Sages, along with gods

and divinities of fire, I explain to you the mode of behaviour

of good people. This is not out ofjealousy or ignorance (that

I speak).

1 0. This (god Siva ) is shameless, and has detracted the

glory of the protectors of the world. This haughty fellow who
does not know what should appropriately be done, has pollut-

ed the path followed by the good.

11.

* He has been like a disciple unto me, as he, like a

virtuous person, took the hand of my daughter who is like

Slvitr!, in the presence of Brahmanas and sacrificial fire.

•Some annotators interpret this as the praise ofSiva.
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* Having married (lit. taken the hand of) my
daughter, this monkey-eyed fellow did not show due courtesy,

even by words, to me whom he should have respected by stand-

ing and by bowing.

13.

** To this proud, impious fellowwho has given up per-

formance of religious acts, and has violated all the bounds (of

religious propriety), I gave my young daughter though reluc-

tant to do so, as one would be to impart the sacred beautiful

word (Vedas) to a Sudrar (who is not eligible to receive Vedic

lore)

.

(i) Conforming to the traditional religious practice (at the time of

his marriage), he took the hand ofmy daughter who is pure like Savitrf,

in the presence ofBrahmanas and the sacred fire. He is, however, of the

status of non-disciple i.e. worth bowing. He is a jivan-mukta, and is, there-

fore, above formalities—GD.
(ii) Being omniscient, Siva knew from the beginning my unworthi-

ness which remained undisclosed till today. Hence he did not pay respect

to me who am like (but not really) a good person. It is due to the virtu-

ousness ofmy daughter like Savitri that he married her, in the presence of

Br&hmanas and the sacred fire—VC. & VD.
•Out of his grace, he (Siva) satisfies the desires of persons who

are passionate etc. , like monkeys. He deserves to be respected by us, by
standing and paying obeisance. But fie upon me ! I did not show even

verbal courtesy to him—VC. & VD.
(ii) He is anxious about the redemption of people who, like a monkey,

take interest in sensual pleasures. To remove the pride of the egotist

Dakfa, he established relationship with him by marrying his daughter. To
eliminate his ego, Siva incited him by not paying even verbal respect to

him, though Dak$a, as a father-in-law, should have been shown due

courtesy—GD

.

**(i) All religious activities are lost in Siva as he is the Brahman.
Nothing is more pure than he. He is not proud nor has he crossed any
bound of propriety—VG.

'VC. presumes an avagraha before manine and bhinna-sttave.

(ii) He is so great that even the desire to give my daughter in

marriage to him did not occur to me, as comparatively my daughter was
not worthy ofhim'. It was due to the advice ofBrahmS that I overcame

that shyness. Siva accepted her out ofrespect to Brahm&’s word. Siva is

Sidra i.e. one who removes grief by his favour and advice (Jucarh sokath

kfpay&jRdna-bhaktyadjtupadeicnadr&vayalUi iSdrafr / As this belongs to ‘Prfo-
ut

darSdi’ group *c* in *iuc’ is lost and -u- is lengthened as -Q-. As to

violation of etiquettes, Siva being the Brahman, all kriy&s (religious and
other actions) are lost in him. He is absolutely pure and worthy of the

highest respect. He is beyond the limits of ordinaryjivas. Hence the

duties prescribed lJy the Vedas, do not apply to him.
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1 4. * Surrounded by spirits and hosts of goblins, and with

his hair scattered, he wanders in nudity, laughing and crying

like a madman, in the terrible abodes of ghosts (crematories)

.

1 5. * * He is bathed in the ashes of funeral pyres, and is

adorned with the garlands on corpses and with human bones.

He is Siva (auspicious) in name only, but is (actually) inaus-

picious. He is (always ) intoxicated and loved by drunken people.

He is surely the Lord of devilish spirits {pramathas ) , and ghosts

which are the personification of tamo-guna.

16. * * * Alas ! It was at the instance ofgod Brahma, that I

gave my virtuous daughter to such a fellow who is destitute of

purity (and cleanliness), and of wicked heart, the lord of go-

blins ( called unmdda)

.

Maitreya said :

1 7. Having thus reproached Siva who sat all the while

quiet (without retaliation), the enraged Dak$a touched water

(sipped it in acamana) and proceeded to curse him.

18. “When sacrifices are offered to gods, this Siva,

accursed of the gods, shall not (henceforth) get his share (in

•VC. states that Siva's behaviour like a mad person is his lild (sports)

out of godly ecstasy.

(ii) GD. : The bounds of Vedic injunctions are not applicable to a
votary who has realized the Brahman. The show of madness is for the pur-

pose of teaching the world, to renounce worldly bonds of wife, sons, pro-

perty etc. Rudra performs penance, while he externally behaves like a

mad person.

Cf. Supra III. 14.36.

• *SR. explains the eulogistic aspect thus :

He, being the Brahman, no kriy&s are possible in him. There is no-

body more pure thanhe. I was diffident about offering my daughter (a

human being) to this great god
,
but did so to establish relationship.

There is none more auspicious than he. That he is the Lord of goblins,

evil spirits etc. shows how kind he is to his devotees. He removes their

t&masic nature and protects. He is compassionate to the wicked in his

heart. Hence he is dur-hfd. I am glad (bata ) that as per advice of

BrahmS, I overcame shyness, fear etc., and gave my daughter to him.

^••VR. rightly criticises the absurdity ofgiving double, i.e. contrary

interpretations, one a praise, the other a censure of Siva. Pertinentlyhe

tid^the propriety ofuttering a curse on Siva if Dakfa praised him so

highly.
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the sacrificial offerings) along with Indra, Upendra (Vipju) and

other gods*’.

19. Oh Vidura, though Daksa was prohibited (from,

uttering the curse) by prominent members of the assembly, he

pronounced it, on Siva (the Lord of the mountains). In great

rage, he left the place and retired to his abode.

20. Having come to know about the curse, NandiSvara,

the leader of Siva’s followers, with his eyes reddened with anger,

uttered a terrible curse upon Dak$a and the Brahmanas who
approvingly listened to Siva’s denunciation.

2 1 . “He who, being ignorant, highly thinks of this mor-

tal frame, and hates the Lord (Siva) who does not bear enmity

against anybody, cherishes the notion of difference, and has

his face turned away from the Truth.

22. With the desire of gratifying low sensual pleasure,

he (Dak§a) is attached to householder’s life which is full of dece-

ptive psuedo-religious practices. His intellect is confused by

arthavada in the Vedas, and he is engrossed in karmic ritual

(pertaining to sacrifices and other such acts).

23. With his intellect wrongly concentrated on the body

as the Soul, and having forgotten the real nature of the Soul,

Daksa is as good as a beast. He will be intensely addicted to

women, and will soon have the head ( face ) of a goat.

24. This dullard (Dak$a), who regards the avidya (igno-

rance) consisting of performing ofsacrifices and other religious

acts, as the real knowledge, and thosewhofollowed him (approv-

ed of him) in his censure of Siva, shall continue in the sarfisara

( the cycle of births and deaths)

.

25. The enemies of Hara (Siva) shall be infatuated with

(and attached to) karmas
,
as their minds will be agitated by

the churning (rod) of rich promises (viz. happy life in heaven)

alluring like the smell of wine given in the flowery language of

the Vedas.

26. Brahmanas will eat anything and everything ( with-

out considering whether it is permitted by S&stras ) . They will

be devoted to learning, t&pas (penance) and vrotas (vows) for

the sake of their own livelihood. They shall wander a-begging

in this world, taking delight in property, ( pleasure of) the body

and sense organ!?*
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27. Hearing him pronounce this curse upon the Brah-
mana community (as a whole), Blirgu uttered a counter-curse

which is an irrevocable punishment inflicted by Brahmanical
power.

28. “Those who observe the vows to propitiate god Siva,

and those that follow them, shall be the heretics and the

opponents of true Sasiras.

29. They shall lose their (sense of) purity, shall be dull-

witted. They shall wear matted locks of hair and bones, and
smear themselves with ashes. Thev shall enter the cult of Siva

4

worship where wine shall be the divinity.

30. As you denounce the Vedas and Brahmanas who,

like protective dams, lay down fixed laws restricting men (for

preservation of the society), you have embraced hereiicism.

31. This is the only auspicious, ancientpath for the peo-

ple (viz. the path laid down by the Vedas). The ancients (our

forefathers) have followed it, and Janardana is its standard

authority.

32. It (Veda) is the Supreme Brahman, absolutely pure.

It is the eternal path of the good. Condemning this, you shall

embrace hereticism wherein the Lord of goblins is the div-

inity”.

Maitreya said :

33. While Bhrgu was uttering the curse, Lord Siva, be-

ing slightly disconsolate at heart (for what had happened), left

( the assembly hall ) ,
along with his followers.

34. The progenitors of the world also completed the

sacrificial session of one thousand years-sacrifice in which Lord

Hari was the deity to be propitiated.

35. At the conclusion of the session, they took their con-

cluding bath, ( avabhrtha ) in the confluence of the Ganga and
i

the Yamuna. Purifying themselves thus, they returned to

their respective homes.
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CHAPTER THREE

(Siva dissuades Sail from attendance at Dak$a-Tajiia)

Maitreya said :

1. A long time elapsed while the son-in-law (Siva) and
the father-in-law (Daksa), continued their lasting enmity to

each other.

2. When Daksa was installed as the chief of all Lords of
«

creation by Brahma, the highest of gods, he felt puffed up with

pride (An additional factor to exclude Rudra from sacrifice).

3. Having performed the Vajapeya sacrifice, and disre-

garded ISvara and others who were thoroughly proficient in

Brahma-Vidya, he (Daksa) began the best of sacrifices, called

Brhaspatisava (as the Sruti enjoins this sacrifice, after the per-

formance of the Vajapeya).

4. In that sacrifice, all Brahmaiia sages, heavenly sages,

Pitrs (and other) divinities were welcomed with auspicious for-

malities. Their wives, along with their husbands, were given

auspicious reception (Those divinities, whose wives attended,

were thus worshipped again).

5. Goddess Sati, the daughter of Dak$a, came to know
about the grand festival of her father’s sacrifice, from the talks

of the heavenly beings, while they were passing through the

sky.

6-7. She saw that beautiful women of demi-god tribes

(e.g. Gandharvas, Yak$as) of rolling eyes, clad in rich gar-

ments, and wearing padakas ( a gold ornament) round their

necks, and burnished ear-rings, going with their husbands, in

heavenly cars, from all directions. Seeing them flying past her

own mansion, she in her eagerness, spoke to her consort, god

Bhutapati ( the protector of all beings )

.

Sati said :

i

8. “It is reported that the great sacrificial festival of

your father-in-law, Prajapati Dak$a, has now commenced. Oh
beautiful Lord, let us go there, ifyou so desire, as these gods

are also going thither.
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9. My sisters, desirous of seeing their kith and kin, will

certainly go there with their husbands. 1 wish to receive along

with you, the presents which will be offered by my parents.

1 0. Oh Siva, really I am eagerly longing to see there,

my sisters worthy of their husbands, my aunts and my mother

whose heart is full of (lit. wet with) affection, and the greatest

of the sacrifices being conducted by leading sages ( or the flag

or sacrificial post of the sacrifice raised by great sages).

1 1 . Oh unborn Lord ! This wonderful universe consist-

ing of three gunas ( sattva, rajas, tamos), appears created in you

by your own Maya.6 (Hence you have no curiosity to go) . I

am, however, a poor woman who do not know your real

nature. I, therefore, strongly desire to see my native place.

12. Oh birthless Lord, look at those other women (in

no way related to Dak^a ) , richly adorned, going with their

husbands in crowds. Oh Sitika^fha the sky looks beautiful

by the movements of their aerial cars white like sweet warbling

swans (Kala-haxhsas).

13. Oh great God, how can the body (including mind)

of a daughter remain unmoved, after hearing about a festival

in the father’s house ? Even though uninvited, people go to the

houses of their friends, their husbands ( masters ) , their precep-

tor and parents. (The formality of invitation is superfluous in

these cases).

14. Oh immortalLord ! Be gracious unto me. You are

compassionate. You should really grant me this desire. I

have been located in halfof your person by you who possess

perfect wisdom. Do this favour as entreated by me, to you.”

The Sage said :

15. Thus earnestly entreated by his beloved wife, Siva,

who was so affectionate to his friends and relatives, was (pain-

6 . Militant Vaiffava commentators like VR ., VJ . refuse to give the

credit of creation to Siva. Instead of taking aja (unborn) as a vocative

addressed to Siva, they take qj&tma-*Rfyay& as one compound and inter-

pret : ‘The universe that is created by the unborn Lord Vifpu by his

M&y&*. According to them, Siva being a great Yogin, has the direct per-

crplton ofthe universe and hence no curiosity to see the festival of Dakfa't

sacrifice.
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fully) reminded of the shaft-like bitter words, cutting to the

quick, which Dak$a spoke to him in the presence of (other)

progenitors of the universe. He, however, replied to her with

a smile.

The Lord Siva said :

16. Oh charming lady, you have put it nicely when ycu
said that people go to their relatives, even though they are not

invited. But that is only when their vision (outlook) is not

prejudiced by their powerful ego about the body being the

atrnan, and by their wrath (against such a visitor).

17. Learning, penance, wealth, beautiful personality,

youth and (high) pedigree are good qualities in the case of the

good, but are like a curse to the most wicked. When these

attributes destroy the memory and knowledge of the wicked,

they increase only the arrogance, as these wicked people can-

not realize the glory of the great.

18. One should never go to the house of such persons,

of unsteady minds, regarding them as relatives—persons who
look upon the visitors (to their house), with crooked mentality,

with frowning eye-brows and angry eyes (looks).

19. A person whose body is (deeply) wounded with

arrows of the enemies, does not feel the tortures to that extent,

as he who is cut to the quick by the harsh words of his own
relatives of crooked minds. For the former can (at least) get

sleep, but the latter suffers day and night, with a tormented

heart.

20. Oh beautiful lady (of charming eyebrows), I do
certainly agree that you are the most beloved of all the daugh-

ters of Dak$a ( the Lord of created beings ) of eminent rank.

You will not however receive (proper) attention or respect

from your father, because of your relations with me, whom he

hates intensely.

21. At the sight of the prosperity ( glory, possession of

siddhis) of great persons who stand ( unconcerned) like a wit-

ness to the minds ofjioa (i.e. are devoid of ahartikSra—ego),

his heart is boiling with jealousy, and his senses are over-an-

xious for gratification. But being incapable of attaining to their
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eminent position easily, he hates them intensely as the Asuras

hated Hari.

22. Oh slender-waisted lady, ,the mutual exchange of

respects, viz. going forth to receive, expressing modesty, paying

obeisance is properly done by the wise bhagavatas (devotees of

the Lord) only. They do it all mentally to the Supreme
Person Vasudeva, who abides in the heart of all, but not to

him who regards the Soul and the body as identical (and ex-

pects the external observance of formalities directed to his

body).

23. The absolutely pure sattva (heart or the attribute

called sattva) is designated as Vasudeva; for it is in the sattva

that Supreme ManVasudeva is manifested ( and realized ) in

his real (unveiled) form. It is in the sattva ( absolutely pure

mind) that I pay obeisance7 to him who is beyond sense per-

ception.

24. Therefore, Oh beautiful lady, you should not see

Dakga and his followers—even though Dak$a is your father,

the protector of your body, Dakga is my enemy. When I went

to attend the sacrifice performed by the Prajapatis, he ex-

pressed his hatred, by using abusive language to me, even

though I was innocent (not at fault at all )

.

25. If you go there ignoring my advice, no good will

betide you thereby. When a person of well-established repu-

tation suffers insult from his relatives, the indignity leadsimme-
diately to his death. *

CHAPTER POUR

( SatVs Self-immolation by Toga)

Maitreya said :

1 . Having said this much, SaAkara became silent, as he

anticipated the destruction (death) of his wife's body, in

either case (whether he permits her to go or refuses to do so).

7 . v.l. manats—deeply meditate upon him In mind.—^R.
•Of iambhdvitaym ciklttir maraftidatiripakl BO. a .34



Sati who was eager to see her friends and relatives, but was
afraid of Safikara, became indecisive (two in mind). (Like an
oscillating pendulum) she went out (to see her relatives), and
returned (for fear of Siva).

2. Sat! was troubled in her mind by the thwarting of

her desire to see her kith and kin. Out of affection, she burst

into tears and wept in utter despondence. She trembled in

rage. She looked in wrath at the peerless Siva, as if she would
burn him.

3. Then she lost her judgment, due to her womanly
nature. Heaving heavy sighs, and with her heart tormented

by grief and anger, she went to her parents' house, leaving him
(Siva) who is beloved of saintly persons and who, out oflove,

had given half of his body to her.

4. Thousands of followers of the three-eyed-god (Siva)

including personal attendants and Yakgas like Mailman, Mada
and others, and with Nandikefivara at the head, hastily yet

fearlessly (or with saddened heart at her disobedience to Siva),
s

went after Satl who set out all alone, with quick pace.

5. They made her ride the best of the bulls (Nandikei-

vara). They accompanied her, taking with them S&rik&s

( singing birds), balls, mirrors and lotuses ( for her entertain-

ment), a white umbrella, ehowrits, and garlands ( her insignia

of royalty ) and musical instruments like kettle-drums, conchs

and flutes.

6. She entered the place of sacrifice where Vedic hymns

were loudly chanted by Br&hma^as, keenly competing with

oach other in reciting Vedic mantrasi*; where Br&hmapa sages

and divinities were in attendance; where on sides were (seen)

vessels and utensils made of clay, wood, iron, gold, darbha

grass and hides.

7. Being afraid of the sacrificer (Dakpa), who treated

her insultingly, nobody except her mother and sisters, dared to

welcome her, on her arrival. They (her mother and listers),

------
8. 4-brahm+oaUuscm : OR lWhere the sacrificial act of killing the

animal is Sanctified by the load chanting ofVedic hymn*.'—SR.

RR. brands.
,
this u 'coarse' (eifi/e) and prefers the explanation

given above. Allcommentators do the same.
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however, eagerly and rapturously embraced her, with their

throats choked with tears of affection.

8. Sat! who was not welcomed by her father, did not

accept the hospitality and the seat ofhonour respectfully offer-

ed to her by her mother and maternal aunts. Nor did she pay
attention to her sisters’ affectionate enquiries about her health

etc.

9. Seeing the sacrifice being performed without offering

the due share to Rudra, and the insulting treatment meted out

to Lord Siva by her father, the great goddess Sati, who herself

was not given proper reception at the sacrificial assembly,

became enraged, as if she would burn the worlds in anger.

10. By her divine lustre, the goddess Sati controlled the

hosts of goblins (who accompanied her) who sprang to their

feet (to destroy the sacrifice). But within the hearing of the

whole world, she censured (Dak$a), the enemy of Siva who
was proud of his exertions in the path of smoke (i.e. was

puffed up with performance of great sacrifices) , in accents

faltering with anger.

11. “Who else than you would behave inimically to-

wards the Lord, who is above enmity ? To him nobody is supe-

rior in the world. Though he is the beloved Soul of all em-

bodied beings, nobody is dear or hateful to him. He is the

cause of all.

12*. Oh Dvija ! Persons who are jealous like you, dis-

cover faults in the virtues of others ( and not merits ) are called

mean. Those who, occupying a middle position, note merits

and demerits as they are, are regarded as great. Good people

note only the merits and not the weaknesses ( and these are

greater). The greatest ones do not see the defect at all, but

they magnify even the minutest good points.

13. It is no wonder that out ofjealousy, there is always

the malicious condemnation of the great among unrighteous

persons who look upon this inert material body as the Soul.

The glory (of such slanderers) is obscured by the dust of the

* Littrallj : Oh Dvfia ! People like you detect (see) faults even in

the good qualities of others; but no good person does this. Those who
magnify even the trifling merits in ethers are the greatest of all. You
ba&however found fault with them(great persons).
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feet of those great men. Hence it befits these ( slanderers to

revile the good Souls )<

14. Alas ! Your honour has become inauspicious, as

you hate god Siva, whose fame is holy and commands inviol-

able, and whose name of two syllables (Si-va) if incidentally

uttered by the tongue even once, destroys all the sins of men
(who utter it)

.

15. Your honour is hating (Siva)
,
that friend and pro-

tector of the universe. His lotuslike feet are resorted to by
the bee-like minds of the great (sages like Sanaka etc.), who
long to taste the winelike honey of Brahmananda ( bliss of be-

ing absorbed in Brahman)—Feet which shower blessings upon
people desirous of worldly objects ( irrespective of their worthi-

ness to receive them.)

16.

* You say that god Siva is inauspicious

—

a-Siva—in

his dress and behaviour. If that be so, do not gods etc. other

than your honour, (such as Brahma and others) who wearon
their heads flowers etc. fallen from his feet,* know that he is

auspicious (Siva) only in name but is really inauspicious

—

Siva who with his dishevelled matted locks of hair, dwells in the

cremation grounds in company of goblins, and. who decorates

himself with the flower-garlands, ashes (of funeral pyres) and

skulls lying there ?

17. When the Supreme Lord ( Siva) , the protector of

religion, is blasphemed by restraintless people, one should

shut one’s ears and leave the place if he is powerless (to kill

the slanderer or die in the action) . If he is powerful enough,

he should, by force, cut ofT the vituperative tongue which

utters such evil words, and lay down his own life ( if necessary

for that). Such is the course of righteous duty ( dharrna )

.

18. I, therefore, shall not retain this body which is born

of you, the slanderer of Siva. For, the wise people say that

the remedy for eating of the. impure food taken in through

ignorance, is to vomit it out.

*VR. is hard put to it to reconcile this verse with the injunction in

the SSttvata-tantra that no god other than Nar&yana should be respected

{n&nyath devath namas-kuryat etc.). He says that injunction is restricted to

those who are trying for mokfa. He concludes :

saroandevatSnam brahmStmakatvena-anusandhinaih tvaviruddhom-tveti

na vimdhafr */
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19. The mind of the great sage who finds joy in his

own Self, does not necessarily follow Vedic statements (regard*

ing injunctions and prohibitions)
. Just as the movements of

celestial beings and men are different ( the former through the

sky and the latter on the earth ) a person who follows his own
course of duty, should not find fault with another following a

different path.

20. It is true that karmas' of two kinds

—

pravrtta

(sacrificial acts etc.) and nivrtta (self-control, renunciation

etc. ) are prescribed in the Vedas, severally, for two distinct

types ofmen—one characterised by attachment to worldly ob-

jects and the other, by absence of it. Both the types of karmas

cannot be found (practicable) simultaneously in the same

agent. But no duty of doing a karma of any kind devolves

upon the Brahman ( god Siva )

.

21. (You need not entertain the pride that you are

affluent and Rudra is a pauper for), the mystic powers (siddfds

like animd etc. ) possessed by us, can never be yours, oh father.

They are not found (attained) in sacrificial halls (by perfor*

mance of sacrifices ) . The cause of our (attainment of) powers

is unmanifest ( as they depend on our will) . They are enjoyed

by Avadhutas (knowers of Brahman who have renounced

everything) . While your path is extolled by creatures follow-

ing the path of smoke (karma-mSrga ) who are gratified with

the food offered in sacrifices.

22. Now enough of this impure body born of you who
have sinned against (offended) Lord Siva. I have been asham-

ed ofmy kinship with an unworthy father. Fie upon the birth

from a man who vilifies the great Souls.

23. When (out ofjoke) Lord Siva (the bull-bannered

god) refers to your gotra by addressing me as “DaksayagT*

( Dak$a’s daughter), I immediately lose all joyfulness and

smiles, and become extremely pained at heart. Therefore, I

shall give up this body (corpse) begotten of you.”

Maitreya said :

24. Oh vanquisher of enemies 1 Having thus addressed

Dak$a in the sacrificial hall, she sat silently on the ground

with her face to north. She wore a yellow garment. She
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touched water (i.e. sipped it as in acamana), and closing her
e^es, she entered the yogic path (for casting off her material

body).

25. Steady in her yogic posture, she controlled prana

and ap&na equally at the navel. Forcing up the vital air call-

ed udana from the mystic plexus at the navel (manipiira cakra )

,

she gradually brought it up and steadied it along with intellect

at the mystical plexus in the heart. The pure, sinless lady

brought it through her throat to
(
ajfia cakra ) , the mystical

plexus in the midregion of the eyebrows.

26. Thus, out of her anger against Dak§a, she desired

to cast off her body which was many times lovingly placed

(and caressed) on his lap by god Siva, the most exalted

amongst the great. The strong-willed lady instituted the yogic

contemplation
( dhdrand ) of fire and wind in her limbs (body).

27. Then meditating on the bliss of the lotus-like feet

of her lord, the preceptor of the world (Lord Siva) , Sati (was

so absorbed that she) perceived nothing else. She destroyed

all impurities. And her body was soon ablaze with fire pro-

duced by her samddhi (yogic concentration)

.

28. There arose a tremendous uproar of grief (‘alas !

alas!!’) both in the heaven and on the earth by those who
witnessed the great miracle. “Alas ! provoked by (her father)

Daksa, Sati, the beloved spouse of Lord Siva, had thrown

away her life.

29. Oh ! Look at the enormous wickedness of the Lord
of Creation (Daksa) from whom are born all creatures, mobile

and immobile. His high-souled daughter who always deserved

honour, had to give up her life, due to insults inflicted by him.

30. This Dak$a ofintolerant (jealous ) heart, the hater

of the Brahman, will reap great infamy in this world. This

enemy of god Siva did not prevent his own daughter, while

she prepared for death, on account of the disrespectful treat-

ment meted out to her.’*

3 1 . While the people were criticising thus, at the sight

of the miraculous self-immolation of Sat!, her attendants rose

with their weapons to kill Dak$a.

32. Having noticed the vehemence of the on-rushing

attendants of Siva, venerable Bhj*gu offered oblations in the
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sacrificial fire called dakfindgni reciting the mantras of Yajur-

veda efficacious to kill the destroyers of the sacrifice.

33. While the priest adhvaryu (viz. Bhjrgu) poured the

oblation, gods called Rbhus who bad secured share in the

soma juice by their austere penance, rose up in thousands,

(from the sacrificial pit) with great force.

34. Beaten by the gods who were armed with fire brands

and who were resplendent with Brahmanic lustre, all the

attendants of Siva, pramathas and guhyakas dispersed in various

directions.

CHAPTER FIVE

{Destruction ofDakfa’s Sacrifice)

Maitreya said :

1 . Having learnt from Narada, the report of the death

of his wife (Satl) on being insulted by Prajapati Daksa, and of

the total rout of the army of his attendants by the Et.bhus in

that Sacrifice, Siva's anger knew no bounds.

2. Siva (the god with matted locks of hair) got enraged,

and bit his lips. He pulled out a matted lock of hair which

dazzled with terrific splendour, like the flash of lightning, and

a flame of fire.He suddenly sprang to his feet, and with a loud

laughter and roar, dashed it on the ground.

3. From it (was born Vlrabhadra), of colossal size, who
touched the skies, by his stature. He had a thousand arms.

His complexion was like a dark cloud. He had three eyes bril-

liant like the Sun. He had sharp fangs. His locks of hair were

shining like burning flames of fire. He wore a garland of

skulls and held various weapons aloft (for striking).

4. Siva, the Supreme Lord, the master of bhUtas, com-

manded Vlrabhadra who, with folded hands, requested for an

order. “Oh Rudra, as you are my part (manifestation, you

need not be afraid of Brahmanic power) . You be the leader

of my. army, oh warrior, and destroy Dak$a along with

saetffice”.
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5. Being thus commanded by wrathful Siva, he circuma-
mbulated the all-powerful god of gods. Oh Vidura, he then

regarded himself capable of withstanding the might of very

powerful warriors, by his irresistible force.

6. He was followed by the attendants of Rudra who
were roaring loudly. He himself thundered most terribly.

Raising his trident which was capable of killing even the god
of Death, he dashed forth, with his feet jingling with ornaments.

7-8. Having seen (a cloud of) dust in the northern dire-

ction, the sacrificial priest, the sacrificer (Dak$a), members of

the sacrificial assembly, Brahmanas and their wives began to

speculate : “What darkness is this ? From which place is the

cloud of dust (coming) ? Winds are not blowing. Nor can

these be robbers, as king Pracinabarhi? of iron rule, is still alive.

Cows are not driven home so hastily. Whence is this dust ? Is

the world now due for dissolution (pralaya)V*

9. Ladies ofwhom Prasuti was prominent, commented
with a troubled heart : “This is the consequence of the sin com-

mitted by Daksa, the Lord of Creation, who slighted his inno-

cent daughter Sati, in the presence of his other daughters.

10. It may be due to Daksa’s offence against Rudra
who dances at the end of the universe, with his locks or matted

hair scattered about, and with the elephants supporting the

directions pierced on the prongs of his trident, and with his

bannerlike hands holding up the missiles ( for discharge ) ,
tear-

ing down the directions, by thunderlike peals of laughter.

11. When he is full of rage, can anyone fare well, even

if he be god Brahma himselfwho provoked his (Rudra* s) wrath

—Rudra, who is of irresistible splendour, full of wrath,

unbearable to look at when he knits his eyebrows in angry looks,

and who has scattered the whole group of constellations with

his terrible fangs.”

12. While people with perturbed eyes, were speculating

thus wildly, there were thousands of omens portending misfor-

tune to Dak?a, frequently appearing in the sky, and on the

earth.

13. Oh Vidura, in the meanwhile the big sacrificial

pandal was rushed at on all sides, and occupied by the follo-

wers ofRudra with their weapons held up in their hands. They
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were short in stature, dark and brown (in complexion) and
their faces and stomachs were like crocodiles.

14. Some broke the Prdgoarhfa (the beam resting on the
eastern and western pillars of the sacrificial hall). Others broke
the apartment ofthe sacrificer’s wife ( This is to the west of
the sacrificial hall ) . Some broke the assembly hall in front

(of the sacrificial hall). Some broke the store-room of the
materials for sacrificial offerings; others, the cottage of the

sacrificer himself, and the kitchen.

15. Some smashed the sacrificial utensils; some put out
the sacrificial fire; some urinated in the sacrificial pit, and some
cut down the zonelike construction around the sacrificial plat-

form.

16. Some struck the sages; others threatened the wives
of the priests, etc.

; others seized gods who were near by and
trying to run away.

17. Maniman bound Bhrgu; Virabhadra, Prajapati

Daksa; Candida, god Pusan; NandlSvara caught hold of Bhaga.
18. All the sacrificial priests, along with the members

ofthe assembly and gods, saw this. Being severely pelted with
stones, they ran quickly, helter-skelter in all directions.

19. Glorious Virabhadra pulled out mustaches and the

beard of Bhjrgu, while he was offering the oblations with sruva

(a ladle) in his hand, as he had laughed derisively in the as-

sembly showing his beard (when Dak$a insulted Siva).

20. Out of anger, venerated Virabhadra knocked down
Bhaga and pulled out his eyes, as in that sacrificial session of
the assembly (while Daksa censured Siva), he made signs with
his eyes to Dak$a.

2 1 . He knocked out the teeth of Pusan as Balarama did
to the king of Kalinga, as he laughed, showing his teeth, while
the great god Siva was vilified by Daksa.

22. The three-eyed Virabhadra ( threw downDak$a and

)

seating himself on Dak$a’s chest, he tried to cut his head by a
sharpedged weapon, but he was unable to do so.

23. Hara (Virabhadra) was greatly wonderstruck to-

find that the skin of Daksa was not cut by weapons charmed
with Vedic tnontfcs called astrus. He (who is a form of Pa£u-
pati ) deeply thought what to do.



24. Observing the way in which animals are killed in the
sacrifice, the Lord of Pa£us (Souls) severed by that method
the head of Dak?a, the sacrificer, whom he made the animal to

be sacrificed.

25. There arose a shout of applause ‘well done', ‘bravo'

from the Bh&tas
, Pretas and PUacas (members of Virabhadra’s

army) who praised that act of gallantry. The reverse was the

case in others (i.e. in Dak?a's camp).

26. Full of rage, Virabhadra threw Daksa's head in the

sacrificial fire called Dakfin&gni, as an oblation. Having burnt
down the sacrificial edifice, he returned to Kailasa, the home
of Guhyakas.

CHAPTER SIX

( Appeasement ofRudra—Revival ofDakfa)

Maitreya said :

1-2. Thereupon all the hosts of gods who were defeated

by the armies of Rudra, had got their bodies hacked and

hewn with tridents, spears {paHita), swords, maces, iron bars

and clubs. Being overwhelmed with fear, they, along with the

sacrificial priests and their associates, approached god Brahma,

bowed down to him, and narrated in details this incident.

3. ' (As) worshipful Brahma and Narayana, the Soul of

the universe, had long back foreseen it, they did not go to the

sacrifice of Dak?a.
4. After giving them hearing, Brahma said, “the desire

to retaliate against a person of superior might, even though he

has offended you, cannot generally lead to the welfare ( of the

weak retaliator )

.

5. Here, however, you have committed the offence

against Siva, inasmuch as you excluded him from the sacri-

fice, even though he had a rightful share ( in the sacrificial

offerings). Now, with a pure chastened heart, you resort to

his lotuslike feet and obtain his grace, for he can be easily pro-

pitiated.
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6. You, who wish for the revival (and completion) of

the sacrifice, should immediately beg the pardon of the god,

who is cut to the quick, by words of abuse (by Dak$a), and is

bereaved of his beloved wife. If he is enraged, the whole world

along with its protectors, will cease to be.

7. The Lord Rudra is absolutely independent. Neither

I nor Yajfia (Indra of that era)
, nor you nor sages or any em-

bodied being, knows his real nature and the extent of his strength

and power. (This being the case) who can be certain of the

means to be adopted (for his propitiation)”.

8. Having advised the gods, thus, Brahma accompanied

by them (gods), Pitrs, Prajapatis set out from his own region

(Satyaloka ) to Kailasa, the chief of the mountains, the favour-

ite abode of god Siva, the destroyer of the Tripuras.

9. Mount Kailasa is inhabited by gods who have attain-

ed superhuman powers (siddhis) by their (superiority in) birth,

or by drugs, penance, mantra ( incantation of mystic power) or

the practice of Toga. It is always crowded with Kinnaras, Gand-
harvas ( celestial musicians) and celestial damsels.

10. Its summits are made up of various kinds of gems;

tney are variegated with different kinds of metallic ores; they

are covered with various kinds of trees, creepers and shrubs.

They abound in different kinds of wild beasts.

11. With its streams of crystal clear water, and its peaks

and caves, the mountain is a pleasure-haunt for siddha women,
to sport along with their lovers.

12. It is resonant with the cries of the peacocks, melo-

dious humming of bees intoxicated with honey, loud notes of

cuckoos and warbling of birds.

13. It seems to invite birds, by the highly raised boughs

ofwish-yielding trees. It appears to be in motion by the wander-

ing of elephants. It is, as if, speaking with the murmuring of

flowing springs.

14-15. It is beautified with trees such as (the heavenly)

Mandara and Parijata; with Saralas, Tamalas, Salas, Talas,

Kovidaras, Asanas, Arjunas, mango-trees, Kadambas, Nipas,

Nagas, Punnagas, Campakas, Pafalas, A€okas,Bakulas, Kundas,

aim.Kurabakas.

16-19. It is ornamented with lotus flowers of golden
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hue (and hundred petals), excellent cardamom creepers,

Malati (Jasmine), Kubjas, Mallikas, Madhavis; and also with
(fruit) trees (such as) Panasa, Audumbara, ASvat tha, Plaksa,

Nyagrodha, Hirigu, Bhurja; with herbs and plants like betel

nuts, Rajapuga (a kind of arecanut palm), rose-apple trees,

date-palms, Jambu, mango-trees and others, with Priyala,

Madhuka, and Inguda (soapnut trees). It was adorned with
various kinds of bamboos called Venu and Kicaka; it was
beautified with swarms of birds which were sweetly singing on
the banks of the lakes rich in the beds of lilies and lotuses of
various kinds.

20. It was abounding in deer, monkeys, boars, lions,

bears and Porcupines, Gavayas (a species of ox) Sarabhas
(a mythological eight-footed animal), tigers, tutu-deer, buffa-

loes and other beasts.

21. It was infested with a number of beasts called Karp-
antra, one-footed animals, horse-faced animals, wolves, musk-
deer; and it presented a charming sight with its sandy banks

of lotuslakes, surrounded by gardens of plantain trees.

22. It was surrounded by the Nanda (the Ganges) whose
waters have been all the more hallowed by the ablutions of

Sati. At the sight of that mountain of Lord &iva, gods were

filled with wonder.

23. There (on the mountain), they beheld the famous

and beautiful city of Alaka, with its garden called Saugand-

hika, where grew the species of lotus, bearing the same name
(Saugandhika )

.

24. Along the outskirts of the city, flow the two rivers

Nanda and Alakananda, which are highly sanctified with the

dust of the ever-hallowed feet ofVi$^u.

25. Oh Vidura, when celestial women get tired of their

amorous sports, they descend from their heavenly cars into

these • rivers. They then plunge and sport therein, sprinkling

their mates with water.

26. (Being tempted by the fragrance of saffron), eleph-

ants, though not thirsty, drink the waters ofthese rivers, yellow

on account of the fresh saffron washed (from the breasts

of celestial women) during their baths, and make the female

elephants also drink it.
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27-28. Alaka, the capital of the Yaksa king (Kubera),

which was swarmed with hundreds of aerial cars made up
of silver, gold and highly precious stones, and inhabited by
Yak$a women, looked like the sky, overcast with clouds and
streaks of lightning. They (Brahma and others) bypass the

capital of Kubera, and the Saugandhika forest, which was

beautified with wish-yielding trees with variegated flowers,

fruits and leaves.

29. (Therein) the cooking and warbling of cuckoos and

other birds, harmonised with the melodious humming of bees.

It was full of lakes with lotus beds, which were the most favou-

rite haunts of swans of melodious notes.

30. (In that forest) the breeze blowing over the Hari-

candana trees against which wild elephants have rubbed their

bodies, created frequently more agitation in the wives ofYak?as.

31. There were tanks beautified with lotuses, with steps

of vaidSrya gems, built around them. It was enjoyed by Kim-
purugas. Having seen the forest, the gods saw a banyan tree

near by.

32. It was hundred Tojanas in height ; its branches extend-

ed seventy-five Tojartas, on every side; it had a permanent shade

on all sides; it had no nests on it, and it warded off the Sim.

33. ' Beneath that tree, which induced great concentra-

tion of mind (mahi-yoga ) ,
and which is the resort of people

seeking liberation, the gods beheld Siva, seated like the god of

Death, free from anger.

34. (They saw) Siva of a very tranquil personality. He
was attended upon by great serene Yogins like Sanandana and

others and also by Kubera, his friend, and the master of

Guhyakas and Rakjasas.

35. (They saw) the Supreme Lord Siva, the friend of

the universe, who is following the path of upSsand
,
concentra-

tion and Yoga meditation*, practising it out of affection for

the welfare ofthe people,

/

g. Vily&pettum— (1) The path othhakti supplemented by paths of

knowledge (JUim) and offame (action)—VR.
(11) One who propagated (and thus resorted to) the paths of ety**

tapes and VQ.
(ill) VJ, reads Hyfoantam for carentam and treats It as adj. quail-
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36. His body had the golden hue of evening clouds. He
wore the marks which are desirable of ascetics e.g. sacred ashes,

a club, matted hair and the hide of a deer. He bore the cres-

cent moon (on his forehead).

37. He was seated on a seat of darbha grass. He was

expounding to Narada the nature of the eternal Brahman,
while other saints were listening.

38. He placed his left lotuslike foot on the right lap,

and placed his left hand on the left knee (i.e. in the Virasana

posture10 ). A rosary of beads was round his right wrist, and
he assumed tarka mudrd11 .

39. The sages, along with the protectors of the world,

folded their hands and bowed to god Siva (Lord of Mountains )

.

&iva who was absorbed in the meditation of being one with the

blissful Brahman; who wore a Yoga-kak$a (a strap to secure the

position of the left knee) 10
;
and who was the foremost among

the contemplators.

40. Knowing that god Brahma (Self-born god) had
come, he (Siva) whose feet had been respected by the Lord
of gods and asuras, rose (from his seat) and bowed to him with

his head, as the most adorable Vi$nu did to Ka&yapa (in

Vamana incarnation)

.

lying Siva and takes other adjectives to qualify Vijnu. So according to

VJ. : They saw Siva who was contemplating on N&r&yaoa who is the

disinterested friend and well-wisher of the universe, and confers auspici-

ousness on the people, and who is the preceptor in and object of knowledge,

penance and Yoga which he is practising.

(iv) GD. explains: Siva practises the path of updsand, mental concen-

tration and Yoga. He practises updsand out of affection for the world, to

confer on it auspiciousness. He is the well-wisher of the world of which he
is the creator, preserver and destroyer. Being the Lord of the world, he

takes care of its welfare.

10. It is described as under :

tka-pddam athaikasmin vinyastd dru-sarhsthitam /

itarasminstathd bdhutp vfrdsanam idem smftam //

1 1 . Tarka-mudrd or JHdna-mudri : Joining the tips of the thumb and
the index finger, and straightening the other fingers after joining them
together. This position of the hand is tarka mudrd.

iq. Probably it might be a wooden support called Mil in Marathi*

Yogis keep it under their armpit to support the erect posture of their

body during contemplation.
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41. So also the hosts of other Siddhas, along with great

sages, who were (sitting) around Siva, did the same. God
Brahma who was thus bowed ( to by them)

,
spoke, as if with a

smile, to Siva ( the god who wears the crescent moon on the

head), who was still in a respectful pose (bowing).

Brahma said :

42*. I know you to be the Lord of the universe. You
are the same undifferentiated Brahman which is the cause of

both the Sakti (prakrti or the divine energy) and Siva (the

puru$a) who are both the womb and the seed of the world.

43. Oh Lord, it is you who carry on your sport through

Siva and Sakti who are essentially one (sarupayoh)
l8

,
and create,

protect and destroy the universe, as a spider does with his

cobweb14 .

44**. You have created the institution of sacrifice through

Daksa, as a string or instrument for the preservation of the

*(i)Parabrahman is the inner controller (antar-ydmin) ofRudra who is

merely an Soeia type of incarnation of Parabrahtnan. Therefore Rudra is

identified with the Parabrahman and the attributes of the latter are app-

lied to him. Hence this is the eulogy of Parabrahman—VR. (ii) VJ.
says that these verses are in praise ofNarasimha (Vi?rju) for the same

reason as above, (iii) VC. regards that the author has followed Saiva-mata,

in this panegyric.

13. VR. accepts the v.l. svamiayoh : Siva and Sakti are the parts or

amias of the viiiffa mentioned as sva. This verse is addressed to Para-

brahman who is the antar-yimin of Rudra. Prakfti and Purusa form the body

of Parabrahman. VR. expounds the stand of viiiffddvaita with reference

to god and the world etc. in this com. (ii) VC. explains this reading:

Siva is god's amia. tfakti is Siva's shadow. Hence they are equated here.

VJ. accepts the v.l. SvarUpayofi. He regards this verse as addressed to

Vi$QU who is the antar-ydmin of both Siva and Sakti. They are not one in

essence with Vi?nu. He uses them as instruments for the creation etc. of

the universe.

14. Cf. yathortta-nabhifi sfjate gfhpate ca /—Mun<Jaka Up. 1.1.7.

**Oh bestower of dharma and artha (religious merit and wealth) ! For

the attainment ofpuntf&rthos, you have created the institution of sacrifice

by efficacious (dakfa) sStra. The bounds of varpa, diram etc. are fixed by

you. Br&hmanas adopt strict religious vows and faithfully follow these

limitations nr commands—VR

.

(ii) VC. and SD. state that hens Brahmft implies that as Siva had

destroyed the sacrifice of Dakfa who followed Vedic injunctions laid down

by Siva, it was Siva's responsibility to see to it that the sacrifice was comple-

ted.
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three Vedas which bestow dharma and artha (religious merit

and wealth)16
. It is you who have ordained the boundaries

(of the course of conduct) of the world-boundaries which
Brahmanas, who have adopted religious vows, follow with
faith.

45. Oh auspicious Lord! You confer heaven ( svarga ) or

final beatitude (Mokfa

)

on those who perform auspicious deeds,

and assign the terrible dark hell to the perpetrators of evil

deeds. Why is it that the same act in the case ofsome persons,

gives the contrary result? (Why should Dak$a who followed

the Vedic path, and accordingly tried to perform a sacrifice as

per Vedic injunction, meet with that fate?)

46*. Verily anger cannot generally16 overwhelm pious

people as it would do in the case of brute (-like ignorant per-

sons. For these (righteous pedple) have offered their hearts

to your feet, and visualise you in all beings, and see all beings

as one with( their Soul) 17
. ( If your righteous devotees are above

anger, how is it that you, their god, can be wrathful?)

.

47. A person (of exalted status ) like you, ought not to

kill those who perceive differentiation in their hearts; who fix

their eyes on karmas (ritualistic acts) only; being of wicked

minds, they are always jealously burning in their hearts at the

prosperity of others;; who being.naturally disposed to hurt the

15. dharmartha-dugha : Alternatively §R. takes it as a Voc.

—

dugha•

Oh Lord Siva who give religious merits and wealth 1 For the attainment

ofdharma and artha you have created etc.

(ii) VJ, takes this as instr. sing, and explains it as qualifying

Daksa. According to VJ. : Daksa's sacrifice was disturbed by Hari, as

Dakfa treated Siva disrespectfully. Siva was superior to Dakfa even

as a devotee. Hence Hari disturbed the sacrifice, as the boundary or etique-

tte to be observed was crossed by Dakfa.

*(i) It is impossible that your wrath can be the cause of such a cont-

rary result. The righteous persons entertain no anger against good people

(SR.) (ii) VJ. takes this verse as addressed to Vifou, and explains that

Brahmft does not attribute any anger to Vifpu. If the devotees of Vifpu

are not overwhelmed with anger, there is no possibility of finding resent-

ment in Vifnu.

16. Prty«$a—Siva might have been angry as there are exceptions in

such people, e.g. Sanaka's anger on Jaya & Vijaya —VO.
17. aptthag-didrkiatam—Thou who positively see things as they are

—VJ. **
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feelings of others, wound them by harsh words. For such

(wicked) persons are doomed by the Providence.

48*. Ifpersons who have their minds deluded by the un-

fathomable Maya of Visnu, and who consider the universe as

different from God, offend the righteous at any time or place,

they regard it (the offence) as caused by the Providence.

Out of compassion they (the righteous) definitely show mercy

to them, but do not show their prowess for their destruction.

49. Oh Lord! you have your intellect uninfluenced

( untouched ) by the irresistible May£ of the Supreme Man, and

hence you are Omniscient. You should therefore show grace

to persons whose minds are affected by the Maya, and hence,

whose minds follow (the path of) ritualistic karmas.

50. Oh Lord! Be pleased to revive (recommence) the

sacrifice of Daksa, the son of Manu—the sacrifice which re-

mained incomplete as it was wrecked by you when the petty

minded priests who conducted the sacrifice did not offer you,

your due share (in it).

51. May this sacrificer (Daksa ) be alive again. May
Bhaga get back his eyes as before. Let Bhjrgu grow his beard

and mustaches. Let Pu$an have his teeth as before.

52. Oh Rudra ( Manyu ) ! By your grace may gods and

sacrificial priests, the limbs of whose bodies have been wounded

and broken by weapons and stones, be restored to health imm-
ediately.

53. Oh Rudr^ ! Whatever will remain after the comple-

tion of the sacrifice shall be your share18 . Oh destroyer of the

sacrifice, let this sacrifice be consummated today, with this

share assigned to you.
——wmmmm mm i . —iW

*VJ. This verse is addressed to Rudra so that he should not enter-

tain any anger against Daksa : ‘In this world, minds ofpersons like Daksa,

are overpowered by M&y&—the binding power of Vispu. How is it that

when the persons of incorrect perception, offend or hate the good, righte-

ous persons like you do not feel compassion for them, and oblige them by

toleration ? For the ignorant have acted so, due to their previous karmas

and under compulsion of Lord's will.

(ii) SD. & OD. : The righteous persons take the offence done to

them as due to their own karmas, and feel companion for the wicked, for

their future life in hell.

18. Literally t Oh Rudra ! May all that has remained of the sacri-

fice be your share.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

( Completion ofDakfa's Sacrifice)
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Maitreyasaid :

1 . Oh Vidura ( of mighty arms) ! God. Siva who was
thus entreated by Brahma, was highly pleased. With a loud

laugh, he said, “Listen”.

Sri Mahddeva said :

2. Oh Lord of the created beings, I do not refer to

(pronounce), nor do I recollect the misdemeanour of the igno-

rant who are overwhelmed with Lord’s Maya. I have only

meted out punishment there ( to the offenders).

3. The head of Prajapati Daksa which has been burnt,

may have the face of a he-goat. Let god Bhaga look at his

own portion of offering in the sacrifice, through the eyes of

Mitra god.

4. Let god Pu$an who eats flour only eat the offering of

flour with the teeth of the sacrificer. The gods, who have

offered to me the remaining portion of the sacrifice, will have

All their limbs restored, properly.

5. Let Adhvaryus and other sacrificial priests who have

lost their arms use the arms of gods, Alvins; while those who
have lost their hands should work with those of god Pu§an.

Bhfgu will have the beard and mustaches of a he-goat.

6. Oh Vidura, when all beings heard the speech of the

most bountiful god Siva, their hearts were fully satisfied, and
they exclaimed ‘Well done, well done’.

7. Thereupon, gods along with sages, (cordially) invited

god Siva(to help the consummation of the sacrifice), and went

again to the site of the sacrifice, along with Siva and Brahma.

8. Having accomplished completely whatever Lord

Bhava instructed them to do, they joined the head of the sacri-

ficial animal (he-goat), to the trunk of Dakfa.

9. While the head was being joined (to Dak$a’s body),

Siva cast a gracious look at it, (and lo
! ) Dak?a got up as

though from sleep, and saw Siva in front of him.

10. Prajipati Dak?a whose mind had been turbid with

hatred againstAva (god with a bull on his banner), became
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free from that impurity (hatred), like a pool (the waters of

which become clear and translucent) in the autumn.

1 1 . He (Dak$a) had a mind to offer praise ( to Siva ) . But

recollecting his daughter who was no more, his throat got cho-

ked with tears of affection and anxiety, and he could not utter

a word of praise.

12. The wise Prajapati Dak?a who was overwhelmed
with affection, controlled his mind with difficulty. He then

praised Lord Siva, with sincere devotion.

Dak$a said :

13. “Oh venerable Lord! Even though you were dis-

respected by me, a great favour has been shown to me by you,

in meting out a ( corrective ) punishment. Both you and Hari

are never different to even fallen Brahmanas. How can you
be so to those who follow religious vows (i.e. the sacrificial

duties).

14. For the preservation of the Vedas and knowledge of

Atnian19 you created out ofyour mouth90 Brahmanas who poss-

essed learning and practised penance and religious vows11 at the

beginning (of the world). Oh great god, you therefore protect

Brahmanas in all calamities like a herdsman protects his cattle

with a staff.

15. May the Lord who, though insulted in the assembly

with arrowlike piercing words of abuse, by me, who was igno-

rant about the true knowledge (of his real nature), ignored

them, and with his gracious look (at me) saved me who was

falling down for having reviled the most worshipful person

—

May that venerable Lord be pleased with his own (merciful)

act (as it is beyond my capacity to repay this obligation).**

19. Brahm&tva-talavmaoitum. To protect the continuity of the know-

ledge that everything mobile and immobile it in reality Brahman, GD.
so. mukhaUtb—chiefly (VC.).

ai. Or: Manifesting yourself as Brahma at the beginning of the

world.—SR. VR. : You are the four-faced Brahmft who created Brihmagas

for’ the preservation of the true knowledge about Paramdtman andjtva by

your own realisation and instruction, at the beginning ofthe kalpa. VJ.

accepts the v.l. brahmStmatim pratfupitom. For proclaiming that you are

the protector of the Vedas (Brahman) . Or : You are the special abode of

Brahman (Hari) perfect in all highest attributes.
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Maitreya said :

16. Having thus apologised to Siva (who showers bles-

sings on devotees), he (Dak$a), with the permission of god
Brahma, restored the continuity of sacrifice, with the help of
preceptors and sacrificial priests and fire.

17. For the continuity of the sacrifice and for purifica-

tion (from the pollution resulting) from the touch of war-
riors (such as, Pramathas), the best of the Brahmanas offered

in three plates Puro^ala (oblation made of ground rice) dedi-

cated to Vi§nu.

18. Oh King (Vidura), while, along with the sacrificial

priest
( adhvaryu ) who stood holding the oblation in hand, the

sacrificer (Dak^a) meditated upon Hari with pure heart (so earn-

estly that ) Hari manifested himself.

19. Then eclipsing their (of the members of the assem-

bly) splendour by his lustre which illumined the ten quarters, he
was brought there by Garu^a whose two wings were the two
Sama hymns22 (viz. Brkad and Rathantara).

20. He was of blue complexion and wqre a zone of gold.

He was adorned with a (gold) crown brilliant like the Sun.

His countenance was beautified with locks of hair, dark like

black-bees, and with ear-rings. With a conch, a lotus, a dis-

cus, an arrow, a bow, a mace, a sword and shield in each arm
adorned with gold ornament, he looked (beautiful like a blos-

soming Karnikara tree )

.

2 1 . His consort ( Lak$mf ) was resting on his bosom
( in the form of Srivatsa) . He wore a garland of forest-flowers

(vanamdld ). He delighted the universe even with his slight

winsome smile and looks. On his sides were waving fans and
chowries (white) like royal swans. He appeared beautiful with

a moonlike white umbrella over his head.

22. Seeing him arrive, all gods and others of whom
Brahma, Indra and Sankara were prominent at once stood up

and bowed to him.

23. Their splendour was eclipsed by his. With their

tongues faltering through his awe, they folded their hands on

their heads, and attended upon him (respectfully)

.

aa. Stotra-Vajind— (i) Who was expert in singing the hymns (VR).
(ii) VJ. read# Stotra-nirjita : Who has secured Hari’s grace by sing-

ing Sima hymns.
(iii) Of. bjhad-rathdntarepakfnu—Kau?Itaki Up. 1.5.
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24. Even though his glory was beyond the reach of
their capacities (as they are his partial manifestations)

,

Brahma and others began, to the best of their knowledge, to

sing the glory of him (Vi$nu) who manifested that form to

confer his blessings.

25. Daksa himself took with him the articles of worship

in an excellent receptacle1*. Joyfully singing his praise with

his hands folded, devoutly he sought the protection of theLord
of Sacrifices, who is the Supreme preceptor of the Prajapatis

and who was surrounded by attendants like Nanda and
Sunanda.

Dak$a said* :

26. In your own essence ( essential form)

*

4
, you are pure,

untouched by states ofmind (e.g. wakefulness etc.). You are

absolutely one (without a second) , and (hence)above fear and
ofthe nature of pure consciousness. You have negated Maya*5

and are completely self-dependent. But when you takeincarna-

tions (as Rama or Kfgga) by the same Maya, you appear to

abide in Maya tainted with impure matter.

Theofficiaring sacrificial priests said :

21**, Oh Lord, untainted by merits or demerits (or by

83 . grhUa-uttamam : Taken as adj. qualifying YqjfUfvara it means :

VifQU who out of grace, accepted the excellent receptacle ofpresents from

Dakfa. But VR.’s interpretation is better : ‘Vitypu who is the best of all

die means which lead to pUTUf&rthas*

.

* As $R. points out, the following eulogy ofVi?i?u contains a variety

of metres.

34. pratifiddhya mdydm etc. : VJ. The word Mtiy& signifies inert,

unintelligent prakfti the material cause of the world and not unreal jugg-

lery (indrajditd . The verse means : You have distanced the unintelligent

Prakrti. You have created Mahat (and other principles) and grossest

bodies called Puruja from it. You are called Purufa as you are the inner-

controller (antar-y&min) of these bodies. The ignorant M&yi*vfidins regard

you affected by Prakfti like theJiva.

85. soa-dhdmni (i) In Vaikuotha—JG.
(ii) Of the nature of the highest bliss—SD.

••(i) VJ.; It is through the gracious looks of Sadtiiva which blossom-

ed (created) in us the real knowledge that the ritualistic act, viz, this

sacrifice that we are performing, is an act of worshipping you. It leads to

devotion and other pious qualities. This is logically proved by three
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upSdhi or m&ya) ! Due to the curse of NandKvara**, we
were strongly attached to ritualistic duties, and we did not
know your real nature. We have known this sacrifice {yajiia

)

as your form—the sacrifice which is established by (and ex-

pounded in ) the three Vedas*7
; which implies (i.e. creates)

religious merit {ap&rva) ; for the purpose (of accomplishing)

which, the definite instructions for the arrangement of specific

deities in specific places, have been laiddown (Or for this pur-

pose, you have assumed different forms such as Indra)

.

The assistant priests said :

28. Oh Lord (who affords protection to all) ! This cara-

van of ignorant people who are overburdened with the heavy

load of their body (misconceived as their Soul), and their

house (mistaken as their own) , and who are tormented with

desires (passions), is traversing the path of sarhsara (lit. path

of births) which is devoid of any shelter; (and) is difficult to

travel on account of great hardships; which is under the strict

watch of the terrible serpent called Death (jo devour) them;

which has the (enticing) mirage ofthe objects of senses; which

is full of pitfalls of pleasures and pains (and such pairs of op-

posites); which is fearful on account of carnivorous beasts in

modes of proof, viz., Pratyakfa (perception), anumdna (inference) and

agama (authoritative word or the Veda). For accepting the oblations

due to you, but offered to gods like Brahm& etc*, you dwell in them. This

is the decisive proof.

You, being the Supreme God, are object of apCrva (merit) which

accrues from the performance of sacrifice. We thought that the act of

sacrifice is for Indra and other deities. Hence our ignorance about you.

—

VJ.
VG : When we did not comprehend your real nature, how can

Dak?a do so ? We knew the sacrifice only as your form.

GD : Due to the imprecation of NandUvara, we could not under-

stand that you underlie the forms of the deities of Rudra etc. Hence we
ignored Rudra’s share in the sacrifice, and proceeded with it. Now we
realize that it is you who have assumed all forms.

26. Vide Supra IV. 2. 24-26.

27. tri-vft— (i) Vedas of which three pram&nas (modes of proof) viz*

pratyakfa (apprehension by senses) , anumdna and Sgama (Vedic testimony)

are given*—VJ.
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the form of the wicked; and which is encircled by the wild fire

of grief—when will this crowd resort to your feet for shelter ?

Rudra said :

29. Oh bestower ofboons ! Your excellen t feet which con-
fer all thepurufdrthas here (in this very world), are definitely

worthy of worship with reverence, even by the sages who are not

attached to worldly pleasures. I have fixed my mind on your

feet. Even, if the ignorant people call me an apostate (fallen

from the path of established rules of conduct), I do not mind it

due to your supreme grace.

Bhrgu said :

30. Brahma and other embodied beings have been de-

prived of their knowledge of Atman by your mysterious Maya.
They sleep ( i.e. are immersed

)
in the darkness of ignorance,

and do not even now comprehend your real nature lying with-

in them (as antar-yamin

)

. May you, who are the Soul and
friend of your suppliants, be gracious unto me.

Brahma, said :

31 . What man perceives through his sense-organs which

cognize difference between the objects, is not ybur (real ) nature.

You are the basis of knowledge, the objects of senses and the

( three) guyas, you are (hence
)
quite distinct from the illusory

phenomenon ofMaya.

Indra said* :
m

32. Oh Acyuta! Even this form of yours which creates

the world and which is delightful to the mind and the eyes, is a

real one (even though it is perceptible)—your form which is

distinguished with eight mighty arms holding weapons in rea-

diness, to destroy the enemies of gods.

The urines ofthe Priests said :

33. (In days ofyore) the institution of sacrifice was

established by god Brahma as your worship. It has been now

. *According to SR. here Indra contradicts Brahml by stating that

die form of Viypu that is visible to them is real even though it is perceived
through a sense-organ.
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ruined by Pagupati (Siva) out of his ire against Daksa.
Therefore, Oh embodiment of sacrifice, be pleased to sanctify

with your lotuslike charming eyes, this sacrifice of ours which
has been made (desolate) like a cremation-ground devoid of

joy and auspiciousness.

The sages said :

34. Inscrutable are your ways, Oh Lord, for you per-

form an act of your own accord but are not affected thereby.

People worship the Supreme goddess Laksmi for their prosper-

ity. But you do not think highly of her, though she waits upon
you ofher own accord.

Siddhas said :

35. This elephant in the form of our mind which is

scorched in the forest-conflagration of afflictions, and is dis-

tressed by the thirst (of sensual pleasures/desires) has plunged

in the pure, nectarlike river of your stories. It does not (even)

remember the wild-fire of sarhsdra. Nor does it come out of it

like one who has attained Brahman.

Dakfa's wife said :

36. Oh Lord ! Auspicious (indeed) is your appearance

here. Please be gracious unto us. I bow to you. Oh Lord

of Sri (Laksmi), may you and your consort Laksmi protect

us. Oh Supreme Lord, a sacrifice, though complete in all its

parts (e.g. prayaja
,

anuydja) , does not appear beautiful (i.e.

really complete), like the trunk of a man without its head.

Guardians of the worlds said :

37*. Are you (in your real form) seen (by us) tvith our

*The different interpretations are interesting :

(i) SR. : To those of pure heart, you appear in pure satti'ic form.

But to us whose senses-can look externally only you are simply a jiva invest-

ed with a material body of five elements. You (i.e. your real form) are

not perceptible to our senses. Fie upon our life !

(ii) VR. : The attribute bhOnum (all pervasive) distinguishes the

Lord fromjiva which is atomic in size (aou-svarUpa) and also from prakfti.

“It is due to your mystical power called mdyd that dtman and the material

body are falsely regarded as one, andjiva is wrongly taken to be identical
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eyes ( senses ) which can perceive things in the wrong light?1*

(No) you are the seer from within (as antarydmirt) by whom
the phenomenal world is seen. For, Oh infinite Lord

(
bhUman ),

it is certainly your Maya that you appear to be (as if) the sixth

(jioa

)

associated with the (material body composed of) five

bh&tas (elements).

VogeJvaras ( Masters qf Toga ) said :

38*. Oh Lord ! There is none who is more beloved to

You than he, who does not see (regard) himself different from

You, the Para Brahman (lit. the dtman of the universe). How-
ever, Oh merciful Lord, please be gracious to those (Your

devotees) who resort to You with unswerving devotion (like

loyal servants to their masters).

with the Lord (Iin ) . You are different from jlva and acit (five bh&tas) but

you appear as the sixth (i.e.jtva ) due to your maya**.

(iii) VJ. *s alternative explanation : Oh how lucky we are that you

who can be apprehended with the divine eye (of knowledge), are visible to

our sight.

(iv) VG. : Though you are the Seer, it is through your Grace that

you can be seen. The apprehension of our senses which are accustomed

to grasp their objects, is not real. It is your May& that you appear to be

vested with material body with you as the sixth (distinct from the five

bh&tas). Jarisandha and others who thought your real form (Sri-vigraha)

to be material, have not seen your real self, though they have just seen

you, for they remained impervious to your sweetness.

(v) GD. : The sense organs are incapable of apprehending you. It

is your Will due to which you became visible to us.

38. asad-grakaift— (i) By us who are strongly attached to body and

its belongings, and who look upon the body as the dtman—VR.
(ii) By our eyes or senses which are habituated to apprehend inauspi-

cious sounds, objects etc.—VD.
(iii) By senses which comprehend their objects—VC.
(iv) By senses, mind, intelligence (and other iritis) which have

attachment to this transient saihs&ra—SD.
* (1) RR. and VD. clarify that devotees (servants ofGod) are more

dear to him than mere possessors of knowledge (jH&nin)

.

(2) VR. accepts the v.l. bhftyeiatoya for &R.’s bhakteiatayd, and points

out that *master-servant relation* given here conflicts with the interpreta-

tion which supports the identification of thejioa with God, as such iden-

tity between ja^a and ajafa is sheerly impossible. Thus VR. interprets :

There is none more dear to you than be who doesnot regard himself exist-

lag independently of you, and who sees that he is a part of Lord's body,

‘ia such his existence is inseparable from God.
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39*. By means of your Miya in which are exhibited

many and different varieties of gunas by the destiny ( adr$fa )

of thejivas, you give rise to a notion of diversity about your-

self ( by assuming the form of Brahma, Vi$nu etc.) for the

creation, maintenance and destruction of the universe. But in

your own real, essential state, you are free from the illusive

notion of difference and its cause, the gttQos. We bow to you
who are such.

Brahmd (Sabda-brahman or Vedas ) said :

40. I pay my obeisance to you who have assumed the

sattva attribute and are (hence) the source of (purufdrthas like)

Dharma ( artha etc.), but are still destitute of attributes. Yur
real nature is incomprehensible to me as well as to others.

Agni said :

41. I, whose flames are brightly enkindled by your

light, bear the offerings soaked in ghee, in every good sacrifice.

I bow to you who are sacrifice incarnate, and the protector of

sacrifices—you who are five-fold in form29 and are duly wor-

shipped by five hymns20 ofthe Yajurveda,

The gods said :

42. You, the first Puru$a who, formerly, at the end of

the kalpa, withdrew in your stomach the universe which is the

(3) SD. : (the first half). Those who know that jioas who are your

parts (aihias) are different inter st and from you, and that they are still not

different from you as you are the Soul of the universe (and an athfin) , are

dearest to you.

*VR, : Obeisance to you who have given rise to differentiation about

the Soul (dtmon) such as god, man etc, through your Mlyfi. Your Miyi
assumes the forms of Brahmfi, Siva etc. with you abiding in them. Your
essential nature always keeps away the attributes (e.g. sattva etc.) which

lead to misapprehension.

ag. The five forms ofsacrifice are : (i) Agnihotra
,

darJa, P&rpamSsa*

Cdturmdsya and Pahtsma ($R„ VC., SD., OD.)

.

(ii j VR. lists : Dakfioa, Ahaoanlya, Gdrhapafya, Sabhya and Avasathya.

(iii) VJ. enumerates : TajHa, Yojflapuntfa, YajtUia, Yqjfla-bhJoana and TajHa-

bhty, as the five forms.

30. The fivrkymns mentioned are : Siravqya, baufat, yoja, ye yqjd-

make and Vajaf.
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effect caused by you, lie down on the excellent bed of Se?a

(the king of serpents), over the cosmic waters (after the

deluge) . You, the path of realizing whom is sought after by
the Siddhas in their hearts, today move in the range of our
sight and protect us, your servants.

Gandharvas said :

43. Oh God, these progenitors like Marici and others,

the hosts of gods like Brahma, Indra and others of whom
Rudra is the foremost, are merely the parts of your part

(manifestation)
, Oh highest Lord ! We always pay obeisance

to you whom this universe is a toy-box.

Vidyddharas said :

44. Oh Lord, (even) after entering into the human
body which is the means of (attaining) the (highest human)
objective, viz. Mokfa ,

a person thinks his material body as ‘I*

and 'mine* due to Your May£. This wicked-minded fool hank-

ers after the unreal pleasures of the senses, even though he is

reproached by his relatives. He who drinks the nectar in the

form of stories about you, will be able to shake off the delusion

about his body.

TheBrdhmanas said :

45. You are the Sacrifice. You are the sacrificial offer-

ing. You are the sacrificial fire. You are certainly the incan-

tations (sacred Mantras recited at the time of offering the obla-

tions to fire), the sacrificial fuel, the darbha grass, and sacri-

ficial utensils. You are the sadasya and the rtvij ( the superin-

tending and officiating priests forming the assembly at the

sacrifice). You are the couple (the sacrificer, and his wife),

the divinities (to be propitiated in the sacrifice), the agnihotra

( the act of offering oblations to fire), the Svadhd the sacred

oblations offered to Pitrs ) , the Soma juice, the clarified, butter

(to be offered to the sacrificial fire) and the sacrificial animal.

46. Oh Lord, whose body is constituted of three Vedas,

you are the embodiment of sacrifice (and of the will and

the activity of the performance of sacrifice. Formerly you

assumed the form of a mighty boar. While Yogins were eulogi-

zing you, you, with a roar, sportively brought the earth on your
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tusk (to the surface of waters), from the Rasatala, just as a
big elephant would playfully do to a lotus plant.

47. May you (who arc) of so great a glory, be gracious

unto us, who long to see you, as our auspicious undertaking
(of performing sacrifice) is interrupted. Oh Lord of Sacrifices,

when your name is sung by men, all obstacles to sacrifices

vanish. To you we offer our obeisance.

Maitreya said :

48. Oh blessed Vidura ! While Vi§nu the protector of
sacrifices was being eulogized, the wise Dak$a recommenced
the performance of the sacrifice that was interrupted by Rudra
(Virabhadra).

49. Oh sinless Vidura ! The Lord who is within all (as

antarydmin) and (thus) the enjoyer of the oblations offered to

all, expressed pleasure at the offering of his share (of tri-puro-

ddSa ) . Addressing Daksa, He said :

The Lord said :

50*. I am the prime cause of the universe. I am its

Soul and the Lord31 and the witness ( of all ) . I am the self-

refulgent one, not subject to any condition (upadhi )
32

. I am
Brahma and Rudra ( the creator and destroyer of the universe )

.

51**. Oh Brahmaria (Daksa), having entered my own
Maya constituted of three Gunas, it is I, who create, protect

*The gist of VR.'s lengthy commentary is as follows:

I, Brahmi and Siva (the latter two) who constitute my body and
who have (thus) no independent existence, (as I am their antarjdmin) are

the cause of the world* I am the Lord of myself and abide as the con-

troller from within, in all jivas (dtmehara) . Being bereft of name or form

(as a god or a man) I am simply a witness or onlooker (upadraf(d) . I am
free from the defects or limitations of Prakrti and Purufa such as lack of

intelligence, limitedness, affliction, (aviftfapa is not a negative concept as

the Lord is) svqyafh-dfk—possessor of all excellent attributes.

3 1 . itmeivara— ( i) The Lord of all jivas—VJ

.

(ii) Having none superior or Lord to him—SD.
3a. aoihfapab—(i) The best of all (sarvottama)— VJ.
(ii ) With nobody equal or superior to me—SD.
(iii) Free from all attachment—GD.
*• (1) VR. : 1 alone am the cause of the effect called universe con-

sisting of eid (sentient) and add (non-sentlent) . By my will, I enter my
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and destroy the universe, and assume the name (BrahmS,

Vi?nu, Rudra) suitable for the function.

52. It is only the ignorant persons who view Brahma,

Rudra and all creatures as distinct from me who am the one

Brahman without a second (cither of the same or different

kind, and who am the absolute, the Supreme Soul (para-

mdtman )

.

53*. Just as a man never entertains the idea that his

own limbs like head, hands etc. belong to others, similarly a

person devoted to me does not regard other creatures as disti-

nct from him.

54**. Oh Brahmana ! He who sees no difference bet-

ween the three (Brahma, Vi?tiu and Siva) who are essentially

one and who are the Souls (antarydmins) of all creatures, attains

real peace (Mokfa ).

Maitreya said :

55. Thus enlightened by the Lord (Vi^u), Dak?a, the

foremost among the Prajapatis (first) worshipped Hari by his

special sacrifice ( tri-kapala-purotfaSa

)

,
and (then) other gods

M&y& and protect the world, and create it through Brahm&, and destroy

it through Rudra. I assume the names Brahm&, Viwu and Siva according

to the function performed.

( 2) VJ. : I enter the unintelligent Prakrti under my control. With
rqjo-guya as the material cause, 1 create Brahmft, enter into and abide in

him and create the world ... .In this way, oy my form as Vifpu and my
athias in Brahm& and Rudra. I carry on the functions of the creation etc.

It is a wrong notion that Brahm& or Rudra creates or destroys the

universe.

(3) SD. : God is essentially free from vikdras. His modifications etc.

are due to his Sakti. It is by means of his aihia that the creation etc. take

place, and God assumes the particular name suitable for the function.
*VR : Even a man who wrongly identifies his body with his Soul,

does not regard that the limbs of his body (which cannot exist indepen-

dently ofhis body) as belonging to another person or have an existence

apart from his body. Similarly, a person devoted to me, does not think

that creatures can have an existence independent of me (Brahman).
* *VR tries to interpret this verse as supporting the tenets ofthe

Visiftfidvaita school. Hie gist of his lengthy erudite Com. is as follows :

‘The existence ofthe three (Brahrafi, VIvqu and Rudra) is dependent

upon Vif?u who is really independent and exists by himself, and the exis-

tence of Brahmi and*Rudra is in Vifou's power.
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also in both ways (i.e. through principal and secondary types

of sacrifices)

.

56. With a concentrated mind, he waited upon Rudra,
by offering the share due to him (viz. the remains of the sacri-

fice). By performing the concluding rite called udavasana, he
offered oblations to gods who were eligible to drink Soma and
also to others. Thus, after completely performing the sacri-

fice, he (Dak?a) along with the priests (participants in the

sacrifice ), performed the sacred ablution called avabhrtka.

57. Even though Prajapati Daksa attained Siddhis

(divine powers or knowledge) by his own merits, the divinities

blessed him with devotion to Dharma only and returned to

heaven.

58. We hear that Sati, the daughter of Dak$a cast off

her previous body, was born of Mena, the wife of Himavan
(the presiding deity of the Himalayas)

.

59. Just as Sakti (the Divine Power) which lies asleep

(dormant, during the period of Pralaya) again resorts to

Purusa (God, at the beginning of creation), Ambika (Sati, of

the previous life) who was devoted to Rudra exclusively as

her only resort38
,
sought again the same beloved (Rudra ) as

her husband.

60. This deed of Lord Sambhu (Siva) who destroyed

Daksa*s sacrifice, was heard by me from Uddhava, the great

devotee of the Lord and the disciple of Bfhaspati ( preceptor of

gods)

.

61. Oh Vidura (descendant of Kuru), a person who,

every day, devotedly listens to and recounts this sanctifying

work of the Supreme Lord (Rudra)—the work’ which enhan-

ces glory, confers longevity and purges all sins—shakes off sin

(of himself and his listener)

.

62*. Oh Vidura, Siva again obtained as his wife Sati,

(now) the daughter of Mena. God Siva enjoyed himself with

her for a hundred years.

63. Realizing that she is incapable of bearing hissemen,

Dhurjati (Siva) discharged it out into the sky, and the river

GangS bore it.

33 . ekagatim : VR. takes this as adj. qualifying Rudra : 'Rudra who
was brooding over her only*.

•The verses 6a«j5s are commented upon by VJ. only.
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64. ( Finding the Ganga too weak to bear it) , Agni
swallowed it ( through svdhd

)
into a bush of reeds. There was

born god Kumara whom the six Krttikas (the stars constituting

the Pleiades) adopted as their son.

65. By sucking their milk with six mouths, the child

came to be known as §anmukha (six-faced god). The gods
then appointed him—the terror of all Asuras,—as the comman-
der of their army.

CHAPTER EIGHT

( Story ofDhruva )
*

Maitreya said :

1. Sanaka and others (viz. Sanandana, Sanatana and
Sanatkumara), Narada. Rbhu, Hamsa, Aruna and Yati—these

sons of Brahma did not take to the life of a householder, and

observed life-long celibacy.

* From the 8th verse of this chapter, we find the famous story of

Dhruva, so popular in Pur&pas and later literature. V.S. Agrawala (MP—
a Study 58-9) traces this story to RV. X. 72.3-4. Agrawala interprets it

as ‘the Sun*, while Siddheshwar Shastri Ghitrav takes it to mean 'the tree*

(RV. Marathi translation, p. 671 ). In MBH, Dhruva is a holy name which

if remembered, wards ofT difficulties (Anulasana . 150.78). The VS. P.

(2.62.75*83) briefly refers to the story of Dhruva of the C&k$usa Manvan-
tara, but therein, it is god Brahmft and not Vi?i?u who confers on him the

eternal astral position. The nucleus of the story ofDhruva in the Bh. P. is

obviously the one given in V.P. I. Chs. 11 and 12. But there are some

important differences. For example :

( 1 -2) In the VP. , Nflrada plays no part in Dhruva*s spiritual guid-

ance. The seven sages initiate Dhruva with the mantra : Om namo

V&sudevSya and Not Om namo bhagaoaU VdsudevSya as given in the Bh. P.

(vide verse 54)

.

(3) In the VP. 1. 1 3. 13*30, gods tried to disturb Dhruva *s meditation

by their Mlyl. In the Bh. P. there is no such distraction.

(4) The eulogy ofVifpu sung by Dhruva in the VP id a. 53*75 1* a

Paur&pic version of the Puru/a Stikta (RV.X.go). But the beautiful

classic eulogy in the BA. P. IV.9.6-17 is quite independent.

The Bh. P. seems to have revised and enlarged the story of Dhruva

as given in the V.P.
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2. Oh Vidura (destroyer of enemies), Adharma’s wife,

by name Mf$a ( fabehood) gave birth to a twin—Dambha
(Hypocrisy) and Maya (deceit) . Niryti ( the Evil spirit presi-

ding over the South-West ) who was childless adopted that

couple (as Dambha married his sister Maya).

3. Oh man of great wisdom (Vidura) S To them
(Dambha and Maya) were born Lobha (Avarice) and Nikfti

(Wickedness). Ofthese (Lobha and Nikjti) were born Krodha
(Anger) and Hiihsa (Violence) ; of these again (were born)

Kali (Quarrel) and his sister Durukti (Abusive language).

4. Kali begot Bhaya (Fear) and (the daughter) Mftyu
(Death) through Durukti. Of this couple (Bhaya and
Mptyu) was bom a twin, viz. Niraya (Hell) and Yatana (Ex-

treme tortures). Oh righteous-most Vidura.
5* Oh sinless one! I have described to you briefly the

PraUsarga ( secondary creation or the creation that leads to

Pralaya ) . Having heard this sacred account thrice, one shakes

off the impurities from his Soul.

6. Oh Scion ofKuru! I shall now describe the race of

Svayambhuva Manu of sacred renown, bom from the part of

(Brahma who himselfwas ) Hari’s arkSa (part)

.

7. Priya-vrata and Uttana-pada, the sons ofManu, the

consort of Satarupa, were engaged in the protection of the

world, as they were endowed with an arhia (a part of protec-

tive energy ) ' of Lord Vasudeva.

8. Uttanapada had two wives—Sunlti and Suruci. (Of
the two) Suruci was more beloved of her lord, and not the other

( Sunlti) whose son was Dhruva.

9. One day, while the king was fondling Suruci’s son

Uttama by placing him on his lap, he did not like Dhruva who
also wished to climb up his (Uttanapada’s )

lap.

10. To Dhruva, her co-wife’s son who was thus trying

toclimb (his father’s lap), the extremely proud Suruci jealously

spoke, while the king was listening :

1 1 . *Oh child, even though you fu*e the king’s son, you

do not deserve to ascend the royal throne, as you were not

borne by me, injny womb.

12. It is a pity that you are but a child, and you do
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not verily know that you were borne in another woman's womb.
Hence you desire for an unattainable object.

1 3. If you cherish a desire for the king's throne, you

propitiate the Lord (Purufa ) by penance, and by His grace,

get yourself borne in my womb (secure birth as my son)."

Maitreya said :

14. Being cut to the quick by the harsh words of his

stepmother, Dhruva, like a serpent beaten with a stick, heaved

heavy sighs with anger. Leaving his father who was merely

looking on tongue-tied, he went away crying to his mother.

15. Sunlti took up on her lap, the child which was

(heavily) sighing with quivering lips. She was extremly dis-

tressed to hear from the inmates of the harem, the words of her

co-wife.

16. Being scorched by grief like a forest creeper by the

(encircling) forest conflagration, the young queen lost her

heart and wept bitterly. Remembering the words of her co-

wife, tears flowed out from her lotuslike beautiful eyes.

17. Heaving long sighs, and being unable to see the end

of the misery (miserable state), the young lady spoke to her

child, “Oh child 1 Do not blame others for the misery. A person

experiences the same suffering which he has inflicted on others.

18. What Suruci said was true as you were borne

in the womb of and were brought up with the milk of my un-

fortunate self whom the king is ashamed of recognising as his

wife (nay even his maid servant )

.

19. Oh child] Remain above jealousy. Abide by the

true path even though it is advised by your step-mother. If

you desire the highest seat (throne) like Uttama, propitiate

the feet of Adhokfaja (god Vipju).

20. It is by worshipping the lotuslike feet of Lord Vif^u

who has assumed the sattva gaga for the protection of the un-

iverse, that god BrahmS, attained to the position of paramej-

thin (the most exalted among gods), which is worthy of being

bowed to by sages, who have controlled their minds and
breath*

;

' 21. So also, your grandfather, the venerable Menu,
complete frith in him u the anUuyimn of ell, wonhipped
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him, by performing sacrifices with liberal sacrificial fees (dak-

find).He obtained earthly and heavenly happiness, and the

highest bliss in Mok$a, unattainable by other means.

22. Oh child, resort to him who is kind to his servants

(devotees), the path of whose lotuslike feet should be sought

by people desirous of Liberation (Mokga). Adore the Purina

(Supreme Man) by firmly fixing him in your mind by being

exclusively devoted to him, and purified by performance of

righteous duties.

23. My child! I find none other than the lotus-eyed

God who can redress your grievance. The Lord is sought

after by goddess Lak$mi with a lotus in her hand, but who
herself is sought by all others (like god Brahma etc.).

Maitreya said :

24. Having heard the words thus spoken out to him,

guiding him how to attain his objective, Dhruva controlled his

mind by his will power, and left his father’s capital.

25. When Narada heard this and came to know what
he (Dhruva) desired to do, he touched his (Dhruva’s) head

with his purifying hand, and said to himself in wonder :

26. “Oh, how wonderful is the spirit of the Kjatriyas

who cannot put up with the loss of respect; for even though

(Dhruva) is but a child, he has taken to heart, the vile speech

of the step-mother."

N&rada said ( to Dhruva )
:*

26.A
s
"Oh child 1 Where are you going alone leaving

behind ^bur home full of prosperity ? Z can perceive, Oh
child, that you are indignant at the insulting treatment (meted

out to you) by your own relatives."

Dhruva said :

26B. "Did you perceive this, Sir, by your power of con-

templation developed by Yoga ?a4 I cannot console my heart

which is wounded by the words of Suruci."

• q6 A and a6 B are additional venes in the text of the Bh. P. com-

mented by VR. and VJ.

34. You have seen everything by your Yogle power born of contem-

plation. Although you can perceive everything, I, however, tell It to you.

-VJ.
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Narada said :

27. Oh child, we do not find that (the sense of) honour

or dishonour is developed now ( at this early stage )
in a child

( like you) , who is ( normally and ) naturally fond of play and

(such) other things.

28* Even though the sense ofdistinction betweenhonour

and dishonour is developed, there are no other causes ofdis-

satisfaction and misery for a man except his misapprehension.

For in this world, people are different in their weal and woe
as a result of their {past) karmas.

29. Therefore, observing the ways of the Almighty, a

wise man should remain contented with whatever has been

allotted to him by the Providence, Oh child.

30. Moreover, the Lord whose grace you aspire after by
the path of Toga as advised by your mother, is in my opinion,

very difficult to be propitiated by men.

31. Though the sages have been seeking his path by
intense Togic meditation, and by remaining free from attach-

ment through many births, they have not been able to find it.

32. Hence please return home. This persistence of yours

is futile. You may try for your good (or final beatitude),

at the proper time (viz. in advanced age).

* (i) VC : Insults or those who inflict them (upon us) are the creations

of our misapprehension. From the point otjftSna-vogins, the vikalpa (the

difference between honour and dishonour) being non-existent, the misery

(resulting from mal-treatment) or the persons who cause it have no exis-

tence. In the case of bhaktas (bhakti-yogins) and karma-yogins
t
they consider

that as everything in this world happens according to our past karmas , they

should not blame anybody else except their own fate.

(2 ) In the first half VR. prefers to read vikalpe avidya-mane'pi in-

stead of vidyatnane’pi : In the same Stman there is no difference ofcatego-

ries like man, god etc. But it is the false identification of Stman with the

body (ofman, god etc.) which causes dissatisfaction.

In the later half :VR. prefers to read lokSfr for loke. Lakas i.e. sen-

tient beings are different (as men, gods etc) as a consequence of their past

karmas.

(3) VJ. affirms that there is a difference in the world as friend or

foe; but it is due to misapprehension that dissatisfaction or troubles to

mind are caused. People are different from each other, according to

jfjtyeir past actions {karmas).
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33. An embodied being, who reconciles himself to the

pleasure or pain (happiness or misery) meted out to him by
Providence, reaches the end of the darkness of ignorance (i.e.

attains Mokfa )

.

34. One should feel delighted to see a person of superior

merits; should feel compassion to one who is inferior; and
should desire friendship with one’s equals. (In this way)- one
is not overwhelmed with afflictions.

Dhruva said :

35. This path of tranquillity has been graciously shown
by your venerable Self, to persons whose hearts are affected

with pleasure and pain. But it is beyond the ken of persons

like us.

36. It, however, does not dwell (i.e. impress) in my
heart which is shattered by sharp arrow-like words of Suruci

—

heart ofmine who am undisciplined, and have inherited terri-

ble martial
(Kfatriya ) spirit.

37. Oh Brahmana (sage Narada), I desire to secure

(lit. conquer) a place which is the highest and the most exalt-

ed of all in the worlds, and which had never been attained

either by forefathers or anybody else. Be pleased to tell me a

good path (leading to it).

38. You are the son of the Lord Parame$thin (Brahma).

Certainly it is for welfare of the world, that your honour roam

over (the world) like the Sun, playing on (your) Vina, (lute).

Maitreya said :

39. Hearing this excellent reply, the venerable Narada

was pleased with the child. Out of compassion, he then spoke

to him the (following) excellent words in reply.

Narada said :

40. The path pointed out to you by your mother will

verily lead to the highest good. The course is no other than

Lord Vasudeva. Adore him with a mind completely devoted

to him.

41. If one wishes to be blest with good fortune known

as Dliarma, Artha, Kama and Mok?a ( righteousness, wealth.
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sense-pleasure and Liberation from Samsara ) ,
worship of Hari’s

feet, is the only course for attaining it.

42. Therefore, Oh Child, God bless you 1 You go to the

holy bank of the Yamuna where there is the sacred Madhuvana
which is ever permeated with Hari’s presence.

43. You bathe in the holy waters of the Yamuna three

times (morning, mid-day and evening) a day; perform religious

duties (e.g. bowing to god) proper for (a child like) you; be

steady in a suitable easy posture (like Svastikasana ) on a seat

( ofAtifa-grass etc. )

.

44. Gradually remove the impurities fickleness etc. of

PrSna, Indriyas (sense-organs) and the mind by threefold

Prdnaydma ( breath-control consisting of PUraka, Kumbhaka and

Recaka) . With a steady and a concentrated mind, you should

meditate upon Lord Hari.

45. Hari is disposed to show his grace. His face and eyes are

ever graciously cheerful. He has a well-shaped nose, beautiful

browsand charming cheeks. He is the most beautiful ofall gods.

46. He is ever youthful with beautiful limbs, red

lips and reddish eyes. He is the only resort of all suppliants

(devotees), the dispenser of infinite happiness (or the reservoir

of all Purufdrthas, the protector and the ocean of mercy.

47. He is distinguished by the mark called Sri-Vatsa.

He possesses all the characteristics of the Supreme Man. He
is dark blue like a cloud, and wears a Vanamala (about his

neck) ; and his four arms are distinguished with Sankha (a

conch), Cakra (a discus), gada (a mace) and Padma (a lotus).

48. He is adorned with a crown, (a pair of) ear-rings>

armlets and bracelets. His neck adds to the beauty of the

Kaustubha gem. He wears yellow silken garments.

49. He wears a girdle furnished with small tinkling bells

round his waist, and is adorned with anklets of burnished

gold. He is extremely beautiful, serene, and enhancer ofthe

delight of the mind and the eyes.

50. Having occupied the pericarp of the lotus in the

form of his devotees’ heart, with his feet beautified by a row

of gemlike nails, he presents himselfto themind of his worship-

pers*

51. With a steady, concentrated mind, one should con-
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template Hari, the formost among the bestowcrs of boons, as

(having a) smiling (face) and looking with affection (to the

devotees)

.

52. The mind which contemplates the extremely auspi-

cious form of the Lord in this way, is soon filled with highest

bliss85 and does not revert ( to sarhs&ra)

.

53. Oh Prince, hear from me the most secret mantra

(mystic formula to be continuously repeated mentally during

meditation) . Any person who repeats it for seven days (and

nights) can see the heavenly beings (moving through the

skies )

.

54. The Mantra is Orfi namo bhagavate Vasudevaya (salu-

tation to venerable Vasudeva who is the embodiment ofOM
or pranava )

.

Judging the appropriateness of the articles of

worship with due regard to time and place, a wise man should

perform the worship of the Lord with various material substan-

ces, repeating all the while this Mantra .

55. He should worship the Lord with sacred waters,

garland of flowers, roots, fruits etc. found in forests, sprouts

approved for worship (e.g. <furvd-grass-blades)
,
garments and

leaves etc. of Tulast so dear to the Lord.

56. Having secured an image of substances like stone

or through the medium of the earth, water etc. as a substitute

for the image, the sage should peiform the worship of the

Lord. He should be controlled in mind86 and speech; should

be serene and should subsist on moderate quantity of forest

products (life fruit, roots etc.)

.

57. He should meditate upon the glorious deeds which

the Lord of hallowing fame, will perform in the incarnations

which He assumes at his will and pleasure, by the force of his

incomprehensible Maya.

58. Whatever articles ( or forms ) of worship are adopt-

ed by the ancients for his adoration, should be offered to the

35. v.l. niiftti : renunciation. ‘The mind ia immediately filled with

renunciation (of worldly objects)’.

36. v.l. ddrtatmd—with a devout mind—VR.
dhftdtma—One who has controlled his mind by withdrawing it from

sensual pleasure.
'
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Lord embodied in the Mantra, by means of repeating the same
Mantra (of twelve letters).

59-60. When the Lord is thus being worshipped with
body, speech and mind with acts of devotion, he enhances the

Divine Love in men who properly perform his devotion since-

rely. He confers upon them the bliss cherished by them as

beneficial, in the form of Dharma, Artha etc.

61. He ( the devotee) should be indifferent to sensual

pleasures. With a highly intensive practice of Bhaktiyoga

(path of devotion) and with his mind exclusively devoted to

God, he should worship him direcdy for Liberation from
Samsara.

62. The Prince, who was thus advised, circumambulat-
ed Narada. After bowing down to him (Narada), he went to

the holy Madhuvana which was adorned with Hari's foot-

prints.

63. When Dhruva went to the forest for penance, the

sage Narada entered (Uttanapada’s ) harem. He was received

with due worship by the king. Seating himself comfortably,

he spoke to the king.

Narada. said :

64. Oh King, what is it that you think about so long,

with a withering face? Is there any deficiency in your Dharma

(religious duties), Artha (wealth and prosperity) and kdma

(fulfillment of desires)?

The King replied :

65. Oh sage My wise and noble son of five years has

been exiled along with his mother by me, who became heartless

due to my submissiveness to (her) co-wife.

66. Oh Sage May not the wolves prey upon my helpless

child lying in the forest, fatigued and famished, with his lotus-

like face faded.

67. What a pity l Look at the wickedness ofa fellow like

me who am under the thumb of a women. I am an extremely

vile fellow. I did not welcome him while he affectionately
’^*1

f i

9

'wished to climb my lap.
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Ndrada said :

68. Oh King ! Do not worry about your child at all. He
is protected by the Lord. You do not know his greatness. His
glory will spread over the whole world.

69. Oh King! After achieving a feat difficult even for

the Protectors of the world, your powerful son will soon return

enhancing your glory.

Maitreya said

:

70. Having thus heard the speech of the divine sage

Narada, the King Uttanapada discarded his royal fortune and
anxiously brooded over his son only.

71. There (in Madhuvana), Dhruva had his bath in the

Yamuna. Remaining self-controlled, he fasted that night.

With a concentrated mind, he worshipped the Supreme Man
according to the instructions of the sage.

72. He passed one month in the worship ofHari, eating

at the end of every third night fruits called kapittha (wood-
apple) and badara (jujub), just enough to maintain his life.

73. The second month also he continued the worship

of the Lord, eating every sixth day withered blades of grass,

leaves etc.

74. He spent the third month in propitiating the

Lord of hallowing fame, with perfectly concentrated mind,

drinking water only, on every ninth day.

75. With perfect control over his breath, he passed the

fourth month in contemplating the Lord, subsisting on the air,

on every twelfth day.

76. When the fifth month arrived, the Prince controlled

his life-breath and meditating upon Brahman ( the Supreme

being) stood motionless like a post.

77. He withdrew his mind which is the basis of the

sense-organsand their objects from every side( external objects).

He meditated upon the form of the Lord in his heart and per-

ceived nothing else.

78. While he was having the Dharand ( steadfast fixation

of mind on the Supreme Brahman, the support of Mahat and

other principles and the controller of Pradhana and Puru$a, all

the three worlds began to shake.
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79. When the child of the King (i.e. Dhruva) stood on
one leg, the earth, being pressed down by his great toe, became
semi-inclined to one side, as a ferry-boat carrying a big ele-

phant does at every step, according as he raises his right or
left leg.

80. Dhruva controlled his life-breath and the (working)

of) his senses and began to meditate on Hari, the Soul of the

universe as not being different from himself. While he was
contemplating thus, the worlds along with their protecting dei-

ties became greatly distressed at the stoppage of their breath,

and they resorted to Hari for refuge.

Gods said :

81. We do not know the reason of this sudden and simul-

taneous stoppage of breath of all beings, mobile and immo-
bile. We have sought refuge under you who alone can afford

shelter to us. Therefore save us from this calamity^

The Lord said :

82. Do not be afraid. I shall dissuade the child (Dhruva)

from this austere penance. You return to your respective abo-

des. The son of King Uttanapada has identified his Self with

me (as the Soul ofthe universe). This has led to the stop-

page of your breath.

CHAPTER NINE

Vifnu's boon and Dhruv&'s Coronation.

Maitreya continued :

1 . Gods, whose fears were thus dispelled, bowed down to

Vi$gu (God of very great valour or God of long strides in His

Trivikrama form) . When they returned to heaven, even Lord

Vi?Qu (the Cosmic Man ofthousand heads)
,
being eager to see

His devotee, sped to Madhu-vana riding on Garuda.

. 2. Verily, Dhruva found that the lightening-like brilli-

ant form of the Lord which he visualized as manifested in the
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lotus of his heart, due to his intellect sharpened by his intense

yoga, suddenly disappeared. (Opening his eyes ) he saw him
standing outside in the same state (form).

3. Awed at his presence (lit. sight), the child bowed to

him, bending down his body and prostrating himself before him
like a stick. While looking at him, he was as if drinking him
(with his eyes). He was, as if, kissing him with his mouth, and
embracing, as it were, with his arms.

4. Hari who dwells in the heart of Dhruva as well as

those of others, knew that the child which folded its palms be*

fore him, desired to praise him, but did not know how to ex*

press himself. Out of grace, He touched him on the cheek with

his conch, the embodiment of the Veda.

5. Immediately (at the touch ofVisnu’s conch) Dhruva
whose eternal abode was reserved, was inspired, with the

divine speech and realized decisively the real nature of the

Supreme Soul {Brahman) and thejiva. Being full of devotion

and love, he calmly (and without faltering)began to praise the

Lord whose great glory is heard everywhere.

Dhruva said :

6. Salutations to you. Venerable Lord, the antaryamin

of all. You are the Lord ofall powers. Having entered into

me by your power of intelligence, you reactivate the power

ofmy speech which was lying dormant, and enliven the acti-

vities ofmy (cognitive and conative) sense organs like hands,

feet, ears, tactile sense and others.

7. Oh Lord I You are really only one. Having creat-

ed the entire universe consisting of Mahat and other principles

by your power called Maya consisting of gunas of infinite

varieties, you enter as an antaryamin (Inner38 Controller) in it,

and appear as many in the apparent gutias ofMaya (in the

37. sva-dhdmnd— (i) By your will power and knowledge—VR.
(ii) By your being antaryamin

v.l. sva-dkdmnak—VR.’s Text. : PrSnas and sense-organs wherein

Param&tman abides.

38. Purufa—'antaryamin ( Inner Controller)—$R., VC., GD.
Jlva-iarirakafyl God dwelling in Jiva—VR.
One who abides in the body—VJ.
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form of the presiding deities of organs of senses)
,
just as

the fire ( though one
) appears of different forms in relation to

the different shapes and sizes of the wood ( fuel)

.

8. Oh Lord ! God Brahma has completely submitted to

you for refuge. By the knowledge conferred by you , he saw
(i.e. created this universe like a man awakened from sleep. Oh
friend of the distressed? How can your feet which are the shel-

ter of the liberated persons, be forgotten by one who is grate-

ful to your benevolent acts ( such as resuscitating all the sense-

organs etc. ).

9. Your Maya has really deluded their intelligence who
worship you—a veritable wish-yielding tree (capable of) libe-

rating persons from the cycle ofbirths and deaths—for other

purpose, and desire physical pleasures enjoyable by this body
which is as good as a corpse—pleasures which men can get

even in the hell.

10.

Oh Lord ! The bliss that embodied beings enjoy from

meditating upon your lotus-like feet, or from listening to the

stories of your devotees, is not available in the Brahman who
is essentially blissful. How can it be enjoyed by beings who
fall from the celestial cars struck down by the sword of Death.

11.

Oh Infinite Lord! Bless me with the intimate com-

panionship of those great persons, who bear constant devotion

to you, and are of pure ( desireless ) heart. Thereby, being

intoxicated with drinking the nectar in the form of stories

about your honour’s excellent attributers, I shall easily cross39

the terrible ocean of saihsdra
,
teeming with great calamities.

* VJ. construes differently: The bliss is not enjoyable by the Jim
who is in contact with Brahman by meditation etc.—Brahman whose

greatness lies in its absolute independence. There is no need to speak of

persons who, having attained the heaven (Svarga) , move in the celestial

cars, for the heaven is subject to destruction by the impending sword of

K&la or death.

39. nejy* : (i) VJ. notes a pun here (i) Gross over and (II) shall

not return to (na+ifye)

.

(ii) VG. & VD. : defeat, overcome. Just as the god of death cannot

touch a- person who has drunk nectar, the ocean of sarhsdra dare not affect

Ute who am drunk with your nectarlike stories.
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* Oh Lord with a lotus in the navel! Those who
closely associate themselves with (your devotees) whose hearts

are longing for the fragrance (excellent attributes) of Your
lotuslike feet, do not remember (even) their mortal frame
which is extremely dear to them, much less their sons, friends

houses, wealth and wives which are connected with it.

13.

* Oh unborn Lord! I know only your grossest form
( the Vtraf rUpa

)

consisting of the world teeming with beasts,

trees, birds, reptiles, gods, demons human beings etc.—the

world characterised by sat and asat and produced by a number
of principles like Mahat. I do not know, Oh Supreme Lord,
your other form which is beyond this, where speech and
mind cannot reach.

14. I bow to that glorious Lord, the Supreme Man, who at

the end ofKalpa(at the time of the dissolution ofthe universe)

withdraws this entire universe in his stomach. He, the friend of

Ananta (the serpent Sesa) turns his eyes (inwards) upon him
self (in Toga-nidrd—Togic sleep), and lies (asleep) on his coils.

1 1 is in the interior part of the gold lotus ( comprising all

worlds) which sprouted in the oceanlike navel of the Lord,

that the resplendent god Brahma appeared.

15. (As contrasted with thejiva) you are the eternally

free, absolutely pure, omniscient, intelligent spirit, essentially

unchangeable, First Person (existing before the creation and

* VJ. construes the first half differently :

Those who think of their own sons, friends, bouse, wealth, and wives,

do not remember you who are (really) the dearesj of all suid who are the

First Being.

* VR. takes objection to £R’s interpretation as he is knowable by

Sfistras. He combines na-yatra-vdda(i, and separates param-a-vedminat

and interprets : 'Not that I cannot, by your grace, comprehend your

subtle form about which there is a controversy. .
.' VR. gives another

interpretation of na-yatra-v&dab—'The controversy whether it is prSkfta

(produced of Prakfti) does dot arise*.

(ii) VJ. adopts the v.l. na-yatra-v&cab and explains :

It is not possible for nte to know your subtle form which the goddess

of speech (which implies Lakfml, Brahma and other divinities) who sees

him everyday, cannot comprehend due to his infiniteness*

SD. states : I do not know fully even your gross form. Need it be

said that I cannot comprehend your subtle form ?
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after the dissolution of the universe), possessor of divine attri-

butes, and the controller of the triad (of gu^as or worlds or

Vedas or divisions of time.)* For you are the seer of the diff-

erent states of the mind by your unobstructed vision. For the

maintenance of the universe, you stay as (Visnu) the presiding

deity of sacrifices. You are thus totally distinct from jtva

1 6. * I take resort to you who are that Para Brahman in

whom various powers of contradictory character, such as

knowledge and others, incessantly yet causelessly manifest

themselves in succession—that Para Brahman who is the

cause of the universe, the indivisible whole40
,

infinite, begin-

ningless and endless, of purely blissful nature and unchange-

able.

1 7. Oh Lord ! You are the embodiment ofthe highest

bliss. To those who are devoted to you that way (without

cherishing any desires), your lotuslike feet themselves are the

real blessings which are far superior to other worldly boons

such as sovereignty and others. Oh noble Lord, you are how-

ever, so eager to confer your grace that like a mother-cow

which nourishes and protects ( against wolves etc. ) its newly

born calf, Your Lor hip protects us, your miserable devotees,

who cherish worldly desire.

Maitreya said :

18. Verily, on being thus highly extolled by the intel-

ligent (Dhruva) of noble heart (intent), the Lord who loves

bis devotees, applauded him and spoke thus.

The Lord said :

19,. Oh Young prince, I know what you cherish in your

heart. You are a strict observer of religious vows. May you

* (i) Mutually contradictory potencies exist in their qualitative

capacity in the Lord, and they carry eat their different Auctions in pro-

per order—JO.
(ii) The lord is the receptacle of mutually exclusive powers. But

they manifest themselves in due tuemsim for the maintenance of world

order (e.g. creation, sustenance, dissolution itc.)-VR.

40. dam who is both the material and efficient cause, the protec-

tor and destroyer of the universe—VR.
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be blessed. I bestow on you your cherished object even though
it is unattainable (to others).

20. Oh blessed one, ( I confer to you) that resplendent

eternal place which is not attained to by anyone else. On it

is based the entire circle of stellar luminaries like planets, stars

and constellations of stars.

21 . The circle of luminous bodies like stars etc. are fasten-

ed to the eternal post offered to Dhruva like a team of oxen to

the central post in the threshing ground. The place given to

Dhruva will survive even the destruction of three worlds in

intermediate Kalpas, The stars presided over by Dharma, Agni
and others and those by seven sages (Ursa Major) revolve

round it (always) keeping it to their right.

22. When, at the time of his retirement to the forest,

your father makes over ( the kingdom of' the earth to you, you
who are firmly established in Raja•Dharma, and with your

senses ( faculties) unimpaired, will protect the earth for a period

of thirty-six thousand years.

23. When your brother Uttama is missing in a hunting

expedition, his mother, brooding over him in mind, will enter

a forest-conflagration while in search for him in the jungle.

24. As you know it, Sacrifice is my beloved form.

Having, worshipped me by performance of a number of sacri-

fices with liberal dakfinas (sacrificial fees), and having enjoyed

here the real blessings, you will fix your heart on me, at the

end.

25. Then, you will attain to my place which is bowed

to by all the worlds and which is above that of the sages

(Ursa Mqjor)—a place from which there is no return (to sarh-

sdra )

.

Maitrtya said :

26. Lord Viwu (whose banner is Garutfa ) ,
who was

* It (this eternal place) continues to exist even after the destruction

of those who live for a Kalpa. Just as a team ofoxen employed to thrash

out com by trampling over it, Is fastened to a post in the middle of the

thrashing ground, and the bulls go round it, the stars presided over by

Dharma, Agni, Kalyapa, flukra (Venus) and the forest dwelling sages

(Ursa Mafot) along with stars and constellations, revolve round it, keeping

it to their right. (SD).
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worshipped (by Dhruva ) promised to give his own realm (to

him)
,
and returned to his own abode, while the boy stood

gazing in wonder.

27. Although he got his wishes gratified by obtaining

his cherished object through the service of the feet of god
Vi$QU, Dhruva was not very much pleased. He also returned

to the city (his father’s capital).

Vidura asked :

28. How is it that Dhruva, who knew the real (value

of) Puruf&rthas, regarded himself as unsuccessful in obtaining

them even when, within (the period of) a single birth he secur-

ed the promise of the supreme abode of Hari, by worshipping

his feet—a place extremely difficult to attain to by persons

actuated with desires.

Maitreya replied :

29. Dhruva whose heart was pierced with sharp arrow-

like words of his step-mother, (pointedly) , remembered those

words, and did not desire to attain the Final beatitude from

the Lord who confers Mukti (Liberation) . Hence, he became
full of regrets ( as the bitterness about his step-mother dis-

appeared at the Lord’s blissful presence.

)

Dhruva said ( to himself) :

30. I attained within a period of six months the asylum

of the Lord’s feet which life-long celibates like Sananda and
others could realize by Yogic meditation extending over a

span of many lives (i.e. births). Alas ! I, whose mind was
fixed on diversity ( or on worldly pleasures ) ,

have receded

from them.

31. Oh I Look at the folly of a luckless fellow like me.

Alas ! Having reached the feet of the Lord who can terminate

sarhsdra (the cycle of births and deaths), I begged for what

was ephemeral.

32. My judgment was possibly deluded by jealous gods

who attain to positions lower than mine41 . Hence, I, the

41 . Or : who are to fall from their position as gods*
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wicked-most fellow, did not follow the true and salutary advice

of Narada.

33* I became deluded by Divine Maya. Like sleep-

ing man experiencing (fear at the sight of tigers etc. in)

dreams while (in reality) there is nobody else (except the

dreamer), I entertained a perverted view—a notion of differ-

ence41
,
even though the second is non-existent ( i.e. only the

Stman exists everywhere—one, without a second), and mistak-

ing my brother as an enemy, I got afflicted at heart with

jealousy.

34. In vain have I solicited this kingdom of the world
or eternal astral position, (as it is) like the medical treatment

administered to a person whose life has ended. Having propi-

tiated by penance, the Soul of the Universe who is so very

difficult to propitiate, and who alone is capable of terminat-

ing the sarfisdra, I, a luckless fellow, begged of him sarhsara only.

35. Alas ! From the Supreme Lord who offered his own
blissful state, I, whose fund of good merits is exhausted, stupi-

dly begged for pride (i.e. sovereignty etc. the cause of pride),

just as a penniless fellow begs unhusked grains from an emperor.

36. Oh Vidura, people like you who are devoted to the

pollen dust in the lotus-like feet of Lord Kpna, and whose

hearts are satisfied with whatever they get by chance (or by

* Other interpretations :

(i) Like a man in sleep, I am under the influence of the divine

M&yi which is difficult to overcome. Due to her influence, 1 mistake my
body for the real Soul (Atmnd) and think that I have got independent

existence, even though, in reality, there is nothing which is not under the

control of Brahman. Hence, under the misconception that my brother is

my enemy, I am afflicted with this heart-burning.—VR.
(ii) I am influenced by Hari's binding power—M&y&, just as a

person asleep ( steeped in ignorance) fails to see things in correct perspec-

tive, but takes a perverted view, I mistakenly look upon brother Uttama

as my enemy, and am afflicted at heart by this misconception, even

though Hari is the only independent, omnipotent Lord without a second.

-VJ.
(iii) From point ottoman, I and my brother Uttama are fleas (the

tafastha-vftti of the Lord), and from physical point of view, our bodies

are composed of five bhdtas, In spite of this, I am deluded by Mlyft to

look upon him as ap enemy.—VC.
43 . bhinna-4(4—who thinks of a purufirtha other than the Lord.—JO

.
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his will) , do not really seek for any personal objective (puru-

fartha ) ,
except his service.

37. When King Uttanapada heard that his son Dhruva

was coming he did not believe in it, thinking as if it were like

the news of the return to life of a dead man, and thought to

himself, *‘How could an unfortunate person like me be so

lucky ?**

38. He, however, put faith in the words of the Divine

Sage Narada. He was overwhelmed with joy. Being highly

pleased with the person who brought the news, he presented

him a costly necklace of pearls.

39*40. He mounted a chariot decked with gold and

drawn by excellent horses. Surrounded by Brahmanas, elder-

ly members of his family, ministers and kinsmen, he, being

eager to see his son, immediately set out of his capital, while

conches were being blown, kettle-drums sounded, Vedic hymns
chanted and flutes played upon.

41. Adorned with gold ornaments, his queens, Suniti

and Suruci, accompanied by prince Uttama, went forward in

palanquins to receive him.

42-43. The king saw him (Dhruva) coming, near the

garden. Being overwhelmed with love, he hurriedly got down
from the chariot and quickly approached him. The king,

whose heart was full of anxiety for a long time (for his missing

son ) ,
was heaving deep sighs, and clasped in his arms his son

Dhruva who was absolved of all the bonds of sins by the

touch of Lord Hari's feet.

44. Then, the king whose most cherished desire (to see

Dhruva safe )
was fulfilled, smelt again and again the crown of

Dhruva’s head, and bathed his son with his cool tears (of joy).

45. Dhruva, the foremost among the pious people,

respectfully welcomed by all, bowed at his father’s feet and
was addressed with blessings. He paid respects to his mothers

by bowing his head.

46. Suruci (Dhruva's step-mother) lifted up the child

that bowed down at her feet. She clasped it to her bosom
and with her throat choked with tears, she blessed, ‘May you

live long'.

47. Just as water automatically flows to a lower level.
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all creatures bow to him with whom Lord Hari is pleased, on
account of his qualities like universal friendliness and others.

48. Overwhelmed with love, both Uttama and Dhruva
embraced each other. With their hair standing on the end at

the touch of each other, they constantly shed tears ofjoy.

49. His mother Sunlti hugged her son (who was) dearer

to her than her life. Feeling happy at the touch of his body,

she was relieved of her mental anguish.

50. Oh warrior Vidura ! Milk flowed out from her

breasts which were then constantly bathed in the tears ofjoy

(flowing) from the eyes of the hero's mother ( Sunlti)

.

51. People praised the queen, "luckily your son, who
was missing for a long time, has returned to remove your

mental affliction. He will now protect the world (lit. the globe

of the earth )

.

52. You have really propitiated the Lord who removes

the afflictions of his suppliants, and by constantly meditating

on whom, heroes (wise men) have conquered , death which is

very difficult to overcome".

53. While people were thus caressing Dhruva, the king

placed Dhruva along with his brother, on a female elephant,

and joyously entered his capital, amidst their cheers (lit.

praise )

.

Description of the decorations in the city

54. There, at different places brilliant alligator-shaped

festoons were hung ;
plaintain-trees and young areca-nut trees,

with bunches of fruit were Set up.

55. At every door (were placed) vessels full of water

with lights burning on them, and decorated with leaves of

mango trees, pieces ofcloth, wreaths offlowers and strings of

pearls hanging round their necks.

56. The ramparts, gates and mansions which beautified

the city were decked in gold, and the tops (of the buildings

}

were shining like the pinnacles of celestial cars.

57. Its quadrangles, royal roads and streets were swept

clean, and sprayed over with ( scented) sandal-water. It was

fpread over with fried rice, unbroken rice ak$^tas
t flowers,

fruits and other articles of worship*
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58-59. Wherever Dhruva was seen on the road, the

ladies of the city, out of affection, gave him auspicious bene-

dictions. They showered on him * white mustard, unbroken

rice, curds, water, blades of durvd grass, flowers and fruits.

While listening to their sweet strains, he entered his father’s

palace.

60. Fondly caressed by his father, Dhruva lived in the

best of mansions built ofmost precious stones, like a god in the

celestial region.

61.

* There that palace was furnished with beds white

and soft like the foam of milk, on ivory bed-steads chased with

gold. The seats were highly precious and the furniture was

made of gold.

62. There, on the walls of crystals and very costly

emeralds, were shining jewel-lamps held by statuettes of beauti-

ful damsels made of precious stones.

63. The gardens were beautiful with various species of

celestial trees on which couples of birds were warbling and

the swarms ofintoxicated black-bees were humming sweetly.

64. There, the tanks in the garden had steps of cat’s-

eye ( VaidUrya ). They contained white and blue lotuses and

lilies, and were resorted to by swarms of swans, ducks, ruddy

geese and cranes.

65. The royal sage Uttanapada was highly wonder-

struck at seeing his son's most wonderful prowess, of which he

heard ( only the reports )

.

66. Seeing that Dhruva had come of age, and was
i

acceptable to his cabinet of ministers, and was loved by the

subject the king coronated him as the Lord of the earth.

67. Realizing that he had grown old, the King, con-

templating over the nature of the Soul, became unattached to

worldly pleasures, and left for the forest.

* This verse and the following three verses are repeated. Of. Supra

3.33. 16-19—-the description of Kaidana’s mansion.



CHAPTER TEN

IV. 10,9.

(Dhruva invades Alaka)

Maitreya said :

1. Dhruva married Bhrami, the daughter of Prajapati

Sifamara. They had two sons, Kalpa and Vatsara.

2. And by his second wife Ila, the daughter of Vayu,
the mighty Dhruva begot a son by name Utkala who was

covetable to women like a jewel.48

3. But Uttama, who was yet unmarried, was killed in a

hunting expedition, in the Himalayas, by a more powerful

Yaksa. His mother, Suruci, also followed his course.

4. Having heard of his brother's death, Dhruva was

filled with wrath, revenge and sorrow. Mounting his victori-

ous chariot, he marched against the abode of Yak^as, the city

of Alaka.

5. Proceeding to the northern direction, he saw, in a

valley of the Himalayas, the city, Alaka, crowded with Yak$as,

and frequented by the followers of Rudra (Such as goblins,

spirits).

6. The stout-armed Dhruva blew his conch, resounding

the sky and all the quarters. Oh Vidura, thereby the demi-
a

goddesses (women of the Yaksa tribe) became greatly terrified

and looked bewildered.

7. Incensed at the blast of the conch, the mighty and

great warriors among the Yaksas sallied forth from the city,

and with uplifted weapons, fell upon him.

8. While the Yaksas were dashing towards him the great

warrior44 with a formidable bow, simultaneously hit each one

of them with three arrows.

9. With those arrows planted on their foreheads, all of

43. yofid-ratnam—(begot) a daughter who was like a jewel among
women—SR. VJ; accepts the v.l.yogeivaram—(the son Utkala) who was

the master of Toga and possessed supernatural powers (siddhis like anvma).

44. mahiratha—An expert who, riding his chariot, can engage ten

thousand archers simultaneously.

eko daiosahasrapiyodhayedyas to dhanvin&m /

astra-iosira-pravipas* ca, vijHeyafr sa mahfirathafr If
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.them felt definitely vanquished, and verily appreciated that

heroic deed.

1 0. Being enraged like serpents trodden under feet, the

Yakfas also, desiring to do the double of what he did, simul-

taneously shot at him double the number of arrows ( six each)

.

11-12. Then fired with anger, and desirous of retalia-

tion those one lakh and thirty-thousand Yakfas showered on
him, his chariot and charioteer iron bars, swords, darts, spears,

axes, lances, double-edged swords, bkuSunfi missile and arrows

with variegated feathers.

1 3. At that time, being covered with the heavy volley

of weapons, Dhruva, the son ofUttanapada, could not be seen,

just as a hill is .hidden by a thick shower of rain.

14. Immediately arose the cry ‘Alas ! Alas’ from the

Siddhas who were witnessing the fight from the sky. ’This

Sun of Manu's race, drowned in the ocean of Yakfa-army, is

killed’.

15. While Yaksas and Rakgasas (Yatudhanas)45 were

shouting and proclaiming their victory, the chariot ofDhruva
came into view, like the Sun from behind the mist.

16. Twanging his divine bow, he struck terror in his

enemies. He shattered to pieces their volley of missiles, like

strong wind dispersing the army of clouds.

17. Sharp arrows discharged from his bow, pierced

through the armours of the Raksasas into their bodies, just as

thunderbolts ( vajras ) into the mountains.

18-19. When they were mowed down with Dhruva’s

arrows of bhalla type, the battlefield was covered with their

heads adorned with beautiful ear-rings; with their thighs

resembling golden palms; with arms beautiful with bracelets;

with precious necklaces, armlets, crowns and costly turbans,

and it appeared attractive to warriors

20. Most of the survivers ofthe Rak$asa army who es-

caped death, got the limbs of their bodies cut off with the

arrows of Dhruva, the foremost among the Ksatriyas, and they

45. The Bh. P. mixes up Yakfas and R&kfasas, as Alakft was inhabit-

ed by all kinds ofdemigods and their army was composed of these.
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fled away from the field ofbattle, like the elephant-leaders dis-

comfited in their fight with a lion (king of beasts).

21. At that time, Dhruva, the best among Manu’s race,

did not see anyone with a weapon in hand, on the great battle-

field. Though he desired to see the city of the enemies, he did

not enter it.
(A man cannot know the intentions of those

expert in black magic*.

22. Telling this to his charioteer, Dhruva of wonderful

chariot, apprehended an attack from the enemies and remained

alert. He heard a noise like the roaring of the sea, and saw

on all sides dust raised by a strong wind.

23. In a moment, the sky was overcast on all sides by a

host of clouds accompanied with flashes of lightening and
terrible thunders rattling, in all directions

24. They (the clouds) showered blood, phlegm, puss,

excreta, fat and urine. Headless bodies fell down from heaven

before him, Oh sinless ( Vidura)

!

25. Then a mountain appeared in the sky; and from

all directions were showered maces, iron clubs, swords, pestles

along with a volley of stones.

26. Serpents with thunderous hissing and emitting fire

from eyes with rage, rushed at him. Intoxicated elephants,

lions and tigers attacked him in multitudes.

27. Terrific like the ocean at the time of deluge, at

the end of a Kalpa, a loudly roaring terrible sea, engulfing the

earth on all sides with waves, approached him.

28. By means of their special power of black magic, the

Asuras ( Yaksas)of cruel disposition, created many kinds of

such phenomena which strike terror into unthinking men.

29. Hearing that insuperable type of black magic had

been employed against Dhruva by the Asuras, sages assembled

there praying forhis welfare.

Sages said

:

30. Oh Dhruva, son ofUttanapada ! May the glorious

Vi?nu ( wielder of the Sarnga bow)
,

your God who removes

afflictions of the suppliants, destroyyour enemies—the Lord by
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uttering or hearing whose name, people easily overcome death
which is so very difficult to conquer.46

CHAPTER ELEVEN

( Svdyambhuva Manu Dissuades Dhruvafrom Fighting )

Maitreya said :

1 . Hearing this speech of the sages, Dhruva sipped some
water as acamanat and set to his bow the missile created by
Narayapa.

2. Oh Vidura, just as afflictions disappear at the dawn
of the (highest ) knowledge, the manifestations of the black

magic created by Guhyakas, immediately vanished, while the

missile was being set on the bow.

3. Even while he was fixing on his bow the missile

devised by the sage Narayana, shafts with gold-plated heads

and feathers resembling the wings of swans, shot forth from

it, and penetrated the enemy’s forces like peacocks entering

a forest, with a terrible cry.

4. Assailed on every side, in the battle, by those

sharp-pointed arrows, the Yak§as (Punyajanas ) got enraged.

With their weapons raised, they rushed towards him on all

sides, just as cobras with their hoods raised, would attack

Garuda.

5. Even as they were attacking him in the battle, he

cut down their arms, thighs, necks and stomachs, . and sent

them to that highest region, to which sages with lifelong

celibacy attain, penetrating their way through the sphere of

the Sun.

6. His grandfather Manu saw that the innocent Yak§as

were being slaughtered in great numbers by Dhruva, of a

wonderful chariot. Out of compassion, he, accompanied by

46. VC. and VD. add : What of dispelling the Miyft of Yakfas.

Hereby, they (sages) suggested him to use the missile Ndriya^&stra.
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sages, approached Dhruva, the son of Uttanapada and spoke

thus:

Manu said :

7. Oh child, enough of this sinful rage which is a gate-

way to Tama (hell)—rage, (blinded) with which you have
killed these innocent Yaksas.

8. Oh child ! This act of slaughtering innocent demi-
gods (Yaksas) commenced by you, is censured by the good.

It is not becoming to our race.

9. Being enraged at the murder of your brother, whom
you dearly loved, a great number (of Yaksas) have been
killed by you, for the crime of one ( Yak$a), on your suspicion

of their involvement in it.

10. To massacre creatures like beasts, mistaking the

gross body for the Soul ( atman)—this is not theway of the righte-

ous who are devoted to Hari ( the Lord of sense-organs )

.

11. Having propitiated Hari who dwells within all

creatures47
,
and who is difficult to be pleased, and looking

upon all living beings as ( a part of) your own self,48 you have
secured for yourself the highest realm belonging to Lord Vi$nu.

12. You are constantly remembered by Hari, and are

highly respected by his devotees. How is it that you, who
should instruct others by your (exemplary) righteous conduct,

have committed this censurable act?

13. It is by patience, compassion and friendliness49 and
the attitude of equality60 to all beings that the glorious Lord,

who is the Soul ( Simon

)

of all, becomes propitious.

47. Or : who is the abode of all creatures.

48. Sarva-bhtit&tma-bh&vena : (i) Looking upon Hari as the* indwel-

ling Soul of all creatures. —VR

.

(ii) Hari as antarydmin of all creatures abides in all beings.—VJ.
(iii) Identifying yourself with all creatures. — VG.
(iv ) Realizing that all creatures, mobile and immobile are your

own Self. — GD.
49. GD. thinks that the qualities are to be shown to the superiors,

the inferiors and equals respectively. Thus patience to elders etc.

50. samatoena— (i) To regard that all beings are essentially equal,

as the Lord dwells within each of them. —• VR.
(ii) To show enmity to enemies and friendliness to fiiends is

equality.— VJ.
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14. When the Lord is thoroughly pleased, a man be-

comes free from all the gunas of Prakrti. Liberated from the

stage ofJivahood (i.e. his subtle LiAga Sarira ) , he attains to the

blissful Brahman.81

15. The male and the female are the products of the

five gross elements developed in the forms of bodies. It is by

their cohabitation that the creation of men and women takes

place here in this world.

16. Oh king, it is due to the intermingling of gunas

caused by the Maya ( power ) of the Supreme Lord that the

creation, preservation and destruction of the world, take place.

1 7. The Supreme Man who is devoid of all attributes

( like sattoa
,
rajas etc. ) is merely an apparent cause—therein

that the universe consisting of manifested and unmanifested

things, is in a state of flux like iron moved (by the presence

of a magnet).

18.

* The Supreme Lord whose power and energy is distri-

buted by the disturbance in the equilibrium of gunas caused

by his potency called Time, verily creates (the universe)

without being its agent, and destroys it himself not being the

destroyer. Inscrutable, indeed, is the working of the Al-

mighty.

51. nirvana (i) Characterised by the highest bliss. — VR.
(ii) (Brahman) which is free from body or full of bliss

— VJ. VJ. strongly objects to the concept of merger with Brahman as

Liberation (mukti

)

will be iunya.

(iii) the highest (beyond atiiayas)—SD.

(iv) Beyond sarhsdra — GD.
* The first half :

(i) The Lord’s power is differently distributed In different species

of beings such as a man, a god etc., and according to the various degrees

of happiness or unhappiness to be experienced according to their Karmas.

His potency is so divided due to His power called Time, which causes

commotion among the gunas, — VR.
(ii) OR: For the sake of creating disturbance in the balance of

gunas for the creation etc. of the universe, he divides his power, i.e. He
assumes the form of Brahmft, Vi?nu and Rudra. — VR.

(iii) VJ. accepts the v.l. yogaiaktya for kdla-iaktyd.

It is by his power of Yoga that the Lord exhibits his power, and
carries out the function ofcreation etc. through his three gunas* Due to his

effortlessness in creation he is regarded as non-creator. Though he
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19* He is a creator, as he makes men beget men. As
he destroys the destroyer (robbers etc.) by means of death

( through kings and others)
,
he is called the destroyer—Time.

But the Almighty Himself is endless (immortal), beginningless,

unchangeable and subject to no dimunition.

20.

** The Supreme Lord has nobody as his own or none

as his enemy; (for) he enters all beings equally as (i.e. in the

form of their) death. Not being their masters (due to their

Karmas ), all creatures follow62 him in his course, just as parti*

cles of dust follow the blast of wind.

21. The All*pervading Lord cuts short or prolongs the

life of a creature according to its destiny (previous karma),

while he himself, being above these changes, abides in his

natural state.

22. Oh King (Dhruva)! Some call him Karma; others,

destroys the universe, he has no enmity against anyone. Hence he is not

regarded as destroyer. — VJ.
The Lord is the cause of the creation etc. of the universe, but his

workings defy our comprehension. The creation etc. of the world is due

to the power ofTime which creates commotion in gunas . — SD.
* Though he himself is endless (immortal) , he brings about the end

(of the world) as Time. Though he is without a beginning and imperish-

able, changeless, he brings about the beginning (of all). He is the creator

by making raten beget men and destroys the destroyers (robbers etc.)

through death.

(ii) VR. points out that the Almighty whose form is Time, does

not directly create or destroy but does so through- the father or death.

* * ( i ) The Lord who is untouched by sathsara (or whose body is

death) , enters the bodies of all creatures as antaryamin for controlling them

according to their karmas . Nobody is his friend or enemy .
(All are equal

to him). All creatures, not being their masters (but subject to their pre-

vious karmas) follow the Lord who runs (i.e. controls them according to

their karmas ) just as particles of dust helplessly follow the wind. (The

dust particles may fhll at any place or pit, the wind is impartial to all

the particles) — VR.

(a) Though God enters all beings as Death, creatures get different

fruits according to their karmas despite God's equality, just as the wind

treats all particles of dust equally, though some of them fall in darkness,

light, water or fire. — VC.

5a. anudhSvanti-—(i) do the actions— SD.

(ii) take births— GD.
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Nature; some, Time-spirit; others, Destiny; while others, the

K&ma (desire) of men.

23. Verily nobody knows the design (purpose) of the

Unmanifest Immeasurable Lord who is the source of innume-

rable potencies (like Makat etc. ) . Oh child who can then know
the Lord Who is one’s own origin?

24. Oh dear son! These Yak$as (the servants and fol-

lowers of Kubera) are definitely not the slayers of your

brother. For, oh child, it is the Destiny {daiva) alone, which

brings about the birth or death of men.

25. It is he only who creates the universe. Nobody
else but he alone protects and destroys it. In spite of this,

he is not affected by gu$as (attributes) and karmas, as he is

free from aharhk&ra ( ego )

.

26. This Soul of created beings, their Lord and creator

gets united with his Maya power and creates, preserves and
eats up (i.e. withdraws within him) the created beings.

27. Dear child! Completely submitting all your Self,

seek the shelter of the Deity who is the final resort of the world,

and who is the death itself ( to the unrighteous, non-devotees)

—

Deity to whom creators of the universe bear offerings, just as

bulls controlled by a string passed through their nostrils, carry

the loads (of their) masters.

28. Cut to the quick by the (harsh) words ofyour step-

mother, you, as a child of five, went to the forest leaving back

your mother. By your penance, you propitiated Lord Visnu

who is beyond the ken of senses, and secured ( for you )
a

position at the head of the universe.

29. Oh dear child, with your mind (lit. sight) turned

inward (on your self),68 seek the Supreme Lord who dwells in

the heart that is free from enmity66
;—the Lord who is beyond

attributes (gunas)

;

one (without a second), imperishable,

eternally liberated and in whom this phenomenal world of

53. Stmadfk— Or one who looks upon all as himself.

(ii) With your mind concentrated on the Supreme Self.

34. mukta-vigrahe— Adj. qualifying Simatti,

(i) the Soul which is indivisible (without parts).

(ii) VJ. reads; vimukta-vigrahair vyapabitam : Who is resort-

ed to by Yogis who have become free from physical bodies.
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differences, though unreal, appears to exist85 .

30. (While seeking the Lord), You practise intense

devotion to the Almighty Lord who abides in all as antar-

ydmin ; who is infinite, pure and absolute bliss, and is possessed

ofall powers. Then you will gradually cut asunder the knot

of aoidyd (nescience) which has grown very strong by (brood-

ing over the notions that this is) *1* and (Mine'.

3 1 . Oh King, by your deep and extensive study of the

Sastras, control your anger which is a formidable hindrance

to attaining to the final beatitude, just as you would control

a disease with a medicine. May God bless you!

32. A wise man who wishes to attain the state of fear-

lessness for himself, should not allow himselfto be overpowered

by that passion (anger). For people get afraid of a person

who is overwhelmed with anger.

33. Inasmuch as you, being enraged, have killed Yak$as

thinking that they were the slayers of your brother, you have

committed a grave offence against Kubera, the brother (i.e.

friend ) of god Siva ( the Lord of the mountains ) .

.

34. Oh child, while the wrath of the exalted Souls ( like

Kubera ) does not vanquish our race, you try immediately to

propitiate him by paying him obeisance, and offering humble
apologies.

35. Having thus admonished his grandson Dhruva, who
bowed down to him, Svayambhuva Manu returned to his city

along with the sages.

55. In the./'fra, the worldly difference of being a god or a man is

not part of his essence, but it is seen on account of meritorious or sinful

kafmas. It it notthat way mitf&d. This difference is unreal (asQt), as it

is always changing—VR.

.
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CHAPTER TWELVE
(Kubera’s Boon and Dhruva*s Attainment of Vi$nu's Realm)

Maitreya said

:

1. Learning that Dhruva’s anger had been appeased

and that he had desisted from slaughter, the divine Lord of

Wealth (Kubera) who was being eulogised by Caranas,

Yaksas and Kinnaras, arrived there, and spoke to him
(Dhruva) who folded his hands ( to pay respects to Kubera)

.

Kubera ( the donor of riches ) said :

2. Oh sinless Ksatriya Prince ! I am extremely pleased

with you, as at the behest ofyourgrand*father, you have given

up the feeling of enmity which is very difficult to renounce.

3. (The fact of the matter is that) neither you have

killed the Yakgas nor did they slay your brother. It is none

but Kdla ( the power ofGod called Time), which is respon-

sible for the creation and destruction of created beings.

4. Just as a notion in the state of dreaming is false and

meaningless, so is the notion of difference as *1’ and cYou’

which arises in man due to his ignorance, and on account of

continuous thinking of the physical body as the Soul. Bondage

of sarhsdra and miseries are due to this notion.

5. Oh Dhruva! Please return now. God bless you. For

the sake of Liberation from Sarhsdra, adore Lord Adhokgaja

(Vi$nu) who manifests himself in the bodies of all creatures,

and consider that he is the antarydmin (indwelling Soul)

abiding in all beings84.

6. For terminating Sarhsdra ( the cycle of births and
deaths), please worship him whose feet are worth resorting,

and who destroys sarhsdra, and who, though associated with

his own mdyd-Sakti constituted of the three Guqos (attributes

—

Sattva, Rajas and Tamos), is yet aloof from it.

7. Oh son ofUtt&nap&da, we have learnt that you are

very close to Viwu’s (God with a lotus in His navel) feet*

Oh King Dhruva, as you deserve to receive a boon, ask ofme
freely and without any hesitation, any boon at will, cherished

ky you in your heart.

56. Or: considering all beings as your own self.
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Maitreya said'.

8. The great devotee of the Lord, that highly intelligent

Dhruva, who was thus induced by Kubera (the king of Kings)

to ask for a boon (from him), sought to be blest with the

constant remembrance of Hari, whereby one effortlessly goes

beyond the darkness (of ignorance or sarhsara) which is very

difficult to cross.

9. With a glad heart, Kubera (the son of I^avi^a),

having conferred that boon (on Dhruva), immediately disap-

peared while Dhruva was gazing. He also repaired to his

capital.

10. Thereafter, by performing sacrifices with liberal

donations and sacrificial fees, he worshipped the Lord of

Sacrifices who is both the donor of the fruit of religious karmas,

and is himself the reward of the religious duties (sacrifices).

He performed them with proper materials as per ritualistic

technique and with due offerings to Gods.

11. Bearing an intense flow of devotion to Acyuta

(Visnu) who abides in all as their Soul, yet is distinct from

them, he visualised the All-pervading Lord as dwelling within

himself and in all other beings.

12. The subjects considered him as their father ( pro-

tector)—him, who was of such noble character, friendly to

Brahmarias, compassionate to the afflicted, and the protector

of the bounds ofreligion.

13. Exhausting the fund of his meritorious deeds by en-

joyments of pleasures, and the balance of inauspicious deeds by

performing sacrifices and other religious acts, he governed the

sphere of the earth for thirtysix thousand years.

14-15. In this way, the great-Souled king of perfectly

controlled senses, passed a long time in performing a number
of sacrifices which result in the attainment of the Trinity—of

Dharma% Artha and KSma. He then regarded this universe as

being illusory—constructed by Maya on the basis of the Soul,

like the dream city of Gandharvas created by Avidyd (Maya or

Nescience), and abdicated the throne in favour of his son.

16 . Comprehending that his own body, wife, children,

friends, army, rich treasury, harem, beautiful places of sport

and recreations and the whole sphere of the earth engirdled by
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the ocean, are subject to destruction and hence transitory, he

proceeded to ViSala {Badarikairama )

.

17. Having performed ablutions in the sacred waters

thereof, he purified his mind (by observing yama and niyamay

the code of Yogic discipline). Having steadied himself firmly

in a yogic posture, and controlled his breath ( through prdna-

yima)> and restraining his senses by his mind, he concentrated

his mind on the gross (Cosmic) form of the Lord, via. the

Virdt-r&pa. In course of meditation, the consciousness of the

distinction between the meditator and the object of meditation,

was lost. Being absorbed in meditation, he forgot the thought

of that gross (Cosmic) form also.

18. He cherished constant devotion to the venerable

Lord Hari. He was now and then overwhelmed with tears of

joy. His heart melted (with emotions for the Lord), and his

hair stood on their ends all over the body. He detached him-

self from his gross body, and did not remember that he was
so-and-so (Dhruva).

19. Dhruva noticed an excellent heavenly car descending

from the heavens, illumining the ten directions like the rising

full moon.

20. Later on, in that heavenly car, (he saw) two promi-

nent gods in the prime of their youth. They were four-armed

of dark complexion and with eyes (beautiful) like red lotuses.

They were richly attired, and were adorned with crowns, pearl

necklaces, armlets and beautiful ear-rings. They stood leaning

against their maces.

21. Comprehending them to be the attendants of Hari

(the God of excellent renown), he stood up (to show respect).

Forgetting the due procedure of worship in the hurry of that

(agitated) moment, he folded his hands uttering the names of

Hari, as bethought them to be the chief attendants of VifQu
( the slayer of the demon Madhu)

.

22. Sunanda and Nanda, the esteemed servants of Vispu

(the lotus-navelled god) approached him (Dhruva) who had

concentrated his mind on Krwa's (Vifgu's) feet
; had folded

his palms and bowed down his neck in humility.
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Sunanda and Nanda said :

23. Oh King ! May you be extremely blessed ! Your

.honour, who, while yet a child of five, had pleased the Lord

by your penance, listen to our speech attentively.

24. We both are the attendants of the God with the

Sarftga bow (Visnu) who is the sustainer of the whole world.

Both of us have arrived here for taking you to the Lord’s

abode.

25. You have successfully attained to the region of

Visnu which is extremely difficult to secure, and to which

sages, ( the saptarfis—Ursa Major) not being able to reach,

merely look up from below. Now occupy that place round

which ( luminous bodies like) the Moon, the Sun (and other

luminaries)
,
planets, constellations of stars and (independent

)

stars go, keeping it to their right.

26. Dear (Dhruva), take your abode in the realm which

has never been occupied by your forefathers. That highest

region of Vi$£u is adorable to all worlds.

27. Oh long-lived one, you should now ascend this

excellent aerial car, despatched to you by Vi?nu who is the

foremost among persons of meritorious renown.57

Maitreya said :

28. Having heard the extremely sweet (honey-dripping)

words of the two prominent deputies of Lord Visnu, Dhruva,

the beloved devotee of Vi§9u5
*, took his bath, performed his

daily auspicious duties, paid his obeisance to sages and

received their blessings.

29. Having circumambulated that excellent heavenly

car, he worshipped it. He bowed down to both the atten-

dants of Vi$nu. Assuming a form brilliant like gold, he desired

to get into the car.

30. At that time, when the son ofUttanapada( Dhruva)

saw that the god of Death had come, he placed his foot on

the head of that god (of Death) 59 and mounted that wonderful

aerial mansion.

57. uttama-iloka.

58. Urukrama : Vifnu, ao called because in the Vfimana incarnation
he took very long strides to occupy the three worlds from Bali.

59* $R. narrates the episode thus: When Dhruva was about to enter
that heavenly car, the God of Death arrived there, bowed to him and
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31. At the very moment, drums and musical instru-

ments like Panava, etc. were sounded. Prominent Gandharvas

sang his praise. Showers of flowers fell on him from above.

32. As he was about to fly to the heavenly regions,

Dhruva suddenly remembered his mother Suniti, (saying to

himself) , ‘How am I to proceed to the inaccessible celestial

region, leaving my poor mother behind?’

33. Having understood this wish of Dhruva, the two
i

excellent gods showed to him the brilliant queen-mother

Suniti—going ahead of him, in an aerial car.

34. At every stage on way, Dhruva was being showered

with flowers and praised by gods seated in their heavenly

cars; and he went past planets, one after another.

35. Then he ( Dhruva) who was blest with an eternal

position, went by the devayana path (or by the celestial car

sent to him by the Lord) , beyond the three worlds and the

astral positions of the seven sages ( Ursa Major), and reached

the abode of Visnu which lies beyond them.

36. It (Vi?nu’s abode) shines brilliant by its own splen-

dour. It illuminates these three worlds (the earth, the heaven

etc.) by its light. The people who are not compassionate

unto living beings never attain to this realm. Only those who
always perform auspicious deeds, reach there.

37. Those who are of tranquil mind, who look upon all

beings as equals, whose minds are cleansed of all sins and

impurities {like rajas and tamos ) ,who are pleasing to all beings,

who look upon Acyuta (Vi$nu ) as their dear relative—those

easily reach the abode ofVi?gu.

38. In this way, Dhruva, the son of Uttanapada who
was solely devoted to Kr?na (Vi$gu)', became as if a refulgent

crest-jewel of the three worlds.

39. Oh Vidura (descendant of .Kuru) ! Riveted to this

(Dhruya’s) post* the whole group of heavenly luminaries re-

volve round it ceaselessly, just as (pairs of) bullocks tied to a

post in the middle of the threshing ground, go round with

great speed (for threshing out the corn by trampling).
i < v i

requested him to accept him. Dhruva welcomed him, requested him to

Jkit down for a moment; and remembering Lord Vifoii placed his foot on
- the head of that Pod (Death) and ascended into the heavenly car.
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40. Having seen the great glory of Dhruva, the vene-

rable sage Narada, playing on his lute, sang the ( following)

verses at the sacrificial session of Pracetas

:

Narada said

:

41. Despite their knowledge of the means, Brahmana
sages, the expounders of Vedas, are not able to reach the

attainment secured by the dint of his austere penance, by
Dhruva^ the son of Sunlti who looked upon her husband as god.
How can then, kings attain to it?

42. As a child of five, he went to the forest with his

heart afflicted by being wounded with the arrow-like words of

his stepmother. Abiding by my advice, he conquered i.e. won
the favour of the unconquerable Lord who is overpowered only

by the excellent qualities of his devotees.

43. Gan an ordinary Kgatriya on the earth even ima-

gine to reach after many years to the exalted position occupied

by Dhruva who, as a child of five or six years, secured it by

propitiating Lord Vi?nu within a few days?

Maiireya continued :
«

44. I have narrated to you everything that you asked

me here about the life-story of Dhruva of excellent fame—the

life story which is held in high regard by the righteous.

45; If heard and recited, it (Dhruva’s life story) leads

to wealth, glory and longevity; it is meritorious and brings in

great auspiciousness; it helps to attain to the celestial region

and to reach even the eternal abode ;
it leads to godhood ; it

is extremely praiseworthy, and cleanses all sins.

46. By constantly listening with faith and devotion the

lifestory ofDhruvawho was dear to Lord Acyuta ( Visnu)

,

devotion unto the Lord will be engendered, which will lead to

the destruction of ail miseries.

47. Here this story is a sacred fountain of greatness for

those who seek it. When it is heard, virtues like good-natured-

ness generate in the listeners. Those who desire bravery and

splendour get it developed (in them by listening to it). It

bestows respectability on the noble-minded (listeners who
aspire after it)
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48. One should recite both in the morning and in the

evening, the glorious life, with a concentrated attention, of

Dhruva of sacred glory, in the assembly of the Brahma^as.

49*50. Or one who resorts to the sacred feet of Hari,

should narrate to the faithful (audience, the life of Dhruva)

on the full-moon day or the new moon day, the twelfth day of

a fortnight or when the moon passes by the constellation of

stars called Sravana or on dina-kfqya or on (the astronomically

inauspiciousyoga called) the Vyatipata, or on the Sa&kramapa
day (when the Sun crosses the sign of the zodiac) or on
Sundays. He should cherish no desire and be self-contented ;

thereby he attains Liberation.

51. Gods bestow favours on the merciful man who is

helpful to the afflicted and who imparts this knowledge (which

is like) nectar in the pathway to God, to persons who are

ignorant of the Truth.

52. Oh Vidura (the foremost descendant of Kuru), I

have narrated to you this biography of Dhruva who is well-

known for pious deeds, and who, as a child, abandoned his toys

and mother’s house, and resorted to Vi$nu.

(Dhruva*s descendants : King Ariga's Abdication

)

Sata said :

1 . After listening to ( the account of) Dhruva's ascension

to the Vaikupfha region as described by Maitreya, Vidura

* Ghs. 13-15 give the following genealogy ofDhruva—
Bbrami - Dlmive - 111

Kalpa Vatsara Utkala
(Svarvlthl)

I

Pumftrpa (and others, 6 sons In all)

Vyufta (and others, 6 sons in all)
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whose devotion to Lord Vi$nu (Adhok$aja) was intensified,
proceeded again to make further queries.

Vidura said

:

2. Oh strict observer of religious vows (Maitreya)!
Who were those Pracetasas? Whose children were they? To
whose familyline were they known to belong ? Where did they
have the sacrificial session ?

3. I regard Narada as a great devotee of the Lord, and
as one who has directly realized the Almighty. It is he who
has expounded ( in the Paflcaratra Agama ) the Kriya-Yoga
(Yoga of practical devotion), in the form ofthe detailed proce-
dure of worshipping Hari.

4. They say that while the Lord, the presiding deity of
sacrifices, was being worshipped (by performing sacrifice) by
men ( Pracetasas ) who were devoted to their righteous duties,

Narada, who was full of devotion, extolled him.
5. Oh Brahman, you should please narrate to me in

details, all the stories of the Lord which have been related

there, in that sacrifice by the divine sage (Narada), as I long
to hear them.

Maitreya said :

6. When the father (Dhruva) retired to forest, Dhruva’s
(eldest) son Utkala did not wish to ascend the imperial throne

and to enjoy the imperial glory.

7. From his very birth, he was of tranquil mind, un-

attached and of impartial outlook. He saw his Soul as pervad-

ing the world and the world abiding in his Soul.

Sarva-tejas

Cakfus (II Manu)

Ulxnuka (and others)
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8-9. By the fire of the uninterrupted practice of Yogay
Utkala had burnt down all the impurities of the past actions

in his mind. He realized that the individual Self is the same

as the tranquil Brahman in whom all differences dissolve and

disappear, and who is the embodiment of the joy of pure know-

ledge, absolute bliss, existing everywhere. Knowing thus his

own real Self, he ceased to perceive anything different from it.

10. To ignorant persons on the road, he (outwardly)

appeared to be a stupid, blind, deaf, mad or a dumb man,

though (in reality) he was mentally not like any of these. He
was like a fire that had ceased to send out flames.

1 1 . Considering him to be a dull idiot, the elders of the

family along with the ministers, coronated the younger brother

Vatsara, the son of Bhrami, as the ruler of the earth.

1 2. Svarvithi, the beloved wife of Vatsara, gave birth

to six sons, viz., Pusparna. Tigma-ketu, Isa, Orja, Vasu and

Jaya.

13. Pusparna had two wives—Prabha (Day-light) and

Do$a (Night). Pratar (morning),Madhyandina (Mid-day) and

Sayam (Evening) were the sons ofPrabha (Day-light).

14. Pradosa (night-fall or the first part of night),

Nis itha ( Midnight) and Vyusta (Dawn or the late part of the

night) were the three sons of Do?a (Night). Vyu^a begot

from (his wife) Pugkarinii a son called Sarva-tejas.

15. He got from his wife A.kuti a son, Cakgus the Manu
(after Svayambhuva Manu). Manu*s queen Natjvala gave

birth to (twelve) sinless sons.

16. (They were) Puru, Kutsa, Trita,Dyumna, Satyavat,

Rta, Vrata, Agnistoma, Atiratra, Pradyumna, &ibi and

Ulmuka.
1 7. Ulmuka begot through his wife Pu$kara$i six excel-

lent sons by name Afiga, Sumanas, Khyati, Kratu, Angiras

and Gaya.

18. Sunitha, the wife of AAga, gave birth to the strong-

willed (but wicked) Vena. Disgusted with his (Vena’s)

wickedness, the royal sage left his capital (and retired to the

fqrest )

.

19. Oh child (Vidura) 1 The sage whose words were

(destructive) like thunderbolt, got enraged and pronounced
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a curse on him. (As a result of the curse he fell dead) . They
churned again the right hand of his dead body.

20. When there was no King, in that period, the sub-

jects in the world, were troubled by robbers. Then Pythu, the

first Lord of the earth (so called as he was the first founder of

cities, habitations etc.) was bom embodying in him an arfifa or

portion of Narayana.

Vidura said :

2 1 . How is it that the high-souled, pious king, who was

a treasure-house of virtues and so friendly to Brahmanas got

such wicked progeny, that he had to leave his capital in sad-

ness and grief.

22. Or for what offence did the sages, who were well-

versed in Dharma- Sastra, directed their curse against King
Vena, who had vowed to punish the evil-doers.

23. As the king, in the capacity of the protector of his

subjects, possesses the energy and the splendour of (Indra and

other) world-protectors, in his own superior glory, he should

not be disrespected by the subjects, even though he be at

fault.

24. Oh Brahman, as you are the foremost among the

knowers of para and avaraw,
please narrate to me, a devout

devotee, the deeds of the son of Sunitha.

Maiireya said :

25. The royal sage Anga performed a great Horse-

Sacrifice (Alvamedha). But in that sacrifice, the deities

though invoked by the priests well-versed in the Vedas, did

not turnup (to receive their share of the sacrificial offerings).

26. Then the sacrificial priests who were wonder-struck

told the sacrificer (King Afiga), “the deities do not accept the

sacrificial oblations though poured into the fire.”

27. *'Oh King, the materials for oblations are unpollut-

ed and pure and have been devoutly procured by you. The

Vedic incantations are not inefficacious, since they are chant-

ed and used by persons of steadfast vows.

6o. pargjuA ovate .* Variously interpreted as ‘past and future',

Parm&taman and products of Prakfti, etc.
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28. We do not know if the slightest disregard is shown
to gods here (in this performance of sacrifice ) as a result of

which gods who witness the performance of this sacrificial act,

do not partake of their share of obla'tions”.

Maitreya said :

29. Hearing the words of Brahmanas, the host, the per*

former of the sacrifices, Anga became deeply grieved. With
the permission of the members of the assembly, he broke his

silence in order to ask them the reason of the non-acceptance

of oblations.

30. “Oh Members of the sacrificial assembly ! Here

(in this sacrifice) deities even though invoked, do not attend.

Nor do they accept their cups of Soma. Be pleased to tell me
what censurable act has been committed by me.”

The Leaders of the Assembly spoke :

31.

Oh King, there is not the slightest sin committed by

you so far in this life. There is however one sin of your pre-

vious life on account of which you are thus issueless.

32 * Oh King, the Lord, the enjoyer of sacrifices, when

worshipped, will vouchsafe a son to you who are so desirous

to have one. Try that way to have good progeny. May God
bless you.

33. If Lord Hari, the presiding god of the sacrifices

himself, is directly invoked by you for a child, all sacrificial

deities (the residents of heaven) will automatically accept

their respective share of oblations.

34. Hari confers upon men (his devotees) whatever

desires are cherished (and sought) by them. The attainment

of the desired objects, however, depends upon the manner

(and devoutness) of the worship (of the Lord).”

35. Thus resolved, the Brahmanas offered puro4&$an to

Vi?$u in the form of Sipivifta**, for securing progeny to that

king.

• With a view to ensuring that deities should be pleased to accept
oblations from you, you should, try to secure a child to you. — $R.

6i . Pwoq&sa— a sacrificial oblation made ofground rice and offer

ed wfM kopSla or vessel. ASD. 341.
fin. Sipiviffa (i) ‘One who has entered the sacrificial animal (th«

beast to be sacrificed) in the form of Sacrifice*. SR. quotes a Sruti
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36. From that sacrifice arose a person pdomed with gold

necklace and clad in immaculate garments, bringing with him
in a gold vessel ready made payasa (rice boiled in milk )

.

37. With the assent of the Brahmanas the generous-

minded King accepted the boiled rice in the hollow of his

folded palms, smelt it and gave it to the queen joyfully.

38. Having eaten that food which had the efficacy of

creating a male child, the issueless queen varlly became preg-

nant from her husband, and in due course of time gave birth

to a son.

39. Since his childhood, the boy was attached to his

maternal grandfather Mrtyu who inherited a portion of

Adharma. Hence he became unrighteous.

40. Taking up his bow and wandering as a hunter in the

jungle, this wicked boy killed innocent deer. Hence people

(after seeing him) would cry out “This is Vena”®3 (the tor-

mentor )

.

4 1 . This extremely ruthless, hard hearted boy used to

slay violently like beasts, boys of his own age playing on the

playground.

42. Seeing that his son was so wicked, and finding that

he ( the king) was not successful in disciplining him in spite of

different kinds of punishments, the king became sorely deject-

ed at heart.

43. (He thought) 'Most probably the householders who
are issueless must have worshipped god for they are spared the

unbearable agony caused by a wicked child.

44-45. Indeed what wise man will think highly of the

embarrassing bondage called ( his own ) son if he brings evil

reputation ( to his father) among men and implicates him in

serious unrighteousness, if he creates conflicts with all and

causes unending mental torture (to his father) making his

home-life full of distress.

which means that Vi?riu resides in the sacrificial animal as the spirit

of the sacrifice. This form of Vi?nu is invoked in the sacrifice speci-

fically performed to get a son. (Putra-kame?ti)

.

(ii) Or: from whom rays are emanating—VR.
63. $R. derives the name from ven — ‘to harass' or 'to make others

full of anxiety.'
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46. (In away) I regard a bad child preferable to a

good child as it is a cause of many sorrows. And a man gets

disgusted with his home which is full of troubles.

47. The king who was thus dejected at heart, could not

get any sleep. At midnight he got up and leaving Vena's

mother asleep64 and unnoticed by other men, he departed

from the palace abounding in prosperity.

48. When the subjects, royal priests, ministers, friends

and relatives of the king learnt that the king had departed in

disgust, they became overwhelmed with excessive grief. They
searched for him all over the world (without success), just as

Yogins on the wrong path do in search of the unmanifest

Supreme Man hidden in their heart65 .

49. Being unable to trace any trail of the king and

having thus failed in their attempts to do so, the subjects re-

turned to the capital. Bowing to assembled sages, they report-

ed with tearful eyes the disappearance of their king, oh Vidura

(discendant of Puru)

.

CHAPTER FOURTEEN

( The Stoiy of Vena : Prthu's Birth )

Maitreya said :

1-2. Bhjgu and other sages who were solicitous about

the well-being of the people, saw that men are reduced to

brute-level at the time of anarchy. Those sages, well versed

in the Vedas, invited Sunitha, the mother of the hero (Vena)

,

and coronated Vena as the Lord of the Earth, even though he

was not approved by ministers or people.

64. SR. thinks that the king disguised himself while Vena's

mother was sleeping.

65. SR. states that the king was somewhere in the town while

they were searching for him outside all over the world.
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3. Having heard that Vena* the very high-handed iron

ruler, had ascended the throne, robbers hid themselves imme-
diately like rats afraid of a serpent.

4. After occupying the king's place he who became
proud and self-conceited, regarded himself invested with the

powers of the eight protectors of the world automatically, and
contemptuously treated the great sages.

5. He, who thus became blind with pride, and haughty
like an elephant uncontrolled by goads, mounted his chariot

and wandered over the earth shaking heaven and earth.

6. With the sound of drums, he promulgated every-

where, c<Oh Dvijas, you shall never perform worship, and

shall give no donations and shall not perform sacrifices”. Thus
he prohibited religion everywhere.

7. The sages, seeing the ill-behaved conduct of Vena,

and considering the public calamity, assembled at a sacrificial

session and said.

8. *‘A great danger has arisen to people from both

sides—from robbers and the king, like ( that to ants who find

themselves in the middle of) a piece of wood burning from

both sides.

9. This unworthy prince was made a king* on account

of the fear of anarchy. But today danger has arisen even from

him. How can the welfare of beings be ensured ?

10-11. Vena who is born from the womb of Sunitha, is

hereditarily wicked. Just as the nourishing of a snake with

milk is dangerous even to the man who so feeds it, Vena who
has been appointed as the protector of the subjects verily

desires to destroy them. Let us (however) persuade him (to

behave properly) so that his sin may not touch us.

12-13. Despite our full knowledge of Vena's wicked

conduct and sinfulness, we made him the king. If, in spite of

our gentle persuasions, that unrighteous fellow does not abide

by our words of advice, let us burn him by our spiritual power,

although he is already burnt by the reproach of the people”.

Having decided thus, the sages, concealing their anger,

approached that Vena, and pacifying him with conciliatory

words, spoke.
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Sages said :

14. “Oh Great King ! Please note that what we pro-

pose to urge for your consideration will. Oh child, increase

your longevity, prosperity, power and glory.

15. Righteous duty (Dharma

)

practised in thought,

word, deed and understanding, bestows on ordinary people

worlds which are free from sorrows and the eternal abode

(Mokfa ) to those who perform it without any attachment (to

its fruits)

.

16. Oh brave king, let not your Dharma (duty) of ensur-

ing security and well being of the subjects, be neglected (and

lost) by you. For when it is lost (disregarded), the king

falls from his rulership.

1 7. Oh king, a king who protects his subjects from

wicked ministers and from thieves (and other miscreants) and

takes revenue (from them as prescribed in SdHras) i leads a

happy life.

18-19. Oh illustrious King ! The Lord creator of all

beings, the Soul of the universe is pleased with the king who
obeys his commands, and in whose kingdom and capital city,

the glorious presiding deity of the sacrifice is worshipped

according to their dharma, by persons who follow the duties of

their respective Varna (social class) and aSrama (stage of life).

20. What is unattainable, when the Lord of the rulers

of the worlds (e.g. god Brahma etc. ) is pleased ? For all the

worlds along with their protecting deities devoutly offer

worship to him.

21* Oh King ! It behoves you to approve of, and be

* VR. : The Lord controls all worlds, their presiding deities and
sacrifices which lead to the attainment of godhood. He is the embodiment
ofhree Vedas which explain what .is and is not the righteous duty
(dharma) . The Vedas prescribe both the ways of sacrifices and of penance.
It is for the sake of your Liberation or prosperity that the inhabitants of
your country perform different kinds of sacrifices. You should therefore

follow their example.

SD.: You should direct the inhabitants of your country, to perform
their respective duties—the inhabitants who according to their abilities of

thepravftti and nivftti type, worship the Lord who protects all the .worlds,

gods and sacrifices, and who is the embodiment of three Vedas, which give

the knowledge of sacrifice, and who is die sacrificial materials and the

penance, the knowledge leading to Liberation. It is thus that you will get

prosperity here and Liberation hereafter.
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conciliatory to the inhabitants of your country66 who, for your
prosperity, worship, by performance of various sacrifices, the

Lord who is the Controller of all worlds, gods and sacrifices

—

the Lord who is the embodiment of three Vedas and of all

sacrificial materials, and who is the object of penance.

22. Oh brave king, if gods who are parts (amias

)

of

Hari, are properly worshipped and well-propitiated by perfor-

mance of sacrificial sessions by the twice-born Brahmanas,

Ksattriyas and Vai£yas, they will confer whatever is desired by
you. It is not, therefore, proper to disrespect them (by pro-

hibiting sacrificial and religious performances).

Vena said :

23. Verily, all of you are foolish. You regard non-

righteousness (adharma)
as righteousness (dharma). What a

pity ! Abandoning the husband who gives you means of subsis-

tence, you wait upon a paramour.

24. Those fools who disregard the supreme Lord in the

form ofa king, do not obtain any good either here or here-

after.

25. Who is this Yajfia-purufa (the presiding deity of

sacrifices) for whom you cherish such (intense) devotion like

characterless women who, being absolutely devoid of love for

their husbands, cherish it for their gallants.

26-27. Gods like Vi$Qu (the protector of the universe),

Brahmi. (the creator of the world), Siva (the destroyer of the

universe), Indra, Vayu (Wind), Yaxna (god of death), the

Sun (-god), the rain-god, the god ofWealth (Kubera), the

Moon (-god), the (presiding deity of the) Earth, theFire

('god ) and Variujia ( the Lord of Waters)—these and other

gods who are competent to confer boons or pronouncecurses

reside in the person of the sovereign ruler. The Monarch is

thus the embodiment of all gods.

28. Therefore, Oh Brahmanas 1 Being free from jeal-

ousy, you worship me with your religious rites. Give me all

66. svade&n : ^ (i) The persons whom you command— the sacri-

fleers. VR. (iij The BrUunapas on whom donations or gifts are conferred

-VJ.
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your offerings (taxes etc.). What other person than me, de-

serves to be propitiated (honoured) for it ?

Maitreya said :

29. Even though so humbly entreated, the wretched

sinner was of such a perverted mind and had gone so astray on
the wrong path, that he did not accede to their supplications,

for he had lost all auspiciousness.

30. Oh Vidura ! When he, priding himself as very

learned, insulted these twice-born (Brahmanas), and spurned

their request made in the interest of the public good, the

Brahmanas got angry with him.

31. “Let him be slain; let this wicked fellow of terrible

nature be killed. If he lives (any longer), he will soon reduce

the world to ashes.

32. This shameless fellow vilifies Visnu, the Supreme
Deity of Sacrifices. This man of wicked conduct does not

deserve the exalted seat of a monarch.

33. Or who else other than this base unlucky Vena
alone, will revile Visnu after attaining to such sovereignty

over world through His grace.”

34. With their rage flared up, the sages who thus decid-

ed to slay him, killed by their hissing (hwjt) sound, Vena
who was already dead by his vilification of god Vif$u

(Acyuta).

35. When the sages departed to their hermitages,

Sunitha who was full of grief, preserved the dead body of her

son by means of incantations (mantras) and medicines.

36. Once upon a time, those sages, having performed

ablutions in the Sarasvati, and after offering oblations to the

sacrificial fire, were sitting on the bank of the river, talking

about the stories of the Lord.

37. Observing the appearance of terrible ill omens

striking terror into the world, they (wishfully) said : “May
no evil befall the protectionless earth from robbers'*.

38. While sages were thinking thus, there arose in aB

directions clouds of dust from the rushing of the thieves and

miscreants who ran amuck plundering (wherever they went)

.

39. They came to know that the serious trouble to the
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world was caused by those free bootcrs who plundered the

wealth of the people, and by those who tried to kill each

other, as the king (Vena) was dead.

40. When anarchy prevails, the state becomes weak
and the country is infested with robbers. Though they (sages)

were powerful enough to control, they did not check the

people as they saw the evil (involved therein).

41. “Even if a Brahmana who should view all beings

equally and should be tranquil, neglects ( to protect) the

afflicted, his penance leaks away like water filled in a pot with

a hole.

42. The race of the royal sage Anga should not come to

an end, as it is in this family that there were many kings of

unfailing prowess, yet completely dependent on Kelava
(Vi$nu)*\

43. Haying resolved thus, the sages churned forcibly

the thigh of the deceased king. Therefrom appeared a dwar-
fish man.

44. He was black as crow, had very short limbs and
small arms, protruding chin, short legs, flat nose and blood-

red eyes and red hair.

45. To him who bowed to them, and meekly asked

them, “What I should do”, they asked him to sit down (ni-

fida). Therefore, Oh Vidura, he became nifada (by tribe).

46. As soon as he was bom, he took upon himself the

heinous sins of Vena. His descendants the naifadas took

refuge in mountains, jungles, etc.

CHAPTER FIFTEEN

{Birth ofPrtku and his Coronation

)

Mattreya said :

1. Thereupon, a couple (a boy and a girl) was bom
from the arms c£the sonless king, when they (the arms) were

beins churned by the Brahmanas.-
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2. Having seen the birth of the couple, the sages who
were well-versed in the Vedas, became highly pleased to know
that i t was an arhfa ( portion or digit) of the glorious Lord

and spoke.

Sages said :

3. This ( Prthu) is a manifestation of that athSa (portion)

of Lord Visriu whidi protects the world67 . This ( girl ) is the

portion and incarnation of Goddess Lak$mi who is never

disunited from the Supreme Man (Vi?nu)*.

4. As to this male child, he will be the first and fore-

most among kings, the enhancer of their glory. As his fame

will spread far and wide, he will be known as Prthu, the great

king.

5. And this beautiful, resplendent lady with finely set

teeth who is the ornament of ornaments and virtues, will be

called Arcis and will be Prthu's consort.

6. It is with the object of protecting the world that

this artrta ( portion) of direct Hari himself, is born. And this

is verily the Goddess Lak$mi who is inseparable from him and

ever ( absolutely) devoted to him.

Maitreyasatd :

7. Brahmanas eulogised him; the foremost among the

Gandbarvas sang (his glory); Siddhas poured down showers

of (heavenly ) flowers ; the celestial damsels danced.

8. The heavens were reverberating with sounds of

musical instrumentslike conchs, trumpets, timbrels and drums.

There assembled all the gods, sages and pitfs (manes) of all

grades.

9-10. With gods and kings of gods, BrahmS, the father

of all the worlds, arrived there. Observing the mark of

Viwu (the wielder of the mace) on (Prthu's) right palm, and

the lotus^mark on the soles of Prthu's feet he concluded that

he (Prthu) is verily the part (kald) of Vi$pu; for he on whose

67. Vifliofr kald : (i) The special dvtfa type of aoaUhra— VR.
(ii) Who was filled with the presence of Vimu.—VJ
* Here ends Oh. 14 of the Bh.P. as per VJ.'s text. Some texts omit

set 9 and 3.
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palm the cakra ( discus ) mark is uncrossed by any other line, is

the amSa (portion) of the Lord.

11. His coronation ceremony was commenced by
Brahmanas who were well-versed in Vedas (and expert in the

Vedic rites and rituals of theceremony) . From all directions,

people brought all the materials necessary for the coronation

ceremony.

1 2. Rivers, seas, mountains, snakes, cattle, birds, beasts,

deer, the sky, the earth and all beings brought tributes to him.

13. When the emperor, arrayed in excellent royal

robes, and richly adorned with ornaments, was thus installed,

along with the well-adorned queen, consort Arcis, he shone

like another Fire-god.

1 4. Oh warrior, Kubera ( the god of wealth) brought

to him an excellent throne of gold ; Varuna (the Lord of

Waters), a royal umbrella radiating moon-white rays and
dripping with water;

15. Vayu (the Wind-god) presented *him two chowries

(special types of fans made of the tufts of hair on the tails of

particular kinds of wild cows); Dharma, a garland, the very

embodiment of glory; Indra (the King of gods), an excellent

crown; Yama (the god ofdeath and controller of the world),

a sceptre to govern the world.

16. God Brahma bestowed upon him an armour of

Vedic incantations ( or Vedic knowledge) ;
the goddess of learn-

ing, an excellent necklace; Lord Hari, theSudargana disc, and

his consort Lakgm!,undiminishing prosperity and affluence.

1 7. Rudra gave him a sword engraved with ten moon-

like marks, while Parvati, gave him a shield bearing the marks

of a hundred moons; the Moon-god presented him immortal,

indefatigable, undaunted horses made ofnectar, while Tva$tr

gave him extremely artistic and beautiful chariot.

18. The Fire-god gave him a bow made from the horns

of goats and oxen; the Sun-god supplied him with his solar-

ray-like arrows. The earth presented him sandals with

mystic (Yogic) powers; and the sky, an ever fresh flower

garland.

1 9. The demigods that move through the sky bestowed

on him the arts of dancing, vocal and instrumental music, end
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the mystic power of vanishing. The sages gave him their

never-failing efficacious blessings, and the Ocean-god, a

conch bom from him.

20. The oceans, mountains and rivers gave the high-

souled King roads of communications by chariots. Then bards

(Sutas) minstrels (Magadhas) and heralds (Bandins) began to

sing his panygeric.

21. Knowing their intention, Pjrthu, the chivalrous son

of Vena, laughed and spoke to them in a voice deep like the

thunder of clouds.

Pfthu said :

22. Oh Suta ! Oh Magadha l Oh gentle Bandin 1

What is the basis of your panygeric of me whose qualities are

yet to be manifested in the world ? You should address it to

me when my merits will be acknowledged by the public. Your
words of praise in my case should not prove untrue.

23. Oh bards of sweet words ! Therefore, after a lapse

of some time ( when we perform some exploits worth singing)

,

you may compose as many panygerics about my glory as you

like. But when praise-worthy attributes of Lord Hari of

excellent glory are there for glorification, good people do not

eulogise ordinary (contemptible) men (like me).

24. What man with the capability of acquiring high

merits will allow the bards to sing of qualities that are actually

non-existent in him ? The dullard who fools himself that

those (non-existent) virtues may be manifest in him (later),

does not see that he becomes thereby a butt of public ridicule.

25. Really competent persons and illustrious personsabhor

the praise. ( even though they possess the qualities so praised,

and are known for them ) . Truly modest and noble-minded

persons shrink from the praise of their uncomplimentary show
of valour.

' 26. Oh bard ! We are still unknown in this world for

the performance of any exploit. (As we have not performed
any great deed which can be extolled), how can we, like fools,

allow you to sing of our glory.

, 9
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CHAPTER SIXTEEN

{The Eulogy of Pfthu by Bards)

Maitreya said :

1 . The bards were satisfied at heart by hearing his

nectarlike words. Being urged by sages, they began to extol

the king who was speaking thus.

2. We are competent to describe fully your glory as you
are the Supreme God who have incarnated in this world by
your Maya (power). The intelligence of even masters of
speech (like god Brahma and others) has been perplexed in

describing the exploits of you who are born from the arms of
Vena.

3. We are, however, devoutly interested in the nectar-

like stories of Pfthu, of glorious renown, who is an incarnation

of an arhSa (part) of Hari. We are instructed by sages. We
broadcast far and Wide the praiseworthy dpeds, according to

the instructions of the sages.

4. This (king Pfthu) is the foremost among the up-
holders of religion. He makes the people act according to

Dharma (righteous path). He is the protector ofthe establish-

ed institutions of religion and morality. He is the punisher

of those who are antagonistic (to religion)*

5. (Though) he is one, he bears in his person the

bodies (i.e. the powers and functions) of the guardians of the

world from time to time, as per needs (of the situation) for

the public good, both here and hereafter.

6.
1,1 He is impartial to all beings. This mighty monarch

collects taxes and tributes at proper times, and releases ( the

fund) at the opportune time (like famine etc.), just as the

bright Sun (evaporates the waters in the summer and returns

it as showers of water in the rainy season).

7. The behaviour of the king is like the goddess of the

earth. The compassionate son of Vena (i.e. Pfthu) always
bears the faults of the distressed beings, though they may
encroach upon him.

* From this verse onwards the king’s execution of the functions of the
eight piotcctors of the world (lokapSlas), is described.
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8. He is veritable Hari who has assumed the body of

the king. When the rain-god withholds showers of rain, he

would like Indra, easily protect the subjects whose life was in

danger.

9. He pleases the world with his moon-like face—the

embodiment of nectar—beaming with charming smiles and

brightened with affectionate looks.

10. His ways are inscrutable; his acts are secret and

unsurmisable; his intentions are too deep to be comprehended

;

he strictly guards his wealth; he is the sole* receptacle ofinfi-

nite greatness and innumerable excellent attributes; like

Varuna, the Lord of Waters, Pj*thu’s true nature is unfathom-

able (hidden from the public view).

11. He is (like) the fire born from (the friction of) the

arani (piece of Sam! wood) in the form of Vena (for he was
born after churning Vena’s arm). He is (even mentally)

unapproachable to his enemies. His overwhelming power is

irresistible by his enemies. Though he be near, he is as if at

a great distance (as he is well-guarded by his security force)

It is impossible to overpower him.

12. Though he sees the overt and covert activities of

human beings through his intelligence service (spies), he

behaves as if he is indifferent (to praise or blame). He is

thus like the vital air, the Soul that witnesses, as if unconcern-

ed, the inner and outer activities of all.

1 3. He is so firmly established in the path of dharma

(royal duties) that he never punishes anyone if he does not

deserve punishment even though he be the sonof his personal

enemy; and that he would punish his own son, if found guilty

(and worth punishing).

14. His unchallenged cakra (sway, march of his army or

the path of his chariot) extends from the M&nasottara moun-
tain68 to all regions where the Sun-god shines by his rays.

68. MinasoUata .— A hill of Puykaradvlpa to the east of Mem.
Devadhlnl, the city of Indra and other cities are there ; like the wheel of
an ailmill, the wheel of Sfirya's chariot is said to rotate on the hill as its

axis (PI.a. 686), A.B.L. Awasthi’s identification of this mount with the

northern portion of Mftnasldri, the neighbouring hill overlooking Minus
lake {Stodi** in Skaruh Pwipa, p. 138) is purely conjectural.
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15. He will delight and bring happiness to all people

by his acts. It is on account of his acts of promoting happi-

ness (and welfare of the people) that his subjects will call

him rajan (lit. one who pleases, i.e. the king).69

1 6. He is firm in his vows ; true to his words ; a friend

of Brahmanas (who are devoted to the studies of Vedas) ; a

servant of aged people; the shelter of all beings; paying res-

pect (where due) and kind to the afHicted.

17. He shows the same regard and respect to other

women as he would to his mother. He treats his wife as if

she were half of his own person. He is affectionate to his

subjects like a father. He behaves (respectfully) like a servant,

to those who are well-versed in the Vedas.

18. He is most beloved to all creatures as if he was
their own Self. He enhances the delight of his friends and

well-wishers. He is especially attached to the company of

those who are free from worldly attachments. He wields his

rod of punishment against the evil-minded (miscreants).

18A*. By dint of his great personal power, he will make
the good earth produce all the plants (as one milks the cow).

He will make this earth flat by the end of his bow.

19. But really he is directly the Supreme Lord himself

who has incarnated by his kald (portion, part)—the Supreme

Lord who governs the three worlds; is the unchangeable

perpetual inner controller of all beings; even the apparent

multiplicity created in whom by nescience is rendered subs-

tanceless (and unmeaningful) when he is realized.

20. This matchless warrior, the King of kings, is the

sole protector of the sphere of the earth, from the Udaya

mountain with a bow in hand, and seated in his triumphant

chariot, he will go round the earth from right to left, just as

the Sun does.

69. Cf. Yathd prahladanficcandrafr prat&pat tapano yathd /

Tathaiva so*bind anvartho rfjd Prakxti-rattfan&t //

Raghuvathia. 4.1a

9 This verse is included here, being authenticated by VR., VJ.,

SD. and BP. who have commented on it. It is found in the Southern

recension of the Bh. P. But SR., RR., VD. GS. andGD. have ignored

it in their comments.
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21. Kings, as well as the guardians to the quarters of
the world, will' certainly pay tribute to him at every place.

Their queens will regard this first king as Lord Vi$QU ( the

god whose weapon is cakra—discus) /and sing of his glory.

22. This King of kings, the protector of subjects with a
view to providing means of livelihood to his subjects, will

milk the earth in the form of a cow. Like Indra, he will

break down the mountains with the point of his bow, and
level the earth as if in a sport.

23. Twanging his irresistible ijagava bow in the battle,

when he, like a lion with his tail erected, traverses the earth,

the evil-doers will hide themselves in all directions.

24. He will perform a hundred horse-sacrifices ( aiva-

medha) at the source of the river Sarasvati. While the last

sacrifice will be performed, Indra (the performer of hundred

aivamedha sacrifices ) will steal away his sacrificial horse.

25. He will meet the venerable Sanatkumara alone in

the garden of his palace. He will propitiate him (Sanat-

kumara) with devotion. He will get from him the pure know-
ledge which leads one to attain to the Supreme Brahman.

26. Wherever he will go, Prthu, of celebrated glory and
enormous prowess, will hear various songs and ballads and
praise based on his70 exploits.

27. His cakra (sway, army, wheels of his chariot) will

be unobstructed and unchallenged. After conquering all the

quarters of the earth, he will remove the evil-doers of the

world by his heroic lustre. He will be the supreme master of

the world whose great glories will be sung by the chiefs of gods

and demons.”

CHAPTER SEVENTEEN

{Pfthu subjugates the Earth

)

Maitreya said:

1 . King Prthu, the illustrious son of Vena, who was thus

eulogised for his excellent attributes and exploits, satisfied
i

70. dtmairita : pertaining to Vilou ($&.).
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those bards by honouring them wi th gifts as desired by them
and by appreciating them.

2. He honoured all the classes of people of whom the

Brahmanias were foremost, and also his servants, ministers and
family priests, the citizens as well as the rural public, various

trade guilds and other prominent subjects.

Vidura asked :

3. Why did the goddess of the earth who can assume

multifarious forms assume the form of a cow ? When Prthu

milched her who became the calf and what was the milk-pail ?

4. How is it that he levelled the goddess of the earth

who was by nature uneven ? For what purpose did the god

Indra cany off his sacrificial horse ?

5. Oh Brahmana (Maitreya) ! To what state did the

royal-sage attain after getting initiated in the knowledge of

the Brahman and its personal experience71 from the venerable

Sanatkumara, the best among the knowers of Brahman ?

6-7. I am a votary devoted to you as well as to Lord

Krsna (Adhoksaja). Your honour should narrate to me
many other deeds of Lord Kr$iia ofsanctifying glory, connect-

ed with the account of his former manifestation as Prthu.

Krsna in the form of Prthu has milched this cow in the form
• • •

of the earth.

Suta said :

8. When he was thus urged by Vidura to narrate the

story of Vasudeva, Maitreya, who was pleased with him in

mind, praised him and replied.

Maitreya said :

9. Dear child (Vidura) ! When Pj*thu was coronated

and was called as the protector of the public, the subjects

with their bodies emaciated with hunger due to barrenness of

the earth, approached Prthu, the protector and appealed.

10. “Oh King ! We are oppressed by the gastric fire

71. jHSnarh souijflSnam — In B.G. III. 41, SaAkara explains jildna as

'knowledge of the self and other things acquired from the scriptures and

the teachers' and vijilana as 'the personal experience—anubhava of things

so taught*.
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just like the wood with fire in its hollow. Today we have

approached you for shelter, as you are installed as our king

who will provide us with means of livelihood, and are worthy

of seeking asylum.

1 1 . Oh King of kings ! You are verily the protector of

the people and the bestower ofthe means of livelihood. There-

fore, while we have not perished from starvation. Your Majes-

ty should endeavour to supply food to us who are famished

with hunger.”

Maitreya said :

12. Oh great Kuru ! Having listened to the heart-rend-

ing lamentations of his subjects, Prthu contemplated deeply

for a long time, and at last came to perceive the cause of the

scarcity.

13. By his reasoning power he came to the conclusion

(that the earth had held up the seeds of herbs, plants and

food-grains within herself). Being indignant, he took up his

bow and fitted an arrow on it aiming at the earth, just as the

enraged destroyer of Tripura (Siva, did against Tripura).

14. When the earth saw the king with his weapon up-

lifted, she began to tremble. She assumed the form of a cow
and in terror began to run fast like a terrified female deer

chased by a hunter.

15. The enraged son of Vena, with eyes blood-red with

wrath, and with the arrow fitted to his bow, chased after her

whithersoever she ran (for shelter).

16. Running to all the directions (cardinal points) and

intermediate directions (e.g. South-east, South-west etc. ), to

the heaven and the earth and in the space between them, the

goddess Earth saw him chasing her everywhere with uplifted

weapon.

1 7. Just as people do not get protection from death,

she did not get any asylum in the world against Prthu, the

son of Vena* Terrified, she returned with a troubled heart.

18. And she spoke to the illustrious king, “Oh Knower
of Pharma ! you are kind to the afflicted. Determined as

your majesty is on the protection of creatures, protect me as

well.
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19. Such as you are, why do you intend to kill me who
am afflicted and innocent ? How could a person who is regard-

ed as expert in ( the niceties of) Dharma, strike women ?

20. Oh King ! Beings (people) do not at all strike the

females even though they have committed an offence. Much
less would persons like you who are merciful and compas-
sionate to the helpless, do so, Oh King.

21. How can you support yourself and these subjects

of yours on the surface of (cosmic) waters after destroying

me—a strong boat wherein the whole universe is established ?**

Prthu said :

22. “Oh Earth ! I want to kill you as you disobey my
commands—You partake of your share in the sacrifices, but

you do not yield us wealth.

23. It is not that punishment is disapproved in the case

of a wicked cow which every day eats fodder but does not yield

milk from her udders.

24. You are dull-witted. You have confined in your-

self the seeds of plants etc. created already by god Brahma.

You do not allow them to grow, thus you set me at nought.

25. I shall pacify the afflictions of these subjects who
are famished with hunger and are distressed, with your flesh

cut down by my arrows.

26. To kill a vile self-conceited fellow—whether a man,
a woman or an impotent person—who is merciless to others, is

no killing at all, in the case of kings.

27. You are obstinate, arrogant and have assumed a

false form of a cow. Having shattered you to sesamum seed

like pieces with my arrows, I shall support these subjects by

the dint of my Yogic power.*’

28. The earth began to tremble. She bowed to him

who like the god of death72 bore a form which was wrath in-

carnate, and spoke to him with folded hands.

The Earth-goddess said :

29. ‘‘I pay my obeisance again and again to the Supreme

Man who manifested his various forms by his Maya ( power)

,

79, explains that the body of the god of death is not made of
anger*
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and appears to be composed of the (three) gunas, though (in
reality) by the realization of his essential nature; he has been
ever free from the waves of love, hate (etc. ) bom of ahaihkdra
(his false identification) with regard to matter ( adhibhUta ),
action

( adhyatma) and the agent
( adhidaiva ).

30. That Supreme Being, the very Creator who created
me as the abode of alljwas ( living beings) and as the support of
the four classes of creatures composed of the gttpas of Prakfti,
has come, with uplifted arm, to strike me down ! To whom
else can I resort now for shelter?

31. He who, at the beginning of creation, created this

world ofmobilesand immobilesby his supra-logical Maya Power
which rests on him (for support) is said to be now ready to

protect it by dint of the same Power. Devcted to righteous-

ness (and its promotion) as he is, how does he desire to kill me?
32. The Almighty, though one, appears as many on

account of the other, i.e. the Maya Power. He created god
Brahma and made him evolve the universe. Alas, the intention

of the Lord cannot at aH be fathomed by people whose minds
are distracted by the invincible Maya.

33. I bow to the Highest Person, the Creator (of the

world) who manifests and withdraws his powers ( suitable for

the occasion or purpose), and who brings about the creation

(preservation and destruction) of the universe by means of his

potencies in the form ofsubstance (i.e. five gross elements

—

mahdbhutas ), action (senses and deities presiding over sense-

organs), the principle of intelligence (buddhi) and ego

(ahamfcara)

.

34. Oh birthless Almighty! It is Your Majesty who as

the primeval Boar verily lifted me up from the waters of

Rasatala, with the intention of establishing the world created

by you and consisting of five gross-elements, sense-organs and
the inner organ (the heart )

.

35. Today that very Boar (the upholder of the earth)

has appeared as the hero (Prthu) who desires to protect his

subjects who have resorted to me as on board a ship on the

.surface of the waters. Your Majesty whose arrows are terrible,

certainly desires to kill me for the sake of milk.
1

36. Oh Warrior ! The intention of sovereign rulers ( like
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you ) is certainly not comprehended by people like us, whose
paths of minds are deluded by the May& which creates the

universe consisting of three gunas. I pay my respects to those

kings who bring glories to all.'
1

CHAPTER EIGHTEEN
( Milking ofthe Earth ( in theform of a Cow

)

Maitreya said :

1 . Having thus praised Pjrthu whose lips were quivering

through rage, the goddess of the earth steadied her mind her-

self (by her reasoning and will power) and addressed the king

again, although she was afraid (of him).

2. “Oh King ! Please control your wrath completely. 78

Please consider what I tell you. For like a bee, a wise man
takes the essence from everything.

3. Expedients for the accomplishments of the welfare of

men in this world as well as in the next, have been discovered

and employed by the sages who have realized the truth.

4. Anyone belonging to the later periods, who properly

and with faith adopts the measures demonstrated by the an-

cients, easily accomplishes his objectives.

5. Even if a learned person,74 disregarding those expe-

dients adopted and tested successfully by the ancients, tries to

accomplish those objectives in his own (independent) ways,

his objects are never realized, despite his frequent efforts and
experiments.

6. Oh King ! It has been observed by me that the herbs

and plants which'' were produced by god Brahma formerly,

were being enjoyed by the .wicked who did not undertake re-

ligious observances.

7. When I was left unprotected and uncared for by

rulers of the people like you ( i.e. Vena and other ordinary

kings), and when the world was infested with thieves, I swal-

lowed up those herbs and plants ( to preserve them within me)

for the performance of sacrifices.

Restrain your anger so as to offer me protection (SR.)

.

If the text is read as avidvdnt *one who in his ignorance* etc.
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8. Due to a lapse of a long period, those plants and
herbs within me have become diminished and weak. You
should, therefore, try to take them out by some expedient

known to be effective in such matters.

9*10. Oh mighty-armed hero ! Oh protector of crea-

tures ! IfYour Lordship desires (to provide) nutritious food

coveted by creatures, please arrange for a calf, a suitable vessel

(milk-pot
) and a milk-man competent to draw ( my) milk, so

that, being full of affection, I shall yield for you all your de-

sired objects in the form of milk. Oh warrior.

1 1 . Oh mighty king ! Make me a level plain so that

the waters showered by god Indra may stand on me, even after

the rainy season is over. God may bless you.”

1 2. Accepting the agreeable and wholesome words of

advice of the goddess of the earth, the king made (Svayam-

bhuva) Manu as the calf, and milked all the herbs and plants

(such as cereals etc.), in his own hand.

13. Similarly, other wise men also extracted essence

of everything everywhere. Then others (fifteen including

sages) drew out their desired objects from the cow ( earth)

tamed by Prthu.

14. Oh most righteous Vidura ! Then the sages made
Brhaspati, the calf and drew from the goddess (earth) milk in

the form of the holy Vedas, into their own sense-organs ( viz.

ears, speech and mind).

15. The gods made Indra a calf, and extracted in a

vessel of gold Soma-juice, and ( nectarine) milk giving mental

vigour, splendour, energy and physical strength

.

16. (The demonic tribes) Daityas and Danavas made
Prahlada, the foremost among the Asuras, as the calf, and

milked from her wine and decoction (spirituous liquors) in a

vessel of iron.

17. (The celestial artistes), Gandharvas (heavenly

musicians) and Apsaras (heavenly nymphs ) made VHvavasu

the calf, and extracted the milk in the cup of lotus-flower and

it became the special Gandharva honey giving sweetness of

voice and beauty.

18. The venerable manes (Pitts), the presiding deities

of the Sraddha ceremony performed in memory of the departed
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souls, made Aryaman (the head of the Pitrs) as the calf, and

reverentially drew milk in an unbaked earthen vessel and it

became Kayya ( food for the manes )

.

19. The Siddhas (Semi-divine beings) made Kapila

the calf, and extracted in the vessel of the sky the eight super-

human powers (iSiddkis) exercisable by mere will. The
Vidyadharas ( a tribe of demigods) drew the milk in the form

of the art of moving through the sky (in the same vessel

with Kapila as the calf).

20. Others (such as Kimpurufas,
a semi-divine tribe)

noted for their power of conjuring tricks
(
mdyins

)

made Maya
the calf and got from her, magical powers possessed by wonder-

ful beings who can become invisible at will.

21. The Yakgas and Raksasas ( demonic beings)
,
Bhutas

and PiSacas (ghosts and fiends) who feed upon raw flesh

made the Lord of ghosts (Rudra) as the calf, and extracted

in a skull the wine of blood.

22. In the same way, hoodless reptiles, scorpions,

serpents and snakes made Taksaka (the chief ofNagas) a calf,

and drew poison as the milk, in their mouths as the vessels.

23-24. Herbivorous beasts made the bull of Rudra the

calf and drew grass as their milk, in the vessel in the form of

the jungle. The carnivorous beasts with big tusks and feeding

upon raw meat, with the lion (the king of beasts) as the calf,

drew in ( the vessel in the form of) their body flesh ( as their

milk). The birds who used Garuda (the chiefof birds ) as the

calf, had mobiles ( like worms and insects) and immobiles (life

fruits) for their milk.

25. With the Banyan tree as the calf, the trees extract-

ed their own respective juices as the milk. Mountains had the

highest (mountain ) Himalaya as the calf and milked various

minerals (as their milk) in (the vessels in the form of) their

ridges.

26. All species of beings used their own chiefs as the

calf and extracted severally in their own vessels the milk speci-

fically useful as food to their own species, from the earth which

yielded all desired objects when she was tamed by Pfthu.

27. Oh Vidura (son of the Kuru family) ! In this way,

Prthu and otherswho subsisted on food obtained from the earth
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different kinds of milk in the form of their specific food, using

different kinds of calfs and milk-pots.

28. Thereafter Pfthu, the lord of the earth, was highly

pleased with the earth-goddess who yielded all desired objects,

and affectionate as he was to daughters, he regarded her as his

daughter, out of paternal affection.

29. The mighty son of Vena, the king of kings, crushed

to pieces mountain-peaks with the ends of his bow and made
the surface of the globe of earth almost level.

30. The illustrious son of Vena was a father unto his

subjects, as he provided them with means of livelihood. He
then constructed on the earth, at different places, suitable

houses for them.

31. He founded a number of villages, towns, cities, forts

and castles of different types. He built abodes for cowherds

and cowpens and planned camping grounds, quarries. He
provided agricultural habitations and hamlets on hillsides.

32. Before the time of Pfthu, there was no such planning

and construction of cities, towns etc. in this world. During

his reign subjects began to live comfortably at various places

(in rural and urban areas) with a sense of security.

CHAPTER NINETEEN

(Prthu’s Conquest)

{Prthu’s Horse-sacrifices and Conflict with Indra)

Maitreya said:

1. The king (Pjrthu), thereupon, consecrated himself

with the intention of performing one hundred horse-sacrifices

at Brahmavarta, the land ofManu, where the Sarasvati flows

towards the east.

2. Anticipating that Prthu would excel his record per-

formance of sacrifices, glorious Indra grew jealous of Pfthu's

grand festival of sacrifices.

3. In that festival of sacrifices, the glorious Lord Harij

die Soul of all beings, the revered father of all the world, and
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the ruler of the universe, was perceived direcily as the Lord

of the sacrifices by all.

4. He was accompanied by Brahma, Siva and protectors

of the world along with their followers. His glories were

being sung by Gandharvas (celestial musicians), sages and

troupes ofApsaras (heavenly nymphs)

.

5*6. Semidivine beings like Siddhas and Vidyadharas,

Daityas, Danavas, Guhyakas and others and Lord Hari’s

prominent attendants headed by Sunanda and Nanda, Kapila,

Narada, Datta and the great masters of Yoga like Sanaka and
others—all devotees of the Lord who were eager to serve the

Lord, accompanied him.

7. Oh descendant of Bharata (Vidura)! In that sacri-

fice the earth which supplies the materials for oblations in the

sacrifice acted as a wish-yielding heavenly cow, and gave as

milk, all the objects desired and required by the sacrificer Pj*thu.

8. The rivers flowed flooded with all kinds of sweet

juices like those of sugarcane, grapes etc. as well as with milk,

curds, food, ghee and butter-milk. Trees of gigantic dimen-

sions which oozed out plentiful honey bore fruits abundantly.

9. The oceans brought to him heaps of precious stones

as tributes; mountains, four kinds of food; all people along

with their protectors76 paid tributes to him.

10. The mighty Indra grew jealous of this great pros-

perity of Prthu who regarded god Visnu as his Master, and
created obstacles in his way ( to sabotage his scheme of hundred

horse-sacrifices )

.

11. While Prthu, the son of Vena, was propitiating

Visnu, the Lord of Sacrifices, with the last (hundredth) horse-

sacrifice, the jealous Indra carried away the sacrificial horse,

himself remaining invisible.

12. The venerable sage Atri noticed him hurrying

through the sky in the disguise of a heretic who mistakes

unrighteousness for righteousness and the guise served him
like an armour.

13. As directed by Atri, the son of Pfthu, who was a

great warrior, pursued Indra to kill him, and shouted to him
in rage “Halt 1 Halt”.

75. lokap&l&fc—Protectors of the world like Indra—GD.
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14. Seeing Indra in that sage-like form with matted hair

and body besmeared with sacred ashes, the son of Prthu thought

him to be Dharma (piousness, religion) incarnate, and did not

(feel disposed to) shoot an arrow at him.

15. When the Prince returned without killing Indra,

Atri urged him again to slay him, saying, “Oh child, kill this

great Indra, who is the meanest of gods as he had obstructed

your father’s sacrifice*'.

16. Thus incited (by Atri), the son of Prthu, got furious

and chased- Indrawho was fleeing through the sky as Jatayu76

(the king ofvultures) pursued Ravana.

17. The King of the Heaven (Indra) gave up his own
form and the sacrificial horse and disappeared. Takingwith him
his own sacrificial horse, the hero (Prthu's son) returned to

(the place of) his father's sacrifice.

18. Witnessing his miraculous deed, the great sages

conferred on him the ( significant ) epithet VijitdSva (conqueror

of the horse), Oh Lord (Vidura) !

19. The mighty Indra created very thick darkness under

the cover of which he stole again the horse tied with a gold

chain from the sacrificial post with the circular wooden ring

called caf&la on its top.

20. Atri (again) pointed out Indra hurrying through

the sky. But the warrior (Prthu's son) did not molest him as

he was carrying a human skull and Khafvanga (a club with a

skull at the top) in his hands (like a Kapalaka).

21. Being urged by Atri, however, he indignantly fixed

an arrow (on the bow) aiming it at Indra. The king of heaven

(Indra) gave up the sacrificial horse, and his guise (as Kapa-
lika) and stayed invisible.

22. Taking the horse with him, the hero (Prthu's son)

returned to ( the place of) his father's sacrifice, while people of

poor understanding accepted the censurable guise assumed

(and left) by Indra.

23. Whatever forms were assumed by Indra with the in-

76. Jafdyu—A son of Aruaa and Gfdhrl; king of vultures and
younger brother of Samp&ti. He tried to prevent the abduction of Slti

by R&vaoa, and was killed by Rlvapa's treachery. His funeral was per-

formed by Rftma.
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tention of carrying away the consecrated horse, were the marks
of sins. Here the word kharitfa is used in the sense of “mark”.

24-25. In this way while carrying away the horsft with

the intention of interrupting Pfthu’s sacrifice, lndra assumed
and abandoned deceitful disguise of nude ascetics (Digambara
Jainas), red-robed ascetics (Buddhists) and others (such as

Kapalakas) . Minds of men, through their misapprehension

(of the true teachings of the Vedas), are generally attracted to

these pseudo-religious sects as the true religion, as they are

charmingly presented with excellent eloquence.

26. When the illustrious king Prthu of great prowess

learnt this, he got infuriated. He took up his bow and aimed
an arrow at lndra.

27. Finding that Prthu was determined to kill lndra

and appeared of irresistible vehemence and terrible to look at,

the sacrificial priests prevented him urging, “Oh highly in-

telligent and wise king, it is not proper to kill anything else

here (at the sacrifice) except the consecrated beast (as en-

joined by Vedas).

28. By the force of Vedic incantation of undiminished

power, we shall now invoke (and forcibly bring) lndra, the

Lord of Maruts who has interrupted your object (of performing

this sacrifice) and has lost his glory by your high reputation.

Oh King, we shall then forcibly offer your enemy as an obla-

tion to fire.”

29. Oh Vidura ! Having thus addressed Prthu, the master

of the sacrifice, his sacrificial priests, with the ladle (Sntc) in

their hands, indignantly proceeded to pour oblations in the

sacrificial fire, when the self-born god Brahma appeared and

prevented them ( from doing so saying )

.

30. “lndra whom you wish to kill by means of the

sacrifice, should not be killed. For lndra designated as Yajfia

is the manifestation of the Almighty Lord (himself), and gods

whom you offered oblations are (mere) forms of lndra.*'

31. Oh Br&hmapas ! consider this great violation of

Dharma ( leading to propagation -of heretic sects) perpetrated

by lndra who desires to interrupt the king's performance of

the sacrifice. (He may again encourage heretic doctrines to the

detriment of the world.

)
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32. Thereforemay Prthuwho has performed ninety-nine

sacrifices be more famous than Indra” (Brahma then addressed

to Prthu) : “As Your honour knows the path leading to Libe-

ration, the sacrifices which you fyave so magnificently per-

formed are enough.

33. May you be blessed (despite the non-completion of

this sacrifice). Both you and Indra are the embodiments of

Visnu of excellent renown. Hence, it is not proper to cherish

anger against the great Indra who is your own self.

34. Oh great king ! Please do not worry about this

{interruption or non-completion of the sacrifice). Listen to

our words with respectful attention. The mind of the person

who contemplates to accomplish what has been frustrated by

the Fate, certainly gets extremely infuriated and enters blinding

•darkness of delusion77 (and does not get peace).

35. Let this sacrifice be stopped now for there is obsti-

nacy in gods.78 It is here (due to this sacrifice) that Dharma
was violated by heretics created by Indra.

36. Have a look at these people who are being enticed

away by attractive heretical doctrines propagated by Indra who
maliciously plotted against your sacrifice and stole away the

sacrificial horse.

37. Oh son ofVena ! You are a part of Vi§nu incar-

nated on this earth now from Vena’s body to protect the reli-

gion78 of the people suitable to the present times—religion that

declined by the misdeeds of Vena.

38.

* Oh sovereign ruler of the people! Such a ray of

77. v.l. mano'ti-kaffam : The mind falls into the darkest hell. This

suggests both the reason and undesirable consequences of such attempts

against the gods.—VJ.

78. You should give up your prejudice against gods, for the gods,

if enraged, will obstruct rainfall and famine will devastate the land.—VJ.
79. Religious tenets based on Vedas and orthodox philosophic

systems like Siihkhya, Yoga etc,—SR.
* VJ. differs: As you have incarnated yourself for the protection

of religion, you should consider that your performance of the intended

hundredth sacrifice will be an insult to Indra (Prajlpatl) and as such you
should not perform it. You should completely fulfil the desire of Indra

tha*fou should not complete the hundredth horse-sacrifice. Taking into

c<httxhmt the all-round auspicious effects of not opposing Indra’s will, you
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VigQii as you are, you consider the origination of the uni-

verse80 and fulfil the purpose of the proginators of the world

(like Bhrgu and others who created you.) Oh Lord ! destroy

the formidable heretic path—the illusion cr eated by Indra

which is the source of pseudo-religious sects”.

Maitreya said

:

39. Being thus advised by Brahma, the creator of the

world gave up his insistance on the performance of the hun-

dredth sacrifice, adopted a friendly policy to Indra, and

made peace with him.

40. Those gods who were propitiated in the sacrifice

and were disposed to confer blessings bestowed boons upon

Pfthu who had performed many auspicious deeds including the

concluding ablution (avabhrtha

)

at the end of the sacrificial

session.

41. Oh .Vidura ! The Brahmanas whose blessings were

efficacious, and who were faithfully paid the* sacrificial money
and honoured, became satisfied and pronounced their blessings

on the first monarch (Pythu).

42. Oh mighty-armed king ! All the marfes (Pitrs ), gods

and sages who were invited by you, have attended and have

been worshipped by you paying proper respects and gifts.*’

obey the desire of the creator of the universe (vis. myself) that you should

perform only ninety-nine sacrifices. By this sacrifice or religious conduct

you should destroy the formidable heretic path which is the illusion created

by Indra1—a sovjrce of pseudo-religious creeds.

8o. VO. and 8D. Interpret bhava as the 'good* of the universe.
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CHAPTER TWENTY
i

( Prthu initiated by Vi$nu)

Maitreya continued :

1. Even the glorious Lord Vaikuntfra (Visnu), the all-

pervasive Master and Enjoyer of sacrifices, was highly pleased

with sacrifices (performed by Prthu)
.

(Manifesting himself)

along with Indra, he addressed Prthu as follows :

The Lord said :

2 This (Indra) has verily caused obstruction to your

hundredth sacrifice. (As) he is begging apology for the same,

you should (now) pardon him.

3. Oh King ! The best ones among men who are

highly intelligent and righteous, cherish no illwill against crea-

tures (even though) they have offended them, inasmuch as

the physical body ( so offended )
is not the Soul (Hence the

irrelevance of retaliation).

4. If persons like you are deluded by divine Maya,
service of elderly people (rendered by you) for a long period,

has turned out to be mere fruitless labour.

5. A wise man who has realised that this body is the

product of avidya (ignorance about the real nature of the Self),

kdma (desire) and karma (actions of the previous life), cherishes

no attachment for it.

6. What wise man who has no attachment to his body

will cherish a feeling of mineness to house, offspring or even

wealth produced by the body ?

7*. The Self (dtman) is a changeless one, pure, self-

luminous, free from gutpas, the substratum of the attributes (of

* GD. draws a clear contrast between Self (dtman) and the body in

his com. as follows;

This Soul is different and distinct from the physical body. The
Soul is one while bodies are many. The Soul is pure while the body being

composed of five elements (bhdtas) is impure. The Soul is self-effhlgent,

self-luminous, while the body is (hall, dead. The Soul is beyond guoas but

die body is die product ofgu$as and hence dependent on them. The Soul

to the substratum of gaper. The Soul is all-pervasive while the body is

limitcy! (by spatio-temporal relations) • Due .to its all-pervasiveness the
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knowledge, bliss etc. ), omnipresent (and hence) unveiled by
anything, (a detached) witness, and possessing no other Soul,81

and distinct from the body88 (which, in contrast with the

Soul, changes with childhood, youth and age; is impure, un-

intelligent; is constituted of gunas and dependent on gunas

which produce it; is limited, covered over by houses etc., and
is an object of sight; and possesses a Soul distinct from it).

8. The man who thus knows the Soul abiding in him,

is established in me. Though he dwells within (the domain
of) Prakrti, he is not affected by its attributes.

9. Oh King ! He who, possessed of deep faith (in me)
and with no desire of any fruit, always worships me according

to his prescribed religious duties (according to his Varna and
aSrama) gets his mind gradually purified.

10. When he gets serenity of mind, he becomes unasso-

ciated with gunas (worldly objects), and attains pure vision

(true knowledge). He enjoys eternal peace, and the absolute

Brahmahood which is a state of unconcernedness and equipoise

like me.

11. He who realizes this Supreme unchangeable Soul to

be quite unconcerned though presiding over the material body,

Soul is uncovered while the body being of limited dimensions can be cover-

ed with dress. The Soul being consciousness by nature and witness to all,

is a seer, but the body bring a dead material is subject to perception. The
Soul is void of another Soul, mind (inner organ), while the body is the

receptacle of the Soul. In this way the knowledge of the identity of jtva

(individual Soul) and livara (God)—knowledge which is a means to

liberation is explained.

(2) VR. explains the concept of Soul held in the Vtfif (ddvai ta School :

The Soul which resides in different types of celestial human or sub-

human bodies is one, due to his inherent knowledge which is one

(common). He is pure while the body is filthy. He is self-luminous, free

from qualities like love, hate, the Seat (substratum) of attrib utes like

knowledge, bliss. Though he is atomic he is all-pervasive due to his know-

ledge ofdhama etc. He is not covered by environments such as house,

dress etc. He is a direct seer (of his own body, sense-organs ) but the body

is an object ofperception possessing qualities like love, hate, coverable (by

clothes etc.) . The Soul enters the body and sustains it and while the body

is the object to be so sustained. Hence it is distinct from the body.

81. nirdtmd—Having no controller superior to him.—VJ.
82. andtmanah parafi—Superior to and distinct from jtvas who are

devoid ofgood attributes—VJ.
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the sense organs of cognition and action and the mind, attains

the highest bliss. 83

12. Sarhsdra (cycle of birth andrieath) which is a pro-

duct of the gunas (of Prakrti) pertains to the lingo, iarira (subtle

body) which consists of subtle elements, subtle conative and
cognitive sense-organs and their presiding deities and the mind
—the reflection ofdtman. That body is distinct from the Soul.

Learned persons who are deeply attached to me are not affect-

ed by pleasure or pain, while experiencing prosperity or adver-

sity.

13. Oh valiant King ! Being equally undisturbed by
pleasure or pain, looking upon the excellent, the middling and
the vilest as equals, and having subdued all the sense-organs

and the mind, you carry out the duty of protection of all the

world with the cooperation of all the people (ministers etc.)

appointed by me.

14. Protection of the subjects is the only way to the final

beatitude in the case of a king, as he obtains in the next world

one sixth of the meritorious acts performed by his subjects.

But if he collects only taxes and does not protect his subjects he

loses his own merits and becomes responsible for the sins of

his subjects.

15. (Considering this), if you are mainly devoted to the

righteous duty(dharma) as approved by the foremost Brahmanas

and handed down by tradition and if you are completely

detached from ( the pitrufdrthas like) dharma ( ortho and kdma)

you will protect this earth and will be their beloved king. In

a short while, you will see Siddhas (like Sanaka, Sanandana)

who will come to visit you.

16. Oh ruler ofmen ! Ask for whatever boon you like

from me. I am bound to you on account of your virtues and

character. I am not easily available by the performance of

sacrifices, austere penances or by Toga, as by nature I like to

dwell with those who are even-minded and look upon all as

equals/*

83. v.l. abhayam—Liberation (Mokfd)

.
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Maitreya said :

17. Thus advised by the All-pervading god Visnu, the

preceptor and the Lord of the universe, Prthu, the conqueror
of the world respectfully received Hari’s command with his

head.

18. He affectionately embraced Indra (the performer

of hundred sacrifices) who, being ashamed of his own act, was
touching his (Prthu’s) feet ( to beg his pardon ) , and gave up
enmity with Indra.

19. Thereupon the venerable Lord (Vi§nu) , the Soul of

the universe, was offered worship by Prthu who clasped his

lotus-like feet with overflowing devotion.

20 The god whose eyes were like petals of lotus and
who is a well-wisher and friend of pious saints, was about to

leave. But looking at him (Prthu), he lingered on to confer

his grace, and did not depart.

21. The first monarch (Prthu) could not see Hari as his

eyes were full of tears. Nor could he speak as his throat was

choked with tears. With folded hands he stood, embracing

Hari in his heart.

22. Then wiping out his tears, he beheld with unsatis-

fied eyes the Supreme Man who stood before him touching the

ground with his feet84 and placing His palm on the elevated

shoulder of Garuda ( the enemy of serpents ) . Prthu spoke to

him ( as follows )

.

Prthu said

:

23. Oh Omnipresent Lord ! From you—the Supreme

Lord of gods like Brahma who can confer boons on others

—

what wise man would seek for boons craved after by persons

dominated by ego ( ahathkdra ), the product ofgunas (or enjoy-

able to those who regard the material body as Self) . Oh
bestower of Moksa (Liberation), I do not seek them as they

are available even to embodied beings in Hell, Oh Lord.

24. Oh Lord ! I do not desire even that Mok$a (final

84. Normally gods do not touch the earth with their feet. This

action of Hari indicates that he was so overwhelmed to shower his grace

on Prthu that he forgot himself and touched the ground with his feet

—

Sr.
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beatitude) (if there be. no opportunity 'to taste) the honey

from your lotus-feet, which surges from within hearts of great

saints and oozes out of their mouths. Bless me with ten

thousand ears for hearing your glory. This is the boon (

I

seek).

25. Oh Lord of excellent fame ! The breath laden

with small drops of the nectar of your lotus-like feet which

issues from the mouth of great saints, restores the knowledge of

the Self to false Yogins who have forgotten the Path of

Truth. Hence enough of boons to us (as there is absolutely

no possibility of us—devotees being affected by passions like

love, hate etc. Bhakti comprises within it the bliss of libera-

tion )

.

26. Oh Lord of excellent renown ! If, by a lucky

chance, one happens to listen even once, to your auspicious

glory in the assembly of noble saints, how can an appreciator

of virtues forget it—unless he is a brute. For the goddess

Laksmi earnestly seeks your glory with a desire of assimilating

those virtues (or concentrating in her all puru$arthas or objec-

tives of man’s life).

27. Hence, being full of ardent desire, I would, like

Laksmi (the lotus-handed goddess) be eagerly devoted to

you, the Supreme most Person, the receptacle of all excellent

attributes. May there be no jealousy85 between us who are

vieing with each other for the service of one and the same

Lord, and have concentrated our minds on your feet alone.

28.

* Oh Lord of the World ! There may arise jealousy

in the mind of Laksmi, the mother of the worlds, as we have

85 . As there was between Indra and myself for the performance of

sacrifices—§R.
* (i) VR. gives an additional interpretation :

Oh Lord of the world 1 The fruit of sacred duties like sacrifices

bestowed on us by Prakfti the mother of the universe is unimportant and

disastrous as it leads to Sams&ra. But you are so magnanimous and kind

to the poor.and distressed that you do not see any wrong in it and you

elevate that insignificant act of sacrifice yielding ordinary commonplace

fruit to the dignity of the means leading to Mokya (Liberation). For such

commonplace fruits are trifles to one who is satisfied in one's natural Self.

(ii) VJ. differs. The gist is as follows :

The danger that there would arise a quarrel between Prthu and Lakyml
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a desire to share her work ( of rendering service to you) . How-
ever you who are compassionate to the poor and distressed,

magnify ( the value of) our insignificant services. Of what
account (importance) is she (Laksmi) to you who are satisfied

in your own natural Self.

29. (As you are kind to the poor and pitiable) pious

persons (who are free from attachment) resort to you (even

after attainment of knowledge) . You are above the deluding

effects of the gunas of Maya.86 We do not know whether the

righteous souls cherish any ulterior motive other than the act

of remembrance and contemplation of the feet of the Lord.

30. That you addressed the words, “Seek a boon” to

me who am your devotee, your words are, I think, deluding to

the' world. If the world is not bound by the cords of Your
speech (Vedic injunctions) who could be so deluded again as

to perform the usual (ritualistic) actions.

31.

* Oh Supreme Lord ! An ignorant87 man is indeed

(as is natural in common rivals) is not possible as both of them were
devotees of the Lord :

Oh Lord of the universe ! There will be naturally an injurious rival-

ry among persons under ordinary kings. But there is no cause for such
rivalry amongst us (Laksmi and myself). In our actions, viz. your
worship, what we do is very little. You magnify it as you are compas-
sionate to the poor. Conferring blessings even for a small act does not how-
ever mean that you change an atom-like insignificant act into a mountain.

(iii) VC. regards this a characteristic of a warrior-devotee. I shall

face opposition with mother Laksmi. We desire to perform her work, viz.

service of your feet. Let her rest on your bosom. As a son, I shall serve

your feet. I am not afraid that Laksmi, as compared with me, is more
ancient and great. But as you are kind to the weak and meek, you magni-
fy our insignificant service. As I am confident of my power, 1 am not
concerned with LaksmI’s pleasure or displeasure.

86.

' From the minds of your devotees, you dispel the delusion
caused by the gupas of Afqya.—VR. and VD.

• (i) VR. : Being deluded by your Maya, a person becomes devoid
of true knowledge* If such ignorant person fortunately adores you and
requests you for artha, kdma etc.—objects other than you,—he remains
separate from you. This means. Oh Lord, you have compromised your
own greatness. Just as a father guards the interests of his minor and
ignorant child, you should do what is good for him ( even without his

request to do so).

(ii) VC. : You should not test your devotee by asking him to
select a boon, for people are likely to select other material things. You
should therefore, yourselfdo what is good for us according to you.

(iii) GD. : Oh Lord ! This ignorant person is separated from your
real Self by your powerful M&y&. Hence he seeks from you son's property
and other things. You further entice him by telling him to choose a boon,
just as a father etc.

87. abudhah : If the word be taken as budkah the verse
_
means : It

uindeed by your Miyi that man- if separated from you* "his real Self.
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separated from you—his real Self—by your Maya. Hence he
covets after something else (like artha, kdma etc.). Just as a
father, of his own accord (without being requested by the

child to look after his interests) , looks after the good of his

child, you yourself also should do what is good/or us.

Maitreya said* :

32. The Omniscient Lord who was thus eulogised by
Prthu, (the first monarch of the earth) said, “Oh King ! May
your devotion in me remain (constant). Fortunately, you have

such a (firmly devoted
) mind towards me, as would enable

one to get over my Maya which is so difficult to cross.

33. Therefore, Oh Protector of the People, you carry

out my commands carefully. People who abide by my com-
mands are blessed with happiness here and hereafter.’*

Maitreya said :

34. Having thus gladly received the deeply significant

compliments of the royal sage Prthu (the son of Vena), and

being worshipped by him, Acyuta ( the imperishable Lord

)

blessed him (with his grace) and thought of departing.

35-36. Gods, sages, manes(Pitrs), Gandharvas, Siddhas,

Caranas, Serpents, Kinnaras, Apsaras, men, birds and various

creatures and the attendants and followers of Visnu were regard-

ed as Visnu (The Lord of Sacrifices) and were honoured with

devotion by respectful address, donation of wealth, folding of

palm.s by the king—after which they departed.

37. Carrying away ( as it were) the mind of the royal

sage as well as that of his preceptor, Lord Acyuta (Vi$$u)also

returned to his own abode ( Vaikunfha).

38. Having paid obeisance to the Lord, the god of gods,

who though unmanifest by his nature, (out of grace) revealed

himself to Prthu and became invisible again, Prthu returned

to his capital.

Hence even though he be wise or learned, he longs for other things (such

as sons etc.).

* Verses 32 and 33 are not commented by &R but are annotated

by VR., GD. and'others.
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CHAPTER TWENTY-ONE

(Prthu explains Dharma to his subjects)

Maitreya said :

1-3. (Prthu retired to his capital city)—the city was
decorated everywhere with wreaths of pearls and garlands of

flowers, with silk drapery and decorative arches of gold, and
with extremely fragrant incense (burning). Its streets and
squares were besprinkled with water scented with sandal and
agaru ( agallochum ) . They were beautified with flowers,

akfatas (unbroken rice pigmented with red kurhkuma)
, fruits,

tender barley-shoots, parched grains of rice, and illuminated

with lamps. It was adorned with plantain trees as well as with

young arica plants laden with fruits and flowers, and was beauti-

fied with wreaths of tender leaves of (mango and other) trees.

4. His subjects, along with beautiful girls wearing bright

gold earrings, went forward to greet him with lamps, materials

of worship, and all other auspicious. articles (such as curds)

prepared (for the occasion).

5. In the midst of blowing of conchs and sounding of

kettledrums and chanting of Vedic hymns (by Brahmanas),

the warrior who was untouched by pride, in spite of the sing-

ing of his eulogies, entered his palace.

6. The highly renowned king was honoured every-

where on his way. He ( in return )
honoured the residents of

his city as well as his subjects from rural areas. He was pleas-

ed with them, and granted them the boons they liked.

7. Performing many such and other achievements, the

most adorable king of great virtues and pious conduct,

governed this globe of the earth. After establishing his pure

reputation, he ascended to the highest abode (Vaikuntha)

.

Sata said :

8. Oh Saunaka ( Leader of the sacrificial assembly in

the Naimisa forest ) ! Vidura, the great devotee of the Lord

respectfully adored Maitreya, (the son of Ku$!rava), who was

eulogising the primal king’s (Pythu’s) worldwide renown of

all excellent attributes which was glorified by highly virtuous

people. He spoke to him (Maitreya, as follows)

:
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9. Prthu who received adorations from all gods, and
who bore in his arms the mighty and heroic lustre of god
Visnu wherewith he milked the earth (in the form of a cow),

was coronated by Brahmanas.

10. What wise man will not listen to the glories of

Prthu on the remnants of whose valorous achievements, all the

rulers of the world, the guardian deities and the people, still

subsist to their hearts’ content—Please, therefore, narrate

to me in details his pious deeds.

Maitreya said :

11. Dwelling in the land (doab

)

lying between the

rivers—the Ganga and the Yamuna, Prthu enjoyed only those

pleasures which came to his lot, as a result of the fruition of

his past deeds, as he desired to exhaust (the stock of) his

merit (and not due to addiction to pleasures)

.

12. His writ ran unobstructed everywhere. He wielded

his sceptre (sovereignty), over seven island-continents88—with

the exception of Brahmanas and devotees of Hari (who was

like their progenitor).

13. Once upon a time, he was consecrated for the per-

formance of a great sacrifice. There assembled, Oh Vidura,

a congregation of gods, Brahmana sages and royal sages.

14. When all the respectable persons were duly honour-

ed according to their merits and positions, he ( Pfthu) stood

up in that assembly, like the moon in the midst of stars.

15. He was tall with muscular long arms; he was fair in

complexion ; his eyes were reddish like a red lotus ; his nose

was shapely; his countenance, beautiful. He was gentle in

appearance; his shoulders were rounded. His rows of teeth

and smiles were beautiful.

16. That powerful monarch had a broad chest, full,

bulky loins, stomach shaped like a pipal leaf and beautified with

three folds ; his navel was deep and circular like a whirlpool,

his thighs were like pillars of gold, and the fore part of his feet

was slightly plump ( elevated ) and prominent.

88. They are : Jambu, Plakfa, Sslmali, Kuia, Krau&ca, £&ka and

Pufkara.
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17. He had fine, curly, dark and glossy hair on the

head. His throat was (marked with three spiral lines) like a
conch. He wore two costly silk garments, one around his

waist and one around his upper part ofthe body.

18. Due to his sacrificial vow, he laid aside his orna-

ments. So the natural splendour of the limbs of his body
became manifest. He looked dignified with ( upper part of)

his body covered with the skin of a black-antelope, and with
Ku£a grass in his hand he had completed the prescribed re-

ligious acts (of that time).

19-20. He looked around with his calm, soothing,

affectionate eyes. With a view to thrilling the assembly with

joy, the Lord of the earth delivered the following address

which was pleasant to hear, couched in beautiful figurative

expressions, polished, deep in significance, unagitated and
calm. He was, as if, briefly narrating, at that time, his own
experiences for the benefit of all.

The King said :

21. “Oh members of this assembly, please listen to me.
*

May auspiciousness betide you all righteous people who have

come here. Persons desirous of knowing ( the true nature of)

Dharma—righteousness—should state (fully) their concept

(of Dharma) before the righteous people. (Hence I speak out

to you my concept.

)

22. I have been installed here as a king to govern and

dispense punishment ( to anti-social elements), to protect the

people, to provide them their means of livelihood, to control

them severally within their respective spheres of duties.

23. May those regions which yield whatever one desires

and which are reached—according to the knowers of the

Vedas—by persons with whom (Lord Hari) , the Witness of the

previous deeds of all persons, is pleased, be attainable to me,

by my performance of this duty.

24. The monarch who collects taxes without imparting

instruction to his subjects in their respective religious duties,

shares their sins only, and forgoes his own good luck.

25. My dear subjects 1 You should, therefore, (continue

to
) perform your own righteous duties, fixing your mind on
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god Vi§nu, and remain free from jealousy. It will be in the

interest of the subsistence of your king hereafter, as well as in

your own. You would thereby be rendering a great favour

to me.

26. Oh purehearted and sinless Pitrs (manes), gods and

sages, kindly give your hearty approval (to my request):

‘May the doer, the preceptor and ilic consenter of any action

share equally its fruit in the next world.*

27. Oh most worthy men, Mimaihsakas ! According to

some (believers in God), there exists the Lord of sacrifices (the

dispenser of the fruit of karmas ). For here and in the next

world, there are seen some rare regions full of moonlight(meant

for enjoying pleasures) , as well as bodies brilliant like moon-
light (which are the mediums for enjoying worldly pleasures

«

as a result of karmas ).

28-29.* In the opinion of Svayambhuva Manu, Uttana-

pada, even of king Dhruva, the royal sage Priyavrata, my
paternal grandfather Anga and such others, as well as that of

god Brahma and Lord Siva, as also that of Prahlada and even

of Bali (whom Visnu pushed down to subterranean regions),

Gadadhara (Lord Visnu) must necessarily be postulated as the

dispenser of the fruit of karmas,

30.

* With the exception of Mrtyu’s daughter’s son (i.e.

Vena) and others who are deluded about religion, and deserve

to be pitied (lamented), others believe that there must be one

common cause (i.e. God) who mainly dispenses the three

purufdrthas (viz. Dharma, Artha and Kdma

)

, heavenly bliss and
Liberation.

31. The relish and 'desire of serving the Lord's feet,

increase with the passing of each day. Like the river (Gafigfi)

flowing out from his (Vi$Qu's) toe, this ever-increasing desire

* These verses refute the view of PQrva-mlmlzhsi (mad that of other
heretic doctrines attributed to Indra's MIy& ) about the non-existence of
God. The karma doctrine must be accepted to explain the variety and
inequality in the world. Karma, by itself, is inert (jeffa) and deities like
Indra, Vania* are themselves

1

dependent (faratanira) . For the dispensa-
tion .of the fruits of karma and for explaining inequality in the world, we

- must postulate an independent God possessing powers of doing, undoing
add changing differently : atab swantiytpa hartum akartum atyathi-kartwh
smarthtna Paramdvan(ie bhiipem /—SR.
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to serve, washes off instantaneously the sins, accumulated
through all the past lives, in the minds of people who are

tormented with pains and afflictions.

32. A person who takes shelter at His feet, gets all the

impurities in his mind washed off, develops special powers of

non-attachment and self-realization, and does not return to

sarhs&ra (the cycle of births and deaths) which brings with it

all miseries.

33. With faith in sure achievement of your goal (Libe-

ration) according to your capacity and merit, and without any
hypocrisy, you worship him only—whose lotus-like feet yield

all your desires—with (i.e. dedicating to him) all duties per-

taining to your vocations, and with all the powers of mind,
speech and body (i.e. performance of meditation, prayer and
worship) , and with duties (ofyour respective caste and stage of

life

—

varna and dirama)

.

34.

* Though, by nature, he is pure knowledge and cons-

ciousness, and devoid of any attribute, he manifests himself

here as sacrifice possessing innumerable attributes (or essential

requirements etc. of sacrifice)
, such as rice ( and other sacrificial

materials), qualities (of things such as whiteness, blackness),

actions (such as threshing, winnowing of grains), words(mantras
used in sacrifices), purpose (for which acts are meant), the

* (i) VC. : Verses 34 and 35 state that karma is essentially impure,
inert (jatfa) and rajasa (characterised by the gupa, rajas) . But if it is,

devoutly dedicated to God, it is transformed into pure sdttvic nature, and
yields fruit. Hence the author advises karma mixed with bhakti (devotion).

(ii) VJ. : This verse illustrates the term Svakarmabhiht in the previous
verse (33). N&rayaga described in Ait. Up. 1.1. is attained to by a
righteous person who performs sacrifices of many kinds, and of many
attributes (or requirements), such as materials (p«ro(/d/a etc.), qualifica-
tions viz. good heredity or birth from particular parents (ofthesacrificer),
actions i.e. Vedic incantations for gods like Indra, Agni, by the sacrificial

priests, the interest of these gods in the tacrificer, and the characteristics
of gods, e.g. Indra, holdidg a Vqjra (or god N&rfiyaga, the wielder of
Sudariana disc). By this sacrificial act, the mind gets purified, and the
higher knowledge which terminates the sarhsdra, dawns on the sacriflcer.
It is by such deeds that Janaka and others attained final beatitude (B.G.
3.00).

(iii) SD : Kamos dedicated to God lead to God-realisation. God is

devoid of bad attributes (agupa) and possesses innumerable auspicious
attributes (aruka^gufap) ,
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intention or object (of performing the sacrifice ), the efficacy

(of sacrificial materials so used), and means ( by which the

sacrifice is known, e.g. agnif(oma).

35.* Just as fire in (a piece of) wood appears as possess-

ing all the characteristics (e.g. size, shape etc.) of the (piece

of) wood, the Omniscient Lord (though essentially the

Highest Bliss itself) appears as intellect or consciousness (which

identifies itself with the external objects) in the body, which is

a product of Pradhana ( Prakrti or Primordial Nature)
,
Kala

(the Principle of Time which sets in commotion or agitation

the gunas of Prakrti ) , Vasana (impressions unconsciously left on

the mind by the past actions which give rise to pleasure or

pain) and dharma (merit or demerit constituting the fate or adrffa

of an individual) and manifests himself as the fruit of religious

acts (e.g. a sacrifice).

#

* (i) The previous verse identifies God with sacrifice. In this

verse, the fruit of sacrifice is stated to be the manifestation of the Lord

—

SR.

(ii ) VR. : This verse identifies the Lord with Jfva, the enjoyer of

the fruit of karma, as well as the fruit of the act itself (atha karma-bhoklr-

jiva-r&patvam tat-phala-rupatvam cdha) . The Lord is the innerdweller (antar
-

yamin) ofjivas . As such, through the medium of jioa, he gets the experi-

ences of external objects in relation to body (due to dharma-bh Uta-jflana,

the theory of attributive consciousness of the Self) . The body is the

product of Pradhana, Kala , Vdsand and adfffa. The Lord is hence regarded

as the fruit of sacrifice, (such as Svarga). But despite these experiences,

the Lord is not contaminated by the blemishes etc, of the karmast just as

fire appears to share the characteristics (e.g. length, curvature etc.) of

the burning wood, (and yet actually it shares none ofthem)

.

(iii) VJ. : N&r&yana, the Omniscient Lord enters JIva who, having

renounced everything, retains a formal relation with Jlva. The pious

persons (jivas) know that N&rftya$a is the fruit of the righteous acts, and

the dispenser of the fruits as well, according to Brahma SUtra—phalam ata

upapattefr (3.9.39 acc. to Madhva bhdfya).

(iv) VO. : Ood realization is the fruit of karma

s

dedicated to God.

After such dedication otkarmas, God, out of his grace, manifests himself.

But this degree of god-realisation varies directly with the intensity of

faith, devotion, knowledge in the dedicated one's acts to the Lord, even

as the fire differs with the quality of the wood like sandal, agaru
$

khadira.

(The first two give out sweet fragrance while the last does not.)

(v) GD. : This All-pervading Lord who enjoys the experience of

happiness of intellect—due to contacts of the objects to the body , is also

realised to be the firult of acts (such as sacrifice etc.)
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* Oh! How blessed I am thatmy subjects of firm vows,

always worship Hari by performing their prescribed religious

duties in this world—God Hari who is the preceptor (or

Father) and the Supreme Lord of divinities who receive ob-

lations in sacrifices. These (subjects) render me great favour.

37.

** At no time may the martial lustre of the ruling

princely families, born of great military power and effluence,

dominate over the race of Vai?navas, the votaries of the un-

conquerable god (Vi?9u) and that of the Brahmanas who
(though lacking in opulence) are resplendent on account of

their forbearance, austere penance and learning.

38. Even Lord Hari, the most ancient person, the fore-

most among the greatest (of gods like Brahma) is gracious

unto Brahmanas. It is by paying obeisance to their feet that

he got Laksmi (the goddess of wealth) who never forsakes

him and great glory that hallows the world.

39. The Absolutely independent Supreme God who
resides in the hearts of all and to whom Brahmanas are dear

is certainly pleased by service rendered to them (Brahmanas)

.

Therefore, may the Brahma^a race be served sincerely, and

with all your hearts, by persons who are self-controlled, disci-

plined and devoted to the righteous duties (prescribed in the

Bhagavata way of life) pleasing to him

.

40.

*** By constant association with and service of the

• Prthu hereby confirms the religious tendencies of his subjects who
with a firm resolve worship the Lord (SR. and others) but VJ. treats this

as a compliment to Brfihmanaswho as teachers and pupils are born from

Hari’s mouth, and always conduct their religious duties, and as such, they

should be worshipped.
*• (i) VR. : The verse indicates that Br&hmanas and Kfatriyas should

mutually respect and favour each other : 'May not the votaries of Viwu»
the Brfthmapa caste which stands resplendent with its forbearance, austeri-

ties and such other virtues, be provoked by the Princely houses puffed

up with pride in their power and affluence*. VJ. endorses the same view.

(ii) VC. : For firm establishment of devotion to god, this verse pro-

hibits the insubordination to Vailpavas and Br&hma$as.
* ••SR. : This verse removes the following doubt

:

(1 ) If one always serves Br&hmanas, the performance of sacrifices

—

offering oblations to gods in sacrificial fires—will be neglected. This
laxity in religious duties will not lead to purity of mind and the final

beatitude which depends on it.
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Brahmana (caste)
,
the mind soon attains purity and serenity,

(and consequently) the person, automatically (without any

effort to get knowledge or Yogic practice) attains the highest

bliss and final emancipation. Is there aiiy better mouth of

gods who receive oblations through fire than the Brahmana

race ? (The fruit of sacrifices and of knowledge is obtained

by service of Brahmanas )

.

41. The infinite Lord who is essentially knowledge in*

carnate and the indweller of all creatures, does not verily relish

so much the oblations offered to the sacrificial fire which is

devoid of consciousness, as certainly those offered with faith,

into the mouths of the Brahmanas in the names of adorable

divinities (like Indra, Varuna) to be invoked in sacrifices, by

the knowers of the Truth.

42. With a view to understanding the true import of

the Vedas in which the universe is clearly reflected as in a

clean mirror, they (Brahmanas) bear (in their memories) the

pure and eternal Vedas with faith, austere penance, auspicious

conduct, control of speech unrelated to Vedic studies, self-

control and concentration of mind. (Hence Br&hmanas are

superior to fire due to their knowledge ofVedas)

.

43. I would like to bear on my crown the dust from the

lotus-like feet of those (Brahmanas) , for, the sin of the man
who wears this dust, immediately disappears, and all excellent

attributes abide in him, Oh noble ones.

44. Affluence (in every respect) and accomplishments

of desires seek to follow a man who is the receptacle of excel-

lent qualities, looks upon character as his wealth, is full of

gratitude, and resorts to wise elderly people. May the race of

Br&hma^as, and that of cows, Lord Visnu, along with his

votaries (and followers) be gracious unto me.”

(ii) VR. : By service of Brfihmaoas, the deities to be propitiated by
performance of sacrifices are served.

(iii) VJ. : The Brfthmana caste is in constant contact with the

Lord. By serving them, one obtains serenity of mind and immediately
attains to the highest bliss, the final beatitude (Mokfa). By service of
Rffthmapas, one gets the fruit of performance ofsacrifices, knowledge.
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Maitreya said:

45. All Pitfs (manes), gods and Brahmanas felt highly

pleased at heart with the king who spoke thus. Those pious

souls expressed their approbation and praised him.

46. True is the Vedic text that a man attains to the

higher worlds by means of a son. For the sinful Vena
(Prthu's father) who was killed by Brahmanical curse, has

crossed over the dark Hell ( through Pj-thu)

.

47. And Hiranyaka$ipu also was about to enter the

dark hell for reviling the Lord, but crossed over it through the

power ofpiety of Prahlada (his son).

48. Oh foremost warrior, father of the earth ! May you

live long for eternal years, as you cherish such devotion to Lord

Vi$Qu, the sole ruler of all worlds.

49. Oh King of holy fame! With you as our ruler, we

regard ourselves as having today Lord Visnu as our ruler, as

you reveal to us the narratives of Vi§nu whose renown saves

others from infernal regions and who is favourable to

Brahmanas.
50. Oh Lord! It is the nature of the great, whose hearts

are full of pity, to love their subjects. Hence, it is no wonder

that you exhort your dependants this way.

51. Oh King! You have brought us today across the

hell—we who, losing their insight due to our past deeds

designated as Fate,—have been wandering in Sarhsara.

52. Salutation to you, the most powerful Person with

dominant Sattvic attributes, who inspiring the Brahmana race

by your force support the K?attriya race and vice versa

>

and

inspiring both Br&hraanas and K?attriyas support the universe

by virtue of your own power.
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CHAPTER TWENTY-TWO

(

«

Sanatkumara's Setmon to Pfthu)

Maitreya said :

1 . While people were thus extolling Pfthu of mighty

prowess, there approached four sages, brilliant like the Sun.

2 . Attended upon by his servants, the king saw those

lords of sages descending from the heavens. They were recog-

nized to be Sanaka and others by their lustre which absolved

the worlds of sins.

3 . Just as the lord of sense-organs (jiva) rushes forth

to the objects of senses, Pfthu, the son of Vena, along with the

courtiers and attendants, immediately stood up (and went

forth to the sages), as if to recover his vital breaths which

sprang forth at their sight.89

4 . When the sages accepted preliminary reception

(arghya )
90 and occupied the seats (offered to them), the cour-

teous king, who was hypnotised with their august presence,

bowed down his head out of modesty, and worshipped them

with due formalities.

5 . (To purify himself) he sprinkled the hair on his head
with (the sanctifying drops of) water with which he washed

their feet. He, thereby, observed the course of conduct of the

virtuous, to show respect to them.

6. The king was endowed with deep faith and self-

discipline, and was i full of joy. He addressed those elder

brothers ofLord Siva, who occupied seats of gold, and were

looking like sacrificial fires in their respective altars.

Pfthu said :

7. “Oh! What meritorious deeds I must have performed

that I have the privilege of seeing you, the abodes of auspicious-

89. As SR. explains, it is the belief that when an elderly person

comes, the vital breaths ofyoung people immediately go forth to receive

them. The youth catehes back his vital breath, by immediately standing

up to show respect, and by bowing down before the elders.

90. arghya—Water and other articles respectfully offered to gods or

venerable persons. ASD. 51.
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ness, who are very difficult to be perceived even by masters of

Toga .

8. What is very difficult to attain here and hereafter to

a person unto whom Brahmanas (like you) , and gods Siva and
Vifttu along with their attendants are gracious

!

9. Just as Mahat and other principles( orBrahma, Manu
and other makers of the world)—which are the causes of the

universe, do not visualize the Omniscient dtman (Soul), people

do not at all see you even though you roam over the world

(to help them to attain their purufSrthas )

.

10. Verily, blessed are those saintly householders who,

though penniless, have in their houses materials for worship

such as water, mat of( darbha

)

grass, accommodation ( or floor)

,

the master of the household and his dependants ready (for

receiving) the worthies.

11. (Unwelcome) like the trees which are haunted by

poisonous serpents, are the houses which, though fully furnished

with all kinds of riches, are not hallowed by the holy water

used for washing the feet of Vi$nu’s devotees.

12. Welcome is your arrival.Oh preeminent Brahmanas
who, determined to secure liberation, have been faithfully and

*

with resolute mind, observing great vows (like lifelong cele-

bacy) since your very childhood. (Or Brahmanas whose

course of observances of vows is followed by other ignorant

persons desirous of Liberation )

.

13. Oh spiritual Masters! Is there any hope of good

for us who regard the ( achievement of) objects of senses as the

goal of life and who, by our own deeds, have fallen into

the saths&ra, the bed of miseries.

14. The etiquette of enquiring after welfare of the

guests is not applicable ( or desirable) in the case of your

honours, who are absorbed in the bliss of the dtman ( Soul ) , and

who are above the thoughts of welfare or otherwise.

1 5. You are the friends and well-wishers ofthe distressed.

With full faith in you, I, therefore, wish to enquire of you

how one can speedily achieve the Summum bonum ( Mok$a) in

this Saihs&ra ?

16. It is obviously certain that the unborn Lord

N&r&yaoa who shines as the Soul of the self-knowing sages, and
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who manifests himself (in the heart of the devotees)
,
goes

about in the world, in the form of Siddhas (like you), for

showering his grace upon his votaries.”

Maitreya said :

17. Having heard Ppthu’s beautifully worded, logical,

deeply significant, brief, melodious speech, Sanatkumara

slightly smiled, and verily replied with pleasure.

SanatkumSra said :
0

18. “With the welfare of all beings at your heart, a

good enquiry has been made by Your Majesty, even though

you know its answer, Oh great King! For such is the nature

of the righteous.

19. The meeting of the righteous is highly approved

by both (the speakers and the members of the audience) for,

their dialogues and enquiries increase the happiness of all.

20. Oh King! Your honour has definitely a constant

and abiding love for eulogizing the excellent attributes of the

lotus-like feet of Lord Vi?flu (the enemy of demon Madhu).
Such constancy of love is difficult to be found in others. Such

i

love (if generated) completely shakes off the sticky dirt of

inner passions and desires in the heart (which is difficult to

remove )

.

21. In the Sastric texts which have made a thorough

enquiry (about the good of beings), it has been positively

decided that perfect non-attachment to things other than the

Soul (e.g. one’s own body)
,
firm and constant love of attri-

buteless Brahman and the Self—these constitute the means of

the final beatitude of men.
22-25. Attachment for attributeless Brahman and non-

attachment to the entire non-self material world ( un-dtman )

,

both effect and cause are easily generated by intense faith,

performance of righteous dutie» towards the Lord,91 the desire

9i*. Bhagavad-dharma-caryayS —In the cate of all (even uninitiated
ones)

:
(i ) By performing the five mahdyajHas and other round of religious

duties for propitiating the Lord.—VR.
(ii) By religious duties according to one's own caste and stage of

life {yarndirama)—VJ.
(iii) GD. emphasizes the dedication of these religious duties to the
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to know (the details about the Truth), firm faith in the

spiritual path of Toga,9* meditation about the Lord of Toga 99

and constant listening to the holy stories of the Lord of hallow*

ed renown; by cessation of desire to associate with the tdmasa

people who take pleasure in wealth, and with the rdjasa people

who revel in the enjoyment of sensual pleasure, and by non-

attachment to the filthy lucre and to sense-gratification which
are highly valued by them, through love of seclusion94 for

enjoying the blissfulness of the Self (atman

)

except on
occasions when the drink of the nectar of Hari's excellent glo-

ries is available;95 by practising non-violence, by following

the course of conduct prescribed for the highest ascetic order

called the paramaharhsas
,
by drinking the highest form of

nectar in the form of Lord Hari's stories, by eschewing

desires and by observing rules of self-discipline called yama
(abstention) and niyama (observance),96 by refraining from

slandering ( and condemning other paths of God-realization

prescribed in scriptures)
, by desirelessness, and by endurance of

92. ddhydtmika-yoga-nifthaya—In the case of the initiated ones : With
faith in the meditation as a part of adoration of the Lord as enunciated

by the spiritual preceptor —VR.
93. Service of great Yogis like Kapila—GD.
94. vivikta-rucya—Taste limited t? food uncontaminated by the

touch of other caste; by the delight and satisfaction one gets in the reali-

sation of the Soul—VR.
95. By attending the congregations when Hari’s lilSs are sung—VC.
•By renunciation of objects of sensual enjoyment which are as if the

pleasure-garden to the body and sense-organs, by non-acceptance of flo-

wer-garlands, cosmetics, women which are agreeable to them, by the sense

ofenoughness (alam-buddhi) about carnal pleasures enjoyable by the body

-VJ.
96. Patafljali gives the following list of Tamos and niyamas :

(i) Tamas (abstentions)—Abstinence from injuries, from falsehood,

from theft, from incontinence and from acceptance of gifts (VSP. ii.

30).

(ii) niyama (observance) : Cleanliness, Contentment, Self-castigation,

Study and Devotion to Ifvara (VSP. ii.32)

.

VJ, quotes from Tdjflavalkya Toga Sastra 1 o Tamas but as given in

ASD 455 the lists include 10 or 12 Yamas according to different authors.

ASD 290 quotes the following 1 o niyamas :

Saucam tjyi tapo danath svadhyayo ’pastha-nigrahafcl

Vrata-mauno'pavdsarh ca snanath ca niyama daiaj/
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opposite states (such as heat and cold, pleasure and pain) ; by
devotion to Hari that blossomed for the constantly glorifying

Lord Hari’s excellences which form the ornaments to the ears

of his devotees through faith and dqpp devotion.

26. 41 When his attachment and delight in Brabman
becomes firmly established, a man seeks a spiritual preceptor.

Just as fire ignited from ara#i( a piece ofwood of the Sami tree

used for kindling fire by friction ) consumes its own source

( the piece ofwood from which it arose) , the man, by force of

his knowledge and non-attachment burns down his subtle body

consisting of five subtle elements97 and enveloping his Soul,

in such a way as to render it unrevivable.

27**. When the screen or sheath (of the subtle body

enveloping the Soul) which, till then intervened between the

Super-Soul
(
Paramdtman

)

and the Soul, is destroyed,98 the

97. Pafledtmakam : (I) Consisting of five kiefas viz. avidyd (nescience),

aharhkara (ego), rdga (attachment), dvefa (hatred) and abhinivefa (instinc-

tive clinging to worldly life and bodily enjoyment and the fear of being de-

prived of this—ASD.3g) Sr. and GD. VC. endorses this view while SD.
supports the first interpretation given.

(ii) Consisting of five Koias (sheaths) which lying one within the

other make the body enshrining the Soul. They are : (1) annamaya
, (2)

manornerya, (3) Prdftamaya

,

(4) VijfUtnamaya and (5) dnandamaya . Sarvopanifat-

sdra, however, gives Prdpamaya Koia the and place before Manomaya Koia .

* According to VR., firm fixation oflove in Brahman leads to the

grace of spiritual preceptor (and not vice versa) . With the force of know-

ledge, renunciation and the love or delight in Brahman, a man burns

down the seed of karmas (both merit and sin) which is the cause of the

body (and Sarhsdra )

.

VJ. explains that the heart is an external upddhi (condition or attri-

bute) and its burning does not harm and not the Soul or seed so enveloped

by the external sheath.
ft

98. What interrupted the knowledge of the relations between the

Supreme Soul and thtjioa,

** VJ. differs; When the 'heart' and its attributes e.g. knowledge,

disappear, tht jita does not perceive any difference—within and without

like a blind person. When in the Sams&ra, there is a screen between the

Supreme Lord and the jloa, there exists a semblance of knowledge like

doubt, as in a dream. But when the subtle body is lost, thejfva also will

disappear. And the Saihsira with its modicum of knowledge is preferable

to the vanishing of the jiva. Who would then bother about Liberation

(Mukti)?
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person becomes freed from all the attributes" pertaining to

the subtle body which has been burnt down. (Thenceforth)

he does not perceive (his subjective states ofpleasure, pain etc.)

which are within him,100 nor objects ( e.g. a pot, a piece of
cloth) which are external to him, just as a man awakened from
a dream does not see the objects he had been perceiving in his

dream.101

28. (It is in the state of wakefulness and dream ) while

this upsdki (conditioning) of mind continues, that man can

perceive himself (the seer), objects of senses and what is

beyond them both (viz. aharhkSra which establishes relation

between them—the seer and the seen), and not otherwise (as

in sleep).

29. (For example), if, anywhere, (reflecting) condition

—upadhi like water,10* mirror or such other condition is pre-

sent, a man can see the difference between himself (the object

of reflection) and the other thing (his own reflection) and not

in the absence of the reflecting medium.

30. The mind of those who brood over objects of

worldly enjoyment is distracted by their senses which are

attracted to objects of worldly pleasure, and thereby the in-

90. The attributes like love, hate which deserve to be shed off

(heya-guQ&b)—VR.
100. All internal blemishes, e.g. love, hate etc.—VR.
101. SR. explains: Just as a person who in a dream sees himself to

be a king attended upon by an army of soldiers, sees no more his kingship

and the army when the dream is over.

S.D. : In the dream the externals are friend, foe etc. and the internals

are the honour, dishonour etc. meted out by them. These disappear when
the dream is over.

zoa. jalddau—But VR. reads jajddatt and interprets: ja^a is the

inert body. When the limiting condition like this inert body continues

as interruption, the jioa experiences separateness from his Self and the

Supreme Soul. But in Liberated stage this limitation of the body ceases,

he sees no such difference between the two.

VC. thinks that this vp&dhi (limiting condition) is destroyed by

knowledge and the jtoa, by his powerful love of God enjoys the blissful

nature of the Lord.

SD. thinks that the extreme difference between the Soul (dtman) and

Brahman is due to ignorance* When real knowledge dawns, he realizes the

Brahmahood in dtman (dtmano Btahmdtmakatvam pafyati)

.
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tellect loses its power of thinking and discrimination, just as

the water from a pool is (imperceptibly) sucked up by the roots

of a clump of grass.108

31. As a consequence ofthe loss of the reasoning capa-

city memory is lost. The loss of memory104 results in loss of

knowledge and wisdom. The wise people call this loss of

wisdom as the covering of the Self through one's own Self.

32. In this world, there is no worse loss of his self-inte-

rest to a man than, the loss of his own Self ( through himself)

for whose sake every other thing in the world becomes dear

( lit. on whom depends the dearness of every other thing in

the world) .
105

33. Constantly brooding over wealth and objects of

senses leads to the loss of all purufdrthas ( goals to be achieved

in life) . Having thus lost knowledge of Brahman and worldly

knowledge, he enters(— is born in) immobileyonis—births e.g.

a vegetable)

.

34.

A person who desires to cross the dense darkness (of

Sarhsdra ), should not entertain attachment to anything

whatever. For that attachment is extremely harmful to

Dharma, Artha, Kama and Mokfa (the fourpurufdrthas).

35. Even among these objectives of life, Mokfa (Libe-

ration) is acknowledged as the highest goal of life. For, the

remaining goals of life, are always subject to the fear of death.

36. For the jioas of the higher order (like Brahma) and
lower order like us who are created after the equilibrium of

the three gunas ofPrakrti was disturbed ( at the time of crea-

tion) ,
there is no security and happiness, as all their blessings

and hopes (of attaining their objectives) are ruined by the

All-powerful Time.*

103. stamba—The canal or outlet from a tank—VJ.
104* bhrafyatyanu smftii cittam / VR. connects the words anu-smrtis

and interprets it as 'the sense of the proper time for upasand or Toga

(anusmrtir updsanam,
Toga-k&ldnusandhanam /)

105. Gf. Stmanas tu kamaya sarvam priyam bhavati /

4.5.6.

* After verse 36, VJ. gives the commentary on 3 verses which are

not noted by other commentators. The Bh&gavata Vidy& Peeth,

Ahmedabad edition does not give the text of those verses but only the

commentary. Hence they are not included here.
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37. Therefore, Oh King, you realize that you are (the
same as) the Lord (the only existing reality)—the Lord who
manifests himself and directly shines everywhere in the Self as

antarySmin ( the inner controller) in the hearts of all mobile
and immobile jivas who are covered (i.e. invested) with body,
sense-organs, vital airs, intellect and ego ( ahamkara ).

38.

* I take shelter with the Supreme Soul who is eternally

free, extremely pure, highly enlightened, Reality itself and who
has overpowered the Prakrti (primordial nature) contaminated
by Karmas(of various jivas), and in whom appears this universe

of superior and inferior things (or ofcause and effect ) as Maya,
which disappears due to ( the dawn of) discriminating wisdom
like (the dispelling of) the misapprehension of a garland of
flowers as a serpent.

39.

** You (therefore) take resort to Lord Vasudeva as

your asylum106—Lord Vasudeva, through devotion (and con-

centration) on the splendour107 of petal like toes of whose
lotus-feet the saintly devotees so easily cut the knot of the ego-

tism ( aharhk&ra ) formed at the heart by karmas
,

that even rec-

luses and ascetics who have cleared their mind108 (of all worldly

thoughts and kept it vacant) and have controlled their senses,

are unable to do so.
i

«

* VR. emphasizes the point that the Lord is not directly affected by
Karmas, ignorance etc., but it is through the jiva (kfetrajiia) which is his

body (as he is the antaiyamin) that he experiences these.

106.

arapam- VD. treats this as a pun : a-ranam who is beyond fight;

If you do not resort to Vasudeva, you will have to battle with your sense-

organs which by their brute majority will defeat you.

107. vildsa—beauty which increases every moment—VC.,VD.
108. rikta-matqyafr—Whose minds have no support of the Lord—GD.
* * (i ) The above verses expound the path of knowledge which is

difficult. Hence these two (39 and 40) verses describe bhakti (the path of
devotion)—SR. , VC

.

(ii) VR. treats the last two lines of the verse as qualifying the saintly

devotees who meditate on nothing else but the Lord and who control them-
selves. •

(iiH VC .

—

ViIdsa-bhaktyd-—through the devotion to the ever-increasing

beauty of petal-like toes ofthe lotus feet ofVSsudeva and bhakti i.e. devo-

tion, is both the means and the end.

OR : Through worshipping in a rich way; or
Trough meditation over or memory of his toes.
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40. There is a great trouble here to those who have not

resorted to theLord as a boat for crossing the ocean of saihs&ra

which is infested with crocodiles in the form of sixfold [ passions

viz. kdma ( desire ), krodha (anger), lobha (avarice), mada (con-

ceit), moha (delusion), matsara (jealousy) or the mind and
five senses]. For they desire to cross it ( sarhsara) by painful

means (e.g. practice of Yoga) . You should therefore make the

adorable feet of Lord Hari as a boat and reach the other end
of this impassable ocean of saihs&ra easily without any diffi-

culty.**

Maitreya said :

41. The king to whom the real nature of Stman (Soul)

was thus expounded by Sanatkumara, the son of god Brahma,
the knower of Brahman, praised him appropriately and enquir-

ed.

The king said :

42. Oh venerable Brahmana ! Lord Hari is compas-

sionate to the afflicted. He had formerly conferred his grace

upon me. You all have now come to consummate it.

43. Your venerable Selves, merciful as you are,you have
translated into reality the blessing in its entirety. Everything

that I possess, including my own self, belongs to the saintly

souls who have graciously returned it to me as a favour. What
can I give to you ?

44. My life, wife, sons, houses with all their furnishings,

kingdom, army, earth, treasury—everything is offered to

you although it already belongs to you.

45. And a person who is well-versed in Vedas and £as-

tras really deserves tocommand an army, (to rule over) a king-

dom, to direct military operations and to govern all the world.

The duties pertaining to God being the reverse of sathsdra , the knot

of ahafhkdra formed by karmas is very $asily cut asunder, while the recluses

control their senses—an impossible task, an evidence of their dull-witted-

nets. It it easy for the righteous Bhaktas to destroy ahaihkSra but it is not

possible for sanny&sins to achieve, fbr they being vacant-minded are

'intellectless* while the bhaktas have their mind filled with God. Bhaktas

txyoy the beauty etc. ofGod to the full.
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46. A Brahmana eats his own food, wears the clothes

belonging to him and offers his own belongings. It is through

his (Brahmana’s) grace that Ksattriyas and others enjoy their

own food.

47. You are past-masters in the Vedic lores. In your
discourse about atman (and other spiritual matters), you have
succinctly and definitely explained to us the nature of the Lord
as above. Abounding in mercy as you are, may you be for-

ever pleased with your action of redeeming the afflicted. Who
can return your obligations except by folding his palms in

reverence or (become an object of ridicule in his supposed

attempts to repay your kindness ).'
1

Maitreya said :

48. Those masters of atma-yoga (the Yogic path of self-

realization) were worshipped by the first monarch Prthu. They
appreciated his righteous character and rose up to the heavens

while people were looking on (agape).

49. Prthu (the son of Vena), the foremost among great

Souls, became firmly established in his Soul due to concentra-

tion achieved by their instruction in the spiritual lore. He
felt as if100 he had achieved all his desires in life.

50. It was as an offering to Brahman that he performed

all his actions at the proper time, at the proper place, to the

best of his ability, according to proper formalities, according

to his means and property.

51. Thus with concentrated mind, he consigned the

fruit ( of his deeds) to Brahman. He remained unattached by

regarding his Self as distinct and beyond Prakjrti, a mere wit-

ness to all actions'

52. Just as the Sun (remains unattached and unsoiled

by the objects on which it shines) , the king, though leading

the life of a householder and endowed with imperial majesty

and splendour, remained free from egotism (aharfikMra), and

hence unattached to the objects of the senses.

53-56. While he was, in this way, doing his prescribed

duties properly and in time, with his heart fixed on his dtman

109 . iva—Being a true devotee, his real satisfaction was in devotion.
This is implied by ire—VD.
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(Self) , he begot through his queen Arcis five sons who were
resembling and agreeable to him. They were Vijita$va, Dhum-
rakefo, Haryak$a, Dravina and Vj*ka. But Pfthu was a part

ofLord Vi$$u. For the protection of the created world, only

Pfthu combined in him ( and manifested ) powers of all loka-

p&las (protectors of worlds like Indra, Varujia)
, from time to

time as was necessary (according to the exigency of the situa-

tion) . He bore significantly the title Raja by delighting his

subjects with his thoughts, words and deeds, and pleasing

Soma-like (saumya) qualities as if he was another king Soma
( the Moon or the Soma—juice—which has rdja as its epithet)

.

Like the Sun ( evaporating water from the earth and collecting

it in clouds), he levied taxes from the world only to give it

back to the people (for their welfare) and governed them (as

the Sun gives light and heat to them).

57. By his majestic splendour he was unassailable like

Agni (Fire-god); he was unconquerable like the great

Indra ; in forebearance he was like the earth ; he was like the

heaven ( Svarga) in granting desired objects to his subjects.

58. Like the rain-god he showered to the satisfaction ( of

his subjects) all that they desired; like the (unfathomable) sea,

he was too deep to be understood; in his firmness he was like

Meru, the king ofmountains.

59. He was comparable to Yama-dharma, in dispensing

punishment; in marvellousness(in scenes, findings of ores etc.),

he was like the Himalayas. He had rich treasure like Kubera

(The god of wealth). He possessed immense undivulged

treasures like Varuijia.

60. In physical strength, force and energy and in his

ability to move anywhere he was like Vayu. In his irresistibi-

lity he was comparable to god Siva.

61. He was a compeer of the god ofLove in beauty; in

spiritedness he was like a lion; in fatherly affectionateness he

was like Manu ; while in his lordship over man, he was like god

Brahma.
62. He was Bfhaspati in his knowledge of Vedas, while

in self-control he was like Lord Hari himself. (While he was

comparable to himself only in his devotion to cows, Brahma^as,

preceptor, votaries of Hari and in qualities like modesty, humi-

lity, good nature and work for the benefit of others.
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63. As his glory was loudly sung by people everywhere
in the three worlds, he reached the ears ofwomen just as Rama
entered the ears of the saintly people.

CHAPTER TWENTY-THREE

Prthu's penance and ascension to Heaven

Maitreya said :

1-3. The self-controlled son of Vena, (Pfthu), the pro-

tector of subjects, had made the arrangement of fostering

his creation, (viz. by founding of agriculture, and of human
habitation like cities, villages etc.). He provided for the

livelihood of the mobile and immobile creatures. He supported

the practice of religion (dharma) by pious people. He carried

out the mission of the Lord for which he was created in this

world. One day, finding himself to have grown very old, he

entrusted to his sons his daugther-like earth which was as if

crying due to separation from him. Unattended by any one

(servant), he retired to the penance-forest along with his queen

while the subjects became depressed in mind and disspirited.

4. Without any interruption in the observance of rules

of self-discipline, there too he began to practice a course of

austere penance, highly approved by Vdnaprasthas with the

same zeal and determination which he showed formerly in the

conquest of the world.

5. He lived upon bulbous and ordinary roots and fruits,

and occasionally on dry -leaves. For some fortnights, he took

water only, and thereafter, he subsisted on air (only).

6. In the summer, the warrior-sage practised paUcagni

sadhana (in which one has to sit in the Sun and in the midst of

four burning fires in four directions around) . In the rainy

season, he exposed himself to the downpour of rain. In the

winter he stood immersed in cold water upto the neck and slept

on the bare-ground (all through the year)

.

7. He practised endurance, controlled his speech, and
sense-organs, he observed celibacy and mastered pr&Q&y&ma
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(breath-control). He practised the most austere type of

penance with a desire to propitiate Lord Kfgna.

8. Due to the practice of that austere penance, which

gradually reached perfection, his balance of Karmas became
exhausted and he became pure in mind. By means of

PrdnSyama (breath-control ) ,
all the six passions were comple-

tely subdued and the bondage (of vdsand) was cut asunder.

9. Pfthu, that prominent person, worshipped the

Supreme Man by that very highest Yoga which venerable

Sanatakumara explained to him as the best path to Simon.

10. As the righteous king was performing the duties

sacred to the Lord and was unceasingly exerting himself with

faith, he developed complete devotion to the glorious Brahman
exclusively.

11. His (Pfthu's) mind became purely Sattvic (with-

out any admixture of other gunas like rajas and tamos) through

adoration and service of the Lord. He attained to knowledge

combined with renunciation—knowledge which became sharp-

ened by his devotion which went on increasing continuously

through constant remembrance and comprehensive realization

of the Lord's greatness. 1 1 is with such knowledge that he

tore off the sheath called jioa110—the knot ofegotism ( ahathkdra

)

in the heart—which is the basis of doubts and misapprehen-

sions.

12. When his concept of self-body identification was

dispelled and he realized the real nature of his Soul, he be-

came desireless and disinterested even in the mystic yogic

powers (like animS, laghimd etc.) that were acquired by him.

He gave up the attempt to attain the knowledge wherewith he

no. Jfvakoia—*the subtle body (lifiga iarlra) with its internal and

external organ —VJ.
VO.: To Prthu, whose mind became purely S&ttoic by service of the

Lord, the knowledge of the science ofBrahman (Brahma vidyS) combined
with non-attachment, manifested itself. Real votaries ofGod are so much
attracted by the sweetness ofBhakti that they discard Brahma vtdyd which

automatically comes to them, and they destroy without any effort their

subtle body ( liiiga diha

)

through their intense devotion. It was the Im-

patience of Prthu to go to Lord's region to serve him directly that he
accepted Brahma vidyd to destroy his itpddhi (limiting condition) ofjtoa kola*
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tore off his sheath (called jioa or egotism which is source of

doubt) . For so long even a recluse ( exerting on the- path of

Toga) does not feel devotion and attachment for the stories of

Lord Kr?na, he will not cease to be attracted by the Yogic dis-

cipline (and mystic powers attained by Toga).

13. Thus at the time of the end of his life,111 the great

hero concentrated his mind firmly in the Supreme Soul and

stabilising himself in Brahman,111 he cast off his mortal coil.

14. He closely pressed both his heels on his anus. He
slowly forced up his vital airs (from the mUladhSra cakra)

.

lla

He held vital airs up (progressively) at the navel and then at

heart, chest, the throat and the head, i.e. the place between

the eyebrows, (i.e. through the following cobras or mystical

plexuses : ManipUra, manas or Solar plexus, anahata, viiuddha

and djfla) ,
114

15-16. By degrees he conducted up his breath upto the

crown of his head and made it occupy Brahma-randhra ( the

aperture in the crown of the head through which the Soul

escapes on its leaving the body). Freeing himself from all

desires, he merged the wind element in the body with the

outer Vayu element, die earth element (solidity in the body)

with the Pjrthvi (earth) element, the vacuum (in the apper-

tures constituting sense-organ) with the cosmic clement ak&ia

(ether) and the liquid in the body with the element water-

each in its own source. (For his own knowledge) he then con-

templated the merger of cosmic elements (as follows! )—earth

into water, water into fire, fire into wind and wind into the

cosmic Sk&ia (which is the product of Tomasa ahathkira ego

of T&masa type ). This process is called Laya-cintana contempla-

tion of (the happening of) the process of absorption.

nr. When the fund of his Aamax—Prftrabdha—was exhausted

—VR„VJ. , .. „

1 12. BmhmabhMtafc— (i) He became like Brahman by the manifesta-

tion f eight attributes—VR.

(ii) He realised that he depended on Brahman—YJ.

119. A mystical plexus situated between the anus and the organ or

*WI

114. For details about these cakra* vide : SirJohn Woodroff-

Power, and Leadbeater—77ks Chakras.
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17.

* He absorbed the mind (implying presiding deities

as well) into the senses,118 the senses into the subtle elements

from which they severally emerged. These (the ether, the

senses and mind merged into subtle elements as described

above) he carried higher still and he contemplated the above

objects along with ahartikdra (I-ness) as merged in the Mahat
tattoa (the principle of cosmic intelligence).

18.

** He (Pfthu) merged .the Mahat, the ground of all

gunas (evolutes) into jiva conditioned by Maya. By the power

of his knowledge and renunciation, Prthu—still a jiva condi-

tioned by Maya—became established in the pure Brahmahood
and cast off the conditioning May§. attached to the Self.

19. His wife, the great queen Arcis, though too delicate

to touch the bare ground with her feet, followed him to the

penance-forest

.

20. Though she (queen Arcis). became extremely

emaciated due to her intense devotion in participating in the

austere observances ( such as sleeping on the bare ground) and

religious duties of her husband, by rendering personal services

1 15. For the mind is drawn by the senses in the world of varied

experiences and hence it is said to be absorbed in them.
* VJ. interprets this according to the general law of merger {laya)

viz. the effects are to be absorbed into the cause. Thus the senses are

merged into the Taijasa-ahaihkdra. Its presiding deities in those of the presid-

ing deities of VaikSrika ahathkSra and their bodies into the VaikSrika

ahathk&ra. The elements Pfthvi etc. along with their qualities like smell,

touch etc. are absorbed in the Tdmasa ahathkdra (bhUtidi). These three

types of ahathkdras (along with senses etc.) merge into the Mahattattva

(Principle of cosmic intelligence). And Rudra, the presiding deity of

duuhh&ra, is absorbed into god Brahmfl, who presides over the Mahat.

*• VR: (The last two lines^ : Pfthu who was practically free from the

effects ofthe karmas, realised the Supreme Being in himself. By dint of his

knowledge and renunciation, he became free from the remaining karmas.

He thus became liberated, established in his own essential nature.

VJ. refutes the idea of Liberation of adoaitias. The process of Pfthu *s

liberation was as follows: Prthu merged Brahmft, the presiding deity of

dm Mahat into Lakfml and the principle Mahat into unintelligent Prakfti.

Lakfml with Prakfti was absorbed into Hari, By force of his knowledge

and dispassionateness, Pfthu did this and attained the Stytfja form of

Libation.
VO. : Pfthu became aPftrfada (attendant) of the Lord in Valkuqtha.

GD. 1 Pfthu was able to abandon his subtle body (LMfe-isrlr*).
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to him and by leading the sage’s way of life (such as sub-

sisting on roots, fruits etc.). She did not feel any affliction, as

she was satisfied with the loving regard and affectionate touch

of her beloved husband’s hand.

21. Having observed that the body of the protector of

the earth, herown beloved husband, became completely devoid

of consciousness, life etc., the pious lady wept for a while and
got it placed on the funeral pyre on the ridge of the mountain.

22. She bathed in the waters of the river, performed the

prescribed rites. Having given libations of water to the de-

parted Soul of her husband, the performer of noble deeds, she

paid obeisance to the celestial gods who had assembled there to

witness her self-immolation, she went round the fire three times

and meditating on the feet of her husband, entered the burn-

ing funeral pyre.

23. Seeing the chaste lady perform self-immolation

after her husband, Prthu, the great hero, thousands of god-

desses who were competent to confer boons, began to praise

her, along with their consorts.

24. They showered flowers on that peak of the mount
Mandara. While the celestial trumpets were blowing, they

spoke ( in praise of her) to each other.

Goddesses said :

25. “Oh ! What a blessed wife is this who, with all her

heart, served her husband, the king of kings, just as Lak$mi

does to the Lord of Sacrifices (Narayana).

26. Following herhusband Pjrthu, this chaste lady really

proceeds to regions higher than ours. Look ! Arcis is going up

beyond us, by virtue of her noble deed incomprehensible to

the unrighteous.

27. What is verily difficult to be achieved by those

mortals who, though the span of their life on the earth is un-

certain, attain to spiritual knowledge (of acdonlessness) lead-

ing to the region ofthe Lord (Liberation).

28. He is definitely deceived—a veritable enemy of his

own Self who after great difficulty attains to the life as a

human being*- capable of leading to Liberation (Mokfa), is

attached to objects Of pleasure.*’

'
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Maitreya said :

29* While the heavenly damsels (goddesses) were prais-

ing her, Arcis ( the queen of Pfthu ) reached the region of her

husband—the region whieh Pfthu ( the son of Vena) whose
mind was concentrated on Lord Vijiju (Acyuta ) and who was
the foremost amongst those who realized the Soul, attained.

30. Of such glory and prowess was king Pjrthu, the

Suprememost mighty monarch. I have described to you the

history of the king of noble deeds.

31. He who,,with faithful and attentive mind, reads,

listens to or recounts this extremely holy life of Pfthu, would

attain to the region of PjrthG.

32. By reading this, a Brahmana would become pre-

eminent in Brahmanic lore, a K$attriya, the ruler of the world,

a VaiSya, the leader of his guild and a Sudra (listening to it)

would attain the most preeminent position ( like a man of

SGta community)

.

33-34. After hearing this account thrice with faith and
reverence, a man or a woman, if devoid of issue, becomes

blessed with the best progeny, and if penniless, he/she becomes

the wealthiest; An obscure person, attains good renown; a dull *

witted one would become a scholar; this is a means of secur-

ing prosperity to men, averting evils and inauspiciousness.

35. It blesses with wealth, glory, longevity, heavenly

blessings and removes the impurities of the Kali-age. Those

who aspire after full achievement of the four purufSrthas (goals
i

oflife) viz. Dharma (righteousness), Artba (wealth,) K&ma
( enjoyment of life) and Mok$a (Liberation), should regularly

and with faith listen to this story of Pfthu which is the best

means of securing purufSrthas.

36. A king intending to undertake the conquest of the

world starts his expedition after listening to this, the kings,

against whom he marches will receive him with tributes as wa*

done to Pythu.

37. Even though one gets auspicious fruits mentioned

above from listening to Pfthu's life, one who gives up all

desires and bears pure, motiveless devotions to the Lord, should

listen, narrate and read this holy life of Prthu, the son ofVena.
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38. Oh Vidura (the son of Vicitravirya), the story of
Pfthu which reveals the greatness of the Venerable Lord has

been narrated to you. A mortal who devotes his mind to it,

attains to the goal achieved by Pfthu.

39. A person who devoutly listens to or narrates the

story of Pfthu everyday, becomes free from attachment and
develops intense love and devotion to the Lord whose feet serve

as a boat to cross the sea of worldly existence {sarhsara)

.

CHAPTER TWENTY-FOUR

{Prthu*s Descendants and the Hymn o/Rudra•

)

Maitreya said :

1. VijitaS va, the son of Pfthu, was an .emperor of great

renown. He was affectionate to his brothers. He distributed

to each of his younger brothers each direction (of his kingdom
to rule).

2. The sovereign gave the eastern quarter to Haryak^a

;

assigned the southern direction to ‘Dhumrake6a ; he appointed

* This chapter gives the following genealogy of Pfthu.

Pfthu

Vijit&jva alias

Antardhana

Havirdhana

Haryakfa Dhftmrakefa Vfka

Pavaka Pavamina

Dravina

Barhisad or Gaya Sukla Kfsoa Satya Jit^-vrata
PrScIn abarhis

Pracet as (io sons of the same name).

V.P. confirms Aii genealogy except about the number of Pfthu’s sons

According to V.P. 1.14.1, Pfthu had only two sons Antardhftna and

V&din. Vfja and Ajina instead of SaiyS and Jita-vrata are the brothers of

Prficlnabarhis (Y.P. 1,14.2). The hymn of Rudra is a new contribution

intheBh.P. and it is not in V.P.
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(his) brother named Vj*ka to the western quarter, and gave
the fourth direction (the North) to Draviga.

3. Vyataiva obtained from Indra the power of making
invisible movements and came to be designated as Antardhana.
He had three sons by (his queen) Stkhandinl who were highly

beloved by all.

4. They were former firegods by name Pavaka, Pavamana
and Suci who were born (as human* beings) by the curse of
Vasi§tha, and who subsequently regained their godly status by
practice ofYoga.

5. Antardhana who did not kill Indra even though he
knew that Indra stole the sacrificial horse,116 got Havirdhana

( a son
) by his ( another wife ) Nabhasvati.

6. Looking upon kingly duties, such as exacting tribut*

es, inflicting punishment, levying taxes, as harsh and ruthless,

he relinquished them under the pretext of undertaking a long

sacrificial session.

7. Even there (while engaged in the sacrificial session),

the king who realized his Self, worshipped the Supreme Soul

who is perfect and annihilates the afflictions of his devotees,

and attained to His region, by pure and perfect meditation.

8. From Havirdhana, (his queen) Havirdhani begot

six sons viz., Barhi$ad, Gaya, Sukla, Krsna, Satya and Jita-

vrata.

9. Oh descendant Kuru (Vidura) ! Barhisad, the eldest

son of Havirdhana, the most fortunate lord of men (Prajd-pati)

was a pastmaster in sacrificial lore as well as in the science

and practice of Yoga.

10. (He was called Pracinabarhis as) the surface of the

whole earth was covered over with Ku£a grass with their ends

pointing to the east, for he went on performing sacrifices (suc-

cessively ) one after another, each close to the place reserved

( used ) for the previous sacrifice.

1 1 . On the advice of Brahma, the god of gods, he mar-

ried Satadruti, the daughter of the presiding deity of Seas.

She was still a girl but beautiful in every part of the body. In

the marriage ceremony, when she went round the fire, beauti-

n6. Vide Supra IV. 19-20.
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fully decorated with ornaments, the firegod (himself) became
enamoured of her, as he did in the case of Suki.117

12. Gods, demons, celestial singers (Gandharvas), sages,

Siddhas(a tribe of demigods), men and serpents were captivat-

ed by the young married girl, with the melodious jingling of

her anklets ringing in all directions (while she walked).

13. Praclnabarhis had ten sons called Pracetas, from

Satadruti. All of them bore the same name, observed the same
vows and were equally well-versed in religion ( or Dharma£ astra ) •

14-15. When ordered by their father to beget children,

they entered the ocean to perform penance. They propitiated

the Lord of Penances (Hari), by undergoing austere penance

for ten thousand years. With perfect self-control, they (all the

while) meditated on and worshipped him, repeating (to them-

selves) what was imparted to them by Lord Siva, whom
they saw (revealed to them) on the way, conferring his grace

on them.

Vidura said :

16. Please narrate to us, Oh Brahmana, how the meet-

ing between the Pracetasas and Lord Siva took place on the

road, and tell us what advice of deep import was he pleased to

impart to them ( out of his grace)

.

1 7 Sages, freeing themselves from all attachments have

been meditating on Lord Siva as their coveted goal. Hence

contact with the Lord is very difficult, for embodied beings in

this world, Oh Brahmana sage.

18. Though finding delight in his Self, Venerable Lord

Siva accompanied with his terrible Sakti (power of destruc-

1 1 7. v.l. stukim—A slender continuous stream of ghee poured into

the fire.

Suki—According to all commentators, except VJ., this refers to the

episode when the seven Sages were conducting a sacrificial session. Fire-

god was overcome with passion at the sight of their wife. Sv&hi, die

wifeofAgni (Fire-god )
assumed the form of that lady and satisfied him.

She then assumed the form of a female parrot (Suki) and deposited his

semen in a clump of grass. VJ. thinks that £ukl was a princess who was

abducted by the Fire-god through lust, while she was going round the

fire. In the case of Satadruti, he could not physically do so. Hence he

loved her on the mental plane only.
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tion) moves about in the world for the proper maintenance of
the world*order.

Maitreya said :

19. Receiving their father's command reverentially (lit.

on their heads ) ,
the pious Pracetasas set their minds zealously

on practising penance and proceeded towards the West.

20. They saw a very big lake, slightly smaller than the

sea in expanse. 1 1 was crystal-clean like the mind of the noble

Souls, and abounded in happy acquatic beings.

21. It was (as it were) a rich mine of blue and red lilis,

lotuses that blossom by night, by day and by twilight and blue

lotuses (indtvara) . It was resounded with the warblings and
notes of (waterbirds like) swans, cranes, ruddy geese and ducks

( Karan^ava)

.

22. It was surrounded by lush growth of trees and creep-

ers which were thrilled with118 the sweet musical humming of

intoxicated bees. It presented ( as if) a festive occasion (cele-

brated
) by the winds, by scattering of the pollen from lotuses,

in all directions.

23. The Princes were wonderstruck to listen to the

celestial, classical118 vocal music of Gandharvas ravishing the

mind—music which followed180 the playing of instrumental

music of tabors {mfdariga) and Panava.

24-25. At that very moment, they noticed Siva, the

foremost among gods, coming out of that lake, along with his

attendants. His complexion was like a mass of red-hot gold.

His throat was blue-coloured. He had three eyes. His smiling

countenance showed his inclination to shower his grace (on
a

his devotee?). His glory was being sung by the followers of

gods (like Gandharvas and Kinnaras). As curiosity was

n8. VR. thinks that the ends ofcreepers intertwining trees were

the hair standing on their ends in the case of the trees which heard the

music. While VC . and GD. regard the thick clusters of buds on them as

the result of the thrill of the music.

1 19. mdrga and dsi

i

are styles of singing, mSrga is the classical style

(cf. V&lmfki R&miyapa I.4.36 agiyathh nirgavidh&naiaihpadS) .

,
1 ao. v.l. mtda&ga-pa$av&iyava<—acccmpanied by playing on mfdatiga

and Sapava.
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aroused in them, the Princess bowed down to him as soon as

they saw him.

26. The Venerable Lord (Siva) who removes the afflic-

tions of his devotees (seeking his shelter) , and who loves

righteousness, was pleased with those (Princes) who were

experts in religion, possessed high moral characters and who
were happy (to see him). He spoke to them.

or* Rudra said :

27. You are the sons of Vedisad (Barhisad). I know
what you intend to do. May you be blessed. (It is) for

conferring grace on you that I have revealed myself to you.

28. He is certainly dear to Me, who, completely sub-

mitting himself, has directly resorted to Venerable Lord
Vasudeva who is beyond the subtle Prakrti consisting of the

three attributes (Sattva, rajas and tamas) and also the entity

called jiva.1*1

29.

* A person conscientiously and firmly devoted to his

own righteous duties, attains to the position of god Brahma after

hundred births, and reaches me if possessed of still more ex-

cessive merits. But a votary of Lord Visiju, after the end of

this mundane body, attains to the region of Lord Visnu which

is beyond sarhsara, just as we (Rudra and other divinities) do

after the termination of our office (and dissolution ofour subtle

bodies).

30. You, votaries of the Venerable Lord (Visnu), are

as dear to me as the Lord himself. And to the devotees of

the Lord, no body else than me, is more dear anywhere.

31.

** This is a sacred and highly auspicious hymn lead-

ing to the Final Beatitude. This should be constantly repeated

*

is i. : He is superior to the principle known as Lakfml designated

here as jiva and tamas.

*VJ. differs .after enjoyment of the status or region of Brahmk, the

jiva goes to Lakfml which is not subject to change. It is in the Pralaya

stage that all come to the Omniscient Lord.
** Please listen to what I tell you. It should constantly be repeated

(to oneself) . It explains how the Supreme Soul is distinct from Prakrti

and Purufa. Hence it is sacred and auspicious inasmuch as it secures the

Pvrufdrthas (Dharxaa, Artha, Kfima) and is a means to Liberation. Hence
I am narrating it to -you—VR.
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secretly (in strict privacy). I shall now relate it to you. Please

listen (attentively)

Maitreya said :

32. Lord Siva whose heart is full of compassion and
who is fully devoted to Narayana, spoke (the following words)
to the Princes who were standing with folded palms before

him.

33. “Victory to you, Oh Lord ! Your victory is for the

attainment of the blessedness of the Self, by the pre-eminent

ones among'those who have realized the Soul. May I too

(thereby) attain to the state of blessedness! You eternally

abide in the highest blissful nature. Hence I bow to you,

Supreme Soul who is immanent in all.

34.

* Salutation to the Lord who has a lotus (constituting

the universe) springing up in his navel; who is the controller

(lit. Soul) of the subtle elements (canmdtras )
and the sense-

organs; who is (the first and foremost VyUha or manifestation

of the Lord called) Vasudeva,122 (the presiding principle

or the ruler of citta—Reason); who is absolutely tranquil,

self-refulgent, the unchangeable Supreme Soul abiding in (and

controlling) all beings.

35.

* * Obeisance to Safikarsana (the second VyUha, the

presiding deity of aharhkara or ego) who is unmanifest, infinite,

the destroyer of the universe (by fire emanating from his

* VC : Oh Lord with a lotus in his navel ; My physical body is

born ofBrahma who was created from the lotus springing up from your

navel. Make me inclined to your devotion. Oh Vasudeva, the presiding

deity of eitta (mind), make my mind serene and tranquil. Fill it with

your light and urge it on to your devotion.

122. Vasudevdya—To the Principle that abides m all and yet is un-

soiled by their defects.

** VR: (I) bow to SaAkatfapa who withdraws within himself the

universe; Who consumes the world by fire blowing out of his mouth; who
is too subtle to be distinguished by name and form but who is unmanifest

and hence is himself unwithdrawable. Salute to Pradyumna (the 3rd

P^dAc-Manifestation of the Lord), who enlightens the world by instruction

in the Sdstra called Vedas which teach the means to all the Purut&rthas

(objectives in human life) ; who controls all the beings by abiding in them
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mouth at the time of Pralaya—the dissolution of the universe)

;

( I) bow to Pradyumna ( the third Vyuha ) who awakens the

universe (to the highest knowledge) ,
123 and who presides over

Buddhi (intelligence).

36.

* I pay my respects again and again to (the fourth

VyUha) Aniruddha who is the ruler of the mind which con-

trols the sense-organs (e.g. the eye, the ear etc.) .
m I bow to

him (i.e. You) who as the Sun god126 pervades the universe

with his light122 and who is unaffected by increase and de-

crease.127

37.

** I bow to him who is the gateway to the heaven

as well as to the Liberation (Moksa) ;
who ever abides in pure

hearts.122 I pay obeisance to ihe Fire-god (whose energy is

gold), who is the means of performing sacrificial activities (for

which services of four sacrificial priests, viz., Hotd,
Adhvaryu,

Udgata and Brahma are essential) and who promotes the conti-

nuity of the (tradition of the) sacrifice.12
®

123. Viiva-prabodhaya—Who is perfect in wisdom or who ‘awakens

the universe—VJ.
124. Hxfikeiendriyatmane—Master of sense-organs and whatever be-

longs to Indrawho presides over the mind and senses—VJ.

125. paramahamsaya : (i) One who destroys from himself as well

from his devotees the impurities of Karmas whether merit or sin VR.

(ii) One who completely removes the doubt of his devotees like

Sanaka and others by imparting real knowledge to them—SD.

126. p irnaya—(i) Who pervades (everything) both internally and

externally—VR. _
(ii) Who assumed full-fledged incarnations like Nrsunha, Rama—SD.
1 27. nibhxtatmane—One whose all desires are fulfilled or achieved

—VR. „
VR. records a v.l. —nirvrtdtmane—One who is unaffected by sorrow.

* VC. (2nd half) : Oh Lord, the Soul of the Sun-god ! Direct my

eyesight to the beauty of your (the Lord’s) personality. May .the inhe-

rent light of this Sun purify me. I bow to you. Cf. supra III 26.28.

Just as you direct others to the path of karma ,
direct my power of

speech for performing yoyr khtana form ofdevotion.

128. Sucifad—(i) Hence is called hamsa—SR.
cf. Hamsah SucifadtKafha Up. 5-2 als0 Mahan&rayana 9.3 ; 1 7 •»

j

and

Nrsimha-Purva-TapiniUpa 3.1, vide Jacob’s UVK (Upanifad Vakya Koia p.

1067).
(ii ) Who dwells in the pure hearts of Yogis—VR.
(iii) One who abides in the Fire—VJ. .

120. tantavr— (i) Who is of the form of or identical with TajHa~

VR. *
(ii) Who secures the continuity of the race, or AU-pervading—VJ.
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38. * Salutation to him who, as Soma is the food of manes

{pitfs

)

and gods, isvthe Lord of Three Vedas (viz. Rg, Sdman

and Tajus), and is the semen (essence) of sacrifice. My
obeisance to youwho in the form of water, give satisfaction

to all jivas.

39.

** I bow to him who is the body of all the Souls

(Stmans) or living beings; who is in the form of the earth; who
forms the Cosmic Body (Virat) ; who, as the Vayu—the deity

of vital airs and wind—sustains the three worlds, and forms

the power of the mind, senses and body.

40.

***~ I pay obeisance to him who as ether (through

its attribute called Sound) serves as an index (to the existence)

* (i) VR. : I bow to him who as an Inner Controller dispenses

fruits ofkarmas; who as the food of Pitys and gods brings satisfaction to

them; who is the protector of three Vedas and is the fruit (seed) of

sacrifices; thus he reveals the means of attaining to heaven ( Svarga—in-

cluding worldly pleasures on the earth) and Mokfai who is the giver of

pleasures to jtvas from the contact with objects of senses and all kinds of

tastes.

(ii) VC: Oh Lord in the form of Soma, the food of Pitfs and gods !

By repaying the debt (obligations) to gods, sages and Pitfs, please fix up
my heart in devotion (to you) and may the lustre of Soma purify me Oh
Lord in the form of fluids! Please develop in me taste for your essential

sweetness. May my tongue and humids in my body be purified. I pay

obeisance to you.

(iii) GD : The Lord, in the form of rasa (fluids) is bowed to create

proper ability in the tongue to taste the sweetness of divine grace.

** (i) VR : Salutations to him whom everything insentient and all

sentient beings serve as abody ; who is gross ( Virat) and of the form of

PfthivI and its characteristic quality—fragrance.

(ii) VJ : Obeisance to him who abides in everyone as die Soul,

thumb-like in stature ; and who staying within the earth makes her most

important.

(iii) VC : Oh Hari in the form ofthe Earth ! Direct my sense ofsmell

to your divine fragrance and my body to your service. Oh Hari in the

form of VSyu ! Make my sense of touch appreciative ofthe tenderness of

your person and make my body, senses and mind capable of worshipping

you.

*** (i) VJ: Bow to him the correct means of knowing whom is

Sistra or Vtdai or who is the cause or source of Purufirtha (the highest

objective in human life); who is unattached like akdia (ether); who
sanctifies all; who is light itself; who abides in all deities or who gives

iacred regions like Svarga etc.
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of all things and are the basis of the concept of differentiation

between the internal and external. I bow to him who forms
the regions of great refulgence ( called Svarga etc. and which
are attained by great meritorious acts).

41. I bow to you who are both Praortti karma (acts

pertaining to worldly activities or saihsara ) leading to the

region of manes (Pitrs)
,
and the Nivftti karma ( the disconti-

nuance of worldly acts ) the means of attaining to the region of

gods. (Bow to you) who are the god of Death, (which is)

the fruit of unrighteousness which causes pain.

42. Salutations to you, Oh Lord! You are the source

of all blessings. You are the Manu (or all-knower and the

embodiment of Mantras) . I bow to you in the form of

Kp§na who is the highest righteousness incarnate and whose
intelligence is unobstructed (anywhere ) ; who is the ancient-

most Purusa (person), the master of the path of knowledge
(Sankhya) and of Yoga.

43. You are the Lord Rudra who is the presiding deity

of aharhkara (ego) and who possesses the threefold potencies

( of being the doer, the instrument and action). I bow to

you (Oh Brahma
! ) who are the embodiment of knowledge and

action, and who are the source of (four kinds) speech (viz.

para, paSyanti, madhyama and vaikhari) . My obeisance to you.

44. Be pleased to bless us who are earnestly desirous of

seeing you, with your vision which is highly adored and

esteemed by the devotees of the venerable Lord (i.e. you).

Please reveal to us your beautiful form which is so dearest to

your votaries, and which, forming the objects of enjoyment

of all senses simultaneously, delights them all {or which delights

all senses by its numerous qualities).

45. Your form is lovely, bluish and resplendent like the

rainy cloud. With its four long graceful arms and winsome

face with beautiful and well-shaped features, it is as if a syn-

thesis (lit. a treasure-house) of beauty in everything.

46. Your form has eyes (charming) like the inner petals

of lotus, beautiful eyebrows and shapely nose, excellent rows

(U) VG. : la then verses one’s own elements, senses and mind ace
***** prone to tin devotion of the Lord. After adorinf'Lord, the Lord is

bowed to as having theform of the Vaikuatba.
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of teeth, attractive cheeks and mouth with symmetrical ears

beautifying it.

47. With side-long looks as if smiling with love, your

form is beautified with flowing locks of hair. It is clad in

silken garments, (yellowish) like lotus-filaments, and is adorned

with a pair of polished earrings.

48. It is also decorated with a brilliant crown, bracelets,

wreaths of pearls, anklets and a girdle. It is extremely magni-

ficent by its conch, discus, mace, lotus, garland of sylvan

flowers and excellent jewels (of various kinds).

49. Its shoulders which resembled those of a lion, are

shining with lustre of necklace, earrings (and other orna-

ments). Its neck appears beautiful with the refulgence of the

Kaustubha gem. Its bosom on which rests permanently the

goddess Sr! ( in the form of Srivatsa

)

far outshines the ( dark

coloured) touchstone bearing a streak of gold on it.

50. Its belly is like the leaf of an aivattha (Indian fig-

tree) in shape, and appears beautiful with its threefold

heaving due to his inhalation and exhalation of breath. Its

navel is so deep like a whirlpool that it is as if withdrawing

again the universe (to its source) through it.

51. On the dark-blue waist (ofYour form) the (yellow)

silken loin-cloth fastened with a girdle of gold, appears all the

more resplendent (by contrast in colours) . Your form is

extremely handsome to look at due to (its pair of) symmetri-

cal and beautiful feet, shanks, thighs and depressed knees.

52. You dispel die darkness (of ignorance) in our hearts

by the rays of light emanating from the nails of your feet(toes)

which are beautiful like the petals of autumnal lotus. Pray

reveal to us your form, our asylum, which removes the fear

(of your devotees ) . Oh Master 1 You are the preceptor to

guide us who are groping in the dark.

53.

* This form ofyours should be constantly meditated

upon by those who earnestly desire to purify their hearts. For

+ (i) VR. : Pray reveal unto us your form as an object of meditation

(and not stkfUkira—perception). The Yoga of meditation leads to the

Yoga ofdevotion*

/ (11) VJ. i Self-purification means liberation from tatfuira. For this

mere performance of our righteous duties according to our come (caste)
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the path of devotion brings fearlessness (or final beatitude)

unto those who perform their respective religious duties.

54. You are difficult to be attained by all embodied
beings (who are not your devotees). You are sought after and
respected by the ruler of heaven

—

Svarga. You are the goal of
them who exclusively seek Self-realisation. You are accessible

only to them who are full of devotion.

55. You are very difficult to be propitiated. Having
propitiated you, with exclusive devotion which is difficult to

be found even in the righteous people, who will covet for any-

thing else than an asylum at your feet ?

56. Even though the god of death destroys the universe

by the movement of his eyebrow—an index of his majestic

power and energy—he does not wish (to exercise his authority

on ) him who has resorted to your feet as shelter.

57. I do not regard the heaven (Svarga) as well as final

Beatitude (Mokfa ) as equivalent to companionship for the

duration of half a moment with the devotees attached to the

Lord. What of the blessings of mortals.

58. Now, let this be the favour conferred on us :

May we be blest with the association of those who have

washed away their sins internally by immersing their Souls in

the (stream of the) glory of the Lord, and externally by bath-

ing in the sacred waters of the Ganga flowing from the Lord's

holy feet which absolves one of all sins, and who are compas-

sionate to all beings and have their minds free from passions

like love, hate etc., and are endowed with virtues like straight-

forwardness.

59.

* The contemplative sage whose mind is completely

purified by being blest with the path of devotion (in associa-

and dirama (stage of life) is not enough. This observance of duties

developing into and combining therewith intense devotion leads to

Liberation.

(iii) VO.: Mere knowledge of karmas is not sufficient. Bhakti-yoga is

absolutely necessary for those who observe their respective religious duties.

A Sddhaka desirous ofremoving his avidyd, should meditate upon this form
tiU a gets a vision of it. ... ...

* VO.; The mind is specially purified in the association of your

devotees. Such pure mind enjoys tae beauty of your sports (Md). The
ten defects or "offences' against bhakti (devotion) or ndma (God’s name)
do not arise. The goddess of Bhakti confers her blessings and such a con-

templative Soul visualises God's sports in his pure heart
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tion with such devotees ofGod ) and is neither distracted by
external objects nor lost in the dark cave of ignorance,1*0 soon

perceives your real nature easily and properly.

60. 41 You are that superbly effulgent Brahman in whom
this universe is manifested and who appears shining in every-

thing and who is all-pervading (and unaffected or unattached

)

like the sky.

61. Oh Lord! Your Maya assumes various numerous

forms. By this (Maya) you create, sustain and again destroy

the world as if it were real. But you remain changeless (all

the while). Your Maya creates the notion of difference (in

others), but has no control or effect on you, the Supreme

Soul. Hencewe know you to be absolutely independent.

62. This form of yours is indicated as their controller

by the bhUtas (five elements e.g. Earth, Water, Fire etc. ),

(conative and cognitive) sense-organs and the mind. Those

{karma)—yogins1 81 ( the followers of the Path of Action), who
devotedly worship this very form properly, by means of various

ritualistic acts, for the attainment of Siddhi (finalemancipation )

,

are verily the past masters in Vedas and Agama-Sastra

(Tantric-lore).

63. You are the only One, primeval Person with your

potency (called Maya) lying dormant.. When it is activated

through her, ( the three gunas viz.) sattva, rajas and tamos be-

come differentiated (and combined) . From it are evolved this

universe (consisting of) (the principle of cosmic intelligence

called ) Mahaty aharitkSra (ego)
,

( elements such as ) the sky,

130. VJ. reads differently : Whose mind enters the Soul who abides

in cave of the heart.

*YJ: This verse points that Brahman (the support) and the universe

are different; that his supreme effulgence shows that he is unaffected by

ignorance or nescience and his comparison with the sky indicates his

limitlessness.

131. yoginab—(0 VR*: For Liberation (Mokfa) the followers of the

path ofknowledge {jWna-yoga) devoutly worship this form of the Lard,

by performance of righteous duties specifically prescribed for their some

afcd ibruma* They do these properly and withoutany attachment or longing

/tor the fruit of the action.

fit; Followers bfBbaJk&yoga-~GD'
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wind, fire, water and earth, as well as gods, sages, multitudes
of living beings.

64* By a portion of yourself, you have entered the

bodies offour types1** whiclvyou have created by your (Maya)
power. It is, therefore, that they call him Purufa i.e. one who
abides in the body. He is the jiva who through his senses enjoys

the (drops of) honey (insignificant pleasures) collected by
bees18*a. (This shows his negligible nature.

)

65. Though you are as described above, your real

nature is inferrable (as its direct perception is not possible).

(At the time of the dissolution of the world) you exhibit very

terrific velocity sweeping off one element by another; You
(ultimately) destroy the world just as a hurricane of irresisti-

ble force scatters away and sweeps off a multitude of clouds.

66. Just as an alert serpent, licking (its lips) with

hunger, suddenly seizes a rat, you, as vigilant Death, supris-

ingly catch hold of a person who, absorbed in the anxiety

of what to do and how to do, has become extremely negligent,

is extremely addicted to sensual pleasure and has grown over-

greedy.

67. What wise man who regards his life (lit. body) wast-

ed by disregarding (i.e. not remembering )
you,' will give up

your lotus-like feet—feet which my father Brahma has been

* VR. : The Lord is known as Purufa as he is the antaryamin of jiva

in whom he enters and controls.

VJ. : By a slight portion he enters the bodies of four kinds (e.g.

viviparous, oviparous etc.) and through the senses of the jiva he enjoys

only the essence of bliss. Hence as he abides in the body, he is known as

Purufa.

VC. : The word sdragha indicates that the so-called pleasure is really

pain (the sting of bees).

SD. : He who enjoys the insignificant pleasures of senses, the fruit of

actions, is called jiva and is bound and he who abides in the body and is

free, is the Purufa.

13 z. caturvidham : &R. enumerates them as follows :—(i) jardyuja

(viviparous); (ii) aptfaja (oviparous) ; (iii) svedaja (sweat-born); (iv)

udbhija (germinating as a plant). According to VR. they are :—(1) gods;

(3) men; (3 ) subhuman beings; (4) immovables.

133a. Cf. dvd suparpd sayuja sakhdyd

kffor dnyafi pippalath svddvatti etc. —Mupf. Up, 3.1.1.

Svti. Up, 4.6.
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adoring through fear ( of bondage of sarhsSra ) and which the

fourteen Manus have beenworshipping without arguments(with

implicit belief)

.

68. Oh Brahman ! Oh Supreme Soul! The whole uni-

verse is overwhelmed with the fear of Rudra (the destroyer of

the universe). To us who are wise, you are our asylum com-

pletely free from fear.

69. Oh Princes! While you carry 4out your righteous

duties with a pure heart and with your mind concentrated on

the Lord, you repeat this (hymn) . May God bless you

!

70. (Please do) worship Hari, extolling and contem-

plating him again and again, as Hari is the Supreme Soul

abiding in you as well as in al] other beings.

71. Please commit to memory the hymn called YogddeSa

which you have received from me. Observing the vows of a

sage's life and concentrating your minds, all of you study this

reverentially.

72. With a desire to create the world, the venerable

god Brahma, the Lord of all the progenitors of the universe,

formerly taught this (hymn) to us, his sons e.g. Bhfgu and

others who were intent on augmenting procreation.

73. When we, all the progenitors of creatures, were

urged to create beings, we dispelled our ignorance by (repeat-

ing) this hymn and procreated various species of beings.

74. Hence, ifa person who is devoted to Vasudeva,

repeats this hymn with faith and concentrated mind, he would

before long obtain blissfulness.

75. Knowledge leading to the final beatitude is the

highest of all blessings. It is by the boat of knowledge that

one easily crosses the impassable sea of misery (i.e. sartisdra )

.

76. He who with perfect devotion and concentration,

studies this hymn in praise of the Lord sung by me, propitiates

Lord Hari himself who is otherwise so very difficult to be

pleased.

77. As the Lord is the sole receptacle of all blessings,

a man with a steady mind who highly delights the Lord (by

upraising him) with this hymn sung by me, immediately gets

whatever blessings he likes.
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78. A man, who, rising up early at dawn, and with a
heart full of devotion, hears this or recites this to others with

folded palms, is released from the chains of karmas.

79. Oh princes! By repeating with concentrated mind
this praise of the Highest Person, the Supreme Soul, sung by
me, you do perform this great penance at the end of which
you will obtain your desired object.

CHAPTER TWENTY-FIVE

*
( The Story of Purafljana—Introduction

)

Maitreya said :

1 . Having thus instructed Pracetasas, the sons of Bar*

hi$ad. Lord Siva who was devoutly worshipped by them,

immediately disappeared at that very spot, while the Princes

were simply looking on.

2. Repeating the hymn in praise of the venerable Lord,

as sung by Rudra, all the Pracetasa princes standing in water,

practised penance for ten thousand years.

3. OhVidura! In the meanwhile (while Pracetasas

were undergoing austere penance) the compassionate Narada
who knew the reality about the Supreme Soul, (visited and)

reasoned with (their father) Pracinabarhis who was attached to

and was preoccupied in ritualistic Vedic acts, (as follows) :

4. “Oh King ! What bliss do you attempt to secure by

the performance of ritualistic acts ? That which removes mise*

ries and secures happiness is (called the real) bliss. And
(according to the wise) such beatitude is not expected from

the karmas.”

* The story of Purafljana is an allegory on jiva and Param&tman.

(Qf. the allegorical reference to the jiva and Siva as two birds occupying

the same tree, one enjoying the fruits and the other staying aloof

—

Mu$d.

Up, 3.1.1 and&rt. Up. 4.6; The commentators explain the allegory at

every step in details.

It is interesting to compare the interpretation of the allegory given
by the commentators with that given by the author of the Bh. P. himself

in chapter 99 (infra)

.
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Thi King said :

5. “Oh blessed Sir ! My mind is distracted by the

ritualistic karmas. 1 do not know the supreme bliss. Please

initiate me in that pure knowledge whereby I can be free from

(bonds of alt) karmas.

6. In the householders life which is characterised by

deceitfulness, a person looks upon his sons, wife and wealth as

the sole objectives in life. Such ignorant persons, wandering

in the pathways of saihs&ra ( transmigration ofthe Soul) , never

attain the Supreme Bliss.

Nirada said* :

7. Oh Lord ofmen ! Have a look at those multitudes

of living beings mercilessly slaughtered by you in thousands,

as beasts (consecrated) for sacrifice.

8. Remembering your cruelty(to them), they are wait-

ing for you. When you will be dead, they, with their ire

aroused, will pierce you (through and through) with their steel-

like horns.

9. On this point, I shall narrate to you this ancient

legend. Listen to the story of Purafijana as I tell you.

10. Oh King, there was a king of wide fame, by name
Purafijana (i.e. Jiva ). He had a friend called Avijfiata (i.e.

the Supreme Soul) as his activities were unknown.

1 1 . The king wandered over the earth18 * in search of an

abode.184 When he did not find any suitable asylum, he be-

came rather dejected.188

12. Seeking after pleasures, he did not approve of any of

the cities that existed on the earth as suitable for the realization

* By hit Yogic powers Nftrada showed to the King the huge multi-

tudes of beasts slaughtered by him for sacrifice—£R.

133 * Prrtwf—'This indicates the universe—$R., VR. karma-bhumi—
VJ.

134. Sara&un—Body through which the jiva gets experience in

life.

135. Although he {thejiva) gets sensual pleasures in all births, he
is not satisfied as non-attachment, which is the means of the Liberation

(Mskfa) is not possible in non-human births. Hence his dejection—
Of).
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of those pleasures.189
13.

* Once upon a time, he saw, on the table .land in

the southern range of the Himalayas, a city having nine gates

and possessing all the characteristics of a good city.

14.

** It was surrounded by ramparts, gardens, watch-

towers, moats, windows, arched gateways. It was crowded on

all sides with houses with crests of gold, silver and iron.

15. It appeared resplendent like Bhogavatl,187 in beauty,

with floors of its mansions studded with precious stones like

sapphires, crystals, cat’s eyes, pearls, emeralds and rubies.

16. It appeared beautiful with assembly halls, court-

yards, main roads (highways), gambling houses, markets,

resthouses, flags and fluttering banners and platforms built of

coral.

17. Outside the city, there was a park full of celestial

trees and creepers. There was a lake resounding with warbl-

ing sounds of birds and humming of bees.

18. The bank of the lotus pond was richly beautified

with trees the foliage and branches of which were fluttering

with the cool breeze laden with spray from the cascades and

blowing over the flower beds.

19. It was safe and free from molestation as the multi-

tudes of wild animals infesting it were observing ascetic vows

(e. g. non-violence etc.). The traveller feels that he is invited

there, by the cooing of the cuckoos*

20. * * * In that garden, he (KingPurafijana) saw a young

136. There is no possibility of enjoying all the earthly and heavenly

pleasures in non*human species. Hence his disapproval—SR. Cf. t&bhyo

gam Snayat td abruvan na vai no’yam alam etc. Ait. Up. 2.2.

•In Bh&ratavarfa, to the south of the Him&layas, he saw the city

(human body) which was free from disabilities and handicaps like blind-

ness, deafness—SR.
• •The limbs or sense-organs of the body are the ramparts etc. The

plexuses (eakras like Sdh&ra etc.) are the houses. The three types of turrets

or house-crests are the gupas viz. sattoa, rajas and tfimas SR.

137. Bhogavatl : Literally— a place for enjoyment of pleasures, but

it is generally derived from bhoga ‘serpent's body*. It is the name of the

city of snakes in the lower-regions, famous for its beauty.

•The lady is the intelligence (buddhi) and the.ten attendants are the

conative and cognitive sense-organs and the hundred (i.e* hundreds of)

activities or vfUis of each are the wives.

—

$R.
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damsel of superb beauty coming there by chance. She was
accompanied by ten servants each of whom was the husband

of hundred ladies.

2 1 . She was guarded on all sides by her bodyguard, a
serpent with live hoods.188 She was sixteen years of age, beauti-

ful or capable of assuming any form she liked. She was in

search of a husband.

22. The girl had a shapely nose, beautiful rows of teeth,

lovely cheeks, attractive face and was wearing lustrbus ear-

rings in her symmetrical ears.

23. She put on a reddish-brown garment round her

waist with a girdle of gold around it. The dark-complexion-

ed180 lady with well formed hips walked with her feet making

a tinkling sound with the adorning anklets.

24. Out of bashfulness, she was (now and then) cover-

ing with the end of her garments, her symmetrical, closely

knit, round (spherical ) breasts indicating the advent of youth.

She was walking (in the stately gait) like an elephant.

25. Being (as if) wounded with the arrows of her charm-

ing side-long glances, shot from the bow of her eyebrows mak-
ing lively amorous movements, the hero ( Purafijana) spoke in

soft winsome tones to the girl who looked all the more lovely

by her bashful smiles.

26. “Who are you, Oh beautiful lady with eyes like the

lotus-petals? Whose (relative) are you? Whence have you

come here ? Oh timid lady, please tell me what you desire to

do here on the outskirts of the city ?

27. Who are these ten attendants commanded by the

formidable warrior, forming the eleventh ? Who are these

beautiful damsels ? Who is the serpent who goes ahead of

you, Oh lady with beautiful eyebrows ?

28. Are you the goddess Hrl, Parvatl or Sarasvati

( the goddess of speech) or the goddess Lak$mi leading the life

of a sage in this secluded forest seeking a husband who must

have surely got all his wishes fulfilled as your feet are desired

138. This is PrSpa of five vital functions—$R.
139. SR. quotes the following from the ChSnd. Up . to explain the

darkness of complexion : annamayaih hi somya mana itiyat ktfflam tad annasya f
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by him ?140 If you be the goddess Lak?mi, where has the lotus

been dropped from your hand ?

29. Oh lady with beautiful thighs, you are surely none

of these deities as you touch the earth (with your feet) . You
should, therefore, adorn this city along with me (who am) an

A

excellent warrior of great exploits, just as goddess Lak$mi as

the consort of Lord Visnu (the Lord of Sacrifices) graces Vai-

kuntha ( the highest region )

.

30. Please show favour to me, Oh graceful lady, as the

mind-born god of love, prompted by you with the playful

movement of your eyebrows and your bashful smile expressing

love, is harassing me by piercing my heart with your side-

glances.

31. Oh lady with bright smiles ! Please raise up and

show me your sweet speaking face with beautiful eyebrows and

eyes of bright, charming pupils—your face which is covered

with locks of long dark-blue hair—as it is not turned to me
through bashfulness.”

Narada said :

32. Oh warrior! The lady was Infatuated with Purafl-

jana, the hero141 who was courting he* so impatiently and (in

response) greeted him with a smile

33. “Oh prominent man,' we do not know properly who
is your or my progenitor. No, do we know the family or the

name (by which we are called?)

34. We know that we are here today, now. We do

not know beyond that. Nor do we know who created this city

which is my abode, Oh warrior.

35. Oh respectful one, these men and women, who are

my friends, stay awake while I am asleep. So does this serpent

guarding 'this city.

36. Leave aside the details about my name, family etc.

Oh destroyer of enemies, I am glad that you have come.

140. According to most commentators: But the alternate explana-

tion “who must.. . wishes fulfilled as his feet are desired by you" is worth

considering.

141. $R. presumably reads vxkfya and interprets dfffvi (having

seen)

.
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God bless you! Whatever sensual pleasures you desire, I shall

secure for you with the help ofmy kinsmen.

37. Please occupy this city of pine gates, enjoying for

hundred years all the sense-pleasures which I shall secure for

you, Oh Lord.

38. For, whom else than you should I really please—him9

who is ignorant of erotics or pleasure, void of learning or wis-

dom, careless about tomorrow’s work (i.e. his life here) and
heedless about his life hereafter, a sheer brute.

39. Here (in the life of a householder) one attains to

purufdrthas called dharma (righteousness), artha (wealth) and

kama (pleasures of the senses) . It is here that one gets the joy

of getting progeny, immortality (i.e. Liberation

—

Mokfa )

,

fame and regions which are free from sins, sorrow—which even

recluses do not know.

40. They, the sages of old, say that in this world, the stage

of householder’s life is the only asylum for the well-being of

manes (pitrs), gods, sages, men and all other beings and of the

householder himself.

41. Oh warrior, what girl in my position (lit. like me)
would not accept as a husband a famous, munificent, good-

looking, loving personage like you.

42. Oh mighty-armed hero ! What woman’s heart in

this world would not cling to your arms which are (tender yet

powerful) like the body of a serpent?—You move about in the

world in order to remove the mental anguish of the helpless by

your smiling looks full of compassion.”

Narada said :

43. Oh King (Pracinabarhis) 1 In this way the couple

entered into a mutual agreement there. They then entered

the city and lived in happiness for a hundred years.

44. Sweetly eulogised by bards everywhere, and playing

in company of women, he entered the (swimming-) pool in the

hot season.

45. For (the convenience of) the movements from and

to the outer regions, of whosoever ( unknown) was the master

oPthe city there were seven gateways in the upper (i.e. front-)
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part of the city (viz. two eyes, two ears, two nostrils and a
mouth) and two in the lower part (the anus and the penis).

46. There were five doors to the east (front, viz., two
eyes, two nostrils and one mouth) , one to the South (the right

ear), one to the North (the left ear) and two to the west (viz.

the penis and the anus) . I shall describe to you the names of

these, Oh King.

47. * To the East were constructed adjacently a pair of

gates called khadyota (fire-fly) and Avirmukhl (of manifest

face—bright light) . Through them he (king Purafijana)

accompanied by his friend Dyumat, used to visit the country

called Vibhrajit.

48.

* * A pair of adjacent gates called Nalini and Nalin!

were also built to the east. Through them he (Purafijana)

in company of Avadhuta, goes to the region called Saurabha
( Fragrance)

.

49.

* * * The fifth gate to the east was called Mukhya ( the

main). In association with Rasajfia and Vipana, the king of

the city goes through the gate to the countries ofApana and
Bahudana.

50. t On King (Barhisad) ! Through the southern gate

of the city called Pitphu, Purafijana, in accompaniment of

Srutadhara used to go to the country called Southern Paflcala.

51.

ft By the northern gate of the city, known as DevahU,

Purafijana along with Srutadhara, used to go to the country

called Northern Paflcala.

52. To the west of the city was the gate called Asuri

(pertaining to asuras—people indulging in sensual pleasures).

In company of Durmada, Purafijana used to go to the country

called Gramaka ( low or vulgar pleasures)

.

* Description of the eyes.

* * Description of the nose.

**• Herein Apapa signifies speech, and Bahttdana denotes variety of food.

Vipana thus stands for the organ of speech and Rasajfia, for the capacity

of the tongue to taste—$R.

f The rightear is the Southernrgate leading to the region of Pitrs

by the path of ritualistic karmas. It hears the karma-kip(fo, the path of the

karmas. Due to its association with Pitr-yapa the right ear is called PitfhO.

Paflcala here is the science of Pravftti mirga.

ft DevahU is tEe left ear. It leads to the region of gods by following

the DeoaySna Path.
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53. There was another gate to the West. It was called

Nivrti. Through it Purafijana went to the country called

Vatfasa (terrible), in company ofLubdhaka (a miser).

54. Out of the citizens (there were) two viz. Nirodk
(speechless) and PeSaskrta

( possessing no * aperture) . With
these the lord of senses made movements of walking and
doing.

55. If he goes to his harem (viz. heart) along with (his

friends) VijBcfna (the chief of attendant in a harem), he
experiences delusion, calmness and (excitement of) joy, from
wife and children.

56. The unwise king (Purafijana) who was thus deeply

attached to karmas ( action ) and whose mind was completely

given up to sensual pleasures, was enraptured and whatever
the queen wished to do, he acted accordingly.

57. Sometimes when she used to drink wine, he used to

drink and get intoxicated. Sometimes when she took meals, he
took it with her ; when she chewed, he did the same.

58. Sometimes when she sang, he used to sing; some*
times he wept when she shed tears ; sometimes he followed her

while she laughed
; sometimes when she chattered, he prattled.

59. Sometimes when she ran, he ran; he stood when
she stood. When she lay in bed, he did so; sometimes when
she sat up, he also sat up.

60. Occasionally, when she heard, he heard
; when she

saw, he also saw it; sometimes she smelt, he also smelt; when
she touched, he used to touch.

61. Sometimes when the wife cried in sorrow, he
wept after her like a man in distress; when she rejoiced, he
rejoiced ; on her being delighted, he was delighted.

62. In this way, he was deceived by the queen and lost

his original nature (such as non-attachment to everything).

The ignorant King though unwilling, simply imitated (the

acts of his queen) helplessly like a domesticated monkey kept
for amusement.
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CHAPTER TWENTY-SIX

PuraHjana*s Hunting Expedition and His Queen's

Wrath Pacified

N&rada said :

1-3.* One day, Purafijana, clad in the armour of gold

and equipped with a mighty bow and an inexhaustible quiver

(of arrows) and accompanied by his eleventh general, mounted
his chariot fit for speedy marches. It was yoked with five

horses; had a pair of shafts, two wheels, one axle, three flag-

staffs, five cords, only one rein, one charioteer, one seat, two

central poles to which yoke is fixed, five covered litters and
sevenfold protection, capable of five kinds ofmovements and
provided with instruments of gold. He set out for the forest

called Paflca Prastha (Forest of five hills).

•SR., VR. SD., GD., GS. (
BP. regard verses i-io as the description of

Purafijana in the state of dream. Only VJ. thinks this as a state ofwake-

fulness {jagrad-avasthd-praveia).

According to $R. , the allegory becomes clear when we understand

the following:

The chariot—His body in the dream.
Five horses—five cognitive senses.

Two shafts=The notions of I-ness and Mine-ness.

Two wheels— merits and sins.

One axle—Pradh&na (Primordial Nature).

Three flagstaffs—Sattva, rajas and tamos.

Five cords— Five vital breaths ( Pr&na, ap&na etc.)

.

One rein— the mind.

One charioteer—The intellect.

One seat— the heart.

Two poles—grief and delusion (Soka-mohau)

Five recesses—Five objects of senses.

Seven-fold protection—Seven constituents of the body.

Five kinds ofmovements—Five conative organs.

Gold armour=*Rajogupa.
The big bow—Attachment.
The inexhaustible quiver— Infinite tendencies associated with ego

(ahamkara).
One general—The Mind.
The Pafica-prastha forest—Five objects of the senses (r.g. sound, smell

etc.

)

VJ. explains differently (only Jlfierences are noted here):

While coming To the state of wakefulness, Purafijana entered' the
stage through the five senses for the purpose of possessing various objects.
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* Being carried away by the passion for game, the

proud king left behind his wife who did not deserve that treat-

ment. Taking a bow and arrows, he started a-hunting there.

5. Taking to Asura (demonic) way of life, he became
hard-hearted and merciless. He killed (all) the wild animals

in the jungle with his sharp arrows.

6.

** Even if a king is extremely fond (of hunting), it is

restricted by the Jastras,
that (it is only) on religious occasions

like special Sraddhas as specified in the Sastras and not for rou-

tine Sraddhas that theking may kill just the required number of

sacrificial animals in the jungle (and not more)

.

7.

*** Oh Chief of Kings ! A learned person who does

his acts as prescribed by the Sdstras is not thereby affected due

to the knowledge arising from the performance of that act.

8. Otherwise a person who does acts (in violation of the

restrictions of Sastras) , becomes full of egotism and falls in the

stream ofgu$as (i.e. sarhsara ). Losing his faculty of discrimina-

tion and judgment, he goes down141a (to lower grades of

existence).

9. In the forest, there took place destruction of the

afHicted animals whose bodies were shattered by arrows with

variegated feathers—a sight unbearable to those whose hearts

were full of compassion.

1

0.

t After hunting down hares, hogs, buffaloes, bisons,

deer, porcupines and many other (animals) irrespective of

their fitness for being offered for sacrifice, he got exhausted.

His bow is the sacred syllable OM. The inexhaustible quivers are Pravftti

and Nivftti. Purafijana is the leader of the army ofeleven (io sense-organs,

mind). One axle is the Viyu—the common 'thread* or force impelling all

activities. Five recesses or knots are the niffs or 'tubes* through which

five vital breaths {pranas) circulate through the body.

*Purafijana ignored his reasoning faculty altogether and with a mad
attachment to sensual pleasures, indulged in them indiscriminately—§R.

* *The allegory being thus clear, its application to each and every verse

is not given here'as it is unnecessary. Commentators, however, emphasise

the inner meaning minutely rather than the story element.

* * *These show how one should do one*s duties without being bound

down by their effects and how an ignorant person impelled by passions gets

involved in sathsdra.

141a. adho—to hell—-VR., GD.
*1* The hunted are the permitted and prohibited pleasures

•enjoyed by thejfoa.
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* Then being exhausted with hunger and thirst, he

retired from hunting and returned to his palace. Having taken

bath and proper (sumptuous ) meal, he lay on bed and was

relieved of fatigue.

12.

** He got himself beautified with scents, cosmetics,

flower garlands etc. Having got his person well adorned, he

set his heart on the queen (his intelligence of sattuic type).

1 3. * * * In his youthful pride, the King who was satisfied

and in a gay mood, got his mind overcome with the passion of

love, he missed his (charming) wife who helped him discharg-

ing his duties as a householder.

14. Oh King Pracinabarhis ! Being rather frustrated,

he asked the ladies in the harem, “Oh beautiful ladies, are all of

you and your mistress, the queen, well as before ?

15. The splendour and wealth of jhe house do not

appear as brilliant as before ( because )
if the house is bereft of

the mother or the wife who treats her husband as a god, it is

like a broken chariot (without wheels etc. ) . What wise man
will stay in it, like a miserable wretch ?

16. Where is that charming lady who, at every step,

illuminated my intelligence and lifted me up (by cheering me),

while I was being drowned in the sea of miseries ?
’ *

*According to $R. , VR. and others, after describing the state of dream
in verses i-io, the author describes the happy life of a man with sdttviki

buddhi to the end ofthe chapter.

VJ. regards the remaining chapter as the description of the state of

sleep thus: Being thoroughly tired of gross and violent mental* activities,

he retired from the state of wakefulness to his asylum viz. hrdqya^n&fi.

Removing the dust of enjoyments in the stage of wakefulness and eaten

his meals (his own blissful nature) , die jiva sleeps fully relieved of fatigue.

••VJ. : This describes the preparation before going to sleep. Mate-

rials of decoration are for the worship of the Lord (the antarvdmin) to

whose presence thejiva goes in deep sleep. His thought ofthe queen is the

change from deep sleep to the dream-state.

•••When thejiva is under the influence of rSjasl buddhi> he will not

find this sdttviki buddhi—

&

R.
(ii) In the dream-state the jiva does not find the conclusive under-

standing about HafT (nUcaya-jfldnarh no'paiti)—VJ.
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The ladies replied :

1 7. “Oh King (Lord of men)

,

we do not know what

your beloved intends to do. You see (for yourself) that she is

lying on the bare ground, Oh destroyer of enemies.*'

Narada said :

18. Purafijana who had lost all his knowledge (power of

discretion and judgment) through his fondness for his wife,

became highly agitated and distressed to see her lying stretch-

ed (that way) on the ground.

19. With an aching heart, he tried to soothe her with

soft, pleasing words. But he did not get any indication (in

her behaviour) that it was a feigned anger of his beloved queen

towards him (due to love)

.

20. Being expert in the art of conciliation, the hero

gradually cajolled her, touched her feet and seating her on his

lap he caressed her.

Purafijana said :

21. Really unfortunate are those servants on whom,
though they have committed an offence, their masters do not

inflict any corrective punishment, thinking that they (servants)

are after all under their control, Oh beautiful damsel.

22. Punishment is a supreme grace shown by the master

to his servants. Oh slim lady, it is only an intolerant fool who
does not understand this as a friendly act.

23. Oh high-Souled lady with beautiful teeth and
charming eyebrows ! Please show to us who are your own,

your face with prominently shapely nose and soft, sweet accent-

ed speech—face bright with smiling looks, bent down with the

weight of love and bashfulness, adorned with bee-like dark

locks of hair.

24. Oh queen of a warrior ( like me) ! I shall instantly

inflict punishment on him who has committed any offence

against you unless he be an earth-god (Brahmana ) or a devotee

ofLord Viwu. Verily I shall see to it that he is not free from

fear, much less joyous either in the three worlds or (even ) be-

yond (wherever he may go, he shall die out of fear from me).

25. Never have I seen (before) your face without its

filaka mark (on the forehead) or your countenance so dull,
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cheerless, terrific with anger, unwashed and gloomy. Nor have
I ever noticed your lovely breasts soiled with (tears of) grief

and your lips red like Bimba-fruit, bereft of their saffron-

colour.

26. Therefore be gracious unto me, who, being mad
with the passion for hunting, have committed, the offence of go-

ing out to hunt as per dictates of his whim (without taking

your permission). What woman wishing to have a union would
not accept for the proper duties her lover who has always

been under her control and who has lost his patience by the

vehemence of passion of love.

CHAPTER TWENTY-SEVEN *

(Invasion of Candavega—The Episode ofKalakanya )

Narada said :

1. In this way, bringing Purafijana under her complete

control by her womanly charms, Purafijani ( the queen of Purafi-

jana) enjoyed her life, giving delight to her husband, Oh great

king.

2. When the queenwho took her full bath and beautified

herself with auspicious decorations, approached the king fully

satisfied and with bright countenance, he hailed her with joy.

Oh king (Pracinabarhis).

3. Embraced by her, he threw his arms about her neck.

He lost his reasoning capacity by the amorous sweet words of

the queen in privacy. As he was thus possessed by the young

lady day and night, he did not grasp the inexorably rapid course

of time.

4. The magnanimous prince, being overwhelmed with

lustful passion, lay on a very costly couch with the queen’s arm

as a pillow. He regarded her as the supreme objective in life

(purugariha ) and he did not think of his real transcenden-

tal self148 ( orBrahman ) as he was overpowered with Tamos ( igno-

rance )

.

•This chapter describes the general course of sarhsSra with Purafijana
as the representative-jlva .

148. Or alternatively he did not know what was his and what was
another's.
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5. Oh king of kings i While he was enjoying pleasures

thus with his mind clouded with passion, his youth passed away
as if it were half a minute.

6.

* The emperor Puraiijana begot through (empress)

Purafijan! eleven hundred sons. But he lost half of his life then.

7. Oh Lord of creatures ! He (also) begot eleven hund-
red and ten daughters called Pauraftjanis. They brought glory

to their parents and were endowed with qualities like good

character and generosity.

8.
* * That king of Paficalas ( Purafljana) got his sons,

(all) capable of continuing the race of their forefathers, marri-

ed to suitable brides and his daughters to proper bride-

grooms.

9. And his son had each a hundred sons who have verily

propagated the race of Purafljana in the Paficala country.

10. By the formation of a strong attachment (lit. sense

of mineness) to ( sons and grandsons) , the shareholders in his

property, house treasures and dependants (e.g. ministers, ser-

vants), he became firmly attached to the sense-objects.

1 1 . Being prompted by various desires he became conse-

crated for sacrifices and worshipped gods, manes (pitrs ) , Lord

of the goblins with sacrifices terrible on account of slaughter of

beasts, as your honour has done.

12. In this way, he remained remiss about his duties

( spiritually ) beneficial to him, and had his mind strongly att-

ached to his family. Verily there came the period of life ( old

age) which is repellent to persons addicted to women.

13. Oh King Pracinabarhis ! There was a King of Gan-

dharvas, known as CaQd&vegd (signifying the complete year).

The powerful king had a force of three hundred sixty Gandhar-

vas (Gandharvas standing for days)

.

Here ‘eleven’ signifies the ten sense organs and the mind. ‘Hundreds*

means innumerable activities of senses.

Daughters are the mental activities.

**JIva, the Lord of five senses, married his sons i.e. sense*activities to
t

suitable brides, i.e. thoughts about what is beneficial or otherwise. His

daughters i.e. mental activities were associated with virtues like modesty

6rproper objectives ofpleasure.
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14. Paired to( i.e.wedded to)them weresimilar (equal nu-
mber of) Gandharva women ( i.e. nights) some dark, some fair

or white ( according to the fortnights). By their rotational

raids, they plundered the city furnished with all desired objects,

since its creation.

15. When those attendants of Cagdavega began toplund-

er the city of Puraiijana, Prajagara, the serpent-guard resisted

them there.

1 6. That powerful presiding deity of the city of Purafija-

na, single-handedly fought with seven hundred and twenty Gan-
dharvas (male and female) for one hundred years (which is

the duration of man’s life).

17. When his relative— the guardian-serpent—began to

lose strength by his single-handed fight with many, Puraiijana,

along with kingdom, capital and relations felt very much dis-

tressed with great anxiety.

18. In the capital city of Paficala he indulged in drink-

ing and was under the thumb of women, \yhile he used to

receive taxes collected by his retainers, he was not aware of the

danger.

19. Oh king Barhi$ad(Pracinabarhis) ! There was a cer-

tain daughter of Kala143 (the Time-spirit) who,being desirous

of having a husband, toured over the three worlds. But no-

body welcomed her.

20. Due to her misfortune she was well-known over the

world as Durbhaga (the unfortunate). She was (once) sought

after by the royal-sage, Puru, to whom she gave a boon.144

21. One day while she was wandering, she met me
when I descended from Brahm&’s region (satyaloha) to the

earth. Being infatuated with passion, she sought me even

though she knew that I had taken a vow of lifelong celibacy.

22. Getting enraged (at my refusal), she gave me an

extremely unbearable curse ;
‘Oh Sage, as you have set your

1 43 . KilakanyS—Old age

.

i44« This refers to Puru's acceptance of the old-age of his father

Yayftti to himself In exchange of his youth. Yaylti returned his youth to

his son and made^Eim the sovereign king after him.

P.f. a.374 -
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face against my importunity, you will never stay at one

place.'

23. The girl whose desire was so frustrated then follow-

ed my advice and approached the king ofYavanas,145 by name
Bhaya (Fear or Death), and courted him as a husband.

24. “Oh brave warrior ! I woo you, the leader of the

Yavanas, as my coveted husband* The hope entertained by
the creatures in you is never falsified.146

25. Good people feel regret for those two ( types of)

foolish and perverse natured people who neither give nor accept

what is offered without any request and which is worth giving

or receiving according to custom or Vedic precept.

26. Therefore, Oh good Sir, accept me who am offering

myself to you. Please be gracious to me. It is the bounden
duty ofman to be compassionate with the afflicted.'

'

27. Having heard the speech uttered by Kala-kanya

( the daughter of Kala) , the lord of Yavanas, who desired to

carry out the secret work of gods (viz., to bring about the

death of living beings) 147 spoke to her with a smile.

28. “With the help ofmy Yogic vision born ofmy power

of meditation, I have foreseen and selected a husband for you

(even if) this world does not welcome you as you are both

disagreeable (undesirable) and inauspicious.

29. Adopting unmanifest and imperceptible way of

movement, you enjoy ( each and every being in
)
the world

created by karma. You go in company ofmy army (of diseases

and anxieties) and you will bring about the destruction of all

living beings.

145. Yavanas signify physical pains and mental anguish.

146. VC. takes bhQta as ‘the devotee of god* and interprets :

'The purpose of the devotees of the Lord is never frustrated'. N&rada
intended that the 'Fear*

(
Bhaya) should grow old and weak by the

marriage of Kfila-kanyg with him. His purpose should be achieved by my
marrying you.

(ii) A% Bhaya means Kdla (Death or Time) VD. adopts the second

meaning 'Time* and explains: "A plan or determination made at the

opportune (auspicious) time always bean fruit. I court you as you are

the giver of fruit (success in undertaking) to all."
*

147. Death is kept secret by gods, lest people should renunciate

the world.—SR.
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30. This Prajvara (Fatal fever created by Vi?nu) is my
brother. You be my sister. Accompanied by both of you and
my formidable soldiers

( physical and mental ailments ) I shall

range this world imperceptibly.* *

CHAPTER TWENTY-EIGHT

{Purafljana's Rebirth as a Woman and Attainment of Liberation)

Narada said :

1 . Oh King Barhitman ( Pracfnabarhis) ! Those soldiers

of king Bhaya (i.e. diseases) who were the agents of fate, roam*
ed over this earth accompanied by Prajvara and the daugh-
ter of Kala.

2. And all of a sudden, they swooped on the city of

Purafljana on the D-day (on a certain day) and besieged the

city, rich in earthly enjoyments, and guarded by the old ser-

pent (i.e. the Praria in old age whose physical activities became
sluggish )

.

3. The daughter of Kala also enjoyed perforce the city

of Purafljana. Whatever man was overpowered by her, would

at once become powerless.

4. TheYavanas (i.e. diseases) entered the city through

all the gates from all directions and excessively ravished it,

while it was being enjoyed by her (the body of the jiva is

battered by repeated attacks -of various diseases).

5. The city being (thus) devastated, Purafljana who
identified himselfwith it as his own Self, and whose mind was

troubled by his sense of mine-ness for his family (viz. intelli-

gence, the mind, sense-organs etc.) underwent agonies of

various kinds.

6. Clasped in the arms of the daughter of Kala, bereft

of his splendour and affluence, the wretched Purafljana whose

mind was engrossed in sense-pleasure, lost his power of judg-

ment and wasforcibly deprived of his powers (viz. of making

physical movements ) by Gandharvas and Yavanas.
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7. He saw that his capital city was completely razed

and found that his sons, grandsons, attendants and ministers

were antagonistic and disrespectful to him and his wife had lost

love for him.

8. He found that he was in the clutches of the daugh-

ter (of Kala) and that the Paficalas were infested with enem-

ies. He was lost in boundless anxiety and could not find any
remedy against it.

9. The miserable king still hankered after the pleasures

which were made stale (due to dyspepsia etc.) by the daughter

of Kala. He lost his affection for his son etc. here and his

spiritual position hereafter, and continued in fondling his wife

and sons.

1 0. Very reluctantly did the king proceed to abandon

the city which was over-run by Gandharvas and Yavanas and

was ravaged by the daughter of Kala.

11. (At that time) there arrived Prajvara (i.e. the high

fatal fever) the elder brother of Bhaya (the chief of Yavanas).

With a desire to render service to his brother, Prajvara burnt

down the entire city. (This indicates high temperature of the

body )

.

12. When the city was aflame, the head of the family

(Puraiijana) along with his wife, children, dependents and

citizens was greatly tormented.

13. When the city was occupied by the daughter of

Kala and his own home was surrounded byYavanas, the guard

of the city was greatly distressed when he was attacked by

Prajvara. (When the aged man is about to die, his body is

in grip of diseases and the jiva is tormented every moment.

)

14. When the serpent Prajagara was not able to defend

the city any longer there, he was violently trembling with

severe agonies and he wished to escape from it (like a serpent)

from the hollow of a tree ablaze with fire.

15. Oh Kingl When his limbs became weak and disabl-

ed and his prowess was thwarted by Gandharvas and he was

surrounded by the inimical Yavanas, he verily wept bitterly.

16-17. The householder (Puraiijana) entertained a false

notion about his house etc. When the time of separation from

his wife arrived, he became very miserable. Possessed with
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egotism and a false sense of mine-ness about his daughters,

sons, grandsons, daughters-in-law
3
sons-in-law, attendants and

whatever (little) remained of his house, treasures and belong-

ings, he thought:

18. “When I have departed to the next world, how will

this mistress of the family, being bereaved of her lord and
lamenting for the children, carry on her life ?

19. She is so devoted to me that she does not eat food

until I have taken mine; nor does she take her bath till I have
bathed. She gets terribly afraid, when I am angry ; when
reproached by me, she keeps quiet through fear.

20 When I become thoughtless, she brings me round
(lit. wakens me) to the proper path. When I proceed on a

long journey, she becomes emaciated through grief. True,

she is the mother of heroic children. But how will she desire

to carry on the householder’s life (without me)—she will cer-

tainly die.

21. How can my miserable sons or supportless daughters

possibly live when I am gone, as they are like unto passengers

on a boat broken in the midst of the «ea.”

22. While he was thus lamenting like a mean-minded

fellow which was unbecoming to him (as he was really the

Brahman himself, the Yavana king called Bhaya with a deter-

mination to capture him, drew near him.

23.

* When he was being dragged like a beast to his

(destined) place by the Yavanas, his followers being extremely

grieved, over-anxious and afflicted ran after him.

24. When the serpent which was blocked (by the

Yavanas) escaped from the city to join (his master Puraftjana)

the city was completely razed and reduced to its elements.

25. Though Puraftjana was forcibly dragged by the

powerful Yavana, he was so much overpowered with tamos

(ignorance) that he did not remember (Avijfiata) who was his

former well-wisher and companion.

26. The sacrificial beasts which were ruthlessly slaugh-

* When the jiva is being taken to his next birth predetermined by

his karmas, his subtle-senses etc. follow him—SR., VR.
Cf. (am ut-krimantam prapo n Stiffamati praQam anBtkrSmantarh serve prind

an tltkrdmanti—Bfhad. Up. 4.4.2.
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tered by him, remembered his cruelty and getting enraged cut

him down with axes ( or axe-like sharp horns)

.

27. He sank in bottomless darkness (hell) . He lost his

memory. Due to his sinful contacts with women, he suffered

unbounded afflictions for eternal years.

28.

* As he brooded over that very (virtuous) wife at

the time of death, he was born later as a most beautiful damsel,

the princess of (the pious king) Rajasizpha ofVidarbha.

29.

** The Pandya king, Malayadhvaja, the conqueror of

the cities of enemies, vanquished other kings in the battle and
married the princess of Vidarbha who was offered as prize for

Dravery.

30.

*** He begot from her one daughter of dark-blue eyes,

and seven sons younger to her who became the kings of Dra-

vida countries.

* SR. and VR. explain that brooding over a woman at the time of

death results in birth as a woman. Purafljana thought of his virtuous

wife at the time of his death and due to his good merits he was born in

the pious family of R&jasizhha of Vidarbha and got married to Malaya-

dhvaja, a devotee of Vijiju. Both explain the pun on Vidarbha.

This allegory is explained differently by different commentators :

** (i) Purafljana was thus associated with a great devotee of VifQu.

For Malayadhvaja signifies an eminent votary in the southern country

—

Malaya—famous for Vaifpavism. Pl^dya means one who deserves

Panda—intellect capable of deciding the truth.—$R., VR.
(ii) Malaya-dhvaja—one whose mind has attained serenity etc. by

service of Hari. By means of jama , niyama he defeated and subdued his

passionate senses (the inimical kings) . He isPfiodya—one endowed with

discriminatory intelligence. Para-pwaffjaya—conquerors of vifayas or objects

of senses. Vaidarbki—keen intellect. Purafljana and Puraitfanl brooded

over each other at the time oftheir death and were bom as Pramadottamft

and Malayadhvaja—VJ.
(iii) 8D. : Malayadhvaja—famous in Bhiratavarya.

Para-Pwrahjayah—One who conquers, i.e. attains to Vaikuptha.

Vhya-patidm—One available by good merits.

Jiva who was infatuated with Buddhi (Intelligence) changed one

body after another, once upon a time finds a spiritual preceptor leading to

Mokfa (Liberation).

Allegory explained :

(i) SR., VR., GD. : dfmq/J—Liking for the service of Lord Krfqa.

Jbavifla-bhdmi

:

The Dravida country is protected by devotion of

the type of Sravapa etc.
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3 1 . Oh King, each one of them had hundred million
sons, whose descendants will enjoy this earth for one Manvan*
tara and more.

32. Agastya married the first-born daughter who was
constant in observance of vows.148 Through her was bom
Dpjhacyuta who had sage Idhmavaha as his son.

33. The royal sage Malayadhvaja distributed the land,

among his sons. With a desire to propitiate Lord Kp§na he
retired to the Kulacala mountain, viz., Malaya.

34. The Princess of Vidarbha with bewitching eyes

abandoned her palaces, sons and pleasures and ran after the

Pancjya king (Malayadhvaja) like the moonlight following the

Moon.
35. There flow three rivers viz., Candravasa, Tamra-

parni and Vafodaka in that region. Every day he washed off

both his internal (mental) and external (bodily) impurities

with the holy waters of the rivers.

36. He performed austere penance by subsisting on
bulbous roots, seeds, roots, fruits, flowers, leaves, blades of

grass and water. (Thereby) his body got gradually emaciated.

37. He conquered the pairs of opposites like cold and
0

heat, wind and rain, hunger and thirst, agreeable and disagree-

In association with devotees of Viftpi, a desire to serve him is Treated

and it is followed with seven kinds of bhakti or devotion vis. Sravapa

(study of scriptures), Kirtana (singing Lord's praise) , Smarapa (remember-

ing him—his name) ,
PSdasevana (serving his feet) arcana (worshipping

him), vandana (laying oneself prostrate before him). The Dravi^a

country is famous for votaries of Visuu.

(ii) VJ. names the seven sons as follows : Vir&ga (renunciation),

Vinaya (discipline), Dina (charity), Dhaitya (courage), Aspardhana (non-

jealousy), Viveka (discrimination), Dama (self control.

T48. Different interpretations of the allegory :

Agastya : (i) The mind ($R», VC.,GD., SD.) (ii) One desirous of

Mokfa VR. (iii) A devotee of Vi»pu (VJ.).

Drfhatyuta : (i) Devoid of any desire for even hereafter such as Satya-

/ds—$R.
(ii) Who has absolutely no attachment for sons etc. (VJ)

.

(iii) One not attached to any pleasure here and hereafter—VO,.

SD., GD.
Idhmaaiha : (i) Desire to worship the feet of the spiritual preceptor

for initiation and obtaining the Lord's grace-$R., VR.
(I i) Desire to be a pupil ofa spiritual preceptor—VJ

.
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able, pleasure and pain, viewing them' with equanimity of

mind.

38. He burnt down his passions by austerities and know-
ledge. He conquered his senses, breath {Prana) and mind by
observing religious vows and rules ofself-discipline called Tama
and Niyama. He reflected over the identity of his Soul with

Brahman (lit. He united his Soul with Brahman).
39. He sat motionless like a post at one and the same

spot for a period of a hundred celestial years. As he bore

intense love and devotion to Lord Vasudeva, he ceased to be

conscious of anything else (even of his body).

40.

* He realised within himself, the Self as pervading

(and illumining) his own body and mental activities and
being distinct and different from them. Just as in a dream,

one is witness to (and is therefore different from) mental acti-

vities ( for example the scene of oneself being beheaded in the

dream ) . And hence he verily ceased to participate ( in any
activities).

41-42.** Oh King! By the light of pure knowledge which

radiates its light in all directions—knowledge which was im-

parted to him by venerable Hari as his preceptor—he realized

himself as within (i.e. identical with) the Supreme Brahman

* (i ) Malayadhvaja realized Paramatman, the Seer, to be different

due to his pervasiveness and his body as ephemeral as a dream and devot-

ed himself solely to Param&tman—VR.
(ii) He reasoned with himself and realized the Supreme Soul as

present within his own Selfand as all pervasive yet distinct from everything

else. Thus renouncing samsdra he became liberated while alive (jivan :

mvktyavastham dpa )—VJ.
(iii) Due to smara^a-bhakti (constant remembrance of God) he felt

deep love for the Lord. And he realized him to be shining everywhere

in all directions. But feeling him to be distinct and different from himself,

he was overcome with the intense feeling ofseparateness and was fainted

in a swoon—VC.
fiv) He realized his Self as knower and his body etc. as transient.

He became unattached to everything else except his Self.

** (i) In his religious meditation (updsand

)

he realised that his indivi-

dual Soul {antarydmin) to be identical with the Supreme Brahman. He
continued his updsand to the end of his life.—VR.

(ii) He set aside the false view about the identity ofjfwi and Para-
i

xn&tman—VJ

.
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and the Supreme Brahman within himself that way. Ulti-

mately he lost this consciousness (of identity) and (like a fire,

fuel of which is burnt down) he automatically ceased to belong

to sarhs&ra (i.e. became liberated)

.

43. Oh King! At that time the Princess of Vidarbha
(Malayadhvaja’s queen) who looked upon her husband as a

god, renounced all pleasures and affectionately waited upon
her husband Malayadhvaja, the knower of the highest form of

religion.

44. Clad in dark garments, emaciated by observance of

vows and with her hair on the head matted, she appeared in

the company of her husband like a smokeless flame near flameless

fire ( of live charcoals )

.

45. Not being aware of the expiry of her beloved-most

husband who was firm in his sitting posture ( even after death),

the lady approached him and waited upon him as before.

46. When, while serving the feet of her husband she

did not feel any warmth, therein she got terrified in her heart

like a doe which has strayed away from her herd.

47. Finding herself miserable and friendless, she was

overcome with grief and lamented (her fate). Bathing her

breasts in tears, she wept loudly in the jungle.

48. "Arise, Oh royal sage, arise. You should protect

the earth engirdled with seas, as she is afraid of robbers and

apostate and wicked Ksatriyas”

49. Lamenting thus loudly, the lady who followed her

husband to the forest, fell at his feet wailing and shedding

profuse tears.

50. She piled up a funeral pyre of fuel. Placing her

husband’s body on it, she set it on fire. Weeping (all the

while) she determined to follow him in death (by burning

herself along with his body)

.

(iii) He realised that the whole—-the Supreme Brahman, comprised

of the part (the individual Soul) and vice versa. He (thereby) gave up

thoughts about Saihsira and became liberated —SD.

(iv) Oh ! How wonderful is the power of Bhakti as Mukti (Libera-

tion) is dependent on Bhakti—GD.
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51. (At that time) there appeared an old friend of hers,

a Brahmana who had mastered his Self. Soothing the lady
with sweet consoling words, he spoke to the weeping lady (as

follows) :

The Br&hmana said :

52. Who are you? Whose (daughter) are you? Who is this

man lying down for whom you are weeping ? Don't you recog-

nize me as your friend with whom you used to roam about
formerly (before the creation of the universe) ?

53. Friend! (Even if you do not recognize me) do you
remember yourself as having a friend called Avijftata and
that you being given to earthly pleasures, left me in search

of some place.

54.

* Oh noble Sir ! You and I were swans, friends,

living in the Manasa lake. For a period of one thousand years

(while the great deluge lasted), both of us were without any

abode.

55. Oh brother ? You whose original nature was that,

left me and with your heart set on carnal pleasures, you went

down to the earth. While roaming there, you saw a place

built by a certain woman (Maya)

.

56. It was provided with five gardens, nine gates, one

guard, three surrounding walls, six families (of merchants)

,

five market places. It was constructed with five materials,

and was ruled by a woman.
57. The gardens are the objects of senses; the nine gates

are the openings (viz. two eyes, two ears, two nostrils, one

mouth, the penis and anus) for Prana (who alone works as a

*(i) Harhsa means one who has annihilated all agitations or emo-

tions (hinasti nirasyati vik&r&n iti harhsafi). They are by nature deathless

and untouched by pleasures of senses. Enjoyment of pleasure tojlva is

due to vp&dhi (conditioning)—VR.
(ii) Oh learfted one ! Both of us are hathsas which are by nature free

from all impurities. Our abode is the M&nasa lake (i.e. knowledge). We
have lived together for thousands of years. The memory of previous birth

is aroused as a result of the accumulated merits. —VJ.
ir

(lit) mdnasam etc. : Our abode was the heart in the subtle body

(jtifcmaiarir&gatazh hfdayam) —SD.
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guard) . Fire, water and food are the surrounding walls, and
the group of five sense organs and the mind are the families

(of merchants).

58. The market places were the five conative organs;
the five elements constituted the imperishable materials and the

power i.e. Intelligence was the ruler. Under her dominance
the man who enters this abode loses his Self consciousness in

deep sleep.

59. Being overcome with (the charms of) the woman
there, you enjoyed yourself in hercompany and forgot the

memory of the previously known fact (your original status

of being the Brahman). It is due to your association with

her that you have been reduced to this wretched condition. Oh
Lord.

60. You are not the daughter of the king of Vidarbha.

Nor is this warrior your friend. Nor are you the husband of

Purafijani by whom you were interned in the city of nine

gates.

61. It is really the illusion created by me that you
regard the man ( Purafijana in the previous birth) as the vir-

tuous woman—(Vaidarbhi in this birth) . You are neither.

We are harhsas ( pure spirits ) . Please see ( realize) our real

nature (course).

62. I am identical with you. You are not other than

me. Please note that you and I are one. Wise men never

see even the slightest difference or distinction between us.

63. Just as a man finds his one Self as divided in two in

(his reflection in) the mirror and in the pupils of eyes, similar

is the difference between us two.

64. In this way, the harhsa ( swan ) from the Manasa

lake i.e. Jfva who was awakened (wasmade to realize his original

state) by his fellow swan, became established in his own real

nature. He regained the memory of his original nature which

was lost due to his separation from him.

65. Oh Barhipnan! This knowledge about the Self has

been explained to you in an indirect manner; for the venera-

bleLord, the creator of the universe, likes to remain beyond the

ken of senses.
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CHAPTER TWENTY-NINE

{The Purahjana allegory explained )

Pracxna^barhis said :

1 . Oh divine sage ! (The implication of) your speech

is not clearly understood by us. Sages (with spiritual know-
ledge may) grasp it (correctly) but not we who are deluded

by ritualistic karmas.

Narada explained :

2. One should understand Purafijana (creator of the

city) as the embodied Soul {or jiva) ; for it is he (jiva) who
builds his own city, i.e., body, having one, two, three, four or

many feet or no foot at all.

3. The friend of Purufa {Jiva) who is called AvijHata

(the Unknown) is fcvara (Himself), for he is not known by
men as being endowed with names, actions or attributes.

4. When the Jiva desired to enjoy all the attributes of

the Prakrti (i.e. material objects of pleasure) in their entirety,

he thought that (out ofthose bodies) thehuman body, provided

as it was with nine entrances, two hands and two feet, as the

most suitable one.

5. One should understand the young damsel PurafLjani

as the intellect {Buddhi) which creates the notion of I-ness

and mine-ness. It is by presiding over (i.e. identifying him-

selfwith) Buddhi that the Jiva in this body enjoys sense objects

by means of sense-organs.

6. The male companions (of PuraftjanI) are the group

of (ten) conative and cognitive sense-organs which bring about

knowledge and action. (Her) female friends are the activi-

ties of the senses. The (five-hooded) serpent is the Prana

(vital breath) with its five-fold activities.

7. One should understand Brhadbala (the eleventh

powerful hero attending upon Puraiijani) as the Mind, the

leader (and controller) of both kinds of senses and that the

Pdhc&las are the five sense-objects, in the midst of which is

situated the city of nine gates.

8. Two eyes, two nostrils, two ears, the penis and the

anus are the four pairs ofadjacent gates, with the mouth (as
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the nineth). Out of these Praya goes out (to the particular sense
object) in association with (the faculties of that) particular

sense-organ.

9. The pairs of eyes, nostrils and the mouth are the
five gates in the east (i.e. the front of the head). The right

ear is regarded as the south gate and the left ear as the

north gate.

10. The two opening gates in the lower parts of this

are the western gates and these are called here the anus and
the penis. Khadyota and Avir-mukhi^ the two gates that are

constructed at the same place adjacently in this city, are

(known as) the eyes. By means of the power of seeing

possessed by these, the Lord of the body (Purafijana or Jiva

)

perceives forms and colours which are called here the Vibhrdjit

country.

11.

* Nalini and Nalini are the two nostrils, and smell

has been called* the Saurabha country. The faculty of smelling

is designated Avadhuta (the companion of Purafijana). The
gate called Mukhyd is the mouth. The organ of speech is

(Puraftjana’s companion) Vipoma and the organ of taste is

( the name of Purafijana’s friend) Rasajda or Rasavid.

12. Apana or the market signifies here as (the region

of) speech activity while Bahudana means the varieties of food.

The right ear is the Southern gate known as Pitrhd and the

left the Northern gate is remembered as Devahu .

13. The scriptures
(
Sastras

)

which treat of the path of

worldly activities (i.e. ritualistic karmas) and those which deal

with abstention from such karmas and renunciation, are de-

signated as the country of Paficalas. Hearing to these through

the faculty of hearing is called here tirutadhara ( the companion

of Purafijana), the Jiva may proceed by the path of manes

(Pitf*) or of the gods.

14. The organ of generation is the western gate called

Asurf; the act of sexual intercourse is the region known as

Grdmaka. The procreative ability (in the organ) is spoken of

as Durmada (who was Purafijafia's friend). The anus is de-

* The order of verses from 1

1

to 30 In the text before VR. and to

some extent before VJ. is different

.
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signated as Nirfti ( the other western gate or the postern
passage).

15. The hell is the region called Vatfasa, while the

power of the organ to defecate (through the anus) is called

his friend Lubdhaka. And now, hear from me who the two
blind ones are. They are (the pairs of) hands and feet with
the help ofwhich one makes movements and does work.

16. The harem is the heart and the mind is called

VifQci (VifUcina)—the principal officer over the harem. By
the mind’s attributes (like Sattva etc.)

,
the Jiva attains to

the state of infatuation, serenity or joy.

17. According as the Buddhi (intellect) is disturbed

(in the dream state) or affects (the senses in the waking
state) the Jiva, though (by nature) a mere witness, is tainted

with her (Buddhi*s) attributes, and is made to feel as ifhe is

affected by those changes (directly)

18* The body is the chariot with horses in the form of
senses, yoked to it. It (apparently) moves with the unimped-
ed speed of the year, though (actually) it is motionless. Good
and evil actions are its two wheels. The three attributes

( sattva, rajas and tamos) constitute its flagstaffs and the five

vital airs ( Pranas or asus) are its five cords.

19.

** The mind is its rein (to control the horses); the

Intellect is the charioteer; the heart is the seat; the pairs like

pleasure and pain are the poles to which the yoke is rivetted;

the objects of five senses are the weapons (for attack); the

seven constituents of the body ( viz. blood, flesh, fat, bones

etc. ) are its protective covers.

20. Akfiti ( the five organs of actions, e.g. hands, feet,

etc.) is its external motion. The Jfva vigorously runs after the

mirage (-like objects of pleasure) with his army of eleven

sense-organs (five cognitive and five conative sense-organs plus

mind—the internal organ) . He takes pleasure in five types of

slaughter (i.e. wrongful enjoyment of five types of sense-ob-

* These verses echo the following from Kafka Up, >.3.3-4
* *Atmdnarh rathinam viddhi

,
Sarirath ratham eve ca /

Buddhith hi sdratkith viddhi, manah pragrakam eva ca J/

Indrpdpi hepdn dhur vifaydhs tefu gocardn f

Ahnmdrya-manoyuktam bhoktetydhur mantsi^ahfl
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jccts by his five senses) . The year which records the passage
of time is Can<j.avegu ( the king of Gandharvas)

.

2 1 . Here the three hundred and sixty male Gandharvas
under his command are the days and an equal number of
female Gandharvas are the nights. By their turns, they take
away the life of man by rotation.

22. Kdla-Kanyd is the old age incarnate. People do not
greet her. Death, the king of Yavanas, adopted her as his

sister for the (help in the) destruction of the world.

23. Mental anguishes and physical pains and diseases

are his active Yavana soldiers. Prajvdra means the two types

of fever (one accompanied with cold and the other with high

temperature which is said to have a swift career to harass living

beings.

24. Thus for a period of one hundred years, the embo-
died Jiva, covered as he is by dark ignorance, is being torment-

ed in his body with various types of afflictions caused by
supernatural agencies, ( adhidaivika) , elements

( adhibhautika)
and his body ( adhydtmika )

.

25. Though he is essentially attributeless, he superim-

poses on himself the attributes of Prdpa (such as hunger,

thirst), the qualities of sense-organs (e.g. blindness, deafness)

and the attributes of the mind ( for example : passions of love,

hate etc.). He lies confined to the body brooding over

trifling pleasures of the senses and he continues to perform

actions under the (influence of the) false notions of I-ness and

mine-ness.

26. When the Jiva, though by nature self-luminous (i.e.

self-knowing) ,
does not recognise ( himself to be ) the glorious

Supreme Preceptor, the Soul, he gets attached (and bound)

to the attributes of Prakfti.

27. Regarding the attributes as referring to his own
self, he then helplessly commits actions which are white

( sdttvika ), black ( tamasa )
and red ( rdjasa ) and is born in

various species of life according to the nature of his actions.

28. By his white (i.e. sdttvika) actions, he sometimes

attains to worlds ( like Svarga ) which are full of light. Some-

times (by his redl.e. rdjasa actions) he goes to regions which

result in (i.e, lead to) sufferings and require exertion throngh
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activities. And sometimes (by tSmasika actions), he takes

birth in regions which are full of darkness (i.e. ignorance) and

grief.

29. This Jiva with blind (i.e. deluded) intelligence is

sometimes (born as) a male, a female, an impotent person, a

god or a man or as a subhuman being according to his pre-

vious actions and the (dominant) attribute of Prakfti.

30-31. Just as a poor starving dog which goes from

door to door, gets (beating with) a stick orcooked rice (accord-

ing) as destined by fate, the Jiva ,
with his heart full of desires,

wanders, by paths which are high (as prescribed by religion)

or low (as prohibited by scriptures), through higher (celestial)

worlds, lower (infernal) regions or the middle (human)

world and experiences pleasure or pain as ordained by fate.

32. There is no immunity to the Jiva even from one

type ofmiseries which are caused by superhuman agencies like

gods
( adhi-daivika ) , by other beings ( adhi-bhautika ) and these

relating to one’s body {adhydtmika)

.

Even if the remedy

(against them) is sought, it is temporary and is (again) of the

nature ofmisery.149

33. Just as a man carrying a heavy load on his head,

places it on his shoulder (for relief), so are all remedies (of

the nature of misery itself)

.

34. Oh sinless King ! Mere act (without the knowledge

of the truth and accompanied with some desire) cannot be the

effective final remedy against (the miseries etc. resulting from)

another act ( karman) as both are the outcome of avidya (igno-

rance). It (such attempt to terminate one karma by another)

is like a dream within dream (wherein there is an exchange of

dream-consciousness but no termination of dreams as in wake-

fulness )

.

35.

* Just as a person wandering in the dream-land with

his mind which as lifiga iarira (subtle body ) forms the limita-

149. There is no remedy against misery, the only remedy being the

worship and contemplation ofGod—VR.
* VR. : The state of being, a god, a man is not inherent in the

nature of the Soul. It is due to the working of the mind that one falsely

identifies the Soul with the body and experiences miseries. But they are

like dream experiences.
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tions of the Soul (and experiences fear, misery etc. till he wakes
up from the dream to realize the unreality of that experience),

the sarhsdta (transmigration of the Soul in the miserable

world) does not come to an end ( while his sleep of ignorance
continues) in spite of the non-reality of the phenomenal
world.

36. It is ignorance (or Mind

—

manas ) that causes the

uninterrupted chain of miseries180 ( or transmigration
) to the

Soul which is essentially the real existence. The chain of

sarhsdra is cut asunder by Supreme devotion181 to the Preceptor

(Hari) 188
.

37. When the Toga of (self-less, disinterested) devotion

to Lord Vasudeva168
is established in the proper manner184

, it

(automatically) causes renunciation (of worldly pleasures)

and manifests knowledge.

(ii) VJ. : The transmigration of the Soul (samsrti) docs not cease to

be till one does not realise Hari directly (arthe avidyamdne) just as dream
experiences continue till one awakes (to find that those experiences were

unreal.)
*

As Madhva regards this world as real, VJ. takes pains to explain

that the analogy between the dream and the world shall not be stretched

too far and that ‘the absence of knowledge of the reality-as-it is' is the

common factor between the experiences in the dream and in the world

and not the non-reality of the world. The implication of hi is that, if a

person, bom in samsdra, does not attain to the real knowledge of Hari, his

sathsara is purposeless and fruitless.

(iii) GD. : Just as waking up from sleep is the only remedy against

the miseries one experiences in dreams, realization of the Self is the only

remedy against avidyd (nescience) ; other remedies cannot cut the vicious

circle of the transmigration of the Soul and consequent miseries which

are caused by ‘I-ness’ and ‘mine*ness’.

150. anartha—The illusion about the identity of the body with the

Soul—SD.
151. paramayd bhaktyd—Devotion which is superior to austerities,

vows, ritualistic acts and even the knowledge ofthe Soul—SD,

15a. Devotion to Hari which generates knowledge should be per-

formed as it terminates Samsdra—VJ.

1 53 . Who is knowledge and renunciation incarnate and is the con-

troller of the universe and giver of knowledge—GD.

154. Sadhridfuna ; (i) by burning down all evils in the mind by

the fire of Breathacontrol—VJ.
(ii) By person who is free from worldly desires—VJ.
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38. That Bhakti-yoga dependent as it is on the stories of

Lord Acyuta, will be mastered before long by him who always

listens to those stories with faith or devoutly studies them every

day, Oh royal sage.

39. Oh King ! (He can listen to those stories) in places

where pious and pure-hearted votaries of the Lord narrate and
listen to the glorification of the attributes of the Lord with

eager hearts.

40. There (to the congregation of the devotees) flow

forth from all sides rivers (entirely) of pure nectar (in the

form) of stories of Lord Visnu (the destroyer of demon
Madhu) sweetly sung by noble souls. Oh King ! Those who
drink those (nectar-like stories) with intent ears and without

being surfeited, are never touched (affected) by hunger, thirst,

fear, sorrow and delusion.

41. (In the absence of the company of the pious) ,
being

always harassed by these natural troubles, the world of beings

(i.e. men) does not cherish any real love for the ocean of

nectarlike stories of Lord Hari indeed !

42-44. Brahma (the chief among the progenitors) him-

self, the venerable Lord Siva ( the Lord of mountains) , Manu,
Dakga and other lords of creation, Sanaka and life-long celi-

bates, expounders of the Vedas like Marici, Atri, Angiras,

Pulastya, Pulaha, Kratu, Bhygu, Vasi$tha—these and others

ending with me—all masters of speech could not, to this day,

see the Supreme Lord, the Seer of all, though (we have been)

trying to visuali ze him by means of penance, updsanS ( wor-

ship )
and meditation.

45* Those who meticulously study the meaning of the

Vedas which are of very great expanse and fathomless in the

depth ofmeaning, and worship him in his limited form (such

as Indra etc. ) the characteristics of which (viz. wielding a

* (i) VR : The realisation of god is possible by worshipping (updsanS)

him only and not by mere knowledge or by karma (ritualist act) only.

(11) JO. & VO : Persons devoted to ritualistic acts (karmas) only,

never realise God*

,
(iU) SD : The Veda directs persons not favoured by the Lord, to

perform ritualistic acts (e.g. sacrifices) for attaining the Heaven and not

to the worship and service of the Lord.
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Vajra etc.) are detailed in the Mantras (Vedic text), do not
know the Supreme Lord.

46. When the Lord who is being meditated upon in the

heart by a person, shows his grace unto the meditator, the
person (so favoured) withdraws his mind, howsoever deeply
attached (it may be) to the ways of the world, and to the

ritualistic acts prescribed in the Vedas.

47. Oh Barhigman ! Do not therefore look upon as real

the acts (ritualistic karmas ) which appear as real through

ignorance. These acts are pleasant and attractive to listen to,

but they do not even touch ( i.e. have any relation with
)
the

ultimate Reality.

48. Those whose intellect is occupied with dh&mra-

tndrga (the path of ritualistic acts like sacrifices etc.) 156 call

the Vedas as prescribing the ritualistic acts only. They have

not grasped the truth about the Veda. For they have not

realized that the Atman (the Soul) which is their own essential

Self, is implicitly intended in the Vedas. These ( devotees of

the path ofKarma) do not know the region where god Vi$nu

(Janardana) dwells (much less Janardana himself).

49. Having encircled the entire sphere of the earth with

4arbka-grass by spreading them with their ends to the East,

you have become haughty, (and) proud by slaughtering a

great many beasts (in sacrifices). You do not know what is

karma and what is superior to karma. The act that pleases

Hari is the real karma. And the knowledge which leads to the

fixation of the mind in Hari is the real knowledge.

50. Hari is the Soul of the embodied beings as well as

their Ruler. He is their independent cause (the material

cause of the universe). The soles of his feet are the real

asylum to all, for in them lies the well-being (and security)

of all men here.

51. Verily he is the most beloved one, the Soul {Atman )

.

By resorting to him, there is not the slightest fear or misery

(as in the cases of others). He who knows this, is indeed the

learned one. He who is learned is the ( real) preceptor and

he is (veritable) Hari himself.

X55. Or whose Intelligence has been smoky and impure—SR.
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N&rada said :

52. In this way, your question is completely answered.

Oh excellent one among men ! Now listen to me carefully as

I tell you, a secret yet definitely ascertained truth.

53. Find out the deer which ignoring the blood-thirsty

wolves (which are waiting) ahead and unmindful of (the

coming of the arrow) shot from behind by a hunter to pierce

it, strolls about in a flower-garden enamoured of its female

associate, grazing tender grass and with its ears spell bound
with the music ofhumming beas.

54. Oh King! You should look upon yourself as the

doomed deer whose heart is pierced with a hidden arrow dis-

charged by the hunter, viz., the god of Death, who chases you
unperceived from behind. You who, in the house resorted to

by women who are similar to flowers ( in their ephemeral
youthful charms which fade away very soon), seek after the

most insignificant dose of sensual pleasures of taste and sex

which are extremely minute like the fragrance and honey in

flowers and are the result of ritualistic acts ( karmas ) performed
with a motive, for attaining a particular object. Go-habiting
with women and with your mind firmly attached to them,
your ears are extremely charmed by the sweet conversation

with women and others—conversation which is extremely
attractive like the sweet honey of swarms of bees. You are
enjoying yourself in the house, completely oblivious of the

small components of time amounting to days and nights

which, like a pack of wolves ahead of you, prey upon your
life.

55. Having carefully considered your own behaviour
(as being) like that of the deer ( in the above verse ), you,
who are so conditioned, restrain your mind in the interior
of your heart, and the stream-like outgoing tendencies of your
ears (and other senses

) in your mind. Renounce the house-
holder's stage of life (lit. women's house) with its talk about
extremely lustful and lascivious gatherings; (Do try to) please
the Lord who is the shelter of jivas (hartisas) and withdraw
step by step (from everything else)."
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The King said :

56. “Oh Brahman ! What Your venerable Lordship has
spoken has been heard and reflected over by me. The sacrifi-

cial priests do not know this. Would they not have spoken
(about it to me) if they had known it ?

57. You have thoroughly resolved a great doubt raised

by them (my preceptors) in this matter (pertaining to the
Soul). (But a doubt still lingers). For even sages are delud-

ed in the realm which is beyond the range of senses, Oh
Brahmana sage. ( TheVedists say :

)

58. Leaving in this world the body with which a person

oegins to perform acts (karmas ), he enjoys the consequent

fruits (of those karmas) , elsewhere (in the next world) through

a different body.

59. This doctrine of the Vedists (the knowers and
advocates of Vedic karmas) is heard everywhere. (But how
is it possible when the two bodies viz., the performer of an

action and the enjoyer of the fruit of that action are diffe-

rent?) (The second doubt is :) As soon as an act prescribed

in the Vedas is performed, it disappears and does not become

visible. (Thus due to the cessation of an act, its consequent

fruit is an impossibility)”.

60. A person enjoys the fruits of an action in the next

world with the same subtle body with which he performs the

act ( in this world ), and thus, there is no interruption (i.e.

change of the subtle body and the mind).*

61. Just as a person ( in a dream ) forgets his identity

with this body (which is) lying and breathing, and experiences

( in the dream ) impressions of actions recorded in the mind,

similarly (he experiences the fruits of his actions committed

here) with another body similar (to the previous one) or

belonging to another kind (as of a god or of a sub-human

being )

.

62. Whatever body the jiva assumes by saying in his

mind that ‘these (wife and sons) are mine’ and T am this

body (e.g. a Brahmana) * he accepts (the responsibilitiy of) the

* SR. adds :—Due to the persistence of the subtle mental body even

after the destruction of the physical body, there is no logical discrepancy

ip this.
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karmas committed by that body and thereby (he gets) a subse-

quent birth.

63. Just as ( tendencies of) the mind (that direct acti-

vities) are inferred by the behaviour and activities ofboth

the conative and cognitive sense-organs so are the acts committ-

ed by the body in the previous birth, inferred from the natu-

ral inclinations of the mind.
64. What is never and nowhere experienced or seen or

heard by this (present) body, is sometimes experienced (in

dream etc. ) according to the form as it is impressed on the

mind ( in the previous birth)

.

65. Therefore, Oh King, definitely believe that the

jiva, dependent as he is on his subtle body consisting of vasanSs

(ikarmic impressions left on the mind) , had a previous body
which has undergone that type of experience. For the mind
is incapable of touching (perceiving) an object which is not

experienced by it (previously).

66. May you be blessed ! It is ( the high and low pro-

pensities of) the mind which speak of the previous births of

man as well as predict whether he will be born in a higher or

lower form of life.156

67. Sometimes some impossibilities157 with reference

to place ( e.g. a sea on the mountain top) , time ( e.g. stars by
daylight) and action (e.g. getting one’s self beheaded ) are

seen or heard in the mind (in dreams)
.

(As these are impos-

sible experiences even in previous births ) these are to be in-

ferred to be due to disturbed sleep etc. and these do not

contradict the above (statement in verse 65.

)

68. All objects which are within the ken of sense-percep-

tion enter the mind according to their (particular) order and

in groups and disappear (after being so experienced) . Hence

(it is that) all persons possess a mind (with impressions ofthe

past).

156. n&bhavi/yatek—will not be horn again or will be liberated

“VC.
.* 57 * VJ. explains these impossibilities as due to mixing up of im-

pressions. VO. explains the possibilities of these with reference to other
times, places etc. For example : the sea is on the top of (the submerged)
mount Mainftka, stars appear in complete solar eclipse, disturbance in

the humids or components of the body may give rise to strange dreams.
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69. (Normally these objects appear in a serial order
but some times all of them present themselves simultaneously).

When the mind is firmly established in pure Sattva (un-
contaminated with rajas and tamas) and is in the presence of
the venerable Lord (in meditation), the whole universe shines

forth united with the Lord, like the dark planet Rahu appears
on the disc of the Moon (at the time of lunar eclipse)

.
(It is

the experience of Yogins that sometimes all objects simultane-

ously flash on the pure mind )

.

70. (Thus the doubt that the performer of an act and
the enjoyer of its fruits are different is dispelled by the proven
continuity of the same subtle body) as the notion of ‘I* and
‘mine* about the physical body which conditions the jiva, will

persist (i.e. will not cease to exist) so long as this beginningless

subtle body which is the result of the conglomeration of

intellect (Buddhi ), mind, the senses (and their) objects and
the triad of guqos ( sattva etc.), continues.

71. Due to suspension of the passage of Pra^a (i.e. of

sense-activity) in deep sleep, unconsciousness, extreme anguish

(due to bereavement of the near ones), as well as in high

fever and at the time of death, the sense of ‘I-ness* is unmani-

fest (dormant).

72. Just as the moon (though existent) is not seen in

the night of the new-Moon day, due to underdevelopment of

senses and organs in the embryonic stage, and even in infancy

the notion I-ness does not clearly manifest itself in the eleven

sense organs (ten sense-organs plus the internal organ—the

mind) as it does in the case of a full-grown youth.

73. Just as (in spite of the unreality of the objects and

events in dreams ) the unpleasant happenings in the dream do

not cease to be ( till one is awakened) ,
the saihsdra (the cycle

of the transmigration of the Soul) does not come to an end in

the case of one who broods over the objects of pleasure, even

though the objects are (in reality) non-existent.

74. Thus the subtle body (lingo) is constituted offive

subtle elements ; is extended by the development of sixteen

modifications (viz. 5 Pranas+1 mind-f- 10 Indriyas—sense)

;

is a product ofthree gunas (sattva, rajas and tamas). When
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it Is united with consciousness, it (the whole aggregate) is

calledjiva.

75. It is through the subtle body that the jiva takes over

or casts off (different) bodies. And it is by this that he experi-

ences delight, sorrow, fear, misery or happiness.

76. Just as the caterpillar does not go away (from its

first foot-hold on the blade of grass) and moves on .(only after-

getting a firm foothold on another blade), the jiva
,
even while

dying, does not let go his identity with its previous body (which

he is giving up even at the point of death).

77. While he does not attain to another (i.e. the next)

body by the exhaustion of the karmas (which were the cause

of the previous dying body), the mind alone is the cause of

birth and death (i.e. the sarhsdra) of beings. Oh King.

78. When, brooding over sensual pleasure (enjoyed by

it), the jiva frequently indulges in karmas for achieving them.

As a result of those karmashe
,
being subject to avidya (nescience

or ignorance)
,
gets bound up with karmas of the body and the

like.

79. Hence, in order to free yourself from the bondage of

avidyd you worship Hari with all your heart, looking upon the

universe as identical with him, for everything : the creation,

maintenance and withdrawal of the universe is due to him.”

Maitrtya said :

80. Venerable Narada, the chief votary of the Lord,

explained to him the real nature of the swans (jiva and the

ParamStman) and bidding good bye to him, he then went to the

realm of the Siddhas.

81. The royal sage Pracinabarhis passed on instructions

( to his minister for conveying them ) to his sons for the protec-

tion of his subjects and retired to the hermitage of Kapila for

performing penance.

82. In that hermitage, the warrior, being free from

attachment and with thoroughly concentrated mind, worshipp-

ed the lotus-like feet of Govinda with earnest devotion and

attained a personality similar to the Lord.

83. Oh sinless Vidura, he who will listen to or make
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others listen to this spiritual allegory sung hy the divine sage
Narada, is emancipated from his subtle body.

84. He who gets by heart, while it is being sung, this

self-purifying account which was issued from the mouth of a
great divine sage and which purifies the world by the glories

of Lord Mukunda (Kr?na ) and which brings in the highest

reward, becomes free from all bondages and does not wander
in the saihsara,

85. This is what I understood of this wonderful allegory

about the Soul. I have narrated to you about sarhsdra by
the alllegory of the householder’s life and have dispelled the

doubt as to how the fruit of karmas is enjoyed in the other

world.

CHAPTER THIRTY

( The Story of Pracetasas—Their Marriage with Marina and the

birth ofDakfa)

Vidurasaid :

1. What well-being did the sons of Pracinabarhis

mentioned by you, accomplish by propitiating Hari through

repeatedly reciting the hymn sung by Rudra, Oh Brahman.

2 . Oh pupil of Bfhaspati ( Maitreya ) ! Meetingby a lucky

chance god Siva ( the Lord of mount KLailasa)
,
the Pracetasas

who won the grace (lit. became favourite personal atten-

dants of the Lord ofKaivalya or Liberation,188 must have cer-

tainly attained to their highest goal in life (viz. Liberation

or Mokfa). Please tell me: Have they attained it here or

hereafter?

Maitreya said :

3. Pracetasas who wished to carry out the order of

their father remained under the waters of the sea (-like

1 58 , i.e. Viwu—VJ.
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lake) 150 and propitiated the creator of all bodies (i.e.

Vi?nu) by worshipping him with repeated recitation (of the

hymn sung by Rudra) and by practising austerities.

4. At the end of (the penance covering) ten thousand
years, the Eternal Supreme Man (Lord Vi§nu) manifested

himself to them in a purely sdttvika form, completely paci-

fying their trouble of penance by his soothing splendour.

5- Like a (dark-blue) cloud on the peak of mount
Meru (which is of pure gold) he rode over the shoulders of

Garuda. He wore a yellow garment and had the Kaustubha

gem in his necklace. By his splendour he dispelled the dark-

ness from all directions.

6. His cheeks as well as his entire face appeared reful-

gent with bright gold ornaments (shedding a spectrum of

variegated light of the precious stones set in ornaments).

He wore a brilliant crown. He was wielding (lit. was attend-

ed upon by) eight weapons160 (in his eight hands). He was

waited upon by his attendants, sages and prominent gods

(like Brahma)
;
His glory was being sung by the celestial singer

Garuqla with the fluttering of his {Veda-) wings.

7. The First (Ancientmost or Supreme) Man was gar-

landed with a wreath of forest-flowers (uanamdld ) which vied in

beauty with the goddess Lak$mi who beautified the central

space (His chest) encircled by His eight long and mighty arms.

He looked with compassion at the sons of Barhi?mat (the

Pracetasas ) who sought his protection, and addressed to them

in deep voice like the rumbling of clouds.

The Venerable Lord said :

8. May you be blessed. Oh Princes ! Due to your

strong mutual love, you are following the same religious

observances. I am highly pleased with you by your brotherly

affection. You seek a boon from me.

9. A man who will daily remember you at dusk and

169. Vide supra 4.24.20; 4.95.3.

160. 'VR. enumerates them : a conch, the disc

—

Sudariana, the mace

Kaumodakl, a lotus, the S&rAga bow, an arrow, a sword, a shield. He
defends the inclusion ofa lotus as weapon by chatri-nytya.
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dawn, will love his brothers like his own self and will cherish
friendliness to all living beings.

10* I shall bestow whatever boon is desired from me
and brilliant intellect as well, to those who every morning
and evening praise me with concentrated mind, with the hymn
(which Rudra sang).

1 1. Since you have, with gladness, accepted and carried
out the command of your father, your enviable glory will
spread all over the worlds.

12. You will have a glorious son who is not inferior to
Brahma (the creator) in excellent attributes and who will fill

(i*e. populate) the whole of these three worlds with his pro-
geny.

13. Oh Princes ! A lotus-eyed girl was born to (a
heavenly nymph called

) Pramloca from ( a sage by name

)

Kancju. When the girl was abandoned (by her mother) (the
presiding deity of) trees took charge of her.

14. When she, being hungry, began to cry, king Soma
(the Moon god) who was moved with compassion, put his

index finger overflowing with nectar, in her mouth.
15. You are commanded to increase population by your

father who is (now) my follower. Therefore,marry that beauti-

ful girl (with fine hips) without delay.

16. All of you are observers of the same vows (e.g. pro-

tection of subjects) and are of similar disposition (good-

naturedness, high moral character etc.). She will completely

dedicate her heart to you all and hence will have the same
disposition and observe the same vows. (Hence there will be
no conflict). May this beautiful lady (with a slender waist)

be your wife.

17. Without any diminution in physical vigour, you

will enjoy the earthly and heavenly pleasures through my
grace, for a period of one million celestial years.

18. Then through your firm devotion to me, the im-

purities (such as lust, hate) in your heart will be burnt. Being

disgusted with the hell (-like pleasures of this world and the

next), you will attain to my abode.

19. Even in the case of those men who enter house-

holder's life, if they dedicate all their actions to me and spend
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their time in talking and hearing about my stories, the

householder's life does not result in a bondage to them.

20. By listening to the discourses about me, by those

who are well-versed in the Vedas, I, the Omniscient Lord,

enter the heart of those devotees as if I become new one

(every moment). This entry (i.e. my manifestation) into

the heart itself is the realization of Brahman, for those who
reach me are not deluded, grieved nor are elated.

Maitreya said :

21. When Lord Vi (Janardana), the conferrer of

the objectives in human life (viz. dharma, artha ,
kima and

Mokfa) and the best Friend of all, spoke to them thus, Prace-

tasas, whose impurities of tamas (ignorance) and rajas (emo-

tions and passions) have been perfectly cleansed at his sight,

bowed him with folded hands and addressed to him with

their voice choked (with tears).

Pracetasas said :

22. “Many salutations to the Lord who destroys all

types of misery and whose excellent attributes and names

have been considered (by the Vedas and knowers of the

Brahman) as the means of attaining the highest good. Obei-

sance to him who surpasses the mind and speech in speed161

and whose path is beyond the ken of all the senses.

23. In your own essential nature, you are pure, serene

( and joy incarnate). The unreal appearance of duality in you

is due to (the function of the) mind. For the creation, suste-

nance and dissolution of the universe, you have assumed forms (of

Brahma, Vi$nu and Siva) through the gunas (attributes viz.

Sattva, rajas and tamas ) of the Maya. Our salutations to you.

24. Obeisance to Hari who is essentially pure sattoa (un-

mixed with rajas and tamas), and knowledge about whom ter-

minates the sarhsara . Bow to Vasudeva, Kr?na. the Lord of all

Sitvatas.

25. Hail to you who have a lotus sprouted in the navel.

Bow to the Lord, the wearer of a wreath of lotuses. Salutation*

161 . Gf. tad dhivato*nyin afreti tiffhan / lit. 4.
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to the God with lotus-like feet. Obeisance to you, Oh lotus-

eyed God

!

26. Salutations to you who wear spotless, pure yellow gar-

ments like the filaments of the lotus. We bow to you who are

the abode of all beings and a seer or witness of them all.

27. You have manifested to us who are afflicted with

miseries, your form which annihilates all these kinds of trou-

ble. What more grace could be shown? (This is the highest

favour shown to us )

.

28. Oh destroyer of inauspiciousness ! Only this much
is to be done by the masters who are kind and compassionate

to the poor that they should remember at the proper time, that

the indigents are their own. (But in our case you have donemuch
more than that in manifesting yourself to us )

.

29. Such remembrance (of the poor) brings peace and

happiness to beings. Abiding as you are as antaryamin (Inner

Controller) in the hearts of even the most insignificant creatu-

res, how is it that you do not know the blessing desired by

us who are your devotees ?

30. To us whom you are not only a guide to Liberation

but a goal desired by us, the very fact that the Lord is pleas-

ed with us, is itself a boon sought by us.

31. We, however, seek a boon from you, Oh Lord, who
are beyond the cause of causes i.e. Prakrti ( the prime cause of

the universe). As there is no limit to your excellences or glo-

ries, you are extolled as Ananta ( Infinite )

.

32. When the Parijata tree is easily found (by a lucky

chance), a bee does not resort to any other tree. (Similarly),

when we have found shelter at your feet directly, what other

things should we seek ?1M

33. So long as we, being dominated by Maya, are wan-

dering here in the saihs&ra due to the force of our actions (fczr-

mas), may we be blest in every life with the companionship of

devotees attached to you.

34. We do not consider ( the pleasures in ) heaven or

even the final beatitude as equivalent to the companionship of

1

6

a. Alternatively: (i) Why should we beg for other contemptible
things?

(ii) If we are to seek anything there is no end to desires—$R.
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your devotees (enjoyed even for a single moment). What of

blessings like kingdom etc.) coveted by mortal beings?

35. In the company ofYour votaries, sweet purifying

stories (of the Lord) which pacify the thirst of desire are ex-

tolled. There is absence of enmity against all beings. Nor is

there any fear to anybody*

36. There (in the company of devotees) the glorious

Lord Narayaria Himself, the goal of Sannyasins, is again and
again extolled through sacred stories, by persons who are free

from attachment.

37. Will not the association of your devotees who with

a desire to purify the sacred places, move about on foot, be

liked by a person afraid (of samsSra)?

38. Oh Lord ! 1 1 is due to a moment’s contact with your

friend, god Siva (Bhava) that we have today attained to you
direct—you who are our goal and the best physician who cures

the incurable malady of ( the cycle of) births and deaths.

39-40. Oh Lord !(we seek the second boon:). What-
ever we have properly studied, whatever troubles we have

taken for propitiating the preceptors, Brahmanas and elderly

people by our compliance, the respects we paid to noble per-

sons, friends, brothers and to all living beings without any

jealousy, the austere penances we have performed without

food, submerged in water for a very long period—may all

this, we beseech you, contribute to the entire satisfaction and
pleasure of yours—you who are the Omnipresent, the Supreme

Man.

41. Manu, god BrahmS. (the self-born)
,

glorious Lord
Siva and others who have purified their hearts with penance

and knowledge, praise your greatness even though they could

not grasp the fullest extent of your glory. Hence we extol

you according to our humble capacity.

42. Obeisance to you, the Supreme Man, who are equal

to all and pure (unsoiled by Mfiy&) . Salutation to you, glo-

rious Lord V&sudeva, who are pure sattva incarnate.*

'

Maxtrtya said :

43. Thus extolled by Pracetasas, Hari who is affectionate

to his devotees (lit. those who seek his shelter) and is of
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irresistible prowess, became pleased with them and conferred
that boon (saying ‘So be it*.) . Even though their eyes were
not satiated by looking at him and they did not wish his de-
parture, he returned to his abode.

44. Then the Pracetasas came out from the water of

the sea (-like lake). Seeing the earth (wildly) covered with
trees that had grown so tall as to obstruct the way to heaven,

they flared up with wrath.

45. For rendering the earth tree-less, they then angrily

breathed out from their mouth fire and wind, just as Samvar-
taka or Kalagni Rudra does at the time of the dissolution of
the universe.

46. Seeing the trees being thus reduced to ashes, god
Brahma appeared and pacified the sons of Barhismat (Prace-

tasas) by reasoning.

47. Then the surviving trees which were terrified, acted

upon the advice of god Brahma and offered their daughter to

Pracetasas.

48. In compliance of the command of god Brahma,
they (Pracetasas) married Marina (the daughter of the trees).

Dak$a, the former mind-born son ofBrahma (lit. one born of

the unborn Vi?Qu), was born of her, on account of his

(Daksa’s) insulting the great god Siva (formerly).

49. At the advent of the Cak$usa Manvantara (the

sixth aeon), when the previous creation was annihilated by

the force of time168 it was this Daksa who directed by the

Lord, created the progeny as desired by him.

50. While he was being born, he eclipsed with his own
splendour the light of all luminous bodies. He came to be called

Dak$a, the competent, on account of his precision and profici-

ency in the performance ofritualistic acts.

51. (The beginningless) god Brahma installed him (as

a Prajapati—the protector of the creation) and appointed him

to procreate and protect the creation. Dak^a (in his turn)

employed all other Praj&patis—progenitors of creation—to

perform their respective jobs.
i

163. When 0Akf*'i previous body waa destroyed through the force

of time (SR.).
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CHAPTER THIRTYONE

( The Story of Pracetasas : Their Renunciation and Liberation )

Maitreya said :

1 . Then ( at the end of one million years of enjoying

earthly and heavenly pleasures), superior knowledge dawned
on Pracetasas. Remembering the words of Lord Vi$nu (vide

supra 4.30. 18), they entrusted their wife to the care of their

son (Dakga ) and immediately left their house (as recluses).

2. On the western sea-shore, at the place where ( the

sage) Jajali164 attained the final beatitude, they resolved to en-

gage themselves in ( the sacrificial session in the form of) the

enquiry about the Soul which leads to the realization that the

Soul abides in all beings.

3. Naradawho was worthy of being praised by gods

and demons (alike), saw them (Pracetasas) who controlled

their vital breath, mind, speech and sight. Being the masters

of their yogic ( bodily) posture, their bodies were firm, unagi-

tated and straight. They concentrated their minds on the

Supreme, perfectly pure Brahman ( unalloyed with Maya)

.

4. Seeing him come, they (respectfully) stood up, bow-

ed to him by lying prostrate before him and received him joy-

fully. They worshipped him with due formalities. When he

was comfortably seated, they addressed to him.

Pracetasas said :

5. “Welcome is your arrival, Oh divine Sage ! How
glad we are that you have appeared before us today. Oh
Brahman, your moving about (in the world) is Hke the move-

ment ofthe Sun, for dispelling the fear of the people.

6. Whatever enlightenment was given to us by glorious

Siva and Lord Vi?ciu has been almost forgotten by us due to

our strong attachment to house (householder’s life).

164. J&jali—An ancient sage famous for austere penance. When
he felt pride about his spiritual attainment, he was directed to go to a

merchant named Tul&dhftra. The merchant enlightened him in spiritual

matters after which J&jali attained Mokfa (liberation).

—MBH, Sdnti . 061-64; PCX. 371
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7. Therefore, please kindle in us the light of the know-
ledge of the Soul which reveals the reality and by (realizing)

which we shall easily cross the impassable sea of sartis&ra”.

Maitreya said :

8. When enquired thus by Pracetasas, the venerahle

sage Narada whose mind was merged in Lord Visnu (of glorious

renown) spoke to those kings.

Ndrada said :

9. That life, those acts, that period of time, that mind,
that speech ofmen are of some real worth in the world, if Hari,
the Soul and Ruler of the universe is served by them

.

10. If Lord Hari, who blesses us with self-realization

is not attained, of what benefit is the three-fold birth, viz.,

through pure sinless parents, initiation ceremony and conse-

cration (for the performance of sacrifice) ? What is the use

of the (performance of) ritualistic duties enjoined by the three

Vedas or a span of long life like that of gods* ?

11. Of what avail are the learning, austere penance, elo-

quent speech or the capacity to attend many things simultane-

ously ? Of what use is the keen intellectual capacity or physical

power, high efficiency of senses ?

12. Of what use are the Yoga (consisting of breath

control etc. ) the Samkhya (the knowledge of non-identity of

the Soul and the body) ,
the Sannyasa ( the life of a recluse;

and the study of the Vedas and observances of other vows and

renunciation.

13. For, as a matter of fact, the Self is the highest of

all blessings ( as they are liked and desired for the sake of the

Self). Lord Hari is the Soul of all living beings. He is

Self-giver (i.e. he manifests himself by the removal of

avidyd or he gives form, power etc. similar to him to his

votaries* like Bali). He is dear (as he is by nature the highest

bliss).

14. Just as watering the roots ofa tree nourishes the

trunk, branched, sub-branches(leaves and flowers of a tree, and

just as the nourishment of the life (with food etc.) leads to

the strengthening of* the senses and organs of the body (and
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not by applying food to those parts), so the worshipping of

Acyuta (Lord Vi?nu) is the worship of all.

15. Just as in the rainy season, waters (rain-drops)

emanate from the Sun ( the evaporator of waters which form

the clouds and are the cause of subsequent rain-fall) and return

to it again (as water vapour) in the summer, and just as the

bodies of the mobiles and immobiles spring up from the earth

and return to it, so does this universe of animate andinanimate
things—the stream ofgunas—(emerge from and)merge in Hari.

16* This universe is the absolute, unconditioned essence

of the universal Soul. (It is not different from him as it is

*(I) VR. affirms the reality of the world as the universe has no separate

existence except as the body ofthe Lord. Just as the light of the Sun and
the Sun are inseparables, the whole universe is an inseparable attribute

—

the body of the Supreme Soul. Once, at the time of the creation, the

universe appears as gross and at the time of the dissolution it becomes too

subtle to be perceptible but its reality of existence persists, like the power

of the sense-organs which are active in a waking state and inactive in

sleep when illusions regarding the matter (the five elements) and the

cognitive and conative sense-organs and one’s being god, man etc. are

lost.

(II) VJ. reads differently. Briefly stated : Referring to hardvtva

gUQaprav&hak in the above (15) verse, he refutes that Hari is conditioned

by the gupas or their products. This world wherein Hari dwells and which

he has created is quite distinct and cannot condition him—the only relation

between Hari and the universe is that of the supporter and the supported

or the 'phantom city of Gandharvas’ and the sky. Hari is essentially

knowledge brilliant like the light of the Sun. And His wisdom dispels

all illusions regarding the body [dravya), power etc. When due to

accumulation of merits, the breath and other Vfttis cease to work exter-

nally and begin to function internally, and awaken the jiva, and the illu-

sions about the false identity of the Soul and the body, thinking one’s

self to be an independent doer and that of being the master ofone’s senses,

are removed, the real Form of the Lord is manifested.

(Ill) SD. : The analogy of the Sun and the water (in the above

No. 1
5—verse) may be misconstrued to show that the universe and the

Lord are totally different. This verse refutes that misinterpretation. The
relation between the Lord and the world is like'that between the Sun and

its light, viz. identity-cum-difference. It is identical yet different. Just as

the powers of the sense-organs are manifest in wakefulness and dormant

in sleep, so is the creation and dissolution of the universe. How can the

jloa be releued from the prapaHea (universe) So related with Brahman ?

It is by' propitiation of Hari, the Soul of the universe, that illusions

cautftif tefftidrd, vis. (i) the feeling of I-ness and mine-ness about one’s
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evolved from him) just as the light of the Sun is not different

from the Sun in spite of the once (i. e. temporary) appearance
of the phantom phenomenon called ‘the city of Gandharvas’
Just as the powers of the cognitive and conative organs function
during wakefulness and lie dormant during sleep (the universe
which appears at the time of the creation from the Lord, disso-

lves itself in the Lord at the end of Kalpa.). In reality, in

the Lord, there is absence of the effects of three types of ego
(viz. ego due to matter, action or thought or the types of ego
known as tamasa , taijasa and vaikdrika)and the misapprehension

of diversity (caused by it).

17* Just as clouds, darkness and light appear in the sky

and also disappear in their turn (but do not stick to the sky),

similarly, Oh King, the potencies called sattva
,
rajas and lamas

appear in Brahman (without affecting it) and the flow ( of

creation and destruction of the universe) continues (undis-

turbed) .

18. Therefore, adore (and meditate upon) the Lord

directly as being not different from you. Hari is the one undiffe-

rentiated Soul of all embodied beings. He is Time ( the effi-

body, house etc. (ii) regarding ritualistic acts leading to heaven as leading

to Mok?a, (iii) wrongly believing in the teachings of Kapila, Kanada,

Buddha as true and leading to salvation.

(IV) GD. explains the position of Brahma vada as follows : Hari

being the material cause of the universe, the latter cannot be different

from Hari. At the time of the creation it evolves from the Lord, the Soul

of the universe and it is not different from him just as the light of the

Sun is not distinct from it. The evanescence of the universe and the

eternity of the Lord are not contradictory, for just as the power of the

senses functions during the state of wakefulness and becomes dormant in

sleep (but the power still persists in both the stages) the world appears at

the time of the creation and ceases to be so at the time of dissolution. (It

is however not destroyed) . The creation of the universe and the supported-

supporter relation between the universe and the Lord do not act as his

limitations, for the Lord is a cause of extraordinary and miraculous

nature and above popular analogies. He is free from the illusory contact

of five elements, eleven sense-organs and their presiding deities.

*VR. insists on the reality of the universe : the appearance and

disappearance of clouds, darkness and light do not imply their unreality*

Similarly, the manifestation and disappearance of sattva, rajas and lamast

the three potencies of Prakfti with relation to Brahman do not mean that

they are unreal.
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cient cause), Prakrti (Primordial Nature, as the material

cause ) , the Supreme Ruler ( as the creator ) . By his own pro*

wess (or lustre) he has destroyed (i.e. remained unaffected by)

the flow of gunas.

19. By compassion to all living beings, and by remain*

ing contented with anything whatever and by pacifying urges

of the senses by remaining detached from the objects of the

senses, Hari becomes pleased in no time.

20. Hari, the imperishable Lord, is invited by continuo-

usly growing contemplation to the pure hearts of pious people

who have dispelled all the cravings. He does not wish to

move out of the space of the heart, for he remembers his

obligations to his devotees.

2 1 . Hari loves the poor people who regard him as their

only wealth
; for he can appreciate the sweet bliss in their

devotion which is motiveless and is solely concentrated onhim,

Hari does not accept worship from such crooked-minded persons

who out of pride for their own scholarship, opulence, parent-

age and achievements, despise indigent yet righteous people.

22. He is not attached to Sr! (his wife—the goddess of

wealth and beauty) even though she (always) waits on him.

Nor does he attend to kings and gods who entreat her favours.

For he himself is absolutely perfect (bliss etc.) . But he is

(always) subservient to the will of his servants (devotees).

(This being the case) how can anyone with a feeling of grate-

fulness abandon him ?

Maitreya said

:

23.

In this way, sage Narada, the son of Brahma (the

Self-born god) narrated (these and) other stories of Lord

Hari to Pracetasas and returned to the region of Brahma.

24.

Having heard the glories of Hari as narrated by

Narada, and which remove the sins of the world, they (Pracet-

asas) meditated upon his feet and attained to his region.

25.

Oh Vidura, I have now narrated to you everything

that you requested me to tell, vi2. the diailogue between Prace-

tasas and Narada containing the glorification of Hari

.
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Sri Suka said:

*

26-27. This dynasty of Uttanapada, the son of Manu
has been described to .you, Oh best of Kings ! Now listen from
me the race of Priyavrata (Uttanapada’s elder brother) who
obtained the spiritual lore from Narada and who after enjoy-

ing (i.e. ruling over) the earth, divided his kingdom among his

sons and attained to the Lord’s abode.

28. Having heard this sanctifying story about the invin-

cible Lord Hari, as described by Maitreya (Kausarava),

Vidura was overwhelmed with emotions. With his eyes flow-

ing with tears, he installed the feet of the Lord in his heart and
held (i.e. bowed to) the sage’s feet w'ith his head.

Vidura said :

29. Oh great Yogin ! Compassionate at heart as you

are, you have shown me today the other shore of the ocean of

darkness (i.e. ignorance) where dwells Lord Hari who is realiz-

ed by votaries who are solely devoted to him.

Sri Suka said :

30. Having bowed to him (Maitreya) and taking his

leave, Vidura who was desirous of seeing his relatives returned

with peaceful mind, to Hastinapura.

31. Oh King ! He who would listen to the account

of kings who have dedicated their minds to Lord Hari, would

.be blest with (lit. obtain) longevity, affluence, glory, family-

bliss (sons, grandsons etc.)* sovereignty and eternal happiness

(or godhood).



FIFTH SKANDHA

CHAPTER ONE*

( The Lift of Priyavrata

)

The king (Parikfit) said :

1 . Priyavrata was a devotee of the glorious Lord. As

such he was merged in the highest bliss of the Soul (Atman)*

How is it that he took delight in the life of a householder as it

is the root of the bondage of karmas, and obscures one’s real

nature (by diminution of knowledge ) ,
Oh omniscient sage ?

2. Oh most excellent Brahma^a ! It is definitely un-

becoming that men like him, who have given up all attach-

ment, should cherish such intense attachment to family life

( including Vedic rituals, children, wife etc. ).

3. The high-souled persons whose minds have found

happiness and delight under the shade168 of the feet of Lord

Vi$nu of excellent renown, cannot definitely entertain an intense

desire for family life, Oh Brahmana sage !

4. (It is possible that due to the power of fate, some
persons who found delight in the Soul, may get attached to

family life). But there is my great doubt as to how he

(Priyavrata j attached to his wife, home, children etc., could

itain Liberation, and could cultivate an unswerving devotion

to Lord Kf?na, Oh Brahman !

•Thit $jkandha presents the third characteristic

—

Sthdna—of this

Pur&na (SD., VD., GD.). At the end of the last Skandha 4.31.36-97 it is

mentioned that Priyavrata was at first initiated into spiritual lore by
Nirada, but he entered householders life and after enjoying the kingdom
of the earth, he renounced it and attained final beatitude. King Parik?it

asked the question here.

165. chiyd : (i) Which removes (i.e. cools down) hot tormenting

passions—$R.
(ii) Which removes sarhsdra and three types of misery—VR. VG.
(ili) Shade characterised by knowledge which removes torments of

sams&ra—VJ

.
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Sri Suka said :

5. Certainly, what you said is correct. But persons
whose mind is possessed by (being soaked in) the honey of the
lotus-like feet of the Lord of Sri, Lord Vi$nu of excellent re-

nown146 do hot generally abandon their own blessed path of
listening to the stories of the Lord, most loved by the great

ascetics (parama-hathsas

)

and the votaries of the Lord, even
though their path might be temporarily obstructed (by some
difficulties).

6. Oh King ! It is widely known that Prince Priyavrata

was a great devotee of the Lord. By serving the feet of Narada,
he easily got insight into the real nature of the Soul. When
he intended to dedicate his whole life to the abstract contem-
plation of the Supreme Soul, he was called upon by his father

(Svayambhuva Manu) to protect or to assume the responsibi-

lity of governing the world, as he ( the Prince) was the sole

receptacle of a host of excellent qualities (as pre-requisites of

a ruler ) as prescribed in the scriptures. By the Toga of unin-

terrupted meditation, he (the Prince) had already resigned all

the functions of his senses and organs solely to Lord Vasudeva.

He foresaw that by accepting office (of the king), his Self will

be obscured by the duties and functions ofthe government,

even though they be (essentially) unreal. Hence, even though

the command of the father is not to be disobeyed, he did not

welcome the order ( to be a king)

.

7. Thereupon, the Self-born god Brahma, the first

among the gods, who correctly comprehends the intentions

and desires of ( everybody in ) the world by his continuous

thinking (and solicitude) for promoting the prosperity of the

creation (world) which is the product of (three) gunas t
came

down from his region ( Satyaloka ) , surrounded by all the

Vedas incarnate , and his retinue (consisting of Marici and

others )

.

8. During his journey through heavens, he was being

worshipped at several points by great gods, riding their celes-

tial cars. On his way through the sky, he was being eulogized

by troupes ofdivine artistes like Gandharvas, Sadhyas, Carapas

166 . uttamailoka—Who is glorified by excellent gods like Brakmft—

-

VR.
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and by Siddhas and sages. Illumining the whole valley of

Gandha-mddana by his moon-like splendour, he approached the

Prince.

9. ( SR. asks us to understand that at this time, while

Narada was instructing Priyavrata, Manu also had come to

take the Prince to his capital).

There, recognising by the vehicle—swan—that it was his

father Lord Hiranya-garbha ( Brahma ), Narada rose up has-

tily and waited upon him with articles of worship, and along

with the father*and the son (Manu and Priyavrata), and offer-

ed prayers to him with folded hands.

10. Qh King Parikfit (Oh descendant of Bbarata),

Lord Brahma, the Primeval Man, who was offered worship

(by Narada), and whose various excellent qualities, arrivals

•on the earth from Satyaloka ( to confer boons) , and glorious

victories, were highly extolled in appropriate words, cast a

smiling look, full of compassion at Priyavrata and spoke -

The Lord (Brahma) said :

1 1 . Oh Child ! Try to understand carefully this truth

that I am telling you. You should not find fault with the

self-refulgent inscrutable God (who is beyond the ken of

intelligence) . For, we (I Brahma, Marici and other sages),

god Rudra, your father (Svayambhuva Manu), this great sage

(Narada)—all of us, being totally under his control, carry out

his behests.

12. No embodied being can undo what is decreed by
him, through austere penances, knowledge of Sdstras, the power

ofYoga (or Yogic powers like anima, laghimd) , his intellectual

capacity, wpalth, religious acts, or with the help of another

(powerful person) or with his own capacity.

13. Dear Priyavrata ! All living beings always maintain

association with the body which is ordained by the unmanifest

Lord, for (undergoing) birth, death, doing actions, (experien-

cing) sorrow, delusion, fear, pleasure and pain.

, ,
14. We are tightly bound together to the cord in the

form of his Word (the Vedas) , with the unbreakable strings, in

the form ofgunas (like satim)y and actions (suitable for one's

own position and stage

—

var$a and ikama—in life) , Oh child

!
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Wc all offer worship to the Supreme Lord like quadruped
animals (controlled) with a string woven through their nos-

trils, carrying loads for the bipeds (men )

.

15. For, dear Priyavrata, we accept whatever form of

existence (e.g. gods, subhuman beings) is assigned to us by
the Lord, according to our attachment to gunas (sattva etc.)

,

and actions (karmas ) ; experience pleasure or pain ( as ordained

by him) like the blind led by a person endowed with eye-sight.

1 6. Even though a person is liberated, he should main-

tain his body, experiencing the fruits he is destined to reap,

but without identifying himself with the body, just as a man,

awakened from sleep, remembers the experienced dream (in a

detached manner without identifying himself in the dream
condition) . He does not seek after attributes which lead to

next body (birth).

17. (He answers the objection : as there cannot be

detachedness in the householder's life due to one's indulgence

in pleasure, one should renounce it and resort to forests). The
fear of sarhsara (cycle of births and deaths) persists in the case

of a person who has not controlled his senses, even though he

(leaves his house and )
wanders from forest to forest ( out of

fear of attachment). (For) he stays in the forest beset with

his six ( internal ) enemies ( viz. uncontrolled mind and five

cognitive senses). On the other hand, what harm can the

householder’s life possibly do to a wise man who has subdued

his senses and who is absorbed in the bliss of his Soul.

18* He who wishes to subdue his (above-mentioned)

six enemies, should first enter the householder's life, and inten-

sively try to do so, like a king who, resorting to his stronghold,

(first) overcomes his powerful enemies. When the enemies

have been weakened, the wise man may go about ( to another

dsrama—stage of life) at will.

"VJ. : A person aesirous of subduing bis enemies in the form of

senses should first stay in the householder’s stage of life. After getting

satiated (alam touddhim prifiya) by enjoying pleasure, he should try for ms
final beatitude. In the householder’s life, however, he should stay in the

stronghold, via. devotion to the Lord and curb his powerful enemies via.

senses eager for enjoyment, by restraining himselffrom enjoying pleasures

and thus bringthe senses under control. When the desire ofsense-enjoyment

recedes, the wise man may fearlessly proceed, (with the Lord's devotion).
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19. But you have already fortified yourself in the castle

in the form of the lotus-like feet ofLord Vifpu (the god with

a lotus sprouting from his navel), and have conquered the six

enemies. Therefore, (you should) now enjoy the blessings

bestowed upon you by the Supreme Person, and then renoun-
cing all attachment, you should resort to your essential nature
(viz. the Self

—

Stman ).

£ri Suka said :

20. (Priyavrata) the great devotee of the Lord who*

was thus addressed (by Brahma), bent his head low, with a

sense of his own smallness (before god Brahma) and respect-

fully acquiesced in the command of the venerable Preceptor

of the three worlds (viz. Brahma)
, with the words ‘Yes Sir’.

2 1 . Venerable Brahma was worshipped with due forma-
lities by Manu. And while Priyavrata and Narada were look-

ing on calmly (without any rancour for the frustration of their,

original plans), he retired to his abode, meditating upon
the Supreme Brahman, his own asylum, who is beyond the

range of speech, mind and actions (avyavahftam)

.

22. Manu also got his desired object (of retiring to

forest after appointinghis son to the throne), fulfilled by the

great god Brahm& With the consent of the great divine sage

Narada, he installed his son to protect and stabilise his sway
over the whole of earth. As for himself, he (Manu) renounc-

ed his desire of householder’s life which is like an unfordable

poisonous lake ofsensual enjoyments.

23. In this way, it was by the will of the Supreme Lord
that Priyavrata, the Lord of the world was invested with

powers to execute his duties (of kingship ) . He burnt down
the impurities in his heart, by dint of constant meditation of

the pair
(

of feet of the Lord, the Supreme First Person, Whose
supreme glory is capable of destroying the bondage of the

whole world. Pure as he (Priyavrata) was, he governed the

kingdom of the earth in order to show his regard to the great

(god Brahma and others, by carrying out their command to

rule)

24. Then, he married the daughter, by name Barhi$-

matl, of Viivakarmfi, the Lord of created beings. And as
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known to all, he got by her, ten sons, all of whom were great
like him in character qualities, capacity of work, beauty of
form and prowess, and a daughter, youngest of all, by name
Crjasvatl.

25. All of them were named after the fire-god—Agni

—

(viz.) Agnldhra, Idhmajihva, Yajflabahu, Mahavlra, Hira-
nyaretas, Ghftapntha, Savana, Medhatithi, Vlti-hotra, Kavi.

26. Out of these Kavi, Mahavlra and Savana were
lifelong celibates. Since their infancy, they cultivated acquain-

tance (i.e. took to the study of) the science of the Soul
(spiritualism) and adopted the order of Paramahamsas (the

highest type of recluses).

27. (While) in that (order of Paramahamsas), those

great sages who were habituated to self-control and tranquil-

lity, uninterruptedly meditated upon the beautiful lotuslike

feet of the venerable Lord Vasudeva who is the abode of alt

species of living beings and the place of refuge for those who
are afraid (of death or sarhsara) . They realized the Lord with-

in their heart which becomes thoroughly purified by the power
of steadfast and supreme Yoga of devotion (born of that cease-

less contemplation). And freeing themselves from the condi-

tioning gross body, they became absolutely identical with the

Lord who is Soul of all beings.167

28. By another wife also, he had three sons ( named

)

Uttama, Tamasa and Raivata, each of whom ruled over a

Manvantara.

29. While ( three of) his sons were practising self-con-

trol, the Lord of the earth ruled over the world for one hundred

and ten million years.168 (During his reign) the enemies of

righteousness were deterred by the twang of the bow-string

pulled by his mighty pair of arms possessing enormoufc power

whereby all his heroic undertakings became successful without

any obstruction. The high-minded king enjoyed ( the plea-

167. VR. interprets Pratyag as jiva ‘individual soul' and bhUta as

'insentient bodies' (a-caitanya-iarlrakatvam) • Thus VR. explains : They

(the Princely Sages) realised that the individual Soul (jftvdtnuin) is like a

body to aud not separable from the Supreme Soul (Paramitmsn). Thus
they attained to a state like him (S&dkarmyam)

.

168. arbuda—Tca crores (:000,000,00) yean.
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sures of life) as if he had not realised his true Self or had his

judgment clouded by queen Barhigmati’s expression of daily

increasing raptures in greeting him with her amorous womanly
charms, her smiles and side-glances half-concealed by bashful-

ness and by witty conversations.

30. (Once he noticed that) even to the extent of the

world (upto the Lokaloka mountain), over which the Sun
shines during his circumambulation round Mount Meru ( the

mount of gods), it gives light to half the surface of the earth

while leaves the other half to be enveloped in darkness. He
did not approve of it. As his super-human power was enhanced

by the adoration of the Lord, he decided to turn even the

night into the day, by (riding in his
)
luminous chariot, equal-

ling the Sun in speed. Thus, like a second Sun, he made
seven circuits closely following the Sun (on the heels).

31. Verily, the wonderful moat-like tracks left by the

fellies of the wheels ofhis chariot, became the seven seas which

divided the earth into seven island continents ( dvipas ).

32* They ( dvipas) are called Jambu, Plaksa, Salmali,

Ku&a, Krauftca, Saka and Pu?kara. As regards their dimen-

sions, each succeeding island-continent is double in area as that

of the previous one, and is surrounded by an ocean separating

it ( from the other)

.

33** The seven oceans are respectively of salt-water,

juice of sugar-cane, wine, clarified butter, milk, curds and pure

•This concentric division of the earth in seven island-continents h
mentioned by Patahjali (and cent. A.D.), and is common to Vigiiu P.

(2.4), MSrkavtfeya P. (54.6) , and with a variation in Matsya P« ( 121 , 122)

and Agni P. 108.1.3. The arrangement is briefly as follows : (1) Jambu-
dvlpa surrounded by an ocean of salt water. Beyond this ocean and

encircling is Plakfa-dvipa which is double the area of JambUdvlpa. (2)

Plakga-dvlpa is surrounded by the ocean of sugar-cane juice which in

turn is engirdled by ( 3 ) Sftlmalidvlpa. The ocean of wine surrounds this

dvipa and is encircled by (4) Kuiadvlpa with the ocean of clarified butter

around it. (5) Krauilcadvipa surrounds this ocean and is itself engirlded

by an ocean of milk. (6 \ Sskadvfya surrounds the o.cean of milk and

it itself encircled by ocean of curds (7) Puskaradvlpa surrounds this ocean

ofcurds and is encircled by the ocean of Iresh (sweet) water.
' • *N. L. De in GDAMl . 179, identifies the seven seas or oceans as

follows : (t ) Salt water sea—The Indian ocean surrounding JambCtdvIpa

or India; (2) Kftra (Milk ocean)—Shirwan alias the Caspian Sea; (3)
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(fresh) water. They serve as moats to each of the island-con-

tinent. They are equal in extent to the continent they en-

circle. Each one of the oceans is in a serial order, the outer

boundary of the continent surrounded by it. Priyavrata ( the

consort of Barhismati) severally installed as ruler,

dutiful sons by name Agnidhra, Idhmajihva, Yajflabahu,

Hiranyaretas, Dhrtaprstha, Medhatithi, Vltihotra—each being

the ruler of one of the continents such as Jambudvipa and
others.

34. He gave his daughter called Orjasvati in marriage

to U£anas (Sukra, the preceptor of demons), and of her was
born Devayani also called Kavya-suta ( the daughter of Kavi,

i.e., Sukra).

35. Such heroic achievements are not impossible in the

case of devout men who, by the (efficacy of the) dust of the

feet ofLord Visnu (who as Trivikrama took the universe in

his long strides ) , have conquered the six senses ( five cognitive

senses and the inner organ—mind ) or six anxieties (such as

physical hunger and thirst, grief and delusion, old age and
death). For if, a man even from the lowest caste, utters but

once the name (of god Vi$gu), he immediately shakes off the

shackles of Sarfisara.

36. In this way Priyavrata, a possessor of immeasur-

able strength and prowess, once felt disgusted with himself as

he found himself to be dissatisfied with the contact with the

product of gunas ( in the form of his kingship and worldly enjoy-

ment ) which fell to his lot, even after his resorting to the feet

of (the) celestial sageNarada, and said this (to himself)

:

Sura (Wine)—a corruption of Sarain or the Caspian Sea forming the

south-eastern boundary of Kuiadvlpa; (4) Ghfta—derived from the

Erythraean Sea or the Persian Gulfforming the boundary of S&lmalidvlpa

or Chaldia, i.e. Assyria; (5)-Ikfu (sugar cane) a variant of the Oxus. The
river is taken as a sea (cf. Sindhu means both the sea and the river). It

forms the southern boundary of Puskaradvipa or Bhushkara i.e. Bokhara.

(6) Dadhi (curds) is a hyper Sanskritisation of Dahi (Dahae)—a scythian

tribe living in the upper Jaxartes on the shore of the Aral Sea. Hence

Dadhi is the Aral Sea. ( 7 ) SvSdu (sweet water)—a corruption of Tchan-

dun, a river in Mongolia i.e. Plakfadvlpa. These identifications are still

controversial. Vide—Baladeva Upadhyaya—Purdpa Vimorfa pp. 317-331*

D.C. Sircar—Studies in GAMI pp. 17-35.
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37. “Alas ! What a (terrific) iniquity has been per-

petrated by me ! I have allowed myself to be pushed by my
senses into the dark terrible pit of sensual objects produced by
Avidya. Now enough of this. Fie upon me who became a
beast of recreation (i.e. monkey) to this woman" Thus he
censured himself.

38. He regained his power of discretion and thinking,

by the grace of Hari, the Supreme Deity. (Hence) he divid-

ed the earth proportionately among his dutiful sons ( as per

injunctions of the Dharma Sastra) . He abandoned, like a

dead body, his queen with whom he enjoyed pleasures, renounc-

ed his great imperial wealth and grandeur. By the power
generated by the realization of the stories and pastimes of

Hari, he became disgusted (with SarhsSra) in his heart, and he

followed again the spiritual path shown to him by the divine

sage Narada.

These are verily the verses composed of old to eulogize

the glory of Priyavrata

:

39. Who else than the Lord Himself can perform the

great achievements of Priyavrata who, while dispelling the

darkness(of the night by riding in his refulgent chariot), creat-

ed seven oceans by the deep tracks of fellies of his chariot.

40. For the happiness and convenience of beings he

divided the earth (in seven island-continents). He fixed the

boundaries (in each dvtpa) by means of rivers, mountains and

forests.

41. Devotees of Lord Vi§nu were dear to him. He
regarded as hellish, the glories and affluence acquired in the

P&t&la (subterranean world), the celestial world and the hu-

man world as well, through powers of karma-yoga.
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CHAPTER TWO
( The History ofAgnidhra)

Sri Suka said :

1. When his father (Priyavrata) was thus absorbed (in

the yoga of devotion as advised by Narada), Agnidhra, who
Abided by his (father’s) commands, kept the injunctions of

Dharma in view, and accordingly protected properly his sub-

jects, the inhabitants ofJambudvipa, like his own children.

2. Once upon a time, he, being desirous of attaining

to Pitrloka ( the region of manes, by having a son), went to

perform penance in the valley of mount Mandara which was
the sporting ground of beautiful celestial damsels. He collected

all the articles required for worship, and with concentrated

«>mind, he propitiated the venerable Brahma, the lord of the

progenitors of the universe.

3. Having understood his intention, the glorious First-

born god Brahma, deputed to him a celestial damsel called

Purvacitti who was a singer in his assembly.

4. And leisurely did she stroll to the garden adjacent

to Agnldhra's hermitage. The garden appeared extremely

beautiful with its lotus-ponds of crystal-clear water, which were

resounded with the variegated sweet warblings of acquatic birds

like water fowls KSrarifauas (a kind of duck), swans etc. And
the water-birds were (in their turn) aroused by the resounding

melodious notes of the pairs of herbacious and terrestrial birds,

perching on golden creepers which entertwined the mass of

branches of densely grown forest trees of various kinds.

5. The Prince caught up the sound of the beautiful ank-

lets jingling at every step she wove in a charming, amorous

pattern in her graceful advance. He slightly opened the pair

of his lotus-bud-like eyes which were till now closed in religious

meditation, and perceived her closely.

6. Like a female bee (kissing a flower), the heavenly

nymph was enjoying the sweet smell of flowers not far from him.

She was making room for the god of Love (the flower-weapon*
9

ed god) in the minds of men by her gait, sportiveness, bash*

ful and modest glances, sweet voice and charming limbs which

profusely delighted~the minds and eyes of gods and men (alike).
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Her full (pitcher-like ) breasts, braids of hair and girdle were
slightly agitated by her quickened steps out of fear, when she

was assailed by a swarm of bees blind and inebriated with the

fragrance of her breath ( in the form) of words which dropped
from her mouth, and which being accompanied with a smile,

were sweet like nectar and intoxicating like wine. Agnidhra
fell under the strong influence of the god of love (with a cro-

codile on his banner) , who got an opportunity to enter his

heart the very moment he saw her, and like a stupid16* fellow,

he addressed her (as follows)

:

7. “Oh great sage ! Who are you and what do you
propose to do on this hill ? Are you some indescribable power
of the worshipful, Supreme Deity ? Oh friend ! Do you carry

a pair of stringless bows (namely your eyebrows) for your

purpose, or do you hunt after careless uncautious beasts

(like me who are not self-controlled) ?

8. (Referring to her amorous side-glances). These two

arrows of your glorious self are winged with lotus-petals ( in the

form of your eyes). They are gentle, beautiful without feathers,

yet of extremely sharp teeth (points). We do not know at

whom you wish to aim ’them in this jungle. May your valour

be for the good of dull-witted persons like us.

9. (Referring to the black bees moving about her due

to the fragrance of her body). These disciples of your worship

are reciting (Vedic hymns) ground you, and by incessantly

singing the Sama verses with a full understanding of its mystic

doctrine they are glorifying the Lord. Just as all sages eagerly

resort to their particular (traditional) branch of the Vedas,

all these (black bees ) eagerly resort to the showers of flowers

that are dropped down on all sides from your braid of hair.

10. (Listening to the jingling of the anklets). Oh
Brahman ! We can hear only the sweet notes of the tittira

birds which are encaged ( in your anklets), but their form is

not visible. Whence did you get the Kadamba-flower-like

splendour(of the garment), round your hips which are engirdl-

ed by a fire-like shining zone.

11* ( Referring to her full conical breasts ) • Oh Brahma^a

169. He is called stupid as he failed to distinguish betweaa a man
and a woman, and addressed the nymph as if she was a man.
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(twice-born one) ! What is stored in your beautiful horns

which you carry (with difficulty on your bosom ) ,
despite your

slender waist, and on which my eyesight is firmly resting ?

The saffron—coloured fragrant paste applied to your horn is

such as has filled my hermitage with sweet smell, Oh beautiful

one.

12. Oh best friend ! Please show me your region, the

inhabitants whereof bear on their bosom such wonderful pair

of limbs which (delight yet) agitate the minds of ascetics like

us, and who have on their countenance such a wonderful trea-

sure of sweet words, amorous gestures, nectar and the like.

1 3. (Pointing to the betel leaves which she was chewing )

What is the food on which you subsist? By eating (chewing)

that there blows forth a fragrance like that of an oblation

offered into the sacrificial fire, Oh dear friend. You are a part

(artiSa or hold) ofgod Vi$riu, for like Him, there are (ear-rings

with) two unwinking crocodiles in your ears. Your countena-

nce is like a lake with its bewildered eyes which are a pair of

fish in agitation; with your rows of teeth appearing beautiful

like a row of swans and with the mass of curly hair like swarms
of black bees moving about you.

14. This ball which, when hit by your lotuslike hands*

moves about in all directions, makes my eyes roll about. You
are not aware of the loosened braids of your curly hair. Alas f

The dissolute wind, addicted to licentious pleasure, is taking

off your lower garment.

15. Oh ascetic (rich in penance) ! Your beauty wrecks

the penance of those who are engaged in austerities. By what
kind of penance did you secure it (your beauty) ? My friend !

(Come on ) You should perform penance in my company. Or
it may be that god Brahmi. (who desires to extend creation),

has been verily pleased with me (and has sent you to me).

16. I shall not let you go, my beloved, who are conferr-

ed on me by god Brahma. Neither my mind nor even my sight,

fixed on you as they are, would"like to depart. Oh friend with

beautiful horns, be pleased to take (lead) me, your devoted

servant, wherever you like. May your faithful companions

follow me (OrJjmay the female deer which are the companions

in the forest go by the right side—as an auspicious omen".
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£rf >Suka said :

1 7. In this way. Prince Agnfdhra who was highly expert

in the art of courting beautiful ladies and was blest with god-

like intelligence, thoroughly propitiated the celestial damsel in

a language which cleverly expressed his intention.

18. And she whose heart became strongly atttached to

him on account of the intelligence, noble character, beauty,

youth, splendour and liberality of that prominent hero (lit. the

lord of warriors), enjoyed in the company of the lord of

Jambttdvipa, earthly and heavenly enjoyment for a pretty long

time (lit. a period of a myriad of myriad years.)

19. The great king Agnidhra, they said, got by her nine

sons by name Nabhi, Kimpuruga, Harivarga, Ilavfta, Ramyaka,
Hiranmaya, Kuru, Bhadraiva, Ketumala.

20. Having given birth to nine sons, one per year, and

leaving them in the palace, Purvacitti again rejoined her ser-

vice with god Brahm£.

21. Those sons of Agnidhra, from their birth, inherited

well-built body and (enormous) strength by the grace of their

( heavenly) mother. When the patrimony was duly divided

among them by their father, they enjoyed severally (kingship

of) the different divisions of Jambudvipa which were also

named after them170.

22. King Agnidhra was not still satisfied with enjoyment

of pleasures. Everyday he brooded over nothing else but that

celestial damsel. By performance of acts prescribed in the

Vedas, he attained the same region as hers—a region where

departed forefathers enjoy themselves.

23. On the demise of their father, the nine brothers

married the nine daughters of Meru, whose names were

Merudevi, Pratirfipk, Ugradamgtri, Lata, Ramya, Syama,

Nari, Bhadra, DevavitS.

170. VR. notes that Bhiratavarga is later named after king

Bharata. Previously it was known as Ajan&bha, after king Nibki.
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CHAPTER THREE

( The History ofKdbhi—Incarnation of Ifcabha

)

£ri Suka said :

1 . Being desirous of progeny, Nabhi, along with child-

less Merudev!171 , worshipped the venerable Lord of Sacrifices,

with concentrated mind.

2. Although the Lord of charming personality is diffi-

cult to be attained to by the use and accomplishments of all the

means of sacrifices such as wealth, suitable place, time, appro-

priate Mantras (incantations), competent sacrificial priests, and
payment of liberal sacrificial fees he is affectionate to his

devotees. Hence, when he (king Nabhi) was devoutly and
with pure heart, performing the sacrifice, his (the Lord's)

heart became eager to accomplish the object desired by his

devotee. Although his charming personality is absolutely in-

dependent, he manifested his form with beautiful limbs, ravi-

shing the mind and sight, at the time of conducting the

Pravargyas ( the ceremony preliminary to the Soma Sacrifice)

.

3. And lo ! The Supreme Lord appeared as a self-re-

fulgent personality with two pairs of arms. He was clad in

tawny coloured silk garment. He had the splendid Sri-vatsa

mark on his chest. He was characteristically distinct by the

great conch (P&flcajanya) , lotus, Vanamala (a garland of

forest flowers), discus, the immortal jewel Kaustubha, mace
and others. At this the priests officiating at the sacrifices,

the directors of the sacrifice and the sacrificer waited upon
him very respectfully with arghya offering water to wash the

guest's hands. They received him bending down their heads

respectfully, just as poverty-stricken persons would do when
receiving a rich treasure-trove.

The Sacrificial Priests said:

4.

“Oh most adorable (God)! (Even though you are

perfect in every respect) you be pleased to accept of your own
accord, the worship offered (to you) by us, your servants.

1 71. MarudevI in Jain* tradition (Hemacandra’s Trimsfi Saldkd

Purufa Carita (TSPC).
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We are unable to praise you as your form is incomprehensi-

ble. Hence we are taught by the saintly persons to express

our obeisance to you again and again. You transcend Prakjti

and Puru$a. What man, whose mind is absorbed in sarhsSra,

the product of the gunas of Prakrti and hence incapable, can

describe fully the nature of the Supreme Ruler of Prakfti and
Purufa by means of name, form or colour belonging to modem
gross creation called sarhsSra which can hardly touch you).

5. One cannot do anything more than to extol only, a
part of those multitudes of the excellent and the most auspi-

cious attributes which destroy the sins of all human beings.

6. You are thoroughly pleased indeed, Oh Supreme
One, through worship offered to you lovingly, by Your follo-

wers—worship consisting of water, pure white shoots, tender

Tulast leaves and sprouts of dOrvS grass, and accompanied by

sincere prayer in faltering tone.

7. We do not see if you have to achieve any covetable

object of yours through this elaborate sacrifice enriched with

a number of component parts (formal rites).

8. You are the highest bliss, the embodiment of all the

mutually complementary PurufSrthas (highest objectives in

human life) which flow from yourself uninterruptedly, direct-

ly and to an unlimited extent. But Oh Lord, this sacrifice

signifies as merely (an inadequate) means of propitiating you

in the case of us who covet blessings ( of PurufSrthas.)

9. Oh Supreme Person ! You are superior to supreme

gods (like Brahmfi) . We are ignorant. We by ourselves do
not know what is our highest good. Nor have we worshipped

you properly (with due formalities) . But just as others (philo-

sophic teachers approach the laity for enlightening them, even

though not duly received) , out of your exceedingly profuse

compassion, you reveal yourself here to us and bestow upon
us your glory known as Final Liberation as well as the objects

coveted by us.

10. However, (the very fact) that you have now mani-

fested yourself to the vision of your own people (devotees)

,

at the sacrifice of the royal sage (Nabhi)
,
is itself a veritable

boon, Oh most worshipful God, the foremost among those who
confer boons !
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11. Oh Lord ! The description of the host of your ex-

cellent attributes is a source of the highest auspiciousness even

to sages who have completely burnt down their impurities by
the fire of knowledge intensified by non-attachment, and have
consequently become similar to you in nature, and enjoy them-

selves in their Self. (But even such sages have not visualized

you) . Hence your excellent virtues are continuously ( and
repeatedly) sung by them.

12. (Though we have been favoured withyour audience,

we seek one boon of you. May your names descriptive of your
excellent qualities and annihilating all sins, be ever uttered by
us (lit. be within the range of our speech), even when we are

unable to remember you, while stumbling, hunger-stricken,

falling, yawning and in wretched conditions and even when
attacked by fever and at the moment of death as well.

13. Moreover, this royal sage is desirous of progeny. He
looks upon progeny as a covetable object in human life. He
covets to have progeny like you. Hence, like a beggar approach-

ing Kubera, the Lord of Wealth—for obtaining mere husk, he
beseeches you, the Lord who are competent to give all bless-

ings including pleasures in Heaven and Final Beadtude.

14. Is there any such person in this world who has not

waited upon the feet of the high-souled ones and sdll is not

overcome by your invincible Maya of inscrutable ways and

whose intellect and understanding has not been clouded by her

and whose nature has not been overwhelmed by the vehemence

of the poison in the form of sense objects of pleasure ?

15. You have been invited here for an insignificant

object. This act of ours who are dull-witted enough to

regard progeny as the highest object in human life, is really

an insult to you who are the Lord of unlimited achievements.

Be pleased. OhGod ofgods, to forgive us all who are ignorant

ones as you are equal (in kindness) to all.**

tfri Suka said :

16. The glorious Lord Vi?nu was thus being praised in

a hymn composed in prose. The feet of that foremost of

gods were bowed to by die priests who were (in their turn)

paid obeisance by (king Nabhi), the ruler of a *sub-continent
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(which later became famous as Bh&rata-varfa). He (the

Lord ) spoke graciously as follows :

The Lord said :

17. “Oh sages ! It is admirable that a very embarrass-

ing and difficult boon viz. the son of this (king ) should be
like unto me, has been sought from me by you whose words
are not futile and ineffective. For being matchless (one with-

out a second), I alone am similar to me. Nevertheless, the

words of Br&hmanas should not prove untrue inasmuch as it is

my own mouth that is represented by the race of Brahmanas
who are like gods among the twice-born ones.

18. Therefore, no compeer to me being available, I

shall exhibit a part of mine by incarnating (on the earth)

through (kingNabhi), the son ofAgnidhra.'*

Sri Suka said :

19. Within the hearing of queen Merudevl the Lord
addressed this to her consort and disappeared.

20. Oh king Vigi^udatta17* (Parikgit) ! The glorious

Lord who was thus propitiated by the great sages in that very

sacrifice, and who desired to oblige the monarch, descended as

the son of Merudevl in the king’s harem. He assumed a white

(pure, S&ttvic

)

personality with a view to demonstrating to

the world the sacred vows to be observed by (nude Sramanas)

or recluses clad with air, performing austerities with a pledge

to observe life-long celibacy17*®.

179. So called because he wit restored to life by Krioa—vide

supra i. la, 7*io.

173a. This obviously refers to Digambara Jaina sages despite &&.
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CHAPTER FOUR
( The miraculous history of Ifcabha

)

Sri Suka said :

1 . It is reported that after the incarnation. Lord R§a-

bha had all the characteristic marks of the Supreme Lord
(such as the marks of thunderbolt, goad etc.) manifest (on the

soles of his feet ), from his very birth. His majestic splendour

was everyday enhanced by qualities like impartiality and
equality towards all, control of internal and external senses,

non-attachment to sense-pleasures, domination and control

over all beings, and possession of great spiritual powers. The
king's counsellors, subjects, god-like Brahma$as very eagerly

wished to have him as the protector of the earth.

2. On account of his Supreme-most personality which

was extolled in laudatory verses by poets, his abundant vigour,

physical strength, splendour, glory, dominance and valour,

his father significantly named himl$.?abha ( the most excellent).

3. The mighty Indra became jealous of him, and did

not rain in his continent (Ajanabha, later known as Bharata-

var?a). When apprised of it, R$abhadeva, theMaster of yoga

pooh-poohed it with a laughter, and profusely showered rains

over his Var$a (continent) called Ajanabha, by his mystic

(yogic) power.

4. Being blessed with a worthy child as desired by him,

Nabhi was transported with rapturous joy, and affectionately

fondled the glorious Lord, the most ancient Person who, of his

own free will had assumed a human form. His (Nabhi's)

mind was overpowered with Maya. He fondly caressed him
with faltering words choked with emotion : 'Oh child, my
daddie' and felt exceedingly happy.

5. King Nabhi who regarded the mandate of the public

as authoritative, came to know the love and loyalty of all, from

common man to the minister (commanded by Rjabha), ins-

talled hisson for the protection and preservation of the bounda-

ries (standards ) of religious conduct. Having entrusted him

to the care of Brahmapas17* he, accompanied aby MerudevI,

173. According to Jinasenm, N&bhi installed Rfmbha as an emperor
when he was grownup and married. MPS (Tri-fasti-lakfafia «$rf Mahd PurOoa—Safigraha—K.B. Nitwe, Ed. 1899) 16.3a.
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retreated to V&&1& (Badarikalrama),. where he propitiated the

venerable Lord Vasudeva (alternatively) known as Nara and
NSrfiyaga, through severe penance which caused no trouble to

others, and through theyoga ofprofound meditation. In due
course, he attained to his greatness, viz., the state ofjivanmukta

(being liberated while alive).

Oh descendant of Pa^davas (king Parikfit ) 1 The two
following verses are sung in his (Nabhi’s) praise :

6. What other man can perform the righteous deed as

done by the royal sage Nabhi, due to the purity and piety of

which act, Hari became his child ?

7. Who else than Nabhi could be so devoted to Brahma-
gas, who, being propitiated by sacrificial fees, by their spiritual

power, made the Lord of Sacrifice manifest himself ( to him

)

in his sacrifice ?

8. After his coronation, Lord R$abha-deva regarded

his own continent as Karma-ksetra174 (a land fit to perform

acts leading to the Heaven and Liberation ) ,
and showed (the

model of life ) how one should stay in the preceptor’s house

(for education). He obtained the permission (to enter house-

holder’s life ) from his preceptors who were given boons ( as

fees) of their choice. For teaching the duties of a house-

holder’s lifehe married Jayanti17* who was given (in marriage)

by Indra. He performed both types of duties as prescribed in

the scriptures (of Srutis and Smrtis ). He begot through her

(queen Jayanti ) one hundred sons who were like unto him.17*

9. Out of those (sons), the eldest was the great yogi,

Bharata, who was endowed with highly excellent attributes. It

is on account of him that this eontinent came to be called

Bharata177 .

174. Jinasena interprets karma-bhami a* a country in which the

order of Agriculture and other six ways of livelihood had been fixed by

Rf&bha (MPS 16.949).

175 According to Jinasena, he married Yaiasvatl and Sunandft

with the consent of Indra. These two weie the Princesses of Kaccha and
Mah&kaccha (MPS. 15,69, 70).

176. Jain tradition cohfinns the number of sons as 100, but the

.names are different (MPS. 16.4).

177. Jain tradition endorses this derivation :

tan nimni BhSraUah Varjam
iti hdstf jan&spadum /

1 MPS* 15.590
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10. After him were born nine sons viz. Kuiavarta,

Havana, Brahmavarta, Malaya, Ketu, Bhadrasena, Indra-spftf

,

Vidarbha and Klkafa—these were the leaders of (other) ninety

(sons )

.

11-12. Kavi, Hari, Antarik?a, Prabuddha, PippaU-
yana, Avis, Hotra, Drumila, Camasa and Karabhajana—these

nine who demonstrated to the world, the sacred duties ofvota-

ries of the Lord, were themselves eminent devotees of the

glorious Lord. We shall describe to you later on ( in Skandha

XI) their pious life imbued with the glory of the Lord, and
leading a fund of tranquility, in the dialogue of Vasudeva and

Narada.

1 3. The eightyone younger sons of Jayantl who were
obedient to their father, andof great modesty, profound scho-

lars of the Vedic lore, habitual performers of sacrifice and of

extremely pious deeds, became Brahmanas (i.e. were given to

meditation on Brahman).
14. The venerable Lord called Rgabha was completely

self-dependent. By his nature, he was eternally free from evils.

He enjoyed absolute joy. Though he was the Ruler of the

universe (God himself) ,
he performed actions as if he were the

opposite (an ordinary human being). He taught the ignorant

by his behaviour, the traditional righteous duties. He was
equal and impartial, friendly and merciful. He laid down the

rules ofconduct to people in the householder's stage of life, by
his achievement of righteousness, wealth, fame, progeny,

(earthly) joy and liberation.

15. Whatever is done by the heads (the leading persons)

Is followed by the world.178

16. Even though he knew for himself the confidential,

esoteric Vedic lore containing the religious duties of all

(people) , he governed the people by expedients called samat

(conciliation) dana (gift or, bribery), dantfa (punishment),

bheda (sowing discords) as advised by Brahmanas.

1 7. As per counsels of Brahmanas, he worshipped the

Lord by performing for a hundred times, sacrifices, each pro-

vided with all the requisites with reference to the materials,

178. Tadya(Tdcarati Jrtffho .... lokastad anwartate{ BG. 3.31

.
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place, time, age (of the sacrifice!*) , faith, (proper) sacrificial

priests, and the several gods to be invited.

18. While Lord ^L^abha was protecting this continent

(Bharata-var$a), no man, at any time, desired or expected

anything whatsoever from anybody cite, as if it was non-exis-

tent (and hence beyond desire or expectation) ; nor did he
cast a wistful glance at another’s possession—except the ever-

increasing intense love for their Lord.

19. Once upon a time, while touring (through hi*

kingdom) Lord l^gabha came to Brahmavarta.

With a view to admonishing his sons in that conference

ofgreat and prominent BraKmana sages, he spoke thus to his

sons even though they had their minds controlled, and their

conduct governed by affection and modesty—he did so, within,

the sight and hearing of his subjects.

CHAPTER FIVE

(Jfcabha*s discourse on the Path of Liberation)

Bfabha said :

1. (My) dear sons ! This human body in the world of
embodied beings, does not deserve to be devoted to pleasures

which lead to misery, and which are fit for animals (like dogs

and swine) feeding on excrement. It is fit for penance devo-

ted to the realization of the Lord, and which purifies the mind;

and pure mind leads to the infinite bliss of absorption into

Brahman.

2. The wise say that service rendered to thegreat is the-

gate to final liberation, while association with those who are

attached to wfanen, is the entrance to hell (or saths&ra ) . They

are (really), the great who are of balanced mind, serene and

composed, freefrom anger, friendly and righteous.

3. They (only are the great) who regard love unto me
as the highest objective of human life, and who entertain no

liking for people who are engrossed in maintaining their bodies
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only, and have no attraction to houses (householder’s life) and
are devoid of desire for anything beyond the bare necessities of
life ( lit. maintenance of the body)

.

4. When one attempts to gratify one’s senses (with

their objects of pleasure), one certainly (loses discretion

and) becomes wreckless, and commits sins only. I do not

approve of (the repetition of) such (sinful) acts which (having

been perpetrated in the previous existence) caused the body
which, though really (unreal and) transitory, became a source

of trouble to the Soul.

5. So long as one does not enquire into the real

nature of the soul, it remains obscure179 due to ignorance180.

So long as the actions ( karmas ) are being performed, the mind
persists in its disposition to activity ( karmas) and a mind so

disposed binds down the Soul to the body.

6. In this way, while ( the real nature of) the Soul

remains obscured by avidya (nescience), the previous karmas

(ofman) tend his mind to perform more activities. He is not

liberated from the bonds of the body, so long as he does not

entertain love and devotion to me (Vasudeva )

.

7. When one ( thejiva) becomes careless about one’s

own interest, and even though possessing the power of discri-

mination does not realise the activities and functions of organs

of sense as unreal and unconnected with him, he fails to bear

in mind his real nature. Ignorant as he is, he gets into a

householder’s life (lit. a home with the provision of sexual

enjoyment) and undergoes misery (of three types) therein.

8. They (the learned ones) call this stage of matrimo-
9

nial union ofa manwith a women as the knot of their mutual

hearts which reciprocally binds them. (This is in addition to

the knot of the identification of their body with the Soul,—the

knot which exists already in their individual hearts. It is

this marital knot that deludes a man to regard the house,

1 79. Par&bhavab—The real nature of the soul Is dominated over

by the body.—$R. (a) Is dependent on karma (VC., VD.). (3) Misery.

—VS. (4) Involved in Sathsdra characterised by the recurrence of birds

and death (SD.J. ~~

180. Gf. JfUnignifi sarva-karmdpi bhasmasSt kuruUfBG. 4.37.
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landed property, sons, relatives and wealth as being himself

or his own.

9. When this strong knot of the heart, viz., the mind
which continues to be hard by the past karmas (of the jiva )

,

becomes loose, (then alone) a man becomes absolved of the

(deluding) man-wife relation. He (then) shakes off ahahkttra

( ego, the cause of the bondage) , becomes free, and attains to

the highest position, viz., Mokfa .

10. Through devotion to me, the pure Self and pre-

ceptor; through service unto me; through freedom from thirst

(for worldly enjoyment), by endurance of the pairs of opposite

states like pleasure and pain; through understanding that the

life ofjiva is subject to miseries everywhere (even in the other

world); through an enquiring spirit (into the nature of the

truth) ; through penance and abstention from karmas (per-

formed) for attainment of desires

:

11. By actions done for my sake; by (listening to and
recounting) my stories ail the time; through association with

persons who regard me as the only Deity; only by glorifying

my excellent attributes; through freedom from the feeling of

enmity, by impartiality and evenmindedness, through tranquil-

lity and self-restraint; and through a desire (and attempt) to

dispel the (false) notion of the identity of the Self with the

body, house (property etc.) , Oh sons.

12. Through proper studies in the scriptures dealing

with the Soul (atman) ; by living in seclusion; through control

of breath, senses, organs and the mind ; through absolute faith

in the truth (or scriptures and the word of saintly people);

through observance of strict celibacy; through eternal vigi-

lance in performance of sacred duties; through control of

speech (for abstention from studying the false doctrines and

for observing silence)

.

13. Through clearsightedness realizing my presence

everywhere, through wisdom illumined with Gastric know-

ledge and experience ; by means of deep concentration, a

clever man, endowed with courage, perseverance and discrimi-

nation should strive to get rid of the subtle body, the

limiting condition known as ego ( ahaihkdra ).

14. One should always remain vigilant and by the
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means, as taught (by the Sdstras or the preceptor) should comp-
letely cut asunder the bondage in the form of the knot ( of

(aharhkdra )
in the heart which has been caused by Nescience

( avidyd ) ; for that (knot) is the reservoir of all (previous)

karmas. Having done so, he may cease to adopt these means.

15. A king, a teacher or a father who desires to attain

to my region or regards my grace as the highest object in life,

should thus instruct his subjects, pupils or sons who are igno-

rant of the Truth. (If they do not abide by his teaching) he
should not get angry with them. Deluded as they are with the

path of karma (as the path of real happiness) , he should not

direct them to perform karmas. What181 advantage would a

man reap by misdirecting the blind (i.e. ignorant ones to per-

form action ( karmas

)

with a desire to get their fruit) and make
them fall into the abyss (ofsarhsdra )

.

16. People (involved in sarhsdra) have no insight (to

know) in what lies their own (real) good. (Hence) they, be-

ing overwhelmed with (a powerful) lust for enjoyment of

pleasures, desire for objects of sensual enjoyment. They enter-

tain enmity with each other, for a particle of (insignificant

pleasure) . Deluded as they are, they have no idea of the un-

ending misery ( as a result of such hostility)

.

17. Seeing an ignorant person steeped in Nescience,

what learned and compassionate person who himself knows the

Truth, will misdirect him to the wrong path, just as one does

not lead astray a blind man who has missed his way.

18. He who would not, or is incompetent to, liberate a

a person (whether he/she be a pupil, relative, an offspring or a

wife or a devotee) from involvment in sarhsdra, is not a real

preceptor (even thoughhe may claim to be so) or a real.relative,

father or mother or husband or a deity. [SR. followed by VC.,

SD., GD. and BP. explains the implication as follows : If a

preceptor would not or is incapable of leading his pupil to

Liberation, he should not claim preceptorship and accept any-

one as his pupil, and the pupil should disown such a teacher

and leave him. Similarly, a man should not procreate a child

or a mother should not accept one in her womb if he or she

181. VR. offers no comment on this line, presumably due to the

deletion of the line kam garttin his text of the Bh. P.
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is incompetent to guide the child to Salvation. There is no
sin in disowning such a father or mother as was done by
Prahlada in the case of his father and Bharata about his mother

Kaikeyi. Such a deity is not a real deity and should not

accept worship from a devotee and the devotee should ignore

such a deity as was done by Khatvajiga],

19. This body of mine (which, by my freewill, appears

human in form) is beyond comprehension (as I am not an

ordinary human being). For my heart is definitely pure un-

alloyed sattva wherein abides righteousness (dharma ). Since

non-righteousness has been already expelled by me far behind,

the noble ones call me R?abha (the most excellent).

20. All of you are born from my heart (which comprises

of nothing but pure sattva ). You should, therefore, without

entertaining any jealousy, serve your brother, the noble-minded

Bharata. That will render service unto me and will be (the

real execution of duty of) protecting the subjects.182

2 1 . Among the ( animate and inanimate ) created beings,

creepers (which spread by themselves) are extremely superior.

Higher than these (creepers) are reptiles (and other mobile

creatures like insects) which can move from place to place ;

better than these are beasts which are gifted with intelligence

;

superior to them are the human beings ; higher than men are

pramathas (goblins, spirits) to whom are superior Gandharvas

(celestial singers) and Siddhas (a demi-god tribe endowed
with supernatural power) ; higher than these are followers of

gods (such as Kinnaras )

.

22. Higher than these are Asuras (demons) to whom
gods, whose leader is Indra, are superior ; greater than these

are Dak?a and other sons of god Brahma ; among them Bhava

(Lord Siva) is the greatest. Brahma is superior to god Siva

whose power or birth is derived from BrahmS.
;
I am superior to

him (Brahma, and I regard Brahmanas adorable as my own
God.

i8a. VJ. thinks that this is au Muiortation to serve Hari, He inter-

prets: You should sincerely resort to Hari who is mightier than the mighty,

loves to support the subjects and is the shelter of all. Through your loving

'devotion to me. Liberation is just on the jpalm of your hand. Bharata to

whom you serve will be serving me who abide in the subjects whom he

protects.
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23. Oh Brahmaitas ! As I do not regard any other be-

ing as comparable equal to Brahmanas, I cannot see any

being superior to them. I do not enjoy the oblations offered

to the sacrificial fire with that much relish, as I enjoy to the

full, the fo'jd liberally offered by men to these Brahma$as
with faith.

24. It is the Brahmanas who have maintained in this

world my glorious, ancient, eternal body (the Vedas). In

them are found the eight great excellences such as) most sancti-

fying sattva, tranquillity of the mind, control of senses, Truth-

fulness, grace, asceticism, the spirit of endurance and know-

ledge of the reality. (Who can be then superior to Brahma-
nas?).

25. Though destitute of everything, Brahmanas who
cherish deep devotion to me seek nothing of me, although I

am superior to the Supreme-most god (Brahma), possess

infinite power etc. and am competent to confer heavenly bless-

ings and Liberation (Mok$a ). How can they crave for any

other blessing ( like kingdom etc. )

!

26. Oh my sons, at every step, you should look upon all

mobile and immobile beings as my place of residence. That
alone will be my real worship by you whose mind (sight) is un-

prejudiced by jealousy etc.

27. My propitiation is therefore the dedication of the

activities of the mind, speech, sight and other sense-organs to

me. Without such propitiation one shall not be able to free

himself from the noose of death in the form of great delusion.”

28. The divine Lord whose name was Rsabha and who
was the greatest well-wisher of all, exhorted his sons, even

though they were well disciplined, as the exhortation was

meant for the world as well. Possessor of great power as he was,

he exemplified the path. He intended to exemplify the path

of the Paramahaihsas (recluses of the highest order) which is

characterised by devotion, knowledge and renunciation, of

great sages who are habituated to tranquillity and self-control

and who have desisted from the path of karma. Having install-

ed on the throne for the protection of the earth, Bharata, the

eldest of his hundred sons, who was ( himself) a great devotee

of the Lord and devoted to the votaries of the Lord as well.
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retained the possession only of his body and renounced every-

thing else in the house. With the sky as his clothing, and with

scattered dishevelled hair like a madman, he enshrined within

himself the Ahavaniya fire, and set out from Brahm&varta.

29. He took a vow of absolute silence and kept quiet

even though spoken to by men. Behaving like a stupid, blind,

dumb, deaf person or like a ghost or a mad person, he put an

appearance of an Avadhuta ( a sage who has renounced all

worldly attachments and connections) who has lost all the

sense of his body.

30. With his mind remaining unperturbed, he wander-

ed all alone over the world. (While wandering) in cities and
towns, mines and hamlets, flower gardens and the habitations

at the foot of mountains, military camps and cowpens, settle-

ments of cowherds, caravans, hills and forests, hermitages of

sages and such other places wherever he went, on every road

he was maltreated by the dregs ofhuman society. He was-

threatened, belaboured, was urinated over, spat at, pelted with

stones, showered with dust, subjected to stinking odours and to

words of abuse. Like an elephant harassed by flies, he ignored

these, as he never assumed any ego-hood as being his own self

or as belonging to him the unreal habitat in the form of the

body which is wrongly called real. He was established in his

own essential glory, realising both being and non-being.

3 1 . His hands, feet and broad chest were very delicate ;

his long and big arms, shoulders and neck, charming face and
other limbs of the body were beautifully disposed. His beauti-

ful face was brightened up with a spontaneous smile as he

was by nature charming ; he appeared beautiful with his red-

dish, large and refreshing eyes which were like petals of full

blown lotus ; his cheeks, ears, neck and nose were shapely and
captivating ; by the superb gracefulness of his face, he

made the god of Love enter into the hearts of the damsels of
the town ; his face was adorned with profuse ringlets of matted
and golden locks of hair overhanging it. His uncared-for

body covered with dust (like an avadhuta), he appeared to be
possessed by a devil.

32. When the Lord found that thisworldwasopposed to

his practice of Yoga, he regarded it reprehensible to offer any
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resistance to it. He accepted the vow to lead the life like an
ajagara (python) . It was in a lying position that he ate,

drank, chewed, passed urine, execrated till his limbs were daubed
with faeces.

33.

The wind perfumed with the fragrance of his faeces

filled with sweet smell the whole country within a radius of

ten yojanas.

34. Similarly, adopting the mode of life of a bull, deer

and a crow, he behaved like a bull, a deer and a crow and
drank, ate, chewed, urinated while going, staying, sitting or

lying down.

35. In this way Lord Rsabha, the dispenser of Libera-

tion, adopted various modes of life useful for the practices of

yoga. He had no environment like a physical body to pre-

vent his mind i.e. power of direct cognition. He realised his

highest bliss in all-pervading dtman who is Lord Vasudeva, the

inner controller of all beings. He was, by nature, fully poss-

essed of yogic power such as travelling through the space,

acquiring the speed ofmind, the power of becoming invisible

and of entering the body of another, the faculty of seeing ob-

jects distant in time and space and such other powers. Oh
King, he did not welcome at heart these super-natUral powers

which came to him unsolicited.

CHAPTER SIX

(Jfcabha quits His body )

The King said :

1 . The Yogic powers which accrue unsolicited to per-

sons who realise bliss in their Selfand who have burnt down
the seeds of their karmas (leading to future bondage),

through the fire of knowledge,, inflamed and fanned by yoga,

do not lead to miseries. (Then why did Rfabha not like them?

)

The sage (Srt Suka) said :

2. Your observation is true. But there are some intelli-

gent persons in this world who are not at all prepared to trust
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their fickle mind like a wily hunter would do about a deer

(even though trapped by him).18®

It has also been observed thus:

3. One should never form friendship with ( i.e. place

trust in) the fickle and changeful mind. It is through such

(blind) trust in the mind that the penance of Siva (at the

sight of god Vi$nu in the Mohini form)184 or that of great

ascetics (like Saubhari185
) which was accumulated for a long

period, was totally lost.

4. Just as a f aithless wife would give entry ( to her

paramours in her husband's house to get him murdered), the

mind of a yoginwho has formed friendship with it, always leaves

loopholes to lust and other enemies (like anger, delusion etc.)

to enter.

5. What wise man would regard his mind as obedient

and trustworthy to him, for it is the mind which is the source

oflust, anger, pride, greed, sorrow, delusion, fear and which

binds him down with karmas ?

6. Though he (Lord R$abha) was the ornament of all

the protective deities of the world, his divine grandeur remain-

ed unnoticed due to his strange stupid-like dress, speech and

behaviour like an avadhUta (an ascetic who has renounced all

worldly attachments and connections ) . He desired to give

up his body with a view to instruct the yogins in the method

of quitting this mortal body. He realised that the Supreme

Spirit directly abiding in him.was absolutely onewith himwith-

out a second. Being free from the continuity of the v&san&s

or effects of past deeds, he became free from his subtle body,

shedding off his (conceptual) identification with the liiiga iarfra

(subtle body)

.

7. The body of Lord Rgabha who was free and detach-

ed from his subtle body, roamed over the world through the

semblance of egotism caused by virtue of the unconscious

effects of his yogic powers. As willed by Providence, he tra-

183. Or just as a dealer (merchant) would not trust a deceitful

184. Vide infra 8.18.84-38

185. Vide infra 9.6.39-58.
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versed Konka, Venka, Kutaka and South Karnataka186 coun-

tries. In the jungle near mount Kutaka, he holding a piece

of stone in his mouth and with dishevelled hair, wandered

like a madman.
8. Then a fearful forest conflagration created by the

friction of bamboos tossed by the velocity of winds, burnt

down the forest along with his body.

9. Verily, in the Kali Age, when unrighteousness will

rule supreme, there will be a foolish king named Arhat, ruling

over the territories of Konka, Vefika and Kutaka. Learning

about the strangeway of the life of R?abha, he will( try to)study

and adopt it. As a result of the accumulated sins of the previous

life of the people, as fate would have it, he (Arhat )
being delud-

ed, will give up the path of his own dkarma which is free from

fear or danger in every way. Out of his whim, he will propa-

gate the wrong, and absurd way of the heretics.

10. By that (propagation of the heretical creed), in the

Kali Age, wretched people, being deluded by die Mayfi potency

(power of delusion) ofGod, will ( neglect and ) be devoid of

the purity, cleanliness and good conduct enjoined upon them
by their scriptural injunctions. With their intelligence stupefied

by the Kali Age wherein unrighteousness predominates, they,

of their respective individual free will, will adopt wrong and
corrupt vows involving contempt of gods, abstention from

bath, dcamana (sipping of water before religious ceremonies

etc.) , neglect of cleanliness, plucking out hair (from the

head instead of shaving) and such others. They will generally

condemn the Vedas, Brahmanas, Lord Vi?$u ( the presiding

deity of sacrifices ) and the world.

11. Believing in the blind tradition about the new
way of life chosen by them but which is unsupported by the

Vedas, they of their own accord will fall into dark abysmalhell.

12. This incarnation (of Lord VifQU as Ijlfabha) was

186. VR. and VJ. identify Kofika with Kofikapa, the narrow strip

ofland between the Western ghats and the Arabian sea. Vefika is probably
Ve&kat&dri, the Tirupathl hill.

VJ. stales: Rfabha travelled from die land irrigated by the Bhlmi
and Southern Karoitak a to Saurftftra and thence to the east of Nagpur
where near tike 'ffttari* river there is the Kutaka hill. Obviously yj. is

guessing. N. L.De identifies Kutaka with Oadag In Dharwar district.

GOA. Ml. ns.
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intended for instructing people (who are) immersed in the

Rajoguna, in the way of Liberation.

They (people) sing the (following) verses describing

Ijlfabha's excellent qualities

:

13. Oh! This sub-continent (Bharatavarga) is the

sacredmost in all sub-continents
( Varfas ) and island-continents

( dvipas ) of the earth which is engirdled with seven seas ; for

people hereof sing of the auspicious deeds of Murari (Lord

Vigriu, slayer of the demon mura)—deeds associated with his

(Vi$Qu’s) incarnation.

14. How lucky is the race of Priyavrata of pure and
sacred glory! In it (Visgu), the Ancient Person took an incar-

nation (of Lord R.?abha). The First Personage observed that

path of religion which became the cause of Liberation (lit.

non-action )

.

15. Is there any other yogi who can even mentally

follow the direction of this birthless Lord (Rgabha)? For the

yogic powers, to attain which other Yogis strive covetously,

were discarded by him as unreal and illusory, even though

the powers automatically accrued to him.

16. Thus has been narrated to you the pious (and sanc-

tifying) life of the Lord, by name $.?abha, who was the most

venerable to all the Vedas, the worlds (people), gods

Brahmagas and cows. It completely cleanses all impious

actions of men (who devoutly listen to or recite it). It is the

abode of the highest auspiciousness and supreme bliss. He
who, with rapt attention and increasing faith, listens to it or

recites it to others, unswerving devotion into venerable Vasu-

deva is developed in them.

17. It is in bhakti (devotion and not inyoga etc.) that

wise men continuously steep their Soul, tormented as it is with

the scorching heat in the form of miseries of the worldly life

( saths&ra ) full of manifold sins. They do not at all evince any

regard or desire for the final beatitude though it is the highest

PwrufSrtha, (objective in human life) • despite its being auto-

matically obtained. For, being worshippers of the Lord, they

have ipso facto completely achieved all the Pumfdrthas (highest

objects of human pursuits).

18. Oh King 1 Ofyou PJU^davai azid Yadus; the vene*
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rable Lord is the protector, preceptor, the deity to be worship-

ped, a friend and well-wisher, the controller of your family,

and occasionally ‘ even a servant (e. g. an ambassador to the

Court of Duryodhana ) . May it be as it is. But Lord Krsna
(Mukunda) awards Liberation to his worshippers, but not

loving devotion ( to him)

.

19. Salutation to the venerable Lord fl§abha who is free

from desires due to his eternal realization of his own Self, and
who, out of compassion for the world, explained the fearless

nature of the self to the people (or the world) whose mental

capacity is lost in sleep (ignorance) for a long time, as it is en-

grossed in desires of the body and its property.

CHAPTER SEVEN

{The Life ofBharata )

£ri Suka said :

1 . When Bharata, the great devotee of the venerable

Lord, was by his volition ordained to protect the earth by
Lord $.§abha, he became fully engaged in complying with his

will (viz. protection of the world). He married Paficajanl,

the daughter ofViSvarupa.

2. Just as Ahamkara (ego, the source of all bhiitas) creates

the subtle elements ( tanmdtras ), through her he begot five sons

who were entirely like himself.

3. (They were:) Sumati, Rastrabhft, Sudar&ana,

Avaraga and Dhumraketu. It is after him that this continent

(Varfa) which was (erstwhile) called Ajanabha, came to be

designated as Bharata.

4. The Lord of the earth had a wide knowledge, and

like his father and grandfather was devoted to his duties (as a

king). Like them, with great (filial) love, he protected the

subjects who were engaged in their respective duties.

5. He worshipped the venerable Lord who is of the form

of TajHa187 and Kratu by performing punctually188 and with

187. A sacrifice conducted without the use of Yflpa ora sacrificial

post is Yajfta and that with the use ofa sacrificial post is a Kratu—SR.
186. i. e. at the proper time in the morning, at noon and in the

evening.
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ardent faith, sacrifices, both big and small such as Agnihotra,

Darla, Purnamasa Citurmasya and those performed with the

offering of a beast as well as with Soma sacrifices in their

completely detailed forms as well as their modifications. Being

properly authorised he got them performed through the four

classes of sacrificial priests, viz., Hota, Adhvaryu, Udgata and
Brahma.

6. While different sacrifices were being performed

wherein all the accessory rites and actions were being conducted

with meticulous care (by Adhvaryus, with ghee, rice, purotfSSa

and other oblations in their hands for offering to the fire)

Bharata (the sacrificer) mentally dedicated the entire Apurva18*

(the prospective transcendental effect) of the fruit of the sacri-

ficial act which is designated as Dharma, to Lord Vasudeva,

the Lord of the sacrifices. He is the doer, as he is the director

and controller of deities (lit. objects) of all the Mantras which

are symbols of all the gods. In this way, he cleared the im-

purities (like love, hate) of his mind by his cleverness and
wisdom (of dedicating the fruit of sacrifice to Lord) . The
sacrificer (Bharata) contemplated the gods who partook the

offerings from the hands of the Adhvaryus, as resting on the

various limbs of the Sacrificial deity (viz. Lord Vasudeva)

.

7. In this way, in Bharata’s heart, thoroughly purified

by such exemplary (faultless) performance of (sacrificial)

actions, developed intense devotion which went on increasing

189. ApUrva

:

(A) Lit. Something new, not known before. It is ‘a Force

set in motion by the action of sacrifice, this Force being the Direct Instru-

ment whereby, sooner or later, the Action brings about the Result* (G. N.

Jha

—

Pihrua Mimdrhsa in Us Sources, p. 231). Jha discusses the details of this

(ApUrva) theory and the differences between the PrSbh&kara and Bh&tta

Schools ofthe MIm&ihsk (ibid. , pp. 236-35)

.

(B)
.

Jhalkikar defines Apfirva as the special potency developed by

performance of sacrifice and leading to heaven. (Yagadijanyab svargddi-

janakafr Kakana-gu^a-vUesafrlJtyqytikoja , p. 48-49) . He further states that

Prarabdha-karma, of Ved&ntins, dharmadhama of the Nyftya Schools, adfffa

of the Vaiieyikas and PuQya and Pdpa offollowers of Purdgas are the same

as apUrva. Safikara criticises this theory that it is noh-ipiritual and if

God is said to act according to apUrva, it becomes identical with the Vedftn-

tic view that God acts with reference to the law of Karma {Sirira BhSgya

3.2.41).
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daily with forceful ardour. The devotion was unto the Supreme
Spirit (Brahman) who, within the inner space of Bharata's

heart, manifested himself in the form of the Supreme Man,
Lewd Vasudeva who was distinguished with the characteristic

£ri Vatsa, the Kaustubha gem, a garland of forest flowers ( Vana-

m&l&) t the discus ( SudarSana) and the mace (called Kaumodaki)

and others. Lord Vasudeva who stays steady (as if drawn in

portrait) in the heart of his devotees, stood effulgent in

Bharata’s mind (as well).

8. In this way he spent one thousand myriad (Ten

million) years. Having understood that the time of exhaus-

tion of the fund of his karmas (resulting in enjoyment of king-

ship) had arrived, he proportionately divided the ancestral

property and kingdom which was till then enjoyed by him, to

his sons. Abandoning his home which was the abode of all

kinds of wealth and prosperity, he retired as recluse to the

hermitage of Pulaha. 1®0

9. They say that, out of affection and grace for his

votaries who stay there ( at Pulahalrama ) , Lord Hari, verily

even now manifests himself to his devotees in the form desired

by them.

10. That eminently holy river called Gakra-nadi (the

Gandak) hallows all the places in that hermitage with wheel-

'like circular pebbles with navel-like dimples on both the

sides.

11. It is indeed said that in a grove adjacent to Pulaha’s

hermitage, he performed, all alone, the worship of the Lord

with different kinds of flowers, tender leaves of various kinds,

especially of the Tulasi-plant and with water, and' offered to

him (as naivedyd) bulbous roots, roots and fruits. He ceased to

have any desire for objects of senses and cultivated perfect tran-

quillity of the mind and attained to supreme bliss.

190. Pulah&iratjia—§R. , SD.,GD. call it Harikjetra, while VR.,VJ.,
BP. identify it with Sdla (li) grdma

.

N. L. De locates it somewhere near

the source ofthe Gandak*. However, he points out that (Jada) Bharata’s

hermitage was situated on the Kakaveni river on the north ofRedigrama

and that ofPulaha in the latter village. —GDAMI. 1 74.

The placeT^is confirmed by Padma P. Pitfilakhapda, Gh. 78 and
Brahma Vaioarta, P. 9.13.
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12. By such type of uninterrupted worship of the Su-

preme Man, his heart melted with the pressure ofhis increasing

love for God and became slack in making any efforts ( as if

hypnotised )

;

due to ecstatic joy, the hair stood on their end all

over his body ; his eyes became bedimmed with tears of joy

which flowed profusely due to his love and solicitude (to

realize the Lord). His consciousness and thought activity was
drowned in the deep lakelike heart overflowing with supreme
joy due to the increasing intensity of devotion caused by his

constant contemplation of the red-lotus-like feet ofhis beloved

Lord. And he forgot ( even ) the worship of the Lord that he

was performing.

1 3. He had thus undertaken the sacred vow of propitiat-

ing the Lord. With the deer-skin for his clothing and with

his mass of tawny, curly matted hair, wet on account of his

ablution in the morning, noon and evening, Bharata appear-

ed charming. He praised the glorious Lord, the golden

( Self-effulgent) Supreme Man manifested in the orb of the

rising Sun by means of Rgvedic hymns addressed to the Sun,

thus :

14.

* The light of the Sun-god (the Creator of the uni-

verse) which dispenses the fruit of actions, is transcendental to

* (i) VR. : We take shelter with the brilliantly luminous form of

god Vi?nu—Vi?nu who is beyond the sphere of Prakfti and whose knowle-

dge is ever manifesting, eternal and limitless. He created this universe by
His Will (-power). He entered again his own creation, along with JIva,

charged with his power (or it is by his Will-power and knowledge that he

entered the universe consisting of thesentients and insentients). He sees

(protects) the JIva who hankers after the objects of senses and who enjoys

the fruits of his action by his intelligence leading to the miseries of the

cycle of births and deaths.

(ii) VJ. : You transcend (i.e. are superior to and beyond) Prakrti or

are free from rajas . You are the maker of the world. You have perfect know-

ledge of everything. Being established by the Vedas, you are the offspring

of the Vedas. The Lord created this universe by his mental power. By
his power, he entered the universe and stayed there as the controller. You
put an end to miseries. You are the Lord ofall jlvas who are full of cravings

(of all kinds) . We eulogize you.

(iii) SD. : This verse elucidates the meaning of Giyatrl. The main

idea is: “Lord Visudeva is the creator of the universe. To his brilliantly

shining golden farm, we take shelter.*'
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Prakfti(Iit. is beyond rajas
,

is purely Sdttvic unalloyed with rajas

and tamos). It created this (phenomenal universe) by its will

(power) only, and having entered it (as the antarydmin—the

Inner Controller), it protects, by its intellectual capacity, the

jioa who seeks its help. We resort to that light which actuates

our intellect. 191

CHAPTER EIGHT

(Bharata reborn as a deer)

1. Once upon a time, after finishing the necessary

(bodily) acts (e.g. urination), Bharata bathed in the great

river ( the Gandkakl ) and completed his routine ofgeneral and
special religious duties. He then sat on the bank of the river,

repeating the sacred syllable Om, for a period of three

muhUrtas.
1M

2. At that time. Oh King, there approached near the

river, a female deer, all alone, to satisfy her thirst.

3. Exactly at that time, while she continued to drink

water with avidity, there arose, not far from the place, a ter-

rifically loud cry of a roaring lion, panicking the world.

4. The female deer was timid by nature. Hearing it,

with frightened looks, she became panicky at heart, with the

(iv) GD. : This verse brings out the following characteristics of the

Lord :

(0 The creator of the universe; (2) the protector of the world;

(3) Being a witness—aloof and above the world; (4) Being the inner con-

troller as follows

:

( 1 ) His lustre being identical with the Lord's form created the uni-

verse with his mental power. (2) From him does the wealth i. e. the fruit

of Kannas, issue. (3) Having re-entered the universe, he, by his cit-iakti

(intellectual capacity) sees the Jlva hankering after pleasures. (4) He mo-
tivates the intellect, organs ofsenses and vital airs among beings.

191. Gf. also

tat savitur vareoyam bhargo dnasya dklmahi/

dhiyo yo nab^pracodayStj RV. 3.62.10.

192. muhOrta—a period of48 minutes.
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fear of the lion. With her eyes swimming and thirst unquench-
ed, she suddenly leapt across the river through fear.

5. When the doe which was carrying leapt over, the

foetus in her which became dislodged through terrific fear, got

discharged from her organ of generation and fell into the

river.

6. That devoted female companion of a black antelope

was afflicted with exhaustion caused by the abortion, (un-

usually) long jump and fear (of the lion), she strayed away
from her herd, rushed into a cave and fell dead.

7. The royal sage Bharata noticed that the helpless

young one of the deer was being carried away by the current.

Out of compassion, he picked it up, as it was abandoned by its

relatives, and took it to his hermitage, as it was motherless.

8. They say that he developed intense attachment for it,

feeling the young deer to be his own. Day by day, he got en-

grossed in its feeding, protection (from wolves etc.), caressing

and pleasing it (with scratching etc.). When he got so

fondly attached to it in the course ofsome days, his daily right-

eous duties along with yamas (moral observances like non
violence—ahirhsa etc.), worship of the Supreme Lord and

others, became neglected one by one, and soon all of them

were abandoned by him.

9. (Bharata said to himself) : “Alas ! What a pity

!

This poor unfortunate young deer has, due to the velocity of

the rotation of the wheel of Time, been separated from its kith

and kin and friends, and has resorted to me as a shelter. It

regards me only as its father, mother, brother and relative and

as a companion in its herd. Nor does it know anyone else. It

has placed its absolute trust in me. I know the gravity of the

sin in letting down a person seeking my protection. Hence it

is up to me that I, with envy towards none, should look after

the feeding, protection, satisfaction and fondling of this young

deer whi&h completely depends on me."
10. For certainly, self-restrained and tranquil-minded

noble worthies who are friendly to the poor and wretched,

disregard even their bigger interests for such ( compassionate

acts).

11. In this way he felt attachment, to it. His heart was-
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bound down with affection for the fawn while he was sitting,

sleeping, wandering, standing, eating and doing such other

acts.

1 2. When he wanted to bring the (blades of) KuSa grass,

flowers, sacrificial sticks, leaves, fruits, roots and water, he went
into the forest along with the young one of the deer, as he
apprehended danger to the life of the fawn from wolves and
dogs.

13. When due to its innocent nature, it became stuck up
at various places on the way, he, with his heart overwhelmed
with excessive affection, bore it on his shoulder, out of pity for

it. In this way, by placing it on his lap, hugging it to his

bosom and by fondling it, he derived the highest pleasure.

14. Even during the course of performing his religious

duties, he used to rise up frequently at intervals to have a look

at it, and with his heart reassured, the Lord of the Bharata

var$a) continent expressed his blessing with the words, “may
you be safe from all sides, my child".

15. On other occasions (when he did not see the fawn),

he felt excessively anxious about it like a miser who has lost

his wealth. With extreme anxiety and full of tenderness and

compassion, his heart was tormented, with the pangs of separa-

tion from the fawn. Being overcome with great infatuation

and lamenting for the young deer, verily, it is said that he

used to lament ( lit. express himself) as follows :

16. “Oh! Is it possible ? Will that pitiable mother-

less young one of the deer place its confidence again in me who
am, alas ! ignoble, of deceitful and cruel nature like a cunning

Kirata and who have done no meritorious acts ? Will it return

(to me) forgetting and forgiving my faults by its inherent

goodness and purity of heart like a saintly person?

17. Shall I be able to see it (again), protected by God,

and safely grazing tender leaves of grass in the garden of the

hermitage ?

18. (How strongly I wish) that no wolf, or dog or any

other gregarious animal (like boar) or solitary wanderer

( like a tiger) eats it.

19. The glorious Lord (the Sun), which rises for the

weal of the whole world and which is the Soul of the triad of
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Vedas (the Rg, Yajus and Saman) is (now) certainly

setting. But still the fawn, the charge entrusted to me by the

female deer, has not arrived.

20. Would that the princely young deer return and

delight me who have done no righteous deed, and remove the

anxiety and sorrow of his near and dear ones, by its manifold

beautiful, pleasing, sportive fawn-like activities ?

21. When in joke, I close my eyes in sham meditation,

out of anger resulting from affection, it would approach me
hesitatingly with awe. And with the tips of its horns soft like

drops of water, it would strike at me.

22. When it is chided by me for polluting ( by nib-

bling) the Kuia grass on which the sacrificial offerings are

placed, it being extremely afraid, immediately desists from its

sport ( sportiveness ) and stays steady without moving its limbs,

like a boy-sage with all his senses controlled. Oh ! What
wonderful penance must have been practised by this fortunate

earth !”

23. (After saying the above words, he went out and

found the prints of the hooves of the deer and said) : “By means

of the rows of the imprint of tiny, charming, auspicious-most

hoofs of the docile young one of the black-antilope, the earth

indicates the track of the treasure-trove (viz. the lost fawn) to

me, a wretched person, who am afflicted due to my being de-

prived of my wealth (the youny deer). And having got herself

beautified with those foot-prints, she becomes transformed into

a sacrificial place198 for the twice-born ones ( dvijas) aspiring

after Svarga (heaven) and Mokfa (the final beatitude).

24. (Looking at the Moon that has arisen, he imagined

that the deer-like spot on the disc of the Moon was his fawn)

.

Maybe that, out of compassion, the glorious Lord of stars who

is kind to the poor and afflicted, protects, from the fear of the

lion, this fawn whose mother is dead and which has strayed

away from its hermitage (shelter).

25. Or it may be that with its cool, soothing and ( due

to affection) profusely flowing drivel in the form of rays, the

] 193. SR. quotes a Smrti text to support the sanctifying effect of the

fboi-prints of black antelopes rendering that place fit for performing

: jasmin dtie mrga(t iffpas tasmin dham&n nibodhota/Cf. Manu 3.33.
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Moon soothes me whose land-lotus-like heart is scorched by
the flames of the forest conflagration of the fever (torments) of
separation from my child (-like fawn), and who, in search of
the fawn, am following the young one of the doe.”

26. In this way, the heart of Bharata was overcome
with wishes which could not be accomplished. By the force

of his own destiny (lit. fruition of his deeds done in previous

birth) which appeared in the form of that fawn, Bharata the

Yogi and the sage, swerved from the yogic practices194 and
his acts for propitiating the glorious Lord. How else there

would be such an intense attachment to the young one of a

deer—an animal of a different species—in Bharata who
formerly considered his own sons—with whom it is so very

difficult to part—as veritable impediments in the attainment

of Liberation and separated himself from them. In this way,

the practice of Yoga, commenced by the royal sage Bharata,

got interrupted. He forgot the real nature of the Soul '(or

himself) while feeding, protecting, pleasing and caressing the

young deer. Meanwhile just as a serpent rushes to the hole

of a rat, the inevitable time of death, of terrific speed, arriv-

ed.

27. Even at that time, he wistfully fixed his glance on

the deer which like unto a son was mourning by his side. With
his heart fixed on the fawn, he left this world. He did not lose

the memory of his previous life along with his dead body, but

like other (ordinary jivas with such obsessions at the time of

death*) got the body of (birth as) a deer.

28. Even in that life as a deer, by virtue of his (endea-

vouring at) propitiation of the Lord (in his previous birth)

he remembered the cause of his birth as a deer and being

greatly tormented with repentance, he said

:

29. “Alas! How painful it is! I strayed away from the

path of the knowers of the Supreme Self. With great fortitude

I divested myself from attachment of every kind and resorted

194. VR. includes under these the three kinds of Yoga viz. jfH&na-

yoga, Karma-yoga and Bkakti-yoga and these are regarded as the three kinds

of austerities which Bharata practised.

*Qt.yarhyaib vdpi smoran bhdoaik tyqjafranU kaltvaramf tath torn toaiti

Kauntya sadd tad-bhdoa-bhdoitab H —BO. 8.6*
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to a secluded sacred forest. Self-controlled as I was, I comple-

tely devoted and concentrated my mind on the venerable Lord
Vasudevawho is the ( antarySmin ) inner controller of all, I

utilized fully all the time, every moment of which was devoted

with energetic efforts to the listening to the excellences of the

Lord, reasoning and pondering over them, extolling his vir-

tues, worshipping him, constantly remembering him. That
mind ofmy ignorant self in a moment flowed (was attracted)

to a young one of a deer from far afar”.

30. Thus being full of deep remorse, he left his mother-

deer. And from Kalafijara196 hill ( his birth place) , he returned

again to the hermitage of Pulastya-Pulaha at Salagrama, a holy

place consecrated to the Lord, a place favourite with sages who
have attained self-control and serenity of mind.

3 1 . Even there, he waited for the termination of his life

(lit. death). He was so terribly disgusted with attachment

that he lived all alone. Subsisting on dry leaves, grass and
creepers he was counting (his days) for the exhaustion of

(his karma which was) the cause of his birth as a deer. (Ulti-

mately) he cast off his body of a deer immersing half of it in

the sacred waters of the Ganqlakl.

CHAPTER NINE

(Bkarata, nbom as a Brdhmana, saved by Bhadrakdli)

Sri Suka said :

1. Then (after Bharata's quitting his body as a deer,

the story of Bharata proceeds as follows).

There lived a certain holy Brfihmaga, foremost in the

clan of Aflgiras. He was possessed of self-control eod tranquil-

lity ofmind. He was noted for his austerities, study of the

Vedas, liberal hospitality, contentment, endurance, modesty,

knowledge of rituals, jnon-jealousy, knowledge of the Supreme
* i

-

195. Kftlafijata in the Badausa Sub-division of Banda district-

N.L. De—GDAMI. 84.
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Self (as being different from the body) and felicity (as a result

of righteousness)
.

(From his elder wife) he got nine sons, all

similar to him in scholarship, nobility of character, righteous

conduct, handsomeness and liberality. From his younger wife

was born a twin—a son and a daughter.

2. They say that the male among the twins was Bharata,
the great votary of the Lord, the foremost among royal sages.

He cast off the body of a deer and as the last incarnation

(before final beatitude) was born as a Brahmana.

3 . In this birth also, he was terribly afraid of attachment
to his relatives. He specifically contemplated in his mind the

pair of the lotus-feet of the glorious Lord who cuts asunder

bondage of Karma of those who listen to, meditate upon and
extol the excellences of the Lord. He remembered the series of

his previous incarnations through the grace of the Lord and
being apprehensive of his fall ( as in his previous life)

,
he pre-

sented himself to the world as being an insane, stupid, blind

and deaf person.

4

.

With his heart deeply attached to his son through filial

affection, the Brahmana verily performed all the sacred cere-

monies (Samskdras ) up to Sam&vartana19* as prescribed in the

Sdstras. To his son whose upanayana ceremony (for investiture

of the sacred thread for the beginning of the study of the

Vedas) was performed, he taught him well the rules of conduct

such as the Sastric way of personal purity of performing Scama-

na (sipping water before and after meal and while performing

sandhyd etc.) and other rules of performing sacred duties, even

though they were not to the liking of his son ;
for ( according

to Sastric injunctions) a son must be instructed (in the obser-

vance of religious duties
)
by his father.

5

.

And he (Bharata) also used to behave in the wrong

196. Samdvartana was originally a ceremonial bath after finishing

Veda study. It marked the termination of studentbood. Some texts on

dharma Sdstra regarded it as a subordinate dement {aAga) of marriage. The

Brihmapa did not want to get the stupid son married. Hence he com-,

pleted the purificatory ceremonies upto Samivartana, For details of this

ceremony vide Kane Hitt, qfDharma Sdstra, pp. 409-415.
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way,197 contrary to the instructions198 (of his father) in hia

father’s presence. The father intended to instruct him in the

Vedas (in the month of Sravana). But in spite of his conti-

nuous instructions during the months of the spring ( Caxtra and
Vaiidkha ) ,

and the months of the summer (Jyeffha and AfSdha

)

he could hardly teach the boy the three-footed Solar-hymn

(known as Giyatri mantra ), along with Vyihftis (the mystic

syllables bh&b* bhuvah and suvah) with the sacred syllable OM
at the beginning.199

6. In this way, the Brahmana’s heart was fixed on his

son who was his own self. He stuck fast to the false notion

that a son must be made learned at all costs. He taught

Bbarata all the duties of upakurviya800 celibate, viz., cleanliness

and purity, Vedic studies, observance of vows, self-discipline,

service of the preceptor, worship of the sacrificial fire and

others, even though Bharata had no regard for them. But

he could not realise his ambition. In the meanwhile, the

Br&hmaga who, due to his attachment to domestic life, re-

mained negligent (about his spiritual good) was taken away by

the ever vigilant death.

7. Having entrusted the twin children that were born

from her, to the care of her co-wife, the younger pious wife of

the Brahma^a died after him ( by immolating herself on his

funeral pyre) and attained to the region of her Lord.

8. When the father died, (Bharata’s) brothers who were

ignorant of his superhuman power and greatness, and who,

being (totally) ignorant of the higher knowledge (viz. that

197. GD . : The word iva implies that whatever a knower of

Brahman does, is right and true, though it may appear strange to ordinary

people.

198. VO. illustrates : He used to take deamana before going for

urination and not after. GD. explains : the words a ha express wonder

at the necessity of compliance to his father's request when Bharata had

realised Brahman.

199. l.e. in spite of instruction for four months, Bharata could

hardly pronounce the following Giyatri Mantra :

0m, Mffr bhuvafr swab Savitur oarqpam /

Merge rfeeepe dhtmahi, dhjjn j» nab praeodqydt //

aoo. vpaharv&fa—A Brfthmapa in a state of pupilage (Brahmaclrin)

who wishes to pass on to the state of a householder.
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of the Self or Brahman), regarded knowledge of the three

Vedas (i.e. karma-k&nfa enjoined therein) as the highest know-
ledge, thought him to be dull-witted and desisted from their

duty of teaching their brother.

9. When he was addressed by ignorantbi-ped bruus (e.g.

men ) as madman, a stupid or a deaf fellow, he replied to them
suitably (according to the implications of the epithets given

by them) . When he was made to work according to the will

of another person, he worked. He used to partake whatever

food he got, in return for wages or forced labour (without

wages), by way of begging or unsolicited, whether it be little

or plenty, savoury or otherwise, but (he never ate) for the

gratification of his senses. For he attained the knowledge of

his Self which is not the product of any cause but is self-exis-

tent, of the nature of extremely pure bliss; and he never

identified himselfwith his body in pleasure or pain caused by
pairs of opposites (like heat, cold, respect, disrespect).

10. Stout and muscular as he was, he wandered about

barebodied like a bull, in cold (the wintes) and heat (the

summer), in stonny winds and showers (the rainy season). He
lay down on the bare ground to sleep ; had not massaged his

body (with oil); nor did he ever take a bath. Under the

coating of the dirt (so accumulated on his body ), his spiritual

glory remained unmanifested just atf the brilliance of a big gem
is obscured by a coating of dust. His loins were covered with

a dirty cloth. With his dirty-most sacred thread, he was

(contemptuously) ridiculed as *a nominal Brahmana’, ‘an un-

worhty Brahmana* (a Brahmana by caste only) , by persons

ignorant of his real greatness.

11. When, however, he wished to have food (for his

livelihood) in return (as wages) for work, from others, lie was

employed even by his brothers in farm work, on agricultural

farm. He did it but he did not (care to) know whether the

ground was level or uneven or whether he worked less or more

(in proportion to the wages). He swallowed, as if it were

nectar, the broken rice, oil cake, husk, worm-eaten grains

( called Kulmaja) , charred rice sticking to the bottom of the

boiling pot (gftered as remuneration for work).

1 2. New, on one occasion, a certain chieftain of robbers
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(ofSudra caste) desirous of having a child, was about to offer

a man as a sacrificial beast to goddess Bhadrakali.

13. The animal (i.e. the man brought for being sacri-

ficed )
providentially escaped. The servants of the chieftain

who ran in all directions on the tracjc of the (luckily escaped)

victim in ( the darkness of) the night, could not catch the

‘beast', even at midnight owing to thick darkness. By chance

(however) they saw the famous scion of the Angiras family in

the Virasana posture guarding the fields against deer, boars

and other beasts.

1 4. Observing him to be of defectless limbs and feeling

pretty sure that it will serve their master's purpose thereby,

they bound him with a rope and brought him to the

temple of the goddess Candika (Bhadrakali), their faces bloo-

ming with joy.

15. The Panis (robbers) bathed him in their own ritua-

listic way, covered him with new ( unwashed) piece of cloth,

decorated him with ornaments, pigments, garlands, a sandal-

paste mark on the forehead etc., fed him (to his fill). Taking

with them burning incerse, lamps (torches), wreaths of flowers,

fried grains, tender shoots and sprouts and offerings of fruits

according to their traditional ritual of human sacrifice and in

accompaniment of loud music, singing of panegyrics and

beating of drums and the musical instrument called Pariava ,

they made the human (sacrificial) animal sit before the god-

dess Bhadrakali.

16. The robber chieftain ofthe Vfsalas ( Sudras ) wish-

ing to worship the goddess Bhadrakali w'ith the wine in the

form of human blood of the man sacrificed as a beast, took a

very terrible sword charmed with the specific incantation ( of

Bhadrakali201
).

17. The nature of the Vr$alas (Sudras) was dominated
by rajas and tamos. Their minds grew haughty due to the

rajas
t
the pride of wealth. In utter disrespect for the family

sot . VD. quotes it m follows :

grdhrakam, virOpdkfi , lamba-ttavi, makedari /

hana iatrwh triiSima kruddha.ya piba doflitaffi fl
He gives an alternate incantation:

Kdli-ktli, Mahd-kili etc.



of Brahmagas, (who are) the leaders possessing (and preserv-

ing) the Vedas, the rays of the venerable Lord, they strayed

wilfully on the wrong (sinful) way and sported in acts of vio-

lence (as an amusement). The goddess Bhadrakali noticed

the terrible-most act of immolating the son of a Brahmana
sage who had become one with Brahman, and who was above
enmity, and a friend of all beings—the killing of whom is not

permissible202 even in (such an) imminent danger wherein

violence is allowed. With her body fiercely scorched with the

extremely unbearable Brahmanic lustre, the goddess suddenly

exploded forth from the image.

18. In extreme wrath and indignation, her terrible face

with her branch-like arched eyebrows thrown up in agita-

tion, her dreadful, curved jaws and the movement of her blood-

red eyes, showed that she was as if bent on destroying this

world. In terrible rage, she roared forth a thunderous

laugh. Springing forward, she cut off the heads of those wicked

sinners with that very sword (with which the king was to

slay Bharata) and drank to her fill* along with attendants, hot

wine of the blood gushing forth from their threats. Intoxicated

with over-drinking of that blood-wine, she sang at the topmost

pitch of her voice in company of her attendants, and danced

and played with the ball-like lopped heads.

19. In this way, verily, a malevolent aggressive black

magic to kill the great-souled ones totally rebounds against the

exorciser.

20 . Oh VigQudatta (King Pariksit) ! It is not a great

miracle in the case of the great devotees of the Lord who are

free from all attachment to the world (Parama-harhsas) that they

remain unperturbed even if the calamity of getting beheaded is

impending ; for they have resolved the formidable knot in their

heart—the knot vi2., the identification of their Self with their

body—and who are well-wishers of all the beings in their heart

aoa. VD. quotes an Again* text' prohibiting human sacrifice! in

general and of a Br&hma^a in particular. The quotation from the Black

Yajurveda indicating human sacrifice does not involve actual killing is

explained by the annotator. A.B. Keith, the translator of the Black

Yajurveda, also shows that actual human sacrifices were not current in

Vedic times. ( The Rtlig ion & Philosophy qf the Veda and Upanifads—pp, 847-48).
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and are above all enmity. They have resorted to the feet of

the Lord and are protected from all sides by the venerable

Lord Himself directly, by the ever-vigilant weapon called the

discus of Time and through various forms (like Bhadrakall

here )

.

CHAPTER TEN

(Bharata*s Life : King Rahugana accepts discipleship )

Sri Suka said :

(The following incident took place when Rahugana, a

King of Sindhu-Sauvira, was going to the sage Kapila for ins*

truction in philosophy).

1. One day, while Rahugana, the King of Sindhu-

Sauvira,*03 was proceeding (to Kapila), the captain of the

palanquin-bearers who was in search of a palanquin-bearer,

providentially found this excellent Brahmana (viz. Bharata).

(He thought that) this stout, young man of stuidy constitution

was fit to carry any load like a bull or a donkey. Bharata was

taken perforce along with others who were already so employed

to carry on the forced labour without remuneration even

though he (Bharata) did not deserve it, that exalted personage

carried the palanquin.

2. The gait of the great Brahmana who ( in order to

avoid injury to others) walked after carefully looking the

ground ahead to the length of arrow, did not conform to that

of other men (bearing the palanquin) Rahugana felt the

jolts of the irregular movement of the palanquin. He spoke

to the men (palanquin-bearers) , “On bearers, walk properly.

Why is the vehicle (palanquin) borne so irregularly ?’*.

203. Sindhu-Suaiir*—Names of two adjacent countries, Sindhu and

Sauvlra. Ancient Sauvlra was situated to the east Of the lower Indus and

included Multan on the north. According to Alberuni, Sauvlra included

Multan and Jahrawar. Sindhu lay to the west and Sauvlra to the east of

the lower Indus. D.C. Sircar OAMI 33 and 113. For other identifica-

tion see N.L. De : GDAMI, p. 183.
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3. Hearing the taunting words of the master, they,

afraid in their minds of the application of the fourth remedy*04

(viz. corporal punishment) to them, humbly submitted to him.

4. “Oh Lord of men ! We are not negligent. We are

properly carrying (the palanquin) in complete obedience to your

majesty’s commands. Though employed just afresh (just now)

,

this (new) fellow does not walk quickly. Hence we are not able

to carry the palanquin with him."
5. He (King Rahugana) realized that the contagious

fault (disease) even of one man certainly becomes the fault of

all who come in contact with him. Though he had waited upon
the elderly (wise) person, his original (Ksatriya) nature over-

powered him. His intelligence was clouded (lit. covered) with

rajo-guna. Getting slightly enraged, he spoke (sarcastically to

Bharata) whose Brahmanic lustre remained unmanifested like

fire (covered with ashes).

6. “Alas ! What a pity, brother ! You are obviously very

much exhausted. Your honour alone has carried the palanquin

to a great distance for a long time, and these other co-bearers

are as good as non-existent. You are neither stout nor posses-

sing a well built body. And you are overcome with old age, oh

friend !" Though he was thus severely reproached in an insult-

ing manner, he (Bharata)who had never superimposed the false

notion of I-ness and mine-ness on his final body which was

cieated by nescience ( avidya )
as a combination ofgross matter

(five elements), attributes (ten sense organs), (effects of past)

actions(merits and sins)and the mind—an unreal configuration

of aggregates and who was on the verge of merging into Brah-

man*05, silently carried the palanquin as before.

7. Later on, when the palanquin was borne irregularly

again, Rahugana flared up in rage and said, “Oh! What does

204. upayah soma ddttam ta bhedo dantfas tathaiva ea /

samyak prqyuktafr siddhyeyur daisies tvagatikdgatib 1

1

Tdjhavalkya Sm?ti 1.346

Conciliation or negotiation (liman), bribery (dina), towing disten-

tion {bhedo) and puniihment {dapja) are the itratagems or expedients to

deal with enemies (in the case of Kings)

.

205. Brahma*bhGta— ( 1 ) One whose mind it absorbed in Brahman

—

VJ.
(ii) One who has realized the identity of hit self and Brahman by

the cessation of avidyS—GD.
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this mean? You are (as good as) dead though alive. Dis-

daining me (who am your lord), you transgress the command
of your lord. Like unto Yama, (the god with a rod) who
metes out punishment to people, I shall administer the correc-

tive remedy to you, a negligent fellow, so that you will come
to your senses/'

8. The venerable Brahmana who was to be absorbed

into the Supreme Spirit (Brahman ) was the well-wisher of all

beings (even those who offended him), the very self of them
all. Totally free from pride, he spoke with a slight smile to

Ral|ugania who indulged in a good deal of irrelevant bragging.

This way Rahiigana who was puffed up with the pride of being

the lord of men, who being inebriated with arrogance and in-

fatuation born of rajas and tamas contemptuously disregarded

the whole community of the votaries of the Lord (who are

beloved of him) by insulting Bharata, who, though (in conceit

wrongly) considered himself to be learned, had little knowledge

of the modes of behaviour of masters of yoga.

The Brahmana said'.

9 * What you stated ( about fatigue, bearing paJanquin

alone for a long distance, etc. in 6 above) is a fact. There is

no sarcasm (therein) Oh warrior! 206 If there be anything like

a burden, and if it be borne by a body called bearer, and if

the body has any relation with me, then the taunt would

apply to me. (But that is not the case due to the unreality of

the burden and the bearer and their non-relation to me—the

self) . So also if a station is to be reached by the goer, there

* (i) What you spoke is true from the popular point of view. But if

there be a burden to the bearer, the consequent fatigue is possible; it

however is not applicable to me as I am not carrying anything. If there

be some station to be reached there would have been distance to be cove-

red but such movement is obviously non-existent in my case. The epithet

'fat* may be applicable to the body which is a conglomeration of bhitas

and not to me in the language of those who have realized the Self (dtm«m)

—VR.
(ii) VJ. endorses the same interpretation in different words.

206. v.l. nddha—directly, in the real sense of the term.
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would be (the existence of) the way107
. Only the fools and

never the wise, apply the epithet ‘stout’ to the Soul. For this

description is applicable to the (body which is) the conglome-

ration of bh&tas etc. (and not to the Soul) .
MS

10. Corpulence and emaciation, (bodily) pains and
(mental)worries, hungerand thirst, fear, quarrelsomeness,desire,

old age, sleep, attachment, anger, arrogance and griefs—all

these apply to one who is born with a body, but not to me
(who am the self and not the body)

.

11. (As for your words, “You areas good as dead though

alive", I say that) : Simultaneousness of life and death is the

law found applicable to everything that is a product (and

hence subject to transformation, and not limited to me) for

all products have a beginning and an end. (As for your charge

of transgressing your orders), Oh praiseworthy king ! If the

gelation as servant and master were real and permanent, then

only would the relation between order and its execution be

real. (But if you lose your kingdom and I become a king, the

whole relation will be reversed)

.

12* (If you think that I am a servant so long as you are

the king) we do not find the slightest ground for the notion of

the difference as king and his servant, except conventional

verbal usage. Who is then the ruler and what it is to be go-

verned (servant)? However ( if you still entertain the notion

of being the ruler) please tell what we should do for you.

207. Just as you concentrate in ruling your kingdom, pay similar

attention to what I say—GD.
208. I am by nature the Supreme Soul to which the epithet 'stout’

is slanderous,—VG.
* (0 VJ. goes out of his way to prove the superiority of Hari to

Rudra while explaining this verse :

Master-servant relation is reversable in the case of men but not so

in the case of gods. This unchangeable lordship among gods is conferred

on Rudra by Hari—the real Ruler. The ignorant subjects of Sindhu call

you a ruler. But this is a conventional verbal usage. You are in no way
superior to other jivas. However granting that you are the ruler, please

tell us what should be done for you.

(ii) GD. waxes eloquent to establish the £uddhSdvaita thesis : The
pure Brahman funsoiled by Mflyi etc.) is the reality and not the master-

servant relation.
-
He does not differ in the interpretation.
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13* (Bharata presents a dilemma to show that the

King’s threat ofpunishment is wide of mark. If I be a mukta

—beyond bondage of sarhsdra what purpose and to what extent,

can be served by your treatment (punishment) or lessons to

me who am established in the self, though appearing like a

lunatic, intoxicated or dull-witted person. ( If I be not a mukta

the proposed punishment or lesson to a person who is obstinate

or insane is (as useless as) grinding flour, Oh warrior209.”

Sri Suka said :

14. In this way, Bharata replied (each and every)

statement (of the king) after recapitulating them. The
great sage was tranquil and self-controlled by nature. Nescie-

nce—the cause of false identification of the body with the Soul,

had ceased in him. He wanted to exhaust by sufferance (the

effect of) the karma that was bearing fruition, and (thence) he

continued to bear the vehicle of the king.

15. By the force of his genuine right faith, the king of

Sindhu-Sauvlra countries became eligible to enquire into

the Truth. Having (carefully) listened to the speech of the

Brahmana which was calculated to resolve the knot (of igno-

rance) at one's heart and which was approved of ( and support-

ed by ) many treatises on Yoga ( self-knowledge ) ,
he got down

(from the palanquin) in haste, and prostrated himself (be-

fore him) with his head at the sage’s feet. Beseeching forgive-

ness (for his rudeness), and completely free from the pride of

his royalty, he said

:

16. “Who are you of the great Brahma^as who go

about in disguise, as you wear the sacred thread ? Who are

you among the avadh&tas (like Dattatreya and others, if you be

an avadh&ta) ? Whose son are you ? What is your native

place ? Why have you come here ? If you have come for our

spiritual well-being, are you not the sage Kapila ?

* VJ. : Bharata explains to the king that despite his appearance

like a mad person etc., he is totally immersed in Lord Hari; and as such,

the punishment proposed is useless; for he has completely detached him-

self from his corporal body.

aog. Your prowess may have been effective elsewhere, but is vain

against me.
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17. I am not afraid of the thunderbolt of the lord of

gods (Indra), of the trident of the three-eyed god (Siva) , or

of the rod of Yama (the god of death). I do not fear the

missiles of (the fire-god), the Sun-god, the wind-god and the

lord of wealth (Kubera). But I am terribly afraid of disres-

pecting the Brahmana race.

18. Hence please tell me. You are free from attach-

ment. Though you possess infinite power, you conceal your

superior wisdom and prowess, and roam about like a dull-

witted person. Oh pious sage, your words are couched in yogic

terms (or conveying the advice of great yogis) as such, are not

capable of being comprehended by our minds. (Or-Even per-

sons of keen intellect cannot grasp the significance of your

speech couched in yogic terms)

.

19. “What is the true asylum in this Samsara”? To
ask this, I am now proceeding to Kapila who is master of

yoga, and the supreme preceptor of sages who have realized

the true nature of the Self ; who is Hari incarnate and has in-

carnated in this world by his power of supreme knowledge.

20. Itmay be that perhaps your honour verily be Kapila

himself, who is going about incognito, for observing the condi-

tion of the people. How can a person attached to house-

holder's worldly) life, with intellect blinded (by infatua-

tion), fathom the ways (of behaviour) of the masters of yoga ?

21. (The king raises objections to Bharata's speech given

above*).

I have experienced fatigue through activity (e g. fighting

in battle). By inference I presume that your honour must

have felt the same when carrying a load while walking.

The course of the phenomenal world must be real at the

bottom ; for, otherwise it is impossible to carry water etc. with

a non-existent pitcher.

* SR. expound* the logic in the king's speech by detailing the syllo-

gisms as follows :

He who does work, feels exhausted.

e.g, I feel exhausted in fighting etc.

You have carried the burden of my palanquin. Therefore you

must have been exhausted. Hence, your statement that you did not feel

fatigue (verse 9) is illogical.
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22. The heat of fire applied to the vessel is conducted

to the water ( in the pot ) ; the heat of the water leads to the

softening of the grains of rice from inside. Due to the contact

with the body, sense-organs and the life-breath and the mind,

the state of sarhsdra affects the jiva, as the states of environ-

ments affect each other.

23. (As to the impermanence of the master-servant

relation mentioned by you:)

The king is (for that particular period at least ) the (real)

controller and protector of the subjects. He who is the servant

of Acyuta does not grind the already ground material flour.

(His performance of duties is not wasted) . For by carrying out

his righteous duties he propitiates Lord Acyuta and gets rid of

his sins.

24. Oh friend of the distressed, be pleased, therefore, to

cast a friendly glance at me who, out ofmy intoxicating pride

of being the ruler of men, have treated with contempt the best

of saints,so that I may be able to cross over the sin of showing

disrespect to the the righteous people.

25. (The king refers to Bharata’s words that he was not

insulted etc., and says)

There may not be any change ( perturbation ofmind ) in

you who are a well-wisher and friend of the universe and who,

out of his sense of equality to all, are completely devoid of

attachment (even to your body) . But a person like me—even

though he be Rudra, the bearer of trident, will certainly perish

in near future as a result of his showing disrespect to the

exalted.*'

CHAPTER ELEVEN

(Bharata imparts spiritual knowledge to RahUgana)

The Brdhmana said

:

1. You are (really) ignorant. You (simply) give verbal

expression to the arguments (which are apparently similar to

those) of the learned. You will not, therefore, be (considered
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as) pre-eminent (in any way) among those who are supremely

wise ; for the sages never speak ofmundane relations (e.g. the

master-servant relation) along with their investigation into(the

nature of) Reality. (You regard master-servant relation as

real but the sages do not recognize it as such.

2.

* ( Similarly the ritualisticway

—

Karma-Kdntfa—describ-

ed in theVedas is also not true. In the highly glittering flowery

descriptions in the Vedic texts pertaining to the detailed study

of the minute rituals connected with the householder's life, no
light is definitely thrown on the exposition of the truth which
is pure (i.e. free from the contamination of injury

(
[hirhsS )

etc.) and good (i.e. devoid of passions like love, hate) as a

rule (persons who dedicate all their karmas to God are eligible

for such exposition of truth)

.

3. Not even the most authoritative Vedic (Upani$adic)

texts can directly impart the comprehension of the Truth to

a person who on the analogy of ( the unreal, evanescent and
hence worthless pleasures enjoyed in) a dream does not

conclude that the (dreamlike) pleasures in the house-holder’s

life (and those in heaven accruing, from sacrifices) are by
themselves worth casting off.

4. As long as the mind of a man is under the domina-

ting influence of sattoa, rajas or tamos , it goes on producing

unchecked merit or sin through his sense-organs of perception

and action.

5. The mind (which, as an upsdhi ofStman, is designated

as Stman) is a store-house of impressions unconsciously left by

the good or bad actions in the past life; it is attached to objects

of pleasures; it is tossed about by gunas; it is affected by pass-

ions; it is the chief among sixteen constituents (elements,

sense-organs etc.) of the Linga Sarfra (the subtle body) . It

assumes different forms (man, beast etc.) underdifferent names,

and extends (i.e. causes) higher or lower form of life in the

various kinds ofphysical bodies.

* ( i ) VR. : Persons interested in performance of ritualistic karmas
cannot be interested in pure knowledge. And in the former (i.e. karma-

kdpfa) portion of the Vedas, no decisive conclusion is reached.
(ii) VG. : MImftihsakas do not regard an objective {Jmrufdrtha)

higher than heaven attained by karmas. Exposition of truth to such un-
qualified persons iTa waste. For this truth is above the taint of passions

and free from injury.
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6. The mind, the limiting condition created (and

imposed upon the Soul) by Mdydi entices it (the jiva) in the

cycle of samsara.110 By embracing the Soul associated with it,

it subjects the jiva to pleasure, pain and other*11 (viz. delu-

sion)
, inevitable fruits of karmas at the proper time (of fruition)

.

7. So long as the mind exists, thisphenomenon of waking

and dream states manifests itself within the range of percep-

tion of the kfetrajda. It is hence that they (the wise ones) say

that the mind is the cause of the lower state viz. sarhsdra (the

product ofgupas) and ofthe higher state viz. Mokfa (liberation),

which is beyond the range of all gunas.

8. If the mind is attached to objects of senses ( which

are the products ofgurus) it leads the creature to misery (viz.

sarhsdra

)

. If it is free from and unattached to them, it takes

the jiva to eternal happiness (m Mokfa). Just as a lamp

which emanates flames mixed with soot while it consumes its

wick soaked in ghee, otherwise ( after the consumption ofghee

)

betakes itself to its original state, the mind, which is attached

to objects of senses and (consequent) activities, resorts to

various courses and returns to its true original self, when un-

attached ( to them )

.

9. The courses (of the activities) of the mind are eleven

—five in relation to the organs of action, five with reference to

the senses ofperception and its own sense of I-ness. And they

say that conative organs, the subtle elements and the body are

(respectively) the eleven grounds (receptacles) for these (cour-

ses) , Oh Warrior.

10. Smell, form, touch, taste and sound (the five objects

of cognitive organs), evacuation (of bowels), copulation,

locomotion, verbal expression, and manipulation and the

eleventh is the body which is accepted as mine; (And in the

case of the ignorant who have completely identified themselves

with the body, the I-ness is the twelfth course (of the mind)

with the body as its object or bed (In the city viz. body, thejiva

sleeps i.e. abides with aharfikara and is hence called purufa)

.

aio. snmsrli-cakra-kutab—The jiva stands firm like a mountain-top in

the whirlpool or cycle of samsara. —VR.
3u. v.l. lyatimiira—a mixture of pleasure and pain. —VJ.
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11* These eleven modifications (tendencies) of the mind
multiply into hundreds, thousands and multi-millions with refe-

rence to objects, nature of things (the variety of the causes of

the products)
, the effect of previous experience, unmani Tested

i _

effect ofkarmas (acts) , the agitating factor Time. They owe
their existence to the Kfetrajfla (the Supreme Soul) and not to

each other or to their own Self. (Or : The Kfetrajr'ta or jiva,

being above changes, these vrttis do not proceed from jiva ;
nor

do they spring from their mutual action and reaction nor from

themselves. Hence all these are mithyd—unreal).

12. The Supreme Soul who is pure and unaffected,

stands as a witness to the continuous stream of states of the

mind which are sometimes manifest (in the waking and dream
states) and sometimes unmanifest (as in deep sleep)—theniind,

an upadhi of jtva, a creation of Mdyd, and of impure activity.

13. The Supreme Soul is all-pervading, the prime cause

of the perfect (in all respects) ,
ever-present, self-luminous

(not depending on anything for the proof of its existence]

,

devoid of birth (and death) , the Ruler of gods like Brahma,
Narayana (the abode of the world of beings) , the venerable

Lord (of six excellences), Vasudeva (the receptacle of all

beings) and Himself the Inner-dweller and Controller of all

jwas by His Maya power.

14. Just as the air, entering in the from of breath con-

trols both the mobile and the immobile beings, so does the

Supreme Lord Vasudeva, the all-pervading Soul, enter this

universe (as the Inner Controller)

.

15. Oh Lord of men! A man continues to wander in the

sarhsdra so long as he has not shaken off Maya,, by the dawn of

knowledge, and became free from attachments and conquend

* (i) VR. emphasizes that kfetrajHa here should be interpreted as

jiva -the individual Soul. He however admits that the interpretation

of kfetrajHa as Narayana is possible.

(ii) VC : Due to infinite variety of objects (e.g. sandal, saffron) and

variety of natures liking these, and differences in mind due to wickedness

etc., destiny or fate and stages in life (childhood, youth etc.) these states

or vrttis ofmind are infinite. But they owe this variety to God of infinite

powers, and not ttr themselves individually or mutually.
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the six enemies (viz. passions like lust, anger, avarice etc.) and
has not realized his true Self.

16 . (He continues to wander) so long as he does not

understand that the mind, the conditioning environment of the

Soul, is the field of the miseries of sarhsdra. (the cycle of birth

and death) , and the source of a continuous series of griefs,

delusions, diseases, passions, avarice and hatred and the creator

of the feeling of mine-ness.

17 . Therefore, being very careful and armed with the

missile in the form of the feet of Lord Hari, Who is the

preceptor, kill this enemy (in the form of the mind) of formid-

able power who has grown in strength through your negligence

and who, though unreal in itself, is capable of deluding you

about (the true nature of) your Soul.

CHAPTER TWELVE

(Dialogue between Bharata and Rahtigapa)

RahUgana said?1* :

1.* Salutations to you again and again—you, who are

the Prime Cause of the universe (God himself) who has assum-

ed a human form (for the protection of the world), and

who, in the light of supremely blissful self-realization, have

regarded your body as insignificant. I bow to you. Oh Master

sis. Vwiei i>4 are an echo of the query made by Rahflgaua to

Bharata in the same context in V.P. (VifQU Purdpa) 9.14.2-6*

* VJ. notes that this apparent praise of the Brfthmapa is really a
eulogy of the arttary&min. VR. and others generally echo $R., but VR.*s
alternative explanation is interesting :

''Salutations . . . you who are the Supreme Self incarnate who have
Assumed human form for the protection of persons like me. In your self-

realisation, you have banished hatred against persons (like me) who have
offended' you, and who have concealed your realisation of the Eternal,

Supreme Soul under the guise of the contemptuous dress of a depraved
Brlhmapa".
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of Yoga, who have concealed your realization of the Eternal

(Supreme Soul) in the guise of a depraved Brahmana.

2. My vision (power of understanding) has been tho-

roughly poisoned (perverted) by the bite of the serpent in the

form of (my) false identification of the self with this worthless

body. Your speech acts like a nectarine medicine on me, just

as a sweet palatable specific medicine (does) to a patient suffer-

ing from high fever or the icc-cold water (or the water of the

Ganga (is soothing) to a person scorched by the heat of the

summer.

3. I shall, therefore, refer my doubts to your honour

later on. My mind is full of curiosity. Now, be pleased to

explain to me, in easily intelligible language, your speech which

was couched in Togic terms, about the (knowledge of the)

Soul.

4. Oh Lord of Yoga ! My mind fails to grasp ( in be*

wilderment, the significance of) your statement that the

(actual) act (of carrying a load) and its effect (the' resultant

fatigue) though visible (directly), are limited to (and not con-

tradicted in) practical life (yyavahara ) ,
but they will not easily

stand the test of philosophic investigation.

Brahmana replied?1* :

5. That which has come to be known as ‘this person*

( the palanquin bearer) is a modification of the earth which

moves over the earth due to some (inexplicable) cause, Oh
King ! Above the feet of this ( modification of the earth called

‘this person’) are two ankles, two shanks, two knees,two thighs,

the waist, the chest, the neck and the two shoulders (one above

the other).

6. On the shoulder is the wooden palanquin wherein is

seated an (empty) designation called ‘the King of Sauvfras*

—

which is nothing but another modification of the earth. You
identify yourself with it (that modification of the earth) . Be-

913. Venes 5 and 6 are echoes ofVP. a. 13.66-67.

BhUmau pdda-yugarh tvdsltjalight pdda-dvayt sihiU /

tiroorjaAghd-dvay&vasthau tadddhdrath tathodammj/66/

/

VakjasthalaA talks bShS skandhau codarasatksthitau /

skandh&iriuyaik iibikd mama bharo’tra kithkftaklff>l

U
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ing blinded with arrogant pride, you feel that you are the king

of the Sindliu country.

7. You are hard-hearted as you caught hold of these

pitiable (palanquin-bearers) who are already highly afflicted

with hardships and have forced them to labour without remu-

neration. Still you brag about as being 'the protector of the

people'. Shamelessly insolent as you are, you will not look

respectable in the assemblies of the wise.

8*. We know that all the mobile and immobile creation

is always born out of and re-assimilated into the earth only.

The difference in name is due to the difference in its product

or functions*14. Let it be investigated if there be any other

real cause or basis deducible from its effect and work ( func-

tions).

9. (The substance) that is denoted by the word ‘earth*

is unreal sis (will be ) explained thus ( hereafter ) . The earth

(in its ultimate analysis) disaggregates itself into atoms. The
atoms, the aggregates of which combine to form the particular

( element viz. the earth) are hypothetical, postulated by mind
(of the theorists) through ignorance. (Asa matter of fact, they

do not exist. Hence the unreality of the earth).

10. Similarly, know that what is thin or fat, small or

big, cause or effect, sentient and non-sentient or that which

has a second(i. e. all the duality ) ,
is brought about by the May&

(the unborn) , under the name of substance (viz five elements),

nature ( the changeability of the phenomenal world), the in-

clination (determined by the impressions unconsciously left on

the mind by past actions, i. e., vdsand) ,
the time factor (distur-

bing the equilibrium of gunas leading to creation) and the

destiny ( karma ).

* VC : We know that all things mobile and immobile are created

out of the earth and get disintegrated into the earth. All these modifi-

cations are not different from the earth. Please tell us if you have any
reasoning or logical argument to show if there be any real cause other than

mere verbal designations ofits effects and functions.

914. cf. v&c&rambhanarh oikdro ndmadheyam mfUikttytva satyamf—Chind-
ogya Up. 6.1.4.
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11*. Knowledge alone is pure (unsoiled by passion or

actions) , absolutely real, one (without any difference) * devoid

of any aspect of in-ness or out-ness, perfect and full, direct

(self-manifesting), unchangeable, designated by the appellation

Bhagavat (the venerable possessor of six excellences such as

Lordship of the Universe etc.)* They (the sages) called it

(‘knowledge*) by the term ‘Vasudeva*.

1 2. Oh Rahugana ! This knowledge ( or Brahman ) is

not attained through austere penance, or through Vedic sacri-
*

fices or through charitable distribution of food or through per-

formance of duties prescribed for a householder (such as hono-

rary social service) or through the study of the Vedas or

through propitiation of ( the presiding deities of) water, fire and
the Sun, except (i. e. it is attainable only) by being sprinkled

over with the dust on the feet of the exalted Souls (while

rendering service to them)

.

13. For here (in the congregation of these exalted per-

sons) the discourses on the excellent attributes of the Lord are

always held. These prohibit all talks of vulgar worldly topics.

By listening daily to these ( holy discourses) the pure mind of

the seeker of Liberation is concentrated on Lord Vasudeva.

14. I was formerly a king called Bharata who, freeing

himself from the bondage of attachment to all things seen or

* (i) VR. : The Atman or the Self is knowledge or consciousness. It

is unsoiled by Kama (actions) and passions; it is the only highest objective

to be attained (by man). It is absolutely one whole with no aspect of in-

ness or out-ness. It is all-pervading, real, eternal, self-realizing (or

direct) unaffected by the six miseries (such as hunger, thirst, sorrow,

delusion, old age and death) . It is Vasudeva also called by the appe-

llation- bhagavat.

( ii ) VJ. regards these as the attributes of Hari, the Supreme Self.

He derives the term ‘Vasudeva*

—

vas—‘to dwell*, although he concedes the

popular etymology 'the son of Vasudeva*.

GD. explains : 'Knowledge* means 'Brahman*. In the path of

Bhakti, it is designated as bhagavat, the venerable Lord (the possessor of

six excellences) and 'V&sudeva*. It is essentially existent and of the

nature ofthe highest bliss and consciousness or knowledge. Being direct

(being Self-hood by nature) one need not go elsewhere to attain it. It is

perfectly serene as it is devoid of birth, death or othar troubles. It is

'pure* i.e. absolutely unconnected with any attachment. It is beyond the

limitation of space as die states of outness or inness are inapplicable to it.
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heard (i. e. objects obtainable here and ‘hereafter) endeavour-

ed the propitiation of the Lord, but was frustrated ( in my
object of God-realization) through my attachment to a deer

and was born as a deer.

15. Due to the efficacy ofmy devoted worship of Knraa
that memory (ofmy previous birth ) was not lost even in my
form (i. e. birth) of the deer. Oh Warrior ! Hence, being

unattached to and afraid of association with the society, I

roam about without disclosing my real personality.

16. Therefore a man should, in this very world, com-

pletely cut off (the ties of) delusion by the sword of knowledge

obtained through the blessed company of the great Souls who
are free from attachment. Having revived the memory (con-

sciousness about God) by recounting and hearing (meditating

upon) the glories of Hari, one reaches the end of this long

road of Sarhsira and attains to the Lord.

CHAPTER THIRTEEN

(The Sarhsira—a forest : An allegory)

The Brahmana said :

1 . Like unto a company of merchants intent on acquisi-

tion ofwealth, this (well-known) multitude of jtvas desirous of

and solely devoted to the attainment of pleasure11*, was put

by the Prakfti or Maya, on the path (of Pravftti—active

worldly life) which is unending and so difficult to traverse. It

(the multitude of jioas) sets its eye (attention) on11* the

activities actuated and dominated by (the attributes) sattvat

Rajas and Tomas. While wandering (in search of pleasure) in

the forest of Sarhsira (worldly existence), it does not find any

bliss.

a 1

5

. BP. artha i—dharma, artha and kdma—the three purufdrathas

(highest ideals in life).

ai6 . VJ. : It (the multitude of jtvas) regards them as its own and
identifies them with the Soul*
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* In that forest these six bandits (viz. sense-organs)

perforce rob the caravan captained by an evil-minded leader.

Oh king. Just as wolves carry away the sheep, jackals (in

the form of relatives) , finding entrance into their camp, carry

off a careless member (devoid of spiritual outlook).

3. In the forest, impregnable with the dense growth of
a mass of creepers, grass, clumps of trees and bushes the

•caravan was harassed by sharp stinging gnats and mosquitoes

( In the householder’s life full of passions and actions, a man
is harassed by wicked people). At some places they find the

city of Gandharvas in the sky ( the phenomenon is fictitious
; so

is one's body), while at other places, they witness fleeting

spirits in the form of fire brands.

4. Oh (King Rahugsu^a !) With their intellect (mind)
naturally anxious to find some dwelling-place, water and
wealth, the company of merchants ran here and there in the

jungle. And at some places, with eyes blinded with dust, it

•does not distinguish the directions darkened with the dust

whipped up by whirl-winds (Here the whirl-wind stands for a

woman who raises erotic sentiments which blind man to the

existence of the dieties presiding over directions who stand

witness to his actions).

5. With their ears acutely pained by the shrill cries of

unseen crickets (i.e. back-biting by evil-minded persons) and

with their minds agitated by the hooting of the owls (i.e.

harsh words, scolding directly addressed by enemies, persons

in authority), they resort to unholy trees*17 (i.e. irreligious

persons) when tormented with hunger. At some places (when

thirsty) they run after the mirage*18 (i.e. fruitless objects of

worldly pleasure )

.

* Sr., VR., VC., SD., GD., BP., state that although the allegory is

explained in the next chapter, they are briefly explaining it for reader's

understanding the text of these verses.

a 17. This refers to the superstition that the shade of tht vibhttaka

tree (Tirminalia Btleriea) is inauspicious by day and that of Pippala tree

by night and that of the wood apple tree, day and night—VD.
918. i.e. are attracted to the centres of the non-believers in Vedas—

pAkhapda /ramapas—VJ

.

(A) beg at the doors of notorious misers—VO.
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6. At some place they go towards beds of dry rivers

( only to get their limbs bruised by falling, instead of getting

water) ; being short of food they beg 'it from one another. At
some places they approach the forest conflagration only to get

scorched; at other places, they find to their despair that they

are deprived of their life (-like wealth) by Yakyas.819

7. At some other places, it, being deprived of its

possession by the powerful government officials (or village

chiefs expert in robbery) becomes mentally despondent.

Overcome^ with grief and bewildered, it faints away. At

some places, it enters an imaginary city of Gandharvas (the

company of loving near relatives ) and feels overjoyed for a

while, as it is really'happy

.

8. At some places, being desirous of scaling a mountain

(i.e. attempting a great undertaking) it proceeds with the

soles of its feet pierced with thorns and cut with gravel and

sits down depressed in spirit. Tormented at every step by the

inner (gastric) fire (or hunger), and with the (unbearable)

responsibility of maintaining) a large family, it gets angry with

its own people.

9. Sometimes being swallowed up by the boa-constrictor

(viz. sleep) it lies like a dead body abandoned in a jungle and

is not conscious of anything. Sometimes bitten down by fierce

venomous snakes, it becomes blind and falling into a well with

its mouth hidden with overgrown grass and plants, it lies

immersed in darknesy (i.e. misery and ignorance)

.

10. At times (when) it seeks after honey of low quality

(i.e. courting another man’s wife) it is harassed and humiliated

by bees (i.e. is insulted and beaten up by her husbands).

If it (caravan members) is successful in that attempt with

great difficulty, others rob it perforce, and while it is engaged

in fighting with them, others carry off that booty.

11. And sometimes, (at some places), it (the caravan

of merchants) sits down incapable of protecting itself against

219. SR. explains : The dry riverbeds are the schools of the non-

believers which lead to misery in die other world. The forest-fire is the

household where the jtva is tormented with miseries. The Tak/gs and
Rikyasas are the government servants who squeese out life-like wealth of

men.
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(lit warding off) cold, heat, storm and showers of rain; at

some other places they sell among themselves whatever they

have with them and become enemies of each other by fraudu-

lent money-dealings.

12. Now and then, being destitute of wealth, and

devoid of bedding, blanket (to sit on), house and conveyance,

they beg it from others. But not getting their desired objects,

they cast a coveting glance at another man’s property and get

insulted.

13. (Though) they develop hostile relations with each

other by mutual (fraudulent) monetary transactions, they

enter into marital relations with each other. Thus they proceed

along their path, famished through suffering great difficulties,

financial losses and other calamities (and feelings of hatred )

.

14. The caravan of merchants proceeds on its journey

leaving behind those that are dead, at various places, and

taking with them the new born babes. Nobody has as yet

returned to its starting place. Nor does anyone (howsoever

powerful) betake to yoga which lies at the terminus (of the

road)
,
Oh Warrior.

15. All those resolute and highminded warriors who

have conquered the great elephants guarding the eight

directions and who, claiming the earth as their own, have

contracted hostility (with each other), shall lie dead on the

battlefield. But they do not attain to the place ( the region

of Vi $riu) where the recluse (the Saiftnyasin) who has been

free from enmity, reaches,

16. At some places, it (the caravan) clings to the arms

(tender shoots) of creepers (i.e. rests on the tender arms of

women); it longs to listen to the indistinct chirping of birds

which have resorted to them (i.e. listen to the sweet indistinct

warbling of children clinging to their mothers). And it feels

strongly attached to them. Occasionally, at other places, it is

afraid of a multitude of lions and makes friends with cranes,

herons and vultures (Being afraid.of death, they enter the fold

of vile, cruel heretics)

.

17. Being deceived by them, it (the company of mer-

chants tries tq, enter the flock of swans (i.e. knowing the futi-

lity of the falsr faiths, it tries to enter Brahmanic fold). But
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not liking their pious way of life (i.e. not finding the Br&hma-
nic way oflife to their liking), it approaches the monkeys (i.e.

takes to the monkey-like behaviour of depraved people) . By
the (amorous) sports natural to that species, it (the caravan)

gets its senses gratified (with sensual^pleasures) and forgets the

(approaching) end of life, while looking at the faces of each

other.

18. Amusing himself in the trees (i.e. worldly object*

observed in life), he fondly loves his children and wife. Being

powerless in their own bondage, he becomes void of judgment
due to the lust for sexual enjoyment. Some times falling into

a valley due to inadvertence, he catches hold of a creeper and
remains in a hanging position, afraid of elephant (below) (i.e.

due to the meritorious acts done in previous life, he continues

to live in fear of impending death )

.

19. If, by a lucky chance, he anyhow overcomes this

calamity, he again enters the company of merchants (i.e.

takes to the path of pravftti or active worldly life), Oh vanqui-

sher of enemies. A person who is set on this path (of Pravftti)

by May& (the unborn) continues to wander in sarhsdra . No
such person has as yet perceived the highest Purufdrtha (viz.

Mokfa or liberation )

.

20. Oh Rahuga^a ! Even you are also set on this track

(by Maya). You lay down your sceptre (or desist from vio-

lence to living beings ) and make friends with all beings. With

your mind unattached to worldly pleasure and arming your-

self with the sword of knowledge sharpened by (dedicated)

service to Hari,M0 get to the other end of this road (of

sarhsdra )

.

The King said :

21. 6h ! The birth as a man is the most glorious of

all births in other species. Ofwhat use are other births even

in the heaven, where the association with high-souled people

like you whose minds are purified by ( singing and listening to)

the glories of LordHnikefta (the Ruler ofsense-organs—Vi?$u),

is not available to the full ?

990 . VR. interprets Seed as ‘the propitiation of the Lord by obser-

ving duties prescribed for one's caste (partus) and stage of life (ditama)
.andjHdna as constituting the worship of die Lord.
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22. It is no wonder (at all) that pure devotion to Lord
Hari is generated in the hearts of those whose sins have been
destroyed by the dust of your lotus-like feet (when constantly

served for a long time ) . For my thoughtlessness and ignora-

nce, rooted as it was in fallacious reasoning, has been comple-
tely removed by association with you for a short time (a

muhQrta).

23. (As it is not known in what form the knowers of

Brahman move about in the world, the King pays his respects

to them all) . Salutations to Brahmanas (knowers of Brahman),
who are advanced in age, to those (who are) infants, to the

youthful ones, to all down to young boys ! May (blundering)

kings like me receive blessings from Brahmanas who wander
over the earth as avadhutas ( ascetics who have renounced all

worldly attaclunent), giving no indication of their greatness.

Sri Suka said :

24.

Oh Parik$it (son of Uttara) ! In this way, verily,

(Bharata) the son of a Brahmana sage, who was endowed
with the highest glory, explained, out of very great compassion,

the real nature of the Self to (Rahugana) the King of Sindhu,

even though he had insulted him. His feet were respectfully

bowed by Rahugana with great remorse. Bharata, whose

mind like that of an overful ocean, was unperturbed by waves

in the form of senses, wandered over this earth.

25.

Even the king of Sauvira (Rahugana) who realized

the real nature of the Supreme Self as taught by a saintly

person (like Bharata), repudiated the false notion of identify-

ing the Soul with the body—a notion superimposed on the

mind by Nescience ( avidyd) , Oh King ! Such is, therefore,

the greatness of those who resort to the devotees of the glorious

Lord.

The King Parikfit said :

26.

Oh great devotee of the Lord ! The path in the

form of Sarhsdra of the individual souls has been described in

indirect and allegorical language by you who possess very wide
and varied knowledge. It will not be easily comprehensible
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to people who are not of trained mind. Hence, the same
(allegory) which is difficult to understand, be pointed out

(explained) by using the proper explanation.

CHAPTER FOURTEEN

(.Explanation of the Allegory of Sarhsdra—Forest)

He ( Sri Suka ) said :

1. Characterised and influenced by special attributes

like sattoa and others, auspicious, inauspicious and mixed

types of karmas (actions) are being committed by jivas (indi-

vidual Souls) who wrongly identify the body with the Soul.

The group of six senses (five cognitive senses and the mind)

act as the portals or media of experience of the beginningless

sarhsara y consisting of association with and separation from

the series of different bodies, created as a result of those

karmas.

Just as a caravan of merchants, intent on making money,

loses its way to find itself in a wilderness, this company of

jivas (individual Souls) has been set on this difficult path (of

sarhsdra ), hard to travel like a mountain pass, by Maya (the

deluding potency of the Lord) which functions under the

Supreme Ruler Vi§nu. It (the multitude of jivas) finds itself

in the wilderness of sarhsdra, in-auspicious*most like a funeral

ground. It(i. e. the jivas), experiences thefruit oftheir Karmas

wrought by means of their bodies. Although all their activities

are obstructed by numerous difficulties and rendered fruitless,

they do not still betake themselves to the path of bees ( votaries

of the Lord) who resort to the lotus-like feet of Lord Hari in

the form of the preceptor—feet which pacify all the afflictions

.and agonies of Sarhsdra. It is in the forest of Sarhsdra that

what are called the six senses (mind and five senses) act as

Veritable robbers in practice.
*

2. For whatever little wealth a person acquires through

.great hardships, should be utilised for the sake ofDharma. The
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wise say that this Dharma, characterised by the propitiation of

the Supreme Person Himself, is conducive to one’s beatitude

in the other world.

But the wealth ofa man of perverted intellect and un-

controlled senses, which should have been used for the sake of

this Dharma (worship ofGod) , is wasted in house-holder’s life

on vulgar pleasures of sight, touch, sound, taste and smt'l (the

five objects of sensual pleasures and in low desires and

resolutions (mental tendencies)
,
even as a company of merch-

ants with an unworthy leader of uncontrolled mind is robbed

of money.

3. And here (in the wilderness of sathsdra) the so-called

members of the family such as wife and children, are nothing

but wolves and jackals inactions. They carry away the carefully-

guarded wealth of the close-fisted householder, despite his

watchfulness and unwillingness (to part with his wealth) ,
like

a lamb well-protected (in a pen)

.

4. For just as a field, the seeds (of weeds, grass etc.) in

which are not burnt down, again becomes densely over-grown

with a thicket of shrubs, grass and creepers at the time of

sowing, even though it is (regularly) ploughed annually, in

the same way, the householder’s life is a field of karmas wherein

the seeds ofkarmas are never destroyed. This householder’s life

is certainly a box of desires (in which seeds of karmas are never

completely annihilated, just as the smell of caniphor persists

even after the exhaustion of camphor-tablets from the camphor-

box) .

5. While there, (in the householder’s stage of life) ,
his

wealth which is the very external life-breath of man, is squeezed

(lit. sucked) by vile people comparable to gnats aqd mos-

quitoes, and (food-grains) by locusts, birds, thieves, rats and

others. At times, wandering on this road (of sathsdra) , his mind

becomes eclipsed with ignorance (avidya) , lust or desires and

actions. Hence being possessed of erroneous views, he looks

upon the human world which is as unreal as the (optic illusion

of) the city of Gandharvas, to be factually real.

6. There (in the sathsdra) ,
with a passionate desire for

vicious habits. of drinking, eating, sexual intercourse and the

like, he sometimes pursues uiirage-like (unreal) pleasures.
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7. Sometimes, just as a man intensely longs for (the

warmth of) fire, runs after the fire-goblin—the will of-the-wisp,

he with his mind overpowered with the attribute rajas which is

of the same colour as that of gold, ardently yearns to acquire

gold which is the abode of all evils and is a kind of excreta of
fire.

8. And again, with an earnest desire for dwelling-places,

water, wealth and other numerous amenities of life and means
oflivelihood, it (the company of merchants) runs about here

and there in the forest of sarfisdra.

9. Sometimes (when) placed on her lap, by a bewitch-

ing young woman who is like a whirlwind,his mind is instantly

enveloped in ignorance, due to the force of rqjas, and trans-

gresses the boundaries of virtue2*1 . With his eyes filled with

the dust of lust, his mind is too much charged with passion to

cognize (the existence of) the presiding deities of the dir-

ections (who watch him)

.

10. Occasionally, he perceives spontaneously for a

moment the unreality of worldly objects. But as he identifies

the Soul with his body, he loses his memory) about the nature

of the Soul. With his memory (mind) thus led astray, he

intensely pursues those very sense-objects which are ( illusory)

like mirage.

1 1 . Sometimes, its ( the company of merchants ) ears

and heart are intensely troubled by the extremely harsh and

fiercely vehement threats administered directly, like hooting of

the owls, by king's officers and indirectly (behind one’s back)

like the thrill cries of crickets, by enemies.

12. When he has exhausted his fund of merit acquired

in the previous life, he is ( in the process of) dying though

nominally alive. He runs after (for help to) those who are as

good as dead though living, and whose wealth is not useful to

them either in this world (as they do not enjoy themselves with

it) or in the next world (as they do not donate it and earn

merit), and who are comparable to poisonous trees and creep-

ers like kdraskara, k&katuptfa and to wells full of poisonous

water.-

asi. like goblins at night according to v.l. accepted by $R., VR.
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13. Sometimes, with his mind perverted due to asso-

ciation with evil persons, he takes to the path of heretics which
leadshim to miseries here and hereafter—(an act which is)like

falling into the rocky bed of a waterless river.

14. When he cannot get food for himself even by haras-
sing others, he proceeds to devour those possessing even
blades of grass belonging to his father or son or to “eat up”
his own father or sons.

1 5. Sometimes, he reaches home which is like a forest-

conflagration—a home devoid of enjoyable objects, full of a
series of miseries. There, being scorched with the fire of deep
anguish, he becomes extremely depressed in spirits.

16. To him, wealth was dearmost—a veritable life itself.

Sometimes he is deprived of it by demon-like officers of the

king who have turned hostile (to him) through change of time.

He falls in a swoon or appears like a dead man devoid of any
symptom of life.

17. Sometimes, imagining as real, the unreal appear-

ance of his (deceased) father, grandfather in fulfilment of

his desire, he enjoys (a momentary) pleasure as in a dream.

18. Sometimes he desires to ascend (i.e. perform in a
thorough manner) the mountain of extensively detailed duties

prescribed for the householder's life. But his mind being dis-

tracted with worldly miseries, he sinks into despondency and
feels afflicted like one entering (and traversing) a tract full of

thorns and sharp-edged gravel.

19. Sometimes, his power and energy being sapped by
the (gastral) fire (of hunger raging) within his body, he gets

angry with the members of his family.

20. Again, being seized (swallowed ) by the boa-cons-

trictor in the form of sleep, and sunk in the blinding darkness

(of ignorance), he remains asleep, as if in desolate forest, and
he is unconscious of anything else like a dead body cast off by
the relatives.

2 1 • Sometimes his larger tooth in the form of his ego-

tism is being broken by venomous reptiles, viz. wicked persons.

He does not get.sleep even for a moment. His consciousness

gets dimmer and dimmer as his heart is ( deeply) agitated and
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disturbed, And like a blind man, he falls in a dark, covered

well ( of ignorance and misery)

.

22. Sometimes, (he is ) on the look out for small drops

of honey in the form of sensual pleasure. While he is in

attempting to snatch away another man's wife or property, he

is beaten to death by the King or the husband or the master

(of the property) and falls into the bottomless unsurmount-
able hell.

23. Hence, sages say, that karman ofboth forms ( whether

Vedic or non-Vedic) performed in this ( path of Pravftti) sows

the seeds offuture series of births (of the doer).

24. Ifhe (the jiva) escapes the bondage (or punish-

ment meted out by the King, the woman’s husband or the

master of the property), one Devadatta wrests the prize away
from him and from him (another fellow), one Visnumitra,
takes it away and so on endlessly. ( None retains permanently

the objects of enjoyment.

25. And sometimes being incapable of warding off

miserable conditions like biting cold winds and others caused

by super-human agencies, or by elements (or created beings)

or pertaining to his body, he sinks down despondently in un-

ending anxieties.

26. Sometimes while transacting business among them-

selves, if he deceitfully takes away a petty amount, say, twenty

cowries or even less than that, he incurs the enmity of others

due to deceitful dealing in money.
27. On this path ( ofpravrtH) ,

there are these obstacles

(viz. financial losses, difficulties etc. enumerated in Gh. 13.13)

and also other ones viz. pleasure and pain, lust and hatred,

fear and pride, negligence and madness, delusion and greed,

envy and jealousy, insult, hunger and thirst, anxieties and

diseases, birth, old age, death and others.

28. Sometimes, (when) embraced with the creeper-like

(tender) arms of the woman who is the Mays (deluding divine

potency of the Lord ) incarnate, he loses his power ofjudgment

and wisdom. He becomes anxious at heart to construct a

pleasure-house for her. His heart becomes transported by the

(sweet) speech, (affectionate) looks and (winsome) behaviour

of his wife and sons, daughters who resorted to him for protec-
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tion. Thus, being of uncontrolled mind, he sends himself to

the abysmal hell of blinding darkness.

29. Sometimes he gets terrified in his heart at (the

thought of) the discus ( viz. kSla—Time, death ) of the Supreme
Ruler, Lord Vi§pu—the discus is alternatively designated as

Time and consists of divisions beginning from the minutest

point to the period covering two Pardrdha years (the life-span

of god Brahma ) . With inexorable velocity consisting of ages

(childhood, youth, old age), this unwinking (watchful) discus

mows down all created beings from god Brahma down to a

clump of grass while they are (helplessly) looking on. But

disrespectfully ignoring the Supreme Lord, the presiding Deity

of Sacrifice whose weapon is this eternal discus of Time, he on

the basis of unauthoritative canon of the heretics, resorts to the

deities of the heretics which are no better than kites, vultures,

cranes on the banyan trees ( in extending protection against

death and hence) which are discarded in the religion of Aryas.

30. When he was devastatingly deceived by those here-

tics who are themselves deluded, he (returns and) stays

within the Brahmanic fold.

He, however, does not like their pious way of life, propi-

tiation of the glorious Lord of Sacrifices with- acts prescribed

in the Vedas and Smrtis after performance of the thread investi-

ture ceremony. As he is impure (and hence ineligible) to

perform duties enjoined by the Vedas, he resorts to the Sudra

community which like the species of monkeys, indulges in

copulation and maintenance of the family.

31. Even in that community, he behaves as he likes,

without any restraint. The low-minded fellow forgets the

limit of his (span of) life in vulgar gratification of senses such

as looking at the faces of each other (mutually by husband

and wife).

32. Sometimes he enjoys himself in the householder s

life which, like trees, yields pleasures pertaining to this world

only. He is fond ofchildren and wife and like a monkey***,

he delights In sexual enjoyment.

232. GD. : “Just as a monkey addicted to sexual enjoyment, be-

comes negligent (about his safety) and is caught by the huntCTy^iieitis

indulging in ihat enjoyment on the trees and is unable to get himself re-

leased.**
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33. Enjoying and suffering pleasures and pain on the

path (ofpravftti) , he falls into the veritable dark vale of ail-

ments and other calamities and stays (there) constantly in the

fear of the elephant in the form of death.

34. Sometimes, when incapable of protecting himself

against innumerable miseries such as heat and cold-—miseries

caused by supernatural agencies, the elements or creatures or

by his own body or mind—he sinks (lit. sits) despondently

worrying over endless sense-objects.

35. Sometimes, entering into business transactions

among themselves, he acquires some wealth through fraudu-

lent monetary dealings.

36. Sometimes, when his wealth is spent up he becomes

destitute of (normal necessities of life such as) a bed, a seat,

food etc. He then makes up his mind to snatch away the

objects which he covets but has not succeeded to acquire till

then. Hence, in due course, he is subjected to insult etc. by the

public.

37. Although their mutual hostility is enhanced by
their covetousness for wealth, they enter into matrimonial

relations or break them according to their tendency resulting

from actions to the previous life.

38. On this road of SathsSra
,

if one is afflicted with

innumerable sufferings and obstacles and succumbs to calami-

ties or death, he is definitely abandoned then and there. They
take with them the new-born children. They sometimes weep,

fall in a swoon, are afraid, quarrel, cry and are overjoyed, sing

and are bound down. They are avoided by saintly people and
are thus denied pious company. In this way, they continue to

go ahead. This caravan ofmen has not yet returned to the

starting point of this journey (viz. God) which the sages say,

is the terminus of the road ( of SarhsSra)

.

39. Fqr, he who gets knowledge of and takes to the

•discipline of Yoga, does not definitely return to the universe

or saihs&ra. It is only the meditative persons who have re-

nounced all forms ofviolence (to all creatures) and are firmly

given to self-control (and consequent serenity), and who have

detached their minds (from worldly objects), reach the

Supreme ( Self)

.
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40. Even the royal sages who have conquered the ele-

phants guarding all directions and perform sacrifices, do not

attain it. Asserting their claim on the earth that it is their

own and entering into hostilities for it (its possession), they

lie dead on the battlefield, leaving their bodies on the earth

(claimed by them) and depart. (These also do not reach the

other end of Saifis&ra)

.

41. Supporting themselves by catching hold of the

creeper ofkarma and getting out, with great difficulty, from
the miserable hell, he is again present on the way of Sarhs&ra

,

and rejoins the caravan of men. Similar is the case of men
who have gone up to the Heaven.

Thus do they sing of Bharata !

42. Just as a fly cannot, even in its imagination soar up
along the path of Garuda (high up in the sky), no other King
in this world can even mentally follow the path of the high-

souled royal sage Bharata, the son of Ijt^abha.

43. Even while he was a youth, he longed to serve the

Lord of hallowing renown ( or of Supreme glory) , and aban-

doned like excreta, his wife and children, friends and kingdom,
so endearing to the heart and (hence ) so difficult to renounce.

44. It is quite befitting on the part ofthe king (Bharata)

that he did not long for the (kingdom of the) earth, sons,

relatives, wealth and wife—so difficult to renounce. Nor did

he wish for Sri ( the Goddess of Fortune), coveted by great

gods, even though She waited for having a gracious look from

him. For in the view of the great (Souls) whose minds are

devotedly attached to the service of Vi§nu, even the Final

Emancipation is of little account.

45. **Salutations to Lord Hari who is himself the

personified Tqjila (sacrifice), the defender of righteousness,

punctilious observance of scriptural injunctions, Yoga incarnate,

the head (the ultimate, chief principle) of the Sdihkhyas, the

controller of the Prakfti (the personified Will or Maya of the

Almighty), who is the shelter of all created beings)", so

nobly praised he, at the time of casting off his body as a deer.

46. One who faithfully listens to, recites or praises the

history of the royal sage Bharata whose spotless virtues and

pure actions are appreciated and eulogised by devotees of the
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Lord—the history which brings in good fortune, long life,

riches, renown and leads to ( the attainment of) the Heaven
and Final Beatitude secures all blessings, of his own accord

and needs nothing from others.

CHAPTER FIFTEEN

(Description of Bharata*s Dynasty*)

Sri Suka continued :

1. As already narrated (supra 7.3), Bharata had a son

called Sumati. He followed the path of R$abha. In the

Kali Age, heretics ( non-believers in the Vedas) outside the

Aryan fold, will set him up, according to their wicked and

perverted intelligence, as a deity n ot described in the Vedic

The Bharata Dynasty may be conveniently summarised as

Bharata

13.

Nakta

*

follows:

1.

I

2. Sumati

3 . Devat&jit

4. Devadyumna

I

5. ParameithI

6. Pratlha Prastotft Udg&tS.

7. PratihartS,

I

8* Bhilmi Aja
I

*

9.

Udgltha

|

10. Prast&va

11. Vibhu

12 * PfthufeQa

14. Gaya

15. Chitraratha Sugati Avaro-
dhana

16 . Samr&t

17. Marlci

18. Bindum&n

19 . Maahu

„ I

20. Viravrata

2 1 . Manthu Pramanthu

22. Bhauvana

23 . Tvaftfi

24. Viraja

25. 3atajit etc* 100 sons
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texts. (They will think him to be an incarnation of Lord
Buddha)

.

2. By (queen) Vrddhasena, he had a son by name
Devajit (conqueror of gods).

3. Then, through Asuri (Devajit’s wife) was born to

him a son, Devadyumna; he had by Dhenumatl, a son, called

ParamesthI; and then Paramesthl begot on Sauvaicala a son

called Pratlha.

4. Having taught the knowledge of diman ( to many) , he

himself became thoroughly purified, and directly realized the

Supreme Soul.

5. From Pratiha, through (his wife, another) Suvarcnla,

three sons beginning with Pratiharta were born; all of them
were well-versed in the sacrificial lore. Pratiharta begot on
(his wife) Stuti, two sons Aja and Bhuman.

6. Bhuman had by R$ikulya a son called Udglthu. He
had (a son named) Prastava from Devakulya. Prastava had
a son called Vibhu, through (queen) Niyntsa; Vibhu had

Pfthusena from Rati; Prthusena begot Nakta from Akfiti.

From Nakta and (his wife) Druti was born the eminent royal

sage Ga\a of noble reputation. Gaya who attained the status

of a Mahapurufa (an exalted personage) by his possession of

characteristics ( of greatness) such as self-control, was an aihia

(part or ray) of Lord Vi?nu himselfwho, for the protection of

the world, assumed a form consisting of pure Saliva .

7. He followed his righteous duty as a king by protect-

ing his subjects, supplying them with the means of livelihood,

providing them with (amenities of) recreation behaving ten-

derly with them and by governing them per legal precepts.

He dedicated with absolute faith his sacrificial and other pious

acts to the glorious great personage viz. the Brahman who is

higher than the highest.

By constantly serving the feet of those who have realized

Brahman and by cultivating path of devotion to the Lord, his

mind and intellect became extremely pure. His mind became

completely free from the false identification of the non*Soul

(viz. the body and its belongings) with the Soul. Though he

realized within him the identification of his Self with Brahman,
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he was totally free from pride and as such he protected the
earth.

8. Oh descendant of Pan<javas ! Persons well-versed in

Puragic history sing the following stanzas about him.

9. “What other king, except the one in whom a ray of

the Lord has been manifest, can equal Gaya in his achieve-

ments ? Who else is there like him, a performer of great

sacrifices, so highly respected by all, possessor of extensive

scholarship, a defender of religion, one so highly blessed with

the Goddess of Fortune, a leader of the assembly of the learn-

ed and a devoted servant of the saints.

10. The virtuous daughters of Dak$a (such as Sraddha,

Maitrl, Daya) whose blessings always prove true, accompani-

ed the presiding deities of holy rivers (like Ganga) sprinkled

him with water (at the time of his coronation) in ecstatic joy.

The king, himself was free from desire. But just as the milk

begins to flow out of the udders of a cow at the sight of its

calf, so at the sight of his excellent virtues, the earth yielded

like a cow, milk in the form of the desired objects of his

subjects.

1 1 . Though he (Gaya ) was above desires, Vedas and
the rites prescribed therein blessed him with all enjoyments.

(Inimical) kings who were honoured by him with a volley of
arrows in the battle, brought him tributes. The Brahmanas
who were honoured by him with sumptuous sacrificial fees

and donations while performing religious acts, allotted to him
one-sixth of their total merit.

12. In his sacrifices, liberal libations of Soma juice

were offered. While Indra (the king of gods) became intoxi-

cated (with Soma juice), the glorious Lord who is the Soul of
the Sacrifices appeared in person and accepted the fruit of the

Sacrifice offered (by the king) in the spirit of unswerving
devotion rendered absolutely pure by (unflinching) faith.

13. By pleasing whom (i.e. the Lord) the whole uni-

verse from god Brahma upto gods, men, sub-human beings,

creepers and grass, become the Self-same Lord, the very Soul
of the universe, who, though ever blissful by nature, became
evidently satisfied and delighted at Gaya’s performance of
sacrifice.
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14. Gaya begot on Gayanti three sons, Gitraratha,

Sugati and Avarodhana. Out of them, Cilraratha had by
queen Grnia a son called Samrat.

15. From Samrat, thorough Utkal&, was born Marici.

From Marici and Bindumati was born Binduman
;
he had by

Saragha (a son) named Madhu; Madhu begot Viravrata on
Sumanas; from Viravrata and queen Bhoja were born Manthu
and Pramanthu; of Manthu, through Satya, sprang Bhauvan a;
of Bhauvana and Du§ana was born Tvasta; from Tvasta

through Virocana came Viraja; and Viraja had by Vi$iicl a

hundred sons, of whom Satajit was the eldest, and also a

daughter.

About Viraja is sung the following stanza :

16. Viraja, the last born son (in the race of Priyavrata)

adorned the dynasty of Priyavrata by his glory, even as Visrtu

•embellishes the host of gods.

CHAPTER SIXTEEN*

( Mythological Geography—The Terrestrial Globe
)

The King said :

1 . The whole extent of the globe of the earth on which

the Sun shines and where the Moon with the hosts of stars is

visible, has been described by you.

2. Within that area, seven seas were formed by the seven

(moat-like) ruts, furrowed by the wheels of (king) Priyavrata *s

* This and the following chapters deal with geography. Most of

the material is common to other Puranas. Pur&nic geography is not all

imagination, vide V.S. Agrawala : At>P .—A Study, pp. i 84-ai 5 , D. C.

Sircar's SGAMI.,pp. 17-118, N. L. De’sGDAMI. The concept ofthe earth

with four continents (catur-dvipa Vasxmati)
and the details of the lands,

mountains, rivers ere. tally a great deal with the details in the East, West

and South Asia. -The ‘Greater India' of to day was regarded not merely

•an extension of India but a part of one unit separated by seas. (Vide B.

Upadhyaya

—

Purana-VitnarJa

,

pp. 338-841.
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chariot. You have verily suggested, venerable Sir, that the

divisions of this earth in seven distinct island-continents is due

to those (seas). I am now desirous to know all about the di-

mensions and characteristics of those continents, in detail.

3. For, the mind, when concentrated on the Lord’s

gross form—the physical universe, a product of three gunas,

becomes capable of entering into and fixing on the attributeless,

subtle-most, self-refulgent, transcendent Brahman known as

Lord Vasudeva. Oh Preceptor, may you be pleased to describe

to me the same.

The sage (
£ri Suka ) said :

4. Oh great King ! No human being, even if it be bless-

ed with the longevity of gods, can adequately comprehend

even by mind or (can express) by speech, the extent of Lord's

great glories (viz. the universe) displayed through the (pro-

duct of) three gunas of His Maya Potency. We, therefore, shall

mainly describe to you the special features of the terrestrial

globe, with the names, position, extent and characteristics.

5. As for this (JambUdvipa ) island-continent (in which

we live), it forms the central innermost (the seventh) layer of

the lotus-like earth. It is one lakh yojanas883 (eight lakh

miles) in extent, and is circular in form like the leaf of a lotus*

6. In this dvipa , there are nine continents (varfas) each

nine thousandyojanas in extent. They are clearly separated

from each other, by eight mountain-ranges forming the bound-
aries of each (of the duipas)

.

7. The inner-continent called Ilavfta forms the centre

of these continents. At the navel (centre) of this (Ilavrta)

continent stands the all-gold mount Meru, the king of all of

mountains. * It is as high as the extent of his (Jambii) dvipa.

It forms the pericarp of the lotus in the form of the earth. It

is thirty-two thousand yojanas in extent at the top, and sixteen

thousand yojanas at its foot, and its root lies under the earth’s

surface to the same extent viz. sixteen thousand yojanas.

(i.e. it is 84000 yojanas in height from the surface of the earth)

8* To the northern side of Ilavyra, are three mountain
jranges one after the other—viz. Nila, Sveta and Sfhgav&n.

223. -Yojana—8 miles. *
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They form the boundaries between the continents called Ram-
yaka

f
Hiranmaya and Kuru. They stretch in eastern and west-

ern directions up to the salt ocean, and are two thousandjw/afiar
in breadth. Every outer range (ofmountains) is shorter only in

length by a little over of one tenth of the next interior range

(their height and breadth is the same).

9. In this way, to the south of Ilavrta, are the mountain
ranges Ni$adha, Hemkuta and the Himalayas. They run from

the-east (to the west) and are ten thousandyojanas in height,

like Nila and other mountains (mentioned above). They form
the boundaries of Harivarsa, Kimpurusa and Bharata respec-

tively.

10. Similarly, the West and East of Ilavrta, upto the

mountain Nila and Nigadha, run the mountain-ranges called

Malyavat and Gandhamadana
,
each two thousand yojanas in

length. These (two mountains) form the boundaries of ketu-

mala and Bhadra$va.

11. As side supporters on its four sides to Mount Meru,

are the (four ) mountain-ranges, Mandara, Merumandara, Su-

parlva and Kumuda—each ten thousand yojanas in length and

height.

12. There stand respectively on these four mountain-

ranges, four great trees, viz. the Mango, the Jambu (rose

apple)
, the Kadaniba and the Banyan, like the flags of these

mountains. They are more than one thousandyojanas in height

extending over the same by their branches. The trunk (of

each) is one hundred Yojanas in circumference.

13. And there are four lakes, of Milk, honeyt sugarcane

juice and fresh water (one per mountain). The demigods who
drink of these acquire natural yogic powers, Oh prominent

Bharata.

14. There are also four celestial gardens (on them), viz.

Nandana, Caitraratha, Vaibhrajaka and Sarvato-bhadra.

15. While listening to their eulogies sung by bands of

demigods (like Gandhrva. and Kinnara), prominent gods,

heading the bevies of celestial beauties, indulge in sports, in

those celestial gardens.

1 6. Proifi the top of the celestial mango tree eleven

hundred yqjanas in height, fall nectar-like sweet mangoes, as
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big as mountain peaks
t
on the upper side of the Mountain

Mand&ra.

17. A river, named Arunoda(a river of deep red water)

is formed. It is so called because it 'carries as water extremely

sweet, fragrant, scented abundant reddish juice of the mangoes

(falling from the tree and) bursting open . It falls down from the

crest of Mount Mandara and waters the eastern part of Ilavrta.

18. When the damsels of Yaksa tribe, the female a ttend-
I

1 9

ants of goddess Parvatl, enjoy the sweet juice of Arurioda,

their person becomes so fragrant that the breeze coming in

contact with them gets charged with perfume, and it diffuses

that perfume over an area of ten yojanas (in radius).

19. In this way rose-apples, as big as elephants, and

containing very fine seed, fall from a very great height and

burst open. The river Jambu formed out of their juice, falls

from the peak of Mount Merumandara, ten thousandjw/anar in

height, down to the ground and irrigates, the whole of Ilavrta,

lying south of the river.

20. The clay on both the banks of that river gets saturat-

ed through and through, with that juice (of rose-apples).

With the chemical change wrought by the action of the wind

and the Sun (on it), it (the clay) is transmuted into gold

known as Jambunada and it is always used for ornaments by

celestial beings.

2 1 . How wonderful ! The gods and other heavenly be-

ings along with their consorts, wear that (variety of) gold in

the forms ofvarious ornaments such as crowns and diadems,

bangles, girdles and other ornaments.

22. There grows a big Kadamda tree on the Suparlva

mountain. From its hollows flow out five currents of honey

each five aySmastu in dimension. They fall from the tops of

SuparSva, they spread joy to the region of Ilavyta lying to the

west of those currents.

23. The wind ( breath) issuing out of the months of those

who drink from those currents (of honey), spreads fragrance

on an area of one hundred yojanas (in radius).

224* dyama—Vyima—a measure of length equal to the space
between the tips of the fingers of either hands when the arms are extended

' (Vydmo bahvofr sakarayos tatayos tiryagantaramf—§R .

)
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24. Similary, there stands a banyan tree called Sata-

valia on mount Kumuda. From the branches (lit. arms) of
that tree flow forth all streams, capable of yielding whatever
one desires, such as milk, curds, honey, clarified butter, raw
sugar, (delicious) food, garments, beds, seats or chairs, orna-

ments and others. These streams fall down from the summits
of mount Kumuda and flow in the northern part of Ilavrta.

25. Subjects (beings) who make use of these river-

waters never suffer afflictions from wrinkles, baldness, fatigue,

perspiration
,
bad odours, old age, diseases and death or from

cold, heat, paleness and other troubles. They enjoy the highest

bliss all through their life.

26. Like filaments on the seed-vessels in a lotus, around
the base of Meru, on all sides, there are twenty mountains
viz. Kuranga, Kurara, Kusumbha, Vaikanka, Trikufa, Sii

ira, Patanga, Rucaka, Nisadha, Sini-Vasa, Kapila, Sankha,
Vaidurya, Jarudhi, Hamsa, Rs&bha, Naga, Kalafijara, Narada
and others.

27. Mounts Jafhara and Devakuta are to the east of

Meru. They extend to the north for eighteen thousand yojanas

in length, and two thousandyojanas in breadth, and in height.

Similarly to the west (of Meru) stand two mountain-ranges,

Pavana and Pariyatra. To the south are situated Kailasa and
Karavira which extend to the east. To the north (of Meru)
stand Mount Tfgfnga and Makara. Enclosed by these eight

mountain-ranges, the mountain of gold (Meru) shines like

(sacrificial) fire surrounded by blades of Ku£a grass, (to

demarcate its boundaries)

.

28. Those (who are in know) say that on the summit
of Meru, at the very centre, is situated &ata-Kumbhi, (the city

of gold), the capital of god Brahma. It covers an area of a ten

thousand yojanas*** and is square in shape.

225. ayuta-yojana-sahasrlm : I followed the text as it is. I doubt the
interpretation as the area “a thousand times ten-thousand yojanas' ’

,
although

some respectable commentators like GD. interpret it this way without sus-

pecting any contradiction between the area of the plateau on Meru and
the city built over it, as the area of the plateau on Mount Meru is

only 32,000 yojanas, vide Bh. P. Supra verse 7 above, which statesMirdhani dvdtrimfat-sahasra-yojana-vitotab. §R. is conscious that the dimen-
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29. Surrounding that city (capital of god Brahma),
there are eight suburbs (or cities) of the eight guardian deities

of the world (such as Indra, Varuna etc.),226 They are after

the model of &ata-Kumbhl, and are built in a style befitting

their masters, each city being one fourth in extent of Lord
Brahma's capital.

CHAPTER SEVENTEEN

{The Descent of the Ganga)

Sri Suka said :

1. In the sacrifice performed by Bali, the Lord(Visrni)

himself appeared as Trivikrama.227

Standing there (on the ground, he wanted to measure

three feet of land donated to him by Bali. He covered the

whole of the earth by his right foot. He raised the left foot to

sion given here conflicts with that given in the VP. 2.2.30 which states

fourteen thousandyojanas /lb the area covered by Brahmadeva’s capital.

iatur-daia sahasrSniynjandnam mahdpurij

Aleror upari Maitreya Brahmapab prathita divi/l

This is plausible in view of the area of the plateau on the summit of

Meru which is 32.000 yojanas. §R.’s explanation that the dimensions

differ with different Kalfas is not satisfactory. VR. interprets this as

qyttta-yojana-vistardm i. e. ten thousand yojanas in area. VJ. regards Satakofi

as the name of Brahma’s capital. GD. does not suspect any contradiction

between the area of the plateau on Meru and the city built over it. He
explains: qjutaniyaniy jana-sahairapi/ BP. explains: ayuta-yojana-sahasrim as

ayuta-sahasra-yojana-vistdram but hastens to add, atra bhagatyaga-lakfanayd

yuta-sabda-varti-sahasrdrtha-tyago bodhyafr.

226. GD. and others enumerate the suburbs of Brahmadeva’s capital

as follows: To the East, Indra’s capital Amar&vatl, to the South-East,

Fire-god's headquarters Tejovati, to the South, Yama’s city Samyaminl,

to the South-West, Kr$n&ftgan£ of Nirj-tas, to the West, Varuna’s capita

Sraddh&vatl, to the North-West, V&yu’s headquarters Gandhavati, to the

North, Kubera's town Mahodaya, and to the North-East, Lord Siva's

capital Yaiovati.

227. This refen to VSmana incarnation of Vi?nu, vide infra 8.18-20

( Skandha VIII. Chs 1 8-20)
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measure the heavenly regions) by his foot-step, the upper

crust of the shell of the Cosmic egg got cracked by the nail of

the big toe of his left foot. Through that opening, rushed in

the stream of waters, covering externally the cosmic egg.

While washing the lotus-like feet of the Lord, she (the water

of the stream) became reddish by the pollen-like dust (on the

Lord's feet). She washed away the dirt, in the form of the

sins of the whole of the world, by her touch, and yet, herself

remained pure (unpolluted by sins) . She was, at first, desig-

nated directly as Bhagavatpadi (Born from the feet of the

Lord) to the exclusion of other epithets c.g. Jahnavi, Bhagi-

rathi which may imply any other less important source).

After a long period of time measured in thousands of yugas ,

she descended on the top of the celestial regions which the

sages call Vifnu-pada.

2. There (at the Vifnupada ), verily, Dhruva (the son

of Uttanapada) of steadfast vows, the great votary of Lord

Visnu, even now bears (i.e. sprinkles) on his head her waters,

with utmost reverence. “This water flows from the lotus feet

of our family deity”. (With this feeling) every moment his

heart gets deeply saturated with ever-increasing devotion.

Overcome with ardent longing (for the Lord), he forgets him-

self. Tears of pure love flow down from his half-closed lotus-

bud-like eyes, and his whole person bristles with hair standing

on their ends through ecstasy.

3. Thenceforth (in the next stage)
,
the seven sages ( in-

habiting the constellation called Ursa Major
)
who know the

greatness of this stream, regard it as the ultimate achievement

of their austere penance, and even today, rective it with

great reverence on the matted hair (of their heads)
,
as persons

desirous of Liberation
(Moksa

)

would receive Final Emanci-

pation due to their achievement ofunswerving devotion unto

the glorious Lord Vasudeva, the Soul of all beings. They have

grown indifferent to other Purnfar(has, and even to Self-reali-

zation.

4. Lateic. on, it ( the stream ) descends by the path of

gods (i.e. sky) teeming with multitudes of thousands of crores

of celestial cars, to the sphere of the Moon. After flooding
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the lunar sphere, the stream (of the Bhagavatpadi) flows down
to the city of Brahma (on the summit of Mount Meru)

.

5. There, on mount Meru, it is divided into four

branches under four names :—Sfta, Alakananda, Gak$u and
Bhadra,888 and it (i.e, these branches) flows towards four quar-

ters and enters into the ocean, the Lord of big and small rivers.

6. From the city ofgod Brahma, the Sita888 flows down
from the peaks of mountains like mount Kesara and others

and descends on the summit of mount Gandhamadana. Flow-
ing through the continent of Bhadralva it falls into the salt

ocean on the east.

7. In the same way, Cak?us (the Oxus or Amu-Daria)
comes down from the summit of mount Malyavan. It rushes

with unabated velocity towards Ketumala,880 and enters the

ocean on the west.

8. And to the north, the Bhadra descends from the

peak of Meru. Passing from the summit ofone mountain to

that of another, itjumps from the peak of mount Srngavat. It

traverses the Northern Kuru region, and ultimately falls into

the ocean on the northern direction.

9. Similarly, the Alakananda flows down from the

south of the city of Brahma. Passing over from many a

mountain peak, one after another, it reaches mount Hema-

kuta. (Thence) it rolls down, with very great velocity, to

peaks of the Himalayas. It flows through Bharatavarsa on the

south and falls into the sea. Men who come for ablutions in

this river, easily acquire the merit of performing great sacri-

fices like the Advamedha, Rajasuya and others, at every step.

10 . There are hundreds of other big and small rivers

flowing through every continent, all daughters of Meru and

other mountains.

11. i There are types of Svargas or celestial places

according to their location in the heavens, on the earth and in

228. The Yarkand river on which the town of Yarkand is situated

—

N.L. De—GDAMI p. 31 .

220 . Sita —N.L. De identifies it with the Jaxartes or Sir>Daria

(GDAMI, 187). The identification may be correct for the Sit& of the

Btahminda Parana (ch. 51). But the SiU in the Bh. P. flows to the east,

through China (Bhadraiva) . Hence it is not the same as Sir-Daria.

230. Ketum&la-varfa—Turkestan and the lands watered by the

Gaksu or Oxus—N.L. De—GDAMI. p. 99.
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the subterranean regions. The celestial spots on the earth are

mentioned here).

The wise say that of all these continents ( varfas),

Bharata is the only continent which is a karma-kfetra*81 (i.e. a
land where men can make or mar their destiny by their actions

or a land of religious acts). The remaining eight continents

are called celestial spots on the earth which serve as places of

enjoyment for celestial beings who return from the heaven

with some balance of merit unexhausted.

1 2. In these continents, the longevity of the inhabitants

is ten thousand human years. They are just like gods. They
are endowed with the strength of ten thousand elephants;

blessed with adamantine frame of the body and power, eternal

youth, abundance ofsense pleasures and extra-ordinary capacity

for conjugal enjoyment, the couples are extremely happy.

Their wives show signs of pregnancy only once in the final

year of their life of sexual pleasures. In these continents, the

Time has characteristic of the Treta Age.832

13. In those continents, verily, the lords of gods who are

richly worshipped with sumptuous gifts by the leaders of their

respective retinue, enjoy themselves at will, to their heart's

content, in valleys of these mountains dividing the continents

{varfas)— valleys which are teeming with hermitages and

mansions and abound in charming forests beautified with

creepers and the supporting trees with branches bent low with

231. The idea that Bharata-var$a is a karma-bhumi or karma kfetra

is common to most puranas. MP. 114.6-7 and MKP. 57.6O explain

karmabhUmi as a land which contained within it the seeds of all pious

actions and their fruits, and people in this land were entitled to go to

heaven or Moksa or the earth. Other puranas repeat the same belief, e.g

.

(i) Prithivydm Bhdratam varfarh karmabhumir udahrla /BRP. 27.2.

(ii) Bhdratam ndmayad tarfam ....

tat karma•bhSmir ndnyatra, samprdptih purtyapdpayoh /MKP.
5^.21-22.

(iii) na tatrdpi Bharataih varfam karma-kfetram ufanti ha / Dev! Bh. P.

8.7-34-

232. According to $R. and other commentators, the Tret§ Yuga is a

period of sensual enjoyment. In the Krta Age all are engaged in medi-

tation. Tn DvSpara and Kali, people are overwhelmed with miseries.
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flowers, bunches of fruit and tender foliage of all seasons. And
with their mind and eyes fascinated with the attractive move-
ments, bewitching smiles and sportive glances—all pregnant
with love—of the most charming celestial beauties, they ( the

Lords of gods
) amuse themselves at will with acquatic sports

and other forms of diversions, in lakes of crystal-clear waters

resounding with the warbling and cries of royal swans, water-

fowls, ducks
( karandavas) , cranes, rudy geese ( cakravdkas) and

other birds which are delighted by the fragrant lotuses of

various kinds, and (waters) resonant with the humming of

different species of black-bees.

14. In all the nine continents, Lord N£ravana, the

Supreme Person still maintains his presence in his various

manifestations
(
vyQha ) with the object of showering his grace

on the inhabitants thereof.

15. In the Ilavfta continent. Lord Siva is the only one

male; no other male person who knows of the curse of the

goddess Parvati enters it. I shall narrate to you later on
(Infra IX Skandha) why a male person entering it (Ilavrta

continent) is transformed into a woman.
16. There, Lord Siva is served in every respect by one

hundred million thousands of female attendants headed by

goddess Parvati. He (Lord Siva) is engrossed in the meditation

upon the conceptualized image of Sankar$ana, his own source,

and presiding deity over the attribute tamas
,

the fourth

manifestation of the glorious Lord Vasudeva, the Supreme
Person of Four forms (viz. Vasudeva, Pradyumna, Aniruddha

and Sankarsana ) . He sings of the following prayer.

1 7. “Salutations to the Supreme Person888, the symbol

of Parabrahman
,
the source of the manifestation of all attributes,

(though himself) unmanifested and Infinite184 . Hail118 to him.

18. Oh adorable Lord ! I take resort to your lotus-like

feet which afford shelter to all. You are the Supreme abode

233. mahS-puTUfdyc—Whose sport is the creation, maintenance and
destruction of the universe—VR.

234. anantaya— (i) Siva meditates upon the serpent Se?a along with

VifQh who is his inner controller—VJ.
(ii) Above the distinction of time, place etc.—GD.
235. The repetition ofNamafr at the beginning and the end of the

sentence shows that namafr or 'salutations* is applicable to all the adjec-

tives included in the sentences— GD;
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of all ( the six) divine excellences (such as sovereignty over

the universe, Omniscience and others). To your devotees you
have fully manifested yourself as one who terminates their

saihsiira (the chain of births and deaths)
; but you create (i.e.

continue) Samsara (in the case of those who are not devoted
to you.

19. What person intent on subduing his senses (and
desirous of attaining liberation will not respect you whose
vision—unlike that of ours who cannot control the vehemence
of anger—is not, even in the slightest degree, affected by the

gunas of Maya (i.e. worldly objects which are the products of

the three attributes or gunas of Mayl) and by the activities of

the mind and sens?, while you supervise them for government

and control.

20. To a person of wrong perception,236 you appear,

through your Maya Potency,237 intoxicated and terrible with

eyes reddened under the influence ofspirituous liquors ! though

as a matter of fact, your form is pure, unalloyed sattva, beyond

the power ofkarmas and auspicious) . At the touch of your

feet, the Naga damsels get their mind and senses excited and

are hence unable to proceed with your worship due to bash-

fulness (and the feeling that you, the omniscient know th<ir

mental agitation)

.

21. The goddess Lak ?ml and sages or Vedic Mantras

declare him (i e. you) to be the prime cause of the creation,

preservation and destruction of this' (universe) but as you arc

Infinite, you are above these states. You do not feel even

like a mustard seed where the sphere of the earth is lying

somewhere on one of you * thousand heads.

22. The principle called Mahat (Cosmic Intelligence)

was his (i.e. your) first body (manifestation) constituted of

(three) gunas. It is based on sattva (in the form of citta—
reasoning faculty), and is said to be ( the same as) the glorious

236. a-sadrdfiah— (i) Who is strongly attached to this unreal or

worthless body as his own Self (VR., BP.).

(ii) Whose vision is devoid of the knowledge about your form, ex-

cellences etc. (SD.)

237. Al&jijfX—Due to ignorance (of a person with incorrect view

about the hord—Vk.
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Brahma (the deity presiding over it). It is from Brahma that

I (Rudra) was born. I create through my power (viz. Aharh-

kdra—I-ness) consisting of three (gunas) the deities (presiding

over the sense-organsand mind—the sdttvika variety of aharhkdray

the gross elements ( the tdmasic type) and cognitive and cona-

tive sense-organs (the rdjasa kind of Ahaihkdra )

.

23. We—these aforesaid Mahat (principle of Cosmic
Intelligence), ahaihkdra (Ego) , vaikdnka, (the abovementioned

deities), the elements (the principles of dkd.fa, vdyu etc.) and

the (aforesaid) senses—remain under his control like birds

cordoned together with a string and carry on this process of

creation through his (your) grace.

24. This person ( the Jiva )
deluded by the world, the

product of ( three) gunas, may possibly know Maya, (his i.e.

your) creation, which binds (the jiva) with karmas but it (the

jiva) will never easily know the means of getting over it. My
salutations to him who comprises within him the creation as

well as the dissolution of the universe (and which as such are

his form )

.

CHAPTER EIGHTEEN

(Description of Various Continents)

£ri Suka continued :

1. So also, there live in the continent of Bhadra$va, a

son of Dharma, Bhadragravas by name, and the foremost mem-
bers of his retinue (who are the heads of important families

and great votaries of the Lord ) . They establish in their hearts,

with supreme concentration of mind, the beloved form of the

gloribus Lord Vasudeva himself, called Hayafiras who is righte-

ousness incarnate. (While muttering the mantra : Om namo

bhagavate dharmdyd'tma-vifodhanaya namah. They sing the

following prayer :
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Bhadrairavas and his people pray :

2. “Salutations to the glorious Dharma, the embodi-
ment of righteousness, represented by the sacred syllable OM,
the purifier of the mind (andjioa).

3. Oh wonderful ! How mysterious and strange are the

ways (acts) of the Lord ! (Thereby) this world perceives

Death, the destroyer of all, and >et fails to cognise it (as such)

(For) a man contemplates (to commit) a sin for the enjoy-

ment of insignificant, unreal pleasures and wishes (to continue)

to live on the wealth of his father and the son (the old and the

young), even after cremating him.

4. The learned persons, assert (on the authority of

Sastras) that the world is evanescent. The masters of spiri-

tual science who have realized the Self within them, see

(actually) that it is so. They, however, are deluded by your

Maya (Potency), Oh birthless Lord ! (One above the cycle of

birth and death) . Highly miraculous (and inscrutable) is

your working (giving up all the labour of Sfistric studies and

mcditational processes) I (simply) pay my obeisance to you.

5. The Vedas attribute to you the authorship of the

creation, preservation and destruction of the universe, even

though you are not the doer, nor conditioned in any way (by

Maya). This is quite reasonable. There is nothing wonder-

ful in your case as (through your Maya) you arc everything,

and the cause of all effects, though factually you are essen-

tially different from all things.

6. He(i.e. you) assumed the form of Man-horse [Haya-

grtva)y and recovered from the nether-worlds the Vedas which

were concealed there by the demon (Madhu) ,
at the end of the

Yuga (i.e. the time of the dissolution of the universe) and

returned them to the suppliant sage Brahma. I bow to him

(you) whose will is never futile.”

7. And in ( the continent called) Harivarsa, the Lord

abides in the form of Man-lion (Nrsimha) . I shall describe

to you the reason of his assumption of that form later (in

Skandha VII) . That beloved form is propitiated by Prahlada

along with the inhabitants of that continent (Hari-varsa)

—Prahlada who is the abode of the excellent qualities of exalt-

ed Souls, a great devotee of the Lord, whose virtuous charac-
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ter and behaviour purify the race ofDaityas and Danavas, and

who is unsurpassed in uninterrupted and undivided devotion

(unto the Lord). He (along with the men of that Varsa),

recites the following prayer :

8. “Salutations to Lord Narasimha who is denoted by

the sacred syllable OM. I bow to the Light of all lights. Oh
Lord, manifest yourself completely. Oh Lord of adamantine

claws and adamantlike fangs, completely burn down our latent

deeds and desires. Please swallow up all the darkness (of our

ignorance) . We offer our worship to you ( Orh svaha ). Please

confer on me the state of absolute fearlessness. Orh kfraum

(a mystical syllable sacred to Lord Narasimha)

.

9. May the universe be blissful and happy! May the

wicked give up their wickedness and be pure-minded! May all

beings wish well of each other! May our mind resort to (the

path of) goodness. May our thoughts as well as that of other

beings enter into and concentrate on Lord Visnu, without any

ulterior motive.

10. May we be unattached to our home, wives, children,

wealth and kinsmen. If there be any attachment (at all in us)

may it be to the votaries who love the Lord. He who is

satisfied with bare means of subsistence, achieves Liberation

at no distant future. Not so does one who likes (the objects

of) senses.

1 1 * The holy waters remove the external dirt of the

body by constant ablutions. But the birthless glorious Lord

who enters into the mind through the ears of those who having

got into the company of devotees, frequently listen to the

extra-ordinary, hallowing exploits of Lord Vi$gu, removes the

impurities of the mind. Who will not then, wait upon such

votaries?

* VR. gives an alternative explanation :

The company of his beloved votaries confers the capacity to meditate

over the Lord and his extra-ordinary exploits. Those who properly dwell

upon his hallowing fame constantly find that the Lord has occupied their

minds through the ears (through constant listening to his exploits) and he
jxfiirifie* the mind of (mental) dirt. What man will abstain from listening

to and meditating upon Lord Vi$QU*s exploits?
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12. Gods with all their excellences (like knowledge,

righteousness ) abide in the heart of a person whose'devotion

unto the Lord is not motivated by any desire. How can a

person not devoted to Hari possess the qualities of the great

Souls, if he runs after worthless external objects of senses,

attracted by desires.

13. For the glorious Lord Hari himself is the beloved

Soul of all embodied beings just as water being the mainstay

of its life is beloved to the fish. Howsoever a person may be
otherwise great, if he forgets Hari and is attached to the

householder's life, his greatness is like advancedness in age

( and not in excellences) as in the case of married couples.

14. Hence, Oh Asuras, you renounce the householder's

life which is the root cause (i.e. original source) of passions,

attachment, despondency, wrath, pride, desire, fear, humi-

liation and anguish and which continues the cycle of births

and deaths and take shelter at the feet of Lord Narasimha, the

abode of fearlessness.
•

15. Even so in the continent called Ketum&la, the

glorious Lord abides in the form of the god of Love, with the

desire of pleasing the goddess Laksmi (his consort) and the

rulers of that continent (Varfa) viz. the sons (presiding deities

of the day) and the daughters ( female deities presiding over

the night) ofPrajapati, Samvatsara (a year) whose number

equals the days and nights comprising the full span ofhuman
life (i.e. 100 years'/. 360 days per year* 36000). The embryos

(of these daughters) are discharged still born at the end of

every year as the minds of the daughters are agitated and

terrified at the dazzling splendour of the mighty missile

(SudarSana) of the Supreme Being (Vi$$u).

16. He ( Kamadeva) delights his own senses while bring-

ing ecstatic joy to goddess Lak§ml with the splendour of his

lotuslike face which is enchanting on account of his beautiful

brows which are slightly raised, and by his playful glances

and winsome gentle smiles, the charmingness of which is

heightened by his extremely graceful gait.

1 7. At night, in the company of the presiding deities

of night, the daughters of Prajapati Samvatsara and at day

time accompanied with their husbands (the male deities pre-
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siding over the day), goddess Kama (Lak$mi) propitiates the

blissful form288 of the Lord, and recites this (the following

mantra )

.

18. “Om ! Hram, Hrim, Hrumase Om. Salutations

to the glorious Lord Hr$ike$a (the Ruler of Senses) symbolised

by the sacred syllable Om. You are distinguished by all of

your excellent special attributes. You arc the Supreme Master

ofmy conative organs and cognitive^senses and ofmy internal

organ (consisting of mind, ego, intelligence and understand-

ing) along with their specialities (objects and functions). . You
are the Ruler of sixteen Kalds (eleven senses and five objects

—

this is the ‘subtle body*.) You are the Vedas incarnate. You
are the food that sustains the body. You are the blissful

summum bonum itself. You are all-pervading and the source of

mental strength, physical potency and power. You are the

Beloved Lord, Love personified. I bow to you here and here-

after (with the bija mantra : Om ! Hraip, Hrim Hruih !).

19. By observing (various) vows, (unmarried) women
propitiate you, the Lord of all senses, and beseech from you

another person as a protector (i. e. husband) . But they (the

earthly ‘protectors’ or husbands) are really incapable of pro-

tecting their beloved child, wealth or life and are hence them-

selves poor dependents.

20. He is the real husband or protector who himself is

above fear from any quarter, and protects, in all respects,

other persons stricken with fear. You alone are such a master.

You do not regard anything more joyful than the realization

of your own self, (otherwise you would not have any indepen-

dence, if your happiness depended on someone else) . There

would be fear from each other (if there were more than one

independent rulers).

21. A woman who knows that you are such a Lord and

loves to offer worship to your lotus-like feet ( without entertain-

ing any desire for something in return), secures aU her desired

objects. But if you are worshipped and sought for a desired

038 . MQd-mepeik rUpam—The form which he can assume at will

—

VJ.

839 . Mystical syllables regarded as the seeds of Mantras, the utter-

ance pfwhich is supposed to be extremely efficacious. These bfja-mantras

aboir the influence ofTftatrism on the Bh.P.
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boon, you grant that desired object only. Oh Lord, if, how*
ever the sought-for-object (granted by the Lord) is lost or

exhausted (in enjoyment), she feels tormented.

22. God Brahma, Siva, gods, demons and others whose
heart is attached to object of senses, perform austere penance
for winning my favour. But no person, except one who is

exclusively attached to your feet, attains to me and is favoured
by me. For, Oh Invincible one! My heart is set on you (hence,

being dependent on you, I glance with favour your devotees

only )

.

23. Oh Acyuta (LordVisnu)! Your lotus-like hand is

lauded as a showerer of desired objects. Be pleased

to place that praiseworthy hand of yours on my head—your
hand which you have placed, out of grace, on the crown of

the head ofyour devotees. Most excellent Lord ! You bear

me as an emblem on your chest (which shows that you do not

entertain any disrespect forme). But strangely enough you
show mere respect to me but extend your highest grace to

your votaries). Who can comprehend the working ofyour divine

Maya ?**

24. In the Ramyaka continent, its ruler, Vaivasvata

Manu, to whom the Lord manifested his beloved Fish incarna-

tion formerly (while he was in the birth of King Satyavrata),

even still adores him with intense; constant devotion and prai-

ses him as follows

:

25.
*
'Salutations to the Divine Lord denoted by (the

syllable) Om ! I bow to him who is the life-giving principle;

is pure Sattva incarnate; and is (the fountain head of) the

power .of the senses, the power of the mind and the strength

of the body ! I pay my obeisance to the Great Fish*40

26. Though you move about inside (as the vital breath

of all beings), and outside (as the atmosphere or wind),

making a loud noise (in the form of Vedas), your form is

(invisible to and hence) unseen by all the guardian deities of

the world. Just as a person controls a wooden doll ( by means

of strings)
,
you, the Supreme Ruler, have brought this uni-

verse under your control, by (the strings in the form ofpres-

s'. For the Fish-Incarnation of the Lord see infra Skandha VIII*

*4-
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criptions and prohibitions given under) the designation of

Brahmanas.

27. (You, being the vital breach, are the real Protector

and Controller of the creation). Discarding you (the vital

breath of all), the guardian deities of the world, being feverish

with jealousy, tried but could not protect both severally and

jointly, the bipeds and quadrupeds, reptiles and the immobiles

—in fact whatever is seen in the world.

28. Oh birthless Lord ! Piloting this earth, the abode

of herbs and creepers, along with me (Manu, then in birth

of Satyavrata )
you sported enthusiastically and vigorously on

the ocean of deluge surging with heavy billows. I bow to you

who are the controller of all multitudes of beings in this

universe.**

29. In Hiranmaya continent also, the Lord abides as-

suming the form of the Tortoise. Aryaman, the ruler of the

manes (departed forefathers), along with the inhabitants of

this continent ( varfa ) worships this most beloved form (of the

Lord) and continuously repeats the following Mantra

:

30. “Salutation to the glorious Lord, the (Divine) Tor-

toise, designated by the symbol Om. Your form is specially

characterised by pure Sattva. Your position is beyond percep-

tion (due to your submarine activities) . Bow to you who are

above the limit of Time. Obeisance to you'who are Omni-
present and the support of all.

3 1 . This visible objective universe which appears in in-

numerable forms and which cannot be enumerated due to its

being an illusion, is really your own form ( inseparable from

you and) manifested by your M&ya. I bow to you whose
form is thus indescribable.

32. It is you alone that are designated as a mammal, a
sweat-bom being, an oviparous being, a plant, a mobile or

immobile creature, a god, a sage, a departed ancestor (Pit?)

a goblin, the world as perceived by senses, the celestial region,

the sky, the earth, a mountain, a river, an ocean, an island-

continent, a planet and a star.

,..,$3. The number (viz. twentyfour principles) has been

prem^ed by sages (like Kapila) in you, even though you
p^lsess lnnumerable specialities, names, forms or shapes. In
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the light of true knowledge, the number (automatically) dis-

appears. I bow to you who are of the nature of real knowledge
or the real essence of the Sankhya doctrine.*’**1

34. Assuming the form of a boar, the glorious Lord, the

presiding deity of Sacrifice, stays in the region called the

Northern Kurus. The goddess of the Earth along with the

Kurus (the inhabitants of that country) adores him with un-
swerving devotion. She constantly repeats the following, the

most sacred, secret mystical mantra\'uz

35. “I pay obeisance to the Supreme Lord symbolised

by the sacred syllable Om—the Lord who can be truly com-
prehended only through the mantras (Vedic texts) ; who is of

the form of both types of sacrifices—performed with or without

the use of sacrificial posts; every limb of whose person is con-

stituted (of different kinds)of great sacrifices*43 (e.g. aSvamedha )

.

Salutations to you, Oh Supreme Person. I bow to him (who
as a performer of sacrifices) is of pure actions, and who is

called triyuga (manifest in three yugas, duetto the absence of

sacrifices in the Kfta Age, or their neglect and discontinuance

in the Kali Age.

36* Just as learned experts (in sacrificial lore) ignite fire

latent in pieces of (Sami )
wood, by means of friction, so do

sages, eager to see you (i.e. your real form) lying concealed

in actions and their results (due to their attachment), find you

out in (the discipline of) body and the senses which are the pro-

duct of gunas. They discover you with the help of the churning

rod in the form of the discriminative faculty of the mind. I

bow to you who manifest your real form this way.

241. VR : Salutation to you who are object of true know-

ledge which removes the idea of the limited numbers (viz. twentyfour).

242. Oth namo Bhagavate mantra-tattva-liAgaya^ TajHa-kratavi maha-

dhvar&vayavdya mohd-purufdya noma ft kafttiamtukldya tn-yugdya natnastef

243. In explanation of the different limbs of this Lord of Sacrifices

VR. quotes : sruktuptfa dsit, stuva lie nSsoyor itfodutt camasih katfia^tartahtt f

Supra Bh.P. 3.13.36.

• Learned persons who know the Reality as propounded in the

Ved&nta realize, after deep thinking, your real form unmanifest yet the

controller of the body and its sense organs, a product of three guoas by

means of theirmind or reasoning faculty . . . • I salute^ to you who are

designated differently as Indra etc. when invoked in sacrifices VJ.
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37. You, the Supreme Self, are discerned to be an in-

dependent absolute reality, distinct from the products of the

Maya, viz. gross matter (elements),' sense-activities, the pre-

siding deities of senses, the body, the controller (Time) and
ego, by those whose intellect has been sharpened and discern-

ing through deep contemplation and the practice of the (vari-

ous ) stages of Toga (Tama, Niyama etc. )

.

38. By means of its gurias, Maya, though inert (jatfa)

,

brings about the creation, preservation and destruction of the

universe through his presence, just as a piece of iron moves
about ( due to the presence of) a load-stone with its face to-

wards it. This is meant only for the jivas (by you) and not

desired for himself. I bow to you who stand a mere witness

to the gunas and the working of the Mdya.

39. You are the primeval Boar, the cause of the universe.

Just as an elephant crushes its rival elephant, you killed the

demon (Hira$yak$a ) in the battle. Placing me on the tip of

your tusk, you emerged from the lowest region in the ocean of

deluge, playing (all the while) like an elephant. I pay my
obeisance to you the Omnipotent Lord.”

CHAPTER NINETEEN

( Description ofKimpurusa and BhSrata Var$as)

Sri Suka said :

1. In the continent called Kimpuru$a, the greatest vo-

tary Hanuman, who feels pleasure and delight in being near

the Lord’s feet, worships with uninterrupted devotion—along

with the Kixhpuru^as ( the inhabitants of that continent)—the

Primeval Being, the glorious Lord Rama, the beloved of Slta

and the elder brother ofLakfma^a.

2. (There) he listens with rapt attention the most

auspicious story of the glorious Lord, his master, melodiously

sung of by Ar?tinemi and the Gandharvas. And he sings the

following to himself

:
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3. “I bow to the Lord of hallowing reputation who is

symbolized by the syllable Om. I salute the Lord who poss-

esses noble qualities, excellent character and conduct. I pay
obeisance to him who has perfectly controlled his mind and
who is deligent in the service of his subjects. Hail to him whe
is the touchstone (the utmost limit) of excellent renown. Salu-

tations to the Supreme Person, the king of kings who is a great

devotee of Brahm arias.

4. I take shelter with him who is pure consciousness and
knowledge incarnate, absolutely one (without a second) ; who,
by his innate divine power, has dispelled (and transcended)

all the states (e. g. wakefulness, sleep) caused by the three

gunas ( ofMaya )
and is (hence) perfectly serene; who is (to-

tally) different from the phenomenal world and is above (all)

names and forms; who is not touched by egoism, yetis realiza-

ble (as Brahman) by wise persons of pure mind.

5. The incarnation of the Almighty Lord, in a mortal

body, in this world, is not merely for extirpating the demon
race but for teaching (the ideal way of life) to human beings.

Otherwise, how could the omnipotent Ruler who abides in his

innate blissful self, seem to be distressed for Sita.

6. Verily, the glorious Lord Vasudeva (i.e. Rama) is

not at all attached to anything in the three worlds, (for) he is

the Soul and the most intimate friend of the wise people (who

have subdued their Self). Hence, he cannot suffer from

infatuation for a woman (viz. Sita) . Nor would he exile

Lak$mana ( for his technical breach of order by allowing sage

Durvasas for Rama's audience).

7. Neither birth (in a noble family) nor beauty nor

eloquence nor ( brilliant )
intelligence, nor the charming person-

ality pleases (lit. is a cause of satisfaction to) him. For the

elder brother of Laksmana (Rama) has formed friendship

with us, dwellers in the forest who are bereft of these qualities.

8. Hence, whether a god or a demon or a monkey or a

human being—whoever he may be—should take shelter with

all his heart, with Rama who is Lord Hari in the human form,

and lie remembers all good deeds done to him. And he

carried (the people) in the Northern Kosala (with him) to

Heaven.”
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9. In the continent of Bharata also, the Lord under

the name Nara-Narkyaga, remaining in an unmanifested

form, continues to perform penance to the end of the Kalpa.

(It is) for compassionately bestowing his grace on self-controll-

ed persons. His penance is such as enhances righteousness,

knowledge, renunciation, mystic powers, sense-control, free-

dom from I-ness (ahartikdra

)

ultimately consummating in self-

realization.

10. The revered (sage) Narada intended to initiate the

sage Skvarpi (the prospective Manu presiding over the future

Manoantara ) in the Paflcardtra doctrine (describing the glo-

ries of the Lord) along with Sankhya philosophy and practice

(or karma-yoga—unattached practice of karmas ) as expounded

by the Lord (himself) . He (Narada) along with the inhabi-

tants of all classes (
varpas) and stages of life

(
dirama ) in (this)

Bharata, adores him with the feeling of utmost devotion and

sings (mutters) the following (imantra)
:

11. “I pay respects to the glorious Lord who is symbo-

lised by the sacred syllable OM. (I bow to him) who is

perfectly serene by nature and ( absolutely ) free from ahaiiikdra

(ego). Salutations to the foremost sage Nara-Narayana who
is the property of the property-less. I bow again and again

to him who is the preceptor of Paroma Harhsas (the highest

order of recluses) and who is the Master of those (saintly

persons) who find delight in the Soul.

12. I bow to him who is (completely) detached and

( hence) is not bound by the egotistical feeling of being the

creator or even though he is the Master of the creation (etc.

of the yuiverse) ; who is distinct (from the body) for though

he resides in the body, he is not affected by the bodily condi-

tions, ( and needs like hunger, thirst etc. ) ; who is (an impar-

tial) witness whose vision is not biased by the gunas like Sattva,

reyas and tamas.

13. Oh Lord of Yoga ! This is stated to be the highest

proficiency in Yoga by revered god Brahma (Hiranyagarbha )

that, at the time of death, one should gi.ye up one’s (Soul's)

identification with this evil body and fix his mind in you who
fiitre attributeless (or untouched by the gu#as of Mdyd).
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(It is only) a fool who, being addicted to the plea-

sures both of this world as well as those in heaven, feels anxie-
ty for his son, wife and wealth (at the time of death). If like

(such) a fool, a learned person be afraid of the death of this

contemptible body, all his (intensive) studies (in S&stra, of
this learned person) is no better than (wasteful and onerous)
labour.

15. Therefore, Oh Lord Vi$nu, confer on us that

(bkakti) Toga—which is your natural attribute—whereby we
can quickly cut asunder (and give up) the feeling of identity

and mineness felt for this contemptible physical body due to

Your MayS,—i.e, a bond very difficult to sever.”

16. Even in this continent of Bharata, there are many
rivers and mountains, namely, Malaya, Mahgalaprastha,

Mainaka, Trikuta, R$abha, Kufaka, Kollaka, Sahya, Devagiri,

R$yamuka, &ri-£aila, Venkata, Mahendra, Varidhara, Vin-

dhya, Suktiman, Rk$agiri, Pariyatra, Drona, Citrakuta,

Govardhana, Raivaiaka, Kakubha, Nila, Gokamukha, lndra-

kila, Kamagiriand otherhundreds and thousands ofmountains.

There rise in these (mountains) innumerable big and small

rivers.*44

17. The peoples of Bharata-varga touch with their body

(use for their personal needs) the waters of these rivers, the

names of which purify them even by pronouncing (their

names)

.

18.

The great rivers (in Bharata var$a) are : Candra-

vaSa, Tamraparni, Avatoda, Kftamala, Vaihayasi, Kaveri,

Veni, Payasvini, Sarkaravarta, Tuhgabhadra, Kj-sna, Venya,

Bhimarathi, Godavari, Nirvindhya, Payo?rii, Tapi, Reva,

Surasa, Narmada, Carmanvati, Sindhu; two mighty rivers :

Andha (Brahmaputra) and Sona—Mahanadi, Vcfdasmfti,

R§ikulya, TriSama, Kau^iki, Mandakini, Yamuna, Sarasvati,

Dr?advati, Gomati, Sarayu, Rodasvati, Saptavati, Su$oma,

Satadru, Gandrabhaga, Marudvfdha, Vitasta, Asikni, Vilva

and other great rivers.

244. For the identification of these mountains and rivers etc. men*

tioned here nn<^ in the next two verses, vide D.C. Sircar—-SGAMI, pp.

48-74 and N.L. {Je—GDAMI under relevant heads.
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19. It is in this very continent only that men who are

born here can, through the white ( sittvic ), red (rdjasa ), and
black ( timasa

)

acts commenced by them, attain to the numer-
ous celestial, earthly and hellish existences (births) according

to the serial order of their karmas ; for all (everyone) get the

proper type of birth according to (the nature of) their karmas.

And the Liberation is achieved by the (unattached) perfor-

mance of the duties prescribed for each class of society.

20. Liberation is characterised by Yoga of motiveless

devotion solely directed to the glorious Lord Vasudeva, the

Supreme Soul who abides in all beings as their self; is above

prejudices and defects (like love, hate), and beyond the

range of speech, and not dependent on any other support. It

is attainable by intimate association with great personages, viz.

devotees of Lord Vi?nu—association which can be formed

when the knot ofignorance which leads to different kinds of

births, is cut down completely. For gods sing this very praise

ofhuman life as the means of attaining all purusirthas (highest

goals in human life).

21. Oh ! What (wonderful) meritorious deed has been

done by these ! Or Lord Hari of his own accord has bestowed

his grace on them. In the land of Bharata, these have got

birth in the human species which is useful as a means of serv-

ing Lord Mukunda. How strongly we yearn for this !

22. Of what use are the performances of sacrifices, aus-

tere penances, observances of vows, charitable donations—all

so very difficult to perform ? Or of what avail is this worthless

attainment of heaven (as a result of merits earned ) where the

remembrance of the lotus-like feet of Narayana is wiped out in

the excessive enjoyments of sensual pleasures.

23. It is preferable to attain (birth in) the land of

Bharata with its momentary span of life to achieving those

regions where beings are blessed with a life span of a Kalpa

but whence return to birth (in sashsira is inevitable . For the

wise resolute mortals (in Bharata-varja ) dedicate at Hari’s-

feet, their acts in a moment and attain to the region of Hari,

free from the fear of Sarhsira.

24. The region, even if it be the residence of god

Brahm&, the Supreme Controller of gods, is not worth resort-
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ing, if there be no river of nectar in the form of discourses on
Lord Vi$jiu, flowing, and if there is no saintly votaries of the

Lord entirely depending on it*45, and where sacrifices in the

form of the worship of the Lord of sacrifices, accompanied with

the celebration of festivals ^like music and dancing based on

his episodes) are not performed.

25. But those jivas, who, even after getting birth heie,

in the human race, endowed with the power of knowledge and

discrimination, the capability of doing actions to attain it. the

plentitude of substances necessary for securing it, do not verily

exert to attain to Liberation whence there is no return to the

mundane existence, enter again into the bondage (of samsara)

like forest birds (which after getting freedom from the fowler’s

net carelessly play on the same tree on which they were for-

merly caught and thus get into the bondage again)

.

26. (How blessed are the inhabitants of Bharata varsa)

.

When in performing a sacrifice, they (people of Bharata) set

apart for various deities their due share of oblations and with

faith offer these oblations to the sacrificial fire in the proper

manner, reciting the relevant mantras and offering the substances

according to prescriptions laid down, he is the One Lord, per-

fect in all respects and a bestower of blessings but who, invoked

under different names gladly accepts them.

27. It is true that when prayed, the Lord confers the

desired object to him who implores him for it. But certain-

ly he does not confer on them the real blessing as they are

again brought to the
,

position of a supplicant. But to those

who adore him without any ulterior motive, he, of his own

accord, offers his foliage-like tender feet which cover (satisfy)

all their desires.

28. If after exhausting our merits in enjoying celestial

life, there be some balance of merit accruing from a duly per-

formed sacrifice, a religious discourse preached or any other

pious act done, we pray for a birth in the continent called

Ajanabha (Bharata Varsa) retaining our remembrance of the

345. Or Votaries of the Lord who are the sources (i.e. the partici-

pants) of the nectarine discourses on Hari.
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Lord. For glorious Lord Hari extends his blessings to those

who worship him 41
.

Sri Suka said :

29. Oh King ! Some people describe eight minor sub-

continents attached to Jambii-dvlpa. They are said to have

been created by the sons of Sagara who excavated the earth on
all sides in their search for the sacrificial horse. 146

30. They are as follows : Svarga Prastha, Candra-Sukla,

Avartana, Ramanaka, Mandaraharina, P&ficajanya, Simhala

and Lanka.

31. In this way, the divisions of the Jambudvipa into

continents have been described to you (exactly) as I was
taught.

* D.S. Yande's edition of the Bh.P. gives the following eight verses

as additional, recorded in some editions. &R. has not commented on
them. But they are translated here in case their genuineness be proved in-

some subsequent critical edition of the Bh. P.

i . Hence even gods desire to be born on this earth in the Bh&rata

Varya with a view to accumulating noble, inexhaustible, pure, auspicious

merit.

9 . They wish :
*
‘When shall we be able to be born in the land of

Bh&rata? When can we attain to the highest abode of Viynu by (our)

great merit ?
3 . When can we, by charitable donations, performance of various

kinds of sacrifices, and austerities, adore Lord Hari who is reposing in the

cosmic ocean, and reach his abode which the wise sages visualize(directly).

4. The noble Soul who, by nature, is inclined to sing in praise of

Hari, or is dear to his votaries or who renders service to his great devo-

tees, deserves to be paid respects by us.

5. The great person whose mind is keenly interested in hearing the

exposition of the Vedas as well as in listening to the Pur&pas or in the

company of the pious persons, deserves our obeisance.

6. After being born in Bh&rata, if a person is averse to pious acts, he

(is like a person who ) discards a pitcher (full) of nectar and desires to have

a pot of poison.

7. He who, abandoning the worship ofV&sudeva, indulges in vari-

ous acts, (is like a person who) neglecting a wish-yielding cow, desires to

drink the milk ofthe arka plant."

8. In this way, the denizens of heaven eulogize the land of Bh&rata.

Those who, attaining birth herein, indulge in sensual pleasures, are really

deluded by the M&y& of Lord Hari.

946. Vide infra ix.8. 8-9

.
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CHAPTER TWENTY

{Description of the remaining six Dvipas )
*

Sri Suka said :

1. Hereafter the division of Plaksa and other Dvipas

into Var$as is being detailed, with special reference to their

dimensions, distinguishing characteristics and relative position.

2. Just as mount Meru is surrounded by JambSdoipa,

this Jambudoipa is engirdled by the salt sea of the same dimen-

sion as the dvipa itself. Just as a moat is surrounded by an

outlying garden, the Salt Sea is enclosed by a dvipa called

Plakga, which is double in dimension of the Salt Sea. There

stands the great PIakga (the Indian fig) tree equal to the

Jambu (Rose apple) tree (in Jambudvipa). It is of gold and it

gave its name to the dvipa. At its foot, dwells the god of fire,

of seven tongues. Its ruler is Idhmajihva, the son of Priya-

vrata. He divided his dvipa into seven continents. Having
entrusted them to his sons bearing the same name as that of

the Seven Vardas, he became liberated from sathsira by practi-

sing union with the Sout.

3. The continents (Vardas) are called Siva,- Yavasa,

Subhadra, S&nta, Kgema, Amj-ta and Abhaya. It is said that

there are seven wellknown mountains and seven famous rivers

in each (continent)

.

4. The seven mountains forming the borders ofthe Varga*

are Mariikuta, Vajrak&t&i Indrasena, Jyotigm&n, Suparpa,

Hiranyasthlva andMegham&la. The principal rivers are Aru$a
AfigirasI, Savitrl, *Suprabh&t&, Rtambharfi and Satyambharfi.

The four classes of people {var^as) 9 called Haxhsa, Pataftga,

Urdhv&yana, (and) Satyafiga use the waters of these rivers

and wash away ( the effects of) their rajas and tamos. They
live a thousand years; their form is (free from fatigue, sweat

etc.) like that of gods, and they beget progeny like them. With
the rituals prescribed in the three Vedas, they worship the

Atman, the glorious Lord—Sun, the gate of heaven, who is

described in the three Vedas.

* Some,commentators like GD. seem to have followed a text with

different order of verses. Here the test adopted by SR is accepted.
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5*. (They meditate upon him as follows:) “We
resort to the Sun-god who is the manifestation of the ancient

god Vi siju ; who is the presiding deity of Satya (righteousness

to be practised) and J&ta (the divine law), the Vedas, the

dispenser of good and evil fruits.**

6. In the five continents (
dvipas

)

commencing with

Plakfa, all persons, without any distinction are, from their very

birth, blessed with long life, soundness (conative and cogni-

tive) of sense-organs, virility, lustre, physical power, intellectual

capacity and bravery.

7. Plakfa dvipa is encircled by a sea of sugar-cane juice

equal in extent to the (Plakfa-dvipa) itself. So also Salmall-

dvipa, double in dimension (of the sea of the sugarcane juice)

stands shining with the sea of wine equal to &almali dvipa in

width, surrounding it.

8. Here (in Salmalidvfpa) stands the Salmall (the silk

cotten) tree which has the same dimension as that of the

Plak$a tree. The sages proclaimed that on that tree is the nest

(abode) of the worshipful Garu^a, the King of birds who
praises the Lord with his wings consisting of the Vedas. And
this tree is regarded as the origin of the name of the dvipa.

9. The Lord of the dvipa, Yajftabahu, the son of

Priyavrata, divided the seven subdivisions ( Varfas) of that

dvipa among his seven sons who gave their names severally to

the (seven) Varfas, viz. Surocana, Saumanasya, Ramanaka,

Devavarfa, Paribhadra ApyHyana and Avijii&ta.

10. In those Varfas (continents), the continental moun-

tains (forming the boundaries) and the rivers are seven each.

(The names of the boundary -mountains are:) Svarasa, Sata-

gp\ga, Vamadeva, Kunda, Mukunda, Pufpa-varfa and

Sahasra-lruti. And names of the rivers are: Anumati, Siniv&li,

SarasvatX, Kuhd, Rajani, Nandi and RIkl.

1 1 . Men in this Varfa are divided in classes designated

as Srutadhara, Viryadhara, Vasundhara and Ifandhara; with

* VR. : ft*—meritorious act. mrfyii and amrta—Bondage and Libera-
tion. pratna—the beginaiagleai cause of the universe. This excludes
‘teas etc. which have a beginning* Safra—unchangeable.

Translation :
* 4We take asylum with the unchangeable Sun-god who

forms the body of Vifou who is.the beginningless cause of the universe and
the cause ofbondage and liberation and leadsjfoar to the Course of dharma.'*
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Vedic hymns they worship the glorious atman, the Moon-god
who is Veda incarnate.

12. “May the Moon-god who, dividing (the month into)

dark and bright fortnights, by his rays distributes food to the

manes, gods (respectively in the dark and bright fortnight)

and to all created beings, be our ruler”*47 .

13. Likewise beyond the Sea of Wine (Suroda) and

double its size, lies Ku£a-dvipa which, like the previous

(Salmali) dvipa, is surrounded on the other side by the Ocean

of Ghee of dimension equal to it (Ku£advipa) . In that dvtfia

stands a dump of Ku$a grass planted therein by the Lord. It

has given its name to the dvipa. It (the clump of Kusa grass)

is refulgent like another Fire-god, and it illuminates all direc-

tions by the lustre of its tender shoots.

14. The (first) ruler of that dvipa was the son ofPriya-

vrata, Hiranyaretas by name. Dividing his dvipa proportiona-

tely (in seven parts) he distributed them to his seven sons

namely Vasu, Vasudana, Drfha-ruci, Nabhi-gupta, Stutya-

vrata, Vivikta and Vamadeva, and he himself took to austere

penance.

15. In those Varfas the boundary mountains and rivers

are well-known to be severally seven: Cakra, Gatufrgpiga,

Kapila, Citrakuta, Devanika, Ordhva-roma, Dravina mountains,

and the Rasakulya, Madhukulya, Mitravinda, Srutavinda,

Devagarbha, Ghftacyuta and Mantramala rivers.

16. With the waters of these rivers, the inhabitants of

Kutiadvipa denoted by (the classes—Vargas) Kutiala, Kovida,

947* (i) VR. emphasizes that but for the division into dark and
bright fortnights by the Moon-god, there would have been no tood-offer-

ings to the manes and gods. May the Moon-god bring happiness (emrtem

—sukham) to us.

(ii) VJ. : May the inner controller of the Moon-god whose rays are

ftill of nectar, distribute Soma to manes and gods and food to us all in

both dark and bright fortnights. May he bring happiness (ftmam—sukham)
to us.

(iii) BP. attributes the division into dark and bright fortnights to

the Moon-god. By his rays he distributes food to the manes (in the dark

fortnight) and to gods (in the bright fortnight) . May that Moon-god be-

our king and bring uThappiness.
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Abhiyukta, Kulaka (corresponding to our Vardas like

Brahmana etc. ) worship the glorious Lord in the form of Fire

by their proficiency in sacrificial rituals( or skilfulness in work)

.

17*. (They pray) :*‘Oh Fire-god! You are the carrier

of oblations directly to the Supreme Brahman (Lord Hari)

.

Worship the Supreme person by sacrifice (sacrificial oblations)

offered to gods who are the limbs of the body of the Cosmic

Man (just as what is offered to the part of the body e.g. a

hand is as good as given to the person himself)
.”

18. Similarly , beyond the Sea of Ghee (Ghytoda), there

is the Krauflca-dvipa twice as extensive ( as Ghftoda ) and en-

circled by the Ocean of Milk (Kyiroda) equal to it (Kraufica-

dvlpa) in dimension, just like Ku$a-dvipa by the Sea of Ghee
( Ghftoda ) . Here the chief mountain is called Kraufica which

gives its name to the dvipa,

19. Though the projecting ridges and bowers were

devastated by the weapon (javelin) of K&rttikeya, it (Kraufica)

became free from fear as it was sprayed over by the surges of

the ocean of Milk and was protected on all sides by god

Varu^a.

20. Even in that Dvipa was its (first) ruler, a son of

Priyavrata, Ghytaprytha by name. He divided his (Kraufica)

dvipa in seven continents. In those continents bearing the

names of his sons, he installed his seven heirs (sons) as the

rulers of those Varyas, and he himself resorted to the lotus-like

feet of the glorious Lord Hari ( the destroyer of the Bondageof

Saifisara) who was his Antardtman (Inner Controller) and

whose glory was supremely auspicious.

21. The sons of Ghftaprytha are : Ama, Madhuruha,

Meghapyytha, Sudhaman, Bhrajiytha, Lohitarpa and Vanas-

*Other interpretations are : (i) VR. : “Oh Fire-god 1 You form a

part of the body of the transcendental Brahman. You are the carrier of

sacrificial oblations to gods and thereby to the Inner Controller in the

bodies ofgods. Convey our sacrificial oblations offered to gods who are

but limbs of the body ofthe Supreme Man, to him who is also the Aniar-

Oman (Inner Controller)’*.

(ii) VJ. : “Oh Omniscient (Fire-God) t You are the carrier of sacri-

ficial oblations to £rl Niriyapa as well as to gods who are members of his

Person. Staying near us, you make us worship Sr! Hari (called Yajfia)

by the performance of the act called Sacrifice.”
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pati. The mountains demarcating the Var$as are seven, viz.

Sukla, Vardhamana, Bhojana, Upabarhin, Nanda, Nandana,
and Sarvatobhadra. And the rivers are known to be seven

only, viz. Abhaya, Amftaugha, Aryaka, Tlrthavatl, Vftti-

rupavat!, Pavi travail and Sukla.

22. The inhabitants of that Varga (classified into Var-

gas) called Purusa, Rsabha, Dravina and Devaka ( corres-

ponding to the Varnas such as Brahmaga, Ksatriya) use the

sacred, purifying waters of those rivers, and propitiate the

Lord in the form of water, by offering water with the hollow

of their joined palms filled with water.

23. (They pray the waters thus :) “Oh waters! You are

endowed with powers by the Supreme God. Hence, you puri-

fy the three worlds, viz. the heaven, the earth and the inter-

vening space. As you are naturally capable of destroying all

sins, purify our bodies as we touch you.’*

24. Similarly beyond the ocean of milk (Kfiroda ) and
surrounding it lies the Sakadvlpa, thirtytwo lakh Yojanas in

extent. It is encircled by the sea of liquid curds equal to it in

length. Herein stands a tree called §£ka which has given its

appellation to the dvipa. And its extremely fragrant smell per-

fumes the (whole of the) dvlpa .

25. Even of that dvlpa also, a son of Priyavrata named
Medhatithi is the (first) ruler. He also divided it in seven

continents (Vargas) bearing the names of his sons. In them,

he installed, as rulers, his sons, viz. Purojava, Manojava, Pava-

mana, Dhumranika, Gitrarepha, Bahurupa, Vilvadhara by

name. And concentrating his mind on Lord Ananta, he him-

self entered Penance-forest ( for performing austerities)

.

26. In these continents, the boundary-mountains and

(main) rivers are only ceven each. The mountains are liana,

Urulrnga, Balabhadra, Satakesara, Sahasrasrota, Devapala

and Mahanasa. The rivers are Anaghfi, Ayurda, Ubhayas-

pnti, Aparajita, Paftcapadi, Sahasrastuti, -Nijadhrti.

27. The inhabitants of that continent, (classified in

Vargas) called Rtavrata, Satyavrata, Danavrata and Anuvrata

who have washed off their rajas and tamos by Pragay&ma

(breath-control ^propitiate the glorious Lord in the form of

Vayu through perfect concentration of mind.
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28. (They pray as follows :) “May the glorious Lord
who is the Inner Controller of all beings, and who, entering

(the body in the form of the chief vital breath), sustains all

the beings by his five functions of inhalation and exhalation,

and under whose control the whole of the universe exists,

protect us.”

29. So also beyond the ocean of (liquid) curds is situat-

ed Pufkaradvipa which is double the extent (of the ocean of

curds) , and which is encircled by the sea of sweet water equal

in dimension to it (Pufkara-dvtpa) . Herein grows a gigantic

lotus of hundred million petals ofburnished gold, shining like

the flames of fire. It was intended to be the throne of Lord

Brahma (who has a lotus-flower as his seat)

.

30. In the middle of the dvipa
,
stands only one moun-

tain called Manasottara. It demarcates the boundary between

the eastern and western continents ( Varsas) . It is ten thousand

Tojanas in its height and length. Here (on this mountain), in

the four directions, are built the four capital cities of Indra

(and other) guardians of the world. Over it (the Manasottara

mount) revolves the (other) wheel, in the form of a year

{ Sarfivatsara,) of the chariot of the Sun-god. It goes round

mount Meru within the limit ofa day and night of gods (each

ofwhich consists of six months of human beings)

.

31 . The ruler of that continent was the Prince of Priya-

vrata, named Vitihotra. He had two sons Ramanaka and

Dhataki by name. He installed them as the rulers and protec-

tors of the Vargas, and like his elder brothers, he devoted him-

self solely to the service (worship) of the Lord.

32. The inhabitants of that continent propitiate the

Lord in the form of god Brahma, with (mental) acts leading

to the region of Brahma (the Sdlokya type of liberation) , and

recite the following {Mantra) :

33 * “We pay obeisance to that serene glorious Lord who
is (regarded as) the fruit of all righteous actions, and a con-

*(i)VR. : Salutations to Lord Hiraryagarbha! May people differentiat-

ed by castes (varpa*

)

and stages in life {d/ramat) worship with unswerving

devotion (tkdntam* aiyabhiearitm) thatwhich forms the body ofthe Supreme

Brahman, and is known through Vedas, and which is Aill of activities

like the creation of the world etc., as the one reality.
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crete means which leads to (the knowledge of) the Brahman;
whom all people should adore (with the master-servant rela-

tion)
; who is established in the one Supreme Reality

(Brahman) and is (hence) one without a second. **

'The sage (Suka) continued :

34. Beyond that sea of sweet water and encircling it, is

a ring of mountain-range called Lokaloka which divides the

Loka i.e. the region illuminated by the light of the Sun, and the

Aloka—the region which gets no light of the Sun.

35. Beyond the ocean of Fresh water, there is a tract of

land which is in extent as wide as the distance between the

mountains Manasottara and Meru. Beyond that stretches a

land of gold which is (shining) like a sheet of mirror. Nothing
that goes or is dropped there ever returns and hence it is

avoided by all living beings (as it is reserved for gods)

.

36. The mountain is called Lokaloka, as this mountain
stands between the regions lighted by the Sun (Loka) , and
those not lighted by him (Aloka)

.

37. The mountain-chain has been laid beyond and
round all the three worlds, by the Almighty Lord. It is so high

and extensive that rays of the innumerable heavenly lumina-

ries from the Sun to the Pole-star illuminate only the three

worlds on this side (of the mountain), but cannot penetrate to

the other side.

38. This much disposition of the world with reference

to its (details of) dimensions, characteristics and relative posi-

tion has been considered by sages. The whole of the terrest-

rial globe is calculated as fifty crore Yojanas in extent, out of

which the land from Meru to the Lokaloka mountain occupies

onefourth (i.e. twelve and halfcrores of Yojanas).

39. The Lords of elephants viz. $.$abha, Pufkaracuda,

Vamana and Aparajita have been posted in four cardinal

points over (and beyond) that (Lokaloka mountain), by the

(ii) VJ. : Oh Lord 1 Your form, possessing all auspicious character-

istics, is realized by the performance of sacrifices.
(
People adore your

lying manifested in the form ofBrahmfi, as distinct from the rest of the

world, and absolutely one without a second.

(iii) VG. : elsSnto : One whose absolute devotion is in the Lord.
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Self-born god (Brahma) ,
the preceptor (or the eldermost one)

of the whole of the world. They are the cause of (i.e. have

the responsibility of) maintaining the stability and balance of

all the worlds.

40. For infusing and increasing the various powers of

the elephants and the guardian deities ( like Indra ) who are

(the manifestations of) his own part, and for the welfare of

all the worlds around, the glorious Lord, the supremely £xalted

Person, the Lord of all great Powers, the Inner Controller (of

all), abides on all sides on the great mountain (Lokaloka.)

He manifests his form of pure (unalloyed with rajas and tamos)

sattva distinguished by (his excellences like) Supreme righte-

ousness, knowledge, renunciation, sovereignty and the great

eight-fold mystic powers. With his powerful arms adorned

with his superb weapons, he stays surrounded by his promi-

nent attendants like Vi£vaksena and others.

41. It seems that the Lord has assumed the above-des-

cribed form to the end of this Kalpa, for the protection and

maintenance of the careers of the different worlds evolved by

his Toga-m&y& (mystical creative potency)

.

42. By the extent of the area falling with (i.e. on this

side of) the Lokaloka mountain, the extent of Aloka (regions

not receiving solar light) which is beyond the Lokaloka moun-

tain, is explained. The sages say that the extremely holy

region lying beyond Aloka can be travelled only by masters of

Yoga (as was done by Kr$pa to bring back the dead son of a

Brahmana—vide infra"Bh. P. X)

.

43. The Sun is located in the middle position of the

great Egg of the universe which is at the centre of the space

between the earth and the vault of the sky. The distance

between the Sun and the circumference of the universe is

twentyfive crore of Yojanas.

44. As the Sun was in this inanimate egg of the uni-

verse, he got the epithet M&rtanfa He is also called Hiranya-

garbha as he was born of the golden Egg ( of the universe)

.

45. It is by the Sun really, that the cardinal points, the

sky, the celestial region, the earth, regions of pleasure (bhuvar-

loka and suar-loka ) and Liberation, the infernal regions and the
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nether worlds (e.g. Atala, Vitala etc.) and all others, are

divided.

46. The Sun god is the Soul, and the deity presiding

over the eyesight of gods, sub-human beings, men, reptiles and
plants as well as of all species of living beings.

CHAPTER TWENTYONE

{The Stellar Region) *

Sri Suka said :

1. To this extent (viz. 50 crore Tojanas diameter and
25 crore Tojanas height) has, the disposition of the terrestrial

sphere, been described, with reference to its dimensions and
characteristics.

2. Experts in this (science) describe the dimensions

(etc.
)
of the heavenly sphere with reference to this (extent

etc. of the sphere of the earth, as being symmetrical in dimen-

sions) just as the size etc. of one of the two halves of beans is

known from that of the other half. Between the two ( the

heavenly sphere and the globe of the earth) is the Antariksa

(Intermediate region) which is joined by the two (by the

earth from below and the heaven from above).

3. Situated in the centre (of the sky), the glorious Lord

of luminaries gives warmth to the three worlds with its heat,

* This chapter deals with the old astronomical ideas current at the

final redaction ofthis Pur&iia. It is a popular statement of a scientific

subject. We find similar topics discussed in Devi-bh&gavata VIII 5-20,

Matsya P. 124-128, VP. II. 8-12 and the astrological aspect in Garu4a P.

59-64, AgniP. 121 etc. The statements given in these Pur&nas are to be

taken broadly, as modern astronomical exactness should not be expected

in such works. Thus the increase and decrease in the duration of days

and nights and the rate of this variation as given in verse 4 here is roughly

correct, though actually it is not so uniform mathematically. Other

statements are to be taken in a broad sense. The commentators profusely

quote from Pur&oas, Tantras on old astronomy which cannot be

summarised here. •>*
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And illumines them with its lustre. It proceeds by slow, rapid
and regular movements known by die (technical) terms

UttarByarm (the period of the Summer Solstice, when the Sun
appears moving to the North of equator), Dakfiyayana (the

period of the winter Solstice, wlfen the Sun moves to the

south ofequator) and Vaifuvata (period of Vernal or Autumnal
equinoxes), and also in higher, lower and middle positions,

according to seasons.

4. When the Sun traverses the signs of Me$a ( Aries)

and Tula (Libra), the days and nights are of equal duration.

When it traverses the five zodiacal signs from VfSabha (Taurus)
to Kanyd (Virgo), the days go on lengthening and the

duration of the night goes on decreasing one ghafikd (24
minutes) per month.

5. When it traverses the five signs from VrScika ( Scor-

pio) to Mina (Pisces), days and eights are in the reverse

order (and days go on decreasing and nights increasing)

.

6. Days go on increasing in duration, till the Dakwpd<+

yana begins, while nights do the same, till the commencement
of Uttarayarya.

7. The learned say that a distance of nine crores and
fiftyone lakh Tojanas is thus traversed by the Sun in its revo-

lution round the Manasottara mountain. (They say that) on
that mountain, to the east of Meru, is situated the capital city

of Indra ( presiding deity of the eastern direction), called

Devadhani; to the South (of Meru) is the capital ofYama (the

presiding deity of the Southern direction ) by name Sarhya-
mani; to the West, the city of Vani^ia (the god presiding over
the Western quarter), called Nimlocani; and to the North is-

the capital ofSoma ( presiding deity of the northern direction)

,

named Vibhavari. When the Sun passes through these cities,

there is Sunrise, Midday, Sun-set and Midnight on the four

sides of Meru (respectively ) . These serve as the special time
of activity and cessation ofactivities for living beings.

8. To the dwellers on Mount Meru, it is always the

Mid-day. And though the Sun (with its face towards the

stellar sphere, actually moves to the eastern direction) with
Mount Meru on its left side, it appears ( to move to the West
and ) to keep the Meru on its right ( because the wind called
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Pravaha which always blows with the Meru on its right, forces

the stellar spheres including the Sun which goes from cast to

west to move in the opposite direction248.

9. It is said that just on the diametrically opposite side

of that point where the Sun rises (or appears in view), it sets

(goes out of view). If at any point, it troubles people with

heat and makes them perspire, exactly on the opposite side of

the point, it makes them sleep (as it is midnight) . Those who
see it shining (brightly in their place)

,
do not see it when it is

at the (diametrically) oppoiste point.

10. When it starts from the capital of Indra, it traverses

in fifteen ghatikas (six hours) the distance of two crores and a

quarter, twelve lakhs and a half and twentyfive thousand ( i. e.

23775000) Tojanas,
and arri ’es at the city of Yania.

11. In this way, it iroceeds to the city of Varuna, to

that of the Moon-god anJ gain to the capital of Indra (all

the cities are equidistant) . So also, in the stellar region, all

planets-such as the Moon and others, rise as yell as set together

along with the stars.

12. In this way, the chariot of the Sun which is the

Vedatriad incarnate, covers in a muhurta (48 minutes) a dista-

nce of thirtyfour lakh and eight hundred Tojanas and travels

through the four capital cities (in the abovementioned serial

order)

.

13. It is traditionally said that the chariot has one wheel

in the form of a year with twelve spokes (i. e. twelve months)

,

six tyres (viz. six seasons) and three navels ( three parts of four

months each) . Its axle-tree is fixed (at one end) to the top of

Mount Meru and the other end is placed on the Manasottara

mountain. Fixed to it, the wheel of the Sun’s chariot rotates

like the wheel of an oil mill over the Mount Manasottara.

14. Into that axle, there is another axle-tree measuring

onefourth of the first. It is like the axle of an oilpress with its

upper end joined to the Polestar.

248. .Vakfatrdbhxmukhatayd svagatya Merwh vamatah kurvannapi, pradakfipa-

vartapravahdkhy^-vdyu-bhrdmyamdna-jyotifcakra-vaidt pratyaharh dakfipatafc karoti

*1 —Sr
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15. The seat of the chariot is thirty-six lakh Yojanas in

extent. The yoke of the Sun’s chariot is of the same extent.

Yoked to it by Aruga, are seven horses bearing the names of

(Vedic) metres (viz. Gayatri, Bjrhati, U$nik, Jagati, Tri?tubh

Anu?tubh and Pankti). And they carry the god Aditya (the

Sun).

16. They say that, entrusted with the duties of a

charioteer, sits Aruna in front of the Sun-god, but with his face

turned towards the west (i.e. to the Sun-god to show respect)

.

1 7. Appointed to sing the Vedic hymns, the sages called

Valakhilyas, sixty thousand in number and of the size of the

fourth part of a thumb,—who are placed in front of the Sun

—

sing the praise of the Sun-god.

18. And other sages, Gandharvas (celestial musicians),

Apsarasas (Divine damsels), Nagas (serpents), Yakgas (demi-

gods), Y§tudhanas( demons) and gods—fourteen in all if taken

one by one, and seven if taken in pairs—have different and vari-

,

ed names. And they, two at a time, serve the Lord, the Self in

the form of the Sun, bearing different names ; they perform

their several duties and serve the Atman in the form of the glo-

rious Sun, every month. (For details vide infra 12.1 1, 33-34)

.

19. The circumference of the terrestrial sphere is nine

crores and fifty lakh yojanas. Out of this, he crosses the dista-

nce of two thousand and twoyojanas in a moment.

CHAPTER TWENTY-TWO

{Description of the Moon and other Planets)

The King {Parikfit) enquired :

1. Your revered Self has described that while the glori-

ous Solar deity, facing the stellar sphere moves forward (throu-

gh the signs of the zodiac) with Meru and Pole Star to the left

but appears to traverse keeping Meru and the Pole-Star on its
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right side (vide supra 21.8). How are we to reconcile (and

understand) that statement ?

He (Shri Suka) said :

2. When a potter’s wheel is rotating, the movement of

ants and other ( insects etc. ) which dwell on it is quite different

( and independent from that of the wheel even though they are

carried along with it), for they are found in the different parts

of the wheel (even while it is in motion). Similarly, (although)

the wheel of Time consisting of constellation of stars, signs of

zodiac as a whole, revolves with great velocity, keeping Mount
Meru and the Pole-Star to the right, the Sun and other planets

depending on it (i. e. the Time-Wheel) , their course of move-

ment is also different(from that of the Time-Wheel with which

they move) ; for they are observed in conjuction with different

constellations of stars and signs of zodiac (at different times).

3. He (the Sun) is the very same glorious Lord Nara-

yana, the First Person (the Prime cause of the universe). He
is enquired into by learned sages with the help of the Vedas.

For the well-being of the people and for the purification (and

timely performance ) of ritualistic acts, he divided his body

which is an embodiment of three Vedas, into twelve parts. He
creates the respective characteristics (such as heat, cold) in the

six seasons like the spring etc., for enjoying,fruits of Karmas.

4. In this world, people who follow the path of duties

prescribed for different classes of society (Varna) and stages

in life (dSrama ), in the three Vedas, devoutly worship him

through different rituals, high or low, as laid down in the

Vedas, and through the practice of Yogic meditation with

faith, attain the eternal bliss.

5. Now, this Soul of the worlds*49 (or living beings),

viz. the Sun moves along the Wheel of Time in the middle of

the sky, midway between the earth and the heaven and enjoys

twelve months known by the signs of the zodiac as (twelve)

divisions of the year. The learned teach that a month consists

of two fortnights (one bright and the other dark ) ,
or a day

and night ( of the Pitfs) ora period required (by the Sun)

for traversing two constellations and a quarter in the space

349. Gf. S&ryalttmdjagatas tastlwfaScalKV

.

1.115.1
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It is (further) instructed that the season ( rtu

)

is that period

(division
) of the year in which the Sun traverses one sixth

part ( of his orbit).

6. And the period which he ( the Sun) takes to traverse

one half of his path through the sky is called an Ayana.

7. The learned have laid it down that the period in

which the Sun, with his slow, rapid and moderate motions,

completes his circuit in the orbit ( through the whole extent of

the sky) along with heavenly and earthly spheres, is called

Sarhvatsara , Pari-vatsara> Idavatsara, Anuvatsara and Vatsora. ( Vide

Supra 3.1 1.14).

8. Similarly the Moon is observed to be a hundred

thousand Tojanas above the rays (orb) of the Sun. As it is

faster in velocity (than the Sun), it goes ahead (of the Sun).

It covers in two fortnights the circuit made by the Sun in one

(complete) year; in two days and a quarter of that distance

which the Sun traverses in a month; and in one day the

distance the Sun requires a fortnight to cover.

9. It is by the waxing of its digits in the case of gods

and in the waning of its rays in the case of manes that the-

Moon makes the day and night of gods and manes, by means

of its first (bright) and the second (dark) fortnights.160 The
Moon ( as the king of plant-life and as such a food-giver ) is

the very life (-breath) of all species .of living beings and (hence

is called) the life. He is in conjunction with each of the cons-

tellation ofstars for thirty MuhUrtas (24 hours).

10. And this glorious person comprising of sixteen

digits(in his fullness)viz. the Moon, is the presiding deity over

350. The construction of the SK. text is significant. It wants to

emphasize the Sruti text :

Tasm&d dp&ryam&vdb pdkftyajanU /

which enjoins worship etc. of gods in the bright fortnight and the
injunction apara-pakfe pitmdm about the suitability of the dark-fortnight
for the worship etc. of the manes. GD. points out the contradiction of the
statement 'bright and dark fortnights make the day and the night of
gods* in the above verse with that of supra 3.11.12. which states 'the

epanas are called the day and night of the Svarga'. He reconciles by ex-
plaining that the bright fortnight is called the day of gods for it is regarded
as suitable for the worship etc. of gods and the dark fortnight as the
night of gods due to its unsuitability for worship and other functions,
pertaining to gods.
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the mind, the ruler (and giver) of food and an embodiment of

nectar. The sages describe him as one with all, as he is, by

nature, the nourisher of the life of all gods, manes, men,

goblins, beasts, birds, reptiles, plants and creepers.

11. The Almighty god has placed twentyeight constella-

tions inclusive ofAbhijit861 , three lakh Tojanas above the Moon.
They are fixed by him on the Time-Wheel. Hence they revolve

with Meru on their right side.

12. Above these (constellations) at a height of two lakh

Tojanas
,
is observed Venus. It revolves with rapid, slow and

even velocity like the Sun, and is found either ahead of or at

the rear of or along with the Sun. As it (overcrosses the cons-

tellation in the serial order and thus) marches rapidly, it gene-

rally brings showers of rain and is always favourable to the

world. And ( in combination with some other constellations)

it is observed to counteract the unfavourable influence of

planets (like the Mars obstructing rainfall.

13. The Mercury (Budha) becomes described (in its

variations of motions etc. ) by the description of the Venus.

Budha or the Mercury, the son ofSoma ( the Moon) is observed
«

to be two lakhs of Tojanas above the Venus. It generally sheds

beneficent influence. When it surpasses the Sun (and be-

comes independent) , it indicates dangers like stormy winds,

cloudy weather, drought and other calamities.

14. Two Lakh Tojanas higher up (than the Mercury)

(i.e. eleven lakh Tojanas higher than the earth) is the Mars
traversing each sign ofthe zodiac in three fortnights, it comp-
letes its revolution through the twelve signs, unless it takes

retrograde course. It is an inauspicious planet in general

portending evil.

15. At a height of two lakh Tojanas above the Mars is

the glorious Bfhaspati (Jupiter) . Unless it takes to retrograde

course, it moves through each sign of the zodiac in one year.

It is generally favourable to Brahmanas.

16. The Sanaigcara (the slow-mover i.e. the Saturn)

351 . &R. notes that this constellation is supposed to be on the con-
junction of the Uttarftf&dhi and Sravaga constellations. It is supposed to
be an independent constellation due to its astrological implications. In his
support, he quotes a Sruti passage : Abhijin ndma nakfatram upariffdd
Af&tfh&n&m adhastic~Sro\tiySb J
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is observed to be two lakh Yojanas above Brhaspati (Jupiter).

Lingering for thirty months in one house of the zodiac, it takes

as many (thirty) years to complete its revolution through all

the signs of the zodiac. It generally portends evil and anxiety
to all.

17. At a height of eleven lakh Tojanas from the Saturn
are seen the (seven) sages (the Ursa Major). Always con-

templating (and wishing) the good of the world, they go
round the most exalted region of Vi$i>u, keeping it to their

right.

CHAPTER TWENTY-THREE

{Description of Vi}nu-pada—the position of Dhruva

and Siiumara Cakra )

Sri Suka said :

1. Now at a height of thirteen lakh Tojanas above the

Ursa Major, lies what they call the highest abode of Vi§nu.

Here dwells the Supreme Votary of the Lord Dhruva, the son

of Uttanapada. The stars presided over by Agni, Indra,

Kaiyapa Prajapati and Dharma respectfully go round him

keeping him on their right,—all moving simultaneously (as

stars). He is still the support of those whose span of life is

upto the end of a Kalpa (till the time of deluge).

2. He (Dhruva) alone shines perpetually as he is decre-

ed by God to support like a post all the hosts of luminaries,

planets, constellations of stars, etc. which are set in motion by

the ever vigilant almighty Time of incomprehensible velocity.

3. Just as oxen, employed in treading ears of com, are

tied to the post in the middle of the threshing ground, with

strings short, long and medium in length, walk round in their

respective spheres in three circles (at a distance of short, long
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and midway between the two according to the length of the

string with which they are fastened), similarly posts of celes-

tial bodies, planets etc., fastened to the Wheel of Time in the

inner circle or in the outer circle, and impelled by the Wind
(called Pravaka in supra 21.8) , and with Dhruva ( the Polar

Star) as their support (central pivot), go on revolving to the

end of the Kalpa, in three courses ( marked by the periods of

Uttar&ycaia or northerly course, Vaifuvata i.e. along with the

equator and Dak$i$ayana or Southward course). Just as clouds

and birds like hawks with the support of air and piloted by
their past actions move about ( afloat) in the sky, similarly, the

host of these heavenly luminaries which are jtvas which are

favoured with those shining bodies by the union of matter and
spirit and whose velocities (and directions of motions) are

controlled by their past actions, do not fall to the ground.

4. Some persons describe this system of heavenly lumi-

naries as being supported by the mystical Yogic powers of

Lord Vasudeva who has assumed the form of a Gangetic

porpoise.

5. The Pole-star is located at the end of the tail of this

porpoise that lies coiled with its head downward. (Just below

it) on the tail are located the four stars called Prajapati (the

sage Kalyapa) Agni (the Fire-god), Indra (the King ofgods)

and Dharma (the presiding deity of righteousness). At the

root of the tail, are fixed the star, Dhata and Vidhata, and the

Seven Sages (the Ursa Major) on the hip; on the right side of

its body which coils from left to right are located the fourteen

constellations of Stars ( from Abhijit to Punanasu which mark
the northern course*(UttarSyana) and the fourteen constella-

tions marking the Southern Course (Dakfinayana )—viz. from

the Pujya to UttardfSjhS—are located on its left side. This is

just like the porpoise whose coiled body has equal number of

members on its either side. (He mentions further details of

the positions of the constellations :
) . On its back is the Ajavith!

(the group of constellations called Mula, Purva$adh5 and

Uttara$a4h&) and the heavenly Ganges (the Milky Way) is at

its belly.

6. (The constellations) Punarvasu and Pusya are located

on its right and left loins; ArdrS and Ailefd on its right and left
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hind-legs; Abhijit and Uttara$adhcL on its right and left nostrils;

SravaQa and Pdrvdfadhd at its right and left eye respectively

while Dhaniffha and MOla are at its right and left ears. (The
group of) eight constellations beginning from Maghd, which
mark the Southern Course ( Dakfiitdyana ) are located on the

ribs of its left side while the eight constellations from Mrgattrfa

(the Orion) and others marking the northern course (UHard-

yana) are on its ribs on its right side, but in the reverse order

(i.e. from PUrvabhadrapada to MdgaHrfa

)

. One should locate

the remaining two, viz. Satabhifd or Sata-tdraka and Jye$\hd on

its right and left shoulders.

7. (One should locate) the star Agasti on its upper chin

and (the star called) Tama on its lower chin; the Mars in the

mouth and the Saturn on its generative organ and the Jupiter

on its hump, the Sun on its chest and Xdrdyajria at the heart;

the Moon in the mind; the Venus in the navel, the pair of

A£vinfkumaras on the nipples (of its chest) , the Mercury in

its inhalation and exhalation, (the shadow-planet) Rahu at

the throat and Ketus at all members of the body and the

(remaining) stars all over the hairs of its body.

8. This is verily the manifestation of the form of glori-

ous Lord Vi$£u consisting of all gods. Silently and with con-

centration of mind one should watch it every evening and

adore it with the following Mantra :

"We bow to the Supreme Personage, the Lord of all

gods, (who assumed the form of) the Time Wheel, the support

of all heavenly bodies. We meditate upon him."

9. This form of the Supreme God embodying all pla-

nets, constellations of stars and other heavenly luminaries

washes off the sins of those who repeat the above Mantra three

times (morning, mid-day and evening) a day. The sin committ-

ed in the past, present and future of a person who bows to

him or remembers him three times a day is destroyed immedia-

tely.
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CHAPTER TWENTY-FOUR

(Rahil's Position and the Subterranean Regions)

Sri Suka continued :

1. According to some (experts in Sdstras) at a distance

of ten thousand Tojanas below the Sun, Rahu makes his revo-

lution like a lunar mansion. Though himself a wretched

Asura, a son of Simhika, it was through the grace of the Lord
that he attained the status of a planet, even though he did not

deserve it. We shall describe his birth and deeds later on
(in the VI and VIII Skandhas)

,
Oh child.

2. They say that the sphere of the burning Sun is ten

thousand Yojanas and that of Rahu, thirteen thousand Yoja-

nas. Rahu continues to entertain a grudge against the

Sun and the Moon since their interruption (in his opportunity

of drinking nectar by exposing his demonic identity), and
attacks them on full-moon and new-moon days.

3. Having come to know of it, the venerable Lord has

deployed his favourite missile called Sudar£ana by the sides of

them both. Rahu stands for a period of Muhurta facing the

discus of irresistible blazing splendour which constantly revol-

ves round them (the Sun and the Moon). Overcome with

sorrow, trembling with his heart full of fear, he goes back even

from a distance. It is this occurrence that people call an

eclipse.

4. Below that ( region of R&hu ) , at a distance of the

same (ten thousand) Yojanas, lie the regions of Siddhas,

Caranas (Heavenly singers) and Vidyadharas (celestial

artists)

.

5. Below these is the space serving as a sporting ground

of the hosts of Yak^as, demons, goblins, spirits (pretas) and

ghosts. It ext ..ds downwards to the level where the wind

blows or the clouds are met with.

6. Below that, at a distance of one hundred yojanas

lies this earth up to the height to which the prominent birds

such as swans, vultures, hawks, eagles and others are soaring.

7. Description ofthe earth with respect to its situation

and arrangement*
-
(of its, continents etc.) has already been
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given (to you) . Below the earth there are seven sub-terranean

regions, each at a distance of ten thousand Tojanas from the

other, and equally so ( ten thousand Tojanas) in length and

breadth. (Their names are :) Atala, Vitala, Sutala, Talatala,

Mahatala, Rasatala and Patala.

8. In these subterranean regions are veritable heavens.

Therein reside Daityas, Danavas and Serpents (sons ef Kadru)

in extremely rich mansions, gardens, parks and play-grounds

which surpass the heavenly world in their exuberance of sensu-

ous enjoyments, affluence, joy and richness. They are house-

holders whose affectionate wives, children, relatives, friends

and servants always enjoy a highly delightful life. Their

desires are never thwarted even by the lord of gods. They

divert themselves with their skills in Maya (miraculous

powers)

.

9. Oh great King! Maya, ( the architect) ofmiraculous

powers has built cities in these regions. They (the cities)

shine resplendent with wonderful mansions, defence-walls,

gates, town-halls, temples, big quadrangles and houses construct-

ed with excellent precious-stones of various types, and with

palatial buildings of the. lords of these subterranean regions,

the terraces of which are teeming with couples of Nagas (ser-

pents) and Asuras (demons) and with pigeons, parrots and

sirikis.

10. The gardens thereof also superbly excel the splend-

our of the land of gods, with their glorious beauty, giving de-

light to minds and senses :—Beauty of trees embraced by
tender creepers, the branches of which (trees) are weighed

down with clusters of flowers and fruits and lovely foliage of

ponds and lakes full of translucent waters teeming with coup-

les of various species of birds; (these are charmingly vocal)

with the varied sweet warblings ofbirds that have made their

homes in the beds of lilies, lotuses, Kalhara—blue and red

lotuses—and lotuses with hundred petals, in the water of

those lakes (etc.) when they (waters) get agitated by the leap-

ing of fishes—all these provide feast to one’s senses.

11. It is said that here (in this netherworld) no fear is

noticed (to have been caused) due to the divisions of time such

as day and night.
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12. The crest jewels on the hoods of great serpents dis-

pel all the darkness there.

13. Due to the intake of herbs, saps, elixirs, food, drinks

and bath of miraculous efficacy, the inhabitants of these

regions do not suffer from mental worries and physical ailments.

They are immune from wrinkles, grey hair and old age. Nor
are they affected by paleness ofbody complexion, bad bodily

odour, perspiration, fatigue, nervousness or bodily changes
due to age (from childhood to old age)

.

14. These blessed souls have no fear of death from any
source except from the Lord’s power, called the discus (Sudar-

£ana)
, the Lord's might.

15. When it (Sudarfena) enters those regions the em-
bryos in the wombs ofAsura women are miscarried or aborted

through sheer terror.

16. Now in region called Atala resides the demon Bala,

the son of Maya. The learned say that he has verily created

ninetysix varieties of Maya (magical tricks) sbme of which are

still practised by jugglers. As he yawned, three groups of

women—svairinis (who enter into sexual intercourse with men
of their caste) , kaminis (who copulate with men not belonging

to their caste ) and Pumicalls ( the most fickle minded of the

Kamini group)—came forth from his mouth. They administer

a liquid preparation called Hafakarasa to a man who enters

their subterranean region and make him sexually capable. They
give him amorous pleasure at their will indeed, by their spor-

tive seductive smiles, lovely conversations, embraces, etc. When
the elixir is imbibed, the man feels that he is a veritable god

endowed with mystical powers and possessing the physical

strength often thousand elephants. He goes aboasting like

one mad (blind) with intoxication.

17. Below that (Atala ) , in the subterranean region call*

ed Vitala, dwells god Siva, designated as Lord H&t&kef ^vara,

surrounded by his retinue, the legions of goblins. With the

object of multiplying the creation of Praj&patis (proginators)

he, under the name Bhava (the procreator), remains united

with his divine consort, Bhav&nl (P&rvatl). From him has

issued the great jnver called H&takl which is charged with the

energy of them both. There, the Fire kindled by Wind, drinks
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vigorously that water of the river. What is spit out by Fire is

the gold called Hdfaka. Males and females in the harem of

the kings ofAsuras wear that gold in the form of ornaments.

18. Below that ( Vitala ), in the region called Sutala^

lives (the demon king) Bali, the son ofVirocana of wide fame
and hallowing renown. He was deprived of his sovereignty

over the three worlds by Lord Vi§pu who, with a desire to

oblige the great god Indra, was born of Aditi and approached

Bali, in the form of a dwarfcelibate (Brahmacarin)

.

It was by
the Lord's grace that he was accommodated here, and is again

-blest with overflowing wealth and prosperity not possessed by

Indra and others. Immune from all fears he even now conti-

nues to propitiate the most adorable Lord by performing his

righteous duties.

19. It is not at all the direct result (fruit) of the dona-

tion of land (viz. three worlds) that Bali was blest with the

sovereignty and fortune in the subterranean world : the gift

that was duly given with absolute faith and devotion, with

utmost reverence and perfectly serene mind to the glorious

Lord Vasudeva, the Supreme Soul, the principle of life and

the inner controller of all species of living beings, the holiest

and the most worthy recipient who has ever approached.

Bali's donation was thus a gate-way directly leading to libera-

tion (Mokfa)

.

20. (The learned sages say) that if a person who while

lpsing his control (and becoming helpless or unconscious)

utters but once his name while sneezing, falling or tumbling

down or in any such condition, he instantaneously cuts asunder

the bonds of Karma, for removing which people desirous of

attaining to the Final Beatitude, try various other means

( except remembrance of his name and are not successful)

.

21. The sovereignty, prosperity etc. which, implies mere

worldly pleasurc—vifaydnanda—cannot be the fruit of the besto-

wal of the Land, viz. three worlds on the Lord as it was given

to the Lord as being his own Self—the Lord who is the Self of

all beings and who dedicates his own Self to his devotees and

to those who have realized him.

22. As a matter of fact, the Lord has not really confer-
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red any favour on him*5* (i.c. Bali). He extended to him
-sovereignty, pleasures of senses which are of illusory nature
and which, on the contrary, deprive him of the constant

remembrance of Himself. (But Vi$nu’s presence near him as a
door-keeper is the real fruit).

23. It is quite well-known that when it was found by
the Lord that there was no other alternative ( to deprive Bali

•of his sovereignty of the three worlds), He adopted the pretext

of begging (three paces of land for sacrifice) . When Bali was
deprived of the sovereignty of three worlds (and had nothing
with him) except his body, and was securely bound down
with the cords of Varuna and was thrown into a mountain-
den, he (Bali) actually exclaimed the following words:

24. “It is a pity that Indra, learned as he is, is certainly

incapable of knowing his real interests—This Indra who has

appointed the sage Byhaspati as an advisor to counsel him in

all matters, ignored him255
, and instead of requesting for the

service of the Lord (Upendra) begged for hinftelf through the

Lord (Vamana or Upendra) my blessings viz., the sovereignty

of the three worlds. (When the Lord is pleased, he is to be

sought and not the worthless kingship of three worlds) . Of
what value is this Lordship of three worlds which terminates

at the end of a manvantara which is quite an insignificant part

ofTime which is of infinite duration.

25. (Only my grand-father Prahlada knew his real

interest) for though after his fathers (HiranyakaSipu’s) death,

he was offered by the Lord (Nrsimha) the throne of his father

which had no danger from any quarters (then) , my grand-

959* amufya—this vague pronoun has confused the commentators.

VQ., VD., GD. think that this implies Indra and the translation will be :

“Nor did the Lord confer any real favour on Indra, for he extended to

liim himself'*. Though $R. mentions no name after amufya=*amum
"him* 1

,
his quotations from Par&iara.

V&sudeve mano yasya japa-homircan&diju /

tasy&ntarayo Maitreya, Devendratv&dikam phalam //

probably hints at Indra which VD., VC., SD., GD. endorse. I think

that in the present context amutya refers to Bali as interpreted by VR.

,

J.G., & BP. as it is a continuous discussion about Bali. I however
concede that amufya"* Indra is not Impossible though rather out ofcontext.

953. VD!*: Even that Brhaspati is not clever inasmuch as he did not
advise Indra properly and etc.
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father (Prahlada) preferred his service only to the throne as

he knew that it was something different from the Lord.

26. He (Prahlada) was a noble Soul while a person like

me has his passions unsubsided, nor is blessed with the grace

of the Lord. How can such a person hope to approach the

path trodden by him (Prahlada)?"

27. His (Bali's) history will be narrated to you in

details later on (in the VIII Skandha) . At his (Bali's) door,

the glorious Lord Narayana, the Preceptor of the whole

world (who hence deserves to be adored and not to be made
to stand guard ) ,

whose heart is full of compassion for his

devotees, stands with a mace in his hand. (It was) by him
that R&vana ( the ten-headed demon ) who came there in the

course ofhis expedition of conquering all the quarters (of the

world), was kicked away to a distance of ten crores of

Yojanas, simply by his toe.

28. Below that region (Sutala ), in Taldtala,
dwells the

king of Danavas, by name Maya, the Lord of three cities. His

three cities having been burnt down by the venerable Lord
Siva (the destroyer of the enemy cities or of the demon
Tripura) ,

with the desire to bring about the happiness ofthree

worlds, he secured this position through his (Siva's) grace.

This great master of all experts in magic is protected in every

respect by the great god (Siva ) and hence, being free from

the fear ofSudarfana (Vijnu’s discus) , he is greatly respected

(by the inhabitants of Tal&tala)

.

29. Below that, in the subterranean region Mak&tala,

there lives the tribe of many-hooded serpents called Krodha-

vaSa. Their prominent members are Kuhaka, Tak$aka,

Kaliya, Su?e$a and others, all possessing huge bodies. They,

however, live in fear of Garu^a ( the over-Lord of kings of

birds) ,
the vehicle of the Supreme Person. It is on a few

occasions that they sport in company of their wives, children,

friends and members of their families.

30. Lower still, in Ras&tala, there dwell the descendants

of Diti and Danu (the two wives of Katyapa, the proginator) ,

.

called Pa$is who are also known as Niv&takavacas, Kftleyas and
i

the residents of Hirapyapura. These enemies of gods are from

their very birth, very powerful and daring in spirit. They live
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like reptiles in holes as their arrogance of power is subdued only
by the refulgent discus Sudarlana ofthe glorious Lord Hari whose
majestic splendour spreads over all worlds. It is traditionally

learnt that they are afraid of Indra due to the Vcdic text utter-

ed by the female dog, Sarama, the messenger of Indra***.

31. Still lower down is the region called Patala. With
VSsuki as their king, there reside the chiefs of the Naga (Ser-

pent) race like Sarikha, Kulika, Maha&ankha, Sveta, Dhana-
fijaya, Dhrtaraftra, Sahkhacutja, Kambala, ASvatara and
others possessing extensive hoods and extremely impetuous by
temperament. It is reported that the big effulgent crest jewels

on the hoods of serpents possessing five, seven, ten, hundred
and thousand heads, dispel by their splendour the mass of
darkness in the hollow of the nethermost world

(
Pdtdla ).

CHAPTER TWENTYFIVE

( Description of Sahkar$ana—the Serpent Seta

)

•Sri Suka said :

1. At the lowest extreme below Patala, at a distance of

thirty thousand Tojanas , abides a part-manifestation of the

Lord which is dominated by the Tomas only. It is also well-

known as Ananta. Followers of the Satvata School call it

Sankar$ana as, being characterised by ego and presiding over

by (
I’-ness, it brings about the unification between the subject

(the Seer) and the object (the seen)

.

2. This terrestrial globe, supported on one out of the

thousand heads of the Lord who manifested himselfas Ananta,

appears like a mustard seed.

854* SR. mention! the Vedic legend that when the Pa$U stole the

cows and concealed them under water, Indra sent the female dog Saramft

to trace them. She discovered them but when Pagis tried to have a treaty

type ofunderstanding with her, she cursed them : Hatd Indrega Pagayak

Sqyadhvam

—

4‘Oh Pagis ! Lie down (dead) slain by Indra !”
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3. It is said that when He desires to withdraw (destroy

)

this world at the (predestined) time, from between his agitated

eyebrows knit in wrath, yet charming, was manifested Rudra
(god of destruction) called Sankar^aga (one bom of SaAkar-

?ana) . He manifested his eleven forms, each three-eyed and
holding a trident.

4. When the kings of serpents along with prominent

devotees (Satvatas) bow down with intense and unswerving

devotion (his feet) , they certainly look with an overjoyed

mind, their most attractive faces with cheeks beautified with

the splendour of their refulgent ear-rings, in the reddish, spheri-

cal nails, shining like rubies, on his pair of lotus-like feet.

5. Seeking blessings from him only, they say, that un-

married Naga princesses besmear with pigment of aguru, sandal

wood and saffron, his bright, long, fair-complexioned, beauti-

ful, ''harming arms like silver-pillars, beautifully set up in

the sphere of his beautiful body. Their minds being

agitated with the touch of his body, they put on winsome

smiles as the god of Love stealthily enters their hearts. They
really cast bashful glances at his lotus-like face as his reddish

eyes swim with inebriation and cast a merciful glance at them.

6. He is that very glorious Lord Ananta, the ocean of

infinite excellences, the primeval Deity. Restraining the ve-

hemence of His impetuosity and wrath (as it is inappropriate

and unnecessary for the maintenance of the worlds) , he abides
ft

for the well-being of all the worlds.

7. He is being contemplated upon by hosts of gods, de-

mons, reptiles (Nagas), Siddhas, Gandharvas, Vidyadharas

and sages. Due to continuous exhilaration under intoxication

his eyes were swimming restlessly. He was giving delight (lit.

feeding) the leaders of His attendants and gods with his nectar-

like winning speech. Clad in blue garments and wearing only

one ear-ring, he has placed his blessed, beautiful hand on the top

of (his special weapon) the plough. Just as the majestic elephant

(Airavata) of the great Indra is decorated with a girth ofgold,

the glorious Lord ofgracious and beneficient deeds wears his

Vanam&ld ,(g wreath of forest flowers) csilled Vaijqyanti the

355. Vaijayanti wreath consists of the shoots of the Tulasl (Basil)

plant, flowers of JCunda, MandSra, PdrijSta and lotuses.
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charm and gracefulness of which was heightend with the melo-
dious humming of the bees inebriated with the sweet scented

honey of fresh and new TulasI blossoms of unfading beauty.

8. When this (Sahkar$ana) (as traditionally described

by one*s spiritual guide) is listened to and meditated upon, he
enters the hearts of those who seek Liberation (from Samsara)

.

He instantly cuts asunder the knot of ignorance (avidya) , for-

ed at (his devotee's) heart, due to the impressions created in

the sub-conscience by the beginningless karmas and consisting

of the attributes (or modes of Prakfti) viz. sattva, rajas and
tamos. The venerable sage Narada, the son of god Brahma,

accompanied by Tumburu (the famous celestial singer) ,
des-

cribed (in a musical composition his glorious prowess, in the

assembly ofgod Brahma.

9. Who can comprehend the way*86 (the truth )
of the

Lord (who is Brahma himself)—the Lord by whose glance (i.e.

desire to create) sattoa and other attributes of Prakfti267 which

are respectively the cause of the creation, preservation and

destruction (of the universe) became capable (of executing

their function) ; whose form is eternal (infinite) and beginning-

less, for One as he is, he contains in himself the universe

characterised by many-ness.

10. Out of unlimited grace for us, he assumed a form

consisting of (pure) sattva unalloyed with rajas and tamas, where-

in appears the unmanifest and manifest*88 universe. The Lord

who possesses unbounded energy like a lion, exhibited his

faultless sports (e.g. creation of the universe etc.) for attract-

ing the minds ofhis devotees.

Ttilasi-Kunda-Manddra-Pdrijatdmbujais tuyd
Pattcabhir gratkitd mala Vaijayantiti katkyate //

256. vartman— (i) The truth about—SR.
(ii) The working of—VJ.
(iii) The reality about or the way of attaining to—'VC., GD.
257. VR., BP. note that the factual order implied herein is rajast

sattva and tamds as the creation, maintenance and destruction of the uni-

verse are mentioned in a series in the text.

258. Sadasad (idam

)

: (i) Intelligent and unintelligent—VR.
(ii) Subtle and gross—VJ.
( iii ) Manifest nnd unmanifest.
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1 1 . Even ifa person either in distress or fallen from the

righteous path accidentally or in joke utters his name as heard

( from the spiritual teacher or any other person) , he instantly

annihilates completely the sins of '(other) men. Hence to

whom else than the glorious Lord Sega, will a man desirous of

Liberation, resort ?

12. On one of the heads of the thousand-headed Lord
lies like an atom, the terrestrial globe with all its mountains,

rivers, seas and the living beings (inhabiting it)
,
owing to the

infiniteness of the immeasurable and innumerable exploits of

the Almighty Lord, who can, even ifendowed with a thousand

tongues, hope to count completely all his herioc acts ?

1 3. Ofsuch prowess is the glorious Lord Ananta. His

energy and excellent attributes and potencies are limitless.

Unsupported by anyone else, he stays at the bottom of the

earth bearing it easily for the preservation and wellbeing of

the entire creation.

14. These are, verily, the regions to be attained to by

people desirous of enjoying pleasures. These are created to

accord with their respective karmas. These are described to you

as i t was traditionally taught to me (by my preceptor)

.

15. Oh King! I have described to you according to

your queries, these various, high and low regions attained

by men as a fruit of the karmas performed by them. On what

other topic should I discourse now?

CHAPTER TWENTY-SIX
r

{Description ofHells)

The King enquired i

1. Oh great Sagel How is it that there is such a diver-

sity (in regions attained to by people) in the word?

The Sage {Sri Suka ) replied:

2. The courses (and results) of karmas are varied

according to the faith of the performer of the action which
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differs according to the (dominance of) particular mode of

Prakfti (e.g. sattva , rajas and tamos) influencing him.*5® All

these are. attained (at different times) by everyone (in more
or less degree according to the influence of a particular guna).

3.

Thus in the case of perpetrators of unrighteous atcs

ofa prohibited character, the fruits according to them are of

dissimilar nature according to the variety of the faith of the

perpetrator. Now we shall describe in details (some prominent

states out of) the thousands of hellish states which are the

results of the (commission of) prohibited sinful acts committed
by those who indulge in desires (of various kinds) due to the

influence of avidya (ignorance) dominating them from time

immemorial.

The King asked :

4. Are the infernal regions some particular parts of this

world ? Or are they somewhere outside the worlds or are they

somewhere in the space inside these worlds ?

The Sage (£rt Suka) replied :

5. They (the infernal regions) are within the three

worlds. They lie in the Southern direction below the earth and

above the waters. And in this direction reside the groups of

Pitrs (manes) called Agni$vatta and others. Meditating on

God with utmost concentration, they continue to invoke

auspicious blessings on their descendants.

6. It is reported that it is really true that the venerable,

king of the manes (pitr)
,
Yama (son of the Sun-god) who

never violates any command of the Lord, dwells here along

with his retinue. And to the departed souls brought to his

region by his messengers he inflicts punishments in proportion

and according to the gravity ofthe sin committed.

7. Some learned have enumerated that there are

twentyone—hellish regions. Oh King, I shall now serially

describe them to you according to their name, form (or

function) and character (nature of the sin expiated.) They

359, Of. the characteristics of the sdttoie, rdjasa and tdmasa acts

(BG. i8.23-25) and the three types of the performers of acts (BG. 18.

36-38).
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are as follows: Tamisra, Andha-tamisra, Raurava, Maha-
raurava, KumbhI-paka, Kala-sutra, Asipatra-vana, Sukara-

mukha, Andha-kupa, Kpni-bhojana, SandamSa, Tapta-surmi,

Vajra-kantaka-$almalT, VaitarapI, Puyoda, Praija-rodha, Vi$a-

sana, Lil&bhak$a, Sarameyidana, Avici and Ayah-pana.

Moreover, (there are seven in addition) viz., Ksara-kardama,

Rak?ogana-bhojana, Sulaprota, Da$<ja$uka, Avata-nirodhana,

Paryavartana and Sucimukha. These twentyeight infernal

regions are the places where (jtoas are subjected to) tortures

of various kinds.

8. The person who takes away another person’s wealth,

children or wife, is certainly bound down with mortal cords of

death and is forcibly hurled into the Tamisra hell by the

terrible servants of Yama. In that hell of utter darkness, the

being is subjected to various kinds of torment such as denial

of food and water, belabouring with cudgels, holding out

threats, and ultimately overcome with torment he instantane-

ously drops down unconscious.

9. In the same way, a person who enjoys the wife

(property etc. ) of another person by deceiving him, is thrown

into the Andhatamisra hell. Here the embodied being who is

subjected to tortures loses his sight and consciousness due to

torments, just like a tree the roots of which are being cut

down. Hence they call this hell (Andha-Tamisra* due to its

blinding effect.

10. Verily, he who wrongly identifies his body with his

Soul and regards his wealth (wife etc.) as his own and every

day contributes to the nourishment and comforts of his family

by maliciously treating other beings, falls, after leaving his

body etc. in this world, into the Raurava hell due to the sin

(perpetrated in his malicious dealings)

.

1 1 . The creatures which have been tortured and killed

by him in this world, are bom in the world as Rurus and while

he (their murderer)undergoes torments inflicted by Yama, kill

him in the sameway (as done to them by him) . Ruru is the name
of a creature much more cruel than a serpent. Hence this hell

is called Raurava.
h

12. Similar is the hell called Maharaurava. He who
is given solely to the nourishment of his body by any unscru-
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pulons means etc.) enters this hell. Here the Rurus are

KravySdas (carnivorous, flesh-eaters) which kill him for the

sake of his flesh.

13. In the hell, called Kumbhipaka, the servants of
Yama fry in boiling oil that hard-hearted man who cooked
living beasts or birds in this world and was censured for his

cruelty even by cannibals (or demons )

.

14. He who bears malice towards his parents, Brahma-
$as and the Vedas is hurled into the hell called Kalasutra. It

is a plain ofa copper-sheet ten thousand Yojanas in area. The
sheet of copper is heated by fire from below and the Sun from

above. The creature is being burnt within and outside his

body by hunger-thirst. Due to restlessness, he sometimes sits,

sometimes lies down and rolls and sometimes stands up and
begins to run about. Thus he suffers for as many thousand

years as there are hair on a beast's body.

15. They (servants of Yama) throw in the hell called

Asipatravana (a forest of trees with sword-like leaves) a person

who, while in this world, abandons his Vedic way of life even

when there was no calamity and embraces a heretic sect. They
strike him with a whip. And while he runs hither and thither

(to avoid whipping) , all the limbs of his body are cut down
by the two-edged sword-like leaves of the palm trees thereof.

Crying with excruciating pain, “Alas ! I am killed", he falls

in a swoon at every step. A renegade from one’s own faith he

reaps the fruit (punishment) suitable for the sin of embracing

a heretic creed.

16. In this world, verily, a king or a king’s ser-

vant inflicts punishment on those who did not deserve it

(being innocent), or subjects a Brahmana to corporal punish-

ment, that sinful fellow falls into the hell Sukaramukha in the

next world. While his limbs are being crushed with very

powerful .hands like a sugarcane (in a crusher) in this world,

he laments in a piteous tone and sometimes he becomes uncons-

cious like innocent persons confined in jail by him (while) in

this world.

1 7. But a person whose course of life in this world is

prescribed by God and who is capable of understanding agony

caused to others,*causes pains to creatures whose feeding upon
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human bodies is determined by God but which are incapable

of being aware of causing pains to others, falls into the hell

AndhakUpa. He is hated and troubled there by beings like

beasts, deer, birds, reptiles, mosquitos, lice, bugs, flies and

others. Being harassed on all sides in the darkness, his sleep

and mental peace are disturbed. Being devoid of rest, he

wanders in darkness even as thejiva% the embodied soul, lives

restlessly in a diseased body.

18. A person who, without performing five daily great

sacrifices*60 (prescribed for a householder) eats whatever

comes to his lot without sharing that with others (stranger-

guests, his elders, dependents etc.) is spoken of as (comparable

to) a crow. After his death, he falls in the most wretched hell

called Kjmibhojana. There he is bom as a worm in a pool of

worms, of hundred thousand Yojanas in extent. Being him-

selfpreyed upon by worms, he continues to feed himself on

worms. He who thus enjoys his earnings without offering (a

portion of it) to others or to gods, subjects himself to these tor-

ments for as many years (one hundred thousand) as the

Yojanas of the extent of that hell or till his sin is expiated.

19. He who, in this world, without being in (a justi-

fiable) emergency or calamity, steals or robs by force the gold,

jewels etc, of a Brahmana or of any other person, gets the skin

of his body cut with red-hot iron balls or tongs by the servants

ofYama in the other world, Oh King.

20. To a man who indulges in a sexual intercourse with

a woman whom he should not have approached or to a woman
who does so with a man unworthy of such an approach, the

260. The following are the 'great sacrifices* enumerated in the

Manu-smfti 3.70-71 :

( 1 ) Brahma-yajHa—Propitiation of ancient seers-ftis by teaching and

learning ofthe Vedic lore

(2) PitiyqjMa—Propitiation of one's forefathers by offering libations

of water or Pitpiarpana,

(3) Dtva-yajha—Propitiation of gods by offering oblations in sacri-

ficial fire.

(4) BhQta-yajHa—Offering a portion of one*s meals to sub-human

creatures.

(5) SfyajHa-—Sharing one*s food with a stranger who by chance

comes to the door fbr food or shelter {atithi-pfjana).
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servants of Yama lash them with a whip and make the man or

woman embrace the red-hot iron image of that woman or man
respectively.

21. He who (indiscriminately) indulges in sexual inter-

course with all (including sub-human beings) is placed on a

silk-cotton tree wi th thorns of adamants in the hell (called

Vajra-kanfaka Sdlmali

)

in the next world, and is dragged (down
on those thorns)

.

22. Those persons who are born as Ksatriyas or officers

of king who are of noble descent (and havejoined the heretic

sect) transgress the bounds of religion, fall into the (river

)

VaitaranI after death. Those transgressors of the restrictions

(laid down) in religion are being bitten (eaten) by the aqua-

tic animals of that river which forms the moat of the infernal

regions. They are not disunited with the Soul but are sus-

tained with life by their sins. Remembering the result of

their sin, they continue to be tormented in the river which

carries a flood of excretion, urine, pus, blood, hair, nails,

bones, fat, flesh and marrow.

23. Those who (though born in higher caste but) keep

low-caste women, neglect purity, righteous conduct and self-

discipline and shamelessly lead a beastlike life, fall after their

death in (the hell called PQyoda which is) a sea full of pus,

excretion, urine, phelgm and dirt and eat nothing but these

most detestable things.

24. The BrUhmanas and others who keep a pack of

hounds and donkeys, find delight here in hunting and kill

animals on occasions other than those prescribed in the

•S&stras, become, after death, targets of the discharge of arrows

by the servants ofYama who pierce them with arrows (in the

hell named Pr&na-nirodha )

.

25. Verily those hypocrites who kill beasts in sham
sacrifices in this world, fall in the Vaifasa hell in the next

world. There the Lords of that hell torture them and finally

cut them to pieces.

26. The sinful twice-born (dvija) who, being blindwith

passion makes his wife of his own caste drink his semen, is

thrown in the next world in a stream of semen (in the U/d-
bhakfa hell) and is made to drink semen.
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27. In this world the dacoits (who loot the property of

others)
,
perpetrators of arson and poisoning—rbe they kings or

king's servants and soldiers—plunder villages or caravans of

merchants, servants of Yama (in the form of) seven hundred

and twenty hounds with teeth like adamant voraciously eat

them up when they die (and enter the SSrameyadana)

.

28. Again, a person who utters any lie at the time of

deposing evidence, money-transactions (e.g. barter, sale, pur-

chase) or donating a gift, enters after death a supportless hell

called Avtcimat. In that hell, he is hurled down headlong

from a (steep) mountain top one hundred Yojanas in height

to a place with rocky surface appearing as water. Hence, it

is called avici-mat (A place with hard surface but appearing

like water with ripples). His body is shattered to very small

pieces but he does not die. He is again taken up and hurled

down.

29. If a Brahmana or his (Brahmana) wife or anyone

who has taken a sacred vow, drinks wine through mistake or if

a K?atriya and a Vai$ya (who are not eligible to drink Soma)

drink the Soma juice, they are taken to the hell (called Ayah-

pana

)

where, the servants of Yama, pressing a foot on their

bosom pour molten iron into their mouth.

30. If a person belonging to the lowest strata of the

society does not duly pay respect to those that are Superior in

birth (heredity), performance of austerities, learning, right-

eous conduct, caste and stage of life, out of esteem for himself,

he is as good as a dead (while alive) . After death, he is hurl-

ed down with head downwards into the hell called KfSra-

kardama where he is subjected to endless tortures.

31. (When) men who, in this world, verily propitiate

(gods like Bhairava) by offering human sacrifice and the

women eat the human victim so offered, the human beings so

sacrificed become a battalion of demons ( Rak?asas) in the

region ofYama (in the hell called Rakfo-gana-hhojana ) . There

Rak^asas torture their former slayers in many ways, cut them

into slices with their axes like butchers, drink their blood,

dance and sing merrily just as those who ate them (as human
victims) did on the earth.

32. Those persons who, in this world, attract by means
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of allurement innocent people in the forests or in villages and
inspire confidence in them to come near and then torture

them in various ways by transfixing them on an iron pike or

by binding them with ropes even though they strongly desire

to survive—such (cruel) persons after death, at the time of

•being tortured by Yama (in the hell called SfUaprota) are

transfixed on iron pikes. When they are distressed with hunger
and thirst, they are attacked and pecked on all sides by hellish

birds like Kanka, Vataka of sharp beaks. It is then they

remember their own sins.

33. Those people who are of a ferocious nature like

serpents, torment other beings in this world, they fall even

after death in a hell called DandaiQka where serpents with five

and seven hoods (mouth) approach them and devour them
like mice.

34. Those who actually confine living beings in dark

holes, granaries or caves in this world, (the servants of Yama)
in the other worlds shut them up into similar places (in the

Avafanirodhana hell

)

full of poisonous fire and smoke.

35. A householder who in this world often gets angry

with and looks with burning eyes at the guests who have arriv-

ed at his door, gets his sinful eyes forcibly plucked out by birds

-of adamantine beaks like vultures, crows, kahka Avafa.

36. If a person, in this world is proud of his wealth

and full of egotism, looks askance at others and is suspicious

about all, and if his heart and mouth are withered by the

anxiety of the expenditure or loss of that wealth and if, without

any peace of mind he guards his treasure like a goblin, after

death he becomes transformed into a devil for he accumulates

sin in earning, supplementing and preserving wealth. He falls

into a hell called SUcimukha. There the servants of (Yama-)

dharma, liife tailors, stitch the body of this devil-like protector

of wealth, on all sides.

37. Oh Protectorof the earth ! There are hundreds and

thousands of such and the like hells in the abode of Yama.

Some of them have been described here and some are not.

All persons following an unrighteous path, enter into them in

<lue course. Similarly, those who follow (the path of) religion
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enter elsewhere (in the heaven) . They are again reborn to this

world with some balance of sin and merit with them.
_ *

38. Thepath ofNivftti (cessationfrom worldly activities

)

has been propounded to you in detail at first*01 . Of this

extent is the Brahmanqla (egg-shaped universe) which is

divided into fourteen regions in the Pura^as. It is the grossest

form of the glorious Lord Narayana, the Supreme Person. It

comprises of the attributes of his Maya (viz. sattoa, rajas, tamos) •

He who full of faith and devotion reads, listens to and recites

to others this account as narrated by me, begets in him faith,

devotion and pure intelligence and realizes the incomprehensible

Supreme Self.

39. Having listened to the gross as well as the subtle

form of the glorious Lord, a self-controlled person, after suc-

cessfully concentrating the mind on the gross form, should

gradually comprehend the subtle form by his intelligence.

40. Oh King ! In this way the disposition of the world

with its divisions (dvfpas), sub-divisions (Vardas) , the rivers,

mountains, the sky ( aerial region)
,
the seas, the nether-world,

the subterranean regions, the quarters and the hells as well as

the heavenly bodies and various regions have been described

to you by me. It is the gross form of the Lord, the asylum of all

species of beings.

«

961, Vis. VaUvAuraHiydtitte, in Supra a.Q.S4—&R.



SIXTH SKANDHA

CHAPTER ONE

( The Story ofAjamila)

The King (
Parikfit ) said :

1 . The path of cessation from karmas {nivrtti) has been

already described in detail, by your respectable self, in the

beginning.8** By that path, Brahma (i. e. the region of

Brahma) is gradually attained through different stages8*3 (such

as passing through the abode of fire-god etc.). The Liberation

is attained along with god Brahma.

2. And (you have also described in detail)—the path

characterised by worldly activities (pravrtti ), the object of

which is to attain happiness in heaven and other pleasures

which are themselves the product ofgunas*** and which, in the

case ofjivaSy not disassociated with Prakrti*9*, results in cons-

tant re-embodiment of thejivas for repeated enjoyments ofsuch

pleasures. 8**

3. The various infernal regions which are characterised

by unrighteousness (as their cause) have been described in

detail (in the fifth Skandha). And the first period of Manu,

(presided over and hence) named after Svayambhuva Manu,

has also been described (in the fourth Skandha).

262. Vide Supra 2.2.24 in Vaiivanararh ydti and 3 *32-5 in Tie sva-

dharmanna druhyanti.

263. Karma-yoga : (i) Through the path of action (Karma), know-

ledge (Jilana ) and devotion (Bhakti)—VR.
(ii) Remembrance of the Lord, visualization of the various mem-

bers of the Lord's Person and visualization of the full divine form—VJ.
(iii) Birth in a good family, residence at a holy place, association

with saintly persons (S.D.

}

(iv) dhyana (contemplation), dhdrand (concentration) and samadhi

(realization of identity with Brahman.) GD.

264. traigttyyam svargadisvkham tadeva vifaya (t prdpyafhyasya SR.

265 . alina-prrtkriefi—aoinaffa prakfti Sambandhasyal VR.

266. gupa-safga fr—bhogdrtharh dehdrambka-rupa^ (yo mdfga^)—SV..
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4-5. The dynasty of Priyavrata and Uttanapada and the

life-stories of (both of) those kings (have been narrated by

you). You have also described the ^division of the earth in

important) island-continents ( dvipas) y
their subdivisions

( varjas), oceans, mountains, rivers, gardens, the disposition of

this spherical earth with reference to its divisions, their special

characteristics and dimensions and also those of heavenly

bodies and subterranean regions, as they were created by the

Almighty Lord.

6. Oh illustrious holy sage 1 Now be pleased to explain

in detail, the way which may save a man from falling into the

infernal regions of various unbearable tortures.

Sri Suka said :

7. If a man does not perform expiation (as prescribed

in the dharma fasIra ) ,
in this very life, for the sin committed by

him with his thought, wordanddeed, it i'ssaid that he definitely

goes to the hellish regions after death. And those regions of

severe tormentations have been described to your honoured self

by me.

8. Hence, before one is overtaken by death and not in-

capacitated in body ( or while one is not entangled in difficulties)

one should immediately (after the commission of the sin), try

to atone for the sin, with a controlled mind, according to the

gravity or simplicity of the nature of the fault, just as a physi-

cian expert in diagnosis of the disease, promptly adopts reme-

dies or dosage of the medicine (according to the nature of the

disease)

.

The King said :

9. In spite of the full knowledge that (commission of) a

sin is against his interest as evidenced by what he has seen (viz.

punishment meted out by the king for an offence) and has

heard ( for example internment in hellish region as described

in Puranas) , he loses the control over himself, commits it

repeatedly after the act of expiation. Hence (under these

circumstances) , how can there be any ( real ) expiation at all,

if the tendency to commit sins, persists.

10. Sometimes he refrains from committing a sin; on
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other occasions, he does it again. Hence, I think that the act
of expiation is meaningless like the washing of an elephant

(which besmears its body with dust again after washing)

.

4§ri tSuka said :

11. It is not laid down that there is the total and final

annihilation of sin by the action of expiation (such as bodily

mortification), for only the ignorant (i.e those who wrongly
identify body with the Soul) are eligible for it. (But as the

ignorance about the Soul and non-Soul

—

avidya—is not dispell*

ed,the particular sin may be atoned for, and the man again

relapses into sinful ways). Knowledge (i.e. self-realization)

alone is the real expiation (as it removes the ignorance—avidya

which is the real root-cause of the sin )

.

12. Just as diseases do not attack a person who eats

only wholesome food, (on the contrary they recede gradually if

they had already affected that person), a person who observes

regular spiritual discipline (e.g. penance) becomes, step by

step, eligible for the summum bonum (which annihilates sin and

leads to realization of the self)
,
Oh King.

13-14. Through concentration of the mind and sense-

organs, practice of (eightfold) celibacy, the control of the

mind and external organs, charitable gifts, truthfulness, purity

(both bodily and mental), the vows of non-violence etc. and

observances likejapa (muttering the sacred syllable OM) , the

wise (who bear with equanimity the pairs of opposites like

pleasure and pain) who understand (real principles of) right-

eousness and are full of faith, rid themselves of the most

grievous sin committed by thought, word or action, just as the

fire destroys even a big cluster of bamboos.

15. Just as the Sun completely dispels the mist, a few

persons absolutely devoted to Lord Vasudeva, annihilate their

sins thoroughly (from its very root of avidyS) merely through

their unswerving devotion to the Lord (without performing

penance etc. But the number of such devotees is scarce).

16. Oh King ! A sinner is not purified to that extent thr-

-ough performance of penance and expiatory acts as a person

who has dedicated his life to Lord Kf^a (and regards Kf$na as
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his last resort, without worrying over the punishment in hell

)

does so by rendering service to his devotees.

17. Certainly this path (of devotion) is the correct and

the best one in this world, as it is blissful (annihilating all

miseries), and quite safe (with no danger or fear from any-

thing). Kindly-disposed and desireless devotees of Lord

Naraya^a are found on this path ( to help one in need, but

there is nobody to do so in the paths of knowledge and action).

18. Oh King of Kings ! Performance of all acts of ex-

piation do not thoroughly purify a person who has set his face

against Lord Narayana, even r.s all the rivers (taken together)

cannot purify a pitcher of wine.

19. Those who have even once in their life here, set on

the lotus-like feet of Lord Kf^a, their mind which felt an

attachment for (and not knowledge or complete comprehension

of) his excellent qualities, have by this (very temporary

attachment and devotion) performed all expiatory acts. And
they never see Yama (god of death) or his servants with a

noose in their hands, even in their dreams.

20. And on this topic, the learned one narrate ( by way
of illustration) this ancient legend consisting of a conversation

between the messengers of Visnu and those of Yama. Listen

to it from me.

21. In (the city of) Kanyakubja (modern Kanauj),

there lived a certain Brahmana called Ajamila. He married

a maid-servant and got polluted through his association with

a female slave, and he neglected the pious way of life (includ-

ing the religious duties prescribed for a Brahmana)

.

22. He maintained his family by adopting a reproach-

ful way of life consisting of holding captives for ransom, gambl-

ing, committing frauds and thefts. That sinful fellow tortured

creatures (before killing )

.

23. A long period consisting of eighty-eight years of his

life thus elapsed in maintaining himself that way, and fondling

the children of that Dasa woman.

24. The old fellow (Ajamila) had ten sons (by that

woman). The youngest of them was a boy named N&rayapa.
He was extremely doted over by his parents.
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25. He (Ajamila) had set his heart on that sweet

lisping child. The old man was highly delighted while witness-

ing the child’s plays.

26. Bound by filial love for child, he used to feed it

while he was eating, make it drink at the time of his drinking.

In this way, the fool did not know that the hour of his death

had arrived.

27. Thus, the ignorant Ajamila led his life. When the

time of death actually arrived, he thought of his young son

called Narayana.

28. (Then) he saw that three extremely terrible male

figures with wry faces, and with the hair on their bodies stand-

ing erect, and with nooses in their hands, had come to take

him away.

29. With his senses greatly agitated, he called out in a

prolonged loud voice, his son named Narayana who was absorb-

ed in his play-things at a distance.

30. Having heard the repetition of tl)e name of Lord
Hari, their master, uttered by the dying man, the servants of

Narayaiia immediately rushed forward, Oh great King.

31. Angels of Visnu (intercepted and) forcibly stopped

the messengers of Yama who were dragging (thejum of) Aja-

mila, the husband of the maid-servant, from the interior of his

heart.

32. Thus prevented (from carrying out their duty) the

messengers of Yama demanded, “Who are you who thus defy

the order of Yama, the god presiding over righteousness.

33. Whose servants are you ? Whence have you come ?

Why do you prevent his being taken away ? Are you gods or

demigods or are you some prominent Siddhas ?

34. (Please do not get offended for our ignorance about

you). All ofyou have eyes like lotus-petals, wear yellow silken

garments and are adorned with diadems, ear-rings and shining

lotus garlands.

35. You are all in the full bloom of youth. All of you

possess four beautiful arms. (Each of) you appears majestic

with (your lustrous) bow, quiver, sword, mace (gadfi), conch,

discus and lotus.

36. By your personal splendour, you dispel darkness
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from all quarters and out-shine the lustre of others. Why do
you prevent us, the obedient servants of Yama, the protector

of the moral law?'*

Sri Suka said :

37. When the obedient servants (who execute the

commands) of Lord Vasudeva were asked thus by the messen-

ger* of Yama, they laughed heartily, and replied as follows to

them, in a voice deep like the thunder.

The Messengers of Vifnu replied :

38. If you are really the executors of the orders of the

King of Righteousness, tell us what is the true nature of right-

eousness and what is the distinguishing character of Dharma.
39. How (on what principles) is punishment given ?

What (who) is regarded as the proper object ? Who deserve

punishments ? Whether all of them are punishable or some of

them ?

Servants of Tama replied :

40. What is ordained in the Vedas is dharma or right-

eousness. What is against the prescription of the Vedas is a-

dharma (un-righteousness). We have heard it traditionally said

that the Vedas are Narayana incarnate and they, being the

breath (flowing out naturally from the nostrils) of the Lord**7

are self-existent.

41. It is the Lord (Narayaiia) by whom all these living

beings which are constituted of the attributes saliva, rajas and

tamas and which are severally discriminated and distinguished

by their qualities (e.g. quiescence), designations (Brahmaga,

Ksatriya etc.), activities (study, teaching etc.) and forms

(social classes, stages of life

—

varnas and airamas ) , are supported

properly in his own Form (Being).

42. The Sun-god, the Fire-god, the Sky, the Wind-god,

cows, the Moon-god, the twilights, days and nights, cardinal

points, the presiding deities of Water and the Earth, Time and

( the god) Dharma—all these are the witnesses (of the acts) of

the embodied beings.

367. Cf. aya mahato bhStasya nifiivasitam ttadypd Rgvedafy /
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43. (Acts of) unrighteousness as evidenced by these is

judged to be the proper reason for awarding punishment. All

the perpetrators of(evil) actions deserve punishment according

to the nature of their acts.

44. Oh sinless ones! Actions, meritorious or sinful are be*

ingdone by active persons as they are associated with attributes

(like rajas, tamas). For nobody invested with a body can be

actionless.

45. The same person enjoys the fruit of the same sinful

or a meritorious act in the next world in the same manner and

to the same extent according to the manner and extent to

which that (sinful or meritorious) act has been done by him in

this world.

46. Oh great gods ! (As you know it by your omni-

science) Just as here (in this world) there is found a three-fold

variety268 in living beings due to the diversity in the peculiar

qualities (or mixtures of sattva , rajas, and tamas attributes

exhibited in their pious, sinful or mixed acts)* the same may
be inferred about them in the next birth266 .

(Otherwise such

a diversity cannot be explained).

47. Just as the present period of time is the index of the

characteristics of the other periods that precede and follow

it270
, similarly the present life (ofhuman beings, prognostically)

indicates the righteous and sinful actions committed in the past

and (likely to be committed) in the future existences as well.

48* Staying in his own capital (Samyamini), the god

Yama-dharma clearly visualizes by his mental power, the pre-

268. SR. states that this is the arthipatti (circumstantial inference)

to explain re-birth. He explains the three-fold variety as follows :

1 ) of quiet, ferocious or dull nature.

2) experiencing a happy, miserable or mixed type of life.

3) of righteous, vicious or mixed nature.
According to VJ. , they are the best, worst and middle types of beings

according to dominance ofgugas— sattva, tamas and rajas.

263. In the next world.—VR.
270.. Just as the present season, e.g. the spring indicates the

characteristics regarding flowers, fruits etc. of the past and future Spring-
seasons.—$R., VJ.

* (i) Sr. : The Inner Controlling Self (antaiyimin

)

staying in the

city in the form ofbody etc.

(ii) VR. thinks that this verse refers to the Supreme Soul who stays

as antarydmin.

(iii) VJ. : Lord N&r&ya^a staying in the body of the living beings,
sees the past and future form, as also the merits and sins of the Jfra.
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vious form (e.g. god, sub-human being or the merits, sins etc.)

of the jiva (departed Soul), and deeply reflects what the jiva's

future state should be, by his reasoning capacity; for his Lord-

ship is omniscient like god Brahma
49. Just as a sleeping person in the dream-state regards

that he is identical with the body manifested in the dream,

and does not know his body in the pre-dream state or the body

to be assumed in the next dream, similarly the ignorant jiva

conditioned by avidya knows his present body as manifested by

the actions of his previous existence and not the previous form

assumed in the past incarnation nor the future body (of his

future existence) due to the loss of memory of his past lives.

50. With five conative organs, the jiva carries out his

(physical) functions (e.g. locomotion, exchange); with five

cognitive senses, he perceives (knows) the five objects of senses.

The singlejiva, the seventeenth, combined with the sixteenth,

i.e. the mind*71 experiences all alone, three-fold objects pre-

sented by the cognitive senses, conative organs and the mind.

51. This subtle-body ( litigant ) constituted of the sixteen

parts (enumerated above) and possessing three potencies (of

the attributes sattva, rajas and tamos) is beginningless. It con-

tinues to holddown a man in sarhs&ra which gives him joy,

grief, fear and sufferings.

52. The ignorant embodied being who has not subdued

the group of six (viz. five cognitive senses and the mind is

forced (by his subtle body) to perform actions despite his un-

willingness. Like a silk-worm covering itself in its cocoon, he

covers (entangles) himself in the net ofkarmas and fails to see

the way out.

53. .Verily, nobody can ever remain actionless even for

a moment ;
for everyone is helpless and is forced to do some

act by passions like attachments etc. born of (the three) attri-

butes (viz. sattva, rajas and tamos) which are the results of the

impressions of past actions.272

(iv) SD. It is the Supreme God ( Pafameivara )
abiding in the body

yet unaffected by birth etc. connected with the physical body, dispenses

the fruits ofmerits and sins through god Yaroa and he never interferes.

271. And the other fifteen constituents are the ten sense-organs,

five subtle bhStas forming the bases of objects' of senses—SR.

272. This is verbatim the same as JG. 3.5
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54. With avyakta (unmanifested destiny

—

adrfta) as the

instrumental cause, the gross physical body and the subtle

linga-iarira are formed. According to the powerful impulses of

thejiva
t he becomes moulded like his mother’s form or like his

father’s personality.

55. This contrary state of the Purufa (viz. involvement

of the (purufa into sarhsara
,

miseries suffered despite the Soul’s

blissful nature, due to his false identity with his body) was due
to the contact with Prakfti. It (this contact) dissolves comp-
letely within a short time through his devotion to God.

56. This (Ajamila) was really studied in the Vedic lore;

(was) the very abode of good nature, righteous conduct and
virture; was a strict observer of vows, gentle, self-controlled

truthful, master of mystical formulae, pure (both in mind and
body).

57. He used to serve his preceptors, the sacred fire, the

guests and elderly relatives advanced in age. He was un-

touched by pride (full of humility), a friend to all living

beings, a man of few words; he was a saintly person, not

jealous of anyone.

58. One day, this Brahma^a who obediently used to

carry out his father’s orders, went to the forest. He returned

therefrom taking with him fruits, flowers, sticks for sacrificial

fire and Kuia grass.

59-60. On his way back, he saw a certain shameless,

libidinous Sudr&who had drunk wine (called Maireya—distill-

ed from meal) in the company of a harlot whose eyes were

also swimming due to intoxication. With that woman who
was standing by him, with the knot of her Sari loosened (hence

in a semi-naked condition), the shameless &udra was courting,

and singing and joking nearby.

61. Seeing her embraced in arms which were erotically

painted with unguents, Ajamila was instantaneously infatuated

and succumbed to passionate love.

62. Despite his attempts to control himself with all (the

power of) his reasoning capacity and scholarship, he was un-

able to stabilize his mind and calm down his heart, which was

agitated by the£od of Love.

63. Being possessed by the devil in the form of passionate
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desire for her, he lost ( the balance of) his mind. Brooding

over her in his mind, he desisted from performing his prescrib-

ed religious duties.

64. With his entire ancestral property, he tried to pro-

pitiate her by vulgar carnal pleasures (appealing to her) so

that she may be pleased with him.

65. The sinful fellow whose judgment was paralysed by
the side-glances of that wanton woman, soon abandoned his

regularly wedded young Brahmana wife who was born in a

good family.

66. This stupid fellow (after squandering his ancestral

propei ty) got money from any place, by fair means or foul,

and maintained the family of this woman (now his housewife)

.

67-68. Inasmuch as this fellow violated all the Sastric

injunctions and led a licentious life censured by noble persons,

and lived a sinful life for a long time in an impure condition

and eating dirty (polluted by a harlot’s touch) food, we (serv-'

ants of Yama-dharma) shall therefore carry this sinner who
did nothing for expiating his sins, to the presence ofYama (the

god wielding the rod of punishment ) . There he will get puri-

fied through (undergoing the prescribed) punishment.

CHAPTER TWO

( Exposition of the Bhagavata Dharma ; Efficacy of the Lord's Kamo
and Ajamila's Ascension to Vtfnu-loka)

Sri Suka said

:

1. Having thus carefully heard the exposition addressed

(to them) by the messengers of Yama, the angels of Lord

Vi?nu who were pastmasters in philosophy and ethics, replied

to them, Oh King.

The messengers of Vitfiu said :

2. Oh What a pity ! Injustice (or unrighteousness) in-

fluences the assembly of those who should see through ( the real



nature of (righteousness. There, punishment is wrongly in*

Dieted by these (custodians of righteousness) on persons who
are not sinners and do not (hence) deserve it.

3. To whom can created beings go for a shelter, if injus-

tice particularly enters into their fatherly protectors and
teachers like rulers who are expected to be well-disposed, righ-

teous and impartial ?

4* Whatever a superior person docs is emulated by
other common people. Whatever he sets up as a standard or

regards as an authority the masses (ordinary people) follow it.

5. A common man, like unto a brute, docs not under-

stand, of his own accord, what is righteousness and unrighteous-

ness. Placing his head confidently on the lap (of a fatherly

protector like Yama-dharma), he sleeps resting without any
anxiety.

6. How is it proper that if the latter is really deserving

of confidence of all beings and has some compassion (and scru-

ples), he can be so treacherous to one who has completely

surrendered himself in faith, and cherishes friendship, and is

unaware (verging on unconsciousness).

7. That this man (Ajamila), even in a helpless stage

uttered the name ofHari which ( not only expiates sins but)

leads to the Final Beatitude, has atoned for all the sins com*
mitted by him even in crores ofhis past incarnations.

8. For, by the very act that he uttered the four syllables

NA—RA—YA—ISTA (while calling his son ‘Oh Narayana
come’) , this sinner has already completely atoned for all his

sins.

9-10** A thief, a wine-drinker, perpetrator of treachery

to one’s friend, a murderer of a Brahmana, one who violates

his preceptor’s bed (i.e. has illicit relation with one’s precep-

tor's wife)
,
the slayer of a woman, a king, a parent or a cow

and other types of sinners—to all these sinners, the utterance of

the name of Vi?nu is the most effective expiation, for Lord’s

* A verbatim quotation from BG. 3.21.
* * VR. and VG. write long discourses on the importance of God’s

name which may be read in the original. V.J. points out that the condi-

tion precedent is tlist the name of the Lord is to be uttered with ardent

devotion.
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mind gets attracted to the sinner uttering his name (or the

sinner’s mind is attracted to the Lord).

11. A sinner is not so thoroughly purified to that extent,

by performing the expiatory acts and observances ofvows pres-

cribed by the masters of the Vedic lore (like Manu and others ),

as by the utterance of the mere syllables of the names of Hari

(without adding ‘I bow to'), as his name is suggestive of

the excellences of the glorious Lord. (The effect of Lord’s

name does not exhaust and disappear immediately after dis-

pelling the sin as is the case with the penances like Kjcchra and
CSndrayaria,

278

12. For if the mind again runs (is attracted) to the evil

path even after going through the process of expiation, that act

of atonement is not thorough (in destroying sin) . For thosewho
desire to annihilate (the effects of) their (sinful) acts, repeated-

ly extolling the merits (by uttering the names) of Hari is the

sure remedy, as it (actually) purifies the mind.

13. Hence, do not carry him ( the jiva of Ajamila) by the

wrong way (the sinner’s path leading to Yama’s abode). He
has completely expiated all his sins. (When even a syllable of

the Lord’s name is sufficient to annihilate all sins), he has

uttered the complete name of the Lord when he was about to

die (and there is no time and hence possibility of committing a

sin after articulating the Lord’s name)

.

14. (As to the objection that Ajamila called his son and

and not Vignu, Visnu’s messengers explain). The experts in

Sastras say that utterance of the Lord’s name even if taken to

denote another person, or in a friendly joke or as an insertion

during the recitation of a song, or in (an outward, apparent

)

disrespect274 ,
completely annihilates all sins.

15. If a person unconsciously (and involuntarily) utters

the Lord’s name (Hari or any other) while he falls, tumbles

down, gets maimed, is bitten (by a serpent), heated (by fever

etc. )
and struck ( by a stick) , he docs not deserve to be torm-

ented in hell.

16. (Proportionately) heavy (difficult) and easy proces-

ses of atonement for sins of grievous and light natures have

273. VC. adds—This is the omnipotence of the Almighty Lord.

274. But real disrespect for God's name is a great sin.
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been thought over and laid down by the great sages ( like Manu
and other writers on the Dharma-Sistra) . (But there is no such

differentiation in case of Lord's name, as by merely remem-
bering Lord Vi$nu, one is absolved of all sins )

.

1

7.

Those (different kinds of) sins are washed away by
the austerities, charitable acts, mutterings (of prayers or

mantras) and such other (expiatory) processes. But the heart

of the sinner (or the subtle residual forms of the sins called

impressions or sarhskaras) are not thereby purified. Even that

is achieved by the service of the feet of the Lord. (All the sins

are annihilated by the very name of Hari, but vdsana or the

impressions unconsciously left on the mind by past actions are

wiped out by the vision ofLord Vi$$u—the Great Man etc.)

.

17a*. This Dharma, characterised by the repetition of

the name of the Lord, is the highest and the ancientmost,

and has been thus laid down. If practised, it purifies the mind
day by day, like clothes washed on every day.

17b
41

. As the individual soul (jvoa ) has no independence

in relation to the acts he performs, the expiatory acts cannot

completely purify the jfva’s mind (due to his dependence on

God’s will). Desisting from forbidden acts, he should there-

fore worship Hari by continuous singing and repetition of his

name.

18. Irrespective of a man’s knowledge or ignorance

(about the efficacy and potentiality of the Lord's name for

purifying thoroughly all the sins), if Lord Visnu’s name is sung

or muttered repeatedly, it burns down all the sins of man, like

fire ( even though ignorantly thrown by a child on a heap of

fuel) burns the fuel completely.

19. Just as a medicinal drug of the highest potency,

even though taken by chance, without being aware of its

efficacy, is bound to show its remedial effects, similarly the

sacred formula ( mantra

)

consisting of the Lord's name, even

when muttered by chance, without knowing its highest puri-

ficatory power) shows its efficacy (in annihilating all sins).

(Inherent power or potency does not require faith etc. in

showing its efficacy).

•17a & 17b are"Additional verses in VJ's text.
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* 19a. Oh messengers (ofYama) ! If you still entertain

any doubt about the righteousness ( of this)
,

you consult

(enquire) with your Lord, for the glorious god Yama knows the

most secrets of (what is the real ) Dharma .

Sri Suka said :

20. Oh King ! Having thus logically and convincingly

explained the path of the Lord (the Bhagavata dharma) and
after liberating him (Ajamila’S'/tipa) from the noose ofYama,
they ( Visnu’s messengers) got him released from (the clutches

of) Death.

21. The messengers of Yama who were thus (discom-

fited and) expelled, approached god Yama and faithfully re-

ported the whole matter to King Yamadharma, Oh vanquisher

of enemies !

22. Being completely extricated from the noose ofYama,
the Brahmana overcame his fear, and became his own former

normal self. 276 Feeling delighted at their sight, he bowed to the

servants of Visnu with his head.
• •

23. Perceiving that he was desirous to speak to them,

the servants of Lord Vi?pu instantaneously disappeared on that

very spot, while he(Ajamila) was (simply) looking on, Oh sinless

King.

24. Ajamila also heard separately from the conversation

of the messengers ofYama and of Vi§nu (Krsna), the (ritua-

listic) Dharma as propounded in three Vedas and based on

gu$as (as the fruit of this Dharma, viz. celestial pleasures are a

product of guyas), and also the Pure Dharma pertaining to

(and consisting of absolute devotion to) the Lord, and trans-

cending the three gupas.

25. Having heard the great glories of Lord Hari, he

immediately conceived earnest devotion to the Lord. Remem-
bering his evil past, he felt deeply remorsed.

26. “Alas ! How extremely deplorable it was ofme who

could not subdue my (lower) Self, and procreating myself in

the form of sons from a Sudra woman, I have desecreted my
Brahminhood.

* An additional verse in the text of VR. and VJ.

275. Resumed his previous pious way of life.—VJ.
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27. Fie upon me who am condemned by good people as

-a sinful wretch, a dark stigma on my family—I who abandoned
my virtuous young wife, and went to an unchaste wench given

to drinking.

28. Alas ! An ungrateful vile fellow that I am, I have
forthwith deserted my supportless, poor, aged, afflicted parents

who had no relative to protect them.

29. I, who am of that nature, shall obviously fall into

that terrible-most hell wherein lustful violaters of the path of

righteousness undergo tortures inflicted by Yama.
30. Was this a dream or was it a reality that I witnessed

a miracle here ? Where have the noose-bearers who dragged
me (out ofmy body ) today, gone now ?

31. Again, where have gone those four beautiful-looking

Siddhas (demi-gods) who released me while I was being taken

noose-bound, down to the subterranean ( infernal ) regions ?

32. In spite of my being a wretched person (in this

birth), there must have been some auspicious (deed done in

previous birth) inasmuch as I had the vision of those foremost

gods and due to which my mind feels serene and peaceful now.

33. Otherwise (but for such auspicious acts in my pre-

vious birth) the tongue of an impure, sinner like me who kept

a Sudra woman, could be capable of uttering, at the time of

death, the name of Lord Visnu.

34. Oh ! What a contrast between a shameless rogue

and a sinner like me ! I have violated (destroyed) my
Brahma^ahood and the auspicious name of the Lord

‘Narayana’.

35. Though I be such, I who have controlled my mind,

cognitive and conative organs and breath, shall endeavour

that way whereby I shall not plunge myself in the blinding

darkness in the form of transmigration of the Soul.

36. Having freed myself from the bonds (for household

and relatives) due to avidya (wrong identification of the body

with the Soul), lust (for enjoyment of pleasures) and actions

(binding the doer to this world and the next), I shall be a

friend to all beings, serene, friendly, compassionate and self-

controlled.

37. I shall liberate myself who am completely possessed
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by Lord’s Maya in the form of a woman (my &udra keep) by
whom, wretched as I was, I was made to dance and play like

a deer kept for amusement.

38. Having given up the notion of ‘I’ and ‘mine* with re-

ference to my body, ( belongings, property etc. ) and with my
thought concentrated on the real substance, I shall fix my mind
on the Lord. My mind has been purified by singing of the

name of the Lord (and other modes of bhakti ).**

Sri Suka said :

39. In this way, through a moment's association with the

pious (servants ofVi§nu), he felt a thorough aversion to worldly

life (and its pleasures ) and freeing himself from all ties (to his

mistress, children and property)
, he proceeded to Gangadvara.

40. Settling down in that sacred place (the abode of

God) , he betook himself to (the path of) Yoga. He withdrew

(from worldly pleasures) all his senses and organs, and con-

centrated his mind on the self.
/

41. Then, he dissociated his self from (the product of)

the guyas viz. the body, sense-organs etc., and by concentrating

his mind, he fixed it on the Supreme Brahman, which is the

essential form of the Lord and is the embodiment of conscious-

ness, and bliss.

42. When his mind and intellect were thus ( thoroughly)

stabilised in the Brahman, the Brahmana visualized before

him those very male figures (messengers of Vi$niu) ,
and recog-

nizing them as those as having been seen before, he stood up
and bowed down his head ( to pay respect).

43. After that vision, he cast off his body at the sacred

place (Haridv&ra ) in the Ganga and immediately assumed the

(angelic) form of the attendant of the Lord.

44. Along with the servants of Lord Vi$pu, the Brahmana
ascended the heavenly car made of gold and proceeded through

heavens to the abode of the Lord of Sri (i.e. Visnu ).

45. (Ajamila'-, the husband of the maid*servant (of a

low caste), who had thereby deluged (violated) all religious

duties and flouted his vows (of fidelity to his wife etc.
)
and

had (thus) fallen from Brahmanahoodby his reprehensible acts

(like stealing) and was consequently being hurled into the hell



(by Yama’s servants)
,
was released (from the noose of Yama)

the very moment he uttered the name of the Lord.

46. There is no better efficacious remedy to cut down
the roots of sin, for persons wishing Mokfa (Liberation from

Sarhsdra) than the continuous chanting of (the glories and) the

name of the Lord of hallowing feet (god Visiju) . By having

recourse to remembrance (and repetition) of the Lord’s name,
the mind is not attached again to acts (karmas ) ; but by any
other ( expiatory) acts ( except the chanting of the Lord’s name)
it becomes tainted with rajas and tamas.

47-48. He who listens with deep faith and reverence

this esoteric legend which is capable of destroying (all) sins

and he who devoutly recounts it (to others), never, verily, goes

to hell, nor is even eyed by the servants of Yama. Howsoever
inauspicious (and sinful) the mortal may have been (in this

world) he is greatly honoured in the region of Visnu.

49. By (merely) calling out the name of Hari addressed

to his son at the time of his own death, (even a sinner like)

Ajamila attained to Lord Vi§nu*s abode. What should be said

of a person who takes his name with faith and devotion. (He
would certainly ascend to Visiju’s abode)

.

CHAPTER THREE

( Varna explains Vifnu's greatness)

The King asked :

1. What did the god Dharmaraja (Yama, the presiding

deity of righteousness) , to whose authority this world is subject,

and whose order was thus flouted by the servants of Vi?nu

(Murari) reply to bis servants, on hearing their report of that

incident ?

2. Oh Sage ! The quashing of the penalty or order of

god Yama was never heard of at any time or from any person.

It is my firm conviction, Oh Sage, that nobody else than you,

can clear this doubt in the popular mind.
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«£rf Suka said ( in reply )

:

3. Oh King ! The servants of Yama whose attempts

(to execute Yama’s order) were foiled by the messengers of

Vi$t&u represented to their Lord Yama, the master of the city

of Samyamini.

Tama's messengers said :

4. Oh Lord ! How many controllers are there of the

world of living beings who perform three types of action

(meritorious, sinful and mixed)? And how many are there

who can dispense (lit. are the cause of the manifestation of)

the fruits thereof ?

5. If there be a number of rulers invested with the

powers to dispense justice (lit. wielding the rod ofpunishment

)

who would (i.e. nobody would) suffer death, i.e. the result of

sin leading to hell or enjoy nectar (i.e. the fruit of merit con-

ferring celestial happiness) [ in case these rulers of the world

disagree], and who would not suffer both, i.e., hell and heaven,

(in case they agree, one condoning an act and conferring

heavenly bliss, and the other condemning the same act and

dispensing suffering in hell, and both consenting to each other’s

decision)

.

6. (It may be argued that there is no hitch, if several

rulers dealing severally with the acts of these large numbers of

beings are postulated. But in the case of postulating a plura-

lity of rulers for dealing with vast numbers of beings engaged

in multifarious activities, rulership willbe ( reduced to) nominal

formality like that invested in tributary princes under an

emperor ( the real absolute ruler being different )

.

7. (Due to the untenability of plurality of controllers)

you are, therefore, ( according to us) the only one Supreme
ruler of all beings including the gods. You are the sole con-

troller and the judge to decide the good and evil actions of

beings and the dispenser of reward and punishment (lit. wielder

of the rod ofjustice to award heaven and hell).

8 Such as you are, your authority (lit. awarding of

punishment) is null and void And has ceased to exist in the

world today; for your order has been superseded (lit. tricked

off) by four wonderful Siddhas (demi-gods).
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9. While, in compliance of your order, a sinner was
being taken by us to the torture-houses (infernal regions ) , they

perforce cut asunder your nooses (fastening the sinner) and
liberated him.

10. As soon as the word ‘Naraya^a’ was uttered (by the

sinner), they hastened in saying, “Do not be afraid**. So we
wish to know from you who they are, ifyou think it is in our
interest to know them (otherwise by showing disrespect to them
through ignorance, there may be a trouble to you).

i$ri Suka said :

11. Thus enquired, god Yama, the controller of all

created beings was pleased, and calling upon mentally, the

lotus-like feet of Hari, replied to his messengers.

Tama said :

12. Quite diiferent from me is the Supreme Ruler of the

mobile and immobile creation. (Who transcends it. As his

servant, I control the mobile beings, especially the human
beings among them and more especially the sinners among men,
while he is the Supreme Ruler of all) . Into him the universe

lies woven warp and woof, like a piece of cloth.
.
It is from his

parts ( aihias viz, gods Brahma, Visnu and Rudra) that the

creation, sustenance and destruction of the universe take place.

The whole world remains under his perfect control like a bullock

controlled by a string pierced through its nostrils.

13. Just as one keeps bullocks tethered together to a

long rope, he binds people to his word (viz. the Vedas) by

designating them (into classes as Brahmarias, Ksatriyas etc.)

and prescribing to each his respective duties. These people

who are thus tightly regulated by their denominations and

duties are afraid of him and bear him worship ( by scrupulous

performance of their prescribed work).

14-15. I (and the guardian deities of other cardinal

points like) the great Indra, Nirrti, Varuna, the Moon-god,

the Fire-god, God Siva, the Wind-god, as also the Sun-god,

Brahma, the (twelve) sons of Aditi (the monthly rotational

solar presidents during a year ) , the Viive-devas, the (eight)

Vasus, demi-gods called Sadhyas, the (fortynine) Wind gods,
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the group of (eleven) Rudras along with the Siddha tribe of

demi-gods, and other progenitors of the universe (like Marici )

,

ruilers of gods (i.e. ruler-like highly respected persons like

Brhaspati), Bhrgu and others who are not tainted with rajas

and tamos—all these though dominated by the attribute sattva

but are touched (deluded) with his Maya do not understand

his intentions—What of others ? (Others can never fathom

it)

.

16. Jivas (individuals) verily cannot visualize him or

comprehend him by means of their cognitive senses, mental

faculties or vital breaths (which actuate the conative organs)

or by means of speech (or Sastras composed of words)

even though he exists within their hearts and pervades them

all (as the inner controller) , even as the forms (which are the

objects of the sight) cannot visualize the faculty of vision

(which reveals them ) . He is beyond them all.

17. Generally, the messengers of Hari, the Supreme

Soul, the self-dependent Supreme Ruler, the transcendent

Lord of the Maya go about in this world. They have attrac-

tive personalities and the same form, attributes and disposition

as of their Lord.

18. The messengers of Viynu are worshipped by gods.

Their most wonderful forms cannot be easily perceived. They
protect the mortal devotees of Vi $iju from enemies, from me and
from all (sides and people ) as well.

19. The (secret ofthe) doctrine as enunciated by the

Lord himself could not be comprehended by (persons dominat-

ed by the attribute Sattva like the sages, gods and prominent

Siddhas. How can it be understood by demons and men—much
less by demi-gods like Vidyadharas and Caracas.

20-21.’ We twelve—god Brahma, (the heavenly sage)

Narada, god Siva, Sanatkumara, Kapila (the founder of the

Sankhya doctrine), Manu, Prahlada, Janaka, Bhi$ma, the

demon Bali, Suka (the son of Vyasa) and we ourselves—know
the essence of the Dharma (the esoteric doctrine) as ex-

pounded by the Lord. It is extremely sacred, pure, secret and
difficult to comprehend. One who knows it attains immortality

(Final Liberation—Mok$a )

.

22. That alone has been remembered (prescribed in the
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Dharma Sastra) as the highest Dharma (sacred duty) of all

men in this world, viz., that they should cultivate .devotion

unto the Lord through the utterance of his name (and other

forms of bhakti )

.

23. Look at the great efficacy of the utterance of Hari’s

name, my boys. It is due to that, that even (a great sinnei

like) Ajamila was rescued from the clutches (lit. noose) of

death.

24. That even a great sinner like Ajamila, while on the

point of death (when one's faculties could not be concentrated

on the Lord), simply shrieked out (and not devotionally chant*

ed) for his son (and not for Lord Vi$nu) as ‘Narayana' and

attained Liberation shows that (mere utterance of Lord’s

name

—

ndmabhdsa—is enough to annihilate all sins and that

glorification of the Lord's attributes and deeds and chanting

of the Lord's name—all these are not required for mere des-

truction of the sins (but they are needed for cleanly wiping out

the impressions
(vasanas) left over by sins.

25. (As this esoteric doctrine was grasped by only a

dozen persons and remained a great secret to others, these

great men) like Manu( most probably did not know that) the

(efficacy of Lord's name) is this (as described above). Alas!

Their mind is sufficiently deluded by the goddess Maya. Their

intellect is focussed on (and entangled in) the three Vedas

promising in flowery language attractive fruits (of sacrifices

and other rituals). And they engage themselves in great exhi-

bitory performances of sacrificial acts. (The exhibitory attrac-

tion of sacrifices as contrasted with the chanting of the Lord’s

name in a solitary place, or due to their lack of faith in the

efficacy of the Lord's name leads people to performance of

sacrifices etc.

26. Having reasoned in this way, persons of good intel-

ligence certainly perform with concentrated mind, acts ( such

as chanting of the Lord's name etc.) conducive to the loving

devotion to the Lord of infinite attributes. They do not

deserve punishment at my hands (as they are sinless). Even
if sin is committed (inadvertently) by them, it is destroyed by
their singing ihe glory and chanting the name of the Lord

(who is widely sung by the Vedas)

.
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27. Do not (even) approach those good souls who have

resorted to the Lord and entertain equal outlook toward all

and whose holy stories are (therefore) sung by gods and

Siddhas. For they are protected by the mace ofHariand
neither we uor the Time-spirit is competent to punish them.

28. Bring (only) those wicked persons who are averse

to the sweet fragrant honey of the lotus-feet ofMukunda (Lord

Visnu) which is incessenily tasted by multitudes of Parama-

hamsas (ascetics of the highest order, or noble Swans) who
possess nothing of their own and are expert connoisseurs of

sweetness (of Lord's lotus-feet). Bring also those who have set

their hearts on their households, which is the way to hell.

29. Bring those fellows (to me) whose tongue does not

describe the excellent attributes of the Lord or utter his name;
whose mind does not remember his lotus-like feet; whose head

does not even once bow down to Lord. Krsna and who have

rendered no service to Lord Visnu.

30. May the Venerable Lord Narayana, the Ancient-

Person, pardon me for the offence committed by my men who
are his men. For his devotees who are ignorant, folding of

palms in reverence to the great persons is the way of request-

ing forgiveness. I bow to the perfect Person.”

31. The singing of Vi$nu’s name and glory is, therefore,

auspicious and blissful to the whole world. Oh King of the

Kuru race ! Please understand this to be a thorough expiation

of the greatest276 of sins.

32. The mind is not purified to that extent by observa-

nce of vows (e.g. fasting) as it does by the properly-developed

devotion of those who constantly listen to and sing of the great

exploits of Lord Vi$nu.

33. He who has tasted the sweet honey in the lotus-like

feet of Lord Kf$na does not find pleasure again in objects

offered by Maya which he has contemptuously discarded as

leading to sin and miseries (of hell). But the other person who
is ignorant about the blissfulness of devotion is overcome with

passions, desires to wipe out the sin in his heart by performing

276. mahatam—Or 'Of great persons'. Translate : ‘It deserves to br
observed by great persons for the complete expiation of their • sins, Ob
D.mJ Lfrflfr/H i,
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another karma which in its turn leads to (the creation of)

another sin (like the proverbial bath of an elephant which
covers itself with dust after coming out ofwater.

34. Oh King ! The servants ofYama were not wonder**

struck in the mind as they remembered ( their realization by
personal experience) the greatness of Lord Visnu as described

to them by their master (Yama) . Being afraid of persons who
have resorted to Visnu (Acyuta) they do not dare even to look

at them since that day onwards.

35. The venerable Agastya (the sage born from a

pitcher) who was seated (on the peak of) Malaya mountain,

worshipping god Visnu, narrated to me this secret historical

legend.

CHAPTER FOUR

( History of Dak$a
f

the son of Pracetas)

The King ( Parikfit ) said

:

1. . You have briefly described the genesis of gods, Asuras

(demons), men, serpents, beasts and birds during the (first)

Manvantara period presided over by Svayambhuva Manu.

2. I desire to know from you the details of that crea-

tion (as to) how and with what power the transcendental,

glorious Lord brought for the subsequent creation, Oh venera-

ble sage.

SUta said:

3.

On hearing this excellent query from the royal sage

(Pariksit), the great Yogi &uka, the son of Badarayana, ex-

pressed his appreciation and spoke unto him, the noblest of

sages.

Sri Suka said :

4.

When the ten Pracetasas, sons of king Pracina-barhis

emerged from within the sea (-like lake) they saw that the

earth was covered with trees.
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5. Being enraged at the trees and with their wrath
flared up by austere penance, they blew out fire and wind
through their mouth, with the intention of burning down the

trees.177

6. Finding the trees being reduced to ashes by them
both (the fire and the wind), the great Moon-god, the ruler

of the vegetable kingdom, addressed them with a view to

appeasing their anger.

7. “Oh highly fortunate Princes! It does not behove

you to bear enmity to the poor trees. You are regarded as the

protectors ofthe beings the special promotion of whose growth

should be your concern and desire.

8. Oh Princes ! The immutable glorious Lord Hari, the

ruler of progenitors of all creatures has created the trees and
the annual plants ( cereals) for fruits and food-grains ( or the

food of the manes and food for gods).

9. The immobile ones ( trees, plants etc. i.e. their pro-

duce like fruits and flowers) are food for the mobile creatures;

the footless (i.e. grass etc.) the food of those having feet: the

handless ones (e.g. the fish) are the food of those endowed with

hands; and the quadrupeds (e.g. deer, boar etc.) are the food

of the bipeds (human beings )

.

1 0. Oh sinless ones ! Inasmuch as you are commanded
by your father (Pracinabarhis) and by the god of gods to

procreate beings how is it proper for you to burn down trees

(which form the food of creatures).

1 1 . Please follow the path of the righteous which was

adopted by your father, grandfather and great-grandfather and
control your intensified wrath.

1 2. The parents* are real friends (guardians of interests)

of children; the eyelashes are of the eyes; the husband is of a

woman; the king is of the subjects; the householder is the true

friend of the mendicants and the teacher or the wise person is

that of the ignorant. (The protectors of beings are hence the

true friends of the creatures; you should not therefore, destroy

the food or the means of livelihood of your subjects).

13. The Soul that dwells within the bodies of the crea-

tures is Lord Hari, the Supreme Controller; please. note

377. Vide Supra 4.30.446*.
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(carefully) that the entire creation is his abode. Hence, it is

thus that he will be propitiated by you.

14. He, who, with a desire to know the real nature

of the Soul, controls ( within himself) sudden explosion of

wrath within the cavity of his heart, goes beyond the gunas

which are the cause of the miseries of Samsara)

.

15. Enough of the helpless trees that are (so far) con*

sumed with fire. ( Spare the remaining ones) . May the survi-

ving trees and yourselves live in bliss. Here is this excellent

girl (Marisa by name) brought up by the trees. May she be
accepted by you as your wife.”

16. Having pacified them (the Pracetasas) thus and
having offered that beautiful daughter (with fine hips) of the

Apsaras (Pramloca ) to them in marriage, the king Soma ( the

Moon-god) returned. They then married her according to

religious rites.*78

17. Daksa, the son of Pracetasas, they say, was born of

her from them. The three worlds are fully populated by his

progeny (and their descendants).

18. Now listen to me attentively how Daksa who was so

affectionate to his daughters piocreated beings by his mind
(mental faculty) as well as with his semen (physical body).

19. In the beginning, it was by his mental faculties that

he procreated these beings, viz., gods, demons (Asuras)
,
men

and such other creatures dwelling in the sky, on the earth and

in the water.

20. Finding that this creation of beings was not growing

prolific, the progenitor (of creation) approached the hills near

the foot of the Vindhya mountain and performed very austere

penance.

21. There was an extremely holy lake efficacious to des-

troy sins. It was called Aghamarsana (efficacious to wash off

sins) . He bathed three times a day ( in the morning, midday

and evening) in the lake and propitiated Lord Hari with his

austere penance.

278. Vide supra 4.30. 13-16. As Soma brought her up by nectar

from his index finger, he had the fatherly right to offer her in marriage.

As Lord Vifpu commanded thqn all to marry her, religious sanction was
automatically received for this polyandric marriage.
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22. He praised the glorious Lord Vi$nu with the Hathsa-
guhya hymn. I shall now recite that hymn with which Hari
was pleased with Daksa.

Praj&pati (Dakfa) said:

23. I pay obeisance to the transcendental Lord whose
power of consciousness is not unreal; who is the controller of
jiva ( the individual Soul as reflected through the three gunas of
Maya

) and the Maya ( the cause or the basis of such reflec-

tion)
; whose form or true nature is invisible to those who look

upon guQas or objects of senses as real; who is beyond all the
means of knowledge (e.g. inference etc.) who is beyond limit

of time and space, and Self-effulgent.

24. I bow to the Supreme Lord who is the friend of thtjiva
inhabiting the same city (body) along with him but of whose
friendliness (in activating the sense-organs and the mind) the
jiva is not aware. He is the seer of the world (and hence un-
seen by the world) just as a guna (the object of cognition) can-
not perceive the possessor of the guna (viz. the cognitive ability

of the cognizing sense)

.

25. The body, the vital breaths, the senses, the internal

organs or mental faculties, the five bhUlas (gross elements) and.

their tanmatrds ( subtle forms e. g. sound, touch etc.) do not

know either themselves or the oth'.rs and their presiding deities

who are beyond them all ( as all these have no consciousness)

.

Thejiva (being consciousness by nature
) knows all the gunas

( the root cause of the above-mentioned list) . But the jiva who
knows them ( the above

) does not know the Omniscient Lord
who is Infinite. Him I praise.

26. When the mind which cognizes the world of names
and forms ceases to function due to the loss or obsolescence of

all cognition and memory, in the state of samadhi or complete

absorption in the self, he (the SupremeBrahman) reveals him-

self through his inherent existence, consciousness and bliss. I

offer my salutations to him whose abode is the pure heart.

27. With their purified intellect, the self-controlled,

discerning persons discover (and meditate upon) him (as

distinct from aharhkSra) as enthroned in the innermost heart.
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even chough he lies unmanifest by his nine powers**® ( viz.

Prakfti, mahat or cosmic intelligence, ahamkdra or ego, mind
and tanmatras (five subtle bhUtas) and (by mind, five gross

elements and ten sense-organs ) and influenced by three gunas

(viz. Sattva
y

rajas, and tamos). (The above-mentioned wise

persons do so) just as the experts in sacri ficial lore separate (by

friction) the sacrificial fire latent in the (piece of) wood by
reciting the fifteen Samidheni verses*80 (in the course of churn-

ing out fire)

.

28. He is realized as the highest bliss in meditation by

the negation of Maya which creates all distinctions and diffe-

rences. Verily he bears every name, and assumes all forms.

He possesses within him innumerable potencies which are be-

yond the power of words to describe. (May the Lord be

gracious unto me)

.

29. Whatever is described in words, concluded ( to be

true) by the intellect, perceived by the senses or imagined by

the mind, is only a phenomenon of the (three) gunas and can-

not be his essential nature ; for he is verily characterised by

the creation or dissolution of gunas (i.e. their product, the

universe)

.

30. It is Brahman on which everything depends ;
from

it everything is caused; it has created everything from itself

with itself. Everything is for it and belongs to it. Whatever

it makes and causes others to make is Brahman. It is the ulti-

mate cause of all causes both earlier (e.g. god Brahma) or

later. As the primary cause, it is known to have preceded all

causes. It is one without a second, whether of its own kind or

of another category. It is Brahman to whom I bow*81
.

31. (If Brahman is the cause of the universe, why do

279- VJ. mentions a different list of nine potencies, viz., Vifnala,

Utkarfani, Jfidnckrryd etc. and the three powers (trivfdbhift) are Will,

Knowledge and Action (Kriy&).

280. Vi?nu is called the fifteenth Principle (PiUcadaiya) . The
remaining fourteen are : Ten sense-organs ( indriyas ) , mind, intelligence

(buddhi ), vital airs (Prana) and Pradhdna. Vi?au controls these—VJ.
281. VR. takes the Viiift&dvaita position in which Iivara is the

Soul and jfva andjagat (unintelligent matter) form his body. The diffe-

rent cases in this verse show die intimate relation of Iivara with others.
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the different schools of thoughts like the followers of Mlmamsa,
Nyaya, indulge in disputation?). It is his potencies (such

as Maya) which have verily become the grounds (causes)

for disputations and concurrence for various eloquent theoreti-

cians (of different schools of thought) and which (in spite of

the exhortations of theknowersof the truth to these disputants)

delude their minds now and again. I bow to him, the omni-

present Lord of infinite excellences.

32. (Yoga, as a science of divine worship, conceives of

God as a cosmic person with Patala, subterranean regions, as

his feet, while Safikhya which is the Science of Knowledge or

self-realization regards him as formless without any hands or

feet.) The Yoga and Sankhya systems of philosophy which

proclaim faith in one and the same Reality predicate the

existence and nonexistence of ( two) distinct and mutually

contradictory attributes to be subsisting in the same Reality

(viz. possession and non-possession of feet etc.). But the

common basis on which they agree and (is thus beyond dispute)

is the existence of God—a Reality beyond dispute. It is the

great thing—Brahman (to whom I bow).

33. May that glorious Supreme Lord of infinite attri-

butes be gracious unto me—the Lord who though above

material names and forms, invested himself with (absolutely

pure sattvic) forms by incarnating himself, and assumed names

by his (wonderful) deeds, for the sake of bestowing his grace

on those who seek shelter at his feet.

34. May that Supreme Ruler grant me my desired

object (s)—the Supreme Lord who abiding in all bodies as the

(formless) Inner controller, manifests himself in the forms

ofdifferent deities to people according to the tendencies (formed

by impressions of the actions of their previous births) and

their paths of worship of recent origin, just as a breeze ofwind

( though itself devoid of the characteristics of the earth, viz.

fragrance or colour) bears different kinds of smells according

to the fragrance of the flowers with which it comes into contact

or looks whitish, the attribute of dust mixed with it.

Sri Suka said :

35. Thus praised (with the hymns), the glorious Lord

who is affectionate to his devotees manifested himself to Dak9a
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while he was extolling him in the sacred lake called Aghamar-
sana, oh foremost Kuru.

36. Riding with his feet flung on both the shoulders of

Garu<ja, he wielded in his extraordinarily long and mighty
arms a discus, a conch, a sword,a shield, an arrow, a noose and
a mace (in each respectively).

37. He was clad in yellow silken garment with comp-
lexion dark like a cloud, his countenance and eyes were beam-
ing with pleasure and joy. His person was adorned with

Vanamdla (a garland of forest-flowers) and bore the mark called

Srivatsa and the valuable gem Kaustubha.

38. He wore a very costly crown and bracelets and
radiant pair of crocodile-shaped ear-rings. He was adorned
with zones, rings, bracelets, anklets and armlets.

39. The Lord of the three worlds manifested a beautiful

form captivating the three worlds. He was surrounded by
Narada, Nanda and other attendants and by protectors of the

worlds (like Indra, Varuna) . He was eulogized by Siddhas,

Gandharvas and caranas ( the celestial singers and others) who
followed him singing.

40. On seeing that most wonderful form (of the Lord),

the progenitor Dak$a was overcome with awe, but his heart

was oveijoyed. He lay prostrate before him on the ground

(like a rod) and bowed to him.

41. Just as rivers are overflooded by streams, his senses

were too full with intense joy to be able to speak. Thus, on

account of excessive joy he could not utter a word.

42 Lord Vi$$u who knows the minds ofall created be-

ings spoke thus to the progenitor devotee Dak$a who had laid

himself prostrate that way before him and was desitous of

procreating progeny.

The Venerable Lord said :

43. Oh highly fortunate son ofPracetas! You have

achieved the objective of your austere penance inasmuch as

you have cherished supreme devotion unto me through your

unswerving intense faith in me.

44. OhXord of created beings 1 1 am pleased with you

as the growth of the universe is the aim of your penance. It is
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also my desire that there should be all round growth and
prosperity of all created beings.

45. God Brahma, Siva, you all Prajapatis (Lords of

•created beings), Manus
( progeni tors of human beings who

preside over certain epochs or Manvantaras) and the foremost

deities—all are my special incarnations for the prosperity and

procreation of created beings.

46*. Oh Brahman (Daksa) ! Contemplation (accom-

panied with disciplines of Tama and niyama) is my heart. The
spiritual lore (the internal repetition of Mantras with the

specific technique of nydsa etc. which results in concrete

meditation and my realization) is my body. The activities

pertaining to contemplation is my form. Accurately performed

sacrifices are the limbs ofmy body. The merit (accruing from

the well-performed sacrifices ) is my Soul. Gods (the recipi-

ents of oblations in the sacrifices) form my very life.

47. At the beginning of creation, I alone existed (with-

out any activity) . There was nothing else as internal (the seer

or knower) or external (the seen or the object of knowledge )

.

I was pure consciousness and unmanifested. There was (as if)

deep sleep (no activity) everywhere.

48. In me who am Infinite and endowed with an in-

finite number of attributes, there evolved through Maya
(constituted of three gunas) this universe (a product of gunas).

At that time the selfborn Brahma, the First Person ( the crea-

tor of all) arose (along with the universe).

49. When the great god Brahma, though supplied with

my energy, became engaged in the work of creation, he felt

that he was not sufficiently competent for it.

50. Then as per my command, the god Brahma per-

formed very austere penance. Empowered by it, he created

nine progenitors of created beings including you (in your

previous birth ) in the beginning.

, *VR.,SD. explain that Lord wants to emphasize the importance of

contemplation, sacrifices etc. as they are dear to him.

GD. explains that the Lord reminds Dakfa of his previous birth and

proficiency in sacrifice by calling him ‘Brahman*.
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51. Oh dear child! Here is the daughter of the progeni-

tor of creatures, Paficajana. Her name is Asikni. Accept her as

your wife, Oh Lord of created beings.

52. You have to follow the righteous course of sexual

union between a duly married couple. You will procreate

progeny in large numbers from her who will also observe the

same righteous duty (of sexual intercourse between the duly
married) like you.

53. All created beings after you will be born through
sexual intercourse with women, under the influence of my
Maya and they will offer worship.

Sri Suka said

:

54. Having addressed him f thus, Lord Hari the prime
cause of the universe vanished on that very spot like an object

seen in a dream, while Daksa was looking on.

CHAPTER FIVE

(Dakfa curses Narada

)

Sri Sukasaid:

1. Being imbued with the energy of Visnu, Daksa

became powerful and begot through that (above-mentioned)

Paficajani ten thousand sons called Haryagva.

2. Oh King! All those sons of Daksa were of the same

nature and similarly righteous in conduct. When they were

commanded by the father (Daksa) to beget children, they

went to the western direction.

3. They went to a sacred lake called Narayana-saras882

situated in the area where the river Sindhu meets the sea—

a

holy place resorted to by a number ofsages and Siddhas.

4. At the very touch of that (sacred water of the) lake,

their hearts were cleansed of all impuritiesand they found their

38a. A lake at the mouth of the Indus at the western extremity of

the Runn ofKacch, 18 miles south-west of Lakhpat—CDAMI 138.
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mind attracted to the righteous way of life ofthe Paramahamsas
(the highest order of ascetics).

5. Being restrained by the command of their father for

begetting prolific progeny, they practised severe austerities. It

is then, they say, that the celestial sage Narada saw them.

6. And he (Narada) spoke unto them:

‘Oh Haryalvas! How is it that without seeing the limits

of the earth you want to create children. You are certainly

childish (foolish). It is a pity that protectors (of the subjects)

as you are, you are really childish.

7-9. Without seeing a kingdom inhabited by only one

man, and without knowing the hole with (apparently )
invisi-

ble outlet, the woman who can assume different forms ( at will)

,

and the man who espouses a harlot, a river flowing in both

directions, a wonderful house constructed of twentyfive mate-

rials, at one place a swan telling miraculous tales, an indepen-

dent, revolving (strong, sharp) disc made of adamants and

razors, and without properly understanding the implication of

the command of your omniscient father, how will you proceed

with your job of creation?

«£r» Suka said :

10. Having heard the enigmatic words of the divine

sage (Narada) , the HaryaSvas, with their ow ninborn reason-

ing capacity, began to investigate with their intelligence.

11. The earth (bhU ) is that field (or the linga-Sarira—the

subtle body—which causes pleasure, pain, merit, demerit etc.

like an agricultural farm yielding crop of cereals) desi-

gnated as jiva. The subtle body is (practically) beginningless

(existing from times immemorial) and it acts as a bondage to

the Soul. Without seeing how it becomes extinct, what is the

use of impious karmas (which do not lead to Moksa)

.

12. The only one (man in the country) stands for the

Sole Almighty ruler (of the universe). He is (beyond and)

witness to all mental states, viz., vtiva, taijasa and prajfla) and

hence is called the fourth—the omnipresent. He is self-dependent

supreme (the cause of everything else). Without seeing that

birthless (eternally free) Lord, what purpose can be served

by acts not dedicated to him?
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13. Just as a person who has gone to the subterranean

heaven (patdla ) does not return (to the earth in the same

body) , a man does not return to sarhsdra after attaining to the

self-illuminating Brahman within him. To a man who has not

realized (lit. is ignorant of) the Inner Light—Self-effulgent

Brahman, worthless1 karmas (which may lead to heavenly

happiness and other transitory pleasures) are of no avail.

14. Like a loose wanton woman wearing various attrac-

tive forms and gifted with (many attractive) qualities, the

intellect of man assumes shapes of objects of lower type of

pleasures (like form, taste and other objects of senses) and is

influenced by gunas (like rajas, tamas ) . To a person who has

not put an end to (i.e. transcended) such a multiple-interested

intellect, what can be achieved through hot pursuit of such

activities ?

15. What can be achieved through acts done without

discernment and knowledge by a jiva (man) who does not

understand the loss of his independence (and non-attachment)

by his association with such (above-mentioned
)

intellect and

is like a husband of a loose wife, follows her ways (characte-

rised by pleasure and pain).

16. What can be gained from activities influenced by
Maya which causes both the creation and destruction (and is

like a river flowing both ways)
.

(In order to prevent people

fallen in it from reaching the banks) .it rushes forth with great

velocity (assuming the form of anger, egotism etc.) at the

ghats, and its banks (in the form of penance, learning etc.).

17. Puru$a (the Inner Controller abiding in the body)

is a wonderful basis and mirror283 reflecting the twentyfive

categories (enumerated by Samkhyas). Of what use are the acts

(done with a false sense of independence) by one who has not

realized that he (Purusa) presides over the body (the aggre-

gate of the categories—a collection of cause and effect) .*84

283. SR. reads adbhuta-dariana ‘One who is of wonderful form*
(&scarya-r6pa)

.

284. S&Akhyas differ : According to Isvarakrfna, Prakrti is un-
created (without any cause ) . The next seven categories from mahat to

tanmStras are both cause (of the next category^ and the effect (of the pre
vaous category)_and the next sixteen : mind, 5 gross elements, 10 sense-

organs ^e effects only. Purus*, ia neither the cause nor effect.—

Sihkhyak&rikS 3.
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18. (This explains kvacid harhsam citrakatham in verse

8 above). What purpose will be served by acts oriented to the

external phenomenal world if one neglects ( the study of) the

fdstra
( philosophic teaching ) which' establishes the existence of

the Almighty Ruler by distinguishing between the intelligent

principle (the Soul) and inert matter and shows the (nature

of) bondage and (Final) Liberation (like a swan drinking

milk only from the mixture ofmilk and water) ?

1 9. (The explanation of kfaurapavyam svayam bhramim—
verse 8 above).

The wheel ofTime which is relentlessly and eternally

revolving is sharp like razor-blade. It is absolutely independent

(and hence uncontrollable). It destroys the whole creation.

To him who does not know this (nature ofTime) ,
ofwhat use

are the worthless acts ( done under the false presumption that

their fruits are eternal).

20. (The inner significance of verse 9 above).

How can anyone who does not understand the precept of

desisting from worldly activities, given by his father, the Sdstra

( which gives him the second birth by the upanayana, investiture

of the sacred-thread-ceremony and tenders salutary advice)

and who entertains faith in the path of worldly activities

(Pravftti-mdrga) based on gunas, go ahead with the work of

creation? (As Dak$a ceases to be a father after upanayana
,
you

can disregard his order without incurring a sin if you follow

the precept of fdstra, your father, and follow the path of

renunciation

—

Nivrtti-dharma )

.

21. (Being convinced by Narada) Haryalvas unanim-

ously resolved thus, and circumambulating him (Narada, by
the right side as a mark of respect) went the way (to liberation)

from which there is no return, Oh King!

22. The sage Narada, who has concentrated ( lit. ente-

red) his undivided mind in the lotus-like feet ofLord Vi$nu

(Hf$ikefa—the Master of sense-organs) as revealed in Svara-

Brahman (Brahman in the form ofnotes of the musical scale on

his lute), went about (his own way in) the world.

23. Having heard that his sons, so excellent due to their

righteous character, have disappeared and are lost to their

original duty (of procreating children) due to the advice of
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Narada, Dak?a was tormented with sorrow and lamented that

even to have good children can be a source of grief.

24. Being much consoled by god Brahma, Daksa again

procreated by Paficajani a thousand sons called Sabalagva.

25. Even they (Sabalagvas) who were commanded by

the father to beget progeny, took to religious vows and went to

the (sacred) lake Narayana where their elder brothers attain-

ed perfection (i.e. god-realization).

26. With their minds and hearts perfectly cleansed of

all impurities (sins) at the touch of those sacred waters, they

practised austere penance muttering (all the while) the sacred

syllable OM ( a symbol of the Supreme Brahman)

.

27. For several months, they subsisted on water, and

for many months, on the air only. They propitiated the Lord

of all Mantras (the glorious god Vi$nu), repeating this (follo-

wing) sacred mantra :

28. “OM. Salutations to Lord Narayana, the Indwel-

ling Controller, the Supreme Soul, whose place of manifestation

is the extremely pure sattvic heart and who is absolutely free

from all blemishes. We meditate upon him.”

29. The sage Narada approached even those ( sons of

JDak$a) who made up their minds to renew creation and spoke

to them the enigmatic words similar to those addressed to their

( elder) brothers, Oh King of Kings.

30. “Oh sons of Dak$a ! Listen carefully to the precept

as given (lit. addressed ) by me. You find out the path followed

by your elder brothers (for whom you are so full of

affection)

.

31. A brother who knows the path of righteousness,

follows the great path trodden by his brothers and with merit

as his friend, he enjoys (celestial) life in the company of the

Marut— (wind) gods (noted for their fraternal affection).”

32. Ohnoble King! having addressed this much, Narada

whose audience is never unfruitful, departed. They (&abala$-

vas) also followed the (spiritual) path of their (elder) brothers.

33. Having resorted to the exalted and agreeable

path attainable- to those whose senses and minds are turned

within (away from the external world)—the path that leads to
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the realization of the Supreme Brahman—-they, like the nights

that have passed, never return to this day.

34. Noticing at this time, a nupiber of evil portents, the

Prajapati Dak$a came to know that Narada had ruined his

sons.

35. Overwhelmed with grief for his sons, he got enraged

with Narada. (To prevent Dak$a from turning into a recluse,

Narada approached him). Finding Narada, he exploded ( lit.

spoke to him) with his lower lip quivering with rage.

Dakfa said :

36. Oh wicked fellow donning the garb of holy man f

You have done a great harm to good people like us, in show-

ing the path of mendicants to my young (good-natured)

children.

37. Oh sinful person! You have deprived (my sons) of

the bliss in both the worlds (here and hereafter) ,as they have

not repaid their debts to the sages, gods and manes and

have not investigated the nature of karmas.

38. Merciless and prejudicer of the mind of children as

you are, you are bringing stigma to the glory of Lord Hari,

and shameless as you are, you still move among the attend-

ants of Hari.

39. With the exception of you who are verily a traitor

to friends and who sow enmity between friends, all the

devotees of Hari are* really ever eager to shower grace on living

beings.

40. Renunciation cannot in this way be generated in

the minds of men by you who have disguised yourself as an

Avadhuta even though you have no knowledge. Though you

regard that self-control (automatically) severs the bonds of

affection (it is wrong).

41. A man cannot realize how objects ofsensual plea-

sures cause painful consequences, without personally experienc-

ing them. Therefore, one does not get disgusted to that extent

if his mind is unsettled by others (in that matter), as a person

would who has undergone the experience himself.
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42. We have tolerated the unbearable wrong you have
done to us, householders, who have vowed to perform Vedic
karmas with a wish to get heavenly bliss.

43. You are a destroyer of the continuity of my race.

As you have again done a wrong to us, you will not get a

resting place while wandering through the worlds (Oh fool).

Sri Suka said :

44. Narada who was highly respected by the pious

people accepted the curse saying, ‘Very well*. He is called

really a Sddhu (pious soul) who though competent to retali-

ate, bears up the wrong done to him.

CHAPTER SIX

( Progeny of Dakfa's Daughters

)

Sri Suka said :

1 . Then comforted by the self-born god Brahma,
Pracetasa Dak$a begot on Asiknl sixty daughters who were

affectionate to their father.

2. He gave ten daughters (in marriage) to Dharma,
the presiding deity of righteousness, thirteen to sage Ka
(Kafyapa), twenty-seven to the Moon-god, two each to sages

Bhuta, Arigiras and Kr£a£va and the rest to Tark?ya, another

name of Ka£yapa.

3. Now, hear from me their names along with those of

their offspring whose children and children’s children ( descen-

dants) have populated completely the three worlds.

4. (The names of Dharma’s wives are) : Bhanu, Lamba,

Kakubh, Jami, ViSva, Sadhya, Marutvatl, Vasu, Muhurta,

Sankalpa. Now listen to (the names of the sons).

5. From Bhanu was born Devajr§abha. His son was

Indrasena. From Lamba was born Vidyota who gave birth

to (deities presiding over) cloud.

6. Sankafa was born from Kakubh. His son was

Kfkata, from "whom were begotten the spirits presiding ovei
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the fortresses on the earth. Svarga was the son of Jami.

From him was born Nandi.

7. From Vi$va were begotten the ViSvedevas who are

said to be childless. Sadhya gave birth to a group of gods

known as Sadhya whose son was Arthasiddhi.

8. From Marutvati were born ( the forty-nine) Maruts

(wind-gods) and Jayanta who was a part manifestation of

Vasudeva and whom they know as Upendra.

9. From Muhurta were born the race of gods called

Mauhurtikas who verily bestow upon living beings fruit

appropriate to the particular period of time (when an act is

performed at that time).

10. Sahkalpa gave birth to Sahkalpa (the deity presid-

ing over thought process). It is declared that the god of love

is born of Sahkalpa. Vasu gave birth to eight sons called

Vasus. Hear from me their names (now)

.

1 1
.

(Their names are ) : Drona,Prana, Dhruva, Arka, Agni,

Dosa, Vasu, Vibhavasu. Drona begot from his wife Abhimad
children called Har$a, Soka, Bhaya and others (the presiding

deities ofjoy, sorrow, fear etc.)

.

12. Prana begot Sahas, Ayus, Purojava from his wife

Orjasvati. Dhara^i (the earth), the wife of Dhruva, gave

births to various towns and cities.

13. Vasana was the wife of Arka (the Sun-god).

Their sons like Tar§a and others were well known. Dhara was
the wife of the Vasu called Agni, and their sons were Dravi-

naka and others.

14. And Skanda was the sonofKrttika (another wife
• %

of Agni). From him were bom Vfcakha and others. Doga had
by Sarvari, a son called Silumara (the deity of the stellar

sphere) who was an arhSa (digit) of Hari.

1 5. From AngirasI, the wife ofVasu, was bom ViSva-

karma, the architect of gods. The name of his wife was Akfti.

From her were born Cakgusa, (the sixth) Manu. Vilvedevas

and Sadhya gods were the sons of Manu.
16. From Vibhavasu, Uga gave birth to Vyugfa, Rociga

and Atapa. From Atapa was bom Paficayama(the deity presid-

ing over the day-time) who keeps created beings awake and
alert to their duties.
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17-18. Sarupa, the wife of Bhuta, gave birth to crorea

ofRudras ( the deities entrusted with the duty of destruction),

the chief among them were the eleven, namely, Raivata, Aja,

Bhava, Bhima, Vama, Ugra, Vpsakapi, Ajaikapada, Ahirbu-
dhnya, Bahurupa and Mahan. From Bhuta, another wife of
Bhuta, were born the terrible Bhutas and evil-spirits (called

Vin£yakas) who were the attendants of Rudras.

19. Svadha, the wife of Prajapati Angiras, gave birth to

the manes (Pitrs ). Sati, another wife of Angiras, accepted the

Veda called Atharva—Angiras—as her son.

20. Kriaiva begot from his wife Arcis, Dhumrake^a as

the son, and on Dhisana four sons, viz. Veda$iras, Devala>

Vayuna and Manu.
21-22. Tarksya which was another name of the sage

Kafyapa, had four wives, namely, Vinata, Kadru, Patangi

and Yamini. Patangi gave birth to birds; Yamin! to locusts.

Vinata had a son called Garuqla who was the vehicle ofdirectly

the Lord of Sacrifices (Visnu). She had another son called

Aruna (the thighless) who is the charioteer of the Sun-god.

Kadru, mothered serpents of various species.

23. Oh descendant of Bharata ! The presiding deities of

Krttika and other twenty-seven constellations of stars, were

wedded to the Moon, but due to the curse of Daksa, he was
affected by consumption and had no issue from them.

24. Having propitiated Dak§a again, he regained his

digits which decreased in the dark half of the month but had
no children. Now, listen to the auspicious names of the

mothers of the world (viz. Kalyapa’s wives).

25-26. The following are the names of the wives of

Kafyapa who gave birth to this world ;
Aditi, Diti, Danu, Ka-

$tha, Arista, Surasa, I la. Muni, Krodhavafa, Tamra, Surabhi,

Sarama and Timi. From Timi were born aquatic beings;

from Sarama, tiger and other carnivorous animals.

27. From Surabhi, were created buffalo, cow and other

beasts with cloven hooves; from Tamra, hawks, vultures and

other birds of prey ;
from Muni, the bevy of celestial demsels.

28. Oh King ! Serpents like Dandaluka and otherswere

the offspring"of Krodhavala; the vegetable kingdom, of Ila,

and the Yaksas and Rak$asas of Surasi.
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29. The Gandharvas ( celestial singers ) were born of

Arista ; beasts with uncloven feet (e.g. horses, donkeys etc.), of

Kasfha; Danu had sixty-one sons. Listen to the names of the

prominent ones in them : t

30-31. (They are :) Dvimurdhan, Sambara, Arista,

Hayagriva, Vibhavasu, Ayomukha, $anku£iras, Svarbhanu,

Kapila, Aruna, Puloman, Vrsaparyan, Ekacakra, Anutapana,

Dhumrakefe, Virupak?a, Vipracitti and Durjaya.

32. As is reported, Namuci married Suprabha, the

daughter of Svarbhanu. The mighty Yayati, the son of

Nahu?a, was wedded to £armi$tha, the daughter of Vrsa-

parvan.

33. Danu's son Vai£vanara had four daughters who
were very beautiful to look at. They are : Upadanavl, Haya-
lira, Puloma and Kalaka.

34. Out of them, Upadanavi was married to Hirariya-

k$a and HayaSira to Kratu. Oh King, KaSyapa married

Puloma and Kalaka, the two daughters of VaiSvanara.

35. The great sage KaSyapa married them as he was

directed to do so by god Brahma. The sons of Puloma were

the Danavas known as Kalakeyas who were famous for their

warlike nature.

36. Out of them, sixty-thousand sons known as Nivata-

kavacas who used to disturb sacrifices, were killed by your

father’s father single-handedly, while he paid a visit to Svarga

and wanted to please Indra.

37. Vipracitti begot on his wife Siiiihika one hundred

and one sons. The eldest of them was Rahu who got a posi-

tion in the planetary system, along with the remaining hund-

red sons who were named Ketu.

38. Now, listen from me in due sequence, the details of

the race of Aditi wherein the Almighty God Narayana incar-

nated by his own arhia (digit).

39. The sons of Aditi were : Vivasvan, Aryaman,

Pu?an, Tva?tr» Savitjr, Bhaga, Dhatr, Vidhatj*, Varu^a, Mitra,

Indra and Trivikrama (Vamana). (These are the presiding

deities of the orb of the Sun each month).

40. The highly fortunate Sarhjfia, the wife of Vivasvat,

gave birth to Sraddhadeva, the MaUu and a twin called the



Yama god and (his sister) Yami. That very Samjfla became
a female horse and gave birth to the twin gods ASvinikumaras,

on this earth.

41. Chaya (another wife of Vivasvat) gave birth to

$anai£cara, the presiding deity of the planet Saturn, and
Savarpi Manu. She gave birth to a daughter also called

Tapati who chose in marriage Samvarana as her husband.

42. Matfka was the wife of Aryaman. Their sons were

called Garsani (for they possessed wisdom of what should and
what should not be done) . From them were evolved the

human kind by god Brahma.

43. Pu?anwa$ childless. He got his teeth broken former-

ly as he exhibited his teeth in laughing at Siva when he was

enraged at Dak$a, and Pu$an had to subsist on flour.

44. The girl Racana, the younger sister of the Dailyas,

became the spouse of Tva?t?. From them were born sons

namely Samnive£a and the mighty Vi$varupa.

45. The host of gods selected him ( for preceptorship

)

even though he was the nephew (sister’s son) of their enemies,

as they were forsaken by their preceptor Bj*haspati who was

insulted by them.

CHAPTER SEVEN

(.Bfhaspati's Insult and his abandonment of Preceptorship)

The King said :

1. Please tell me, Oh venerable sir, why the gods were

forsaken by their own preceptor and what was the fault of the

disciples (gods) against their teacher.

Sri Suka said :

2-6. Indra transgressed the path followed by the good,

due to his arrogance of overlordship of the three worlds.

(Once) surrounded by Maruts, Vasu, Rudras, Adityas,

Rbhus, ViSvedevas, Sadhyas and the Alvinikumaras, and
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attended upon and praised and sweetly extolled by Siddhas,

Caranas, Gandharvas, by sages, the knowers of Brahman,
Vidyadharas, heavenly damsels, Kinnaras, birds and Nagas
( serpents) , he ( Indra) was seated on the throne equipped

with a white umbrella, beautiful like the orb of the full Moon,
and with chowries

r
fans and other insignia of supreme royalty.

He looked extremely splendid with (his wife) £aci occupying

half the throne.

7*9. When he did not welcome the great preceptor of
gods and of himself, by offering him due formalities of respect

such as standing up, offering a seat, on his arrival; he (Indra)

did not rise at all from his seat, even though he saw the great

sage Brhaspati who was adorable both to gods and demons, com-
ing to his assembly; the wise and powerful descendent of

Ahgiras (Brhaspati) who understood that the violation of good

manners is due to the arrogance of affluence and power, came
out of the assembly and quietly returned to his house.

10. At that very moment, Indra became aware of the

disrespect shown by him to his preceptor, and he, of his own
accord, censured himself publicly in the assembly.

1 1 . “Oh what a pity ! What an unrighteous and wicked

deed has been committed by me, of poor intellect : being

intoxicated with the arrogance of wealth and power, my pre-

ceptor has been disrespectfully treated in this assembly.

12. Who will covet for the prosperity and wealth of the

Lord of the celestial regions, if he be wise ? for I who am the

Lord of gods of s&ttvic nature was dragged into the demonic

state of egotism by that prosperity.

13. Those who lay down that the occupants of the

highest position should not rise to receive anyone, do not know
the highest code of conduct.

14. Those who believe in the words of those who show

the wrong course and themselves sink in the dark infernal

regions, verily, go down ( to the abysmal depth of hell ) by
boarding a raft of granite rock, as it were.

1 5. Now with all my crookedness shed off and touching

With my head the feet of that Brahmaria, the preceptor of

gods, and possessor of unfathomable intelligence, I shall propi-

tiate him."
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16. While Indra was musing thus, the venerable Brhas-

pati went out of his mansion and disappeared with his superb

spiritual power.

17. The glorious Lord of the celestial region, looked on

all sides for the whereabouts of his preceptor, but could not

trace him. Anxiously considering (what will happen to them

all, in the absence of the protection of the preceptor) Indra,

though he commanded the loyalty of all gods, did not get the

peace of mind.

18. As soon as all the demons got the report of it (the

desertion of gods* side by Bfhaspati), they followed the advice

of &ukra. Haughty as they were, they carried a war against

gods with their arms raised.

19. Gods whose heads, thighs and arms were deeply

wounded by the sharp arrows discharged by the demons, went
* #

along with Indra, with their heads lowered in humility, to

god Brahma for protection.

20. The venerable birthless self-born god Brahma saw

them afflicted and harassed that way. Consoling them, the

god spoke out to them in his supreme grace.

God Brahma said :

21. What a pity it is. Oh great gods ! Out ofarrogance

of power and wealth you have certainly committed a very un-

just and inauspicious deed in not respectfully welcoming a

self-controlled Brahmana who was imbued with the spirit of

Brahman.

22* It is the result of your unrighteousness that you

gods, rich and powerful as you are, are defeated at the * hands

ofyour enemies who were extremely weak.

23. Oh Indra ! Look at your enemies who became
extremely powerless due to disrespect shown by them to their

preceptor, have again grown in strength due to their devoted

propitiation of their preceptor Sukra. They, who regard

§ukra as their deity, may capture even my abode (Brahma-
loka).

24. The demons who are well instructed in their objec-

tives by £ukra Aid whose secret designs are not divulged, have

the slightest regard for the celestial region. (They can easily-
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conquer it) . Inauspicious results do not befall kings who are

protected by Brahmanas, Lord Visnu and cows.

25. Therefore, take resort to ViSvarupa immediately.

That Brahmana, the son of Tvastr, possesses self-control and (a

wealth of) penance. If respectfully treated by you, he will

accomplish your objects, if you put up with (some of) his acts

(ofpartiality to demons).

Sri Suka said :

26. Oh King ! Gods who were thus advised by god

Brahma, were relieved of their feverish anxiety. They approach-
ed the sage ViSvarupa, the son of Tvastr, embraced him and

addressed him thus.

Gods said :

27. We have approached your hermitage as unexpected

guests. May you be blessed. Oh child. Please accomplish the

wish of your elders (uncles) as demanded by the occasion.

28. It is the highest duty of virtuous sons to serve their

parents, even though the sons themselves have got children. It

is much more so in the case of celibates. Oh Brahman.

29. The preceptor who invests the sacred thread and

initiates in the Vedas, is the embodiment of the Vedas. Father

is god BrahmSL (the creator) incarnate. A brother is as if

an image of Indra, the chief of gods. The mother is a verita-

ble earth personified.

30. A sister is the embodiment of tenderness. An un-

expected visitor is the soul of dharma (the god of righteousness).

And the guest staying with us is the god of Fire incarnate and

all beings are the representations of the Supreme Soul of Lord

Visnu. (Therefore, one should look upon all beings like him-

self) .

31. Oh child, you should carry out our request and

remove by your penance the afflictions of us, your elders, who
are suffering from defeat at the hands of our enemies.

32. We select you, who are possessed of Brahmanic

power, and a Brahmana deserving respect, as our preceptor, so

that we shall easily and thoroughly vanquish our enemies by

the virtue ofyour spiritual power.
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33. They (the wise) do not censure the act of bowing
at the feet ofyounger persons for the accomplishment of their

objects. Mere age is not the ground of superiority when one

is wanting in Vedic knowledge.

The Sage ( Suka ) said :

34. The great sage Vi^varupa who was so earnestly en*

treated by the gods for accepting priesthood, became pleased

and spoke to them in soft words.

Viivarupa said :

35. Priesthood has been condemned by the righteous

ones as leading to the loss ofspiritual power. But, Oh masters,

how a person like me who deserves to be commanded by
Lords of worlds like you, can refuse your request, for comp-
liance (of your orders) is in my real interest.

36. To those who decide not to possess anything, grain

that is gleaned after the removal of corn from the fields and

the grains of corn found after the market-day is over, form

the wealth. I have performed my righteous duties with that

wealth. Oh suzerine Lords, how should I accept the reproach-

ful priesthood which pleases only those who are wretched in

intellect.

37. I, however, do not refuse what has been requested

by elders like you. Whatever insignificant is desired by you,

I shall accomplish it, at the cost of my life and means.

Sri Suka said :

38. The great ascetic Viivarupa who was thus solicited

for accepting priesthood promised them ( the gods) thus, and

carried out his duties of priesthood, with perfect concentration.

39. The (spiritually) powerful sage snatched the for-

tune of the enemies of gods even though it was protected by

the incantations and spells of &ukra, and by the prayer (lore)

of Vi§Qu, i.e. by Kardyana Kavaca
,
gave it to Indra.

40. The noble-minded Viivarupa initiated Mahendra in

that lore, and Indra, the thousand-eyed god, became power-

ful and protected by that lore, vanquished the armies of

demons.
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41.* Indra, the leader of all gods, entered the spiritual

coat of armour called Nardyaya Kavaca and always scored

victories over the demons, like a lion over ordinary beasts, Oh
child.

CHAPTER EIGHT

( The Ndrdyana-Kavaea explained )

The King enquired :

1-2: Oh venerable Sir, please teach me the protective

prayer of Narayana which serves as an armour, and protected

by which, Indra, the god with thousand eyes, sportfully but

thoroughly vanquished the soldiers of the enemies with their

horses and chariots, and enjoyed the sovereignty of the three

worlds, and protected by which he conquered his enemies who
attacked him with raised arms, in the battle.

Sri Suka replied :

3^. The priest ViSvarupa, the son of Tva$tr> when solicit-

ed, explained to the great Indra, the protective prayer called

Narayaga Kavaca. Listen to it with concentrated mind.

4-6. “When a danger is impending, a person should

wash his hands and feet, and sip water as dcamana . He should

put on a ring of the Ku&a grass round his finger, and sit with

his face turned to the North. Thus purified and observing si-

lence, he should perform Nyasa, consecrating the various

parts of the body and hands with the mantras or sacred formulae

( one of eight syllables viz. Orb namo N&rdyaty&ya and the other

of twelve syllables, viz. Orh namo bhagavate Vdsudevaya ) . He should

put on the armour (protective covering) sacred to lord

Narayana, by* contemplating the Lord (with the eight-syllab-

led mantra—Orh namo Nardyaqdya

)

located in the feet, in the

knee-joints, the thighs, the stomach, the heart and the chest,

the mouth, the crown of the head (thus spiritualizing the

•VJ'i text adds this verse.
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'whole body with the protective mantra of Naraya^a) or perform
the same in the reverse order (technically known as Sathhara

Nytisa).

7. He should then perform the karanyasa—the spiritua-

lization of the hands—with the secret incantation or mantra

consisting of twelve syllables (Om namo bhagavate Vasudevaya),

He should deposit spiritual power beginning with the sacred

syllable Orh and ending with ya in his fingers and joints of

the thumbs.

(The method ofspiritual insulation against dangers with

the mantra Orh Vifnave namah is explained ).

8. He should deposit OM (the first syllable of the

mantra Orh Vifnave namah
)
in the heart, vi on the crown of

the head, f in the middle of the eyebrows, and pa in the tuft of

the hair on the head.

9-10. The syllable ve should be used (to spiritualize)

the two eyes and na be deposited in all joints (of the body ).

He should contemplate the syllable ma as the missile. He should

direct in all (the ten) directions the syllable ma% (ma with a

visarga ) ,
paid ending with the sound phat (for casting the

spiritual protection on all sides, to shut out evil spirits—the

words to be used while snapping the middle finger and the

thumb are mafr astraya phat). Thus a wise man becomes the

mantra Orh Vifnave namah incarnate.

11. He should then meditate on the Supreme Lord

endowed with six potencies (viz. sovereignty of the universe,

righteousness, glory, affluence, supreme knowledge and detach-

ment from the world) and should contemplate himself as

identicalwith him* He should then repeat the following mantra

viz., Jfar&yaga havoc

o

as the embodiment of learning, energy

and penance.

12. May Hari, designated by the sacred syllable OM,
afford me protection on all sides and in every respect—Hari

who has placed his lotus-like feet on the back of the king of

birds, viz., Garud&; who possesses eight spiritual powers

(siddkis-animd etc. ) and who is endowed with eight arms in

which he wields eight weapons, viz. conch, discus, a shield,

sword, mace, arrows, bow and a noose.

1 3. May!Vi?nu in the form of the Fish ( Incarnation)
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protect me from aquatic animals and the noose of Varutia in

waters. May Vamana who has assumed the form of a young

boy by his magic power protect me on land. May Trivikrama

who has assumed the cosmic form protect me in the skies.

14. May the mighty Lord Nrsimha (the Man-Lion
form of Vi$nu), the vanquisher of the king of demon-forces

(Hiranyakalipu), at the release of whose tremendous peals of

roaring laughter, the cardinal points reverberated violently,

and the embryos (from the wombs of Asura women )
were dis-

charged, protect me, in dangerous situations like jungles, battle-

fronts and others.

15. May the boar-incarnation of Lord Hari, who
uplifted the sphere of the earth with his tusk, and who is the

embodiment of Sacrifice (yajfta) protect me on the road (while

travelling). May Paraiurama shield me (from dangers
)
on

mountain-peaks and may Rama, the elder brother of Bharata,

along with Laksmana, protect me in long journeys (or foreign

lands)

.

16. May Lord Narayax^a shield me from black magic

and commissions of mistakes of all kinds. May the sage Nara

protect (me) from pride; Datta, the Lord of yoga
,
guard me

against pitfalls in the practice of yoga. May Kapila, the cont-

roller of (sattva, rajas and lamas) grnas protect me from the

bondage of karma .

17. May Sanatkumara save me from the god of Love;

May the horseheaded God (Visnu), from (neglecting in pay-

ment of obeisance to (images of) gods situated on the way.

May the prominent divine sageNarada, from the ( thirty-two)*86

285. VD, quotes from Paftcar&tra, the list of 32 transgressions in the

worship of god Vi?nu. They may be translated as follows :

—

( 1 ) To enter a temple in a vehicle or without removing even wooden

sandals; ( 2) to neglect serving in celebrations (the utsavas) of gods; (3) to

fail to bow to an image of god after seeing it; (4) to bow to god in an

impure condition (as in the mourning period); (5) to salute with one

hand (instead of folding both the hands); (6) merely to circumambulate

the image of thfc deity without stopping to bow to it, after completing each

circle; (7) to sit with legs stretched before god's image; (8) to squat

raising one knee and encircling them with bands before the deity: (9) to

take meals in front of the deity; ( 10) to sleep before deity; ( 1 1 ) to tell a

lie in the deity's presence; (12) to talk loudly; (13) to speak Between

each other
: (14) to 'cry loudly and (15) to quarrel before the god's
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transgressions in worshipping the Supreme person. MayHari
in the Tortoise-form save me from all kinds of hells.

18. May Lord Dhanvantari (the physician incarnation)

protect me from unwholesome food ; may Lord R$abha, the

subduer of his mind, from the pairs of opposites (pleasure-pain,

heat-cold) and from fear; may Yajfia, from the censure of
the world; Balabhadra, from the death and violence at the

hands of others (or from Yama) ; Lord Se?a, the king of serp-

ents, from the revengeful race of serpents (called Krodhava£a).

19. May venerable Vyasa (Dvaipayana) guard me
against ignorance, Lord Buddha save me from heretical doct-

rines and negligence of duties; may Kalki who has specially

taken this noble incarnation for the protection of Dharma
(righteousness), protect me from the Kali age, the dirtiest of

all aeons.

20. May Lord Kesava protect me with his mace in the

morning (the 1st sixth part of the day) ; may Kr§Qa who has

taken a flute in his hands, protect me in the Sangava period

(next sixth part of the day) ; may Naraya^a with his javeline

held up (protect me) in the forenoon; may Visnu with the

discus Sudar£ana in his hand, shield me at mid-day.

2 1 . May god Madhusudana, the wielder of the terrible

bow, protect me in the afternoon
;
may god Madhava of three

forms (Brahma, Vi$^u and Rudra), in the evening. May
Hfsike'a protect me in the first sixth part of the night; and

Padmanabha alone during the second part and even at

midnight.

image; (i 6) to trouble or (17) to favour another; (18) to speak cruel

words in the presence of the Deity; ^ 19) to cover one’s seif with a

blanket; (20) to speak ill of others (21) or to eulogize others in god’s

presence (22) to utter obscene words; (23) flatuence or breaking wind;

(24) to offerordinary material for worship when one can afford the better;

( 25) to eat without offering it as naivedya to the Deity; (26) not to offer

fruits or flowers peculiar to and available in the sesaon to god first

before distributing them to others; (27) to offer a fruit etc. a part of

which has been already eaten or taken by others; (28) to sit with one’s

back turned towards the Deity; (29) to bow to other persons before offer-

ing obeisance to the Deity ; (30) negligence in greeting one’s preceptor

and failure to speak to him; (31) self-extolment and (32) scandalising any

deity in the presence of god Visnu’s image.
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22. May the Supreme Ruler bearing the Sri-Vatsa mark
protect me in the latter part of the night, and god Janardana,

carrying the sword, at about dawn ( the fifth part of the night)

;

may god Damodara at dawn; and Visnu the Lord of the

universe who manifested himself as Time ( or the destroyer of

all
)
protect me during twilights.

23. The discus Sudartiana, the rim of which is fierce

like fire raging at the time of the destruction of the universe,

whirls about when discharged by the Lord. Oh SudarSana do

completely and thoroughly burn down the inimical forces to

ashes just as fire, helped by the friendly (favourable) wind,

immediately consumes (heaps of) dry grass.

24. Oh mace ( Kaumodakl ) ! You are dear to the invin-

cible Lord. The sparks discharged by you are as formidable

as the blow of Indra’s Vajra (or thunderbolt), thoroughly

crush down to powder all the evil spirits like Kusmanda,

Vin&yaka, Yaksas and Raksasas, goblins and grahas (spirits

harassing children) . Reduce to powder all my enemies.

25. Oh excellent Conch Paftcajanya: Blown by Lord

Kf?na you, by your terrific blast, shock the hearts of enemies

with convulsions of fear. May you drive away demonic spirits

like Yatudhanas, Pramathas, ghosts, Matrka (female spirits

posing as mothers ) PiSacas, Brahma-rak$asas, and other evil-

eyed spirits.

26. Oh sharp-edged excellent sword Nandaka! When
directed by the Lord cut down to pieces all the army of my
enemies. Oh shield brilliant like hundred Moons (decked with

hundred moon-like buttons) , cover up the eyes of the enemies,

destroy the sight ofthe evil-eyed enemies.

27-28. May all the grahas (planets) and comets, Ketus,

human beings, reptiles, carnivorous animals, Bhutas (goblins),

and sins which caused us fear, who stood in the way of our

welfare, go immediately to utter destruction through the missile

in the form of the utterance of the Divine name and form.

29. May the mighty Lord Garu^a who is the embodi-

ment of the Veda and who is extolled in Bfhad, Rathantara and
•other SSma hymns and Vi$vaksena protect us from all dangers

wit}* ( utterance of) their names.

. ;
30. May all the names, forms, vehicles, arms of Lord
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Han protect us from all dangers. May his excellent attend-

ants guard our intellect, Indriy&s (cognitive and conative

powers ) , mind and vital airs.

3 1 . The gloriousLord himself factually constitutes every-

thing gross and subtle, with or without forms. By the force of

this truth may all our troubles come to an end.

32. To those who have realised the identity of the Lord
with themselves, the Lord himself stands undifferentiated. But
he with his own Maya wields powers known as ornaments,

weapons and insignia.

33. On the strength of the same factual reality, may
the omniscient glorious Lord Hari protect us everywhere at all

times, with all his manifestations, as he is omnipresent.

34. May the glorious Lord Narasiihha who dispels the

fear of the world by his roar and who eclipses the brightness of

all luminaries by his all-absorbing brilliance and splendour,

protect us in all directions, in the corners of directions, in the

upward and downward directions, on all sides, from within

and from without.

35. Oh Indra, this spiritual armour imbued with the

power and spirit of Narayana has been taught to you. Equipp-

ed with this spiritual armour, you will easily conquer the

leaders of the Asura hosts.

36. Whomsoever does the wearer of this (Ndrayana

Kavaca

)

see with his eyes or touch with his feet, he is instan-

taneously freed from fear.

37. From no quarter does fear affect him who possesses

this mantra. Neither from kings, robbers, evil planets (and

such other wicked powers) nor from ferocious animals like

tigers has he anything to fear.

38. In ancient times, there was a Brahmana of KuSika

gotra who had this sacred mantra mastered by him. He cast off

his body by yogic process in a desert.

39. Once upon a time Citraratha, the Lord of Gandhar-

vas, surrounded by ladies crossed in his aerial car the place of

the death of the Brahmana.

40. Immediately he fell down along with his heavenly

car with his head downwards. On the advice of sage Vala-

khilya, he collated together the bones of the Brahmana and
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immersed them in the Sarasvatl where it bends to the East.

He took his bath and returned home amazed ( at this instance )

.

Sri Suka said :

41 . He who listens to this Kavaca at the opportune time

( of fear, danger etc. ) and devoutly fixes his mind on this

Mantra becomes free from fear in every respect, and is reveren-

tially respected by living beings.

42. Indra, the performer of hundred sacrifices, learnt

this sacred lore (Ndrayana Kavaca) from Vi£varupa. He con-

quered the demons in the battle and enjoyed the sovereignty of

the three worlds.

CHAPTER NINE

( VUoariipa killed. Gods defeated by Vrtra, advised

to approach Dadhici)

Sri Suka said :

1. Oh Parik?it (the scion of the Bharata race), we have

heard the report that ViSvarupa had three heads, one used to

drink Soma, the other wine, and the third used to eat food.

2. They say that in sacrifices, he directly offered the

share of gods to theqa with due respect declaring loudly their

names ( e.g. Indrdya idem—this is the share of Indra ) , for gods

were his forefathers.

3. Himself being the sacrificer, he managed secretly to

offer the share in the sacrifices to the Asuras also, for due to

his affection to his mother, he oblated some share to them.

4. Indra, the king of gods, noticed his contempt and
faithlessness to gods and his sham righteousness. Being afraid

(lest Asuras should be powerful) he immediately cut down
his (Vftvarupa’s) heads in wrath.

3. The head that used to drink Soma became the bird

Kapifijala; the head drinking wine, a sparrow (Kalavifika);

the head eating food became the Tittiri bird.
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6. Even though India was powerful enough, he accept*

ed the sin of assassinating a Brahmana with both his hands
folded. But at the end of the year for self-purification of the

elements constituting himself, he distributed that sin propor-

tionately in four parts to the earth, water, trees and young
women.

7. They say that the earth accepted the fourth part

of the sin on condition that pits excavated in it are (automati-

cally) filled up (in due course) . Barren soil is the form of the

Brahmahatya which became manifested in the earth.

8. The trees accepted one-fourth of the sin on condition

of the boon that a chopped part of the trees will grow with

greater force. Brahmahatya is seen exhibited in trees in the

form of gum.

9. Women took over one-fourth of the sin on condition

of getting the boon that they would ever cherish the passion of

love (even during pregnancy). This sin (of killing a Brah-

mana) appears in the form ofmenstrual discharge from month

to month in them.

10. The waters accepted the (remaining) one-fourth of

the sin on condition of increasing the quantity of the substance

with which it is mixed. The sin appears in the form of bubbles

and foam on the water. He who throws away the bubbles etc.

removes that sin from water.

1 1 . Tvasfcr whose son was slain ( by Indra) then perform-

eda sacrifice for the birth of an enemy, the killer ofIndra: “Oh
enemy of Indra grow in strength and kill the enemy (Indra)

without delay” (prayed Tvastr).

12. Then arose from Daksinagni or Anvahdrya-pacana, a

demon terrific in appearance like the god of death, at the end

of the destruction of the worlds, at the end ofYugas.

13. Everyday he increased in size, in all directions, to

the extent of the distance covered by the shot of an arrow.

He looked like the burnt top of a mountain and was bright like

the mass of evening clouds.

14. His hair of the head and beard was red like heated

copper and his"eyes were fierce like the mid-day Sun.

1 5. He, as it were, held the vault of the heaven pierced
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with his brilliant trident. He was dancing and roaring and was
shaking the earth by his gait-

16. By his deep valley-like mouth he was as if drinking

the surface of the sky, and was licking the stars with his tongue,

and was as it were swallowing the three worlds.

1 7. He was now and then yawning his mouth which

displayed his terrible tusks—seeing him people were stricken

with panic and ran away to all the ten directions.

1 8. That most ferocious wicked demon was called Vjrtra

as he, the son of Tva$tF> covered the whole world with the

darkness, by the shadow of his person.

19. The prominent leaders of gods, along with their

armies, attacked him, and discharged at him streams of their

respective divine missiles and arms. But he swallowed them up
completely.

20. The gods were thereby amazed. All of them got

despondent. With their splendour eclipsed, they approached

Narayana, with their minds composed, as he is the antaiyamin,

the inner controller.

2 1 . May we get protection from him ( the Supreme
Lord) ofwhom even the god of Death (or the god presiding

over Time) is afraid—the god of death to whom the five

elements (constituting the universe) viz., the wind, the sky,

the fire, the water and the earth, and three worlds (along

with their denizens) and (the rulers of the worlds like) god

Brahma and others and we (ordinary) gods pay homage out

of great fear.

22. Like an ignoramous person desiring to cross the sea

with the help of a dog’s tail, is he who approaches for protec-

tion to someone else than him ( the Supreme Lord )
who is

absolutely free from egotism (or curiosity), perfectly serene

and passionless, all whose wishe&nre fulfilled-through the reali-

zation of his own blissful self and ^unconditioned by limita-
Si

^

dons.

23. The same god, in his fish incarnation, to whose

broad big horn Manu fastened hisboatjn theform of the earth

and crossed the danger of deluge, will certainly protect us,

his dependants, from the danger caused by Vjrtra, the son of

Tvastr—a danger which is difficult to be got over.
i i
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24. Formerly ( at the beginning of the creation of the

universe) god Brahma, the self-born deity, was all alone. He
was all but fallen from his lotus (-abode, growing out of the

navel of Visijm) in the terrible waters of the deluge, by the

roars of the heavy billows whipped up by stormy winds. But
he got over from that danger by (the grace of) Vi$nu. May
the same God be our protector.

25. That Supreme Sovereign, though all alone, has

created us by his Maya. It is through his grace and by imita-

ting him that we carry on the work of creation. We each being

proud as independent rulers, cannot see his form, though he is

present before us.

26. When he finds that we are excessively harassed by

our enemies, he, though eternally existent,by his Maya takes

incarnation by assuming forms of gods (e. g. Vamana), sages

(e. g. ParaSurama), sub-human beings (e. g. Varaha,

Nrsimha), and human beings (Rama, Krsna)t in every yuga-

period and protects us, regarding us as his own.

27. To that God alone we shall all resort for asylum as

he is worthy of it. He is our own Deity (object • of worship).

He manifests himself as the universe and yet is different from

it. As the ultimate cause of it, he is himself both Pradkana

and Purusa. The Supreme Soul will positively confer happi-

ness and prosperity on us who are his devotees.

Sri Suka said :

28. While they were praying thus, Oh great King, the

Lord revealed himself in their hearts, as wielding a concli,

disc and a mace.

29-30. On seeing the Lord whose eyes were like full-

blown autumnal lotus, and waited upon on all sides by sixteen

attendants (like Sunanda and others) who were just like him-

self (wielding conchs, discs etc.) with the exception of Sri*

vatsa mark and the Kaustubha gem, all of them were over-

whelmed witlTjoy, and lay prostrate before him on the ground

like a slick, and rising slowly, began to praise him.
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The gods said :

31.

* Salutations to you whose power (to confer Svarga

and other blessings) is (revealed in) the sacrificial performance.

Hail to you who are our Age (The fime-Spirit) defining the

time limit of the fruits of sacrifices etc. to be enjoyed. Bows to

you who hurl your disc (at our enemies to destroy them).

We salute you who are addressed with a number of blessed

epithets.

32. Oh Lord ! One who is born posterior to the Crea-

tion (of the universe) is incapable of knowing the highest

nature which transcends the gunas. We can merely bow to

you who are the controller of the three courses of gunas ( or

the modes of existence as gods, human and sub-human beings).

33. Bow to you, Oh Lord, who are designated by the

syllable OM ! Oh Narayana (occupant of Cosmic Waters),

Vasudeva (the Abode of the worlds), the most ancient person,

the supreme person, possessor of supreme glory and auspici-

ousness, the supremely blessed and merciful, the absolute (one

without a second), the support of the world, the only protec-

tor of the universe, the ruler of all, consort of Laksmi ( the

goddess of fortune and bliss) !

When the ascetics of the highest paramahamsa order

deeply meditate upon you by means of the highest concentra-

tion of the mind through eight-fold yogic processes the real

dharmaof the Paramaharhsas, viz., the adoration of the Lord,

becomes manifest and realized in their pure hearts. Thereby

the door of darkness of their hearts is broken open and you

stand revealed as the inherent bliss of the Soul, in the regions

of their hearts.

* VR. : Hail to you who have empowered sacrifices and made them

the cause of creation, and who bless (us) .with longevity for performance

of sacrifices and other forms of worship. You wield the disc Sudar.sana

for the protection of your devotees and the remembrance of whose

glorious name is efficacious enough to ward off danger immediately.

VJ. : We salute you who are the creator of sacrifices. You keep

jivas bound in soiksSra. You continue the cycle of creation and destruction

again and again. You incarnated as Sudariana (for the protection of the

world) . You are addressed with various sanctifying names. (We bow to

you).
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34. You create, protect and destroy this universe consti-

tuted of (sattva ,
rajas and tamas ) gunas though you yourself are

without any support, body or form, without any expectation

of cooperation and help from us ( the divinities presiding over

various organs etc.) and without undergoing any transfoima-

tion (within yourself) . The cause of this sport of yours is

simply beyond (our) comprehension.

35. Moreover, we do not properly understand whether

your worship, like Devadatta (an ordinary person who builds

a house and helplessly experiences joys and sorrows while stay-

ing therein) enters (as an antaryamin) the various bodies

(which are the products ofgunas) and depending upon other

( karmic

)

forces helplessly reap the fruit of good or bad
actions or whether you are an unconcerned witness (of such

happenings) remaining delighted in yourself and naturally

unruffled with your spiritual essence undiminished.

36. As a matter of fact, there is no contradiction in

both the positions which are compatible in Your Lordship who
are endowed with infinite variation of excellences, the absolute

ruler of unfathomable greatness. You are far beyond the

range of controversies ofmodern disputants who are strongly

prejudiced as their minds are bewildered by the study of heretic

scriptures teeming with doubts, (false) reasoning, wrong con-

clusions, (untrustworthy) authorities and bad logic. Your
real essential Self is absolute, transcending all the products of

Maya. What is there that cannot be predicated of you, who,

remaining concealed under Maya, make the Maya create any

impossibility and your real self is free from both the above

(contradictory) propositions. (There is no contradiction as

there is no duality in you)

.

37. Just as a piece of rope appears to be a serpent

( garland etc. ) to those whose minds are prepossessed with the

false notion of a serpent etc., (but appears factually a piece of

rope to the right thinking men), you show yourself according

to the views of the right-thinking persons or of prejudiced

wrong-thinkers.

38. Again, the Lord is certainly the real essence of

every existing thing and abides in all things. He is the ruler

of all. He is the cause of all the causes (Prakrti or Brahma) of
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the whole of the universe. The illuminating power of the

objects (intellect, senses) indicates thejiva but not him as he
abides in all, as the Inner Controller (SarvSntaryamin) . He is

the only true existence conclusively left over (proved ) by the

process of elimination of double negation {neti neti

)

.

39. Oh slayer of ( the demon) Madhu! By tasting but

once a small drop of the nectar-like sweet ocean of your

glories, incessant stream of rapturous joy begins to flow un-

interruptedly in the heart of great devotees. It makes them

forget the apparent trifling bits of pleasures of senses actually

seen ( enjoyed on the earth ) or heard (of as available in the

heaven)—the devotees whose hearts find incessant and ecstatic

delight in the Lord who is beloved friend of all beings and is

the Soul (the Inner Controller

—

antaryamin ) of the entire uni-

verse. Under these circumstances, how is it that the saintly

persons (devoid of love, hate etc. ) who are skilful in achiev-

ing their high purpose (viz. Liberation) and who look upon

you as their dear friend and a well-wisher, give up the service

of your lotus-like feet whereby there is no return to the Sarh-

sara, the transmigration of the Soul.

40. Oh Lord whose manifestation and mansion are the

three worlds ( or Oh Soul and the abode of the three worlds )

!

Oh God who dominate the three worlds (or who covered

the universe in three steps) ! Oh Guide of the three worlds

whose majestic charm captivates ( the minds of) the worlds !

Even the demons like the sons ofDiti and Danu and others

are your glorious forms. Considering (however) that this is

not the appropriate time for (giving free rein to) their (des-

tructive) activities, you as a wieldcr of the rod (of punish-

ment), dispense punishment ( to them
)
proportionate to ( the

gravity of) their offence by assuming, through your Maya
Power, forms of gods (e.g. Vamana), men (e.g. Rama,
Kp?na), beasts (such as Boar or Varaha), half-man half-beast

(e.g. Narasiriiha, Hayagrlva), aquatic animal (e.g. the Fish

or the Tortoise ) . In the same way, Oh glorious Lord, if you

deem it fit, kill this son of Tva$tr (viz. Vftra)

.

41. Oh Father ! (Nay) Oh grand-father ! Since we are

yours and have completely submitted to you, and since our

heart has been firmly attached (lit. fettered) with the bond of
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love (evolved) through (our) meditation on the pair of your
lotus-like feet, and as you have accepted us as your own by the

revelation of your person, be pleased to cure the fever (tor-

ments) of our hearts, by your bright, charming, soothing,

smiling looks which are rendered still more gracious by your
compassion and with the nectarine drops in the form of sweet

words proceeding from your lips, Oh Faultless one !

42. Oh glorious Lord ! To what extent can we respect-

fully communicate to you our specific entreaty any more than

the sparks of fire (which emit little light) can bring illumina-

sion to the god of Fire ? (as a matter of fact, it is superfluous)

.

For you indulge in your pastime with the divine Maya which
is the instrumental cause of the creation, maintenance and the

destruction of the whole world, and you, as Brahman as well

as Antaryamin (the Inner Controller of bodies) reside within

the hearts of all the multitudes of beings, and from without as

Pradhana (the Primordial matter) you are their material

cause, and thus experience the peculiarities of the place, time,

body and conditions (of all beings). With your body (un-

touched and untainted ) like the sky, you are a detached wit-

ness of the thoughts of all. You are the transcendental Brahman ,

the Supreme Soul.

43. (You are omniscient) . Hence please accomplish

for us of your own accord (without waiting for being request-

ed for it by us) that object (of ours) desiring which we have

resorted to you and have sought refuge under the shade of

your lotus-like feet which removes the fatigue of the trans-

migration of the Soul resulting from various sins. And you

are the glorious Lord and the Supreme Teacher.

44. Therefore, Oh Lord, kill Vrtra who has already

swallowed up our powers as well as missiles. Oh Kfs^a, and is

now devouring the three worlds.

45. Salutations to you Hari, the reliever of sufferings

—

to Hari who is absolutely pure and abides in the cavity of

heart remaining witness to the intellect etc. You are the

eternal Bliss incarnate. Your glory is resplendent. You are

beginningless and are cherished as a treasure by the virtuous.

To wanderers in SamsSra seeking refuge with you, you are the
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final destination to be reached at the end of Sathsara, the ex-

cellent fruit to be coveted.

46. Oh King ! Being thus reverentially and earnestly

praised by gods, Lord Hari listened to the prayer offered to

him and being highly pleased, he addressed them (as follows:).

The Lord said :

47. I am highly pleased with you, Oh great gods, for

the knowledge enshrined in your eulogy which will awaken the

memory of transcendental nature of their real Self among the

beings and engender in them devotion unto me.

48. What is difficult to be attained when I am pleased,

Oh great gods ? But he who knows the truth and cherishes

devotion to me, does not covet for anything else than Myself.

49. The miserly fool who looks upon the products of the

gunas as real, does not know what is really good for himself

and he who confers those objects ( products ofgunas) on them
at their request is of the same description (is equally ignorant).

50. A wise man, knowing for himself what the highest

good is, does not prescribe the (path of) Karma (ritualistic

actions) to the ignorant, just as an excellent physician does

not allow the ailing patient unwholesome food even if he (the

patient) may desire it.

51. May good betide you. Oh Indra ! Without delay

you all go to Dadhyan (Dadhlca or Dadhlci), the foremost of

sages and beg of him his body which has been reinforced by

Brahma^Vidya, observance ofvows and austerities.

52. Dadhyafi has completely realized his identity with

Pure Brahman ( untainted by Maya or has mastered the Pra-

vargya). He initiated the gods ASvinikumaras in that know-

ledge which came to be called Aioa-iiras—horse headed (as at

the time of imparting the knowledge, the sage Dadhyan had a

horse’s head instead of a human one. 286 That Brahma-lore

conferred immortality (moksa while alive) on those gods.

286, Pura^iic quotations in the commentaries of $R., VR. etc. give

the story as follows :

When Asvinikumaras sought initiation in Brahma-vidyS from DadhyaA,

the sage was engaged in some religtuos rites. He told them to see him on
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53. Dadhyan, the son ofAtharvan, taught the impreg-

nable protective armour (called the Narayaqa kavaca ) full of

my essence and imparted it to Tvastr. Tvastr gave it to his

son Vilvarupa who in turn taught it to you.

54. The sage is well-versed in Dharma (righteousness).

When begged by Alvinikumaras (your physicians) he will

offer his body (i.e. the limbs of the body) to you. Then with the

(bones of the requisite) limbs, the most powerful weapon will

be forged by ViSvakarman (your artisan). With that weapon
imbued with my power, you will cut the head of Vj*tra.

55. When he (Vrtra) is killed, you will regain your

former glory, missiles, weapons and wealth. May you be

happy ! Nobody can trouble or destroy those who are
to me.

CHAPTER TEN*

( With Vajra forged,
Indrafights)

Sri Suka said :

1 . The glorious Hari, the protector of the universe, thus

instructed Indra and disappeared at that very spot, while the

gods, with unwinking eyes, were simply gazing.

2. Oh Bharata (Pariksit) ! Solicited by gods thus (as

per instructions of the Lord), the great-hearted sage of

some other occasion as he was then busy. In the meanwhile, Indra came
to the sage and advised him not to impart Brahma-vidy& to Aivini as they

were merely physicians and hence unqualified. He further threatened to

behead him, in case he initiated them in that lore. When Asvinikum&ras

approached the sage and learnt of Indra's threat, they proposed a surgical

operation in which the sage's head would be replaced by a horse's head

and requested him to teach through the horse's mouth. In case Indra

beheaded the horse's head, they would substitute his original human head.

The sage preferred to keep his word and not his head. He allowed the

Alvins to perform* the operation and imparted to them the Brahmavidyi

with a horse's h£&d on his shoulders.

* JG—No commentary on this chapter.
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Atharvan Clan was delighted and addressed them jokingly

(with a smile)» as follows;

3. “Oh gods! ( Presiding deities of the senses as you
are) can you not imagine the excruciating and unbearable

pain caused to embodied beings at the time of death—a pain

that deprives them of consciousness.

4. In this world) (one’s own) body is the dearest thing

coveted by living beings who have a desire to live. Who can

dare to donate it even to Vi$nu, should he beg for it ?”

Gods said :

5. Oh Brahman ! Is there anything which is difficult to

part with in the case of great persons like your honour, who
are compassionate to all beings, and whose noble deeds are

worthy of being praised by people with hallowing reputation.

6. There is no doubt that persons who are solely devot-

ed to achieve their own objects, do not (care to) understand

the danger faced by others (the donors). If they could realize

it, they would not beg for it. (In the same way, the donor

also does not appreciate the difficulty ofthe seeker ofhis help)

.

If the donor were ( aware of the seeker’s danger and ) capable

of granting it, he would never say “No”. (Hence understand

our danger and grant our request).

The sage said :

7. It is with a desire to hear from you the (exposition

of) Dharma ( righteousness) that you were replied that way
( by me ) . Here I cast off my body which is dear to you (due

to its utility) as (some day) it is sure to leave me.

8. Oh Lords ! A person who does not desire to earn

religious merits out of compassion to living beings or aspire

after glory by means of this ephemeral body, deserves to be

pitied even by immobile creatures.

9. That one should sympathetically feel sorrow or

delight at the grief or joy of other beings, is the eternal law of

righteousness (Dharma

)

practised by persons with holy renown.

10. Alas! What a pity! that a mortal does not show

benevolence (by helping others) with his wealth, sons and

relatives and his body—all of which are transient, of no use to

him and (actually) belong to others.
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«£r* Suka said :

11* In this way, Dadhyan, the scion of the Atharvan
Clan, made up his mind and uniting his individual Soul with

the glorious transcendental Brahman, gave up his ghost.

12. He controlled his senses, vital airs, mind and intel-

lect and fixed his gaze on the Reality. He severed all bonds
and established himself in union with the Brahman, and (in

the process) was not aware of the falling away of his body.

13. Then Indra was equipped with Vajra (the thunder-

bolt) forged out of the bones of the sage, by ViSvakarman
(the chief artisan of gods). He (Indra) was endowed with the

Lord's power and felt himself mighty.

14. Surrounded by all the hosts of gods and eulogised

by assemblies of sages, he shone riding his excellent elephant

(Airavata)
, to the delight of the three worlds.

15. In order to cut him down, Oh King! he attacked

vehemently Vrtra who was surrounded by the leaders ofAsura

forces, just as wrathful Rudra does in the case of the god of

Death (at the end of the world)

.

16. Then ensued the most ferocious fight between the

gods and the demons, on the bank of the Narmada, at the

beginning of the Treta Age (in the first round of four yugas in

this manvantara )

.

17-18. The demons, headed by Vrtra, did not tolerate

the sight of Indra armed with Vajra and resplendent in his

original glory and surrounded by Rudras, Vasus, Adityas,

A$vinikumaras, manes, Fire-gods, Wind-gods, Rbhus, Sadhyas,

and Vi£vedevas. on the battle-field.

19-21. Namuci, Sambara, Anarva, Dvimurdha (a two-

headed demon), Rsabha, Ambara Hayagriva (a demon with

horse’s head), Sanku£iras, Vipracitti, Ayomukha, Puloman,

Vjr§aparvan, Praheti, Heti, Utkala, and the sons of Diti and

Danu and Yak§as, Ogres in their thousands, of whom Sumali

and Mali were prominent—all armoured and decorated with

gold ornaments—resisted the vanguard of Indra’s army which

was unapproachable even to the god of Death.

22-23. The haughty and furious demons were fearless

and unbewildered. With a lion-like roar, they attacked gods

with maces, iron bars, arrows, barbed shafts and javelins.
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They covered the leaders of gods with volleys of weapons and
missiles like pikes, axes, swords, Sataghnis (cylindrical pieces

of wood, 4 cubits long and studded with iron spikes) and
Bkufttndis (a Sataghni-like weapon with iron spikes, one excee-

ding the other in length), on all sides.

24. The gods, covered with net-like volleys of arrows

showered on all sides with one arrow closely following the

other, were rendered invisible like luminaries behind the

screen of clouds iu the sky.

25. The streams of the volleys of missiles and weapons

did not reach or touch the soldiers in the army of gods, for they

were cut down to pieces in thousands on their way in the sky,

by gods with quick hands.

26. When their stock of missiles and weapons was
exhausted, they showered the army of gods with mountain

peaks, trees and stones, and the gods cut them to pieces as

before.

27. Finding that the gods were unhurt and safe despite

the volleys of weapons and missiles, and unaffected by trees,

shower of stones and different mountain peaks, the demons led

by Vrtra were filled with consternation.

28. Just as abusive language employed by the vulgar

against the exalted persons does not disturb them, all the

efforts repeatedly made against the army ofgods by thedemons

became ineffectual, as Lord Vi$?u was favourable to them.

29. The demons who were not devoted to Hari, had

their arrogance and pride of fighting crushed, when they found

that all their efforts had become infructuous. With their

morale deeply affected, they thought of fleeing from the battle-

field deserting their leader at the initial stage of fighting.

30. The self-possessed warrior Vrtra saw that his follo-

wers are running away. Finding his army broken through

terror and fleeing, he laughed loudly and spoke.

31 . The heroic person spoke the following words appro-

priate to the occasion and agreeable to the high-minded

souls

:

“Oh Vipracitti, Namuci, Puloman, Maya, Anarvan,

Sambara, listen to me.
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32. This death is inevitable to whoever is born. No
escape from any side from this, has been devised (by Any one )

.

If the attainment of heaven and glory could follow death, who
would not court such a desirable and welcome end ?

33. Two modes ofdeath are approved of ( by the great ),

but they do not easily come to one’s lot, namely, (1 )
he who,

engaged in the Yogic process, controls his vital airs, concen-
trates himself on Brahman and casts oif his body and (2) one
who, in the fore-front of battle, gives up his body on the

battlefield (the bed ofwarriors) , without turning his back."

CHAPTER ELEVEN

( Vrtra, HarVs devotee, fights

)

Sri Suka said :

1. Oh King, while he (Vftra) was explaining the

course of righteousness to the demons, they were struck with

terror, and were bent on fleeing, and hence paid no heed to

the words oftheir leader.

2-3. The great Asura, found his army of demons being

shattered and scattered like a leaderless mob by gods to whom
time was favourable and got enraged. The enemy of Indra,

being indignant, was deeply pained, and warding the gods off,

he spoke to them scoldingly, Oh King.

4. "What* are you gaining by striking on the back of

the fleeing soldiers who are no better than the excreta of their

mothers ? The slaughter of the cowards does not contribute

to the glory or lead to heaven those who pride themselves as

valiant.

5. Oh insignificant fellows, if at all you have faith in

fighting or some courage at heart and have no longing for

sensual vulgar pleasures, try to stand before me at least."

6. The wrathful demon possessed of vast strength and

formidable figure, threatened the army of the gods thus and

gave out a louff roar which made people lose their conscious-

ness.
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7. By that terrible roar of Vftra all the hosts of gods

verily fell unconscious on the ground as if struck down by a

thunderbolt.

8. Just as a leader of a herd of elephants in the period

•of his youthful madness, tramples over a bed of lotuses, Vftra

of irrepressible passion for fighting, shaking the earth by his

might and with his trident raised, trampled under his feet the

army ofgods which was terrified and lying with closed eyes.

9. Indra, the wielder of Vajra, saw him and got extre-

mely enraged. He hurled his heavy mace at his enemy who
was rushing towards him. But Vftra sportively caught it in

his left hand while it was coming with irresistible force.

10. The enemy of Indra, possessing terrible prowess,

was extremely enraged and by that very mace, he struck the

vehicle of the great Indra, viz., the elephant Airavata on its

forehead (its temples). All present in the battlefield warmly

appreciated this feat (of Vftra).

11. Airavata which was smitten down by Vftra*s mace,

reeled down like a mountain struck by a thunderbolt. With

blood coming out of its mouth, it. retreated along with Indra

for a distance of seven bows, as it was extremely afflicted with

its mouth deeply wounded.

12. The great-souled Vftra did not hurl his mace
against Indra who was deeply dejected in spirits as his vehicle,

viz., the elephant was stunned. Indra whose wounded elephant

recovered from its p^in, by the touch of Indra’s hand dripping

with nectar, again took his stand (against Vrtra).

13. Oh King of kings, seeing Indra, his enemy the

murderer of his brother, armed with the Vajra (thunderbolt)

itching for a fight, he remembered Indra's wicked sinful deed

(the murder of his brother) and filled with grief and infatua-

tion he laughed and spoke.

Vftra said :

14. How glad I am that you, my enemy, the murderer

of a Brahmana, the slayer of your own preceptor and my
brother, have stood before me. Oh most wicked fellow, how
lucky is it that I shall discharge my debt by piercing your

atony heart with my trident within a short time.
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15. Just as a sacrificer desirous of heaven mercilessly

lops off the head of a sacrificial beast, you cut off the heads of

our innocent elder brother who had realized his Self, was a

Brahmaga and your preceptor, and who, reposing full confi-

dence in you about his safety, was engaged in a sacrifice.

16. Being destitute of shame, grace, mercy and glory,

you are fit to be censured by man-eaters for your misdeed.

With your body painfully torn up by my trident and uncremat-

ed the vultures will devour you.

17. I shall propitiate the lords of goblins (Bhairavas)

along with their retinue, by piercing the necks with my
sharpened trident, of those ignorant followers who obey a

wicked fellow like you, and who attack me with their missiles

raised.

18. Oh valiant Indra, if you will cut off by force my
head with the Vajra, I shall have discharged the debt of all

beings (by my body) and shall attain to the regions (lit. the

dust of the feet) of the high-souled ones.

19. Oh Lord of gods, why do you not hurl your un-

failing Vajra on your enemy who is stationed before you. Do
not entertain any doubt that like your mace, the Vajra will be

ineffectual like a request made to a miserly fellow.

20. Oh Sakra, this Vajra of yours is sharpened and

strengthened with the power of Lord Vi$nu and the austerities

of Dadhici. Kill your enemy by that thunderbolt which is

prompted by Visnu*s power, because where there is Hari,

victory, fortune and excellences are to that side.

21. Concentrating my mind on the lotus-like feet of

Lord Safikarfana as directed by him, with the ties of attach-

ment to sensual pleasures cut asunder by the force of your

Vajra, I shall cast offmy body and attain to the region of

sages.

22. He does not confer on persons whose minds are

absolutely devoted to him, the wealth and affluence of heaven,

the earth, and the netherworlds as it engenders passions, fear,

anxiety, arrogance, discord, misery and physical pain.

23. Oh Indra, our Master causes obstructions in the

efforts for attaining the three objects of human life, (viz,

Pharma, Artha and Kama). The grace of the Lord is to be
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inferred from such obstructions, for it is ‘the lot of those vota-

ries who have given up everything for him (and have nothing

of their own) . This is extremely rare in the case of others.

24. ( Contemplating over the Lord, Hari, Vrtra addres-

ses :) Oh Lord Hari, let me be again the servant of the servants

of your devotees whose sole refuge is your feet. May my mind
ponder over the excellences of the Lord of my life. May my
speech extol them and may my body render service to you.

25. Oh treasury of Bliss and Grace ! I do not aspire

after the post of Dhruva which is above the heaven ; nor the

position of god Brahma, nor absolute sovereignty over the

whole world or the overlordship ofa subterranean region, nor

do I covet for supernatural yogic powers nor for Liberation

(which terminates the cycle of births and deaths)—if it means

separation from you.

26. Oh lotus-eyed God, my mind eagerly yearns to see

you, just as the unfledged young ones of birds anxiously wait

for their mother or young calves tormented with hunger wish

for the milk from the udders (of the mother cow) or a be-

loved lady dejected due to the absence of her lord who has

gone to a distant country (waits for her beloved)

.

27. Bless me with friendship with the devotee of the

Lord of excellent renowd, while I am wandering in the cycle

of Saihsara ( transmigration of the Soul ) as an effect of my
karma (deeds). I may not form friendship with people whose

minds are attached to their bodies, children, wife and house

(property) due to the force ofyour Maya.

CHAPTER TWELVE

( Vrtra slain by Indra)

The Sage (Suka) said :

1 . In this way, Vrtra who was eager to [lay down his

life (body) in the battle, and who thought death preferable to

victory, seized his trident and attacked the Chief of gods, just
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as the demon Kaifabha did against the Almighty Lord Vi?nu,
on the Cosmic waters of the deluge, Oh King.

2. Then, whirling with force his trident with prongs,

dazzling like the fire ofPralqya ( the dissolution of the universe),

he hurled it at the great Indra. The valiant Vftra roared aloud

and exclaimed in wrath, ‘
'Killed are you Oh wicked fellow".

3. Seeing that (trident) darting through the sky with a

whirling motion, and unbearable to look at like a dazzling

planet or meteor, Indra remained unperturbed. The wielder

of thunderbolt i.e. Indra cut it with his Vajra of hundred
joints, along with Vrtra’s arm which was long and stout

like the body of the serpent lord Vasuki.

4. Vftra whose arm was cut, became extremely enraged

and dashing at Indra, he dealt a blow both to Indra and his

elephant on the cheek. And the bolt slipped down from the

hand of Indra.

5. Gods, demons, the companies of Caranas and Siddhas

applauded the most marvellous feat of Vrtra, but seeing the

critical plight of Indra, they shouted loudly in great anxiety,

"Alas, Alas”.

6. Being very much ashamed, Indra did not pick up his

bolt which slipped from his hand in the presence df the enemy.

To him Vrtra said, "Oh Indra, take up your Vajra and kill

your enemy. This is not the time for despondency”.

7. With the exception of the Omniscient, beginningless,

Eternal Person, the Controller of the creation, maintenance

and destruction of the universe, victory does not always favour

the belligerents equipped with weapons anywhere, as there

are some occasions when their bodies are controlled by others

(destiny).

8. It is due to the control ofGod (in the form of Time)
that the worlds along with their guardian deities live and act,

in spite of their will, like birds caught in a net. Hence it is the

Time-spirit alone which is the cause of victory and defeat.

9. Not knowing that the Time (or god) is the cause of

the power of the mind, the potency of the ?ense organs, physi-

cal strength, vital breaths, immortality or Liberation and death

that people regard this gross body of theirs as the cause (of

victory).
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10. Just as a wooden doll or a mechanical toy-deer is

controlled by the showman or the mechanism, similarly all the

bh&tas (beings or elements ) are subject to the control ofgod.

11. In the absence of his grace, neither the individual

Soul, nor Pra1q*ti (primordial matter), nor Mahat (cosmic

intelligence), nor ego, nor elements, nor the cognitive and
conative organs or the mind is individually or aggregatively

capable of the creative and other activities (pertaining to the

universe)

.

12. He who is ignorant of this, regards his incapable

Self as capable of doing this. But it is really the Lord who
creates or evolves beings or elements from Bhfttas, and devours
them through carnivorous beasts or withdraws the elements at

his own sweet will.

13. It is at the favourable time that length of life,

affluence, glory, power and blessings fall to the lot of man.
They are reversed against them even against his will.

14. Therefore, one should be balanced, irrespective of

glory and infamy, victory or defeat, pleasure or pain, life or

death.

15. He who knows that Sattva, Rajas, and Tomas are the

modes ofPrakpti and not the qualities of the Soul, and that

the individual Soul is merely the witness of their working, is

not subjected to the bondage of Sarhs&ra

.

16. Oh Indra, look at me. I am defeated and deprived

of the weapon and my arm in the battle. I am however

endeavouring to the best ofmy ability to take your life.

17. This battle-field is like a gambling house where

life is the stake, arrows are the dice and the vehicles like horses,

elephants etc. are the board. Here it is not known who will

be triumphant and who is defeated ( to the last of the fight).

Sri Suka said :

1

8.

Havingheard thestraightforward and guileless speech

of Vftra, Indra expressed his respect. Picking up his Vajra and

overcoming astonishment (at his charitable disposition), he

laughed heartily and spoke.
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Indra said :

19. Oh son of Danu, you are really a Siddha (one who*
has attained enlightenment) as your tenor of thought is such.

You are a real devotee, with all your being, of the Lord, a
friend of the universe.

20. Your respectable self has verily crossed the Maya
( deluding power) ofVi$Qu which infatuates the world, as your
honourable self has given up his demonic nature and attained

the level of exalted Souls.

21. It is certainly a great wonder that you who are

Rdjasic by nature, entertain unflinching faith and devotion in

the glorious Lord V&sudeva who is the embodiment of Sattva.

22. He who cherishes devotion to the glorious Hari, the

bestower of Moksa, has as if sported in the ocean of nectar.

Of what account are to him waters of the ditches and the pools

(i. e. pleasures in the heaven)?

Sri Suka said:

23. Oh King, discoursing this way witha desire to ascer-

tain the nature of Dharma (righteousness), those two leading

veterans in fight, Indra and Vftra, possessed of extraordinary

prowess, fought on.

24. Vrtra, the vanquisher of enemies, whirled his terri-

ble bludgeon made of black iron and hurled that dreadful

weapon with his left hand at Indra, Oh noble king.

25. But the god with his bolt of hundred joinis, simul-

taneously cut down that iron bludgeon as well as Vj*tra’s hand

which was like the trunk of an elephant.

26. The demon with both of his arms cut at the roots

and streaming forth profuse blood shone like a mountain with

wings chopped, and dislodged from the sky by being struck

down by the wielder of thunderbolt.

27-29. With his lowerjaw touching the earth and his

upper jaw brushing the heavens, and with his mouth deep like

the sky and with his lusty serpentlike tongue and with his large

teeth looking like the god of Death, he was as it were swallo-

wing the three worlds. With his extremely gigantic body he

was shaking the mountains with his violent motion, and like a

big mountain moving on feet, he was pounding the £ar*k. He
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thus assailed Indra and swallowed him up along with his vehi-

cle namely the elephant Airavata.

30. (Vftra swallowed them ) as a big serpent of immense
strength and indomitable power swallows up an elephant. Gods
along with the protectors of the worlds and great sages observ-

ed Indra being swallowed up by Vrtra and wailed desponden-

tly “Alas, how unfortunate’*!

31. Though Indra was swallowed up by the chief of

demons, he entered Vftra’s belly. Protected as he was by the

armour of the Supreme Person (Narayana Kavaca) and by his

Yogic powers and Maya, he did not die.

32. Ripping open the abdomen of Vrtra by his Vajra,

the powerful vanquisher of Bala, came out of it and by his

power lopped off the enemy’s head, like the peak ofa mountain,

by his Vajra.

33. Whirling very rapidly and cutting on all sides the

neck of Vrtra, Vajra felled it on the ground at the proper time

of Vrtra’s death in as many days (360) as are required for the

heavenly bodies like the Sun for two Ayanas ( the apparent

motions of the Sun from the northernmost to the southernmost

point and vice versa.

34. At that time kettle-drums were sounded in the sky,

Gandharvas, Siddhas along with companies of great sages,

joyously showered flowers on Indra glorifying him with

panegyrics describing his great feat of killing Vrtra.

35. Oh vanquisher of the enemies, while all people were

looking on, from the body of Vrtra there came forth a light

(his effulgent Soul) and merged in the Supreme Being, transc-

ending the universe.
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CHAPTER THIRTEEN

( The Triumph of Indra)

Sri Suka said :

1 . When Vrtra was killed, all (he three worlds along

with their guardian deities, with the exception of Indra, be*

came immediately free from feverish anxiety and felt felicitous

at heart.

2. Without bidding good-bye to Indra, gods, sages,

manes, Bhutas, demons and the followers of gods returned to

their respective regions. Then dispersed Brahma, Rudra,
Indra and others. [According to GS, Indra did not return to

Svarga. The very moment he killed Vrtra, the sin of killing a

Brahmana (Brahma-hatya) assailed him and Indra had to fly

away hurriedly and hide himself in the Manasa lake. Indra'

s

restoration took place after his performance of a horse sacrifice].

The King said :

3. Oh Sage, I wish to hear the cause of Indra’s unhappi-

ness whereby gods became happy, while Indra suffered agony.

Sri Suka said :
9

Ac. All gods along with sages who were agitated over the

prowess of Vrtra, begged Indra to slay him, but Indra being

afraid of Brahma-hatyd did not wish to do so.

Indra said :

5. The sin of killing Vi£varupa, a Brahmana, was

graciously shared by women, the earth, the water and trees.

Where can I wipe off the sin of killing Vrtra, another

Brahmana ?

Sri Suka said

:

6. Having listened to him, the sages assured him, “May
good betide you 1 We shall help you in performing a horse-

sacrifice. Please do not get afraid ( of Brahma-hatya

)

.

7. Worshipping Lord Narayana, the Supreme Man, the

universal Soul and the Controller of the Universe, by perform*
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ance of the Horse-sacrifice, you will be absolved of the sin of

massacring the world. What of one Brahmana like Vftra.

8. By singing the Lord's name, a person who slays a

Brahmana or his own father, or a cow, or his own mother, or

a preceptor, a sinner who eats a dog, or is of the lowest caste,

becomes purified.

9. If with faith and reverence, the great sacrifice called

ASvamedha (Horse-sacrifice) be performed with our co-opera-

tion, you will not be affected by sin, even if you kill all the

mobile and immobile creation along with Brahma. Then
what of killing a wicked demon like Vftra ?

Sri Suka said :

1 0. Thus strongly impelled by Brahmanas, Indra killed

his enemy Vrtra. As soon as Vftra was killed, the sin of slay-

ing a Brahmana attacked Indra.

1 1 . Indra suffered agonies by that and did not get any

peace of mind, for to selfrespecting persons, excellences like

sovereignty do not give any pleasure if they bring censure.

12-13. He saw the Brahma~hatya chasing after him. She

was like a Canqlala woman in form. Her body was trembling

with age and she was a victim of consumption. She put on

blood-stained garments. With her grey hair scattered, she

was asking Indra to stop and stand. She was polluting the

atmosphere on the road with her breath stinking like rotten

fish.

14. The thousand-eyed god ran in all directions in the

sky, Oh Lord of the earth. He speedily rushed to the north-

east and entered the Manasa lake, Oh king.

15. He stayed within the fibres of a lotus therein with-

out getting any subsistence, for he had the fire-god as his

purveyor of food.*87 He remained unperceived in the water

for one thousand years, pondering over his absolution from the

sin ofBrahma-hatya.

16. During that period (of Indra 's absence), Nahu$a

who possessed the capacity of a ruler due to his knowledge,

987. $R. points out the impossibility of fin-god’s entry into water.

VC. & GS. attribute his non-entry to the guards of Rudra, for Agni pur-

veys oblations of Varuna.
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austerities and strength of yoga, governed the third heaven.

But as his intelligence became blind by the arrogance of afflu-

ence, and power was reduced to the state of sub-human being

(boa constrictor) by Indra's wife, Saci.888

1 7. Then Indra whose sin was warded off by meditation

over the protector ofTruth, namely. Lord Visriu, returned as

he was invited by Br&hmarias. His sin of Brahma-hatya was
deprived of its power by Rudra, the god of that direction, and
it did not assail him as he was protected by Lak$mi, spouse of

Visnu.
• *

1 8. The Brahma^a sages approached him and consecrat-

ed him according to religious formalities for the performance

of the Horse-Sacrifice by which Hari is propitiated.

19-20. When the Supreme Person who embodies within

himself all the divinities, was thus worshipped by the great

Indra, in the Horse-Sacrifice which was performed duly

through the Brahmanas who were expositors of the Veda, the

huge mass of sin of slaying Vytra the son of Tva$tr was reduced

to naught by that very worship of the Lord just as the frost is

evaporated by the Sun.

21. By performance of the Horse-sacrifice according to

scriptural injunctions through sages like Marici who conduct-

ed it on proper lines, Indra worshipped the ancient Supreme
Person, the presiding deity of sacrifices and thus being com-

pletely free from sin (of Brahma-Hatyd ) , became as great as

before.

22. This great narrative which celebrates the glory of

Lord Vi$flm of hallowed feet, absolves one of all sins. It extols

the virtues of devotion and the greatness of the devotees of the

Lord, and describes the purification of the great Indra from

Brakma-hatyti and his final victory.

288. Nabufa thought that as he was India, former Indra's wife

would be ipso facto his own. When £acl received an invitation from

Nahusa, she, as per advice of Bfhaspati, requested him to come to her in

a palanquine borne by sages like Agastya. Nahufa while being borne

thus, in his eagerness, touched Agastya with his leg and asked him to

hasten (Sarpa, Sarpa). Agastya being thus insulted cursed him to be a.

serpent.
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23. Wise persons should always read this narrative.

They should listen to it on the days oiParvans e.g. the new-
moon-day and the full-moon-day. It contributes to the pros-

perity and glory, removes sins, bestows victories over enemies,

is conducive to auspiciousness and confers long life.

CHAPTER FOURTEEN

( The Previous Birth ofVftra—King Citraketu)

Parikfit said :

1 . Oh Brahma^a sage, how is it that the sinful Vj*tra

who, by nature, was predominated by Rajas and Tamos, enter-

tained unflinching devotion to the glorious Lord Narayana.

2. Even in the case of gods who are constituted of pure

Sattva and in that of pure-souled sages, generally devotion to

the feet of Visnu is not engendered.

3. In this world there are beings which are as numerous

as the particles of dust. Among them, it is very few like the

human beings who can practise righteousness.

4. Oh best of the Brahma^as, there are generally very

few among them who seek Liberation from Samsara. Out of

thousands of seekers of Mok$a, it is only one who can get rid

of attachment ( to sensual pleasures etc. ) and attain liberation.

5. Out of the crores of Siddhas who are free from atta-

chment and have realized the Self, a person who is absolutely

devoted to Narayana and of serene mind is very difficult to

And, Oh great sage.

6. But how is it that Vrtra, the fiend incarnate, the

tormentor of all the worlds, was thus so steadfast in devotion

to K?$na (Lord Vi$nu) in the heat of fierce battle.

7. On this point, we entertain a great doubt and wish

to hear eagerly about it, Oh Master, for he gratified god Indra

by his heroism on the battlefield (and did not remember God
out of Indra* s fear).
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Sata said :

8. The venerable $uka welcomed the relevant and inte-

resting query of the devout king Parik$it and replied as

follows

:

»Sri Suka said :

9. Oh King, listen attentively to this legendary history

as heard by me from the mouth of Vy&sa, Narada and even of
Devala.

10. It is traditionally reported, Oh King, that there was
a sovereign ruler of the world called Gitraketu, in the country

called Surasena. To him the earth yielded whatever he desired.

1 1 . He had ten million wives. Though he was capable

ofprocreation, he did not get any issue from them.

12. Though he was endowed with handsomeness,

generosity, youth, noble lineage, deep learning sovereignty,

affluence and other excellences, the husband of barren ladies

was overweighed with anxiety.

13. Neither his affluence nor his queens of beautiful

eyes or the universal sovereignty of the earth became a source

of delight to him.

14. Once upon a time, the glorious sage Ahgiras,

during his course of wandering over the world, arrived by

chance to his palace.

15. The king honoured him with due formalities such

as respectfully standing, offering articles of worship, and with a

collected mind, he sat near the sage who was fully entertained

as a guest and was seated comfortably.

16. The great sage respectfully showed every courtesy to

the king who was sitting near him on the ground and bowing

down modestly. Addressing him as ‘Maharaja* (Oh great King),

he spoke to him as follows:

AAgiras said

:

17. Are you in good health? Are your subjects and

yourself well ? Just as the individual Soul (man) is protected

by seven constituents (viz. Mahat> AkaThk&Ta—efgo and the five

subtle elements), the king is protected by the constituent

elements of the- state, namely ministers, allies, treasures, ter-
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ritones, forti Hcations, and militia and his own office of

kingship.

1 8. By placing onesetf under the control of Prakftis, the

lting should enjoy sovereignty and regal prosperity. Similarly

the Prakftis (ministers, subjects etc.), with their grievances

removed, become enriched and benefited by king.

19. Are your wives, subjects, ministers, servants, mem*
bers of trade guilds, councillors, citizens, country people,

tributary princes, and sons obedient to you ?

20. He who has controlled his mind has all these (men-

tioned above) obedient to him. All the worlds along with the

guardian deities offer to him- dutifully due honour and

worship.

21. It appears that your mind is not pleased with you

or with others. I find that your countenance is overshadowed

with anxiety as you presumably have not achieved your object

or desire.

22. The king who was thus subjected to various alterna-

tive questions by the sage who knew (everything) by intuition,

bent down with modesty, and then addressed the sage, with a

desire for progeny. Oh King.

Citraketu said:

23. Oh worshipful sage! What is not known toyogins (like

you) who have destroyed their sins, what lies within and with-

out embodied beings, by means of their penance, spiritual

knowledge and concentration ?

24. But as I am prompted by your worship who knows

what is weighing on my mind, it is with your permission that

I am speaking it to you.

25. (My) sovereign power and affluence which are

covetable even to the guardians of the world, do not give me
any delight. Qbildless as I am, these are like other things (such

as garlands, sandal-paste etc.) to a person overwhelmed with

hunger and thirst.

26. Oh highly blessed one, kindly therefore protect me
who along with my ancestors, am on die verge of falling into

a dark abysmal hell. Please do that unto us whereby we shall

cross this hell which is difficult, by blessing us with progeny.
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Sri Sitka said

:

27. The venerable, merciful son of Brahm5 who was
thus entreated, caused earn (rice cooked in milk) to be prepar-
ed for Tva$tr and worshipped Tva$tr with its oblations.

28. The seniormost queen both in age and status among
the queens, was Kytadyuti . by name. The Brahmana gave the

remainder of the sacrificial offerings to her.

29. Then the son of Brahma told the king, “Oh king,

one son will be born to you. He will give you both joy and
grief". Saying thus, he departed.

30. Queen Kftadyuti conceived a son through Citra-

ketu by the eating of that caru
t
just as (the constellation)

Kfttika bore a son to the Fire-god.

3 1 . Her foetus which was begotten by the king of £ura-

sena gradually developed every day, just as the Moon waxes

in the bright half of the month.

32. In due course, after the arrival of the proper time,

a son was born, giving great joy to the inhabitants of Surasena

who heard the news.

33. The king who was overjoyed, purified himself by
taking a bath and adorned himself. He made the Brahmanas

pronounce pious benedictions and caused them to perform the

jdtakarma ceremony.

34. He gave them gold, silver, garments, ornaments,

villages, horses, elephants and six crores of cows.

35. Like a showering rain-cloud, the noble-minded king

showered other persons with objects desired by them for the

future affluence, glory and longevity of the prince.

36. Just as a penniless person develops love for his

hard-earned money, the father, a royal sage, developed, day

after day, great affection for his son who was got after great

difficulty.

37. To the mother Kftadyuti, the affection caused by

infatuation developed into intense love, but it created feverish

desire for a child in her co-wives.

38. By fondling the child every day, Citraketu showed

so much intensive love to his wife who gave birth to a child,

that be ignored others.
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39. Those co-wives tormented and reproached them-

selves out of envy, the misery of childlessness and the indiffer-

ence of the king.

40. Fie on the childless accursed woman who is not

loved in the house of her husband and is treated with contempt,

like a maid-servant, by other co-wives blessed with children.

41 . What agouy can there be to maid servants who are

constantly waiting upon their master and whose services are

appreciated by him ? We are unfortunate like the maid'Servant

of maid-servants.

42. The co-wives, in this way, developed intense hatred,

as they were burning due to the .wealth in the form of child to

their co-wife and their very existence being not approved by

the king.

43. The women who lost their good sense through

hatred and became cruel-hearted administered poison to the

prince, in their unappeasable hatred for the king.

44. Kftadyuti was quite innocent about the grievous

sin committed by her co-wives. Looking at him (her son) she

thought him to be asleep and went about in the house.

45. The clever woman realizing that the child had slept

for a pretty long time ordered the nurse, “Oh auspicious lady

bring the son to me*'.

46. The nurse approached the sleeping child and saw

him with the pupils of his eyes turned upwards and bereft of

breathing, senses and life. (She cried out) “Oh I am undone**

and fell down on the ground.

47. Then hearing her painful shriek and violent beating

of the breasts with her hands, the queen entered in haste and
approaching the child, she saw that it had met with sudden

death.

48. Overpowered with grief, she fell on the ground and
with her hair and garments in disorder, she lost her

consciousness.

49. Then all the men and women who were in the

harem of the king heard the wailing. Coming there, they equally

shared her grief and became extremely distressed and even

those who perpetrated that heinous crime pretended to weep.
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50. Hearing that his son died from an unknown cause,

the king lost his eye-sight. He staggered with faltering steps

on the way. The king who was surrounded by his ministers

and Brahma^as fell in deep swoon, due to his grief which was
infinitely intensified by love.

51 . The king fell at the feet of his dead son. His (king’s)

hair and garments fell in disorder. He heaved heavy sighs.

His throat was choked with tears and he was not able to speak.

52. Observing that her husband was overwhelmed with

grief as the son, the only scion of the family, was dead, the

virtuous queen burst out into lamentations of various sorts en-

hancing the afflictions ofthe subjects and the ministers.

53. Bathing her breasts decorated with paintings of

saffron and sandal-paste, by means of tears mixed with colly-

rium, and with her dishevelled hair dropping flowers (used for

hair decoration), she cried out loudly and in diverse tones like

a female osprey.

54. “Oh Creator, you are extremely foolish, for you
act contrary to your ( process of) creation, because here the

elderly people survive when the young ones die. If you are of

a contrary nature, then you must be an eternal enemy of all

creatures.

55. If there be no order in the birth and death of em-
bodied beings, it may be due to their own Karmas. But the

tie of affection which you have engendered for the growth of

your creation, is cut asunder by you, due to the death of the

child.

56. (Addressing the child) Oh dear child ! It is not

proper for you to abandon a wretched and helpless (mother

like ) me. Please have a look at your father who is tormented

with grief. It is through you that we shall easily cross the

dark hell which is impassable for childless persons. Please do

not go far away, with the merciless god of Death.

57. Oh child, get up. These young children, your

friends, are calling you to play. Oh Prince, you have slept for

too long a period. You must have been famished with hunger.

Enjoy breast-feeding and remove the grief of our relatives-

58. Unfortunate as I am, I have not (as usual) seen

your lotuslikfe face with cheerful looks and innocent smile, Oh
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child. Or is it that you arc taken away by the merciless

(Yama) and have gone to the other world from which there

is no return, for I do not hear your sweet words.**

Sri Suka said :

59. While she was bewailing her dead son through

such various laments, Citraketu became extremely tormented

with grief and cried at the top of his voice.

60. While the husband and wife were thus lamenting,

the subjects, both men and women, who were devoted to them

verily wept aloud and everything was lifeless.

61. Knowing that everybody was reduced to such

wretched plight and lost all consciousness and were leaderless

(foi consolation) the sage Ahgiras came along with Narada.

CHAPTER FIFTEEN

Sri Suka said :

{Consolation of Citraketu)

1 . Bringing back to consciousness the king, with their

soft and wise words, the sages Ahgiras and Narada spoke to

the king who was overpowered with grief, and was lying like a

dead person by the side of the dead child.

2. “What can be your relationship, in the previous and

the present birth, Oh great King, with the child whom you are

mourning ? How was he related to you in the previous birth,

the present birth and will be related in the future one ?

3. Just as the grains of sand come together and separate

by the force of the stream of water, so are embodied beings

brought together and separated by Time.

4. Just as seeds may or may not produce corn, similarly

Bh&tas prompted by God’s Maya may or may not produce

BhMds.
»

5.

We, you, the mobile and immobile creatures which

are contemporaneous with us, were not so before the present
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birth nor are so in the present birth, nor shall be so after

death. (Due to the nonexistence of these before and aftei

,

they are unsubstantial or unteal like dreams)

.

6. The Lord of Bhutas who is himself unborn (and
therefore imperishable) and has no purpose to achieve, like a
playful boy, creates, protects and destroys the BhTUas by means
of Bh&tas which are created by him and hence dependent on
him.

7. Oh King, the body of a son is born from the body
(of the mother) through another body (namely that of the

father) just as a seed sprouts forth from another seed. But the

occupant of the body is eternal like earth and other principles.

8. It is from eternity that this (above-mentioned) dis-

tinction between a body and the occupant of the body ( the

Soul) has been presumed through ignorance, as the distinction

between the class or the generic property (jati) and the indi-

viduality of a thing ( vyakti) is conceived as existing in the

thing itself (such distinction between interdependants like jati

and vyakti are untenable )
.

*

Sri Suka said :

9. When king Gitraketu was thus consoled by the

words of the Brahmana sages, he wiped out with his hand, his

• After verse No. 8, the text before VJ. adds four verses.

(1) Just as the difference or changes due to fuel are wrongly attri-

buted to the fire, similarly the conditions affecting the body, viz., diffe-

rence, birth, decline, growth and destruction are wrongly attributed to the

jfiva who is distinct from the body. This misconception is due to Karina.

(2) It is due to Jiva’s intimate relation to the body and the false

identification of the body with the Soul, that the above-mentioned condi-

tions (of the body) appear to be the conditions of the Jiva as in a dream.

As everything else is a source of fear, one should not ponder over anything

leading to evil consequences.

(3) Just as the appearance of a serpent or a tiger or another (frigh-

tening) object like it, in a dream, causes fear, as the dream appearance

is identified with the reality in a wakeful condition, so is the Sumsdra due to

the misconception grown since eternity.

(4) The idea of the world of sons (or relatives) and other possessions

depends on the mind. It is due to the influence of the Ego which creates

likes and dislikes in the mind and leads to merits and demerits. One should

clear away the ignorance in the form of the notions like me and mine, and

fix one’s mind on the all-powerful Omnipresent Lord VSsudcva.
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face which was withered through grief for* his son, and address-

ed them thus.

The king ( Citraketu ) said :

10. Who are you both so full of spiritual knowledge,

the most worshipful ones among the adorables who have come
here disguised as Avadh&tas ?

1 1 . For, persons who have realized Brahman and who
are dear to the glorious Lord, range over the world in the

guise ofmad persons, for guiding and counselling sensually-

minded people like me.

12. (For example) Sanatkumara, Narada, Rbhu, Angi-

ras, Devala, Amita, Apantaratma, Vyasa, Markep^eya and

Gautama.
13. Vasistha, the glorious ParaSurama, Kapila, Badara-

yarii (£uka), Durvasas, Yajftavalkya, Jatukarnya and Aruni.

14. Romaia, Cyavana, Datta, Pataftjali, Asuri, the sage

VedaSiras, the sage Bodhya, and PaftcaSiras.

15. Hiranyanabha, Kausalya, Srutadeva, Rtadhvaja

—

these and other masters of spiritual powers go about in the

world with the object of imparting spiritual knowledge.

16. Therefore, you both are the masters of a stupid and

ignorant brute like me. Enlighten me with the lamp of your

knowledge—me who am plunged into the blinding darkness of

ignorance.

Angiras said :

17. Oh King, I am Angiras who blessed you with a

son as you longed for one. This is the veritable son ofBrahma,

the worshipful divine sage Narada.

18-19. Finding you, a devotee of the Supreme Person,

plunged in the deep impassable darkness of grief for the son,

though you are not fit to be so affected, we have arrived here

to help you out of it, with our grace. For, you are dear to

Brahmanas and votary of the Lord and thus do not deserve to

be so despondent.

' 20. When I visited your house, at that very time (of

our first meeting) ,
I would have imparted to you spiritual

knowledge. But knowing your insistence and longing for
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something else (viz, the birth of a son), I blessed you with a
son.

21-22. Now, you experience the agony suffered by
persons having sons. In the same way (are the agonies of
persons who have) wives, houses, wealth, power arid prosperity

of various kinds, objects of enjoyment like sound etc., fleeting

powers of sovereignty, the earth, kingdom, the army, the trea-

sury, servants, ministers, friends and relations.

23. Oh King Surasena, all these are the sources of

grief, delusion, fear and afflict ion, for they are momentary like

(the proverbial) city of Gandharvas in the sky, and unreal

like a dream, delusion and fancies.

24. They are mental images, for they arc perceived

without being real or substantial and disappear the next mo-
ment. For a man brooding over objects through the force

of tendencies of actions (karma) in the previous birth, various

activities proceed from the mind.

25. In fact, this body of embodied beings is constituted

of gross elements, conative and cognitive senses. It is said, by
the knowers of the feality, to be the- cause of various afflictions

and torments to the Jiva who identifies itself with its body.

26. Therefore, examining carefully the real nature of

the Soul and with concentration of mind, give up the belief in

the permanence of the objective world as it implies duality.

Betake yourself to renunciation and serenity of the mind*.

• Additional verses in VJ.’s text of the Bh. P. :

(ij A king named Bhoja dreamt that he subsisted on the remnant of

the food (out of the dishes) of his enemy. He was therefore overcome with

nausia, grief, delusion, fear and distress and became utterly miserable.

(a) (In the dream) some (of his enemies) who nursed age-old ani-

mosity and vengeance, carried away the objects he enjoyed; some killed

his dependents; some abducted his wives while others beheaded him.

(3) Awaking from this dream overflooded with unending miseries, he

reflected deeply over it. He got disgusted and renounced his house

(worldly life)

.

(4) Externally appearing as insane, he visualized the Supreme Soul

within his heart, free from attachments. Overcoming conflicting states

of the mind he established it in the Supreme Brahman called Sri N&r&yana,

untouched by the conditioning perishable body. In this absorbed state of

meditation (in *-samprqjfldla~samadhi), he totally forgot that he was condi-

tioned by the body.
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Ndrada said :

27. After purifying youisdf (i.e. after disposing of the

dead body of the child and taking a bath thereafter) accept

from me the Mantropanifad (Vide Iztfra Ch. XVI, 18-25). By
bearing this in mind and meditating over it, you will visualize

Lord Sankarsa^a within seven nights.

28. Oh great King, by resorting to the feet of Sankar*

$ana, ancient votaries of the Lord like god Siva and others,

gave up the illusion of this world which implies duality and
attained immediately to his greatness which was neither equa-

lled by nor surpassed by anyone else. You will also attain to

that eminence within a short time.

CHAPTER SIXTEEN

(Citraketu’s Realization ofLord Atlanta )

§ri Suka said :

1. Then, Oh King, the divine sage Narada (by his

yogic powers) showed the spirit of the departed prince to the

relatives who were mourning and spoke to the spirit.

Narada said :

2. Oh Jiva, God bless you. Have a look at your mother,

father, friends and relatives who are deeply afflicted with grief

<br you.

3. Please enter this body of yours. Surrounded by

your friends enjoy pleasures throughout the remaining period

of your life—pleasures provided to you by your father and

ascend the royal throne.

Jiva said :

4. In what life were these my father and mother, while

T was revolving in the cycle of births in the species of gods,

subhuman beings and human beings by my karmas.
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5. For, all persons are by turns related to others as

relatives, cousins, enemies, mediators, friends, indifferent men
and bitter adversaries.

6. Just as commodities like gold and other articles

change hand from one customer to another and one place to

another, similarly a Jiva wanders from one species of existence

to another.

7. Even during the life-time of a person, the relation

even of men with animals is temporary. The attachment of

mineness lasts so long as the particular relation exists.

8. In the same way, the relation of a Jiva who has

entered the womb of a particular species is transient. For, by

himself, Jiva is eternal and as such unrelated to his body and
is therefore without attachment (as a son etc.). The sense of

belongingness lasts so long as and only with him, with whom
he is associated due to his karma (and not after death. There-

fore grief for me is unnecessary)

.

9. This Atman is eternal. He is not subject to decay or

change. He is subtle and free from birth. He is the basic

support (as the material cause of the universe) of all. He is

self-illuminating. Being all-powerful he manifests himself as

the universe by the gunas of his Maya.*89

10. To him no one is very dear, nor anyone hateful. He
has no kith or kin or an alien. He is one, the witness of the

working of the minds of friends and foes (who do good or evil )

.

1 1 . The Atman does not accept (experience ) the good

or evil (i.e. pleasure or pain) nor is he the recipient of the

fruit of kormas (namely kingship ) . He is a dispassionate wit-

ness of cause and effect and not their enjoyer. He is thus

unconditioned by body and is independent.

Sri Suiza said :

12. After explaining thus the spirit departed. The
rela tives of that Jiva then became wonderstruck. They cut

asunder their bonds of affection to him and gave up sorrow.

289. VJ. explains : The Jiva is eternally related with Hari who by
the gunas of his M&y£ creates his universe. Hari is eternally connected
with all. He is eternal, not conditioned by change or decay, subtle but
absolutely one»u He perceives everything as h# * is the Lord of all . Thus the

relation of a Jfva with any person is temporary.
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13. The relatives took away the dead body and per-

formed the suitable obsequies. They set aside their affection

which is so difficult to be rid of, and which causes grief, delu-

sion, fear and distress.

14. The queens who killed tlfe child and whose charms

waned due to the infanticide, became ashamed. They per-

formed the expiation for infanticide as enunciated to them by

the Br&hma^as on the bank of the Yamuna, remembering

what the Br&hmapas have explained to them, Oh Maharaja.

15. Citraketu who was thus spiritually awakened by

the words (of advice) by the Brahmana sages, came out of the

dark deceptive well in the form of domestic life, just as an

elephant extricates himselfout of the mire in the lake.

16. Having taken ablution in the Yamuna according to

the sacred precepts, and having poured out oblations of water

(to the Pitps) , he, with his senses properly controlled, bowed

to the two sons of god Brahma (viz. Narada and Angiras) in'

17. The venerable sage Narada gladly taught this great

lore to the king who was their devotee and who resorted to

them for protection and had fully controlled his mind.

18. “OM ! Salutation unto you, Oh glorious Lord

VSsudeva. We contemplate (mentally pay obeisance to) you.

We bow to Pradyumna, Aniruddha and Sankarcana (all the

vy&has of the L.ord)

.

19. Obeisance to You who are pure, absolute know-

ledge, the very embodiment of supreme bliss, delighted with

yourself, serene and above the notion of duality.

20. Hail to you who, through realization of your bliss-

ful character, kept yourself above the waves ( the feelings of

love, hate etc.) caused by M£ya. Salutation to the great

Hfsfke£a (the Supreme Master of Senses) whose body is the

universe.

2 1 . May he protect us—he who shines alone by him-

self and is beyond the reach of speech and other senses and

the mind; who is pure consciousness and has no name or

form and who is the cause of the law of causation (and hence

above it)

.
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22. Bow to you Supreme Brahman on whom the uni-

verse (the product of cause and effect) is based, from whom it

evolves and in whom it dissolves and thus pervades everything

in the universe, just as products of earth do with reference to

the earth.

23. I salute the Brahman which pervades everything

from within and without like the sky but to whom the Prdnas

( organs of activity ) do not touch (by their conative force)

nor do the mind, intellect and cognitive senses comprehend
him (by their power of cognition)

.

24. It is only when these—body, senses, vital airs, mind
and intellect—are charged by his part or presence (amid) that

these carry out their functions and not otherwise, just as an

unheated piece of iron (does not emit heat or light.) What is

called the ‘spectator’ is another designation of yours in the

slate of wakefulness (of the Jlva. He has no independent

existence apart from you)

.

25. Salutations to you the Supreme Person, designated

by the sacred symbol OM, the possessor of Supreme Might,

whose lotus-like feet are adored in great love with the lotus-

bud-like joined palms by all the great Satvatas (votaries of the

Lord) . I reverentially bow to you, the most excellent control-

ler of all.”

Sri Suka said :

26. Having taught this prayer-lore to his devotee who

sought his protection, Narada along with Angiras, went to the

region of god Brahma, Oh King.

27. Gitraketu observed the course of that lore( of medi-

tation and prayer) with perfect concentration as per instruc-

tions ofNarada. For one week he subsisted on water only.

28. Then at the end of the seventh night, the king

attained to permanent overlordship of Vidyadharas through

the practice of that lore.

29. Then after some days, his mental power became

illumined through the practice and repetition of the same lore,

and he went near the feet of &e$a, the God of gods.

30. He saw the Lord Sesa white like a lotus fibre, clad

in blue garments and adorned with brilliant crown, armlets.
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girdle and wristlets, and with gracious countenance and red-

dish eyes, attended upon by multitudes of great Siddhas.

3 1 . All his sins having been destroyed at the sight of

the Lord, the sage Gitraketu whose heart became cleansed of

all impurities, approached the Most Ancient Person in silence.

Due to surging devotion, his eyes were flowing with tears of

love and his hair were standing on ends due to ecstasy, he

prostrated himself before him.

32. Repeatedly moistening with his tears of love the

altar under the lotus-like.feet of the glorious Lord, and his

power of expression was being choked up by his overpowering

love and devotion, he was not for a long time able to praise

him properly.

33. Then, composing his mind by the force of reason

and having restrained the senses from going out to external

objects, he addressed the following words to the father of the

world, the embodiment of the Satvata Sastra, i.e. PaHcaratra

(or whose body stood described in the PaHcaratra scriptures).

Citraketu said :

34. Oh unconquered Lord ! ( Despite your unconquera-

bleness) you have been vanquished by self-controlled righteous

persons of impartial and unruffled minds. They, in their turn,

are conquered by You. You are so very gracious that you

bestow your own self upon your devotees whose minds are

completely free from desires-

35. Oh glorious Lord ! The creation, preservation and

destruction of the universe isyour prowess—a sport. The (so-

called) creators of the universe are merely the portion of your

portions. They, however, regard themselves severally as

creators and vainly vie with one another.

36. You are at the creation, destruction as well as du-

ring the intervening period of the subtlest atom as well as (of

the universe) of the largest dimensions. But you are (your-

self) devoid of this triad of limitation. You are that un-

changing constant who exist at the beginning and end as well

as in the interim of all created things.

37. The egg ofthe universe is enveloped by seven sheaths

of the earth and other elements etc., each outer envelop being
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ten times the extent of the enclosure inner to it. This egg-like

universe together with millions and millions of other universes

appears just like an atom on your head. Hence, you are called

Ananta, the infinite.

38. Oh Controller of the universe ! Those persons are

really beasts who, in their thirst for objects of pleasure propi-

tiate the deities concerned (like Indra, who are but your parts

only) and not you—for, the blessings ( so conferred upon them)

come to an end with the extinction of the deities, just as the

good fortunes of the followers of a king perish with the fall of

that royal house.

39. Oh Supreme Lord ! Even if worldly desires are

entreated of you who are pure knowledge and consciousness

and not a product ofgunas, they do not grow like the fried

seeds (which cannot sprout forth). For all the pairs of oppo-

sites (e.g. love—hate, leading to rebirth) are the result of

gunas (and you are above them).

40. Oh unconquerable one ! When you propounded the

pure Bhagavata Dharma (the righteous path leading to the

realization of the glorious Lord ) ,
.you have conquered all

(made all your own ) . For sinless sages (like Sanat*kumara)

who are possessionless and free of desires and find delight in

the Supreme Soul, resort to that Dharma (or to you) for

Liberation.

41. Here in the Bhagavata Dharma men do not cherish

crooked, differential notions such as *1*, ‘you*, ‘mine* and

‘yours*, (as is in other cults, as that of sacrifice) . Whatever

(act) is performed with the notion ofsuch differences is impure,

perishable and full of sin, (like hirhsd)

.

42. What good to one’s own self or to another can

accrue from a dharma (path of religion) or what benefit can be

gained through a dharma which is harmful to oneself and to

others. It is irreligion, for pain is caused to oneself through

self-mortification and sin is committed by offending others.

43. Your vision by which you expounded the Bhagavata-

dharma never goes astray from reality. Hence, the noble Souls

who do not regard the multitudes of the mobile and immobile

being as different from you follow that dharma
,
Oh Lord.

44. It is*no miracle that all the sins committed by men
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are annihilated at your sight, for even an outcaste like a
Cabala becomes liberated from the cycle of birth and death,
by hearing your name once only. Oh glorious Lord.

45. Oh Lord, we have got our heart cleansed of all the
impurities by your very sight. How could that which the
divine sage, your own devotee, has said, turn out to be untrue?

46. Oh Infinite Lord ! As you are the Soul of the
world, you know everything that is done in this world by
people. You are the Creator and Preceptor of the world.
There is nothing new to be specially made known to you, as

there is nothing to be revealed to the Sun by the fire-flies.

47. Salutations to you, Oh glorious Lord, who are the

master and controller of the creation, sustenance and destruc-

tion of all the worlds. You are the purest of the pure (Pcrama-
harfisa ). Your real nature is incomprehensible to bad yogins

who entertain the notion of difference.

48. The creators of the world (e.g. god Brahma and
other gods who preside over the conative organs) (are activa-

ted) when you breathe (become active). When you (wish to)

see, the gods (like the Sun who preside over the cognitive

organs, ) are able to get perception. The globe of this earth is

(insignificant) like a mustard seed on your head. My Saluta-

tions to you. Oh glorious Lord of a thousand heads.

Sri Suka said :

49. Lord Ananta who was thus eulogised, was pleased

with him. He spoke out to Citraketu the k :ag of Vidya-
dharas, Oh scion of the Kuru family (Pariksit)

.

The glorious Lord said :

50. Oh King, it is by the precept (of <;he means of

propitiating me) taught to you by Narada and Angiras and
by the practice of that spiritual lore and by my sight that you
have fully achieved your purpose.

51. I am verily all the created beings, their Soul and
their support. I am the Veda the Supreme Brahma and both of

these are my eternal form.

52. One should understand that his own Self is pervad-

ing the whole ofthe universe ( as the subject of experience)
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and that the universe is resting on the Atman ( i.e. is super-

imposed on the Soul) and that both (one's own Self and the

universe) are pervaded by me (as the prime cause).

53. Just as in a state of profound slumber, one sees the

universe (i.e. the various objects in it) in his own Self, and
waking up from the dream, he finds himself alone and in a
particular place (of sleeping such as a bed- room).

54. Similarly wakefulness etc. are the conditions ofjiva
and are the products ofMaya with reference to Atman. There-
fore, one should remember that Paramatman is only a witness.

55. Recognize me to be that Atman or Brahman thro-

ugh whom the Jiva in a sleeping condition, regards himself as

in deep sleep. I am absolute bliss beyond the range ofgunas

or the senses.

56. That knowledge is the Supreme Brahma—know-
ledge which is found in a person who remembers his experi-

ences during sleep and wakefulness—a connecting link as well

as the differentia between the two states of experience.

57. When the Jiva forgets my real nature, he regards

himself as different from me and this is the cause of his Sam-
sara, in which he goes from birth after birth and suffers death

after death.

58. Having attained birth in the human species here,

where the knowledge of the Self ( as detailed in scriptures
) and

the wisdom, i.e. direct knowledge and perception of the Self,

can be developed, he who does not realize me, can never find

peace and happiness.

59. Remembering that in the Pravrtti Marga (i.e. the

path of karma

)

there are great afflictions and contrary results

( of the expected fruit) , and there is fearlessness, i.e. Liberation

(Mok?a) in the Nivrtti-Marga (the path of cessation of acti-

vities)
, a wise man should desist from the path of karma .

60. A pair of husband and wife perform (ricualistic)

acts for getting pleasure and avoidance of misery . But there

is no escape from misery nor the attainment of happiness, as a

result of ritualistic performance.

61-62. Having thus realized that the consequences go

contrary to expectation of persons who in their pride regard

themselves to be clever, and having realized the subtle nature
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of the Atman which transcends the three states (viz. state of

awakeness, dream and deep sleep), and being completely free

( from the desire ) for the pleasures of this world and the next,

through one’s power of discrimination and finding satisfaction

and pleasure in one’s knowledge and wisdom, a person should

devote himself to me (completely)

.

63. Realization of the unity of the individual spirit and
the Supreme Soul is the real objective to be attained through

all possible means by yogins whose intellect and power have

acquired acuteness through yogic meditation.

64. If you bear in mind my advice and bring that into

practice carefully, you will soon be blessed with knowledge

and wisdom and attain Liberation, Oh King.

Sri Suka said :

65. Having comforted Citraketu in this way, the glori-

ous Lord Hari, the father and the preceptor of the world, and

the Soul of the universe, immediately disappeared there while

Citraketu was looking on.

CHAPTER SEVENTEEN

( Citraketu cursed by Pdrvati

)

Sri Suka said:

1 . Having bowed to the direction in which Lord Ananta

disappeared, Citraketu, the Vidyadhara, the sky-ranger went

his own way (in the sky).

2* 3. Possessed of indefatigable physical power and
undiminished acuteness of senses, and eulogised by sages,

Siddhas and Caranas as a great Yogi, he (Citraketu), for a

period of 1,000 million years, sported in the caverns of the great

Kutacala (sumeru) (the boundary mountain), which auto-

matically supplies the desired objects to the occupants. He
made the Vidyadhara ladies chant the glories ofLord Hari.
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4-5. Once upon a time, while he was going by his res-

plendent aerial car, gifted to him by Visnu, he saw Lord Siva

surrounded by Siddhas and Caracas and having embraced in

his arm the goddess Parvatl seated on his lap, in the assembly
of sages. Approaching near her, he laughed loudly and spoke
out within the hearing of the goddess.

Citraketu said :

6. (Look here), here is the preceptor of the world him-
self, the expounder of Dharma to all embodied beings, the

head of the assembly (of sages etc.) , sits in a posture coupled

with his wife.

7. He has matted hair on his head and performs austere

penance. He is the president of the assembly of sages well

versed in Vedas, but he sits with his wife on his lap, like a
shameless vulgar fellow.

8. Generally, even ordinary people embrace a woman
in secluded places, but this observer of great vows indulges in

dalliance with his wife, in an open assembly.

£ri Suka said :

9. Even Lord Siva of unfathomable mind laughed out

heartily on hearing it, and kept quiet in that assemblage. The
members of the assembly also followed his example.

10. The goddess angrily spoke to the impudent Citra-

ketu who was proud of his own self-control, and who passed

unbecoming remarks against Lord Siva, about whose irresis-

tible powers he was ignorant.

Pdruatisaid :

11. Is this now the ruler of the world and the punisher

thereof? Is he competent to mete out punishment to wicked

and shameless fellows like us ?

12. Neither god Brahma nor the sons of Brahma like

Bhfgu, Narada and others, neither Sanatkumara nor Kapila

and Manu comprehended Dharma (righteousness), for they

raised no objection to Hara*s transgression of dharma .

13. This impertinent wretched Ksatriya insults wise

gods and sages, and reproves this preceptor and father of the
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world whose lotus-like feet are meditated upon by the above-

mentioned (great personages), and who is the very embodi-

ment of the highest dharma. Therefore, this fellow should be

punished.

14. This haughty self-conceited person does not deserve

to be allowed to approach the feet of Lord Visiiu which are

reverently worshipped by pious sages.

15. Oh wicked fellow ! Go forth hence to the most

wicked demonic existence of Asuras so that you may not again

speak ill of the great. Oh child.290

Sri Suka said :

16. Citraketu who was thus imprecated, got down from

the aerial car, and propitiated Sati (Goddess Parvatf) paying

her obeisance with his head bent low, Oh Pariksit.

Citraketu said :

17. I accept your curse with my folded palms. Oh
Mother. Whatever is pronounced by gods about mortal being

is something predestined for him.

18. In this whirling wheel of Sarhsira , a creature, being

deluded by ignorance, wanders experiencing pleasure and pain,

everywhere, at all times.

19. Neither one's sell nor another is the creator of

pleasure and pain. It is only the unwise who regards himself or

another person as the author of pleasure and pain.

20. (All this Samsara is the product of Gu$as). In this

stream of Guqos, what is the distinction between a curse

and grace ? What is the heaven or the hell ? And what is the

difference between pleasure and pain ?

21. It is the glorious Lord alone who creates all beings

by dint of his Maya power. To these are ordained bondage

and liberation, pleasure and pain, but he himself is above them

all.

22. To him none is dear or hateful; none a cousin or a

relation; none is friend or an enemy; he is equal to all

290. GS. explains that P&rvat! was really sympathetic towards

Citraketu, but the curse was a reproof against his audacity.
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everywhere and absolutely pure. He has no attachment for
pleasure. How can there be wrath in him ?

23. It is however the outflow of his energy called Nfaya
manifested in meritorious or sinful acts, that becomes the cause
of pleasure and pain, good and bad, bondage and liberation,
birth and death of embodied beings, and causes transmigration
of the Soul.

24. Therefore, Oh wrathful Goddess, Ido not propitiate
you for relieving me from your curse. But Oh Sati (Parvatl),
please forgive me for what you consider as an unrighteous ex-
pression from me.

Suka said :

25. Having propitiated Lord Siva and goddess Parvati

in this way, Citraketu left by his aerial car, while they looked

wondering.

26. Then the glorious god Rudra (Siva) spoke to

Parvat! while gods, sages, Siddhas and his attendants were
listening (reverentially).

Rudra said :

27. Oh beautiful lady ( possessor of dainty waist), you

have seen the nobleness of th* high-souled servants of servants

of Hari of miraculous deeds and how they are free from desires

( of any kind)

.

28. All who are devoted to Narayapa are not afraid of

anybody for they see the same Reality in Svarga
,
Mokja and

even in hells.

29. It is through the sporting activities of the Lord that

the Soul is invested with a body and experiences pairs of

opposites like pleasure and pain, birth and death, grace and

curse, through contact with the physical body.

30. The notion of desirabUity and undesirability with

reference to pleasure and pain is certainly illusory and false,

and it is the result of man’s lack of discrimination and know-

ledge. For it is like the difference (between the experience of

pleasure or pain by seeing oneself to hav« oecome a prince or

a pauper in a dream) felt within oneself or the imputation of
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the notion of a serpent on a garland of flowers (while one is

awake) .
*

31. To persons who are bearing intense devotion to

venerable Lord Vasudeva and whose power lies in spiritual

knowledge and renunciation, no object is worth seeking or

resorting in this world.

32. Neither 1 , nor god Brahma, nor Sanatkumara or

Narada or the sons ofGod Brahma, sages, nor the great gods

who are but parts of his parts comprehend his intention. We
do not know his real nature though we regard ourselves as in*

dependent rulers.

33. To him nobody is beloved or hateful, nobody is his

own or an alien. Hari being the Atman (inner controller) of

all beings is the beloved of them all.

34. This highly blessed Citraketu is a beloved follower

of the Lord. He looks upon all as equal and is serene. I am
also beloved of Lord Vi$nu. Therefore, I did not get angry

with him.

35. You need not, therefore, wonder about (the beha-

viour of) high-souled men who are devotees of the Supreme

person Vi$nu—the votaries who are tranquil by nature, and

regard all beings as equal.

£ri Suka said :

36. Having heard the explanatory speech of the glorious

Lord Siva, the goddess Parvati got over her feeling of wonder

and became appeased and calm in mind, Oh King.

37. Even though the votary of Visnu, Citraketu, was

most competent to retaliate the Devi’s curse by counter-curse,

he accepted it bowing down hishead (with great respect and

humility),—which is the characteristic of righteousness.

38. Assuming the body of aDanava, Citraketu was born

in the Daksinagni ofTva?tr» and became famous as Vrtra. He

* VR. : The Jlva it an individual constituted of pure consciousness.

The difference as a god or man or a sub-human being with reference to

Jlva and the desirable and undesirable states ( e.g. pleasure and pain,

birth and death, grace and curse) are due to the lack of discrimination. It

is caused by eternal Kama and induces one to identify oneself with the

physical body. Moreover, this notion of difference is like pleasant and
unpleasant sights in a dream-.
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was, however, endowed with spiritual knowledge and wisdom
(despite his birth as a demon)

.

39. In this way I have narrated to you everything which
you enquired about the cause ofVrtra’s birth as a demon, and
his devotion to Hari.

40. Hearing this sacred history of the noble-minded

Citraketu and the glory and greatness of votaries of Visnu, one
becomes liberated from the bondage (of Samsara)

.

41. He who gets up early in the morning and recites

this episode with reverence, and observing silence, meditates

on Lord Hari, attains to the highest region (Mokfa ).

CHAPTER EIGHTEEN*

(The Birth of the Maruts)

Sri Suka said

:

1. PrSni, the wife of Savitr ( the fifth son of Aditi) gave

birth to three daughters, namely, Savitri291
,
Vyahrti292 and

Trayl*92 and (nine sons, namely,) Agnihotra294
, Pa$u296

,

Soma294
,
Caturmasya297 and the five great sacrifices298 .

* In the introduction of this chapter, $R. states that this chapter is

in continuation of the first six chapters in which the progeny of the first four

sons of Aditi has been enumerated. He underscores the allegorical signi-

ficance of this chapter by explaining what deities are described here.

291. The deity presiding over the holy Gayatrl Mantra,

2g2. The deity presiding over the three mystical syllables, viz., DhUh
t

Bhuvafrand Svar usually repeated after OM. These are prefixed to the G&yatrl

Mantra. They stand for the earth, the intermediate region and the heaven.

293. The deity presiding over the three Vedas, viz., flgveda, Yajur-

veda and Sainaveda.

294. The deity presiding over the acts of offering oblations into the

•acred fire.

295. The presiding deity of animal sacrifices.

296. The deity presiding over the Soma Sacrifice.

297. The presiding deity over the three C&turm&sya sacrifices per-

formed at the beginning of the three main seasons, viz., the summer, the

rainy season and the winter.

298. The name* cf the five great sacrifices(AfaMma£A4)are as follows:
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2. Oh dear Pariksit ! Siddhi, the wife ofBhaga (the sixth

son of Aditi ), brought forth three sons, namely, Mahiman,
Vibhu and Prabhu, and a beautiful pious daughter called Alis.

3 . Out of the four wives of Dhdtr ( the seventh son of

Aditi) Kuhu*80 bore Sayam800
; Sinivali301 Daria80*; Raka808

Pratar804 ; Anumati806 Pumamasa 800 respectively.

4. Samanantara or Vidhatr ( the eighth son of Aditi)

begot on Kriya the Fire-gods called Purf?ya807
. Car?ani was

the spouse of Varuiia (the ninth son of Aditi. He is the

deity presiding over water). To her was reborn Bhrgu (the

son of Brahma)

.

5-6. Valmiki, another son of Varuna, was a great Yogi.

They say that he was born from an ant-hill. The sages Agas-

tya and Vasistha were born ofMitra and Varuna who, in a jar,

deposited their semen that was discharged at the sight of and

in the vicinity of the celestial damsel Urvaii. Mitra (the

10th son of Aditi) begot through Revat! three sons, namely,

Utsarga, Arista, and Pippala.

7. We are told that the king of gods, India, (the 11th

(>) BrahmayajHa : Propitiation of the ancient sages. It consists of

teaching and chanting the Vedas.

(2 ) Pitfyajfla : Grateful acknowledgement of our debt to our depart-

ed forefathers. This includes tarPapa or pouring water as oblations in their

memory and for their gratification.

(3) DtvayajHa : Propitiation of gods through homa (pouring oblations

in the sacred fire uttering their names)

.

(4) BkQtayajfla : Offering a portion of our food to all sub-human be-

ings in acknowledgement of our debt to them

.

(5 ) NvyajHa : Worship of our fellow beings. It consists of offering

food and shelter to an atithi (A traveller staying for only one day).

These five daily sacrifices are binding on every householder (Vide

Msuiu 3 ,70-7 1 )

.

f

299. The deity presiding over die last night ofa dark fortnight.

300. The presiding deity over the evening.

301 . The deity presiding over the 14th night of a dark fortnight.

302. The presiding deity over the last day of a dark fortnight.

303. The presiding deity of the last night of the bright fortniSht.

304* The presiding deity of the morning.

305. The deity presiding over the 14th night of a bright fortnight.

306. The deity presiding over the last day of a bright fortnight.

307. The five deities presiding over die sacred fires known as Purlfya.
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son of Aditi ) procreated through Paulomi or Sac! three sons,

namely, Jayanta, Rsabha and the third Midhusa, Oh child !

8. Urukrama who was god Visnu who appeared as

Vamana through his own divine Maya (and who was the 12th

son of Aditi) begot on his wife Kfrti, a son called Bfhacchloka

who was the father of Saubhaga and other sons.

9. We shall narrate in detail later (in Skandha VIII)
the feats, excellences and the deeds of the high-souled son of

Kagyapa, namely, Vamana, and also how he incarnated as the

son of Aditi.

10. Now, I shall describe to you the sons of the sage

Kagyapa from his spouse Difi. Among them were born the

great devotees ofVismi, namely, the glorious Prahlada and Bali.

11. Diti had two sons, namely, Hiranyakagipu and
Hiranyaksa who were respected by Daityas and Danavas.

They were described (formerly in Skandha III).

12-15. The wife of Hiranyakagipu was a Danava lady

called Kayadhu. She was the daughter ofJambha and was

given in marriage to Hiranyakagipu. She gave birth to four
%

sons, namely, Samhrada the eldermost, and Anuhrada, Hrada
and Prahlada. Their sister was Siriihika by name. She got

from Vipracittia son called Rahu whose head was lopped off by

Hari with his disc (Sudargana) while he (Rahu) was drinking

ambrosia. Krti the wife of Samhrada gave birth to Paficajana.

Dhamanl the wife of Hrada bore Vatapi and Ilvala. It was

Ilvala who cooked Vatapi for the celebrated guest Agastya.

1 6. Anuhrada brought forth through his wife Surmya two

sons Bagkala and Mahisa. The son of Prahlada was Virocana

who had from his spouse Devi, a son called Bali.

17. From Bali, a hundred sons out of whom Bana was

the eldest, were born to (Bali's queen) Agana. We shall

recount later on (in Skandha VIII) the glory of Bali which

deserves celebration.

18. Having propitiated god Siva, Bana attained the

first place among his attendants. The glorious god Siva is by

his side and.He is still guarding his capital city.

19. Diti had sons called Maruts. They were fortynine

in number. A)1 of them were childless and they were brought

over by Indra and were converted to his own class of gods.
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The King (Parfkfit ) said :

20. Oh Preceptor, how did Indra convert their inborn,

demonic nature to godhood ? What 'obligations did they render

to Indra which made him convert them into gods.

2 1 . Oh worshipful sage, these other sages along with me,
earnestly desire to know the details. You should therefore ex-

pound that to us.

Sdta said

:

22. Oh Saunaka, having heard that speech ofVis^urata

(king Pariksit), Suka, the son of sage Bacjarayana (Vyasa),

greeted it with heart full ofjoy, as it was full of earnestness and
was briefyet pregnant with significance. The Omniscient Suka

spoke as follows :

Sri Suka said :

23. Did whose sons were slain by Visnu as the ally of

Indra, in the background, was burning with wrath enkindled

by grief and she began to ponder.

24. “When can I get happy sleep after bringing about

the death of the hard-hearted wicked sensual Indra, the cruel

murderer of his brothers.

25. The body which is addressed as “A Lord or a Ruler”,

goes also under the name of worms ( becomes full of worms
after burial) , excrement (if the body is eaten up by carnivorous

animals or birds of prey)
,
and ashes ( if it is cremated). He

(Indra) who seeks to injure other beings for such a body, does

not know self-interest, for it leads to hell.

26. By what means can I get a son who will quell the

pride of Indra who wrongly presumes that this body is eternal

and who is very arrogant (of unrestrained heart) ?”

27-28. With this object in view, she many times served

what was wished by her husband. By her service, affection,

modesty, self-control, intense devotion, by her charming sweet

words as well as by her winning smiles and side glances, she

who was intimate with the knowledge ofhuman nature, capti-

vated his heart.

. 29. Thus enchanted by the sly, cleverwoman, ICalyapa,

though learned, became powerless (against her charms) . He
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succumbed to her and acquiesced in her request. Such stupe-

faction by women is not to be wondered at.

30. At the beginning ofcreation, Prajapati found that

beings entertained no attachment (and the work of creation

was not possible), god Brahma (then) converted half of his

body into a woman who leads astray the judgments of men.

31. The worshipful Ka£yapa who was thus waited upon
by his wife, was highly pleased with Diti. With a hearty laugh,

he greeted Diti with delight (and said)

.

KaSyapa said

:

32. Ask for a boon Oh beautiful lady with shapely

thighs. Oh faultless one, I am pleased with you. When husband
is pleased with his wife, what object in this or in the next

world, is unattainable ?

33-34. It has been declared that the husband alone is

the supreme deity in the case ofwomen.
For the glorious Lord Vasudeva, the husband of the

goddess Sri, who is in the heart of all beings, is worshipped

in the guise of different deities by men who ascribe to him

different names (e. g. Indra, Varupa) and forms (wielder of

the Vajra, or ofa noose). But he is worshipped by women in

the form of their husbands.

35. Therefore, Oh lady ofbeautiful waist, chaste women
who are desirous of their welfare, worship with unswerving

devotion their husband as the image of god and the Soul of

the world.

36. I who am worshipped by you with so much devotion

and with such superb faith, shall accomplish for you your desir-

ed object, Oh blessed lady—an object which is very difficult to

be atained by unchaste women.

Diti said

:

37. “Oh Brahmana sage, if you are conferring a boon

on me, I pray for an immortal son who will slay Indra, for he

(Indra) caused both of my sons killed and I have become a

lady whose sons are dead."

38. Hearing her speech, the Brahmana became dispirit-
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cd and repented (as follows) : “Alas! What a great unrighte-
ousness and sin have overtaken me today

!

39. Alas! Today I have fallen a victim to sense gratifi-

cation. I allowed my heart to "be captivated by Maya
(deluding power) in the form of a woman. Vile as I am, I

shall certainly fall in the abysmal hell.

40. What fault is there in the case of the woman who
followed the natural tendencies ofwomen ? Alas ! Fie upon me
who am ignorant about my self-interest and lost the control of
my senses.

4 1 . Who can fathom the motives of the actions ofwomen
whose countenance is beautiful like the fully bloomed autum-
nal lotus, whose speech is like ambrosia to the ear but whose
heart is sharp like a razor-blade.

42. Women whose minds are determined to achieve

their own objective have no one really dear. For serving their

own purpose, they will kill or cause to be killed their husband,
son or brother.

43. I have promised that I shall give her a son. That
promise should not prove untrue. But Indra does not deserve

death. Under these circumstances the following expedient ap-

pears proper.

44. Oh descend* nt of the Kurus! Considering thus, the

worshipful son ofMark i (K&syapa) showed some indignation

and condemning himself said.

KaSyapa said

:

45. Oh blessed lady, if you carefully observe this vow
for one complete year, a son will be born to you who will be
the slayer of Indra, or a friend of gods (if this vow is not

properly observed)

.

Diti said

:

46. Oh Brahmana sage ! I hereby undertake to observe

the Vow. Explain to me what acts are obligatory and what are

prohibited for me, and also the acts which (are neither obliga-

tory nor prohibitive but which) do not violate the vow.
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KaSyapa said

:

47. You should not injure any of the living beings.

You should not curse or tell a lie. You should not pare your
nails or cut your hair. You should not touch an impure and
inauspicious thing.

48. You should not take bath into water by plunging
in it. You should not get angry or speak with wicked men.
You should not put on unwashed garments nor should wear a
garland worn by others.

49. You should not eat food which has remained after

being eaten by others; nor food offered to the goddess Bhad-
rakali or to seven Matfkas or eaten by ants. You should not

eat nonvegetarian food or food brought by a Sudra. You
should not take food which is seen by a woman in monthly
course. You should not drink water with your folded palms.

50. You must not go out with remnants of food sticking

in the mouth or without rinsing the mouth with water. You
should not stir out in the evening with dishevelled hair, unad-

orned or without the upper garment. You should not be

unrestrained in speech.

51. You should not sleep without washing your feet or

in an impure condition or with wet feet. (You should not go

to bed) with your head to the North or to the West. You
should not sleep with others or without any clothes. You should

not remain asleep at dawn and dusk.

52. Putting on washed garments, always pure and

furnished with all auspicious things, you should worship god

Vi$nu, goddess Sri, cows and Brahmanas before you take

breakfast in the morning.

53. You should worship women whose husbands are

alive, by offering them garlands, sandal-paste, food and orna-

ments. Having worshipped your husband, you should wait

upon him and contemplate that your husband’s energy is

present in your womb.
54. If you will observe this vow called Puihsavana

(yielder of a son) for the period of one year without any flaw,

you will beget'a son who will be the slayer of Indra.

55. Diti«agreed to that. She conceived from Kaiyapa

and strictly (began to) observe the vow, Oh king.
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56. Having come to know the intention of his maternal

aunt the sly foresighted Indra waited upon Diti who was stay-

ing in a hermitage, (under the pretext of) rendering service to

her.

57. At the appointed time he always brought flowers,

fruits, sacred sticks, kuSagrass, leaves, shoots, earth and water

from the forest.

58. Oh King, in this way the crooked Indra, desiring to

find out some flaw in the course of the observance of vows of

the lady who had undertaken them, served her like a hunter

who puts on the guise of a deer.

59. Indra who was intent on detecting a weak point in

her observance of vows, could not find it. He became intensely

anxious as to how he could succeed ( in securing his good )

.

60. Once in the evening, Diti who was fatigued with

the observance of that austere vow and deluded by fate, slept

with the remnants of food in the mouth (without rinsing her

mouth with water)
,
and with unwashed feet.

61. Getting this opportunity, Indra who was expert in

Yoga entered the womb of Diti by his deluding power ofYoga,

while Diti was unconscious in sleep.

62. With his Vajra he cut in seven parts the foetus

which was brilliant like gold. While it was crying he said 'Don't

cry," and cut each of that piece into seven again.

63. While they were being rent, all of them folded

their palms and appealed to him “Oh Indra, we are Maruts,

your brothers. Why do you wish to kill us ?”

64. “Don’t be afraid. Brothers, you are for me", said

Indra to the Maruts who as a class had unswerving loyalty to

him as his attendants.

65. The foetus in the womb of Diti did not die through

the grace ofLord Vi?nu even though it was repeatedly hacked

with Vajra,” just as you were saved from the missile of

A£vatthaman.

66. If a person worships but once the Ancient "Person

Vifnu, he attains to the self-same form as that of Vi$nu, where-

as the great god Hari was worshipped by Diti for a period

slightly less than one year.
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67. Along with Indra the Maruts became in all fifty

gods. Removing the stigma of maternal heredity, they were

made participants in Soma-drinking by Indra.

68. After getting up, Dili saw her sons brilliant like

fire in the company of Indra. The faultless lady felt highly

gratified.

69. She asked Indra, “Child, desiring a son which would
strike terror in the sons of Aditi, I observed this vow which
was most difficult.

70. I expected to have one son. How is it that I got

seven times seven (fortynine)? Oh Son, if the truth is known to

you, please tell me, but don't tell a lie.”

Indra said

:

71. Oh mother, having learnt about your determina-

tion, I approached you. Detecting a flaw in the observance of

your vow, I who did not care for righteousness and was bent

on achieving my object, slashed the foetus.

72. I hacked the foetus in seven ways and there were

seven sons. Each of them was cut in seven; but they did not

die.

73. Having seen that greatest miracle, I came to the

conclusion that this must be some indescribable incidental

Siddhi achieved through the worship of Lord Vi?QU.

74. Those who without entertaining any blessings pro-

pitiate the Lord, do not wish the attainment of even Mok§a,

are declared as clever in accomplishing their objects.

75. After propitiating the Ruler of the World who is

one's own Soul and is a bestower of his own Self, what wise

man would seek contact with gunas (worldly objects)? For (the

products) the gunas are available even in hell.

76. Therefore, Oh Mother, it behoves you to forgive

this act of Wickedness on my part which I, as a fool, committ-

ed to the worshipful ones. Fortunately the foetus has become

alive again ( after death)

.

ori Suka said:

77. Indra, the god of heaven, was permitted ( to go) by

her who was sincerely pleased with him. He, along with Maruts,
f

bowed to her and went to the heaven.
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78. In this way, I have narrated to, you in details what
you Jiad asked me, namely, the auspicious birth of the Maruts.
Now tell me what else 1 should relate to yQU.

CHAPTER NINETEEN

( The Details of the Vow called Pwhsaoana)

The King (Parik}it) asked :

1 . I wish to know, Oh Brahmana Sage, the details of

the vow called Purhsavana which you have mentioned, as Lord

Vis^iu is propitiated thereby.

Sri Suka said :

2. With the permission and consent of her husband a

woman should begin on the 1st day of the. bright half of

Margaiirsa this observance of vowwhich is calculated to confer

all desires on one.

3. She should listen to the narrative about the birth of

Maruts and consult the Brahmanas. Cleansing her teeth white

and having taken a bath, she should put on two white gar-

ments. Adorning herself with ornaments, she should worship

Lord Visnu along with Sri in the morning, before taking the

breakfast.

4. (She should pray as follows
: ) “Oh Lord of accom»

plished desires, I bow to you who, being endowedwith enough

of all things, are (hence) above wants and expectations.

Salutations to you, the Lord of Lak$ml, the master of allmystic

powers.

5. Oh Lord ! Possessor of excellences like supreme

grace, fortune, prowess, glory, energy and o’.her divine attri-

bute& as you are, you are the real omnipotent Supreme Ruler

of the world.

6. Oh Divine consort of Vi?nu, the supreme deluding

power of theLord, you possess the same characteristics as those

of the Supreme Person Vifl?u. Be propitious unto me, Oh
Almighty Qoddess. Oh Mother of the universe, I bow to you.
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7. I offer worship to the glorious Lord designated by

the sacred syllable OM, the Lord who is the Supreme Person,

most mighty, the Lord of Mahalak$mi, along with his highest

potencies.

Invoking daily god Visnuby chanting the aforesaid mantra^

one should offer, with concentrated mind, articles of worship

such as water for washing his (Vi^u's) hands and feet, and

rinse his (Visgu’s) mouth and water for taking bath, silken

garments, the sacred thread, ornaments, sandal-paste, flowers,

incense, light, food and other articles.

8.

* Out of the food left after offering it to Vi?iju, twelve

oblations of that food should be offered to the fire with the

mantra “Salutation to the glorious Supreme Person (Vi$nu) of

unlimited powers and denoted by the sacred syllable OM. I

offer these oblations to you along with Laksmi.”

9. Ifone is desirous ofsecuring all worldly prosperity,

one should always devoutly worship goddess Laksmi and Lord

Visnu who confer boons and both of whom are the fountain-
* «

heads of all blessings.

10. She should prostrate herself before them just like a

rod on the ground, with her heart submissive in devotion. She

should repeat the (abovementioned) mantra for ten times and

sing ( the following) Rymn

:

1 1 . “Both of you arc the Lords of the universe, the

ultimate cause of the world. This is verily the subtle Prakyti,

your deluding potency (Maya) too formidable to be overcome.

12. You arc directly her Supreme Ruler, the Supreme

Person. You are the embodiment of all sacrifices while she is

the sacrificial performance. She is activity itself while you are

the enjoyer of the fruit thereof.

13. This goddess is the manifestation of gunas,
while

you are the cause of that manifestation and the enjoyer of the

guyas. You are the Soul, the inner controller of all embodied

beings, while Sri is the body, senses and the inner organ. The

glorious Laksmi represents the name and form, while you are

their support and their illuminator.

14. Inasmuch as both of you Supreme Rulers confer

boons on the three worlds, Oh Lord of hallowing renown, may

my great desires be fulfilled.”
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1 5. Eulogizing thus the Lord of Sri along with Sri who
confers boons, one should remove all articles used in worship.

Having offered water to rinse the mouth (to the deities), one

should continue to worship, (known as uttara-ptiji)

16. She should then praise wi th the above hymn, with

her mind merged in devotion. Smelling the remnants of the

offerings to fire, she should again worship Hari.

1 7. Identifying with great devotion her husband with

Lord Visnu, she should serve him with various objects dear to

him. The husband who is loving by nature, should himself

help in all the activities of his wife, whether they be great or

small, pertaining to the worship of God.

18. It is enough if this vow is observed by one of the

couple (husband and wife). If the wife is incapable (for

reasons of health) or disqualified (due to monthly course), the

husband should observe it with concentrated mind.

19. This vow pertaining to Vipju, if once undertaken,

should not be violated under any circumstances. Every day

she should worship with devotion Brahmapasand women whose

husbands are alive, by offering them wreaths of flowers, sandal*

paste, food and ornaments, and should also worship Lord Visnu.

20. After requesting the deity to retire to his abode, one

should eat what was offered to the deity, for self-purification

and attainment of all desires.

2 1 . After performing such process of worship for a pe-

riod of twelve months, the pious lady should observe fast on

the last day of the month of Karttika.

22. When the morrow dawns, she should touch water

(take bath) and duly worship Lord Ky$na as before. The
husband should offer twelve oblations according toparvana-sthdli-

pdka vidhana (a kind of sacrificial performance) of rice cooked

in milk and mixed with ghee, (in the sacrificial fire) .*

23. Having reverentially accepted the blessings prono-

unced by the Brahtnanas who are pleased, and having devoutly

* The text of the Bh.P. used by VR. adds :

* ‘Looking upon Brahtnanas as the embodiments or forms of the

Supreme Soul, she should serve meals to them with devotion and should

give to them sesamum seeds coated with jaggery and fried grains, and
drinking vessels full of water.*'
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paid obeisance to them by bowing the head, she should take

meals with their permission.

24. After feeding the preceptor first along with the

relatives, the husband, with his speech restrained, should give

the remnants of the cam , which is capable of conferring good

progeny and ensuring good fortune, to his wife.

25 A man who observes this vow of the Almighty God
with due formalities, gets his desired object. A woman who
observes this will get good fortune, wealth, progeny, longevity

to her husband ( throughout her life ) ,
glory and a good house.

26-27. An unmarried girl will get a husband possessing

all good characteristics. A widow will be rid of her sins and

attain to Liberation. A woman who loses her children in

death) will get long-lived children. A woman if ill-fated in

spite of wealthy condition, becomes blessed w'ith good fortune

and if ugly looking, becomes beautiful. A chronic patient of

long period gets free from disease, and becomes energetic

and virile in his senses and activities. If it is repeated at the

time ofauspicious ceremonies, it gives eternal and infinite satis-

faction to forefathers and divinities.

28. If the Fire-God, the goddess Laksmi and Lord Vi?nu

are pleased after the completion ofHoma (sacrifice), they confer

all desired objects. Oh King, I have narrated to you the

auspicious story of the birth of Maruts and the great vow

observed by Diti.
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SEVENTH SKANDHA

CHAPTER ONE

Conversation between Tudhiffhira and Nirada :

Jaya and Vijaya cursed

The King ( Parikfit ) said :

1. How is it that the glorious Lord who is by nature

impartial and friendly to all beings, killed Daityas for the sake

of I ndra, as ifHe was impelled by partiality, Oh Brahmana
sage ?

2. Being transcendental to Gunas (He is above love and
hate) . He is the very embodiment of perfect bliss. He has

no selfish ends to be served from the host of gods, nor docs He
entertain any fear from Asuras and nor does He cherish any

hatred towards them.

3. Oh highly fortunate one, this has been our great doubt

about the excellences of Lord Narayana. Your Worship
should please dispel it.

Sri Suka said :

4. Oh great King, you have asked a good question. The
life of Hari is miraculous and mysterious. It contains the

glories of the devotees of the Lord and promotes devotion

unto Him intensely.

5. The legendary story of Hari which is highly meritorious

is sung by sages like Narada and others. After paying

obeisance to Krsna-Dvaipayana Vyasa, I shall narrate to you

that.

6. Though the Lord who is transcendental to Prakfti,

attributeless, unborn and unmanifest, enters into the gunas of

his own Maya. He assumed the role of the chastiser to those

who deserved punishment (i.e. became the cause of enmity

between gods and demons).

7. Sattva, Rajas and Tamas are the attributes of Prdkrti

and not of the Atman
y
nor is there a synchronous increase or

decrease of them.
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8. During the period of the ascendancy of Sattva
,
he

enters into the bodies of celestials and sages, and He thus

intensifies their power. During the preponderance of Rajas ,

he does so for Asuras. During the dominance of Tamas
,
he

fosters Yaksas and Raksasas. It is in conformance with the

Time-spirit that this happens. (Not that God is partial) .

9. Like fire (in the wood) , space i.e. Akaia (in a pitch-

er), he appears in many forms or bodies without being

distinguished from the body occupied by him. It is only the

discerning who, after meticulous investigation (by introspec-

tion) into the Atman as residing in themselves, realize Him (as

being distinct from gunas and their products).

10. When the Supreme Self desires to create cities, i.e.

bodies, for enjoyment of the Jiva, he creates separately Rajas

(which was in a state of equilibrium) and impels it to act with

dominant force. When the Lord desires to sport Himself in

multifarious bodies, he makes the Sattva act. When he

desires to go to sleep, i.e. to withdraw the universe within

himself, he sets in motion the Tamas.

11. Oh King, this infallible Creator and Controller of

the universe, through the instrumentality of Prakrti and

Purusa ,
creates the Present Time which acts as their support-

ing associate. The entity that is designated as Time, promotes

the power of Sattva. Due to the fostering of Sattva by Time,

the Lord of extensive fame, the Controller of Time, appears

as a friend of gods (whose dominant characteristic is Sattva)

and destroys the enemies of gods who are dominated by Rajas

and Tamas. (It is due to his presence that Time has the

potency to achieve this) .*

12. Oh King, on this very topic was narrated a legend by
the divine sage Narada, when he was respectfully questioned

by Yudhi$thira formerly, in the great Rajasuya Sacrifice.

13-14. Having seen the most marvellous absorption of

Situpdlat
the king of Cedi, in Lord Vasudeva at the great

• VR.: Supreme Soul creates the Present Time which, being

pervaded by Him, is like His body. He then brings forth Prakrti and

Purufa—the sentient and the insentient phenomena. When it is the time

for protection through Sattva gupa, the Lord impelj the Time to increase

the power of gods only and defeat the Asuras who are dominated by
Rqjas and Tamas.
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sacrifice called Rajasuya the king Yudhi§thira, the son of

Pandu, became astonished in his mind, and asked the divine

sage who was sitting there, in the presence of the sages.

Tudhiffhira said :

15. Oh, it is extremely marvellous that §i$upala, the

hater of Vasudeva was absorbed into Vasudeva, the Supreme

Reality, as such merger is very difficult even to those who are

exclusively devoted to Him.

16. Oh Sage, all of us are solicitous to know (the explana-

tion of) this mystery, for Vena who used to revile the Lord

was cursed to hell 1 by Brahma^as.

17. The wicked son of Damaghosa, §i$upalawas wrathful

and jealous al?out Krsna since his childhood-lisping up to this

time. Even so was the wicked Dantavaktra.

18. Why is it that the tongue of thosewho constantly blas-

phemed Visnu who is the immutable transcendental Brahman,

was not affected with white leprosy or that they did not enter

the blinding darkness of hell ?

19. How is it that they were so easily absorbed into his

JLordship of incomprehensible nature, even while all people

were looking on ?2

20. This (miracle) confuses my intellect and makes it

unsteady like the flame of a lamp flickering before the wind.

Your worshipful self should please explain to me the reason of

this most wonderful event.

Sri Suka said :

21. Hearing that speech (query) of the king, the wor-

shipful sage Narada was pleased, and addressing to him, he

recounted the episodes connected with this event while the

members of the assembly were listening

Narada said
;

22. Censure and eulogy, respectful and disrespectful

treatments are meant for this body which is brought forth

i. GS. explains that Vena was killed. He did not go to hell,

s. SR. points out that though Dantavaktra was not absorbed at

that time, his future merger with' V&sudeva was astrologically predicted

and is hence treated as a fait accompli, byN&rada.
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through want of discrimination and ignorance between
Prakrti and Purufa , Oh King.

23. By the false notion of identity between the body and
the Soul, arises the misapprehension of one’s being different

from others. It leads to the concept of individual distinctness

expressed by the words “I” and “Mine” and (gives rise to)

the feeling of pain under punishment and harsh words.

24. The killing of creatures is the destruction of the body
which they have identified with the Soul and the notion of

idividuality (i.e. T* and ‘Mine’). But the Lord is without

a second and the Soul of all. Being absolute, he has no such

attachment ( or the sense of individuality), he chastises the

wicked for their good and not out of malice. How could

harmfulness
(
Hirhsd) be attributed to Him ?

25. Therefore one should concentrate one’s mind on Him
either through constant hostility or through devotion charac-

terised by absence of malice or enmity or through fear or love.

By this concentration, a person will perceive nothing else but

the Lord.

26. It is my definite conclusion that just as a mortal be-

ing attains identification and concentration with the Lord by

cherishing enmity, he does not (with that intensity and to that

extent) attain absorption through devotion. 1

27. A worm shut up by a wasp (in its hole or nest) on a

wall, broods over it (the wasp) so intensely and continu-

ously through hatred and fear that it gets transformed into a

form like a wasp.

28. Thus those who cherish enmity against the glorious

Supreme Ruler Kr§na who appears a human being through

his Maya power, attain to him as their sins are washed off by

their constant meditation upon him through hatred or fear.

29. Many persons have attained unto union with the

Supreme Lord after being purified of all the impiety by con-

centrating their mind on the Lord through love, hatred, fear,

affection and devotion.

30. Gopls (wives of cowherds) through love, Kamsa
through fear, SiSupala and other kings through hatred, Vfsnis

i. VJ. & VC. point out that this verse does not advocate hatred

as the best form ofdevotion, though superficially it appears to do so.
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through kinship, you Pajidavas through friendship and affec-

tion, and wc sages through devotion (attained identity with

him), Oh King.

31. Vena does not fall under any of the five categories of

devotees of the Supreme Man. One should therefore fix one’s

mind on K]*sna by any one of the means (detailed above)

.

32. Oh Pan^ava, &i£upala and Dantavaktra, the sons of

your maternal aunt, were the foremost attendants of Visnu;

but they fell down from that position through the curse of a

Brahmana.

Tudhifthira said :

33. It appears certainly incredible that those who are

exclusively devoted to Hari, were compelled to be born again.

Therefore (please tell us) whose curse it was and what was the

nature of the imprecation which overpowered the servants of

Hari.

34. The residents of the city or region called Vaikuntha

are of pure sattvic form and are devoid of material body,

senses and the like. You should narrate to us how it led to the

assumption of corporeal existence (in the case of such residents

of Vaikuntha)

.

Narada said :

35. Once upon a time, Sanandana and others (Sanaka

etc.) the sons of Brahma, went to the region of VisijLU, by

chance, while they were ranging at will, through the three

worlds.

36. Though they were born earlier than elders like

Brahma’s sons (such as Marici and others) , they looked like

children of five or six years in age. All of them had no

garments (and were completely nude). Thinking them to be

kiddies those two door-keepers ( ofV i siiu ) prevented them

(from entering)

.

37. Being enraged at this, they cursed, “Both of you

(doorkeepers) are fools. You do not deserve to live near the

feet ofLord Visnu (much less to serve him) as his feet are

Completelyjree from Rajas and Tamas. Hence, immediately

turn into die most sinful form of Asuras.”
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38. While both of them were falling down from their

place due to this curse, they were addressed by the merciful

sages, “Both ofyou will befit to return to your region (Vaiku-

nfha) after three births”.

39. Both of them were born as the sons of Diti. The elder

was Hirariyakaiipu and the younger brother was Hiranyaksa.

Both of them were respected by Daityas and Danavas.

40. HiranyakaSipu was killed by Hari assuming the Man-
Lion form. Hiranyaksa was killed by Visnu incarnating in a

boar form while lifting up the earth (sunken into the cosmic

waters )

.

41. Hiranyakag ipu adopted various devices to torture his

son Prahlada to death, as he wished to kill him for his

(Prahlada’s) love and devotion to Visriu.

42. Despite his endeavours to kill Prahlada, he could not

do so, as Prahlada identified himself with the soul of all

beings; was serene and looked upon all as being Brahman (and

therefore equal). He was also surcharged and covered with

Lord Visnu’s power.

43. Thereafter, both of them were born as Raksasas as

the sons of KeSini and ViSravas. They were Ravana and

Kumbhakarna, the tormentors of all the worlds.

44. Even in that incarnation, Visnu became Rama, the

descendant of Raghu, and killed them for redeeming them

from the curse. You will hear the prowess of Rama from the

lips of Markamjkya, Oh King.

45. That very pair was born as K§atriya, as the sons of

your maternal aunt. Now (not they but) their sins (and

their present body, as the consequence of the curse) being

destroyed by Sudarlana disc of Kfsna, they are now rescued

from the curse.

46. Both of them were led to absorption in K?$iia ( Acyu-

ta), through their contemplation (ofKrsna) intensified by the

bitterest enmity. They have again returned to Hari’s presence,

as attendants of Vi$nu.

L i I,'*

$0iihiffhira asked :

47. How is it that Hiraijyaka$ipu came to cherish hatred

towards his high-souled beloved son ? And how did Prahlada
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happen to devote his mind exclusively to Hari ? Please tell

me this in detail. Oh worshipful sage.

CHAPTER TWO

Hiranyakaiipu consoles his mother and kinsmen

Narada narrated :

1 . When Hari, who had assumed the form of a boar, thus

killed his brother Hiranyaksa (out of partiality- to gods),

HiranyakaSipu was agitated with wrath and grief, Oh King.

2. Trembling with rage, biting his lips, and with eyes

fiercely blazing with anger, he looked at the sky which appear-

ed full of smoke; he spoke thus.

3. Looking fierce with his terrible big teeth, frowning

look, and terrific looking face with knit eyebrows, he raised

his trident in the assembly of Danavas and addressed them as

follows.

4-5. “Oh Danavas and Daityas, Oh Dvimurdhan ( two-

headed demon), Oh three-eyed one, Sambara, hundred-armed

one, horse-headed one, Namuci, Paka, Ilvala, Vipracitti,

Puloman, Sakuna and others ! Listen to my words and then

immediately execute them. Do not delay.

6. My beloved brother was killed by insignificant enemies

through Hari who, though impartial, sided with them through

their services ( to Him)

.

7. He (Vi?nu) was originally pure and impartial but

through his assumption of the form of a boar by his Maya,
he has fallen away from his original nature. Like a child, he

sides with him who serves him. His mind is unstable.

8. I shall satisfy my brother who is thirsting for blood,

with the profuse blood (of Vi$riu) with his neck cut off by my
trident, and thus I shall relieve my grief.

9. —When the crafty adversary (whose actions are inscru-

table) "is destroyed, the residents of heavens (gods) whose very
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life is Vifnu, will wither away like branches of a tree the roots

of which are cut.

10. (While I am accomplishing this), you immediately

repair to the earth which has been made prosperous by
Brahmaitas and Kfattriyas. Slaughter down those who are

engaged in austere penance, sacrifice, Vedic studies, observ-

ance of religious vows and acts of charity.

11. Vi$riu owes his existence to (lit. has for his roots in)

the religious performance of Brahmanas, for he Himself is the

sacrifice and personified righteousness. He is the ultimate

resort of gods, sages, manes and beings.

12. Repair to those regions wherein dwell the Brahmanas,

cows, (recitation of) Vedas, (proper observance of the duties

of) Varnas and Aframas. Devastate that country with fire,

and cut down (the trees etc. useful for sacrifice)

13. In this way, they respectfully accepted the order of

their master, bending their heads. Being innately disposed to

indulge in harassment of others, they wrought havoc among
subjects (on the earth).

14. They set fire to towns, villages, cow-pens, gardens,

parks and fields, hermitages and mines, farmers’ settlements,

villages at the foot of mountains, cow-herd settlements and

even capital cities.

15. Some knocked down and dismantled with spades

bridges, ramparts and towers. Some with an axe in hand cut

down fruit-bearing trees (serving as food to others) . Some set

on fire the houses of the people with flaming torches.

16. When people were thus constantly harassed by the

followers of Hiranyaka£ipu, the king of the demons, (sacrifices

could not be performed and) gods (who starved due to non-

receipt of their share in sacrificial oblations) deserted heaven,

and wandered over the earth unperceived.

17-18. (Though himself deeply) aggrieved, Hiranyakagipu

offered oblations of water to the spirit of his deceased brother,

and performed other funeral rites. He consoled the sons of

his brothers, viz., Sakuni, Sambara, Dhjrsta, Bhuta-Santapana,

Vjrka, Kalanabha, Mahanabha, HarfemaSru, Utkaca.

fi ^$9. HirajTLyakaSipu who knew what was appropriate for a

particular occasion and situation (lit. place and time), addre-
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ssed the following in soothing words to his nephews (mention-

ed above) and to their mother (his sister-in-law) Ru$abh&nu
and to his own mother Diti, Oh ruler of men.

Hiranyakaiipu said :

20. Mother dear ! Oh daughter (-in law) ! Oh sons !

You ought not to lament (the death of) a hero. Praiseworthy

and covetable is the death of the brave, while facing the

enemy (on the battle-field).

21. The sojourn of beings in this world is like the get-

together of travellers in a shed of water-jars (kept on the road-

side for travellers to drink). Oh virtuous lady. Similarly, it is

by the Providence that creatures are severally brought and are

separated by their respective karmas.

22.

* The Soul is eternal (deathless), immutable, pure,

omnipresent, omniscient, the cause of everything, yet distinct

from the body, (hence you should not lament for Hiranyak$a

thinking him to be dead, separate etc.). Through
his Maya, he creates gunas (such as various species of bodies,

pleasure, pain) and assumes various forms.

23-24. Just as even the (reflection of) trees (in water

appears to) move when the waters move, or the earth appears

to revolve when one’s eyes are swimming, the same way, when
the mind gets agitated and conditioned by the gunast the Per-

fect Person appears similarly conditioned and invested with a

material body, even though he is bodiless.

25-26. It is the perversity of the Soul to presume its identi-

fication with the material body which does not exist. By this

identification and attachment, are caused one’s union with

the undesirable and separation from the dear ones, and ‘Vice

* As usual, VR. sets forth the Viiift&dvaita theory of the Soul,

viz. Atman that is jiia pervades the whole body that he occupies (sarvaga )

through his knowledge. To enjoy the fruit of his karma (whether merit or

sin), he activates the gu$as (e.g. Sattva). The association of and separa-

tion from the body of each jiva is duo to his Karma.

But VR. does not explain the get-together and dispersal of several

jivas as required by the text of the Bh. P.

VJ. points out that the jlva's relation with his body etc. is tempo-

rary, but with that of the Lord is constant. It hthe Lord who bestows

thejiva with the mind, senses etc. Hari is the real support of the jiva.
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versa, /carmas, and entrance into various species of beings, birth

and death, sorrows of various kinds, lack of discern-

ment and discrimination (between the matter and the spirit),

brooding over the (objects of senses), forgetfulness about
the discrimination between the Soul and the body.

27. In this context, the wise people give as an illustration,

the following ancient legend, in the form of a conversation

between Yama (the god of death) and the kinsmen of a dead

person. Listen to that dialogue carefully.

28. In the country called Uiinara, there lived a famous
king by name Suyajfia. When he was killed in the battle by
his enemies his kinsmen stood around him.

29-30. He lay on the battlefield with his armour studded

with jewels shattered, his ornaments and wreaths of flowers

fallen away from his body. His heart was pierced with arrows

and his body lay weltering in blood, the hair of the head

dishevelled and scattered. His eyes were blown and lips were

bitten with rage. His lotus-like face was covered with dust,

and his weapons and arms were cut into pieces.

31. Observing their husband, the king of Usinaras, reduc-

ed to that plight by Fate, the queens were deeply grieved.

Screaming out ‘We are undone, Oh Lord’, they violently beat

their breasts with their hands now and then, and fell at his

feet.

32. Bewailing loudly and bathing the lotus-like feet of

their (dead) husband with tears tinted reddish with saffron

paste on their breasts, and their hair and ornaments dishe-

velled and scattered, they wailed so piteously and loudly as to

cause heartrending griefin the hearts of the listening persons.

33. “Alas 1 Your majesty has been transported to a stage

of existence beyond the range of our sight, by the merciless

Destiny, Oh Lord. You who were once the giv^r of livelihood

(and happiness) to the people of USinara country, have now
been made the cause of their increasing grief, by it.

34. Oh Lord of the earth ! How can wc live without

you, our best friend and appreciator of merits ? Permit us

who are desirous of serving your feet, to follow you wherever

yo^ will go (i.e. to die after you) .**

‘^35. While they were lamenting thus clasping their dead
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husband, and unwilling to allow him to be removed for cre-

mation, the Sun set in the sky.

36. Having heard the wailings of the relatives of the

dead (even while he was in his capital), Yama (the god of

death) himself approached them, in the form of a boy, and

spoke to them.

Tama said .

37. Oh ! How astonishing is the folly of these elderly

people who have been daily observing the course of the

world (viz. the death of everyone who is born). Though
themselves of the same (mortal) nature as that of the dead

person, they bewail in vain the man who has returned to the

(unmanifest) state from which he has come (originally) .*

38. Oh ! How blessed-most we are that though abandon-

ed by parents in this world, we do not feel any anxiety. Weak
as we are, we are not devoured by (carnivorous animals like)

wolves and others. (We feel confident that) he who protects

us while (we were) in the womb, shall protect us (in this

world).

39. Oh ladies ! The imperishable Lord, at his sweet

will, creates, protects and destroys the universe. The wise

people call the mobiles and immobiles as mere toys. It is the

Lord alone, who is powerful ( enough) to preserve and destroy

it.

40. Protected by the Lord, one survives even if abandon-

ed by the road side. If ignored by Him, one meets death even

while staying at home. A helpless creature can stay alive even in

a jungle, if looked after by Him; while a person if destined

by Him to die, shall never live even if protected at home (by

the use ofmedicines, incantations etc.)

.

41 . Bodies of all species ( including those of gods, sub-

human and human beings) come into existence and
perish at a particular time according to the karmas depending

on the subtle body. But the Soul though it inhabits the

Prakrti (the corporal body), is not affected by the attributes

of the Prakrti (body) as he is different from it.

i . Cf. avyaktddini bhStdni vyaktamadhy&ni Bhdratal aiyaktanidhandnyeva

tatra ka paridevand // B.G. 2.28.
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42. This corporal body of Puru$a ( the Soul or Spirit) is

caused by delusion, and being made of bhStas
,
is different from

the Soul, just as a house is different from its dweller. Like

bubbles constituted of atoms of water, pots made of earth,

gold ornaments made of (solidified) fire, this body formed
(out of elements) by Time, undergoes modification and
perishes.

43. Just as fire remaining latent in the pieces of wood is

distinct from them, or the vital breath existing in the body
remains different from it, or the sky pervading all things does

not stick to anything, similarly the Soul, the supporter of all

the gunas, i.e. their product, e.g. the body, sense organs or

who dwells in them, is distinct from them.1

44. You fools ! This (body called) Suyajfia whom you
are lamenting, is lyihg here. He who heard you and then

replied, could never be seen by you.

45. Not even the great vital air (mukhya-prana) in the

body which is called life, is the listener or the speaker. The
principle, which is the master and controller of senses, is the

real atman, and it is distinct from the body and the life-breath

mukhya prana).

46. This all-pervasive principle atman ,
though distinct,

assumes different bodies (celestial, human and sub-human),

consisting of five elements
(
bhutas ), senses and mind, and

regards himself as one with them; and by dint of his power
and wisdom, he casts them off ( as well)

.

47. So long as its association with Maya continues, the

atman identifies itself with the subtle body (
linga-Sarira

)

and

feels attachment for it. The bondage of karma holds sway

over him. It leads to the perversion of the Soul, resulting

into misery.

48. It is a false notion and attachment to look upon and

speak of (products of) gunas (such as pleasure, pain) as

real. Like our fanciful desires and dreams, all sense-experi-

ence is unreal.

i. According to VJ. verses 4 1-43 emphasize the distinction ofParam-

Jtman from Jiva. In 43, the presence of the Patamdtman in the body is

not the effect of delusion, and as such he is not affected by the gupas.
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49. Hence, the knowers of the reality do not grieve for

what is eternal (the Soul) or what is transient (e.g. body,

sense-organs, objects of pleasure). But the nature of those

who are given to grieving, cannot be changed (as they have

not imbibed the knowledge of reality).

50. A fowler, created as the destroyer of birds (by God)
spread his net in the forest, placing allurements at different

places.

51. A pair of Kulinga birds (sparrows) was seen flying

over it. Out of them, the female sparrow was soon allured

by the fowler.

52. The queen-bird, being dragged by Time (Destiny),

was enmeshed in the net. Seeing her in that miserable

condition, the male partner was extremely afflicted. The
pitiable mate, being helpless (to rescue her and to control his

own grief), lamented over his miserable companion, out of

affection :

53. “Oh ! What that merciless yet almighty Providence

is going to do with my wife, who herself is pitiable and help-

less in every respect, is lamenting for me.

54. May the Deity be pleased to take me also. Of what

use is to me the survival of the one (male) half leading a

miserable life, after being separated from my better half ?

55. How can I maintain those unfledged motherless young

ones ? Those unfortunate children of mine must be waiting

for the arrival of their mother.**

56. While the male bird, who was grieved at the separa-

tion from his wife, was thus lamenting with his voice choked

with tears, the fowler, as if impelled by fate, concealed himself

close by, and hit the bird with an arrow.

57. So, you foolish ladies who do not foresee your own
destruction (death) will never get back your husband, even if

you bewail for hundreds of years.**

Hiranyakaiipu said :

58. While the child was thus admonishing, all the kins-

men (of Suyajfta) became astonished, and realized that every-

thing is transient and unreal.
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59. Having exhorted them thus, Yama also disappeared

at that very spot. The relatives of Suyajfia performed his

funeral rites.

60. Hence you need not grieve for yourself or for others.

In the case of ignorant beings, the differentiation between one’s

own self and another or what belongs to one’s own self and

another, is due to the false notion of distinction between one’s

own self from another (and the consequent attachment for one’s

own body and property) .”

Ndrada said :

61. Having heard the speech of the king of Daityas

(Hiranyakaiipu) Diti, along with her daughter-in-law, imme-

diately stopped sorrowing for her son and steadied her heart

by fixing it on Reality.

CHAPTER THREE

Hiranyakatipu*s Penance—Brahma grants Boons

JVarada said :

1. Oh King (Yudhisfhira) ! Hiranyaka£ipu wished to be

invincible, unaffected by old age and death, unrivalled and

the absolute ruler of all the worlds.

2. With his arms stretched upwards, eyes fixed in the sky

and (all the while) standing on the tips of his big toes,

Hiranyaka£ipu (with the abovementioned desire) performed

penance of a severe type, in the valley of mount Mandara.

3. Like the Sun radiating fiery ray1
: at the time of the

destruction of the world, he shone with the brilliant splendour

of his matted hair. While he was thus engaged in austerities,

gods (who disappeared out of fear) returned to their (for-

mer) abodes (in heaven).

ri ,
4. As a result of his (severe) penance, smoky fire emanat-

ed Jrom the crown of his head. It spread in all directions
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and scorched the higher, middle and lower regions of the

universe.

5. Rivers and oceans were agitated; the earth along with

its continents and mountains quaked (violently)
;
planets and

stars fell down (from their orbits)
;
all the ten directions were

ablaze.

6-7 Being scorched (with that fire), gods deserted the

heaven and went to the region of god Brahma, and implored

to the creator of the world : “Oh god of gods, Lord of the

universe! Being burnt (severely afflicted) with the penance of

Hiranyaka£ipu, the king of Daityas, we are unable to stay in

the Heaven. Oh great god ! If it pleases you, please bring about

its pacification (extinction) before all the people (or regions)

who worship you, are not destroyed, Oh Supreme Lord !

8. Do you not know his intention of performing this

severely austere penance ? (If not) be pleased to listen to it as

reported by us.

9-10 ‘Having created this universe of mobiles and immobi-
les by dint of his penance and Yogic meditation, the creator of

the universe occupies his throne
(
position) exalted over all

regions. 1 too will attain a similar high position for me, by
my ever-increasing devotion to asceticism and Yogic concent-

ration. For Time and Soul are eternal.

1 1 . Otherwise, by the power of my penance, I shall re-

verse the old order of the universe and make it as it was not be-

fore ( making sins result in happiness, meritorious deeds lead

to miseries. The Asuras will be exalted to Svarga and gods

and sages driven to Patala). What have I to do with

the positions of Dhruva, Visriu and others which are abo-

lished by Time, at the end of a Kalpa P 1

12. We heard it reported that, it is with that determin-

ation, he (Hiraiiyaka£ipu) undertook those rigorous religious

austerities. Oh Lord of the three worlds ! Now you may
please do promptly whatever is proper.

13. Your exalted position as Parame^hi promotes the

growth, welfare, prosperity, good fortune and victory of the

twice-born ones and cows, Oh Lord of the universe.”

i . The realm of Vifnu if eternal. But HiranyakaAipu being of

demonic and TSmasa intellect thought it to be perishable.
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14. Thus respectfully requested by gods, Brahma, the

glorious, self-originated god, accompanied by Bhrgu, Daksa
and others, went to the hermitage of the king of Daityas.

1 5. But ( at first) they could not find him as he was covered

with an ant hill, grass and bamboos and as his skin, fat, flesh

and blood were eaten up on all sides, by ants.

16. Brahma (the swan-riding god) was surprised on seeing

Hira^yakaiipu tormenting the world with his religious auste-

rities (while lying concealed thus) like the Sun (scorching the

world though) covered with clouds. Laughing aloud, he

spoke :

Brahma said :

1 7. Arise, arise, Oh Son of Kagyapa ! May good betide

you ! You have accomplished the purpose of your penance.

I, the bestower of boons, have come here ( to confer any boon

you ask of me). Ask for any boon desired by you.

18. I have seen your extremely wonderful fortitude and
patience. Though your body is eaten up by gnats, your life

resides in your bony skeleton only.

19. None of the sages of yore has performed such austere

penance, nor shall others do it in future. Who can verily

sustain his life without (drinking a drop of) water for a

hundred celestial years ?*

20. By this resoluteness of yours which is hard to practise

even by those (great sages) who control their mind, and by

your firmness in austere penance, I am conquered by you, Oh
son of Diti.

21. I shall bestow on you, Oh leader of Asuras, all the

blessings. The sight of an immortal god like me will not be

unfructuous and in vain for you (who are but) a mortal.

Ndrada said :

22. Having spoken to him (Hiranyakagipu) thus, the

first-born god Brahma sprinkled on the body ( of Hiranya-

kaSipu) which was eaten up by ants, celestial water from his

I* Human year of 360 days corresponds to 1 day of gods. Thus,

(pp^jcjfjltstial year=-360 human years. 100 celestial year8=36,000 human
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Kamamjalu (earthen or wooden water pot) charged with un-

failing potency.

23. From the ant-hill covered with bamboos, there arose,

like fire from fuel, a youth of adamantine frame of the body,

perfect in all limbs, endowed with energy and power, and

with complexion like molten gold.

24. Finding god Brahma seated on his swan, and stationed

in the sky, he was transported with joy at this sight, and
reverentially touched the ground with his head.

25. Rising up, he saw the god Brahma with his own eyes.

Reverentially he folded his hands in a suppliant position.

With his eyes full of tears ofjoy, and with his hair standing

on their ends, he expressed the following prayer with his voice

choked with tears ofjoy.

HiranyakaSipu said :

26-27.* “Bow to the all-pervading Supreme Lord, the

support of the gunas—sattva
,
rajas and tamos, who, being self-

luminous, manifested by his own splendour (power), this

universe which was enveloped in intense tamas (not dark-

ness)
,
produced by Time, at the time of the periodic destruc-

tion of the universe (at the end of each Kalpa)
,
and who,

assuming the three gunas of Prakrti creates, protects and destroys

this universe.

28** Salutations to the Primary Cause (the instrumental

cause of the universe who is knowledge and wisdom in-

carnate, and who (as the material cause) becomes mani-

fest through the modifications, viz., vital airs {prana), senses

[indriya), mind and intellect.

29. You govern the mobiles and immobiles through the

chiefPrdna (chief of the five vital airs) and hence, you are the

protector of all the creatures, the controller of the mind, and

* VR. notes that due to the tamasa nature of Hiranyakaiipu,

he wrongly thinks god Brahma to be the Almighty Lord. VJ. also

points out that the attributes used here are inapplicable to the four-

faced god Brahma but are proper for Hari who, as an antary&min, dwells

in all and controls Brahma.
*• VJ. shows that the attributes mentioned herein are applicable

both to thcTSupreme Lord and to god Brahm&.
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life principles, of the heart and the sense-organs. You are the

mahat (and) as such the ruler of the elements (bhOtas) ,
their

gunas (objects such as sound, touch etc.) as well as their

vdsands (sense-impressions).

30. Through your body consisting of the three Vedas, and
the sacrificial lore, requiring four officiating priests (viz.

Hotf, Adhvaryu, Udgatr and Brahma)
,
you perform the seven

types of sacrifices (such as Agnif{oma t Atyagniftoma
,
Uktha,

fofaSi, Atirdtra
, Aptorydma and Vajapeya). You are the Soul of

all living beings. You are indivisible, without a beginning

and end, and unlimited by time and place, the Omniscient In-

dwelling Soul and Controller.

31. You alone are the unwinking Time. You reduce the

duration of the life of men by units of time called lava, nimefa

and others. You are the immutable Soul, the occupant of

the most exalted position, the birthless, all-pervading prin-

ciple, the supporter and controller of all living beings.

32* Neither cause nor effect, or neither mobiles nor

immobilcs are apart from you. All the branches of knowledge

(viz. Vedas and upa-Vedas) and arts (auxiliaries of Vedic

studies e.g. phonetics, grammar, prosody etc.) it, this shining

are your forms. You are the great Brahma containing within

egg of the universe. You are beyond (transcendental to)

Prakrti consisting of three gunas.

33** Oh all-pervading Lord ! This gross manifested

universe is your body through which you enjoy the objects of

* VJ. points out that the attributes in this verse are applicable

to the Supreme Lord and this verse is a eulogy of the Inner Controller

(antar-ydmin).
4,No mobiles and immobiles of the past, present and future can

stand outside and unsupported by you. Both the para and apard vidyds

abide in your body and are the means of knowing you. You are perfect

and beyond the reach of the three stages, viz. wakefulness, sleep and

dream.
** This verse sums up both the gross and subtle forms of Brahma

—VR.
VJ. The words hirapyo-garbha etc. show that the universe it Had’s

gross form, in which he enjoys supreme bliss and not misery, or pain

fU^J^jQkdatta (an ordinary man).

usuaVYJ. gives two interpretations, one applicable to Hari and

tie other to BrahmS

—
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senses, life-breath (vital energy) and the mind, remaining all

the while established in your original most exalted state. You
are the unmanifest (subtle) dtman and the most ancient

Supreme Person.

34. Salutation to the glorious Lord who has pervaded the

whole of the universe by His infinite, unmanifest form and

who is possessed of powers called cit or vidyd and acit or mdyd.

35. Oh greatest among the bestowers of boons ! If you

are to confer on me my desired boons, may my death not take

place at the hands of any being created by You, Oh Lord.

36-37. Let me not meet death indoors or out of doors;

during night or at day time, by the hand of any other (being

created by you) or by means of weapons; let there be no

death to me either on the earth or in the sky, either by men or

beasts; by gods, demons and big serpents; by beings whether

living or dead. Grant me matchlessness in fight and the sole

absolute rulership of all embodied beings.

38. (Lastly) confer on me the great position and power

you enjoy among all the guardians of the world. Kindly

grant me the undiminishi-ng glory and unfailing mystical

powers enjoyed by those whose power lies in asceticism and

Yoga.”

CHAPTER FOUR

Oppression of HiranyakaHpu and Description

of Prafildda*s devotion

Narada said :

1. Thus solicited, Brahma who was extremely pleased

with the austere penance of Hiranyaka£ipu, granted on him

the boons which are very rarely obtained by anyone.

(1) “Oh Hari, you arc the most ancient person in Vaikuntha.

This gross manifested universe” etc.

(2) “Oh god Brahma ,
you are the Soul {purcna—one bound to the

body) The four-faced god who does “not incarnate ( avyakta)”, the rest as

above.
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Brahma said :

2. “My dear child ! These boons that you seek ofme are

very rarely to be obtained by men. I, however, confer them
on you, even though they are very difficult to be secured.”

3. Then the glorious almighty god of unfailing grace, who
was worshipped by the king of Asuras, departed while being

extolledby lords ofcreation (Prajdpatis like Marici and others).

4. The demon who was thus blessed with the boons, assum-

ed a resplendent golden body. Constantly remembering the

killing of his brother (by Visnu), he cherished hatred towards

the glorious Lord.

5-7. The great Asura subjugated and brought under his

control all directions, the threecworlds, gods, Asuras, the kings

of men, Gandharvas, Garutfa-like birds, serpents, demi-gods

(like Siddhas, Caranas, Vidyadharas)
;
(he subdued) sages,

Lords ofmanes (Pitrs ), Manus, Yaksas, Rdkfasast
chiefs of

Piidcas
,
Pretas and bhUtas (goblins, evil spirits etc.)

;
having

vanquished and brought under his sway all the chiefs of living

beings, the conqueror of the universe forcibly usurped the

regions (and offices) of the protectors ofthe world, along with

their glory.

8-11. He established himself in the celestial region which

was beautified with the charming heavenly pleasure-garden

( Nandana). He took up his residence in the palace of the

great Indra, (which was) constructed by Vfcvakarman, as the

very centre of affluence, wealth and prosperity of the three

worlds ( OR the abode of the Lak$mi of the three worlds)

.

There, the flight ofsteps are built of coral, the pavement con-

sists of precious emeralds, the walls of crystals and the rows of

columns were of lapis lazuli. The canopies are of artistic

workmanship; the seats were wrought with rubies; beddings

white as the foam of milk, were fringed with wreaths of pearls;

the heavenly damsels (of pearl-like teeth) filling the mansion

here and there (everywhere), with the sweet jingling sound of

their anklets ( nUpuras ), see the reflections of their faces on the

floots of precious stones.

Mmfri Pa^ace Mahendra, the mighty, proud yet

Ijlttptnimous Hiranyakaiipu, the vanquisher and the absolute

ruler of the world, enjoyed himself. He ruled with a strong
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iron hand, making the oppressed gods and others worship his

feet respectfully.

13. With the exception of the three gods (Brahmi,

Vi$i?u and Siva) all theLokapalas (guardians of the world like

Indra), with tributes and presents in their hands, waited upon

him (Hiranyakaiipu) who was (always) intoxicated with

strong-flavoured wines and had his reddish eyes rolling due to

inebriation, yrt who was the receptacle of penance, Toga
,
power

and energy, Oh King.

14. Vttvavasu, Tumburu, I and others (had to) give

musical performance in the presence of him who had forcibly

established himselfon the throne of Mahendra. Gandharvas,

Siddhas, sages, Vidyadharas, and celestial nymphs eulogised

him, Oh descendant of Pandu.

15. By his majestic lustre, he alone appropriated the

portions of oblations offered in sacrifices with generous sacri-

ficial gifts, performed by persons of various Farrias (classes of

society) and Sframas (stages in life)

.

16. The earth with all the seven continents yielded

harnest without ploughing (and other agricultural operations).

The heaven offered him whatever he desired, and the sky pre-

sented him various wonderful objects.

17. Oceans (lit. mines of precious stones) full of salt

water, wine, clarified butter, sugarcane juice, curds, milk and
nectar-like (sweet) water, along with their wives (rivers fall-

ing in them) bore, on the crest of their waves, heaps of

jewels.

18. Mountains along with their caverns afforded him
pleasure-grounds. Trees bore fruits and flowers in all seasons.

Singly he combined in himself all the different functions of

Lokapalas ( such as showering, burning, evaporating etc.)

.

19. He who became the sole, absolute ruler of the world

after vanquishing all the directions, enjoyed as much as he
liked, pleasures dear to him. But having no control over

senses, he was not satiated thereby.

20. In this way, a long period (of more than seventy-

one Togas) passed. With the imprecation of a Brahmana
( Sanaka) hanging over his head, he became inebriated with
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power and pelf. In his arrogance, he violated the injunctions

of the Sastras.

21. Being extremely afraid of his harsh punishments

and stern rule, all the inhabitants of the world, along with

their protective deities, sought shelter with the unfailing Lord
Visnu, as they got no protection anywhere else.

22. (They prayed) “Salutation to that direction where
resides Hari, the Soul and sovereign ruler of the universe—the

direction (region) after reaching which, pure and tranquil

recluses do not return (to the mundane existence).”

23*. Having thus controlled their minds and medita-

ting over the Lord with concentrated attention, they shed off

their sins. Foregoing their sleep and subsisting on air only,

they prayed Lord Visnu.

23-A** (Additional verse in VJ.’s text)

.

24. A voice emanating from no visible form, deep like

the rumbling of clouds and completely filling all the quarters

of heaven with its reverberations, was heard by them, assu-

ring protection to the righteous.

25. They heard: “Oh foremost among the gods ! Be not

afraid. Good betide you all. A sight of myself (as well as

the hearing of my voice) is the means to attain all blessings

to all creatures.

26. The wickedness and oppression of this wretched

Daitya is already known (to me). I shall mete out a suitable

pacification (death) to him. Wait till that period.

27. When a person cherishes hatred to gods, the Vedas,

cows, Brahmanas, the righteous people, religion and Me, he

verily perishes in no time.

* VJ. : In this way, feeling confident in mind that the Lord

will protect them and with concentrated attention (thus controlling

their external and internal senses) and subsisting on air (and controlling

the vital hreatb—praQa) and foregoing sleep (thus controlling their bodies),

they repeated the following mantra.

•*A(i) Hail to the Supreme Person endowed with six excellen*

who is the Inner Controller of all, Omniscient and extremely merci-

^Stnd who is absolute knowledge and bliss incarnate, a resort affording

protection.
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28. When he (Hiranyaka$ipu) will maliciously seek to

injure his own son, the serene high-souled Prahlada who cheri-

shes no enmity against anyone, 1 shall slay him despite his

power derived from Brahma’s boons.”

Ndrada said :

29. Thus assured (addressed) by the Father (and the

protector) of the world, the inhabitants of heaven (gods)

bowed down to hin. With all their anxieties allayed, they

returned, deeming that the demon is (as good as) killed.

30. The king of Daityas had four extremely marvellous

sons. Prahlada who was the worshipper of the Exalted Being

was preeminent amongst them by his virtues.

31. He was full of reverence to Brahmanas and was
possessed of noble character, true to his word, self-controlled,

and like Paramatman, he was the best friend and well-wisher

of all.

32. Like a servant, he bowed at the feet of noble Souls.

Like a father he was kind to the poor and needy. With equals,

he was affectionate like a brother. He looked upon his elders

as his masters. Though he was highly endowed with learning,

munificence, personal charms and high lineage, he was comp-
letely free from pride and arrogance.

33. In dangers and calamities, his mind (always) re-

mained unruffled. He cherished no desire for enjoyments,

heard ( as obtainable in the next world) or seen ( in this

world)
, as he regarded them to be unreal. He had controlled

his senses, vital airs (the life-breath)
,
body and intellect. He

completely controlled his desires and kept his mind calm and
serene. Though he was a demon by birth, he was devoid of
demonic characteristics.

34. Oh King ! The excellent qualities of the Lord or of
his devotees are now and again extolled by the wise.

Even now they are not obscured as is the case with the excel-

lences of the Lord.

35. In assemblies, where the discourses on the appreci-

ation of the righteous take place, gods, Prahlada’s sworn
enemies, cite him as a model (of piety and righteousness).

What to speak about the devotees of Visnu like you ?
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36. Prahlada had a natural love and devotion to the

glorious Lord Vasudeva. Hence it is impossible to describe

his innumerable qualities. The description of his nobleness

of Soul (and greatness) is only suggestive (and not exhaustive)

.

37. Even as a child, he set aside his toys. His mind
being completely absorbed in the Lord, he appeared as a

dunce. As his Soul (mind) was possessed by Kfsna, as though
like a spirit, its coveted treasure, he did not know the

matter-of-fact world (as known to ordinary persons, but was
full of his presence)

.
(His Soul was completely absorbed in

the contemplation of Krsna who was his only object of attrac-

tion) .

38. Being folded in the embrace of Visnu (i.e. finding

himself fully identified with the Lord), he was not conscious

of his acts such as sitting, walking, eating, sleeping, drinking or

speaking.

39. Sometimes his consciousness would get mixed with

anxiety for the Lord, and being agitated, he cried. Sometimes

he would laugh in the excitement of his meditation about him;

sometimes he would sing loudly.

40. Sometimes he shouted at the top of his voice. Some-

times, banishing all the sense of bashfulness, he would dance

about. Sometimes, being filled with thoughts about him and

feeling absorbed in him completely, he would imitate him.

41. Sometimes, with his hair standing on end, he would

sit silent as if (deeply) satisfied with the Divine touch, (as if

the Lord manifested himself in his heart and touched him with

his hand). Sometimes, his eyes were half-closed and

steady, with tears ofjoy and love flowing out.

42. By the service of the lotus-like feet of Lord of hall-

owing glory ( Visiiu) which he acquired while in association

with the Lord’s devotees who claim nothing as their own, he

attained supreme happiness not only tohimselt but often impart-

ed that felicity to the minds of others which were polluted

and miserable by bad company.

43. To his son, who was such a great devotee of the

I^Oipd, magnanimous and a highly noble Soul, that Hiranyaka-

tried to do harm, Oh king.
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Tudhifthira said

:

44. Oh divine sage of excellent vows ! We desire to

know from you why the father meted out ill-treatment to his

son who was so pure, innocent and righteous.

45. Fathers affectionate to their sons do remonstrate

their disobedient sons for the sake of imparting education but

never harm any like an enemy.

46. How much less would they do so in the case of such

sons who are so obedient, righteous and regard the father as

a deity.

Oh Brahmana sage, be pleased to satisfy our curiosity

as to how the hatred of the father towards his son culminated

in the father’s attempt on the life of his son (or became the

cause of the father’s death), My Lord.

CHAPTER FIVE

The Life of Prahlada

Hiranyakaiipu attempts to kill Prahlada

Narada said :

1 . As is reported, the glorious Kavya (Sukra
)
was select-

ed by demons to fill the office of the royal priest. His two

sons, &an<^a and Amarka, stayed near the palace of the king

of Daityas.

2. They taught the course of studies (in politics and such

other sciences) to Prahlada and other eligible Asura students

sent to them by the king, even though Prahlada was expert in

philosophy.

3. Whatever was taught there by the teacher, he ( care-

fully) listened and reproduced it. But he did not approve of

the teaching that was on the false notion of distinguishing

between (man and man) as friends and enemies.

4. Oh Paij<jlava, once upon a time, the king of Asuras

seated the child on his lap and asked him, “What do you

regard as good, my child V*
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Prahlada replied :

5. Oh Prominent Asura ! To embodied beings who are

always mentally harassed with the false notion of ‘I* and
‘Mine*, I regard that it is in their interest that they should

abandon the hidden-well-like household which is degrading to

the Soul and should enter into the woods and seek shelter with

Hari.

Ndrada said :

6. Having heard the words of his son which were in favour

of the hostile party, he laughed (derisively) and exclaimed :

“How the understanding of children gets perverted through

contact with others (inimical element) !”

7. Let the child be so carefully guarded in his preceptor’s

house, that this intellect should not be vitiated by Brahmanas

who are the partisans of Vi$nu in cognito.

8. When brought home (from the palace of Hiranya-

kaiipu)
,
the royal priests of Daityas sent for him. Praising

him in soft words, they enquired of him in coaxing terms and

in a conciliatory tone.

9. “Oh child Prahlada ! May you be happy ! Please tell

(us) the truth; do not tell a lie. What caused this perversion

of intellect which is beyond(i.e. not found in) boys of your age ?

10. Is this change (distraction) in your mind brought

out by others ? Or has it taken place automatically due to

your innate nature?

Prahlada said :

1 1 . Obeisance to the glorious Lord whose deluding power

(Maya) has created the wrong concept that * this is mine’ and

‘this is another’s*, found in men whose intellect is deluded by

Maya.1

12. When He is favourable, the beast-like understanding

apprehending differentiation that “This is different (from me)

and I am different (from him)**, comes to an end.

i. VJ. attribute* this delusion to the Lord.
‘ <vimohitetyanen& plivara-kartrtvam jfi&yate /'*
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13. It is the Supreme Soul which is looked upon as one's

own Self and another, by stupid people to whom His ways are

inscrutable and indescribable. (It is however no wonder.)

Even god Brahma and other exponents of the Veda, are stupe-

fied when they enquire about his nature. It is that Soul who
has changed my mind ( and outlook)

.

14. Oh Brahman ! Just as a piece of iron within the

vicinity of a magnet is automatically attracted towards it, my
mind, of its own accord (without any ostensible reason), is

gravitated to Lord Visnu.

Narada said :

15. Having spoken (explained) as above, the highly

intelligent Prahlada stopped (speaking). Reproaching him
threateningly, the wretched royal servant got enraged (and

ordered)

:

16. “Who is there ? Bring me a cane. This boy brings

disreputation to us. The fourth expedient (corporal punish-

ment) has been prescribed in the Sastras, in case of such a

wickedminded fellow who ruins his family.

17. This boy is like a thorny tree grown in the forest of

sandal trees in the form of Daityas. He serves as a handle to

Vi$$u who is (like) an axe cutting the roots of that forest.”

18. Intimidating him with various expedients like threats

( corporal punishment and others)
,
they made Prahlada to

learn (the text dealing with) the first three objects of human
life ( viz. dharma

,
artha and kdma)

.

19. Later on, the teacher was convinced that Prahlada had

mastered (known) the four branches in political strategy (viz.

sSma , dana, danda and bheda). After Prahlada’s mother bathed,

dressed and adorned him, he was brought to the presence of

the king ofDaityas.

20. The Asura (HiranyakaSipu) greeted with blessings his

child who lay prostrate at his feet. For a long time he hugg-

ed him in his arms and felt deep satisfaction and happiness.

21. Placing him on the lap and smelling the ciown of his

head, he bathed him with tears. Oh Yudhi$thira, then he

spoke to~the child ofcheerful countenance.
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HiranyakaHpu said :

22. “My dear child Prahlada ! Please recite some excellent

passages that you have learnt well from what your teacher has

taught you up to this time, Oh long-lived one !”

Prahl&da said :

23-24. “There are nine forms of devotion to Lord Visnu

—

• •

(1) to hear the names, episodes etc. of Vi§nu, (2) to sing of his

name and glories, (3) to Remember him (his name), (4) to

render service unto him, (5) to worship him, (6) to pay obei-

sance to him, (7) to dedicate all one’s actions to him, (8) to

confide to him as a friend, (9) to offer one’s body and be-

longings to his service and care. I regard it as the highest

type of learning, if one offers himself completely to the Lord

and performs this nine-fold devotion1 (regards complete

dedication as the condition precedent of real devotion)
.”

25. Hearing these words of his son, Hiranyaka£ipu, with

his lips quivering with rage, reproached Sukra’s son (the

preceptor’s son) as follows :

26. “You wretch of a Brahmana ! What does this mean ?

Wicked fellow ! You sided with the enemies and disregarding

me completely, you have taught some non-sense to the child.

27. There are wicked persons in this world who assume

a friend’s garb, but their friendship is treacherous. Their sin

(sinfulness) becomes manifest in due time, like the grave

diseases of sinners.’’ 2

Preceptor's ( Sukta's ) son said :

28. What this son of yours speaks is not taught by me or

by any person. Oh foe of Indra ! It is his innate intelligence !

Oh king ! Please control your anger. Do not lay the blame

on us.

1. JG. has given a long but excellent exposition of Bhakti and its

nine forms which deserve perusal in the original.

2. $R. quotes a smfti text according to which certain types of

sinners, e.g., murderer of a Br&hmana, a habitual drunkard, a debaucher-

ous person violating his teacher’s bed have to suffer from heinous diseases

HWa' after completing their term in hell. The question is repeated by

*C.,VD., GD. and\>tbers.
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Narada said :

29. When he was thus replied by (Prahlada’s) preceptor,

the Asura (Hiranyakagipu) again asked his son : “If this

perverted understanding has not been caused by the teaching

of your preceptor, whence has it come, you inauspicious boy ?**

Prahlada said :

30. (Unswerving attachment and) firm fixation of the

mind on Krsna does not arise through ( the advice of) another,

or of one’s own accord, or by mutual efforts in the case of

those who are firmly devoted to their household ( as if it were

a sacred vow). Nor (is it engendered) in persons who have

not controlled their senses, and who now and again enter the

darkness of Samsara, and who again and again ruminate

(repeatedly experience) what they have enjoyed (in former

births).

31. They whose heart is polluted (by their attachment to

worldly objects) do not know Visnu, to be their (real)objective

in life and goal. For they look up for guidance to those who
regard the external objects as their aim in life, and are like

the blind persons led by the blind. They are tied down (like

beasts) with Lord Vi snu’s long rope in the form of Vedic

injunctions prescribing rites to be performed for future good.

(These persons are like persons who go to the east in search of

an object lost in the west).

32. So long as persons do not seek bath in the dust on

the feet of those noble Souls (the devotees of Visriu) who have

shed off attachment to worldly objects, the mind of such

persons cannot touch ( reach ) the feet of Lord Vi$nu ( the

Lord of long strides as Trivikrama or the Lord of infinite

prowess), the object of which is the cessation oi Samsara (the

cycle of births and deaths and the miseries involved).** 1

33. Hardly did the son (Prahlada) stop speaking, when

i . SR. states : Unless one secures the grace of such exalted Souls,

the exact implication of Vedanta and the consequent liberation is im-

possible.

GS. also agrees with this view.

GD. and BP. state that hereby Prahlada suggests that it was through

Narada’s grace that he got this spiritual revelation.
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HiranyakaSipu with his mind blinded with rage, hurled him
from his lap, down to the ground.

34. Overwhelmed with unbeareble (violent) wrath, and
with eyes reddened with anger, he ordered, “This boy deserv-

es capital punishment. Let him be executed immediately.

Oh Nairrtas, take him away from my presence.

35. This (boy) is verily the murderer of my brother. For

this wretched fellow, deserting his own well-wishers, worships

like a slave the feet of Vi$nu, the assassinator of his paternal

uncle.

36. Or even to Visnu what good purpose can he serve, I

doubt; for even as a child of five, he forfeited his parental

affection which is so hard to sever.

37. If beneficial, even a stranger should be treated as a

child, like medicine (though the medicinal herbs grow into

the forest—outside and away from qne’s home—they are

preserved at home) . If a son begotten by one’s own
self becomes inimical (works against one’s interest) he should

be treated like a disease. One should amputate that part of

the body which is injurious to the body as a whole, if by re-

moving it, the rest (of the body) can live in happiness.

38. Like an uncontrolled sense-organ, in the case of a

sage, he is a veritable enemy masquerading as a friend (son).

He should be disposed of by all expedients, e.g. administering

poison in food, killing him while sitting unguarded or while

asleep.”

39-40 Commanded thus by their master, the demons with

sharp teeth, terrific faces and reddish hair and beard, armed

themselves with tridents, and giving out terrible yells and

shouting “Cut him, kill him”, pierced Prahlada in all the

.vital parts with their tridents while he was sitting quietly.

41. All their attempts on (the life of) Prahlada prov-

ed fruitless and ineffectual, like the pious acts of a person with

no past meritorious deeds to his credit; for Prahlada’s mind

was in communion with the glorious Lord who is the Soul of

all beings, the incomprehensible Supreme Brahman.

42*':‘ . When that attempt was thwarted, the king of demons

^^M|^|iirmed and he persistently devised other expedients to
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43-44. When the Asura could not kill his innocent son

by employing elephants guarding the quarters, great serpents,

by use of black magic, by hurling him down from mountain
peaks, by using illusive powers (mqyd), by confining him in

dark holes ( silos)
,
administering him poison, by starvation,

by exposing him to snow, winds, by throwing him in fire and
by throwing mountains on him, he was plunged in the deepest

anxiety and could not think of any other (effective) measure
to kill him.

45. ( Hiranyakagipu thought to himself). ‘‘This boy has

been severely reproached by me now and again. Measures to

kill him were also adopted. But by dint of his own power and
energy, he has survived unaffected by those tortures and black

spells.

46. He is not away from my presence. Though he is still

a boy, his mind is not daunted ( through my fear) . He is so

powerful that he will not forget (and forgive) my unrighteous-

ness (and maltreatment) like SunahSepa. 1

47. He is of immeasurable prowess; he entertains fear

from nobody as if he is immortal. It is certain that my death

will take place by confronting him or possibly it may not

(overtake at all)
.”

48. In this anxious mood, he was sitting with his coun-

tenance pale and downcast, when Santja and Amarka, the two

sons of Sukra spoke to him in private, as follows:

49. “You have single-handedly conquered the three

worlds by terrifying all the Lokapalas (guardian deities of the

world) by merely contracting your eye-brows. For such a

(powerful) Lord as you are, we sec no reason for anxiety.

The behaviour of children should not be seriously judged as

good or bad.

50. Keep him bound down by the noose of Varuna so

that he should not run away out of fear, till your teacher

&ukra returns. A man’s understanding may improve with

advancement of age and service of the noble ones.*’

i. This refers to the legend of Sunafriepa in the Aitauya Br&kmapa.

$unahiepa disowned his father Ajlgarta for selling him for sacrifice to

Hariicandfa and adopted another—Viiv&mitra

—

gotra.—§R.
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51. Expressing his assent to the proposals of the precep-

tor’s sons, he ordered, “The duties prescribed for royal house-

holders be taught to him.”

52. Oh King ! Then they taught in serial order the

details only of Dharma , Artha, Kama, to Prahlada who was

both modest and obedient.

53. (Though taught systematically), Prahlada did not

approve of the teaching of only the first three objects of human
life (as mentioned above)

,
as this instruction was meant for

those who were interested in pairs like attachment and hatred,

and in the enjoyment of objects of senses.

54. When the teacher was not present (at his class) due

to some household duties, he was invited by the school-compa-

nions of his age who found opportunity for play (and merry-

making) .

55. Responding to their call in sweet words, the wise

PrahlSda, knowing their attachment to him, spoke to them

with a smile, out of grace.

56-57. Out of great regard for him, all the boys whose

minds were not vitiated by the advice or actions of persons

(teachers) who were given to worldly enjoyments and were

subject to love, hate etc., set aside all their play-things. With

their eyes and hearts fixed on him, they sat round him. The
Asura (Prahlada) who was a great devotee ofVi$nu and

full of compassion and friendship, addressed them.

CHAPTER SIX

(Prahlada*s Teaching
)

*

Prahlada said :

1. In this world, a wiseperso a should (begin to) prac-

tise the righteous duties leading to god-realization, since his

* The text of VJ. gives the following additional five verses :

mw* *»' *

^ ^
l!

» tO Alas ! You children ! Please listen to my words of advice

4f$&h will lead to your happiness in every way. Consider (see and
v
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very childhood; for birth in the human species is not easily

attained. Even though it (human life) is transient, it alone

can help us to achieve the desired object ( viz. Liberation)

.

2. It is, therefore, advisable that a person should app-

roach the feet of Visnu in this very birth as he is the (real)

Ruler, Well-wisher and the very beloved Soul of all beings.

(Hence one should adopt the course leading to the attain-

ment of his feet.)

3. Oh descendants of Diti ! Being (closely) related to

the body, pleasure, like pain, derived from objects of senses,

comes to the lot of embodied beings in all species of life (in-

cluding sub-human beings) through divine dispensation, with-

out any special effort for it.

4. No endeavours, therefore, should be made to seek

sensual pleasures, for, that leads to sheer waste of life. More-
over, by such efforts, the summum bonum,

viz. attainment of the

lotus-like feet of Vi$nu, is not secured. OR Just as one can

attain the Supreme Bliss by resorting to the lotus-like feet of

think) of your friends who are no more. Do not get blind by playful-

ness and follow a wrong path.

(2) Boys of yore did not lose their minds completely in sports.

From the time of their birth (or since their childhood), they were

desirous of seeking knowledge about the Supreme Soul and final

liberation
(mokfa ). Whatever hits been taught to us by teachers ( Sanda

and Amarka, regarding the first three goals of life viz. dharma, artha and
kama) is not acceptable, inasmuch as it represents wrong objectives

(which involves us in samsdra) as the desirable aims in life.

(3) If a person who is engrossed in the sleep of ignorance is not

wakened up to reality by the precept of a teacher, that precept or

doctrine should not be believed, as such a teacher is like a blind person

leading other blind persons.

(4) Who is an enemy or an indifferent person or a friend in the case

of Atman or my case ? (None). The same is the case with you. What is

the propriety of studying politics ? Prosperity and adversity are caused

by the Supreme Divine Agency.

(5) Such a person is very rare to be found as does not violate the

righteous course leading to the accomplishment of the desire to realise the

Supreme Soul—a person who is not under the control of his senses (which

are born with him) or his own people (e.g. sons, relatives, friends) and

who has transcended his natural (spiritual) blindness and who by follow-

ing the Nivrttidharma (path of renunciation), becomes proper (eligible)

for this as well as the next world.
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Mukunda (Visnu) one cannot obtain this Bliss through such

efforts for sensual pleasure)

.

5. Therefore, having fallen into this fear (-ful sarhsara ),

a clever person should endeavour to attain that blessed state

(of security, viz. mok$a ) immediately while one’s body is in

sound condition and is not yet incapacitated.

6. The span of human life is (limited to) one hundred

years only. Half of that life (viz. fifty years) is wasted away
in the case of a man who has not subdued himself (his senses

and mind)
;
for consigned to (and absorbed in) the blinding

darkness of ignorance, he lies asleep at night.

7. (Out of the balance of fifty years) twenty years are

lost while he is ignorant in childhood and is absorbed in play

in boyhood; and twenty (more) years are wasted when his

body is overwhelmed with senility and is rendered unfit.

8. Maddened and (deeply) attached to household life

due to the forcible pull of desires ( of sensual pleasures) which

are difficult to be fulfilled, and under the powerful delusion

(of one’s ego and belongings expressed by T* and ‘Mine’), he

misspends the remaining portion of his life.*

9. What person who has not conquered his senses can

have the power to liberate his own self; who is attached to his

house-hold (including wife, children and property) and is

tightly bound down with unbreakable ties of love and affec-

tion ( to them)

,

10. Who indeed would forego his thirst (passion) for

wealth which is dearer than life itself—wealth which thieves

(in the house broken by them), servants (while on duty) and

merchants (while accompanying their merchandise or cargo)

barter in exchange of their life.

1 1 . How can a man renounce his beloved sympathetic

wife while remembering his dalliance with her in privacy and

her sweet consultation and counsel? (How can one do so)

* 8-A Additional verse in VJ.’s text :

$ee (take into account) also the conflicts ofopinions or quarrels of

OttThouseholders even though related (to each other)—householders who
Ajjlti to follow the course of saiksfra with efforts which are detrimental

attainment of Anal beatitude (and not a single moment is left

\ Jbf tgriritual progress—VJ.).
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with his friends while being tied down with bonds of friend-

ship and with his sweet-lisping children to whom his heart is

deeply attached ?

12. Remembering his sons and his beloved daughters

(who are staying away in the houses of their fathers-in-law),

his brothers, sisters and poor helpless parents, his houses furni-

shed with beautiful abundant furniture, hereditary professions

or vocations and his cattle (horses, elephants etc.) and retinue

of servants, how can one go away from them ?

13. Like a silk-worm (which gets imprisoned by enve-

loping itself in a sheath without any outlet), he, due to his

unsated desires and through boundless infatuation, goes on

performing actions out of cupidity (in the hope of accompli-

shing them), holding pleasures relating to sex and palate in

"high estimation.—How can he become disgusted with the world

(and renounce all worldly attachment) ?

14. The careless fellow, deeply attached to his family,

does not realize that his turn of existence in this world

is being wasted away, and that the purpose of his life (viz.

attainment of the highest bliss by devotion to God) is

being thwarted in his efforts to maintain his family. Though
he is afflicted by three types of misery everywhere, he is not

disgusted with the world (worldly objects) as he feels that his

family is the (source of) delight to him.

15. With his heart always ever set on amassing wealth

and knowing full well the punishment meted out here and the

consequences of the sin hereafter, the householder of unsubdu-

ed senses and with desires unsated, misappropriates another’s

wealth.

16. Even a person noted for his erudition in scriptures,

who is bent on maintaining his family in the manner described

above, is not verily capable of realizing his own Self (OR of

realizing himself as to who he is and what he is committing

etc.)
.

(Then what of you ?) Oh descendants of Danu ! He
(even if he be well-versed in Sashas) whose mind is corrupted

with the notion ofdifference between one’s own and another’s

(“mine and yours”) enters the dark hell even as an ignorant

person.

17. ^For the poor fellow whoever he be, who has become
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a tool of amusement like a toy deer (or a monkey) for (the

entertainment of) lascivious women, and who has forged fett-

ers for himself, in the form of progeny, will not be able to

liberate himself at any time.

18. Therefore, Oh descendants of Diti, avoiding from a

distance the association with Daityas whose minds are absorb-

ed in (enjoyment of) objects of senses, approach for refuge the

most ancient God Narayana who is the veritable Supreme
bliss (liberation) coveted by recluses who have renounced all

association with the world.

19. Being the very Soul of all (mobile and immobile)

creatures, and being omnipresent and all-pervading, there is

not much trouble and exertion in propitiating the unfailing

Lord Visnu, Oh sons of Asuras

!

20-21. It is none else than the only one Supreme Soul

(Brahman) that the Almighty, immutable Ruler who exists" in

and pervades the higher and the lower order of beings comkn-

encing from the immovables (e.g. vegetations etc.) and culmi-

nating in god Brahma, in all the transformations of elements

(the inanimate world of matter or bhutas) in bh&tas (gross ele-

ments e.g. the sky, the wind), in gunas (like sattva) in

Pradhana ( the stage in which all gunas are in a state of equili-

brium) 1 and in Principles likcMahat 2 (which are evolved due

to the uneven mixture of gunas).

22 He, as the Inner Controller (of every being) is the

seer, the errjoyer and as such is indicated as ‘the pervader’. He
is also the object of perception, the objective world enjoyed

and is described as ‘the pervaded’. He is, however, beyond

description, and undifferentiated (though he is spoken of as

being different).

23* The Supreme Lord is essentially pure consciousness

and absolute bliss. But he conceals his glorious Lordly nature

1. gupa-samya— (i) The primordial matter, Pradhana—SR., SD.,
GD., BP. etc.

(ii) At the time of the Pralaya—VJ.

2. gupa-vyatikara—(i) The evolute Mahat—SR., SD., GD., BP. etc.

(ii) At the time of the creation of the world—VJ.

VR. puts forward the Vitiit&dvaita theory re: God and the world as

follows:

The Lord has Jiva as bis special body and the perceptible inanimate

t|pconscious world as the gross body. Being incomparable, be is One
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by his Mlya Power which gives rise to gunas—the creation of

the world.

24. Therefore, eschewing out your demonic nature, show

kindness and friendliness to all beings, whereby Lord Vi$nu

(God transcendental to sense perception) will be pleased.

25. When the Lord of infinite excellences, the

Prime Cause of all, is pleased, what can there be unattainable

(to his devotees) ? What is the use to us of the objects of

human life:Dharma (artha and kdma) which accrue of their own
accord by the product ofgunas (designated as Providence, the

result of one's past deeds) ? Of what attraction is the Mokfa

V
Final Liberation) which is so covetable to all,— to us who

sing of the glory of his feet and taste the nectar-like sweetness

thereform ?

26. The triad of the highest purposes of human life, viz.

dharma (religious merits), artha (attainment of wealth) and

kdma (fulfilment of desires), the spiritual lore, the ritua-

listic lore, logic, politics and various means of livelihood—

I

regard all these, the subject matter of the Vedas, as true—only

if it serves as the means of offering one’s self to the Supreme
Person who is the true friend of all. (Otherwise they are mean-

ingless) .

27. It is traditionally reported that Lord Narayana, the

companion of (the sage) Nara, imparted to Narada this pure

and sanctifying knowledge which is so difficult to obtain. It

will, however, be attainable to those who have bathed their

bodies in the dust of the lotus-like feet of the absolutely devo-

ted votaries of the Lord—votaries who are devoid of all desires

except God-realization.

Supreme Being who enters the body to support it but is unaffected by the

modifications of the body and hence immutable. The Lord is perfect in

his six excellences and he controls thejtttj according to his karma.

VJ. He is within everything an antarySmin
, Inner controller. He

pervades them from outside, in the form of Time, Under another designa-

tion Brahman, he is the one who is indicated both as pervader and the per-

vaded. He cannot be defined like a material object like a pitcher.

Though Omnipresent he is invisible as he is concealed by Mftyft or

Prakfti who is the source of Sattva and other attributes so essential for

creation. —
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28. It is from the (sage) Narada who has realized God
that I heard (learnt) formerly this knowledge with the imme-
diate apprehension of truth as well as teaching in the pure
course of righteous duties and devotion to the Lord.

Sons of Daityas said :

29. Oh Prahlada ! You and we do not know any other

person except the sons of preceptor (Sukracarya, ) as our

teachers, as they have been our masters since our childhood.1

30. Association with the great (sages) is extremely

difficult for a child who is (brought up) in the harem. Please

remove our doubt by confiding us with some evidence to give

credence to your version, Oh gentle one.

CHAPTER SEVEN

PrahlSda
,
enlightened while in mother's womb

Mirada continued :

1. When he was thus questioned by the sons of Daityas,

the great Asura devotee of the Lord smiled and remembering

my teaching, replied to them as follows :

PrahlSda narrated :

2. When our father (Hiranyaka£ipu) repaired toMount
Mandara to practise religious austerities, the gods made great

preparations to wage war against the Danavas.

3. Indra and other gods began to say thus : “It is

really fortunate that the sinful Hira^yaka^ipu, the scourge of

the world, has been eaten up by his own sins, as a serpent is

nibbled away by ants.'*

4. Having heard of the tremendous military prepara-

tions of the gods, leaders of Asura forces capitulated when

attacked, and fled in terror to all directions.

n ,i. We who are engaged in our studies are not seeking God—VJ.
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5. All of them were so anxious and in haste to save

their lives that they paid no heed to their wives, sons, friends,

relatives, house, cattles and other belongings.

6. Desirous of total victory, the gods ransacked and

devastated the king’s palace, while Indra seized the chief

Queen, my mother.

7. Fortunately, by a happy chance, the divine sage

Narada arrived there and saw her being carried away on the

road while she was trembling (with fear) and crying like a

female osprey.

8. Peremptorily he intervened, “Oh Lord of gods !

You should not carry away this innocent woman. Leave her,

Oh blessed one, Let go this chaste lady who is the wife of

another person.”

Indra replied :

9. “There lies in her womb an unbearable force—the

seed of the enemy of gods (Hiragyakaiipu). Let her stay in

my custody till her delivery. I shall accomplish my purpose

(by killing the new-born child) and then let her go.”

Narada said :

10. “This (child in the womb) is sinless and an emi-

nent devotee of the Lord. This follower of Ananta is essential-

ly so powerful by his excellences, that he will not meet death

at your hands.”

11. When addressed thus, Indra respected the words of

the divine sage (Narada) and set her at liberty. He circum-

ambulated her out of devotion to the beloved votaries "bf the

infinite Lord and returned to heaven.

12. Thereupon the sage brought our mother to his

hermitage. He consoled her and said, “Oh my daughter, stay

here till the return of your husband.”

13. Agreeing to that proposal, she, being free from fear

(from all quarters) dwelt in the hermitage (lit. presence) of

Narada while the king of Daityas did not return from his

terrible austere penance.

14. That pious pregnant lady waited upon the sage

with utmost devotion for the well-being of the foetus in,0is

womb add the boon of delivery at any time desired by Her.
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15. Possessed of that Spiritual Power, the kind-hearted

saSc granted her both ( the boons) , and for assuaging her grief

and with a view to communicating it to me, he imparted her

instruction in the essence of righteousness (viz. devotion unto

the Lord) and pure knowledge (regarding the nature of the

Soul and the non-Soul)

.

16. (The memory of) that teaching however faded

away in the case of my mother due to the lapse of a long time

( that intervened)
, and also due to her being (after all) a

woman. But being specially favoured by the sage, it (the

recollection of the precepts) has not left me even up to this

moment.

17. If you have faith in my words, even your intellect

and understanding will be capable of destroying the (false ego

of) identification of the Self with the body etc.1 Just as that

sense has been generated in me through faith, it will appear in

the case ofwomen and children as well.

18. Just as, through the agency of (eternal) Time
which is capable of bringing about modifications, the six trans-

formations, (viz. birth, existence, growth, ripeness, decay and

destruction) are found in the case of fruits of a tree (while

they are on the tree which lasts much longer), six modifica-

tions beginning with birth are observed in relation to the body

(so long as it is associated with the Soul) but not to the Soul

(which is eternal and unchangeable).

19. The Soul* is eternal (not subject to creation and

destruction) , undeteriorating (free from decay), pure (un-

touched by love, hate etc.)
, one (without second), the seer

1 . vaiiaradi dht— (
i ) More keen intelligence in grasping the reality

—

VR.

(2) Knowledge about God—VJ.

(3) Intelligence directed to God—VC, SD, GD.

2. dtma—VR. takes this as jiva (individual soul) while VJ. under-

stands Paramdtman (Supreme Soul) by this term and interprets:

VR: This verse describes the essential nature of Jiodtman in the

liberated stage. As distinguished from the body the Jiva is eternal, subject

to no deterioration or modifications, untainted by the gunas ofPrakfti, one

as. it is of the 'nature of consciousness running through all bodies,

1,.
knowing its ownbody, self-conscious, the support of the body, senses etc.,

'Xtpause ofthe movement of bodies (the motive force behind them), all-
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(the intelligent subject) , the support (of the universe) ,
the

immutable, self-effulgent, the primary cause ('of the world),

the all-pervading, untouched (by anything) and perfect (or

uncovered by Maya)

.

20. With the help of the twelve supreme characteristics

mentioned above, the learned person should renounce the

wrong notions of ‘I and Mine* with reference to one’s body and

belongings, as the notion arises out of delusion (and igno-

rance).

pervading through his power of knowledge, unassociated with another jiva,

and uncovered ^with nothing to hide bis real nature)

.

VJ. takes together vv. 19 and 20 and interprets:

(19) Paramatman is eternal by his very nature, suffering from no loss

of any member of the body, pure as he is free from the influence of avidyd,

attachment etc., the Supreme-moat and hence the One, knower of the nature

of the body, the support of everything else, subject to no modification or

change either due to his innate nature or through the influence of others.

Self-seeing (Self-conscious of his Brahmahood) , absolutely independent, all-

pervading, unattached as he is above Prokfti, not affected (by external forces,

not subject to ignorance or other obscuring factors ( 19)

.

(20) He who realizes the dtman (the Supreme Soul) by these twelve

distinguishing characteristics would (automatically) give up the false no-

tions of ‘I’ and ‘Mine’ with respect to one’s body (and property etc.)

caused by delusion and ignorance.

VC. states: For, the purification of oneself is caused by the form of

devotion called meditation (cintana). The Supreme Soul that is to be

meditated is described as follows. VC. here quotes S>R. verbatim.

SD. explains a few adjectives differently! Kfetrajiia Knowing all

(vyaffi-samafft ) bodies aggregatively and dis-aggregatively. airaya the

material and instrumental cause for the creation, sustenance etc. of all

mobile and immobiles. Avikriya—essentially unchangeable but by his

eternal powers of mobility and immobility brings about the creation and

destruction like the spreading out and withdrawing of the limbs of the

tortoise.

SD. contradicts VR. by asserting that this verse does not refer to jiva

(jiva-paro ndyarn ilokah).

GD. explains that though the characteristics of jiva and Paramatman

are different, jivatman is a part (amia

)

of Paramatman and as such there is

non-difference between them. This non-difference between the two is

implied in this verse. The explanation of the epithets is the same as that

of $R.
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21* Just as a metallurgist specialised in gold extraction

out of ore, is able to obtain gold from gold-bearing rocks

found in gold-fields, by using the requisite processes (ofsmelt-
ing etc,), similarly a person expert in the spiritual lore (in-

cluding the causal relations, will be able to attain to Brahma-
hood in the fields in the form ofthe bodies (of different jivas) y

through the different processes of realizing the Soul
(
atman)

.

22. (After analysis of the whole creation and reducing

it to fundamental Principles)
,
Teachers of yore (like Kapila

and others
)
have stated that there are eight Prakrtis ( viz. the

Primordial matter or mila Prakrti
,
Mahat (Principle ofcosmic

Intelligence), aharfikara (ego, I-ness) and five subtle elements,

three (viz. sattva
y rajas and tamos

) as their gunas (modes of

Prakrti)
, and sixteen modifications (viz. five gross elements,

ten conative and cognitive senses and mind) but the Person or

Soul is one, co-ordinating them all.

23. The body is the combination of these all. It is

twofold—mobile and immobile. It is here (in the body) that the

Soul is to be sought and discriminated, by a process of elimina-

tion (viz. This is not the Soul; it is not it).

24. By means of abstract deliberation of the positive

and negative concomitance (the omnipresence of the Spirit

yet its distinctness from others ) ,
by his power of discrimination,

and with purified mind and patient reflection over the pheno-

mena of creation, sustenance and the destruction of the uni-

verse, that the Soul is to be realized.

25.

** The states of wakefulness, dream and deep sleep

* (i) VR: The person who realizes the true nature of the Soul as
distinguished from the body, not only attains the knowledge of the Supreme-
most Person, but realizes the true essential nature.

(2) adhydtma-vtd—One who is well versed in Vedanta- sistra with refe-

rence to the Soul; realizes in practice the Sdttvic virtues; expert in the

knowledge about elements.

SD: This verse deals with the knowledge of three Principles viz. non-
sentient (universe), the sentient (the Soul) and God who, being different

from these, controls them.

SD: It is the God or Brahman who is within all, is to be propitiated by
all, through all forms of devotion.

• • VJ. takes buddhi as jiva and interprets:
*'‘Guided and piompted

by the Supreme Lord, the jiva experiences the states of wakefulness etc.

Ihe presiding Lord who assumes different forms, e. g. Viiva, Taijasa and
different fromjbw."
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arc the functions of the intellect
(buddhi) . He who is cogni-

sant of (lit. experiences) these (three states) is the transcen-

dent person (who is distinct from the body, senses, the

mind etc.)
, the witness (of these all).

26.

* Just as one perceives ( the presence of) the wind by
means of the different fragrant particles with which it is laden,

due to the association of those particles with it (in spite of its

distinctness from those particles)
,
one should realize the essen-

tial nature of the Soul (Stman) by the transformations of the

intellect which are associated with it, but are repudiated as

not being the attributes of the Soul but of the intellect, and
are permeated with three gunas,

and born of actions or harmas

( even though due to his association with intellect

—

buddhi—
the Soul appears to be characterised by the modification of the

buddhi.)

27. The sarhsara comes into being through the ‘gates’ of

the intellect
(buddhi)

as it is perpetuated (lit. is fast bound) by
the modifications and activities of buddhi. It is rooted in igno-

rance, and as such is unreal. It, however, is regarded as the

dream (state) of man.**
28*** Hence you should at the outset, burn down the

seed (viz. avidyd of the karmas which are motivated by the three

* As in v. 25 VJ., interprets buddhi asjtva and tries to substantiate

the Dvaita thesis that the jiva is different from Paramatman. To summarize
his gloss: Thejtva (individual Soul) is different from the Lord who posses-

ses three forms viz., Viiva, Taijasa and Pr&jfta. He directs the three states

(e. g. wakefulness, dream and deep sleep). The three states and their

gupas characterised by the colours white, black and yellow distinguish the

grades otjivas. To the ignorant, the Lord seems like a jiva. But the intelli-

gent people {prajHajandh) perceive him to bethe same consciousness and
the bliss incarnate-

•* The text of VJ. gives the following additional verse:

As all the actions are created by the mind and are of momentary
nature, they resemble the things in dream and wakeful states. They cause

grief, delusion and fear to the person experiencing them (which would not

have happened had they been unreal)

.

*** According to VR. the seed ofkarmas is ‘the mistake of the body

for the Soul’. The way to burn down this seed is to put an end to the

stream of buddhi.
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gunas. This causes the cessation of the functioning (lit. cur-

rent) of buddhi. (This is) Toga—the way of merger with the

Lord.

29. Out of the thousands of expedients ( for annihilating

the seed of karmas ), the one specifically inculcated by the vene-

rable sage Narada is the proper performance of the acts which
will automatically generate deep love and devotion directly

unto the Supreme Lord.

30-31
.

(This is achieved) by rendering devout service to

the preceptor (or by a sincere desire to listen devoutly to the

teaching of the preceptor), by offering all one’s earnings to him,

by associating one’s Self with pious devotees of the Lord, and
by propitiating the Lord, by reverential liking for listening to

the stories of the Lord, by extolling his excellent attributes

and glorious deeds, by meditating on his lotus-like feet and by

seeing and worshipping his images.

32. With an implicit belief in the presence of the vener-

able Supreme Lord Hari in all created beings, one should treat

them with due respect at heart, and (as far as possible) offer

them their desired objects.

33. In this way devotion unto the Supreme Lord Vasu-

deva is practised by persons who have conquered the group of

six passions (viz. lust, anger, greed, delusion, pride, jealousy

)

or of six senses (external five cognitive senses and mind—the

internal one) . It is by (such) devotion that one develops

(devotional love) unto the Lord.

34. When he hears (lit. having heard) the accounts of

his great deeds, uncomparable attributes (e. g. love towards

devotees) and his heroic exploits (e. g. killing of Ravana) un-

achievable by others but carried out by him through his incar-

nations (like Rama, Krsna) assumed by him in sport, he (the

devotee) with his hair standing on end through rapturous

delight, and in a voice choked with tears, sings loudly with an

open throat, shouts and dances.

35. When like a person possessed by an evil spirit, he

sometimes bursts out into laughter here and screams out there;

VJ: Sams&ra is due to wrong identification of the jiva with the body

.. \jqrr4he Lord. To burn down the seed of Saihsara the stream ofbuddhi should
'* Jbftdirected to find delight into Lord N&riyaga.
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now he meditates, now he bows down to the people. Frequently

he breathes heavily and with his mind absorbed in dtman,

losing his sense of bashfulness, he utters loudly, “Oh Hari !

Lord of the Universe ! Oh Naraya^a”.

36. (It is) then that a man is set free from all bondages.

His mind and body is attuned to the Lord through contempla*

tion over his pastimes and sportive actions. The seed of igno-

rance and the consequent (latent) desires being burnt down,
by the great device ofdevotion, he attains to Lord Narayana
(from Whom there is no return to sarhsdra.)

37. In the case of embodied beings whose hearts are

polluted (with worldly attachment, love etc. ), mental comm-
union with Adhoksaja1

is the means of breaking the rolling

wheel (cycle) of births and deaths. The (spiritually) wise

people regard it as the absolute bliss of absorption in Brahman.

Therefore, you do worship the Lord residing in your heart.

38. Oh children ofAsuras ! What extraordinary effort is

required in worshipping Lord Hari Who abides in your heart

like space, and Who is your own Self and an intimate friend ?

What is the good of acquiring the objects of senses which ate

commonly attained to by all embodied beings ?

39. Wealth, a wife, cattles, sons and others (kinsmen)

houses, landed property (or the earth), elephants, treasures,

luxuries of life and all desired objects are evanescent. How
much pleasure can all these fleeting objects afford to one

whose life may cease at any moment ?

40. In the same way, definitely susceptible to destruction

are the heavenly worlds which are attained to by performance

of sacrifices. They are excelled by others (in merit and

affluence). Nor are they unpolluted (as they excite jealousy)

—Therefore for the purpose of realizing the Self, do you wor-

ship the Supreme Lord with absolute, desireless devotion. For

no fault in the Lord has been discerned by the Vedas oi the

Smrtis.

i . (i) VJ. reads adhokfajdldpam for adhokfajdlambhom and states that

thU verse describes that the narration of and conversation about the glories

of the Lord, leads to the bliss of final emancipation.

(ii) SR. notes v. 1. adhokfajdlambaiji ‘Taking resort to god Vifnu.’
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41. In this world a person who supposes himself to be

learned and wise, many times performs (Vedic, ritualistic and

other) actions with the aim of obtaining it (sensual pleasure),

but invariably reaps fruit quite contrary to it.

42. The expectation ofa person in undertaking the per-

formance of some religious action is for obtaining happi-

ness and release from miseries. But due to this desire or action

he who was (full of happiness due to his desirelessness (i. e.

before he was possessed with the desire of happiness or the per-

formance of the action) encounters nothing but misery due to

his desires.

43. The physical body for ( the happiness of) which a

man desires to secure objects ofenjoyment by performance of

actions actuated by motives, is transient and factually belongs

toothers (as food for carnivorous beasts and birds of prey).

It passes away and (again) returns (to the Soul).

44. How much more so must be one’s progeny, wives,

houses, wealth and such other things (and in the case of kings

their) kingdom, treasury, elephants, ministers, servants and

relatives— (all of) which are indirectly connected (through

one’s body) and whom he regards as his own.
45’i' The Soul himself is an ocean of eternal bliss. To

him, of what interest are these flimsy things (enumerated

above) which are sure to perish along wi th the body—contempt-

ible things which appear covetable as Purufartha (ideal in life),

but which actually lead to undesirable ends (like hell).

46. Oh Asuras ! Consider to what extent can self-inte-

rest
(
pleasure) be derived through sexual enjoyment etc. 1 by

embodied beings who have been suffering miseries from their

past actions since their conception (in their mother’s womb
and other further stages of life in this world till death).

47. The embodied being, with his body obedient to his

dictates, begins to perform actions (meritorious or sinful) as

* To those who argue that Lord Vi?nu assumes incarnation in

physical bodies for sensual enjoyment, the verse replies : Hari who is by

nature consciousness and bliss is not interested in physical pleasures of the

jiva (individual Soul)—VJ.
i SR. remarks: There is no scope for enjoyment of pleasures under

the circumstances.
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a consequence of which he extends (builds) a body (of his

next incarnation)— (the process continues ad infinitum) as both

body and karmas are promoted through ignorance.

48. Therefore, even though wealth, enjoyment and acts of

righteousness (the three Purufdrthas) are easily available to

the devotees of Hari as they depend on Hari, you should,

without cherishing any desire (for them), worship Lord Hari,

your very Soul who is perfectly desireless.

49. The Supreme Ruler Hari, the beloved Atman, the

controller and indwelling Soul ( antarydmin ) of all beings

(whose bodies are) created out of the gross elements ( e.g. the

earth, water etc.) which (in their turn) are evolved by Him.

50. It is by resorting to the feet of Mukunda (Lord

Visnu) that a god, an asura (a demon), a human being, a

yakfa or a gandharva—whoever he be—becomes blessed like

us.

51-52. Oh Asura boys ! It is not the (eminence of) birth

as a member of the twice-born family or as a god or as a sage

that is sufficient for the propitiation of Hari. Neither righte-

ous conduct, nor extensive knowledge nor charity nor penance,

or performance of sacrifices, cleanliness (of body and mind)

nor observance of vows is enough for His grace. Lord Hari

is pleased through pure (unalloyed) devotion. All the rest is

sheer mockery.

53. Hence, Oh descendants of Danu, you focus your

devotion on the Almighty Lord Hari who is the Soul of all

created beings, by considering everything else as (dear as)

your own selves.

54. (Through such devotion) the descendants of Diti

(demons), Yaksas, Raksasas, women, Sudras (low caste

people), cowherds (like Abhiras etc.), birds, beasts and even

sinful jtvas have attained to immortality (the self-same nature

as Acyuta)

.

55. Unswerving absolute devotion to Govinda (Lord

Vi?nu) which requires viewing His presence in and regard for

every creature (mobile or immobile)— this alone has been

enunciated in the Sdstras as the highest Purufdrtha of man in

this world.
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CHAPTER EIGHT

Death of Hiranyakaiipu and Praise ofNrsimha

Narada continued :

1. Now, all the Daitya boys listened to the exhortation of

Prahlada and accepted it due to its faultlessness, but not so the

teaching of their preceptors.

2. Thereupon, when the son of the preceptor Sukracarya

observed that their mind was exclusively bent on realization

of a single purpose (viz. Lord Hari), he got alarmed and
immediately he made a factual report of the state of affairs

to the king (HiranyakaHpu).

3. Hearing that unpleasant and unbearable misdemeanour

on the part of his son, the Daitya, with his body trembling

under the impulse of rage, made up his mind to finish with

his son.

4-5. Severely reprimanding Prahlada in a harsh language,

though he did not at all deserve it, HiranyakaHpu, cruel by

nature as he was, glared askance at him with a wicked look,

and heaving heavily like a serpent trodden under foot, he

thundered at Prahlada who, in perfect self-control, stood bent

with modesty and with his hands folded.

6. “Oh ill-mannered, stupid wretch, a bane of my family!

I shall today despatch you to the abode of Yama, as you have

become an obstinate transgressor of my commands.

7. “You stupid fellow ! Relying on whose power did you

undauntedly violate my command—I, at whose wrath, all the

three worlds along with their guardian deities tremble with

fear ?”

Prahlada replied :

8. He is verily the source of power not only of me, Oh
King, but of yours as well as of all other mighty beings. He
is that force that keeps under control all creation, high and

low, mobile and immobile, beginning from god Brahma.

9. He is the Supreme Lord, the Eternal Time (—spirit),

of mighty strides and of great prowess. He is the very essence

of the mental and organic power, courage, intelligence, physical
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power and that of sense organs. He is the Supreme Con-
troller of the three gunas. He alone creates, protects and
destroys this universe by His potencies.

10. Do you give up this Asura (demonic) nature of yours.

Keep your mind equable and serene. There are no (external)

enemies except one’s uncontrolled mind which goes astray.

Know that equipoised mind ( looking on friends and foes

equably) is the highest form of propitiating the Infinite

Lord.

1 1 . Some persons ( like you) regard themselves as conque-

rors of the ten cardinal points, even though they have not, in

the first place, controlled the six robbers (viz. five senses and

the mind) plundering within. Enemies are born due to one’s

delusion. How could there be external enemies to the wise

who have subdued their mind, and look up all embodied be-

ings as equal.

Hiranyakaiipu said :

12. Oh dull-witted fellow ! It is obvious that you want
to court death. You are, therefore, bragging beyond limits.

The words of people who are desirous of death, are certainly

incoherent.

13* Hiranyakaiipu : Oh unfortunate boy ! Where is

the Lord of the universe, if there be any other than I ?

Prahlada : He is everywhere (Omnipresent).

Hiranyakaiipu : How is it that He is not seen in this

pillar ?

(Prahlada observes the pillar and bowing down
exclaims :)

“Yes, He is seen.”

14. “As you are vaunting too much, I now sever your

head from the trunk. Let Hari whom you trust as a protector,

save you.”

* &.R. treats this as a dialogue between Hiranyakaiipu and

Prahlada. Other commentators treat this as the speeclhof Hfranya alone.
4 ‘Where is the Lord of the universe, if there be any other than I ? Ob
wretched boy ! If he be omnipresent how is it that he is not seen in this

pillar '**
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15. Thus he repeatedly tormented in rage, his son, a

great devotee of the Lord, with reproachful words. (Finding

his son gazing at the pillar respectfully with folded hands.

)

the extremely powerful great Asura, grasping his sword,

sprang from his high seat (throne), and knocked the pillar

with his fist.

16. Instantaneously tlieic arose in the pillar an immen-

sely terrific crash which rent asunder the shell of the cosmic

egg. Hearing the sound as it reached their abodes, god

Brahma and others suspected that to be the time of Pralaya

when their regions collapse, Oh child ! (Yudhi$thira).

17. Hearing that unprecedented mysterious sound,

while proceeding in long strides to kill his son forcibly, he

failed to detect within the assembly hall, the source of that

crash, at which the leaders of demonic forces were terrified.

18. In order to prove true the utterance of his devotee1

and to vindicate His (omni-) presence in all creatures and

things, He manifested Himself in the pillar of the assembly

hall assuming an extremely wonderful form which was neither

human nor beastly.

19. Looking (circumspectly) on all sides (for the source

of that uncanny roar)
,
he beheld this being coming out from

the pillar. (Being astonished, he said to himself:) ‘He is

neither a beast nor a man. How wonderful is this Man-lion

form !

*

20. While Hiraiiyaka£ipu was musing thus (about the

strange figure), there stood before him the extremely terrible

form of the Man-lion with his eyes fierce like molten gold, and

his face majestic with dazzling hair of his mane.

i . §R . applies this expression to all devotees including Prahl&da,

Sanaka, N&rada, HiranyakaSipu and god Brahma. Prahl&da said that

Lord Hari was in the pillar pointed out by Hiranyakaiipu and he came
out of that pillar. Sanaka stated the termination of his curse after three

births ofJaya and Vijaya and to fulfil that Vifnu incarnated to finish

the demonic birth. N&rada's words to Indra about the invincibility of

Prahlida were proved as Hiranyakasipu was not allowed to kill him.

Hirapyakaiipu's request for the conditions under which he was not to die

were satisfied, and god Brahm&'s boon to Hiranyakaiipu was respected by
VifQU in Nfsimha form.
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21. He had terrible tusks, a tongue sharp like the blade

of a razor, and waving like a sword; his face struck terror

with its knitted (frowning) eye-brows; His ears were motion-

less and erect. His mouth and nostrils were open and amazing
like a mountain-cavern. He appeared terrible with his parted

jaws.

22. He touched the heavens with his stature. He had
a short thick neck, broad chest and slender waist. He was co-

versd with hair white like lunar rays, and hundreds of hands

on either side, armed with claws.

23. He was unassailable and he put to flight Daityas

and Danavas with all the choicest weapons peculiar to him
(e.g. the Sudar£ana disc) as well as to others (e.g. the

vajra—the thunderbolt)

.

“Most probably this expedient for my death has been

thought out by Hari, the master of the great potency of

illusion. But of what avail are his endeavours against

me ?”

24. Musing thus to himself, the foremost of (lit. the

elephant among) the Daityas, armed with a mace
( gada

)

dash-

ed against Nrsimha (the Man-lion) with a roar. But just like

a moth falling into the fire, the Asura disappeared in the efful-

gent nimbus of Nrsimha.

25. There was nothing astonishing in the disappearance

of the asura ( the personified tamos

)

into effulgence of Sattva

incarnate (viz. Nrsimha) who formerly (at the time ofcrea-

tion) drank up all the Tamos (darkness). Then attacking

Nrsimha in rage, the great Asura struck him with the mace of

tremendous force.

26. Like Garu<ja seizing a big serpent Nrsimha (who

was the wielder of a mace) caught hold of the Asura along with

his mace while he was fighting. While the Asura was being

played with by Nrsimha, he slipped out of his hand like a

serpent escaping from the clutches of Garu<ja.

27. Oh Yudhi$thira! Gods and the protectors of all

the spheres who were driven out of their abodes (by the Asura)

and who concealed themselves behind the curtains of clouds,

looked upon this escape as an evil turn (against their interest)

.

The great Asura who freed himself from Nrsimha’s hands,
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thought Nrsimha to be apprehensive of his prowess. Feeling

no fatigue in fighting, he armed himself with a sword and
shield, and vehemently assailed Nrsimha again.

28. While the Asura was moving up and down with the

speed of a hawk, brandishing his sword and shield, leaving

no weak point exposed, Hari roared forth a terrific and shrill

peal of laughter, and with great rapidity, seized the Asura

whose eyes blinked (by Hari’s roaring laughter and dazzling

splendour).

29. Just as a serpent would seize a mouse, Hari caught

hold of the Asura who, afflicted with the tight hold (of Haii)

was trying in every way to escape. At the door (on the thres-

hold) of the assembly-hall, he laid him on his thighs, and

though the demon’s skin remained unscratched by (Indra’s)

thunderbolt, He sportingly tore him with his claws as Garuda

does to the most poisonous serpents. (In this way, all the

conditions of god Brahma’s boon were observed while killing

Hirarivaka£ipu).

30. His indignant and terrific eyes were too difficult to

gaze at. He was licking the corners of his wide open mouth with

his tongue. His face and mane were reddish due (to the

stains of) the drops ofblood. (Thus) he resembled a lion wea-

ring the garland of the entrails of an elephant after killing it.

31. Throwing aside Hiranyaka£ipu whose lotus-like

heart was broken open, with his pointed claws, Nrsimha who
had a number of stout arms, struck down with his claws, wea-

pons and heels, thousands of his (Hiranyakagipu’s) followers

who closed on him from all sides with their arms lifted (to

strike him)

.

32. The rain-clouds shaken by (the movements of) his

mane scattered away (exposing to gods the full view of the

battle below). Being outshone by his dazzling eyes, the lustre

of the planets got eclipsed. Tossed by his breath, the oceans

became turbulent. Terrified at his stunning roar, the ele-

phant guards of the cardinal points wailed loudly.

33. Overcrowded with the aerial cars which were tossed

up by the hair of .his mane, the firmament was pushed up

(from its original position). The earth got sorely pressed

, ;!)
down under his (overwhelmingly heavy) steps. By his velo-
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city, mountains were uprooted. Both the sky and the quarters

were eclipsed by his dazzling splendour.

34. Then he occupied the excellent throne in the assem-

bly>hall (out of curiosity and wonder at the affluence of his

servant — the erstwhile Hirai^yaka&ipu). The Lord dis-

played such concentrated effulgence that no enemy remained

in sight. Yet his indignation was not abated, and his counte-

nance appeared so terrific that nobody dared approach

him.

35. Hearing that the foremost of Daityas, the veritable

brain-fever to the three worlds, has been slain by Hari in a

combat, celestial women whose faces were blooming with over-

whelming joy, repeatedly poured down upon him showers of

flowers.

36. At that time, the whole firmament became crowded

with rows of celestial cars of gods who were eager to see him.

Heavenly drums and tabors were sounded. Prominent Gan-

dharvas sang and their women danced.

37-39. Oh child ! Resorting to that assembly, gods

headed by Brahma, Indra, Siva and others, sages, manes

( Pitrs ), demigods like Siddhas, and Vidyadharas, great Nagas,

Manus (who preside over aeons called Manvantaras) ,
Prajapatis

(lords of creation), celestial musicians like Gandharvas, Apsaras

and Caranas, other demi-gods ltkeYaksas, Kimpurusas, Veta-

las and illustrious Kinnaras and all the attendants of the Lord
like Sunanda, Kumuda—all these placed their folded hands to

their heads (to pay respects), and from a distance not far

from him, severally offered their prayers to the Man-Lion of

dazzling splendour, Who was seated (on the throne).

Brahma said

:

40. I bow down to propitiate the Infinite Lord (unlimit-

ed by Time, Space etc.) of incomprehensible limitless powers,

of marvellous potency and hallowing deeds, who, out of

sports, brings about the creation, maintenance and destruction

of the universe through the instrumentality of the gunas
, and

yet himself remains undecayed and unchanged.
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Sri Rudra said :

41. The termination of the cycle of one thousand Yugas
is the proper time for the exhibition of Your wrath. (If it be

against Hiranyaka$ipu) this puny demon lies slain. Oh Lord
who is affectionate to his devotees ! Hiranyaka§ipu’s son your
devotee, has approached you. Please protect him (now)

.

Indra said

:

42. Oh Supreme Lord
! (As you are our in-dwelling

controller and as such the real enjoyer of sacrificial oblations),

in protecting us and securing our shares in sacrifices,

it is (really) your cwn share that you have recovered (from the

Daityas). The lotus ofour heart, Your own abode, which was
(till now) seized with the fear of the demon (and was thus

crampled), got bloomed forth by You. Oh Lord ! Of what
account is this sovereignty of three worlds which is to be

devoured by Time ? To those who wish to serve You, Oh Man-
lion, even liberation from Samsara is of little consideration.

What of other objectives in human life (like Dharma, Artha

and Kama
) ?

Sages said :

43. (We pay obeisance to You) Oh Most Ancient

Person, You taught us the Supreme form of penance, viz.

meditation on Your glory, whereby You evolved this universe

that lay latent in You. But it was completely obstructed by

this demon. By assuming this form of Man-lion for the

protection (of Your devotees). You have permitted us to

perform it again, Oh protector of Your refugees.

The manes ( Pitrs) said :

44. This Asura forcibly misappropriated and swallowed

up the balls of rice reverentially offered to us by our off-spring

at the time of the Sraddha ceremony, and gulped the water

mixed with sesamum seeds proffered to us at the time of ablu-

tions in sacred water. We bow to (You) Lord Nrsimha, the

Prqtector of the righteousness. Who (as it were) restored to us

lltase offerings out of the fat of the Asura ’s belly split open

fwth Your claws.
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Siddhas said :

45. We humbly salute You, Lord Ny-simha, who tore

down with your claws this wicked demon who, by the force of

his Toga and penance, robbed us of our mystic powers acquir-

ed by us through Yoga, and was puffed up with pride for his

various achievements.

Vidyadharas said :

46. This ignorant fellow, being elated with his physical

power and valour, prohibited us the use of our vidya (the

power of becoming invisible etc.) acquired by us through

Yogic concentration of various types. We ever respectfully

bow to You who. assuming, by Your Maya power, the form of

the Man-lion, slew him like a beast in the encounter.

Nagas- (serpents )
said :

47. Salutations unto You Who brought delight to our

women by tearing open the chest of this wicked demon who
wrested thejewels from our hoods, and abducted our gem-like

beautiful wives.

Manus said :

48. We are Manus, the executors of Your commands.

Oh Lord, all the bounds of social order (viz. the duties pres-

cribed for different classes

—

varnas, and stages in life—

—

aSramas) have been violated by Dili’s son (Hiranya-

kaSipu). Now that the wicked fellow is withdrawn (killed)

by you. Oh Lord, what service should we render unto You?
Be pleased to command us, Your servants.

Prajapatis said :

49. Oh Supreme Lord ! We, the Lords of creation, are
Your creatures. This demon, due to whose restrictions, we
could not verily procreate beings, now lies definitely slain

with his bosom split open by You. Oh embodiment of pure
Saliva

, Your incarnation itself is auspiciousness for the world.

Gandharvas said :

50. Oh Lord ! We are Your artistes—singers, dancers
and actors. He who by dint of his prowess, might and energy
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subjugated us to his service, has been reduced to this condition

(death) by You. Can anyone straying away from the path

of righteousness attain happiness ?

Caranas said :
«

51. Now that this Asura, the thorn in the heart of the

righteous, has been removed (killed) by You, we take shelter

under Your lotuslike feet which is the means of emancipation

from Samsdra
,
Oh Hari.

Takfas said :

52. By performing actions pleasing to You, we attained

prominence amongst Your followers (servants). But here we
were subjected to the position of palanquine bearers by this

sonofDiti. Being aware of the agony caused by him to the

world, You finished with him (lit: reduced him to his five

constituent elements)
, Oh Narahari, the twentyfifth principle

(controlling the twentyfour principles 1 responsible for the

evolution and involution of the universe).

Kimburufas said :

53. We are (after all) Kimpurusas (insignificant be-

ings), but you are the most exalted person, the Almighty

Ruler. When denounced by the pious and the good, this

wicked fellow was (as good as) dead.

Vaitdlikas said :

54. We used to get great worship and respect and

wealth by singing of Your pure, sanctifying glory in assemb-

lies and sacrificial sessions. This wicked fellow harshly depriv-

ed us of it. We are glad that You have exterminated him

like a disease.

i . The following is the usual list of Principles according to Sari khyas

:

Puru/a, Prnkfti, Mahat, Ahamkafa (ego), 5 subtle elements, 10 indriyas (sense

organs), the mind and 5 gross elements. Out of these Pi akfti is uncreated;

the seven from Mahat are both created and creative ; the rest sixteen are

created. Purufa according to S&Akhyas is neither created nor creative.

(But Bhdgavata invests Puru?a with all powers of creation.

)
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Kinnaras said :

55. Oh Master ! We hosts ofKinnaras are Your servants

who were forced to labour hard without remuneration by

this Daitya. Oh Hari, the wicked fellow is now slain by

Your Lordship. Oh Lord Narasimha ! Henceforth You be

the source of our prosperity.

Vifnu's attendants said :

56. Oh protector ! It is today that we have seen this

wonderful half-human and half-leonine form which is an

auspicious blessing to all worlds. Oh Lord ! (Now) we know
that this (Hiranyaka$ipu) was Your own servant cursed by

Brahmanas (Sanaka and others) and (we realize that) death

done to him was bestowal of Your grace (on him).

CHAPTER NINE

Prahlada eulogizes Nfsirhha

JVarada continued :

1 . Thus all gods and others headed by Brahma and
Rudra dared not go near him who was still possessed (under

the influence) ofwrath and (hence) unapproachable.

2. The goddess Sr! (who always attends upon Lord

Visnu) was personally sent to his presence. But at the sight

of the monstrous manifestation, unseen and unheard of before,

she was afraid, and did not approach.

3. God Brahma (ultimately) deputed Prahlada who
was standing near-by, (saying), “Oh dear child, you fat least)

approach and propitiate the Lord who has been angry with

your father.”

4. Consenting (to Brahma’s proposal) the child, a

great devotee of the Lord, slowly approached him, and folding

his palms together, he prostrated himself on the ground before

him. Oh king.
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5. Seeing the child fallen at his feet, the Lord was
thoroughly overwhelmed with compassion. Raising him up,

he placed on his head, his lotus-like hand which dispels the

fear of those whose minds are fraught with the fear of the

serpent in the form ofKala (Death, Time, the Destroyer)

.

6. At the touch of his hand, all the inauspiciousness

( in the form of impressions left by past actions) in Prahlada

was washed out, and the highest knowledge of the Supreme
Brahman instantly dawned upon him. He meditated upon
the lotus like feet of the Lord in his heart. Being deeply grati-

fied at heart, the hair of his body stood on their ends (through

j°y) ;
his heart got drenched (with devotion) and his eyes

were overflowing with tears of joy.

7. Fixing on him his heart and eyes with perfect men-
tal concentration and composure, he praised Nrsimha in inarti-

culate words in a voice choked with emotion (love).

Prahlada said :

8. Is it possible that I who belong to a ferocious race

(of Asuras), am eligible to praise Lord Hari when hosts of

gods headed by Brahma and others, contemplative sages and

wise Siddhas whose minds are constituted of the products of

Sattva ( such as righteousness, knowledge and penance) have

not been able, even to this moment, to propitiate him by their

streams of prayers, glorifying his many excellences (couched

in figurative language.).

9. As the Almighty Lord was pleased with the leader

of the elephant-herd1 due to his (whole-hearted unswerving)

devotion (unto him), I presume that affluence, noble lineage,

beauty, austerities, learning, keenness of senses, complexion,

prowess, physical power, determined exertions, intelligence

and the eight-fold process of Yoga are of little avail in propi-

tiating the Supreme Person.

10. I consider that a man of the candala (the lowest)

caste, who has thoroughly dedicated his mind, speech, deed.

1. This refers to the episode of ‘the elephant and the crocodile*

described infra VIII. 2-4 (Chapters)

.
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wealth and his very life itself to the Lord,

1

is superior to a

Brahmana endowed with the twelve qualities (mentioned in

the above verse or enumerated in verses noted below 8
) but is

averse to the lotus-like feet of Lord Visnu ( the lotus-naveled

god) ;
for the Candela (devotee) sanctifies his (whole) race

but not so the Brahmana even though he is highly respected*

(by the public)

.

1 1. The Supreme Lord is perfect in ( the realization of)

his blissful nature. Hence he does not expect any respect and

worship for himself, from the ignorant (as all of us are before

him). He is merciful and therefore he accepts it. For what-

ever respect (-ful worship) is offered unto the Lord, is return-

ed to the devotee himself, just as the decoration of one’s coun-

tenance goes to enhance the beauty of the face reflected in the

mirror.

12. Therefore, despicable (by birth i as I am, I shall

sing of the glory of the Supreme Ruler with all niv heart and

to the best of my understanding, without any fear oi diffidence

(about my intelligibility). It is by delineating the gloiy of

the Lord that a man who has entered into Sarhsdra (a product

of gunas

)

due to the influence of Avidya

4

(nescience), will be

purified.

13. Oh Almighty Ruler ! All these gods such as Brahma
and others who are (now) terrified, are merely the executors

1 . VR. brings in the Prapatti doctrine of Ramanuja herein He
raises the objection that due to the association of bhakti (devotion; to

Vedanta, only the first three castes (Br&hmana. Ksattriya and Vaisya)

are eligible for it. The Bh. P. implies Prapatti (complete surrender to the

Will of the Lord)—here for all people, irrespective of castes and sex.

2. SR. and other annotators quote from Sanatsujatiya (in M.Bh.)

the following list :

Righteousness, piety ( sattva ), self-control, austerities, non-jealousy,

modesty (Ar?), forbearance, tolerance oi envylessncss, performance of

sacrifices, charity, courage and Vedic-learning—these are the twelve vows
to be observed by a Brahmana.

3. bh&rimdnah who is puffed up with pride ($R.. VD., GS., VR.
etc.) .

4. ajaydpraviftap—who has entered into the human body, a product

ofgufUM.due to the force ofprakfti—VR.
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of the orders of Your Lordship who is a receptacle of pure

Sattva and not like us Asuras (who are Your inimical-devo-

tees) . The sportive activities of the glorious Lord through his

beautiful incarnations, are conducive to not only the well be-

ing and prosperity of the world but also for the conferment of

the blissful experience of Your sports (and not for striking

terror).

14. Now that You have slain the demon today. You be

pleased to withdraw Your wrath (wrathful attitude) . Even a

pious man is delighted at the destruction of a scorpion or a

serpent. All the people have now attained to peace and
tranquillity and are waiting (for the subsidence of Your
anger). All the people will remember this form of Yours for

deliverance from fear, Oh Nrsimha. (Hence the recollection

of Your form being enough, there is no need to continue Your
angry mood).

15. (As far as I am concerned), I am not at all alraid

of Your (present) form with the most ferocious countenance

(with a formidable mouth and tongue^ ,
Sun-like dazzling

eyes and frightful knitting of eyebrows, fearful tusks and the

garland of the entrails (of my father) and the mane and coni-

cal ears soaked in blood. Nor (am I afraid of) the roar that

terrified the elephants guarding the cardinal points, or of

Your pointed claws that tore up the enemy, Oh Invincible

Lord!

16. I am (really) afraid of the unbearable miseries in-

volved in the inexorable and terrible cycle of transmigrations

(.sarfisdra ), Oh Lord (who is) compassionate to the misera-

bles. Bound down with (the fetters in the form of my past)

actions, I am thrownin themidst of ferocious ones (Daityas).

Oh most merciful Lord ! When will You be pleased to recall

me to Your feet, which is the sole asylum of all beings and

is the Final Emancipation ?

17 Inasmuch as I am being scorched with the fiery

sorrows of separation from the dear ones and association with

unpleasant situations and persons, during the course of my
transmigrations in different types of births (like celestials, sub-

human beings), and the so-called cure from miseries entails

miseries, I am wandering about in Samsdra falsely identifying
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me with the body, Oh Almighty Lord ! Be pleased to enlighten

me in the remedy (foremancipation from Samsara ), viz. the

method of serving You.

18. Oh Nrsimha ! I (who am thus enlightened in the

way of serving You) shall be completely free from (the influ-

ence of) gunas (like love, hatred etc.) and associating myself

with the enlightened ardent devotees who resort to the asylum

of the pair of Your feet, I shall easily tide over all miseries,

singing constantly all the while the marvellously sportive acti-

vities of my beloved Friend and the Supreme Deity extolled

before by god Brahma.

19. Oh Nrsimha ! In this world, the parents are not

(real) protectors of children. Medicine is not the remedy to

the suffering patient (who may succumb to death despite

medical care). To a person drowning in the sea, a boat is not

a (sure) help (as he may go down with it) . In the case of

embodied beings who (not being favoured with your grace)

are disregarded by you, and are afflicted in this samsara
, what-

ever remedy (against the misery) is regarded as easy, proves

to be temporarily effective1 .

20. Whatever agent, whether ancient (like god

Brahma) or modern (like a human father) and possessing a

characteristic nature (dominated by Sattva etc.) is prompted

to create or transform a thing into whatever form, from what-

ever source and for whatever cause or purpose, irrespective of

its time, instrumentality, its relatedness to anyone or its sepa-

ration from anything else—all these arc (identical with) you

(and none else).

21. When Maya, with its gunas ( like Sattva and others),

is prompted into action by the Time-Spirit through the gracious

approval of the Supreme Man (who is only) a part of youis,

it creates the subtle astral body which is predominated by the

Mind. It is evolved out of karmic activities. It is unconquer-

able and is predisposed to the performance of ritualistic Vedic

i. SR. alternatively : Is there any easy remedy in the case of those

embodied beings who, not being favoured .... etc.

VR. supports this but to him tanubhrtam - those who are solely devoted

to the nourishment of the body.
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rites. 1 It is the wheel of Sarfisdra which consists ofsixteen spokes

(in the form of mind, ten cognitive and conative sense-organs

and five subtle elements) offered for Jiva's enjoyment by Avidyd

(nescience). What person standing apart from you (i.e. not

devoted to you) can (hope to) transgress this, Oh Unborn
Lord !

22. Oh Almighty Lord ! You have by your inherent

power ( in the form of consciousness), always kept under per-

fect control the properties of Buddhi or intellect2 (such as

pleasure, pain, love, avarice etc.
) Oh Supreme Controller

(of the universe), you are the Time-Spirit who as the

director of Maya, exercise full control over the powers of

causal relations3
. Such as you are, be pleased to take me unto

your proximity as I have sought your protection. I have been

thrown by the Unborn
( avidyd )

into the wheel (of sarhsara) of

sixteen spokes and am being crushed in it.

23. The people of this world yearn for longevity, afflu-

ence and glory of the celestial guardians of different worlds.

But, Oh Lord, I have seen how they were swept away by the

contraction ofmy father’s eyebrow knitted in wrathful laugh-

ter. But even he has been disposed of by you.

24. Therefore, I who know the consequences of the bles-

sings coveted by embodied beings do not seek long life, wealth,

glory, sensual pleasure ( of anybody) right from those of god
Brahma. Nor do I aspire after the mystic powers which are

destroyed by You in the form of the Time-Spirit of immense

1. chandomayam—Full of desires characterised by mental resolves

and suspicions—VJ.
VR. contradicts that the word chandas is never used in the sense of

desire.

The import of the verse according to VJ. : It is impossible to trans-

gress the wheel of samsdra except through the grace of Lord Hari attained
through devotion. People of uncontrolled mind find it hard to secure that
grace.

2 . dtma-guna—(i) Properties inherent in one’s body—VR.
(ii) Birth, death and such other conditions of the body—VJ.
(iii) Pr. perties of jiva e.g. pleasure, pain, affection, greed—GD.

, ,
• All jivas like god Brahma and others and their qualities—SD.

3- visrjya-visarga‘Sakiib: (») effects and their means—§R.
(ii ) jivas and Prakrti—VR.;jica and Maya—SD.
(iii) The world consisting of men, gods etc. and the creation—VJ.
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prowess. Do be pleased with me to place me by the side of

your servants.

25. Where are the pleasures which are pleasant merely

to hear of, but are unreal like the mirage ? Where is this

body which is the nursery of all diseases? (Such a body is

incapable of enjoying the so-called pleasures) . The people,

however, knowing this all as they do, are too engrossed to

quench the fire of desires with drops of honey-like pleasures

so difficult to obtain, to get disgusted with this world. (How
wonderful is the working of your Maya

! ).

26. What a world of difference there is. Oh Lord, be-

tween me, born out of rajas in the family of demons (lit. non-

gods) dominated with tamos ,
and your immense grace

(towards me) ! You were pleased to place your lotus-like palm

graciously only on my head but not on that of gods Brahma,

Siva and the goddess Laksmi.

27. Inasmuch as you are the Soul, well-wisher and

friend of the world, this notion of inferiority and superiority

which is entertained by ordinary beings cannot be there in

your case. But your grace, like the favour bestowed by the

wish-yielding heavenly tree, depends proportionately on the

service performed. Your grace (leading to righteousness etc.)

varies directly as per service rendered to you, and not on the

ground of superiority and inferiority.

28. Oh Lord ! This samsdra is like a well infested with

a serpent in the form of birth (and death). People desirous

of sensual pleasures are falling into it. Due to the force of

association, I was about to fall headlong along with them, but

was regarded as his own by the divine sage Narada and (in the

way as you favoured me with your grace), was favoured (with

knowledge) formerly (while I was in my mother’s womb)

.

Thus, how can I possibly give up the service of your servants

(devotees) ?

29. When my father, intent upon doing evil, took up a

sword and threatened me, “If there be any God other than I,

let him protect you while I cut off your head”, your act of

saving my life and execution of my father was, I think, accom-

plished to vindicate the word (curse) of the sage ( Sanaka,

Sanandana etc.), Oh Infinite Lord.
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30.

* It is you alone who are(manifestas)thisuniverse. You
exist independently (as the cause) of the universe at the begin-

ning before it came into being, and stay as such in the middle

(while the cosmos exists), and after its dissolution as well.

Having created this (universe which is the) product of (the

permutation and combination of) the gunas, by dint of your

maya, you re-enter it and appear as many ( as protector and

destroyer) through them.

31.

** Oh Lord ! You are verily none else but this uni-

verse consisting of cause and effect. But you are, however,

different from it (as you exist independently before the crea-

tion and after the destruction of the universe ) . Hence the

notion of distinction between ‘this is mine and this is another’s,

is nothing but an illusion (and as such) unreal. A thing which

depends for its creation, destruction, subsistence and mani-

festation on another is really identical with it, just as a tree

(the effect) is the same as the seed (the cause) which

is essentially the same as the earth and its subtle cause.***

32. Having withdrawn this universe within yourself by

your own agency, and being above desires, you lie on the cos-

mic waters of the Deluge, absorbed in enjoying your own
essential blissfulness, and in perfect rest ( inactivity) . With

your eyes closed in Yogic meditation which transcends sleep by

your self-illumination, you stay in the fourth state which lies

beyond the three states of wakefulness, dream and deep sleep.

Therein you neither cognize Tamas (the characteristic of deep

sleep), nor enjoy any gunas (objects of senses).

* (i) You constitute the entire world consisting of the conscious

(individual selves) and the unconscious matter. You maintain your

separateness in the beginning, the end and the middle of the universe.—VR.
(ii) The S&stras have conclusively proved your separate existence at

the creation, destruction and during the sustenance of the universe—VJ.
(iii) As a matter of fact, rajo-guna is the creator, tamoguna, the des-

troyer, and sattvn gmn the sustainer of the universe but (in spite of) your

unconcerned entry into them, you are called the slayer (of Hiranyakasipu)

—VC.
** Cf. supra i.6

* * * VR. : Oh Lord ! This world consisting of sentients and non-sentients

is yourself as you are the cause of it and are non-different from it. The
notion that the individual Soul is the same as the Controlling Lord ( Isvata

)
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33. The universe is the body of Him (i.e. Yours) who
through His potency called the Time-Spirit, prompted into

action the modes of Prakrti (viz. sattva, rajas and tamas which
combine and create the universe). While He, i.e. You lay in

the bed of the serpent Se$a on the cosmic waters of the Deluge,

and while Your Togic trance was coming to a close, there

sprouted forth from Your navel, like a banyan tree from a tiny

seed, a large lotus which was (erstwhile) lying hidden in You.
34. The wise seer (Brahma) who was born of that

lotus, did not see anything else than the lotus. Considering

that You who were the seed (material cause) pervading his

self internally, were outside himself, could not discover You
though he immersed himself into the inundatory waters fora

hundred years. Oh how can one find out the seed when the

sprout shoots forth from it.

35. That self-born god (Brahma) was greatly astonish-

ed (at his failure to discover the ‘seed*)
,
Oh Lord. (He re-

verted to his place). Seated in the lotus and performing

austere penance, he got his heart thoroughly purified in due

course. He realized You as pervading in the subtlest form,

his own Selfconsisting of bhUtas (elements)
,
indriyas (cognitive

and conative sense-organs) and heart, just as a discriminating

person perceives subtle smell pervading the earth.

it unreal, meaningless and is due to Avidya, just as the notion of the identity

of the soul and the body is illusory. So is the identification of the Soul

with God. That which causes the origination, sustenance, destruction and

manifestation of anything is identical with its material cause, just as

the divisions of time are not different from the eternal flow of time or the

tree is not different from the soil which germinates the seed.

$R., VR. etc. interpret rasu as subtle elements and kala as the earth,

the basis of blue colour etc.

(ii) SD. regards that this verse asserts the difference-cum-non-diffe-

rence relation between the world and the Brahman. That on which the

origination, maintenance, manifestation and destruction of a thing depends

is both different and identical with it, as a plant is both different and not

different from the soil from which it grows.

(iii) GD. emphasizes that this world of causal relationship is iden-

tical with the Lord. He is essentially transcendental to the world (Pra-

pahcai). The whole world being the Lord's and identical with him, the

notion oCdifference is unreal.
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36. In the same way, Brahma visualized You as the

Supreme (cosmic) person endowed with thousands of faces,

feet, heads, thighs, noses, mouths, ears, eyes and decorated

with rich ornaments and furnished with weapons. The dis-

position of Your various limbs was indicated by different parts

of the universe (nether world and other regions). You assumed

this form by Your Maya power. And he (Brahma) was

filled with great joy.

37. Assuming the form of a horse-necked god, Your
worshipful self killed the extremely powerful enemies of the

Vedas, Madhu and Kaifabha by name who were the very

embodiments of rajas and lamas. You thus restored the corpus

of the Vedas to him (Brahma) . The Vedas declare that Your
most beloved person consists of pure Sattva.

38. In this way, Oh Supreme Person, You incarnate

Yourself, as a human ora subhuman being, as a sage or agod,

or as a fish and protect the world, and kill the enemies of the

people. You uphold the path of righteousness suitable to that

particular Yuga (epoch). You remain unmanifest in the

Kali age and hence You are designated Triyuga.

39. Oh Lord ofVaikuntha ! This mind of mine, vitia-

ted as it is by sins, extroversion, extremely morbid, lustfulness

and afflicted with joy, grief and three yearnings (for progeny,

prosperity and popularity), finds no interest in Your stories.

How can I, a poor wretch with such a mind, contemplate on

Your essential nature ?

40. Oh Acyuta ! My ungratified palate drags me in

one direction and sexual desire (lit. the genital organ) pulls

me to a different direction, while the senses of touch, hearing

and the abdomen gravitate me to some other direction. My
olifactory sense, the constantly moving eye and faculties of

action draw me in different directions— all these pull (in diffe-

rent directions) like a number of co-wives dragging their lord

of the house ( to their bed-rooms)

.

41 . Be pleased to cast a gracious look at these ignorant

people who, as a consequence of their actions, have fallen in

the Vaitararn1 in the form of Sarhsdra and are frightened extre-

i. VuitQTani—a mythological river bordering on the region ofYama,
4

the god ofdeath. It is full of blood, bones, hair etc. and rushes very rapidly

andlilpte unfordable.
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mely with the terror of successive births, deaths and sufferings

(from want of food), and who entertain the notions of friend-

ship to bodies whom they consider their own and enmity

towards others. Out of compassion for their plight, be pleas-

ed to protect them by ferrying them today across the samsara-

Vaitarani, Oh Lord who stays beyond {samsara)
!

42. Oh Lord ! You are the father (creator and guide)

of all. What exertion could there be in lifting up these igno-

rant people (from samsara) to You who are the cause of the

creation, sustenance and destruction of the universe ? Oh
friend of the afflicted l It is quite meet that the great should

verily be gracious unto the ignorant. To us who already serve

Your beloved devotees such rescuing from sarhsara is immate-

rial (as we are sure to be liberated. It is to others that you be

pleased to show Your favour).

43. As my mind is immersed in the rare nectar of

your prowess, I am not at all afraid of the (so-called) unford-

able Vaitarani, Oh Supreme Lord ! I feel grieved for these

ignorant fellows who being averse (to this nectar of singing

the great deeds of the Lord) carry on the burden of the family

etc. in the hope of securing pleasures caused by objects of sen-

ses, which again are illusory.

44. Oh Lord, sages, desirous of self-emancipation,

generally meditate on you silently in solitude. But they are

indifferent to the interests of others. Leaving aside these help-

less creatures, I do not long to attain the final beatitude for

me alone. Nor do I see any refuge other than you for these,

who are wandering in samsara.

45. The so-called pleasures of a householder’s life such

as sexual intercourse and others are positively insignificant,

contemptible and leading to a chain of miseries like the scrat-

ching of one itching hand with another. Lascivious people

though subjected to various miseries, are never satiated (by

enjoying the pleasures) in this world. It is only some person

endowed with strength of mind and wisdom who (through

your grace) (can repress their passion of lust like the tempta-

tion to scratch (an itching limb).

46. Oh Inner Controller ! Means conducive to the

attainment of emancipation, viz. observance of the vow of
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silence, listening to sacred books, performance of austerities,

studies of spiritual texts, discharging one’s religious duties,

exposition of the Sastras
,
living in solitude, chanting of the

Lord’s name and concentration of mind in Toga— all these

generally become only the means of livelihood for those whose
senses are uncontrolled ( and who wish to sell these for worldly

gains). In the case of hypocrites it is doubtful whether these

might be of any use even for earning the livelihood ( as they

are likely to be exposed easily.

47. The Vedas have revealed your two symbolic forms,

the cause and effect (or the Prakrti and the atoms) which are

like the seed and (its) sprout. You are devoid of any form or

colour, yet the universe of causal relation is not other than

(different from) you. It is by means of the Yoga of Devotion

that persons who have controlled their senses, can visualize you

directly, both in the cause and its consequence, just as people

can perceive fire in (the friction of) the two pieces of wood.

Knowledge about you cannot be attained by any other means.

(Hence you are pervading everything as its cause)

.

48. You are (the elements such as the air, fire, earth,

sky, water and objects of senses (viz. sound, touch, sight, taste,

and smell)
,
the (five) vital airs, the cognitive and conative

organs, the heart, the intellect and the Ego (or deities presiding

over senses and the mind). Everything possessed of qualities1

(gross) or devoid of qualities (subtle) is you. There is

nothing other than you even if it be conveyed by Mind or

Speech, Oh great Lord !

49. Neither these gunas (viz. sattva , rajas and tamas) nor

the deities presiding over the guntas or endowed with gunas such

as Mahat and others (viz. mahat , ahamkdra ,
five subtle and five

gross elements, and ten indriyas—cognitive and conative senses)

nor the mind etc. nor the various beings including gods and

mortals—all these having a beginning-and an end—compre-

hend you. Oh most highly praised God. It is, therefore, that

wise men endowed with high intellect, after careful delibera-

tion (of this) give up the study of the Vedas (and other acts

, v i* VJ.: sagvpa—The Jua in sams&ra—possessed of qualities and

—the emancipated Soul or anything devoid of qualities.
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prescribed therein) , and worship you alone with concentrated

mind.

50. Therefore, Oh most worshipful Lord ! How can a

person cherish devotion to you who are the goal of the highest

order of ascetics (the parama-hamsas) , without the (following)

six constituents of worship, viz., ( 1) paying obeisance to the

Lord, (2) singing of his glory, (3) offering of all acts to the

Lord, (4) waiting on you (woiship in the form of service),

(5) meditation on the feet of the Lord and (6) listening to the

recital of stories of the Lord.

jsfarada said :

51. When, in spite of the Lord’s transcendence to

attributes, the excellences of the Lord were highly extolled with

deep reverence and devotion by his devotee Prahlada, the

Lord was pleased with him. Restraining his anger, he spoke

to Prahlada who was respectfully bowing to Him.

The Lord said :

52. ‘‘Oh gentle Prahlada ! May good betide you ! Oh
the best among the Asuras ! 1 am verily pleased with you.

Ask whatever boon you like. I am the bestower of all the

desires of men.
53. For, Oh long-lived one, even a glimpse of Mine is

difficult to get to those who have not propitiated me. Having
but once visualized me, a being never suffers an affliction any

more.

54. Hence noble and pious Souls who are highly fortu-

nate and are desirous of attaining bliss, try to propitiate me
with all their heart, as I am the Lord (and bestower) of all

blessings.”

Narada said :

55. Even though Prahlada, the best of Asuras, was

thus tempted with boons which excite allurement in all

beings, he desired none of them, as he was exclusively devoted

to the Lord (expecting no reward for his unflinching devo-

tion) .
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CHAPTER TEN

Prahlada enthroned. The conquest of Tripura

Narada said :

1. The child, Prahlada who looked upon all that (offer

of boons etc.) as an impediment to the practice of Bhakti-Toga

{Toga of Devotion), slightly smiled, and addressed Lord
Nrsimha (the Loid of the sense organs) as follows:

Prahlada said :

2. Pray, do not tempt me who am addicted by nature

(lit. birth) to pleasures, with (the promise of) those boons.

Being afraid of contacts with them and in (sheer
)

disgust of

them, I have resorted to you with the desire of securing

liberation (from samsdra).

3. Oh Lord ! Meseems it is with the desire of ascer-

taining the characteristics of a real servant or devotee that

your worship directed me to choose objects of pleasure which

are the seeds of the transmigration of the Self
(
samsdra )

and

are like so many knots binding the heart.

4. Otherwise that (offer) would have been impossible

from vou who are full of mercy, Oh Father ot all !
l He who

hankers after blessings from you, is but a merchant, and not a

real servant { devotee) 2
.

5. Verily he is not a real servant who desires to secure

worldly pleasures (in return for services) from his master.

Nor is he a real master who grants such comforts to play the

lord upon his servant.

6. But I am your devotee who cherishes no desire and you

are the Master who expect nothing (from your servant). Here,

between us, there is no object (to be gained) as between the

king and his servant.

1. Some editions add here:

naftc-drffes tamaydndhe tvamekah pdradarianahf

You are the only guide to lead across to the other shore of the ocean

of sathsara, the people who have lost their eye-sight in blinding darkness.

2. After this line Andhra edition adds:

Sa irn svdmi, sa vai bhftyo, gurtalubdhau na kdmukau !

Verily he is the master and he is the servant. They are so due to

their appreciation of qualities, but not for any gain or pleasure.
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7. Oh foremost one among the bestowcrs of boons ! If

(at all) You (want to) confer any boons on me, Oh Lord, I

seek of your Worship the boon that no desire should germi-

nate in my heart.

8. For, with the rise of desires, the (powers of) the

senses, the mind, the vital air, the Soul, righteousness, fortitude,

judgment, modesty, prosperitv, energy, memory and truth

come to an end 'once for all)

.

9. When a man gets rid of desires fixed (deep) in the

heart, then alone he becomes fit to attain to thv status, Oh
lotus- eyed Lord.

10 (Now I remember the Mantra to which I was initiat-

ed by Narad a' .

Salutations to You, Oh Almighty Lord, the Supreme

Person, the High-Souled One, Mari, the wonderful lion.

Supreme Brahman and Paraiiintman

Lord Nrsimha said :

1 1 . Those who are exclusively devoted to Me like vou,

never expect from Me any blessing in this or in the next world

Still fit is my order that you shall enjoy throughout this

Manvanlara the luxuries of the overlordship of the Daityas here.

12. You continue to enjoy listening to mv stories so dear

to you. Reali/.e within your own heart Me, the Lord present

in all beings, and the presiding deity of sacrifices. Dedicating

all your activities to Me, worship Me, in meditation.

1 3. Having exhausted your merit by enjoying pleasure and
sin by doing meritorious actions (or by prdya&eitta-rzxpiatory

rites) and given up your body in course of time, and spread

such extremely pure renown as to be sung in heaven, you
shall attain to Me completely liberated from all bonds.

* Here §R. quotes Katha Upa. 2.3. 14

—

Taddsarie pramuryante kamaye'ya hrdi iritahf

ntha martyemrto bhaiatyatra Brahma mmainutell

When one gets rid of all the desires residing (fixed) in one’s heart,

the mortal becomes immortal immediately and attains oneness with
Brahman in this very life.
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14. A person who recites this song (prayer) sung by you

to Me and remembers you and Me, becomes free from the

bondage ofkarman in due course.

Prahlada said

:

15-17. Oh Supreme Lord ! The Lord of those who

graciously confer boons ! I seek from you this boon that my
father, ignorant of Your being the Divine Light, and with his

mind overwhelmed (lit. pierced through) with indignation,

reviled you who are the veritable Father of the World and

the Master, by calling You the murderer of his brother, and

through wrong outlook, behaved sinfully to me, Your devotee.

May (my father) be absolved of the terrible sins which are

too difficult to be crossed, even though he must have been

purified when he was glanced at by you who are compassio-

nate to the afflicted.

The Lord said :

18. Oh sinless righteous saint ! Inasmuch as you, the

purifier of the family, have been born in his house, your father

along with twentyone generations of his fore-fathers stands

absolved of all sins1
.

19. Wherever my devotees, extiemely serene, impartial

in outlook, noble in character and of pious behaviour, are

present, they sanctify that country (along with its inhabitants)

even if it be sinful like that of Lika {a.

20. Oh Lord of Dailyas ! They (My devotees) who,

out of devotion unto Me, have become devoid of desires2

(which are at the root of anger, violence etc.), do not

trouble any creature in any category of beings, high or low, by

any means.

1 . §R. explains that as Hiranyakasipu was the 3rd in generation from

god Brahma, here the twentyone generations of his previous birth are

implied.

VC. adds: Twentyone generations of forefathers in your (Prahlada’a)

twentyone previous incarnations are included here

2. mad-bhfivena gatasprhah—Realizing my presence everywhere,

they entertain no jealousy against anyone—VJ.
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21. In this world, there are men who follow your way

of life and become My devotees. But certainly, you stand as

a model to all my devotees.

22. Oh child Prahlada ! (As a formality) perform the

obsequies of your father who has been thoroughly purified

through contact with My person (and has become hence sin-

less). Now, being blest with you as a pious son, he will cer-

tainly attain to higher worlds.

23. As directed by exponents of the Vedas, you occupy

the throne of your father. Concentrating \our mind on Me,

carry out vour duties with complete devotion to Me. Oh child 1

Narada said :

24. I n compliance of the command ofthe Lord, Prahlada

also performed all the funeral rites of his father. And he was

installed as a king by excellent Brahmanas (and governed as

per instructions of the Lord.)

25. Seeing the countenance of the Man-Lion Hari

graciously pleased, Brahma who was surrounded with gods,

praised Him with holy Vedic hymns and submitted (as

follows)

:

Brahma said :

26. Oh God of gods ! The Supreme Ruler of all! The
Creator of all beings! Oh the First born one! It is fortunate

that You have slain the wicked demon, the tormentor of the

world.

27. It was this demon who, having secured boons from
me, could not be killed by anyone of my creation. Being
arrogant with (the powers acquired by) penance and Toga and
with prowess he violated the code of righteousness.

28. Luckily, his son, though a child, is a pious Soul
and a great devotee of Yours. Fortunately he has been saved
by You from death, and he has now.' attained to You.

29. Oh Lord ! He who, with concentrated mind, con-
templates on this form of Yours, will be protected on all

sides from fear—even from the god of death wishing to kill one.
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A]rsifhha said :

30. Oh lotus-born god ! No such boon is to be conferred

by you on Asuras. A boon bestowed on those who are cruel

by nature, is harmful like feeding serpents with milk.

Ntirada said :

31. Oh king Yudhi$thira! Having spoken thus, Lord
Hari Who is normally invisible to all beings and Who was
worshipped by god Brahma, vanished on that very spot.

32. Then Prahlada worshipped god Brahma, Siva,

Prajapatis and gods—all ofwhom were parts of the Almighty

Lord—and bowed them with his head.

33. Thereafter, the lotus-seated god Brahma, together

with sages headed by &ukra, crowned Prahlada as the Lord of

Daityas and Danavas.

34. Then, having felicitated Prahlada and bestowed

their highest blessings on him, the gods headed by Brahma who
were worshipped by him again, returned to their respective

places, Oh King.

35. In this way, the two attendants of Visnu (Jaya and

Vijaya) who were born as sons to Dili (due to the imprecation

ofBrahmanas) were killed by Hari. present in their heart due

to the hostile attitude adopted by them towards Hari.

36. And due to the curse of a Brahmana, both of them

were born again as the demons Kumbhakarna and Ravana of

ten heads, who were killed by Rama’s arrows.

37. While lying on the field of battle with their hearts

pierced with Rama's arrows, both of them quitted their physi-

cal bodies with their hearts fixed on Him (Rama), as (it

happened) in their previous birth ( as Hiranyaksa and Hira-

flyakah’pu).

38. Both of those (attendants of Vi $riu) were now born

here as $i£upala and Dantavakra. It is in Your very presence

Jkat they itffrged in Lord Hari by entertaining continuous

^enmity towards Him.

39JPKings who were the enemies of Krsna shed off, at

the end of their life, whatever sins they have committed in the

previous life, and become like unto Him through constant

meditation like a caterpillar which, through constant brooding,

ph transformed into a wasp.
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40. Just as votaries of the Lord, through their unflinch*

ing devotion to Hari attain to perfect identity with Him, (ini-

mical) kings like &i£upala and others, through their constant

brooding over Him (as their enemy) attained to similarity of

form like Him.
41 . I have answered to you in details all the queries

made by you and also the identity with Hari attained by His

enemies like the son of Damaghosa ($i£upala)

.

42. This is the sacred story of the (Man-lion) incarna-

tion of the noble-souled Krsna, the devotee of Brahma-

rias —a story (containing the narration) of slaying the two

ancient Daityas (viz. Hiranyaksa and Hiranyaka$ipu)

.

43-44. This narration includes the life (and character)

ofPrahlada, the great votary of the Lord, and (a detailed

description of) his devotion, knowledge non-attachment and

also of the jxue nature and an account of the glorious deeds of

Hari who is the Lord of the creation, maintenance and the

destruction (of the universe). (It describes) the great revolu-

tions in the positions of gods and demons in course of time.

45. In this chronicle has been described the righteous

path of the devotees of the Lord which leads to the attainment

of (one-ness with) Him; and ail topics relating to the soul

(spiritual knowledge) have been thoroughly discussed.

46. Whoever, after reverentially listening to this hoi®
narrative of the heroic deeds of Vi?riu, recites it to others is

liberated from the bonds of Karmas (good or bad).

47. Whoever peruses piously with concentrated mind
the sportive actions of Lord Visnu (the Most Ancient Person)

in assuming the Lion form and slaying Hiranyakatipu, the

leader of the legions of demons, and listens to (lit. having lis-

tened to) the (recital of the) hallowing glory of the demon
Hiraynyakatfpu's son (Prahlada) , the foremost among the

righteous, attains to the region (Moksa ) which is beyond the

range of fear.

48. (Oh Yudhifthira!) You are certainly immensely

more fortunate in this world (as compared with Prahlada etc.

his spiritual preceptor Narada, as well as your forefathers

and other great sages) inasmuch as great sages who sanctify

the world, pay visit to you from all quarters, and the
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Supreme Brahman Himself, concealing His greatness in the

guise of a human being, resides with you in your houses.

49. This Kj*sna who is your dear friend and well-wisher,

your maternal uncle’s son, your very adorable self, guide and
advisor carrying out your behests (as your representative or

charioteer)
,

is verily the Brahman who is the embodiment of

the ecstatic experience of the absolute Supreme bliss (uncondi-

tioned by any upSdhi) which is sought after by the great.

50. May Lord Krsna, the Lord of the Satvatas whose

direct essential nature has not been actually comprehended or

described with their intellect by gods like Siva and Brahm&,
and who has been devoutly worshipped by us through silent

meditation and renunciation, be gracious unto us. [The

Supreme Brahman does not reside in Prahlada’s palace.

Nor do sages go there to have an audience with him. Nor does

He act like a cousin. Hence, Oh Yudhisthira and Pan^avas,

you are immensely more fortunate than Prahlada and we.]

51. Oh Yudhisthira ! he is that very Lord uho, in days

of yore, extended the glory of god Rudra as it was eclipsed by

Maya, the master of innumerable delusive powers.

The King
(
Tudhif (hira) asked :

52. Be pleased to describe to us in which action

Maya destroyed the glory ofgod Siva and the way in which

Lord Kj*§Qa (re-established and) enhanced it.

Narada said :

53. Asuras who were completely vanquished in the

battle by gods who were strengthened by Lord K?*$na, sought

the refuge ofMaya the Supreme Preceptor of ail conjurors

( experts in the arts of illusion or magic)

.

. 54. The master-conjuror constructed three ( flying-fort-

ress-like)^ cities made of gold, silver and iron respectively.

Their movements (arrival and departure) were undetectable

and <41 (war) materials and equipments provided therein were

beyond the conception ofgods (And he handed these over to

Asuras)

.

55. Remembering their old hostility, the leaders of

Asura armies destroyed the three worlds along with the rulers.
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themselves remaining invisible with the help of those (flying)

cities, Oh King.

56. Oh King, thereupon all residents of the three

worlds, along with their rulers, approched god Siva and pray*

ed, “Be pleased, Oh God, to protect us, Your own people

(who are practically) destroyed by Asuras residing in three

(flying) cities.

57. Out of grace unto the celestials, the almighty god

Siva reassured the gods not to be afraid, and fitted an arrow

(charged with mystic powers) to his bow, and discharged the

missile at the (flying) cities.

58. Fiery arrows, like streams of rays emanating from

the orb of the Sun, shot forth from that shaft and the cities,

being screened by them, became invisible.

59. Struck with those shafts, all the citizens of those

cities, fell dead. But the great Yogi Maya brought them and
put them into a well of nectar (excavated by him in the cities).

60. At the touch of the resuscitating fluid prepared by
him (Maya) , they sprang to life with adamantine bodily frames

endowed with extraordinary vigour, like fires of the lighten-

ing tearing open the clouds.

61 . Finding god Siva ( the bull-bannered god ) frustrated

in his undertaking and dejected, this Lord Vi$zm devised an

expendient for it. ***

62. This Lord Visnu assumed the form of a cow and
Brahma became the calf. Entering the cities at midday, he
drank out the nectar from the well of that (immortalizing)

fluid.

63-65. Though witnessing it, the Asuras (guarding the

well) became too bewildered to prevent it. Knowing that

and remembering that it was destined to be so, Maya, the

past-master in devising expedients addressed the following

(words) to the guards of that well of nectar who were stri-

cken with grief : “No one whether a god, a demon, a man
or any other being is capable of thwarting what has been

ordained by Fate regarding one's own Self or another or of

both."

Then by His own potencies. He (Lord Kj*$i?a ) devised

the equipment of battle (war-materials) for god Siva.
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66. By means of His powers like righteousness, wisdom,

renunciation, affluence, asceticism, knowledge, action and
others, ( He created for god Siva) a chariot, a charioteer, the

flag, horses, a bow, an armour, shafts and others.

67-68. Clad in the armour and seated in the chariot,

god Siva took up his bow and arrow. At noon, at the auspi-

cious time, called Abhijit, Hara (Siva) fixed the shaft to the

bow and burnt down the three impregnable cities. Kettle-

drums were sounded in the sky which was crowded with

hundreds of celestial cars.

69. Gods, sages, manes (pitrs

)

and leaders of Siddhas

shouted “Victory** in joyous exclamation, and poured showers

of flowers. The troupes of celestial nymphs danced in

ecstasy.

70. Having thus burnt down the three (flying) cities,

the venerable god Siva (destroyer of cities) returned to his

own residence while being praised by Brahma and others.

71. Such and others are the exploits of this Hari who
with his Maya Potency imitates the human form (i.e. way of

life) that the heroic achievements of the Preceptor (or father)

of the world which purify the worlds are sung by sages. What
else should I relate next ?

CHAPTER ELEVEN

The Eternal Path of Religion

Sri Suka said :

1. Having heard the narrative—so highly praised in the

assemblies of the righteous and devotees of the Lord like (god

Brahma and others—of Prahlada (the ruler of Daityas),

the leader of illustrious devotees of the Lord, whose, mind

was absorbed in the meditation of God Visnu, Yudhi$thira

was filled with delight. He again made a further query of

Narada, the son of the self-created god Brahma.
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Yudhifthira said :

2. I am anxious to hear from you. Oh Omniscient sage

the eternal Law— the righteous course of conduct pres-

cribed for men—enjoining the duties to be performed by

persons belonging to different classes of society
(
varna

)

and
stages in life (airama) —the observance of which (Dharma )

leads one to attain knowledge and devotion.

3. Your worshipful self is the son of no other than the

highest deity, Brahma, the Lord of all created beings. Out of

his sons, you have been the most beloved one by virtue of

your asceticism, Yogic powers and meditation of the Lord, Oh
Brahman

! (You must, therefore, have learnt from him the

secret of dharma )

.

4. Merciful, pious, tranquil Brahmanas like you who
are devoted exclusively to Narayana know the highest secret of

Dharma but not others (the so-called Law-givers

—

Smrtikdras).

Narada said :

5. Saluting the venerable birthless God Narayana, the

source of Dharma, I shall explain to you the Eternal Law as I

heard it from (His) Narayana’s lips.

6. He incarnated along with his part-manifestation

Nara, as the son ofDharma and Murti, the daughter of Dak$a.

He still continues to perform penance for the welfare of the

people, at the hermitage at Badarika.

7. For Lord Hari, the embodiment of all Vedas, is the

source of Dharma
;
Smriis are codified by those who knew him.

And it is by abiding by that Dharma that one’s Soul gets

pleased, Oh King.1

8-12. (1) Truthfulness, (2) mercy, (3) asceticism, (4)

purity, (5) endurance, (6) power of discrimination between

right and wrong, ( 7-8) control of mind and the senses, (9)

non-violence, (10) celibacy, (11) charity, (12) the study of

Vedas or repetition internally of prayers to god, (13) straight-

i . Vedo'khilo dharma-mulam SmTti~iile ca tad-vidim J

dedras cawa sddhmam atmanas htffir tva ca //

—

Manu-Smfti

Srutih smrtifi saddedrah svasya ca priyam dtmanah /

samyak-saftkalpajafi kdmo dharma-thdlam idam mrtam //

—TdjdavaIkaya-tmfti
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forwardness, (14) contentment, (15) service unto thou who
regard all beings as equals, (16) gradual withdrawal from

worldly activities, (17) Observation of the fruitlessness of

human actions, (18) refraining from useless talk, (19) inves-

tigation of the nature of the Soul (and its distinctness from the

body), (20) equitable distribution of food, eatables etc. among
creatures according to their worth (and needs), (21) to look

upon them, especially human beings as one’s own self and as

the deity, Oh Paruju’s son (Yudhisjhira)
; (22) hearing (the

holy name or stories of the Lord), (23) chanting of his name,

(24) contemplation on, (25) service of, (26) worship of, (27)

Bowing to, (28) rendering service to God, (29) behaving as

his friend and (30) dedication of oneself to Hari who is the

goal of the noble Souls—these thirty characteristics are said to

constitute the highest dharma of all human beings whereby the

Soul of the Universe is propitiated and pleased, Oh King.

13. He is called a dvija or twice-born one whose (six-

teen) purifying rites (accompanied by recitation of mantras)

have been performed without any break in succession, and to

whom god Brahma has designated as such. Performance of

sacrifices, study of scriptures and charity are prescribed for all

twice-born classes (viz. Brahmana,Ksattriya and Vai$ya) who
are of pure birth and conduct. It is for these that duties in-

cumbent on different stages in life ( dSrama ) are prescribed.

14. Scriptural study and others (such as teaching, per-

formance of sacrifice, charity and acceptance of gifts) six (in

all) are prescribed for the Brahmanas. Non-acceptance of gifts

is laid down for the other (Ksaftriyas) . The means of livelihood

of a king who protects his subjects, is derived from taxes levied

on subjects, with the exception of Brahmanas (who were

exempted from taxation).

15. TheVaiSya is to maintain himself by agriculture

(cattle-breeding) and trade, and should follow the Brahmanas.

A §ddra is to render service to the twice-born castes whose

means of livelihood constitute his means of subsistence also.

16. Means of livelihood for Brahmanas is of four types:

( 1 ) various occupations (e. g. agriculture, cattle breeding),

( 2 ) acceptance of articles modestly (without asking any one

for anything), (3) begging for grain from door to door like
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Ydydvaras (vagrant mendicants) and (4) gleaning grains of corn

from the leftover of the threshing floor in the field (Sila) or of

the market place (uiicha )
—these types are in the ascending

order of preference.

17. With the exception of K^attriyas1
,
no person born in

a lower class should adopt the vocation ordained for the higher

class under normal circumstances (lit. when not threatened

with serious danger. The Ksattriyas can adopt Brahmanical

means of livelihood, except that of accepting charitable gifts).

In times of danger anybody ( belonging to any class) may
resort to any profession

(
prescribed for any class)

.

18. A person may sustain his life by following the voca-

tions or professions (technically) known as fta, amrta, mjta,

pramrta or satydnrta, but should never lead a dog's life (tvavrtli)

(even) for preserving one’s life.

19-20. The gleaning of corn from the leftovers of

field or of the marketplace is called rta; whatever is given to

one unsolicited is known as amrta ; mrta is daily begging,

and pramrta means cultivation; trading is satydnrta (a mixture

of truth and falsehood), while rendering service to the low-

born is tva-vrtti . A Brahmana and a Ksattriya should always

shun that ‘dog mode of life' which is detested by all
; for a

Brahmana is an embodiment of all the Vedas and Ksattriya

(the ruler) is the personification of all deities.

21. Control over mind and senses, asceticism, purity,

contentment, forbearance and forgiveness, straightforwardness,

knowledge, compassion, fervent devotion to Lord Vi$pu and
truthfulness are the characteristics of a Brahmapa.

22. Valour, prowess, fortitude, adventurous spirit,

liberality, self-control, forgiveness, devotion to Brahmanas,

majestic graciousness and defence of the weak, constitute the

characteristics of a Ksattriya.

23. Devotion unto gods, teachers and Lord Vi?nu, main-

tenance (and achievement) of three objectives in life (viz.

dharma , artha and kdma) , faith in Sdstras
,

constant effort ( in

making money) and skill in transactions, form the characteris-

tics of the Vaifyas.

i • With the exception ofKfattriyas, other lower vamts (viz. Vaiiyas

and Madras) ttay follow the professions of the higher classes—VJ.
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24. Submissiveness, purity, faithful ( lit. untreacherous)

service of the master, performance of the five daily sacrifices

by bowing down only (without uttering the mantras

)

abstention

from theiving, truthfulness1 and protection of the cattle and the

Brahmanas—these are the characteristics of the Sudras.

25. Th duties of women who look upon their husband

as a (veritable) god are : rendering service to the husband,

compliance to his wishes, friendliness to his relatives and ever-

observance of the same vows as those of their husband.

26*27. A pious lady should keep the house clean by

sweeping and plastering (with cowdung), and decorating it

with auspicious coloured diagrams and pictures on the Boor.

She should adorn her person with ornaments and clean clothes

and always keep the utensils etc. in the house clean and poli-

shed. She should, at every time, abide by the desires, great or

small, of her husband with modesty, self-control and address

him lovingly in true yet pleasant words.

28. Contented (with what she has), not covetous, dili-

gent, knowing what is dharma (righteousness), sweet yet true

in speech, careful, pious, affectionate—thus she should serve

her husband who is not fallen (by committing any of the five

major sins, viz. murder of a Brahman a, drinking liquor, theft,

adultery with his preceptor’s wife and fellowship with a crimi-

nal of above type )

.

29. A woman who, as goddess Laksmi would do unto

Lord Hari, serves her husband with a single-minded devotion,

regarding him as Lord Vi§Qu, would like Laksmi in the com-

pany of Lord Vi f^u, rejoice hereafter in the region of Hari

(Vaikuntha) along with her husband who (through her devo-

tion) has attained the resemblance of Hari (in form).

30. The means of livelihood of mixed castes1 such as the

antyqjas (the low-born ones) anUvdsiyas ( communities living at

i. v.l. maujhya in VJ. which he explains as the cutting of hair,

moustaches, nails etc.

a. SR. states that children born of a marriage between a woman
of a higher caste and a man from a lower caste are pratiloma and are re-

garded as a low-bom antyaja. Those castes are as follows; Washermen,
Workers in leather, Natas (ropedancers), Burudas (basket-makers),

Kaiyartas (fishermen), Medas (followers of degraded positions and Bhillas

(Bhils—a mountain tribe):
' *
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the farther end of a village such as cdndala , Matanga and

Pukkasa)are the hereditary callings followed by their respec-

tive families, provided it is not robbery and any sinful voca-

tion1 .

31. In every age the dharma (the course of duties) of

people is generally determined by their innate nature (accord-

ing as they are predominantly sdttvic
,
rdjasa or tdmasa ) . Sages

—

the Vedic seers—have regarded that (particular) course of

dharma as conducive to happiness (of persons with such

natures) both here and hereafter.

32. One who follows a vocation determined as suitable

to his special nature (as determined by his caste) and does his

duty, goes on relinquishing that type of work suitable to his

disposition) and gradually attains to the state of the attribute-

less dtman.

33. A field which is constantly sown with seeds automa-

tically becomes unfertile. It is unsuitable for sowing seeds

again and if seed be sown, it perishes.

34. Similarly the mind, the seat of desires, becomes

sated and disgusted by ovet indulgence in pleasures, but not by

drops of enjoyments, like fire with drops of clarified butter.

35. If what has been described as the characteristic of

a particular caste or class in the sociey be found in another

person belonging to a different community, then the latter

should be distinctly designated as coming under the class.

I . Sfeyan sva-dharma uigunafi paradharmit nanufthitit I

B.G.325; 18.47
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CHAPTER TWELVE

Inquiry into the Right Conduct.

{Duties of Brahmacdrins and Vdnaprasthas

)

Narada continued :

1 . A Brahmacarin should dwell in the house of his pre-

ceptor. He should be self-controlled and comply with what is

agreeable to the preceptor. He should behave humbly like a

servant, and entertain very strong affection to his teacher.

2. In the morning and in the evening, he should wait

upon the preceptor and worship the Fire-god, the Sun-god

and other prominent deities. Observing perfect silence at both

the twilights ( and in the mid-day)
,

he should repeat

the Gayatri mantra with concentrated mind (while performing

Sandhyd )

.

3. If (and when) called by his preceptor, he should

study the Vedas (at his feet) with a perfect concentration and

disciplined manner. He should bow down to his ( teacher’s)

feet with his head, both at the beginning and the completion

of the lesson.

4. With his hair braided, he should wear a mekhald (a

girdle of muiija grass), the deer-skin and (two pieces of)

cloth, the sacred thread (yajiiopavita ) and carry with him a

staff and a kamaridalu (water-pot of gourd) and a handful of

darbha grass as prescribed ( in the Sdstras1
)

.

5. He should beg alms both in the morning and in the

evening, and offer it to his teacher. If permitted, he should

partake of the food, if not (as a test or a punishment or as

occasionally required on days of observing fast), he should

fast.

6. He should be of a good character, moderate in eating,

alert and prompt (in work), of reverential faith in Sdstras and
self-controlled. It is only when absolutely necessary and to

that much extent only (e. g. getting alms) that he should deal

i . According to Sftstras, a Br&inana pupil should carry a staff of

Paldia tree, a Kjattriya of a Biloa tree and a V&isya of the Audumbara

(Indian fig) tree.
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with women or with those who are influenced ( lit. enslaved)

by women.
7. A person other than a householder, who has taken

the great vow of celibacy, should avoid all talk with young

women. For the senses are (by nature) so powerful and

violent that they carry away the mind of even a recluse ( Tati

who is expected to be perfectly self-controlled)

.

8. A youthful Brahmacarin (student) should not allow

a personal service, e. g. combing his hair, massaging, bathing

and anointing his person, done by women from his teacher’s

family, especially if they are young.

9. For verily a young woman is (like) a fire and a

man like pot containing clarified butter. One should avoid

(the company of) one’s daughter in a secluded place, and at

other times he should remain with her so long as the work or

duty demands it (even in public places).

10* So long as by self-realization one has not firmly

determined that his body, senses or the universe etc. arc illusory

*VR { i )
:
(So long as Isvara keeps this body (which is the illusion of

the Soul) capable of doing work, the notion of duality (viz. one is a god
or a man or a Brahmana) is found to persist and leads to illusions, he

should not give up the duties laid down in SSstras.

Or

(It) Even though one realizes that his Self is distinct from his

body, he, so long as he persists to live in his body, should not give

up the duties prescribed for him in the Sdstras so long as he is able to dis-

charge them.

VJ. states that the world is real and so long as God keeps the jiva

in a worldly knowledge which is unreal and not true, the perverse notions

shall persist and bondage of the world due to ignorance shall continue.

VC. : What danger is there to self-controlled man who has aban-

doned the company of relatives? (The reply:) Even though one has re-

nounced worldly objects, so long as one has not completely wiped out one's

affinity to them from the mind, the notion of duality shall not cease to

persist.

GD.: Even though a man is an athia (a part) of the blissful Lord,

he experiences the contrarity viz. miseries of hell etc.

BP.: Scjbong as the notion of duality persists one should not give

up the duties laid down in the Sdstras.
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and the jiva has not attained perfect mastery over himself

by identifying himself with the Supreme Lord, the notion of

duality (between a man and woman) will continue to persist

(provoking thereby the desire to enjoy) through false attribu-

tion of gunas.

1 1 . All these ( instructions contained from verses 6 to

10) are laid down for the householder, and much more so,

even in the case of Saihnyasin (a recluse). A householder

who is expected to be with his wife at particular period of

time, may optionally stay with his preceptor.

12. Those who have taken the vow of Brahmcharya
( celibacy )should avoid the use of collyrium, unguents, massage

of the body, dealings with women, painting or viewing pictures

of women, meat, spirituous liquor (in the case of those who are

permitted to drink, honey in the case of Brahmanas)
,
garlands,

sandal pigment and ornaments.

13. In this way, having stayed in the preceptor's house,

a dvija (a twice-born-Arya) should study and understand to

the best of his ability and to the extent of his requirements,

the meaning of three Vedas (Rk, Saman and Yajus), along

with their (six) auxiliaries

1

and the Upanifads (Vedanta, philo-

sophical treatises).

14. Having presented, if at all he can afford to do so,

with what is desired by his preceptor (as “fee for the course”

)

and having obtained his permission, he (the student) should

enter the householder’s life, or retire to the forest ( for performing

penance etc.), or renounce the world to wander as a Tati

(recluse), orstay with his preceptor (as a lifelong Brahmacarin)

.

15. He should look upon (conceive) Lord Vi$£U as if

having entered into the fire, the preceptor, himself and the

elements ( e. g. the earth, the fire) together with all creatures

sheltered in Him; for He is their Inner Controller, even though

I. These are intended as aids for the correct pronunciation, and

interpretation of the Vedic texts and the correct applications of the Mantras

in the religious rites. The ahgas are six in number, viz. i . Sikfd—‘Phone-

tics, die science of proper articulation and pronunciation, a. Kalpa

(application) ritual or ceremonial, 3. Vyakarayu1 ‘Grammar4
4. Nirukta

‘Etymological explanation of difficult Vedic words’. 5. Chandas—'Science

of prosody’, 6 . Jyotifa—astronomy .
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the Lord (having already pervaded these from within and
without) does not actually enter.

16. A person belonging to the order of Brahmacharya,
Vanaprastha (an anchorite), a samnyasin (a recluse) or a
householder who contemplates thus ( the omnipresence of the

Lord), and follows the course of duties ordained for his parti-

cular dirama (stage of life)
, realizes what is required to be

known, and attains to the Supreme Brahman.
17. I shall now explain to you the code of conduct ap-

proved by the sages and prescribed for Vanaprasthas (ancho-
rites), by observing which, a sage easily attains Maharloka,
the heaven of sages.

18. An anchorite should not eat the product of cultiva-

tion (e. g. rice, wheat) or anything (like fruits, roots etc.),

which though not a product of tillage, ripened before time.

He should not partake of food cooked on fire. He should subsist

on what is ripe or cooked by rays of the Sun.

19. He should prepare cam 1 and puroddSa* of corn wild
growth (Nivara) and of a permanent nature. When he pro-

cures new and fresh eatables, he should reject the old ones
(stored by him).

20. It is just for the preservation of the (sacred) fire

that he should take shelter in a house or cottage or a cave in

mountains. He himself should bear exposure to snow, wind,
fire, rain and heat of the Sun.

21-22. The anchorite with matted hair (on the head)
should wear (without shaving) the hair on his body, mousta-
ches, beard and nails and dirt (not properly washed). He
should take with him katnandala (a pot ofwater)

, deer-skin,

staff, bark-garments and utensils of fire worship. The sage
should thus wander in the forest for twelve, eight, four, two or
one year, i. e. to that length of time which the mind does not
get perverted through the (severity of) austerities.

i . caru—An oblation of rice, barley and pulse boiled for presenta-

tion to the gods and the manis. ASD. p. 304.

s. purodasa— Boiled rice rounded into a cake and Usually divided

into parts which are kept in separate receptacles for jpptffing to different

deities.
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23. If (after the period of stay in the forest) he finds

that, owing to ill health (diseases) or old age, he is incapable of

pursuing his courses of duties (as a Vanaprastha) or prosecut-

ing his studies in philosophy, he should adopt the vow of fast-

ing etc. (If he is capable, he should become a sarhnydsin—

a

recluse).

24. (Before beginning the fast) he should withdraw and
deposit the sacred fires (e. g. dhavaniya and others) within his

Self. He should renounce the notions of *1* and ‘Mine*, and

should merge the constituents of his body in their own causes

(viz. the sky, the air and other three elements).

25. A self-controlled man should merge the cavities in

his body (e. g. eyes, ears, nostrils) into the sky (the element-

the mahdbhuta called dkdia), his exhalations (vital-breaths) into

the air, the temperature of his body into the fire, (fluids like)

blood, phlegm and pus into the water and the rest (hard sub-

stances like bones, muscles etc.) into the earth—thus assigning

them each to its respective origin. (Thus he should merge

his gross body).

26. He should consign his speech along with the organ

of speech to the Fire, even his hands and handicraft to Indra,

his feet along with (the power of) locomotion to Visnu, the

organ of pleasure (along with the power of procreation) to

Prajapati (deity presiding over procreation).

27. (He should merge) the organ of defecation and act

of excretion in Mrtyu (the god of death) directing these organs

to their proper places ( viz. the deities presiding over those

particular organs) ; his auditory sense along with (its object),

sound into (deities presiding over) cardinal points; and his

tactual organ along with its tactility to the dtman or wind-god)

.

28. Oh King, he should deposit his eyes (eye-sight) and

the colours and forms (the objects of the eye) with the Sun-

god, the tongue or its objects of taste such as sweet, bitter

etc. in water (or god Varuna), and the olifactory sense along

with its objects i. e. various smells, with the Earth.

29. He should merge his mind along with its desires

and objects in the Moon-god, the intelligence and the objects

to be grasped by it in the highest god Brahma. He should
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consign actions with self-consciousness to god Rudra through

whose instrumentality the activities actuated by the notions

of *I-ness* and ‘Mine-ness* proceed. He should merge his

chitta (reason, heart) along with Sattva in KfetrajHa (Hirariya-

garbha) and Vaikarika aharfikara, along with gutjas in the

Supreme Brahman).

30. He should then dissolve the earth into water, absorb

water into fire, fire into the air and the air into the ether.

The ether or Akaia is to be merged into the principle called ego

(aham)
,
and that into Mahat (the principle ofcosmic Intelli-

gence)
, and that into the unmanifested Prakrti and that un-

manifest Pradhana into Paramalman (the Supreme Soul).

31. Having thus realized the Soul as identical with Para-

matman, and nothing but indestructible consciousness and be-

coming free from the notion of duality1
,
he should cease to

function like fire that has consumed its own source (fuel).

CHAPTER THIRTEEN

The Code ofConductfor Samnyasins

and a dialogue between Avadh Ota and Prahl&da

Narada continued :

1. If a person is thus capable and fit (physically and
mentally), he should take to the life of a vagrant recluse.

Owning nothing else except his body, he should observe the

rule of staying one night in a village, and thus wander over

the earth, being totally desireless.

2. If at all he is to wear a piece of cloth, it should be

a strip of cloth just sufficient to cover his private parts.

Uuless there is some serious danger, he should not take any-

thing which has been renounced except the staff and other em-

blems (e. g.kamandalu-water-pot ) characteristic of a sarhnydsin.

i. advaya—with the faith that there is no independent absolute

thing othe^Jhan Hari.
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3. Delighted in his own Selfand seeking no shelter, he

should wander all alone as a mendicant subsisting on alms. He
should be friendly to all beings, serene and devoted exclusively

to Narayana.

4* He should visualize this universe in the immutable

Simon (Self) who is beyond ( and distinct from) cause and

effect and should perceive the Self as the Supreme Brahman

present everywhere in the universe, (a product) of causes and

consequences.

5. During the mediate state between sleep and wakeful-

ness, one should concentrate on the soul within, and should

try to perceive the true nature of the Self. He should look

upon bondage and emancipation as merely illusory and not

real.

6. He should welcome neither death, which is inevit-

able, nor life that is transitory. But he should simply wait

for the Time which brings about the birth and death of beings

(and that of one’s body as well.

7. He should not be attached to Sastras dealing with topics

other than Stman. Nor should he try to maintain himself by

following any profession (like astrology, medicine practised by

him as a grhastha). He should avoid all form of disputation.

He should not persistently adhere to any party.

8. He should not attract students. Nor should he study

numerous books1 (lest they should cause confusion or distrac-

tion). He should not undertake the exposition ofsome sacred

text*. Nor should he take up the establishment of any insti-

tution or monastery.

9. The duties etc. prescribed for the order of recluses

(wrhnySsins) are not meant for securing religious merit in

the case of the noble-souled ones (
Paramahatiisas )

who are of

serene and equable minds (The rules are to be observed till the

recluse realizes the highest wisdom). Thereafter he may

• VR. asserts the Viii$tkdvaita position: Param&tman is distinct

from the Sentient (Cid) and the Non-Sentient (Acid) . By nature he is

free from modifications. He (the recluse) should look upon the universe

as the inseparable body of Param&tman Who is the Inner Controller.

1. Books not dealing with Vedftnta.

2. Texts other than these on Ved&nta—VD.
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continue to practise the rules (for setting up an ideal life

before the public) or discard them.

10. One whose external signs of being a recluse are not

evident but continues his purpose (i. e. concentration with the

Self), may, though learned, show himself (i. e. behave exter-

nally like) a mad person or an ignorant child; though highly

intelligent and wise, he should appear to be dumb in the eyes

of the public.

11. On this point an old historical (-cum-legendary)

account has been traditionally handed down as an illustration.

It is the conversation between Prahlada and a sage Dattatreya1

observing the Ajagara* mode of life.

12-13. While Prahlada, thebeloved (devotee) of the

Lord, accompanied by a few ministers, was touring through

various worlds with a view to acquaint himself with the true

nature of the people, he happened to see on the top of the

Sahyadri (Western ghats) on the bank of the Kaverl, some
person lying on bare ground, his pure effulgence being con-

cealed under a coat of dust covering all the part of his body.

14. By his actions, appearances, words of external

emblems indicative of his caste ( varna

)

and stage in life

(dirama ), people could not recognize him who or what he was

and what he was not.

15. Having bowed the sage by touching his feet with

his head and having worshipped him with due formalities, the

Asura, (himself) a prominent votary of the Lord, who was

curious to know (the truth about) him, (the sage) asked him
the following question.

16. “You have a robust body like an industrious per-

son who enjoys a luxurious life. Wealth accrues to persons

1. Vide Supra i. 3.1 1. The Lord incarnated as Datta, the ion of

Atri and Anasuya, and taught spiritual lore to king Alarka and

Prahl&da.

2. Ajagara is a python which is supposed to swallow what comes its

way, without making any move on its part. As described in the illustra-

tion of Datt&treya below, a person who has adopted the vow of leading

Python’s way of life, has just to lie on the bare ground under die shy

waiting for his death without making any movement-—throwing his body

at the mercy of the fate. His object is to enjoy all the fruits of his karmat

then and there before falling away of his body.
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who are industrious and comforts and luxuries can be afforded

by moneyed people. Indeed only the bodies of those who are

given to luxurious life become corpulent and not otherwise.

1 7. Lying supine without doing any work as you do,

Oh Brahman, you obviously possess no wealth which is the

source of enjoyment ( of a luxurious life). If you think proper

(to disclose), please tell us how your body is corpulent despite

your non-indulgence in luxuries and lack of comforts.

18. Learned, capable, clever, possessing wonderfully

sweet power of speech and of equable temper as you are, how
is it that you lie down (doing nothing) simply looking on that

other people are exerting themselves.*’

Ndrada said :

19. Being thus questioned by Prahlada, the king of

Daityas, the great sage, being magnetized by his nectarlike

speech, smilingly spoke to him.

The Brahmana said :

20. Oh foremost of Asuras ! Your honour is esteemed by

all great and learned people. By your spiritual insight you cer-

tainly know this, viz. the consequences of activity for (obtain-

ing) worldly objects and of renouncing them.

2 1 . Due to your absolute and pure devotion, the glorious

Lord Narayana always abides in your heart. He dispels your

ignorance like unto the Sun dispersing darkness.

22. We (I) however, shall ( try to) answer your ques-

tions according to what I have traditionally learnt (about

them). For you deserve respect from those who desire to

purify their hearts.

23. Being (induced) to do various actions by powerful

desire which is never satiated by enjoyment of suitable objects,

and thus becomes the source of the stream of births (and

deaths), I was forced to take birth in various species.

24. While wandering (through various types ofexistence)

by force ofkarmas , and through sheer providence, I wasbrought

to the human form ofexistence which is a gate-way to heaven or

final emancipation or to sub-human life or to human life

again.
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25. Having observed the frustrations and failures of

married couples while performing actions for securing happi-

ness and avoiding pain in this life as well, I retired from

worldly- activities.

26. Happiness is the essential nature of the Soul1
. It is

manifested after withdrawal and cessation of all activities.

Having perceived that enjoyments and experiences are fanciful

creations of the mind I lie down ( supine enjoying whatever is

ordained for me by destiny).

27. Having forgotten that this blissful nature is inherent

in one’s self, a man is verily enmeshed into sarhsara which is

terrible (owing to birth, death and other miseries) and strange

(as it consists of birth in celestial, subhuman, human and

other-species).

28. He who (being ignorant of his innate blissful state)

thinks of finding his object (happiness) elsewhere (outside his

Sslf) , is like an ignorant fellow who with a desire to get water

(to quench his thirst) leaves water (near him but) covered with

acquatic weeds and other overgrowth and runs after the

mirage.

29. The body and sense-organs are controlled by Des-

tiny. All the actions and efforts repeatedly done through their

instrumentality for securing his happiness and removing his

miseries by a luckless person, become fruitlesss.

30. (Granting that a man’s efforts are successful) what

pleasure can be derived from the hard-earned wealth and

desired objects obtained with great difficulty to a mortal

(obsessed with the fear of death) and plagued by (lit. not

immune from) three types of miseries such as bodily ailments

and others.

31. I perceive the agonies and tensions of wealthy cove-

tous persons who have no control over themselves, and who
have lost their sleep, out of fear, as they are suspicious of

everybody on all sides.

32. I observe that those who are anxious about their life

and wealth, entertain fear from kings, robbers, enemies; their

i. VJ. thinks that the grace of the Lord is necessary for the realization

ofHis bliss.
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kinsmen, birds and beasts, beggers, Time and themselves, at

every moment.

33. (Therefore) a wise man should give up longings for

life and property which are the source of sorrow, infatuation,

fear, anger, attachment, despondency, over-exertions and

such other (troubles).

34. In this world the bee and the big python are our

best teachers, for following their example we have attained re-

nunciation and contentment.

35. I have learnt renunciation of all worldly objects from

the bee, the gatherer of honey, for any other person may kill

the lord and usurp the hard-earned money like honey after

killing the bees.

36. Being free from all desires and with contented

mind, I accept what is brought to me by providence. If not,

I lie inactive like a big serpent for many days, depending on

my power.

37. Sometimes I eat scant food
;
sometimes I enjoy a

heavy meal irrespective of the sweetness or otherwise of the

food. Sometime I partake of highly rich and dainty dishes

and sometimes worthless food.

38. At some places I eat food, that is offered to me
with respect and sometimes with irreverence. Sometimes I do

justice to food after eating; sometimes I eat food by day or

by night as it is offered to me by chance.

39. Remaining contented in mind, I enjoy what is

ordained by fate, and I wear linen garments or silks or deer-

skin or rags or any other (fabric) that is offered to me.

40. Sometimes I sleep on the bare ground; sometimes on

grass or on a heap of leaves or on a slab of stone or in ashes;

sometimes I lie inside a mansion on a rich bed over a precious

bedstead as desired by God ( or other people )

.

41 . Sometimes I take bath with my body anointed with

fragrant pigments. I put on rich garments and wear gar-

lands and ornaments. Sometimes I ride in a chariot or on an

elephant or on a horse and sometimes I wander stark-naked

like an evil spirit, Oh king.

42. I neither revile nor praise people who are of diverse
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nature. I pray for their welfare and bless them with their

union with the Almighty Lord Vi$riu.

43. One should oblate (merge) one’s notion of diver-

sity in the mental faculty that perceives such differences, that

mental faculty into mind which mistakes the unreal for the

real, the mind into the sdttvic aharhkara and should absorb

that aharhkara through mahat in the Maya regularly.

44. The sage who perceives the Reality, should merge
that Maya into the realization of his soul. Being devoid of

all desires, he should establish himself in self-realization

and cease all activities.

45. In this way I have described to you my way of life

which is closely guarded as a secret, though it is far different

from secular and Sastric canons of behaviour. (I have thus

frankly explained this to you) as you are the beloved of

God.

Ndrada said :

46. Having heard the code of conduct of the highest

order of recluses, the Lord of Asuras (Prahlada) worshipped

him respectfully. Being pleased in mind he bade good-

bye, and returned home.

CHAPTER FOURTEEN

( The Duties of a householder)

Yudhiffhira said :

1. Oh celestial sage, please explain to me that course

of conduct by which a householder like me whose mind is

clouded with attachment to house and property, will attain

to the above state of emancipation ( mok$a) without difficulty.

Ndrada said :

1-A (VRs’ text adds) : Even though you know it, you

have asked this question for the good of the world, Oh king.
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I shall explain to you how the duties of a householder lead

one to the state of actionlessness (or attainment of Jndna-yoga.

2. Staying in the household and performing duties

(such as sandhyd, worship and five mahd-yajuas) laid down for

a householder as direct offering to Lord Vasudeva (with-

out expecting any return for it)
,
one should wait upon great

sages in order to learn truth.

3. Devoutly listening to the nectar-like sweet stories of

the incarnations of Vi$xju during the leisure time after per-

formance of duties he should constantly be associated with

(lit. surrounded by) persons who are tranquil by nature.

4. Through companionship with saintly people, he should

gradually release himself from attachment to himself, his

wife, his sons etc. which are in the process of being sepa-

rated from him, and should rise above them' like a person

awakened from a dream (does in the case of objects seen

in the dream).

5. A wise man should be disinterested in and dispassion-

ate to his body and house, but should attend to it to the

extent to which it is indispensable. Simulating attachment

to them, a man should transcend his status as an ordinary

human being and be a recluse. Or (carry out his duties

in life).

6. Being free from attachment to himself and his pro-

perty, he should acquiesce in what his kinsmen, parents, sons,

brothers and other well-wishers propose and desire.

7. A wise man should carry
,
out his duties while en-

joying what he gets from the heaven (e. g. crops due to rain

fall), from mines (e. g. gold, precious stones etc.) and what

he gets accidentally by wind fall, as all wealth is created

by god Visnu (and is obtained through his grace)

.

. 8. Embodied beings can lay claim to that much wealth

as is just necessary for filling his belly. He who lays claims

on the surplus is a thief and deserves punishment.

9. One should look upon beasts, camels, donkeys, mon-
keys, rats, serpents, birds and flies like one’s own sons

( and hence these should not be driven out of the house or

fields if they enter and begin to cat), for there is very little

difference between them and his sons.
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10. Even though a man be a householder, he should not

put in extraordinary trouble for getting the three purvfirthas.

He should enjoy what is afforded to him by providence

according to its place and time.

1 1 . He should duly share his objects of enjoyment with

all down to dogs, sinners and people belonging to the lowest

strata of the society (lit. who dwell at the end of a village). He
should allow his wife whom he ardently claims as his own, to

receive guests (unmindful of his inconvenience. $R warns

that this should not be misconstrued)

.

12. He who can forego his claim on his wife for whose

sake he should lay down his life or would kill his father or

preceptor (if he suspects them about their contacts with her)

has conquered (secured the grace of) the unconquerable Lord*

Visnu.

13. How despicable is the body that is convertible into

worms (if buried), excretion (if eaten up by carnivorous

animals) or ashes (if cremated) ! Equally despicable is (the

body of) a wife which contributes to its erotic pleasures ! How
great is the Soul which pervades the whole of the sky !

14. A wise person should maintain his livelihood by
food, after offering oblations to the deities in five mahd-yajflas

and should relinquish the notion of his claim ofwhat remains as

surplus. Thus he would attain to the position ofparamahafosas .

15. A man should worship the antarySmin (the Inner

Controller) daily by sharing what he has obtained in his own
vocation, with gods, sages, human beings, other living beings,

pitrs and his own self.

16. If he possesses bli the required materials as well as

the requisite qualifications for performing sacrifices, he should

worship the Lord according to the procedure laid down in the

Srauta and Kalpa Sutras.

17. But verily, this Venerable Lord, the Enjoyer of

Sacrifice is not propitiated to that extent by oblation offered

through the (sacrificial) fire as through (morsels of food

offered to Him) through the mouths of Brahma^as, Oh King.

18. One should, therefore, worship this Inner Control*

ler (God) through the Brahmanas, gods presiding over five

Maha-yajAm as also through mortals like human beings and
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other creatures, by offering them objects of enjoyment, accord-

ing to their respective order, after (feeding) the Brahmanas.

19. If sufficiently rich, a twice-born person (Brahma^a,

Ksattriya and Vai£ya) should perform according to his means,

the Srdddha, i. e. Mahdlaya in honour of his (departed) parents

as well as their kinsmen and others, in the dark half of

Bhddrapada.

20-23. He should (also) perform their Sraddha at the

time of the summer and winter solstices (ayanas ), and the

vernal and autumnal equinoxes
(vifuva), during the division

of time called Vyatipata; on the day when a tithi i.e. the lunar

day begins and ends between two sun-rises ( technically known

as dinakfaya) ;
during the lunar and solar eclipses; on the twelfth

lunar day, and when the constellations known as Sravana,

Dhanistha and Sata-taraka are on the ascendance; on the

third day in the bright halfof VaiSakha (i. e. on Ak^aya trtiyd );

on the ninth lunar day in the bright half of Karttika (known as

Akfqya-navami) ;
on the four Affakas (eighth lunar day in the

dark halves) during the seasons called Hemanta and SiSira (i.e.

on the eighth day in the dark half of the months of Marga£irsa,

Pau?a, Magha and Phalguna) ; on the seventh day in the

bright half of the month of Magha; on the fullmoon day when
the constellation Magha is ascendant (which is in the month of

Magha) on days when the constellations associated with the

names of other (lunar) months are ascendant on a full moon
day, or even when the moon rises one digit less than the full

on that day; on any twelfth lunar day when the constellations

Anuradha, Sravana and the three constellations beginning

with the word Uttara (viz. Uttarasa<jha, Uttara Bhadrapada

and Uttara Phalguni) are ascendant; or when the eleventh

lunar day (of any month) is associated with (any of) these

three constellations; (and lastly) on any day when the con-

stellation under which a person was born or the constellation

called Sravaga is ascendant.

24. These are very auspicious times which are condu-

cive to the attainment of prosperity to men on these days. On
these days a person should, by every means,, try to perform

pious acts to the best of his abilities. Thus his merits become
most effectual and contribute to his longevity.
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25. On these days, performance of ablutions, muttering

prayer or mantra (Japa ), oblations to fire, observance of a

sacred vow, worship of gods and Brahma^as and gifts donated

in the names ofmanes, gods, men and creatures bear everlasting

fruit.

26. Oh King, Sraddkas should be performed when it is

the time of the purificatory rites observed in the behalf of

himself, his wife or children; as wejl as at the time of the

cremation of a dead body or on the death anniversary of a

person; and at the time of any other function like marriage.

27. Now I shall narrate to you the (holy) places which

enhance religious merits and other good. That is the most

sacred place where a worthy and virtuous recipient is found.

28. For he (such worthy recipient) is the very image of

the Almighty Lord in whom abides the whole creation—mobile

and immobile. That is the hallowed spot where Brahmanas
characterised by penance, knowledge and kindness dwell.

29. All the places where the image of Hari or Saligrama

is found (or wherever the worship of Lord Hari is being done)

that place is the abode of blessings
;
and the regions through

which rivers like the Ganga and others celebrated in Puranas

flow.

30. And lakes like Pugkara and others are situated
;
and

places inhabited by venerable sages and spots known as Kuru*
ksetra, Gaya, Prayaga (the confluence of the Ganga and the

Yamuna) the hermitage of Pulaha known as Salagrama K?etra.

31. Forest like Naimisa (modern Nimsar) Kanyatirtha

(Cape Comerin), the holy bridge built by Rama at Rame£-
vara, Prabhasa, and Dvaraka, Varanasi, Mathura, the lake

Pampa and Bindusara where stood the hermitage of Kardama
the father ofKapila.

32. The Hermitage of Naraya^a (Badarik&irama), the

Alakananda, Citrakuta where stood the hermitage of R&xna and

Slta and such other places; all principal mountain ranges such

as Mahendra (Eastern Ghats), Malaya (Western Ghats) and

others, Oh King.

33. Those are the sacred-most spots where the idols of

Hari are installed. He who is desirous of blessings, should

constantly sojourn at these places. Righteous duties per*
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formed here yield fruits thousand times more than what accrues

at other places.

34. The foremost judges of worthy recipients and wise

people have decided that in this world Hari and Lord Hari

alone is the only worthy recipient. Oh Lord of the earth,

everything mobile and immobile is constituted of him.

35. Accordingly, Oh King, even though gods, sages,

worthy persons, such as the sons of god Brahma and others

were present at your Rajasuya sacrifice, Lord Krsna was con-

clusively selected as deserving the first place in the adoration

at the sacrifice, owing to his worthiness.

36. The great tree in the' form of the universe

(Brahmancja) is crowded with multitudes of jivas and is very

extensive, b\|$ Acyuta, being the robt of that tree, Hari’s

worship brings gratification to all thejivas and to one’s own soul.

37. The dwellings (bodies) in che form of those of men,

sub-human beings, sages and gods have been created by him.

He dwells in these bodies in the form of jiva and hence he is

called Puru$a (the Dweller of habitations or Inner Controller).

38. In these bodies, the Lord is present (i. e. manifests

himself) in different degrees (of intelligence, wisdom etc.).

Hence, even though every man is a worthy recipient, he is pro-

portionately so according to the manifestation of the Soul ( i. e.

spiritual wisdom, penance etc.) in him.

39. Oh King, wise sages took into account the mutual

hatred, disregard among men in the Treta and other ages, and

have
.
therefore instituted Hari’s idols for worship, and other

religious duties.

40. Some persons with perfect devotion in the worship

of Hari propitiate him thereby, but to some the worship of

Hari, even though performed, is not fruitful as they hate

the Lord in the form of his creation.

41. Oh Lord of Kings, even amongst men Brahmana

is regarded as the really worthy recipient as he bears in him

the body of Hari, viz. the Vedas, along with the virtues of

penance, learning and contentment.

42. Oh King, the Brahmanas who purify the three worlds

by the dust of their feet form really the Supreme Deity ofLord

Kjrspa who is the Soul of the universe.
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CHAPTER FIFTEEN

Exposition oj tight Conduct ( Concluded).

985

Ndrada said :

1. Some Brahmanas (grhasthas ) are devoted to rituals

prescribed for their particular fiskrama, some (odnaprasthas)

,

are bent on performing austere penance, others (brahsnaedtins)

to the study of the Vedas, some to the teaching and exposition

of the Vedas, while some to spiritual enlightenment, (as in

the case of samnydsins) and some to perfection in Toga .

2. A person desirous of attaining eternally lasting merit

should offer the gifts of food etc. intended for manes

—

(pitfs)

and those meant for gods, to persons who are solely devoted

to spiritual knowledge, and in their absence to others accor-

ding to their merits.

3. One should feed.two Brahmanas in rites connected

with gods, three for ceremonies ( Srdddha ) intended for (pitfs)

or may feed one only in each. Even though a person is very

affluent, he should not invite a large number.

4. If invitations are given on a large scale, and food etc.

is distributed among relatives, conditions regarding proper

place, time, piety, devotion, proper materials, worthy reci-

pients etc. are not properly observed.

5. When proper time and place offers itself, food

proper for sages and offered to god Hari, if given with proper

formalities and devotion to a worthy person, yields desired

objects and everlasting fruit.

6. While distributing food to gods, sages, pitfs, beings

and one’s relatives, one should look upon these all as identical

with the Supreme Person.

7. A person who knows the essence of dharmo should

not give (serve) flesh (non-vegetarian food), nor should eat it

at the time of Srdddha, for there is no real gratification in

slaughter of animals (flesh); for there is supreme satisfaction

with the type of food proper for sages.

8. For those persons who desire to follow the right

course of conduct, there is no supreme dhama other than
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abstinence from violence to living beings caused by thought,

word and deed.

9. Some persons who are well-versed in sacrificial lore

and who have spiritual wisdom, become desireless and offer

the ritualistic sacrifices requiring external actions, into the

fire of self-control kindled by spiritual knowledge.

10. Living beings become apprehensive on seeing a

person who performs sacrifices with gross materials. (They

say) “This cruel man, not grasp ;ng the spirit of the rules

presciibed for Fajitas, and thirsting after my life, will surely

kill me”.

1 1 . Therefore, a person knowing the real path of right-

eousness should be satisfied with the hermit’s fare providen-

tially obtained by him, and should every day carry on the

prescribed daily and occasional duties.

12. A man versed in righteousness should steer clear

of the five forms (branches) of adharma (impiety), viz. vidharma,

paradharma
, dbhdsa ,

upamd, chala ,
regarding them all as adharma

(impiety).

13. Vidharma is that which, though practised as a dharma,

obstructs real dharma ( e.g. black-magic of the tantras). Para

dharma is the course of conduct ordained for another (varna or

afrfima (e.g. Fighting in the case of Brahmanas). Upadharma

is the heresy opposing the Vedas (e.g. path or duties prescrib-

ed in dgama ) or hypocrisy, while chala is the distortion of

the text showing apparent conformity to the letter of the

scriptures or quibbling.

14. The course of conduct different from the duties

(prescribed by Vedas for different varnas—classes in society

—

and diramas—stages in life) but adopted according to one’s

fancy (e.g. the avadhdta mode of life is {dharma-) dbhdsa .

Who would regard dharma which is agreeable to his innate

disposition, as not conducive to his ( inner) peace and pros-

perity !

1 5. An indigent person should not try to earn money

either for the sake of charitable donations etc. or for the main-

tenance of his life. Effortless state of one who ceases from

activities becomes his means of subsistence, as in the case of

the (proverbial) Python.
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16. How can the happiness enjoyed by a self-contented
person cherishing no desires and delighted in his own self,

be obtained by a person who, actuated by passion and covet-

ousness, runs in all directions in quest of wealth.

17. All directions are full of happiness to a man who is

ever contented in his mind, just as the feet protected by shoes
have complete safety against gravels, thorns and others.

18. With what will not a self-contented man pull on-
say even with water ? Due to beggarly yearnings for the plea-

sures of the sex and tongue, a man behaves like a dog.

19. The spiritual power, learning, (power accrued
from

)
penance, and glory of a discontented Brahmana leak

away (and are exhausted) and his spiritual knowledge is also

dissipitated.

20. A person may cease to feel the sexual urge due to

intensity of hunger and thirst ( as these are much more power-
ful), he may see the end of anger when its fruit (revenge) is

achieved. But he never sees the end of avarice even after con-

quering all the quarters and enjoying the sovereignty of the

world

.

21 . There are a number of learned scholars of extensive

knowledge, capable of dispelling the doubts of others and
leaders of assemblies who have fallen down (into deep hell)

through discontent.

22. One should overcome passion by foregoing the

desire oflove for it, anger by eschewing desire: greed, by look-

ing upon wealth and worldly things as evil; and fear, by the

perception of the truth (about the objects of fear).

23. (He should conquer) griefand delusion by realizing

the distinction between the Self
(
atman

)
and the non-self

(andtman ) ; hypocrisy, by association with the great; interrup-

tion to Toga (mental concentration) by observing silence;

and violence to other beings, by bodily inactivity ( to secure

merit, wealth etc.).

24. He should overcome trouble* given by other beings

by cherishing compassion ( even towards the trouble-makers)

;

and those caused by destiny or gods by equipoise and concen-

tration of fhe mind; the ailments of the body by the force of
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Toga (prdndydma and other Togic expedients) ; and sleep by
recourse to sdttvic food.

25. He should vanquish rajas and tamos by sattva
,
and

sattoa by complete withdrawal ofattachment (and activity for

it) . A man can easily overpower all these above-mentioned
through intense devotion to the spiritual preceptor.

26. The spiritual guide is verily the Venerable Lord
Himself who imparts to a man the light of knowledge. But
the spiritual knowledge or learning of a person who entertains

the perverted notion that his preceptor is an ordinary mortal,

is as useless as the bath of an elephant (which besmears itself

with dust immediately after the bath).

27. For the spiritual preceptor whom people regard as

merely a human being, is directly the Almighty God, the

Supreme Ruler both of Prakfti and Purufa (matter and the indi-

vidual Soul) and His feet are sought after by masters of Toga.

28. All the precepts ordained
i
for performance of sacri-

fices etc.) are intended for one purpose, viz. restraint of six

passions (e.g, desire, anger and others or alternatively five

senses and the mind) . If they do not lead to the accomplish-
ment of Yoga (viz. dhydna

,
dhdrana and samddhi ) all the above

is a source of sheer (fruitless) labour.

29. Just as the rewards and procurements of agriculture

and other pursuits do not bear the fruits of Yoga (viz. Final

Emancipation from sarftsdra) , the performance of sacrifices and
undertakings for public welfare (e. g. construction of tanks

etc. ) will lead to evil results in case of a person whose mind
is attached to external objects (of worldly nature).

30. He who has resolved to subjugate his mind should

dissociate himself from all attachments and belongings; he
should become a recluse and live alone in secluded place*, eat-

irtg moderately what he gets as alms.

31. One should arrange his seat in a clean hallowed
level place and seat himself in an erect, stable, comfortable

posture, repeating silently the sacred syllable Om, Oh King.

32. With his gaze fixed on the tip of his nose one should

control one’s breath iprdna and apdna—inhalation and exhala-

tion) by inbailing, suspending and exhaling his breath till his

mind gives up desires.
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33. A wise man should retrieve his ever-roving mind
smitten with desires from whatever external object it goes and
confine it into his heart.*

34. A recluse who strives to exercise such control day
and night, finds in a short period that his mind attains quie-

scence like fire for lack of fuel.

35. When the mind, not agitated by desires and passions,

and with its activities calmed down, is touched by the ecstasy

of the realization ofthe Brahman, it never responds to external

objects in samara.

36. If a recluse who has formerly renounced his house

which is a nursery of dharma, artha and k&ma (three objects of

human life) again takes to the householder's life and enjoys

them, the shameless fellow (is like a man who) is swallowing

up his vomited food.

37. If those who have regarded their own body as distinct

from Soul, mortal and reducible to excrement (if the body

is eaten up by a carnivorous animal), worms (if interred in a

grave)
,
and ashes (if cremated on a pyre), highly extol it as

if it is the Atman , such persons are the vilest ones.

38-39. Avoidance of religious rites and duties in the

case of gfhastha, non-observance (of the vow of celibacy,

studies etc.) in the case of a brahmacSrin,
residence in an in-

habited locality in the case of ascetics performing penance,

and lack of self-control in the case of recluses (samnydsins )—all

these are the accursed banes of their respective Mramas as

these certainly reduce their Mramas to mockery. Out of

compassion, one should neglect these fellows who are deluded

by the illusive power (Maya) of the Almighty God.

( i ) Sucau dtie pratiffhdpya sthiram dsanam dtmanab /

n&tyucchritarh ndtinicath cailijinaktdoUaram //

(a) Somaih kaya-iiro-grivadt dh&rayannacalaih tirab I

samprekfya nisikdgrarh noth diiic&navalokayan ff

(3) Tatoyato niicaraU monad catcalam asthiram /

las tote niyamyoitad dlmanytva taiash naytt //

B.G.6.11

B.G. 6,13

B.G. 6.06
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40. If a person realizes his Self as Supreme Brahman,
all the traces of attachment are shaken off from his mind by
that spiritual knowledge. (It is not known) with what ulte-

rior motive or for whom does this addict to worldly pleasures

nourishes his body.

41. The wise say that this body is a chariot, the senses

are the horses, mind, the controller of senses

1

,
is the reins,

the objects of senses are the paths, intellect (reasoning faculty)

is the charioteer, and the heart (power is the all-embracing

cordage created by God.

42. The ten vital breaths® from the axis, Dharma and

Adharma its two wheels, the Soul who identifies himself with

the body due to Ego (ahamkdra ) is the owner (occupant) of

the chariot. They say that the sacred syllable OM is the bow®,

the pure Self is the arrow and Paramatman (the Supreme

Soul) is the target.

43-44. Love, hatred, greed, sorrow, infatuation, fear,

pride, haughtiness, disgrace, jealousy, deceitfulness, violence,

envy, passion, negligence, hunger, sleep-— these and the like are

the enemies to be vanquished. These are born of rajas and

tamas and rarely from sattva. (At the time of concentration

of the mind, the appearance of ideas of doing good is also a

distraction and hence inimical.

45. While yet he continues to hold the chariot in the

form of human body with all its constituent parts ( the sense

organs) under his control, he, deriving his strength from Lord

Vi$nu, and wielding the sword of spiritual knowledge sharpen-

ed through the service of the highly exalted Souls, should

put an end to all the (aforesaid) enemies. Enjoying to his

utmost satisfaction the highest bliss of the Self, he should attain

(perfect) tranquillity and cast off this (body).

i. itminam rathinam viddhi Sarirarh ratham eva tu /

buddhim tu s&ratkith viddhi
% tnanafr pragraham eva ca (

Indriydpi haydndhur vifaydni tefu gocaran //

—Katha Upa. 1.3.3-4

a. They are: Pr&na, Apina, Sam&na, Vy&na and Udina,
N&ga, Karma, Krkala, Devadatta and DhanaStjaya.

3. Cf. Pranavo dhanuf* ion hyatmi-Mu#tfaka Upa. 2,2.4.
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46. Otherwise, these wicked horses in the form of senses

and the (feeble) charioteer take the careless and unwary occu-

pant astray to the path of Pravrtti and land him among a band
of robbers, viz., objects of sense-enjoyment. Those robbers hurl

him among with the horses and the charioteer in the deep well

of blinding darkness in the form of sarhsSra beset with the

terrible fear of death.

47. Acts prescribed in the Vedas are of two kinds :

Pravrtta (leading to enjoyment of worldly life) and Pfivftta

(leading to spiritual life). By performance of Pravrtta karma

a person is born again in sarnsara, while by Nirvrtta karma he

attains to immortality ( Mokfa ).

48-49. Ritual (like Syena-yaga) to destroy the enemies

and sacrifices involving slaughter of animals, Agnihotra (main-

tenance of daily domestic sacrificial worship), Daria (sacrifice

to be performed on the New Moon day), Paurriimdsyd (sacri-

fice on the Full Moon day), Cdturmdsya (a sacrifice to be per-

formed at the beginning of a quarter—four monthly division

—

of the year), animal-sacrifice, Soma-sacrifice, Vai&vadeva (obla-

tions to the Viivadevas offered before taking meals) and Bali-

harana (symbolic offer of food to demigods, household divini-

ties, men and other creature) are known as sacrificial acts;

while construction of temples, gardens, tanks or wells and

booths supplying water to men and animals, form (what is

known as) Pdrta acts. Both of these (if (a and pUrta) are in-

cluded under Pravrtta karma .

50-51. (The gradual ascension of the departed soul is

marked by the subtle modifications of materials of his astral

body lihgafarira which is supposed to be escorted by the

deities presiding over), the smoke, the night, the dark half of

the month, the dakfinayana (representing the Sun’s apparent

movement to the South of equator), the orb of the Moon.
(After enjoying the fruit of his action, the path of descent

of that jwa is through) the New Moonday, annual plants

and creepers, food grains and the semen (resulting thereby)

—

this is the path of Pitfs which leads to birth again. Having gone

through these stages one by one, a jiva is born again in this

world1
.

i . The beliefIn the journey of the Soul by the Path of Pitfs, (pitf.
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52. A twice-born person (viz. Brahmana, Kjattriya and
Vatfya) who is consecrated with the sixteen purificatory rites

from garbhddhdna to the funeral obsequies, oblates all his

activities as sacrifice into his five cognitive senses kindled by
the light of spiritual wisdom.

53. He offers (i.e. merges) the senses into the mind or

the thinking faculty full ofthoughts, the mind born ofVdikdrika

( sdttvic ) aharhk&ra into the Speech; the speech into the body
of articulate sounds (which go to form Speech), and that

collection of sounds into Pranava OM

;

he should merge that

into Bindu
f the Bindu into Nada, the N&da into PrSna (vital

breath) and Prdipa in the Supreme [Brahman).

54-55. The path wherein the progress is watched by

deities presiding over Fire, the Sun, the Day Time, the Even-

ing (close of the day), the bright fortnight, the full Moon day,

Uttar&yana (the period when the Sun appears to move to the

North of the equator), god Brahma.1 (Brahma's region marks

the highest point in the ascent of the departed Soul. After the

termination of the person of enjoyment in the Brahma loka he

proceeds to) Viiva (when the Soul identifies himselfwith gross

matter), Taijasa (wherein the Soul merges the gross into the

subtle upddhi , and with his subtle up&dhi is absorbed into Karana

upsdhi he becomes) PrdjUa
,
(after merging of Karana up&dhi he*

becomes) the Turiya (when he is mere witness of all the

states) —all these stages being absorbed into one he becomes

Pure Self, i.e. is liberated. This path is known as the path of

gods
( deoa-ydna

)

. Going through these stages serially, this

propitiator ofthe ( Supreme) Selfbeing established into the

Supreme Self attains to perfect tranquillity and never returns

( to sarhsdra) *

y&pa) is very old. In fact the above verses echo verbatim Ch&ndogya (Jpa.

5.10. 3-6.

Also : Dhtbno rdtris tathd krfnab fatmdsd dSkfit&anam /

tatra Candramasam jyotir Yogiprdpya nuwtaU // —B.G. 8.25.

1 . agnirjyotir aha ft inklab fvpmdsd uttardjatum /

tatra prayiti gacchanti Brahma Brakma-vido jandb II —BG. 8.24*

2. VJ. states that every higher stage is more blessed dun the

former. When he ultimately attains to the Supreme Self, he becomes

established in perfect bliss whence there is no return to Saihsin1.
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56. He who, through Gastric point of view, distinctly

and correctly understands these paths of Pitfs and gods as

created by the Vedas, does not get deluded1 (and does not fall

down to a lower stage in life) , even though he still abides in

this (physical) body.

57.

* For, the knower of the path factually constitutes

whatever exists before the creation and after the extinction of

the body; he himself is whatever is outside the body (external

world to be enjoyed) and inside the body (the enjoyer of the

world) , what is high and low, knowledge and the object of

knowledge, the world and the object denoted by it, darkness

as well as light.

58.

** Just as a reflection, though logically disproved in

everyway, is supposed to be something real, so objects which
are cognised by senses are imagined to be really existent. But

their objective reality is difficult to be proved.

59.

*** (Here the unreality ofthe body is logically prov-

ed) . This “shadow” (-like psycho-physical organism called

i . Is not attached to either of the paths—S.D.
* VR. : Before the creation and after the destruction of the uni-

verse in and out of the living beings. during the tenure of the universe
whatever exists high or low, consciousness (Jlva) and the insentient
things to be known, the word and the thing described darkness (Mila
Prakrit) and light (Samaffi-jiva)—these all are Paramdtman,

** VR. interprets dbhdsa as (i) the visible physical body and (a)

the body in the dreapi state and gives two explanations:

(i) The actual body though continues to be undestroyed does not
deserve to be regarded as Puntfdrtha. So are the objects of senses, un-
worthy ofpursuit as objects ofhuman life ( Puru/driha ).

.. (») Just as the body in the dream state disappears at the time of
waking, so is the body in the waking state unreal as the eternal qualities

of the Soul are not found therein.

B.P. and SD. seem to accept this interpretation.

VJ states the doaita point of view as follows:

The body which is pratibimba is (as per mfti texts) Vastu as the
Supreme Self, abides in it. The body aqa other objects have a real exis-

tence as god and nobody else can create them.
**+ VR. : The shadow of trees etc. which are products of the ele-

ments like the earth and other foments is neither their collection nor modi-
fication; it is neither apart from the tree nor connected with it but is im-
permanent (anitfa ) ; so is relation of the body and the Oman. The body is

not the diman.

VJ. interprets chdjd as an aspect of state. He explains, “As none
else but god bits created everything in this universe it is real; for the

bhdtas are neither a collection, compound or the modification of other

bhdtas e.g^lhe earth or water etc.
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body which is regarded as a combination of five elements such

as the earth and others) is nothing of(unrelated to) the earth

and other elements; for it is neither a collection or a mixture

nor a compound or modification. It is neither of them sepa-

rately or conjointly. Hence, it is unreal.

60. (He now shows that the constituents making up the

body are unreal) . The ingredients or “the roots” of the body,

viz. the five gross elements being themselves composed of

components, cannot exist apart from their subtle forms (tan-

mdtras

)

which form their components. And when the whole

i.e. combination of constituents) proves to be unreal, the parts

(or constituents) ipso facto cease to be real.

61. Objection : In case the existence of an individual

avayavin is denied, the identity of the same individual at diffe-

rent stages in life or periods of time cannot be recognized.

The reply :

When there is no difference in Paramatman, it is through

similarities between the successive appearances that the mistake

in identification will take place while the influence o{avidya

survives. The force of Sastric injunctions and prohibition is

similar to the distinction between wakefulness and sleep, both

perceived during the dream-stage1
.

62* A contemplative sage who, through the realization

of the Self comprehends the unity ofBhdva2 (thought), Kriya2

(action) and Dravya 2 (materials) of the atman
,

shakes off the

three dreamy states, viz., wakefulness, dream and sleep.

63. Bhavadvaita (non-duality of thought) is the compre-

hension of the essential one-ness of cause and effect like that

in the thread and cloth (woven out of thread), their diffe-

rence being unreal.

64. Oh Yudhisthira (son ofPrtha Kunti) ! The resig-

nation of all acts performed through the instrumentality of

1. VR. : The injunctive and interdictory orders in the S&stric texts

nay be binding till this body lasts, just as the distinction between the state

of wakeftilness and sleep in dreams lasts till the dream continues,

2. The terms are defined in the following verses.

* VJ. : A sage who comprehends the meaning of Sastras knows

the identity (advoita) in Bhiva
t
Kriyi and Dravya.
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thought, words and deeds directly to the Supreme Brahman
himself, is the Kriyadvaila (non-duality of action).

65. The Dravyadvaita (non-duality of substances) is the

realization of artha and kdma (wealth, property and desire) of

one's own self and his wife, children as well as all other

embodied beings.

66. Except in the case of calamity (i.e. normally) one

should perform one's duties with the materials the acquisition

of which is permitted by whatever means, from whatever

source and at whatever time and place, (to the man's class

and stage in society)

.

67. Oh King ! He who abides by these and other

duties prescribed for him in the Vedas and is deeply devoted

to Lord Krsna, attains to the Lord’s realm (or state of god-

hood) even though he be staying at home.

68. Oh King of kings ! Just as you (and your brothers)

tided over a series of unsurmountable difficulties by the grace

of the Lord and have performed sacrifices after conquering the

guardian-elephants of all quarters, so you may cross over this

sarhsara through the grace of Lord Krs^a, the saviour of all.

69. In the previous Mahakalpa, I was born as a Gan-
dharva named Upabarhana and was highly respected among
the Gandharvas.

70. Being an amiable person with beautiful appearance,

comeliness, sweet in speech and fragrance, I was a favourite

with women. I was always intoxicated and extremely lascivi-

ous.

71. Once upon a time, in a sacrifice performed by gods

Gandharvas (celestial musicians) and Apsaras (heavenly

damsels) were invited by the Prajapatis (Lords of creations)

to chant verses in honour of Lord Hari.

72. On coming to know of that invitation, I, in the

company of women, went there (drunk) singing (profane

songs). Being informed of my contemptuous conduct the

creators of the universe cursed with their ascetic power: “Being

bereft of your glory, do you be born instantly as a $udra, as

you have behaved disrespectfully."

73. At first I was born of a female-servant. Even in

that birth through my reverential service to and association
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with sages who had realised Brahman, I became (lit. attained

the status of being) Brahm&'s son.

74. The righteous course of conduct prescribed for

house-holders and which is capable of destroying sins, has been

described to you in details. Following this course, a house-

holder easily attains to the goal of a sarhnydsin ,
viz. Mokfa

(Liberation)

.

75. In this world you are certainly highly fortunate

inasmuch as sages who sanctify the world come to your house

where the Supreme Brahman disguised in a human form

resides (with you).

76. This (Lord Kn$a) is verily the Supreme Brahman

who is the embodiment of the realization of the ecstatic bliss

of eternal emancipation which is sought after by great sages.

This venerable Lord is your beloved friend, maternal cousin,

your most adorable preceptor, your (very) Soul, and the

executor of your commands.
77. May this Lord of Satvatas (LordKr$na) be propiti-

ous unto us—Lord Kr?na whose essential form (nature) could

not be adequately (comprehended and) described with their

intellectual faculties even by great gods like Siva, Brahma and

others, and who is worshipped by us in silence, devotion and

tranquillity.

Sri Suka said :

78. Hearing the above discourse of the divine sage

Nirada, the foremost one of Bharatas (Yudhitfhira) was

highly delighted and overwhelmed with devotional love

worshipped Krwa.
79. The sage who was duly worshipped, took leave of

Knpa and Yudhitfhira. Yudhisfchira was highly amazed to

learn that Kr$oa was the Supreme Brahman.

80. Thus the genealogy of the different dynasties of the

daughters of Dak;a have been severally described to you, and

gods, Asuras, human beings and other mobile and immobile

creation in the world are included in these (dynasties)

.



SKANDHA EIGHTH

CHAPTER ONE

Description of Manvantaras

The King ( Par(kfit) requested :

1. Here (in the 7th book) I have heard from you, in

details, the history of the dynasty of Sv&yambhuva Manu in

which were born the progenitors of the universe like Marici

and others and their progeny. Now relate to us, Oh preceptor,

the history of other Manus1
.

2. Oh Brahman ! Be pleased to relate to us who are

(eagerly) listening, the history of all those Manu-epochs
(wherein) wherever the incarnations and great exploits of

Hari, the greatest of the great, are sung by the wise.

3. Do you also tell (in details), what Lord Hari, the

creator and protector of the universe has accomplished in the

past Manvantara, is doing in the present one, and will work
in the Manu-epochs to come, Oh Brahman.

The sage (£uka) replied :

4. In this current Kalpa (—Brahma's day), six Manu-
epochs beginning with Sv&yambhuva have elapsed. Of
these, the first Manvantara (Sv&yambhuva) has been describ-

ed to you, along with the creation of gods and other creatures,

during this period.

5. The Lord incarnated as (Yajfia) the son of (Sv&yam-
bhuva) Manu’s daughter Akuti to enlighten her in the righte-

ous path and as (Kapila) the son of (the same) Manu's
daughter Devahuti for imparting spiritual wisdom.

i. GS. adds :

v.l. the second half ofthis verse :

atra dhamis* ca vividhas* calur iwrrtyd'JriUlb subhdfr /

Here various courses of righteous and auspicious duties pertaining to-

four t>srpas>are described.
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6. I have previously (in Skandha III) narrated to you

the work done by venerable Kapila. I shall (now) relate to

you, Oh Chief of Kurus, what the glorious Lord Yajfia did.

7. Being indifferent and unattached to sensual enjoy-

ment, and having abdicated his kingship, Lord Svayamhhuva
Manu, the spouse of &atarCip2, entered the forest, along with

his queen, to practice penance.

8. Touching the ground with one foot (standing on

one leg) for one hundred years, on the bank of the Sunanda,

he practised terribly austere penance, Oh Bharata, and chant-

ed the following (prayer :).

Manu said*

8A. With his vision uninterrupted, this Vasudeva dwells

in all bodies. He does not perceive the (evolution, continuance

and dissolution of) universe with the help of another. He is

the cause of the (sentient and nonsentient) universe. Hence

his vision (and power of controlling from within).

9.

** By him the universe is endowed with consciousness,

but unto whom (none in) the universe (can) impart conscious-

ness. He remains awake (as a witness) while the universe is

in sleep (even during Pralaya). No creatures can know him

but he knows all. (He is the dtman )

.

10.

*** Whatever is animate (and inanimate) in this uni-

* The next verses are baaed ou Upani?adic texts and are known as

Mantropanifad.

*• It is the Sun which prompted by Hari gives light and heat to the

universe, and from which, tafias, the root cause of all power becomes possi-

ble. Even the Sun does not know Lord Hari who remains awake while it

(the Sun) sets. But Hari knows it fully—VJ.
*** (i) Everything sentient and insentient in the universe has been

penetrated and controlled (from within) by the Supreme Soul who is its

main support. Do not think that the re is anything absolutely independent

of and existing separately from Him. Everything belongs to Him. Do not

covet for anything as it depends (for its very existence) upon Him only.—

VR.
(ii) The whole oftheUriiverse (beginning with the Sun) consisting

of the created and yet-to-be-created mobile and immobile objects in the

range ofPtak$Ku the abode of the Lord (who is their creator). Therefore,
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verse,—the whole universe is pervaded by the Supreme Soul.

Therefore you should make your living by whatever has been

allotted to you by him ( or what is given to you, after offering

it to him1
) . Do not covet another person’s riches.*

1 1 . Resort to the self-illuminating Lord who is the

abode (the Inner Controller) of all beings and yet unconcern-

ed and aloof from them like Suparna (or the bird of beautiful

wings, the symbol of Atman, the companion ofjiva in Upani-

fads like the Mun^aka 3.1.1) , whom though he sees all, no
eye (created being) can see (as he is beyond sense-per-

ception), and whose vision (knowledge) never vanishes, (as he
is knowledge incarnate)

.

12. The attributes like beginning, middle and the end
cannot be predicated of him ( being present in all), he has none
that is his own or as belonging to another. (Being all-perva-

ding) the distinction of ‘in-ness* and ‘out-ness* is not-applic-

able to him. All these stages (of creation, subsistence and
destruction) are attributable to the universe which is his mani-

festation. Hence, he is the Reality, the supreme truth, the

great Perfect Brahman.

13. He (the Supreme Being) has the universe as his body

(or he contains the universe within himself at the time of the

Deluge) He has innumerable designations. He is the

Absolute Ruler, the Supreme Truth, self-effulgent, uncreated,

eternal ancient Being. By his (M&y&) Potency, which .is also

uncreated, he brings about the creation (sustenance and destru-

ction )
of this (universe) . By his eternal knowledge and wisdom,

he sets aside Maya and remains actionless ( in his original state

as Brahman).

14. (As the Lord initiates action e.g. creation of the

universe etc. just to return to actionlessness) so the sages wish

Oh mind, be satisfied, maintain yourself with whatever has been given to

you by Him. Do not covet for His omniscience and absolute blissfulness.

Nor long for what the Lord has given to another person—VJ.
(iii) Everything in the universe is created by the Lord for His sport.

Even if you possess abundant wealth, maintain yourself like a worker

getting his wages after giving the ist priority to H4s service (and that ofHis

devotees). —VC.
• - i . - -Egen the wealth in your house belongs to God—-GS.

a. This as a verbatim reproduction of Jia Upa. i.
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toundertake the religious duties with the object of attaining to

actionlessness1 or Liberation (Mokfa) . For, a person who per-

forms actions (dedicating them to the Lord) generally attains

to Mokfa (lit. stage ofactionlessness)

.

15. The Supreme Lord ofglorious powers engages him-

selfin acts, but is not attached to them, for through realization

(of the blissful nature) ofhis Self, he has all his objects achiev-

ed. Hence, those who follow him do not come to grief.

16. I (Svayambhuva Manu) take shelter in the Al-

mighty Lord who (out of grace) engages himself in activities

(such as creation etc. of the universe or follows the path of

Veda in his incarnations as Rama, Krsna etc.) yet is absolutely

free from egotism as he is full of wisdom. Being Perfect, he is

above all cravings (for blessings etc). Being himself the

Master, he is not impelled by others; he is yet steadfast in the

path of action (according to the incarnation taken by him) as

he has to set an example to people and he is the exponent of

the path of righteousness

Sri Suka said :

17. Seeing him thus repeating the Mantropanifad (the

mystical prayer based on Upanifadic texts) in meditation,

Asurasand Raksasas fell upon him to devour him out of

hunger.

18. The all-pervading Hari in the form of Yajfla, see-

ing them determined to kill Manu, killed them with the help

ofgodsknown asYama (who were his sons), and ruled over

the Heaven (as the Indra thereof) .*

19. The second Manu was Svarocisa, the son of Fire

God. He had Dyumat, Su$e$a, Roci$mat as his prominent

sons.

i . v.l. Karma-hantave : for the destruction of karmas

.

a. Bh.P. 1 2.7.1 5 mentions that each Manvantara is presided over by
a Manu as its head, a group of gods (the Menu’s sons), an Indra, seven

sages and an incarnation ofLord Vifiju. Thus in the first Manvantara
Svlyambhuva (the ton of BrahmS) was the Manu; the gods were known
is Yftnta; Yajfla was the incarnation of Lord Vifnu who officiated as Indra

also; and the, seven sages were Marlci, Atri, Aflgiri, Pulaha, Kratu,

Pulastya and Vasiffha.
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20. There Rocana was the Indra, and the gods were

(his sons) Tu?ita,and others (To?a, Prato$a, Santoja, Bhadra,

Santi, Itjaspati, Idhma, Kavi, Vibhu, Svahna, Sudeva, Rocana
as listed in the fourth Skandha) . The seven sages, well-versed in

the Vedas and the knowledge of Brahman, were Orja (son of

Vasi$tha), Stambha (son of KaSyapa) and others (prana,

Bfhaspati, Datta (son ofAtri)
, Atri, Cyavana as enumerated in

the HarivarhSa)

.

21. From the sage Veda-Siras and through his wife

Tufita by name, the Lord Vi$$u was born and was well

known as Vibhu.

22. Eighty-eight thousand sages who have undertaken

the vow of austerities, followed his vow of celibacy, as he was
celibate since boyhood.

23. The third Manu was by name Uttama, the son of

Priyavrata. He had sons prominent among whom were

Pavana, Srfijaya, Yajftahotra, Oh King.

24. In that Manvantara, Pramada and other seven

sons of Vasistha were the seven sages. The three groups of

gods were Satya, Veda$ ruta and Bhadra, and Satyajit was the

Indra.

25. The glorious Supreme Lord was born from Dharma
through his wife Sun^ta and became known as Satyasena.

Satyavrata gods were also born along with him.

26. - As a friend of the Indra Satyajit, he killed wicked

Yak$as and Rak$asas who practised hypocrisy and were of bad
character, and also the hosts of evil spirits who harmed living

beings.

27. The fourth Manu was by name Tamasa, and was

the brother of U ttama. He had ten sons such as Pythu,

Khyati, Nara, Ketu and others.

28. In the Manvantara called Tamasa, the gods were of

three groups, Satyaka, Hari and Vira, and the Lord of the

Heavens was Triiikha, and the seven sageswere Jyotis, Dhima
and others ( namely Prthu, Kavya, Caitra, Agni, Dhanada, and

pivara according to HarivarhSa )

.

29. The gods were called Vaidhrd, as they were the

sons of ViSbrti, Oh King. They, with their own intellectual
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power, retained the Vedas which were lost in the course of
time.

30. In that Manvantara was born Lord Hari from

Harimedhas through Harini, and he rescued the big elephant

from the grip of an alligator.

The King Requested. :

31. Oh son ofVyasa, we are desirous of heat ing from

you how Hari delivered the abovementioned King ofElephants

seized by the alligator.

32. Wherever the Supreme Lord Hari of most hallowed

renown is sung, that story is extremely sacred, praiseworthy,

auspicious and contributory to our welfare.

SUta said :

33. When the son of Vyasa was urged to continue the

narration by King Pariksit, who had determined to die of

starvation, Suka congratulated the king with delight and

continued (his narration) in the assembly of sages who were

listening with rapt attention, Oh Brahmaitas.

CHAPTER TWO

The Elephant Leader seized by the Alligator

Sri Suka said :

1. Oh King, there was a mountain well known as

Trikufa. The beautiful mountain was ten thousand yojanas in

height and was surrounded by the milky ocean.

2. It was wide on all sides to the same extent as its

height. It had three peaks of gold, silver and iron (respec-

tively) wherewith it illuminated the milky ocean, the cardinal

points and the sky.

3. (It stood radiating its charms) in all directions by its

other summits which were variegated (in colours) with preci-

ous stones and mineral ores, and were covered with clusters of
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trees, creepers and shrubs ofvarious kinds, and was resounded

with the cascades of mountain torrents.

4. With its feet washed by the waves of milk on all sides,

it makes the earth appear dark-green with its rocks and pebbles

of emeralds.

5. Its valleys were resorted to by sporting Siddhas*

Ciranaf , Gandharvas , Vidy&dharas, big serpents, Kinnaras and

Apsaras (celestial nymphs).

6. While its caves were resonant with the echoes of tht

music (of Kinnaras etc.), proud lions suspecting it to be due to

the presence of a rival lion, impatiently roared back in indig-

nation towards them.

7. It appeared picturesque (lit. was ado#ned) with

valleys infested with herds of wild beasts of various kinds. In

its celestial gardens abounding in a variety of trees, birds of

sweet voice were warbling.

8. It appeared beautiful with streams and lakes of crys-

tal waters, with banks covered with (sparkling) sand ofjewels

and precious stones. Their waters became highly fragrant by

the bathing of celestial women in them, and the breezes blow-

ing over them were charged with sweet scent.

9. In one of the valleys of that mountain, there is a

garden called Rtumat belonging to the glorious highsouled

god Varuna, which was the sporting ground of celestial ladies.

10-14. On all sides, it was adorned with celestial trdes

ever laden with fruits and blossoming flowers such as Manddras,

Pdrijdtas
, Pdfalas, Aiokas, Campakas

, mangoes (of various spe-

cies), Priydlas, breadfruit (Jack-fruit) trees, Amrdtakas as well

as with Kramukas (arecas), cocoanut trees, date-palms, BijapQ-

rakas (citrons), MadhUkas, Sdla trees, tala (palmyras) Tamdlas ,

Asanas, Arjunas, Aristas (soap-berries
) Udumbaras ( Indian fig

trees), Plaksas
,
banyan trees, Kithiukas

,
sandal trees, Neem

trees, Koviddras, Saralas (pine trees?), Deodars
,
grape vines,

sugar-canes, plantains, rose-apples, plum-trees, Aksas, the

yellow myrobalan, Emblic myrobalan trees and was surround-

ed by Biloa, Kapittha (wood apple free), Jambira, Bhalldtaka

(the marking-nut plant) and others. In that garden there was

an extensive lake resplendent with golden lotuses.

15. ^Jt looked excellently beautiful with the splendour of
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lilies and various species of lotuses such as Utpala, Kalkdra and
Satapatra (white, blue, and ordinary types) . It was resonant

with (the ceaseless) humming of intoxicated bees and with

melodious notes of warbling birds.

16. It was swarmed with aquatic birds like swans, ducks

called Kdrajttfaoa, ruddy geese (Cakravaka) and cranes. It was
resounded with the cries of water-fowls Koyatfis and DdtyQha

(the gallinules).

17-19. I tS waters were covered with filaments of lotuses

shaking with the movement of the fishes and tortoises. It was

surrounded with trees and plants such as Kadambas, canes, Nalas

(a variety of reed) and Nipas (a kind of Kadamba), Vanjulaka,

Kurbaka, AJoka
, Sirifa, Kufaja, Anguda, Kubjaka, Svarna-yUthi

(yellow jasmine) , Ndgat Punndgai jatisi millika,Satapatras, Mddh-
avi Jdlaka and other creepers.

It appears superbly beautiful with other trees growing on

its banks, and bearing fruits and flowers throughout all sea-

sons.

20. Once upon a time, there came in that garden the

leader of a herd of elephants dwelling in the forest over the

mountains. It was ranging about in the company of female

elephants breaking and treading down thorny shrubs and

clusters of various types of bamboos and canes (on their way).

21. Even at the scent of that King-elephant, lions, big

elephants, carnivorous animals like tigers, rhinoceroses, huge

serpents, white and black Sarabhas (an extinct animal more
powerful than the lion), Camaris (female yaks) take to flight

through sheer terror.

22. It is by its sufference that weaker animals like

wolves, boars, bisons, bears, procupines, baboons, hyenas

and monkeys as well as the deer, hares range about without

fear.

23-24. The elephant which was exuding the temporal

fluid as a consequence ofwhich he was attended by swarms of

blackbees feeding on that intoxicating fluid, was surrounded

by (a herd of) elephants, male and female, and was followed

by their young ones. Being oppressed with the heat of the

Sun, and scenting from a distance the breeze blowing from the

lake—(and hence) ladenwith the pollen of lotuses—he, with
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his eyes rolling under intoxication and accompanied by his

herd, all panting for water, speedily approached the vicinity

ofthe lake, shaking by its huge weight the mountain oh all

its sides.

25. Plunging into the lake, he, with the tip of his trunk,

drank to his fill the translucent, nectarlike water perfumed

with the pollen of golden and blue lotuses. Bathing himself

with the waters of the lake, he became refreshed.

26. The proud yet compassionate elephant, like unto a

house-holder, made his female mates and young ones drink

water and bathe, spraying them with the cool water by means
of his trunk. Being deluded by the Mayd power of the Lord,

the poor creature could not foresee the (impending) peril.

27. There, some powerful alligator, directed by the will

of the Providence, indignantly caught hold of the elephant by
the leg, Oh King. Finding himself caught up into this cala-

mity by the will of the Lord, the mighty elephant exerted him-

self to his utmost capacity (to extricate himself from the hold

of the alligator)

.

28. Noticing that the leader of their herd is being dragg-

ed with powrful force, and is rendered helpless, the female

elephants, with their minds perplexed, began merely to shriek.

The other elephants, though helping him from behind and
sides, did not succeed in their attempts to rescue him.

29. In this way, while the mighty elephant and the

powerful alligator were struggling, the former trying to drag

the other outside the water and the latter pulling him inside,

one thousand years rolled by. Finding them equally powerful,

even the gods marvelled greatly at this (tough fight).

30. In this way, due to his being dragged into the water

and harassed for a very long period, the energy, strength and
vitality of that king elephant became greatly depleted, while

the very reverse of it took place in the case of the acquatic ani-

mal (the alligator).

31. When that mighty elephant, dependent on his

physical strength only thus found himself in the peril of

life and absolutely helpless and incapable of rescuing himself,

he pondered over for a long time, and through the will of the

Lord, arrived to the following conclusion.
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321 “These elephants, my own kinsfolk are not able to

liberate me in this plight. What to speak of these poor she*

elephants ! Caught up and bound down as I am in the snare of

the Providence, in the form of this alligator, I shall now app-

roach the Supreme Lord who is the last resort of all.

33. We seek refuge in that indescribable Supreme Lord
through fear of whom even the (God of) Death flies away,

and who, when resorted to as an asylum, protects in every way
the affrighted fugitive, vehemently pursued with irresistible

force by the mighty serpent (in the form) of Death.”

CHAPTER THREE

The Liberation of the Mighty Elephant

Sri Suka said :

1 . Having thus decided by force of his reason and con-

centrated his mind within (the region of) his heart, he began

to repeat mentally the (following) prayer which he learnt by

heart in his previous birth (as Indradyumna) .
l

The Lord of Elephants Prayed :

2. (Due to my leg being caught by the alligator) I can

but mentally offer my salutations to the glorious Lord denoted

by the sacred syllable OM—the Lord who is the source of ani-

mation to all this intelligent (and non-intelligent) creation,

who enters all bodies as their cause both as Prakrti and Purufa

and who is the Supreme Lord of all (including great gods

like Brahmi )

.

3. I seek asylum unto the Self-created Being in whom
this universe exists and from whom as the natural course, it is

evolved and by whose instrumentality it is brought about and

i . Vide vfra Ch. IV. 7- J a.
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who constitutes the universe itself,1 but who is totally different

from and transcendental to this phenomenal existence (the

effect) as well as its cause ( Prakrti ).

4. May the self-illuminating Lord protect me—theLord

who is beyond revealing agencies (such as the eyes etc.) as

their illuminator; Who as a disinterested witness, observes with

his unobstructed vision, both the cause and the effect, this

universe superimposed on him by his deluding potency (MdyS)

both in its occasional manifested form (at the time ofthe crea-

tion) and the occasional unmanifested form at the time of des-

truction) .

5* When, due to the force of time (the period of two

parSrdhas,
the life-period of Brahma) , all the (fourteen)

worlds along with their guardian deities are reduced to the

state of five gross elements (of which they are constituted and

when all the causes (viz. the principles such as the Mahat,

aharhkdra upto gross elements) become dissolved (into Prakrti

or Primordial matter)
,
there prevailed (nothing but) profound

incomprehensible and unfathomable darkness (called Prakrti.

May that Omnipresent Lord who through its PrakrtVs

substratum) is not affected by it and who sheds his lustre all

round (even beyond that darkness) protect me.

6. Not eVen gods and sages (with all the predominance

of Sattva gttna

)

could comprehend his real nature. How is

it possible for a creature (like me dominated by rajas and
tamos) to understand and describe it? (To gods, sages and us)

his nature and course of conduct is difficult to understand and

i. Though Hari and the universe are different, He is identified with

it as the universe is under His perfect control; Who is superior (and trans-

cendental) to this phenomenal world as well as from those who have

attained Liberation—VJ.
•VR. : tamos—the extremely subtle sentient material {cid-dratya)

that exists after the dissolution of the universe (tamafi iabdafy niratisaya-

sQkfma-daidpanna-cid-draiya-vScl) . So also BP.

Para abhivirajate—The Lord, as a controller of this tamas or subtle

composite principle, exists in His glory. VR. derives para from Pf to

protect.

VJ. : Pare abhivirBjate—Who through His form called Time, stays self-

refulgent in the region least affected by and thus beyond tamas

JG.-l —Para—In the great Vaikuntha regions.
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describe, like the real identity of an actor playing different

roles to an ordinary spectator. May he rescue me.

7. My asylum is that Lord for the realization of whose
most auspicious nature, the exceedingly pious contemplative

sages, have given up all attachment (to their wives, children

and also to objects of senses like sound, fragrance etc.) and
having identified their Self with the Self of all beings and thus

being benevolently disposed to all, perform in a faultless man-
ner extraordinary austerities (such as Brahmacaiya—celibacy
and others) in the forests.

8. The Lord is not conditioned by birth (asaconse-
quence of past actions) . He has no Karma— (bondage), no
name or form ( as a result of past Karmas as in the case of

ordinary beings) . However, for the sake of creation and des-

truction of the
. world, he assumes them from time to time by

his Afdyd-Potency ( or will Power)

.

9. I bow again and again to that Supreme Lord, the

Brahman of infinite potencies, Who, (though) devoid of forms,

possesses innumerable forms and performs miraculous acti-

vities.

10. I pay obeisance to the Lord who is self-luminous

(and as such requires no other light to reveal him) ; who is the

witness (and hence the revealer) of all; and the controller of

all beings; I bow to him who is absolutely beyond the ken of

speech, mind and its powers.

1 1. Salutations to him who can be realized by the wise,

through purity of the mind developed by cessation (of acti-

vities or dedication to the Lord) of Karmas, (and by obser-

vance of nivftti (dharma characterised by devotion) ; Who is

the Lord (and hence the bestower) of Mokfa and who is the

blissfulness of the final beatitude incarnate.

'12* I bow to him who assumes the (three) attributes

sattva, rajas and tamos
t
and appears as serene, terrible, and

immersed in ignorance; who is devoid of differentiating

characteristics, equal to all, and an embodiment of pure con-

sciousness.

•VJ. classifies the various incarnations of Visgu on gm* basis and

often them salutations. He regards die last epithet—jMnaghana—as a re-

futation of the ibrmlessnen ofVifnu (arOtMjpa itoyatomh nivirayati)
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13* I bow to you who are the controller of all, the only

knower of the psycho-physical organism ( called kfetra) ,
a wit-

ness (to everything) . You are the source of all Jivas, and

even that of Prakjii ( the primordial cause) as you exist before

all.

14. I pay my obeisance to you, who perceive all

senses along with their objects; who are indicated (as the

basis) by all cognitive activities; whose existence is suggested

by the shadowy, unreal phenomenal existence (ahamkara and
other principles) like that of a material body by its reflection,

as it is you who are reflected in every phenomenon.

15. I bow again and again to you who are the cause of

everything, but yourself are without a cause; who are the

wondrous cause (inasmuch as you produce the effect—viz.

assuming .the. form of the world—.without undergoing . any

change in you); who are the great ocean wherein all Agamas

(like the pagcaratra) and the Vedas meet (and are directed to

you); who are the embodiment of Mokfa (Liberation) and
(hence) the ultimate resort ofthe great.

16.

** I salute to you who are the fire ofknowledge and
consciousness lying hidden in the Arani (the pieces of wood for

kindling sacrificial fire by friction) in the form of gu#as; whose

will (to create the universe) manifests itself through the commo-
tion (caused by the disturbance in the equilibrium) of gunas;

who, out of your own will, reveal yourself to those who,

(through the. renunciation of Karmas or dedication of Karmas
to God), meditate on the true (nature ofthe) soul and have
risen above the prescriptions and prohibitions enjoined by

Agamas.

.

VR: interprets:

Salutations to you who (at the time of the destruction

of the universe) have drunk up (withdrawn within you)

the fire of the aggregate of all jivas lying hidden in the Prakrti

* Salutations to You to Whom the kfetrajHa (individual soul) is

like a body, the Supreme Ruler of all beings, the Witness to all: Who are

the Inner Controller (of all) ; and Who are self-existent (not created by any
other cause) and are the primary material cause (of all) as well.—VR.

•* VJ. reads a combination ofw. 16 and 18.
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(constituted of three gwpas) ;
whose will to create begins to

function (at the time of the creation of the world) leading to

the commotion in Prakfti and jtvas; who grants Liberation

(Mokfa) to his votaries; whose being beyond the comprehen-

sion of speech and mind, stands self-revealed.

17. Hail to you who are yourself not only eternally free,

but who, out of boundless grace, promptly1 (without any

idleness in such matters) and absolutely severe the bonds of

Avidyd or SarhsSra which have fettered creatures like me, (now)

completely submitted to your mercy. I bow to you who, by

a part ofyour being, exist in all embodied beings as their inner

controller* and are capable of directing them all, even though

you are infinite (and spatially unlimited)

18. Bow to you who (though the inner controller of all

beings) are difficult to be attained by persons who are attached

to their bodies, sons, kinsmen, household, wealth and people,

as you are devoid of any association with^tmor. You are

constantly meditated upon in their hearts by souls unattached

to their bodies, etc. I bow to you who are an embodiment of

pure knowledge, the most omnipotent Ruler of all.

19. May the Lord of infinite mercy (at least) rescue

me (from the clutches of the alligator or Sarhsara)—The Lord,

by worshipping whom persons desirous of religious merits,

sensual objects, affluence, wealth or Liberation (from sarhsara ),

gain not only their coveted goal but also have other unexpected

blessings and undeteriorating (divine) body conferred upon

them.

20. His votaries of unflinching constant devotion and

even those who have taken refuge with the Lord (or His

devotees full of spiritual wisdom) do not seek any boon (from

him)
,
but are immersed in the ocean of bliss, while singing his

most miraculous and auspicious deeds.

21. I offer my hymn of prayer unto that absolutely

perfect imperishable First Principle, the all-pervading highest

i . dlayaya—By resorting to whom the devotee never meets destructions

—VR.
a. Sv&ihJtna sarvatanubhrt etc.

:

Who are realized as being identical

with the jiva in the heart of every being as die jive is essentially a part of

your body—VR.
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Brahman, the Supreme Ruler (even ofgreat gods like BrahmS),

unmanifest and beyond the range of senses, as it is very remote

and subtle, yet is accessible (to his devotees) through internal

(path of bhakti
) yoga.

22-24. May the Lord, manifest himself (for my Libe-

ration) 1—
22. The Lord by whose single minutest modicum of

energy (all the) gods headed by Brahma, the Vedas, the

worlds, the mobile and immobile creation of distinct (yet)

infinite variety of forms, are created.

23. From that self resplendent Lord issues forth (and is

again withdrawn) the stream ofgttpar* and their products such

as the intellect, the mind, the senses and aggregates of gross

bodies (like those of gods and others) , even as sparks and
flames go forth from the self-shining Fire-god and rays

emanate from the self-luminous sun and are withdrawn again

into them constantly.

24. Verily he is neither god nor demon ; neither a human
being nor a sub-human creature ( a bird, a beast etc. ); he is

neither a famale nor a male nor an important person or an

a-sexual being; he is neither an attribute (guQa) nor an action

{Karma) ;
he is neither effect nor cause ; he is the substra-

tum of what is left after negating these all and yet constitutes

them all (by his M(fy&)

.

25. I do not wish (to get my body) extricated from the

clutches of the alligator and) to survive here (in this body).

What interest have I with this elephant-life which is enveloped

internally and externally with the darkness of ignorance?

I crave for emancipation (lifting up of) from that Veil of

ignorance which shrouds the spiritual light of the Soul, and

which cannot be destroyed merely by (lapse of) time but

only by the knowledge of the {Atman)

.

i. (i) May remove all obstacles in my God-realization—VR.
(ii) May relieve me from the misery of SflAsira—VJ. (iii) SD., GD., BP.

follow $R.

a. This asserts the eternality of the stream of the universe (g*Qa—
samproadhab-.-anena jagat-Prav&hasya nityatvath jMdpitam)—VJ.
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26* Being thus desirous of getting liberated I (who

do know the Lord) simply bow down to that all pervading

spirit, who is the creator of the universe
;
whose body is the

universe and yet who is beyond and other than it; who uses

the universe as his instrument, yet is the soul of it (as

its Inner controller) ; who is unconditioned by birth and is the

highest resort of all.

27. I have bowed1 unto the Lord ofyoga (who confers

the fruit of yogic practice), whom the yogins visualize in their

hearts purified by burning down of their Karmas by yoga (or

devotion unto the Lord)

.

28. I salute to you again and again. The force of your

three-fold power (of three Gunas viz. sattva , rajas and tamas)

is irresistible; wljo manifest yourself as the object of .all senses;

who protect those who have resorted to you for shelter and

are of unfathomable powers; whose path is inaccessible to those

whose senses are directed to externa] objects.

29. I have sought the protection of the Lord whose

glory is unsurpassable and enveloped by whose Maya power

expressed as the ego-sense, this Jiva does not realize (the real

nature of) his self.

Sri Suka said

:

30. When all these gods like Brahma and others who
identified themselves with their special forms and attributes

(such as four-headedness, three-eyedness in the case of gods

Brahma, Siva etc.) did not* approach (to rescue) the Lord

of elephants who thus glorified the Supreme Lord as being

devoid of (and hence without any reference to) any particular

form or attribute,8 Lord Hari, being the Soul (atman) of all.

* Being desirous of removing the veil of ignorance that obscures the
vision of the soul, I bow to You Who are the Wealth or the highest goal in

the life (of people) in the universe, who enter the universe to protect it:

Whose manifestation is not conditioned by Karmas, yet is full of good
attributes; Who are absolutely inaccessible I merely bow to Him as I do
not know any other way of propitiating Him—VR.

i . The yogic way being now impossible I can simply bow to Him
—VR.

a. And as he has under-rated gods like Brahmk in verse 22 above
-OS.
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and the embodiment of the aggregate of all gods, manifested

himself there.

31. Knowing that the elephant was in that distressed

condition and having heard his hymn of prayer (mentally

addressed to him), the Lord, the abode of the universe,

equipped with his weapon the discus sudariana and riding

Garuda ,
the embodiment of the

( sama-) veda (and capable of

ranging anywhere with any speed according to his will)

and accompanied by celestials singing his praise, instantaneously

appearedon the spot, where the Lord of elephants was (in that

wretched plight)

.

32. Beholding in the sky Lord Hari, seated on Garuda

and with his discus upraised (in his hand), the elephant,

though greatly distressed, as he was seized by a very powerful

alligator inside the lake, lifted up his trunk holding a lotus (as

an offering for worshipping his feet
! )

and uttered with

great difficulty the words “Oh glorious Lord Naraya^a !” the

Father (or Preceptor) of all the universe! I (reverentially)

bow to you.**

33. Seeing the elephant greatly afflicted. Lord Hari, the

birthless God (feeling the speed of Garuda as too slow)

at once alighted(from Garuda ), and immediately dragging out

the elephant out of the lake along with the alligator, out of

compassion, rescued the lord of the elephants from its jaws by

rending them open with the discus, while gods stood simply

looking on.

CHAPTER FOUR

Liberation of the Lord of Elephants

Sri Suka continued :

1. Then (seeing the rescue of the lord of elephants),

gods headed by Brahma and Siva, sages and Gandharvas extoll-

ed that mighty deed of Hari, and discharged a shower of

flowers-on him.
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2. Celestial kettle-drums were sounded, the Gandharvas
danced and sang; sages, Caranas and Siddhas eulogised the

Supreme Person

.

3. Verily, he who was (till then) the alligator, instantly

assumed the most wonderful form. He was Huhu, the fore-

most among the Gandharvas, who was thus redeemed from the

curse of the Sage Devala. 1

4. He bowed down to the eternal Supreme Lord of

excellent renown with his head, and he chanted the praise of

his worth extolling (innumerable) virtues and sacred episodes

of that abode of glory.

5. Being favoured by the Lord with his grace, he was

purged of all sins. Going round the Lord (reverentially) and

paying him obeisance, he repaired to his own region (of Gand-
harvas) in the very presence of all the people.

6. By virtue of his being touched by the Lord, the lord

of elephants became completely free from the bondage of igno-

rance, and attained to the form resembling that of the Lord

{Vlynu) cFacf in ycWotr garments and endowed with four

arms.

7 It is traditionally reported that he was in his previous

birth a king of the Parujya country wellknown as Indradyu-

mna—the foremost among the Dravitjla people—and devotedly

attached to the austere observance of Visnu-worship.

8. Once upon a time, the king who, as an ascetic,

wearing matted locks of hair, was staying in his hermitage on

the Malaya mountain, had undertaken the vow of silence. At

the appointed hour of the propitiation of the Lord, he took

his bath and began to worship with due formalities, the im-

perishable supreme Ruler, Lord Hari.

. 9. (It is reported that) by chance there arrived (at his

hermitage) the celebrated sage Agastya accompanied by hosts

l. SR, narrates the cause of the curse as follows:—Once while

HChQ was indulging in watersport with his women in a lake, the sage

Devala entered the same lake for bath. HuhQ was upset and he pulled

Devala by bis leg. The sage cursed him to be an alligator. When entreated,

Devala advised him to seise the lord of elephants that wjty so that Lord

Hari will emancipate him and he would be reinstated to his original

position automatically.
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of his disciples. Finding Indradyumna seated in solitude and
remaining silent (without showing the courtsey of greeting

orally) and without paying the due homage (usual formalities

of receiving a guest of honour) the sage flared up in rage.

10. He pronounced the following imprecation on the

king : “This sinful, uncultured, wicked soul has today insulted

a Brahmana (like me). He is dull-witted like an elephant.

Let him be born in the species of elephants steeped it) blinding

darkness of ignorance.**

£ri Suka said :

11. Oh king ! Having uttered this curse, the venerable

Agastya went way along with his followers. The royal sage

Indradyumna, on his part, considered the incident to be the

will of the Providence.

12. He entered the species of elephants which obscures

the knowledge of the self. But by virtue of his propitiation of

Hari the reminiscence of his past life remained unblurred (even

while he was an elephant).

13. Having thus rescued the lord of the koi of
elephants and accompanied by him afterderating him to the

position of his attendant* the fotus-naveiled god (Visgu)

seated on Garu^ft repaired to his region Vaikunfha, while

Gandharvas, Siddhas and gods were glorifying his miraculous

feat.

14. This glorious deed of Kr?na (Vi$nu), viz. The Libe-

ration of King of elephants, has been narrated to you by me,

Oh great king. Listening to this leads to heaven, confers

glory, removes the sins of the Kali age and destroys the effect

of bad dreams of the hearers, Oh great Kuru.

1 5. Persons belonging to the twice-born castes desiring to

secure their welfare, get up early in the morning, and purify-

ing themselves (after taking a bath) recite this sacred narra-

tion (of the liberation of the elephant king) for obliterating

the effects of bad dreams (and securing their welfare).

16. It was while all creatures were listening that the

Omnipresent Lord Hari who embodies all creation, being

liighly pleased with the Lord ofelephants, addressed the follow-

ing ( words ) to him ;
Oh the best of Kurus.
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1 7-24. Rising up at the close of the latter part of the

night i.e. at dawn (known as Brdhma muhdrta) , and after

purifying themselves (by taking a bath), those who, with cpn-

centrated mind, remember me, you, this lake, the mountain

(TrikQfa) along with its caves and valleys and the forest

(covering them) , the clusters of canes and Kicaka bamboos,

the heavenly trees, the (three) mountain peaks, the abodes of

Brahma, Siva and myself, the ocean of milk, my favourite

resort, the resplendent Sveta-dvfpa (My beloved place), the

Srivatsa mark ( the characteristic curl of hair) on my breast,

the Kaustubha gem, and the garland known as VaijayantI,

my weapons, the mace called KatUmodaki, the discus

Sudargana, the conch Paflcajanya, my vehicle Garuda, the

king of birds, Lord Sahkarsana who is my subtle emana-
tion, goddess Sri (Laksmi) who rests on my bosom, god

Brahma, the divine sage Narada, god Siva and (my devotee)

Prahlada, and all my deeds performed during my incarnations

as Fish, Tortoise, Boar and others—listening to which confers

infinite merit (to the hearers), the Sun-god, the Moon-god,

the Fire-god, the sacred syllable OM, the Eternal Truth, the

unmanifest (Prdkfti) ,
Co\vs and Brahmanas, the eternal path

of religion (consisting of devotion unto the Lord, the

daughters of Daksa who are the wives of Dharma, Soma and

Kalyapa, the rivers—the Ganga, the Sarasvati, the " Nanda,

the Yamuna, the White elephant of Indra (Airavata),

Dhruva, the Seven Brahmana Sages and great men ofhallowed

fame, (such as Nala, Yudhi$thira, Janaka, the king of

Videha)—all these being my forms, those who remember

them, become free from all sins.

25. Oh dear Gajendra ! To those who, after getting up
at dawn (after the expiry of night), pray to me with the

hymn (composed by you) ,
I promise to keep their memory

unclouded at the time of their death.

Sri Suka said :

26. Having addressed thus, Lord Vifttu (the Lord of

senses) blew his excellent conch ( PMcajanya) gladdening

thereby the host of gods and mounted his carrier Garuda, the

king of birds.
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CHAPTER FIVE

Description ofV and VI Manvantaras—Brahma Hymns the Lord.

Sri Suka said :

1. I have narrated to you, Oh King, the sacred story

of the liberation of the Lord of elephants which destroys all

sinful deeds. Now listen to the account of the Manu-pcriod

presided over by Raivata.

2-3. The fifth Manu, Raivata by name, was the brother

of Tamasa. Bali, Vindhya and others, the eldest of whom was

Arjuna, were his sons. Vibhu was the Indra, Bhutaraya and

others were the gods, while Hiraniyaroma, Vedaliras, Ordhva-

bahu and others were the Sages1
,
Oh king.

4. Vikuntha was the wife of Subhra; with a portion of

his energy, Lord Vaikuntha was born of these of his own
accord, along with great gods known as Vaikunthas.

5. It was at the request of his spouse, the goddess Rama
(Laksmi) and with a view to please her that he created his

realm known as Vaikuntha

2

which is highly respected by all

the worlds.

6. His prowess (viz. restoring to their original position

his attendants who, by the curse of Sanatkumara, became

demons called Hiranyaksa and Hiranyakalipu—vide Skandha

III), excellences (such as friendliness to Bvahmapas), and his

great prosperity have been described to you. (But I could not

do so adequately as) he who would be , able fo describe the

excellences of Vi$nu fully may as well qouqt all the particles

of the dust on the entire earth.8

7-8. The sixth Manu was known as Caksu$a, the son of

Caksus; his sons were Puru, Puru$a, Sudyumna and others.

Mantradyumna was the Indra, and the hosts ofgods were head-

ed by Apya. The (seven) Sages were, Oh king, Havi$mat,

1. GS quotes Harivamia and gives Devabihu , Sudhaman, Parjanya

and MaMxmini as the names of the remaining (seven) Sages of the Raivata

Manvantara.

2. GS adds : The Vaikuntha region being eternal, its 'creation* is

‘manilestalton’ only.

3. An echo of RV. 1 . 1 54. Vide infra 8. 23. 29.
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Viraka and others (viz. Sumedhas, Anuttama, Madhu,
Atinaman, Sahisnu)

.

9. In this Manvantara, the glorious Lord of the worlds

appeared, by a ray of his essential nature, as Ajita, the son of

Vairaja and Sambhuti.

10. By him, the nectar as secured for gods, by getting

the sea (of milk) churned, while he supported, in the form of

the (Divine) Tortoise, the Mount Mandara while it was whirl-

ing in the waters of the sea.

The King enquired :

11-12. Be pleased to describe to me Oh Brahmana Sage,

this most wonderous deed of the glorious Lord : as to how the

ocean of milk was got churned by the Lord, as also the object

(said) of doing so, and why he had to support the mount
(Mandara) assuming the form of an acquatic animal(a tortoise)

;

how the nectar was obtained by gods and what else happened

at that time (in connection with this event)

.

13. My heart which has been tormented for a long time

by afflictions (of three types) does not get satiated, when you

describe in details, the great glory of the Lord ofSatvatas

(Krsna).

Siita said:

14. Being thus respectfully requested, the venerable son

of Vyasa (viz. Suka) appreciated the (king’s) query and

began to describe in details the prowess of Lord Hari, Oh
Brahmanas.

Sri Suka said :

15-16. When formidably assailed with sharp weapons by

Asuras in battles, gods were killed in large numbers, and they

did not revive, and when due to the curse of the sage Durvasas, 1

i. SR & GS mention the following incident (from the. Brahma

Vaivarta Purina) as the cause of the curse. Once while the sage Durv&sas

was wearing a garland gifted to him by Lord Vi?nu ,
Indra riding bis

Air&vata elephant, passed by him . Out of courtesy and with a view to

bless Indra with permanent sovereignty of the three worlds, Durv&sas

presented the garland to him. Out of arrogance, Indra threw it on the
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the three worlds along with Indra were deprived of their glory

and wealth, all sacrificial performance and other religious rites

ceased to be perfoimed.

17. Seeing this (state of affairs), the hosts of gods

headed by the great Indra and Varuna met in a conference

for mutual consultations, but failed to arrive at a conclusion.

18. All of them went to the court of Brahma, situated

on a crest of mountain Meru. Bowing god Brahma humbly,

they submitted to him all their grievances.

19-20. Observing that gods like Indra, Vayu and others

are bereft of power, energy and splendour and the people

(practically) devoid of auspiciousness, and the Asuras
(
propor-

tionally) better-off, he, with a concentrated mind contemplat-

ed the Supreme Person, and with a cheerful countenance, the

great Venerable Brahma addressed the gods as follows:

21. “Let us all—I who am but a portion of the Lord,

and Asuras, human beings, sub-human creation like birds,

beasts, trees and sweat-born beings (like lice, bugs etc.) who
are the progeny of Marici (and others) who in turn are just a

modicum of his energy approach for refuge to him, the imperi-

shable Lord.

22. According to his view-point, none deserves to be

killed or protected; no party is worth neglecting or supporting.

It is for the creation, subsistence and destruction of the world

that he assumes the attributes sattva
, rajas and tamos at the

proper time.

23. And the present is an opportune time for his crea-

tion and protection of the universe for which he has assumed

the Sattva attribute for the creation of embodied beings. Let

us therefore, approach the Preceptor of the world for protection.

Being beloved of gods, he will do whatever is good for us, his

devotees.**

Sri Suka said :

24. Having thus spoken to the gods, god Brahma, aecom-

head of Iris elephant. The animal in its turn, lifted it from its head and

trampled it under its feet. Seeing the gift of the Lord so treated, Durvlsa*

got enraged and cursed him to be bereft of wealth along with his kingdooi^

of the three worlds. Jr
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panied by celestials, went directly to the abode of the un-

conquerable Lord which lies beyond the region of darkness, Oh
destroyer of enemies.

25. There, with the concentration of all his senses

(including the mind) , he, in the divine ( or Vedic) language,

addressed the following hymn of praise, to him whose essential

form was not seen as yet, but about whom much was heard

formerly, Oh king.

Brahmd said :

26. “We bow to the Supreme God, Who is .changeless,

eternally true, infinite (in time and space), beginningless,

present in (everybody’s) heart, unconditioned, incomprehen-

sible quicker than the mind and beyond the range of words

( indescribable).

27. We go (as a refuge) to him Who is the knower of

the vital airs, the mind, the intellect and the soul; Who appears

as senses and their objects; Who is devoid of sleep and is body-

less (and hence) imperishable; Who is all-pervasive like the sky,

and is unaffected by the darkness ofavidyd and the sunshine of

I'idyd;1 Who is free from desire and other attributes ofJiva and

who manifests himself in every Tuga.

28. I seek asylum in that Deity, the Truth, which the

Vedas call as the axle (the main support) of the lightening-like

fast rotating wheel of life (i. e. This ever-changing body and

other accessories of the Soul) , owned by the Jiva (who is, in

reality birthless). The wheel is propelled by Maya (the

beginningless deluding potency of the Lord ) . It (the wheel)

has mind as its chief component and consists of fifteen spokes

(viz. Ten sense organs and five vital breaths

—

pranas) , three

naves ( viz. the three gunas—sattva
,
rajas and tamas) and eight

fellies* (in the form of eight-fold Prakrit consisting of five

elements, the mind, the intellect and the ego).

!. VJ.—gtdhra—covetous of everything, hence jiva who like vulture

has two wings, Via, Vi<fy& and Avidya.

* VI* regards deva, asuia, humans and other classes of beings as the

fellies.
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29* Let us bow to him Who has seated himself by the

side ofJiva (as the Inner controller) or Who is seated on

Garutjla1 ever ready to protect his devotees; Who is essentially

pure bliss or knowledge*, beyond the range of darkness or

Prakrti; Who is invisible, beyond the range of all lokas
; Who is

changeless and limitless in time and space; to whom wise men
resort through ( the chariot in the form of) the discipline of

Toga.

30. Let us pay obeisance to the Supreme Ruler Who
treats all beings alike (without any partiality); Who has

subdued his Maya along with the ( three) gunas—the Maya
which nobody could cross and which has deluded the people

so much (that identifying themselves with their bodies) they

do not know their true self.

31.

** Even we, gods and sages who are created by his

favourite body consisting of pure sattva^rt unable to compre-

hend his subtle essence, though it is manifest as Light within

and as existence without. How (is it possible that) Asuras

and others who are dominated by other attributes viz. rajas

and tamas can do so ?

32. (Henceforth the vaitdja form of the Lord is eulogis-

ed) . May that Lord, the Supreme person, the veritable,

absolute Brahman itself, be propitious unto us—The Lord who
has created as his feet, this earth which supports the four-

* VJ : I seek refuge in the supreme Deity Who is represented by
the syllable (OM) ; Who is beyond the darkness of ignorance and prakrti. It

is beyond the ken of the world, un-revealed and limitless (or comprised

of innumerable syllables). Intelligent persons worship and meditate upon
Him with great devotion. He is seated on His vehicle thejiva.

ananta-param (i) Being an embodiment of the Vedas He cannot be
comprehended by words and their connotations (ii) He is all pervading yet

cannot be seen anywhere by all. They contemplate Him as an antar-yiimin

(inner controller)—SD. SD interprets a-Loka as ‘The realm of A i.e.

Vi?nu, Hence Vaikuntha.

1. upa-suvarnam—who occupies a region full of light like gold—VR.
2. eka-vartiam—
(i) Constituted of Pure Sattva—VR,JG.

(ii) Who is constituted of the only one syllable OAI—VJ, VC.
(Hi) Constituted of Pure Bliss—GD.
* *Though out of His grace He created us both inside and outside

with His sattva attribute, we, the gods and sages, are unable to compre-

hend-VJ.
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fold creation of beings1 and yet is completely self dependent,

and the Master of infinitely great powers. 2

33. May that absolute and perfect Brahman of immense
spiritual powers be gracious unto us—Thc Brahman whose semi-

nal fluid is water, of so much enormous power that it became
the source of existence, subsistence and prosperity of the three

worlds, as well as all guardian deities.

34. May that Lord of unlimited spiritual glory be
propitiated unto us—The Lord whose mind (as declared by
the Vedas) is Soma, Who is the food and hence the strength

and life of celestials, and Who (due to the nourishing power of

his ambrosial rays) is the ruler of the vegetable kingdom and
the creator of all living beings ( as they subsist on the vege-

tables and plants)

.

35 May that most glorious Lord bestow his grace unto

us—the Lord whose mouth is the Fire; Who is the source (and

hence the bestower) of wealth, (or who takes to gods their

respective oblations offered in sacrifices), andWho is engende-

red for (the performance of) sacrificial rituals (prescribed in

the Vedas)
,
and Who abides in the stomach (as the gastric

fire) digesting the food, and in the sea (as submarine fire)

consuming its (watery) subsistence.

36. May that Lord of infinite glory be propitious unto

us—The Lord whose eye is the sun-god; Who is the presiding

deity of the path of gods (devaydna

)

leading ultimately to

Liberation; Who is the very personification of the triad of

Vedas (viz. K, Tajus and Soman) ;
Who is regarded as the

seat of Brahman (as Brahman is meditated upon in relation to

the Sun) ;
Who represents not merely the entrance to the path

of Liberation but to immortality itself; Who (however as a

symbol of Time) is death incarnate (as Time terminates every-

thing.)

37. May the Lord of unlimited powers be graciously

inclined towards us—The Lord from Whose breath was born

Vtyu (the air) which is the vital air {Prana)
,
who animates the

i . caturvidha-sarga —The four categories of beings are viviparous,

oviparous, the sweat-born and the plant-world.

a, mahd-vibhutih—Having power over Maha-Lakfmi, the presiding

deity of wealth. May all of u» be affluent in every respect—GO.
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mobile and immobile creation, and became their mental

energy, physical power and potency of the sense-oigans, and

to whom, we, the presiding deities (of cognitive and conative

senses) follow as the retinue goes after an emperor.

38. May that Deity of infinite glory confer favour upon

us—The Deity from whose ears were evolved the cardinal

points; from whose heart, the pores in the body, and from whose

navel were created the (five) vital airs (
Prdtia ), the senses and

organs of the body (
Indriyas) ,

the mind and the other (five

semi-vital airs1 carrying on) the functions of the body and the

sky which supports these all.

39. May the Lord of unlimited glory be favourably dis-

posed to us—the Lord from Whose strength was born the

great Indra, from Whose grace the (various) gods; from

Whose wrath sprang up god Siva, the Lord of mountains;

from Whose intellect came forth god Brahma; from the apper-

tures in Whose bodies were created the Vedas and the sages,

and from whose generative organ, the god Prajapati.

40. May that most glorious Lord be propitious unto us

—The Lord from Whose bosom came forth the goddess Sri ( the

goddess of wealth and beauty) ;
from Whose shadow, the

manes (Pitrs) ; from Whose breast, Dharma (the presiding

Deity of righteousness) and from Whose back was born Adharma

(the evil spirit of unrighteousness ) ;
from Whose head evolved

the heaven (svarga) ,
and from Whose sportive actions, the

celestial damsels (apsaras)

.

41. May the Lord of supreme glory bestow his grace on

us—The Lord from Whose mouth sprang up the Brahmai^as

and Vedas of mystic significance; from Whose arms were born

Ksatriyas and the power (to govern) ;
from Whose thighs came

forth VaiSyas and skill in business of agriculture and from

Whose feet were born the Sudras and the vocation ofservice

(other than Vedic studies)*

42. May the Lord of infinite powers be gracious unto

us—the Lord from Whose lower lip came forth avarice, from

i. These arc Ndga, KSrma, Kjkala, Dmadatta and DhnnaRjoyn (vide

Supra 3*6.9).

a. Sr notes v.l. urvor viiofighrer abhavaihiea iUdrih ‘The Vaiiya class was

born from His thighs and the Siidras from His feet.’
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Whose upper lip affection; from Whose nose emanated splen-

dour, from Whose touch, the desire to rear up and to tend

animals; from Whose eye-brows sprang up Yama, the god of

death; from Whose eye-lashes was born the Time-spirit (Kala)

.

43. May that most glorious Lord be graciously disposed

towards us—The Lord by Whoseyoga-maya, the idstras declare

are created the' five gross elements, the Time (Life-Span), the

destiny (effects of acts of past life), qualities1 (or the modes of

Prakrti e.g. Sattva , rajas

)

and this phenomenal world all of

which are too difficult to comprehend, and which should be
renounced by the wise as mere mdyd.

44. I bow to him Whose energy (in the form of gunas like

Sattva etc.) is quiescent; Whose mind is thoroughly full of his

natural supreme bliss, and hence Who is not attached (even

in his mind) to the products of the gunas created by Maya
and Whose sportive activities are like the air (which moves

everywhere but is attached to nothing anywhere).

45. You being such (as described above), be pleased

to reveal to us your lotus-like smiling countenance in such a

way as it will come within the range of our sense of perception,

for we have completely surrendered ourselves to you and are

eager to have a look at you.

46. For the glorious Lord assumes different forms from

time to time, according to his will (or the will of his devotees),

and accomplishes feats which are beyond our capacity, Oh
Omnipresent God.

47. In the case of embodied beings whose minds are

attached to pleasures, their acts require great trouble (for

performance) but bear little or no fruit at all (in return).

But that is,not the case with us who dedicate all our actions

to you (We require less trouble to perform the act, and get

substantial fruit in return, and it is never futile)

.

48. Even the slightest resemblance of action, ifdedicated

to the Lord, never becomes futile (but brings substantial

results) ; for the Lord loves and wishes well of such person

( who has resigned himself to him and his actions, therefore,

will not be futile)

.

I. VJ. gunafi etc.: devotion etc., or colours. The v.l. vaitfam-The
Nature, Jiva, time etc,—VJ.
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49. Just as watering the root of trees proves nourishing

to its trunk and branches, similarly the propitiation of Lord
Vi§iiu leads to the propitiation of all gods and of one’s self

also.

50. I bow to you, the infinite Lord whose nature and
deeds are extremely difficult to comprehend

;
you are devoid

of all attributes, and yet are the master of all qualities, and
who at present are established in sattva.

CHAPTER SIX

( Mount Mandara Transportedfor Churning the Oacn)

£ri Suka said

:

1 . Oh king ! Thus praised by the hosts of gods, the

glorious Lord Hari, the supreme Ruler, manifested Himself to

them with the effulgence of a thousand suns rising simultane-

ously.

2. By that very glaring effulgence, all gods got their

eyes so much dazzled that they could not perceive the sky, the

cardinal points, the earth and even themselves. How could

they see the omnipresent Lord ?

3. The glorious god Brahma along with Siva, beheld

that immaculate Form, dark like emerald (blue like sapphire),

with eyes reddish like the interior of a lotus.

4. It was clad in bright yellow silken garment
(
Pitamb -

ora) shining like burning gold, graceful and lovely in every

limb, with beautiful countenance and attractive eyebrows.

5. It was adorned with a crown crested with highly

precious gems and a pair of armlets (keyurasone on each

arm); Its cheeks illumined by the bright splendour of the

pendant ear-rings, added to the beauty of its lotus like

countenance.

6. It was adorned with ah ornamented girdle, brace-

lets, necklace and pair of anklets. It was wearing the deco-
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rative Kaustubha gem, the goddess Laksmi, and a wreath of

sylvan Bowers (on its breast).

7. It was attended upon by its missiles like Sudarfana

and others in their personal form. Brahma, the foremost

among the gods, along with god Siva, and with hosts of

celestials, lay prostrate before him on the ground, and eulogized

the Supreme Person (as follows )

;

Brahma said

:

8.

* I offer my obeisance again and again to you ofwhom
birth, subsistence and destruction are beyond predication;

who transcends the (three) gunas ;
who is the ocean of (abso-

lute) bliss attainable in the Final Beatitude; who is the subtlest

of the subtle, yet whose glory is immeasurable and powers

unlimited.

9. Oh Supreme Person ! This form of yours is ever

worthy to be adored by those who aspire after the (highest)

bliss, through methods prescribed in the Vedas and tantras

(like pahearatra). Oh Creator and Protector of the universe !

In this form of yours which pervades the universe, I see

( simultaneously
)
all the three worlds as well as ourselves.

10. In you who are self-dependent, the universe abided

in you at the beginning; in you, it exists in the middle and it

will be absorbed in you (after its dissolution) in the end.

Just as the earth persists (as the material cause) in the

beginning, the middle and the end of a pot, similarly you are the

beginning, the middle and the end of this universe. 1

11. Through your Maya—potency which absolutely

depends on you, you have created the universe, and subse-

*VJ : Again and again I salute to you who are Aja (Birthless-FiVpuj,

the creation, subsistence and dissolution of the universe, the very personi-

fication of various attributes (e.g. Anatufa, VijHSna), the ocean of bliss

impossible to those who identify themselves with the physical body, and of

limitless glory.

i. VJ differs : According to VJ. God is not the material cause but

the supreme cause on which other causes depend. The particle ca in VJ’s

text indicates that if Brahman be the material cause even nun-sentient

material world would be sentient, VR. accepts God as the material cause

of the universe, but God is unaffected by changes
( upid&natvt'pi tasya nir-

likdratvam )

,
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quently have entered into it (as its Inner Controller) , The
thoughtful people who are well-versed in Sdstras and who have

(controlled and) concentrated their minds, perceive through

their mind that you are not affected by gunas, even though

you abide in them (i.e. in the universe which is the product

of gtuj.as in which you have entered).

12. It is a well-known fact that, by adopting proper

means, men get fire from wood ( by friction of wooden pieces

—aranis ), nectar i.e. milk from the cows, food and water from

the earth (by agriculture and digging) and livelihood by

working (in a profession or vocation), similarly thoughtful

people, through their intelligence perceive You in (the world

which is) the product of gunas and describe you accordingly.

13. Oh Lord! Having seen You graciously (and thus

fulfilling) our desire for a long time, we feel extremely blissful

as elephants distressed by forest-conflagration do, on

reaching the waters of the Ganga ,
Oh Lord with a lotus in your

navel.

14. Such as You are (as described above), do fulfill

our desire for which we, the guardians of the Worlds have

approached Your feet. Oh Lord ( the pervader of the univer-

se from inside and outside)! You witness everything. What
is there to be made known to you from outside by others ?

15. To You, I, Siva, gods (and other beings), Daksa

(and other Lords of creation)—We all are like sparks of fire

emanating from fire (and appearing distinct fiom fire, though

originally they are one) . Separate as we are, what do we
know of (the way to) our welfare? Oh Lord l Be pleased to

advise us what may be beneficial to Brahmapas and gods.

Sri Suka said

:

16. Being thus prayed (and extolled) by Brahma and

others, and with a full understanding of their hearts, the Lord,

in a voice like the rumbling of clouds, addressed the gods who,

controlling their senses perfectly, stood with folded palms.

17. Although the Lord alone was capable to accomp-

lish the object of the gods, he, being desirous of indulging in

sportful activities like the churning of the ocean and others,

addressed them as follows:
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The Lord said:

18. Hello ! Brahman, Siva, gods and demigods !

Listen attentively to my speech, so that all of you will attain

welfare and desired object.

19. You do go just now and conclude a peace-treaty

with the Daityas and Danavas who are favoured by time, till

you find that growth (prosperous time) has now returned ( till

Fortune smiles on you)

.

20. When an object to be achieved is important, an

alliance should be entered into, even with enemies. When
once, you have accomplished your purpose, you may behave

as a serpent does with a mouse.1

21. Without any delay, efforts should be made to

produce the nectar, by drinking which a being in the jaws of

death will become immortal.

22-23. Having thrown all kinds of plants, .grasses,

creepers and herbs in the sea of milk, and making mount
Mandara as the churning rod and Vasuki (the king of snakes)

as the churning rope, you churn the ocean well assiduously

with My help. The Daityas shall undergo the trouble of

churning while you shall reap the fruit thereof.

24. Oh gods! You agree to whatever desire the Daityas

express. All objects are not successfully achieved through

anger (and confrontation), as through conciliatory methods.

25. You need not be afraid of the Kalakuta poison that

will come out of the (churned) sea (for god Siva will drink

it). You should not evince any desire- or covetousness (for the

objects churned out) or express any anger if Daityas do so.

Sri Suka said:

26. After instructing the gods in this way, the glorious

Supreme Person, the Ruler (of the universe) who acts accord-

ing to his own free will, disappeared from their view, Oh king.

27. Having bowed down to the Venerable Lord (who

i. SR .—Just as a serpent caught in box by a snake-charmer formed

friendship with a mouse outside (to make a hole into that box). When the

serpent creeps out of that box, it eats up that mouse. Similarly you should

behave now.
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had disappeared)
,
god Brahma and Siva returned to their

respective regions, while gods approached Bali ( the king of

demons)

.

28. The praiseworthy king of Daityas who knew the

opportune time when to wage war, and when to make peace,

restrained his generals, who got excited at the sight of their

enemies in that unprepared condition.

29. Then (the gods) approached Bali, the son of

Virocana, seated (on a throne) and guarded by Asura
generals, endowed with the highest royal splendour after the

conquest of the three worlds.

30. The highly intelligent Indra consoled Bali with

many soft words, and spoke to him everything as per briefings

of the Supreme Man.
31. The (oral) proposal was acceptable to Bali and to

other Asura rulers like Sambara, Aristanemi and other resi-

dents of Tripura who were present.

32. Then gods and Asuras reached an agreement, and
after contracting a friendly alliance, they made great efforts

for obtaining the nectar, Oh tormentor of enemies.

33. Then, being arrogantly proud (of their physical

strength), they (gods and demons) forcibly pulled out the

mount Mandara. Shouting lustily, they with their Parigha-

like long and powerful arms, proceeded to take it to the sea.

34. Being thoroughly exhausted by carrying the heavy

burden, Indra, Bali and other gods and demons became un-

able to take it any further and helplessly left it on the way.

35. While the mountain of gold was falling there, it

crushed to death' under its weight many gods and demons.

36. Knowing that they (gods and demons) had got

their arms, thighs an£. necks broken and were dispirited and

nervous, the Eagle-bannered Lord manifested himself there.

37. Having seen the gods and Danavas (demons) have

been crushed by the falling of the mountain, he, by his mere

glance, restored gods to life as if they were unhurt.

38. Sportively, with one hand, he placed the mountain

on Garutfa, and mounting it (Garuda) ,
he went to the sea

surrounded by the hosts of gods and demons.

39?" Having taken down the mountain from hisshoul-
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ders and placing it near the water (of the sea) Garuda, the

best and foremost among birds, being discharged by Lcrd
Hari, went his way.

CHAPTER SEVEN

The Churning of the Sea for Nectar

Sri Suka said

1-2. They (gods and demons) invited Vasuki, the king

of serpents, agreeing to give him his due share in the proceeds

(lit. fruit viz. nectar arising out of that churning). They
bound him round the mountain (Mandara ) like a churning cord.

Joyfully yet with a firm determination, they began (to churn

the ocean ) for the nectar. At first, Lord Hari took hold of

the head-side ( of the serpent) and gods followed him.

3-4. The lords of the demons did not approve of this act

of the Supreme Person. We, who have mastered the Vedic

lore and fistric studies and are well-known for our noble

birth and deeds, will not hold the tail, that dirty, inauspicious

limb of the serpent. (Protesting thus) they stood aloof in

silence Seeing that, the Supreme Person, smilingly left off

the fore part (of Vasuki), and took hold of his tail along with

the gods.

5. Having thus defined their positions, the sons of

Kagyapa (both gods and demons), began to churn the sea of

milk with utmost exertion, for the sake of nectar (.amrta ).

6. Oh delight (descendant) of Pa$du ! While the sea

was being churned, the mountain being unsupported (from

below\ sank down into the water, due to its own weight,

despite the efforts of the mighty ones (gods and demons) to

hold it up.

7. Finding their manly efforts frustrated by the much
more powerful Providence, they became extremely dejected at

heart, and their countenances grew pale.

8. Nodicing the set-back caused by the Lord of obstacles.
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The Lord of infinite prowess and unfailing determination,

assumed the wonderful form ofa gigantic tortoise and diving

deep into the water bore up the mountain (on its back).

9. Beholding the great mountain being so raised up,

the gods and demons proceeded to churn up the sea. The
Lord bore the mountain on its back which was, like another

big continent, eight hundred thousand Yojanas in extent.

10. Supporting on his back the revolving mountain

(which was set in motion and was) shaking by the velocity of

the powerful arms of the chiefs of gods and demons, ( the Lord,

incarnated as) the First Tortoise of immeasurable power,

regarded the circular motion of the mountain as pleasant scrat-

ching of his back, Oh dear King !

11. (Finding the need for still more vigorous efforts)

with a view to invigorate their strength and energy, Lord
Visnu entered into the Asuras in his demonic form (i. e. his

r&jasic nature); He stimulated the power and energy of the

hosts of gods by entering into them in his godly form (i. e.

his sattvic nature and into Vasuki in the form of suspended

consciousness (his tdmasic form).

12. The Lord of one thousand arms stood like another

king of mountains, and stabilised the big mount Mandara by
placing one hand over it. The gods headed by Brahma, Lord
Siva and Indra in the heaven eulogised him and showered him
with flowers.

13. Strengthened by the Supreme Lord as pressing the

churning rod from above, supporting it from below in the

form of a tortoise, entering into the bodies ofgods and demons,

the mountain (churning rod), and the serpent (the churning

cord) the gods and demons lustily and joyously churned the

ocean with the great mountain so violently, that all the

crocodiles < and other acquatic animals) were greatly agitated,

14. The demons headed by Pauloma, K&leya, Bali,

Ilvala, and others whose splendour and energy was marred

with the fire and smoke gushing forth from the thousand fear-

ful eyes and nostrils of that big serpent, became like the

Safala tfees consumed by forest conflagration.

15*- Over the celestials whose splendour was dimmed

bv the flaming breaths ofVSsuki and whose clothes, excellent
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garlands, coats and faces became smoky in colour, the clouds,

under the control and (direct command) of the Lord copio-
usly poured showers, and (cool) breezes, impregnated with the

waves of the sea, began, to blow.

16. When no nectar could come out from the sea,

though it was vigorously churned that way (as described above),

by the leaders of the hosts of gods and demons, the Unconquer-
able Lord began to churn it himself.

17. When the Lord, dark blue like clouds, wearing
brightly shining garment of golden hue, adorned with a pair

of ear-rings, flashing like lightning, with glossy wavy locks of

hair on the head, wearing vanamala ( a garden of sylvan flowers
)

,

with eyes,reddish like red lotus, churned the ocean, supporting

the mount Mandara from below, and holding in his triumphant
arms vouchsafing protection to the worlds, the serpent, he
shone like another rival mountain.

18. From the ocean that was being churned and (as a

consequence of which) teeming shoals of fishes, crocodiles,

sea serpents, and tortoises and w'hales. sea elephant, alli-

gators and whale-eater timingalas got agitated, there issued

forth the most deadly poison called Haldhala.

19. As that effervescent, irresistible unbearable poison of

deadly force spread in each and every direction, above and
below, creatures along with their leaders became terribly

afraid, and for want of protection flew to Lord SadaSiva for

protection.

20. beholding that foremost of gods seated along with
his divine Consort on th,e mountain (Kailasa) for the creation

(or prosperity) of the three worlds, and practising pen-
ance, so agreeable to sages, for their final Liberation, and thus

setting up an ideal before them, they (the celestial patriarchs)

paid obeisance to him and offered their prayer.

The Lords of Created Beings said :

21. Oh God of gods ! Oh Supreme God I Oh Creator,

the very soul of beings ! Be pleased to save us who have sought

jjfo
clter in you, from the poison that is burning the three worlds.

22. You alone are the Almighty Ruler capable of cau-

sing bondage and emancipation of the whole worlds, the wise
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adore you as such, and as the father (or preceptor) who removes
the afflictions of those who seek refuge in you.

23. Oh all pervading Lord ! When you, through your
own Potency consisting of three gunas

,
undertake to create,

preserve and destroy the universe, Oh self-seeing perfect Lord,

you assume (severally) the appellations Brahma, Vi§nu and
Siva.

24. You are that Supreme mysterious Brahman, the

creator of beings, of the higher (gods) and the lower order

(sub-human beings). You are the supreme soul who appear

as the universe by means ofyour various powers (such as Sattva
,

Rajas and Tamas ). Hence you are the Controller and Master

of the Universe.

25. You are the source of the Word (Vedas) and (hence

you stand self-revealed ); you are the prime cause of the uni-

verse (viz. the principle mahat), the soul (the cosmic ego or

ahamkara)

;

the three gunas (viz. sattva, rajas and tamas) which

bring forth the Vital airs (pranas)
,

cognitive and conative

sense-organs (indriyas) and the material object (dravya) and

the essentia] nature ( Sva-bhdva) of everything, you are the

Time spirit (causing commotion and imbalance of gunas) , the

will to create (kratu)
,
the Truth, the (cosmic) Order, the

righteousness. The Sastras declare that Pradh&na constituting

of the three gustos is based on ( and supported by) you, (or

the Pranava consisting of three syllables A U M reveals

you) *

*This verse is variously interpreted :

—

(i) VR : They say that You are the authority of Sastras, the cause of
the world, the Supreme Self Who is of the nature of vital breath (prdpas)

,

senses, the five elements (bh&tas) whose body is Time, the Brahman, The
Inner Controller of all, dharma (religiousness or to be adored with
jriety) and the three-syllabled (AUM) pranava is regarded as representing

(ii) VJ : You are the root-cause of understanding; You are the
promoter of life (senses.etc) , Your Will is the Truth itself; You are of the
nature of existence (sat) consciousness (city and bliss (dnanda); You are die
dharma as You preserve the (social) order; You are designated by the letter

OM (as stated by upanifads )

.

(iii) SB : Kratu—Pravrtti dharma—leading to worldly life.

Satya fta—Nivftti dharma—leading to renunciation ofworldly life.

(iv) GD: satya—factual statement—Truth.

fla—sweet speech.

dhniM^sacrifices and other rituals.
‘
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26. Oh Creator of the universe ! Fire which represents,

gods in its person (as the distributor of sacrificial offerings to

gods) is your mouth; the wise know that the earth is your

lotus-like feet
; Time is the motion, the cardinal points, the

ears, and Varuna (the Lord of waters) the palate, of you who
ari the soul (the Inner controller) of all gods.

27. The sky represent* your navel; the wind, your

breath, the sun, your eyes, water, (your semen; the support of

all jivas (individual souls) elevated ( like that of god Brahma)
and ordinary ( like those of sub-human beings), is your ego;

. Soma or the Moon-god, your mind, and the heavens, your

head.

28. The seas symbolize your abdomen, the mountains

your bones
; all plants and herbs your hair; the Vedic

metres seven humours in your body; the dharma as enunciated

in the Vedas your heart, Oh embodiment of the three Vedas.

29. Oh Lord ! the five upanisads1
( the sacred hymns or

mantras known as Tatpuru$a, Aghora
,

Sadyojdta ,
Vamadeva ,

and liana) from which the collection of thirty eight mantras

evolve, denote your (five) faces; that self-effulgence constitu-

ting the supreme principle which is designated as £iva is your

(real) absolute state.

i : The text of the five mantras or upanifads are as follows :

(i) Tat purufdya vidmahe, Mahddevdya dhimaht /

tamo Rudrah pracodaydt //

(ii) Aghorebhyo'tha ghorebhyo ghora-ghora-tarebhyali /

sarvatas sarva-sarvebhyo namas te astu Rudra-r uptbhya ft /

(iii) sadyo-idtarh prapadydm sadyojdtdya vai namafr /

bhave bhavenati-bkave bkajasva mdm bkavod-bhavaya namafi /

(iv) Vamadtvdya namo,jyeffhdya namo, Rudrdya namab, Kdldya natnab, tala-

vikarapdya namo bala-vikarapaya namo, bala-pramathanaya namas sarva-bhiita-

damandya namo
,
manonmanaya namab II

(v) ltdnds sarva-vidydnam 1svaras sana-bhulandih
,

Brahma'dhipatir

BrahmaQo' dhipatir Brahmd Sivo me astu saddiivam //

VO* has given the details how these five mantras or upanifads are

broken tip into thirty-eight mantras.

For exempte, from the i*t vpanifed Tatpuiufdya evolve the following

mantras :

—

(t ) Tat-purufdya vidmahe idnfyai /

(a) Mahddevdya dhimahl Vtdyayai /

(3) tanno Rudrab Pratiffhdyai /

(4) Pracodaydt dhftyai /
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30. Your shadow is seen in the waves of unrighteous-

ness (such as hypocrisy, covetousness (by which destruction

is caused; your (three) eyes are saliva , rajas and tamos (which

bring about the creation of the universe); Oh Lord, the eter-

nal Veda mainly composed in meters (like Gayatri, Tri$tubh)

stand for your glance; for you are the omniscient1 pro-

pounder of the Satiric lore.

3 1 . Oh Lord of mountains ! Your supreme effulgence

where the modes of Prakfti like satlva
>
rajas and tamas have no

place, and which is nothing but the supreme Brahman trans-

cending all distinctions and differentiations, is absolutely

inacessible to all the guardian deities of various spheres and to

Brahma, Visnu2 and Indra.

32. That you destroyed Kama (the god of Love), the

sacrifice (ofDaksa), Tripuras— the three cities (constructed

by Maya) subdued the god of death, consumed the iHala-

hala) poison (which is as good as consumed as you are certain

to drink it up just now) and killed innumerable trouble-

makers of living beings, is not so much praiseworthy, on your

part, as your unawareness of the razing down of this universe

—

your own creation by the sparks emanating from the fire in

your own ( third
)

eye
( you remaining absorbed in deep

meditation) 8

33. Shameless are they who talk nonsense that you are

always accompanied by (your consort) Uma ofwhom you are

(excessively) enamoured, though (actually) the pair of your

feet are contemplated in their hearts by the world’s precep-

tors who are absorbed in the spiritual bliss of the soul. (They

are certainly brazen-faced) who (glibly) prate that you are a

ferocious and murderous denizen of the funeral-place when
you are a performer of austere penance (as an ideal to the

1. for saAkhydtmanah—VJ rcad> sdkfdt Manuk ‘Maim* himself Who
enunciated the i&stras represents Your glance, from which originated the

divine sage, by your free will.

2. Vaikuntha :—VR explains that here the Supreme Soul is euipgi-

sed. As he abides in Rudra, He i.e. the Supreme Soul is rightly regarded

as inaccessible to Vaikuntha or upendra.

3 . VJ .—states that the praise of Hara is really that of Hari, as

mentioned in ‘Hari. ‘the soul of all is pleased hereby’ tarvitmS priyate

Norik). '
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sages) ! Never can such (people lost to shame) understand

your sportive ways.

34. Even god Brahma and others are incapable of

accurately comprehending your essential nature, much less are

they able to praise you who are all-pervading and transcenden-

tal to Prakfti (The primordial nature) lying beyond the causal

relation. How is it possible for us (the recentmost) creation

of the creations (likeMarici and others) of Brahma to extol

you ? The prayer offered by us (to the best of our ability) is

limited to our (meagre) capacity1
.

35. Oh Supreme Lord ! What we behold is only your

(apparent) visible form, but not the trancendental one. (We
however, consider ourselves blessed even with this) . Though
your activities are unmanifest, this manifestation of yours is

meant for the weal (and protection) of the world.

Sri Suka said :

36. Observing the calamity of those (gods other

beings) and being overwhelmed with compassion for them, the

Deity, the friend of all beings, spoke thus unto his beloved

consort Sati (i.e. Uma) (lest his beloved Uma should prohi-

bit him from drinking theHaldhala poison).

Lord Siva said :

37. “Oh ! What a pity ! Behold, Oh Bhavani ! What
calamity has befallen these creatures from the poison KSlakUfa ,

produced from the churning of the sea of milk.

38. Certainly, it behoves me now to offer protection to

these who are anxious to save their lives;' for the protection of

the afflicted is the sole concern ( duty ) of those who are power-

ful.

39-40. Saintly persons protect (the lives of) beings by

sacrificing their own lives which they regard as transient. Oh
auspicious lady ! Lord Hari, the soul of all (creatures), is

pleased with the man who extends mercy to created beings

who, being deluded by the illusive potency of the Supreme

SeJLAMMtae the enemies of each other. When the glorious

Pf; Our praise is an expresssion of our earnest devotion. VJ.
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Lord Hari is pleased, I feel delighted along with the mobile

and immobile creation. I, therefore, swallow up (the whole

of) this poison. May blessings (and happy life) proceed from

me to all the creatures.”

Sri Suka said :

41. Having thus persuaded his consort, Parvatf, the

glorious Lord Siva, who confers Bliss upon (or protects) the

universe, proceeded to swallow up the poison; She, too, being

aware of his prowess, expressed her approbation.

42. The liquid-poison (the concentrated impurities of

the churned sea) showed its power even in his case inasmuch

as, it reduced his throat blue, though it became an ornament
of that benevolent Deity.

43. Generally righteous persons become afflicted at the

torments and troubles ofother people; for that (mitigation of

those troubles) constitutes the highest type of worship of the

Supreme Person, the Soul of the Universe.

44. Observing the wonderful feat (of swallowing up of

the deadly poison) of Lord Siva, the God of gods who fulfills

the desires of his devotees, all creatures, Dak$a's daughter

(his consort Sati), god Brahma and Vi$iiu eulogised him.

45. What (negligible) little poison leaked down from

his palms while drinking, was conserved by scorpions, serpents,

poisonous herbs and plants, cobras and other biting animals

like dogs, jackals etc.)

.

CHAPTER EIGHT

The Lord's Manifestation as Mohini (The Enchantress)

Sri Suka said :

1 . When the (Kalakufa) poison was drunk up by god

Siva (whose emblem is the bull) , these celestials and demons

felt (relieved and) delighted, and began to churn the sea with
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(redoubled) force. Out of that churning emerged Svrabhi (the

wish-yielding cow).

2. The sages, the expounders of the Vedas (who devote

themselves to sacrifices) accepted it (Surabhi which supplied

materials like milk, ghee, useful for sacrifices) for (obtaining)

sacred oblations in sacrificial performances which constitutes

the path ofgods (leading to the region of Brahman).

3. After this came out a horse named Uccaihiravas which

was radiantly white like the moon. Bali expressed his desire

for it (and took possession of it) but not Indra, as per instruc-

tions given by the Lord.

4. Next sprang forth the majestic (moon-white) ele-

phant called Airavata which, by its four tusks (huge like

peaks of mountains) eclipsed the splendour and beauty of the

white (snowy) mountain, Kailasa, (the abode) ofthe glorious

god Siva.

5. Out of the (churned) ocean, came out a jewel called

Kaustubha, a precious stone of ruby type. Hari expressed his

desire to have thatjewel as an adornment for his chest.

6. Thereafter, arose the (celestial tree) Parijata the

ornament of the heavenly region,—a tree capable ofconferring

eternally all the objects desired by the supplicants just as

your honour ( Pariksit) does on the earth.

7. Next to that came out theApsaras (celestial nymphs)

adorned with gold necklaces (and other ornaments)
,
clad in

excellent raiments, who delight the denizens of heaven with

their charming gait, sportive movements and bewitching

glances.

8. And thereafter was manifested goddess Laksmi, the

very embodiment of Affluence (Sri), the delight of Lord Hari

(Rama), who is (absolutely) devoted to the glorious Lord.

She illumined with her splendour all the quarters (making

people residing therein desirous to have affluence), even

as the flash of lightening does against the crystalline reflector

like mountain SudimS.

With their minds agitated by the excellence of her

gfbrkms beauty, graceful mobility, youthful age and brilliant

' complexion, all of them including gods, demons and human
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beings, cherished a desire for her (in the form of affluence as

they know her to be the mother of the three worlds).

10. The great Indra offered her a highly wonderful

seat, while principal rivers, in their personal form, brought

sacred waters in gold pitchers (for her ablutions).

11. The earth supplied all the herbs and plants required

for her ablutions: cows, the five sacred articles (such as milk,

curd, ghee constituting the padcagavya
)

and the spring,

all kinds of fruits and flowers produced in the vernal months

of Caitra and VaiSdkha.

12. (With these articles) the seers laid down the

procedure of Sastric rites for her ablutions; while the

Gandharvas began to sing auspicious song (in mellifluous

notes)
, and celestial damsels well-versed in dancing, danced

and sang.

13. The (presiding deities of) clouds poured forth the

sounds of musical instruments like mrdaiiga, panava
,
muraja ,

dnaka and gomukha ( various kinds of drums, kettle drums etc.)

and produced notes of conchs, flutes, string instruments like

vind in a loud fan-fare.

14. Thereafter, while Vedic hymns were being chanted

by Brahmaitas, elephants supporting the four quarters, bathed

with gold pots filled with sacred waters, the virtuous (sacred)

goddess Sri who was holding a lotus in her hand.

15. (When her bath was over) the ocean presented her

two pieces of yellow silk raiments (one for the lower part of

the body and one for the upper). Varuria offered her the

garland Vaijayanti—by sucking honey from which the black-

bees got intoxicated.

16. Vilvakarma, the progenitor, presented her with

various wonderful ornaments; Sarasvati, a necklace of pearls;

and Brahma, a lotus and serpents, a pair of ear-rings.

17. Thereafter, when the auspicious mantras for averting

evils were chanted and the benedictions were given (by

Brahma^as) \ the goddess Sr! took in her hand a garland of

(blue) lotuses with a swarm of black bees loudly humming
about it. Her exceedingly beautiful countenance beaming with

i. KjU-svastyqyana —The Comm, note die pun on Svastyajana : &rl

who bather permanent abode (<pwui) on the auspicious bosom of Lord
Vi|nu(Ssastf).
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a bashful smile and with the dangling of ear-rings pressed

against her lovely cheeks, she set out (in search of her Lord).

18. With a pair of symmetrical, big breasts (closely

touching each other) pasted with sandal and saffron, and a

beautifully slender waist, she shone like a moving creeper of

gold while she moved through the big assembly, making sweet

jingling sound of her anklets.

19. She (The goddess Sri) the embodiment of Affluence

was looking out for a resort (viz. a husband) absolutely

faultless, eternal and endowed with everlasting excellences,

but she could not get one among the gandharvas, yakfas, demons,
siddhas

, caranas
,
celestials and others (in that assembly).

20. ( The goddess Laksmi1 in the form of Affluence says

to herself.)

“Verily a person possessing asceticism has no control

over his anger ( e.g. the sage Durvasas ) ;
( similarly ) someone

is endowed with wisdom but is not above attachment (e.g.

Brhaspati or Sukra—the preceptors of gods and demons); some
possess greatness but have no control over libidinousness (e.g.

god Brahma or Soma); how can a person (like Indra) who
depends for his protection on others (or who is deprived of his

position by others i.e. enemies) can be a ruler ?

21. Righteousness is found in some but they lack com-
passion for other beings (e.g. Para$urama) ; some others have

liberality but that is not conducive to Final Liberation (e.g.

King §ibi); some are endowed with virility and prowess,

which are subject to the ravages ofTime; while the other who
is (like Sage Sanaka completely free from attachment to gurjias,

will have noplace for (i.e. will have nothing to do with ) the

other person (even his wife, as he is always absorbed in medi-

tation).

22. In some person there is a long life but they are not

of amiable nature (liked by women, as, like MarkaQijeya,

they are always self-controlled)

;

even that virtue is found

in some but the duration of their life is unknown; in some (e.g.

god Siva) there is both (longevity and amiability) but even

VD. explains that a great goddess like Laksmi possessed the

proowledge of the past, present and the future. Hence she rejects persons

though not present in the assembly.
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he is inauspicious (as he stays in funeral grounds) . And he

who is exceedingly auspicious (as well as long living and

lovable) but he (being self-satisfied) does not care for me".

23. Coming to this conclusion (after deliberation ), she

elected as her spouse. Lord Vi?nu ( Mukunda) who was most

worthy due to his everlasting excellences, absolute independence

and desirelcssness, who is transcendental to the gunas of

Prakrti and was sought by all spiritual powers and (hence)

was coveted by her even though he is disinterested in all.1

24. She placed on his shoulders (round his neck) the

beautiful garland of blooming lotuses, resounding with the

hum of intoxicated black bees. She stood by him silently

waiting (for his grace). She indicated through her eyes

blooming with a bashful smile that she attained to his bosom,

her permanent resting place.

25. Lord Hari, the Father of the Three worlds offered

his bosom as the permanent abode to Sri (the celebrated con-

sort and beloved of Hari), the mother of the three worlds

who was the very embodiment of affluence and fortune or

the source of all prosperity and riches. Being thus estab-

lished (permanently and cosily) , she promoted the welfare of

all her creatures, the three worlds along with their rulers, by

her compassionate and benign glances.

26. There was a loud chorus of the music and melodious

notes issuing from the sieging and dancing of the Gandharvas

(lit. the followers of celestials) along with their wives (celestial

damsels) and of the musical instruments such as conchs,

trumpets, and drums (which were being played in its accom-

paniment) .

27. Showering flowers on him, all progenitors of the

worlds headed by Brahma, Rudra, and Angiras began to chant

the glories of the All-pervading Lord in sacred hymns descrip-

tive of his excellences and of appropriate import.

28. Being looked upon (with Grace) by Sri, the gods,

i. SR. adds : Lakfmf thought that though Vifriu is not interested in

others due to His immersion in eternal spiritual bliss, He would not neglect

her after marriage, as He entertains the Siddbis. She would consider her-

self blessed in His service. There is no propriety in marrying ordinary

persons. -
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progenitors of the worlds along with their creation, became
endowed with virtuous nature and other excellences, and
attained the supreme-most felicity.

29. When the Daityas and Danavas were disregarded by
the goddess Laksmi, they became dispirited, voluptuous, indo-

lent and devoid of the sense of shame, Oh king.

30. Thereupon, arose the presiding deity of wine,

Varuni by name, in the form of a girl with lotus-eyes. The
Asuras verily took hold of her, by the consent of Lord Hari.

31. As the sea was being churned by the sons of sage

K£iyapa(viz. gods and demons) with a desire to get the nectar

there appeared a highly wonderful personage.

32. His (pair of) arms were long and muscular (stout)

;

his neck was adorned with three lines as on a conch; his eyes

were reddish; complexion bluish (like a cloud); youthful

in age; wearing a wreath and adorned with all ornaments.

33. Clad jn yellow garment, the broad-chested person

was adorned with ear-rings of highly polished jewels; his hair

were soft, glossy and curly.even to their ends; thatcharming

person walked with a lion-like gait.

34. Adorned with bracelets and bearing (in his hands)

a jar full of nectar, he was indeed a direct manifestation

of a minute portion ofa ray of the most glorious Lord Vi§nu.

35-37 He was the well-known Dhanvantari, the Father

(or revealer) ofthe Science of Medicine (lit. Science of life)

who is a recipient of a special share in sacrificial offerings.

Beholding him and the jar brimming with nectar (in his hands)

,

all thedemons, being covetous of appropriating all the products

( of the churned ocean) to themselves, forcibly snatched away

the jar (from him). As the jar containing nectar was thus

being forcibly taken away by the Asuras, the gods, being

dejected at heart sought refuge with lord Hari. Observing

their pitiable condition described above, the glorious Lord who
confers the desired objects to his servants (votaries), consoled

them (thus) : “Do not feel dejected. Both by sowing dissen-

sions among the Asuras and by assuming the form of Mohini

( a charming damsel) through my deluding Yogic power, I

shall accomplish your object'*

y 38. With their hearts burning with the desire of grab-
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bing the nectar, there arose a quarrel among them, each

clamorously saying, “I must get it first’*, “my priority first”,

“Not you”, “Not you”.

39. “Gods too, who contributed their labour (efforts)

to achieve this (production of nectar) deserve their due share

in this (nectar) just as in a Satra-yaga all the performers of the

sacrifice participate equally in the merit accruing from it).

This is the eternal Law.”

40. Oh king ! In this way the weaker demons who got

jealous of the stronger ones who usurped the jar (of nectar)

constantly protested to them.

41 In the meanwhile, the Supreme Ruler Visnu who
knows all expedients, assumed an extremely wonderful form of

a young damsel ( charming) beyond the power of words.

42. The form (of the damsel) was attractive to the

eyes. It was blue like a lotus, in complexion, beautiful in

every limb. Its ears were symmetrical and adorned with ear-

rings. Its countenance had beautiful cheeks and a shapely

nose.

43. Its waist was slender due to the heavy breasts

developed by blooming youth. Its eyes looked frightened

( as if) by the humming of the black-bees attracted by the

fragrance of its mouth.

44. It wore on its profuse mass (locks) of hair a wreath

of blooming Mallikd (a kind ofjasmine) flowers. Its shapely

neck was beautified by a necklace and her beautiful arms were

decked with armlets.

45. It appeared enchanting due to her girdle enhan-

cing the beauty of islet-like big hips covered with shining

(spotless) cloth. A pair of anklets making a jingling sound

while walking decorated its feet.

46. By its bashful smiles, dancing eye-brows and amo-

rous glances, it constantly provoked passion in the hearts of

the Daitya generals.1

i. VJ's text continues this chapter to the end of the next one* Thus

SRVgth chapter corresponds to VJ’s 8th chapter.
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CHAPTER NINE

Distribution of Nectar by Mohini

Sri iuka continued :

1 . The Asuras who renounced the spirit of mutual friend-

ship, reproached each other (for the nectar) . Adopting the ways

of robbers (with a determination to secure the nectar) they

were snatching the jar of nectar from each other when they

happened to behold the approaching damsel (the Mohini-form

of Vi$nu).

2. “Oh what a graceful form! What exquisite splen-

dour ! What a charming youthfulness !” With such passion

enkindled in their hearts, they ran up to her and began to

enquire.

3. “Who are you Oh damsel, with eyes like lotus-petals ?

Whence have you come ? What do you intend to do (What is

the object of your visit)? Tell us whose daughter you are. You
are as it were churning (agitating) our minds, Oh lady with

shapely thighs !

4. Not that we do not know (i. e. we do know defini-

tely) that you are not touched by the celestials, Daityas,

Siddhas, Gandharvas, Caranasor (even by) guardians of the

worlds. How then (could it be) by human beings ?

5. Oh lady with beautiful brows! Indeed ! you must

have been certainly deputed by the merciful Lord of the

universe to give delight to the senses and minds of all embodied

beings. Is it not so ? or haveyou come of your own accord ?

6. Oh proud lady with a beautiful waist
!
(Deputed by

the Lord as you are) 1 As such it behoves you to bring about

amity and happiness among us who, though kins, have turned

out to be enemies by jealously contending to obtain one

common object.

7. As the sons of the sage Kagyapa, we are all brothers

and have displayed our prowess. Be pleased to distribute the

prize (the nectar) equitably, so that there will be no ground

for a quarrel.

8. When approached with this request by the Daityas,

Lord Hari who assumed the form of that damsel by his delu-
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ding Potency (M&yd), just laughed, and addressed them as

follows, looking at them (all the while) with captivating side-

long glances.

The Lord said :

9. How is it that you, the sons of the (great) sage

Kalyapa,1 associate yourselves with a wanton woman like me?
Certainly, no wise man reposes trust in women.

10. Oh enemies of celestials ! The wise people say that

the friendship of wolves and especially of way-ward women
who are always on the look-out for ever-new victims (and

men), is momentary (and unreliable).

Sri Suka said :

11. By such of her jocular and enticing remarks, the

Asuras (were tempted to feel) reassured in their minds. They
gave out an incomprehensible yet significant laugh, and hand-

ed over the jar of nectar to her.

12. Thereupon, taking the charge of the jar of nectar,

Hari spoke in a tone brightened up with a gentle smile: “If

you (unanimously and whole-heartedly) are ready to accept

whatever I do, whether right or wrong, in any way (I please),

(then and then only) I shall (undertake to) distribute the

nectar among you”.

13. On hearing her speech, the leaders of the Asuras,

incapable of comprehending the depth and significance of her

words, agreed to her condition saying “Be it so”.

14. Thereupon having observed a fast1 (as per Mohinf’s

instruction) they took their bath. After offering oblations

to the fire, and having distributed (food etc.) to cows,

i. VD. dissolves: Kaiyopa-ddydda—into Kaiya-pa-d&ya-ada—who are

in the habit of and deserving to be served with wine. “Why do you want

nectar ?" VC. * ‘You, sons of a great sage like Kaiyapa 1 The father a

great sage and the sons hunt after wanton women !*v This is the sarcastic

joke.

s. lipoma—VC. states that they had already observed a fast for the

auspicious «tt of drinking nectar. But a quarrel broke out among them-

selves for settling which Mohin! became the mediator. After entrusting

the jar of nectar to her, they took their bath.
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Brahmanas and other beings, they got performed the rite of

Svastyayana (recitation of benedictory verses and offer of

blessings) by Brahmanas.

15. Wearing brand new clothes according to their

(individual) choice, and gorgeously adorning their person

with ornaments, all of them entered upon (and squatted) on

(the seats of) KuSa grass the ends which pointed to the east.

16-17. When the gods and demons (sons of Diti) were

sitting with their faces to the east in that hall fragrant with

incense, decorated with wreaths of flowers and illuminated

with lamps, there entered, with the jar of nectar in hands, she

(MohinI) with beautiful, round, symmetrical thighs, of gait

slow due ( to the weight of) her bulky hips covered with

brilliant silk raiment, eyes swimming as if through inebria-

tion, of pitcher-like big breasts, warbling (as it were) with the

jingling of her gold anklets, Oh King.

18. Ogling Her, the veritable supreme Deity, as a

compeer to goddess Sri1 (or Laksmi in beauty), with a winning

countenance, having beautiful ears adorned with gold ear-rings,

shapely nose and charming cheeks, the gods and demons were

completely enchanted by her glances accompanied with

captivating smiles while her brassiere (the cloth cover of her

breasts) slipped (exposing her breasts).

19. Considering that it is unfair to offer nectar to

demons who like serpents are wicked by nature, Lord Vi$nu

did not distribute it to Asuras.

20. Arranging them both in separate ro-AS, the Lord of

the world made them sit in their respective rows.

21 . Taking the Jar of nectar and beguiling the demons

by charming movements of brows, bashful smiles, pla> with

garment and ornaments, sweet flattering words, he made
gods who were sitting at a distance, to drink the nectar which

prevents old age and death.

22. Oh King t The Asuras abided by the pledge given

i. Srl-Sakhlm—GS. observe* that though Visnu was a male compa-

nion of Sri, he acted like a female friend to serve the interests of his

devotees.
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by them. Out of covetous lust for her and feeling it below
their dignity to quarrel with a lady, they kept quiet.

23. They cherished unbounded attachment and lustful

longing for her and were too nervous to affect it adversely.

Being restrained by the high reverence shown to them by her

(“Let the niggardly gods drink first. Sensible people like you
should wait a bit”) they uttered nothing unpleasant.

24. Disguising himself in the garb of celestials, Rahu
entered (stealthily) in the row of gods (between the sun and
the moon) and drank the nectar but was indicated (ex-

posed with gestures) by the sun and the moon (who feared

him as more powerful than they)

.

25. Just while he (Rahu) was drinking, Hari (swiftly)

severed his head with his discus of razor-like sharpness so his

headless trunk to which nectar did not touch, fell down dead.

2b. His head (however) attained immortality upon
which the Birthless Lord conferred planet-hood But cheri-

shing ( this old) enmity, he assails the sun and the moon on

the new-moon-day and the full-moon-day (respectively when-

ever he gets an opportunity).
.

27. When gods had almost consumed the nectar, the

glorious Lord Hari, the creator and protector of the world

(renouncing his female form) reassumed his own form, while

the Asura chiefs kept looking on (agape)

.

28. In this way, even though (the factors such as) time,

place, instrument (apparatus), activity and the objective of

the hosts of gods and demons were the same, there was

divergence in the fruit (reaped) . Out of them, gods easily

obtained the fruit viz. the nectar, due to their resort to the

dust of the lotus-feet of the Lord, while the Daityas did not.

29. Whatever is done by men with their life, wealth,

senses, mind and words for their own person, progeny etc.,

becomes futile as a consequence of entertaining the idea of

difference and distinction. But whatever is done by employ-

ing the same set of means dedicating them to the Lord without

cherishing the sense of difference; as crowned with success like

watering the roots of a tree (reaches to all its branches, leaves

etc.) •
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CHAPTER TEN

A Battle between Gods and Asuras

SriSuka continued :

1. In this way, Oh King, though Danavas and the

Daityas were careful and put in their best of efforts (in churn-

ing the ocean) , they did not obtain the nectar because they

had turned away their face from Lord Vasudeva.

2. Having accomplished the production of ambrosia

and having made his votaries, the gods, to drink of it, the

Lord rode on the back of Garuda and flew away while all

beings were simply looking on (agape).

3. Seeing the best luck (in succeeding to drink the

nectar) of their enemies and being unable to tolerate it (out

ofjealousy ), the sons of Diti {Daityas) attacked gods with their

weapons uplifted.

4. With their power increased by drinking of nectar

and depending on the feet of Lord Narayana as their asylum,

all the gods retaliated unanimously with their weapons.

5. There, on the shore (of the Milky Sea ) was fought

the fiercest and the most bloody battle called (after the belli-

gerents as) the Devdsttra battle (the report or sight of) which

made the hair stand on end, Oh King!

6. There (on the sea-shore) the enemies with their

minds Hall of wrath clashed (against each other) on the battle

field and struck one another with swords, arrows and various

other weapons.

7. Terrific was the noise caused by the blasting of

conchs and trumpets, beating of tabors, drums and Pamarusand
of the trumpeting elephants, neighing horses, rattling chariots

and shouting soldiers.

8. In that battle, warriors in chariots clashed with car-

warriors, foot-soldiers with foot-soldiers, horses with horses

and elephants with elephants.

9. Some soldiers fought riding camels, some on elephants

while others on donkeys, some on white-faced bears, while

others on tigers and monkeys.

10. Somefought (while sitting) on the back of Kites,
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vultures, cranes, on hawks and bh&sas ( a kind of bird), whales

( Timingalas ) and Sarahhas (eightfooted animal capable of

killing a lion), bisons, rhinoceros, bulls, buffalos and Arunas.

11. Some fought (riding) on the backs ofjackals, rats,

chameleons, hares and men ; some others on goats and sheep,

deer and swans, while others on hogs.

12. Some fought riding birds of land and of water and

others on animals of deformed shape. Warriors on both the

sides penetrated more deeply and further still.

13-15. Like two oceans swarming with sea-monsters

shone the two (warring) armies of Deva and Danava worriors

with their ranks of fighters distinguished by their flags of

different colours, by their spotlessly white umbrellas with

highly precious handles studded with diamonds, diamond
handled fans made of feathers of peacock tails and chcwries;

with their upper garments and turbans waved up by winds and

with their burnished armours and ornaments glittering brightly

and their sharp weapons sparkling in the rays of the sun.

16-17. In this battle the commander-in-chief of the

Asura force was Bali, the son. of Virocana whose aerial car

was called Vaihayasa. It was manufactured by Maya and

was capable of flying to any place at the occupant's will. It

was equipped with all war-materials and weapons. Oh King,

it was full of wonder that it surpassed all imagination and

description (or could not be accurately located due to its

unpredictable and quick movements); sometimes it was visible

and sometimes invisible.

18. Surrounded by the commanders of Asura forces,

Bali occupied that foremost aerial car. With chowries being

waved on either side and with a white umbrella, he shone like

a rising moon.

19*22 On all sides around him, in their respective

aerial cars, attended various squadron-leaders of Asuras such

as Namuci, Sambara, Bana, Vipracitti, Ayomukha, Dvi-murdha

(A two-headed demon), Kalanabha, Praheti, Heti, Ilvala,

£akuni, Bhuta-santapa ( the tormentor of all beings), Vajra-

damstra, Virocana, Hayagriva, &anku-&iras, Kapila, Megha-
dundubhi, Taraka, Gakra-drk, Sumbha, Niiumbha, Jambha,
Utkala, ArSta, Aristanemi, Maya, the Lord of the three flying
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cities and other demon (tribes) such as Pauloma, Kaleya,

Nivata-Kavaca and others.

23. Without receiving any share in the soma or nectar,

they had only to undergo hardships and exertions ( for churn-

ing out the nectar) . All of them had mostly vanquished the

gods, just at the beginning of the battle.

24. Roaring loudly like lions, they blasted their loud-

sounding conchs. Perceiving his foes so proud (and confident

of their strength), Indra, the killer of the demon Bala, became
extremely enraged.

25. The king of heaven (Indra) who rode Airavata, the

elephant supporting the eastern direction, shone like the sun

( the Lord of the day ) rising on the eastern mountains with

cascades (ofwater) gushing down.

26. Around Indra stood gods in their respective vehicles,

with flags and wielding various weapons. There were the

guardians of the world like Vayu (the Wind-god), Agni (the

fire-god)
, Varuna (the Lord of waters) and others along with

their followers.

27. Assaulting each other violently and reviling one

another in biting terms, cutting to the quick, they rushed

forward challenging each other and engaged in duels.

28. Bali fought with Indra, Guha conflicted with Kartti-

keya; Varuna contended with Heti, and the Sun-god with

Praheti, Oh King.

29. Yama. on his part combated with Kala-nabha,

Viivakarma verily gave battle with Maya; Sanibara battled

with Tvasfr and Virocana with Savitr.

30. Namuci took up arms against Aparajita, the pair of

Aivini-Kumaras against Vrsaparva, the Sun-god alone against

the hundred sons of Bali ofwhom Bana was the eldest.

31. Soma (the Moon-god) gave battle with Rahu; Anil

( the wind-god) with Puloman ; the mighty goddess Bhadrakali

with N&umbha and Sumbha.

32. Vf?5kapi combated with Jambha, Vibhtvasu with

the demon Mahi;a, Ilvala along with VatSpi with the sons of

god Brahma (such as Marici and others), Oh Vanquisher of

enemies.
t ^

* 33. Durmar?a fought witli K&madeva ( the god ofLove),
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Utkalawith (seven) Mother-goddesses; Brhaspati fought with

Sukra, and &anai$cara (the presiding deity of the planet

Saturn) with Naraka.

34. Maruts contended with Nivata-Kavaca demons, the

Vasu-gods with the Kaleya- tribe of Daityas, (gods called)

Vi£ve-devas with the sons of Puloman and the (eleven) Rudra-

gods with Krodhava£a serpents.

35. In this way, in the battle wherein Asuras (demons)

as well a leaders of gods were fighting in duels and collecti-

vely in as body, approached one another and with the desire of

gaining victory, violently struck one another with sharp arrows,

swords and iron clubs and javelins.

36. They chopped off the heads of each other with

(weapons called) bhuSundi (a fire-arm), discuses, maces,

lances, battle axes, SaktiS, Ulmukas (fire-brands) prasas (a

barbed missile) Bhallakas
,

(long swords), parighas (iron

bars), mudgaras (hammer-shaped weapons), and bhindip&las

(small javelins)

.

37. Elephants and horses (along with their riders),

warriors riding chariots and foot-soldiers, riders of various

animals and conveyances were cut down to pieces, their arms,

thighs, necks and legs were hacked and hewn; their flags, bows,

coats of armour and ornaments were torn and tattered.

38. Heavy dust that was raised by trampling and poun-

ding under feet the battle-ground, and the dashing of the

wheels of the chariot against it,, enveloped the quarters, the

sky, and the sun, but settled down to the ground by profuse

flood of spouts of blood (of the wounded warriors—the spouts

of blood reaching up to heaven drenching the clouds ofdust).

39. That battle-field appeared bright as it was thickly

strewn with heads from which the diadems and car-rings were

forcibly shaken off (and fallen), with eyes blood-shot with

wrath, and tightly closed lips bitten with anger, long and stout

arms decorated with ornaments and still clasping the weapons

and thighs shapely like elephant’s trunk.

40. The headless trunks of the warriors sprang to their

feet and (as if) perceiving through the eyes of their fallen

heads, rughed on the battle-field onwards the opposing warriors

with theie-arms uplifted in their powerful arms.
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41. Bali discharged at Indra ten arrows, three at the

elephant Airavata, four (one arrow each) at the four guards of

Airavata, and one at the conductor of the elephant.

42. Just with a smile, the prompt and valorous Indra

cut them in the transit with equal number of sharp Bhalla

arrows, even before they could reach him.

43. Observing his excellent skill (in archery) Bali,

being intolerant, took in his hand a Sakti (a dart-like missile)

dazzling like a big meteor. But Indra cut it while it was in

the hands of Bali.

44. Then in a serial order Bali took up a Sula (a

spear), a prasa (a barbed missile), a tomara (an iron club)

and rtfi (a double-edged sword) . But whatever weapon Bali

took, the mighty Indra cut it all.

45. The Asura (Bali) then disappeared and created his

demonic illusion. Oh King ! there appeared a mountain over

the head of the celestial army.

46. From the mountain fell down the trees burning wiih

forest-conflagration, and rocks with chisel-pointed ends descend-

ed therefrom crushing the hostile forces to powder.

47. From that mountain rushed forth large serpents,

cobras, scorpions, lions and tigers and boars crushing down big

elephants.

48. Loudly shouting ‘cut down’, ‘Break asunder’ hund-

reds of naked female Rak$asis (ogresses), armed with pikes,

appeared along with multitudes of Raksasas. Oh King.

49. Large roaring clouds with deep, terrific thunder

and blown by stormy wind, rained live coals of fire.

50. A wide spread formidable fire driven by powerful

gales and most terrible like the fire at the end of the universe,

was created (with his black magic) by the demon (Bali) and

it began to burn the army of gods.

51. Then there appeared all around them an ocean

transgressing all its limits and looked terrible on account of

the waves and whirlpools tossed by strong gales.

52. While such terrific illusions were being conjured up

by Daityas, powerful in black magic, and dangerous because of

their invisible movements, the celestial soldiers stood appalled

and despondent.
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53. Oh King ! Indra and other gods did not know how
to counteract this illusion when the glorious Lord, the creator

of the universe was contemplated and he manifested himself.

54. With his feet tender as young leaves, placed across

the shoulders of Garuda (of beautiful wings), he appeared clad

in yellow silken garments, with his eyes like a pair of budding

lotuses. He wielded eight weapons in his hands. He wore the

resplendent Sri (Sri-vatsa mark) on his bosom, and the Kaustubha

gems round his neck, an invaluable crown and a pair of price-

less ear-rings as well.

55. Hardly did he enter the battle-fields the illusion

conjured up by the (black magic) tricks of the Asuras disap-

peared by the greatness of the destroyer of all types of m&yfis

just as a dream breaks up on the return of wakefulness, the

very recollection (remembrance) of Hari, put an end to

difficulties.

56. Perceiving that Hari arrived on the battle-held on

his Garuda, Kalanemi who was riding a lion, whirled his jave-

lin aloft and hurled it at him. Playfully seizing it as it was

about to fall on the head of Garuda, he killed the enemy
(Kalanemi) along with his animal with that very weapon.

57. Assaulting the Lord by whose discus the over-power-

ful Mali and Sumali fell down with their head severed on the

battle-field. Milyavan (another Asura General) was about

to strike Garuda on the head with his heavy mace when
Hari, the Supreme-most pei son, lopped cff the head of the

enemy who was roaring loudly.

CHAPTER ELEVEN

End ofthe Battle Between Gods and Asuras at N&rado's Mediation

Sri Suka said

:

1.. Then, having recovered their minds (and morale from

the impact of demonic illusions) through the great divine

grace ofi-the Supreme Person, Indra, Vayu and other gods
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severely hit back each one of the demons who massively assailed

them before, in that very battle.

2. When the glorious Indra, being enraged at Bali, the

son of Virocana, raised up his Vajra ( thunderbolt), all crea-

tures cried out, “Alas ! Ha Ha” (lest it should kill Bali).

3. Despising contemptuously the noble-minded, well-

equipped Bali who was moving (fearlessly) in the great battle

facing Indra, Indra—the wielder of Vajra, spoke to him as

follows :

4. “Just as a roguish conjuror makes gullible persons as

if blind-folded by his conjuring tricks (and incantations) and

robs them of their money, you desire to conquer us, the masters

of such Mayas (black magic and illusory tricks) with your

Maya, Oh fool.

5. Those who by their illusive powers (or by unfaithful

cunning observances of vows) wish to ascend to the celestial

world or desire to transcend it to go to still higher regions

(viz. Liberation), I shall oust such ignorant rogues from the

post occupied by them previously and definitely throw them

downward still (with no hopes of rising up)

.

6. Oh dull-witted fellow ! I, that very Indra, shall, with

my Vajra (thunderbolt) of hundred joints, remove the head of

yours, so adept in black magic and evil spells. Show your

valorous prowess with the help of your clansmen .

Bali responded

7. “To those whose previous acts became fruitful through

the impelling of Time (Destiny) who participate in the battle,

fame, victory, defeat and death come all in due course.

8. Therefore wise, thoughtful people realize that all the

above (victory, defeat etc.) are controlled by Time and they

neither get elated with joy or downcast with grief. You all

are, however, ignorant about this (truth).

9. Inasmuch as you regard yourself as the agent of this

(victory, defeat etc.)
,
you deserve to be pitied by good people

(for your foolishness) and as such, we do not accept your

words (howsoever cutting to the quick (they be) *\
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Sri Suka said

:

10. Having thus retorted to the Lord of gods, the valor-

ous Bali, the vanquisher of warriors, struck again with Naraca

arrows drawn to the ear, Indra who was in retaliation previo-

usly hit back with reproachlul words.

11. The god Indra who was thus reproached by the

enemy who expressed (nothing but) the truth, did not how-

ever tolerate the retort like an elephant pricked with a goad.

12. Indra, the conqueror of enemies, discharged at him,

his unfailing weapon Vajra ( thunderbolt) . And down fell

Bali on the ground, along with his (aerial) car like a mountain

with its wings severed. 1

13. Seeing his friend fallen down, Jambha, the friend

and well-wisher of Bali, attacked Indra with a view to carry

out his duty as a friend, even though his friend was fallen.

14. Riding his lion, the extremely powerful Jambha

approached Indra and raising his mace (
gada

)

impetuously

struck him on the neck and the elephant as well.

15. Stunned and tormented by the stroke of the mace,

the elephant was deeply distressed and touching the ground

with its knees, it fell into a sWoon.

16. Thereupon, a chariot yoked with a thousand horses

was brought by Matali. The Lord of gods left the elephant

and got into the chariot.

17. Expressing his appreciation at the (prompt) services

rendered by the Charioteer (Matali) smiling, Jambha, the most

prominent Danava, struckhim with a burning javelin.

18. Screwing up all his fortitude, Matali bore up the

extremely unbearable pain of the dart. Greatly enraged at

it, Indra sundered off the head of Jambha with his Vajra

(thunderbolt)

.

19. Having heard from Sage Narada, the report of

Jambha being killed (in the battle), his kinsmen Namuci,

Bala, Paka rushed to the battle field in great haste.

i. In the Vilmiki Rimiya^a Sundara i. 1 24-33 we are told that in

the lCfta age mountains had wings which Indra clipped. Only Mainika

was saved by V4yu in repayment of which obligation he allowed Hanum&n

to rest during his jump to Lartki and told him of the clipping.
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20. Cutting Indra to the quick by biting, harsh words,

they covered him with volleys of arrows as clouds would do
to a mountain, with a down-pour of rain.

21. In that battle, the light-handed Bala struck simul-

taneously all the thousand horses of Indra with as many
arrows.

22. It was certainly an achievement of a marvellous feat

in the battle, when Paka simultaneously fitted and discharged

two hundred arrows and struck Matali with a hundred and all

the parts of the chariot with a hundred shafts.

23. With fifteen big arrows furnished with golden hilts,

Namuci shot Indra and roared in the battle like a thundering

rain-charged cloud.

24. Like clouds obscuring the sun in the rainy season,

the Asuras screened off on all sides Indra, along with his

chariot and charioteer, with net-works of arrows.

25. Not being able to behold Indra and (considering

themselves as) being leaderless and vanquished by the inimical

forces, the hosts of celestials and their followers became
bewildered and shrieked out like merchants in a ship wrecked

on the high seas.

26. Thereupon issued out Indra along with his chariot,

horses, flag and charioteer from the cage of arrows. Indra

appeared brilliant like the sun illuminating the cardinal

points, the sky and the earth, with his effulgence, at the

close of the night.

27. Observing his army overpowered by enemies in the

battle, the god, the wielder of Vajra (thunderbolt) vehemently

lifted up his thunderbolt (determined) to strike down the

enemy.

2&. With that very eight-edged weapon he (simulta-

neously) sundered the heads of Bala and Paka, striking terror

into the hearts of the kinsmen who stood (simply) looking on,

Oh King (Parik$it)

.

29. On perceving their death and being overwhelmed

with grief, revenge and rage, Namuci, determined to kill

Indra, put forth a mighty exertion.

30. Catching hold of a javelin made of iron, furnished

with
h
old, he attacked Indra in rage, threatening loudly,
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“Now you arc killed**. He hurled it at the King of gods and
roared like a lion.

31. Even as it was dashing with terrific speed through

the sky, Indra shattered it into thousand pieces with his

arrows. The lord of the celestials, out of rage, struck him
with his Vajra (thunderbolt) on the neck with a view to chop
off his head.

32. The thunderbolt that was discharged with great

vehemence did not pierce his skin. It was certainly the most

wonderful that the Vajra (the thunderbolt) that killed the

extremely powerful Vrtra, was baffled by the skin of Namuci’s
neck.

33. Indra apprehended fear from the enemy from whom
even Vajra (thunderbolt) was baffled. What has happened

through the Destiny, has deluded the whole of the world.

34. It is by this thunderbolt that, in days of yore. I

carried out the severance of wings of mountains which taking

to their wings at will, settled anywhere on the earth, causing

destruction to people, by their weight.

35. It was by this Vajra that Vrtra, the very embodi-

ment of the power of the austere penance of Tvaspr, was split

asunder, and also other mighty (persons) whose skin could not

be scratched by all other missiles.

36. Such Vajra
f when hurled by me at an insignificant

Asura, became baffled and ineffective. Useless has become

the spiritual energy of theBrahmai^a (with which it was invest-

ed}.* It has become (nothing but) a stick which I won’t

handle any more’*.

37. To Indra who was thus pondering in dejection, a

voice from heaven said, “This demon should not be killed

by weapons wet or dry.

38. He has been conferred a boon by me that he would

not meet death from wet or dry things. Hence, you have to

think out some other expedient (for killing) the enemy**.

39. Hearing the heavenly voice, Indra composed his

mind and contemplated. It occurred to him (lit. he saw)

that foam (of the sea) was the (real) expedient which com-

prises both the conditions (of being wet and dry)

.

40. With the foam which was neither dry nor wet (but
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was both simultaneously) he chopped off the head of Namuci.1

Hosts of sages sang his eulogies and showered the Lord of gods

with flowers.

41. The chief of Gandharvas, Vi^vavasu and Paravasu

gave musical concert. Gods beat big drums and celestial

nymphs danced with joy.

42. Other gods like Vayu, Agni, Varuna and others

destroyed their opponents with volleys of missiles, just as lions

would kill the deer.

43. The divine sage Narada who was deputed to celes-

tials by god Brahma, on perceiving the slaughter of Danavas,

prevented them (from that genocide, with the following

words )

:

Narada said

:

44. “Supported as you were by the arms of Lord

Narayana, nectar was secured by you. You are also favoured

by goddess Sri (the consort of Narayaria). Hence you now
cease from fighting.**

Sri Suka said

:

45. Paying due respect to the words of the sage Narada,

they controlled the impetuosity of their rage. All of them

returned to heaven, all the while being praised by their

attendants.

46. The survivors of the battle carried the still uncon-

scious Bali to the western mountain (of the setting sun) as

per Narada’s advice.

47. Sukracarya ( the preceptor of Daityas) restored to

life (all the Daityas) whose limbs were intact, and necks in

existence (unbroken), by means of his secret science of restor-

ing life (samjivani vidyi)

.

48. Bali regained his consciousness and other faculties

at the touch of Sukra’s hand. Being endowed with the reality

about the nature of the world, Bali suffered no depression, even

though he was defeated.

i. apdm phenena Namuctft Sira Indrodavartajafr RV 8.14.13, AV.

^•3*
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CHAPTER TWELVE

Lord Siva Fascinated by Mohini

The son ofBddardyana (Sri Suka) said :

1-2. When god Siva (the bull-bannered god) heard
that Lord Hari infatuated the Danavas in a female form and
made the hosts of gods to drink the nectar, he ascended his

bull along with goddess Parvati, and surrounded by all

the hosts of goblins, paid a visit to the region where god Visjiu

(the killer of Madhu) was residing, with a view to see him.
3. God Siva (the source of the world) who along with

his consort Uma ( Parvati) was reverentially received by the

Lord (Visnu) and was seated comfortably, returned his res-

pects with compliments and spoke smilingly.

Sri Mahadeva said :

4. “Oh God of gods! Pervader of the universe ! The
Lord of the Universe ofwhich you are the embodiment I

1

You
are the soul, the source* and the controller of all things.

5. * Your honourable self is that Brahman which is the

Reality and pure consciousness—the Brahman wherefrom

proceed the beginning (the emergence) ,
the end (the destruc-

tion), the middle (the sustenance) of this universe, but who,

due to his being unchangeable is not affected by these (chang-

es)
;
who constitutes this, the external thing (or the object to

be enjoyed) as well as ‘I*, the other ( the enjoyerof that object)

.

6. Meditative sages desirous of (attaining) the final

beatitude do not seek any other blessings. They renounce

attachment to both (this and the other world) and adore your

lotus-feet.

7 .** You are that perfectBrahman, immortal, attribute-

1 . Jagan mayo—Whose body is constituted of the sentients and non-

sentients in the universe—VR.
2. hetu—The efficient cause and not extraneous ones like erfr/te—

VJ.
* Deleted by VJ.

*• Acc. to VR. Brahman being the material cause is not different

from everything else.
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less and hence untouched by misery; absolutely and essentially

blissful but not subject to modifications. Though one without

a second, you are distinct from everything else. You are the

cause of the origin, maintenance and dissolution of the uni-

verse, and the controller of all jivas. Though sought after by

them, you expect nothing from them.

8. You alone are one, both gross and subtle, the cause

and the effect. Just as there is no difference in the sub-

effect called gold whether moulded (into an ornament) or

(kept) unmodified (in its original form) 1
it is through igno-

rance that difference is superimposed on you, by people.

The attribution of difference is due to gunas or modifications,

and you are absolutely free from them.

.9.* Some (viz. the followers of the Vedanta) regard

you to be the Brahman ;
while others ( i.e. Mimamsakas) consider

you to be Dharma. Some (i.e. Samkhyas) think you to be the

Supreme Controller transcendental to both Prakrti and Purufa.

Others (the followers of the Paflcaratra school )
regard you as

one endowed with nine powers,2 while some others (followers

of Yoga) know you to be the Supreme Person ( Maha-puru$a ),

(while) you are changeless and self-dependent absolute.

10. Neither I nor god Brahma (whose duration of life

is of two par&rdka years), nor sages of whom Marici is the

chief, though created from the Sattva quality, can comprehend

the (real nature of the) universe created by you (much less

yoqr real nature) . Qh Lord, how can demons and human
beings and others whose minds are deluded by Maya and who

i. VR. regards this view as that of Vai£e?ikas who, through igno-

rance, believe that this universe exists independent ofBrahman.

VJ. takes vihata as a v.l. for vihita and states ‘inasmuch as diffe-

rence is overlaid on you through ignorance, it is ipso facto destroyed i.e.

null and void*.

* VJ thinks that the theories about God mentioned here are held

by the followers of VedAnta and ofSmrtis, Puranas, Paftcaritra and by
Ek&ntins who regard God as Mahapurufa who is changeless and absolute.

a. SR. enumerates the powers of the Lord as follows :

Vmald, ut-karfipl, Jhana, Kriyd, Yoga, Prahvi, Satyd
,
ti&nd, Anugrahd
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are of inauspicious rdjasic and tdmasic origins,1 or whose
behaviour is wicked due to the influence ofrajas aud tamos, can

understand ( You or Your creation comprehensively)

.

11. You are essentially knowledge itself. As such you
know everything— (such as) all of your own work, the crea-

tion, continuance and destruction ofthe universe, the activities

of beings, their bondage and emancipation from the mundane
existence. Just as, Vayu (the air) enters everything mobile

and immobile as well as the sky, you, being the soul of every-

thing and the very knowledge itself, pervade everything.

12. Your incarnations, while indulging in sportive

activities with gunas,
have been witnessed by me. As such, 1

desire to behold that form of a young damsel assumed by you.

13. As we have a great curiosity, we have eagerly

come to see that (female) form whereby Daityas were fasci-

nated and gods were enabled to drink nectar.

Sri Suka said :

14. Being thus entreated by god Siva, the wiclder of

the trident, Lord Visnu gave out a hearty laugh, and replied

in words pregnant with deep meaning.

The Lord replied :

15. When the jar of nectar passed (into the possession

of the Daityas)
,

the female form was assumed by me for

exciting the curiosity of Daityas (and thus beguiling them)

with a view to accomplish the interests of gods.

16. Oh ! The best of gods 1 As you’^are curious to see

it, I shall presently reveal to you that form which excites

amorous passions and Which is highly appreciated by passio-

nate persons.

Sri Suka said :

1 7. While speaking thus, the venerable Lord immedia-

tely vanished at that very spot, while god Siva, the Source of

the Universe, along with his spouse Uma, waited there wist-

fully casting his glances in all directions.

.18. Thereupon in a garden among trees blossoming

with variegated flowers and reddish foliage, he saw a lovely

i .

*
'gbhadrarh tfjasarh cc tamasath ca vrttam utpattirjef&ih it. &R.
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damsel with a girdle round her waist clothed with a brilliant

silken raiment, engaged in playing with a ball.

19. At every step she appeared as if getting broken in

her waist, by the heavy weight of her big breasts, shaken by

her movements of bending and rising along with the move-

ments of the bounding ball, as well as with the weight of her

precious solid pearl necklaces, and was taking her foliage-

like tender feet here and there (from place to place)

.

20. Due to the quick (impredictabte) movements of the

ball in different directions, the pupils of her longish unsteady

eyes appeared agitated. Her countenance appeared all the

more beautiful with her cheeks shining with the resplendent

pair of ear-rings and with her dark glossy tresses.

21. With her beautiful left hand she was tightening her

loosened silken raiment and her dishevelling braids of hair and

was hitting the ball with the other hand, she appeared as if

enchanting the world with her own deluding powers.

22. Beholding her playing with the ball, the god lost

his balance of mind by her side glances, accompanied with a

covert smile caused by some slight bashfulness, while sporting

with the ball. His mind became agitated by the exchange of

mutual gazing of the woman. He became oblivious of him-

self, of his consort Uma and of his own attendants.

23. When the ball slipped from her hand and went -to a

long distance and she ran after it while the wind blew away
her fine silken garmeiit along with the girdle. And indeed

( even) god Siva stood gazing.

24. Beholding that exquisitely charming damsel with

such winsome side glances and enchanting the heart, god

Siva fixed his heart on her indeed, when she showed to

be enamoured of him through her ogling*

25. Being deprived of his wisdom, sense of decency and
discernment, by her, and overcome with erotic passions evoked

by her, he lost his sense of shame and approached her even

while (his divine consort) Parvati stood gazing.

26. Seeing him approaching, she, being stripped of

clothes, became extremely .abashed. , She ..concealed .herself

behind the tree laughing but did not linger ( anywhere)

.

27. The divine Siva whose senses (control of mind)
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were robbed away1
( by the damsel

) and was overpowered by
passions, pursued her as the leader of elephant would follow a

she-elephant.

28. Running after her with great speed, and seizing

her by the locks of her hair, he dragged her near him and
hugged her in his arms, despite her unwillingness.

29. Being closely embraced by god Siva, like unto a

she-elephant by an elephant, she wriggled to and fro (within

his arms) and got her hair dishevelled.

30. Having extricated hfcrself from the arms of the great

god, she ran away fast, despite her big hips, as she was the

Maya ( deluding potency) created by the Lord, Oh dear king.

31. Being, completely, overwhelmed with 'passion, like

that by his enemy, the above-described Rudra followed the

footsteps of the damsel, created by Lord Visnu of miraculous

exploits.

32. While running after her, the semen of Siva of

unfailing procreative capacity, went on escaping like that of

a big bull-leader of a herd pursuing a fecundable cow or as

that of a rutting leader-elephant running after a fertilizable

she-elephant.

33. Oh ruler of the earth ! The various places on

earth where the seed of that great-souled god fell, became the

areas of silver and gold ores.

34.

* Thus in the course of his pursuit (of the damsel),

god Siva was found (pursuing her") on the banks of the rivers

and lakes on the mountains, in forests and gardens and where-

ever sages lived.

35. When his semen was completely escaped, he

realized that he had been befooled by the May& of God Vijrtu

and he recovered himself completely from that delusion, Oh
great king.

36. They say that god Siva who thus fully realized

the greatness of Lord Visnu, his own soul, and the soul of the

i. VJ.’s v. 1 .
pramathiUndriyab—whose senses were extremely provoked.

• GS. remarks that hereby Lord Vifnu demonstrated to the sages

bow *ven*god Siva had fallen from his yogic status, and thus indirectly

#tnrhMiMa that they should keep themselves aloof from women.
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Universe, did not regard it ( his being deluded) as in any way
wonderful in the case of the Lord of incomprehensible prowess.

37. Perceiving that Siva is unaffected by remorse and
the sense of shame, Lord Visnu ( the slayer of demon Madhu)
was highly pleased, and assuming his male form, he address-

ed him thus.

The Lord said :

38. 1 am glad that even though you have been deluded

by my (irresistible) Maya (deluding potency) in the form of

a damsel, Oh dear one ! you, ol your own accord*, have reco-

vered your normal state of passionlessness or ego-lessness born

of devotion (which is impossible in the case of any other

god. Hence I address you 3s) the greatest god-.

39. What man, with the exception of you, whence once

caught in the snare of delusion, can overcome My Maya
which brings forth various objects (of enjoyment) and
becomes extremely difficult to get over, by persons lacking in

self-control.

40. This Maya consisting of attributes (viz. Sattva ,

rajas and tamas ) functions under my control (who am the

Time-spirit,) for the purpose (of creation, maintenance and

destruction of the universe) , by means of the parts (such as

rajas, sattva and tamas) . She shall not henceforth overpower

you.

Sri Suka said :

* * ’ * *
*~J.

J ^ w* ,

41. In this way, he (god Siva )
1 who was honoured by

an embrace by Lord Vi$nu bearing the Srivatsa mark on the

bosom, took his leave of him, (respectfully) circumambu-

lated him and returned to his own abode along with his

retinue.

42. Later on, while being eulogized by great sages, the

glorious god Siva (the source of the Universe) lovingly spoke

to his spouse Parvatl about the Maya which was a part of the

Soul (of the Universe, viz.) Lord Vi$9u, Oh scion of Bharata.

43. “Have you observed the deluding potency of the

Sfciborn Supreme Person, the transcendental Deity whereby
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I, prominent one of his digits (rays) , became helpless and
succumbed to delusion ? What to speak of others who are not

the masters of their own selves ?

44. He is that same Eternal Ancient Person, unaffected

by Time, and incomprehensible to the Vedas,—The Person

about whom you enquired of me at the end of my deep yogic

meditation which lasted one thousand years.”

Sri Sitka, said :

45. Oh Child ! In this way has been related to you the

exploit of Lofd Vi$n“u, the wielder of Sarnga bow by whom
the great mount (Mandara) was supported on his back while

the ocean was being churned (for getting the nectar)

.

46. Never and in no way shall fail the exertions of a

person who constantly chants or listens to the account of this

(glorious deed of Hari), or the chanting of the glorious

attributes of the Lord of excellent renown relieves one of all

the troubles of sarhsara.

AT. I bow unto the feet of the Lord who though beyond

the reach of the evil ones, is accessible through devotion; who,

deluding the enemies of gods by assuming the disguise of a

young damsel, made the foremost of gods who resorted to him

to drink the nectar churned out of the (milky) sea, and who
fulfils all the desires of those who approach him ( for asylum)

.

CHAPTER THIRTEEN

Description oj the Future Manvantaras

Sri Suka resumed

:

1 . The present, seventh Manu is known as Sraddha-

deva. He is the son of Vivasvan. Now hear from me the

names of his sons.

2. They are Iksvaku, Nabhaga, Dhr?ta, Saryati, Nari$-

yanta, Nabhaga and the seventh is called Di$ta.

3. Karu§a, Parusa and the tenth is knpwn as Vasuman

—

these are the ten sons of Vaivasvata Manu, Oh tormentor of the

enemies. _
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4. The (twelve) Adityas, the (eight) Vasus, the (ele-

ven) Rudras, the (ten) Vi$vedevas, the (forty-nine) Maruts
(wind-god), two Alvini-kumaras, the (three) Rbhus are (the

seven grades of) gods and their Indra (ruling god) is Puran-
dara. Oh King.

5. Kadyapa, Atri, Vasistha, Vi£vamitra, Gautama,
Jamadagni and Bharadvaja—These seven are regarded as the

seven (principal) sages.

6. Even in this Manvantara, there was the incarnation

of the Lord, born ofKagyapa and Aditi. Lord Visiiu, assu-

ming the form of a dwarf, was born as the youngest son of

Aditi.

7. The (first) seven Manvantaras have been described

to you briefly by me. Now I shall narrate to you the future

ones, associated with the powers (incarnations) ofVisnu.

8. Vivasvan had two wives, both being the daughters of

ViSvakarman. They were Sandhya and Chaya about whom I

have spoken to you, Oh king of kings. 1

9. Some say that he had a third wife called Vadava.2

Out of the three wives, the children of Samjfta were three

—

Yama, YamI and Sraddhadeva. Now listen to the names of

Chava’s children

—

10. Savarni, the daughter Tapat! who became the wife

of Sarhvarana and the third son &anai£cara (the presiding

deity of the planet Saturn). The two Agvinikumaras were

the sons of Varava;

11. When the eighth Manvantara will set in, Savarni

will be the Manu. Nirmoka, Virajaska and others are the

sons of Savarni, Oh King.

12. Then (in the 8th Manvantara), Sutapas, Virajas

and Amrta-prabhas are going to be the gods. Their ruling

god (Indra) will be Bali, the son of Virocana.

13. Having donated the whole of this earth toVisnu

who begged for only three paces of land (in this Manvantara),

he will relinquish his eminent position of Indra (attained by

1 . Vide Supra 6.6. 40-41.

2 . But according to the Bh. P. Supra 6.6.4o SariijftS assumed the

.jform of Ve^avi and gave birth to AivinI kum&ras.
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him through Vis^u’s grace in the next Manvantara ) ,
and will

attain to final beatitude.

14. That same Bali who was bound down by the Lord
who, when pleased, installed him in the Nether world Sutala

which is superior to the Svarga in splendour—still rules there

like the king ofthe heavenly regions.

15-16. Galava, the glorious (ParaS u-) Rama, Agvattha-

man, the son of Drona, Krpa, RsyaSrnga and our father the

venerable Badarayana—these will be the seven sages. Even
now they continue to occupy their own hermitages through

their yogic powers.

17. The Lord will incarnate with the name Sarva-

bhauma, from Devaguhya and Sarasvati (as his parents}. The
powerful Lord will wrest Indrahood from Puranda&a and
confer it on Bali.

18. The ninth Manu will be Daksa-Savarni who will

be born of Varuna. Bhutaketu, Diptikctu and otheis1 will be

his sons, Oh King.

19. Paras and Maricigarbhas and others (viz. Sudhar-

mans) 2 will be (the three categories of) gods then. It is

traditionally reported that Adbhuta will be the Indra. Then
there will be the seven sages of whom Dyutimat3

is prominent.

20. A ray of the Lord will incarnate under the name
^Lsabha from Ayusmat and Ambudhara ^as his father and

mother) . Adbhuta, the Indra, will enjoy the three worlds

conquered (for him) by Rgabha.

21. The tenth Manu will be Brahma-savarni, the great

son of Upa&oka. His sons are Bhurisena and others while

Havismat and others will be prominent Brahmana (sages).

22. Havisman, Sukrti, Satya, Jaya, Murti will be(some

of) the Brahmana (sages) then. Suvasana and Viruddha are

the gods, and Sambhu is the Lord of gods.

1. VP. 3.2.22 adds Dhrtaketu, Nirimaya, Paftca-hasta and Pfthu*

irava to this list.

2. VP. 3.2.20-21 adds this third category and each category will

consist of 12 gods.

3. The VP. 3.2.22 gives the complete list as follows :

dyutimat, Savana. Bbavya, Vatu, Medhitithi, Jyotifmin and

Satya.
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23. The Lord, with a part of his Self, will be born in

the house of Vi$ vasrj (Prajapati) through Vi?uci, and be

known as Vi£vaksena. He will make friends (render help to

Sambhu (the then Indra).

24. The self-controlled Dharma-savaini will be the ele-

venth Manu who will have ten sons as Satyadharma and

others.

25. The (categories of) gods will be Vihahgamas,

Kamagamas and Nirvartarucis. Their ruler Indra will be

Vaidhrta, while Aruria and others1 will be the (seven) sages.

26. The ray (part) of Hari known as Dharmasetu, the

son of Aryaka through Vaidhrta, will sustain and protect the

three worlds.

27. Oh King, the twelfth Manu will be Rudra-savarni

and his sons will be Devavan, Upadeva, Devasrestha and

others.

28. Then Rtadhaman will be the Indra and the (groups

of) gods will be Haritaand others.

2

And the (seven) sages

will be Tapo-murti, Tapasvin, Agnidhraka and others. 8

29. A part of Hari, by name Svadhaman, the mighty

son of Satya-sahas and Sunrta will protect this period of

Manu.
30. The thirteenth Manu will be the self-controlled

Devasavarni and the sons of Devasavarni are Citrasena,

Vicitra and others.

31. The (classes of) gods will be designated as Sukarma
and Sutrama4 and Divaspati. Then Nirmoka, TattvadarSin

and others will be the (seven sages

5

)

.

32. The ray of Lord Hari, the master o(yoga, will be

1 . GS quotes from the Harimmsa, the following sages implied in

Sdi : Havi$m5n, Vapufman, Aruna, Anagha, Urudhi, Niscara and

Agnitejas.

2. VP. 3.2.33 enumerates Harita, Rohita, Sumanas, Sukarman and

Sur&pa as the five groups (gapor ) of gods.

3. The list in VP. 3.2.34 includes Tapasvin, Sutapas, Tapomftrti,

Taporati, Tapo-dhfti, Tapo-dyuti and Tapo-dhana.

4. VP. 3.2.37-39 adds Sudharman as therthird class and each class

consists of 33 gods.

3. The list in VP (above) differs. It consists of Nirmoha,

Tattvadariin, Nifprakatnpya, Nirutsuka, Dhftimfin, Avyaya and Sutapas.
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born as the son of Devahotra through Brhat! and will procure

the kingdom of three worlds to thelndra, Divaspati.

33. They say that Indra-savarip will come as the

fourteenth Manu, and the sons born of him will be Uru,

Gambhlrabuddhi and others.

34. The (categories of ) gods will be Pavitra, Caksu$a

and others1
,
while Suci will be the Indra. Agnibahu, $uci,

Suddha, Magadha and others will be the (seven sages).1

35. Then Hari will incarnate as the son Satrayana and

Vitana, and will be called Brhadbhanu. He will continue

the course of sacrificial rituals, Oh great King.

36. These fourteen Manu periods relating to the past,

present and future have been described to you, Oh king. It

is by these (Manu periods) that the Kalpa comprising one

thousand yugas, is measured.

37*. A person who narrates or listens to the narration of

the story of the fourteen Manus will find Visnu gracious unto

him.

CHAPTER FOURTEEN

Duties of Manus and Their Functionaries

The King (Parikfit )
asked :

1 . Be pleased to explain to me, Oh worshipful sage, how
and by whom are these Manus and others employed for the

execution of what
(
particular) function during the Manvan-

taras.

The sage
(
Suka)

replied :

2. Oh King ! Manus, sons of Manus, Sages, Indras,

1. VP. adds Kanistha, Bhr&jata and V&c&vrddha as three categories,

(i.c. in all five)—Ibid 3.2.41.

2. VP. adds Agnldhra, Yukta and Jita and completes the list of

seven rages.—Ibid 3.2.42.

* A probable interpolation recorded in the Bombay edition

(e.g. D.SrYande’s edition of the Bh. P.).
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gods—all these ( five categories of functionaries ) are under the

control of the Supreme Person.

3. Directed by the aforesaid forms of the Supreme
Person such as the incarnation called Yajfta and others* Manu
and other functionaries carry on the work of the world.

4. At the end of the quartet of yugas (i. e. at the begin-

ning of the new Krta-yuga)
,
the sages, by dint of their asceticism

and penance, saw the corpus of the Vedic texts ‘swallowed

up* by Time, through the help of which the Eternal Law
(Religion) becomes known.

5. Then Manus are instructed by Hari in the path of

righteousness, characterised by four feet (viz. penance, bodily

and mental purity, compassion and truth). Remaining con-

trolled in mind, they propagate the path of righteousness

all over the world during their period, Oh King.

6. The protectors of the subjects (viz. the sons of

Manu) themselves and through their descendants protect the

path of righteousness ( dharma )—and the earth—to the end

of that Manvantara, while gods along with others who are

eligible for sacrificial shares, enjoy their shares in the sacrificial

oblations.

7. Enjoying the excellent affluence and fortune of

the three worlds conferred upon him (out of grace) by the

Supreme Lord, Indra protects the three worlds and sends down
at will showers of rain.

8. Assuming in every Yuga, the form of Siddhas (like

Sanaka) the sages (like Yajftavalkya) and masters ofYoga
(like Datta), Hari teaches the paths of knowledge (jAana )

,

action (
Karman

)

and Yoga (respectively)

.

9. He carried out the work of creation by assuming the

form of Prajapatis (Progenitors of the world like Marxci). He
kills robbers etc. by appearing as an independent monarch. And
possessing different characteristics, in the form of Time, he

destroys all.

10. The Lord is never perceived, though praised highly

by the people who are deluded by the Maya (consisting) of

various names and forms. Nor is he realized by various sys-

tems of philosophy.

If
11. The measures of the minor Kalpas ( forming one
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day of Brahma) which are the subdivisions of the great Kalpa

(the lifetime of Brahma) have been described to you. Those

well-versed in ancient lore state that this Kalpa consists of

fourteen Manvantaras.

CHAPTER FIFTEEN

Bali's Conquest of the Svarga (Celestial Region )

The King Parikfit said :

1. For what purpose did Lord Hari, though himself the

Supreme Ruler, beg like a miserable fellow, three paces

of land from BaK ? Why did he bind him down even though

he got his object sought for ?

2. This we desire to know thoroughly as it is highly

surprising to us that the Lord of sacrifices, (though) Perfect

(in all respects within himself), begged like a destitute

and (subsequently) bound down (with fetters) the innocent

(donor).

Sri Suka said'.

3. Being deprived of his splendour, wealth as well as

his life through being defeated by Indra in a battle, Bali was

revived by Sukra and other members of the Bhrgu clan, Oh
king. The noble-minded Bali, with utmost faith, resorted to

the Bhrgus as a disciple, offering them whatever they desired.

4. The Brahmanas of the Bhfgu clan, endowed as they

were with extra-ordinary powers and were pleased with him,

consecrated him with the great sacred ablution ( called aindra

—Pertaining to Indra) with due formalities, (as prescribed in

the Bahvrc Brahmana) , and desirous as he was of conquering

the celestial region, made him perform the Viivajit sacrifice.1

i. This order of 'consecration’ (abhi/eka ) and performance of
sacrifice is given by G.S. In the Viivajit sacrifice the sacrifices has to

give all weajjh (after separating the share of the eldest son and land).

—Kane’s HisL qfDh. Sistra II. ii. 1212, Fn. 2644.
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5-6. From the sacrificial fire duly worshipped with

oblations, there emerged a chariot strengthened with gold

plates, horses of the same colour (green) as those of Indra, a

banner blazing the emblem of a lion, a celestial bow fastened

with plates of gold, a pair of inexhaustible quivers full of

arrows, a divine coat of mail. His grandfather (Prahlada)

conferred on him a wreath of never-fading flowers and &ukra

(his preceptor), a conch.

7. Thus with all the military equipment procured for

him by Brahmanas, and having got the Svastyayana (auspicious

rites) performed through them, Bali circumambulated them

respectfully, paid obeisance to them and taking his leave of

Prahlada, bowed down to him.

8-9. Ascending into the celestial chariot conferred upon
him by the Bhrgus (Sukra and his clansmen, by performing

the sacrifice), the mighty (chariot) warrior Bali, wearing

that excellent wreath, put on his armour, armed himself with

the bow, the sword and tied up the (inexhaustible) quivers.

With his arms radiant with gold armlets and with dazzling

ear-rings (of the shape of an alligator) he shone like the fire

blazing in its sacrificial place, when he mounted the chariot.

10-11. Accompanied by his retinue and commanders of

(other) Daitya legions who were his equals in command,
prowess and splendour, and were (as if) drinking the skies

and burning the quarters with (their glaring) eyes, and lead-

ing the surrounding mighty Daitya army, he marched against

the highly prosperous capital of Indra* shaking as it were the

heaven and the earth (by its thumping march).

12. The city appeared beautiful with its splendid

gardens and parks- like Nandana and dthers,'resonant witn its

warbling pairs of birds and humming intoxicated black-bees.

13. (It looked charming) with the celestial trees whose

branches were heavily laden with tender foliage, fruits and

blossoms of flowers, with lotus-ponds thereof, full of acquatic

birds like swans, cranes, ruddy geese (Cakrahva) ,
and -ducks

and young celestials, damsels engaged in watersports with gods

therein.

14. It was girt on all sides by the heavenly Gang&
fandakini) as its moat. It was surrounded with fortifica-
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tions of gold, shining like fire and was provided with high to-

wers.

15. Constructed by ViSvakarma, the entrance and doors

of the houses were fitted with panels of gold while the city-

gates were of crystals and all the roads were well laid down.

16. It appeared beautiful with its assembly halls,

quadrangles and streets; it was full of trillions of mansions

(or heavenly cars)
;
the quadrangles were paved with precious

stones and platforms were studded with diamonds and corals.

17. There young damsels of eternal youth and unfading

beauty (ever) appearing sixteen years of age, wearing purest

raiment, appeared resplendent like fires ablaze with flames.

18. Breezes wafting the fragrance of wreathes of fresh

flowers dropped down from the braids ofhair of the heavenly

damsels blow through its streets.

19. The' beloveds of gods (Heavenly nymphs) pace

through the streets, covered with whitish fragrant fumes of the

aguru (a kind of sandal-wood) that escape through the gold-

windows (of houses).

20. It was covered with pearl-canopies and flag-staffs

studded with precious stones, and balconies decorated all

around with buntings. It was resonant with notes of peacocks,

pigeons, hummings of black-bees and appeared gay and auspi-

cious by the sweet songs of celestial damsels.

21. It was pleasing to the mind with its sounds of

mrdanga
,

conchs, drums and kettle-drums, as also’ with the

sweet rhythmic sound of lutes, murajas, fftis (kind of musical

instruments) and flutes regulated to the beat of the cymbals,

with dances accompanied with orchestral music and songs of

demigods (such as Gandharvas, Kinnaras) and had surpassed

with its effulgence, the presiding deity of lustre. 1

22. The impious, wicked, the cruel to other beings, the

rogues, the proud, the lustful and the avaricious have no

access to it; only those who are free from these defects can

reach it.

23. (Bali) the commander-in-chief of that army, laid

siege to the capital of gods with his forces and blew his

i . *"y.1. The presiding deities of the sun end other planets.
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tremendously sounding conch conferred on him by his precep-

tor, striking terror in the hearts of Indra’s women.
24. Comprehending the full implications of the supreme

efforts of Bali, Indra, accompanied by all the legions of gods

(approached) his preceptor (Bfhaspati) and spoke to him as

follows :

25. “Worshipful Sir ! Tremendous are the (military)

preparations of Bali, our old arch-enemy. Me-thinks, they

are (now) irresistible. By what energy has he become so

overwhelmingly powerful ?

26. None is able by any means whatever to approach

him or withstand him. He is swallowing the world with his

mouth, licking (as it were) the ten quarters, and burning them

down by his fiery eyes. He has emerged against us like the

fire of dissolution consuming the universe.

27. Be pleased to disclose to me the cause of the

irresistibleness of my foe, whereby he derived this energy,

mental courage and physical power and prowess and was

enabled to make such tremendous efforts.

The Preceptor {Brhaspati) Explained :

28. “I know, Oh Indra, the cause of this growth ofpower

of your enemy. It is due to the infusion of spiritual energy

in their disciple by those experts in Vedic lore, the Bhrgus (in

exchange of the surrender ofall his property to them).

29. With the exception of the Almighty Ruler Hari

neither your compeer nor you can stand before him (for con-

frontation) like human beings before the god of death.

30. Therefore, all of you should now quit the celestial

region and go in hiding, biding your favourable time which

would bring in the decline of your enemy.

3t. With the spiritual power of the Brahmanas, he is

getting stronger still and is now of irresistible prowess. (In

due course) by insulting those very Brahmanas, he will meet

destruction along with his kith and kin.’
1

32. Having thus received a wise counsel after mature

deliberation from their preceptor who viewed (the reality ofthe

situation in the proper perspective) gods, being capable of

jgggjhg any form they like, vacated the celestial region.
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33. When the gods disappeared, Bali, the son of

Virocana established himself in the capital of gods and brought

under control all the three worlds.

34. Bhrgus who were affectionate to their disciple who
had (now) conquered the universe, and who was devoted to

them, made him perform one hundred horse sacrifices (to

stabilise his Indra-hood).

35. By virtue of his greatness in the performance of one

hundred horse-sacrifices he diffused his reputation, already

known all over the three worlds, in all quarters and shone like

the moon, the lord of stars.

36. Considering himself as one who had accomplished

all his desires, the noble-minded Bali enjoyed the highly

prosperous royal fortune blessed upon him by Brahmarias.

CHAPTER SIXTEEN

Instruction in the observance of Payovrata to Aditi

Sri Suka said :

1. When her sons thus disappeared and the celestial

regions were arrogated to themselves by Daityas (Diti’s son),

Aditi, the mother of gods, was tormented like a helpless

person.

2. Once, rising from his spiritual meditation of a long

duration, the worshipful sage Kafyapa ( Aditi’s husband)

visited her hermitage which was cheerless and gloomy (devoid

ofjoyful atmosphere).

3. Oh best of Kurus ! Received (by his wife) with due

formalities and occupying the seat (offered by her), he spoke

thus to his wife, whose countenance was mournful.

4. Oh auspicious lady ! I trust nothing inauspicious has

befallen1 the Brahmanas in the world, of late. I believe

nothing calamitous has happened to Dharma. I hope that

i . FdjTSgatam, VR reads gavdm : ‘in the case of the cows as well*.
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misfortune has not overtaken the people who are subject to

the whims of death.1

5. Or was there any obstruction in carrying out right-

eous duties with respect to Dharma , Artha and Kama in your

household where people who do not follow the practice of yoga,

get the fruits thereof (by disinterested performance of pres-

cribed house-hold duties), Oh mistress of the household.

6. I believe guests, having visited your house, have not

gone back, at any time, without being duly received with

courtesies like going forth to welcome them, as you might

have been engaged in household duties.

7. If new-comers visiting a house go away from it

without being honoured with the offer of water at least, such

houses are certainly no better than the dens of big jackals.

8. Have not the sacred fires been offered oblations at

the proper time on any day by you, as your mind must have

been stricken with anxiety due to my departure. Oh fair lady !

9. The Brahmana and the (sacrificial) fire by worship-

ping whom a householder attains to regions (like svarga

)

yielding all the desired objects, are verily the mouth of Lord

Visnu, the soul ofall gods.

10. Oh high-minded lady ! Are all your sons doing well

and happy? I perceive through your outward expressions

(like pale-facedness) that your heart is not at ease.

Aditi replied :

11 . Oh Brahman ! It is all well with the twice-born

persons {like Brahmanas), cows; so is the case with righteous-

ness and with this person (me). Oh Lord of the house ! This

house (of yours) is the most excellent source of the three

objectives of human life (viz. dharma
,
artha and kdma).

12. It: is due to my devoted contemplation about your

worshipful*'self that nothing is lacking and the sacrificial fires,

gmsts, servants and mendicants .desirous of getting something,

are properly attended to.

13. Oh worshipful lord ! What desire cherished in my

l . VJ. takes chand&mtvartinab as an adj. qualifying mrtyu implying
ihrough the god of death who acts according to whim*.
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heart can remain unfulfilled when you, the lord of creation

and the guardian of the well-being ofmy children in this way,

advise me on religious matters.

14. Oh son of Marici ! All these beings imbrued

predominantly with sattva
,
rajas and tamos severally are born

of your mind or body. (It is quite natural that) you are

therefore equally attached to them all. But even the Supreme

Lord (who creates the whole of the universe has special attach-

ment to his devotees.

15. Oh Lord ! Be pleased to think of the well being of

mine who have been serving you, Oh excellent observer ofvows \

We ( 1 and my sons) have been deprived of our wealth and

have been ousted from our abodes by the sons of 'my rival

(Diti). Kindly protect us, Oh Lord !

16. Being deprived ofmy power, splendour, glory and

place of residence by powerful enemies, I have been exiled and

have consequently immersed in a sea of calamities.

1 7. Oh foremost guardian ofour welfare ! Be pleased

to think out such effective device by your intellect as will

enable my sons to recover them all.

$rf Suka said :

18. Kalyapa who was thus entreated by Aditi, spoke to

her as if with a bit of smile : “Oh how mighty is the power of

Lord Visnu’s delusive potency (mfiyS) ! The whole world is

bound down with affection.

19. There is absolutely no relation between the mate-

rial body which is different from the soul and the soul who
transcends Prakrti. Whose and who are the husband, sons and
other relatives ? Delusion alone is the cause of this attach-

ment.

20. Worship therefore the Supreme Person, the glorious

Lord Janardana, the all-pervading God who resides in the

heart of all beings, and is the Father and Preceptor of the

Universe.

21. Lord Hari is merciful unto the afflicted and shall

grant all your desires ( even if there may be some deficien-

cies in devotion). Unfailingly fruitful is the devotion unto
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the Lord (and not to any other god). This is my conviction
( about the efficacy of devotion)

.

Aditi requested :

22. By what procedure I should worship the Protector
of the world so that he, of effective mental resolve, may grant

me my desired object, Oh Brahman !

23. Be pleased to instruct me, oh best of Brahmanas, in

that method of worshipping the Lord whereby He will be
immediately pleased with me who am sunk in despondency
along with my children.

Kaiyapa said :

24. The worshipful Lotus-born god Brahma was
accosted for this by me when desirous of progeny. As narrat-

ed by him, I shall now explain to you the sacred vow that

leads to the propitiation of Lord Vi$nu (Kegava.)

25. Subsisting purely on milk during the first twelve

days of the bright half of the month of Phalguna, one should
worship the Lotus-eyed Lord Visnu with the utmost devotion.

26. On the day preceding the new moon (when the

moon rises with a scarcely visible crescent) one should besmear
one’s body with earth, turned over by the wild-boar, if

available and take bath. While standing in the middle of the

current, he should recite the following mantra :

27. “Oh goddess ! You were lifted up from Rasatala

( the nether-most region ) by the Lord ( assuming the form of)

the Primitive Boar, with a view to secure a place (for living

beings). I respectfully bow to you. Be pleased to absolve me
of all my sins’*.

28. After completing one’s daily routine of religious

duties, with a serene and concentrated mind, one should wor-
ship God either in an image, or on a consecrated altar or in

the sun, water, fire or even in the preceptor. (For invoking
the diety, the following nine Mantras are to be recited).

29. Obeisance to you the glorious Lord, the Supreme
Person, the greatest of the great, the abode of all created beings,

{and hence, called), the all-pervading V&sudeva the witness

Jp all and everything).
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30. Salutations to the unmanifest1 and the subtle, who
is both Prakrti (Primordial matter) and Puru$a (the spirit)

—

pervading them as their antar-ydmin (the indwelling Principle),

who comprehends twenty-four Principles* and is the founder

of the Samkhya system.*

31*. Hail to you who have two heads, three feet, four

horns; who confer fruit of sacrifices etc., the possessor of

seven hands, who are himself the sacrifice and the soul of

the three Vedas (or are described in three Vedas).

32**. I bow to you who are Siva (all auspiciousness)

and Rudra. Hail to you the (wielder) of Sakti (Power).

1. Cf. Mupqlaka up. i . i .6.

2. These principles are subsidiary causes and as his attributes they

do not exist separately. VC. thinks that the 24 gurus are the categories of

Vaiiefikas and may mean Sddkhyatattvas also.

3. VJ. reads : gunasamsthdna-hetave.

* (i). SR compares this verse with the famous description of the Fire-

god Catvari SrAga trayo asya pddd etc. in the RV 4.58.3 and quotes Y&ska’s

•explanation as follows :

Two heads—the rites called prdyaniya & Udayanlya.

The three feet—three savanas or pressing out of the soma juice which

is to be done in the morning, at midday and in the evening.

Four horns—the four Vedas.

Seven arms—the seven Vedic metres (chanda* ) viz. G&yatrl, Tri?fubh,

Anuspibh, Bfhati. Pahkti, Jagati andU?oik.

(ii) VJ. has accepted the above explanation of the metaphorical des-

cription but the 2nd line : 'Salutation to Lord Vifpu who is the antaryimin

(dtmane

)

of the performers of Soma sacrifice as enjoined in the Vedas (Trayi

Vidyd).

(iii) VR. gives a totally different interpretation.

The whole universe of name and form is an attribute of the Lord. He
is metaphorically described as a bull ( Vffabha) with four horns viz., names

(nouns), verbs, indeclinables and prefixes ( ndma-dkhy&ta-nipSta’Upasargdb ) ,

The three feet are three divisions of time : past, present and future;the

two heads are ; the essential attribute {pravitli-nimitta ) and that in which

the attribute lies [taddirayaP). The seven hands are the seven cases ofdeclen-

sion (ofnouns etc.). The Lord is known through Vedas. Hence he is the

soul of the Vedas. He is Vi?nu or sacrifice (Yaj&o vai Vifitup) through whom
men can extend the performance of sacrifice (tantave )

.

* * VR regards Vifnu as thcantaiydmin ofRudra (and other gods)

as he is the real creator, protector and destroyer o f the world.
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Salutation to you the master of all lores1 or knowledge and the

Protector of all created beings.

33. Obeisance to Hiranyagarbha (god Brahma), Prana

(i.e. sUtrdtman
,
the soul of the subtle cosmic body), the soul of

the universe. Hail to you, the embodiment of the highest

powers acquired by yoga and the source oiyoga (yogic lore).

34. Salutations to you the First (Eternal) God. I

bow to you who are the witness (to everything). Hail to you

the omniscient sage r^teayaga and to Nara who are the mani-

festations of Hari.

35. Bow .to you whose person is dark like emerald in

complexion and who have been the master of the goddess Sri.

Salutation to you, Oh Kegava, the wearer of yellow garment.

36. You are the copfcrer of all boons to people. Hence
you are most sought for, Oh most prominent bestower of bless-

ings. It is hence that wise men adore the dust ofyour feet for

the final beatitude.

37. May that glorious Lord be gracious to me—the

Lord who is worshipped by gods andLaksmi, as if they desired

to have the fragrance of His Lotus-like feet.

38. Having reverentially established the presence of

Vi?nu, the Lord of Senses, before one’s self, by invoking

him with these mantras ,
one should with faith, worship him,

by offering water for washing the feet (p&dya) , for dcamana

(sipping and rinsing the mouth) and other formalities of

reception.

39. One should worship the Lord with fragrant sandal

paste, flowers and other articles of worship and should perform

his sacred ablution (abhifcka ) with milk. He should then adore

him by beautifying his person with clothes, sacred thread,

ornaments and with water for again washing his feet and

sipping water as dcamana, burning fragrant incense etc. before

him, reciting all the while the twelve-syllabled mantra : OM
NAMO BHAGAVATE VASUDEVAYA.

40. If one can afford it (lit. If there is sufficient

wealth) ,
one should offer fragrant, white rice cooked

i. Sarvc-vidyddhipaUpe—The preceptor of the knowledge which helps

to achieve the four pvntf&rtkas—GD

.
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in milk, mixed with ghee and raw sugar, as an offering (imnw*

dya) to him, and should pour it as oblations into the sacred

fire chanting the root mantra (viz. the above-mentioned

mantra of twelve syllables) *.

41. One may give this offering (of boiled rice) to God
to a devotee (of the Lord) or should eat it oneself. Having

offered water as Scamana one should offer betel-leaves (with

all the components like areca-nut powder, cardamom seeds,

cloves etc.) finally.

42. One should chant this mantra (within one’s mind)

one hundred and eight times, and praise God with panygerics.

Circumambulating him by the right side, one should prostrate

one's self before him like a rod, with delight.

43. Reverentially placingon one's own head the remnants

(flowers etc. ) of the worship, one should pray the Deity to

Tetire. One should then feed at least a couple of Brihma$as

with rice cooked in milk (and mixed with gur etc.)

.

44-45. Obtaining the assent of the Br&hmatyas who are

duly honoured (by giving betel-leaves, gift ofmoney etc.) , one

should partake of the remaining food in company of his dear

ones. On the night of the first day, one should observe strict

continence. And on the next morning, he should take bath.

Keeping himself undefiled according to the procedure laid

down, and with composed and concentrated mind, he should

perform the ablution of the deity with milk, and worship him
(and as per details ofworship given above) and thus observe

the vow every day)
,

till the period of the observance is

completed.

46. Subsisting on milk-food and with full faith and
devotion in the worship of Vitpu, one should continue to

observe this vow. He should offer oblations to the sacred fire

as before, and give food to the Brflhmabas as well.

i. With due respect to all these commentators, the translator fesli

that doe to the obvious influence of the Patkmttra on these verses, the

mila-ntmtra must he Oftf NAMO NAKAyAVAyA and NOT 04I Ham
Bhajaom W&mflw, though consistency in Maakatb essential.
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47. In this way, observing the vow of ‘subsistence on

milk* from day to day, he should, for a period of twelve days,

perform the propitiation of Lord Hari, offering oblations to

the sacred fire, worship of the image and gratification of

Brahmarias (with food, gift of money etc.).

48. Beginning from the first day (of the bright half of

the month of Phalguna) to the thirteenth, he should observe

strict continence, sleep on bare ground and take bath three

times a day (viz. in the morning, at midday and in the

evening)

.

49. He should avoid speaking the untruth and on un-

holy topics (as well as with evil persons). He should refrain

from pleasures of high or low order; he should abstain from

injury to any being, and be absolutely devoted to Vasudeva

only.

50. On the thirtieth day, he should arrange for the

ablution of Lord Visnu with five substances (viz. milk, curds,

ghee, honey and sugar which are collectively known as parted-

mrta
)
according to the procedure laid down in the tidstras, and

under the guidance of the experts in them.

51-52. Without any mean miserliness in expending

money, he should perform the worship ofVisnu on a grand

scale. For the sake ofVi?nu who pervaded all light, he

should cook rice in milk (mixed with ghee etc.) and with

fully concentrated and serene mind he should offer oblations

to the sacred fire, and through it propitiate the Supreme Man.
He should also offer food of excellent quality (containing arti-

cles of six types of tastes and free from any impurity or non-

vegetarian food) which may be enjoyable and gratifying to the

Supreme Person.

53. He should then gratify the learned preceptor (who
conducted the worship) as well as those who carried out the

sacrificial part, with articles of dress, ornaments and cows.

He should note that to be also the propitiation ofLord Hari.

54. Oh lady with charming smiles! One should then

cater to them dainty food of high quality as also to other

Br&hma^as who might have come' there, according to one’s

(financial) capacity.

55. One should then give dakfi$& (gift for performing
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religious rites) according to merits, to the preceptor as well

as to other Brahmanas. One should also gratify with food etc.

all those who have assembled there, including caof&las.

56. Having gratified all indigent, blind, pitiable per-

sons with food and understanding that that gratification is

the real propitiation of Vi$nu, one should lastly enjoy the

food along with one*s relatives.

57. Every day the worship of the Lord should be con-

ducted with dancing, instrumental and vocal music, recitation

of glorifying hymns and benedictory sayings and narration of

the holy episodes of the Lord.

58. This is called Payovrata
,
the most excellent vow for

propitiating the Supreme Person. What has been explained

to me by god Brahma has been communicated to you.

59. Oh most fortunate lady ! By properly and correctly

observing this vow, and with your heart full of purity and
devotion, and mind under control, worship Lord Kelava.

60. This is traditionally regarded as the perfect (or the

essence of all kinds of) sacrifice and the perfect vow (the

essence of all vows). This is the essence of penance and

donations which leads to the gratification of the Lord, Oh fair

lady !

61. That by which god Vi$nu, the Supra-Sensuous

deity, is propitiated are the real Niyamas (restraints of the

mind), and the excellent yamas (controls of bodily discipline),

the real penance, gifts, vow and sacrifice.

62. Therefore, Oh fair lady, with utmost self-discipline

and devotion, you observe this vow, being pleased wherewith

the Lord shall soon confer your cherished boons on you.

CHAPTER SEVENTEEN

The Manifestation of theLord as Vdmana

£rf Suka said :

1. Aditi who was thus instructed by her husband

KaJyapar diligently observed this (ptryovrata) vow consecutively

for twelve days, Oh king

!
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2. Having controlled the wild hones of her sense-organs

through (the power of) her mind and with her reasoning

power as the charioteer, she meditated with undivided mind
and intellect upon the Supreme Person, the Controller, of the

universe.

3. Concentrating her mind with her one-pointed reason

on the glorious Lord V&sudeva, the soul of all beings, Aditi

verily observed the Payoprata.

4. (On completion of the observance) Oh child

Parlkfit, the Almighty Lord, the Eternal (First) Person mani-

fested himself before her (in a form) clad in yellow garment

with four arms wielding in (three of) them a conch, a discus

and a mace.

5. On beholding him suddenly in a visible form, she

was overwhelmed with love, and reverentially laid herself

prostrate on the ground before him, like a rod.

6. She rose up and with folded palms stood before him
to praise him but (being overwhelmed with love she

could not do so. With her eyes overflowing with tears of joy,

she remained silent. Her hair were standing on their ends all

over her person, and her limbs were trembling with ecstatic

joy at his sight.

7. Oh Scion of the Kuru race ! The goddess Aditi

looked at him affectionately as if drinking up that consort

of Lakpnf, the Lord of the universe and of the sacrifice, with

her eyes, while she praised him slowly in a faltering voice,

full of love.

Aditi bigan :

8. Oh Lord of sacrifices (who confer the fruit of sacri-

fices upon the performers) ! Oh sacrifice incarnate J Oh
imperishable Lord, at whose feet holy waters (like the Gafiga)

resort, Oh Lord of hallowed glory, the hearing of whose

name is auspicious1 and whose very appearance relieves the

sins and inequities ofthose who seek refuge in you, You are

t. ' ftrttyimmmimmtym
The ears(ofpersons) who are devoted to Sisiric studies and who listen

to Slstras, become auspicious on hearing yoor Name, Oh Lord.—YJ.
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the protector of the afflicted. Be pleased to secure (our)

happiness (to us).

9. I bow down to you, Oh Lord Hari who are very

great, immanent in the universe, and yet assume at your free

will the guqas (the modes of prakfti and other powers of the

M&ya) for the creation, maintenance and destruction of the

universe, and are still self-poised ( well established in your gran-

deur without the least disturbance) , and who have completely

dispelled the darkness (of ignorance, tamos or mdyd) within

yourself, by your eternal, perfect wisdom.

10. The longest life-span (viz. two pardrdha years like

that of god Brahma), body (possessing power, beauty etc.) as

desired, unparalleled fortune, dominance in the celestial

regions, the earth and the nether world, all the mystic powers

attained byyoga, the three principal objects in human life (viz.

dharma
,

artha and Kdma ), and even the absolute (highest)

knowledge—all these are attained from you by men, if you are

pleased. What to speak of an insignificant blessing like victory

over a rival (co-wife and her progeny) ?

Sri Suka said :

11. Oh King ! Thus eulogised by Aditi, the lotus-eyed

glorious Lord Vi$$u, who resides in the heart of all created

beings spoke to her as follows : Oh scion of the Bharata race !

The glorious Lord replied :

12. Oh mother of gods ! Known to me is your long

cherished desire concerning your sons, who have been robbed

of their glory and fortune by their enemies, and have been ex-

pelled from their homes.

13. You long to stay with your sons who, after, thorou-

ghly vanquishing the vain-glorious mighty Asura chiefs on the

battle field, have recovered their fortune and glory.

14. You desire to behold the wives of the enemies

approaching the dead bodies of their husbands and bewailing,

when they (enemies of your sons) are killed in battle, by your

sons, of whom Indra is the eldest*

15. You wish to see that your sons have retrieved all
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their glory and fortune and are extremely prosperous, and
having re-established themselves in the heavenly regions, are

enjoying themselves in sports.

16. Oh goddess ! Inmy opinion those leaders of Asura

forces are, for the most part, now invincible
;
for they are now

protected by favourable time and spiritually powerful

Brahmagas (or spiritually powerful Brahmanas are gracious

unto them). Application of prowess, (even on my part) will

not be conducive to happiness, under these circumstances.

17. In spite of this, Oh noble lady, an expedient (to

restore your former glory etc.) must be thought out by me in-

asmuch as I am gratified by your observance of the (payovrata )

vow. My propitiation which results in conferment of the

desire motivating it, should not prove futile.

18. By the correct observance of the payovrata vow, I

have been properly worshipped and agreeably praised by you,

for the protection of your children. Establishing myself in the

austere penance (the procreative energy) of Ka£yapa, the Son

of Marlci (your husband)
,
I shall assume your son-hood by a

ray of mine, and shall protect your sons.

19. Conceiving in your mind that I, of such (as is at

present) form, am abiding in your husband, attend to your

husband, the sinless lord of creation, Kafyapa ( and get con-

ceived) .

20. This secret should never be divulged to another

person under any circumstances, even though you are interro-

gated. Everything will turn out well, but this secret of gods

must be thoroughly guarded, Oh divine lady.

Sri Suka said :

21-22. Having addressed (her) thus, the Lord (imme-

diately) disappeared on that very spot. Being bestowed with

an extremely rare boon viz. the birth of Lord Hari through

her, Aditi, feeling as if her object had been accomplished, be-

took herself to her husband with great devotion. Kajyapa

verily came to perceive that through his meditational yaga.

23. The sage of unfailing insight (knowledge) cognised

the penetration of Lord Hari’s ray within him. (Though to

him both the dtvas and asurast being his sons were equal) he.
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with his mind serene and concentrated, deposited in Aditi

that semen (charged with Hari’s rays and) conserved through

a long penance, just as the wind ( to which all are equal

)

places (frictional) fire in the wood.

24. God Brahma, knowing the presence of that

eternal glorious Lord in Aditi's womb, began to praise him, in

esoteric terms.

God Brahmd said :

25. Victory to you, Oh glorious Lord who are widely

extolled in the Vedas and are of mighty prowess1
! My saluta-

tion to you, the protector of the Brahma^as (and the Vedas).

I bow to you again and again, you, the master of threegunas.

26. I bow to you who were in the womb of PrSni (i. e.

PrSni’s son) and are revealed in the Vedas. You are the

Maker of all, and contain all three worlds in your navel.

You transcend the three worlds and still as antaryamin (in-

dwelling-soul) you enter and stay within all living beings and

are all-pervading.

27. You who are called the Supreme Person of infinite

powers, are the beginning, the end and the middle of the

universe. Oh Ruler of the Universe ! Being the Time-Spirit

you carry away with you everything in the universe like a deep

stream of water sweeping away everyting that falls into it.

28. Verily, you are competent to create all beings,

mobile or immobile as well as even the Lords of creations.

Like a boat unto a person about to drown in water, you are

the main supporter of gods (residents of the celestial world) who
have fallen from the heaven. Oh Lord !

CHAPTER EIGHTEEN

The Lord incarnates as Vdmana. Visit to Bali*s sacrifice

Sri Suka said :

1 . The Lord whose glorious acts and powers were thus

extolled, by god Brahmd and who is above birth and death

i . Underema : Or in anticipation of the Lord's future feat : Oh Lord

of wide strides.
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manifested himself through Aditi, in a form endowed with

four arms wielding ( in each) a conch, a mace, a lotus and a

discus, clad in yellow garment and with eyes wide like a lotus.

2. Bright dark-blue in complexion, and with the splen-

dour of his lotus-like face enhanced with the lustre of his

alligator-shaped ear-rings, the Supreme Person, with the Srf-

vatsa mark on his chest, was adorned with bracelets, armlets,

a shining diadem, a girdle and a pair of beautiful anklets.

3. Irradiated with his special splendid Vanamdli

(wreath offorest flowers) resonant with a swarm of humming
bees and with the Kaustubha gem suspended from his neck,

Lord Hari dispelled with his splendour the gloom in the house

of Katyapa, the Lord of Creation, with his effulgence.

4. At that time, the cardinal points became clear and
bright; lakes and ponds became translucent; all the creatures

became jubilant; the seasons exhibited their characteristic

efflorescence; joy reigned in the heaven, the mid air, the

earth, gods (whose tongue is fire) ,
kine, the three twice-born

classes and mountains.
S-

5. On the twelfth day of the bright half of the month of

Bhidrapada when the moon was within the mansion called

Sravaya, and the auspicious time was the Abhijit (the first

arh$a of Sravana) , the Lord incarnated (on the earth) and all

constellations of stars (e.g. Aivini), planets etc. (by their

auspicious influence) indicated his descent to be beneficial.

6. That twelfth day (of the bright half of Bhadrapada),

when the sun attained the meridian, and the birth of Lord

Hari took place, is known to people as Vijayd ( the victorious)

.

7. Conchs were blown and big drums, kettle-drums,

tabors and paqavas (a kind of musical instrument ) were soun-

ded. There was the tumultuous sound of various musical

instruments.

8. The celestial damsels being highly delighted danced

and prominent Gandharvas (like Haha, Huhfi) sang. Sages,

gods, Mantis, manes and fire-gods extolled the Lord.

9-10. Hosts of Siddhas and Vufyddharas, along with

Ktmpuhtfas and Kinnaras, dramas, Takfas and rakfas, suparruu

(eagles) , best of serpents, and the attendants of gods sang and
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danced. Highly extolling the Lord, they showered flowers on
the hermitage of Aditi and its premises.

1

1

. Beholding that Supreme Person as born from her

womb, Aditi was astonished and was transported with joy.

Amazed at the assumption of a human form by hhyogic Mdyd
Power, even Kaiyapa, the Lord of Creation hailed him *May
you be victorious*.

12. With that very form, decorated with ornaments and
endowed with weapons which Hari, of unmanifest conscious*

ness, manifested to them, be (instantly) transformed Himself

in a dwarf Brahmana boy like a wonderfully active actor, while

the parents were simply looking on.

13. Seeing (the transformation of the Lord as) the

dwarf Brahmaiia boy, all great sages were delighted and with

Kalyapa, the Lord of creation, as their head, got performed

all the religious rites and observances (from those beginning

with the birth e. g. jdtakarman and other)

.

14*. While his sacred thread ceremony (Upanayana) was
being performed, the sun-god (the presiding deity of Gdyatri

Mantra) taught him the Gdyatri Mantra

;

Brhaspati, the preceptor

of gods, gave him the sacred thread, and Kalyapa, the cord of

mudja grass to be tied round his waist.

15*. The Earth-goddess conferred the skin ofblack-ante-

lope on him, ,while Soma, the Lord of plant and herbs offered

the sacred staff. The mother covered his nudity with a piece

of cloth, and heavens gave an umbrella to the Lord of the

Universe.

16*. God Brahma presented him a water pot (ofgourd

or wood) and the seven sages, the darbha grass. The goddess

Sarasvati gave a rosary of beads to the Immortal Supreme
Soul.

17*. Whenhis initiation-ceremony (sacred-thread-inves-

14- 17 * The list of deities who presented Vkmana different articles

differs in other Purist. Thus in Matsya P. 345-85 we find die black ante-

lope skin given by Brahmft, the sacred thread by Brhaspati, the sacred

staff by Marici, Kamandalu by Vasiftba. a bunch of Kuia grass by

Ahgiras, rosary of beads by Pulaha, a pair of white garments by Pulastya.

The four Vedas, Slcbkhya, Yoga and other flistras attended upon
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titure ceremony) was over, Kubera, King of Yak$as gave him
a begging-bowl with words “This is for him**. And the veri-

table Mother-goddess Sat! (Umi) herself served him the

alms.

18. Thus honoured by all, the newly initiated eminent

Brahma^a boy, with his splendid Brahmanic (divine) efful-

gence, surpassed the whole assembly of Brahmana-sages.

19. The twice-born buy instituted the sacred fire (on the

altar) enkindling it, duly worshipping it by placing the KuSa

grass around it in their proper places (paristiiya)
,
and oblated

into the fire the sacred sticks (daubed with ghee—the

samidhs).

20. Having learnt that Bali, of enormous wealth and

power, was engaged as a sacrificer in a horse-sacrifice conduct-

ed by the Brfihmanas of the Bhrgu clan, he (Vamana) con-

centrating in himself all the power, proceeded (from the

hermitage of Aditi) to that place (*>f Bali’s sacrificial hall)

,

bending down the earth at every step, on account of his

weight.

2 1 . The sacrificial priests of the Bhrgu clan who were

conducting the best of sacrifices (viz. a horse-sacrifice) of Bali

on the northern bank of the Narmada, at a spot called Bhrgu-

Kacchaka (near modern Broach in Gujarat), beheld him

(Vamana) approaching them, brilliant like the sun risen just

near them.

22. Oh King, their glory being eclipsed by the efful-

gence of Vamana, the priests conducting the sacrifice, the

sacrificer Bali and the members of the sacrificial assembly began

to conjecture (among themselves) whether he (Vamana) was

the Sun-god himself or was the Fire-god or the (great) sage

Sanatkumara himself, coming with a view to observe the sacri-

fice.
,

23. While the Bhfgus along with their disciples were

thus variously expressing their surmise about him, Lord

V&mana carrying with him his umbrella, sacred staff, and

water-bowl full of water, entered the panda] of the horse-

sacrifice.

24-25. Noticing the entry of Lord Hari, a dwarfish

Br&hmaga boy with the (outward).appearance of a Brahmaed-
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win assumed with his Mdyd powers, having the zone of MuXja*

grass tied round his waist, and wearing as an upper garment a

deer-skin in the fashion of the sacred thread (over his shoulder)

and matted hair, the Bhfgus along with their disciples and

fires (fire-gods) as well, shrank before his divine lustre, and
standing up to honour him, accorded unto him reception with

all the due formalities.

26. Overjoyed to see his charming personality worth

seeing, with limbs proportionate to his form, the sacrificer him-

self offered him a suitable seat.

27. According him courteous welcome, Bali washed the

feet of the Lord, and worshipped him who is attractive to the

minds of those who have abjured all attachment.

28. Bali, the knower of the path of righteousness, placed

(sprinkled) on his head the water with which he washed his

feet, and hence had become most auspicious and capable of

removing all the sins Of the people, and which Lord Siva ( the

Lord of mount Kail&fa) the god of gods and the wearer of the

crescent of the moon on his forehead, received on his head with

utmost devotion.

Bali said :

29. (Hearty) welcome to you. I pay my obeisance to

you. Oh Brahman ! (Be pleased to tell us) what we should do

for you. Oh noble Sir, I deem that you are the very embodi-

ment of the penance of all Brahmana sages.

30. (Fully )
satisfied are all our fore-fathers today. Our

family and house have been purified. This very sacrifice has

been successfully performed inasmuch as your worship has

visited our house.

31. The sacrificial fires of mine whose sins have been

completely annihilated by the waters used for washing your

feet, stand properly worshipped with oblations, according to

sacriptural injunctions. This land of our has been purified by

your tiny feet. Oh son of a Brahmana !

32. Oh son of a BrShmana ! Methinki you have come

to seek something. Be pleased to accept from me whatever

you desire, Oh Brahmacirin ! Oh most worshipful Brahmana I
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Duly accept from me either the earth, gold, a well-furnished

house, delicious food and drink or possibly even a girl or pros-

perous villages, horses, elephants or chariots, Oh Brahmaga.

CHAPTER NINETEEN

V&mana's request for three paces of Land—Sukra*s opposition

Sri Suka said :

1 . Hearing the above-mentioned speech of Bali, the son

of Virocana, which was in accordance with the prescribed

path of righteousness, pleasing yet true, the glorious Lord was

pleased with him. Welcoming him, He spoke.

The glorious I^ord said

:

2. Oh Lord of men 1 This speech of yours is courteous,

true, worthy of your family (traditions), full of righteousness

contributory to your glory, as the descendants of Bbfgu race

are your guides in matters temporal, while in matters spiritual

your quiescent grand-father, the eldest member of the family

(viz. Prahlada) is your authority.

3. No such niggardly person was born in this family

who ever refused to donate (anything) to Brahma^as or was

so miserly as going back upon his promise to give.

4. Never there was any such coward king in your family

who at the time of religious donations turned this face against

persons who, deserving thp gift, had requested for it, or who,

at the time of battle, showed their backs to worthy foes who
challenged them in fight. In your family, Prahlada shines forth

in his unsullied faultless glory like the moon in the firmament.

5. In this family was born Hiranyaksa who, armed with

his mace, travelled alone over this earth for the conquest of

all directions i.e. of (the entire earth) and did not meet any
rival (equal to him in valour)

.

6. When faced by him (Hirapy&kfa), at the time of

lifting up of the earth (from the reuitala ), Vif?u (in the Boar-
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incarnation) vanquished him with great difficulty, but fre-

quently remembering his great bravery, did not regard himself

as the victor (subsequently )

.

7. Hearing the report of his (Hira^y&kfa’s) death, hit

brother Hira^yakafipu got enraged and went, of yore, to the

region of Hari, for killing

1

the slayer of his brother.

8. Beholding him (Hiranyakafipu) rushing toward him-

self with a spear in hand, like the god of death, Vi^m, who
knows the (suitability of) Time, and is the foremost one among
the masters of marvellous illusive powers*, pondered over the

matter.

9. ‘Wherever I go, he will certainly follow me as the

(god of) death does unto living beings. I shall, therefore,

enter his heart, inasmuch as his vision is confined to external

things (or affairs)’.

10. Taking this decision, V19QU, with a disturbed mind
(as a matter of fact, with a calm and undisturbed mind) con-

cealed his subtle body in the breath of the enemy who was

rushing at him, and entered his body through his nostrils

(without being known by him) , Oh ruler of Asuras 1

11. Having ransacked his vacant residence and not

being able to find him, the warrior* got enraged and roared

loudly. He searched for Visnu, the heaven and the earth, the

cardinal points and the sky, the subterranean regions and the

seas, but could not find him anywhere.

12. As he did not perceive him, he said positively,

“The whole of the universe has been closely searched by me.

The murderer ofmy brother must have certainly gone to the

place (viz. the region of death) from which no man returns

(he being ever liberated from Samsara must have returned to

his original nature which is brahma-hood).

13. In this world, the persistence in enmity continues

only so far i.e. to the extent of, the death of, the (inimical)

embodied beings. Anger (the cause of enmity) which is

engendered through ignorance is fostered by egotism.

1 . As a matter of fact for knowing Him (GS).

a. mdrivinitk versfr—The bestower of boons like liberation from

lami&ra AFJ .

3. Pfo—One devoid o( knowledge (oigaUm frtoajMSiuukjmsy*)—VD.
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14. Your father Virocana, the son of Prahlada was so

devoted to Brahmagas that when so requested by celestials in

the disguise of twice-born ones ( Br£hmanas)
,
knew their real

nature (as enemies), and still conferred his lease of life upon
them.

15. Your worship resorted to the righteous course of

conduct followed by householders, Brahmanas, your valorous

forefathers and others of wide reputation.

16. Oh Lord of Daityas ! You are the foremost one

among the bestowers of boons. From you, I seek a small

piece of land three paces in length measured with my feet.1

17. Even though you are a liberal Lord of the earth, I

do not seek anything else from you, Oh king ! For a learned

person who accepts a gift just limited to his (actual) require-

ments, does not contaminate any sin.

Bali said :

18. Oh Brahmana’s son ! Your words are commend-
able in the case of the aged. You are, however, a child, of

childlike (undeveloped) intelligence2
, as such, you do not

know your self-interest.

19. Having propitiated me, the sole supreme ruler of

the world, with courteous words, you seek only three paces

(feet) of land, out of lack of intelligence* or knowledge, when
I am capable of gifting a continent.

20. A person who approaches me (for a gift) should

not (have the occasion or need to) approach another for

begging. Hence, Oh Brahmana boy ! Accept from me freely,

at will4 as much land as is sufficient for you to maintain your

livelihood (decently).

>• This motif of the V&mana story is traceable* to the Vedic symbo-
lism Of Vi?nu measuring out three lokas in three strides. Vide RV 1.22.17

also 1 .154.2, 1.155.4. VSmana is the unmanifest principle, while Vifgu Or
ViiUk manifest.'

2. §R states that as a matter of fact the 2nd line should read ; toam

bSlo'balild-mutih ‘‘You are a-AaWfl-whose intelligence is fully developed
and as such you consider the interests of your devotees and seek no personal

interest.'* (As you are perfect there is no scope for any personal want).

3. $R. : the words in the 2nd Ymtyo’kuddhim&n should be* split as

*yo BuddhimSn , “Intelligent as you are" etc.

4.

Kamam—By stretching your stride as much as possible—SR.
.jjpmana complies.
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The Lord replied :

21. All the desired-most objects (or lands) that are

available in the three worlds cannot be enough to satisfy a

person who has not subdued his senses or the mind, Oh King !

22. He who is dissatisfied with three feet of land, can-

not have his desire fulfilled with an island—continent consis-

ting of nine Varfas (sub-continents), as he will crave to possess

all the seven island-continents.

23. We heard the report that Pfthu, the son of Vena1
,

Gaya2 and other kings who were the Lords of the seven conti-

nents
(
dvipas

)

never reached the end of their thirst for more,

despite their possession of the hoards of wealth and desired

objects.

24. A contented person leads a happy life with whatever

comes to his lot by chance, while a discontented person who
has no control over himself, is never satisfied even if the three

worlds be possessed by him.

25. It is said that non-contentment with reference to

wealth and objects of enjoyment, is the cause of the transmi-

gration of man in this world, and that contentment with what
one happens to get by (one’s predestined )

luck, is the way to

emancipation ( from samsdra)

.

26. The spiritual glory of a Brahmana who is satisfied

with what he obtains through chance, enhances. It, however, is

extinguished through lack of contentment, like fire with water.

27. Prominent among the bestowers ofboons as you are,

I, hence, seek only three feet of land from you. I shall have

my purpose (of depriving you of everything) accomplished

1. Vainya—Pfthu, ion of Vena. He was churned out of the hand ,ef

the dead body of Vena. He ‘ ‘milked” the earth of .iood-ttuffa. His

reign was a golden period. He performed a horse-iaorifice. Installing his

son Vijii&iva on the thcooe/Prthu retired to forestandpedonne^ jpen&nce

and merged in parabrahman.

—Mbh. SSnti 59.98-128; 227. 49-56.

VP. 1.22, The Bh.P. Supra 4thskandka.*- ' <
'

2. Gaya—An ancient, king-sage (rijarfi) who performed many
sacrifices {Mbh. vana 75,18). He gifted away all land to Br&hmanas (A/M,

Sdnti 235.25). He earned reputation and wealth by visiting sacred places

and temples in India. {Mbh.Vana. 94.18).
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with that much only. For the desirability of wealth is limited

to the extent of its usefulness.

Sri Suka said :

28. When addressed thus, Bali laughingly spoke, “Take
it as much as desired”. He then took in his hand his jar of

water to donate the land (with due religious formalities) to

V&mana.
29. £ukra, the foremost among the knowers (of politics)

apprehending the (inner) design of Vi$nu, forewarned his

disciple who was about to gift the land to Vi$nu.

Sukra said :

30. Oh son of Virocana ! This dwarf is no other than

the eternal divine Lord Visnu who is born of Kafyapa and
Aditi, with the object of accomplishing the purpose of gods.

31. I do not approve of the promise' given by you
without foreseeing the consequent calamities (implicit in your

promise). A great disaster has befallen the Daityas.

32. This Hari who has assumed the form of a Brahma-

cdrin through his delusive powers ( mdyd) will dispossess you of

your position, sovereignty, fortune, splendour, world-wide

reputation and learning and pass it on to Indra.

33. Assuming his cosmic form, co-extensive with the

universe, he will occupy all these (three) regions with three

steps. Having conferred everything that you own, upon
Vi?QU, how are you going to exist, oh fool !

34. Where is the space left for the third foot when the

all-pervading Viwu covers the whole of the earth in one foot,

and the heaven with another, and occupies the intervening

tjpagft by his body ? (Thus you cannot fulfil your promise.)

35. Me-thinks your permanent place lies in the hell,

the destination of those who do not redeem their pledge,

Mbe evert you will not be able to fulfil your promise.

36. They (i.e. the wise) do not commend that gift as

good if it endangers the means of livelihood of the donor. For

in this world, charitable gifts, performance of sacrifices, austere

penances and religious acta can be performed by persons with

means of subsistence.
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37. A person who divides his wealth in five shares (and

invests it) for the purpose of religious acts, glory, getting

economic return, personal pleasure and provision of one’s

relatives, becomes happy here and hereafter.

38. If you feel uneasy about the break of promise hear

from me, Oh best of the Asuras ! the decision of the seers of the

ftgveda on this point (about truth and falsehood). Whatever

is promised by uttering the sacred syllable Om, is the truth

and whatever is denied by expressing a ‘No’ is untruth.

39. It is sung (in the Sruti texts) that one should know
that truth is the flower and fruit of the tree of this body.

When the tree does not survive that (viz. the fruits and

flowers i.e. the truth) ceases to be. Hence, anrta (viz. not giving

away all one’s possessions) is the root-mainstay of the body.

40. Just as a tree that is uprooted, dries up and dies in

a short time, so does the body which has lost its support of

anrta
,
undoubtedly dry up soon.

41. The Vedic text parag riktam etc. means that which is

expressed by the assenting syllable Om carries away wealth to

a long distance, and leaves one incomplete (bereft of wealth).

A person verily becomes poorer to that extent to which

he agrees to give by uttering the syllable Om (yes). A donor

who agrees to give everything to the mendicant cannot find

sufficient for his personal enjoyment (subsistence).

42. Therefore, the term ‘No* which is regarded as anrta

means fullness to oneself (as his wealth is unspent) , and adds

to his wealth ( as due to the consciousness of his deficiency, he

tries to get more wealth from others). But if a person who
makes a false statement all the while by saying ‘No* ( refusing

to give), gets a bad name, and is as good as dead though

breathing.

43. False statements are not condemnable when made
to women (while courting), in jokes, in arranging marriages,

for obtaining one’s livelihood, for saving one’s own life in

danger, in protecting cows and Brahmanas and where violence

(to another) is anticipated.
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CHAPTER TWENTY

Manifestation of the Cosmic Form by Vi$VM

Sri Suka said :

1. Bali, the Lord of the household, who was thus

addressed by his family-preceptor, remained silent for a

moment and (weighing the consequences) with careful mind,

he submitted as follows :

Bali said :

2. What has been stated by your worship, is true. It

is the duty of householders to see that the wealth, enjoyment

(of life) good reputation and the means of livelihood are not

adversely affected by anything.

3. Having promised the Brahmana once that I shall give,

how can I, the descendant of Prahlada, out of greed for wealth,

refuse, like a gambler, to give.

4. The earth has verily said : There is no greater

heinous unrighteousness than falsehood. I am capable of

bearing anything else except a man given to uttering falsehood.

5. I am not so much afraid of the (tortures of) hell,

poverty, ocean of misery, rdisplacement from (my present)

status and even death, as I am of cheating a Brahmana.
6. In this world,.wealth (and as a matter of fact) every-

thing else abandons a dying man. (Why should not one give

it away while alive ? If only a part is given and the recipient

Brahmana is not satisfied, the git i becomes fruitless). What
is the propriety of that charitable act unless the recipient

Brahmana is satisfied thereby ?

7. Righteous souls like sage Dadhyafic

1

,
king Sibi* and

others accomplish the well-being of creatures by sacrificing

their lives which are so difficult to give up; what consideration

is there for the earth and other things ( which are less impor-

tant than life) ?

1 . A famous sage. Son of Bhrgu—Handed over his body to gods for

preparation ofVajra (the weapon of Indra) out of his bones,

—

Mbh.Vana

190.21 Salya 51.29-32.

2. An ancient royal sage who submitted his body to a hawk (Indra)

to save a dove (fire-god)

—

Mbh. V«na 197. 21.28.
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8. Time has swallowed up the enjoyment of the earth

and the position in the next world of the kings of Daityas who
(while alive) enjoyed the earth and were ever successful in

war. But (it could) not do so to the glorious renown achieved

by them on the earth, Oh Brahmana.

9. Oh Brahmana Sage ! Those who lay down their

Jives without retreating from the battlefield are easily avail-

able, but not so the donors who, when approached by Worthy

recipients, reverentially give away their wealth.

10. Poverty and affliction in consequence ofsatisfying

the desires of (ordinary) supplicants, appear gr&ddbl to a

magnanimous and merciful soul. Need it be said that it is

much more so in cases like yours who know the Brahman or

Vedas ? Hence, I shall bestow upon the Brahmacdrin what he

wants.

1 1 . Let him be Visnu, the bestower of boons whom your

worshipful self, conversant with the procedure laid down in

the Vedas, so reverentially worship by performance of various

kinds of sacrifices (with Soma or without Soma) or let him be

an enemy. I shall confer upon him the land desired for by
him, Oh sage !

12. Even if he unrighteously binds me down—an in-

nocent sinless person, I shall do no harm unto him, a cow-

ardly enemy disguised as a Brahmana.

13. If he be really Visnu of hallowed renown he would

not forfeit his fame (by deceiving me thus). He will take

away the land by killing me on the battlefield or lie down
killed by me.

Sri Suka said :

14. The preceptor Sukra, being impelled by Providence,

pronounced the following curse upon his noble-minded disci-

ple who placed no faith in his words, and would not abide by
his command, but wanted to be true to his promise.

15. “You who are highly conceited as being learned and
obstinate, and show disregard to us by transgressing our

orders, shall, in no time, fall down from your royal splendour4 '.

16. Though cursed thus by his preceptor, the great

Bali didjnpt swerve from the truth and worshipping Vamana,
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he gave away the land with due formality of pouring water

(from his right palm in solemn confirmation of the gift).

17. The royal consort Vindhyavali, adorned with a

costly pearl necklace, came there and brought a gold jar full

of water to wash Vamana's feet.

18. The sacrificer himself gladly washed the glorious

feet of the Lord, and sprinkled on his head, the waters

which are capable of sanctifying the whole of the universe.

19. In the heaven, all the hosts of gods, Gandharvas,

Vidyadharas, Caranas applauded that act of worship, and ex-

tolled the Asura King and his straightforwardness and over-

come with joy, showered flowers over him.

20. Thousands of kettledrums were sounded; Gandhar-

vas and Kimpuru$as sang that a most difficult act has been

done by this noble-minded Bali, in that, he knowingly

bestowed the (sovereignty of the) three worlds upon his ene-

mies.

21. That dwarf form of that infinite Hari. comprising as

it is of three gunas
,
miraculously expanded to such an extent as

to include that earth, the heaven, the cardinal points, the

space between the heaven and the earth, cavities and hells,

oceans, the sub-human beings, human beings, gods and sages

and everything else.

22. Bali along with the sacrificial priests, the president

of the sacrificial assembly, and its members, saw on the body

of the Great Spirit comprising of all the guQas, the whole of

the universe made up of three gunas,
and consisting of ele-

ments, the senses with their objects (of enjoyment), the mind
and thtjivas ( individual souls )

.

23. ' Bali whose army was like that of Indra espied on

the cosmic form of the Lord the rasatala (the sub-terranean

regions) at the sole of his feet, the earth resting on his feet,

mountains on the shanks, birds on his knee-joints, the

group of wind-gods ( maruts)
on the thighs of the Supreme

Person.

24. He beheld the two twilights (deities presiding over

the dawn and the dusk) on the garments ofthe all-pervading

Lord, the lords of creation in his genital organ, Aswas of which

he was the chief in the anus, the firmament in the navel, the
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seven seas in his sides, and the string of constellations on the

chest of the Lord ofvery colossal strides.

25-26. Oh Child ! He saw (the presiding deity of

Dharmu in the heart of the slayer ofMura (Visnu ), #ta (Divine

Law) and Satya (Truth) on his breasts, the Moon-god in the

mind, the goddess Sri with a lotus in her hand resting on

his bosom, and all the Sama-hymns, articulate sounds in

his throat, all the celestials with Indra as their chief on his

arms, the cardinal points in his ears, and the heaven on (the

crown of) his head, the clouds in the mass of his hair, the vital

breath in his nostrils, the Sun-god in his eyes, and the Fire-god

in his mouth.

27. He saw the Vedas in his speech, Varuna the Lord

of waters in his palate, the interdicting and prescriptive parts

(of the scriptures) in his eye-brows, the day and night on his

eyelashes, Anger on his forehead, greed on the lower lip of the

Supreme Person.

28. Oh King ! He saw the passion of Love in his sense

of touch, water in his semen, Adharma (the spirit ofunrighte-

ousness) on his back, sacrificial activity in his steps, Death in

his shadow, Maya in his laughter, and various species of herbs

in the hair on his body.

29. The warrior Bali beheld the rivers in his arteries,

rocks in the nails, god Brahma in his Buddhi (intellect), the

hosts of gods and sages in his vital breaths, all creatures mobile

and immobile on his person.

30. Perceiving all this universe resting in the Person of

the Lord, all the Asuras lost their consciousness. Oh child 1

The SudarSana discus of unbearable velocity, force and

effulgence, the Ssrnga bow twanging like rumbling clouds.

3 1 . The Parlcajanya conch of deep sound like the roar of

thunder, the mighty mace ofVi^nu called Kaumodakit the sword

called Vidyadhara (otherwise known as Nandaka) paired with a

shield called Satacandra (as it was set with hundred moonlike

studs) , and the two excellent quivers with inexhaustible stock

of arrows, (all in personem)

.

32. His chiefattendants headed by Sunanda, accompa-

nied by the guardians of the worlds, watted upon the Lord.

Adorned with shining diadem, armlets, a pair of alligator-
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shaped ear-rings, the Sri-Vatsa mark, in foremost of all jewels

Kaustubha, girdle, clad in yellow silk garment.

33. Adorned with the Vanamala (a wreath of forest-

flowers) hovered round by bees, the Divine Lord of mighty

strides, shone in great brilliance.

Oh King ! He coverd the earth of Bali with one foot; He
occupied the sky with his body and the quarters with his arms.

34. As he covered the celestial region with another

step there was not the slightest space left for the third as the

second step of the Lord of wide strides extended higher and

higher beyond Afaharloka, Janaloka, Tapoloka upto Satyaloka—the

region of god Brahma.

CHAPTER TWENTY-ONE

Bali Bound Down

Sri Suka said :

1 . On beholding that the foot of the Lord had reached

(his region) satya-loka and finding himself enveloped in and

the effulgence of his region eclipsed by the brilliant lustre of

his moon-like (toe-) nails, lotus-born god Brahma and also

great sages like Marici, sages of great vows (of life-long cele-

bacy like Narada) andyogins (of the path of knowledge) like

Sanandana, came forth to receive him.

2. (The presiding deities of) the Vedas and the subsi-

diary Vedas (viz. dyur-veda the science of medicine, Dhanur-

veda the military science, Gdndharva veda the science of music,

Sthdpatya veda the science of Engineering), Niyamas andyamas1
,

science of Logic (Sdmkhya and Mimdrhsa)
,
History (viz. the

Rdmayana and the Mahdbhdrata)
,
six auxiliaries of Vedas,2

1. Vide Supra Bh. P. 4.22.24.

2. viz. (1) Sikfd—phonetics or Science of proper articulation and

pronunciation (2) Chandas— science of Prosody, (3) Vyikarana—
Grammar, (4) Nirukta—Etymology of Vedie words, (5) Jyotifa—Astro-

nomy, (6) Kalpa—code of rituals.
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Purdnas and Saihhitds (sacred texts like Pdncaratra Sarhkitd ,

Brahma-samhitd, Garga-saihhitd and others) who had burnt

down their impurities of sins by the fire of spiritual know-
ledge enkindled by the wind of Toga

,

approached and bowed
down at the foot of the Lord, by virtue of meditating which
they would attain to the region of god Brahma which is not

accessible by the path of Karmas (religious, ritualistic acts).

3. Thereupon, the lotus-born god Brahma, of extremely

pure reputation, brought water to worship Vi?nu’s foot raised

upto his region. Devoutly worshipping his feet, he sang out

his praise, for he himself was born out of the lotus that adorns
his navel.

4. The water that was poured out of the A'amanfalu
(water-jug) of god Brahma, for washing the feet of the Lord of

mighty strides, and being purified thereby, became the hea-

venly river in the sky. Like the pure hallowing renown of

the Ln?d, it sanctifies the three worlds as it falls from the sky,

and flows through them from the heavens.

5. God Brahma and other protectors of the worlds,

along with their followers, reverentially brought articles of
worship to their Lord who had withdrawn his all-pervading

form in a limited personality (viz. that of V&mana)

.

6. With water brought for worship, with garlands of
flowers and divinely fragrant sandal-paste and pigment, with
burning of fragrant incense and lights, parched grains of
paddy, unbroken rice, fruits and sprouts.

7. With songs of praise, shouts of victory announcing
his prowess and greatness, with dancing performances, play-
ing of musical instruments and presentation of vocal music
and sounds of conchs and kettle drums.

8. Jambavan, the king of bears, with the speed of the
mind, proclaimed with beating of drums in all directions, the
victory of the Lord and the great festive occasion.

9. Finding that under a deceitful pretext of a request
of three feet of land, the entire earth was taken away (frau-
dulently) from their master who was engaged in a sacrifice,

the Asuras flared up and said to each other.

10. “Certainly this is not even a Brahmana by mere
caste, (even a lowly Brahmana will not commit such a fraud)*
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He is Vi?nu, the prominent one among the masters of illusive

powers (and conjuring tricks). Disguising himself as a

Brahmana, he desires to accomplish the objective of gods.

11. We stand cheated of everything by this enemy who
assuming the disguise of a Brahmacarin came for begging,

while our master has laid down his powers of punishment

during the period of this sacrifice.

12. Being a person vowed to observe (perpetual)

truthfulness, and especially when consecrated for performing

sacrifice, it is not possible to utter falsehood for our master

who is friendly to Brahmanas full of compassion.

13. It is, therefore, our sacred duty to kill him
(Vamana) and serve the cause of our master.” Saying thus

the followers of Bali, Asuras, took up their arms.

14. Thus being enraged, all of them, armed with

spears
( Sttla ) and sharp-edged steel-bars 1 (patfito) rushed to

strike at Vamana (the Dwarf), even though Bali did not

wish it.

15. Seeing the generals of the Daitya army attacking

Vamana, Visriu’s attendants laughed at them, and thwarted

them (Asuras’ attack) with their arms uplifted.

16-17. Nanda, Sunanda, Jaya, Vijaya, Prabala, Bala,

Kumuda, Kumudaksa, Viivaksena, the king of birds—Garuda,

Srutadeva, Puspadanta and Satvata—each of them possessing

the strength of ten thousand elephants, advanced to kill the

Asura army.

18. Seeing his people being massacred by the followers

of Visjui, and remembering the curse of Sukra (his preceptor),

Bali prevented them from fighting, although they were

enraged.

19. “Oh Vipracitti ! Oh Rahu ! Oh Nemi ! Listen to

my speech ! Please do not fight; retreat. This period is not

favourable unto us.

20. Oh Daitya comrades ! No human being is power-

ful enough to overcome Him with human prowess, as he is the

master (chief cause) who distributes pleasure and pain to all

creatures.

l. paffiio lohadando jas tlkftiadhSrah kfvropamah—Vaijqyanti quoted in

ASDp. 310.
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21. The glorious Lord who was formerly in favour of

our prosperity and against that of the celestials, is today dis-

posed to do quite the reverse of it.

22. No person can verily overcome the Time-spirit by

physical power, expert advisers, intelligence, fortresses, mystic

formulae, medicine etc. and by expedients like sdma, ddna ,

danda and bheda )

.

23. These attendants of Hari have many times been

vanquished by you, when Fortune was favourable to you.

Today those very attendants are roaring after vanquishing

you in the battle.

24. If the Providence becomes favourable (again), we
shall again defeat them. Therefore wait for the favourable

Time, which will turn to be advantageous to us.”

Sri Suka said :

25. Hearing the directive (speech) of their leader, the

generals of the Daitya and Danava forces, beaten by the

attendants ofVisnu entered the Rasatala (nether world)

.

26. On the very day of extracting Soma juice in the

sacrifice, Garuda, king of birds, the son ofTarkjya, informed

ofthe desire of the Lord1
,
bound down Bali with the noosccords

of Varuna.

27. When the king of Asuras was thus being taken

prisoner by Visnu of superior power, there arose a loud out-

cry on earth, in the sky and in all directions.

28. Glorious Lord Vamana addressed to Bali who,

though bound down by the noose of Varuna and bereft of

royal splendour, was of balanced and stable mind, and of

noble reputation, Oh King !

29. “Oh Asura ! you have given me three paces of land.

The entire earth (world) has been covered by two steps,

Please provide space for the third.

i. SR explains : The Lord wanted to shower grace on Bali by

depriving him of all his property and freeing him from his egoistic claim

on his body. Or the Lord wanted to lower Bali's position to exhibit Bali’s

greatness etc.
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30. As this entire land as far as the sun warms it by

its rays, and the moon and the stars illuminate it, and as far

as the rain-god was sending showers of water, was yours.

31. With one step I have covered the region of the

earth, the sky and the quarters by my body, the celestial

regions were covered by the second step as witnessed by you.

32. If you are not able to give what is promised, it is

inevitable that your stay should be in the hell. Hence, you do
enter the hell as approved of by your spiritual preceptor.

33. All the aspirations of that person fail. The
celestial region is far away (from him). He falls down into

hell who deceives a person seeking his help, by failing to give

what is promised.

34. Proud of your riches as you were, you deceived me
with the words “I shall give you’* (three paces of land). Suffer,

therefore, for some years in hell as a punishment for uttering

falsehood.*’

CHAPTER TWENTYTWO

A Dialogue between Bali and Vamana

Sri Suka said :

1. Oh King ! Even though Bali was thus (humiliat-

ingly
)
insulted by the glorious Lord and though he was made

to swerve from the truth, Bali remained firm in mind, and gave

this dignified reply.

Bali submitted :

2. Oh god of excellent renown ! Your worship regards

the prqmise given by me as false. (It is you who fraudulently

disguised yourself as a dwarf at the time of begging, and
deceitfully manifested a different form at the time of the

implementation of promise). In spite of this, I shall be

trajeto my word so that I should not be regarded as a cheat. Be

Used to place your third step on my head (as the possessor
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of wealth is more valuable than the wealth possessed ) Oh
Prominent one among gods !

3. Displaced as I am from my ( sovereign ) position, I am
not so much afraid of hell or of being bound down with

(Varuna’s) noose, or of insuperable calamities or of financial

difficulties or of any punishment from you as from ignoble

reputation (viz. Bali was a deceitful person).

4. Methinks punishment meted out by the worthiest

person is the most praiseworthy reward to men, as neither

mother nor father nor brother or friends can deal such punish-

ment.
5. In the guise of an enemy, you are certainly the

highest preceptor (and hence benefactoi) of us, the Asuras,

inasmuch as you gave an insight in this fall to us, who were

blinded by pride and arrogance caused by different factors

(such as valour, wealth etc.

)

6. As it is weliknown, many Asuras, by cherishing deep

rooted enmity to You attained to that high position (eman-

cipation from Samsdra) which onlyyogins with unserving de-

votion can reach.

7. Hence, I feel neither much ashamed nor afflicted that

I have been taken prisoner and have been bound down with

the noose of Varuna, by your worship of miraculous feats.

8. My grand-father, Prahlada who is highly esteemed

by your devotees, and whose excellent reputation of saintli-

ness is manifest, was subjected to various cruel tortures by his

own father HiranyakaSipu, because he was your enemy.

9. What is the use of the body which abandons one

ultimately (at the time of death ? Of what worth are the

robbers, designated as one’s own people (e.g. sons, kith and

kin), who take away our property ? Of what purpose is the

wife who is the cause of transmigration in the Saihsdra ? What
is the use of houses to a mortal ? It is sheer waste of life here.

10. Having come to this definite decision, my eminent

grand-father (Prahlada) of unfathomable wisdom, and the

prominent-most saintly person, disturbed by the company of

worldly people, resorted toyour lotus-like feet which are eternal

and which offer immunity from fear (from any quarter), even

though £DU were the destroyer of his relatives and partisans.
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11. It is through sheer good luck that I too am brought

to the presence of Yourself—You who are the destroyer of both

subtle and gross bodies (of beings and thus grant liberation)

and that I am forcibly made to give up my wealth (and

glorious position). And it is wealth (and position) that

deprives man of his judgement and makes him incapable of

understanding the uncertainty of life, due to its being within

clutches of death.

Sri Suka said :

12. While he (Bali) was addressing thus, Prahlada,

beloved of the glorious Lord, appeared (on the scene) like the

full moon above the horizon, Oh foremost of Kurus !

13. Bali, having an army like that of Indra, noticed his

grand-father, of majestic stature, charming appearance, with

eyes large like (a pair of) lotuses, with long arms (reaching his

knees) , clad in yellow silken garments, bright dark in comp-
lexion yet radiant in his native effulgence.

14. Bali, being bound down with the noose of Varuna
could not offer him worshipful reception as before. He reve-

rentially bowed him with his head, and with his eyes full of

tears, he hung his head with shame1 (as he remembered his

egoistic actions)

.

15. Seeing the Protector of righteous persons sitting

there, and being attended upon by his followers like Sunanda,

Nanda and others, the noble-minded Prahlada approached

him and paid obeisance to him, placing his head down on the

ground, while his eyes were over-whelmed with tears, and hair

stood on their ends ( through ecstasy)

.

Prahlada said :

16. It is fortunate (and not derogatory) that the

exalted position of Indra that you yourself bestowed on Bali

has been retaken from him by you. I consider that great divine

grace has been shown unto him ( Bali) in that he has been relieved

ofhis fortune which infatuates the mind and bewilders the soul.

i . GS attributes this to Bali's sense of guilt for forgetting the teach-

j||g
of PrahlSda about humility and his disparaging remarks to Vfimana.
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17. By wealth, even a self-controlled learned person
gets deluded ( and forgets the essential nature of the soul, even

though known previously) . How can an ordinary person com-
prehend properly the course leading to the realization of the

soul, when possessed of wealth ? Hence I offer my obeisance to

you (who have rendered a gracious obligation on Bali by
divesting him of his wealth and glory), Oh Narayapa, the

controller of the Universe and witness unto all the worlds. .

Sri Suka said :

18. It was in the very presence of Prahlada who stood

with folded palms that god Brahma (who emerged from the

golden egg) addressed Vi?nu, the slayer of demon Madhu, Oh
King !

19. Seeing her husband so bound down, Bali's saintly

wife (Vindhyavali)
,
was overwhelmed with fear. With folded

palms, she bowed down to Vamana ( the younger brother of

Indra)
,
and with face drooping down in supplication burst

forth in appeal ( And god Brahma respected her by giving her

the priority in communicating with the Lord)

.

Vindhyavali appealed

:

20. You have created these three worlds ( the earth, the

heaven and the subterranean region) for your own divine

sport. But other persons of perverted mentality arrogate

proprietory rights over it (as did Bali when he says that he has

donated the three worlds as a gift and shall redeem his pledge

by offering his head for the third step when as a matter of fact,

he is not the master of his body, much less of the universe).

You are the creator, protector and destroyer of the universe.

To such as you are, what these shameless persons in whom
the sense of being independent agents has been implanted by

you (through your Maya), are capable of offering ? Oh Lord !

Be pleased to be gracious unto dull-witted Bali and setting

him free from bonds, protect him.

God Brahma said :

21. Oh Creator of living beings I Oh Controller of all

creaturetH Oh God of gods immanent in the Universe ! Be
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pleated to release Bali, as he is deprived of everything and he

does not deserve confinement.

22. He hat gifted to you the entire earth and the higher

worlds that he acquired through his pious actions. Everything

owned by him including his body has been donated by him to

you, without the least flinching of the mind.

23. If a person with sincere and guileless mind, offers

water for washing your feet and worships them devoutly

with (simple) dUrva (Panic) grass he attains to the highest

place (Liberation from sarhsdra or a place in your region,

Vaikuntha) . Then why does Bali who has gifted to you the

three worlds gleefully without the least hesitation, should suffer

this calamity ?

The Lord replied :

24. Oh Brahman ! I take away the wealth ( fortuneetc.)

of a person to whom I show my Grace. For being infatuated

with wealth and power, a person becomes bereft of humility

and shows disrespect to the world and (even) to me.

25. It is only by a lucky chance that the individual

Soul, not being his own master and passing through various

species of existence according to the fruits of his action,

happens to be born as a human being.

26. It should be regarded as my Grace in that parti-

cular respect, if he, in the human stage of life, is not affected

by pride for til's lineage, achievements, youth, beauty, learning,

authority, affluence and such other circumstances (and I am
not constrained to deprive them of wealth etc.)

.

27. My devotee should not get infatuated with pride

and feel lack of humility due to high birth etc. which are

obstructive to the attainment of final bliss.

28. This Bali, the leader of Danavas and Dai tyas and

capable of enhancing their glory, has vanquished the uncon-

querable Maya (deluding power of the Lord) and hence, he

is not infatuated even in distress.

29*30. He has been deprived of his wealth, dislodged

from his sovereign position, insulted, reproached and fettered

by bis enemies, abandoned by his kith and kin, and subjected

to torture, remonstrated and cursed by his spiritual preceptor.
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but he remained firm in his vow, and did not deviate from the

truth. True to his word as he is, he did not swerve from the

truth, despite my misleading him by specious arguments about

Dharma (righteousness )

.

31. A position very difficult even for immortal celestials

to attain, has been conferred upon him by me. (But as he

desired Indra-hood) he will be the India under my protection

in the period
( Manvantara

)

presided over by the Manu
Savarni (after which he will attain that position).

32. Till then, let him live (as a ruler) in Sutala which is

constructed (more beautifully than the celestial region) by

Vi£vakarman (the architect of gods) . There,* under my
gracious surveillance, the residents are not subjected to an-

xieties, diseases, fatigue, laziness, defeat (from internal or

external enemies) or other troubles.

33. Your Majesty Indrasena (Bali) ! May good betide

you ! Accompanied by your relatives and kinsmen, proceed to

Sutala—a region worthy of being aspired after even by celestial

beings.

34. Even the Lokapalas (Protectors of the worlds) shall

not (be able to) vanquish you. What of others ? My discus

(
Sudarlana

)
will put an end to the Daityas who will (dare to)

transgi ess your commands.

35. I shall protect you along with your followers,

retinue and property, in every respect. You will always find

me present there, Oh great warrior !

36. If any demoniac ideas occur to you due to the

company of Danavas and Daityas, they shall immediately dis-

appear at the sight of my glory and prowess.

CHAPTER TWENTY-THREE

Bali, freefrom bonds, enters Sutala

§ri Suka said :

1. The magnanimous Bali who was highly respected hy
all righteous persons, joined his palms, and with his eyes flowing

with teflrs and throat choked with emotion, submitted in falter*
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ing accents to Lord Vijnu, the ancientmost person who addre-

ssed him (as reported in the previous chapter)

.

Bali said :

2*. How wonderful ! Even an attempt made to offer you
obeisance was efficacious enough to accomplish the blessings

coveted by your devotees who resorted to you for protection.

This unique Grace has never been obtained by the protectors

of the world as well as by gods ( who are of Sdttvic disposition

)

before. It has been conferred upon a wretched asura (of a

rdjasic nature).

Sri Suka said :

3. Having addressed thus, Bali, bowed down to Lord
Hari, god Brahma along with Siva. Being free from bondage,

Bali was highly pleased and he entered the Sutala region along

with his Asuras.

4. Restoring ( the kingdom of) the celestial region to

Indra in this way, and having thus fulfilled the desire of Aditi,

the Lord ruled over the whole of the world.

5. Seeing that his grandson Bali, the scion of his

family, freed from bondage and the recipient of the Grace of

the Lord, Prahlada, full ofdevotion spoke as follows :

Prahldda said :

6. Neither god Brahma, nor goddess Sri or god Siva

ever received such a Grace. How can others (Indra etc.)

obtain it ? You whose feet are worshipped by persons adored

by the world have become the protector of the fortress of us,

the Asuras.
i*

7. Oh Lord that affords shelter ! Brahma and other

celestials have attained greatness (prosperity and power) by

virtue of their enjoyment of the honey in the lotuslike feet of

yours. (I, however, wonder) why we, of crooked behaviour and

belonging to ferocious races, are made the recipients of your

gracious look.

•SD : If mere attempt to bow down is so efficacious, how much
more fruitful must be the worship etc. of Lord Hari.
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8. Oh how miraculous arc your acts and behaviour !

You have created the worlds as the sportive activity of your

inconceivablejuga-md?#; you are omniscient, nay the veritable

in-dwelling soul of all, and hence, view all equally. Even
though you are fond of your devotees, there is no partiality in

your nature, you are just like the wish-yielding tree, by nature.

The Lord replied :

9. Child Prahlada ! May you be blessed ! Go happily

to your residence in Sutala along with your grandson, and
enhance the happiness of your kith and kin.

10. You will always see me there standing with a mace
in hand, and the bonds of your karmas will be snapped by the

highest bliss of seeing me.

Sri Suka said :

11-12. With their palms folded and head bowed down,

pure-minded Prahlada, the Supreme Commander of all the

Asura forces, along with Bali, respectfully accepted the

command of the glorious Lord. Circumambulating the

Eternal Person, they bowed again, and with his permission

entered the ‘Great cavity* (of Sutala), Oh King.

13. Thereafter, Oh King ! Lord Vi$nu whose abode is

cosmic waters, and who removes the sins of his votaries, spoke

to £ukra who was sitting near, among the sacrificial priests,

in that assembly of experts in Vedas.

14. “Oh Brahman ! Do you now make up for the inter-

ruption and deficiency in the sacrificial act that was being

performed by your disciple. Whatever defects remain in

religious performances are rectified even by the look of Br&h-

manas (much more so if actually performed by them).'*

Sukra replied :

15. How can there be any deficiency in ritualistic per-

formance, where you, the presiding Lord of all religious acts,

the master of sacrifice who confer their fruit on performers,

the sacrifice itself incarnate, are worshipped with complete

devotion T
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16. The recital of Your Name rectified all the defects

arising out of (wrong pronunciation and intonation of) mantras

(Vedic verses to be chanted at the time of sacrifices), wrong
ritualistic procedure, in-opportuneness of time and unsuita-

bility of place or in the provision of materials for sacrifices. 1

1 7. Still, however, as, Oh Mighty Lord, You insist on

it, I shall carry out your behest. For what constitutes obe-

dience to your commands, is
(
in itself) the highest beati-

tude of human beings.

Sri Suka said :

18. Gladly accepting Hari’s mandate, the worshipful

sage &ukra, with the assistance of other Brahmana sages, recti-

fied the deficiencies in Bali’s sacrifice.

19. In this way, having begged the earth (as well as

celestial regions) from Bali, Lord Hari disguised as a dwarf,

gave back to his brother, the great Indra, the celestial region

(as well as the earth) which was usurped from him by his

enemies.

20-21. Then for accomplishing the pleasure of Kafyapa
and Aditi, and for the well-being of all creatures, god

Brahma, the head of all the Protectors of the world (
Prajapatis

)

together with gods, sages, manes anc! Manu and his sons

with Daksa, Bhrgu, Angiras, as well as with Kumara and god

Siva, crowned Vamana as the King (and protector) of all the

worlds, and the guardians of the worlds.

22-23. For the sake of the prosperity of all, god Brahma
installed V&mana, the younger brother of Indra as the pro-

tector of all Vedas, gods, dharma (righteousness), glory,

.affluence, auspicious vows and of the celestial regions as well

as of Mekfa (Liberation of Sarhsira). Oh King, all created

beings thereby felt extremely delighted.

24. Then with the approval of god Brahma, Indra

accompanied by the Protectors of the world, placed Vamana
at their head, carried him to heaven, in a suitable celestial car.

l. Gf. the famous verses quoted by YD.
yasya smrtyi ca n&moktyd tapo-yqjka-kriytidifu /

nyUnaih sampHrjiatihh yit; talk vande harm acyutam //
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25. With the sovereignty of the three worlds restored

to him, and being free from fear due to his being protected by

the arms of Vainana, Indra who was endowed with supreme

glory, felt highly delighted.

26-27. Eulogising that extremely miraculous great deed

of Visnu and praising Aditi, god Brahma, Siva, Kumara, sages

headed by Bhfgu and others, and masses, all beings, Siddhas,

all beings moving in aerial cars, repaired to their respective

abodes, Oh King.

28. I have recounted to you everything pertaining to

the episode of the Lord of Mighty wide Strides which destroys

all the sins of the listener to this story, Oh delight of theKuru
family !

29*. A mortal being who presumes to recount comple-

tely and exhaustively the glories of Lord Visnu with mighty

wide strides, is like unto a person who would count all the

particles of dust on the earth. About such a person the seer of

the mantra (RV. 1.1.54.1 etc.) asks, ‘Is there born now or

likely to be born (in future) such a person (who can do so) ?

(The answer is ‘No’)

.

30. A person who listens to the account of this incar-

nation of Lord Hari. the god of gods of miraculous deeds,

attains to the highest stage (of Liberation from Samsara)

.

31. If this story is recited repeatedly during the per-

formance of religious observance to propitiate gods, masses

and men, the learned declare that that obsei vance is auspi-

ciously well-done.

*Vifrtor nu hath virydtii pra voram

—RVTi. i54-ia:AV. 7.26-ia

VS. 5. 18a, TS. 1.2.13.9a etc.
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CHAPTER TWENTY-FOUR

The Fish Incarnation ofLord Vifnu *

The King said :

1. Venerable Sir 1 I now desire to hear from you the

story of the first incarnation of Lord Hari of miraculous ex-

ploits, wherein he assumed the form of a fish, through his

deluding potency (Maya).

2. Why did the Supreme Lord, like one subject to

( laws of) Karma, assume the form of a fish which is disgustible

to the world, as being of tamasic nature and unbearable.

3. It behoves you, Oh worshipful Sir, to tell us every-

thing in details (as it took place) , as the actions of the Lord

of hallowing renown, are conducive to the happiness of all

people.

Sata said :

4. When requested thus by Pariksit (One protected by

Vi$nu i.e. Kfsna1
), the venerable Suka, the son of Badarayana,

The deluge is a part of race-memory in different parts of the world.

It testifies to the sub-mergence ofsome parts of the world under water, at

some distant period in the past, and the memory persisted among Hebrews,

Assyrians, Hindus etc. The different periods of such deluges in different

parts of the world (for example the Nohaic Flood which lasted for about

371 to 376 days was in West Asia round Mt. Ararat (The Old Testament-

Genesis Ghs. 6, 7, p . ) Also vide T.A. Bryant's The New Compact Bible

Dictionary, pp. 176-178; 403-4 Special Crusade Edition), while the Indian

deluge was in the Himalayan region and it lasted throughout one Kalpa,

shows that there was really no universal flood, though it appeared to be

so to the people in the affected area which was their ‘‘world" in ancient

times. In India the deluge is described in the Satapatha Br. 1.8.6 the

MBH Vana 187, Agni P. s, Matsya P. 1 & 6. The Salapatha tradition seems

to be the earliest and is followed by MBH where Manu , the saviour of the

fish, was at Badari and the locale of the flood was the Himalayan region,

but with the Bh. P,, King Satyavrata, the saviour of the fish (and a

future Manu ) was a Dravida King who got the fish in the river Kfta-tndla

in Tamil Nadu. The brief statement in the Agni P. makes Manu perform

penance on the bank ofKxta-mala, while in the Matsya P. 1* 17-18 Manu
Malaya (Kerala) where in his own hermitage the small fish fell

JNHgjPftbove. The symbolism of the fish is explained by V.S. Agrawala

B|p.-s study, pp. 4-8 with which one may not agree, as it presumes an

Savanced knowledge in Embryology in that Purdpic era (Gupta Period)

.

1. Vide Supra 1. ifl.7-11.
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began to narrate the history of Lord Vi$i?u as he acted in the

form of a fish.

Sri Suka said :

5. (The object of incarnations in general :) \\hen the

Almighty Lord desires to protect cows, Brahmanas, gods,

righteous persons, the Vedas and the laws of Dharma (right-

eousness) and Artha and other Purufdrthas, he assumes a body.

6. (This incarnation is not disgustible.) The Supreme

Lord moves like vital airs through higher and lower beings.

But Himself being transcendental to gupas (attributes), he is

not affected by the guyas of Prakfti and hence by the high-

ness or lowness of status.

7. At the close of the last Kalpa (known as BrShma)

,

there was a periodic deluge caused by (the sleep that over-

came) Brahma. 1 At that time, Oh King, the worlds known as

BhU (this earth) and other (higher) worlds were submerged

under the sea.

8. A mighty demon called Haya-grlva (one with the

neck and head of a horse) who was in the vicinity of

Brahma, carried away the Vedas which (unconsciously) escaped

from the mouth of Brahma who was overcome with sleep

under the influence of Time, and desired to go to bed.

9. Noticing that (clandestine) act of Hayagriva the

king of Danavas, the glorious Supreme Lord Hari, assumed

the form of a small glittering fish.

10. In that Kalpa, a great royal sage, by name Satya-

vrata who was absolutely devoted to Narayai>a, was practi-

sing austerities, subsisting on water only.

1 1 . That very person (who was then called King Satya-

vrata) is well known as Sraddha-deva, the son of Vivasvat

and was installed as Manu by Lord Hari, in this great Kalpa.

i . While commenting on vene No. 46, $R raises there a pertinent

point as to the nature of this Deluge. He states that as the world was

submerged within seven days without the usual draught of 100 years,

and having fire from above (the sun) and from below (Sefa’s poison),

this must b£ an illusory deluge shown to Satyavrata by the Lord. This

has been edwed by GS. on this verse and by VD elsewhere.
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12. One day while he was offering libations of water

(to sages and manes) in the river Krtamala1
,
a certain tiny

v

fish was noticed in the water in the hollow of his folded palms.

13. Satyavrata, the King of DraviqLa land, was about

to drop the small fish along with the water in the cavity of

his folded palms.

14. To that extremely compassionate king, the fish

piteously implored, “Oh king, kind unto the afflicted ! How
is it that you are throwing a poor helpless creature like me,

into the waters of river when I am afraid of acquatic ani-

mals who kill their own species.

15. Not knowing that it was Lord Visnu who, out of

affection, assumed the form of a fish to confer Grace on him,

he made up his mind to Protect the tiny fish.

16. Hearing the piteous appeal of the fish, the merciful

king placed it in his water-jar
(Kamandalu ) and carried it to

his hermitage.

17. Growing there in that jar of water {Kamandalu) in

one night, and finding the space therein insufficient, she said

to the king.

18. “I am not able to accommodate myself in this jar

(Kamandalu) with difficulty. Be pleased to provide forme
sufficiently spacious abode, wherein I can live comfortably.**

1 9. He took the fish out of that jar (Kamandalu )
and

placed it in a big earthen pot for waterstorage (or a well)

.

When thrown therein it grew to the dimensions of three cubits

within a muhQrta (48 minutes).

20. (The fish requested :) “This reservoir is not suffi-

cient to accommodate me comfortably. As I have adapted

you as my protector, please provide me with a more spacious

place.

21 . Bringing that fish from the reservoir, the king threw

it into a lake. Occupying the whole (expanse of the) lake

with its body, it grew into a monstrous fish.

22. (The fish requested) “I am an acquatic animal, Oh
king 1 The waters of this lake are not sufficient for my cotnfor-

i. The river Vaiga in Tamil Nadu. It rises in the Malaya

fountain and the holy city of Madura is situated on it—GDAMI, p. 104.
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table stay. Be pleased to place me in a pool of inexhaustible

storage of water, making arrangement ofmy safe transit to it.'*

23. Thus requested, the king carried the fish to various

pools of inexhaustible stores of water (each bigger and deeper

than the former) . When the fish went on growing coexten-

sive with the expanse of the lake, he threw it at last, into

the sea.

24. While he was being thus deposited into the sea,

he spoke to the king as follows : “Oh heroic king ! It is not

proper that you throw me here, as extremely powerful alliga-

tors and other acquatic animals will eat me.”
25. Being deluded by the fish with the expression of

charming words, Satyavrata enquired, “Who are you who
beguile us in the form of a fish?”

26. Never such acquatic animal possessing such (miracu-

lous) power and capacity has been seen or heard by us, inas-

much as you fill a lake of one hundred yojanas (i.e. 800 miles)

in extent, in a single day.

27. Certainly you must be the Imperishable, glorious

Lord, Naravana or Hari Himself who assumed the form of

an acquatic creature for showing Grace unto living beings.

28. Oh Supreme-most Person ! I bow to you who are

the Master of the creation, protection and the destruction of

the Universe. Oh all-pervading Lord ! You arc the real self,

the goal and the refuge to us, your votaries, who approach

you for protection.

29. All your sportful incarnations are meant for the

prosperity and well-being of created beings. I wish to know
the main purpose for assuming this form by your worshipful

self.

30. Oh Lotus-eyed Lord ! Seeking resort to your feet

—

you who are the friend and dear soul of all—shall never be

futile, as to those others who look upon the body as their soul

For you have manifested your miraculous form to us.

Sri Suka said :

31. To king Satyavrata who was addressing him in

this way, the lord of the Universe who assumed the body of a

fish as he desired to sport in the ocean of deluge at the end of
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Tuga (which was about to take place), but who, being

fond of his exclusive, unflinching votaries, wished to accom-
plish the good of king and spoke as follows :

The Glorious Lord said :

32. Oh vanquisher of enemies ! On the seventh day
from today, all the three worlds, viz. the terrestrial world, the

celestial region and space (aerial region) between the two,

will be submerged in the ocean of deluge.

33. While the worlds will be sinking in the waters of

the deluge, a spacious boat despatched by me will approach

you.1

34-35. In the meanwhile, you take with you all herbs

and plants and seeds of various types (both of inferior and

superior qualities) and surrounded by seven sages and accom-

panied by all varieties of animals, you will board that spacious

ship and shall fearlessly sail over the one undivided ocean2

completely devoid of light but illuminated with the effulgence

of sages (to guide you)

.

36. While the boat will toss hither and thither by

strong gales, I shall be near you. You moor it fast to my horn

with a big serpent (Vasuki, as a rope).

37. Oh King ! While the night of god Brahma lasts, I

shall move (through the ocean) dragging the ship with you

and the sages on board.

38. In reply to your well-reasoned questions, you will

find revealed in your heart, through my Grace, my real great-

ness, which is designated as Supreme Brahman”.

39. Having instructed the King in this way, Lord Hari

disappeared. Satyavrata waited for the period about which

Lord Virou forewarned him.

1. In the Bible story of the Flood or Deluge, God gave Noah
exact instructions for building the Ark (Genisis 6.14-16). God led Noah
and his family as well as pairs of animals into the Ark and shut the door

of the Ark (Genisis 7.16). In MBH Vana .187.31 the king is asked to

build a strong ship,

2, Ekdr^utia—The original ocean of infinite waters, the source of

In Bh. P. supra 3.6.23, it is called jwgonta-toya. In

terms Mahftrnava, Ek&rgava, Ag&dha, Stabdha Salila are
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40. Spreading the darbha grass with their points towards

the east, the royal sage sat with his face to the North-East

meditating over the feet of Lord Hari in the fish-form.

4 1 . Then the ocean was seen overflowing its boundaries

and inundating the earth on all sides, and seemed to be in-

creasing in volume by the heavy downpour from great clouds.

42. While musing over the command of the Lord, he
saw the arrival of a boat. Taking with him all the plants

and herbs, he boarded the ship alongwith the prominent

Brahmana sages.

43. Being pleased with him, the sages advised him : “Oh
King 1 Meditate upon Lord Vi$Qu (Kegava). He will be our

saviour from this calamity, and bring about our happiness.”

44. Thereupon when the Lord was contemplated upon
by the King (as per advice of the sages), there appeared in

that vast ocean, a golden fish with one horn and body one

hundred thousand yojanas in dimensions.

45. Having moored the ship to the horn of that fish

with the serpent (-King Vasuki) as the rope, as per previous

instructions of Lord Hari, the King felt highly delighted, and
praised Lord Vi$nu (The slayer of the demon Madhu) as

follows :

The King said :

46.

* Your Lordship is our highest preceptor1 Who con-

fer on us Liberation from Samsdra—we, whose* knowledge

•§R. shows that this is not only not the Final Deluge (tnahd-

Pralaya), but not even a periodic one. But just as sage M&rkandeya was
shown the slene of Deluge in this very (Vaivasvata) Manvantara, King
Satyavrata was shown the Deluge with a view to initiate him in the

spiritual knowledge. BP. however, controverts this and basing himself on
Laghu-Bh&gavata subscribes to the theory of two fish-incarnations just as

there had been two boar-incarnations.
matsyo’pi pr&dur abhavad doip kalpe'smin varShavat /

ddau svayambhuviyasya daityam ghnaniharat hutip /

He further quotes Visnudhaimottara for support. The main objection

of SR i.e. the impossibility of a real Deluge within seven days, without any
famine etc., is not met by the critics of &R.

1 . Paramo gurur bhavdn : The seven sages were Satyavrata’s preceptors
and the Lord was the preceptor of these sages. Hence the Lord is the

“Grand-sire*
4 (preceptor) of Satyavrata—VC.

2. an&dyavidyd,...samvidah : whose knowledge about the supreme
soul and soul as they are, is obscured by our date-less ignorance whereby
we wrongly identify the body with the soul—VR. By ‘dtma-sarhvit’ VJ,
understands ‘the knowledge of the Supreme Soul* JG. interprets *ividy&*

as the Lord’s Deluding Potency (MiyS).
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about the soul is screened (and hence obscured) by Nescience

( avidyd

)

which is beginningless, are subjected to suffer the

three types of afflictions in this Sarhsdra rooted in that very

Nescience. It is through your Grace that we take shelter in

You1 and attain to realize You.

47. This category of beings (subject to the cycle of

births and deaths) is ignorant (as he identified body with the

soul) and is fettered with (and hence subject to the fruits of)

his actions. With the desire of enjoying pleasures (derivable

from objects of senses), he performs acts with great pains. By
adoring you the wrong notion (consisting of the identity

of the body and the soul or ‘in doing Karma’) is shaken off.

May he, being our preceptor, cut off the knot of false notion

(or attachment) in our heart.

48. May that Imperishable Supreme Ruler (of the

Universe), our preceptor’s preceptor be our preceptor, by

serving (adoring) whom, a person ( desirous of Liberation

from .Sarhsdra) purges the tdmasic dirt from himself and regains

its original (blissful) character just as a lump of gold or silver

becomes purified of the dross, by being blown into the fire and

recovers its original colour and nature.

49. I seek asylum in that Supreme Lord (whose Grace

is so unlimited that) not even one out of ten thousand parts of

his Grace, the gods, preceptors and all people combined

together can, by themselves, show to a person (their devotee).

50. Just as a sightless person is called upon to

lead the blind, a spiritually unenlightened person is made the

preceptor ofignorant people. Like the light of the sun, you

are self-illuminating and providing light to all our senses or

are (capable of direct perception). Hence, we have sought

you as a preceptor and guide, with the desire of knowing our

way and destination.

51. A (spiritually ignorant) person imparts wrong

instructions to another person (leading to wealth and

i
.

yadxcchaythopasftS : To whom people attain to after resorting to

and through spiritual preceptors.—VR. VR. insists that it is through

God's Grace that one comes in contact with spiritual preceptors. But

VJ thinks that the very birth in the human species is due to His Grace

secured by meritorious acts in the previous births.
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gratification oflust) whereby the follower is sure to land in

the insuperable darkness (in the form of Saths&ra) . You,

however, impart eternal unfailing knowledge ( of the soul)

in the light of which, a person can easily and definitely attain

to his (spiritual) goal.

52. To all the people in the world, you (alone) are

certainly a friendly well-wisher, the beloved Supreme Ruler,

the very soul, the preceptor, the spiritual wisdom itselfand

the goal to be realized. But people of ‘blind* intellect and

understanding, who are deeply rooted in worldly desires, can-

not see you even though you exist in their very heart.

53. For the sake ofspiritual awakening and guidance,

I resort to you, the Almighty Ruler, adorable even to gods and

worthy of being sought by all. Oh Lord ! Cut asunder the

knots (of egotism, ignorance etc.) in my heart, with your

words shedding light on the (spiritual) truth and reveal unto

me your own self.

<$ri Suka said :

54. To the king who was praying thus, the glorious

Lord, the ancient-most person who was sporting in the ocean

in the form of a fish, imparted the highest truth.

55. He revealed to the royal sage Satyavrata the

divine compilation of Purana1 (known as the Matsya Purdna)

dealing with the Sankhya system of Philosophy, and the science

and practice of Yoga, and also instructed him in the secret

lore about the soul.

56. Seated on board the ship along with the sages, the

king listened to the discourse on the real nature of the soul

and the Eternal Brahman so expounded to them by the glorious

Lord as to leave no (shadow of) doubt about it.

! . The Matsya p. ,
in its preamble, (ch. 3.22*24) makes Manu

ask the Fish all the topics covered in a purdna e.g.

utpattim prolayaH caiva varhidn manvantardrii ca /

vamiydnu-caritaH caiva bhuoenasya ca ristaram II

But MBH Vana 187 is silent on this point. The word mitsya

purdna etc. in 187.57 means ‘the episode of Fish incarnation’ narrated in

MBHi-
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57. To god Brahma who was awkened after the end of

the Pralaya (Deluge), Lord Hari restored the Vedas after

killing the demon Hayagriva.

58. That King Satyavrata who was thus blessed with

discriminating knowledge and spiritual wisdom, has become
Vaivasvata Manu in this Kalpa, through the Grace of Visnu.

59. He who listens to the great story consisting of the

dialogue between the royal sage Satyavrata and Visnu who,

through his Maya, assumed the form of a horned fish, stands

absolved of all sins.

60. A person who, everyday, extols this incarnation of

Lord Hari, finds that all his desires are accomplished here, and

he attains to the Final Beatitude (hereafter)

.

61. I do bow unto the Lord who is the cause of every-

thing and! who disguised himself as a fish 1 in the cosmic waters

of the Deluge, and killing the demon (Hayagriva) , restored to

Brahma the corpus of the Sruti texts which were stolen away
from his mouths (by Hayagriva) when his (Brahma’s) powers

became dormant in sleep and who imparted the knowledge of

Brahman to Satyavrata and the seven sages. 2

1. GS. on the authority of VC. states that this fish of a curved

body is called dtfi in common parlance.

fl. Curiously enough as a phala-irvti of this skandha, VD quotes a

puripu story of a king Vitoujit who was absolved of the sin of killing a

Brihmaga by listening to the VIII Skandha ofthe Bhegavata Purirta.



SKANDHA NINTH

CHAPTER ONE

The story ofKing Sudyumna

The King ( Parikfit ) requested :

1. All the Manu-epochs ( Manvantaras)
described by

you and the (account of) glorious heroic feats of Lord Hari
of infinite prowess and energy, achieved during those epochs

as narrated by you, have been heard by* me.

2-3. I learnt from you that he who, at the end of the

last Kalpa, was the royal sage named Satyavrata, the King of
Dravidas (or Dravid* country) , attained spiritual knowledge
by worshipping the Supreme Person, has verily become a

Manu (Sraddhadeva), the Son of Vivasvat; I have also heard
from you the (history of) his' sons, the kings, of whom Ikgvaku

was prominent.

4. Be pleased to describe to us in details. Oh Brahman,
the history of the race and the deeds of those belonging to

that line, separately, as we are ever eager to listen to them,

Oh highly blessed sage.

5. Kindly relate unto us the heroic exploits of all those

kings of hallowed (or sanctifying) renown who belonged to

the past, who will rule in future and who belong to the

present age.

Sdta said :

6. When accosted in these words by king Parikfit, in

the assembly of the exponents of Vedas and Brahman, vene-

rable Suka, the expert in the highest form dkarma1 proceeded

to narrate in details.

i . This dhama is
(
the extolling the excellences of the Lord* accor-

ding toJ/R, while ‘Protection of the subject! is the dharma ofcrowned
king*’ (VJ)*
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Sri Suka said :

7. Oh chastiser of enemies ! Listen to the main events

in the history of the race of Manu (in brief)
,
for it will not

be possible to describe it in details for centuries together.

8. At the end of the Kalpa , there was only the Supreme

Person, who is the Soul of all beings high and low. There was

neither universe nor anything else.

9. From his navel sprouted forth the calyx of a gold

lotus wherein was bom the self-created four-faced god Brahma,

Oh mighty king.

10. From his mind was born Marici and from Marici

was born Kaiyapa. From KaSyapa and his wife Aditi, the

daughter of Dak?a (Prajapati) was born a son called Vivasvat.

11. From Vivasvat and his wife Samjfta was born

§raddha-deva, the Manu and through his wife Sraddha, the

self-controlled eminent Sraddhadeva begot the (following)

ten sons :

12. (Namely) Ik;v£ku, Npga, Saryati, Di?ta, Dhrsta,

Karusaka, Nari?yat, Prsaddhra, Nabhaga, Kavi.

13. It is reported that in the beginning, when Manu
was childless, the worshipful and (spiritually) powerful

Vasiftha performed a sacrifice, in honour of Mitra and Varuna.

14. In that sacrifice, Sraddha, the wife of Manu who
was observing the payo-vrata vow, approached the //otr-priest,

paid obeisance to him and begged for the birth of a daughter.

15. The Hotf (the reciter of Vedic mantras in a sacrifice)

who was directed by the Adhvaryu (the officiating head sacri-

ficial priest) , was brooding over the request of Sraddha. The
Brahma^a (contemplating over her request) with full concent-

ration of mind, offered oblations while uttering the mystic

word

—

Vafaf (and propitiated the fire)

.

16. As a consequence of the dereliction of duty on the

part of the Hotr ( the reciter of mantras)
, a daughter named Ila

was bom. Not being much delighted at the sight of the

daughter (when the sacrifice was performed for the birth of a

son) , Manu addressed the preceptor (as follows) :

17. “Wosihipful Sir, what is this that due act (of sacri-

r) performed by the expert exponents of Vedas has led to
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the contrary result ? Ah ! What a pity ! There should not

have been such a reversal (in the fruit) of Vedic Mantras.

18. You are experts in the knowledge and sacrificial

application of the Mantras and are self-disciplined. You have

burnt down all your sins by your austerities. What is the

cause of the failure of this expectation. This is as impossible

as falsehood in the case of gods. (Just as what gods think or

say turns out to be true, your will power should have similarly

prevailed) ”.

19. Hearing this (complaining) speech (of Manu)
,
the

worshipful great-grandfather1 Vasistha came to know the

transgression committed by the reciter of mantras (Hotr ) and

replied to Vaivasvata Manu ( the son of the Sun, Vivasvat).

20. “This frustration of your expectation is due to the

dereliction of duty on the part of the Hotr. Yet by virtue of

my spiritual power, I shall accomplish your object of having

a good son”.

21. The adorable Vasistha of great renown, determined

thus and with the desire of securing manhood to Ila prayed

Lord Vi§nu, The Eternal Person.

22. The glorious Lord Hari, The Ruler (of the

universe)
, being pleased with Vasistha, conferred on him the

boon sought for (by him). In virtue of that boon, Ila became
Sudyumna, the foremost among men.

23. On one occasion, riding a horse of Sindhu breed,

and accompanied by a few ministers, he went on a hunting

expedition in a forest, Oh great king.

24. Clad in an armour and arming himself with a

beautiful bow and extremely wonderful arrows, the hero went

to the northern direction, in pursuit of the game (a deer)

.

25. It is reported that the prince entered a forest on the

foothills of mount Meru, where the glorious Lord Siva sports

amorously with his Spouse Uma.

i. It should have been grand-father's grand-father as can be seen

from the following genealogy of Suka from Vasistha:

Vasistha—Sakti—Paritfara—'VySsa—•Suita but if pra-pitdmaha is to be

defended (as VO does it) by saying that the father and the son are lobe

regardedjM one as per the Sruti text Stmaiva prttran4md*H, the chain of

identity swill reach to £uka also

.
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26 Hardly did Sudyumna, that vanquisher of inimical

warriors, enter the forest, when he found himself transformed

into a woman and the horse into amare, Oh king.

27. Noticing a change of sex in themselves, all his follo-

wers became dejected at heart and began to stare at each

other.

King Parikfit asked :

28. Oh venerable Sir ! How is it that the region came
to acquire such power ? Who made it so ? Be pleased to

answer this query, as our curiosity has become intense.

Sri Suka said :

29. On one occasion, sages, who were strict observer*

of sacred vows, came to that region (Ilavrta) to pay visit to

god Siva, the lord of mount Kailasa, dispelling darkness from

all quarters (with their spiritual lustre).

30. Having seen them, goddess Parvati, who was then

ungarmented, got extremely abashed, and quickly getting up
from her consort's lap, put on her raiments immediately.

31. Noting the union of the divine couple in amorous

enjoyment, the sages instantly turned back and proceeded to

the hermitage ofNara and Narayaiia.

32. Then, with a desire to satisfy his divine beloved,

the glorious god Siva announced : 'Whoever enters this region,

shall (automatically and instantly) turn into a veritable

woman.

33. Hence all males avoid going to that forest since

then. She (Sudyumna, now a woman I1&) went on wander-

ing from one forest to another, accompanied by her retinue.

34. Now beholding that excellent young woman
surrounded by ladies, ( leisurely) wandering on the precincts

of his hermitage, god Budha ( the presiding deity of the planet

Mercury) conceived an amorous passion for her.

35. That lady with beautiful eyebrows, in her turn,

reciprocated his love and sought him, the son of King Soma,

as her husband. He begot on her a son named Pururavas.

$6. We hear it reported that King Sudyumna of Manu't
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race who was thus transformed into a woman, happened to

remember Vasiftha, his family preceptor.

37- (As soon as he was thus remembered, Vasistha

appeared on the scene). Seeing that sad plight of Sudyumna,
Vasistha was overwhelmed with compassion. Being deeply

moved, and wishing to restore the manhood of Sudyumna, he

approached (appealed to) god Sankara.

38. Being pleased with Vasistha and with a view to

grant his prayer as well as to retain the veracity of his own
utterance, the glorious god Siva spoke as follows, Oh King.

39. ‘Sudyumna who is born of your race, shall be a man
for one month and a woman for another month alternately.

May he protect the earth at his will, under this arrangement’

1

.

40. Having accomplished his desire of restoration to

manhood through the grace of his preceptor, he ruled over

the earth under the above-mentioned arrangement. But his

subjects did not approve of it.

41. He got three sons, Utkala, Gaya and Vimala. They
became righteous rulers of the Deccan (the southern region

including Mahara$tra).

42. With the ripeness of the age, King Sudyumna, the

ruler over prati$thana* handed over ( the kingdom of) the earth

to (his son) Pururavas, and went to forest ( for performance of

penance).

1. The story is briefly mentioned in MBH. Adi 75.16, Anu 147. 26,
LiAga P. 1.65.

2. Most probably Jhusi opposite to Allahabad across the GaAgt.

Mentioned in MBH Vana. 85.76. According to LiAga P.I.65 the kingdom of

Ikfv&kus was divided among Sudyumna's sons, while according to Vasiftha’s

advice, the son of Hi (the female transformation of Sudyumna) Purfiravas,

was given Pratiffhinapura as he had no hereditory rights on the kingdom

of Ikfvdku. But Bh.P. 9.2.2 shows that Ikfvftku was born, when Sudyumna
left for the forest.

D.P. Mishra’s conjectural identification of this PratifthAna with

‘Ortospana*(near Kabul—‘nearer Bactria, the home province ofPurfiravas’

)

of Greek writers deserves consideration. Vide studies—Proto. Hist, of Ini. pp.

116-17. —
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CHAPTER TWO

History ofKarQja and otherfour sons of Manu

Sri Suka said :

1. When his son Sudyumna thus left (for the forest)

,

Manu, the son ofVivasvat, being desirous of begetting a son

performed penance for a hundred years, on the bank of the

Yamuna.
2. Thereafter he worshipped Lord Hari ( by performing

a sacrifice) for (male) progeny; and he had ten sons, Ik$v£ku

being the eldest, all resembling himself.

3. Manu’s (eighth) son, Prsadhra, was entrusted with

the duty of protecting the cows, by his preceptor (as Vasi§tha

found him competent to tend the bulls). Vigilantly he tended

the cows at night, remaining alert in the posture called

Virisana (kneeling on one knee)

.

4. On one occasion, while it was raining at night, a

tiger made its way into the cowpen. Cows which were lying

there, got panicky and springing to their feet, ran about in

that enclosure.

5-6. The powerful tiger seized one of the cows, and she,

overwhelmed with fear, screamed loudly. It is reported that

when Prsadhra heard that screaming in agony, he rushed in

haste in that direction, with a sword in hand. In the dark-

ness of night, when even stars were invisible due to clouds, he

unwittingly chopped off the head of a tawny coloured cow,

believing it to be a tiger.

7. The tiger too got its ear severed with the end of the

sword in that stroke, but escaped in extreme panic, dripping

blood all the way.

8. Pr?adhra, the destroyer of inimical warriors, who

believed that the tiger had been killed, found, at the close of

night» to his sore grief, that a reddish-brown cow had been

killed by him, in the ( darkness of) night.

9. To Pf$adhra who has unknowingly committed the

sin of killing a cow, Vasitfha, the family preceptor (instead of

i||P$tg him the expiatory rite or procedure for* such unwitt-

^Kcts) pronounced the following imprecation : “In conse-
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quence of this (thoughtless) act, you shall be not even the

vilest of Ksattriyas but a veritable £udra.”

10. When cursed in this way by the family preceptor,

the great warrior accepted it (respectfully) with folded palms.

He observed the vow of life-long celibacy—a vow so esteemed

by sages.

11. Being exclusively and absolutely devoted to the

glorious Lord Vasudeva, the absolutely pure ( blemishless)

,

transcendental, universal Spirit, he became a friend and a

well-wisher of all beings, impartial to all.

12-13. Completely devoid of attachment, with a serene

mind, and with all senses under full control, bereft of all posse-

ssions, maintaining himself on whatever came to him by chance

(without asking for it), fixing his mind in the Supreme Soul,

satiated in spiritual knowledge1
, and absorbed in meditation,

he roamed about the earth, presenting an appearance of a

blind and deaf dunce.

14. Leading this way of life, he happened to enter a

forest where, seeing the outbreak of forest-confiagration, he

silently allowed his body to be consumed by it and became one

with the transcendental Brahman.

15. And the younger son Kavi* (even as a child) had

no desire for worldly objects. Renouncing the kingdom along

with the relatives, he enthroned the self-efiulgent Supreme

Person in his heart and repairing to the forest, even in his boy-

hood, ultimately attained to the Supreme Brahman.

16. From Karu^a, the son of Manu, was descended the

Ksatriya clan called Karusas who ruled over the northern

regions, were friendly to Brahmarias and devoted to righteous-

ness.

17. The Ksatriya clan called Dhar^a was born from

Dhr§tabut attained Brahmanahood (Brahmanical virtues and
way of life) on the earth. In the race of Nfga, Nfga had a

son Sumati whose son was Bhutajyoti to whom was born a son,

Vasu.

1. v.l. jft&na-hffta—Delighted in spiritual knowledge.

2. VJ. takes Kavi ‘wise’ as the adj
.

qualifying Pffadhra and treats

this verse af*h further elucidation of the above (19-13) verses, (uktavuva

vivffuti) .

~~
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18. Vasu had a son Pratika whose son Oghavan was

the father of a son called Oghavat and a daughter named

Oghavatl whom Sudarlana married.

19. Citrasena who was born from Narisyanta had a son

called Dakga. Dakja’s son was Midhvan of whom was born

Kfirca who had a son called Indrasena.

20. Indrasena’s son was Vidhotra who got a son named

Satyalravas who, on his part, had Uru£ravasas his son. Deva-

datta was born from UruSravas.

2 1 . The venerable fire-god Agni himself was born as a

son of Uru$ravas, and was called Agnivefya. He became

famous as a great sage Kanina or Jatukarnya.

22. From AgniveSya descended a Brahmana clan known

as Agnivefiyayana, Oh king. The race of Narisyanta has been

thus described in details. Now listen to the line of Dista.

23. Nabhaga, another son of Dis^a (differentfrom the one

to be described later1 )
became a Vatiya by following the pro-

fession (agriculture, cow-tending etc.) of that class. His son

was Bhalandana whose son was Vatsaprlti.

24. PramSu was the son of Vatsapriti. Pram$u*s son is

wellknown as Pramati ;
whose son was Khanitra8

,
Khanitra’s

son was Cak?usa, the father of VivimSati.

25. Rarabha8 was the son of ViviniSati. Rambh’s son

was the religious Khaninetra, and Karandhama was Khani-

netra’s son, Oh great king.

26. His son was Avikgit. His son Marutta became a

sovereign of the whole of the globe of the earth—the same

sovereign forwhom the great yogin t
Samvartta, the son of sage

Angiras, performed sacrifices.

27. Nobody else has ever performed a sacrifice so

gloriously as did Marutta. All the utensils therein were of

pure gold, and whatever other materials were used in his sacri-

fice, were auspicious and beautiful.

28. Indra (drank so much Soma in that sacrifice that he)

became inebriated and Br&hmapas were oversatisfied with the

gifts (dakfitui) . Marut-gods served food (in that sacrifice ) ,
and

Pi. Vide infract*.*
a. VR. reads ‘Svamitra*.

3. VR. reads 'Dambha*.
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the whole fraternity of gods ( Vi<vedevafc) were the members of

the sacrificial assembly.1

29. Marutta had a son called Dama whose son was

Rajyavardhana ; his son was Sudhfti and Nara was born as a

son of Sudhrti.

30. His son was Kevala whose son was Bandhum&n of

whom was born Vegavan. Bandhu was his ( Vegavan *s) son.

Of Bandhu was born the king of the earth Trnabindu.

3 1 . Being an abode of praiseworthy qualities, a promi-

nent heavenly damsel Alambu$i resorted to him (as his wife)

,

and bore him a number of sons and a daughter known as

Icjlavi<jla (v. 1. Ilavila).

32. The sage Vfcravas begot on her a son known as

Kubera ^ the donor of wealth). From his father who was a

master of yogas, Kubera received the Supreme Lore (about the

soul).

33. The sons of this king were Vi£ala, Sunyabandhu,

and Dhumraketu. Visala was the founder of a dynasty and
built the city of Vai£ali.

34. His (Vi&ala's) son was Hemacandra, whose son was

Dhumraksa. From his son Samyama were born Kffalva

and Devaja

2

.

35. From Kr$a$va was born Somadatta who, by per-

forming horse-sacrifices, worshipped the Supreme Person, the

presiding deity of sacrifices2 and attained to the foremost

( highest goal through the support of the master of yoga.

1 . This is nothing but an echo of:

marUtah paritiesfaro tnaruUasydvasan gfhe /

dvikfitasyo kdma-prer vUoedevdfr sabhdsada iti //

—Ait. Br. 8.21.14, Sat.Br. 13.5.4.6. MBH 12.29. 18.

The same is repeated in MBH Dro$a 55.43-44.

2. But according to VR & VJ. Dhflmr&kfa's son was Sahadeva and

Kri&iva was Sabadeva’s son.

3. Ifaspa ti ( 1 ) The Supreme Person to be propitiated by perform-

ing Ifa Homa—VR.
(2) Overlord of the earth (Mi)-—VR.

„ (3) The Lord who gives us food—VJ.
** (4) The Lord bestower of the Power ofspeech—VJ.
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36. Somadatta’s son was Sumati, whose son was Jana-
mejaya. These rulers of the kingdom of Vailali held up the

glory (glorious tradition of Tftiabindu)

.

CHAPTER THREE

The story of Cyavana and Sukanyi

Sri Suka continued :

1. It is reported that Manu’s son, king Saryati was the

master ofthe Vedic lore and it was he who, in the sacrificial

session of the Angiras, authoritatively explained the procedure

of the ritualistic course of the second day (of that session).

2. He had a daughter Sukanya by name, whose eyes

were beautiful like lotuses. Accompanied by her, he went to

the hermitage of the sage Cyavana.1

3. Surrounded by her maids (of honour), she was

leisurely wandering in the forest enjoying the sight ofbeautiful

trees, when she happened to notice a pair of glow-worm-like

luminous objects, in the hole of an ant-hill.

4. Impelled by her fate, she, in her childish innocence,

perforated the pair of shining objects with a thorn, and blood

flowed profusely out of them.

5. That very moment instantly, there was obstruction in

the lower passage of his soldiers (stoppage of the excretion

i. A sage of Bhrgu Clan. MBH. Vana chs i 32 , 123 & 124 give how
he was blinded by Sukanyi and was pacified when Sukanyi married him,

and how at his request the celestial physicians Aivintkumiras rejuvenated

him in consideration of a share in Soma-drinking, and how he petrified

Indra's arm when in protest against Aivinikumira’s share in Soma,

Indra attacked with his Vjyra. The story is repeated in the Devi Bhdgavata

Skandha VII. Chs.2-7. In that story Sukanyi deliberately perforates

the eyes of Cyavana in spite of his warning. A number of verses are

common to MBH, Vana , the Bk.P. and the Den Bhdgavata, possibly all bor-

rowing from a common source which supplied the story background for

RV.t.i 16 (A hymn to A$VINS)

.
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and urination) . Observing that, the royal sage was astonished

and enquired of his men.

6. ‘Has any of you given offence or done wrong to

Cyavana, the descendant of the Bhrgus. Obviously, someone

of us must have profaned his hermitage*.

7. Being terrified, Sukanya confessed to her father*

“Something has been done by me in ignorance, inasmuch as

a pair of glittering objects were unknowingly pierced by me**.

8. Hearing the words of his daughter, Saryati was

seized with fear. He slowly tried to appease the sage, lying

hidden in the ant-hill.

9. Having ascertained the desire of the sage, the king

gave (in marriage) his daughter to the sage. Having thus

extricated himself from the scrape, and taking his leave (of the

sage) , he proceeded to his capital cautiously.

10. Having obtained the extremely wrathful Cyavana
as her husband, Sukanya who (studied and) understood his

men tel proclivities, won him over by meticulously careful

obedience.

1 1 . After a lapse of some time after this, the twingods

As vinikumaras visited his hermitage. Worshipping them
(with due formalities as guests), he earnestly requested, “Oh
ye celestial physicians ! Be pleased to restore to me my youth.

12. Even though you are not eligible to share the Soma-
juice, I shall bear you both gobletfuls of Soma in the Soma
sacrifice. Be pleased to bestow on me that youthfulness

and beauty, covetable to young damsels.**

13. “Assuredly** approved the foremost of physicians

rejoicing at his offer. “May your worship be pleased to plunge

in this pool created by Siddhas.**

14. With these words, Cyavana, whose body was

stricken with old age and was all over covered with protuberant

veins, and appeared repulsive due to his wrinkles and grey

hairs, was made to enter the pool by the pair of Aivin gods.

15. There emerged three men (from that pool)—all

bewitchingly beautiful, captivating to women, adorned with

lotus-garlands and ear-rings, clad in rich garments, resembling

each otlger in form.
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16. Finding them all resembling each other in form,

resplendent like the sun, the chaste lady Sukanya, being un-

able to distinguish as to who her husband was, sought refuge

with Alvinikumdras ( to help her in knowing the husband, by
standing apart).

17. Being pleased with her fidelity to her husband, the

Afvinikumaras pointed out her husband. Taking leave of the

sage, they left for the celestial region, in their heavenly car.

18. One day, king Saryati, intending to perform a

sacrifice, went to the hermitage of Cyavana, and found a man
glorious like the Sun, by the side of his daughter.

19. When the daughter bowed down to him (to pay

respect)
,

the king was not much pleased in his mind about

her, and instead of giving the usual benedictions, censured her.

20. “What have you intended to do? Your husband, a

sage respectfully saluted by all the world, is deceived by you, in-

asmuch as abandoninig the aged husband falsely approved by

you, you have resorted to a way-farer as your paramour, you

unchaste woman !

21. How is it that your mentality stooped to such low

wickedness? Otherwise, you are born in a noble family of

righteous persons, and this is a vile stigma on the family. You
have lost your sense of shame and are harbouring a paramour,

hurling thereby the families of your father and husband into

the dark depth of hell.”

22. To her father who was thus indicting her, Sukanya,

of pure gentle smiles, replied slightly laughting, “Father !

This is your son-in-law Cyavana, the delight (or descendant)

of.Bhrgu”.

23. Then she reported to her father how he (Cyavana)

came to regain his youth and beautiful looks. Full ofastonish-

ment and being extremely pleased with her, he embraced his

daughter.

24. Cyavana made the heroic king &aryati to perform

a Soma sacrifice, in which by dint of his personal ascetic

powers, he bore a cup of Soma to the pair of A$vinikumaras,

even though they were not entitled for a share in Soma till

then.
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25. The irascible Indra was instantly enraged and
raised his Vajra (thunderbolt) to kill him. But Cyavana, a

descendant of Bhrgus, petrified Indra's arm along with the

Vajra.

26. Thenceforth, all of them (gods) agreed to give a

share in Soma juice to Alvinikumaras who, being physicians,

were previously excluded from the oblations of Soma to them.

27. Saryati had three sons—Uttana-barhis, Anarta and
Bhuri^eria. Revata was born of Anarta.

28. Building a city called Kulasthali, in the middle of

the sea, he occupied it and ruled over the country called

Anarta (and adjoining territories), Oh subduer ofenemies.

29-30. One hundred excellent sons, ofwhom Kakudmin
was the eldest, were born to him. Taking with him his

daughter Revat! Kakudmi went to god Brahma for cousulting

him for a suitable husband to his daughter. The region of

Brahma was then open. As a musical concert of Gandharvas,

was going on, he did not get opportunity ( to speak to god
Brahma) and waited for a moment.

31. After the conclusion of the musical programme, he

bowed down to god Brahma (the first created god), and told

the object of his visit. Hearing that, god Brahma laughed

loudly and said.

32. “Oh King ! Suitors that you had in your mind,

have already been swallowed up by Time long ago. We do
not even hear of their sons, grandsons, great-grandsons. Nay,

not even their gotras ( races )

.

33-35. The time calculated as thrice nine (i. e. twenty-

seven) revolutions of the group of four yugas has now elapsed.

Therefore, now you go back and offer this jewel of a daughter

to the extremely mighty Baladeva, the ray of the God of gods,

and a jewel among men. The glorious Lord, the creater of

all beings, the chanting and hearing of whose name is meri-

torious, has incarnated on the earth by his own athia (ray) for

lightening the burden of the earth". When thus commanded,

he bowed down to the unborn god Brahma, and returned to

his capital which was already abandoned by his brothers, out

of fear of yakfas, who were scattered all over the quarters

(different parts of the earth)

.
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36. Having given in marriage his extremely beautiful

daughter to the mighty Balarama, the king repaired to the

hermitage of Narayana, known Badarl, to perform austerities.

CHAPTER FOUR

The Account of Nabhaga and Ambarifa

£ri Suka continued :

1. Nabhaga was the son of Nabhaga. He was the

youngest (of the brothers), the most learned and wise, and had
spent (an unduly) long time as a celibate (in his teacher's

hermitage). When he returned (from the hermitage of the

preceptor and demanded his share of the ancestral property),

they gave him their father (a commitment of father's mainte-

nance) as his share of hereditary property, (as they have shared

among themselves the whole of their father’s estate presuming

that Nabhaga would remain life-long celibate, and never

return)

.

2. “Brothers ! What have you alotted as my share (in

the ancesral propetrty) ?" (Nabhaga asked). (We forgot you

then or Hearing of your renunciation, no share was set aside

in the division of the property) . *Now, however, we give father

(maintenance of father) as your share’1 (replied the brothers).

(Nabhaga went to his father and told him), “My elder brothers

have alotted you as my share in the family property, dear

father". The father told, “Do not place any faith in their

words, Oh child"* (I am not a property to be enjoyed, but am
a life-long commitment for maintenance)

.

t. “Let us go to Father. If father asks us to give you a share, we
shall”—VR.

VJ reads : bkaj&na pitarem : 'If you want a share, go to your

hither, propitiate him and ask for your share. We also shall come and ask
him'.

a. Do not entertain any desire for a share in the family property

—VR.VJ.
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3. (But for your maintenance, I advise) . These

(neighbouring) intelligent descendants of the Ahgiras family

are now engaged in a sacrificial session (of a long duration).

But on every sixth day, they get confounded about the exact

procedure ordained for the sacrifice, Oh learned son.

4-5. You teach those noble-minded (great-souled)

Brahmanas the two hymns (suktas) celebrating the ViSvedevcu1 .

When (after completion of the sacrifice) , they will ascend to

heaven, they will bestow upon you all their wealth that remains

unspent after the sacrificial session. Hence you approach

them (the Aiigirases). He abided by his father’s advice.

They donated to him all the wealth that remained after the

sacrificial session and went to heaven.

6. While he was about to accept that wealth, a certain

man, of black complexion (Rudra) , came from the north and
claimed, “All this wealth in the premises of this house is mine”.

7. Then replied the descendant of Manu, “This is mine

inasmuch as it is given to me by the sages (who performed

the sacrifice)”. “Let this question (dispute) between us be

referred to your father.” Accordingly Nabhaga asked his

father.

8. (His father replied), “On a certain occasion, sages

have offered all that remains in the sacrificial hall as Rudra’s

share. 2 The god deserves (has a rightful claim on) the whole

of that wealth.”

9. (On return) Nabhaga bowed to him (Rudra) and

reported, “Oh Lord ! My father said that all this is your

property. Oh Brahman ! I propitiate you by bowing (apolo-

gizing with) my head low respectfully.

10. Rudra said, “Since what was spoken by your father

was according to (the canons of) religion and you too speak

the truth, I shall impart to you, the seer of Vedic mantras,

spiritual knowledge about the Eternal Brahman.

10A. One should never, even under duress, speak the

untruth. Nor should one covet another man's property. I

1 . The Suktas are :

( i ) idam itiha raudrarh g Hrlacdcah — RV.io.6i . i

( 2} ye yajfiena dak?inay& samaktafr— RV. i o.6a.

i

2. Vide Supra Bh.P. 4.6.53. »R supports this by the Sruti text :

uuhofavUFbhdgo vai rudra ft f
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am extremely pleased with truthfulness and a truthful person

is liked (desired) by me.

11. Please accept this wealth, the remainder of my
sacrifice, which is granted to you”. Saying this the glorious

Lord Rudra, who is kind to the truthful, disappeared.

12. He who remembers this sacred story1 with full con-

centration, both in the morning and in the evening, becomes

blessed with spiritual wisdom, well-versed in the Vedic mantras,

and attains his good (Liberation from Samsara) or the true

knowledge of Atman as it is.

13. From Nabhaga was born Ambarfsa who was an
eminent devotee of Lord Vi$nu and had realized fully the

Brahman. He was so virtuous that even the imprecation of

the Brahmana Durvasas which was never ineffective before,

could not touch him.

The King (Parikfit) asked :

14. Worshipful Sir ! I am eager to hear the story of

that intelligent royal sage against whom the Brahmana’s curse

(in the form of the destructive female deity) which is

irresistible, could not prevail.

Srt Suka said :

15-16. The highly fortunate Ambari$a inherited the

earth with all its seven continents, inexhaustible fund of

wealth, and incomparable power and glory in this world—all

of which is extremely difficult for men to attain. But he

regarded all this as unreal as a dream. He understood correctly

the perishability of wealth, and that it ultimately leads man
to darkness (of hell)

.

17. He attained to such a supreme devotion to the

glorious Lord Vasudeva, and so much friendly affection toward

his pious devotees, as to regard this universe as a clod of earth

— (what to speak of his kingdom ?)

18. He engaged his mind (in meditating) on the lotus-

like feet of Lord Kr$na, his speech in singing of the excellences

ofLord VifijLU (Vaikuntha), his hands in services e.g. cleansing

i. As SR. points out this story ofNftbh&ga is based on a legend of
Che same person recorded in the Bahojc BrShmapa.
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the temple of Hari and such other duties, and his ears (sense

of hearing) in listening to excellent stories of the Imperishable

Lord.

19. He employed his eyes (faculty of seeing) in behold-

ing the images and shrines of god Vi?pu (Mukunda), his

tactile sense in embracing the persons of the servants of gods,

his olifactory sense in smelling the fragrance of the Tulasi

leaves dedicated to his feet, and his tongue (sense of taste) to

what is offered to the Lord.

20. He used his feet in walking to the holy places hallowed

with Lord Hari’s feet, his head to bow down to the feet of

god Visriu (Hr?Ike$a) , his own desire in the humble services of

the Lord, and not for the fulfilment of his worldly desires—All

he did for enhancing his fondness or devotion to those who
have resorted to the Lord of excellent renown.

21. In this way, he dedicated all his acts and round of

duties to the glorious Lord Vi$nu, the Supreme Ruler who
bestows the fruits of the performance of sacrifices, every day.

Placing his faith in the presence of the Lord in all beings (or

beings devoted to Vi$nu with their heart and soul1
), and

according to the advice of those who were devoted to the Lord

and Brahmarias (like his family preceptor Vasi?tha), he ruled

over the earth.

22. He worshipped the Supreme Ruler, the presiding

Deity of the Sacrifice, by performing horse-sacrifices in which

all the limbs’ (detailed parts of the sacrifice) were duly

conducted and sumptuous sacrificial fees were paid befit-

ting his great affluence. He performed these sacrifices under

the guidance of great sages like Vasigtha, Asita and Gautama
in a desert place called Dhanva in the opposite direction

of the current of the river Sarasvati, (changing the venue

of sacrifice along its banks from its mouth towards its source

upwards.)

23. In his sacrifices, the sacrificial priests and members

of the sacrificial assembly were so richly attired (and adorned),

and through wonder or meticulous care in carrying out their

i . GS, GD quite the ideal devotion of gopls in this context :

tan-manaskdi taddldpds tad-victjfds taiStmikdb (

^ad-gunaneva gdyantyo ndtmJgdrdni sasmarufi !! Bh.P.10.30.44
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duties, they forgot to wink and looked like the celestials (in

form, dress ornaments and unwinkingness).

24. The heavenly region which is so dear to immortal

gods was not coveted by his men, as (subjects) they constantly

listened to and sang the glorious deeds of Lord Vi$nu of exce-

llent renown.

25. To them (his subjects) who visualized Lord Vis^tu

in their hearts, objects of pleasure which are not easily acce-

ssible even to Siddhas (who are endowed with mystic powers),

did not fascinate and gladden, as they (objects of pleasure)

are (as if) thrown into the shade by the essential blissfulness

of self-realization (enjoyed by them).1

26. In this way the king, by his path of devotion combin-

ed with austerities, propitiated Lord Hari by abiding by the

ordained course of duties, and gradually dissociated himself

from all attachments.

27. He developed the sense of unreality of (and hence

did not cherish any attachments to) his palaces, queens, sons,

relatives, excellent elephants, chariots, horses, foot-soldiers, his

inexhaustible (quantity of) jewels, ornaments, arms etc. and
to his unlimited treasures.

28. Being pleased with his unflinching single-minded

devotion. Lord Hari assigned to him, for the protection of

his servant (devotee) his discus Sudar£ana which struck terror

in inimical forces.

29. With a desire to propitiate Lord Kr$ria (Visnu)

,

the hero, along with his chief queen of a similar pious disposi-

tion, undertook the vow of observing a fast on thtDvadaH day

(viz. twelfth day of the dark and the bright half of every

lunar month) , for the period of one year.

30. At the close of the observance of the vow, in the

month of Karttika, he observed fast for three previous con-

i. Not that Ambarita did not detire the objects of sente-pleasure

due to their scarcity. They were in abundance as they were impelled and

brought about by His essential greatness, though they were difficult for

even Siddhas to obtain. He, however, was not enamoured of them as he

•aw Lord Vifpu in his heart—VJ.
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secutive nights.

1

On one DvSdaSi, he took his bath in the

Yamuna and worshipped Lord Hari in the forest-grove of the

(demon) Madhu ( the site of future Mathura).

31-32. After performing the ablution of Hari according

to the procedure laid down for the Mahabhifeka (royal coro-

nation type ablution or a bath in which two thousand palas of

gold is gifted) along with abundantly rich variety of accessories

and ornaments, sandal paste, flowers, offerings and other arti-

cles of worship, he adored Lord Vi$nu with a mind comp-
letely absorbed in him, and worshipped highly virtuous1

Brahmanas even though they had already accomplished their

desire.

33-34A. He donated and sent to the houses of pious

Brahmanas six hundred million cows of good disposition and
attractive appearance, all young and yielding milk in abun-

dance. Their horns were encased in gold and hoofs plated in

silver, and all were covered with rich cloth. They were

gifted along with their calves and other necessary accessories

(such as bells, pots for milking etc)

.

34B-35. Having first fed Brahmanas with sweet and
wholesome dish of excellent quality, and with the permission

of those Brahmanas who received their desired objects he

(King Ambarisa) was making preparations of breaking his

fast, when there arrived an unexpected guest who was no other

than the venerable sage Durvasas himself.

36. The king received his guest respectfully » by rising

from his seat and proferring a respectable seat and other arti-

cles of worship, and bowing down to his feet, he requested him
to take meals.

1 . In the vow known as EkSdaiuvrata

,

one has to take no meals at

night on the loth day, to observe complete fast on the i ith day and after

breaking fast in the morning of the 12th day, observe fast at night.

2 . mahabhaga :

VD. quotes a definition ofmahibkdga Brdhma^as

lapo-i'idya-dayd-yvktd hari-nifthaika-crtasaji /

pratigraha-nivTttiye mahabhaga dvij&b smftdb //

‘Those who are engaged in penance, learning and merciful activities and

whose minds are solely and unflinchingly devoted to Lord Hari, and who
have ceased to accept gifts, are regarded as mahdbhdga (highly virtuous)

Br&hxnaoatT
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37. Gladly accepting the invitation, he went to perform

the prescribed religious duties (of the mid-day). Contemplat-

ing over the Suprme Brahman, he plunged in the holy waters

of the Yamun&.
38. (As it is necessary to break the fast ofekidaii during

the period of dvddaii and) as only half of a muhiirta ( twenty-

four minutes) remained of the dvddaSt day to expire in which

one has to conclude the fast, the king, who was conversant

with the religious technicalities, consulted the Brahma^as (as

to what righteous course be adopted) in that critical condition

( involving conflict of duties)

.

39. (The king placed his dilemma before the Brahmanas):

(On the one hand) there is sin in transgressing a Brahmana
(ifT take meals before feeding the invited guest)

,
and (on the

other hand) it is sinful not to break a fast during the dvddali

period. (Advise me) what course would be conducive to my
good, and unrighteousness should not touch me.

40. I shall conclude the observance of the fast by sipp-

ing water only. For taking of water has been declared by

Brahmanas as breaking the fast but at the same time it is no
eating at all."1

41. Coming to this conclusion, the royal sage took in

some water, and waited for the return of the Brahmana con-

templating in his mind the Imperishable Lord (Vi^u) all the

while, Oh best of Kurus.

42. After finishing the necessary religious duties (of the

midday)
,

sage Durvasas returned from the bank of the

Yamuna. He was greeted by the king. But he knew by his

intellectual (intuitional) power, the action of the king ( viz.

breaking of the fast by drinking water)

.

43. With his limbs quaking through intense wrath, and

with his face crooked with knitting of brows (in anger), and

being extremely angry, he expostulated the king who stood

with folded palms (respectfully).

44. "Oh ! Look at the transgression of the established

religious practice committed by this wicked fellow maddened

i . SR. quotes Sruti text in support :

apoin&ti tamuaivSiitam naivdnaMtam I
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with his wealth, who regards himself as God and is devoid of

any devotion to Vi$flu.

45. Having extended an invitation to receive his

hospitality to me who came to him as an unexpected guest, he

himself took his meals without serving me food. (To the

king) I show you forthwith the consequence ofyour misdeed.*'

46. Saying these words and extremely flared up with

rage, he pulled out a matted hair (from his head) , and created

out of it a female spirit, (fierce) like the fire at the time of

the destruction of the universe ( to kill him)

.

47. Seeing the female evil spirit rushing toward him
with a sword in hand, emitting fire, and making the earth

quake under her feet (as she advanced)
,
the king did not at

all stir from his place.

48. The discus Sudarlana that was previously commi-
ssioned for protecting his servant (Ambarifa) by the Noble-

souled Supreme Person, burnt down that evil spirit even as a

fire would burn an angry serpent.

49. When Durvasas saw that all his efforts (against

Ambarifa)became infructuous, and that the discus was advanc-

ing towards him, he got frightened and ran in different direc-

tions, to save his life.

50. The discus of the Lord closely pursued.him even as

a forest conflagration with its flames thrown up follows a ser-

pent. Observing it so close behind him, he took to his heels

with a desire to enter one of the caves of mount Meru.

51. He fled to different quarters, the sky, the earth, the

nether-world, the (seven) seas, to guardian deities of different

regions, and to the celestial region. But wheresoever he ran, he

saw the Sudarlana ofunbearable splendour close on his heels.

52. When he could not find a protector anywhere, he

became terrified at heart, and trying to seek asylum, approached

god Brahma appealing to him, "Oh Creator (of the

Universe) ! Oh self-born god ! Protect me from the discus of

Hari—the unvanquished god.

BrahmS said :

53. At the close ofthe divine sport (of the creation etc.

of the universe), at the end of the period called dmpar&rdha
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(when Brahmh’s span of life ends), my own sphere, along with

the whole of the Universe shall vanish (come to an end), by
mere contraction of the brow of god Vifljtu, the Soul of the

Time-Spirit wishing to burn it all.

54. I, god Siva, Daksa, Bhrgu and others, and promi-

nent Lords of created beings (Prajapatis ), rulers of goblins and

of gods—all of us being subject to his Command, bear on

our heads (most respectfully), the divine law for the welfare of

the world. (Hence our inability to give you asylum).

55. Being thus refused protection by Brahma, and being

scorched by the discus of Lord Visiiu Durvasas approached

god Siva on mount Kailasa, for seeking asylum.

Sri Rudra said :

56.

* We cannot prevail against the Supreme Lord, oh

child. In that Supreme Ruler great gods like god Brahma
who comprise the universe in their body, are nothing but

ordinary jivas

;

there are thousands of other such Brahmaridas

which are born as well as dissolved in the course of time. We
are just wandering in transmigration in them.

57-58. I, Sanatkumara, Narada, the worshipful god

Brahma, Kapila, the sage Apantaratamas,1 Devala, Dharma,

*(i) We are not capable of protecting you against the discus of the

Lord Who deserves to be sought after by us. In this universe we who
regard ourselves as masters of four) regions, are wandering (like insects).

Thousands of such Brahmaridas appear, when He wills to create, and are

dissolved, when He wishes to withdraw—VR.
(ii) We are powerless in affording you protection. At the time of

creation numerous deities like me are born from Hari, the Perfect Bliss and

are no more at the time of the destruction of the Universe. There are

crores of other such Brahmkpdas which form the bodies of so many
Brahm&s in which we and unintelligent beings wander in transmigra-

tion. May that Supreme Ruler be your Saviour—Not we—VJ.
(iit) Therefore you seek resort in that Lord Vifrm—SD.

(iv) tdta—Term of endearment as Durvisas was a part of ray of god

Siva—GD.
i. A great sage born when god Vijnu uttered the word Mid. He

was absolutely free from the inner darkness or ignorance about the soul.

Hence his name is also known as Sarasvata as he was bom out of the

speech (Sarasoatl) of the Lord.
—MBH.Sinti 349. 38-39.
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Asuri and other leaders of Siddhas who are perfect in wisdom

(have seen the other end) of whom Marlci is prominent, all of

us are enveloped in Maya, and we cannot comprehend hfs

Maya.
59. This is the weapon of the Supreme Ruler of the

Universe. It is unbearable and irresistible even to us. You
seek refuge in Lord Hari. He will make you happy.

60. Being thus disappointed, Durvasas went to the region

of the Lord called Vaiku^tha where Lord Vi$nu abides along

with goddess Sri.

61. Scorched with the fire emanating from the weapon
of the unconquerable Lord, he fell trembling at the feet of

Vi$nu and appealed, “Oh Imperishable, Infinite Lord I You
are the goal aspired after by the righteous. Oh Almighty

God ! You are the protector of the Universe. Oh Protect me
who am an offender.

62. Being ignorant of Your Supreme glory, an offence

against your dear one has been committed by me. Be pleased to

absolve me of that sin, as even a being in hell is released by
uttering Your name (what ofwiping out this sin?)

.

The Lord replied :

63. Oh Brahmana ! I am completely under the control

ofmy devotees. I am like one who has no self-dependence.

My heart is won over and hence is in possession of my righteous

devotees, and I am the beloved of them.

64. To my devotees, I am the Supreme goal, (hence)

apart from my righteous devotees, I do not covet even my
person (myself), or even (my consort) Goddess Sri1 who is

absolutely faithful to Me.
65. How can I abandon (to their fate) my devotees who

have renounced their wives, homes, sons, kith and kin, their

very life, property, (their good in) this world and the next,

and resorted to me as their protector.

66. These righteous people who have completely

dedicated their hearts to me and entertain impartiality of

outlook to all, have enthralled me by their devotion, even as

good wives do by their devotion to virtuous .husbands.

i .••The highest glory of eternal six excellences—VD.
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67. So thoroughly satisfied are they in rendering

service to me that they do not long for the four types of Libe-

rations such as Salokatd—co-residence with the Lord in his

region and others1 which are easily available by my wor-

ship. How can they covet for other positions or things which

are subject to ravages of time.

68. Righteous people (are so beloved to me that they

as if) constitute my heart. I am (reciprocally so much dear

to them that I form ) their heart. They do not recognize any-

thing beside me. Nor do I know anything else than them.

69. I shall therefore tell you a remedy. Listen to it,

Oh Brahmaga. You should verily approach him ( Ambarisa)

on account ofwhom the act of violence has rebounded against

you. The energy discharged against pious people boomerangs

against and harms its own author.

70. Asceticism and learning are both for the spiritual

good of the Brahmagas but those very powers when mishandled

by the indisciplined ones produce the contrary results.

71. Hence, Oh Brahmana ! May good betide you. You
go to King Ambarisa, the son of Nabhaga. Apologize and
seek forgiveness of that great king. Then alone you can get

peace and relief.

CHAPTER FIVE

Protection ofDurvisas. The story ofAmbarisa Concluded

Sri Suka said :

1 . Being thus commanded by the glorious Lord, Durvasas

who was afflicted by the discus Sudarlana, returned to

Ambarl$a, and sought protection at his feet (by touching

them) remorsefully.

i. The remaining three are : Samtyati—Proximity to the Lord,

Sarip*ti -resemblance in form with the Lord, Sfyujjatt—complete identi-

fication or absoiptioa in die Deity.
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2. Observing the act (of supplication and touching his

feet) by Durvasas, Ambariga felt ashamed at the touch of his

feet (by the sage), and being overwhelmed with deep compa-

ssion, prayed to the missile of Lord Hari.

Ambarifa prayed :

3. You are the glorious Fire-god, the Sun-god, Soma
(or Deity presiding over the moon) , the Lord of luminaries

(constellations of stars, planets). You are (the elements like)

water, the earth, the sky, the air. You are the subtle elements

and the senses ( or the objects of the senses and fire etc. func-

tion due to your power)

.

4. Oh Sudarfona ! I pay my respects to you who are

of thousand spokes and so dear to The Imperishable Lord. You
are the destroyer of all missiles, and protector of the earth.

May you be propitious to the Brahma^a.

5. You are the righteousness (dharma

)

itself, the

Divine Law ( rta

)

and the Truth (incarnate) . You are the

sacrifice, and you are (he presiding Deity of the Sacrifice who
enjoys the oblations. You are the protector of regions, the

soul (the Inner Controller) of all; you are the splendour and
energy of the Supreme Person.

6. Oh beautifully centred discus ! (Nobody being able

to glorify you adequately) I simply utter the word “Bow” to

you who are the defender of the injunctions of the Divine Law
(ominous and destructive like) a comet unto the unrighteous

and the Asuras, the Protector of the three worlds, endowed

with purest splendour, of quick speed like the flight of thought

and ofmiraculous deeds.

7. Oh Lord ofspeech ! By your splendour (constituted)

of righteousness, darkness of ignorance obscuring the vision

(or the knowledge of the Deity) has been dispelled, and the

light (of god-realization) has been flashed and preserved, for

the noble-souled righteous people. This entire universe, gross

or subde, high or low has been lighted by you ( through the

sun, the moon and other luminaries). Your greatness is

simply unfathomable.

8. Oh Invincible one t
1 when discharged by the blemi-

i. V.l. Srjita : the (army) of mighty Daityas and Diaavas.
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shless Lord, you enter the army of the Daityas and Danavas
and severing (incessantly ) their arms, bowels, thighs and feet

and necks, you shine irresistible in battles.

9. Oh protector of the world ! You who overcome all

(enemies in battle), have been commissioned by the wielder

of the mace (Lord Vi?nu) for the annihilation of the wicked.

Therefore, for the sake of the prosperity of our family, be

pleased to grant welfare (protection) to the Brahmana
(Durvasas) . That will be your grace unto us (otherwise we
shall be responsible for committing the sin of killing a

Brahmana)

10. If a charitable gift has been donated (by us), or a

sacrifice has been performed, or our righteous duty has been

properly executed, or if our family regards Brahmat^as as our

gods, may this Brahmana be free from his distress.

11. If the glorious lord, the sole abode of all excellent

qualities be pleased with us due to our looking upon (regard*

ing) all beings as possessing souls like us (or his Spirit) , may
this Brahmana get rid of his distress and anxiety.

£rt Suka said :

12. While the king was thus praying to Vi^nu’s discus

Sudar£ana, which was scorching the Brahmana on all sides, it

subsided at the request of the king.

13. Being relieved of the scorching heat of the fire of

the missile (Sudar£ana) , Durvasas felt comfortable. Bestow-

ing on him the highest blessings, he praised the king.

Durvdsas said :

14. “Oh ! How wonderful ! I have witnessed today the

magnanimity of servants of the Infinite Lord in that you wish

for the well-being of a person who has offended you, Oh king.

15. What is difficult to be achieved for those righteous

persons or what is impossible to give up in the case of those

noble-souled persons, who have treasured up (and made their

own) the glorious Lord Hari, the leader of the Satvatas.

16. Can there be any deficiency or unfulfilment in the

case of the servants of the Lord of the hallowing feet ( to which
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even holy rivers resort for purification) by listening to the

name of whom a man is absolved ofall sins and impurities.

1 7. Oh King ! I am highly favoured by you in that,

exceedingly merciful as you are, you ignored the wrong done

by me, and have completely saved my life.*'

18. The king who did not take any food but waited in

expectation of the sage*s return, clasped his feet, conciliated

him, and made him accept the meal.

19. Having enjoyed the hospitality and the food that

was suitable to all tastes and ( thus
)
gratifying all desires) and

was served with respect and care, he felt himself thoroughly

gratified, and courteously requested the king to take his meals.

20. ‘T am thoroughly pleased with you, and have been

laid under great obligations by the sight, touch, conversation

as well as by the hospitality-offered with full devotion to the

Lord—of a great votary of the Lord (like you)

.

21. The celestial damsels will often sing of this noble

behaviour (act) of yours (in heaven), and this earth (the

whole world) will extol this highly hallowing glory of yours."

SriSuka said :

22. Having thus praised the king, Durvasas who was

highly satisfied, took his leave of him and through ethereal

space went to the region of Brahma1 which lasts for two

Pardrdha years.1

23. A complete year elapsed since the departed sage

Durvasas did not return. It is reported that during this

period, the king who longed to see him returned, subsisted

simply on water.

24. After the departure of Durvasas, Ambarl^a ate the

(remnant of the) food that was rendered extremely holy by
being partaken of by the Brahmana (Durvasas). Pondering

over the calamity on Durvasas and his final release and his own
fortitude, he considered all that being due to the power of

the Supreme Person.

25. The king Ambari^a who was thus endowed with

such ennumerable excellent qualities, continued in his devotion

i . ahaitvJum—where dry rationalists have no place—GS.
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of the Lord by dedicating all his acts suitable to his own caste

and stage of life to the Supreme Soul, Brahman designated as

Vasudeva. By virtue of such (firm) devotion, he came to

regard all positions upto the part of god Brahma as hellish.

26. In course of time, Ambari?a entrusted his kingdom
to his sons whose disposition and character were similar to

him, and entered the forest. Concentrating his mind wholly

on Vasudeva, his own soul, he destroyed (became free from)

the current of gunas viz. Sartisdra or transmigration of the soul.

27. He who glorifies this sacred story of king Ambar!?a

or ponders over it, becomes a devotee of Lord Visnu.

27A. Those who listen to the story of the noble-souled

Ambariga, all of them attain to Liberation from Samsara

through the devotion to and by the Grace of Lord Visnu.

CHAPTER SIX

History of Ikfvdku's Posterity•

The Story of Saubhari

Sri Suka said :

1. Virupa, Ketuman and Sambhu were the three

sons of Ambari?a. From Virupa was born Pf$ada£va whose

son was Rathitara.

•This chapter gives the first twenty generations of the Solar race :

Manu
Ik'v&ku

Nimi Vikukft Dandaka
|

alias I gaffida

Janaka |
Sailda -* Puraftjaya (Kakutstha)—Anenas—>-Prthu—Viivarandhi—

Gandra~+-Yuvanft!va — Sabasta - gfthasti — Brhadaiva - Kuvalayiiva

(Dhundhumftra) -> DrdhAiva— Haryalva — Nikumbha — Barhapftiva->

Kfiliva Senajit~»Yuvanftiva—Mindh&tr (Trasaddatyu)

.
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2. When requested for the continuation of the family of

Rathitara, Ahgiras begot by the wife of Rathltara who was

childless, a number ofsons, possessing the lustre of the Vedic

lore.

3. Though these were born from the wife of Rathitara,

they were known as belonging to the family of Angiras

( instead of that of Rathitara)
;

they became the leaders of

other sons of Rathitara as they were Brahmanas endowed with

the characteristic qualities of Kfattriyas.

4. While Manu was sneezing his son Ik$vaku was bom
from his nostrils. Of the hundred sons of Ik$v£ku, Vikukfi,

Nimi and Danqlaka were the eldest.

5. Of these one hundred sons, twentyfive became
monarchs in (the principalities lying in) the east ofAryavarta1

,

twentyfive became rulers in the West (of Aryavarta) , three in

the middle (of that tract), and the rest in other directions

(north, south and other directions).

6. Once, on the occasion of aftaka’SrSddha* Ik^vaku

ordered his son, “Oh Vikuk$i ! Hurry up and bring meat
suitable for the purpose of Sr&ddha. Don't delay, please."

7. Saying 'Be it so* (in compliance of his father's

order), the hero went to the forest, and killed beasts suitable

for religious rites. Being fatigued and hungry, he unwittingly

ate a hare.

8. He brought the remaining flesh to his father. When
Ikfvaku requested the family preceptor ( Vasiftha) to sprinkle

it with water, he refused saying that it was contaminated, and

hence unsuitable for religious rites.

9. Having ascertained from his son the perpetration of

the (sacrilegious) act as reported by his family preceptor the

king, out of anger, exiled from his land, his son who violated

the restrictions of the rite.

i . The sacred land between the Vindhya and the Him&laya*-—&R.
a. (A Sraddha to be performed on the seventh, eighth, ninth and

the thirteenth day of dark and bright halfs of the lunar months)

.

GS quotes :

saptamy&di-tiayatk caiva tathi tavoa trayodaii !

emtasras toaftsk&fr proktdfr sarvapakfid vi&fatafr !!
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10. The king discussed with his preceptor Vasistha

about the nature of the Truth. As a consequence of it, Ik$vaku

became established in Jttna-yoga (path of knowledge). And
casting off this physical body, he attained to what was the

highest (Brahman).

11. Vikukfi who came to be known as &a£ada ( the eater

of a hare
)
returned after the demise of his father, and while

ruling over the earth, he worshipped Lord Hari with (the per-

formance) of sacrifices.

1 2. His son Puraftjaya (conqueror of a city ) was called

Indravaha (one borne by Indra), and was also named as

Kakutstha (one seated on the hump of a bull). Now listen to

(what) deeds earned for him these designations.

13. At the end of the Kfta Age (or at the beginning of

the Treta age) 1
,
there was a battle between gods and Dana-

vas— a battle that was fierce like the Pralaya, at the end of

world. This hero (Puraftjaya) was sought as an ally by gods

who were defeated by Daityas.
m

14. (T shall kill the demons if Indra agrees to be roy

mount’ on this condition) Indra was sought to be a mount.

According to the advice of Lord Vi$nu, the god of gods and

the soul of the universe, Indra assumed the form of a big bull

(to carry Puraftjaya)

.

15. Accoutered in a coat of mail and armed with a

celestial bow and sharp arrows, he, being eager to fight, mount-

ed the bull and occupied his seat on its hump, while he was

being extolled by gods.

16. Strengthened with the spiritual energy of Lord

Vi?9U, the Inner Controller, the Supreme Soul, he besieged the

town of the Daityas in the west, with the army of gods.

17. He engaged them in a fierce battle which made hair

stand on end. Whosoever of the Daityas dared to face in the

battle, he despatched them to the god of death with his bhalla

arrows.

18. While the Daityas were being killed, they avoided

the range of the flight of his arrows which were unbearable

i. KtUMa — loth As meaai&ff of the pan am JCftinta are accepted.
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like the fire that consumes the universe at the end ofyagas and
fled to their region (the subterranean world).

19. Having conquered the splendid city and all its

wealth, the royal sage gave it all to Indra, the wielder of the

thunderbolt. Hence he was designated with the epithets

(mentioned above).

20. Purafijaya had a son called Anenas (the sinless).

His son was Pfthu whose son was Vifvarandhi (v. 1. Vifvagan-

dha) His son was Gandra whose son was Yuvanafva.

2 1 . His son was Sabasta who built the city called Sabasti.

Bfhadafva was the son of Sabasta; thence (the next generation)

was Kuvalayagva.

22. For achieving the well-being of sage Utanka, the

powerful king, surrrounded by his twentyone thousand sons,

killed the demon called Dhundhu.

23. He, thereby, became celebrated as Dhundhumara.
All of his sons except the three who survived, were burnt by the

fire that emanated from the mouth of Dhundhu.
24. The surviving sons were Dnjhafva, Kapilativa and

Bhadrafva, Oh descendant of Bharata. Dfdhafva’s son was
Haryafva whose son is remembered at Nikumbha.

25-26. Barhanafva was the son of Nikumbha. His

(Barhanafva’s) son was Krfafva whose son was Senajit. To
him was born Yuvanagva who, being childless, repaired to the

forest, along with his hundred wives, in despair. The merciful

sages took pity on him, and with great concentration of mind,

they conducted for him a sacrifice, specially dedicated to Indra#

27. (Once) being thirsty at night, the king entered the

sacrificial hall. Finding all the Br&hmanas in the hall asleep,

he himself drank the water consecrated with mantras (and

meant for the queen).

28. On getting up (at dawn), the Brahma^as found

the pitcher of ( consecrated) water empty. Then, Oh king,

they enquired whose work it was that the water meant for

begetting a male issue, was drunk.

29. Then, having come to know that it was drunk by
the king who was (as if) impelled by God, they bowed down
to the Almighty Lord (with the words) “The power of the

Providence is really Supreme and irresistible'’.
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30. It is reported that after the expiry of the due period

(of nine months), the son of Yuvanalva who (later) became
the sovereign monarch of the globe of the earth, was bom
splitting open the right side of his belly.

3 1 . ‘The child is incessantly crying1 . Whom will it suck ?’

(asked the Brahmanas anxiously ‘He will suckle me. Oh child,

do not cry; saying this, Indra (who was propitiated with a

sacrifice for its birth) put (in his mouth) his index finger

(which was dripping with nectar.

)

32. Through the grace of gods and that of Brahmanas,

his (Mandhatjr’s) father did not die. YuvanaSva attained to

the Final Beatitude, there (in that very hermitage) through

his penance.

33. Indra gave him Trasad-dasyu (The terror of evil-

doers) as another epithet. For enemies ofgods and mew like

Ravana and others trembled at the mention of his name and

were perturbed.

34. In due course, Mandhata, the son of YuvanaSva

became the universal monarch, and being infused with the

Spiritual power and glory of the Imperishable Lord (Vi?nu),

solely ruled over the world consisting of seven island-contin-

ents.

35. A knower of the Self as he was, he performed a

number of sacrifices with liberal gifts and dakfinds, and there-

by worshipped the Supreme Deity of the sacrifices, the Lord

who represents all gods (in his person) and who, through his

being the inner Controller of all antarydmins is beyond the ken

of senses.

36. Materials of sacrifices, mantras (recited in the course

of the sacrifice) ,
the sacrificial procedure, the sacrifice proper,

the performer of sacrifice and priests participating in the sac-

rifice, the merit accruing from the sacrifice, time and place of

sacrifice—all these are his constituents. ( In fact, the whole of

the universe is constituted of him. Him he worshipped through

sacrifices.

37. The point at which the sun rises, to the point

where it sets—the whole of the region lighted by the sun is

i. The child which withes to tuck the breast of his mother is inces-

santly crying—VJ.
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regarded as the land (kingdom) of Mindh&tf, the son of

Yuvanalva.

38. The king begot on Bindumatl, the daughter of

Salabindu, ( three sons, viz.) Purukutsa, Ambariga and Muca-
kunda, the yogin. Their fifty sisters sought the sage Saubhari1

as their husband.

39*40. Submerged in the waters of the Yamuna, and
practising austere penance, Saubhari happened to obser-

ve the happy state of the king of fishes engaged in coition

(with a female partner) , and he was affected with that passio-

nate desire, and ( approaching the king) requested him for a

girl. (The king) replied, “Oh Brahman, you can freely have

any daughter, provided she selects you of her own accord

voluntarily.

41. The sage realized the ruse and said to himself,

‘Considering that I, being far advanced in age, grey-haired,

covered with wrinkles, with a head unstable and shaking (all

the while), will be repulsive and disagreeable to women, I

have been (politely) refused by the king.

42. I shall make myself so (attractively) beautiful that

I shall be covetable even to celestial nymphs ; not to speak of

daughters of lords of human beings. The spiritual master

(Saubhari) became thus determined (and by his power of

asceticism, he became so actually).

43. He was ushered in by the chamberlain, in the richly

magnificent and luxurious harem reserved for the princesses.

And Lo ! That one suitor was sought after and courted as a
husband by all the fifty princesses.

44. Throwing to winds (forgetting) their mutual sis-

terly affection, there arose a great controversy among them
about securing him (as a husband). Their hearts being fixed

upon him, each one of them argued, “He is suitable in beauty

and form only to me, and not to anyone of you (at all)".

45-46. Saubhari, well-versed in the Rgoeda (and master

of powerful mantras) enjoyed for a long period his life with

i , Saubhari—The story, how the old sage Saubhari married all the

fifty daughters of the emperor MSndhitf seems to be popular in the epic

period, agd is found in ViftP P. 4.e.3, Garuja P. 1.138. b fact the whole
of that chapter seems to be based on this chapter of the Bh.F.
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them ( the princesses of Mandhatr ) in mansions furnished by

the power of his inexhaustible penance, with invaluable para*

phernalia and furnishings such as highly costly beds, seats,

rich clothes, ornaments, baths, articles of beautifications

(pigments etc.), sweet dishes, wreaths and flowers, waited

upon by men and women adorned with precious ornaments,

and resonant with warbling birds, humming bees and singing

panegyrists. He revelled with them delightfully in various

gardens studded with pools of translucent waters, and in

parks full of scented flowers (like Kalhara)

.

47. Observing his affluent state of house-holder's life,

M&ndhata, the master of the entire earth consisting of seven

island-continents, was so astonished that he ceased to feel the

obstinate pride ofuniversal sovereignty.

48. Although he was enjoying various objects of plea-

sure with deep attachment to his houses which were full of

various kinds of pleasure1
,
Saubhari did not feel sated like a

fire fed with drops of ghee.

49. On one occasion, while he was sitting (all alone),

Saubhari, the great preceptor of Rgveday became conscious of

bis ascetic degeneration (spiritual oblivion) caused by his

observation of the sexual pleasure of the fish.

50. ‘Alas ! Look at the ruinous fall of mine—an ascetic

of pious conduct, conforming strictly to vows, due to my noti-

cing ( the sexual intercourse of) the acquatic animals, under

waters, my asceticism* which I observed for a long time, was

lost.'

51. A person desirous of liberation from SaritsSra, should,

with all his heart and soul, avoid association with all who
follow married life. He should endeavour not to permit his

senses to external objects. Leading a life in solitude, he should

fix his mind on the Infinite Ruler (of the universe) . If occa-

sion arises, he should associate himself with saintly persons

who observe vows (of celibacy etc.) and are devoted to the

Lord.

i. VR. reads nind-mnkkaib

:

'Through many sets of seaseorpans*.
" assumed various bodies simultaneously to enjoy through multiple-

eel* of Mueorgsai, all the objects of pleasure fully.

a. brahma—Brahman, the Supreme Spirit I used to meditate upon
Ibr a long time past, was completely forgotten

—

VR.
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52. I was an ascetic without any companion. But due to

my association with the fish under water, I became fifty (by

marrying fifty wives1 ). (By procreating hundred sons per

wife) I became five thousand. I cannot reach the end of desi-

res about them, or I do not see any limit to my wishes relating

to man and wife, or this world and the next. I have lost my
judgment due to the gufas ofMdyd. I have come to believe

that achievement of worldly objects are the real goal in life.

53. Continuing in the householder’s stage of life for

some (more) time, he felt disinclination (to that life), and

adopted the life ofa V&naprastha ( nydsa) . He repaired to the

forest and was followed by his fifty wives who looked upon
their husband as God.

54. The self-controlled sage performed there a severely

austere penance which reduced his body (to a skeleton), and

got absorbed along with the fires (like gdrhapatya) into the

Supreme Soul (and was liberated from saihs&ra)

.

55. Noticing the absorption of their husband in the

Supreme Brahman, his wives too followed him through his

spiritual power (and attained Liberation from Sarhsdra) just as

flames become extinguished with a subsided fire. 1

CHAPTER SEVEN*

The Story ofKing Hariicandra*

£ri Suka said

:

1. The celebrated Ambarisa, who was the most excellent

son of Mandhatr, was adopted as his son by his grandfather.

1 . GS : I assumed fifty forms for simultaneous association with

fifty wives.

2. VJ’s Text does not end this chapter here.

3. This chapter deals with the following generations of Kings of the
Solar race :

Mindhttr (mentioned in the last ch.)-*Purukutsa—Trasaddasyu II-*
Anaraoya—>-Haryalva->Anina—>Tribmndhana~>Satyavrata alias TriiaAku
^Hltfi.scandra-tJ^ohiU

This line is confirmed in the VP. 4.3.

The rivalry between Vksfffhas and Vttvftmitras is as old as the

Atvadsl" Ultra the story a based on the famous fiunabfcpa legend in dm
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(Yuvanalva). His (Ambarifa’s)son was Yauvan£iva whose son

was H&rita. These are the three important members (and the

first three branches of the Mandhat? family)

.

2 . Narmada (a Naga princess) was given by her Naga
brothers to Purukutsa (the eldest son of Mandhatjr) . As direct-

ed by the serpent-King ( Vasuki) ,
she took him (Purukutsa)

to the nether-world called Rasdtala.

3 . Infused with the spiritual energy of god Vif$u,

Purukutsa killed Gandharvas who deserved to be slain. He
received a boon from the Nagas that those who remember this

story (of emancipation of Nagas from Gandhaiyas) would be

immune from the fear of serpents.

4 . Purukutsa's son was Trasaddasyu (the second1
) who

was the father ofAnaranya. His son was HaryaSva whose son

was Arwnia. Aruna’s son was Tribandhana.

5-6. Tribandhana’s son Satyavrata became celebrated

as Trilahku.* He was reduced to the status of a Cancjlala by

the curse of his father, but by dint of the spiritual power of

VMvamitra, he ascended heaven along with his (physical) body,

where he is still seen in the sky. When he was made to fall

with his head downward by gods, he (ViSvamitra) stopped

him in the mid-air by the spiritual force (of V&vamitra)

.

7 . Trilanku’s son was HariScandra on account of

whom9 a continuous fight lasting for many years took place

Afonya Brdhmana. The way in which this Hariicandra treated Varupa is

different from that of the Hariicandra who sold himself to keep his

promise to ViivAmitra. Two contradictory legends are grafted on the same
Hariicandra ! The MBH and VP. corroborate the ‘Triia&ku* legend!

i. ‘Trasad-dasyu’ is the name of M&ndh&tr also. Vide supra. 9.6.33

a. SR. explains: He is called TriiaAku—qne in whom are embedded
three darts in the form of three offences, vis. abduction of a Br&hmapa
girl from her marriage pandal, killing the cow of his preceptor Vasiftha,

eating meat before its consecration with water. He quotes a verse from the

Harivathia enumerating these transgressions :

pituf cS’paritojtfia gvntrdogdhrivadhtna ca /

aprokfitopayogicca trividhas U vyatikramafr //

3. This refers to the persecution of Hariicandra by the sageViivfl-

mitra who deprived Hariicandra of everything as a sacrificial fee for

conducting a fU^asfiya sacrifice. When Vasiftha learnt ofthis, he cursed

Viivimitra to be a crane (Ad>) while Vtivimitra retaliated by impreca-

ting him to be a heron (ish). They fought for yean in these forms—SR.
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between Vasi?tha and ViSvamitra in the form of birds (viz. a

crane (§41, ViSvamitra) and a heron (Vasi?tha)

.

8. He (Hari$candra) being issueless became dejected in

mind. On the advice of Narada, he resorted to god Varuna
with the request, “Oh Varuna, Bless me with a son.

9. “If he grows to be a warrior, I shall worship you

by sacrificing him to you". ‘Beit so*, replied Varuna in grant-

ing him the boon. And a son called Rohita was born to him,

through the grace of Varuita.

10. Varuna demanded, “Now a son is born to you,

worship me by sacrificing that child". Haris candra replied,

“When a (prospective) victim crosses the first ten days of his

life, it becomes fit for sacrificial purpose.*’

11. When the time limit of ten days was over, Varuna
' arrived and asked the king to worship him (with that child).

Hariftcandra replied, “It is after dentition that an animal be-

comes fit for sacrifice."

12. “(After the dentition of the child, Varuria appeared

again and) said, “Now that the teeth have appeared, do you

worship me with the child ?" “But the victim will be fit for

sacrifice when its teeth have fallen."

13. (Varuxia appeared again and (demanded, “The
teeth of the sacrificial animal have fallen, now worship (me

with him)". “But a victim becomes pure when its teeth grow
again." replied Hari: candra.

14. “Now that (the teeth) have grown again, sacrifice

it now to me", said Varuna. To him replied Harilcandra, “Oil

King ! When a Ksatriya victim is (of the age of) wearing an

armour, he is regarded as a pure animal fit for sacrifice."

15. In this way due to affection for his son and with

his mind overpowered with (paternal) love, he went on deceiv-

ing by postponements (of sacrifice)
,
and the god waited.

16. Rohita who, by then, came to know what (type of)

act his father intended to do, and desirous of saving his life,

escaped to the forest with a bow in hand.

17. Having come to learn that his father is possessed by

Varuna and has developed makodara ( a disease called ‘Dropsy*)

,

Rohita was returning to the capital when Indra forbade hjm

to do so {lest he should be sacrificed).
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18. Indra advised Rohita to travel all over the earth, as

visiting the holy places and ablutions in sacred waiers are

meritorious, and Rohita stayed in the forest that year.

19. Assuming the form of an old Brahmana, Indra visit-

ed him in the second, third, fourth and fifth year and tender-

ed him the same advice.

20. Having wandered in the forest for the sixth year,

Rohita returned to his capital (and on way) purchased the

middle son (the second son by name §unah£epa) from Ajigarta

(of the Bhrgu clan).

21-23. Handing over SunahSepa as a sacrificial animal
to his father, Rohita bowed down to him. King Hari£candra
of great glory, worshipped Varuria and other gods with human
sacrifice and became free from dropsy, and his stories came to

be sung in the assemblies of the great. In that sacrifice

Viivamitra was the high priest (hotr), the self-controlled (or
one who has realized the self), Jamadagni officiated as

adhvaryUy Vasistha became the Brahma, and the sage Ayasya
sang the Saman hymns. Being pleased with him, Indra gifted

to him a gold chariot.

24-25A. The greatness of SunahSepa will he recounted
later on (in ch. 16). Being highly pleased tc notice the

resoluteness deriving its strength from firmness in truth of both
the king and the queen, he (Viivamitra) imparted to them
the unobstructed knowledge of the i ltimate truth.

25B-27*. ( In meditation l fusing his mind (the root-

* The gists of the explanations o iiFferent commentators are as

follows ;

( i } VR. : Harttcandra in his meditation identified the mind with
the earth and the earth with water ... so on up to Tdmasie Ego into

Pyadhdna which contains Mahat in itself. Having contemplated the Intelli-

gent principle in it (i.e. by contemplating the pratyagdtman as being
characterised by devotion-cum-knowledge — updsandtmaka-vidyd-vMijfam

pratyag&tmdnam armsandh&ya ityarthab/), and burning down by that knowledge
the wrong notions ofthe identification of the body with the soul, absolute

independence ofdtman (svatantratma'bhimdtia-rSpatn) , and discarding it by
realising the limitations of that aspect of devotion-cum-knowledge, and
becoming free from the bondage of karmis (merits and sins), he realised

his blissful nature of the soul which is beyond description (either as a

man or a god or a sub-human being etc. or in usual terms of name and
form), stayed in his own essential nature (transcend sin etc.).
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cause of Sarhsara1
)
into the earth (which is another designation

for food which constitutes and hence modifies the mind*)
,
the

earth into water, water into fire, fire into the air, the air into

ether or space, and that into theTamasic aspect ofEgo (which

is the source of all elements) , the T&masic ego into the mahat

(the principle of cosmic intelligence), but of the intellectual

and objective aspects of the Atman, he contemplated the

intellectual or knowledge aspect into the Mahal ignoring the

objective aspect, and thereby burnt down completely the

Nescience ( that obscured the soul) . Through his intelligent

consciousness of the absolute bliss of Nirvana, he transcended

that aspect also, and completely severed off the bondage (such

as identification of the soul with the body), and stood in his

own essential nature which is beyond the range *>f description

and abstract reasoning.

(II) VJ : Agreeing with §R about the procedure of merging of the

mind into the earth etc. upto Mahal which is presided over by the four-

faced god Brahm&, wherein lies the Intelligent principle of which the

presiding deity is Sarasvati; contemplating over this and destroying all

the bondages, he stayed in his natural stage of knowledge and blissfulness

which is beyond my i.e. human poiver of description or reasoning capa-

city.

(III) SD : The fickleness of the mind depends on the food eaten.

Thus the mind being identical with the food which grows out of the earth

and hence one with it for the control of the mind, he meditated it as

identical with the earth. This procedure goes upto Mahaddtman : but SD
states mahaddtman means Pradhdna which is the soul or cause of Mahat.

jHanakala—Buddhi, ‘Intelligence*. Though it isjafla (unconscious), it is

associated with the knower i.e. Jiua and hence called Jddnakald. Contem-
plating over the distinction between jivdtman and buddhi and burning down
(dispelling) the ignorance i.e. the false identification of the soul with body,

mind, intelligence etc., and thus discarding intelligence and distinguishing

Pradhdna from the self, he became liberated from bondage of karmas,

(IV) BP. takes jildnakala as the power of knowledge of jfva (/Mu*
labda-vdcya-jivasya vidyd-iakti / Hence—updsan&eisilfa-pratyagdtma .

1. mano-mSlo ht sarksdrafr ! Sruti text quoted by $R and GS.

2. anna-mayaih he saumya mamh ! —Chindogya up. 6.6.5 6.7.6.

— quoted by commentators.
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CHAPTER EIGHT1

The Story ofKing Sagara2

Sri Sitka said :

1. Harita was the son of Rohita; from Harita was born

Campa who built up the city of Campa. 3 Campa’s son was

Sudeva whose son was Vijaya.

2. Vijaya’s son was Bharuka (Bhiruka, Ruruka in other

purdnas) . From him was born Vrka whose son was Bahuka.

This king, being deprived of his kingdom by his enemies,

repaired to the forest along with his wife.

3. When the queen was about to immolate herself in

fire along with the (body of the) old king who died, she was

prevented (from ascending the funeral pyre) by sage Aurva
who knew about her pregnancy.

4. Having come to know of this (her pregnancy), she

was administered poison (mixed) with food by her co-

wives (to kill her alongwith the child). But he (the son)

was born along with it (poison). Hence, this highly glorious

son was named Sa-gara (born with poison)

.

i. This chapter deals With the following rulers of the solar race in

a chronological order :

Rohita (mentioned in ch.7)—>Harita—Campa (also known as Caftcu in

Vdyu P. 3.88.119 and other purapas)—Sudeva—Vijaya-^Bharuka— (also

called Ruruka, Karuka, Bhiruka in other purarms

)

—*-Vrka—>>Bahuka—^-Sagara
— (Asamafijasa— mium&n mentioned only). The Matsya group of Pur&oas

(viz. Matsya, Padma and Agni ) drop all kings between Rohita and Vrka,

possibly being unimportant.

a. The Sagar legend is very popular with all the pwrfoas, vide V&yu

3.88.133-167, Brahmin^a III. chs 47-35, Matsya briefly in 12.39-43, ^iva-

Umi Samhitd. 38.39-57, and Textual similarity (including repetition of

identical verses) in three different groups of purdnas leads one to assume

a common source which though not extant now, can be reconstructed.

3. A site at a distance of four miles to the west of Bhagalpur. It was

the capital of Ahga, of which Kama was the King at the time of MBH.
Even then, it was a place of pilgrimage {MBH. Vana 85, 14-15). It is full

of ancient Buddhist and Jain relics as it was sacred to both the sects due

to the association of the founders of their sects and other famous teachers

of their sects. The Ch&nd Sad&gar and Behull episode is supposed to

have happened here and a fair in honour of Behulfi is held here.
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5A. Sagara became a universal monarch. It is his

sons who excavated the sea (and hence it became known after

them as Sagara).

5B to 7A. He conquered Talajarighas1
,

Yavanas

1

,

$akas’, Haihayas4 and Barbaras

5

,
but to honour the promise

given by his preceptor Aurva, he did not massacre them, but

caused them to wear loathsome dress and appearance
;

some
were got clean-shaven; some were left with beards and

moustaches only (with no hair on the head) ; some had only

hair on the head ( but with clean-shaven face) ; some had only

half-shaven heads; some were made to remove the under-

garment, while others, of the upper garment*.

7B & 8. In accordance with the guidance in yoga given

by Aurva, he (sagara) worshipped by horse-sacrifices Lord
Hari, the very Soul of all Vedas and of gods, who was his

own self and the Supreme Ruler. God Indra stole away the

sacrificial animal (the horse consecrated for sacrifice), and
let free (to wander all over the earth).

9. In compliance of their father’s command, the proud

sons of (Sagara’s queen) Sumati, excavated the earth on all

sides, in search of the horse.

1. A famous Kfattriya clan known after its founding father T&la-

jaAgha, a descendant of Sary&ti

—

MBH. Anu 30.7 also Vana 106.8

It was one of the five clans of Haihayas.

2. The Ionians; the Indo-Greeks who settled in the former NWF.
provinces and the adjoining parts.

3. Sakas or Scythians came from the valleys of the Oxus and the

Jaxartes and they conquered a part of Western India and settled there.

4. Haihayas were a branch of the Y&dava clan. They ruled at

M&hifmati, near modern M&ndhat& in Nimar District M.P., on the

Narmada.

5. D.G. Sircar identifies these as a people of the country called

Varvara or Barbara which lay in the lower valley of the Indus, where the

city of Barbara was probably founded by Alexander. Sircar rejects S.

Levi’s identification with Barbaria of the Periplus, the Coast of Somali on
the Gulf of Aden. (SGAMI p. 233). The close association of Sailtas and
Barbaras in Pur&pas suggests their geographical proximity, which rules out

S.Levy's suggestion of its location in Africa.

6. This is an explanation of the fashions of dress and hair-cut of

these extra-Indian tribes, whose war-like qualities (JCfatriyatia) are tacitly

admitted^but are relegated to non-Indian status.
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10-1 1 . They saw the horse in the north-eastern direction

near the sage Kapila. “Here is the thief, the horse-lifter, who
sits with his eyes closed. Let this wicked fellow be killed

forthwith.*’ Shouting thus, those sixty thousand (sons of

Sagara) with their arms lifted, attacked him when the sage

opened his eyes.

12. (Firstly) Being deprived of their good sense through

the deceptive influence of Indra and now being (as good as)

dead through the transgression (insult) committed by them

against a great personage (like the sage Kapila), they were

reduced to ashes in a moment by the Are that emanated from

their own bodies.. 1

13. It is not correct to say that the sons of the

emperor were burnt down through the wrath of the sage

(Kapila) . How can Tamas in the form of anger be imagined

in the case of that sage who was abode ofpure Sattva ( undiluted

by Rajas and Tamas) and whose person purified the whole

universe ? It is as impossible as the sticking of the particles of

the earthly dust to the sky.

14. It is his promulgation in the form of Sav.khya system

of philosophy, which serves here as a strong and safe boat by

means of which a person desirous of Liberation (from Samsara)

crosses this sea in the form of Sarhsdra which is so difficult to

cross, and is a road (destined) to death. How can there

exist at all the sense of difference (as between a friend or a

foe) in the omniscient sage who is no other than the Supreme

Lord?
15. He who is (wrongly) called Asamaftjasa (‘unreason-

able* but was actually very reasonable and virtuous) was the

son of the king (Sagara) born of his queen Kefini. His son

named Amiuman engaged himself in achieving his grand-

father’s interest.

16. Asamaftjasa showed himself outwardly as being

unreasonable. He was in his former birth a yogi who deviated

from his yogic path on account of evil association, and was

born now with the recollection of the past life. (He dissociated

himself from all).

i. According to Siva P. Umd-sarkhitd 36.53-54. only four son*, viz.

Harfafcetu, Suketu, Dharmaratha and Pafteajana were spared.
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17. He used to behave in a manner censured (by

people) in this world, and committed acts unliked by his kith

and kin. (For example) he hurled children in the Sarayu

while they were playing and thus harassed the public.

18. As he conducted himself in this way, he was

abandoned (transported beyond his kingdom) setting aside

his parental affection. By his yogic power he showed them

all the children alive and then he departed (from Ayodhya).

19. Having seen all the children returned alive, hale

and hearty, the citizens ofAyodhya were astonished Oh King !

But king Sagara was however, filled with remorse.

20. Am$uman, being commanded by the king to find

out the sacrificial horse, went along the path dug out by his

uncles and perceived the horse near a heap of ashes.

21. Seeing there Lord Visnu in the form of a sage

named Kapila, sitting nearby, Am£uman folding his palms and

bowing down respectfully, prayed him with concentrated mind.

ArhSumSn prayed :

22*. Neither through his concentration of mind in

spiritual meditation nor through his capacity of abstract

reasoning could Brahma, even to this day, either perceive you

or comprehend you as being transcendental to himself. 1 How
is it possible for others like us, who belong to different species

*(i) VR.: Not even yogms can clearly realize, even to this day,

the essentially true nature of you, the Supreme Soul, in spite of their

attempts through concentration ofmind in spiritual meditation or through*

their reasoning capacity. How can other persons like us who are not yogins

but are creations of Hira^tya-garbka (god Brahml) and others, who, in their

turn, are products ofyour mind, body, intellect, comprehend your true

nature.

(ii) VJ.: The unborn god Viriflci (Brahmft) could not, to this day,

perceive you to be a part or ray (arfrfa) of the Supreme Soul. Due to your

infinite nature, he cannot correctly comprehend you directly or indirectly

through his power of mental concentration in spiritual meditation. How
can others—other than Virifici—who are devoid of meditatiqnal power
and reasoning capacity, comprehend you ? For these derive their know-

ledge through their sense-organs which are presided over by Marlri and

other Lords of creations, who, in their torn, are the products of Viriftci's

body and mind.

iw Umanah param—Brahma’s predecessor, father. Lord Vityu.
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of beings (such as gods, sub-human beings and human beings)

,

and who, being later creations from his mind, body and
intellect (and as such are the products of Sattva, Tomas and
Rajas) , are devoid of the light (of spiritual wisdom), to realize

or comprehend you.

23*. The embodied beings1 (such as gods, men) whose

understanding is deluded by your Maya and who, being domi-

nated by the three gunas ( sattva , rajas and tamas) can cognise

(lit. get light of wisdom on) external objects only, do not

know you, (even though you) abide in them (as their Soul,

the Indwelling controller) . What they perceive are only

products of gunas, the objects of senses, while they are in the

waking and dreaming states, and utter darkness (total igno-

rance), when (immersed) in deep sleep.

24. How can an ignorant person like me reflect upon
you who are an embodiment of knowledge ( and hence not an

object of knowledge ) ,
and capable of being contemplated only

by sages like Sanandana who have by their power (or since

their very inception) destroyed the gunas of Maya, and the

resultant notion of difference and delusion.

25.

** We salute to you, the Ancient-most Eternal Person

Whose assumption of the (present) body is for the sake of

*(i) VR. : The corporeal beings, being under the dominance of three

guqas, see i.e. brood over gunas or objects of senses, or perceive the body

which is the product of tamas i.e. pradhana
,
but not the indwelling soul, as

they can cognise external objects only.

(ii) VJ. : The embodied beings are classified according to the domi-

nance of three gwias viz. sattva , rajas and tamas. Out of them, human
beings, being dominated by rajas, are intent on the first three objectives of

human life (dkarma, artha, Kama) and hence perceive objects of senses, and

are not interested in Mokfa. The Asuras are dominated by Tamas, and

have their minds deluded by M£y&, the binding power of H&ri, and they

see. i.e. experience the blinding darkness of hell. These are ignorant about

their soul, and do not perceive Lord Vi?nu who dwells in them.

i. dthabhgjak—Gods, men etc. who identify their bodies with the

Soul—GD.
**VJ. : Who are not affected by the guoas of Miyi (e.g. Sattva) and

are devoid ofKamos and the material body (evolved out of gutuu); Who
are different from Brahman and material atoms (asat)

;

your assump-

tion of the body being for showering grace on the people (by imparting

knowledge) and not as a result of karmas. Hence, you are above miseries.
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imparting spiritual wisdom, but Who, (as a matter of fact),

are absolutely free from ( the laws of) cause and effect or from

merits and demerits, and are devoid of (material) body,

actions (karmas), name and form which are the products of
the gunas of Maya, Oh Serene Sage. 1

26. In this world, a creation of your Illusive Power
(Maya), people whose intellect is deluded by their being

steeped in lust, greed, envy and infatuation, presume that

houses and other objects of senses are real and wander in

Sarhsara.

27. Oh glorious Lord ! The very Soul of all beings !

Today, simply by seeing (meeting) you, the strong bondage
(lit. cord) of our delusion (in identification of the body with

the Soul), which is the root-cause of our desires (for objects

of pleasure), actions (striving for securing them), the sense-

organs ( the tools of such actions) , is cut asunder.

$ri Suka said :

28. The illustrious sage Kapila whose glory was thus

eulogised, blessed Amluman mentally, and addressed to him
as follows, Oh King.

The glorious sage {Kapila ) said :

29. “Oh child ! This is the horse, the (consecrated)

sacrificial beast of your grand-father. It may (now) be taken

away (by you) . These are your forebears who are reduced to

ashes, and deserve (need) to be purified by the waters of

the Ganga and by nothing else.’*

30. AmSuman circumambulated Kapila, and securing

his grace by bowing him down with his head, brought the

sacrificial horse. Sagara completed the remaining part of the

sacrifice with that (consecrated) animal.

31. Having entrusted the kingdom to AmSuman, Sagara

who became free from all cravings and from bond of attach-

i. OR (i ) Oh Sage, who have subdued Miyt and have been devoid

Of gUQOS.

( 2) Oh Sage in whom Mly&, its gu$as (and their products

etc.) have been quiet and ineffective—&R.
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ment (or the false identification of the body with soul) attained

to the highest goal (Liberation from Sarhsdra) by following the

spiritual course taught to him by the sage Aurva.

CHAPTER NINE*

The Descent of the Ganga1
;
The Story of

Kalmasa-pdda

Sri Suka said :

1 .
( Like his grandfather Sagara ) Am uman ( also re-

nounced his kingdom in favour of his son Dilipa), and practis-

ed penance for a long time, with the desire of bringing the

Ganga down on the earth. But he was not successful ( in his

mission ) . In course of time, he passed away.

2. His son Dilipa also proved unsuccessful, and met
death (in his attempt to bring down Ganga). His son

Bhagiratha performed very severe austerities.

3. The goddess (Ganga) manifested herself to him and

said, “I am pleased (with your penance) . I shall bestow on
you the boon (desired by you) .** Being assured thus, the king

bowed low (in humility), and submitted to her his object (of

performing the penance).

* This chapter describes the Solar race from King AmsumSn to

Khafv&Aga. The genealogy (or rather the chronological order of kings)

is as follows :

AmiumSn— Dilipa —Bhagiratha—Sruta—*N£bha—Sindbu-dvipa—>•

AyutSyu —> Rtuparna — Sarvakama—> SudSs — Saudasa (Kalmasa-

pida) —Aimaka—>-Mdlaka (Narikavaca) —> Daiaratha—AidSvida—
Viivasaha—>KhatvWiga (Bh.P. omits the name of King Ambarifa
Nabhagi, the descendant of Sruta, vide VP.4.4.36, Siva P.Utnd 39.

9-10 Vfyu P. 3.88, 169-71.)

1 . The Descent of the GaAg& is another popular legend recorded

in the MBH. Vuna. chs. 108, 109, Bhifma 6.28-50; V&lmiki Rdm&patia—Bdla

Sargas 43-44; Brahm&ofa P. II. 56. 34-50.

It is probably a race-metnory how three generations of the Solar race

tried to irrigate the parched plains of the kingdom ofAyodhyi.
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4. (She replied :) “Is there anyone capable of sustaining

my force while I descend on the earth. Otherwise, I shall

penetrate the crust of the earth and go down to Rasatala, the

6th sub-terranean region, Oh King.

5. Besides, I am not willing to go to the earth. Men
will wash of their sins in me. Where ( and how) can I ab-

solve myself of that sin ? Some remedy on this should also be

considered, Oh King.*’

Bhagiratha said :

6* “Righteous persons who have renounced actions (for

obtaining worldly objects)
,
and have controlled their sense-

organs, and persons devoted to the contemplation of Brahman,

(or prominent knowers ofBrahman) , are themselves capable

of purifying the world. By the contact of their body (while

bathing in you) they will annihilate your sins, as Lord Hari,

the destroyer of sins, abides in them.

7. God Rudra, who is the very Soul of corporeal beings,

and in Whom is woven this universe, warp and woof, as

threads are interwoven in a piece of cloth, will bear your

force.”

7A. Having heard this speech of Bhagiratha, Ganga
advised, “In that case, propitiate the great god Siva, for sus-

taining the velocity ofmy waters.”

8. Having spoken thus,1 the king propitiated god Siva

by his penance. Within a short period (of penance) , Lord

Siva was also highly pleased with him.

9. Granting the prayer of the King with the words, “Be
it so”, Lord Siva who is always benevolent to the world, care-

fully bore on his head the Ganga whose waters are hallowed

by the feet of Hari.

*VJ : Pious persons endowed with quiescence, self-control etc., com-
pletely free from desires (for heaven, pleasures etc.), thoroughly devoted

to meditation of Brahman and thus established in Brahman and puri-

fiers of the world, will annihilate your sins by their physical contact (e.g.

washing hands or feet in your waters or by ablutions).

VR and GD. : As Lord Hari, the destroyer of sins, abides in them,

the question of transfer of your sins by them to others does not arise, as

Hari annihilates the sins altogether.

TT v.l. : tae ckmtvJt—Hearing this—VR.
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10. The royal sage Bhaglratha led Ganga, the purifier

of the Universe, to the spot where the bodies of his fore-fathers

(great-grand-uncles ), lay reduced to ashes.

1 1
.

(Closely on the heels of) Bhaglratha who rode ( in

advance) in a chariot speeding with the velocity of the wind
she rushed after him, hallowing the countries or regions (through

which she flowed), and bathed the burnt-up sons of Sagara

( with her waters )

.

12. The sons of Sagara, though struck down by their

offence against a Brahmana (sage Kapila) , attained to the

celestial regions simply through the contact of her waters with

their ashes.

13. Merely by the contact of her waters with the ashes

to which their bodies were reduced, the sons ofSagara ascended

the heaven. WJiat need be said in case of those who observe

religious vows and serve her with faith ?

14. What has been glorified above about (the hallowing

power of) the heavenly river is not very miraculous, inas-

much as She springs from the lotus-like feet of the Infinite

Lord (Visnu) and puts an end to Sarhsara.

15. Concentrating their minds properly with faith in

Him, pure-minded sages shed off their contacts with (and

attachment to) the three gunas of Prakrti (and its product

—

their body,—misidentified with the soul)—which is so very diffi-

cult to cast off—and have instantly attained identity with

Brahman.

16. Sruta was born from Bhaglratha who had another

son named Nabha. His son was Sindhudvipa from whom was

bom Ayutayu.

17. Ayutayu’s son w;as Rtuparna, a friend, of Nala

who, in exchange of imparting the secret technique of the

play of dice to Nala, learnt from him the equestrian science

(the secret of managing horses). His (Rtuparna’s) son was

Sarvakama.

18. From his loins was born Sudas whose son was the

husband of Madayantl, Oh King. People called him Mrtra-

saha, and rarely as Kalma?apada. He became a demon
through the curse ofVasina, but remained issueless in conse-

quence of his own act.
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King ( Parikfit) asked :

19. We wish to know the reason or the occasion of the

pronouncement of the curse by preceptor Vasistha on the great-

souled son of Sudas. Be pleased to narrate it to us, if there be

no secret about it.

Sri Suka said :

20. As the tradition goes, king Saud&sa (the son of

Sudas) happened to kill a certain demon, while on hunting

expedition. He allowed his brother to escape. He (the

Raksasa’s brother) went away with a determination to wreak

revenge.

21. Remembering the offence (of killing his brother)

committed by the king, and disguising himself as the cook of

the king in the palace, he dressed human flesh and presented

it for service to the king’s preceptor Vasistha, who came there

to dine.

22. Perceiving easily that a prohibited article of food

(human flesh) was about to be served to him, the venerable

sage flared up in rage, and cursed the king, “You will turn

into an ogre by this improper act of yours.”

23. Having come to know that, that act (serving of

human flesh) was committed by a demon (and that the king

was innocent), he limited the duration of his curse to (a

period of twelve years. But ( in the meanwhile) Saudasa took

water into the hollow of his joined palms and was ready to

counter-curse his preceptor (who uttered the unjustifiable

imprecation).

24. He was however prevented (from cursing his pre-

ceptor) by (his queen) Madayantl. The king found that all

the cardinal points, the sky, the earth were all instinct with

life. (And lest he should injure living beings), he let the water

be charged with wrathful mantras, fall on his own feet (and thus

justified his epithet

—

mitra-saha, indulgent towards friends).

25. Changed into a demonic state, and with both of his

feet turned black ( by the water charged by him with a curse
) ,
he

happened to see a forest-dwelling couple of Br&hmagas in the

act of s£gual intercourse.
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26. Overpowered with hunger, he caught hold of the

Brahmana, when his wife helplessly appealed to him, “Your
honour is not a born ogre. You are veritably a great hero (a

chariot-warrior) belonging directly to the race of Ik§vakus.

27. Oh warrior I You are the husband of Madayanti.

It does not behove you to perpetrate unrighteous deeds. Be
pleased to restore to me who am desirous of having a child,

the Brahmana, my husband, who has not accomplished his

purpose.

28. Oh King ! This human body is capable of securing

all the objects (purufarthas

)

in human life. Hence the destruc-

tion of this body is called the total destruction of all purposes.

29. This Brahmana is learned and endowed with asceti-

cism, virtuous character and other qualities. He desires to

propitiate Brahman which is designated as Maha-purufa (Visnu)

who abides in all beings as their Inner Controller, but lies

obscured in them on account of gunas.

30. This being the case, how does this prominent

Brahmana sage deserve death at the hands of a great royal

sage like you, even as the death of a son at the hands of the

father, Oh knower of the righteous path ?

31. Your worship is respected by the righteous. How
do you approve of the death of the righteous, sinless (innocent)

Srotriya who is well-versed in the Vedas (or innocent like a

child in the womb), any more than.killingof a cow.

32. If he is to be your victim, please devour me first,

inasmuch as I shall not live without him for a minute, and

am as good as dead."

33. Disregarding the piteous appeal of the helpless

bewailing Brahmana woman, Saudasa deluded by (his

preceptors) curse, devoured the Brahmana, as a tiger would

prey upon a beast.

34. Finding her impregnator (husband) eaten up by a

cannibal, the Brahmana woman lamented herself. Flying in

a rage, the chaste lady uttered the imprecation on the king.

.35. “You wicked fellow 1 Inasmuch as my husband

has been devoured by you while I was afflicted with

sexual desire, your death too is indicated to follow while

engaged in sexual intercourse, you foolish one."
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36. Having thus cursed king Mitrasaha, the woman
who was determined to attain to the region of her husband,

consigned to flames his bones in a burning fire, and followed

the course of her husband (by immolating herself to fire).

37. When freed from the curse at the end of the twelfth

year, he (Saudasa) proceeded to have sexual intercourse (with

his queen), but the queen who knew well the imprecation of

the Brahmana lady prevented him from that attempt.

38. Thenceforth, he gave up all pleasures with women
and he remained issueless by this act. It was with his consent

that the sage Vasistha begot an issue on queen Madayanti.

39. For seven years she carried the foetus and did not

deliver. Vasistha then hit her abdomen with a stone, and

the son so born came to be known as A§maka.

40. From A&maka was born Mulaka who was protected

on all sides (from ParaSurama) by women, and hence he is

called Nari-kaoaca (wornen-armoured). He is called Mulaka
as he was the root of further pro-creation of the Ksatriya race,

when it was being exterminated by ParaSurama.

41. From Mulaka sprang forth Da&aratha of whom a

son, Aiqlavida was born. His son was King Vi£vasaha whose

son Khafvanga became the sovereign ruler of the world.

42. Being entreated by gods, the invincible king killed

a number of demons in the battle. Learning (from gods) that

only one muhUrta (48 minutes) of his life is left, he hurried

back to his capital (in a celestial car) and concentrated his

mind on the Supreme Lord.

43. (He mused to himself). Neither my life nor my
sons, nor my wealth nor the earth, nor my empire or my
queens aie dearer to me than the Brahmana race who form

our family-deities.

44. Not even in my childhood, my mind ever took

delight in unrighteousness. I did not look upon anything other

than the Lord of hallowed reputation (Visnu) as the reality.

45. A boon ofmy choice was offered for bestowal on me
by gods, the rulers of the three worlds. But as I contemplate

on the creator of all beings, I do not seek any object of desire.1

i . *~As the boon will come in the way of my realization Of the Lord
—Vfc. CM. BP.
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46. The celestials themselves have got their minds and
senses distracted (by objects of senses ), and do not realise

the beloved, eternal Soul who stays established in their own
heart. Need it be said that human and other beings,

characterised by rajas and tamas
,
can never do so.

47. 1 shall give up, through deep devotion to the

Creator of the Universe, attachment to gu$a$ (the product of

gunas viz. the object of senses) which has been firmly fixed in

the mind, by the very nature of things, but which are the

creation of the Illusive Power (Maya) of the Lord, and hence

are as unreal and transitory as the city of Gandharvas in the

sky, and take asylum in him.

48. Having determined thus by his reasoning capacity

and intellect, which was attracted towards himself (and thus

possessed) by Lord NarSyapa, he discarded ignorance1 and

the consequent false notions of the identity of the body with

Soul and attained to his essential nature (which is Brahma-

hood).

49.

* (The state) that is the Supreme Brahman which

is very subtle but not a void2 though it is as good as intangi-

ble, as it is beyond the rage of expression, and which the

devotees of Lord Vi^nu sing as the glorious Lord Vasudeva.

Any act except the propitiation of Hari, i» not acceptable to me as

it is not conducive to Liberation—VJ.

1. hitvanyabhavam ajh&nam—Having given up his body.—VR.
•VJ. : Hie stage to which Vedantins call the Supreme Brahman, the

yogins describe as very subtle, beyond the ken of senses like the sky. Some
non-vedic thinkers (vis. the Buddhists, especially the followers of Midhya-

mika school) assume it as void; but it is really positive (and not void) and

which the followers of the Paiicaritra school (Satvatas) call Lord

Vasudeva.

JG. With his intellect (mind) possessed by N&r&yaija, Khatv&figa

attained to Bvahm&'s region in a truth tirta.

2, BP. aiinya— (i) Proved as positively existent and not non-exis-

tent like horns of a hare.

(ii) tSSnya is destitute of gupas, attributeless, a-i&nya means full of in-

finite excellences, conducive to the good of all or devoid of gwyts which

deserve to be discarded.

Sva-bhSoa : The brahniabkiva implies devoted service to the Lord as of

a chaste woman to her husband.
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CHAPTER TEN1

The Story ofRdma%

Sri Suka continued :

1. To king Khatvanga was bom Dirghabahu, whose

son was Raghu of extensively spread renown. From him
sprang the emperor Aja of whom Daiaratha was born.

2. When earnestly prayed by celestials this* glorious

Lord Hari, directly and entirely composed of Brahman4 Itself,

divided Himself in four parts, and was born as Daforatha's

sons under the designations Rama, Lak?mana, Bharata and

Satrughna—himself in its entirety as Rama and as his rays

( arhSa )
in Lak$mai}a, Bharata and Satrughna.

3. His life and works have been described in details and

also heard by sages who have clearly understood the Truth.

i. This chapter coven only five generations :

JChafvafiga (mentioned in ch. 9) — DTrghabShu — Raghu — Aja —
Da£aratha-*Rama

.

a. The R&ma legend is one of the most popular ones in Brahmanism,

Buddhism and Jainism. Limiting ounelves to Brahinanical Sanskrit epics

or Putinast the most important source is V&lmlki's Ramiyana. Its critical

edition (M.S. University, Baroda) shows that the R&ma legend is better

preserved in the MBH Vana 274-293 (also ch. 148-152, Sabhd 50,

Drona, 59) than in the vulgate of V&lmiki Rdm. The spurious nature

of many cantos, the Bdla and Uttara Kdpdas, is now established. We find

R&ma legend in Padma P. t Pit&la khalifa chs. 1-68 (R&ma’s

Aivamedha) , and ch. 1 16-117 (a slightly different version in prose and

verse); Garufa P.I.143, Sirada P. 1 . 79.7-26; II. 75, Agni P. Chs. 5-1 1

}

Skandha P. Brahma khania—Dharmdravya ch. 30; Vtyu />.///.88.i83ri97; Devi

Bhigavata III. chs. 21 -30 and in UpapuriQas like Nfsidiha chs. 47*50, Saura

ch.30 and later versions like Adhydtma and Ananda Rdm&yopas. The R&ma
problem is extensively studied by Indian and Western scholars

,
(vide A.D.

Pusalkar: Studies in Epics and Putinas, pp. 189-205). A comparison ofR&ma
legend in the Bh.P. with those in the above Putinas is beyond the scope

of this work. But the special feature of the legend in the Bh. P. is the non-

mention of fire-ordeal of Sft& after the conquest of Laftk&, and at die

time of horse-sacrifice afterwards. After her abandonment by R&ma,
SIt& does not return to Ayodhy&, but after entrusting her children to sage

V&lmfki, meditating on R&ma die enters in a cavity in the earth never

to return.

3. [This whom you have witnessed in your mother's womb—GS.

4. The main subject or import of the Vedas—VJ.
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The story of the Lord of Sita might have been listened by you
many times.

4. May that Lord of the Kosala (country) protect us

—

the Lord who gave up his kingdom for honouring the pledge

given by his father, and wandered from forest to forest on his

lotus-feet that were too tender to bear the touch of the palms

of his beloved Sita (who pressed and massaged them to relieve

their fatigue), and whose fatigue from journey was soothed

by the leader of the monkeys (Hanuman or Sugriva) and his

younger brother Laksmaria; the Lord who constructed a

bridge at the request of the deity presiding over the ocean,

which was terrified at the display of his frowning eyebrows,

excited by his wrath at the separation from his beloved, caused

(by Ravai^a who was incited to do so) by disfiguring of

Surpantakha (by Lakgmana’s mutilating her nose and ears)

,

and thus who was like a conflagration to the forest (in the

form) of the wicked (demons)

.

5. During the sacrificial session of ViSvamitra, promi-

nent demons and nocturnal predators like Marica and others

were (single-handedly) despatched by him while Laksmana
was simply witnessing.

6. In the hall specially erected for Sita’s free election

of her (prospective) husband, wherein were assembled eminent

warriors of the world, Rama, like unto a cub of an elephant

sportively picking up a sugai -cane, lifted up the formidable

bow of god Siva which required three hundred bearers to

bring it (at the hall)
,
strung it, drew it and broke it in the

middle, oh King.

7. Having won (as a prize) Sri, the beautiful goddess

of^prosperity, who had already a place of honour on his bosom,

—but is now called Sita, who was eminently suitable to him
in beauty, virtues, disposition, age and form, Rama, on his

way (to Ayodhya), humbled down the overbearing pride and

arrogance of Paralurlma, the chief of Bhrgus who extirpated

the K$atriya race from the earth thrice seven times.

ft. He honoured with his head (bent low) the order of

his henpecked father who was bound by the noose of truthful-

ness (pledge to grant two boons toKaikeyl who now demanded
kingdom for her son and banishment ofRama to forest) . With
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his spouse, he relinquished his kingdom, wealth, his beloved

relations (like his mother etc.)
, friends and palace and left for

the forest just as a yogin who has renounced all attachments,

would give up his body.

9. While (armed) with an irresistible bow in his hand,

he went about leading a hard life ( in the forest as a model
for mankind to follow), he got mutilated the features of the

wicked-minded sister of Ravana (viz. &urpanakha who wanted
to devour Sita with a view to enjoy amorous life with R&ma
etc.), and killed fourteen thousand of her kinsmen of whom
Rhara, Trigiras and Dusana were prominent.

10 Being enticed away from his hermitage on seeing a

miraculous (golden) form of a deer (assumed byMarlca),
who was so deputed by the Ten-necked demon Ravana whose
passion (for Slid) was inflamed by listening to the description

of Sita’s beauty, Rama quickly slew Marica with an arrow,

even as god Rudra (or Virabhadra) despatched Daksa (or Lord

Nrsimha killed Hiranyaka£ipu), Oh Lord of men.

11. When, during his absence (from the hermitage) in

the forest, the princess of Videha (Sita) was abducted by the

vilest demon Ravana like a wolf ( stealthily carrying away a

sheep)
,
Rama, being separated from his beloved, wandered in

the forest with his brother Laksmapa simulating pitiable help-

lessness

1

demonstrating (to the world) the tragic fate of those

who are attached to women.
12*. Rama, whose feet are adored by gods Brahma and

Siva even though he assumed the human form, then performed

(like a son) the prescribed formal obsequies ofJafayu (the king

of vultures
) who laid down his life (in attempting to free

Sita) for Rama’s sake; he then slew the demon Kabandha*

1. VJ. quotes a ‘Smrti* text which denies the possibility of affliction

in the omnipresent Almighty R&ma. He feigned affliction for the public.

VC. quotes Rdma-tdpani UP. i.i and denies the possibility of affliction in

R&ma, the veritable Para-Brahman Himself. R&ma simply gave support

to Vipralamhha SfAgSra-Tasa.

Not found in VJ’s text.

2. He was originally a Gandbarva Prince Viiv&vasu who was blessed

with immortality by god Brahmft. He arrogantly attacked Indra who,

with his-Vajra squeezed his head and thighs into his body. When hebeg-
*
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(whose head was in his chest and who attempted to seize Rima
and Lak?mai}a with his hands) ; he made an alliance with the

monkeys. When Vali was killed, He learnt the whereabouts

of his beloved (Sita). He then reached the shores of the ocean

(near Lanka) with his forces of monkey chiefs (Sugriva,

Hanuman etc.).

J3. (When, even after a fast of consecutive three nights,

the presiding deity of the sea did not present himself, Rama
flared up in anger) . The sea (its presiding deity) with alli-

gators and acquatic animals in whom got panicky and bewild-

ered, at the cast of his side-glance in apparent anger, and with

its roar hushed up in terror, assumed a (human) form and
taking on his head articles of worship approached his (R&ma’s)

lotus-like feet and spoke as follows :

14. “We, dull witted fellows, did not know you defini-

tely to be the Immutable, Eternal (First) Person, the overlord

of the Universe, Oh Supreme Lord. You are the Lord of

Prakrti (the source ofgunas) , from the Sattva-guna out ofwhich

are evolved the celestials, from the rajas, the prajSpatis ( Lord

of creation) and from tamos, the goblin-leaders and other evil

spirits.

15. May you be pleased to cross me at your sweet will.

Do kill Ravapa, the excreation of ViSravas who makes the

three world shriek (in fear) . Regain your consort. Oh hero !

(Although my waters will not obstruct your movements) do

construct a bridge here for the spread of your glory which

(future) kings, conquerors of the quarters (world) reaching

here, will sing.”

16. Having constructed a bridge across the sea with

mountain peaks of various sizes, covered with trees the bran-

ches of which were shaken off by monkey chiefs, Rama, the

foremost in the Raghu’s race, under the supervision and guid-

S
sd for livelihood, he was given two long arms and a mouth on the belly.

e was asked to stay near M&tahg&irama in Krauftc&raoya—a part of
Daod&k&rapya. When Rftma and Laksmana came after Jatftyu's funeral,

he caught hold of them. Rims and Lakfmaga cut his hands. He asked

who they were and then told them his life story and fell dead. When they

cremated his body, a Gandharva King (Kabandha’s former self) rose in

the air, advised Rama to go to Sugriva for more information about Slt&.

—

VUmfki RSm.' Arttftyo K&tifa—Sargas 70-79.
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ance of Vibhisana, and accompanied by the forces of Vanara
chiefs like Sugriva, Nila, Hanuman, entered Lanka which was
already burnt by (Hanuman

) previously.

17. Like a river churned up by herds of elephants, the

city of Lanka was in a state of commotion when its play-

grounds, barns and granaries, treasuries, doorways, citygates,

assembly-halls, roofs, balconies and pigeon-cots were barricad-

ed and besieged by the armies of the monkey-chiefs, and
platforms, flagstaffs, gold-vases (on either sides of entrances)

and public squares were destroyed.

18. Observing the state of siege, the king of Rak$asas

(Ravana) despatched against them all his followers like Nik-

umbha, Kumbha, Dhumraksa, Durmukha, Surantaka, Naran-

taka and others, and his sons Indrajit, Prahasta, Atik&ya,

Vikampana and others, and finally (his brother) Kumbha-
karria.

19. Accompanied by Sugriva, Lak§maxia, Hanuman,
Gandhamada, Nila, Ahgada, Jambavan the bear, Panasa and

others, Rama marched against the Rak$asa army impenetr-

able on account of its weaponry like swords, spikes, bows,

prasas (darts), double-edged swords, lances, arrows, iron

clubs and long swords.

20. Ahgada and all the generals of Rama’s forces fell

upon the Raksasa army consisting of battalions of elephants,

infantry, chariots and cavalry, and engaged them in duels and

struck them down with trees, rocks, maces and arrows, as

their Lord Ravana had lost his auspicious luck by the touch of

Sita (in abduction).

21. Perceiving the destruction of his armies, Ravana,

the king of Raksasas, got enraged. Ascending his .aerial car

Puspaka, he attacked Rama who rode resplendent in a reful-

gent chariot brought from the celestial region by Matali (the

charioteer of god Indra) . Ravana struck Rama with sharp

arrows with horse-shoe-shaped heads.

22. Rama scolded him : “You, excretion of a man-

eater ! During our absence our beloved was taken away by

you, a wicked fellow, even as a dog (steals away things when

the house-owner is away). To you, a shameless fellow, I,

like the god ofdeath of irresistible power meting out the puni-
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shment to the perpetrator ofa sin for his act, shall award the

fruit of your detestable action, just now.”
23. Reproaching Rava^a thus, Rama shot his arrow

that was already fixed on the bow. It pierced Ravana’s

heart as if with the impact of the thunderbolt. Like a mer-
itorious person whose balance of good acts is exhausted,

Ravai^a fell from his aerial car, with blood gushing out of his

ten mouths, while his partisans cried out ‘Alas !*.

24. Thousands of Raksasa women (whose husbands

were killed1
) along with Mandodari (Ravana’s chief queen)

came out of Lanka and rushed to the battle-field1 wailing

loudly.

25. They embraced their respective relatives who were

struck down by Laksmai^a’s arrows. Beating themselves (their

breasts with their own hands), those helpless ladies lamented

loudly.

26. “Alas ! Oh Ravana ! Oh Lord ! The terror of the

world ! Undone we are ! Bereft of you, now trampled over by

the enemies, to whom can Lanka look up for protection ?

27. Oh highly blessed glorious Lord ! Being overwhel-

med with the passion of love, you did not estimate and anti-

cipate the potential superforce of Sita’s virtue whereby you

have been reduced to this wretched condition.

28. Widowed is Lanka and we as well, Oh delight of

your family ! Your body has become now food for vultures,

your soiil fit for hell.”

Sri Suka said :

29. Under instructions from Rama, the king of Ko$alas

Vibhi?ana performed the prescribed funeral rites known as

‘sacrifice to manes’, of his relatives.

30. Thereafter, the glorious Lord Rama caught sight of

Sit& sitting under a SirhHpi tree, in the retreat of the A£oka

forest. She was emaciated and suffering from the (mental)

agony, due to her separation from him.

l. Although commentators like GS., VR., GD. and BP. insist that

those thousands ofR&kfasa women went to the spot where Rivana fell,

die above translation is justifiable as correct, in view of the next verse—

the translator
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31. Perceiving his most beloved wife in that helpless

condition, Rama was moved with compassion, even though her

lotus-like face began to blossom with delight, at the sight of

his own self.

32-33-34-A. Having conferred on Vibhf$ana the sover-

eignty over Lanka, and Lordship over the Raksasas, and the

life-span of a Kalpa (a period of the life span of fourteen

Manus), the glorious Lord placed her in the aerial car Pu$-

paka and accompanied by brothers (Laksmana and adopted

brother Sugriva) and Hanuman, Rama ascended Pu?paka.

As he had completed the vow (of forest-dwelling for fourteen

years)
,
he returned to his capital (Ayodhya)

,
being showered

on the way with flowers offered by the presiding deities of

various regions, and his glorious deeds being joyously sung by

gods like Brahma and others.

34-B-36. When Rama heard that his brother put on

bark-garments only, and subsisted on barley seeds boiled in

cow’s urine, had grown matted hair and slept on bare ground

with Ku£a grass spread over it, being extremely merciful by

nature, he was deeply distressed.

37-39. Hearing of the arrival of his elder brother Rama,
Bharata took over his head the pair of wooden sandals (given

to him as a token of love by Rama) proceeded from his camp
at Nandigrama1

,
along with citizens, his cabinet ministers and

family preceptors. With vocal and instrumental music and in

company of knowers of the Vedas loudly singing Vedic hymns,

with flags of guilt edges and chariots plated with gold, and

decked with beautiful banners of various colours, with gold

caparisoned noble horses and warriors clad in gold armours,

with artisans of different guilds and prominent courtesans and

servants following on foot, and taking with him the royal in-

signia (such as white umbrella, chowries etc.) , and valuable

articles of various lands (as presents), Bharata fell at his feet

with his heart melted in tears of affection.

40. Bharata placed before him the pair ofRama’s sand-

als ( carried on his head so far) , and stood before him with

i. Modern N&ndgaon, close to Bharata Kun^a, eight or nine miles

South ofFyzabad (U.P.)—N.L.De—GDAMI, p. 138.
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folded palms, and eyes full of tears. Rama embraced him with

his arms for a long time bathing him with waters that flowed

from his eyes.

41. Rama along with Slta and Lak^ma^ia paid personal

obeisance to the worthiest of the Brahmai^as, and he (in turn)

was bowed down by his subjects.

42. Seeing that their (real) lord had returned after the

lapse of a long period, the subjects of northern Kosala, waving
their upper garments and showering them with flowers, danced
in joy.

43. Bharata carried the pair of sandals (of Rama);
Vibhi§ana along with Sugriva wielded chowries (camaras)

and a fan (on his either side)
;
Hanuman, the son of the wind

god, held up the umbrella.

44. &atrughna (the youngest brother of Rama) held a

a bow and a pair of quivers, Slta, a waterpot of gourd, Ahgada,

the sword, Jambuvan, the king of bears, his gold plated

shield, Oh King.

45. Occupying a seat in the Pu?paka, attended to

by prominent courtesans (mentioned above), and extolled by

bards, the glorious Lord Ramacandra shone like a rising moon
in the midst of planets, Oh King.

46-47. Greeted by his brothers, Rama also entered his

festive capital city. Entering the palace, he paid due res-

pects to the wife of his preceptor (orKaikeyi and Sumitra), his

own mother, Kausalya, the preceptors and elderly persons,

his friends and younger (brothers etc.), and was worshipped

by them in return. Slta, the princess ofVideha, and Lak$mana

paid respect with due formalities.

48. Just as (dead) bodies get up after the return of the

vital principle (life), the mothers were as if inspired with life

when their sons returned. They placed their respective sons

on their lap, and bathed them in the flood of their tears, and

shed off their grief (of separation for their sons)

.

49. Having got removed (cut off) Rama’s matted locks

of hair, the preceptor Vasi?tha, along with elderly persons,

sprinkled over him the waters of the four seas, holy rivers etc.,

as the coronation ceremony even as Brhaspati did, as per pro-

cedure laid down in Sdstras, to Indra.
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50. Having taken a full bath including his head ( the

matted hair whereof were dressed off) , Rama, attired richly

and adorned with wreaths of flowers and ornaments, appeared

resplendent with his elegently dressed and richly adorned

(younger) brother and his consort Slta.

51. When respectfully requested with a bow (to occupy

the throne) by his brother Bharata, Rama accepted the throne

and protected in a fatherly way, his subjects who were devot-

ed to their righteous duties according to the characteristics

of their respective class in society ( varna

)

and stage in life

(Mrama) . The subjects on their part regarded him as their

father.

52. While Rama, a king, expert in Dharma (Law and

righteous duties of everyone) ruled and brought happiness to

every being, the period of his reign was like the Krta Age ( the

Golden Age) even though actually the Age called Treta was

then, current.

53. (During his reign) forests, rivers, mountains, sub-

continents, continents and seas—all yielded whatever was

desired by the subjects, Oh prominent Bhirata.

54. While Rama, (the incarnation of) Lord Vi?nu was

the king, there was no trouble from anxieties, diseases, old

age, fatigue, pain, sorrow, fear, exhaustion. Even death did

not take the toll of unwilling persons.

55. Strict in the observance of the vow of having only

one wife throughout his life, leading a pious life of a royal

sage, and of pure character, he himself performed strictly his

duties as a householder, teaching thereby (a model life) to

the world.

56. By her deep love, obedience, pious character, disci-

plined modesty, intelligence and bashfulness, the chaste queen

Sita who understood the mind of her Lord, captivated Rama’s

heart.
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CHAPTER ELEVEN

The Story ofRdma (
concluded

)

Sri Suka said :

1 . The glorious Lord Rama who was educated in his

preceptor’s academy1
,
worshipped his ownself, viz. the Supreme

Lord (Vi§nu) who represents all gods in his person, by per-

forming sacrifices with excellent materials. 2

2. (When the sacrifice was concluded)
,
the Lord do-

nated as sacrificial fee the eastern direction (eastern part of

his empire) to the Hotr (the sacrificial priest who recites the

mantras from the Bgveda), the Southern quarter to the sacri-

ficial priest called Brahma
,

the Western part to the adhvaryu

(reciter of Sdktas from the Tajurveda)
,
northern direction (nor-

thern part of his empire) to the priest that sang Sama hymns
in the sacrifice.

3. To his preceptor (Vasistha), he gave as grant the

remaining portion of the land at the centre, considering a

Brahmana who is devoid of any craving or desire, deserves all

this.

4. In this way he was left with his clothes and orna-

ments (that were on his person), while the queen Sfta

(princess ofVideha) had only those ornaments which were

essential for a lady whose husband is alive (the rest, she

distributed to Brahmana ladies).

5. Perceiving this affection of the Lord who treated

Brahmanias as gods, the Brahmaiias were highly pleased and

with their hearts overwhelmed with affection, returned all the

gifts to him and said :

6. "Oh illustrious Lord ! What is it that you have not

given to us when entering into our hearts you dispel the dark-

ness (of ignorance) by your effulgence, Oh ruler of the world.

7. We bow down to you, Oh Rama who regard

Brahma^as as gods, and whose intelligence (i.e. knowledge)

is boundless and unrestricted. You are the leader of those

1. dedryavdn, cf.

dedryavdn purvfo veda—Chindogya up. 6.14.2

2. Conducted by excellent sage like Vasi?tha—VR.
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possessing excellent renown. Your feet are being meditated

upon by sages and recluses**.

8 Once upon a time, while Rama went about in dis-

guise and unnoticed at night, with a desire to know the pulse

of the public, he overheard somebody speaking with reference

to his queen Sita.

9. “I would not accept you a wicked, unchaste woman
who lived in the house of a stranger. Rama, an exorbitant

doter of that woman Sita, might be retaining her, but I am
not Rama to have you again.**

10. In this way, Sita was abandoned by her husband
who was afraid of the myriad-tongued, ignorant, unplacative

public. She arrived at the hermitage of Valmiki, the son of

Pracetas.

1 1. Then being pregnant, in due course, she gave birth

to twins—sons who came to be called Ku£a and Lava. The
sage Valtmki performed their purificatory rites

(
j&takarma ).

12. Lak$mana had two sons known as Aiigada and

Gitrakctu (Gandraketu, Gakraketu), and Bharata’s sons were

Taksa and Puskala, Oh protector of the earth.

13-14. The sons of Satrughna were Subahu and

Srutasena. During the course of the conquest of directions

(i.e. of the world) Bharata slew Gandharvas by tens of mil-

lions and collecting their wealth, he handed it over to the king

Rama. Satrughna slew the demon Lavana1
, the son of Madhu

and built up a city called Mathura, on the site of Madhuvana.

15. Sita who was forsaken by her husband, entrusted

both of her sons to the sage (Valmiki), and meditating upon

the feet of Rama, she entered into the bowels of the earth—so

goes the tradition.

16.

* Hearing of that news (about Sita) and remember-

ing of her various excellent virtues, ( even) that glorious Lord

Rama was not able to restrain his grief, despite his attempts

(to suppress it) by force of reason.

17. The attachment between men and women in this

way brings ( in its train) fear and affliction everywhere—even

i . Although Bh.P. calls Him a demon, It means an unfriendly king,

for his father Madhu was not a demon (vide infra 9.84.5)

.

Qcleted in VJ.’s text.
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in the case of rulers of the world. What needs be said of

ordinary persons whose minds are fixed on their house-hold (or

of a common house-holder whose mind is attached to his house

and property).

18. Thereafter the Lord (Rama) led a life of strict

continence, and continued to offer oblations to the sacrificial

fire, for thirteen thousand years, without any interruption.

19. Leaving behind him in the heart of his devotees

who meditate upon his foliage-like tender feet which were

(once) pricked with thorns in the Dandaka forest, Rama then

repaired to his own self-luminous region.

20. Rama assumed this (human) form as a sport at the

request of gods. His prowess (or essential nature) is free from

(i.e. has no) equals or superiors. (Glorification of feats like)

thexlestruction of Rak$a$as with multitudes of missiles or the

construction of a bridge across the sea are no great praise in

the case of Rama. (It was only his sportive action). Were
the monkeys his real helpmates in exterminating the enemies ?

(No).

21. I seek asylum with Rama, the chief of Raghus, as

my protector, whose pure glory efficacious enough to destroy

all sins and serving as decorative ornaments to the elephants

supporting the cardinal points (i.e. has spread all over the

world)—is sung even today by sages (like Markarujkya) in

royal courts (as that of Yudhi§{hira) , and whose lotus-like

feet are adored by the crowns of the rulers of the celestial

world (e.g. Indra)
,
and Lord of wealth (Kubera) or by Pro-

tectors of the earth)

.

22. All the residents of the Kosal country by whom he

was touched, seen, seated (by the side) or followed, attained

to that region ( Mokfa ) where persons expert inyoga go.

23* Oh King ! A person who treasures up in his mind
the story of R&ma, (heard) through his ears, and exercises

•VJ : 'By merely listening to the name of R&ma, one becomes free

from the bondage of karma. He quotes the following verse indicating how
the whole world was imbued with R&ma, when R&ma was ruling:

fima rimo rdma Hi sarptfSn» abkavattadd /

sarvo R8ma-mayo lotsyad&Ramat tva pdlayat 1

1

This verse is quoted by VD also.
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control over his passions, becomes free from the bondage of

Karmas (and is liberated from Samsdra )

.

The King {Parikfit) asked :

24. How did the glorious Lord Rama behave with his

brothers and relatives? How did he conduct himself ? How
did they (his kith and kin ), his subjects and citizens of Ayodhyi
( reciprocally) behave with their ruler ?

£rf Suka replied :

25. When the coronation was over, Rama, the sovereign

ruler of the three worlds, directed his brothers to conquer ( and

protect) all the four quarters (i.e. countries all over the world)

.

He granted audience to all his people, and looked after the

capital city along with his attendants.

26. With its streets besprinkled with water perfumed

with sandal etc. and with fragrant drops of ichor exuded from

the temples of elephants in rut, the city appeared to be
exceedingly intoxicated with rapturous joy1 at the return of its

master.

27. It was beautified with gold domes (lit. pitchers)

set on the crests of mansions, towers, assemblies, shrines,

temples as well as with flags.

28. (The city was decorated) with (auspicious) arches

erected with banana trees surrounded by (branches of) areca-

nut trees, (or decorations consisting of bunches of fruits and

plantains) banners of fancy . cloth, mirrors, canofnfes and

wreaths of flowers.

29. With articles of worship (and presents) in their

hands, citizens approached him at various places and conferred

blessings on him and prayed, “Be pleased to protect the earth

which you lifted up formerly (in your boar-incarnation)*’.

30. Perceiving (hearing) that their Lord had arrived

after a lapse of a long period, his subjects—both men and

women—left their household duties, and with a desire to see

him directly, climbed up to the tops of their houses, but

though their eyes remained unsatisfied with viewing the lotus-

eyed Rama, they showered him with flowers.

1 • v£ Vaiita-gimiva—like a cow overwhelmed with passion
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31-32. Thereafter, the Lord entered his own residence

which was once occupied by his predecessor-Idfcqp. It was rich

in unlimited treasures of every kind, and was furnished with

invaluable articles of furniture, coverings etc. It was beauti-

fied with doors the thresholds of which were of coral, and with

rows of pillars of Vai^Hrya (cat’s-eye) gems, reflecting (mirror

like) floors of emeralds and walls of shining crystals.

33-34. It was decorated with garlands of various colours

and kinds, with banners and buntings, with cloths, gems

canopies and pearls brilliant like intelligence or at places

the columns of vaiddrya (cat’s eye)were decorated with brilliant

pearls and equipped with all beautiful covetable objects. It

was full of fragrance of incenses and lights and was decorated

with flowers. It was provided with the services of men and
women who being beautiful like gods, enhanced the charm of

ornaments (they put on) themselves.

35. It is reported that in that palace the glorious Lord

Rama, the chief of spiritually wise persons who find bliss in

their own self, enjoyed himself with his affectionate darling

Sita.

36. Rama whose foliage-like tender feet are contemp-

lated upon by men, enjoyed for a great number of years ail

the pleasures at the proper time, without causing any violation

of righteousness.

CHAPTER TWELVE

The Description of Ik$vaku's Race1 ( concluded)

Sri Suka said :

i.
r;om Kula’s (Rama’s son’s) loins sprang up Atithi

who gave birth to Ni$adha, whose son was Nabha. Nabha’s

son was Fu$4arika from whom was born Kgemadhanva.

i. This chapter gives a chronological statement of the kings in the

Ikfv&ku family which will end with Sumitca ( 1 18th king) , as follows: (The
list differs in some respects from Pargiter’s Table ofRoyal Genealogies in

AIHT.)
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2. His son. was Devanika who had a son called Anlha,

whose son was P5riyatra. His son was Bala from whom was
born Stfiala1 (Cala), and his son Vajra-nabha was born from

an amSa—ray—of the Sun-god.

3. His son was Khagana from whom Vidhfti was born

as a son. From Vidhfti sprang Hiranyanabha who became a

preceptor ofyoga and a pupil ofJaimini. 8

4. It was from Hiranyanabha that the sage Yajftavalkya

of Kosala got instructions in yoga pertaining to the science of

the soul (spiritual lore), which leads to the attainment of

great mystical powers (siddhis
) ,

and cuts asunder the knot of

ego or ignorance in the heart.

5. Hiranyanabha’s son was Pu$ya from whom was born

Dhruvasandhi. His son was Agni-varna, the father of Sighra

who had Maru as his son.

6. It is this Maru who, having perfect mastery over

yoga , is still residing at a village called Kalapa8 and at the end

of Kali Age, he will revive the extinct solar race again.

Kusa—Atithi—>Ni?adha—>Nabba—*Puudarika-*K9ema-dhanv&—>Dev§nlka
—*»Aniha—Pariyatra—>Bala—>Sthala—> Vajran&bha — Khagapa —

>

Vidhfti

—>-Hiranyanabha—>-Pu?ya —> Dhruvasandhi —> SudarSana —> Agnivarna ->
§!ghra->Maru—>Pra4ruta—Sandhi->Amar?ana—>-Mahasvin— Viivas&hva
—>Prasenajit — Takfaka —> Bfhadbala (contemporary of P&i^qlavas, but an
ally of Kauravas; killed by Abhimanyu) —> Brhadgana —> Urukriya ->
Vatsavrddha—^Prativyoma—^Bhanu’-^Divika -> Sahadeva — Brhadaiva**
Bhanuman—*Pratikaiva-*SuptatIka->.Marudeva-*»-Sunak?atra-^Pufkara
—>Antarik?a->Sutapas->Amitrajit->Bfhadv£ja —> Barhis —> Krtaftjaya —
Ranafijaya —> Safijaya —> &akya —> Suddhoda—> L&Agala — Prasenjit—

K;udraka—>Ranaka—>Suratha—>Sumitra (kings from Bfhadbala onwards

ruled in the Kali Age)

.

1. GS.CD. BP. take Bala & Sthala as father and son. B.P. specifi-

cally states : Balasya Sthala-nSmd putro ’ bhavad ityarthap.

2. Can this be the author of the Stitras of PQrvamlm&ihsi or the

pupil of Vyasa as Hiranyan&bha’s 14th descendant Bfhadbala was a con-

temporary of Pa^d&vas ? He is probably some ancient sage of the same

name.

3. Kaldpa-grama : A village situated near BadarikAirama vide Bh. P.

10.87.7. From Mirada P. II. €7.6 it appears that N&rada and other sages

were residents of this place. Here Maru and Dev&pi, the last kings of tJjjEL

Solar, and Lunar races,, perform" penance and wait to re-establish their

dynasties aJL AyodhyA and Hastinftpura after Kalki, the tends incarnation

of Viftiu, has established social and religious order. According to the
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7. Maru’s son was Pra-Sufruta (or Sufruta), whose son

was Sandhi, his son Amar^aga, who gave birth to Mahasvan,
from whom was born Vi&vasahva.

8. ViSvasahva’s son* was Prasenajit whose son was
Tak$aka; his son was Bfhadbala who was killed in the battle

by your father (Abhimanyu).

9. These are the kings of the Ik$vaku race in the past.

Now listen to the names of kings who are yet to come in

future. Bfhadbala will have (?) a son by name Bfhadrana1
.

10. Bfhadraria’s son will be Urukriya, whose son will

be Vatsa-vfddha; from him will spring Prativyoma whose son

will be Bhanu; Bhanu’s son will be Divaka the leader of the

celestial army.

11. Divaka’s son will be the great hero Sahadeva whose

$on will be Bfhadafva of whom will be born Bhanuman.
Bhanuman's son will be Prat!ka$va whose son will be Supratika.

12. From him will be born Marudeva, whose son will

be Sunak$atra. Thence will be Puskara whose son will be

Antarik§a; his son will be Sutapas, the father of Amitrajit.

13. From him will be born Brhadraja, whose son will be

Barhis; thence Krtaftjaya, whose son will be Ranaftjaya ;
thence

will be born Safljaya.

14. From him will be born Sakya; of him Suddhoda
from whom in turn will spring Langala; thence will be

Prasenajit from whom will be born K§udraka.

15. From K?udraka will spring Ranaka who will have

a son called Suratha. Suratha’s son Sumitra will be the last

scion—These will be the kings descended in the race of

Bfhadbala.

16. The race of Ik§vakus will end up with Sumitra for

when he ascends the throne, the race of Iksvaku will be termi-

nated and extinct in the Kali age.

Vdyu P. 91.7, Kal&pa is near Meru where Pururavas and Orvaii honey-

mooned. N.L. De on the authority of Ool. Raper locates linear the

source of Sarasvatl—a tributary of the Alakanandi, in Badrlnath in

Garhwal

—

GDAMl P 84.

1. If Bfhadbala is killed by Abhimanyu, Bfhadraga must have

been horn after the Bh&rata war at the most, while &uka is narrating these

two generations after the Bhtaata war—The Translator.
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CHAPTER THIRTEEN1

The Description of the Race of Nimi1

Sri Suka continued :

1 . After commencing the session of a sacrifice, Nimi,

the son of Ikgvaku invited Vasiftha to officiate as a sacrificial

priest (rtvij). He, on his part, replied, "‘Oh king ! I have

been already requested by Indra ( to conduct his sacrifice)

.

2. After completing his sacrifice, I shall return ( to look

after your sacrifice) . Wait till then for me**. The house-

i. This chapter gives the genealogy of Nimi, the second son of

Ikfv&ku, the original founder of the Janaka dynasty of MithilA. The genea-

logy is practically the same as in Vdyu P. 91 and Vifflu P. 4.5.1-34. It is as

follows :

Nimi—»>Janaka alias Mithi {Vdyu P.8g.5)—Udfivasu—Nandivardhana
—>Suketu->-Devar&ta—>-Brhadratha-*Mahivirya- Sudhfti—i Dhftta-

ketu—Haryaiva->Maru — Pratipaka — Kftiratha — Devaml^ha—
Visfta — Mahadhfti — KftirSta — Mah&romi -> SvarparomA—

HrasvaromA — Slradhvaja (Site’s father)— Kuiadhvaja — Dharma-
dhvaja—

,

Kftadhvaj a Mitadhvaja

Keiidhvaja KhApdikya

| v
Bh&numAn—Satadyumna—*Suci~*SanadvAja — Urdhvaitetu —Aja

—>Purujit -> Ariftanemi — Srutlyu — SupArfvaka — Citraratha —
Kfemardhi— Samaratha -* Satyaratha Upaguru —-XJpagupta—
Va&vananta—vYuyudba->Subh&fapa—»-&rutaJaye «-#» y^kya —Ria-*
Sunaka — Vitahavya->Dhrti—>-Bahul&Sva—>Kfti—>MahAvaiI.

3.

Nimi (v.l.Nemi) is a famous philosopher-king more popular

with non-Brahmanical sects which are anti-sacrifice and pro-recluse types

of life. Restricting Ourselves to the Brahmanical purdttas, we find theNimi-
legend in Aiatsya. P., 61.33-34, VdyuP. 89.1-4. (The whole chapter tallies

with the Bh.P.)
, Vifpup. 4.5.1-15 (the whole prose chapter seems to be

the basis of thisch. in the Bh.P.), Vdlmiki Rim. UUara. 55-4*21 and canto

57. The curse-episode whereby Nimi left off his physical body and refined

to return seems to be an effort at popular etymologies ofthe capital.town

"MithilA” of the country 4Videha\ and the word ‘Nimifa1 (wtnldng ofthe

eyes). The special feature of dm MithilA kings was their expertise in

philosophy andyoga which as Vmu P. 4.5.34 pats it : prijHpati* 4fme-vitfySJ-

rayino bktip&U bhaoaHti. Generally these kings resorted to the science of the

Soul (spiritual lore).* The Bh. P. in the last verse of this ch. endorses the

same view, Though It gives the credit to the grace of YAjftavalkya, the

expert yogin.
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holder (Nimi, the performer of the sacrifice) kept silent. He
(Vasi$tha) finished the sacrifice of Indra.

3. Nimi, himself a thoughtful philosopher, knew how
life is transitory and proceeded with the sacrifice with the help

of other sacrificial priests, while his preceptor did not return

(was absent).

4. The preceptor returned after concluding Indra’s

sacrifice. Perceiving this disobedience on the part of his dis-

ciple, he cursed : ‘Let the body of Nimi who conceitedly

regards himself as a learned man, fall*.

5. Nimi reciprocated the imprecation of his preceptor

who violated the path of righteousness : “May your body fall,

as you do not know what is dharma due to covetousness**.

6. With these words Nimi, who was proficient in spirit-

ual lore cast off his body. My great grand-father1 Vasi$tha

was born of Urvagl from Mitra and Varuna.

7. Preserving Nimi’s body in fragrant balms, the great

sages, at the conclusion of the sacrificial session, spoke to the

celestials who assembled there for the sacrifice.

8. “If ye Lords are (propitiated and) pleased, the body

of the king be resuscitated*’. “Amen ! Be it so’’, said the gods.

The soul of Nimi resorted to his linga-Sarira and spoke loudly,

“Let me have no bondage of the physical body”.

9. Being afraid of separation from it, sages do not wish

to have any contact (or union) with the body, but they devote

themselves to the lotus-like feet of Hari (to escape from

Sarhsdra )

.

10. I am not desirous of re-entering into the body

which brings misery, grief and fear. It is because of the

physical body that the death threatens the jtva on all sides and

the peril of death is everywhere, as the fish have water on all

sides.

Cods said :

1 1 . “Oh incorporal Nimi ! May you live at your free

will in the eyes of embodied beings.” Nimi thus took his

j|f i . Actually 'great-great-grandfather*. The genealogy being—

®ii#tha-*Sakti—Par44ara-»-VyfiAa-*-Suka.
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place in the bodies of creatures, and is indicated by the open-
ing and closing of eyelids.

12 . Considering the fearful consequences of anarchy on
the human beings, the great sages churned the body ofNimi
and a son was born of him.

13. On account of this miraculous birth (or by being

the founder of a dynasty), he became known as Janaka and
was called “Vaideha” as he was produced from a life-less

body or an incorporal being, and ‘Mithila' (‘Mithi* in other

Puranas) as he got his birth out of churning (of NimPs body)

.

And the city of Mithila was built up by him .
1

14. Janaka’s son was Udavasu ofwhom was born Nandi-
vardhana

;
his son was Suketu ( Sukeg a) who gave birth to

Devarata, Oh King !

15. From him was born Brhadratha, whose son was
Mahavirya, the father of Sudhrt

;
from him sprang up Dhr?-

taketu; his son was Haryagva, whose son was Maru.
16. Maru 's son was Pratlpaka whence was born Kfti

;

his son was Devamicjha whose son was Vfcruta, the father of

Mahadhfti.

17. His son was Kftirata whose son was Maharoma;
his son was Svarnaroma from whom was bora Hrasvaroma.

18. From him sprang up Sfradhvaja, who while plough-

ing the earth for sacrifice, Sita (the consort ofRama) was

born (discovered
)
at the point of the ploughshare. He is hence

remembered as Sira-dhvaja* (one whose plough gave him cele-

brity like a flag).

19. From him was born Kugadhvaja, whose son was
Dharmadhvaja. He (Dharma) had two sons called Krtadh-
vaja and Mitadhvaja.

20 . From Krtadhvaja, Kegidhvaja, and from Mitadh-

vaja, Khaijdikya were born. The son of Krtadhvaja was ex-

pert in the spiritual lore, Oh King. .
t

i. Cf. Vdlmiki Rdm.—Uttara 57 . 19 & ao.

mathandn Mithir itydkurjanandj Janaka*bhavat /19

yasmdd Videhdi sambhdto Vaidehas tu tatah stntiafr /ao

9. VD. quotes a legend from Adbhuta Rdmdyafta, according to which

SltS was 9figinally in the womb of Mandodar! who deposited the foetus-

in the Kurukfetra ( ?) and was discovered by Hrasveiumi.
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21. Kh&iKMkya was proficient in the path of action

(karma-marga), but being afraid of Kefidhvaja, he ran away
(leaving his country), Kegidhvaja had a son called Bhanuman
whose son was Sudyumna.

22. His son was Suci, whose son was Sanadvaja; from

Sanadvaja was born Ordhvaketu whose son was Aja, who had

Purujit as his son.

23. His son was Aristanemi whose son was Srutayu;

his son SuparSvaka gave birth to Citraratha, whose son K?e-

xnardhi was the king of Mithila.

24. From him Samaratha whose son was Satyaratha;

from him sprang Vpaguru whose son was Upagupta who was

an arhSa of the Fire-god.

25. His son was Vasvananta, whose son was Yuyudha,

from whom was born Subha^a^a; his son was Sruta whose son

was Jaya, the father of Vijaya. His son was Btta.

26. From him was born Sunaka, whose son was Vita-

havya, from whom was born Dhfti. From Dhjrti was born

Bahula$va, whose son was Kj-ti noted for great self-control.

27. These are verily the kings of Mithila who were all

proficient in the Science of the Soul (Spiritual lore) through

the grace of Yajflavalkya the master ofyoga. Even though they

led the life of householders, they were above the conflicting

pairs like pleasure and pain, etc.

CHAPTER FOURTEEN

The Description qf the Lunar Race

Sri Suka Said :

1. After this (description of Mithila kings), now listen

to the hallowing race of Soma (the moon-god), in which will

be glorified celebrated kings of auspicious fame, like Pururavas,

the son of III (At/a),1 Oh King.

,i. Although PurOreoas is regarded as the son of X1&, Manu’s daughter,

k it probable that this human founder of the Lunar race hailed from Hi*

IFyta, the region round-about mount Meru.

Madky* totidaftaik nine mahS+Merob samantatab /—Matsya P. 1 13.19.
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2. The creator (god Brahmfi), born out of the lotus

which was grown out of the deep pool-like navel of the Supreme
Person of innumerable (lit. thousands of) heads, had a son

called Atri, who was equal to his father in excellent qualities.

3. Wonderfully enough a Son called Soma was born
out of his tears of joy, and hence he became an embodiment
of nectar. He was appointed as the protector (or king) of

Brahmanas, (medicinal)plants and herbs and hosts of constella-

tions and stars, by god Brahma.

4. After conquering the three worlds, he worshipped

Lord Visnu by performing a Rajasuya sacrifice. Out of high

notions about self-importance, he forcibly abducted Tark,1 the

wife of Bphaspati.

5. Even though he was repeatedly and earnestly

requested by Brhaspati, the preceptor of gods, out of arrogance,

he refused to restore her (to Bjrhaspati). On this issue was
fought a battle between gods and demons.

6. Out of hatred against Brhaspati, Sukra along with

Asuras, espoused the cause of Soma, the Lord of stars, while

god Siva surrounded by his hosts of goblins took the side of

Brhaspati, his preceptor's son.1

7. The great Indra, accompanied by all the hosts of

gods, followed his preceptor (Brhaspati) . Thus, for the sake

of Tara, a great battle was fought, resulting in the destruction

of gods and demons.

8. The Creator of the Universe ( god Brahma) was then

appealed to in this matter by Angiras ( Brhaspati ’s father).

Brahma threatened Soma and made him restore Tara to her

husband who found her to be pregnant.

9. (Brhaspati ordered Tara): “Cast off, uproot from

my field (i.e. get aborted) what has been sown there by others

Roughly this corresponds to the region round modern Pamirs. Purfiravas

and his descendants had contacts with 'gods* who are now identified as

Aryans who inhabited the northern part of Pamirs or Uttara Kura—vide

D.P.Mifra—Proto. Hist, ofIndia, ch.l.

1. This is a symbolism, rooted in the vcdic doctrine of Soma* For

details vide Agrawal

—

M.P. A stmfy, pp. 130-31.

2. God Siva's preceptor was sage A&giras, the father of Brhaspati

—
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(or enemies), oh wicked-minded woman. I shall not reduce

you to ashes as you are a woman, and I am desirous ofhaving

an issue ( through you) 1
, oh good lady !**

9A. To her was born a son of golden complexion, the

destroyer of Dasyus (or evil beings)

.

10. Overwhelmed with shame, Tara delivered a son who
was lustrous like gold in complexion.1 And both Brhaspati,

the son of Angiras, and Soma desired to have the son as his

own (as a kfetraja son—born of his field, viz. wife in the case

of the former, and as a viryaja son—born of his own semen

—

in the case of the latter
)

9

11. While they (Bj-haspati and Soma) were wrangling

vociferously, “This (sonj is mine and not yours**, sages and

gods enquired (of Tara), but through sense of shame, she

kept mum.
12. Enraged at the sham modesty of his mother (Tara),

the son exploded, “Why don*t you speak, you woman of im-

moral behaviour ? Confess to me immediately your sin**.

12A.* (Although you deserve that punishment) I shall

not burn you $o ashes (with a curse) for concealing your sinful

act (as after all you are my mother) . But god Brahma censured

the audacious reviler in her presence.

13. God Brahma then invited her aside, and consoling

her in camera, he (sympathetically) enquired. With great

hesitation and slowly, she confessed in a low tone, “Soma*s.**

And immediately Soma took possession of the child.

14. The self-born god (Brahma) gave the child the

name Budha ( the intelligent and wise). By the penetrating

intelligence and deep wisdom of his son Budha, the moon-

god, the king of stars, became highly delighted.

15-16. As already narrated (vide Supra 9.1.35) ‘Puru-

ravas was born of Budha and Ila. On hearing of the personal

charms, excellences, generosity, nobility of character, affluence

t . And at there is no son to ensure the continuity ofmy family—VR.
8. v.l. janaka-prabham—was like his father in complexion and beauty.

3, With due respect to these annotators, I fail to understand why god

Brahmft took Tftrfl, into confidence to ascertain who was the real father of

the child.—The Translator.
' *This verse is noted by VR also.
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and deeds of valour as extolled by the celestial sage Narada

in the palace of Indra ( the king of gods)
,
the celestial nymph

CrvaSi was afflicted by shafts of the god of love, and she

approached Pururavas.1

17. Being reduced to the status of human beings due to

the curse of Mitra and Varuna, and hearing (the report that)

that great personage was beautiful like the god of Love

incarnate, she mustered sufficient courage, and presented her-

self to his presence.

18. With his eyes fully blooming with great joy at her

sight, and with his hair standing on their end (with ecstatic

delight), the king spoke to her sofdy in winsome words.

The King said :

19. Welcome is your arrival, Oh beautiful lady. Be
pleased to take a (comfortable) seat. What can we do for

you ? Enjoy yourself fully with me. Let our mutual enjoyment

of love last for innumerable years.

Orvatt replied :

20.

“Whose mind and eye will not be attracted by and

fixed on you, oh charming Prince ? Having caught a glimpse of

i. This story (of PurQravas and Orvail) is an elaboration of the
dialogue between Purftravas and OrvaSI recorded in RV. io.95 . Many
verses from that Stikta are assimilated verbatim in the Bh.P. e.g. RV. io.9i.

i, 14, 15. The textual similarity has been noted by all commentators. VJ.
however is more elaborate in this respect. Even an ordinary reader will

hear the echo of RV.10.95.1 (repeated in Satapatha Br. 1 1.5. 1-6)

hayejaye manasd tit(ha ghort /

vacarhsi miird kfpav&vahai nu fl

in Bh.P.g. 14.34

ahojdye tiffha tiffha ghort na tyaktum arhasi /

mdrh tvam adyapyanirvftya vaedthsi kfnavdvahai If

If we accept the hypothesis of Rajaram Shastri Bhagawat who, in

1907, showed in his Key to Interpret Veda , that Devas were a race of men and
Indra their leader’s designation (and there is no reason to disbelieve it

as scholars like R.N.Dandekar, B.D.Kosambi endorsed it independently)

,

and M.AIi’s identification of Kirghizia, Samarkand (Sogdiana of the

Greeks) and Turkemenistan with Deva-loka ( The Geography ofthe Purdoes, pp.
63-83) , the contract marriage between a lady from Ur (Ur-vai!) and a
king nailing from IlSvjta—Alia Pururavas, appears quite a human episode

with historical basis. The geographical vicinity of his kingdom to Deva-
loka made it possible for him and his descendants to fight as alltesof India.
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your bosom (lit. having approached your bpsom) I become
overpowered with the desire of enjoying life with you, and lose

the control over my mind.

21. Oh King ! Be pleased to protect the two lambs as

my pledges. Oh respector of the respectable ! I shall enjoy

life fully with you. For he who (by his qualities of beauty etc.)

appears praise-worthy (to a woman) is remembered (ordained

in the Smfti texts) as acceptable to women.
22. Oh warrior King ! My food will consist of ghee

only. And I shall not see you without clothes except on the

occasion of sexual intercourse.” The noble-minded king agreed

to the conditions.

23. “Oh what elegant form ! How noble sentiment,

that enchants the entire humanity ! What man will not attend

upon a goddess who presents herself of her own accord.”

24. In her company she offered him all pleasures worthy

of him. The eminent person (king Pururavas) enjoyed with

her at will, and to the full, in the pleasure gardens of gods such

as Gaitraratha (the garden of Kubera).

25. Enjoying amorous pleasures with the goddess (or the

queen) whose person was fragrant like lotus-filaments, and
being enraptured by the sweet smell of her mouth, he revelled

many years delightfully with her.

26. Not seeing Crvaft (in his court) and feeling, “My
assembly does not look very charming without OrvaSi,” Indra

directed Gandharvas (to bring her)

.

27. Approaching at dead of night when the world was

steeped in darkness, and through their Maya, they stole the

two rams- which were pledged for safe custody with the king,

by his queen Orvaif.

28. Ifearing the bleating of her son-like rams, as they

were being carried away, queen Grvaii lamented loudly, “I am
undone by this sheepish husband, lacking in manliness but

posing vaingloriously as a hero.

29. Trusting in him, I am ruined and despoiled of my
children (—‘like lambs) by robbers. Like a woman who is full

of fear at night, he sleeps terror-stricken at night, and poses

himself as a man when it is (broad) day (—light).
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29A. Let me be free ! Leave me immediately ! Takeaway
your arm that clasps around me. He is too timid to leave me,

and cunning, and addicted to licentious sexual pleasure only.'*

30. Being pierced with these verbal shafts, and like an

elephant pricked with goads, he caught hold of his sword and
sallied forth in rage, in the dead of night, even though he was

naked.

3 1 . The Gandharvas let go the two rams, but flashed

out light like lightning, when she caught a glimpse of her

husband in a nude state, coming with the two rams (and thus

left him)

.

32. Not finding his wife in the bed, Pururavas, the son

of IIS, became despondent. His heart being fixed on her, he

was beside himself (with affliction) . He ranged over the world

(in search of her), like a mad man.

33. (In the course of his wanderings, one day) he hap*

pened to see' her along with her five female companions with

their countenances blooming with delight, on the bank of the

Sarasvatf, in Kurukgetra. Pururavas addressed her the

following (persuasive) charming words (recorded in the Sdkta,

RV 10.95 which is adapted here as follows) :

34. “Oh my beloved wife 1 Do stop awhile, wait. Oh
cruelhearted one ! It does not behove you to abandon me
without giving me pleasure of your company to my satisfaction

(or unsated as I am of the pleasures of your company, you

ought not to relegate me to terrible misery). Let us (at least)

have some (heart to heart )
talk.1

35. If this beautiful body of mine2 which has been

drawn away to such a far off distance by you, be not the

recipient of your favours, it will fall down dead here only,

1. Cf. RV. 10.95.1.

2. Gf. RV. 10.95. 14. VJ. reads ‘Sudevo’yam’ for Sudeho’yam, which

opens RV 10.95.14 (Sudevo aira prapatet)

.

VJ. explains the $.k rather than

this verse Sudeva—This human body which is the tool or means of getting

knowledge (gati-lakfana-jMna-sddhanam)

,

VR. explains the v.l. Sudevo’yam : Here PurQravas addresses his own
soul-r-the Inner Controller. He construes gfdhra (greedy, voracious) as

the adj. qualifying Vfitu—wolves in the form of sense-organs which afflict

the individual soul.
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and wolves and vultures will prey upon it, Oh my queen (Oh
goddess)

.

OrvaH replied :

36. Do not die. You are a man (as such you must be
courageous) . Let not these wolves (in the form of passionately

craving senses) devour you today ( Control your senses). The
heart of women like the heart ofwolves is friendly to none.1

37. Women are merciless, cruel, jealous and mind no
risk for the object oftheir love. Even for a trifling matter,

they will kill their trustful husband or unsuspecting brother.

38. After inspiring confidence in gullible persons

(through deceitful behaviour), they snap asunder all friendly

relations. The unchaste women, being wantonly wayward in

behaviour, hunt (long) after anew lover ( every now and then).

39. My lord, at the end of the year, you will stay with

me for one night. You will have other children also, (in

addition to the one I carry).

40. Noticing that the queen was pregnant, he returned

to his capital. At the end of the year, he came back again to

find OrvaSi, as the mother of a hero.

41. Full of delight to have her again, he spent that

night with her. Then finding him disheartened at the prospect

of impending separation, CrvaSi advised him :

42. “You propitiate these Gandharvas (by praise), and

they will be pleased to give me unto you.”

Being pleased with his laudatory prayer, the Gandharvas

donated him a fire-vase (for fire-worship which will lead him to

the region of Orva$I) Oh King. (Being blinded with passion)

he believed that fire-vessel to be (the means of securing)

Crva$i, and roved in the forest with it, only to discover it to

be a vase for carrying fire, and not Orvafi.

43. Depositing the vase in the forest, he returned to his

palace, and contemplated throughout the night on Orvaft. In

i* The veres echoes the text of RV. 10.95.15 while W. 36-39
explain it. Cf.

PurS-raoo tn& mrthd, md bra Papto
mi toi vfkiso aJiodsa u kfa

n

/
na vat straipini sakhpSni santi

s&UvrkiQam hfdaydntyti //—RV. 10,95.1

5
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the meanwhile (the Kfta age ended and) the Tret& Age set

in, and the knowledge of trinity of Vedas which contained

prescriptions, for the ritualistic performance of sacrifices,

revealed itselfin his mind.

44. Returning to the spot ( in the forest) where the

firevase was kept (by him) , he noticed an a&vattha (Peepal)

tree grown out from the ‘womb* of the Sami tree. With a

desire to attain to the region of Orvafii, he made two aranis

(churning sticks) out of them (with a view to enkindle fire by

friction)

.

45. Reciting the mantra ‘OrvaSyam urasi PururavaV
(Pururavas is on DrvaSi), the powerful king contemplated the

lower piece of ara$i (churning stick) as Orva£f and the upper

arani to be himself, and the intermediate piece between them as

their issue (son), (the king churned out the fire while saying

the mantra prescribed for such frictional fire)

.

46. By that friction of churning was enkindled a fire

(flame) which is calledJ&taveda (that from which wealth and
every enjoyable object is produced). It was consecrated by

the method prescribed in the three Vedas. It assumed three

forms1—dhavaniya
,
gSrhapalya and dakfindgni. As it, with its three

forms, leads to the celestial regions, it was adopted as his son

by the king Pururavas.

47. Wishing to attain to the region of Crvail he,

( Pururavas)
,
worshipped with that sacrificial fire ( produced

by attrition from aranis) the glorious Lord Hari, who is the

presiding Deity of sacrifices and is Supra-sensuous and who
represents all gods in His Person.

48. Formerly (in the Kfta Age), there was only one

Veda viz. the sacred syllableOM which formed the basis of all

speech; there was but one God Narayana and no other; there

was only one Fire (and not three) and only one caste viz.

Harhsa.

49. ( In the Kfta Age)
,
all people had the predominance

i . These are the three forms of householder's perpetual sacrificial

fires : The dhavanfya is the eastern. The Gfrhapatja is another perpetual

fire transmitted from one generation to another and from this, fires for

sacrificial purposes are lighted; the dakfipagni is the sacred fire placed to the

south.
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of Sattva and hence were devoted to spiritual meditation. In
the Treta Age, rajas being the dominant quality, the path of

ritualistic acts based on the three Vedas became evolved.

Since the time of Puriiravas, when the Treta Age dawned,
there came into existence the trinity of the Vedas (and the

path of ritualistic action based on them)
, Oh King. As the

King accepted the Fire-god as his son (i.e. maintained the

sacrificial fire like unto his son), the king attained to the realm

of Gandharvas.

CHAPTER FIFTEEN

The Story of ParaSurama. Sahasrdrjuna Slain

Sri Suka said :

1. Puriiravas, the son of Ila, had six sons by Orva$I, Oh
King. They were Ayu, Srutayu, Satyayu, Raya, Vijaya and

Jaya.

2. Srut&yu’s son was Vasuman; Srutafijaya was Satya’s

son. Raya’s son was Eka, and Jaya’s son was Amita.

3. Vijaya had a son called Bhima whose son was

Kaiicana from whom was born Hotraka. His son was Jahnu
who took all the waters of the Ganga in his folded palms, and

drank up the whole river. Jahnu’s son was Puru, whose son

was Balaka and his son was Ajaka.

4. From him (Ajaka) was born Ku&a who had four sons

vi*. KuHmbu* Tanaya (v. 1. Murtaya), Vasu and Kulanabha.

Ku&ambu's son Was Gadhi.

- 5. A Brahmana called Rcika sought Gadhi’s daughter,

princess Satyavati in marriage. Considering that the bride-

groom was unworthy of her, king Gadhi spoke to Rcika of the

Bhfguclan :

6. “We belong to the race of Ku£a, and as such one

thousand horses white and bright like the moon, but with one

black ear be given as the dowry for the girl.”
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7. When he was thus replied, he understood the inten-

tion of Gadhi. Having approached Varuna, he brought and

delivered the required horses of the said description and

married that lovely princess.

8. The sage Rcika was solicited by his wife and by his

mother-in-law both of whom were desirous of having a son.

He prepared Cam—an oblation of rice, barley and pulse boiled

in butter and milk for presentations to gods—consecrated them

severally—the one, for his wife, with BrShma mantras, and the

other, for his mother-in-law, consecrated with Kfitra mantras.

And then the sage went for having his bath.
,

9. In the meanwhile (during his absence), Satyavatf*

was requested by her mother ( to give her ) the Caru ( sacri-

ficial boiled rice) meant for Satyavati herself, considering that

to be superior. She gave that Caru ( meant for herself) to her

mother, and ate the one apportioned for her mother.

10. On learning of this (exchange of Cams), the sage

told his wife, “Alas ! What grievous mistake you have

committed ! Your son will be a terrible chastiser (like god of

death)
,
and your brother will be a prominent knower of

Brahman (the Vedas or the Supreme Deity).

1 1 . Propitiated by persuasive prayer that such even-

tuality should not materialise, sage Rcika of the Bhfgu clan

said, “If so, your grandson will be of that nature**. Then
Jamadagni was born.

12. Then Satyavati was transformed intb a very sacred

river Kautikl, the sanctifier of the world. The tradition goes

that Jamadagni married Reguka, the daughter of fKihg)

Renu.

13. They say that several sons like Vasumat and others

were begotten on her by the sage Jamadagni of the Bhfgu
clan. The youngest of them born was the great celebrity

Rama (Para£u-rama). ^

14*. They say that he was a ray (arhta) of Vasudeva

(Lord Visgu) and the exterminator of the Haihaya clan. He

The Bh.P. contains two main legenda from the life ofParaiur&ma
viz. t . The slaying of Kftrtavlrjra or Sahasrftijuna and a. Beheading his

mother and brothers and reviving them.
ThsJegend# ofParaiurima narrated here are found inMBH Adi. a.4-7

64.4; Aimtmdhika chs, 29 St 30 and in BrahmSaja P, II.26-40,
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is said to have rendered this earth devoid of Kgatriyas twenty-

one times.

15. He destroyed the wicked K?atriya race turned

inimical to Brfflunanas, and constituted as if a burden to the

earth. Even on the slightest provocation or commission of a

slight offence, he killed the K?attriyas enveloped by (i.e. full of)

rajas and tamas.

The king ( Parlkfit ) asked :

16. What offence against that glorious sage (Para£u-

rama) was committed by Ksatriyas of uncontrolled nature

that led to the repeated extermination of the entire Ksatriya

race (by him) ?

Sri Suka narrated :

17. Arjuna, a prominent Ksatriya and the ruler of

Haihayas (a branch of Yadavas) propitiated Datta (Datta-

treya), a partial ( arhSa ) incarnation of Lord Narayana, by
rendering to him various acts of service (and worship).

18-19. Through him (Datta’s grace), he secured a

thousand arms, unassailable formidability against the enemies,

uninterrupted and insuperable power of senses and organs,

splendour, affluence, glory, prowess, fame, physical strength,

mastery overyoga including supreme spiritual powers characte-

rised by the capacity to assume atomic size etc. His move-

ments and speed being thus unimpeded, he moved about the

world free as a wind.

20. While sporting in the waters of the Narmada, in

company of (lit. surrounded by) jewel-like (charming) women,
and wearing the Vaijayanti wreath (of nine well-known gems)

he, being intoxicated with pride, obstructed the course of the

river with his one thousand arms.

21. (Ravaga was on his expedition of the world con-

quest and was camping on the bank of the Narmada, near

Mahifmati, Sahasrarjuna’s capital and was then engaged in

worship) . Finding hisencampment flooded with the waters of the

ijriver flowing in the opposite direction, RJLvaiia, tht tenheaded

Hemon, who regarded himself as the only hero in the world.
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did not tolerate that (display of) prowess (by Sahasraijuna).

22. When Ravajia (tried to attack him during the

water-sports and thus) offended Sahasraijuna, he (Rfiva^a)

was sportively seized in the very presence of women, and was

kept captive like a monkey at his capital Mahi$xnatS and was

(ultimately) let off as a worthless fellow.

23. On one occasion, while Arjuna was on a hunting

expedition in an impassable forest, he perchance, happened to

come to the precincts of the hermitage of the sage Jamadagni.

24. Through the grace of his Kamadhenu (wish-yield-

ing cow), the sage whose wealth was (nothing but his) penance,

however, offered a warm reception (with due formalities) to

the king, his ministers, men in his army and even the animals

that carried them.

25. Finding the affluence of the sage far surpassing his

own, the warrior who was accompanied by his Haihaya clans-

men, cherished covetousness for the wish-yielding cow which

was essential for maintaining sacrificial fires (agni-hotra) t and

did not appreciate the warm hospitality.

26. Out of arrogance and pride, he commanded his

men to take away the sage’s cow of plenty (which yielded

milk, ghee etc. as oblations to sacrificial fires), and they forci-

bly carried off the screaming cow and her calf to (the king's

capital) Mahi$matf.

27. After the king’s departure, (Parafiu) -Rama arrived

at the hermitage. Being informed of the act of wickedness

of the king, he got enraged like a serpent that is hit.

28. Equipping himself with his formidable axe, a bow
with quivers and a shield, the irresistible hero rushed after

him like a lion chasing a king elephant of a herd.

29. As Arjuna was entering his capital, he noticed the

prominent Bhfgu, ParaSurama bearing a bow and armed with

arrows and an axe, wearing a black deer-skin and with matted

hair resplendent like the sun, rushing (after him) with an
irresistible force.

30. (To oppose him) Aijuna directed seventeen very

formidable divisions (akfauhipl)1 consisting of elephants, chari-

i . *Foi the details of the strength of an akfauhinl vide Bh.P.VIl.I.P.
7i ftn. N0. 271.
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ots, cavalry and infantry equipped with maces, swords, arrows,

javelins, Sataghnis ( a rocket-like missile or a cylindrical block

of wood studded with iron pikes ) and darts or lances (Saktis)

.

But the glorious Lord Rama singlehandedly slaughtered them
all.

31. In whatever direction, R&ma, the destroyer of hos-

tile forces, moved with the velocity of the wind and mind,
striking down with his axe, there fell down on the ground
enemies with their arms, thighs and necks chopped off and
their charioteers and animals slain.

32. Perceiving that his army is laid low on the battle-

field in the mire caused by streams of blood, with their shields,

flags, bows and bodies minped down by the axe and shafts of
R£ma } the Haihaya King Arjuna, rushed forward in rage.

33. Now Arjuna (being thousand-armed) simultaneo-

usly fitted shafts on five hundred bows in order to discharge

them at Rama. But Rama, the undisputed leader of all who-
ever wielded missiles, with one bow in his hand at once—synch-

ronously—cut down all Arjuna's bow and arrows with his shafts.

34. In that fight, while Arjuna was rushing towards
Rama uprooting rocks and trees with his ( numerous) hands
(to hurl them at Rama), Rama forestalled him and quickly

cut down his arms like the hoods of serpents, with his axe of a
hard and sharp edge.

35. After lopping off all his arms, Rama chopped ofF

Arjuna's head like the peak of a mountain. When their father

was thus killed, Arjuna's ten thousand sons ran away in panic.

36. Rama, the subduer of hostile forces, restored the

cow (essential for the maintenance of Agnihotra) along with her
calf. Returning to his hermitage, he duly presented the afflict-

ed cow to his father.

37. Rama, described to his father and brothers (Arju-
na's moves) and his exploits; but the sage Jamadagni (dis-

approvingly) remarked :

38. “(Dear) Rama ! Oh Rama of mighty arms ! You
have committed a sin. You have unnecessarily killed a king
(a god among men) who represents all gods in his person.

39* Oh dear child ! We are Brahmapas 1 We have
jfoccome objects of veneration and worship through forbearance,
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just as god Brahma, the creator of the world, has attained to

the status of Paramesthi ( the supreme ruler of the world

)

through forgiveness.

40. It is on account of forgiveness and patience that the

Brahmanic glory shines like the splendour of the sun. Even

glorious Lord Hari, the Ruler of the Universe, become seasily

pleased with persons of forgiving spirits.

41. Slaying of a king whose head is consecrated in

coronation, is more heinous than that of killing a Brahmana.

Oh child ! Now expiate your sin by bathing in holy waters,

devoting your mind (all the while) to Lord Vi?nu (Acyata).'*

CHAPTER SIXTEEN

The Story ofParaSurSma1
(<concluded )

&ri Suka continued

:

1. Rama who was thus admonished by his father, con-

sented (with words) “Beit so’*. After spending one year in

visiting holy places, he returned to his hermitage. Oh princes

of the Kuru race !

i. The legend of Paraiur&ma ends in this chapter. The Bh.P.,

like the MBH, seems to be composed under the influence of Bhrgus and
this legend may be called the Bhrgu version of the feud between the

Bhrgus and Haihayas. Bhrgus (Greek: Phrugus) as the name of the clan

suggests, probably hailed from Phrygia in Western Asia Minor. From the

Pur&nic accounts, they seem to have settled on the Western Coast in

India and Bhrgukaccha (Broach, Gujrat), Surp&raka (SopArS, Thana
District, Maharashtra) appear to be the centres of their settlement. They
were a sea power. Till the time of Krtavlrya (Arjuna’s father) , Bhrgus

and Haihayas seemed to be on good terms. But the Haihayas’ policy of

expansion had long back alerted Bhrgus, and their leaden contracted

matrimonial alliances with the royal house# of K&nyakubja and AyodhyA

by the marriage of Rcfka and Jamadagnl with the princesses thereof.

Arjuna, Krtavlrya’s son was an able, ambitious ruler. He seems to have

raided Jamadagni’s ‘hermitage' (1)—if a centre which can receive and

feed a king and his army in a royal way, and if its affluence surpasses a

sovereigfTemperor’s palace, can be called so—probably forestall Bbfgu
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2. On one occasion, when RenukS went to the Ganga
(for bringing water), she happened to see Gitraratha, the

king of Gandharvas, adorned with a wreath of lotuses
s
sporting

with celestial nymphs (in the water).

3. Renuka who came to the river to fetch water, con-

ceived just a passing longing for Gitraratha, and forgot the time

fixed for the Homa (sacrificial worship) while gazing at the

sporting king.

4. Realizing the delay caused thereby, and being afraid

of the sage's (Jamadagni’s) curse, she hastened back, kept the

pitcher ofwater before him, and remained standing with fold-

ed palms.

5. Gathering the faithlessness of his wife, the sage got

enraged and commanded, “Oh sons ! Kill this sinful woman".
Despite this order, none obeyed.

6. Rama who was fully aware of the powers of the sage

through his spiritual meditation and penance, promptly

despatched his brothers along with his mother, when directed

to do so by his father.

7. Jamadagni, the son of Satyavati, was pleased with

him (Paralurama) and asked him to seek a boon. Rama re-

designs just on the borders ofhis kingdom. Though under the able leader-

ship of R&ma, the northern allies of Bhrgus including kings of VaiiSlI,

Videha, Kfinyakubja and AyodbyS defeated Haihayas probably in twenty-

one battles, and though R&ma was able to kill Arjuna in a surprise attack

while the latter was returning from his hunting expedition, the Bhrgus had

ultimately to migrate to the north India and spread along the southern

part of the western coast of India. Whatever may be the actual historical

facts of this traditional feud, it was not a contest between Br&hmanas and

Kfatriyas on caste basis, as some misrepresent it. For, right from the days

of Gyavana Bhftrgava, Bhrgus had marriage alliances with Kfattriyas, and

Rfima’s mother, Rama's grandmother (Rclka's wife) were Kfattriya

princesses. The real cause was economic and political rivalry, and attempts

of Haihayas to spread their kingdom to the Doab and other parts of

northern India. After Parator&ma’s retirement, Haihayas consolidated

their position in Malwa, Rajasthan and Western India and carried their

raids against Ayodhyft, Kftnyakubja, Kosal and Ka£l. As irony of fate would

have it, the kuit Haihaya prince Vltihotra on the throne of Benares, had

tojeak refuge with a Bhirgava sage and Viti-hotra became a Br&hmapa.

hv him little is heard about Haihayas—Vtdie Ago, pp.283*87 (History

Kt Culture of Indian People Vol.I ).
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quested the boon that all those who had been killed, should be

restored to life, and should not remember who slew them.

8. Immediately they got up hale and hearty as if from

a sound sleep. R&ma had killed his kith and kin (mother and

brothers), as he had known the spiritual power of his father.

9. Oh king ! The sons of Arjuna who, being vanquished

by the valour ofR&ma, had fled, continued to brood over the

killing of their father (by Rama) and found no mental peace

anywhere.

10. On one occasion, when ParaSurama along with his

brothers had left for the forest, they (the sons of Arjuna),

desirous of avenging (for the killing of their father by Rkma),
found a (favourable) opportunity, and entered the hermitage.

11. Determined to murder Jamadagni, they saw the

sage sitting with his mind concentrated upon the glorious Lord

of excellent renown, in the sacrificial hall, and killed him.

12. Though piteously entreated by the helpless mother

of ParaSurama, those hard-hearted dregs of the K$atriya com-

munity, forcibly severed his head and carried it away.

13. Overwhelmed with grief and deep- anguish, and

beating herself with her own hands, the chaste lady Reijmka

screamed loudly, “Oh Rama ! Rama ! come (quickly) Oh
child”.

14. Hearing from afar, a distressful call “Oh R&ma”,
Rama hastened to the hermitage to find his father killed.

15. Overwhelmed and confounded with sorrow, rage,

impetuosity, affliction and intense grief, R&ma bewailed “Oh
saintly father ! Oh righteous-most sire ! Leaving us behind

here, you proceeded to heaven.”

16. After lamenting thus, ParaSurama entrusted the

body of his father to his brothers. Taking his axe with him,

he determined to exterminate the K$atriya race entirely.

17. Sallying forth to the city of Mffliifmatl, the splen-

dour of which was already lost due to the murder of a
Brahmana (Jamadagni), he built up (as it were) a huge moun-
tain c

r the heads of the sons of Sahasr&rjuna in the heart of
the city.

18-19. With the blood of those (Haihayas) , he created

a terrible river which aroused fear in the heart of the cncm^k
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ofBramanas. When the Ksatriyas had taken to wicked (in-

auspicious) ways, he made the murder of his father as a

cause of action and completely annihilated the Ksatriyas

thrice seven times 1 from the earth, and caused ( the creation

of) pools of blood1 in Samantapaftcaka (Kuruksetra ) Oh King.

20. Recovering the head of his father (taken away by the

sons of Aijuna), he joined it to the trunk of his father’s body.

Keeping it on the Kuia grass, he worshipped by performing

sacrifices, the Deity, his own Soul, who represents all gods in

his person.

21. (It is verily reported that) as dakfinS (gift for per-

formance of sacrifices), he gave the eastern quarter (the eastern

part of the earth) to the Hotr, the southern quarter to the

Brahmdf, the western direction to the Adhvaryu and the northern

direction to the UdgStr.

22. To others he donated (lands in) the intermediate

quarters, and the central portion of the earth to sage Ka£yapa,

Aryavarta (region between the Himalayas and the Vindhya

mountain) to the sacrificial supervisors (upadraffas) and the

land lying beyond that to Sadasyas (judges or superintendents

of sacrifices.)

.

23. Having washed off all his sins in the conclusi/e

ablution at the end of the sacrifice in the river Sarasvati, the

embodiment ofthe Veda, he shone resplendent like the sun

with clouds dispelled.

24. Having regained his (spiritual) body characterised

by pure consciousness, Jamadagni became the seventh star1 in

the sphere of sages in the sky {Ursa Major), and was worshipped

by Rama.
25. ( It is said that) verily this son of Jamadagni, the

glorious RSma of lotus-like eyes, will be the propagator of the

l . SR informs us that according to tradition, Renukft beat her
breast twenty one times, and hence Rima destroyed Ksatriyas as many
times*

s. VR. states that the v.l hradin nava is wrong, as the place is called

S(y)dm^nta-paMcaka and not S^navaka and the MBH . Adi. records

$-paHcaka as the name 2.4-11.

$* VO* gives the list of seven sages presiding over the seven stars

in the constellation Ursa Mqjor as follows ; K&fyapa, Atri, Vasiftha,
Vttvlmftra, Gautama, Bharadv&ja and Jamadagni.
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Vedas—one of the seven sages, the authorities over the Vedas

—in the coming Manvantara.

26. Even today he resides on the Mahendra mountain.

He has laid down the rod of punishment, and is now perfectly

serene in mind. His deeds are being sung by Siddhas, Gandharvas

and Caranas.

27. In this way, the glorious Lord Hari, the Ruler of

the world, the very Soul of (all beings in) the Universe incar-

nated Himself in the Bhrgu clan, and lightened the burden of

the earth by killing several times the Kfatriyas ( or lords of

men)

.

28. Gadhi (the King of Kanyakubja) begot a son

(Visvamitra) whose superb majestic personality was brilliant

like a blazing fire. By virtue of his asceticism and austere

penance, he transcended his Kfatriya status and attained the

glory of Brahmanism.

29. Visvamitra had a hundred sons. Out of them

Madhucchandas was the middle, but all of them are known
by the same (group) name Madhucchandas, Oh King !

30. Having adopted as his son Sunafriepa, the son of

Ajigarta of the Bhrgu clan, who was given to him by gods and

hence named as Devardta
,
he told his sons, "Let this (Sunafr-

Sepa) be regarded by you as your eldest (brother).1

31. It was verily the same person who was sold as a

human ‘sacrificial beast* (victim) for the sacrifice of Harii-

candra2 and who through his prayer* to gods and Lords of

creation (like Varuna) was released from the bondage of cords

(that tied him to the sacrificial post).

32. He who was protected and given by gods in the

sacrifice offered to Varuna, came to be known as Devardta

among the Gadhi family and that ascetic was known as

$unh$epa in the family of Bhfgus.

33. The brothers who were elder than Madhucchandas
did not approve of it (the order of Vitfvamitra to recognize

i. As SR. points out, this explains why Devar&ta is one of the

Prawtra*» of the Kauiika Gotra

,

even thougn as a rule a Pravara belongs

to the same Gotra.

a. Vide Supra 9.7. 20-21.

.V e.g. Sfiktas like RV. 1.25.
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Devarita as their eldest brother). The enraged sage cursed

them, “Ye wicked fellows ! Be ye all mlecchas (outcast bar-

barians)

34. It is reported that, thereupon Madhucchandas along

with his fifty brothers submitted, “we shall accept the status

and abide by whatever you command us.'*

35. To the seer of Vedic mantras (Sunahlepa) they told

him, “We are all your younger brothers.” And thus they

recognized him as their eldest brother. Vilvamitra (being

highly pleased) said to his sons, "As you have maintained my
respect as your father, and have made me worthy as a father

with heroic sons, may you all be blessed with progeny”.

36. “Oh descendents of Kaulika family, this Devarata

is one of you (as a scion of your family) ; obey his orders.”

Vttvamitra had also other sons viz. Asfaka, Harita, Jaya,

Kratumat and others.

37. In this way the Kauftka family came to be divided

into different branches through the sons of ViSvSmitra, and it

had another different Pravara due to the adoption of Devarata.1

CHAPTER SEVENTEEN

The Lunar Dynasty—The Descendants of Ayu,

the Son ofPurUravas*

Sri Suka said :

1-3. Ayu who was the son of Pururavas, had the follow-

ing (five) sons—Nahu?a, Ksattravfddha, the valiant Raji,

Rambha and Anenas. Now, Oh emperor, listen to the

i . It appears that there had been different Viiv&mitras in widely
distant ages. e.g. Vifv&mitra, the father of SakuntalA, Viiv&mitra the

teacher of Dalaratha’s son R&ma, Viiv&mitra the contemporary of
Hariicandra, Jamadagni and Sunafeiepa, and Viiv&mitra and the

D&iar&j&a. The Pur&oas, however, have rolled these distinct personalities

into one, and have caused confusion and chaos among the students of
Pur&nas. It is true that there was some rivalry between the Viiv&mitras
and Vasifthas in the RV, but the Pur&nas have added a lot of new
material unknown to the Vedas and the Br&hmarias.

a. This chapter gives the genealogy of Purfl-ravas—especially of
the minor branches (torn Ayu, the son of Purttravas. The history of the
descendants of die following four sons ofAyu via. Kiattravfddha, Rambha,
Rati and Anenas is given in this chapter. The history of the main line from
Nahuya is detailed in the following chapters.
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genealogy of K^attravfddha : He had a son Suhotra, who had
three sons—Kalya, Kula and Grtsamada. From Grtsamada was
born Sunaka whose son sage Saunaka was the most prominent

authority on the Rgveda (among its followers).

4. Kalya begot Kali, whose son Ra$fra was the father

of Dirghatamas. Dhanvantari, the founder of the science of

Medicine
(Ayurveda

)

was the son of Dirghatamas.

5. He was a ray (aqifa) of Lord Vasudeva, the receiver

of offerings in sacrifices. His son was Ketuman who gave

birth to Bhimaratha.

6. From him (Bhimaratha) was born Divodasa whose
son Dyuman was also remembered as Pratardana. He is also

called Satrujit, Vatsa and Rtadhvaja. He is celebrated as

Kuvalayalva as well. Of him were born Alarka and others.

7. No king other than Alarka enjoyed ( the sovereignty

over) this earth for sixty-six thousand years and still preserved

his youthfulness (throughout this period).

8. To Alarka was born Santati whose son was Sunitha.

From Sunitha sprang up Suketana whose son was Dharma-
ketu; of him was born Satyaketu.

Purvlravas — Orvaif

Ayu others already described

NalUfa

(In the next
chapter)

Kf&ttravfddha

Suhotra

i
. n

Raji Rambha
I I

500 sons Rabhasa

Akriya

Anenas

§u< dha

Suci

Trikakud

K&iya Kuia Grtsamada Sintaraya
(0 ( a) (3)

( 1 ) K&iya-*K£ii-*R&?tra-*DIrghatamas-*Dhanvantari-*Ketum&n-*
Bhimaratha-* Divod&sa-* Pratardana -* Alarka-* Santati-* Sunitha -*
Suketana-*Dharmaketu-*Satyaketu-*Dhrftaketu-*Sukumftra-* Vltihotra
->Bh»iga-*Bh&rga-bhQmi.

(2) Kuia-*Prati (Kfatra) -*Saftjaya-*Jaya -* Kjta-* Haryaiva -*
Sahadeva—*Jaya (-sena) -* SaAkrti-*Jaya-*K*ltradharmi

(9-) Grtsamada-*Sunaka-*Saunaka.
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9. Satyaketu's son was Dhfstaketu of whom was bom
Sukumara, the lord of the earth; his son was Vitihotra whose

son was Bharga; his son Bhargabhumi became a king.

10. The above-mentioned kings are the descendants of

Ka$i in the lineage of K^attrav^ddha.

(Now the genealogy of Rambha, the fourth son ofAyu).

The son of Rambha was Rabhasa whose son was Gambhira

from whom was born Akriya.

11. Through Akriya’s queen started the line of

Brahma^as. Now listen to the line of Anenas (the fifth son of

Ayu). Anenas’ son was Suddha ofwhom was born Suci. His

son was Trikakud, also known as Dharma-sarathi.

12. Of him was born Santa-rayas who being selfcon troll-

ed (or knower of the Soul) had almost accomplished his

objective (viz. Final beatitude and was not interested in

continuing his race). Raji (the third son of Ayu) had five

hundred sons, endowed with immense prowess.

13-16. Entreated by gods, Raji slaughtered the demons

and restored the celestial kingdom to Indra. But Indra being

afraid of Prahlada and others, again returned the kingdom of

heaven to Raji, clasped his feet and placed himselfunder Raji’s

protection (as his son). When the father (Raji) died, his

sons, even though solicited (by Indra), refused to return the

celestial kingdom to him. (On the contrary) they appropriated

to themselves shares oblated in sacrifice (for Indra). Brhas-

pati, then offered oblations to fire (with malevolent purpose

against the sons of Raji and made them stray from the path of

religion) and Indra slew them one and all as they swerved

from the path (of righteousness) and not a single son (ofRaji)

survived .
1

From Kuia, the grandson of Ksattravrddha, was born

Prati, ofwhom sprang up Safijaya whose son was Jaya.

17. Jaya’s son was Kfta, of whom was born the king

Haryavana. His son was Sahadeva, who begot Hina, whose

spn wasJayasena.

18. Jayasena’s son was Safikfti whose son Jaya, who,

himself a great (chariot-) warrior, followed religiously ordained

i. This episode is confirmed in the V4jm P.92 .76-99 ; Matsya P, 24.

34-48 .
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path of Ksattriyas. The kings belonging to the line of

K?attravyddha have been described. Now listen to the

genealogy of Yayati, the son of Nahu$a.

CHAPTER EIGHTEEN

The History ofNahufa's Line—The Story of TaySti1

Sri Suka said :

1. Just as an embodied being is endowed with six

senses (five senses plus the inner organ, the mind) King
Nahu$a had the following six sons—Yad, YaySti, Samyati,

Ayati, Viyati and Kfti.

2. Being aware of the consequences of the acceptance of

the rulership of a kingdom, Yati did not desire sovereignty

offered to him by his father, for (he knew that) by shouldering

kingship, a person does not realize his own self.

3. When, due to his misdemeanour towards Indra’s

queen, Indrani, Nahusa was dethroned from his position (as

the ruler of the celestial world) and was converted verily into

a boa-constrictor by the Brahmaria-sages, Yayati became a

king.

4. Appointing his four younger brothers to govern over

the kingdom in four directions (each in one direction), he

married the daughter of Sukra (the preceptor of Asuras) and

i. The Yay&ti legend—the exchange of Yay&ti’s age with the youth
of his son and his memorable words at the return of the youth and reaccep-

tance of his age at the time of renunciation :

najdtu kdmafr kdmdndm upabhogena idmyati /

havifd kffria-vartmtva bhdya tvdbhivardhate //

have been immortalized in MBH. Adi, chs. 76-81, Matsya P. chs. 30-35
Padma P.Bhdm . chs. 76-83 (with a Vaifuavite colouring), the Vdyu P. cb.93.

The legend in its modern garb is still very popular and a Marifhl novel on
this legend received aBhflratlya Jfi&naplfha Award—the most honoured

and cove|gble prize in India, this year.
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of Vj^aparva, the king of Asuras and thus protected the earth

(from his capital).

King Parikfit enquired :

5. The venerable Sukra was a Brahmana sage while

Yay&ti, the son of king Nahu$a, was a Ksattriya by caste.

Why and how could such an irregular marriage against the

caste-order between a Ksatriya man and a Brahmana girl

come about ?

Sri Suka replied :

6-7. On one occasion, in the company of a thousand

lady-friends and Devayani, the preceptor’s daughter, Sarmistha,

the princess of the great Danava king Vr$aparva who, though

of the weaker sex was imperious by nature, was promenading in

the pleasure garden of her capital which was full of blooming

flower-trees, and charming with pools, the sandy banks and

lotus beds of which were full of sweet humming of bees.

8. Arriving at a pool of water, those lotus-eyed girls left

their silken garments on its bank and engaged themselves in

water sports sprinkling each other with water.

9. Perceiving that god Siva accompanied by his Consort

Parvati, was riding that way on his bull, the ladies forthwith

rushed out of the water, and hastened to put on their gar-

ments, out of bashfulness.

10. Not knowing that the garments belonged to the

preceptor’s daughter, Sarmi$tha wore it, thinking it to be her

own. Getting enraged thereby, Devayani spoke as follows :

11. “Oh ! Behold the impropriety of this slave-girl in

that, like a bitch carrying away the oblation (meant for gods)

in a sacrifice, she wore the garment which was to be put on

by us.

12. By us Brahmagas (like god Brahma, Prajapatis like

Marici ) has been created this universe through the power of

our asceticism and penance; we constitute the mouth of the

Supreme Person (i.e. we are born from god’s mouth and as

such are superior to ail, as he gets propitiated when we are

feasted to our satisfaction). By us the light of the Supreme
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Brahman is conserved (as an object of adoration) in our

hearts, and the blessed path of Vedic religion is shown by us.

13. To us (Brahmanas) the Lords of gods, protectors

of the world, and even the most purifying, glorious Lord

Vi&iu, the Soul of the Universe and the abode of goddess Sri,

pay homage and praise.

14. And among such Brahmanas, we are the descend-

ants of Bhrgu. Her father, a demon, is our disciple. This

unchaste girl has put on the dress meant for us like a Sudra

bearing (reciting) the Veda—(a privilege of the twice-born

castes)

.

15. Thus attacked, Sarmistha who angrily sighed hea-

vily like a hissing female serpent, bit her lips and retorted to

the spiritual preceptor’s daughter who was reproaching her

with words of abuse.

16. “Oh ! Beggar-maid, ignoring your own (menial)

position, you are vainly boasting yourself. Do you not wait

at our house- (door) like a crow or a dog (for crumbs of

food) ?”

17. Having reproached the good daughter of her pre-

ceptor with such and other harsh words, Sarmistha snatched

away all her cloths and pushed her into a well.

18. It is traditionally told that when &armi$tha return-

ed home, Yayati who was on the hunting expedition, wanted

to drink water, and happened, by chance, to come to that well

where he saw her ( Devayani )

.

19. The merciful king gave his upper garment to the

girl who was stark naked, and holding her hand by his own,

he lifted her out of water.

20. Devayani, the daughter of Ulanas (i. e. Sukra)

spoke to the king in words steeped in genuine love : “Oh
King ! You have accepted my hand, Oh conqueror of inimical

cities !”

21. “As my hand has now been accepted by you once,

let no one else now take it. This relation of ours is ordained

providentially and not through human agency, Oh valiant

warrior. It is hence that I could have this sight of yours while

clinging to the (walls of the) well.
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22. Oh King of powerful arms ! NoBrahmana is destin-

ed to accept my hand due to the ( reciprocal curse of Kaca the

son of Bfhaspati whom I imprecated initially**.1

23. Yayati found that the unexpected event was brought

about by his destiny and being conscious that now his heart

was attached to her, accepted her proposal.

24. When the valiant king departed, Devayani went to

her father crying (all the while) and reported to him all that

was said and done by &armi$tha.

25. The glorious sage &ukra was deeply agitated at

heart. Disparaging the profession of a priest and commending
the way of life of a pigeon (which freely gathers its food in

the forest—technically known as Uflccha-vrtti—“maintenance

by gleaning), he went out of the city (Vrsaparva's capital)

along with his daughter.

26. Knowing that his intention is to conspire and bring

victory to the enemies viz. gods, Vrsaparva propitiated his

preceptor by falling prostrate at his feet on the way.

27. The glorious Sukra, the descendent of Bhfgu whose

anger lasts hardly for half a moment, spoke to his disciple

Vf?aparva, “Oh King ! Let the desire of her (Devayani ) be

satisfied because I cannot brook to let her alone.’'

28. When Vr?aparva agreed with the words, “Be it so*',

and awaited ( to hear Devayanl's desire) , Devayani disclosed

what was in her mind. “Wherever I shall go after being

given away by my father in marriage, let her (Sarmistha)

follow me along with her companions (as attendants).’*

29. Realizing the peril (involved in the departure of

Sukra) to her people, and the importance of the matter, she

($armi9th&) along with her thousand lady-companions, atten-

ded' upon Devayani like a menial.

i . According to MBH. Adi. chs. 76-77 Kaca, the son of Bj-haspati

could successfully learn the Satfjivani VidyS from Sukra through the special

favour of Devay&nl.. At the time of departure Devay&nl proposed to marry

him. But he rejected her on the ground that being his preceptor's daughter

she it like a sister to him. Enraged at this, Devayflnl cursed him that his

vufyi will be futile. Kaca reciprocated the curse (that no Brfihmana

would marry her).
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30. Having given in marriage his daughter along with

Sarmistha to Yayati, the son of Nahu$a, Sukra warned him,

“Oh king ! Never take Sarmistha to share the bed with you.*
1

31. On one occasion, seeing Devayani blessed with a

son, the chaste lady £armi$tha, at the period proper for con-

ception, courted her friend*s (Devayanfs) husband secretly

(for children).

32. The king, being well-versed in Dharma-f&stra, realiz-

ed it to be his sacred duty to comply with the request of the

princess (Sarmistha) who solicited him for progeny, and he

followed the course ordained for him by Destiny, though he

remembered the warning of Sukra.

33. Devayani gave birth to Yadu and Turvasu, while

$armi§tha, the daughter ofVr$aparva, had three sons—Druhyu,

Anu, and Puru.

34. Learning about the pregnancy of the Asura prin-

cess from her husband, proud Devayani, being offended with

her husband ( through jealousy and pride)
, was overwhelmed

with rage and proceeded to her father*s house.

35. The passionate king followed his beloved to reconcile

her with words of appeasement and winsome promises, but

was not able to please her, even by shampooing her feet.

36. Flying in rage, Sukra cursed him, “You liar

!

Woman-addict ! Let the decrepitude of old age which dis-

figures men overtake you, you stupid fellow !**

37. Yayati urged, “Oh BrahmanaSage ! I am not till

today sated with enjoyment of pleasure with your daughter**.

(Sukra replied) “In that case, you may exchange it (your old

age) with the (youth of) anyone else who is willing to accept

it.**

38-39. Having secured this arrangement (as a way out

of the curse), Yayati addressed to his eldest son : “Oh my
child Yadu ! Please accept this decrepitude of age caused by
your maternal grand-father, and give me your youth in ex-

change. Dear child ! I am not yet satisfied with enjoyment

of pleasures. I would like to eiyoy for a few more years, with

your ydUfb.**
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Tadu replied :

40* “I dare not accept and live with the old age which

overtook you in the middle of life, (for) a man cannot attain

to desirelessness without an actual experience of the worldly

pleasures first.**

41. Turvasu, Anu, andDruhyu were then requested (one

by one) by the father. But they did not know what was right-

eousness and regarded transient things (like youth) as eternal,

and refused his proposal, Oh scion of Bharata.

42. He requested his son Puru who was the youngest in

age but seniormost in virtues. “Oh child ! It does not behove

you to refuse my request as was done by your elder brothers”.

PSm said :

43. ((Oh lord of men ! What man on earth is capable of

repaying fully the obligations of his father, the procreator of

his body, and through whose grace one can attain the highest

(objective in life) ?

44. The best son is he who accomplishes the task in

anticipation of the expectation of his father. The mediocre is

one who complies when expressly told by his father. The
lowest type is he who obeys but with irreverence. And he

who disobeys is the excretion of his father.”

45. In this way, Puru gladly accepted the old age of his

father. With his youth, Yayati also enjoyed pleasures at his

sweet will.

46. As a lord of the seven continents of the earth, he

protected his subjects well like a father, and with his senses

unimpaired, he gratified his desires (by enjoying pleasures) to

his heart’s content.
*

47. His beloved Devayani every day heightened his

love by affording pleasures to him by her thought) word and

deed, and by offering objects of enjoyment in privacy.

* Yadu was very pious (infra to.i.a), VG defends Yadu’* disobe-
dience thus: Yadu wanted to devote himself to the services of the Lord at

the earliest. That mental stage is possible only after actual experience of
worldly pleasures for some days. Acceptance of Yay&ti's age would post-

pone that mental stage and consequently the life devoted to the services

of the Lord. Between Service to the Lord *nd disobedience to father, the
fq^^er is preferable according to pharma. Marvellous defence !
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48. By performance of sacrifices with profusely liberal

gifts, Yayati worshipped Lord Hari (Destroyer of all miseries

and sins) the Presiding Deity of sacrifices, the God who repre-

sents all gods in Himself, and is an embodiment of all Vedas.

49. On Hari is superimposed this universe as a row of

clouds on the sky and which, like a dream or an illusion or a

fancy now appears to be different (in names, forms etc.) and

now ceases to be ( in dreamless sleep or after the deluge of

the world)

.

50. Enthroning in his heart the Almighty Lord Vasu-

deva who is abiding in the hearts of all as the Indweller, he

(Yayati) worshipped the subtlemost Narayana without cheri-

shing any desire for blessings.

51. Yayati, the emperor of the entire earth, did not

feel sated even though he enjoyed pleasures for thousands of

years through his (five) wicked senses of which his mind was

the sixth.

CHAPTER NINETEEN

YayatVs Retirement and Final Emancipation

£rt Suka said :

1. (While) Yayati, the woman-dominated addict, was

enjoying the pleasures of senses in this way, he became aware

of his spiritual fall ( negligence of the Self) and being disen-

chanted (with worldly pleasures), narrated the following

parable to his beloved Devayanl.

2. “Oh Devayanl ! Please listen to this history of a pas-

sionate person on this earth, whose life and conduct were just

like mine, and whose lot was deplored by self-controlled people

residing in forests.

3. A certain goat, while seeking all alone for an object

dear to jiim, in a jungle, happened to see a goat fallen into a

well as «r result of her fate.
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4. Cherishing lust for her, the goat thought out a way to

lift her up and digging out the earth on the bank with the

tips of his horns, he made a way out for her.

5-6. It is said that after getting out of the well, the beau-

tiful she-goat loved him (as her husband) . Observing that she

had selected a stout, finely bearded, lovable he-goat possessing

great venereal strength and expert in the art of sexual inter-

course, a number of other she-goats desirous of having a mate,

wooed him. That he-goat possessed as he was by the devil

of sexual passion, excited the passion of that flock of she-goats

and revelled with them all alone, and thus failed to realize and

think about his own self.

7. Seeing him enjoying himself with another most beau-

tiful she-goat, the female-goat that formerly suffered a fall

in the well, did not tolerate that act of the he-goat.

8. Being distressed, she left her mate who was wicked-

hearted, a false lover posing as a friend, and professing love

only for a moment, but really given to the gratification of his

senses, and went to her master.

9. Even that goat too, being a woman-addict, felt

aggrieved and followed her to reconcile her, but in spite of his

bleating with erotic eloquence he failed to win her over on the

way.

10. There, her master, a certain Brahmaria, castrated

the dangling scrotum of that goat. But in the interest (of the

she-goat), he, being a master of (such) expedients sewed back

the amputated limb.

1 1 . Having got his testicles (along with his capacity of

sexual enjoyment) restored, the goat, though enjoyed pleasu-

res for a long time with the she-goat found in the well, does

not feel satiated with sexual pleasures even today.

12. In the same way, Oh lady with beautiful eyebrows,

I, a person of poor intellect, am chained down by your love.

Oh gracious lady. Being infatuated by your charms, I do not

know (the nature of) my Self.

13. All the food-grains, all gold, animals and women
.cannot yield satisfaction (to the degree of satiation) to the

jnind of a person subjected to cravings and passions.

14. Never, never does passion get satiated with the en-
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joyment of its sense-objects. (On the contrary) like a fire fed

with oblations ofghee, it grows again in intensity.

15. When one does not cherish inauspicious attitudes

(e. g. of hatred, partiality) to living beings, and looks upon all

with equality, all the directions are full of bliss to him (i.e. he is

blessed with happiness from all quarters).

16. A person desirous of happiness (untarnished by

misery), should instantly give up thirst (for happiness) which

is difficult to get rid ofby evil-minded persons, and which

does not get worn out even if one's body gets withered with

age, and which is a source of endless misery.

17. A person should not sit very close in privacy (lit.

share the same seat in private) to his mother, sister or daugh-

ter. For the senses (as a whole) are so powerful that they

lead astray even a wise ( learned) man.

18. It is for complete one thousand years that I have

been enjoying repeatedly and incessantly the objects of plea-

sures. Still every time (I enjoy them), the hankering after

them grows (apace).

19. Therefore giving up this (thirst for enjoyment) and
concentrating my mind on the Brahman and freeing myself

from thepairs of opposites (pleasure-pain etc.) and the notion

of egotism (I and iriine) , I shall lead a life in forest.

20. Knowing the unreality (momentariness) of what is

seen (the kingdom or pleasures in this world) and what is

heard (from the Vedas about the pleasures and positions promis-

ed in die next world) , one should not brood over them or

enjoy them. For, in that lies the transmigration of the soul,

and the loss of (the real knowledge of) the soul. Such a

knower realizes the Atman".

21. Having addressed thus to his wife (Devay&nl),

Yayati, the son of Nahuja, returned his youth to Puru, and

becoming free from desires, accepted the decrepitude ofhis

old age from him.

22. He appointed Druhyu to rule over the South-

eastern region (of his kingdom) , Yadu in the South, Turvasu

in the west and Anu in the north.

23^ Having consecrated Puru, the worthiest of them all,

as the sovereign ruler of the earth and the subjects, he placed
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the elder brothers under his control and then repaired to the
forest.

24. Just as a bird leaves its nest as soon as it gets full-

fledged, he instantly shed off the six-fold objects of pleasures

enjoyed through his senses and mind, for a considerable number
ofyears (or) controlled his senses and mind.

25*. Freeing himself completely from all attachments
and shedding off his subtle body constituted of three gunas by
virtue of his spiritual power of self realization, the celebrated

king Yayati became absorbed1 in the Supreme Brahman unsoil-

ed by Maya ( or any impurity) and designated as Vasudeva

—

a state attained by the devotees of the Supreme Lord.

26. Hearing that parable, Devayani regarded it as an
incentive to follow a path of renunciation, and a jocular story

told out of agony of separation between a man and his wife.

27-28. Kealizing that the association of friends and
relatives is brought about by Maya (according to their karma)1

and is controlled by the Almighty Lord, and thus is as tempo-
rary as those of travellers attending a watering place (to

drink water on the way)
,
Devayani, the scion of the Bhrgu

race, gave up attachment to everything and everywhere

regarding it as unreal as dreams. She concentrated her mind
on Kfsi^a (j. e. Lord Vis$u) and shuffled off her (subtle) body
(and became liberated).

29. I bow to you the glorious Lord Vasudeva, the

cause of the Universe, the abode of all beings (or the Inner

Controller of all) perfectly serene and all-pervading. Saluta-

tions to you.

* VJ. By his direct perception of the Self, he shed off his egotism

caused by three gu$as or die threefold misery caused by them and became

liberated—-a stage reached by following the Bh&g(ivata pharma.

I. VR. He approached the stage of Mokfa, for according to the

Mahibhdfia, be spent seme period in the celestial world.
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CHAPTER TWENTY

The History ofPQru’s race—Birth of Bharata1

Sri Stika said :

1. I shall now narrate to you the history of Puru’s line

wherein you are born, Oh descendant of Bharata. In this

family sprang up many royal sages and Brahma$as who
propagated their own lines.

2. Janamejaya was born of Puru; Janamejaya’s son was

Pracinvan. His son was Pravira who begot Namasyu. To
him was born Carupada.

3. Sudyu sprang from Carupada; Sudyu had a son

Bahugava; thence was born Samyati; his son was Ahariiyati

whose son was Raudra£va.

4-5. Raudra£va begot on a celestial nymph Ghytaci ten

sons viz. Rteyu, Kukseyu, Sthandileyu, Kj*teyu, Jaleyu,

Santateyu, Dharmeyu, Satyeyu, Vrateyu and the youngest

known as Vaneyu—even as ten sense organs (both conative

and cognitive) are evolved from the chief vital air, the Soul of

the world.

6. From Rteyu was born Rantibhara. He had the

following three sons viz. Sumati, Dhruva and Apratiratha.

Kanva was the son of Apratiratha, Oh King !

7. Kanva’s son was Medhatithi. From him were

originated Praskanva and other Brahmai^a clans. Sumati had
a son called Raibhya, and Du$yanta was regarded as his son.

8-9. While on a hunting excursion, (king) Dusyanta

happened to visit the hermitage of Kariva. Having seen a

beautiful damsel beautifying the surroundings with her

effulgence, and enchanting like the Maya of the Lord, he
instantaneously got infatuated. And though surrounded

by some of his soldiers, he spoke to that charming lady.

i. This chapter gives the following descendants of Pflru up to

Vitatha as follows :

PQru—*Janamejaya—* Pracinv&n Pravira -* Namasyu —GSrupada «-
Sudyu -> Bahugava-*- Samyftti— Ahamy&ti->Raudr&iva->B-teyu-*Ranti-
hhara->Sumati—*-Raibhya—*-Dufyanta—*-Bharata—*-Bharadvija-*-Vitatha.
The story of Dufyanta, £akuntal& and the* birth of Bharata js given in
details in MBH Adi. Chs. 69-74.
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10. Overjoyed at her very sight, he felt all his fatigue

relieved. Tormented by sexual passion, he smilingly asked

her, in soft words.

11. “Who are you, Oh beautiful lady (with eyes like

lotus-petals) ? Whose daughter are you, Oh charming damsel ?

what is your object in staying in a tenantless forest ?

12. Oh lady of a beautiful waist ! As I perceive it, you

are obviously a girl from a royal family. For the mind of the

descendants of Puru, hardly finds delight in unrighteous paths.”

Sakuntald replied :

13. “As the venerable sage Kanva knows it, I am the

daughter of Vilv&mitra, abandoned by my mother Menaka in

the forest. What should we do for you, Oh warrior ?

14. Be pleased to take a seat, Oh lotus-eyed one, and

accept our hospitality. Enjoy the boiled rice of wild paddy.

You may stay here, if it pleases you.*'

Du&anta said :

15. “Oh lady of beautiful eyebrows i Born as you are

in the line of Kulika, all this ( hospitality) is quite proper and

natural. Maidens of royal families select of their own accord,

their life-mates’*.

16. When she consented to it, he married Sakuntalfi

duly according to G&ndharva custom prescribed (for

Kfatriyas) in DharmaSdstrat as the king was expert in the

knowledge of what should be done at particular time and

place according to Dharma.
17. The royal sage ofunfailing procreative capacity,

deposited his semen in his queen. Next morning he returned

to his capital. In due course, she was delivered of a son.

18. Ka$va carried out the appropriate religious rites

of the boy, in the forest. With his tremendous strength, the

child used to catch hold of lions and played with them.

19. Taking with her, her son who was born of a portion

of LordHari, and was of invincible prowess, the excellent lady

sought the audience ofher royal consort.

20. When the king did not accept his wife and child,

though both of them were blameless and irreproachable, an
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incorporal voice from heaven announced, while all beings were

listening.

21. “The mother is simply a receptacle. The son be-

longs to his father alone, ofwhom he is born. Nay, the father

is himself (no other than) the son. Therefore, Oh Dujyanta,

bring up your son. Do not neglect &akuntala.

22. Oh King, a son who propagates the line of the

family takes away his father out of the abode of Yams.1 You
have deposited Bharata in the foetus (i.e. you are the real

father) . What Sakuntalh stated is the truth.*

22A. Bring up your son Bharata who is imbued with a

ray ofVasudeva. He is friendly towards Br&hmins, true to

his promise, capable of knowing and appreciating virtues and

excellences and enhancing your reputation.

22B. He is possessed of superior energy, is generous,

grateful and ready to wait upon the elders." Hearing this

incorporal voice from the heaven, the king accepted his son.

23. When the father (Dufyanta) expired, he (Bharata)

became an emperor of great renown. The great glory of

Bharata who was born from the ray of Lord Hari, is still

eulogised on the earth.

24. He had the sign of discus on right palm and that of

a lotus on the soles of his feet. That powerful king, the sole

emperor of the earth was consecrated (on the throne) by the

performance of Mahdbhifeka. He performed many sacrifices.

25. With fifty-five sacrificial horses he performed (horse)

sacrifices .along the course of the Gahga (from its source to the

sea )
with Dfrgha-tamas ( the son of Mamatfi) as his sacrificial

priest.

26. Along the course of the Yamunfi, he tied seventy-

eight sacrificial horses (i. e. performed seventyeight horse-

sacrifices on the bank of the river as it flows to join the

Gahga), liberally distributing wealth (among the Br&hmapas).

i. v.l. : In case ofdispute between the father and the mother both
Claiming the child, the lather's claim is upheld by Yama (Dharmattstra).

a. Cf. MBH Adi, 74. 1 10-1 1 1. is verbatim the same.

bhastrd mitd pitvfr putroyenejdtafr so eva Safa /

_ bharasva pvtnah Duyanta mdoamaduthdp Sakmtaldm //

- ntodh&bpvtra unnajati naradeta Tamakfqpit /
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The sacred fire of Bharata, the son of Dusyanta was set up on
an exceedingly excellent place where the thousand Brahmanas
(engaged in the sacrifice) divided among themselves cows
(gifted by Bharata), each receiving his share of thirteen

thousand eightyfour
(
Badval

) cows.

27. Having thus tied to the sacrificial post one hundred
and thirtythree horses, he sprang a surprise on the earthly

kings. The son of Dusyanta surpassed gods with his affluence,

and he became one with Visnu who is adorable to gods.

28. At the conclusion of the sacrificial ritual mafnara2

(or at a sacred place called Masnara), he donated as gift,

fourteen lakhs of elephants of the mrga type3 black in colour,

with their white tusk plated with gold. 4

29. No king of the past could accomplish the great

eminence of Bharata. Nor can kings of the future do so any-

more than one can reach the celestial world by hands.

30. During his expedition for the conquest of the world,

he defeated the tribes Kiratas, Hunas, Yavanas, Andhras,

Kahkas, Khavas and Sakas and killed the Mleccha kings who
were inimical to Brahmins or Vedas.

31*. By sending messengers, he restored to the gods,

the celestial damsels who were formerly abducted to Rasatala

by Asuras, after vanquishing the gods and occupying various

parts of that region.

32. While he ruled, both heaven and earth supplied

desires and needs of his subjects. His sovereignty extended

all over the world for thrice nine thousand (27000) years.

1. §R quotes the definition of badva : iyam ca badva-safikhyd ilokena

safigTffyafe :

catur-daiandm lakfanam saptddhika-satdmiakab I

. badvarh catura&ityagra-sahasrani trayodaia //

2. No commentator from §R to BP is sure of the exact significance

of the word mafpdra . VJ : ‘At the conclusion of a particular observance

( vrata) called Ma/para.’ All of them state that (alternatively) MasnSra is

die name of a holy place.

3. The elephants are of the three types : bhadra , mandra and mrga.

4. Cf, AU. Br. 8.23

.

3 . VD. regards these elephant-types as belonging

to the region of the Himalayas, Vindhya and Sahy&dri respectively.

* Vanquishing die Asuras, he repatriated gods to their respective

regions and restored to their husbands the celestial damsels who were

carried away by demons celled Panis—VJ.
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33. The tradition goes that the emperor realized that

his sovereignty the fame of which had spread over all the

worlds, his imperial glory and affluence, his unchallenged

authority and implicit obedience to commands, nay even his

life and sense-organs were unreal and so he renounced the

world.

34. He had three queens all from the state of Vidarbha.

When he remarked that his sons did not look like him, they,

being afraid of being abandoned by him (suspecting their

character), killed them all.

35. When his family line was (in the danger of being)

extinct, the Marut gods gave him Bharadvaja as a son, when
the emperor was propitiating them with sacrifice Marutstoma

(forgetting a son).

36. When Mamata, the wife of his brother (Utathya),

was pregnant, Brhaspati attempted to have a sexual intercourse

with her, and was prevented (by the child in the womb with

strong loud protests) . He (Brhaspati) cursed the child in

the womb ( to become blind) . He discharged per force his

semen (in her), but the blind child in the womb prevented its

entry by his foot. The seed that fell out on the ground assum-

ed the form of a child.

37. To Mamata who wanted to give away that child as

she was terribly afraid of being abandoned by her husband,

gods spoke the following verse which contains the etymology

of the name of the child (which is nothing but the quarrel

between Brhaspati and Mamata each throwing the responsibi-

lity of bringing up that child on the other).

38. (SR. records this controversy between Mamata and
Brhaspati as follows

)
:

(Said Brhaspati : )
“Oh foolish woman ! Nourish ( this child)

.

(If you say that you are afraid of your husband that is base-

less as) this child is born of us two brothers (by me through

the K$etra viz. the wife ofmy brother)!** (Replied Mama(5)

“Brhaspati ! You nourish this child because he is bom of us

two (when you raped me)”. Saying these words ( bhara dv&jam )

both the parents went away (abandoning the child) . Hence
he is caUed Bhara-dv&ja.
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39. Though uiged by gods (to bring up the child) , they

thought him as a useless son and abandoned him. The Maruts

nourished the child and it was given to Bharata when his

family was going to be extinct. ( Vitatha should be regarded

as the name of Bharadvaja, after his adoption by Bharata).

CHAPTER TWENTYONE

The Race ofBharata1 . The History of Rantideva*

Sri Suka said :

1. Vitatha (Bharadvaja) had a son M%nyu who begot

(five sons) viz. Bfhatkfatra, Jaya, Mahavirya, Nara, Garga.

Nara’s son was Safilq-ti.

2. Sankfti had two sons—Guru and Rantidcva, Oh
delight of the Pa$du family 1 The glory of Rantideva is

eulogised in this world as well as in heaven.

3-4. By giving away wealth which came his way with-

out efforts (like the sky) thinking it to be momentary, he be-

came hungry and destitute of everything (including provision

even for the evening). While the hero suffered hardships

along with his family, fortyeight days passed during which he

could not get even water to drink. In the morning (of the

fortyninth day), he happened to get by chance ghee, rice

cooked in milk, (sarhy&va )
(an article of food consisting of

wheat-flour, raw-sugar, ghee and milk) along with water.

5. He whose family was distressed and trembling due

to utter starvation and parched with thirst, was about to

partake of it ( the food) when a Brahma$a guest arrived, just

at the time of their breaking the fast.

i. As SR points out, although Bharadvfija was originally a

Br&hmaua, he became Kfattriya after his adoption by Bharata. He is

thenceforth known as Vitatha and he continued Bharata’s race.

a. The Rantideva episode and especially his refusal to attain to

Mokta but wish to live here in order to relieve the misery of all beings

"yv ie, is below) are similar to the Bodhisattva ideal ofBuddhists.
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6. As he visualized Hari everywhere (and in every-

body), he received the Br&hmatia with reverence and faith,

gave him his share of food. The Br&hmajia took his meal and

went his way.

7. While he was about to partake of the remaining food

which was distributed among themselves, another stranger

—

now a Sudra—arrived. He gave him the portion of the food

so distributed, contemplating all the while on Lord Hari, Oh
king of the earth.

8. When the Sudra departed, another stranger

surrounded by a pack of hounds approached him and request-

ed, “Oh King ! May food be served to me alongwith my dogs,

who are hungry**.

9. The king received them kindly and gave to him
respectfully whatever food that remained with him, and bowed
to the dogs and the master of those hounds.

10-11. Now some water, just sufficient to quench the

thirst of one person, remained. While he was about to drink

it, a Capdala came up and requested, “Give water to me who
am a low caste person**. Hearing his pitiful request uttered

with great pains and exhaustion, the king who was deeply

moved and tormented with compassion, uttered the following

nectar-like speech.

12.
4
*I do not seek from the Almighty Lord the highest

position attended with eight spiritual powers (e. g. Animd,

Laghimd, etc. detailed in the YogasUtras) , nor emancipation

from satfudra ; I would rather prefer to dwell in all beings and

undergo sufferings for them, whereby they may be free from

miseries.

13. By offering water which was essential to save the

life of an unfortunate creature who craved for life, my personal

hunger, thirst, exhaustion of limbs, distress, languor, grief,

despondency and delusion—all have disappeared.*'

14. Expressing such nobility ofheart, the king who was
compassionate by nature and full of fortitude, gave that water

to the Cabala, though he himself was on the point of death

through thirst.

15. To him, the Lords of the Three worlds (e. g. God
Brahmft and others) who bestow fruits on those who seek them.
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and who visited him in those illusory forms (a short while ago)

under instructions from Lord Visijiu, revealed themselves to

him.

16. The king being entirely free from attachments,

cherished no desires. Bowing down to them all, he concentrat-

ed his mind on glorious Lord Vasudeva with utmost devotion,

and sought no boons from them.

17. Concentrating his mind on the Almighty Lord as

the only support, and cherishing no desire for any fruit (in

return) therefrom, Maya the deluding potency of the Lord

constituted of three gurias (automatically) dissolved (dis-

appeared altogether) like a dream, in the case of Rantideva,

Oh king.

18. By virtue of close association with him, all yogins

who followed closely Rantideva (i. e. his path of intense,

selfless devotion) became absolutely devoted to LordNarayana.

19-20. From Garga was born Sini who begot Gargya.

In this way, a Brahmana family-line started from a Ksatriya

race. From Mahavirya sprang Duritaksaya whose sons were

Trayyaruni, Kavi and Puskararurii. They attained to the

state of Brahmanahood. Brhat-ksattra had a son, who built

the city of Hastinapura.

21. Hastin begot Ajamujha, DvimI<Jha and Purumicjha.

The descendants of Ajamidha were Brahmanas like Priyamedha

and others.

22. From Ajamidha was born (another son) Brhadisu

whose son was Brhad-dhanu. His son was Brhatkaya whose son

was Jayadratha.

23. He (Jayadratha) begot ViSada from whom sprang

up Senajit. His sons were Rucira£va, Dfdhahanu, Ka&ya and

Vatsa.

24. Rucirafiva's son was Para whose son was Prthusena.

Para's son was Nlpa to whom were born a hundred sons.

24A. Among them one was Anuha, the eldest wasSatyaka,

Oh King.

25. That Nlpa begot on Krtvi, the daughter of &ukal
,

1. SR. VR« VG. BP. quote from HV (Harivafhia) ch. 18 and ex-

plain that when Suka left home even before his upanayana (investiture of
the sacred thread) ceremony, to lead a perpetually celibate life, he left
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Brahmadatta. That yogi procreated through his wife Gau
(Sarasvat!) a son called Vi&vaksena.

26. According to the advice and guidance of sage

Jaigisavya, he wrote a work on the yoga-system. He begot

Udaksvan from whom sprang Bhallada. These are the descen-

dants of Brhadisu.

27. Dvimi<£ha had a son called Yavlnara whose son

was Krtiman by name. His son was Satyadhpti whose son

Dnjhanemi was the progenitor of Supar£va.

28-29. From Suparsva was born Sumati whose son was

Sannati. His son was Krti who learnt yoga under Hirai>ya-

nabha, and sang the six earlier sarfihitSs of the Sama-veda1

(divided them separately) . He begot NIpa from whom was

born Ugrayudha. His son was Ksemya; his son Suvira from

whom was born Ripufijaya.

30. His son was Bahuratha. Purumicjha (Dvimujha’s

younger brother ) had no child. Ajamicjha begot on Nalini,

a son called Nila whose son was Santi.

31. From Santi was born Su$anti, whose son was

Puruja, from whom Arka was born. His son was Bharmyagva

who had five sons beginning with Mudgala.

32-33. Yavlnara, Brhadisu, Kampilya and Saftjayawere

the (remaining four) sons (of Bharmyagva). Bharmya$va
said, “These five sons of mine are capable (and enough) to

behind his shadow for the consolation of his father who married and

had five sons and one daughter. The daughter is named Kirti-mati and

not Krtvi as here. Devi Bhagavata 1.19.39-43 rejects the shadow theory and

states that as per Janaka’s advice Suka married pfvarl, a daughter of Pitfs

and had four sons (names differ from theHV), and a daughter Klrti

who was married to Anu, the son of king VibhrSj. I think JG is correct in

regarding this Suka as a different person, not so much because JG quotes

the authority of the Brahmavaivarta P. where Suka is said to have been bom
as a boy of twelve years, who, renouncing the world, straightway walked

out of home, but the tenor of the text of the Bh.P., shows that according

to Suka the narrator of the Bh. P. this Suka, father of Krtvi, is altogether

different, merely a name-sake.

1. v.l. jagan dvi-jat—Twelve earlier saikhitas of the S&ma Veda (BP)

and BP quotes VP. which credits him with saying (mastering and teaching)

twenty-four sathhitds :

Hirajtya-ndbho yogam adhyapaydm&sa /

yaicatwviihiatim prdcya-samnSsh cakdra satkhit&m //
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protect five countries. And hence they came to be known as

P&flc&las. From Mudgala originated a clan of Brahmanas
named Maudgalya.

34. A twin was born of Mudgala, the son of Bharmy-
sUva; (out of the twin) the male child was Divodasa and the

female child, Ahalya. She had from (her husband) Gautama,

a son called Sat&nanda.

35-36. Satananda's son Satyadhrti was expert in Mili-

tary Science. His son was Saradvan. They say that at the

sight of Urvati, the seed of &aradvan (emanated and) fell on

a clump of reeds. From the semen was produced an auspicious

twin. Finding the twin children during the course of hunting,

Santanu picked them out of compassion. The male child

came to be known as Kjpa, while the female child K|pi be-

came the wife of Drona.

CHAPTER TWENTYTWO

The History of the Lunar Race.
1 The Royal

Dynasties ofPSflcdla, Magadha and Kuru

Sri Suka said :

1-2. From Divodasa was bom Mitreyu, whose sons

were Cyavana, Sudasa, Sahadeva and Somaka. Somaka had

a hundred sons of whom Jantu was the eldest, and Pr?ata, the

youngest. His son was Drupada whose daughter was Drau-

padl, and sons were Dhfstadyumna and others.

i . This chapter gives the genealogies of the following branches of

the lunar race :

i. PifUdlas A. South Pdflcalas

Ajamfdha-*>Bfhadifu—Bfhad-dhanus — Brhatkiya-*»Jayadratha

Viiada-*—Senajit—>-Ruciriiva—>-Prthu?ena—»-Para—»-Nlpa— Brahmadatta—>-

Vifvaksena-»-Udaksvana-t-Bhall&da

.

B. North Pdicdlas

Ajamldha—^NaHni->Nlla->^knti-> Suifcnti—Puruja — Arka-*>

Bharayliva-*>Mudgala-»» DivodAsa -> Mitreyu - Cyavana— Sud&s->
Sahadeva-»Som«kir-»Jaatu-»Pr*ata-»4>rupada
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3. From Dhntadyumna appeared Dhntaketu. These
are the descendants of Bharmyalva, also known as P&fic&lakas

or Paficala. Ajamidha had another son $.k$a from whom
was born Samvara^a.

4. Samvara^a begot on Tapatl, the daughter of the

Sun-godj Kuru, the Lord of the Kurukfetra. Kuru had Pari*

k?it (the first, an ancestor of the hearer of the Bh. P.) Sudh-
anu, Jahnu and Ni?adha£va as his sons.

5. From Sudhanu was born Suhotra whose son was
Cyavana} his son was Krti, the father of Uparicara Vasu. From
him were born Brhadratha and other sons.

6 . (Out of them) Ku&amba, Matsya, Pratyagra, Cedipa
and others were the rulers of the Cedi country (Modern Bund-
elkhand and the region roundabout) . From Brhadratha was
born Kulagra whose son was ll^abha.

7. R?abha begot Satyahita, whose son was Pu;pav£n.
His son was Jahu. Brhadratha had two parts (of a child) born
by another wife.

8 . Those parts were thrown away by the mother. A
demoness Jara, out of sport had joined them muttering the

words ‘Live ! Live. And lo ! A son called Jar&sandha (one
joined by Jara) appeared.

9. Of him was born Sahadeva whose son was Som&pf,
who begot &ruta£ravas. (Out of the sons of Kuru) Parfkfit

was childless. The son ofJahnu was Suratha.

2 . Magadha
Vuu Uparicara-^Brhadratha-^-Kuiigra — Rfabha - Pufpav&n —

Satyahita-*Jahu-»Jar&sandha-»>Sahadeva->Somipi

3. Pavravas

Bharata adopted Bharadv&ja and named him ‘Vitath*’ -f Manyu—
Brhatkfatra—4-Hastin—Ajamidha—£.kfa-*-SaifavaraQa-»’Kuru->

•Dvunidha*
|

Parlkfit I-*
Jahnu — Suratha — Vidoratha — S&rvabhauma—tjayasena—t-RAdhika—

4

Ayuta -> Krodhana- Dev&tithi - &«ya->> DilIpa-*Pratfpa-»>Santaou-»>

Vicitravirya- Dhrtar&ftra- Yudhi«bira-> (Abhimanyu)->Par!kfit II

(the remaining line is a prediction).

4. *Doimtftes*
Dvimiijha-f Yavlnara^-KftimAn <4 Satyadhfti -4 Dfdha-nemt—

Supkrlva-->Sumati-4-Sannatimin~»Krti~»Nlpa“»Ugr*yudha-»-Kfemya-»'
Suvira-**RipuOjaya-t-Bahuratha.
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10. Suratha’s son was Viduratha, from whom was born
Sarvabhauma. His son was Jayasena, whose son was Radhika;

from whom appeared Ayuta.

11. From him sprang up Krodhana whose son was
Devatithi. His son was Rsya, from whom was born Dilipa.

He had a son Pratipa.

12. He (Pratipa) had thiee sons—Devapi, Santanu

and Balhlka. Devapi abdicated his ancestral throne and rep-

aired to forest (for his spiritual advancement)

.

13-14. (After Devapi’s departure to forest) Santanu

who was formerly designated as Mahabhisa (a great physi-

cian) , came to the throne. Whomsoever he touched with his

hand—even ifhe be old—got rejuvenated again. And the old

man got immediate and complete relief (from all ailments).

By virtue of this (miraculous) gift, he was called Santanu.

When the rain-god did not rain for twelve years in his king-

dom,
15. &antanu was advised by Brahmanas that inas-

much as he, though a younger brother, enjoyed the kingship

( superseding his elder brother) and had become a parivetta1

(a usurper), and for the prosperity of the capital and the

kingdom, he should immediately restore the kingdom to his

elder brother, Devapi (when alone it will rain).

16. When thus addressed (advised) by Brahmanas, he

conciliated him (Devapi) and persuaded him to accept the

kingdom. Devapi, however, was made to go astray from the

path of Vedas by ther words of Brahmanas who were deputed

by his ministers (especially by his minister (ASma-rava).

17. When Devapi spoke blasphemously about the Vedas

(and their teachings), the god Indra released the showers

(as Dev&pi proved apostate to the Vedic religion, and ceased

to have a right to rule). Devapi (realized his mistake and

adopted the path ofyoga and resorted to Kalapagrama.

i . SR quotes the following definition of Parivetta from a Smfti text :

d&ri'gnihotra-iari&ogath kwuteyo* graje sihite /

parioettd sa Parivittis tu pOroajafr //

He who aceepts a wife or 4f*i-fo*ra (fire-worship) before his elder brother

does so, is called parUmM mid the brother so superseded Parioitti.
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18-20. When Lunar race gets extinct in the Kali

age, he will (re-) establish it at the advent of the next age.

From Bahlika was born Somadatta who had three sons viz.

Bhuri, BhuriSravas and §ala. &antanu*s son by Gahga was the

self-controlled Bhi$ma who was the most eminent among all

the experts in dharma-$astra
y
a great devotee of the Lord, a

wise and learned person, a leader of a battalion of warriors by

whom even ParSurama (his preceptor in the science of arms)

was pleased with his art and skill in fighting. Santanu begot

on Satyavati 1
,
the daughter of the chief of Da£as, a son called

Gitrangada.

21. Her younger son was Vicitra-virya. Gitrangada

was killed (in a duel with a Gandharva, called Citraiigada).

Through her, from Paragara, descended directly a digit or a

ray ofLord Hari as her son (in the person of Krs^ia Dvaipa-

yana).

22-24. The sage Krsna Dvaipayana is the protector of

the Vedas from whom I learnt this SrimadBhagavata . In super*

session of his own disciples such as Paila and others (vide

Supra 1. 4. 21*22), the venerable sage Badarlyana preferred

me, his son, as I was very serene by nature and recited

( taught) to me this esoteric and sacred text (viz. the Bhdgavata

Purdna . Then Vicitravirya married two princesses of K££i,

Amba and Ambalika both ofwhom were taken away by force

(by Bhisma) from their svayaikvara. Vicitravirya was too much
attached to them, and caught pthysis and died ( in his youth)

.

25. When requested by his mother

2

(Satyavati), B&da-

rayaga (Vyasa) procreated from the fields (i. e. wives) of

his childless brother (Vicitravirya)—Dhrtaratfra, Pan<ju and
Vidura*

1. According to MBH Adi 63.50-69 the was the daughter of king

Uparicara Vasu (vide V. 5 above) developed in the womb of a celestial

nymph Ardrika, cursed to be a female fish. She was broughtup by the

chief of fishermen and known as 'Satyavati* due to her uprightness and
moral virtues.

2. SR. quotes a religious injunction that one has to comply
with such requests when instructed by elders.

3. Vidura’smother was not Vicitravfrya’s wife, but a maid servant

of the widowed queen Ambikft'who deputed her as her substitute to Vy&sa

—MBHMdi 1.94-96.
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26. Dhrtar&$tra had a hundred sons by his wife G&nd-
hirf. Of them, Duryodhana was the eldest. They had also

a daughter, by name Du ala.

27. To Pa$du who was prohibited from sexual inter-

course by a curse, three great (chariot-) warriors, the eldest

ofwhom was Yudhi$thira (Bhima and Arjuna being the next

two) were procreated on Kuntl from Dharma ( the god Yama-
dharma) , the wind-god and Indra.

28. Nakula and Sahadeva were born from (the loins of

Alvinl-kum&ras) through Madri (Pandu’s second wife). Drau-

padl had five sons,) one from each of her five husbands)—all

of them your uncles (or who were the manes in their former

life).

29-31. (Through Draupadl) Prativindhya was born

from Yudhi$thira; Srutasena, from Bhima; Srutakirti from

Arjuna, Satanlka from Nakula. Srutakarma was the son of

Sahadeva. The other sons of the Paiidavas were as follows :

Yudhifthira begot Devaka on Pauravi; Bhima had Gha?ot-

kaca by Hidimba and Sarvagata by Kali. Vijaya, the daughter

of Parvata, gave birth to a son Suhotra from Sahadeva.

32. Nakula begot Niramitra on Kare$umatl. So also

Aijuna had Iravan from Ulupi and Babhruvhhana by

(Citr&ftgadh) the princess of the Ma^ipura king. But he was

adopted as a son by his (maternal) grandfather (as that was

the condition precedent of the marriage, technically called

putrikisuta
)
1

33. Your father Abhimanyu was born of Subhadra. He
was a hero who vanquished all ati-rathis (a chariot-warrior

who defeats innumerable enemies on the battlefield). You are

born ofUttara from him.

34. When all the Kauravas were slain, (Alvatthaman)

tile son of Dro$a discharged the missile called Brahmdstra .

i . VR., GO., BP.VD. quote the condition:

tbhrdtfkdm praddsydmi tubhyarh kar\ydm aladkftdm /

asydihyojdyaUputrafi sa me putro bhavifyati //

*1 give in marriage my daughter duty decorated with ornaments, on con-

dition that, as she has no brother, the son that will be bom to her will be

my son.
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You were rescued alive from the god ofdeath by the spiritual

prowess ofLord Kr$na.

35. Oh child ! You have the following four sons, the

eldest of whom is Janamejaya, the rest being Srutasena,

Bhfmasena and Ugrasena—all of whom are valiant.

36. Knowing that you have met death from Tak$aka*s

bite, he (Janamejaya) will get enraged, and will commit as

oblations to fire, serpents in the serpent-sacrifice.

37. Having conquered the earth on all sides, and appo-

inting Tura, the son of Kava$a, as the sacrificial priest, Jana-

mejaya, the performer of aivamedha ( horse-sacrifice)
,
will wor-

ship the Lord by performance ofmany sacrifices.

38. Janamejaya’s son Satanika will learn the three Ve-
das as well as the knowledge of religious rites from Yajftaval-

kya, the technique of the use of missiles (from Krpa), and the

knowledge about the self (the spiritual science) from $aunaka.

39. His son will be Sahasranika whose son will be

A£vamedhaja; his son will be Asima-Krs$a, whose son will be

Nemi-cakra.

40. When Hastinapura will be washed away by the

floods of the river (Gaftga), he will settle down at Kau&mbf
(Kosam, near Allahabad). He will have Citraratha as his son,

of whom a son Kaviratha will be born.

41. From Kaviratha will appear Vrstiman (as the son)

from whom will be born king Mahipati. Sunfthawill be his son.

He will have a son Nfcaksus whose son will be Sukhinala.

42. His son will be Pariplava, whose son will be
Medhivl who will have Sunaya as his son. Thence will be born
Nrpafijaya, from whom will be Durva, who will beget Timi.

43. From Timi will be born Brhadratha whose son

will be Sudasa, the father of Satanika. From Satanlka will

spring Durdamana whose son will be Bahlnara.

44. His son will be Darufepityi who will beget Nlmi.
From him will be born king Kyemaka. In this way the

lineage of Brahma^a-cum-K^atriya (Lunar race from which
Brahmai^a and Ksatriya races started) which has been honoured
and praised by gods and sages has been described to you.

45.

^1When the lunar race reaches lung K$emaka, it will
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be extinct in the Kali age. Now I shall describe to you the

future kings of the Magadha country.

46. The son of Sahadeva (Jarasandha’s successor—son)

will be M&rjari whose son will be §ruta£ravas. Thence will be

Ayutayu, whose son will be Niramitra.

47. His son will be Sunaksatra, from whom will be

born Bfhatsena-^his son will be Karmajit. Thence will be

Sftafijaya, from -whom will appear Vipra, the father of Suci.

48. Then will follow K?ema whose son will be Suvrata.

His son will be born Dharmasutra whose son will be Sama.

Thence will be Dyumatsena from whom will be born Sumati,

whose son will be Subala.

49. Thence will be Sunitha of whom Satyajit, the father

of Vi$vajit will be born. From ViSvajit will be born

Ripuftjaya. The kings of Bfhadratha dynasty will reign for

one thousand years.

CHAPTER TWENTY-THREE

The History of the Dynasties ofAnu, Druhyu
,

Turvasu and Tadti1
'

£rs Suka continued :

1. Anu (the son of Yayati) had three sons—Sabhanara,

Cak?u and Faroksa. From Sabhanara was born Kalanara,

whose son was then Srftjaya.

i . For the clear understanding of the Pur&gic history the genea-

logies of different branches of the Lunar race are given below : These

names indicate Successors to the thrones—not necessarily sons.

Anus —I Branch

Anu->SabhSnara-^Kftlanara—Srfljaya->Janamejaya-> Mah&illa—

Mah&manas—UUnara-*Sibi-*Kaikeya

— // Branch

Titiksu—Rufadratha-^Hema—»-Sutapa»— Sutapft-Bali — Aftga -> Khan-

av&na—t-Diviratha—>-Dhannaraths —RomapSda-> Caturahga->Prthul&kfa

Oampa —. Brhatkarman — Brhadratha Bfhadbh&nu — Bj-hanmanas—»•
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2. His son was Janamejaya, who begot Mahaiila and his

son was Mahamanas. U&nara and Titik$u were the sons of

Mahamanas.
3-4. U&nara had four sons—Sibi, Vana, Sami and

Daksa. Sibi’s four sons were V^sadarbha, Suvira, Madra and

Kaikeya. Titik$u’s son was Ru£adratha, and his son, Hema.
Hema's son was Sutapas from whom Bali was bom.

5. On the wife of king Bali (who was childless ),

the sage Dirghatamas begot six sons beginning with Afiga,

Variga, Kalinga and also those called by the names Suhma,

Puntfra and Andhra.

6. These six established principalities in eastern provi-

nces were known after their names (respectively). From Anga
was born Khanapana whose son was Diviratha.

7. His son was Dharmaratha whose son Cltraratha had
no issue. He was also known as Romapada and was a friend

of Da£aratha (king of Ayodhya).

8-10. DaSaratha gave his daughter Santa (in adop-

tion) whom R$ya£rfiga married. When Indra did not release

showers of rain, beautiful courtesans enticed away that son of

a female deer, by means of dancing, vocal and instrumental

music, coquettish behaviour, embraces and presents and
brought him (to the king) . By conducting a sacrifice (Isti) in

honour of Indra, he (propitiated Indra and) secured progeny

Jayadratha —*• Vijaya —> Dhfti — Dhftavrata—*>Satkarnian—>Adhirath&—<

Karna—vVr?asena
Druhyu-s

Druhyu->Babhru—>-Setu—Arabdha—G5ndh4ra—>*Dharma-»-Dhrta—
Durmanaa—>Pracetai—>Pr&cetas

Turvasu-s

Turvasu-Wahni—>Bharga->Bhftnum&n->Tnbh&nu — Karandhama
— Maruta—Du?yanta

.

Yadus: Haihaya Brandi

Yadu—*-Sahasrajit—>- Satajit — Haihaya — Dharmanetra -* Kunti-*-

Sohaflji—>-Mahi?man->Bhadrascna-ka-*Durinada— Dhanaka—Krtavfrya
—>-Arjuna—>Jayadhvaja—>Tilajangha—Vltihotra

Yadu : Main Branch

Yadu—Kro^ti—Vrjinvan—Svihi — Ruieku — Citraratha — fiaia-

bindu —* Prthusravas — Dharma - Uianas -* Rucaka —Jylmagha—
VidarbhC
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to RomapSda (who was childless). Daiaratha who was issue*

less was also blessed with children by a similar sacrifice. Catu-

ranga was born from Romapida, whose son was Prthuliksa.

11. Pfthulak^a had (three) sons viz. Bfhadratha, Brhat-

karmk and Bfhadbhanu. From the first (Bfhadratha) , was

bom B|*han-manas, from whom Jayadratha appeared.

12. He begot on Sambhuti (a son called) Vijaya from

whom appeared Dhfti. Thence Dhftavrata whose son was

Satkarma, from whom was born Adhiratha.

13. While playing on the bank of the Ganga the king

found a son encased in a (floating) box, abandoned by KuntI,

as he was born before her marriage. Being issueless, he brought

him up as his son.

14. Vf?asena was the son of Karria who became a king.

Druhyu (another son of YaySti) had a son called Babhru,

whose son was Setu.

15. His son was Arabdha; his son, Gandhara, whose

son was Dharma. Dharma’s son was Dhrta of whom Durmanas
was the son. His son was Pracetas who had a hundred sons.

16. They became the rulers of the Mlecchas, and esta-

blished themselves in the northern region. Turvasu ( another

son of Yayati) had a son called Vahni of whom Bhaga was

born. His son was Bhanuman.

17. His (Bhanuman’s) son was Tribhanu whose son was

the noble-hearted Karandhama. His son was Marut. He was

childless and adopted Dusyanta of the Puru line, as his son.

18-19. That Duiyanta, being desirous of (one more)

kingdom, returned again to his family (as Pfiru’s descendant).

I shall now describe to you the dynasty of Yadu, the eldest son

of Yayati—a dynasty of great religious merits and capable of

removing sins. Aman who listens to the account of the (family-

line of) Yadu is absolved of all sins.

20-21. It was in this dynasty that the Supreme Soul

incarnated, assuming a human form. It is reported that Yadu
had four sons—Sahasrajit, Krostf, Nala and Ripu. The son of

the first (Sahasrajit) was Satajit. He had (three) sons—Maha-

haya, Vejtuhaya and Haihaya.

22. Haihaya’s son was Dharma, whose son was Netra,
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the father of Kunti. From Kunti was born Sohaftji whose son

was Mahi$man; his son was Bhadrasenaka.

23. Bhadrasena’s sons were Durmada and Dhanaka,

the father of Krtavirya. Kftagni, Kj-tavarmS and Krtauj&h

also were the sons of Dhanaka.

24. Arjuna, the son of Krtavirya became the lord of

seven continents. He became extremely proficient in Yoga
through the grace of Datt&treya, himself a ray of Lord Hari.

25. Other rulers of the earth cannot definitely reach

the status of Kartavirya, in point of performance of sacrifices,

munificent donations, asceticism, spiritual (yogic) powers,

scholarship, valour, victories etc.

26. For eighty five thousand years, with unabated

strength . . .

26A. Arjuna ruled his kingdom always remembering

Lord Hari. . .with no dimunition in wealth of memory

1

, he en-

joyed the inexhaustible (fund) of objects of six senses (inclu-

ding the mind, as the sixth)

.

27. Out of his thousand sons, only five survived the

battle (with Paralurama) . They were Jayadhavja, Sura sen a,

Vr?abha, Madhu and Orjita.

28. From Jayadhvaja was born Talajangha, who had

hundred sons. The family of Talajanghas was destroyed by
the prowess ofSagara (the Aurva)

.

29. Vitihotra was the eldest of Talajangha’s sons. Of
Madhu (the son of Kartavirya Arjuna) was born VfS^i*.

Madhu had hundred sons of whom Vr$$i was the eldest.

Hence the family came to be known after Vr$fli.

30. Hence they came to be designated as Madhavas,

Vr$nis and Yadavas, Oh king. Of Kro$tr> the son of Yadu,

appeared Vrjinavan.

31. He had a son Svahi whose son was Ruieku.* His

son was Citraratha from whom was born a greatyogin Saiabindu

1. v.l. ana/fa -Vi/nu-smarana ft — who sever forgot to remember

Hari any time.

2. VR. notes a v.l. according to which *Vltlhotra*s son was

Madhu from whom Vr?ni was born*. The text here creates some con-

fusion, in this half line.

3. JJUruiariku, according to V.R. He notes 'Kuleku* as a v.l.
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of great affluence and luxurious life, as well as endowed with
great moral virtues.

32. He was the master (possessor) of fourteen great

jewels1 and the sole sovereign ruler of the entire globe of the

earth and of very great renown. He had ten thousand wives.®

33-34. By them he procreated a million sons. Of these,

six were very prominent. Out of them, the son of Prthufiravas

was known as Dharma. His son was U£anas, a performer of one
hundred horse-sacrifices

( atvamedhas ) . His son was Rucaka
who had five sons. Listen (to their account)

.

35-36. They were called Purujit, Rukma, Rukmesu,
Pfthu and Jyamagha. Jyamagha who married Saibya, was

childless, but he dared not take another wife through the fear

(of Saibya). Once he brought from the enemy’s house a girl

for enjoyment. Seeing her in (her husband’s) chariot, Saibya

got enraged with her husband.

37. ‘Who is this girl made to occupy my place in the
chariot, you deceitful rogue’ ? (demanded Saibya). When he
replied, “Your daughter-in-law”, she smiled and spoke.

38. “I am a barren woman. How can a co-wife be my
daughter-in-law ?” “Oh queen ! She will be suitable for

marriage to the son who is to be born ofyou”.

39. (SR gives a dramatic description of the situation).

‘The king was perspiring and quaking through the fear of his

wife. But he had all the while propidated the fraternity of

gods

—

ViSvedevas—and his manes, who approvingly blessed him)

‘Amen*, said the ViSvedevas and manes. After some time

Saibya became pregnant ' even after her menopause), and was

i. SR, quotes from MSrkaptfeya purdna the following list ofjewels(i.e.,

excellent things) : An elephant, a hone, a chariot, women, an arrow,

treasury, a garland of flowers, dress, wish-yielding tree, a Sakti (javelin),

a noose, a gem (i.e.Ruby diamond), an umbrella and an aerial car.

a. VD. accepts this v;l. ofSR :

tasya patni-sahasrasya daidsan sUmdk&yai&b f

I accepted it as it is more clear than patnisahasrd/ti/h diiaaam /
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delivered of an auspicious son called ‘Vidarbha’, and he

married the chaste girl who was already accepted as &
daughter-in-law

.

1

CHAPTER TWENTY-FOUR

The History of the Race of Tadu%

Sri Suka said :

1. Vidarbha begot on her (Bhojya) two sons by name
Ku£a and Kratha, and the third one Romapada who was the

delight of the Vidarbha family.

1. All commentators quote Paritara who declared Jy&magha as the

most hen-pecked husband. But even Paratara in VP.4.ia.i2 remarks *

‘About Jy&magha (his henpeckedness) the following verse is recited*, so

the verse :

bhdrydvaiy&s tuye keeid bhavisyantyathavd mrtdft !

Usam tu Jyamaghah Ittfthai Saibydpatir abhdn nfpahll

—VP.4.12.13 seems to be a traditional quotation.

2. The genealogies of the royal houses described in this chapter

are given in order to clarify their mutual relations : They are the succes-

sors to the throne, not necessarily the sons of the predecessor

(1 ) CEDI (Vaidarbhas or Kaitikas)

Vidarbha—>-Ku&a->>Romap&da—»>Babhru—>Krti-»-U6ika-> Cedi — Caidya

etc.

(2) CEDI-PA S (Visavas or Cedipas)

Vasu-Uparicara—Cedipa or Pratyagra—Damagho?a—§iiupila->Dh r a-

ketu.

(3) tAdavas \

Vidarbha—*>Kratha—>Kunti->Dhnti—Nivrti->>Dai&rha—Vyoman—
Jlmuta — Vikfti — Bhimaratha — Navaratha— Dalaratha ->£akuni —
Karambi—>>Devar&ta—>-Devakfatra—»-Madhu— Kuruvaia —* Puruhotra —
Anu 1—Ayu—vSitvata.

(4) SATVATAS

S&tvata—»Andhaka I-*> Kukura->Vahni—Kapotaroman — Vitoman
->An« II—Andhaka II—Dundubhi—> Aridyota — Punarvasu—»Ahuka

—

Ugrasena-^Kazhsa
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2. Romapada’s son was Babhru, from whom was bom
Krti. His son was Ulika from whom proceeded (the line of)

kings like Caidya and others (i.e. Damagho$a etc.)

3. Kratha ( the second son of Vidarbha ) had a son called

Kunti, from whom was born Dhf*§ti (Vj*s$i) whose son was

Nirvfti (Vidhrti). From him sprang a son named Dalarha,

whose son was Vyoma.

4. His son was Jimuta whose son was Vikfti, the father

of Bhimaratha. His son was Navaratha, from whom was born

Dafaratha.

5. From his son Sakuni was born Kerambhi from whose
loins appeared Devarata. His son was Devak$atra. From him
was born Madhu, whose son was Kuruvafa of whom was bora

Anu.

6-8. Anu*s son was Puruhotra whose son was- Ayu
from whom Satvata was born. Satvata had seven sons

—

Bhajamana, Bhaji, Dipta, Vrsni, Devavrdha, Andhaka, Maha-
bhoja, Oh noble king! Bhajamana's sons were Nimloci, Kinkinl

and Dhffti, through one wife, while by another wife, he had
three sons viz. Satajit, Sahasraj it and Ayutajit, Oh Lord.

9-11. Babhru was the son of Devavrdha in eulogizing

whom the following couplet is recited :

(5) SATVATAS
Sitvata — Mah&bhoja — Bhajam&na II — VidQratha —> Sara I—

Sini—Svayainbhoja—^Hfdika—Devam!^ha->$flra II—*-Va»udcva—Kywa
(6) V&WIS

Vr?ni I married to G&ndh&rl >-Sumitra—Nimna—SatrSjit

—

Praxena
BhaAgakira->Sabh&k?a.

Vf?ni I married to MSdrl Yudhajit->Vr?iii II (Ppiji)

Svaphalka Citraka

j j

Akrftra etc. Pftbu etc.

Vfini I—Devamltfha—*-Sura II—Vaxudeva—* Kffna —* Samba--*-

Vajra.

Vr»0i-*Sini II—*Satyaka—>Yuyudhkna—*Jaya— Kuiii —* Asaftga —
Yugaodhara.

Vf?ni I — Sim l.
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“Just as we hear from far afar, so we see ( them) from

near. Babhru is the greatest among human beings while

Devavfdha is just like gods (lit. equal in comparison with

gods). Through the spiritual guidance of Babhru and Deva-

vrdha fourteen thousand and sixty-five men attained immorta-

lity (liberation from saths&ra.)
.”

Mahabhoja (the seventh son of Satvata) was pious, and
religious-minded. Kings born in his family-line were (known
as) Bhojas.

12. Vr?i>i’s son was Sumitra, whose son was Yudhajit,

Oh chastiser of enemies. His son was &ini who had Anamitra

as his son. From Anamitra appeared Nimna.

13. Satrajit and Prasena were the two sons of Nimna.

Another &ini, a son of Anamitra had a son Satyaka.

14. Satyaka’ s son was Yuyudhana whose son was Jaya
from whom was born Kurii. His son was Yugandhara. Anami-

tra had another son named Vrftju.

15. Vr$9i had two sons—Sva-phalka and Citraratha.

Sva-phalka begot on Gandini twelve famous sons (in addition

to Akrura), but Akrura was the foremost of them all.

16-17. (The names of those sons are:) Asafiga, Sara-

meya, Mrdura, Mfduvid, Giri, Dharmavrddha, Sukarma,

K?etropek§a, Arimardana, Satrughna, Gandhamada and Prati-

bahu. They had a sister called Suclra. Akrura also had two

sons

—

18. Viz. Devavan and Upadeva. Citraratha had sons

such as Prthu, Vidura and many others—all descendants of

Vr??i.

19. Andhaka1 had four sons : Kukura, Bhajamana, Suci

and Kambalabarhisa. Kukura’s son was Vahni, whose son was

Viloma.

20. He had a son Kapotaroma whose son was Anu. His

friend was Tumbaru (the famous celestial musician. From Anu
was born Andhaka, from whom was born Dundubhi. His son

was Aridyota, the father of Punarvasu.

2 1 . Punarvasu had a son called Ahuka, and a daugh-

i. On the strength of VP.4.14.12 $R gives the name Andhaka,

thoughJBh.P. does not mention his name.
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ter named Ahukl. Ahuka’s sons were Devaka and Ugrasena.

Devaka had four sons :

22. Viz. Devavan, Upadeva, Sudeva, Deva-vardhana.

They had seven sisters such as Dhrtadeva and others, Oh King !

23. (In addition to Dhrtadeva) the sisters were Santi-

deva, Upadeva, Srldeva, Devaraksita, Sahadeva and Devaki

all ofwhom Vasudeva (Krsna’s father) married.

24. Kariisa, Sun§ma, Nyagrodha, Kanka, Sariku, Suhu,

Ra$trapala, Sir$ti and Tustiman were the sons of Ugrasena.

25. The daughters of Ugrasena were Kamsa, Kamsa-
vatl, Kanka, Sarabhu, Rastrapalika, and they were the wives

of Vasudeva’s younger brothers.

26. Sura was born of Viduratha ( the son of Gitraratha)

.

His son was Bhajamana of whom was born Sini. From him

was born Svayambhoja whose son was Hrdika.

27. Hrdika’s sons were Devabahu, Satadhanu, and

Kftava^ma., ,$ura (sena) was the son of Devamidha (who, as

explained by SR on the strength of Para$ara i. e. VP to be

the fourth son of Hj-dika1) . Marisa was Sura's wife.

28-30. He begot on her ten sons of spotless character

viz. Vasudeva, Devabhaga, DevaSravas, Anaka, Srfijaya,

Syamaka, Kanka, Samika, Vatsaka, Vrka. They call Vasudeva,

the father of Hari (lit. the source of Hari’s birth), as Anaka-

dundubhi, as the celestial kettledrums ( dundubkis ) and still

bigger drums (Anakas) were sounded at his (auspicious)

birth. And their five sisters Prtha, Srutadeva, Srutaklrti,

Srutagravas.

31. And R&jadhidevi were his five daughters. (Prtha's)

father Siira gave her in adoption to his friend Kunti who was

childless,

32. From the sage Durvasas whom she pleased (by her

services), she obtained the lore (mantas) of invoking gods

{Devahuti Vidyi) . For testing the efficacy of that lore, she in-

voked the lustrous sun.

i . The name however does not appear in the text of the VP.4.14.34

in the Oita Press edition. Sarhvat 3036. But $R clearly states :

Dtwmidhasya yafi jSin nima Putras tasya Devamldho fffdikasyaiva sutas

iatk&'ka Pariiarab / and quotes VP. 4.14.34 etc.
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33. She was astounded to see the (sun)-god appearing

instantly in her presence. (Being embarrassed, apologetic-

ally) she said, “It is just for testing the efficacy of the lore that

the mantra was used. Excuse me. Oh god, and (kindly) go

your way.**

34. ‘The sight of gods is never fruitless, Oh lady 1 I

shall beget a son for you, and see to it that your virginity is

unimpaired, Oh girr of beautiful waist
!’

35. Assuring her thus, the sun-god impregnated her and

returned to the firmament. She instantly gave birth to a son

who was (brilliant) like another sun.

36. Being afraid of a public censure, she abandoned

him (in a box) in the river. Your really valorous great grand-

father Pan<ju married her.

37. Vrddhalarma of Karusa dynasty married Brutadeva

of whom was born Dantavakra, one of the Diti’s sons (viz.

Hira^yaksa) who was formerly attendant of god Vi$nu, called

Vijaya but cursed by the sage (Sanaka).

38. Dhfstaketu ofKekaya family wedded Brutakirti and

had five sons in the Kekaya family.

39. Jayasena begot by Rajadhidevi two sons viz. Vinda

and Anuvinda. Damagho?a, the king of Cedi, married Bru-

talrava.

40. Bi$upala was her (Brutagrava’s) son. Thus the

(account of his) birth is narrated. By Kamsa, Devabhaga

had two sons, Citraketu and Brhadbala.

41. Devairavas had by Kamsavati two sons—Suvira

and Isuman, while Anaka begot on KaAk£ (two sons viz.)

Satyajit and Purujit.

42. Srfijaya procreated from Ra?trapali, Vj*?a, Dur-

marsana and other sons, while Byamaka had Harikela and

Hiranyak$a by Surabhuml.

43. Vatsaka begot on a celestial nymph MiirakeB,

Vrka and other sons, while Vrka had by his wife Durv&kfl sons

such as Taksa, Puskara, Bala and others.

44. By Sudamini, Bamika had Sumitra, Arjunapala and

other sons, while Kanka begot on Kanaka, ^-tadhhnan and

Jaya.
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45. Anakadundubhi (Vasudeva) had Pauravi, Rohini,

Bhadra, Madira, Rocana, Ila and Devakl (and others) as

wives. Out of them Devakl was prominent.

46. By RohinI, Vasudeva procreated Bala, Gada,.

Sarajgia, Durmada, Vipula, Dhruva, as well as Kfta and others.

47. Vasudeva*s sons by Pauravi were Subhadra, Bhad-
ravaha, Durmada, Bhadra as well as others beginning with
Bhuta, all together being twelve (in number).

48. Nanda, Upananda, Krtaka, Sura and others were

the chidren of (Vasudeva’s wife) Madira, while Kausalya

gave birth to one son Ke£in, the delight of his family.

49. Rocana bore ( to Vasudeva) Hasta, Hemarigada

and other sons. He begot on Ila, Uruvalka and other chiefs

of Yadus.

50. Anakadundubhi (Vasudeva) had only one son.

Viprgtha from Dhrtadeva, while the sons of Santideva were

Srama, PratiSruta and others, Oh king !

51. Ten kings beginning with Kalpavarsa were the sons

of Upadeva; while Srideva had six sons viz. Vasu, Hamsa,

Suvamga and ( three) others.

52*53. By Devarak^ita, he got nine sons such as Gada
and others. While he begot eight sons on Sahadeva. Of them*

Puruvilruta was most prominent. J ust as God Dharma pro-

created eight Vasus, the noble-minded Vasudeva begot on

Devakl eight sons.

54. They were Klrtimat, Suseija, Bhadrasena, Rju,

Sammardana, Bhadra and Sankar?ana who was Sesa, the Lord

of Serpents.

55. Their eighth son was verily Lord Hari himself.

And the highly fortunate Subhadra, your grand mother was

thpir daughter, Oh King

!

56. Whenever there is deterioration in righteousness

and waxing of sinfulness, the glorious Lord Hari incarnates

himself.1

57. Oh King ! No cause except his will-power
(M&y$)

.

can be attributed for the appearance or deeds of the Lord

I. Cf. yad&yadd hi dkamasya glinir hhavati Bh&rata /

abhyutthdnam adhamasya tad&tmintah sxjdmyaham fj Bh. GlTA
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who is the all-pervading Lord of the universe, the Supreme-

most, detached and impartial Witness.

58. The activity of the Lord through his M&ya brings

about the birth, continuation and destruction of the jiva (an

embodied soul). The recession of Maya is his Grace, which

leads to self-realization.

59. He endeavoured to lighten the burden of the earth

which was being over-run by Asuras in the guise of kings lead-

ing Aksauhinis of army.

60. The glorious Lord Vi?nu (Slayer ofdemon Madhu)
accompanied by SaAkar$ana (Balarama) achieved feats which

the Lords of gods could not comprehend, even by thought or

imagination.

61. For conferring grace on his devotees, he spread his

hallowing glory which will also remove the misery, sorrow and

ignorance of those who will be born in (the impending) Kali

age.

62. Having but once slightly tasted with the joined

palms in the form of ears, from the sacredmost stream of his

glory, which is sweet like nectar to the ears of the righteous

people, a person shakes himself free from tendencies to Karmas.

63-64. Lord. Kr$na whose sportive acts were ever

eulogised by (the members of the clans like) Bhojas, Vr?nis,

Andhakas, Madhus, Surasenas and Da§arhas as well as

Kauravas, Srfijayas and Pamjavas, delighted the entire huma-
nity with his affectionate smiles and glances, with his sublime

speech and his valorous sportive actions and personality, char-

ming in every respect.

65. Drinking (as it were) with their eyes, his coun-

tenance appearing most beautiful with ears ornamented with

alligator-shaped ear-rings and with brilliant cheeks, a face

beaming with graceful sportive smiles, an eternal seat of

ecstasy—men and women1 steeped in delight, are never satiated

but grow angry with Nimi (who causes winking and thus

deprives them of their happiness and joy).

i. VC. insists that these were cowherd women of VfndSvana and

not others, and men were Kftna’s mates like Subala and quotes Ujjeala-

nllamani m an authority on this.
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66. He manifested himself with his own form, but

later on assuming the human form, he went from his father’s

house to Vraja. He enhanced its prosperity. He killed all the

enemies; he married a number of wives and begot hundreds of

sons through them. He worshipped the Supreme person (who is

himself) by performing numerous sacrifices, and promulgated

thereby the Vedic path that leads to him, amongst the people.

67. Desiring to reduce the heavy burden of the earth,

he struck down with his glance the legions of kings in the

battle, resulting from the interna] feuds of the Kuru clans, but

(gave credit ofvictory to Arjuna) by proclaiming the victory

(as if) won by Arjuna; he then enlightened Uddhava in the

secrets of the highest Truth, and retired to his Supreme

Abode.
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SKANDHA TENTH

CHAPTER ONE

The King (Parikfit )
said :

1. Your worship has been pleased to narrate the detailed

account of the Lunar and Solar dynasties and also the extremely

wonderful exploits of kings, born in both these families.

2. (You have also described) especially the race ofYadu,

of extremely pious nature. Oh the best of Sages ! Do you now
be pleased to describe to us the great deeds of Lord Visnu who
incarnated in his family, along with his part-manifestation (athSa

viz, Balarama).

3. Please recount to us in details all those deeds that the

Almighty Lord, the Maker (Protector) and the Soul of all

beings, performed after incarnating in Yadu’s race.

4. What man other than a slaughterer will desist from

(listening to) the recital of the excellent attributes of Lord

Kr$na, of auspicious glory—glory constantly sung by those who
are freed from the influence oPdesires (and are liberated), a

specific remedy for (release from) samsara, and extremely plea-

sant to the ears and the mind.

5. Using Him (Kfsna) as a raft, my grandfathers (i.e.

grandfather Arjuna and granduncles such as Yudhisthira),

crossed the ocean in the form of the Kaurava army, so difficult

to tide over, due to its being infested with monstrous whales in

the form of unrivalled (chariot-riding) warriors like Bhl$ma and

others, the vanquishers of even celestials in battles, contemp-

tuously treating it (the ocean-like army) like a (shallow) depres-

sion caused by a calf’s hoof.

6. And armed with a discus (SudarSana) , He entered the

womb ofmy mother (Uttara) who sought his refuge and pro-

tected this body of mine—the seed for the continuity of the races

of Kurus and Pantfavas—while it (my body) was being scorched

by the missile (
Brahm&stra ) discharged by ASvatthaman,

Drona’s son.
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7. Oh learned sage, be pleased to recount to me (for my
benefit), the glorious exploits of him (Krsna) who has assumed

human form through his Maya-power, and who pervades all

embodied beings internally and externally, and who, as an

Inner Controller and as a Destroyer (Time-Spirit)—severally

dispenses Liberation to the spiritually-minded (“inner-seers”)

and death, i.e. jarksara, to those with worldly propensities.

8. Balarama alias Sankarsana was (first) stated by you

to be the son of Rohini (vide supra 9.24.46) . How could he be

connected with the womb of Devaki (vide supra 9.24.54) without

assuming another body ?

9. Why fordid glorious Mukunda (Lord Krsna) migrate

from his father’s residence to Vraja ? Where (in what places)

did the Lord of Satvatas (gods or a clan of Yadus) settle down
with his kinsmen ?

10. What were the activities (lit. did he do) of KeSava

while residing at Vraja, as well as in Mathura, the city founded

by demon Madhu ? Why did he personally kill Kamsa,

his mother’s brother who, as such, did not deserve it.

1 1 . After assuming human body, for how many years did

he stay at Dvaraka along with Vrsnis (Yadavas)? How many
were the consorts of the Lord ?

12. Oh Omniscient Sage ! It behoves you to describe in

details to me, a faithful devotee, this and every other deed per-

formed by Krsna.

13. Though I have given up even drinking of water in

this (life-long) fast, this extremely unbearable hunger does not

torment me, as I drink the nectar of Hari’s stories flowing from

the moon-lotus in the form of your mouth.

SQta said :

14. Oh Saunaka, having listened to the laudable inquiry,

the worshipful son o'f Vyasa (Suka) who was the foremost

among the votaries of vi$i?u, complimented king Parikgit (one

protected by Vi§$u) and commenced to extol the life and

episodes of Lord Kf^a, which destroy the sins and impurities

of Kali (Or which remove the miseries ofsamsdra.

)
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Sri Suka said :

15. Oh foremost among saintly kings ! Your mind has

been properly directed, inasmuch as the utmost and firmest

devotion to the stories of Vasudeva has been engendered in you.

16. Inquiries about the stories of Vasudeva certainly purify

all the three persons concerned, namely, the reciter, the in-

quirer and the members of the audience, just as water washing

his feet i.e. the Ganga (Or the water washing Salagrama)

purifies all.

1 7. Mother Earth which was overburdened with the crush-

ing weight of millions and millions of the hosts of Daityas who
assumed the guise of arrogant kings, sought refuge to god

Brahma.

10. Taking the form of a depressed and piteously lowing

cow and with her face overflowing with tears, she approached

god Brahma’s presence and represented to him her grievous

plight.

19. Realizing the piteous condition of the earth, god

Brahma accompanied by the three-eyed god Siva and other

gods, came to the shore of the milky ocean, along with her.

20. After reaching there, he with perfect concentration

of mind, praised in terms of the Purusa-Sukta the Supreme

Person, the Lord of the world, the god of gods, the absolutely

blissful Enjoyer of sacrifices.

2 1 . Listening to the voice uttered in the sky while he was

meditating (upon the Lord), god Brahma spoke out to the

celestials, “Oh immortals, hear from me the words of the

Supreme Person and comply immediately with them. Let there

be no delav.”
t

22. The affliction of Mother Earth was already under-

stood by the Supreme Person before we appealed to him. You
should now take birth in the Yadu Clan, in your part-

manifestation, while the Lord of gods will walk over the earth,

reducing its burden through his potency called Time.

23. The glorious Supreme Lord will -directly manifest

Himself iii the house of Vasudeva. Let the heavenly damsels

be born (on the earth) to minister to his pleasures.
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23—A. VR’s text adds :

As commanded by him, let the sages be made, to assume

the form of cattle for the purpose of propitiating Lord Visnu
by yielding him milk, Oh gods.

24. The self-effulgent thousand-faced Lord Sesa imbued
with a part ofVasudeva, will be born as the elder brother,

with a view to catering to his pleasures.

25. The divine Yoga-Maya of Visnu who has deluded
the world, has been commanded to take birth in part-manifes-

tation for fulfilling his mission.”

Sri Suka said :

26. Having directed the hosts of gods in this way, and
consoling the Earth in reassuring words, god Brahma, the Ruler

of Prajapatis, repaired to his exalted region.

27. In former times, iSurasena, the chief of the Yadu
clan, ruled over the territories of Mathura and Surasena, while

residing in the city of Mathura.

28. Thenceforth, Mathura became the metropolis of all

kings of the Yadava dynasty. In that city, the glorious Lord

Hari ever exhibits his presence in a special way.

29. In that city, on one occasion, Vasudeva, son ofSura,

whose marriage with Devaki was celebrated, ascended the

chariot with his newly wedded wife, to proceed to his place

after marriage.

30. Kamsa, the son of Ugrasena, being desirous of pleas-

ing his sister (cousin) , took over the reins of the horses, sur-

rounded by hundreds of gold-plated chariots.

31-32. At the time of departure, Devaka who was fond of

his daughter, gave, as wedding presents, four hundred elephants

caparisoned with gold chains, fifteen thousand horses, eighteen

hundred chariots and two hundred comely maidservants, adorn-

ed with gold ornaments.

33. As the procession of the bride and the bridegroom

started, conchs, clarionets, drums and kettle-drums were sounded

simultaneously in the most auspicious manner.

34. On the way, an incorporeal voice from the sky add-

ressed Kamsa who was holding the reins: “Oh foolish fellow,

the eighth son from the womb of her whom you are conducting,

shall slay you”.
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35. Being thus warned, the wicked sinful fellow, who was

a disgrace to the Bhoja family, with a sword in hand, seized

his sister by her braids of hair and proceeded to kill her.

36. The great-souled Vasudeva pleaded in conciliatory

terms with the cruel, shameless perpetrator of disgraceful deeds.

Vasudeva urged :

37. You possess virtues extolled by the brave and are the

glory to the Bhoja family. As such how is it that you (attempt

to) kill your sister on the festive occasion of her marriage.

38. (If you say that you are doing so as a precautionary

measure)
,
death is born along with the body of all creatures,

Oh warrior ! Death is inevitable to all creatures, whether it

may be today or at the end of hundred years.

39. When the body is on the point of dissolving in five

Component-Elements (i.e. at the time of death), the Soul resi-

ding in it automatically, under the force of his karmas (as good

as) obtains another body and quits his previous frame.

40. Just as a man while walking, stands with his one foot

established on the earth, while the other paces forward, or just

as a caterpillar leaves the (previous) blade of grass only when
it catches the hold of another, .similarly does an embodied

being, caught in the current of karmas.

41. Just as a person whose mind is obsessed with a

strong desire, and who is mentally brooding over the objects of

his desires, with his mind deeply impressed by what he has seen

or heard, seems to realize it in dreams, and identifies himself

with it, for getting himself (his body in the waking state) . So

does the soul attain his new body quitting the old one.

42. To whatever modification of five bh utas created by

Maya that the mind consisting of various emotions and passions

feels impelled by destiny, and flows to it, and is attached at the

time of death, the soul abiding in the body identifies itself with

it and passes into that form along with the mind.

42a. Being impelled by Destiny, the mind, consisting of

emotions and passions, feels impelled to, flows to and is attached

to ( at the time of death) whatever modifications of the five

Bhutas created by Maya, the soul abiding in the body identifies

itself with that form, and passes into, it along with the mind.
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43. Just as a luminous body (e.g. the Sun or the Moon)
which, when reflected in water in an earthen container, appears

to move or change according to the speed of the wind that

ruffles the liquid reflecting medium ( though actually—the origi-

nal luminary—does not shake), so does the embodied soul,

through attachment, enter the bodies or forms created by his

own Maya and is overcome with delusion.

44. Therefore, a person being so conditioned but seeking

his own welfare, should not do wrong to anyone. For there is

fear to the wrong-doers from others (such as god of death, the

person wronged etc. )

.

45. This poor girl, your younger sister, is just like a

daughter to you (or a lifeless doll). It does not become you
who are kind to the helpless, to kill her who has just completed

the marriage rites.

£ri Suka continued .

:

46. Oh descendant of Kuru 1 Even though admonished

with conciliatory words and words inspiring fear (of dire conse-

quences), the relentless Kariisa, following the ways of demons,

did not desist (from his determination).

47. Observing his firm determination (to kill DevakI),

Vasudeva thought for a while how to avert this imminent

danger for the time being, and devised the following expedient

for it.

48. (He thought to himself
:)

“An intelligent person

should try to avert death to the utmost limit of his intellectual

and physical abilities. So if, despite these, it could not be

warded off, no blame will be attached to him.

49. I shall rescue this helpless girl by promising in ex-

change handing over of her sons to Death (viz. Kamsa who is

going to kill them), provided the sons are bom or he (Kamsa)

does not die in the meanwhile.

50. Or might not the contrary take place (i.e. my son

might kill him)
,
unscrutable are the ways of the Providence; for

the imminent may be averted and what is averted may
happen again.

51. Just as, in a forest conflagrations, there is no appa-

rent cause (except Fate) for its coming in contact with a parti-
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cular tree or remaining aloof from another, so also in the case

of a created being, the cause of its being—associated or dissociat-

ed with a particular body is very difficult to be comprehended.”

52. Having carefully considered (this problem) to the

best of his intellectual capacity, Vasudeva respectfully addressed

the wicked fellow, with (apparently) great esteem.

53. Simulating a blooming lotus-like ( cheerful ) counte-

nance, in spite of his heart full of pain, he smilingly spoke to

that hard-hearted and shameless fellow.

Vasudeva said:

54. Oh gentle-natured Kamsa ! There is certainly no

fear to you from this girl as has been intimated to you by the

incorporeal voice from the sky. I shall handover to you her

sons from whom you apprehend danger.

Sri Suka said :

55. Kamsa, who properly understood the significance of

Vasudeva *s words, desisted from killing his sister (Devaki).

Even Vasudeva who was pleased, extolled him and entered his

palace.

56. After a lapse of time, in due course, Devaki who was
devoted to the Lord who is the soul of all deities and was

permeated with the divinities, gave birth to eight sons and a

daughter, one every year.

57. Vasudeva who (by nature) was intensely agitated

to act falsely, handed over with great pains his first born son,

Kirtiman, to Kamsa.

58. What is there which a truthful person (likeVasudeva)

cannot endure ? Is there anything which the knowers of the

truth (that the Lord alone is the reality) long for ? (Did

Vasudeva think that Kamsa would spare his child when hand-

ed over personally ? No.) . There is nothing which the wicked

would not do. (How is it that Devaki parted with the child ?)

What thing would they not sacrifice who cherish Hari in their

hearts ?

59. Seeing the equanimity and firmness in truth of

Vasudeva Kamsa was highly pleased with him and spoke to

him smilingly : Oh King.
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60. “Let this boy return (to his mother) as^here is no
danger from him to me, as my death has been ordained from

your eighth child.”

61. Taking back his son in compliance of Kamsa's

words, Vasudeva returned home. He was however not happy

over the words of that wicked Kariisa of uncontrolled mind.

61 A. Additional verse in VJ.’s text :

Then the divine sage Narada, the son of Brahma, called

upon Kariisa, and conferring with him privately spoke as

follows.

62-

63. “Whatever cowherds of whom Nanda is the chief,

there are in Vraja and again all their women and all Vrsnis

headed by Vasudeva and Yadava women ofwhom Devakl is

the foremost— all the kinsmen, relations and friends of both

Nanda and Vasudeva who are loyal to Karhsa—are mostly

gods. : (while) those who are the followers of Karhsa.

63

—

A. VR.’s text adds :

Are verily all asuras who trouble the world.”

64. (Considering that the Lord would not incarnate ear-

lier by Karnsa’s such peaceful attitude) Narada approached

Kariisa and advised him as above, apprising him of the endea-

vours made (by god Brahma and others) for the annihilation

of Daityas who became a burden to the earth.

65. On the departure of the sage, Kariisa looked upon

all Yadus as gods and every child born of Devaki as Visnu

intent upon slaying himself.

66. Fettering Devakl and Vasudeva in chains, he impri-

soned them in their house and killed every new-born child,

fearing him to be god Visriu.

67. Generally, the kings on the earth who are covetous

and thirsty after the lives of others, kill their mother, father,

brothers and all friends as well.

68. Realising himself to be the great asura Kalanemi

whom Vi$nu had formerly killed, bom here again, he commenc-

ed hostilities with Yadavas.

69. Being endowed with enormous power, he arrested

bis father Ugrasena, the king of Yadavas, Bhojas and Andhakas

and took over the government of the Surasena region.
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CHAPTER TWO

The Lord's descent in Devaki's womb

Sri Suka continued :

1-2. Aided by asuras like Pralamba, Baka, Canura,

Trnavarta, Agha (the great devourer), Musfika, Arista,

Dvivida, Putana, Keg!, Dhenuka and forming an alliance with

other asura kings like Bana and Bhauma, and with the support

ofJarasandha, the king of Magadha, the mighty Kamsa began

to harass Yadus.

3. Hard pressed by him, they migrated in disguise to

different countries, viz. Kurus, Paftcalas, Kekayas, Salvas,

Vidarbhas, Nisadhas, Videhas and Kosalas as well.

4-5. Some of his relatives, however, continued to serve

him obediently. When Kamsa, the son of Ugrasena, killed six

sons of Devaki, a part of the lustre of Lord Visnu, known as

Ananta, became the seventh child entering Devaki’s womb who
enhanced her joy and grief at the same time.

6. Being cognisant of the fear caused by Kamsa to

Yadus, his proteges, he commanded his Yoga-Maya (as

follows) :

7. “Oh auspicious goddess ! Do you go to Vraja adorned

with residence of cowherds and cows (by their affluence) ? There,

in the settlement of cowherds headed by Nanda dwells Rohini,

the wife of Vasudeva. His other wives too being apprehensive

of Kamsa have gone underground (stay in secret places)

.

8. In the womb of Devaki lies my part-manifestation

known as Se§a. Taking him from her womb, transfer him to

Rohinis womb.
9. I shall then become her son by my part-manifestation

(with my full powers1
) while you will be born of Yagoda, the

wife of Nanda.

10. Recognizing you as the supreme dispenser of boons to

persons desirous of progeny and bestower of boons granting all

i. To substantiate the statement Krjnastu bhagavan stayam (Kr?na

is 'the Almighty Lord himself) SR. gives different explanations of athfa-

bhdga. VT. and others endorse $R. but Brahma Purai.ia accepts Kr?»a as

‘part-manifestation’.
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desires, people will worship you with incense, offerings of food

and other presents. 9

11-12. People will erect temples for you on the earth

and will designate you with various names such as Durga,

Bhadrakali, Vijaya, Vaisnavl, Kumuda, Canqlika, Krsna,

Madhavi, Kanyaka, Maya, Narayani, l£anl, Sarada and
Ambika.

13. Due to his being taken out of the womb of Devaki

(and transfer to that of RohinI) , he will be known as Sahkar-

sana. As he would give delight to the world, he would be called

Rama, and Bala on account of his eminence among the mighty

people.

14. When commanded by the Lord thus, she accepted it

with the words, ‘Yes ! That will be done*. After circumambu-

lating him, she went down to the earth, and executed his

orders.

1 5. When the child from the womb of Devaki was trans-

ferred to that of RohinI by the goddess Toga-nidra, citizens of

Mathura sorrowfully talked about the miscarriage of Devaki.

16. And the Almighty Lord, who is the soul of the

universe, and gives assurance of safety to his votaries, entered

the mind of Vasudeva1
,
with all his divine potencies in their

fullness.

17. Being surcharged with (lit. bearing) the glorious

presence of the Supreme Person (Lord Visnu ), Vasudeva

resplendent like unto the Sun, became unapproachable and un-

assailable to all created beings.

18. Thereupon, like unto the (eastern) direction bearing

the moon, the delighter of all, queen Devaki, refulgent with

pure sattva conceived in her mind—when conveyed through

psychological process
( vedha-dikfd)

by Vasudeva—the Lord, the

auspiciousness of the world incarnate2
,
whose potencies are

undiminishing, and who as the indwelling Soul of all, was

already present in her.

1 . And not through usual physiological process—$R.

2. Or : The Lord who, though omnipresent, assumes a limited body

for showing His grace to His devotees—SR.
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19. Like unto the flame of a lamp enclosed by an ear-

then pot, or like deep scholarship of a narrow-minded person

who refuses to impart it (to others), Devaki, though, now the

abiding place of the Lord who is the abode of all the universe,

did not shine superbly (failed to give delight to the world at

large, though she herself enjoyed the ecstasy of the presence of

the Lord), as she was (then) imprisoned in the palace of Kamsa,

the king of Bhojas.

20. When Kamsa perceived that Devaki, bearing in her

womb the invincible Lord Visrui and beaming with pure smiles,

illuminated the whole (prison-) house with her effulgence,

he said (to himself), “This is Hari who, intent on robbing me
of my life, has certainly entered her (Devakl’s) womb, like

a lion entering a den, for never before did she appear so

brilliant.

21. “What immediate remedy should I now adopt in

this matter today ? For determined as he is on accomplishing

his purpose (viz. serving the interest of gods), he would not

desist from his prowess (in killing me, when he is born. Should

I finish with Devaki just now, before he is born ?—But even a

selfish person does not wreck his reputation and prowess by

such a deed) . For this murder of a woman, my own sister in

pregnancy, will forthwith spoil my reputation, prosperity for

all time to come and (will affect even) my life as well.

22. He who lives by perpetrating extreme atrocities is

as good as dead even during his life-time. People at large

pronounce curses upon him while alive. When his body falls

dead, he will surely go to the hell of blinding darkness, the

destination of those who identify their Souls with their bodies. 1

23. Reasoning with himself thus, the mighty Kamsa
desisted (of his own accord) from his darkest design (of killing

Devaki ) . Cherishing inveterate enmity to Lord Hari, he con-

tinued to await his birth.

i. VJ.’s text reads :

deke mrU turn anu bartha-kdmau

Yaiomalath gaur abhimdnino dhruvam I

When the body of the man who identifies with his Soul becomes defunct

his objectives viz. artha, Hama, his pure reputation, knowledge and emanci-

pation { mokfa
)
are surely lost to him.
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24. Pondering over Lord Krsna, the Lord of* the senses,

(suspecting that he may manifest himself at any moment and
kill him) while sitting, lying, standing, eating, moving
about and drinking, Kamsa saw that the whole world was
pervaded by Him. 1

25. Gods Brahma and Siva accompanied by sages like

Narada and others (such as Sanaka, Sanandana) and gods
along with their attendants arrived at that place, and glorified

the Lord who showers all desired boons.

The. gods said :

26.

* We resort as a shelter to you who are of true re-

solve; to attain to whom, truthfulness is the only highest means;

who exist and arc the reality in the past, present and future

(before the creation, during the subsistence and after the des-

truction of the universe ) ; the cause and the source of the three

elements—the earth, water and fire ( aggregatively known as

sat— ) and the wind and the ether (collectively called tyat in

Tait. Upa 2.6.1) ;
who reside in them as antaryamin; who are

the truth of the truth (the highest Reality even after the dissolu-

tion ofthe universe)
;
who are the promulgator of truthful speech

and impartially equable vision ( towards all) and the embodi-

ment of truthfulness.

i . Karhsa was made to think of Him by Kr?na, the Lord of senses,

in all states and actions in life for manifesting himself to Karhsa who thus

perceived that the world is full of Ki$na—VB.
* VR. : We have sought shelter in You Who carry out what is

avowed by you and are hence of real resolve; Who are distinct from the

real world consisting of the sentient (fid) and non-sentient (acid ) ; Whose

body consists of three real entities ---Prakrti, Purusa and Time (kala) ;
Whose

wish is carried out as you are the controller of the whole world comprising

of Prakrti (Purusa etc)
;
Who are the source of the real piapailca consisting

of the intelligent and non-intelligent (cid and acid)'. Who abide in the

highest part of the sky; Who are the real of the reals; Who are the director

of the Moon (the path of righteousness) and the Sun (truthfulness) ; Who
are the embodiment of the unmodifiable reality.

VJ. : We sought refuge in You Who are the embodiment of perfect

Bliss and Knowledge; absolutely distinct from the Earth and other ele-

ments; Who are the main gist of the three Vedas; the source of PrapaAca

which is a reality; abiding as antarj’dn.tn in the world, a reality; the director

and donor of the spiritual wisdom and happiness to th<^ world—a reality;

Whose blissful essential nature is unaffected.
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27.

* The primeval tree in the form of (visible) universe

has on one base (viz. Prakrti ), two fruits (viz. pleasure and
pain)

,
three roots (viz. the gu ias

,
saftvo, rajas and tamas

)

, four

kinds of secretions (viz. the objectives of human life, religion,

property and wealth, sensual desires and liberation)
,

five attri-

butes (the sense organs), six folds or states (viz. birth, exis-

tence, growth, ripeness, decay and destruction or natural

affections viz. hunger and thirst, grief and delusion, old age

and death) , seven kinds of barks (the constituents of the body
viz skin, blood, flesh, albumen, bone, marrow and semen)

,

eight branches (the five elements

—

bhutas
y
the mind, the reason

and the ego), nine hollows ( the ‘gates’ of the body, viz. two
sockets of eyes, two cavities of ears, two nostrils, the mouth, the

organs of urination and defecation), ten leaves (the vital airs

—

prdnas) , two birds ( the individual Soul and the Indwelling

Supreme Soul).

28. You alone are the cause of the (above-mentioned

tree in the from of) phenomenal universe; You are its resting

place (after its dissolution) ,
and You are its protector. Those

whose minds (knowledge or wisdom) are clouded by Your
Maya (the deluding potency), look upon you as many, but not

so those who possess spiritual wisdom.

29. You are essentially knowledge and consciousness

(the internal controller of all) . Repeatedly You assume forms

for conferring happiness on the mobile and immobile creation.

Your forms are purely sattvic (unadulterated with rajas and

tamas). They bring happiness to the righteous and mete out

destruction to the wicked.

30. Oh lotus-eyed god, some persons who have fixed

their minds through concentration on you, the embodiment of

* (i) VR. interprets adi-vfkfa as ‘the corporeal body* and its eight

branches are hands, feet, neck, chest and stomach and the ‘leaves’ are ten

objects of senses.

(2) VJ. regards the universe as ‘the eternal’ tree which has

Hari as its one (the sole) support, two fruits (viz. punya and papa—merit

and sin) ;
the three roots are 1ydhrtis, vedas or states) ; four results are heaven,

hell, darkness (tamas) and emancipation; five special roots are vital airs

(pranas) . The rest of details are like $R. Hari destroys this tree. Hence

Hari’s supremacy.
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pure Sattva
,
easily cross the ocean of sarhsara (as is done by the

great) by the raft in the form of your feet as if it (sarhsara

)

were

as insignificant as the shallow footprint of a calf.

31. Oh self-effulgent Lord ! Having themselves crossed

the extremely impassable, terrible ocean of sarhs&ra ,
those

devotees of unbounded friendliness to all creatures have (how-

ever) gone to the other side (of sarhsara) leaving behind them

the boat in the form of your lotus-like feet (i.e. the path of

devotion)
;
for you are gracious unto the righteous.

32. Oh lotus-eyed god ! Those others who follow the path

of knowledge and regard themselves as emancipated, get their

minds and intellect corrupted due to their lack of devotion to

you (or whose mind is clouded, though they are clever in

disputations) . These persons, attaining with great difficulty

to a high state (e.g. birth in a noble family), fall down there-

from, as they feel no respect for your feet.

33. Never do your devotees who have cherished deep

affection to you, deviate from the right path that way, Oh
Lord of Laksmi ! Protected on every side by you, they daunt-

lessly move about trading over the heads of the commanders of

armies of obstacles and impediment, Oh Lord.

34. For the sake of preservation of the world you assume

an absolutely pure

—

sattvic—body which bestows the desired

boons ( fmrufarthas ) to embodied beings, and wherewith people

(belonging to different dframas—stages in life) worship you by

studying the Vedas, performance of religious rituals, Yogic

practices, austere penance and deep meditation (worship of the

Lord is impossible in the absence of a corporeal form)

.

35. Oh creator of the universe ! Had you not assumed

this absolutely pure sattvic form of yours, the Supreme direct

knowledge which thoroughly annihilates ignorance and the

notion of difference resulting from it, could not be engendered

at all. Your worship can only be inferred (and not realized

directly) by the light shed by gunas (or the cognitive senses)

as a particular guna can become in a special way and with a

particular person, a source of light or knowledge. (When you

are worshipped through your pure sattvic form and the mind
becomes one with you, God realization takes place through

your grace)

.
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36. Your name and form along with your excellences,

deeds and births cannot be comprehended fully and described

(as they are divine and super-natural). You are the direct

witness of everything, but your nature can only be inferred ( and

not directly perceived
)
by the mind and the Vedic words. But

Oh self-effulgent Lord ! Your votaries, however, do realize you

directly while they are engaged in their acts ( of worship and

meditation).

37. He who during the performance of his activities has

his mind concentrated on your lotus-like feet by hearing, singing,

reminding others and contemplating on your auspicious names
and forms, does not deserve to be born again ( in sarhsdra )

.

38. Fortunately, On Hari ! The heavy burden of this

earth which represents your foot, has been removed by the birth

{avatara) of Your Lordship. It is our good luck that we shall

now see the earth impressed with your auspiciously-marked

beautiful foot-prints and the heavens showered with Your
mercy.

39. Oh Lord ! Verily we cannot conceive any other

reason, except your own pleasure, of assuming a form (birth)

that You, the unborn are born. Oh Lord You are eternally

free and a shelter from fear. Birth, continuation in life and

-death in the case of individual Souls are brought through avidyd

(ignorance about you).

40. Oh Lord ! Now be pleased to protect us and the

three worlds and relieve the earth of her heavy burden as you

did (in the past) by incarnating Yourself in the form of a fish,

a horse {Hayagriva) , a tortoise, a man-lion (Nrsimha), a boar

(Varaha), a swan, a Ksattriya (Rama), a Brahmana (Para-

Surama) and a god '( Vamana). Our salutations to You, Oh
the best and foremost ofYadus.

41. (Addressing Devaki) :

“Oh mother (Devaki) ! It is really a good luck that the

Supreme Person, the veritable Almighty Lord himself has

entered your womb with his amia (divine powers which are his

parts), for the sake of our welfare. Let there be no more fear

irom Kamsa, the king of Bhojas whose death is imminent.

Your son will be the protector of Yadus”.
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Sri Suka said :

42. Having thus eulogized the Supreme Person whose

nature is distinct from the visible universe, the gods headed by

Brahma and Siva returned to heaven.

CHAPTER THREE

Description of the Birth of Srikrfna

Sri Suka continued :

1. Now came the most auspicious time full of all bless-

ings when the constellation RohinI presided over by god

Brahma, the son of Visnu, was at the ascendant and all cons-

tellations of stars (like Aivini and others), planets and stars

assumed peaceful aspects.

2. All the directions became clear and propitious (des-

pite the continuation of the rainy season in the month of

Sravana) the sky became illumined with innumerable clusters

of stars shining unobscured; the earth with its towns, villages,

settlements of cowherds and mines revelled in auspicious

festivities.
,

3. The waters of the rivers became crystal clear; the

lakes were blooming with lotuses; the rows of forest trees laden

with bunches of flowers were resounded with swarms of the

sweetly humming bees and cooing of birds.

4 A pure, cool breeze wafting sweet fragrance blew

delighting in its touch; the sacred fires maintained in the

houses of the twice-borns (automatically) burst into flames.

5. With the exception of demons like Kamsa, the minds

of all the creatures and those of gods became filled with delight.

When the birthless (Lord Visiju) was about to incarnate,

kettle-drums were being sounded in the celestial region.

6. At that time Kinnaras and Gandharvas burst forth

singing, Siddhas and Caracas sang prayers; ladies of the

Vidyadhara clan danced along with celestial damsels.
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7. Overwhelmed with joy the gods and sages showered

(heaps of) flowers; following the roaring of the seas, clouds

gave forth a low rumbling sound.

8. At midnight when the darkness tormenting the people

was thickening, Lord Visnu, the Indweller of the hearts of all,

manifested himself in his own complete divine form, like the

full moon rising in the East, through Devaki who was like unto

a goddess.

9-10. Vasudeva saw that wonderful child of lotus-like

eyes, endowed with four arms, bearing a conch and wielding

aloft a mace and a discus (and a lotus); having (on his chest)

the Srivatsa mark (of curl of golden hair), with the Kaustubha

gem (hanging from his neck but) beautified by his neck; clad

in yellow silken garments, possessing the charming complexion

of rain-bearing cloud ;
his profuse locks of hair bathed in the

lustre of his crown and ear-rings studded with invaluable

vaiddrya-gems (lapis lazuli); resplendent with his exquisite and

valuable zone, armlets, bracelets and other ornaments.

1 1 . With eyes blooming wide open with amazement,

Vasudeva beheld Lord Hari (born as) his son. With his mind
confused with rapture on that happy and auspicious occasion

of Krsria's incarnation, he (Vasudeva) was overcome with (lit.

bathed in) delight, and gave ten thousand cows as gift to

Brahmaiias.

12. Now realizing the child who illuminated the lying-

in-chamber with his splendour, was Lord Vi$xiu, the Supreme

Person, Vasudeva of pure heart, who, due to his awareness of

Visnu’s prowess completely lost his fear, began to praise him

with folded palms, and body bent low in humility, Oh scion of

Bharata.

(Having first embraced the Lord as his son)

Vasudeva said :

13. How blessed I am that I have seen you directly

—you the Supreme Person, transcendental to and distinct from

Prakfti,
absolute wisdom and supreme bliss incarnate, and (as

inner controller) the witness of all minds and intellects.

14. (As a matter of fact you never entered the womb of

Devaki for) you are factually of such absolute nature as is
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described above. Having evolved this universe consisting of

three gunas through your creative potency called Maya, at the

beginning of creation, you have not really entered into it

(for the Lord is infinite and the universe is limited)
;
you are,

however, presumed to have entered it ( as a Purttfa and the

omnipresent Inner Controller)

.

1 5. Just as these unmodified elementary principles (such

as mahat, Aharhkara
)
are in existence at the beginning of the

creation, and are severally incapable of creation though endowed

with different properties and powers, they give rise to the

universe after combining with their evolutes.

16. Having come together (synthesizing) with their

(sixteen) evolutes, they create the universe and appear to have

entered into it; but due to their existence prior to the creation

(as its cause), their (later) entry is an impossibility. (Simi-

larly, the Lord existed before Devaki and his appearance to

have entered her womb is not a reality).

17.

* In this way, even though your revered self exists

along with the objects which are cognisable through senses (the

true nature of which is
)
inferrable through perception of sense-

objects you are not perceived along with those objects, directly (as

the senses can perceive only their specific objects and God is not

such an object); (for you, being unconditioned and all-perva-

ding, the distinction of being inside or outside is inapplicable

to you. You are everything and the indwelling Soul of all, the

self-abiding real essence. (Hence your entry in the womb of

Devaki is not a reality).

* (t) VR. : Thoygh you abide in all creatures like gods, men

—

the products of guifas—you are not affected by their limitations. You are

above modifications, essentially of unlimited knowledge and blissful nature.

You are un-enveloped i.e. of unlimited knowledge. Being all*pervading

and the cause of all the distinction of being ‘in’ and ‘out’ is not applicable

to you. As you are the independent Inner Controller, antaryamin, the

limitations of the body do not affect you.

( 2) SD. emphasizes that the direct vision of God is due to His

grace and He is beyond the ken of senses.

(3) VT. : As you are always loving to your devotees, you have

come to us as a son which is the highest reward (of our devotion)

.
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18.

* He who presumes real independent existence—as

distinct from the Soul—in the case of objects perceived by him

(or by the Soul) is an ignorant person. For when these objects

(i.e. the world) are subjected to investigation, they are (found

to be) of verbal nature and essentially unreal. He who ack-

nowledges the unreality as a distinct reality is (certainly) a

dullard.

19. Oh all-pervading Lord ! They say that the creation,

preservation and destruction of the universe proceeds from you

who are above all gunas, ( and hence) desireless (and perform-

ing no acts), and subject to no modification. As you are both

Brahman and the Supreme Ruler, there is no contradiction in

transcendence to modifications and the creation etc. of the

universe. For though the activity is carried out by gunas, it is

ascribed to you as gunas (ultimately depend on you only)

.

20. You who are ofsuch a nature (as described above)

verily assume, through your Maya potency, pure white complexion

(Brahma form) full of the principle of rajas for the creation of

these worlds, and a dark complexion (Rudraform) through

tamas for the destruction of the universe.

21. Oh all-pervading Lord, the supreme Ruler of all !

(how gracious of you it is that though Your avatara is an im-

possibility in the real sense of the term), You have incarnat-

ed yourself in my house (despite its being a prison-cell), with

a desire to protect this world. You will annihilate the hordes

led by millions of Asura chiefs passing under the name of

Ksatriyas.

22. Oh Lord of gods ! Hearing (the prediction) ofYour
birth in our house, this villainous fellow ( Kamsa) has ( cold-

bloodedly) killed your elder brothers. Learning your incarna-

tion directly through the reports of his servants, he will just

now rush here with uplifted weapons.”

* YJ. : In the absence of the support of Vcdic texts, it is unten-

able to admit the conclusion of the ignorant that you are identical with

the body or the senses simply because ofYour presence in them. For the

Supreme Man (Lord Vi$gu) has accepted (or revealed) the super-human

faultless Vedic texts which dispel all doubts.
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Srt Suka said :

23. Now, seeing that this son of hers bore the characte-

ristics of the supreme person (Lord Visnu), DevakI who was

(erstwhile) afraid ofKamsa, (now) smiled happily and began

to pray him :

Devaki said :

24. (How can there be any danger to you) who are

verily the Lord Visnu himself, the Illuminator of the aggregate

of intelligence, senses and other psycho-physical organisms : and

who are that indescribable Reality whom the Vedas declare as

the unmanifest primordial cause, the Supreme Brahman, pure

consciousness transcending all gunas and modifications, absolute

existence attributeless, and devoid of activity.

25. When at the end of the period of two parardhas (which

terminates the life-time of Brahma), by the velocity oftime, the

universe dissolves and all the gross elements
(
Mahdhhutas

)

are

absorbed into their primordial subtle form (viz. ahamkara which

in its turn is absorbed into the principle called mahat) and the

principle mahat is merged in the unmanifest (pradhdna which

is absorbed in you) , You alone remain behind (remaining cog-

nisant that the PradhSna lying merged in You is to be re-awaken-

ed) and hence you are designated as the Residue ( Seta) or the

complete whole ( afe$a)

.

26. The wise say that this mighty time as described

above which begins with a nimefa (twinkling of the eye) and
extends (through cycle of years) to the end of dviparardha

(Brahma’s life) and which controls the cyclic course of the uni-

verse, is your own sportful activity, Oh Director of the Prakrti !

I seek your protection—You who are the Supreme Ruler and
the abode of security.

27. A mortal, being apprehensive of the serpent (in the

form ) of death, and running about all the world (for security

against death), failed to find a place free from fear. Today
having attained to your lotus-like feet through an unexpected

stroke of good luck (and through your grace) , he reposes in

peace and security. It is (now) Death that runs away from
him.
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28. Of such nature as You are, protect us (your devo-

tees) who are afraid of the terrible son of Ugrasena; for you are

the rescuer of your devotees (servants) from fear. Let not this

divine form of yours which is worthy of being the object of

meditation, be manifest to the gross physical eyes of human
beings.

29. Let not that wicked Kamsa know of your birth from

me, Oh Madhusudana (slayer of the demon Madhu). Being

naturally timid, I am terribly afraid of Kamsa, for your sake.

30. Oh soul of the universe ! May you withdraw this

Superhuman form with four arms furnished with the superb

splendour of conch, discus, mace and lotus.

31. That your Lordship, the Supreme Person who con-

tains within yourself all this universe in extenso at the end of the

cosmic night (during Pralaya ), should get himself accommodat-

ed in my womb is certainly a wonderful imitation of the human
(ways of the) world.”

The Lord said :

32. “Oh chaste lady ! In your previous birth in the age

of Svayambhuva Manu, you were Prgni and this sinless

Vasudeva your husband, was then a Prajapali named Sutapas.

33. When both of you were directed by god Brahma to

create progeny, you subdued all your senses and performed a

very austere penance.

34. Enduring in due course, all the inclemencies of the

seasons such as rains, storms, solar rays, snow-fall and heat, you

completely washed off the impurities of the mind by breath-

control.

35. Subsisting on withered leaves and merely on air and

actuated with the desire to obtain your cherished objects from

me, you were determined to propitiate Me with a serene mind.

36. Thus rolled by twelve thousand divine years, while

both of you, with your heart fixed on Me, were performing

a very difficult and austere penance.

37-38. Being continuously contemplated upon in the

heart with faith, devotion and asceticism, I was highly pleased

with you and manifested myself before you in this very form

with a desire to fulfil your cherished objects, Oh sinless one,
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When I, the foremost bcstower of boons, told you to ask Me
for a boon, the boon for having a son like Me was sought by

you.

39. Though both ofyou had not tasted the conjugal and

other pleasures of ordinary sensual objects and were childless,

you did not seek for Emancipation (from the world ) as you

were deluded by My divine Maya.

40. When I disappeared from your view and you, having

secured the boon of getting a son like Me and thus accomp-

lishing your cherished desire, you indulged in enjoying sensual

pleasures.

41. Finding that nobody else in this world is compara-

ble to Me in goodness of nature, generosity and other virtues in

this world, I Myself was born as your son and became known

as Pffni-garbha.

42. And again of you both ( as Aditi and Kasyapa )
I

was born of Aditi from Kagyapa and was famous as Upendra

and also as Vamana due to shortness of stature.

43. Now even in this third incarnation, I am verily born

with that very form again ofyou both (who are former Aditi

and Kasyapa) . In this way, my word has been kept, Oh pious

lady.

44. I have revealed this form of Mine to you in order to

remind you of my previous births (from you); otherwise the

knowledge about my real being is not possible through the sem-

blance of human form. (Now as desired by you, I shall assume

the form of a human baby)

.

45. Thinking of Me constantly as your son as well as

contemplating upon Me as Supreme Brahman and loving me
affectionately, both of you will attain to the highest state in

relation to Me.
45-A. {Vrndavana edition adds)

If you are still afraid of Kaxhsa, quickly take me to Gokula

and bring (as substitute) My MayS who has been born from

(the womb of) Yaioda.”

Sri Suka said :

46. Having spoken thus, Hari became silent. With his

MayS power, the Lord immediately became an ordinary
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human babe, while the parents were simply looking on (with

wonder).

47. Thereupon, when Vasudeva, the son of £ura desired

to go out of the lying-in-chamber taking his son with him ( and

was about to start) as directed by the Lord, Yoga-Maya,

though (herself) birthless, was born of Nanda’s wife.

48-49. By Yoga-Maya the gate-keepers were deprived

of all their consciousness and functioning of their senses and

even the citizens were steeped in deep sleep
;

all the gates ( of

the palace prison) which were closed by huge doors secured

with iron chains and bolts automatically flung open at the

approach of Vasudeva carrying Krsria (on his head
)

like dark-

ness dispersing at the appearance of the Sun. The rain cloud

showered with a gentle rumbling and the serpent Sesa (closely

)

followed him, warding off the rain-water with his hoods

spread over his head (like an umbrella)

.

50. While Indra, the god of rains, continuously poured

showers of rain (and even though) the river Yamuna (the

presiding deity of which was Yamuna, the younger sister of

Yama—the god of death) covered with foam created by waves

set up by the velocity of the swiftly-moving deep flood and was

full of hundreds of fearful whirlpools, afforded passage (to

Vasudeva and Krsna) as the Sea did to the Lord of Laksmi

(Lord Sri Rama) formerly.

51. Arriving at Nanda’s Vraja, Vasudeva found that all

the cowherds were deeply buried in sleep. Placing his son on

the bed of YaSoda, taking up her daughter (in exchange)

,

Vasudeva returned home (his palace-prison)

.

52. Placing the daughter on the bed ofDevakl, Vasudeva

put the iron fetters on his feet and remained confined as before.

53. And Ya£oda, Nanda’s wife was vaguely conscious

of having delivered a child, but she was so exhausted and had

her memory (so much) clouded under delusion, that she did

not discern the sex of the baby.
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CHAPTER FOUR

Yoga-Mdya's Prophecy and Karhsa s Order

to Slaughter all Children

Sri Suka said :

1. (After the return of Vasudeva) all the gates of the

outer and inner apartments became closed as before. Hear-

ing the cry of the baby, the palace guards became wide-awake.

2. They, on their part, (promptly and) hastily app-

roached Kamsa, the King of Bhojas, and reported (to him)

Devaki’s delivery of that (eighth) child which he was expect-

ing anxiously.

3. Springing up hurriedly from the bed and bewildered

at the thought that that (child) was his (veritable god of)

death, he, with tottering steps and dishevelled hair, rushed

hastily to (Devaki’s) lying-in-room.

4. To her brother (Kamsa), the pious, divine, (yet)

miserable lady piteously addressed. “This is your daughter-

in-law, Oh blessed brother. She may be the eighth child

(but) it is not proper that you should kill a female (child).

5. Dear Brother ! Impelled as you were by Destiny, a

number of my children brilliant like fire, were killed by you.

Be pleased to give ( spare) this one daughter to me.

6. Oh mighty king ! Am I not your miserable younger

sister who am bereaved of all my sons ? Unfortunate as I am,

it behoves you, Oh dear brother, to spare this last child for

me •

Sri Suka said :

7. (Although) he was thus implored by Devaki while

hugging the child to her bosom and weeping piteously like a

most helpless woman, the wicked fellow sternly rebuked her

and snatched away the baby from her.

8. His affection (for the sister and niece) being uprooted

(superseded) by his (vile) self-interest, he seized the new-born

daughter of his sister by her feet and dashedf her against the

surface of a slab.
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9. Flying off from (the grip of) of hands, she rose up to

the sky and ( stationing herself in the sky)
,
the younger sister of

Krsna manifested herself as a goddess with eight mighty arms

wielding weapons.

1 0. She was adorned with heavenly garlands, garments,

pigments, jewelled ornaments and wielded (in her arms) a bow,

a spear, an arrow, a shield, a sword, a conch, a discus and a

mace.

1 1 . She was being praised by Siddhas, Caranas, Gan-

dharvas, Apsaras (divine damsels), Kinnaras and serpents who
offered her rich, sumptuous presents. She spoke :

12. “You dunce ! What have you gained by killing

me ? Your destroyer, your adversary in the former birth, is

born somewhere (in an unknown place) . Do not unnecessarily

kill helpless, innocent children.”

13. Having warned him thus, the goddess (disappeared)

.

The venerable goddess Maya is known under many names and

is worshipped in many shrines, bearing different names.

14. Kamsa was extremely flabbergasted to hear her

pronouncement. He set Vasudeva and Devaki at liberty and

apologised in humility :

15. “Alas ! My sister ! Oh my brother-in-law ! Like a

cannibal preying on his own child, many a son of yours has

been killed by me, a wicked sinner.

16. For being so, (a sinner) bereft of mercy, for dis-

owning my friends and relatives, for being virtually dead

though breathing (merely alive), I do not know to what

infernal region I shall be taken as in the case of a slayer of

Brahmanas.

1 7. Not only mortals but even the celestials also speak

untruth. Putting faith in them, I, a wicked sinner, killed my
sister's children.

18. Oh high-souled ones ! Do not lament for your sons

who reaped the fruit of their previous deeds. Creatures are at the

mercy of the Providence. They do not live or are not together

(at the same place) for ever.

19. Just as in this world earthen articles are created out

of and (after destruction) become one with the earth, but the

earth itself persists (unmodified), similarly in the process of
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creation and destruction of physical bodies the Soul ^undergoes

no modifications.

20. Misapprehension about the nature of the Soul arises

in him who does not understand the Reality as it is. That
leads to the notion of difference ( contrary to the real nature

of the Soul). Thus there is no end to sarhsara and to the union

and separation from the body (i.e. the cycle of births and

deaths).

21. Inasmuch as every creature has inevitably and help-

lessly to reap the fruit of his actions, Oh blessed sister, do not

grieve over (the death of) your sons, even though they were

killed by me.

22. So long as a person does not cognize the real nature

of his Self and identifies his body with the Soul, and (wrongly)

regards himself as being killed or being the killer, that igno-

rant fellow is subject to the role of being the subject or object

of suffering.

23. Saintly persons are compassionate to the afflicted

and the poor. Please do forgive me for my wickedness.” With

these words and with his face overflowing with tears, he clasped

the feet of his sister and her husband.

24. Being reassured by the words of the daughter of

Devaki, Karhsa, as a testimony of his personal affection to them,

released Vasudeva and Devaki from chains (
prison )

.

25. Due to the (sincere) regrets and repentance of her

brother, the wrath of Devaki was pacified, and she gave him

leave (to go) . Vasudeva smiled and spoke to him :

26. “Oh highly fortunate Kamsa ! It is exactly as you

say. The notion of creatures that they are identical with the

body is born of ignorance, and that is the cause of the diffe-

rence in regarding this as one’s own and that as another's.

27. Persons possessing differentiating outlook and sense

of distinction and suffering from grief, joy, fear, malice, cove-

tousness, delusion and pride do not perceive the self-existent

Reality (God) who brings about the destruction of beings

through their mutual action (against each other), caused by

their passions.” %
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£ri Suka said :

28. Thus sincerely addressed by kindly disposed Devaki

and Vasudeva, Kamsa took leave of them and returned to his

palace.

29. When the night was over, Kamsa summoned his

ministers and reported to them everything that had been said

by Yoganidra (the trance—sleep of Lord Visnu).
30. Hearing the narration of their master, the demons

(sons of Diti), the (sworn) enemies of gods, who cherished

deep anger against the celestials, but were not foresighted spoke
to him.

31. “If this be the case, Oh Lord of Bhojas, we shall verily

massacre today all children of ten days or less (dwelling) in

cities, towns, cowherds’ camps and (such) other places.

32. What can the gods do with all their endeavours.

They are cowards on the battlefield. They live in perpetual

terror of the twanging of your bow-string.

33. Being beaten on all sides with volleys of arrows dis-

charged by you, they, being anxious to save their lives,

deserted the battlefield and took to their heels.

34. Some gods fn their wretched plight laid down their

arms and stood with folded palms, while others with their loin-

cloth untucked and hair on the head untied and dishevelled

announced, “We are afraid.”

35. You do not strike at those (enemies) who have for-

gotten their arms and missiles or have lost their chariots or are

terror-stricken or are attending to something else or have turn-

ed away (from the battlefield) or have their bows broken or
have given up fighting.

36. What can gods, the warriors in peace times and
boastful outside the battlefield, do (to harm us) ? Of what
account is Hari who lies in concealment or Siva who dwells in

a forest ? Why care for Indra of poor strength or Brahma
( always) absorbed in penance ?

37. We, however, think that gods due to their (inborn)
enmity, should not be ignored. Therefore, deploy us, your
obedient servants to dig out and destroy even their roots.

38. Just as a disease in the body, if neglected, strikes
deep roots and becomes impossible to be cured or the senses if
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uncontrolled and ignored ( become unmanageable)
,

so the

enemy, if ignored, grows in strength and cannot be dislodged.

39. Visrm is the root (the main stay) of all gods. Where

there is Visnu, there abides the eternal righteousness (
dharma ).

The roots of the dharma are the Vedas, cows, Brahmanas,

asceticism and sacrifices with donation of liberal gifts.

40. Therefore, Oh King, we shall kill by all (possible

)

means Brahmapas, the reciters of the Vedas, the ascetics per-

forming penance and those continually engaged in sacrificial

acts, and cows yielding all the materials for sacrificial oblations.

41. Brahma nas, cows, the Vedas, penance, truthfulness,

control of senses, serenity of mind, faith, mercy, endurance and

the sacrifices constitute the body of Hari.

42. For he is the Supreme Ruler of all gods, the enemy

of Asuras, the indweller in the hearts of all. All divinities

including Lord Siva and the four-faced god Brahma depend

on him as their suppor.t (root) . Hence extirpation ( through

persecution) of sages is really the only means of killing him.”

Sri Suka said :

43. Having thus conferred with his wicked ministers, the

evil-minded Kamsa who was enmeshed in the snare of Death,

considered massacre of Brahmanas as conducive to his good.

44. Having commissioned Danavas who were naturally

disposed to persecute others and who could assume any form

at will, for harassing the good people in all directions, Kamsa

entered his palace.

45. Constituted as they were by predominantly rdjasic

nature, and with their minds deluded by tamas ,
they started

their campaign of hatred of the good as their death was immi-

nent.

46. Serious violations of the great destroy one’s span of

life, prosperity, glory, righteousness, (attainment of) heavenly

regions, and all other blessings.
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CHAPTER FIVE

Celebration ofKrona's Birth : Meeting ofNanda and Vasudeva

Sri Suka said •

1-2. Delighted at the birth of a son, the noble-minded

Nanda too took a bath, got purified and adorned himself. He
sent for Brahmanas well versed in astrology and made them
recite the Svastyayana (prescribed benedictory Vedic hymns)
and got the jdta-karma ceremony of his child, as well as the

worship of his forebears (^ifrf)and gods duly performed accord-

ing to precepts.

3. As a gift (on this joyous occasion) , he presented to

Brahmanas two-hundred thousands of richly adorned cows, and
seven mountain-like heaps

1

of sesamum seeds covered with

streams (large quantities) of precious stones and gold-cloth.

4.

* Some material things become purified by passage of

time (e.g. the earth), some by ablution (e.g. our body), or

washing (e.g. things covered with dirt), some by special rites

(e.g. the foetus), some by penance (e.g. senses), some by sacri-

ficial performance (e.g. Brahmanas), some by charitable gifts

(wealth), some by contentment (mind), while the soul is puri-

fied by (meditation and) knowledge of the Self.

5. Brahmanas, Sutas8, Magadhas and Vandins uttered

auspicious blessings; musicians sang; drums and kettle-drums

were frequently sounded.

6. All the entrances, enclosures, and interiors of the

houses of Vraja were well-swept and properly besprinkled (with

i. VC. quotes the Bhauifyotlara Purdpa and states the best 'Sesamum
mountain’ consists of ten dropas, medium of five, and the lowest of three

dropas.

• Examples in the bracket are supplied by SR.

3. Normally sOtas are the reciters of Pur&$as; Mkgadhas are bards

reciting the glories of royal dynasties; Vandins are clearheaded persons

making observations suitable for the occasion.

stUdfr Pawdpikdfr prokid, Mdgadhd vamia-iamsakdb j

Vandinas tvamala-prajMfi prcfitdvO’Sadftoktayabll

But VJ. states : Sdtas sing the eulogies composed by themselves,

Mftgadhas sing compositions of others, while Vandins read panygerics from

books.
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water). It (the Vraja) was decorated with flags and buntings

of different colours, banners, wreaths, arches of (sijken) rai-

ments, and tender leaves.

7. The oxen, cows and heifers (grown up calves) were

smeared with oil mixed with turmeric power. They were paint-

ed with various colours, and adorned with peacock feathers,

wreaths, cloths and gold chains (round the neck).

8. Adorned with valuable garments, costly ornaments,

coats and turbans, the cowherds came to visit (Nanda) with

various kinds of presents in their hands.

9. On hearing the news of the birth of a son to Yagoda,

the cowherd women were delighted, and they beautified them-

selves with costly garments, ornaments and ( the make-up of)

collyrium etc.

10. The beauty of their lotus-like faces was enhanced

with the decoration ofsaffron-paste like unto filaments heighten-

ing the beauty of a lotus. In spite of their heavy buttocks, they

hastily went with presents (to YaSoda) heaving their heavy

breasts (while going).

11. Wearing ear-rings set with well-polished jewels,

necklaces of gold-coins about their necks, and clad in wonder-

fully wrought garments of various colours the gopa

damsels proceeded to the palace of Nanda showering on the

way flowers dropped from the braids of their hair. They

appeared (lit. shone) most beautiful with bangles round their

wrists, their swaying ear-rings and dangling necklaces on

heaving breasts.

12. Invoking blessings (of God) on the child, “May you

protect the child for a long time”1 they sprayed the (assembled)

people with water mixed with oil and turmeric power and sang

lustily. (Or : they sang in a high pitch the praise of the Un-

born—Krsna).

13. On the great festive occasion of the coming of Lord

Krsna, the Infinite, the Supreme Lord of the universe, a variety

of musical instruments were played on.

1 . Or : May you protect us forever—VR and others.

This interpretation is obviously illogical and out of context with the

sentence, “Invoking blessings on the child".
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14. The merry cowherds joyously sprayed and besmear-

ed one another with curds, milk, ghee and water and they

threw (balls of) butter at each other.1

15-16* For the propitiation of Lord Visnu and for the

well-being of his son, the noble-minded Nanda presented to the

cowherds garments, ornaments and wealth in the form of cows
(or kine, gold and silver). The generous-hearted Nanda
respectfully worshipped Sutas, Magadhas, Vandins and others

who lived by their arts, skills or crafts ( e.g. astrologers, dancers

etc.)
,
and conferred upon them their ( respective) desired ob-

jects.

1 7. Welcomed by Nanda, the chief of cowherds, Rohiru,

who was highly fortunate (as she was to be witness to the

sportive activities of Ldrd Krsna from his childhood) was
adorned with very costly (heavenly-type) Lower garment and
other clothes, garland and necklace and was moving about in

Nanda’s palace (particularly in that reception).

18. Thence forward the Vraja of Nanda became blessed

with prosperity in every respect as it was turned into a pleasure

garden for the sporting of goddess Laksmi due to its becoming

the abode of Hari, Oh King.

19. Having instructed the cowherds to take care of and

protect the Gokula, Nanda went to Mathura to pay his annual

tribute to Ramsa, Oh Pariksit (the best of Kurus)

.

20. Having learnt (from the public) that his brotherly

Nanda had come and having (reliably) known that Nanda’s

(official) work of payment of tributes was over, Vasudeva

repaired to his lodging place (the parking ground of wagons).

21. Seeing him (Vasudeva) come, he promptly sprang

to his feet as a body (in an unconscious stage) does on the

return of life (or consciousness). Being overjoyed and over-

i. Or : Thickly besmearing one another with butter, they tried to

throw each other on (the slippery) ground.—VT.
* : The nobleminded Nanda presented to cowherds as

also to Sutas, Magadhas, Vandins and others who lived by their skill in

arts, crafts, etc., garments, ornaments, kine and wealth.

For the propitiation of Lord Vi?iju and the well-being of the

child, the generous-minded Nanda honoured others (visitors, guests etc.)

by bestowing on them their desired objects.
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whelmed with affection, he flung his arms round his dearest

friend to embrace him.

22. Oh Protector of the People! When Vasudeva was
respectfully received, comfortably seated and was honoured with

the enquiry about his health, he, with his mind deeply attach-

ed to both of his sons, courteously addressed Nanda as follows :

23. “Brother ! It is indeed fortunate that a darling

child has been born to you who were childless till this advanced

age and had lost hopes of getting an issue.

24. It is due to sheer good luck that you have met me
today like one born again in this whirling cycle of Samsara.

For the sight of dear ones is very rare.

25. Oh dear friend ! The staying together of intimate

friends (howsoever dear but) following varied professions, is

not possible like unto the coming together of floating logs of

wood (etc.) in a stream of water but which are swept away by

the current.

26. Is the Gokula (Vrndavana) where you are now
dwelling accompanied (lit. surrounded) by your friends and

relatives favourable to the cattle ? Does it abound in plenty of

water, grass and plants ? Is it free from disease and epidemics ?

27. Oh brother ! Does my son ( Balarama )
who regards

you to be his father and is dearly fondled by you and your wife,

doing well along with his mother, in your Vraja ?

28. For, the threefold objective of human life (viz.

dharma, artha and kdma) is prescribed (as beneficial) insofar

as they are shared with one’s kith and kin. But if they suffer

distress, that threefold purpose of life does not contribute to

happiness.'*

Nanda said :

29. “Alas ! Many of your sons born of Devaki have

been killed by Kamsa. And only the youngest daughter surviv-

ed—even she flew to heaven.

30.

* It is definite that people in this world have their

end in the unseen (according to their destiny. When good
* VR : All people definitely find their end in the unseen (as des-

tined along with happiness and misery). The destiny is the ultimate sup-

reme controller. He who realises that pleasure and pain are always due
to his destiny, is always equable and serene in prosperity and adversity.
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fortune, blessing one with the pleasure of having sons etc.,

ceases to smile, one is bereaved of them). The destiny is

supreme. (If one is separated from one’s sons, the destiny re-

unites them). He who knows that the destiny is the reality

about Atman (and as such is the ever constant cause of plea-

sure and pain) does not get bewildered.”

Vasudevasaid :

31. “The annual tribute has been paid by you to the

king, and we have seen (each other). You should not stay here

any longer, for omens indicating calamities are seen at

Gokula.”

Sri Suka said :

32. Thus advised by Vasudeva, Nanda and other cow-

herds, taking leave of him, mounted on carts drawn by bullocks

and returned to Gokula.

CHAPTER SIX

PtttanS emancipated

Sri Suka said :

1. On his way (back to Gokula), Nanda pondered that

the words of Vasudeva might not be untrue. Being appre-

hensive of impending calamities, (mentally) he sought refuge

in Lord Hari.

2. Deputed by Kariisa, the terrible, infant-killer Putan

moved about, killing babes and infants in cities, towns, cow-

herd-settlements (on her way).

3. Wherever, people, while attending to their duties, do

not listen to (recite etc.) the names and deeds of the Lord of

Satvatas (Kr$na) which are capable of annihilating demons,

there and there only, ogresses ( and other evil spirits) prevail.

4. One day, that Putana who was capable of coursing

through the sky, flew (through the sky) to the Gokula ruled

by Nanda. Assuming the form of a young beautiful woman
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through her witchcraft, she entered the Gokula as the wanton-

ness was capable of assuming any guise, and movihg into any

house she pleased.

5-6. On seeing that beautiful damsel the braids of whose

hair were adorned with jasmine flowers (interwoven therein),

whose slender waist was (as if) crushed between her big

buttocks and heavy breasts, who was clad in rich garments,

whose face was beautified with the locks of hair lustrous with

the radiance of the brilliant swaying ear-rings, who with her

charming smiles and sidelong glances captivated the hearts of

the inhabitants of Vraja (who hence failed to extern her), and

whom, due to her wearing a blooming lotus in hand, the Gopa
women thought to be goddess Laksmf incarnate, who had come
to see her Lord (and they kept silent in awe and respect,

instead of barring her entrance).

7. Putana, that infant-killer evil spirit, roving in search

for babies, came by chance to the house of Nanda, and saw the

child Krsna who was the exterminator of the wicked, but was

lying in bed with his immeasurable innate glory veiled, like

fire covered under ashes.

8. Recognizing her to be the evil spirit which kills in-

fants, the Lord of the mobile and immobile creation lay quiet

with his eyes closed1
. And she placed the Infinite Lord, her

very death, on her lap, as a stupid person would do to a sleep-

ing serpent, mistaking it for a rope.

8A. Even though he was the Supreme Ruler of the

universe the Lord, playing the part of a child, spoke nothing.

But the fiendess was unaware that he was the lord Hari who by

his very nature knows directly all the activities of the world.

9. Finding suddenly within their house that superb

accomplished lady behaving (externally) most affectionately

and in a charming way, even though her heart was sharp (cruel

like sword encased in a charming scabbard, both the mothers

(Yafoda and RohinI) were stupefied with her effulgence and

stood agazing (instead of preventing her)

.

10. The terrible demoness placed the child Kfiga on her

lap and suckled him at her breast full of indigestible virulent

i . VJ.’s text intersperses one verse here.
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poison. Thereupon, with indignation, the Lord squeezed

hard her breast with his hands and sucked it along with her life.

1 1 . Being crushed in all her vital parts, she cried out

“Let me go, enough of it, leave me”. With her body drenched
in perspiration and with her hands and feet thrown in convul-

sions and with distended eyes, she wailed loudly.

12- By her extremely loud and deep cry, the earth along

with the mountains, and the heavens along with the planets,

were shaken. The netherworld and all the cardinal points

were reverberated with the Sound. People being afraid of the

discharge of Vajra, fell down on the ground.

13. Oh King, the demoness who, being excruciatingly

-afflicted at the breast, thus fell dead, reverting to her original

form with her mouth agape and her hair, hands and feet

stretched near the cowpen even as Vrtra fell when struck down
with Vajra (thunderbolt).

14. Even while it fell, her (giant) body crushed to

powder trees within an area of twelve miles. It was the most

astonishing sight, Oh king of kings.

15-17. The cowherds—men and women—whose hearts,-

ears and heads were already rent asunder with the terrible roars

and yells of the demoness, were struck with terror to see her

fearful body with a mouth raged with a terrible set of tusks

long like the poles of ploughs, with nostrils resembling

mountain caverns; breasts huge like ( a pair of hillocks, her

reddish hair terribly dishevelled, her eyes deep like dark wells,

her buttock terrifically big like sand dunes, her arms, legs and

thighs resembling dams ( around) her belly looking like a dried

up, waterless pool.

18. Seeing the child playing fearlessly on her bosom, the

cowherd-women, in their bewilderment, quickly came to him
and picked him up.

19. They, also with Ya£oda and Rohini ensured the

( future) safety of the child on all sides, against evil spirits (and

such other mishaps) by performing the ceremony of waving of

the cow's tail round the child and other rites.

20. They bathed the child with die urine of a cow and

besmeared it with dust raised by her hoofs. And by applying
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cowdungs to twelve (different) parts of his body1 pronouncing

simultaneously twelve (different) names of the Lord, they

ensured his safety (by this spiritual talisman). •

21. (The Gopa women, being bewildered, forgot that they

have to get themselves so consecrated before applying the talis-

man to the child. When they recovered....)

They performed the dcamana (sipping of water uttering

the names ofGod for self-purification), made the bija-nyasa

(assignment of the various parts of the body to deities accom-

panied with the uttering of some ‘seed-letters’ and correspon-

ding gesticulations) first on both of their hands and parts of

their body, and then followed the same procedure of the

‘placement of seed-letters’ on the body of the child (as

follows :)

.

(The Gopa women said)

22. “May Aja (the birthless Lord) protect your feet!

May Maniman2 (the Indweller of the jiva.) guard your knees;

i . VB. enumerates the parts of the body to be so daubed with cow-

dung, as follows :

Laid(am bdhumule ca dayam nabhi-pdrivakam /

kanfhah skandhau kafir mdrdhd slanau ceti vidur budhdh //

Forehead, arms, chest, navel, throat, shoulders, waist, head and the

nipples on the chest. And names of god Visnu to be uttered are the first

twelve names out of the twenty-four names uttered at the beginning of

Sandhyd vandana.

VT. quotes from the Padma Purana the procedure which is as follows :

The particular aspect of the Lord is visualized as consecrating and abiding

in that particular part of the body.

Part of the body to be daubed.

Forehead

Abdomen (but KD. : Navel)

Chest

Throat

Right side (but KD. * right arm-pit)

Right arm
Neck (but KD. : right ear-bottom)

Left side (but KD. : Left arm-pit)

Left arm
Neck (but KD. : Left ear bottom)

Back

Waist (but KD. : near the neck)

Name of the Lord to be

uttered at this time

Ke$ava

Narayana
Madhav a
Govinda

Vi?nu

Madhusudana
Trivikrama

V&mana
Srldhara

HrSikesa

Padman&bha
Damodara

3. v.l. mapiman—the wearer of the Kaustubha gem—KD.
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Yajfla, your thighs; Acyuta, your loins; Hayagriva (horse-

necked Lord), your abdomen; KeSava, your heart; l£a (the

Supreme Ruler), your bosom; Ina (The Lord), your throat;

Visnu, your arms; Urukrama, your mouth; and I$vara (the

Supreme Lord), your head.

23. May the wielder of ( SudarSana) discus protect you

at the front, and the Bearer of the ( Kaumodaki) mace, at the

back; May the slayer of Madhu and Ajana (the birthless

Lord) each bearing a bow and a sword, protect you on both the

sides; May Urugaya (the Lord sung by many) bearing the

conch (Paficajanya), at the four corners (points intervening

between quarters)
;

Upendra (Vamana), overhead; Tarksya,

on the ground and the Spreme Man wielding a plough, on all

sides.

24. May Hrsikega protect your senses; Narayana, your

vital breaths; the Lord of Svetadvipa, your heart (the seat of

intellect)
;
the Lord of Yoga, your mind.

25. May the son of Prgni protect Your understanding;

the Supreme Lord, Your ahamkara (ego); may Govinda protect

You while You are playing; Madhava, while sleeping.

26. May Vaikurqha guard You while walking; the Lord

of Sri, while sitting. The enjoyer of sacrifices, the terror to

all evil spirits, while (You are) eating.

27-29. (All evil spirits like) Dakin i, Ydtudhdni,KUfijidndas,

the wicked spirits troubling young infants, BhUtas, Pretas
,

PiSdcas
,

Yakfas, Rdkfasas and Vindyakas, Kofard , Rtvati, Jyeffhd,

Putand, Matrkds and others; Unmadas (spirits causing insanity,)

and Apasmdras which trouble the body, senses and vital

breaths; the evil spirits that frighten in dreams, the great

calamitous portents, and those wicked spirits that seize the

old and the young all these which are terrified at the mention

of Vi$nu’s name—may all these wicked spirits be destroyed.”

Sri Suka said :

30. When the safety of the child was secured in this

way (by performing the above-mentioned rites) by the Gopa
women, bound to him with ties ofaffection, the mother suckled

him and put him to bed.
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31. In the meanwhile, Nanda and other Gopas (cow-

herds) reached Vraja from Mathura. They became extremely

astonished to see the (enormous) body of Putana.

32. (They said to each other) “How wonderful ! Cer-

tainly a veritable seer or a master of Yoga (in his previous

incarnation) must have been born (in the form of Vasudeva).

For that very calamity has been seen by us as was predicted by
Vasudeva.

33. (Then) the inhabitants of Vraja hacked down that

(Putana’s) body with axes and threw the pieces at a distance

and burnt it limb by limb on pyres of logs of wood.

34. There arose ( a column of) smoke fragrant like that

of aguru sandle wood, out of that burning body, the sins of

which were instantaneously annihilated, the moment Krsna
sucked (the life out of) it.

35. (How wonderful !) Putana, the blood-sucking demo-
ness, the infant-killer in this world attained to Mokfa by
giving suck to him, despite her intention of killing him.

36. How much more would they who dedicate with

faith and devotion their most beloved objects to Krsna, the

Supreme Lord, attain to Mokfa as did his deeply attached

mothers. 1

37-38. When the Lord traversed Putana’s body with his

feet which are enshrined in the hearts of his devotees, and are

adorable to those (gods like Siva and Brahma) who are them-

selves worshipped by people, and sucked her breast, she, in

spite of her being a demoness, attained to heaven, the desti-

nation (after death
)
of his mothers. What more need be said

of those cows and mothers ( Gopa women) the milk from whose

breasts and udders was sucked ( so fondly ) by Krsna ? They

must definitely attain to his abode.

i. §R. explains the plural form pothers’ when Kr^na had actually

two mothers—Yasoda and RohinI—by referring to Ch. 13 infra in which

Kr$na is said to have assumed the forms ofcowherd boys and calves when

god Brahma stole them away for one year and Kf?na in these forms was

sucked by the Gopa women (the mothers of his abducted companions) and

by cows (of those stolen calves) . Thus those innumerable Gopa-vvomen and

cows became ipsofacto his mothers.
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39. For the glorious Lord, the son of Devaki, the dis-

penser of Final Emancipation and all other blessings, drank to

his heart's content the milk flowing (out of their breasts)

through maternal affection.

40. They who have incessantly looked upon (and thus

meditated upon ) him as their own son, shall never revert to

Sarhsdra
, the cause of which is ignorance.

41. Having smelt the fragrance of the smoke issuing

from the funeral pyre (of Putana), the inhabitants of Vraja

(who were then away from home) returned to Vraja enquiring,

“What it is this ( fragrance) due to ? Whence is it coming ?’’

42. Hearing from the cowherds the account of the arrival

of Putana etc., her death and the safety of the child, they were

extremely wonderstruck.

43. Taking up the child (in his arms) as if he had

returned from the jaws ofdeath, the noble-minded Nanda smelt

him on the crown of his head, and was overwhelmed with joy,

Oh best of Kurus.

44. A man who will listen with faith this wonderful

account of the liberation of Putana, a sportive achievement of

Lord Krsna in his childhood, will develop love and devotion to

Govinda.

CHAPTER SEVEN

Destruction ofthe Cart and Trnavarta

Sri Suka said :

*0.A In this way, achieving a number of feats ( like the

liberation of Putana, by way of sportive activities as a child)

which brought joy and happiness to Gopas and their wives,

Vi$nu, the exterminator of the wicked, grew up in the house of

Nanda.

*0.B Thus (as narrated in the previous chapters) grew

up in Nanda's house Kn$a (Vi$nu), the destroyer of the wick-

•* The Vrndfivana edition includes the above verses from the

texts of VR. and VJ.
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ed people, giving delight day and night to the cowherds and

their wives.

The King ( Parikfit ) urged :

1. whatever (sportive) acts the glorious Lord Hari, the

Supreme Ruler, does in whatever incarnation ( like the Fish,

the Tortoise etc. the accounts of which are narrated by you)

they are pleasing to the ear and fascinating to our minds, Oh
Master.

2. May it please you to favour us by narrating that very

fascinating account (of Lord Hari’s deeds), by listening to

which ( the feeling of
)
despondency and the various cravings

(which generate it) fade away (leaving no trace behind), the

mind gets purified in a short time, and devotion unto Lord

Hari and friendly feelings towards his votaries are engendered.

3. Do you describe to us any other marvellous deed of

Krsna as a child who, after his descent in the human (form

and) world, enacted (imitated) the ways of human beings.

3A. (VJ.’s text and Vrndavana edition)

Oh Master ! You are gracious unto us. So out of mercy

towards me, be pleased to describe in details ( Krsna’s sportive

acts in childhood) which (completely) annihilate all sins, Oh
past-master in Dharma !

Sri Suka said :

4. One day ( at the end of the third month ) , when the

constellation (Rohini) that presided at the birth of Krsna was

in ascendance, and coincided with the ceremonial festive ablu-

tion to celebrate the infant’s (Krsna’s) turning in the bed was

to take place, the chaste lady Ya£oda performed the rite of

auspicious bathing, of the child in the assemblage ofGopa
women (who visited her house for this occasion), while musical

instruments were played, songs were sung and benedictory

Mantras were being chanted (by Brahmanas).

5. When the infant’s bath and toilet were over, and

Brahmanas who were duly honoured with liberal gifts of

(sumptuous) food, garments, garlands and cows of their choice,

pronounced the auspicious benediction (with Vedic Mantras ),

Yogoda (the generous wife of liberal Nanda) seeing her child’s
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eyes closing in sleep, gently put him to bed (in a cradle under a

cart).

6. With her mind full of enthusiasm on the festive

occasion of Krsna’s turning in bed, the noble-minded lady, who
was busy in receiving with honour the inhabitants ofVraja who
came to (congratulate her) on that occasion, did not hear the

crying of her child who, wishing to suck his mother, kicked up
his tiny feet.

7. Being hit by the small feet, delicate like tender shoots

of the baby that was lying beneath, the cart was overturned

with its upside down, and all the pots of bell-metal containing

various liquid delicacies (and other sweets) were crushed and

the wheels, the axle tree were overturned and its yoke shattered.

8. Noticing it (the overturned position of the cart)

Yagoda and other women of Vraja who assembled there for the

festive occasion (of Krsna’s turning in the bed) and Nanda
and other cowherds as well, were perplexed at that marvellous

sight and wondered, “How this cart could automatically be

overturned ?’’

8A. (VR. and VJ.’s text and VN Edn.)

Speaking thus and arguing about its cause in a perplexed

manner, the people of Vraja surrounded the cart in a distressed

mood, as it were.

9. Childern
(
playing nearby) told the Gopas and their

wives whose minds were confused and uncertain (about the

cause of overturning of the cart)

—

“There is absolutely no doubt that it was upturned with

the foot (kick) by this (Krsna) while crying”.

10. But the Gopas disbelieved it as mere prattle of child-

ren, as they did not know the immeasurable might of that baby.

1 1 . Taking up her son, Yagoda who suspected the trou-

ble of evil spirits, made Brahmanas to recite the benedictory

Vedic hymns (to drive out the spirits)
, and to bless the child,

and gave him suck.

12. Brahmanas offered oblations to fire (to propitiate

the presiding deities of planets) -
1 When powerful Gopas assem-

bled (the parts of) the cart as before along with the metal pots

l. Or : the offerings of bait (cooked rice) were distributed to eight

ire ctions—$R.
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of dairy products etc., they worshipped it with curds, unbroken

rice-grains, Kuga grass and water1 (as that was the symbol of

their calling and the abode of Laksmi)

.

13. “The benedictions uttered by those who are truthful

by nature and completely free from jealousy, falsehood, hypoc-

risy, intolerance, violence and pride, never become fruitless.”

14-15. With this . conviction, the cowherd Nanda took

up the child and got it sprinkled with water sanctified with

sacred mantras from the Sdma, Rg and Tajur-Vedas, by the best

of Brahmanas. Making the Brahmanas pronounce the prescrib-

ed benedictory hymns ( Svastyqyana

)

and offering oblations to

fire, Nanda with a serene mind, gave them a heavy feast (of

rich, delicious articles of food)

.

16. For the all-round prosperity of the child, Nanda

donated to them cows possessing all good (and auspicious)

qualities, adorned them with cloth, garlands and necklaces of

gold coins. And Brahmanas, on their part, pronounced bless-

ings to the child.

17. It is obvious that whatever benedictions are pro-

nounced by Brahmanas who are well-versed in Vedas and

devoted to God shall never turn out to be fruitless.

18. On one day, the pious lady seated the child in her

lap and was fondling him. But (suddenly) she was not able

to bear the weight of the Baby, as if it was heavy like a moun-

tain peak.

19. The cowherdess being oppressed with the burden (of

the child)
,
was astonished and placed him on the ground. She

contemplated on the Supreme Lord not knowing that the whole

universe is contained in his body and set about her work.

20. A demon called Trnavarta in the service of Kariisa

was specially detailed and deputed (to kill Kr$na). Assuming

the form of a whirl-wind, he carried away the child that was

sitting.

21. He enveloped the whole of Gokula with a cloud of

dust and blinded the eyes (of the inhabitants). He made the

quarters and intermediate points tremble with his extremely

terrible roar.

i . Or : with unbroken rice mixed with curds and sprinkling water

with Ku$a grass (VT.)
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22. For an hour or so the whole of Gokula was covered

with (a cloud of) dust and darkness. Ya£oda could not see her

son at the place where she kept him.

23. Being assailed by sand particles wafted by Trnavarta,

nobody could see himself or another person in that blinding

confusion.

24. Thus not being able to find the trace of her son in

the heavy downpour of dust caused by the whirlwind of vehe-

ment velocity, the helpless mother (Yaioda), brooding over

him, tenderly began to bewail in the most pitiable manner, and

dropped down to the ground like unto a cow bereaved of her

calf.

25. When the vehemence of the stormy wind and of the

dust-shower abated, the Gopis (cowherd-women) heard the

lamentations of Yaioda. Not finding Nanda’s son there, they

were extremely tormented at heart, and broke out crying with

their faces flooded with tears.

26. Having assumed the form of a whirlwind, Trnavarta

carried away Krsna to the skies. But in consequence of his

having been compelled to bear the (unbearably) stupendous

weight of Krsna, he could not proceed further (beyond a

certain height) and his velocity abated (to a stand-still).

27. Due to his extraordinary weight, the Asura thought

him to be a mountain. As he was tightly gripped at the throat

by him, he could not disengage himself from that wonderful

(superhuman) child.

28. Being tightly clasped at the throat with extraordi-

nary pressure, he was rendered motionless. His eyes came out

of their sockets. With an indistinct groan he fell dead on the

ground at Vraja, with the child dangling from his neck.

29. The bewailing women who assembled there saw the

terrible demon falling from the sky on a rock, getting all his

limbs shattered like the city (Tripura) cleft by the arrow of
Rudra.

30. Astonished to see Krsna dangling on the chest of the

demon, they picked him up and restored him to his mother.

Finding him safe and sound in body though carried away
through the sky by the demon, and getting him back unscath-
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cd from thejaws of death, Gopis and Gopas headed by Nanda
were verily filled with rapturous delight. *

31. “Oh ! How miraculous ! This child, carried by the

demon, and (practically) brought to its end (death), has come
back safe ! While the blood-thirsty wicked (demon) was killed

under the weight of his own sins, and a pious soul is saved from

fear due to his even-ness of attitude ( towards all )

.

32. Oh ! What austere penance, what adoration to Lord
Visnu, what charitable acts in public interest (like building of

temples or tanks)
, what sacrificial performances, what deeds

benevolent to living beings have been done by us that (by

virtue of which) the child which was as good as dead, has been

fortunately restored to us, bringing delight to us, his kinsfolk.”

33. Amazed at the frequent recurrence of such miracles

in that big forest (Gokula), Nanda highly esteemed the (part-

ing) words of Vasudeva.

34. One day the beautiful lady (YaSoda) placed the

child on her lap, and being overcome with motherly affection

made him suck her breast overflowing with milk.

35-36. When his sucking was almost over, she was

caressing his face which was beaming with graceful smile. And
Lo ! Oh King ! When he yawned she saw the following in his

mouth :

The sky, the firmament above and the earth below, host

of luminaries, the cardinal points, the Sun, the Moon, the fire-

god, the wind-god, oceans, continents, mountains and their

daughters (i.e. rivers), forests and the mobile and immobile

creation.

37. Perceiving suddenly the whole of the universe (in

his mouth) she was seized with tremor. The lady with eyes

resembling those of fawns, closed her eyes, and stayed greatly

astonished.
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CHAPTER EIGHT

Krfna*s Sports—Display of ViSvarUpa

Sri Suka continued :

1 . At the request of Vasudeva, Garga, the family priest of

Yadus, noted for rigid asceticism, visited Nanda’s Vraja, Oh king.

2. He (Nanda) was highly pleased to see Garga. He
stood up to show respect to him and folded his palms. He
worshipped him, lying prostrate before him, regarded him to

be Lord Visnu.

3. When the sage was properly received and comfort-

ably seated, Nanda, pleasing him with sweet words, asked, “Oh
Brahmana, what service should I render to you who are self-

accomplished (and want nothing).

4. Oh venerable sage ! Visits of great people like you
contribute to the supreme good to persons who are attached to

their households and are distressed in their minds. They never

turn out to the contrary.

5. You have directly compiled a treatise on the science

of astrology (lit. the movements of luminaries) which is beyond

the range of senses. It is by that that a man knows his past and

future.

6. You are foremost among the knowers of the Vedas.

You should, therefore, perform the purificatory rites of these

two boys; for a Brahmana is the preceptor of all people, by his

very birth.”

Garga said :

7. “I am the family priest of the Yadus and I am known

over the world as such. If I were to consecrate your son with

religious rites, they will regard him as the son ofDevaki.

8-9. Kamsa is wicked by nature. The friendship between

you and Vasudeva (is also well known). Kamsa has

heard the words of Devaki’s daughter that the eighth born

(womb) of Devaki cannot be a female. If taking into account all

these, he (Karhsa) gets suspicious, and if he were to kill (your

son) ,
it will be our blunder.”
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JVanda replied :

10. “Please perform the purificatory rites proper for

members of the twice-born castes, invoking heavenly blessings

with benedictory hymns. Please do so secretly at Gokula, with-

out being noticed even by my own people.”

Sri Suka said :

11. Thus requested (by Nanda) , the Brahmana who
himself was desirous of it performed the naming ceremony of

the two boys (the sons of Rohini and YaSoda) secretly, remain-

ing himself unnoticed.

Cargo said :

12. “This son of Rohini will be called Rama as he will

delight his friends with his amiable excellent qualities, and he

will be known as Bala due to his superiority in strength. They
will call him Sarikarsana due to his capacity to draw together

and unite dissenting Yadus (Garga does not want to disclose the

transfer of Balarama from the womb of Devaki to Rohini due
to which he was really called Sarikarsana).

13. As to this (second son), he assumed human forms
in every Yuga with three different complexions, viz., white,

red and yellow fbr each, successively. Now he has assumed the

dark complexion. (Hence he will be known as Krsna).

14. Formerly, this son of yours was sometime born in the

house of Vasudeva. Hence the wise (knowers of this fact) will

designate him as Vasudeva, the glorious.

15. Numerous are the names and forms of this son of

yours suitable to excellent qualities and marvellous deeds. I

know them ( all) , but not the common people.

16. This delight of Gopas and Gokula (i.e. Kj-$na)

will bring prosperity to you all, and you will easily surmount
all calamities with his help.

17. In times of yore, while anarchy prevailed, he pro-
tected pious people who were harassed by rogues and robbers,

and when strengthened by him, they (righteous people) van-
quished the miscreants.

18. Just as those who side with Vi$iju are not vanquished
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by Asuras, those fortunate persons who (passionately
) love him

are not overpowered by enemies.

19. Therefore, Oh Nanda, this son of yours is a compeer

of Lord Narayana1 in excellent qualities, splendour, glory and

prowess. Therefore, please take care of him with very minute

attention.”

20. When Garga returned home after instructing Nanda
thus (or addressing Lord Krsna) , Nanda was so highly delight-

ed that he considered himself blessed with all well-beings.

21. In a short while. Rama and Ke$ava began to creep

on their hands and knees and sportfully went round Gokula.

22. While they crawled speedily even in the moist places

of Vraja, dragging the pair of their legs (behind them), there

arose a sweet tinkling sound of the tiny bells of their girdles

and anklets. Their minds being delighted with the jingling

sound, they followed the passers-by (a few steps) only to return

to their mothers, as if in bewilderment and fright.

23. Their two mothers with their breasts spontaneously

overflowing with milk due to motherly affection, embraced in

their arms their sons who looked charming with their bodies

besmeared with mud. They enjoyed ecstatic delight while gaz-

ing at their (sons’) countenances beaming with bewitching

smiles and tiny tender teeth when they were sucking the breasts.

24. When they attained to the age when the sports of

boys become attractive to women to see, the damsels of Vraja

witnessed how both of them, holding the tails of calves were

dragged behind them hither and thither. Forgetting their

household duties, they burst out laughing and were transported

with joy.

25. When their mothers found it impossible to restrain

their extremely active and playful sons from horned beasts, fire,

animals of sharp teeth, sharp lethal weapons, water, (carnivo-

rous, cruel) birds and thorns or even to attend to their house-

hold duties, they experienced a great mental (strain of) distra-

ction.8

26. After a short time, Oh royal sage, Rama and Kf

i. To whom N&r&yana bean resemblance by his attributes—JG.

a. $R. regards this as the highest point of their domestic happiness.
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began to move about easily on feet, in Gokul, without rubbing

their knees (against the floor).

27. Then, in course of time, the glorious Lord Krsna
accompanied by Balarama began to play with boys of his own
age, enhancing the joys of the women of Vraja.

28. Observing the charming boyish pranks of Krsna, the

cowherd-women came in a body (to his house) and actually

spoke (complained ) as follows within the hearing of his mother.

29. “Sometimes he untethers the calves untimely (be-

fore the milking time of cows allowing the calves to drink up

all the milk). If scolded, he (derisively)laughs. Inventing novel

ways of stealing, he drinks up the sweet and tasty curds and

milk stolen by him. Sometimes he distributes it to the monkeys.

If the monkey does not partake of it , he smashes the jar (or

milk or curds) . If he gets no material (to eat), he gets angry

with the infants (people in the) house and goes away setting the

infants (in the house) crying.

30. If the jar (of milk, curds or butter) is (kept hang-

ing) beyond the reach of his hands, he constructs contrivance

with the help of wooden seats and mortars. Knowing the con-

tents of the pots suspended in slings, he strikes holes into the

pots. In a dark room he uses like a lamp his own person,

decorated profusely with jewels—he does all this at a time when

the Gopa women have their minds fully engrossed in perform-

ing their household duties.

31. In this way, he commits acts of nuisance such as

passing urine and leaving excretions in owr cleansed houses.

Having perpetrated such mischiefs and using all devices of stea-

ling, he sits near you like an innocent boy of good behaviour”.

Even though such complaints were lodged by women who
gazed at his beautiful face with terrified eyes, Ya£oda full of

smiles did not feel inclined to chastise him.

32. On one occasion, while cowherd-boys headed by

Balarama were playing, they complained to the mother ( Yagoda)

that Krsna had eaten earth.

33. Thereupon, YaSoda who was anxious about his well-

being and health), caught Krsna by his hand and rebuking him,

while his eyes assumed bewildering look (as if) through fear,

she spoke :
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34. ‘You naughty boy ! Why did you eat earth secretly ?

These your playmates tell me and this your elder brother also

says the same.’

35. ‘No mother, I did not eat earth. All these are liars.

If (you still think that) they tell the truth, you look into my
mouth personally.’

36. ‘If that be the case, open your mouth.’ Thus
ordered, the glorious Lord Hari of unlimited supreme powers,

and who, out of sport, had assumed the form of a human child,

opened his mouth.

37-38. She (YaSoda) beheld therein the universe con-

sisting of mobiles and immobiles, the ethereal dome, the

cardinal points, the sphere of the earth along with the moun-
tains, continents and oceans, the wind, the fire (of lightning)

,

the moon, the stars, the (whole of the) planetary system, (ele-

ments like) water, fire, wind and the sky, (the presiding deities

of) the senses and the mind, subtle elements and the three gunas.

39. Seeing in the body, nay in the gaping mouth of her
child, this marvellous universe consisting of a variety of orga-

nisms produced by (factors like Souls, Time, Nature, Destiny
and Mind as well as the whole ofVraja including herself, she
was seized with terror.

40. (She bemused) “Is this a dream or an illusion

created by the Lord ? Or is it a fantasy—a delusion of my own
mind? Or is it the innate divine power ofthis very child ofmine ?

41. Hence I bow down to the feet of the Supreme Lord,
which are extremely difficult to comprehend and the real nature
of which cannot be grasped easily by the intellect, mind, deeds

and words; which are the basis of the universe and through the

instrumentality of which and from out of which the universe is

manifested.

42. He (that Supreme Lord) is my refuge by whose
deluding potency (Maya) arise perverse notions such as ‘I am
(Ya$oda)*, ‘This is my husband’, ‘This (Krsna) is my son’, ‘I

am that chaste lady who protect the whole property of Nanda
(the Lord ofVraja) ’, ‘All the cowherds—men and women along

with the wealth of cattle—are mine’.”

43. The Omnipotent Supreme Lord cast over the Gopa-
lady who had thus realized the truth, his deluding Vaifnava
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{divine) charm which filled her with maternal affection for

(her) son.

44. Instantly the Gopa-lady lost her memory (regarding

the real nature of the Lord). She placed her son on her lap.

Her heart overflowed with intense affection as before.

45. She began to look upon Hari as her own son—Hari

whose glory is being sung by the three Vedas, Upanisads,

Sankhya and Yoga systems and by Satvatas (or votaries of the

Lord)

.

The King said :

46. Oh Brahmana Sage ! What highly meritorious act

did Nanda perform so as to deserve such great fortune ? What
did the highly fortunate Yogoda do that Lord Hari sucked her

breasts ?

47. While the (real) parents of Krsna could not witness

the childly sports of Krsna which wipe out the sins of the world

and which are still extolled by the wise and learned people.

Suka replied :

48. When Drona, the foremost of Vasus, along with his

wife Dhara was intent upon executing the orders of god Brahma,

he requested that divinity.

49. ‘‘When we are bom on the earth, may we entertain

the highest devotion to Hari, the Supreme God, and the Lord of

the universe—devotion through which a person easily and cer-

tainly overcomes evil destiny in this world.”

50. ‘Let it be so’, replied the glorious god (granting his

prayer). The illustrious Dropa was born in Vraja and became

well-known as Nanda. And the above-mentioned Dhara (his

wife) became ‘Ya$oda*.

51. Hence, out of all Gopa men and women, that couple

entertained the most intense and passionate devotion to the

glorious Lord Visnu (Janardana) who became their son, Oh
descendant ofBharata.

52. In order to carry out (and fulfil) Brahma’s boon ( to

them), the Omnipresent Lord Kf$pa along with Balarama lived

at Vraja and brought delight to them all, by his sportive

activities.
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CHAPTER NINE

Grace upon the Gopi ( TaSodd)

( Krfna tied to the mortar
)

tiuka continued :

1. One day, when the female servants were directed to

do some other work, YaSoda, the wife of Nanda, began to churn

the curds personally.

2. At the time of churning the curds, she recalled what-

ever acts of her child were sung there in Vraja and she herself

sang them.

3. Wearing round her big waist (loins) a silk garment

fastened with a zone, and with her pair of shaking breasts that

were overflowing with milk from maternal affection for her son,

with her ear-rings set in motion as well as her bangles moving
about her forearms, fatigued with pulling the churning rope to

and fro and her face bedewed with drops of perspiration, the

handsome lady went on churning while jasmine flowers conti-

nued to drop from the braids of her hair.

4. Approaching his mother who was engaged in churn-

ing (the curds), Sri Hari, desiring to suck her, caught hold of

the churning rod, and awakening her maternal affection for

him (by is gestures etc.)
, he stopped her churning.

5. On his climbing up to her lap, she began to suckle

him at her bosom overflowing with milk, through affection, and

to gaze at his countenance which was beaming with smiles. But

when the milk placed on the oven (for boiling) was about to

overflow, she went in haste, leaving him alone, still unsatisfied.

6. Flared up with indignation, he bit his quivering ruddy

lips with his teeth and smashed the pot for churning curds with

a piece of stone (used for grinding condiments etc. on a slab of

stone) . Shedding false tears, he entered the interior of the

house and began to eat butter clandestinely.

7. After gettingdown the (pot of) well-boiled milk, the

Gopa-lady re-entered (the churning-room) only to find that

pot of curds smashed. Knowing that to be the act of her son

and failing to see him there, she just laughed (it away).
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8. Observing that her sonwas standing firmly on the base

of an overturned mortar, giving freely to a monkey the butter

kept on a swing, and looking about with his eyes through

caution and fear, lest somebody should detect the theft, she

stealthily approached him from behind.

9. Seeing his mother clearly with a rod in her hand, he

hastily got down from the mortar and ran away as if in fear.

The Gopa-lady pursued him, but failed to overtake him whom
even the minds of yogins impelled and attuned through the

force of penance (and concentration) do not reach (even

though they are capable to do so.)

10. Running after him, the beautiful mother (lit. mother

of beautiful waist) whose speed was impeded by her bulky,

moving hips and who was, as it were, followed by the flowers

dropping from her braid of hair loosened by the speed (of her

running)
,
ultimately caught hold of him.

1 1 . Holding by the hand, she threatened to beat Krsna,

who was crying for having committed that offence, and was
rubbing his eyes with his hand whereby the collyrium ( applied

to his eyes) got spread all over and who was looking up (to his

mother) with eyes bewildered and agitated with fear.

12. Perceiving that her son was terrified, YaSoda, who was

extremely affectionate to her child, threw away the stick. It is

traditionally reported that being unable to comprehend the

prowess of Krsna, Ya£oda wished to bind him with a rope.

lS^-H. In relation with him there is neither inside nor

outside, neither before nor behind; but he is in front and at

the back, outside and inside the universe; (nay) he is the uni-

verse itself. Presuming such unmanifest supra-sensuous Lord

who had assumed a human form, to be her child, the cowherd-

woman tried to bind him with a rope to the mortar, as one

would tie down an ordinary human child.

15. While binding her child with a rope for his mischief,

die cowherd lady found that it was short by two-fingers

* VJ. : There is nothing self-existent and self-dependent as he is

everywhere. Since he exists from eternity to eternity nothing pre-exists him

or outlasts him. He exists before and after the universe, and is immanent

and transcendent to the world. He is the universe as everything is within

his power.
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(about an inch or so). So she added to it another piece (of

rope)

.

16. When that (additional) string fell short, she tied yet

another piece. In this way, whatever additional piece (of

string) she brought, it too fell short by two fingers (about an

inch)

.

17. While YaSoda was putting together all the ropes in

her house (and still it fell short by two fingers)
,

all the Gopa-

women laughed; and she too joined them smiling, but felt

amazed at it.

18. Noticing the over-exhaustion of his mother whose

body was bathed in perspiration, and the wreaths of flowers

from whose loosened braids of hair were falling down, Krsna,

out of compassion for her, allowed himself to be tied.

19. In this way, dear Pariksit ! was demonstrated his

subjection to the control of his votaries by Hari, even though

Krsna is absolutely self-dependent and has the whole of the

universe along with its rulers, under his control.

20. Neither (his son) god Brahma nor (his very Soul)

Lord Siva nor the goddess Laksmi who clings to his person,

was recipient of such grace as was enjoyed by the Gopi

( Yagoda) at the hands of that bestower of Mok$a (Liberation).

21. The glorious Lord Krsga who is (i.e. has assumed

the form of) the son of Yafoda is not so easily attainable to the

ascetics who identify themselves with their bodies and to those

who possess spiritual wisdom, as to those who are devoted to

him and identify themselves with him. 1

22. While his mother Yagoda was engrossed in carrying

out her household duties, Lord Krsna noticed that the pair of

Arjuna trees were in their former birth, two Guhyakas
,
the sons

of Kubera, the bestower of wealth.

23. They were known as Nala Kubara and Manigriva.

Endowed with great splendour as they were, they were reduced

to the state of trees, through the curse imprecated by Narada

due to their pride.

i. vl. dtma-botandm J Who make him their only raft to cross Samara
-VR..VJ.
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CHAPTER TEN
0

( Uprooting of Arjuna Trees—Redemption of Nalakubara and

Manigrxva
)

The k ing
( Parikfit ) enquired :

1. Worshipful Sage ! Be pleased to narrate (to us) the

reason of the pronouncement of imprecation on them (viz.

Nalakubara and Marugriva by (Narada). What was their

reproachful act which aroused the ire1 of that divine sage. 2

Sri Suka replied :

2-3. On becoming the attendants of god Rudra, thbse

two sons of Kubera, grew puffed up with vain gloriousness.

Dead drunk with the liquor called’Varuni, thoroughly inebriated

with their eyes rolling through intoxication, they, in company of

singing women, were strolling through a pleasure-garden in the

vicinity of mount Kailasa, and through woodlands full of blos-

som, on the banks of the MandakinI (the Gahga in heaven)

.

4. Entering the waters of the Gahga which were beauti-

fied by blossoming lotus-beds, they sported amorously8 with

young damsels, like unto a pair of he-elephants with she-

elephants.4

5. By the will of the Providence, the worshipful divine

sage Narada happened to see the pair of gods there, and per-

ceived them to be intoxicated (and speaking vulgarly), Oh
descendant of Kurus.

1. lamas—(i) Ignorance which is the cause of anger—SS. (Sudarsan

Suri)

(ii) aroused the Tamo-guna (in N&rada), the effect of which is anger

-VJ.

2. v.l. in VR. : yena va deuarfih kupitafi ‘which enraged the divine

sage’.

3. KD. being a born poet gives a graphic description of various

love-sports indulged in by them.

4. VB. enumerates a series of sinful mistakes and grievous offences

committed by NalakQbara and Manigriva in VV. 2-4, and shows that the

curse by N&rada was inevitable and a perfectly just punishment meted

out to them.
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6. Seeing him, the celestial damsels felt ashamed at their

nudity, and were afraid of being cursed. Instantly and quickly

they put on their garments. But not so the two Yaksas (whose

godliness disappeared due to their being drunk), and they

stayed on stark naked (despite the persistent requests of the

celestial nymphs)

.

7. Observing that those two sons of god Kubera were

inebriated with wine, and blind with arrogance of affluence, he

(Narada) with a view of showering grace on them, intended to

pronounce an imprecation, and spoke (lit. sang) as follows :

Narada said :

8. In the case of a person who indulges in the enjoy-

ment of objects of pleasure, no other effect of rajo-guna (such as

the pride of heredity or of scholarship) is powerful enough to

cloud his understanding and good sense as the pride of one’s

affluence. For wherever this form of vanity predominates,

women, wine and gambling are found associated with it.

9. Where such pride of wealth is dominant, animals are

ruthlessly slaughtered by such merciless persons of uncontrolled

mind who (wrongly) regard this transient perishable body as

immune from decrepitude of old age and above mortality.

10. Though this body is designated as god (among men

—

naradeva or on the earth

—

bhudeva), it is ultimately reduced to

what are called worms, excretion and ashes. Doe's the person

who harms living beings1 for the sake of his body, know his

own interest ? Does he know that such violence leads to hell ?

1 1 . Does this body belong to the employer (who gives

food or money for its maintenance) , or to the procreator (or

father) , or to the mother (who conceives it and nourishes it

during childhood)
,

or the maternal grand-father (who adopts

it by putrikd dharma stipulations)
,
or to the mighty (who compels

forced labour), or to the purchaser (in the slave-market when

presented for sale) , or to fire (which consumes it when cremat-

ed) , or to the dog (when it lies unclaimed and uncremated ) ?

I. VJ takes bh&ta-dh(k as ‘a person acting against Brahman by

indulging in talk of being identical with Brahman, but SS., VR., VB. etc.

follow in interpreting bhSta as ‘a living being’.
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12. Knowing that this body is the common property (of

all as stated above) , and that it comes out of and vanishes into

something unmanifest, what wise person other than an igno-

rant fool, regard it as his real self, and would kill living be-

ings (for its sake)

.

12A. VJ's text adds here, again a verse composed of 9b
and 10a above.

13. Poverty is the best (sight-recovering) collyrium to

wicked persons blinded with the pride of affluence. A poverty-

stricken person correctly realizes that all others are like himself

(experiencing the same pleasures or pangs of life).

14. Just as a person, part of whose body is pricked with

a thorn, does not wish similar pain to other creatures, as he

realizes the equality of other creatures by their gestures expres-

sing pain. But such understanding sympathy is not found in

those who have no experience of being pricked.

15. Being devoid of obdurate egotism, a poor person

becomes free from all forms of pride here. The severe hardships

that come to his lot, by the will of the Providence, serve as

a great austere penance (Hence poverty is conducive to final

Liberation)

.

16. The senses and organs of a poverty-stricken person

whose body gets over-emaciated with starvation, and who longs

to have food (sufficient to keep body and soul together)
,

be-

come too much dried up and feeble to commit injury (and

consequently the desire for violence also disappears1)

.

17. Saintly persons who regard all as equals (with

impartiality) associate themselves only with the poor. It is in

the company of the righteous that he destroys all his thirst

(passion for having worldly objects) ,
and in a short while be-

comes absolutely pure.8

18. What interest have the righteous saints who possess

equanimity and equal regard to all, and yearn for the attain-

ment of the feet of Lord Vis$u, in the wicked people who are

1. Cf vifaya vimvartanle nirdhdrasya dehintih /

—BG. 2.59

2. v.l. arid hi siddhyali, ‘attains final Liberation within a short time*

-VJ.
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arrogantly proud of their wealth, and who resort to sinful

company and hence deserve to be ignored ?

19. I shall, therefore, relieve the pride born of ignorance

of these two woman-addicts of uncontrollable mind, blinded

with the pride of wealth, and now inebriated with the sweet

liquor Varurii.

20-21. Inasmuch as, these two, though the sons of an

(exalted) protector of the sphere (Kubera) are too steeped in

tamas (arrogance begotten ofignorance) to be conscious of their

nudity, and are haughtily vainglorious (to remain so even in

my presence), these deserve to be (nude, unbending) immobile

trees so that they won’t behave so again. They will, however,

through my grace and favour, retain the memory (and consci-

ousness of their guilt and punishment) even in that immobile

stage.

22. After one hundred celestial years, they, who had by

then acquired devotion (unto Vasudeva), will attain to the

presence of Lord Vasudeva, and shall be restored to the celes-

tial status.

£ri §uka said :

23. After pronouncing the imprecation thus, the divine

sage went to the hermitage of Narayana, while Nalakubara and

Manigrlva were transformed into the twin-Arjuna trees.

24. To make good the veracity of the words of the sage

(Narada) who is the prominent one among his devotees, Lord

Kr$na slowly went to the spot where the twin Arjuna trees

grew together.

25. “The divine sage Narada is the most beloved of me.

These (twin-Arjuna trees) are the sons of Kubera. I shall now
accomplish what has been sung (prophesied) by the noble-

souled sage”.

26. With this aim in view, Krsna crawled in between

the twin-Arjuna trees. By the mere entry of his person between

them, the mortar fell crosswise.

27. The trees were vehemently uprooted by the child ,

with a rope tied round its belly, while it was dragging the

mortar after him. They fell down with a terrific crash, their
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trunks, leaves and branches were heavily shaken by the forcible

pull exerted by the Supreme Lord. •

28. Irradiating all direction with their dazzling lustre,

emerged the two Siddhas like fire emanating from trees. Bow-
ing down with their heads to Krsria, the Lord and protector of

the entire universe, they, now absolutely free from egotism,

praised him with folded palms.

29.

* “Oh Krsna ! Oh Supreme Brahman in human
form ! Oh greatyogin (whose infinite power is unimaginable)

,

you are the primordial ‘Supreme Person’. Brahmanas (i.e.

persons who have realized the Brahman or are experts in

the Vedas) know that the universe both manifest and un-mani-

fest is your form.

30.

** You are the One, the controller of the body, vital

breaths, the ‘I-ness’, senses and organs of all beings. You are

the glorious Lord Visriu, whose form (sport) is the time-spirit,

and who is the imperishable Absolute Ruler.

31. You are the Subtle Prakrti constituted of the three

gunas—sattva , rajas and tumas. You are the (evolute of Prakrti

called) Mahat-tattva. You are the witness, the Purusa—the

Inner controller of all beings who know all the modifications

and changes in all beings.

* (j) VR : Your subtle body (composed of both cit and acit (is

the cause of which your gross body (consisting of cit and acit) is the effect.

(ii) VJ : The universe is full of your presence, but does not limit

your power or nature. You are the Supreme Brahman who pervade the

universe.

KO: You are the First Cause as both Prakrti and Puru?a were evolved

(lit. brought to light) from you.

** (* ) VR. :— You are not only the material cause (updddna-

karopa
) ,

but also the instrumental or efficient cause (nimittakdrapa) of the

universe. As the Controller of bodies of all beings, you are the cause of

subsistence of the world, and as the Time-spirit you are the destroyer of

the world—but though a cause, you undergo, no change or modification.

(ii) VB. This verse describes how the Lord pervades all forms from

the adhi-daivika point of view.

The time spirit on which depends rulership, affluence (aiivarya) ia

not merely the sport or activity of the Lord, but the Lorf| himself.
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* It is not possible that you can be perceived through

the modifications of Prakrti (e.g. intelligence, ‘I’-ness, cognitive

and conative senses)
,
or through the gunas (modes of Prakrti)

which lie within the ken of perception. What being in this

world, enveloped as he is in the product of gunas (viz. his

physical body)
,
is capable of realizing you who were already

in existence before the creation (of the Universe)

.

33.

** Obeisance to you glorious Lord Vasudeva, the

Creator (of the Universe)
,
the perfect Brahman who have con-

cealed your great glory by means of gunas which are illumined by

your own effulgence.

34. You are (really) incorporal. But your incarnations

in corporal frames are perceived by their various heroic feats

which are too unparallel or unequalled and of too supreme

excellence to be found in those associated with and conditioned

by corporal forms.

35. You, the Lord of all auspicious blessings1
,
are such

(as described above) . At present your Lordship has descended

in this incarnation with a part of your divineself2
,

for the pros-

perity and emancipation of the entire world.

*(i) (VJ) : Hari alone is capable of perceiving himself. He cannot

be seen by Brahma and other deities or Jivas presiding over the evolutes

of Prakrti like mahat ahamkdra etc. Deities who are always near him
like Sri, Durga etc. can perceive him to some extent. Products of

Prakrti (e.g. things in the world) are perceptible to senses, but are in-

capable of seeing the Brahman.

(ii) VT : You are endowed with natural qualities like mercifulness

etc. which undergo no change or modifications, as can be actually ex-

perienced. You cannot, however, be realized as you actually are. Who
though properly possessed of qualities like bhakti (devotion) and though

your actions have taken place in Nanda’s Gokula and as such are famous,

is capable of realizing you and your lilat adequately ?

(iii) VC : It is through your Grace that you can be visualized,

otherwise you are always invisible.

* * VT : regards this as salutation to the deities in the two mani-

festations . ( Vydhas) of the Paftcaratrins. Thus the ist manifestation is

V&sudeva, Vedhps is SaAkarsana, the creator of the world.

i. : VT. The Lord who confers whatever is desired by the devotees.

9. aihia-bhdgena etc, :

(i) VR : You have incarnated along with your part (or ray) Bala-

rama for the creation and prosperity of the world.
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36. Salutation to you The Supreme bliss ! Hail to you

the supremely auspicious Lord, the son of Vasudgva, the

blcmishless happiness incarnate, the Lord and protector of

Yadavas and Gopas.

37. Be pleased to allow us, the two servants of your

follower (Rudra)
,

to go. Oh Perfect Lord ! It is through the

Grace of the Sage Na^da, that we had the good fortune of

(being blest with) the sight of your glorious Lordship.

38. (May our previous nature not reappear). May
our speech be engaged in extolling your excellent qualities and

actions; our ears in listening to your stories; our hands be

devoted to do your work, and our mind in musing over and

remembering your feet; our head bowing to the world which

is your abode, and our sight in seeing saintly persons who are

but your form.

Sri Suka said :

39. The glorious Lord Krsna, the ruler of Gokula who
remained tied down to the mortar with a rope, laughingly

spoke to the two Guhyakas who had glorified him thus.

The Lord replied :

40. It was already known to me that the sage Narada

of a compassionate heart had favoured you with his grace, in

degrading you (to the status of trees), by uttering an impreca-

tion on you, who were blind with the arrogance of affluence.

41. Just as no obstruction (from darkness etc.) to the

sight of man can remain when the sun appears, no bondage

(of sin or samsdra) can exist at the sight of righteous Souls who

(ii) VB : incarnated with a part ofyour (original self) :

amsena bhagena ca . . . avatirna[i

(iii) VJ : bhdgena-amiena VJ. insists that Kr?na is an incarnation of

Narayana, the Supreme Lord.

(iv) VT : The dogma of Gau^iya Vaisnavas is that Kr?na is not

a part-incarnation, but the Lord (
bhagavdn)

Himself, as stated in V. 33

above: tasmai . . . Kffpas tu bhagavdn siayaml ityadau prasiddhyd

The same is implied here though VT. is silent on these words in the

texts.

(v) KD : takes arhia as ‘Kftsniihia’—entirety.
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have realized the atman (and possess equanimity of mind)
,
and

have thoroughly devoted their hearts to me.

42. Oh Nalakubara (and Manigriva) ! Now that

unswerving devotion toward me is enkindled in you, do you
proceed to your own abode. The most covetable supreme
devotion unto me which terminates the sarhsara

,
has now been

generated in you.

Sri Suka said :

43. Being thus addressed, they both circumambulated

the Lord tied to the wooden mortar. They repeatedly prostrat-

ed themselves before him (to show respect)
,
and with his leave,

proceeded towards the North.

CHAPTER ELEVEN

Exodusfrom Gokula—Destruction of demons Vatsa and Baka

Sri Suka said :

1. Hearing the crashing sound of the falling (Arjuna)

trees, cowherds headed by Nanda (thinking it to be a roar of

thunder) rushed to the spot, afraid as they were of a thunder-

bolt, Oh prominent Kuru.

2. They saw the twin Arjuna trees fallen to the ground.

They were bewildered as they could not guess the cause of that

fall which was quite obvious.

3. It was the child who was dragging the wooden

mortar tied to it with a cord. (But not believing in it) they

got distressed as to who did it, what could be the cause of that

wonder or whether it is an evil portent.

4. The boys (who were present there) reported, “It

(the uprooting of the trees) has been done by him (Krsna)

who going between the trees dragged the mortar, which lay

athwart the trees. We also saw two divine figures (rising from

the fallen trees)
.”
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5. They did not believe in the report of the boys. The
sceptics reasoned with themselves the impossibility of i}prooting

the two big trees by the child, while a few others had some

reservations in their minds (as they remembered Kr§na !

s

previous feats)

.

6. It is traditionally reported that seeing his own child

tethered with a cord and dragging the mortar, Nanda with his

countenance beaming with a smile, set him free.

7. Glorious Lord (of the Universe) though he was, he

sometime danced like a child, sometimes sang loudly and

behaved like a wooden doll under the control of the Gopis

(cowherd women)
,
when they encouraged him with their clap-

ping of hands and coaxings.

8. Commanded by them, sometimes he would bring

articles like a wooden stool, a measure or a pair of wooden

sandals, and sometimes he would swing up his arms bringing

delight and affection to his own people (his devotees).

9. To the people who recognize him (as God) ,
he,

thereby demonstrates his subservience to (the will of) his

servants. The glorious Lord thus brought great joy to (i.e. in

the life of) people in Vraja through his child-like playful

activities.

10*. Hearing the vendor’s cry, “Oh people, purchase

fruits”, Krsna rushed to him quickly with food grains (in the

hollow of his palms to give in exchange of fruit) , desirous of

* Verses 10-20, both inclusive, are not commented upon by $R and

VB. (as they obviously do not recognize them as a part of the text),

but VR., VJ., VT..JG., VC. have recognized them as an integral part

of the Bh. P. and have annotated on them. VT. notes that though there

are variations in the order of these verses, the Gau^lya Sampradaya

text is followed.

Though it is not possible to present a concordance of the various

text-traditions of the Bh. P., the complexity of the problem can be indi-

cated by comparing $R. and VJ.’s text here. Ch. XI in $R. is Ch. XII

in VJ. In this Chapter after the 9th verse, the order ofw in VJ. is as

follows :

I. Vv 10-18.

21-29 (*n SR.) : From Gopa-vfddiid mahot-pitdn ...upto bhavalath yadi

rocat* l
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getting the fruits, though he himself is the bestower of fruits

(of actions, prayers, etc.) to all.

11. The fruit-seller-woman filled with fruits (the hollow

of the) palms of his hands from which grains were slipping

down (through the gap between them) and the basket of fruits

was filled with precious stones.

12. On one occasion, queen Rohiru called (Bala-)

Rama and Krsna, the uprooter of the Arjuna trees, who were

engrossed in playing with children on the bank of the river.

13. When both the sons being deeply interested in play

did not come back despite her calling, Rohini sent YaSoda who
was so much affectionate to her child.

14. Yagoda, with her breasts overflowing with affection

for her child, repeatedly shouted for her child who along with

his elder brother was playing with the children beyond the

(usual) time-limit.

15. “Oh Krsna, Krsna of lotus-eyes ! Child ! Come up
and suck at my bosom. Enough of playing. You must be feel-

ing fatigued with hunger and exhausted with exertions in

playing, my sonny.

16. Oh Rama ! Come quickly with your younger brother.

Oh child. It is very early in the morning that you had a break-

fast. You must take food now, Oh delight of the family.

17. Oh Da$arha ! Nanda, the head of this Vraja who is

about to take his meals is waiting for you. Do come and bring

joy to us both. Oh boys ! You return to your houses.

18. Your body has been covered with dust, Oh child !

II. i pA (extra versed tai chruUmka-dhiyo fiopa{i sane Nanda puiogamabl

Upit-nurifia-inco uljort pratinandya gfhnn yayuh // 19.

Vs. 20-28

III. 1 2-20 (in SR) :

Sarit-tirai'.nlttm Kffnorh krtuvatyolhpdnyam (?)

IV 29A
(Additional verse) :

atha Sandafr samih Hya gopdntdam abh&fata /

Svtto Vrndamrum yamo yntld Utaialha morncm /

V The remaining 30 verses from lac chrutvnikodhiyd gopdh sddftu

sidhviti vadinahl etc. are common to $R. & VJ. This is the XII

ch. in VJ.
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Go and take your bath. The star, presiding over your birth, is

in the ascent. Get purified by bath, and give cows to Brahmanas.

19. Behold your play-mates. They have been washed

and well-adorned by their mothers. You also take your bath,

have your meals, and after getting well-adorned, go to play.”

20. In this way, Ya$oda whose mind was bound with

the ties of maternal affection, regarded, Krsna, the crown of all

as her child. She took both Rama and Krsna by hand, and

brought them to her house, and made them perform the auspi-

cious rites.

Suka said :

21. Observing extremely ominous portents in the Brhad-

vana (Gokula), elderly Gopas (cowherds) like Nanda and

others met in a conference and deliberated the measures to be

adopted in the interest of Vraja.

22. Out of them, a cowherd called Upananda, who was

senior to others in wisdom and age, and who was endowed with

a penetrating insight into the exigencies of the time, place and

things (situation), and a well-wisher of Balarama and Krsna

advised as follows :

23. “We, the well-wishers of Gokula should now migrate

from this place; for, terrible portents of an evil nature forbod-

ing destruction of our children are visiting this place.

24. This child Krsna certainly had a miraculous escape

with great difficulty from the ogress (Piltana), the slayer of

children. It was surely through the grace of Lord Hari, that the

cart did not fall on Krsna.

25. He was carried away to the skies, the region of birds,

by a demon in the form of a whirlwind. He fell on a rock, but

was protected by great gods (our deities).

26. It is sheerly due to the protection afforded by Lord

Acyuta that this child or any other boy should not die on

getting in between the (Arjuna) trees (as they crashed).

27. Before Vraja is not overtaken by any calamity indi-

cated by these evil portents, let us repair to some other place

along with our children and followers and attendants.
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28. There is a virgin forest tract called Vrndavana which
along with its sacred hills, pasturage, trees and plants, is suita-

ble to our cattle and fit to be a happy settlement to our milk-

men, women and cattle.

29. Let us, therefore, shift there, this very day. Get our
carts and vehicles ready. Be quick (No delay please). If you so

approve of it, let our wealth, the herds of cattle, go ahead in

advance.”

29A. VJ.'s text adds :

Having heard the speech of Upananda with concentration

of mind (and attentively)
,
all the cowherds of which Nanda

was the leader, approved of it, and repaired to their houses,

Oh King.

29B. Then Nanda summoned together all the Gopas and
directed (spoke) as follows:

“Tomorrow we shall go from this place to Vrndavana.
Be prepared. Don’t delay.”

30. Unanimously approving his speech, all Gopas ex-

claimed “That’s right ! Very good”. They got their respective

conveyances ready with their effects, packed and loaded.

31. Having put into their carriages the aged persons,

young children and their women-folk along with utensils and
other accessories, the Gopas who were all alert carried bows
already strung, in their hands.

32. Keeping their wealth of cattle in their front in

advance, accompanied by their family priests, they started on
their journey with a flourish of blowing horns and sounding
trumpets on all sides.

33. Mounted on chariots, the Gopa women of lovely

complexion, with fresh application of saffron-paint to their

breasts, wore strings of gold coins round their necks, and put
on excellent garments, they felt supremely happy and sang the

sportive acts of Krsi^a.

34. So also Ya£oda and RohinI occupied the same carri-

age, and were eager to hear the sportive acts of their dear
children, shone (brightly) with Krsria and Rama (on their

laps)

.

35. Entering Vrndavana which was pleasant in all

seasons, they, with a crescent-shaped formation of their
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vehicles, set up the habitation ( for them and the cattle)

,

semicircular like unto the half disc of the moon. •

36. Beholding the forest of Vrndavana, the Govardhana

hill (nearby), and the sand-banks of the Yamuna, the hearts

of Rama and Krsna surged with great joy.

37. In this way, giving delight to the inhabitants of

Vraja with their child-like sportive activities and sweet lisping,

they, in due course, began to tend calves.

38. In the vicinity of their habitation, and in the com-

pany of cowherd boys, they tended the calves, taking with them

various articles of play.

39-40. Sometimes they played on flutes. Sometimes

they used fruits of the Bilva tree or of the Emblic Myrobalan

(
dmalaka )

for throwing as balls; sometimes they played kicking

those with their feet, making a tinkling noise of small bells (of

the anklets); sometimes they imitated the cattle with two-

three boys as the tender of cattle, sometime they played the

part of bellowing and fighting bulls. Sometimes they imitated

the cries of birds like swans and peacocks. In this way they

roved simulating ordinary children.

41. On one occasion, while both Rama and Krsna were

pasturing the calves along with their friends, a demon came

there, with the intention of killing Krsrta and Balarama.

42. On seeing him assume the form of a calf and mix

with the herd of calves, he (Krsija) pointed him out to Bala-

rama, and slowly approached the demon, posing as if he knew
nothing about him.

43. Catching hold of him by his hind legs and tail, and

whirling him round, he hurled him lifeless to the top of the

wood-apple
(
Kapittha ) tree. The huge-bodied demon (who

assumed his demonic form at the time of death) fell down along

with wood-apples which were made to fall (with the impact of

the huge dead body).

44. Astonished to see him fall, all children cried out,

“Bravo ! Well-done 1” Gods being highly delighted, showered

flowers.

45. The sole protectors of all the worlds became the

two tenders of calves, and with the breakfast in their wallet,

roamed about leading the calves in their charge to pasture.
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46. On one occasion, all the cowherd boys wanted to

take their respective herd of calves to water. They went to a

tank1 of water, made the calves to drink and they also drank of

it.

47. The boys saw there standing a monstrous creature

like unto a peak of a mountain sundered by (Indra’s) thunder-

bolt, and slipped (of the mountain) and they got terrified.

48. It was verily a powerful demon called Baka who
assumed the form of a stork. Swooping down suddenly, the

powerful monster with a sharp beak, swallowed up Krsna.

49. Perceiving Krsna swallowed up by a big crane,

children like Balarama (but not Balarama) became stupefied

like organs and senses of the body in the absence of the vital

breath.

50. But Baka had to vomit out Krsna, the son of a

cowherd (Nanda) , but (as a matter of fact) the father of

god Brahma, the creator of the world, as Krsna burnt like fire

the root of his palate. Finding him unhurt, Baka again

attacked Krsna with his bill, to kill him.

51. As Baka, the friend of Kamsa, rushed at him, Krsga,

the protector of the righteous2, caught hold of him by the two

halves of the bill, and while the children were looking on, tore

him up like a blade of grass in a sportive way, and brought

delight to residents of the celestial world.

52. The denizens of heaven then showered the slayer

of the demon Baka with jasmine and other flowers from the

celestial garden Nandana, and praised him, expressing delight

by blowing of conchs, and sounding of drums, beholding which

the cowherd boys stood agape with amazement.

53. On finding Krsna safely released from the mouth of

Baka and return to the playground, children like Balarama

and others, like unto senses would do to the vital breath,

embraced him and felt relieved and happy. Collecting their

calves together, they returned to Vraja and reported (sang)

that exploit (of Krsnta)

.

i. VT. locates it to the east of the Nandi!vara hill, near the spot

now known as ba^a-sthaia.

a. v.l. saidm gatilt 'The final abode of the righteous’—VT.
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54. Astonished to hear it, Gopa men and women, who
had an intensely loving regard for him, gazed hinnwith eager
(lit. thirsty) eyes, as if he had returned from the land of the

dead.

55. They said, “how wonderful yet pitiable that this

child should have so many mortal enemies. However, it is they

who suffered the evil consequences, as they spelt terror to others

previously.

56. Howsoever terrible-looking the demons be, they dare

not and cannot overpower him at all. Approaching him with a

desire to kill, they themselves get destroyed like moths in fire.

57. Oh ! The words of those who are conversant with

the Brahman, never prove to be untrue. What the worshipful

Garga predicted has been exactly found to be true (by expe-

rience)

58. In this way, recounting with joys the stories of

Kr?na and Rama, Nanda and other cowherds passed their time

happily and did not experience the agonies of samara.

59. In this way, they (Krs^ia and Rama) passed their

childhood at Vraja in child-like sports such as hide-and-seek,

constructing dams in play, jumping like monkeys and the like.

CHAPTER TWELVE1

Slaying of Aghdsura

Sri Suka said :

1. One day, intending to have his break-fast (first meal)
in the woods, Hari got up early in the morning and woke up
his fellow cowherd boys (tending the calves) by the charming
sound of his horn, and proceeded from Vraja with calves going
in front.

i. VJ.'s text omits this and the next two chapters. The omission
is noted and the chapters areannotated by SS.,VR., VB..JG., and VC.
who express their disapproval of this omission. But VT.’s tirade against
this omission is vehement.
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2. Immediately, at that clarion-call rushed forth joyfully

thousands1 of affectionate young boys simultaneously, equipping

themselves with slings, sticks, horns and flutes, each driving his

own herd of thousands of calves.

3. It is traditionally reported that making their own
calves join the herd of innumerable calves of Krsna, and

grazing them, they diverted themselves in children’s games at

various places.

4. Although they were already adorned (by their

mothers) with glass-beads, Gufija seeds, precious stones and

gold ornaments, they decorated themselves with fruits, tender

foliage, bunches of flowers, feathers and coloured earths.

5. They stole the slings and other objects belonging to

each other, and when detected, they threw them at a distance.

Boys who were sitting there threw them still further laughing

all the while, returning them (to the respective owners when

they were on the point of shedding tears)

.

6. If Krsna had gone to a distance to observe the beauty

of the forest, they vied with each other in touching Krsna first

and enjoyed themselves (in this competition).

7. Some played on the flutes; some blew their horns,

some sang humming (hummed) in tune with black-bees, some

imitated the sweet notes of the cuckoo.

8. Some ran with the shadows of the (flying) birds;

some walked beautifully like royal swans; some sat down with

the cranes, while others danced with peacocks.

9. Some pulled monkey’s tails dangling down from bran-

ches of trees, while others climbed trees along with the tails in

hand. Some were making wry faces at monkeys while others

were jumping from one branch to another (like monkeys).

10. Hopping with frogs, some became drenched with the

waters of the streams and waterfalls; some were laughing at

their own shadows (while making faces at one’s own reflection)

,

while others cursed their own echoes.

11. In this way, the cowherd boys who amassed a vast

fund of merits ( in the past)
,
played with Krsna who was to the

knowers the veritable Brahman, with all the realization of the

i . Innumerable— ; atsdndm b&ISnam ca matikhycyatvam uktam—VT., VC.
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absolute bliss, the Supreme Deity to the devotees who dedicated

themselves to his service, and a human child to those who are

under the influence ofMaya or Ignorance.

12. Is it possible to describe the blessedness and good
fortune of the inhabitants of Vraja unto whose ken of percep-

tion he presented himself in person ? The Lord, the dust of

whose feet cannot be obtained (and attained to) by the self-

controlled yogis who have performed austerities for many past

lives.

13. Now (on one occasion), a powerful demon named
Agha who could not tolerate the sight of their happy games,

attacked the demon whose vulnerable point i.e. death was eag-

erly watched over even by immortals who had been anxious to

safeguard their lives ( from him ) ,
even though they assimilated

(drunk) nectar
( and hence had no fear from death).1

14. Seeing the Gopa children of whom Krsna was the

leader, the demon Agha, the younger brother of BakI ( Putana)

and Baka ( the demon killed by Krsna) , who was deputed by

Kamsa (to kill Krsna) said to himself, "This is the slayer of

my brother and sister. To avenge them both I shall now kill

Krsna along with his army (of cowherd boys).

15. When these (Krsna and his cowherd companions)

are killed (and thus are made as if propitiatory libations of

sesamum seeds and water to my departed brother and sister)

,

all the residents of Vraja are as good as dead. Why worry

i . Or §R. : The sight of their happy games which even gods-

who have drunk nectar are anxious to realize in their hearts, to sustain

their life thereby.

Life is not really fruitful by drinking nectar but by drinking the

ambrosia of the Lord’s name and by remembering and contemplating

the sports of the glorious Lord.

KD. : Gods who attained immortality by drinking nectar wish to

take a birth as mortals on the earth, and participate in singing the

eulogy of Krsna’s exploits.

VT. takes amara as ’Liberated beings who, being free from gross

and subtle bodies, are immortal’. Though they have imbibed amfta or

Mokfa ,
they desire to take a Lildvigraha (sportive body) to participate in

Hari’s sport.

According to Gaudtya Vaijgavism, a soul does not lose his individua-

lity in the Mokfa stage.
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about the Physical body when the vital breath ( life) is depart-

ed ? And all those who live (as human beings) have (i.e.

consider) their children as their very life.”

16. Having made up his mind thus, wicked demon assum-
ed a gigantic body ofa boa-constrictor one yojana (eight miles)

in length and stout like a big mountain, and with a desire

to swallow them all, he lay motionless on their path, with his

flabbergasting cavelike mouth kept wide open.

17. His lower lip lay on the earth, while the upper lip

touched the clouds; the mouth between them appeared like a
vale

; his fangs were like summits of mountains, and the interior

Part of his mouth was full of darkness; his tongue was like a
broad road; his breath was like a tempestuous blast, while his en-

raged red hot eyes were (scorching) like a forest-conflagration.

18. Beholding him in that form, all regarded it as a
beautiful landscape of Vrndavana. And in a sportive mood
they fancied its semblance to the open mouth of a boa-

constrictor.

1 9. (The children began to talk about it as follows :

“Ah ! How wonderful ! Tell us friends, if this animal like forma-

tion (living mountain
) standing before us, does or does not

resemble the open mouth of a gigantic wicked serpent anxious

to devour us all V
20. (Another boy) ‘‘Really ! The cloud reddened with

rays of the sun looks like his upper lip, while the earth grown,

red through the reflection (of the cloud) looks like the lower

lip.”

21. (The third boy) “Look here ! The mountain
Caverns on its right as well as on the left are as if competing
with the jaws; and the rows of lofty mountain-summits as it

were vie with its fangs.

22* The broad and long road is vying with its tongue*
while the darkness pent up in between the peaks, emulates
the darkness in the internal part of its mouth.

23. Look here ! The fierce blast of wind heated by
forest fire feels like its breath, and the bad odour of animals
burnt in that forest fire stinks like the flesh of animals in the
stomach of a serpent.
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24. “Will he swallow us all if we enter his mouth 7 1 In

that case, like Bakasura, he will meet his death in a jnoment at

the hands of Krsna”. Saying so, and looking at the fascinating

face of Krsna, the slayer of Baka, they all entered (that

mouth) laughing loudly and clapping their hands.

25. Hearing the mutual discussion—which was far

removed from reality—of his friends who were ignorant of the

factual state of things, Krsrja knew that that was really a demon
simulating the form of a serpent, as the Lord is present in the

hearts of all creatures. The Lord made up his mind to prevent

his companions from entering the demon’s mouth.

26. In the meanwhile, the children along with the calves

entered into the bowels of that demon. But they were not

swallowed up by that ogre who remembered the slaying of his

dear ones, and wa* expecting the entry of the slayer of Baka
viz. Krsna.

27. Lord Krsna, who affords protection to all, was

moved with compassion to see the helpless children and calves

who had no other saviour, and who having slipped out of (the

protective control of) his hands, had become the victims of

the gastric fire of the demon. He was surprised2 at the working

of the Providence.

28. “What should be done now ? How both the objects

viz. the termination of the life of this wicked (demon) and

averting the death of these pious innocents, can be achieved ?”

Pondering over this problem, and knowing the expedient, the

omniscient Hari entered his (Aghasura’s) mouth.

29. At that instant, gods who were behind the curtain

of clouds, shrieked in terror bewailing ‘Alas ! Alas’, while the

demonic friends of Aghasura ofwhom Kamsa was prominent,

exulted in joy.

30. Hearing those (cries and shouts of joy), the Imperi-

shable glorious Lord Krsna instantly increased himself in huge

1 . v.l. visantu sane grafitafr kim asmatt :

Let us all enter it. Let us see if he can devour us—VR.

2. VT. states that Kr?n a was surprised at the powerful working of

Providence, as it exercised its effect even in the presence of himself, in

the case of his devotees who entered the mouth of Aghasura despite his

attempts to prevent them.
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dimensions into the throat of that demon who desired to crush

to powder Krsna along with children and calves.

31. All the passage of breath of that huge-bodied

monster was choked, and his eyes shot out of their sockets. He
was writhing on all sides. His breath being completely obstruct-

ed in his lungs, forced its way out through an aperture in the

crown of its head called Brahma randhra.

32. When all the vital breaths of the demon passed out

that way, Lord Krsna revived to life with his nectarine look,

all his friends and calves who were as good as dead, and came

out of the mouth of the demon again, along with them.

33. A mysterious and powerful light setting ablaze (as

it were) all the ten directions, with its brilliant effulgence,

rose from the huge body of the serpent. It waited in the

firmament for the coming out of the Lord ( from the serpent’s

mouth) and (immediately) entered his person while all the

residents of the celestial world simply looked on in amazement.

34. Overjoyed at the accomplishment of their purpose

by Krsna, the jubilant gods offered their worship by showering

flowers, the celestial damsels, through dancing, Gandharvas,

experts in vocal music, with singing, those well-versed in ins-

trumental music, by playing on their instruments, Brahma^as

(like Narada) through singing hymns of praise, and his atten-

dants and followers ( like Garuda and others) with shouts of

victory.

35. Hearing in the vicinity of his abode ( Satya Loka)

the auspicious and joyous sounds of wonderful hymns of praise,

instrumental and vocal music and shouts of victory, god Brahma,

immediately came to the spot and was wonder-struck at the

glorious feat of the Lord.

36. Oh King ! When the hide of that weird boa-cons-

trictor became dry, it served for a long time as a hiding place

in playing (like a big cave) to the residents ofVraja.

37. Witnessing the exploit of Hari, as a child of five

years, in rescuing them from death (from Aghasura) and

the demon-serpent from death (involved in rebirth in SarjtsSra)

,

the cowherd boys of Vraja told to each other of it in his sixth

year with equal astonishment.
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38. That even a demon like Agha should get his sins,

absolved by his touch, and should get absorbed in,him—an
attainment extremely difficult for the unrighteous, is not to be
wondered at in the case of Hari who has assumed through his

Maya, the form of a human child, but who is (really) the

Creator of all beings, great and small.

39. Even if the semblance of the personality of the

Lord is once installed in one’s heart in meditation, it leads to

the attainment of divine position. What indeed would he not

give to Aghasura in whom he had actually entered, as he had

warded off Maya by the eternal realization of the bliss of his

Divine self.

1

SUta said :

40. Oh Saunaka and other Brahmanas ! Having heard

this wonderful story of his saviour, king Pariksit, who was a gift

(whose life was protected in womb) by Krsna, the Lord of

Yadavas, found his heart fascinated with it, and again request-

ed Suka, the Son of Vyasa, to narrate the same sacred story

about him.

The King
( Parikfit )

submitted2

41 . Oh Brahmana Sage!You said just now that what was

done by Hari in his childhood stage of five years, was sung by

the cowherd boys in the sixth year ( in the pauganda stage) 3
.

Now could an act done at a distant time, can be regarded as

done in the present time.

42. Be pleased to narrate to me, Oh Great Yogin, as I

feel great curiosity about it. How can it be possible unless it is

due to the deluding power
(
Maya ) of Hari, Oh preceptor.

43. Though we are (after all) ordinary K$atriyas we are

the blessed-most persons in this world, inasmuch as we can

1. Here ends the XIII Chapter in VR.

2. Ch. XIII in VR. begins here.

3. The following are names of different stages in life : childhood

Kaumara to the end of the 5th year, boyhood (Pauganda ) to the end of

the 10th year Adolescence
(
Kiiora . to the end of the 15th year. Youth

after the 1 5th year {Yauvana). „
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repeatedly drink the hallowing nectar in the form of stories of
Lord Kf?na from you.

SQta said :

44. Oh the most excellent devotee of the Lord ! When
thus queried, Suka, the son of Badarayana who lost his senses

(i.e. consciousness), due to his immersion in contemplation

about Kr^a when reminded of the Lord by Parik$it’s question,

slowly regained his consciousness of the external world (with

difficulty)
, and began to narrate.

CHAPTER THIRTEEN

Infatuation of God Brahma

Sri Suka said :

1 . A good query has been made by you, Oh highly for-

tunate king. By listening to the stories of the Lord again and

again, you bring new charm to them ( by your intelligent ques-

tions)
, Oh best of Hari’s votaries.

2. It is the nature of the righteous persons who assimilate

only the essentials, that, just as the topic of young damsels is

ever fresh and fascinating to gallants1
, the auspicious stories of

Lord Acyuta (who never slips from rasa appear with fresh

sweetness every moment to them, though their speech, ears and

minds are devoted to them)

.

3. Listen to me attentively, Oh king, for I am disclosing

to you a secret; for preceptors confide what is even confidential

and most hidden, to their loving disciples.

4. Having saved the cowherd boys from death in the

mouth of the demon Agha in the aforesaid manner, the Lord

brought them to the sandy bank of the river, and spoke as

follows:

i, If an extremely disgustible object like a woman can become an

object of ever fresh sweetness and love, what need be said about the

glorious Lord—VT.
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5. “Extremely beautiful is this bank of soft, clean, stain-

less sand, so spacious and suitable for our sports, oh frignds ! It

is encircled by beautiful trees, rendered fascinating by the

echoing notes and humming of bees attracted here by the sweet

smell of blooming lotuses.

6. Let us have our meal here. It is high time now as

the day is considerably advanced and we are oppressed with

hunger. Let the calves drink water and leisurely graze the

grass nearby.”

7. Approving of his proposal, (lit. saying *so be it’),

they led the calves to drink water and set them to graze in the

green pasture. Untying their slings (and opening their tiffin-

boxes), they enjoyed the lunch with the Lord in great delight.

8. Sitting together closely round Krsna in a number of

circular rows, and all of them facing him1 with their eyes

blooming fully, the boys of Vraja shone (looked brilliant) like

lotus-petals grown round the pericarp (of that lotus)

.

9. Some improvised flowers and leaves as dining plates,

some tender leaves and shoots, some fruits, some their wallet-

slings, some barks and slabs of stones (for plates), and they

enjoyed their meals.

10. (Even though each boy participated something of

the dishes, others had brought) each boy severally showed

(by gestures etc.) the special taste of his own dish, laughing

himself and making all others laugh. (In this way) all took

their meals with the Lord (who also tasted something of the

dish brought by each of them)

.

11. The presiding Deity and the Enjoyer of sacrifices as

he was, he indulged in child-like sports, and with his flute

between his belly and his pitdmbara (silken loin cloth2) and his

horn and cane under the left arm (pit), and holding a soft

morsel of boiled rice mixed with curds and (choice eatable)

fruits held in between his fingers of his left hand, he occupied a

1. VC. explains that it was Kr?na who, being ‘possessed of hands,

feet, eyes, heads and faces in all direc t ion s ’
(
sari-atah pan x -pdtlatp tatsarvato'kfi-

Jiro-tnukfwip) faced each of them, making each elated to feel that he alone

had the privilege of facing him directly—a blessing denied to others.

KD. : The boys lost their individuality in Kr?na (13.24*28).

2. Belt-like garment round the waist. (KD).
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central position in the circle of his friends, and made them to

laugh by cracking jokes—And gods from the celestial regions

simply looked on (envious that they are not lucky enough to

participate)

.

12. As the cowherd boys whose minds were absorbed in

Lord Krsna were having their repast, the calves, being allured

by luxuriantly grown pasture, strayed away deep into the woods,

oh scion of Bharata.

13. Perceiving that they were overwhelmed with fear (at

the straying away of calves) ,
Krsna, the terror to the terrors of

the world, reassured them, saying, “Friends, (Don’t worry—lit.

cast aside all your fears) . Please do not disturb your meal. I

shall fetch all the calves here”.

14. With these words, while the morsel of boiled rice

mixed with curds was in his hand, Krsna went in search of his

calves over the mountains, in caverns, in bushes and thick

jungle.

15. God Brahma (the lotus-born god) 1 who formerly stood

in heaven to witness the release (of the cowherd boys and

calves
)
from Aghasura and was greatly astonished, desired to see

another sweet feat of the Lord who assumed the form ofa child

through his Maya power, and he lifted up the calves and

abducted the cowherd boys, and carried them to some place and

vanished himself.

16. Not being able to find the calves, and failing to see

the cowherd boys on the sandy bank, Krsna searched for both

of them all round.

17. Not finding either the calves or their protectors

(cowherd boys) anywhere within that forest, Krsna who knows

everything in the Universe, understood it to be the work of god

Brahma.

18. Thereupon, with a view to bring joy to the mothers

of the cowherd-boys (by restoring their children and calves) ,
as

well as to god Brahma (by allowing the boys and calves to

i. VG. suggests a pun on jala(tfa) due to the interchangeability of

-d- and -1-. A lotus is born out ofJala (water) which is jada (wanting in

intelligence) and god Brahm& is born out of that knowledgeless inert

being called lotus. Hence his own intelligence shares the stupidity of its

heredity.
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remain in his charge) , Krsna, the Maker and the Controller of

the Universe, converted himself both (into the cowherd boys

and the calves)

.

19. Having exactly changed him into the same size and

number of small bodies of the cowherd boys and calves, with

same proportion and size of their limbs like hand, feet etc.,

taking with them the same (number and size of) sticks, horns,

flutes, decorative leaves on the head, slings and wearing the

same clothes and ornaments, and assuming the same goodness

of nature (or character)
, accomplishments, name, form and age

as well as their ways of sporting etc. (of each individual)
,

the

birthless Lord Krsna, being thus identical with all forms, shone

there as a concrete illustration, proving the veracity of the

Vedic text : “Everything in the universe is pervaded by

Visnu.”

20. Having converted himself into the form of calves

which were tended back bv his ownself in the form of cowherd

boys, and playing with his own forms, Krsna, the self and the

self of all, entered Vraja.

21. Having taken the respective calves separately to

their own houses, and tying them into their respective stalls, he

entered the respective houses of the cowherd boys and stayed

there in their form, oh King.

22. Rising hurriedly at the sound of the flutes, the

mothers (of the cowherd boys) raised them up and hugged them

fast in their arms. With their breasts overflowing with milk of

motherly affection which was sweet like nectar and inebriating,

they suckled the Para Brahman mistaking him for their children.

23. Observing the time-schedule of games etc., during

different parts of the day, and returning in time in the evening

at the usual time, Krsna ( the consort of Laksmi) in the form

of a cowherd boy) was fondled and treated with shampooing,

bathing, anointing (with sandal paste, pigments etc.) , decora-

ting (with ornaments)
, evil-warding rites, applying the decora-

tive mark
(
tilaka

)
on the forehead, feeding (with dishes)

etc. ( by the Gopis) . He also filled them with great joy by his

sportive winsome ways.

24. Thereupon the cows returned hurriedly to their own
pens, and inviting their respective calves by their specific
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lowing-calls, suckled them with milk overflowing from their

udders, licking the calves (all over)
, every now and then.

25. The maternal affection of the kine and the Gopis

towards him (in the form of calves and cowherd boys), was the

same as before, except that their affection grew more ardent,

and Hari’s behaviour towards them as (their) child was the

same as before, but there was no delusion (in Krsna’s relation

with them, as was in the case of their real children)

.

26. (In this way) for one year, the affection of the

residents of Vraja towards their children grew gradually every

day (as they were the parts arhias of the Lord)
,
but in the case

of Krsna it developed in an unprecedent way and became
unlimited (as he was the ariiSin—the Lord himself).

27. In this way, protecting and being tended himself in

the form of calves, by himself, in the capacity of cowherd boys,

he sported himself for one year, in the forest, as well as in

Vraja.

28. One day, while it was some five or six days to

complete the period of a year, Krsna, alongwith Balarama

entered the forest, while they were tending the calves.

29. The cows which were grazing grass on the top of the

Govardhana hill saw from afar their calves pasturing near Vraja.

30. As soon as the herd of cows saw them, they being over-

powered wifh affection for the calves, forgot themselves. They
rushed by a path difficult to be followed by their protectors

(cowherds). Like bipeds (due to fast running on all fours),

with their necks contracted towards their humps and with tails

raised up, they dashed on speedily bellowing (all the while)

,

and with milk oozing out of their udders, all the way.

31. Coming down to the foot of the Govardhana hill, the

cows, though they had their own calves, suckled them with the

milk from their udders, licking the bodies of the calves (with

such intense eagerness) as if they wanted to swallow them.

32. Being extremely angry at their disgrace and inability

in restraining and controlling the cows, and making their way

with great difficulty through the inaccessible hilly track, they

saw their sons, along with the calves.

33. With their hearts submerged in (i.e. overwhelmed

with) affection at the sight of their children and with filial love
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surging in them, they forgot their anger, and raising their

children with their arms and embracing them, they
#
smelt on

the crowns of their heads and were enraptured.

34. Then the grown-up Gopas who felt extremely happy

at the embrace of their children, withdrew slowly with a heavy

heart from that place with tears gushing out at their memory.

35. Observing the intense longing and love growing

every moment in the heart of Vraja (people and the cows) for

their children (and calves), though weaned away from their

mother’s breast, Balarama failed to understand its reason and

began to think :

36. “It is really wonderful that the affection of the people

of Vraja—and I am no exception to it—towards their children is

increasing in intensity by leaps and bounds as never before, as

it did in the case of Vasudeva, the soul of the whole of the

universe.

37. What infatuation is this ? Whence has it emerged ?

Is this delusion caused by gods, men or demons ? Most probably

it must be the deluding potency of my Lord and of none else, as

it enchants even me (No other Maya has this power of deluding

me)

38. Giving deep thought to the matter, Balarama, of the

DaSarha clan, saw through his spiritual eye (lit. the eye of

knowledge) that all the calves and his cowherd friends were the

Lord Krsna himself.

39.

* (Balarama asked Krsna)—“These (cowherd boys)

are not the rulers of gods. Nor are these (cows) the sages (as

I know them to be) . It is you who appear in these different

forms. Be pleased to tell me, how all this took place.” The
Lord briefly explained which Balarama could grasp correctly.

39A. VR.’s text adds :

(When Brahma returned after hiding the cows and

cowherd boys to Satya loka) Even Brahma was disallowed by

*(i) SS. Balarama wanted to know how the Lord though one be-

came many. Here SS. quotes Tait-Up. 2.5 vijddnarh cdvijHanam ca Satyam

cdnjtam ca satyam abhavat.

(2) VR. ‘Be pleased to tell how you who are the one, came to be

many.* Kr?na explained that as stated in the Vedas, He accomplished it

through His Will. Balarama came to understand it now.
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his own doorkeepers who were deluded by Kf?na who assumed

the four-faced form and occupied his (Brahma’s) seat in the

satyaloka, and he had to go back.

40. When the self-born god (Brahma) returned in a

quarter of a moment or half (the time of winking of eyes)

according to his measure of time which amounted to one human
year, he saw Hari playing as before with all his companions,

even at the end of the year.

41. “Whatever number of children there was in Gokula

along with the calves—all of them are stupefied and lying in the

bed of my Maya-power and none of them has awakened.

42. Who are these and whence have they come as they

are other than those who are under the spell of my deluding

power ? They are the same in number and have been playing

with Krsna (Visnu—the all-pervading Lord) for a period of

one year.

43. Pondering for a long time on these differences

(between children under his spell and those playing with

Krsna) , the self-born god Brahma could not, even with diffi-

culty, distinguish between those (children and calves) who were

real and who were not.

44. Thus in his attempt to delude Visnu (Krsna) who
transcends

,
all delusion, yet is deluding the whole universe, god

Brahma found himself enchanted by his own deluding capacity.

45. Just as the darkness caused by a drop of mist (be-

comes absorbed in the darkness of night, and like the light

emitted by the fire-fly gets merged in the broad day-light, simi-

larly lower type of mdyd (deluding power) when used against a

superior person loses its effectiveness and is lost to the user.

46. And Lo ! While god Brahma was looking on, in a

moment all the cowherds appeared dark as cloud in complexion

and wearing silken yellow garments.

47. (They were) endowed with four arms wielding in

each hand a conch, a discus, a mace and a lotus; (they were)

wearing crowns, ear-rings, pearl-necklace and wreaths of sylvain

flowers.

48. (They were) adorned with Sri-vatsa (a curl ofgolden

hair on the right bosom), armlets (aAgada) and a pair of
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bejeweled bracelets marked with three lines like conchs, on

their wrists.

48A. VR.'s text :

With their chest beautified by Sri-vatsa and with kaustubha

gem-pendant round the neck, they appeared shining with

anklets, bangles, girdles and rings.

49. All over their persons, from head to foot, they were

beautified with wreaths of tender, fresh Tulasi offered to them

by highly meritorious (devotees).

50. With their smiles bright like the moon-light (the

whiteness of which represents the sattva-guna
,
whose function is

the protection and preservation of the world) and with their

side-long glances from their reddish eyes ( the reddishness of

which stands for the rajo-guna the function of which is the crea-

tion of the world)
,
they looked like the creators and protectors

of the desires of their votaries (they fulfilled whatever desire

aroused in the heart of their devotees) with the help of sattva

and rajas.1

51. They were adored severally by means of dancing,

singing and offering many other courses of worship by all

embodied beings, mobile and immobile, from Brahma’s own self

to a clump of grass, all endowed with a corporeal form.

52. They were waited upon all around by mystic powers

like animd (power of becoming atomic in size) and by potencies

such as Maya, Vidya and by twentyfour principles (enumerated

by Sankhyas

)

beginning with Mahat (—all assuming the forms of

persons)

.

53. They were also attended upon by the Time-spirit*

(which sets in motion the process of creation by disturbing the

balance of the guttas of Prakrti)

,

Nature, Samskaras (latent

desires or proclivities), Desire (for enjoyment)
,
Activity, the

three gu^as—all assuming corporal forms, with their glories

eclipsed by the Lord.

54. All of them were embodiments of the one absolute

essence consisting of reality, knowledge and infinite bliss. Their

t . They appeared like Protectors with their white sattva-like smiles

and shone with their reddish side-glances like creators by the reddish-

rajas gupa—SR.

a. C. Kdlah svabhiao apatiryaddfccha etc.— $V. Up, i.a
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greatness and glory were incomprehensible even to those who
have obtained the vision of Upanifadic knowledge.

55. It was only once that Brahma espied that all those

forms were identical with the Supreme Brahman by whose light

the universe both mobile and immobile, animate and inanimate

stands revealed.1

56. Thereupon, when god Brahma, out of great curiosity

and wonder, directed his eyes elsewhere ( towards himself or to

his seat on the swan, he was so over-whelmed by the spiritual

effulgence of the Lord that all his eleven sense-organs (five

conative, five cognitive senses and the mind) became dazed and
motionless; And he stood still and silent like a statuette of a

secondary deity by the side of the presiding deity of that settle-

ment
(
Vraja ).

57. When Brahma, the Lord of Sarasvatl (the goddess of

learning) who was incapable of comprehending Lord Krsna’s

(or the Supreme Brahman’s) special glory and greatness, be-

came confused about Brahman which is beyond the reach of

logical reasoning, and is thus incomprehensible—Brahman
which stands resplendent in its perfect bliss ; is far above and

beyond Maya, and is unborn, and can be known only through

the Veddntic (Upanifadic

)

texts which describe It in the negative

terms
(
neti> neti—‘It is not so, It is not such’), and he could not

even perceive the manifestation at all, Krsna, the Supreme

Unborn Lord immediately understood god Brahma’s perplexity,

and drew off the curtain of his Maya.

58. Thereupon god Brahma whose vision to view the

outside world was restored, opened his eyes with difficulties

like a person brought back to life from death, and verily saw

again this whole universe along with himself.

59. Immediately he cast his eyes around in all directions

and found stretched before him the ( vista of) Vfndavana forest

abounding in trees providing the means of subsistence to

people, and with desirable objects* (necessities of life) in

plenty.

1. tasya bhasa sarvam idam vibhdti—Murid, Up. 2.2.10, Sv. Up. 6.14.

2. SS., VT. interpret ‘samapriya’ as :

(i) Vfndavana, Govardhana etc. Liked by Lord Krsna or (ii)

along with Lord Ktfna who was dear to goddess Lak$mi (m&)

.
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60. In that forest, men, deer and other animals who are

( normally) inimical by nature, lived together as fmends, and

from which hatred, covetiouness (and other passions) had dis-

appeared due to the presence of Krsna.

61. (§R.) brings out the full significance of every

attribute of Krsna thus)

:

And Brahma, the highest deity in the Universe, perceived

the Lord acting before him the part of a child born in the

family of cowherd—The Lord who, though without a second, was

searching for calves, though absolutely one, was ( trying to find

)

his friends (cowherd boys), though endowed with unfathomable

knowledge, was attempting to search them (as if he did not

know) ; though he was Infinite and omnipresent, he was looking

around
;
though he was the Supreme Lord, he was behaving

like a child, and though the Brahman himself, he held

a morsel of food in his hand.

62. As soon as he beheld it, Brahma hastily alighted

from his mount (swan) and lay prostrate before him like a stuff

of gold on the ground. Touching his pair of feet with the

crest of his four crowns, he paid respects to him and bathed his

feet with his holy tears ofjoy.

63. And repeatedly remembering the great glory of the

Lord witnessed by him uptill now, he rose again and again to

lay prostrate at his feet for a long time.

64. Thereupon, rising up gradually, he rubbed his eyes.

Looking up intently at Hari but with a bent head, he folded his

palms and with great humility and concentration of mind, he,

with his body trembling with emotions and in a faltering voice,

chanted the praise of the Lord.
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CHAPTER FOURTEEN

God Brahmd eulogizes Krfna

Brahma said :

1. I submit my eulogium unto you, Oh praiseworthy

Lord (in the form of) the child of the cowherd Nanda The

Lord whose personality is dark-blue like a rainy cloud, in com-

plexion; (who is) clad in silken garments refulgent like lightn-

ing; whose sublimely charming face appears glorious with

ornaments of Gunja seeds and a crest of peacock feathers; (who

is) adorned with wreaths of sylvain foliage and flowers; whose

splendid beauty is enhanced with a morsel of food (in the left

hand)
,

a cane and a horn (under left arm-pit) and flute and

other emblems and whose feet are soft and tender.

2. Even though I am (god) Brahma (the creator of the

world) , I am not really competent to comprehend even with

my mind concentrated (inwardly) this corporeal form of yours

which you have revealed to me for showering your Grace on

me1—a form you assumed at your sweet will (or as desired by

your devotees) but is not composed of elements2 (gross or

subtle) . Much less can I comprehend directly you who (being

transcendental to gums) are absolute bliss of The Self.3

3. Oh Lord ! Unconquerable as you are in the three

1. SS. It is impossible for me to comprehend any form you assume

in your incarnations, and the greatness of your attributes, unless you, who

are the absolute truth, bliss and consciousness condescend to enable me to

do so, out of grace.

2. $N. (Srlnivasa-Suri)—A follower of RSmanuja The persona-

lity of the Supreme Self (God) is never composed of elements :

na bhuta-iarigha-samsthdno dehosya paTamatmana}} / quotes Srlnivasa-Suri

($N). It is through His Grace that His all-pervading sentient-cum-

nonsentient personality can be grasped with pure mind.

3. VBandGD. : Eulogy is the description of greatness. But even

though you, out of grace unto me, have assumed this form, it is impossible

for me to comprehend even this, with all the capacity of pure mind con-

centrated within. Need it be told that it is impossible for me to com-

prehend the greatness of your self of absolute existence, consciousness and

bliss.
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worlds, you appear conquered by those (devotees) wfco giving up

all efforts in attaining knowledge, lead their life reverentially

paying their respects with their body, speech and mind, to your

stories (spontaneously recounted by the righteous) ,
as they come

to their ears without leaving their homes (but by remaining in

the company of those pious devotees)
.

(What is the propriety

in exerting for knowledge ?)

4*. Nothing else but sheer exertions only like those who

engage themselves in pounding merely the outer husk of grains

(which contains no grains and as such yield no food-grains at

all by this labour of pounding) ,
is the resultant lot of those

who, neglecting the path of devotion which is the fountain head

of all blessings in the form of material prosperity here and

liberation from Sarhs&ra hereafter, undergo troubles to attain

mere knowledge only, Oh Omnipresent Lord !

5. Oh Infinite Lord ! In days of old, in this (very)

world, a number of yogins (who failed to attain spiritual wisdom

by the path of yoga) dedicated all their desires and activities

unto you, and obtained the knowledge of their self only through

Devotion awakened in them by the resignation of their activities

and desires (to you) ,
and by virtue of listening to your stories,

and thus they easily attained to your Supreme Nature (God-

head) , Oh Acyuta.

6. It is, however, possible, Oh Almighty Lord, to com-

prehend your glory properly by the pure-souled ones (who

have thoroughly controlled their senses) through their

personal realization of the self, who is above modifications and

* (i) SS.
%
VR., SN. The pursuit of the Self by following the

path of knowledge (brushing aside the path of devotion) results in no ing

but more afflictions as stated in BG 12.5:

KUio*dhika-trras tefam avyaktdiakta-cetasdm I

(ii) VB. : Bhakti (Devotion) is like the Wish-yielding-gem (Cinte-

mani). It confers knowledge of the self as well. But mere P“r*mt ° 1

K

knowledge is sheer affliction and does not bear any fruit [Khiayuktab, na

tuphalayuktah). It does not yield secondary or unessential fruit or even

incidental (
ptdsaAgika) fruit. . • K

(iii) KD. interprets bhakti (devotion) a$ abheda bhaktt (in w“

the distinction between . the devotee and God disappears) . Bhaktt itself »

the essential knowledge (Bhakti teci mukhya Jildna)^ and people reached.

nirvana (Liberation) through bhakti only ( 1

4

.4 *

3

1 "89

)
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transcends all forms, for it is self-illuminating (and as such is

beyond objective perception in ‘this—that relation’) and not

by any other way.

7. Has anyone ever been able even to calculate (and

estimate) your attributes when you are verily their actual

support and controller—especially when you have incarnated

for the well-being of the universe by manifesting innumerable

qualities ? Nobody, even if he be so exceptionally competent

and clever as to count minutely all the particles of the (dust on

the) earth, or the dew-drops in the sky, or the luminous parti-

cles in the rays of the sun, in a span of many births.1

8. He who, eagerly and anxiously waiting for your

compassion and grace, experiences (in a detached manner),

the fruits of his (past) actions and leads a life of complete

reverential submission unto you, in thought word and deed,

becomes a partner in the State of Liberation* (as if it is his

ancestral property)

.

9. Oh AlmightyJUord ! Look at this wicked foolhardiness

ofmine. Extremely insignificant as I am (before you of whom I

am born) like a dame of fire emanating from (the universe

consuming) conflagration, I, with a view to see the exhibition

of my magnificent grandeur, tried to cover (delude) even you

with my mdyS when you are the Infinite, Eternal, Supreme Self,

the Deluder of the deluders.

10. Hence, Oh Imperishable Lord, be pleased to forgive

me who am born of rajas and therefore steeped in ignorance.

Under the false notion that I am the real Supreme Ruler

independent of you, I became blind by my arrogant ignorance

of being the real birthless creator of the universe. Therefore

this person (I, Brahmi) may please be regarded as deserving

your grace (pity) as he (I) has a protector in you.

11. What am I after all, but an insignificant being in-

vested with a body of seven spans (according to my humble

1 . Cf. To vd Anantasya gupdn anantan /

anu-kramifyan so tu bdla-buddhifr/

1

rajdthsi bhdmer gafupet kathaHcit /

Kalena naivikhila-iakti-dhSmnab //

KD

—

Sukalba—Span of life extending over innumerable births.

14.7.264.

2. J.G.B. {JG.'s Brhatkramo-sandarbha)

:

Become an attendant (pdrfada) of Vi?nu in this very life.
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measure)
, and confined in a momentary perishable small pot-

like egg called the world, covered with the sheaths of tgmas i.e.

Prakfti (Primordial matter)
,
mahat (cosmic intelligence)

,

ahamkSra (cosmic ego)
, elements like the ether, air, fire, water

and earth ? How infinitely great is your glory?1 The pores
(of the skin) of whose body are like ventilators through which
innumerable egg-like universes (each as big as mine) flow in

and out like atoms. How can I stand any comparison with
you ? (Being extremely insignificant, compassion may kindly be
shown to me of your own accord ( Sanatana Gosvami’s Brhat
Tofani)

.

12. Oh Lord, transcendental to sense perception l
1 Does

the raising of feet by the foetus become an offence against the

mother ? (No. On the contrary the mother is happy to feel

that the child in her is alive and kicking. Hence whatever has
been committed by me, does not constitute an offence) . Is

there anything described as being existent or non-existent out-

side your bowels?2 (It behoves you to forgive all my offences

with a motherly affection, as you have announced yourself (in

BG.9.17) to be the father, mother and protector of the

universe)

.

13. The traditional scriptural statement that Brahma,
the unborn god, was verily born of (lit. sprang from) the stalk

of the lotus forming the umbilical cord of the navel of Narayana
lying on the cosmic waters of the deluge, caused by comming-
ling all the seas, at the end of the three worlds, is not false.

Am I not thus born of you Oh Lord ?

14* Are you not Narayana ? Yes, you are Narayana in-

asmuch as you are the soul of all embodied creatures, who

1. Adhokfqja : As I owe all the power ofmy senses etc. to you, no
act committed by me be taken as an offence—VT.

2. All the sentient and non-sentient universe born of you and ulti-

mately is being absorbed in you, is insignificant like an atom and is within

you—SS.

•This verse gives or rather implies different popular etymologies
of ‘N&rAyapa’. $R gives them as follows

JYdrath JivasamUhafr, ayanam airepab—
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thus form your dwelling place (and ndra means the aggregate

of living beings) . You are Narayaija as you are the Lord who

preside over and promote life in all beings, and being the wit-

ness to the entire universe, you alone know them all. You are

the Narayana—the Deity that abide in (and thus are the basis)

of all the twenty-four principles evolved out of Nara, as well as

waters—your abode for reposing, which is the evolute of Nara

who is also your part. Even your reposing on water is also not

true, but your mdyJ, as your form is indiscernible.

15. (Your form is beyond accurate determination or

ascertainment, for) If your form which is the basic support of

the world, reposed on cosmic waters in reality, how is it that I

could not see it at that time when I tried for one hundred years

to explore through the lotus-stalk out of which I came, (the

source of my birth) ,
Oh Lord of inconceivable power. Or why

(i) Nara—aggregate of all beings; ayanam—abode. Hence one who

dwells in all bodies as their soul.
.

(ii) Narasya ayanam pravfttih—The source of the Promoter of all the

aggregate ofjivas.

(iii ) Naram ayase—You know the aggregate of all beings, ay

know.

(iv) Nara—that which is produced from Nara.

Nara—water. Narayana is one who dwells in or reposes on water.

The above etymologies are supported by SS., VR. etc. SN. quotes the

following verses in support of the above etymologies.

ndrdndm ayanatvacca Ndfdyana iti smxtafy i

nara-sabdena jivdndm samukafr procyatt budhaifrl/

tefSm ayana-bhdtatvdn NdrQyana iti smftafr /

ndro nardndm sanghdtas taydham ayanath gatih /

tendsmi muniblhr nityam Pfardyaya iti sraftah jf

cetand'cetanam larvath Vifnoryad lyatiricyate /

ndrath todayanath cedamyasya Ndrdyanas tu soft If

VT. states that God’s reposing on cosmic water is not illusory

{mdyika)

,

because it, being a sportive act (lila) of God, is real.

SG. explains, god Brahm$ was so over-whelmed with the spiritual

fcat (of assuming the form of calves, cowherd boys etc.) that he regarded

Lord Krfna as greater than NSrayan a, “Oh Kr?na you are not Narayana,

Oh Lord of the totality of Brahm§h«Jas (all the universe) is only your part

or a ray ?” „ _

According to SG. Krfha is the real, complete Supreme Person

{Kxttfas tii
perpa purufottamaft)
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was it that it became clearly visible to me in my heart when I

performed severe penance and why was it that it iifitantly dis-

appeared.

1

16. It is here only in this your incarnation (as Kr??a)
that you have clearly demonstrated the illusory nature of this

entire external universe to your mother, by manifesting it comp-
letely in your abdomen, Oh dispeller of Maya.

17. Just as this entire universe including yourself appears
present in your bowels, it is also manifested the same way even
outside your bowels. Is this (double manifestation) possible

except through your deluding potency.

18. Has not the illusive nature of this universe with the

exception of your own self, been demonstrated to me by you
even today ?—-At first (before I stole away the calves and the

cowherd boys from Vraja) you were one. Then you assumed the

forms of all your friends and calves from Vraja. You then reveal-

ed yourself in as many four-armed forms which were worshipped
by all as well as by me. Then you became as many universes.

You still remain the sole same Infinite Brahman without any
second.1

1 9. To persons who are ignorant ofyour real nature,* you,

the all-pervading Lord abide in Prakrti and you spread your

Maya at your free will, and appear (though one as many) as if

you are myself (i.e. god Brahma) at the creation of the Universe,

1. VB : As I am your son the parental relation requires mutual
sights. How is it that I could not see you often ?

2. V.B. In the ultimate analysis nothing but Brahman without a
second remains and nothing else.

SG. The forms of calves and cowherd boys assumed by you were not

illusory. Although whatever forms you manifested were discernible as

separate, you are the second-less Brahman who baffle (all attempts at)

discernment. What remains is your own self, the Brahman characterised

by Truth, Knowledge, infinite Bliss.

3. JG.—Those who do not rompiehcnd your greatness call this all

as M£y& and not the working of your yogic power which is indescribable.

The process of creation, protection or destruction of the world or assump-
tion of the forms of calves and cowherds is not jugglery or Mdyd, but your
real sport at your free will.

Padaol—^The path of devotion (SG., VG.) and andtmani—‘In the
body,’
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as yourself i.e. Visnu for its protection, and as the three-eyed

god Siva, at the time of the dissolution of the universe.

20. Oh Creator and Controller of the Universe ! Unborn

as you are, you incarnate among gods (e.g. Vamana) ,
sages

(e.g. Vyasa)
, as well as among men (e.g. Rama and Kr?na)

,

sub-human beings (e.g. beasts as in the Boar incarnation) and

acquatic animals (the Fish and Tortoise incarnations) for

subduing the pride of the wicked, and showering grace on the

righteous and saintly people1, Oh Lord !

21. Oh Supreme Lord ! The receptacle of infinite

powers (like knowledge, power, energy etc.) ! The In-dweller

in the hearts of all ! Who knows (or is capable of knowing)

the nature, time, place, extent of your sportive acts in which

you indulge, after spreading out (exhibiting) your Yogic

(deluding) Potency, in these three worlds, Oh Master of Yoga.

22. Hence, though this entire world which is of unreal

nature like dream-experience, devoid of intelligence and full

of endless, innumerable miseries, appears and disappears in You

who are infinite, eternal bliss and knowledge incarnate , and

through Maya it seems to be real and possessing your

characteristics.

23. You are the only one Self (
dtman

)
abiding in the

bodies of living beings, the ancient-most, real, self-refulgent,

infinite, first and foremost, eternal, imperishable person of unob-

structed blissfulness, untainted (by any blemish or Maya),

perfect, without any second, free from limitations and immortal.

24. Those who, through correct upani/adic mystic vision

obtained from the sun-like spiritual preceptors, properly

comprehend you as being of the above description, as the self-

abiding in all beings, and as their own soul, easily cross this ocean

of Saihsdra (metem-psychosis) which is (as a matter of fact)

unreal.

25. In the case of those who do not comprehend the

dtman (The Self) in its essential nature, the entire world or

Sariis&ra is created due to this lack of understanding. But

Pari-tr&ptya sadhOndtfi vin&idya ca dufkrtim /

dhama-sarhsth&pan&Tth&ya sambhavdmi yugeyvgi //

—BG'4,8
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through realization and enlightenment (about his nature) the

samsdra disappears again, as the appearance and disappearance
of the body of a serpent (super-imposed through ignorance) on
a rope (does before and after realization of the real nature of
the rope)

.

26. The bondage of saihsdra and Liberation from it,

are terms which, as a matter of fact, are instituted through
ignorance. They are not separate entities distinct from the

reality characterised by truth and knowledge. When considered

against the background of the absolute transcendental Paramdtman
ofeternal consciousness, they cease to have separate existence,

as do the day and night in the (sphere of the) sun.

27. How pitiable is the ignorance of these ignorant

people that they consider you, their real self, as other (different

from themselves)
, and their body as their very self. And thus

they think that their real self is to be searched for outside in

external objects.

28. Oh Infinite Lord ! Righteous people really seek you
within the body (which is composed of matter and the spirit),

by discarding that which is ‘Not-that’ (non-self) . Can pious

men of accurate judgement arrive at that correct conclusion, that

the rope lying near (which was mistaken fora serpent) is

certainly a rope, unless they have negated the wrong super-

imposition of a serpent over that rope (through ignorance)

.

29. It is, however, he (your devotee) who is blest with

the slightest grace of the pair of your lotus-like feet, who under-

stands the real nature of the glory and power of the Lord, and
not a person who is searching for it for a long time (but has not

been favoured with your Grace)
,
Oh Lord !

30. Oh Protector (of the universe) ! May I be blessed

with that great luck, whereby in this very life (of Brahma) or

in any other birth, even in sub-human beings, I shall be one of

your devotees, and serve your foliage-like tender feet ?

31. Oh ! How highly blessed are the cows and women
of Vraja, the nectarine milk from whose udders and breasts is

sucked with extreme delight (and satisfaction) by you in the

form of calves and (cowherd) boys. Oh ! Omnipresent Lord,

to whom even sacred sacrifices have not been able to give grati-

fication (to that extent) even till today. .
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32. How surprisingly admirable (and enviable) is the

good luck of Nanda and the cowherds of Vraja, that they have

a friend in you, the eternal perfect Brahman, the embodiment
of the highest bliss.

33. (As it is simply beyond the capacity of anyone to

describe it) let the greatness of the fortune of these cowherds be

kept aside for the time being. But we eleven-god Siva and

others (the presiding deities of sense-organs) are exceptionally

fortunate, for, through the cups in the form of the sense-organs

( of these cowherds)
,
we constantly drink the exhilarating and

inebriating sweet nectar-like honey of your lotus-feet, ( How
much more blessed are the cowherds of Vraja who can enjoy

your personal charms through all their senses, if our single

organ medium is so enchanting !)

.

34. It will be an exceedingly high fortune to be born in

any species (even as humble grass) here, in this forest (of

Vrndavana) , especially in Gokula, where one may have the

(good luck ) of bathing (from head to foot, all over the body)

in the dust of the feet of any one (of the devoted inhabitants)

from Gokula; for their entire life is the Lord Mukunda Himself,

the dust of whose feet is still sought after by the Vedas.

35. As Putana merely through her assumption ofthe guise

of the good (pretending motherly affection to you) was brought

to your region along with the members of her family, our

mind is baffled in trying to guess what fruit other than yourself,

the highest possible reward in the world, you can confer on
these residents of Vraja whose homes, wealth, friends, beloved

relatives, their selves, sons, life and mind are completely dedi-

cated to you (and are meant for you) , Oh Lord.

36. Oh Lord Krsna ! So long as people do not become
yours (your votaries), passions like desire, hatred etc. act as

i. gives the following list of organs p/esided over by deities. The
mind (the moon god), buddhi—intellect (Brahma), aharhkdra—ego (Siva),

the auditory sense (
dig-dtvatd—deities presiding over the cardinal points)

,

the tactile sense (V5yu—the wind god), the sight (the sun gods) the

sense of taste (Varuna—the Lord of waters) , the olfactory sense (Asvini

Kumaras), organ of speech (Agni—the fire god), hands (Indra), feet

(Upendra). The organs of excretion and urination seem to have been ex-

cluded in the Bhigavata verse and the inclusion of god Brahma and Siva are

substituted to make up the number eleven.
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thieves (to deprive them of their merits or spiritual wealth) and

the house serves as a prison and infatuation works as fetors.

37. Oh Lord ! Even though you are transcendental to

the world and as such have nothing to do with the worldly life,

you play your role in this (worldly) life for enhancing the rap-

turous joy of people who have submitted to you for resort.

38. I have nothing to say about those who
(
pose that

they) know you. Let them. (In fact, they are deluded in think-

ing that way). But as far as I am concerned, your glory is

beyond the ken ofmy mind, body (senses) and speech.

39. Oh Krsna ! Be pleased to grant me leave (to depart)

.

You know everything, Oh Omniscient Lord. You are the pro-

tector of the world. This world and this person (both of which

I wrongly regarded as mine) are now offered to you.

40. My respectful obeisance to the end of this Kalpa

(the duration ofmy life) to you, Oh Lord Krsna who cause

delight to the lotus (in the form) ofVrsni clan, who bring flow-

tide to the sea in the form ( i.e. enhance the prosperity) of the

earth, gods, Brahmanas and the cows
;
the dispeller of the dark-

ness of the pseudo-religious hypocrites, the destroyer of the

demons on the earth and adorable to gods (right) from the sun.

£ri Suka said :

41.

* After offering his hymn in praise of the Supreme

Lord in this way, god Brahma ( the creator of the Universe)

circumambulated him thrice (out of respect), and bowing

down to his feet, he returned to his region which is adorable to

and desired by all.

42. The Lord granted permission to god Brahma who
was born of him ( and was therefore, pardoned his audacity to

test the Lord) . He brought back the (original) calves to the

sandy bank of his choice (for the common dinner with the cow-

herd boys in that picnic) where his companions were (already

waiting) as before.

*VT. notes that Kr??a by his silence, refused god Brahm&’s re-

quest to stay in his vicinity and indicated that one must execute one’s

prescribed duties during the tenure of his office

—

yivad adhikaram avasthitir adhikdripim
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43. Though the children were separated from Kjr^ga,

the very lord of their life, for one complete year, they thought

it to be only half a moment due to the effect of the illusive

power of Kysna, Oh king.

44. What do they not forget in this world when the

mind is infatuated with the Maya Potency of the Lord ? The
whole world under its deluding influence often forgets itself.

45. His companions greeted Kj-sna, “Welcome for your

speedy return. Not a single morsel has been eaten by us (during

your absence). Have a hearty meal.”

46. Laughing (loudly at the welcome) Kf$na, the Lord

of sense organs, had his meal with the cowherd boys. He showed

them the skin of the boa-constrictor, and returned to Vraja

from the forest.

47. With person attractively decorated with peacock

feathers, flowers and variegated mineral colours and exultant

at the fanfare of the transporting sounds of flutes whistles of

leaves and horns that were loudly blown, and shouting at the

calves while tending them, Krsna whose looks brought delight

to the eyes of the cowherd women,1 entered Vraja, while his

companions singing his hallowing glory, followed him.

48. The children sang in Vraja : “By this child, the

delight of Yosoda, a big serpent was killed today and we were

saved from it”.

King Parikfit enquired :

49. Oh Brahman sage*! Be pleased to explain to me
how was this unbounded abundance of love which was never

before exhibited (by the inhabitants of Vraja) even to the

children born to them, was possible in the case of Krsna who
was born of another.2

i. SG., as an alternate explanation, introduces R3dh& here, yad vd

Sri-Krfnaika-priyayd bhagavatydh Sri Radhadevydb tan netrdndm *va viiefatas tadda-

fianotsavasiddhebl

a. vide Supra 13.26.
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£ri Suka explained :

50.* Oh King ! One’s own self(Atman) 1
is the nJost beloved

to all created beings. Others ouch as children, wealth etc. are

dear, because they are beloved to the self.

51** One does not cherish that much love to one’s

progeny, wealth, house etc. which (being dependent on their

feeling of mine-ness) is called their own, as one has for one’s

body (which is identified with the self), by all embodied beings,

Oh Great King.

52. To persons who believe in the identity of the body

and the (indwelling) Soul, their own body is the dearest to them

and not so much the children etc. which come after it (or are

connected with it), Oh best of Ksattriyas.

53. (If, instead of believing in the one-ness of the body

with the soul) this body shares the feeling of *mine-neSs* (is

regarded as different from the soul yet ‘mine’) it would not be

so intensely loved as the soul itself. For when this body is being

worn out, the desire to live grows stronger. 2

54. Hence one’s own self is the most beloved to all

embodied beings. It is for the sake of the Self that all this

world mobile and immobile, exists.

55. Do you know that this Krsna is the soul of all

embodied beings. It is for the good of the world that he,

through his Maya power, appears to have assumed a corporal

form.

56. To those who know the Reality, everything mobile

and immobile in this world, is Krsna.8 Everything is the

1 . VR. 2tman=The Supreme Self.

* For vv. 50-54 cf. na vaare patyuh Kdmiya patifr priyo bhavati / at-

trianas tu kamaya patih priyo bhavatil etc.

—

Brhad. Upa. 2.4.5,

** VB. The feeling of love for one’s own body, due to the '
1’ness

attributed to it by these who identify the body with the soul, is stronger

than that (which one feels) for one’s progeny or wealth with which ‘mine-

ness’ is associated.

2. SG. and VT. read: jivitaia abaliyasii The desire to live is not so

strong as the person’s ego is eliminated through discriminatory (philoso-

phical) thinking.

3. SS. quotes tad-ananyalvam-drambharta-iabdadibhyah BR. S.2.1.15)

(0.14 according to Sankara) in support of Krona’s person comprising

everything sentient and non-sentient in the universe.

Also cf. Infra 11.2.41.
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manifestation of the the Almighty Lord and there is nothing else

(than he).

57. Of all things that exist, their essence lies in their

cause and Lord Krsna is the ultimate cause of all these causes.

Hence, tell me if there is anything apart from him.

58. To those who resort to the boat in the form of the

foliage like tender feet of Krsna, (the slayer of demon Mura)
of hallowing reputation—the final abode of the great (sages)

(saints etc.)—the ocean of sarhsara is as shallow as the footprint

of a calf. They attain to the highest region (vaikuntha) from

which they never revert to the Samsara, the region of miseries.

59. Whatever I have been asked by you here as to show

what was done by Hari in his stage as a child was proclaimed

broadcast in his boyhood, has been completely narrated to you.

60. By listening to or by glorifying how Lord Krsna
(The Slayer of demon Mura) played with his chums, his slaying

of the demon Agha, his repast on the meadow, his assumption

of non-phenomenal forms and the sublime hymn of praise sung

by god Brahma, a person attains everything that he desires.

61. In this way, they both (Krsna and Balarama)

passed their childhood at Vraja, in child-like sports such as

hide-and-seek, playful construction of dams, jumping like

monkey (from one branch of a tree to another)

.

CHAPTER FIFTEEN

Slaying the demon Dhenuka

Sri Suka continued :

1. And after attaining the pauganda stage (boyhood

from the age of six to nine), those two brothers (Balarama and

Kr$na) were approved (by Nanda and others) as suitable for

the job of tending the cows1
. While grazing the cows and their

i . VT. quotes Padma P. which states that during their childhood,

Kffga and Balarama tended calves. On their attainment of the sixth year,

from the 8th day of the bright half of K&rttika, they became bona fide cow
tenders. Hence that day is now known as Gopiftami.
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calves in company of their friends, they rendered the region of

Vrndavana extremely sacred, by their foot-prints.1
0

2. On one occasion, playing on his own flute, accom-

panied by Balarama and surrounded by cowherds singing his

glory, Madhava ( Krsna, the Lord of Laksmi as well as the

spring) tending his herd of kine in front of him, and desirous

of indulging in sports, entered a forest blossoming with flowers

and affording a good pasture suitable to the cattle.

3. Observing that the (Vpidavana) forest was resounded

with the sweet notes, sound and humming of birds, beasts (or

deer) and bees, and was wafted with a breeze cool due to its

contact with pools with waters translucent like (the pure)

minds of the great, and fragrant with lotuses, the Lord set his

heart to play there.

4. Perceiving at every place, trees glowing with the

beauty of reddish foliage and touching their feet with their

heads—top branches—heavy with a burden of fruits and flowers,

Krsna, the Primeval Person, slightly smiled out of delight, and

addressed his cider brother.

The glorious Lord said :

5. Oh ! How wonderful ! Carrying the presents of

fruits and flowers on their heads (top branches) , these trees

bow down their heads ( branches) laden heavily with fruits to

your lotus-feet which are adored by the immortals, with a view

to absolve themselves of the sin or ignorance
(
tamos) 2 which

caused their birth as trees, Oh prominent God.

6. These(humming)bees, singing your glory that purifies

all the world, are resorting to you at every step—you the Ancient-

most Person. Most probably, these are the hosts of sages who

Sukldftemi JCarttihasya smfta GopSffamt budhaih (

taddindd VSsudevo* bh ud gopafr purvath tv vatsapafr jj

i . Cowherds used to go bare-footed. Hence the imprints of Kona’s

feet on the soil of VfndSvana—VT.
a. VT. argues that it was ignorance but they deliberately accepted

birth as a tree in Vpidfivana forest, as god Brahmfimade a similar request

in his prayer (Supra 14.34)

VB. regards these three verses 5,6 and 7 as ifprayers from the trees,

bees, birds and beasts.
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are prominent among devotees, and they do not let you miss

—

their personal Deity—even though you lie concealed in the

( Vrndavana) forest, Oh sinless one!

7. On your arrival at their home, the peacocks are

dancing joyously; the female deer, overwhelmed with joy are

giving you delight with their oglings like unto cowherd women
(of Vraja), and the flocks of cuckoos welcome you with their

sweet cooing. Blessed are these forest-dwellers.1 For such is the

nature of the saintly persons.

8.

* Blessed is the earth today; and also the blades of grass

and plants touching your feet, and the trees and creepers gently

pricked by your nails (to pluck leaves or flowers) , and the

rivers, hills, birds and beasts that have been viewed at with

kind looks, and the Gopa girls who are hugged to your bosom

(between your arms) for which even the goddess of beauty,

(Laksmi) longs.

9. Being delighted at least at the sight of Vrndavana

(the beauty of which is described above) ,
Lord Kr?na enjoyed

himself along with his companions, while grazing the cows in

the pastures on the river bank, in the vicinity of the

(Govardhana) mount.

10. Adorned with garlands and accompanied by Balarama

(Sarikarsana) 2
,

he used to burst out into singing in imitation

of the sweet humming of bees intoxicated with the honey sucked

by them, while his followers were extolling his feats in song.

1 1 . Sometimes he imitated the rapturous notes of swans,

and sometimes he danced mimicking the dancing peacocks,

provoking his companions to laughter.

11 -A. Vrnddvana edition add&

Sometimes he imitated the chattering of the parrots in

1 1 VJ. regards that words iikhi & Kokila also mean ‘sages—-one with

matted hair', and the gods Brahm& (ka) Siva (u) and others.

This verse is No. 19 in VJ’s Text (in which this ch. is No 13)

and is spoken by Sri Suka.

2. SaMarfapa i» used to indicate that Balarfima being non-different

from KrtQSi joined him in singing—VT.

3. P. 563 Footnote. Source not given but VT’s text comments on

this verse and not on V. 1 1 above.
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sweet indistinct words. Sometimes he sweetly cooed in imitation

of the warbling and cooing of cuckoos.

12. Sometimes, in a voice deep and sonorous like the

rumbling of clouds, and extremely fascinating to the cows and

cowherds (alike), he would affectionately call out (by names)

cows that have strayed away to distant pastures.

13. He used to imitate the notes and cries of birds like

Cakora (a fabulous bird subsisting on lunar rays)
,
Kraunca (a

curlew or heron ) t
cakravaka (the ruddy goose), Bh&radvaja (a

sky-lark) and also peacocks, and sometimes behaved or shrieked

like animals terrified at tigers and lions.

14. Sometimes by shampooing his feet and rendering

other services (like fanning), Krsna would remove the fatigue

of his elder brother, Balarama, exhausted with playing, and

lying with his head on the cushion-like lap ofa cowherd boy.

15. Sometimes holding each other by hands, they

(Balarama and Krsna) laughingly applauded the cowherd

boys who were dancing, capering, singing, prattling and wrest-

ling with each other.

16. At times, being exhausted with (physical) exertions

in wrestling, he used to lie on different beds1 of tender leaves

(prepared by his companions) at the foot of trees, placing his

head on the cushion-like laps of ( elderly) cowherd-boys.

1 7. Some cowherd boys kneaded the feet of the great-

souled Lord while other sinless ones fanned him with fans made
of tender leaves.

18. Others whose hearts (lit. intellect) were steeped in

love and devotion for him, sang gently and in sweet low tone

beautiful songs suitable for the occasion, and pleasing to him

(or songs pertaining to his feats), Oh Great King!

19. In this way, Kj*$na, by his Maya, had concealed his

course (i.e.real divine nature) and played his role as a cowherd

i. VT. states that by His M&yft power, Kr?na lay on all the beds

leading each group to believe that Krsna was honouring the bed prepared

by them.

VB. explains that Kftna did so for the sages who were occupying the

feet of trees and his beds were the heart of yogins where he lay and he

showed his preference and respect to cowherd boys by placing his head on

their laps. „
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boy by his acts (sports and behaviour) . The Lord whose foli-

age-like tender feet were caressed by goddess Lak?mi played

like a rustic boy with rustics, though occasionally he behaved

like the Almighty Lord.

20. A certain cowherd called Andaman was a bosom

friend of Rama and K^na and so were other cowherd boys

like Subala, Stoka. Krsna spoke to them with friendly

affection.

(VJ. reads : Andaman spoke to Subala, Asoka, Krsna

and other cowherds out of friendliness).

21. “Oh Rama ! Balarama of mighty arms ! Oh Krsna,

the destroyer of the wicked ! Not far from this place, there is a

great dense forest thick with rows of palmyra trees.1

22. Abundant fruits lie fallen and have been falling

there, but they are all monopolised by Dhenuka of wicked

soul.

23. He is a demon of mighty prowess2,
Oh Rama ! Oh

Krsna ! Assuming the form ofa donkey, he lives surrounded by

members of his tribe (donkeys), all of whom are equal in

strength to him.

24. Being afraid of that cannibal who feeds on human

beings, the tract of forest is not visited by men and is also

avoided by herds of beasts and flocks of birds.

25. Very delicious and sweet smelling fruits untasted by

us lie there. And it is the sweet fragrance of those fruits that

has filled the air all around, and we perceive that here also.

26. Oh Krsna ! Be pleased to give those to us whose

hearts are enamoured of their odour. A very strong yearning

urges us, Oh Rama. We make a move if you approve of it.

27. Hearing the request of his friend and with a desire

to accomplish their wishes, those two mighty gods laughed

heartily, and proceeded to the Palm forest accompanied by the

cowherds.

28. Balarama entered the forest and by violently shaking

the palm trees with his arms like a young elephant, he made

the fruit drop down by his physical power.

i. VT. locates it with 'T5la»* or ‘TSraphara’. It is to the southwest

of Mathura at a distance of 8 miles from Govardhana.

a. v.l, atittora—of extremely ferocious nature

—

VJ
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29. Hearing the sound of the falling of fruits, the Asura
in the form of a donkey, rushed to the place making the earth

along with mountains tremble and quake.

30. Rushing at Balarama, the powerful demon kicked
with his hind legs on the chest of Balarama, and braying loudly

the wicked fellow ran away to some distance, (moved hither

and thither around Balarama).

31. Approaching Balarama again, the donkey stayed with
its face away from Balarama, and in violent wrath, he flung his

hind legs (struck with his hind hoofs) Balarama, Oh King !

32. Catching hold of both his legs with one hand,
Balarama violently whirled him and when the demon died due
to that terrible whirling, he hurled him to the top of a tall palm
tree.

33. Being struck (with the carcass of that donkey) , the

big palm tree with heavy (palm-fruit laden) head crashed, and
shook heavily the adjoining tree which fell down, despatching

its neighbouring tree to the same fate.

34. Being struck down by the impact of the dead body of

the donkey which was sportively hurled by Balarama, all the

palm trees shook heavily, as if swept down by a violent hurri-

cane.

35. This is not miraculous in the case of the glorious

Lord Se?a (who incarnated as Balarama) the Ruler of the uni-

verse, in whom the universe is woven warp and woof, like a
piece ofcloth into the threads, Oh dear child !

36. The whole tribe of Dhenuka, the donkeys which
flung in rage due to the killing of their brother, dashed at R&ma
and Kr$na.

37. As they attacked, both Rama and Kj-?na held them
by their hind legs, and flung them easily to the tops of the tall

palm trees, as if in sport.

38. Littered over with heaps of palm fruits, the tops of

the palm trees, and the dead bodies of the demons, the surface

of the earth looked like the sky overcast with clouds (red, white

and blue in colours)

.

39. Hearing of their marvellous feat, gods and others

(such as demigods, celestial damsels etc.) let down showers of
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flowers on them, played on the divine musical instruments, and

praised them highly.

40. Then the forest being thus rid of Dhenuka, people

being free from fear, enjoyed (ate) to the full, fruits of those

palm trees, and the cattle grazed in the pasture fearlessly.

41. Krsria whose eyes were large like lotus-petals, and

the hearing and singing of whose glory is hallowing and meri-

torious, entered Vraja along with his elder brother Balarama,

in company of his cowherd followers who were glorifying and

praising him.

42. The cowherd women rushed out in crowds to wel-

come and see with eager eyes, Lord Krsna, looking charming

with sylvain flowers and peacock feathers adorning his curly

locks of hair, overlaid with dust raised by ( the hoofs of) cows,

of beautiful eyes and bewitching smiles, and who was playing

on his flute while followed by cowherds singing his glory.

43. Drinking with their black-bee-like eyes the honey

(i.e. charm) in the lotus-like countenance of Mukunda (Kr§na),

the damsels of Vraja got subsided their fever of separation from

him during the day time. Krsna, on his part, entered the cow-

pen after duly receiving their worship, welcome (consisting) of

bashful smiles, ogling with side glances and modesty.

44. Yaloda and Rohini who were very fond and affec-

tionate to their sons, poured their benedictions suitable to the

occasion to their heart's content.

45. They whose fatigue of journey (while tending the

cows) was removed by bath, massage etc. in the forest, were

dressed in beautiful clothes, and were adorned with excellent

garlands, perfumes (sandal paste) etc.

46. They partook of the sweet dish served to them by

their mother, and after being caressed by them, they went to

sleep in excellent beds, and enjoyed sweet, happy sleep at Vraja.

47. In this way, Lord Kj-sna used to move in the

Vrndavana. On one occasion, unaccompanied by Balarama,

but in company of (lit. surrounded by) his friends, he went to

the Yamuna.

48. There, being tormented with the heat of the summer
and oppressed with thirst, the cows as well as cowherds drank
the river water polluted due to the contamination of poison.
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49. Being deprived of their discretion and judgement
by the Providence,1 immediately after sipping the poisonous

water, they all fell dead, by the side of the water*, Oh best of

Kurus.

50. Finding them verily reduced to that condition,

Kr?na, the Lord of the masters of Yoga, restored his proteges

to life by his glance that (as if) showered nectar.

51. Recovering their consciousness immediately, all of

them rose up from the brink of the water and gazed at each

other with amazement.

52. They came to understand that their restoration to

life after death by drinking poison was the result of the gracious

look of Krsna (Govinda)
, Oh King Parlksit.

CHAPTER SIXTEEN

Expulsion of Kdliya

Sri Suka said :

1. Perceiving that the (waters of the) Kr$na (i.e.

Yamuna) had been poisoned by a black serpent (Kaliya) ,
the

Almighty Kfspa, desirous of purifying it, expelled him (from

that place).

The King (Parikfit ) asked :

2. May it be kindly narrated to me as to how Lord

Kjrsna caught hold of (and subdued) the serpent in the interior

of the unfathomable waters (of the Yamuna), and (secondly)

1 . Those whose knowledge was affected by the power of the sportive

activities of the glorious Lord—VT.

2. Jlva GosvSmI, in faf-sandarbha (in Kfftia-sandarbha) explains that

Gopas being attendants of the Lord did not die by the poisonous water.

This is simply to show that they are human beings as the Lord behaved

as a human incarnation.

tad bhdgavata iva nara-lilaupayikatayd prapailcitatn iti mantavyam

For details vide De

—

VaifQava Faith and Movement, pp. 55-56. VJ.

regards this a bit allegorical indicating that the poison of sathsara docs not

affect the devotees of Hari (vide Intro, to eh. -16). m
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a serpent is not an acquatic animal; how could he make his

abode in the interior part of water for ages together, Oh
learned Brahmana.

1

3. Who will feel satiated while drinking the nectar of

the noble deeds of the glorious omnipotent Lord of absolute

free will, while he was acting his role as a cowherd, Oh
Brahmana Sage ?

£ri Suka said :

4. In the Yamuna, there was a certain pool, the haunt
of Kaliya, the waters whereof were boiling with the serpent’s

fiery poison and even the birds flying over it, fell dead (due to

poisonous vapours )

.

5. Beings, mobile and immobile, on the banks of that

river, succumbed to death at the touch of the wind charged

with the poisonous spray, while blowing over the ripples of that

deadly water.

6. Krsna, whose incarnation was for the subjugation of

the wicked, considered how the real power of the snake lay in

its virulent venom and that it had polluted the river with its

contamination. Climbing up a very tall Kadamba tree (on the

bank of the Yamuna*)
, he tightened his girdle and striking his

arms (as if challenging Kaliya to fight) jumped down into the

poisonous water.

7 . The pool of the serpent, the voluminous waters of

which were swelled with venom discharged by the serpent,

extremely agitated by the vehemence of the plunge of the

Supreme Man, dashed up overflowing on all sides to a distance

of hundred bows (i.e. four hundred hastas or cubits) in terrible

1. VT. supports this meaning of ‘Vipra’ by quoting Yajftavalkya

—

janmand, Brdhma$o jtteyab, sathskdrair dvija ucyate /

tldyayd yati vipratvam tribhifr frotriya-lakfapam //

2. §R. & VR. explain that that Kadamba tree did not get dry by
K&liya's poison due to contact of nectar while Garu^a was carrying it away
from the custody of gods (Mbh, Adi. 33) VB. states that Garuda used to

perch on it, waiting for Kaliya to come out so that he would kill it. The
tree was thus preserved for Kr?pa. VT. states it was Lord Kr?na’s tree—as
if identical with him {Sri-Ki$#a-vxk$atvdt) and was protected by Lord Krwa
for his sports.
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waves saturated and bitter with poison. But there is nothing

miraculous in this in the case of the Almighty Lord (of infinite

strength)

.

8. Hearing the thunderous sound of water agitated by
the strokes of the mighty arms (of the Lord

)
who was sporting

with the prowess of a supreme powerful elephant, and perceiving

it as an attack on his abode, and unable to tolerate it, the

serpent (whose eyes functioned also as ears) advanced rustling

against Kfsna, Oh dear King !

9. Biting him in all tender parts, twisting himself, he

enclosed completely in his coils the Lord who looked extremely

beautiful, delicate and effulgent like a cloud; (who) was

adorned with Srivatsa. mark and was dressed in raiment of bright

golden hue; who, with a bewitching, smiling face and with

feet tender like the pericarp of a lotus, was sporting (in the

water) with absolute fearlessness.

10. On seeing Krsna caught in the coils of the serpent

and no movement of his being visible, his dearest chums, the

cowherds, who had dedicated to him their own selves, their

belongings, family and even desires, became extremely dis-

tressed, and dropped down with their minds maddened with

grief, sorrow and fear in succession.

1 1 . Fixing their gaze at Krsna and extremely distressed

cows, bulls and heifers began to bellow; they stood there as if

weeping through fear.

12. And at Vraja, very ominous and terrible portents of

three-fold character indicating imminent danger appeared on

the earth (e.g. seismic disturbance), in the sky (e.g. raining of

meteors or blood) , and to persons (throbbing of the left-side in

the case of men and right side in the case of women).

13. Noticing the evil omens and learning that Krsna

unaccompanied by Balarama had left for grazing the cattle, the

cowherds of whom Nanda was prominent, were overwhelmed

with fear.

14. Being ignorant of the real (omnipotent) nature of

Kf?na> they concluded from the omens, the death (or fatal

calamity) of Krsna. As they regarded him as their very life,

and had set their hearts on him, they became submerged in

grief, sorrow and fear.
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15. Young and old, men and women who followed the

vocation of cowherds (or were extremely affectionate) being

eager to have a look at Krsna, proceeded from Gokula in a sad

melancholy mood.

1 6. Perceiving them so nervous and terrified, the glorious

Lord Balarama who knew the prowess of the younger brother,

laughed heartily, but spoke nothing.

17. In search of their beloved Krsna, they followed the

track indicated by his foot-prints bearing the special marks of

being the supreme Lord, and they reached the bank of the

Yamuna.

1 8. On the way, and in between the foot-prints of cows

and others, they carefully observed the foot-prints of the Lord

characterised by the marks of a lotus, a barley seed, a goad,

the thunder bolt and a banner, and they proceeded quickly, dear

Parik§it.

19. Noticing from a distance Krsna entwined in the coils

of the serpent, and being merged motionless in water in the

interior of the pool, and the cow-herds fallen in a swoon on

the bank and the piteously lowing all around, they became

sorely distressed, and lost their consciousness.

20. With their hearts deeply attached to the infinite

Glorious Lord Krsna, and cherishing the memory of his warm-

hearted friendship, charming smile, meaningful glances and

pleasing words, the Gopis (cowherdesses) were extremely

tormented with grief to find their most beloved (Krsna)

trapped in the coils of the serpent, and looked upon the three

worlds bereft of their beloved, as totally desolate and interestless.

21. Shedding profusely tears of grief, the cowherdesses

who were equally grieved like Ya£od&, closely held her back

(from following Kf?na in the Pool as her heart followed her

child. They were recounting the stories of Krsna so beloved in

Vraja. With their eyes riveted on the face of Krsna, they stood

there like lifeless bodies.

22. Noticing that Nanda and others whose very life was

Kr$na, entering the pool of water, glorious Lord Balarama who
knew the prowess of Kr$na, picvented them from doing so.

23. Observing that the whole of his Gokula including

women and children entirely depended on him for shelter and
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was extremely grieved for his sake, Krsna who followed the role

of mortals, stayed for about a muhurta a short while (about 48

minutes ) in that entrapped condition, and emerged out of the

coils of the serpent.

24. His body being oppressed by the (internal) pressure

of the expanding dimensions of Krsna’s body, the enraged

serpent freed Krsna from his coils, and raised his hoods

breathing out violently poison from his hissing nostrils, and

was staring at him with eyes motionless yet hot like a fry-

ing pan, and mouth emitting flames of fire.

25. Like Gambia, the king of birds, watching for an

opportunity (to pounce on his prey) ,
Lord Krsna sported with

the serpent which was constantly licking the corners of its

mouth with its forked tongue, and whose eyes sending forth

extremely virulent poisonous (flames of) fire, and wheeling

round the serpent, he made it whirl around itself.

26. When all the energy (and prowess) of the serpent

became exhausted in whirling round itself, Krsna, the First

(Eternal) Person bent down its raised shoulders (i.e. neck, with

his hands1
) , and mounted on its broad hood.8 With his lotus

feet extremely red and refulgent with their contact with the

heaps of jewels on the heads of the serpent, the First Teacher

of all arts3 began to dance.

27. Observing that the Lord intends to dance and is

about to commence it, all his (servants—celestial artists like)

Gandharvas, Siddhas, gods, Caranas, heavenly damsels (apsards)*

suddenly, promptly and with loving devotion presented them-

1. dtrafi sa Kfftfojagrdha

Svahastena'vanamya ca—Harivariiia, quoted by VT., VC also VB.

2. VB. raises the question how the Holy Lord rode on an inauspi-

cious reptile and replies that firstly, being the creator of all, the problem

of inauspiciousness does not arise, and secondly, He is habituated to sleep

on a serpent (£e?a) as [Sefa-iayi)

3 . v.l.

—

amxta-Kaladhi-guruh—VJ, who is the Supreme Master of

the moon of nectarine rays.

4. VB.—-The following are the functions of the celestials on such

occasions : Gandharvas
,
to sing; Siddhas, to shower flowers; sages, to com-

pose hymns of praise; Caracas, to play on musical instruments and apsards

celestial damsels to dance. But the procedure of dancing viz. Ndndl, follow-

ed by scattering of flowers etc. was upset by the suddenness of the Lord’s

decision to dance. *
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selves there with drums, tabors and musical instruments, flowers,

singing the songs of his praise.

28. Dear Pariksit ! During the course of dancing (at

every beat)
,
the Lord who wields a rod to punish the wicked,

struck down and scalped with the stroke1 (so that the next kick

in the dancing beat should be more painful) the unbending

hood of the hundred and one hooded serpent which was whirling

round and round, and was on the point of death. Profusely

vomitting blood through his nostrils and mouths, the serpent

became utterly depressed in spirits.

29. During the course of his dance, Krsna kicked and

bent down whatever head (hood of the serpent) was raised by
the serpent that was profusely emitting poison through its eyes,

and was hissing (through nostrils) with rage, and thus subdued

it. Looking upon him as the Most Ancient Person (Lord

Narayana on the bed of the coiled body of Sesa)
, he was

devoutly worshipped with (the showers of) flowers (by

Gandharvas)

.

30. With its umbrella-like hoods being crushed and

wounded by the violent and unearthly dance, and vomitting

blood profusely out of its mouth, the serpent, all the limbs of

whose body were shattered®, remembered the Ancient Person

Narayana, the Father (Creator) of the mobile and immobile

creation, and mentally resorted to him for refuge.

31. Finding their serpent-husband collapsing under the

infinite weight of Krsna carrying (innumerable) worlds in his ab-

domen, and his umbrella-like hoods crushed and shattered under

the strokes of his heels, its distressed wives with dishevelled hair

and clothes and ornaments in disorder approached him.

32. Being overwhelmed with anxiety (for their husband)

the wives of Kaliya, holding their babies® in their hands in

t. V.B. Kimcana prahdra-mdtram k.-roti
t
Kim tu mamarda —padena

mardanam apt karoti, yathoparatdni tvag gacchati
,

dvitiyaprahdre adhikavyathd—
janandsthamf

3. VB : crushing ofhoods etc. is the expiation of external sins and

vomitting blood is absolving of internal sins. When both types of sins

were purged, K&Hya remembered God.

3. v.l. puraskrtdrhdft—Who have already worshipped him {agre kfta-

pdjandfi)—VJ.
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front of them, prostrated themselves on the ground1 Ijefore the

Lord, the Creator of all beings. With an earnest desire to

absolve their husband from sin, and to secure the deliverance of

their sinning husband from the hands of the Supreme Lord

(also)
, the pious ladies folded their palms, and sought asylum

in him who affords protection to all.

The serpent’s wives submitted :*

33. “As your incarnation is intended for the chastisement

of the wicked (and for showering Grace on the righteous2)

,

the punishment meted out to this (Kaliya) who has committed

sinful acts, is quite just. You entertain equal impartial outlook

and attitude towards your enemy as well as to your sons. It is

with a view to confer good fruit (or your Grace, or Eternal

Happiness) that you inflict punishment3 (proportionate to the

nature of the offence.)

34. As a matter of fact, the punishment inflicted (on

Kaliya) is a blessing and a favour (in disguise), conferred on

us all, for your chastisement of the wicked absolves them of

their sins. Your wrath is regarded ( by us) as a blessing and a

favour bestowed (by you), as it destroyed all the sins of this

embodied being (Kaliya) whose state of being a serpent was

due to those sins.

35. (We really marvel) how great austere penance (as

per correct procedure) must have been practised in former life

by Kaliya, himselfremaining free from pride, and giving due

respect to others, or what righteous acts out of compassion to

1. VT. states that there was a small island in the middle of K&liya's

pool in the Yamuna.

*SR states the analysis of this panegyric as follows:

( 1 ) Acquiescence in the punishment meted out to Kaliya (6 verses).

(2) Han’s praise (10 verses), (3) Prayer to Lord Hari (5 verses)

.

VB’s analysis is slightly different.

KD. shows that five characteristics of peaceful negotiations (sama)

are seen in the appeal of K&liya’s wives as follows (1) Relation ofJust

punishment proportionate to offence (sambandha) V. 34; (2) Benefit ilabha

v. 35; (3) obligation

—

upakrti, v. 36; (4) Non-difference v. 37-8; (5)

Praise ofvirtues—gunakirtana Vv. 3gff.

2. Otherwise your incarnation will be ofa negative character—VT.
3. SS.—Even your wrath is a form of your Grace.*
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all beings, must have been performed by him then, that you,

who support the life of all, have been pleased with him.

36. We simply cannot understand what meritorious acts

entitled him to the privilege of touching the dust of your

feet, with a desire to receive which, the most charming goddess

Laksmi, giving up all pleasures, performed austere penance for

a long time, observing strict vows, Oh Gracious Lord!

37. Those who have attained the dust at his (the Lord’s)

feet, do not covet for (a life in) the celestial regions, or the

position of the sovereignty over the whole of this world, or the

post of god Brahma, or the rulership of the subterranean regions,

or mastery over the mystic powers secured through yoga
,
or the

Liberation from sarhsdra whence there is no return ( to sarhsdra)

.

38* Oh Lord ! Though this serpent-king is born of tamos

(viz. of the ignorant race of serpents), and is of wrathful nature,

he could attain ( ‘the bliss of being favoured with the dust of

your feet’ ‘the touch of your feet’ ‘the direct visualization of

your person’) that which is attainable to others only with great

difficulty and by desiring to secure which, corporeal beings

whirling on the wheel of sarftsdra
,
realize all desirable prosperity

including liberation from sarhsdra .

39** Salutations to You, the Almighty Lord of incompre-

hensible excellences, the dweller in the bodies of all beings (as

Their Inner Controller), yet undiscemible (or All-pervader).

You are the support of all elements like the sky (the wind,

water etc. ) ,
or the abode of all beings. You are eternally exis-

tent as cause of all, but are transcendental to causal relation1.

40. As the treasure house (or the source) of all knowledge

and consciousness, you are perfectly full of them. You are

the Brahman of infinite power, devoid of (and transcendental to)

all attributes and immutable, the regulator and motivator of

*KD. : By riding over the heads of our husband, you became his

crest-jewel and in a way both of you became one. Nay, our husband be-

came in a way superior to thp Lord who became a head-ornament of

K&liya. This is the abheda—(identity) stage in saman (pacific measures or

negotiations)

-10.16.499-504.
* *The next ten verses form the gupa-ktrtana (eulogy of excellen-

ces), the next stage is siman (peaceful negotiations)—KD.
1. KdrarfitlUfya ($R)
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Prakrti (or possessor of Supernatural Potencies) . We bow to

you.
*

41. (We pay obeisance to) you who are the (very em-

bodiment of) Time-Spirit

1

,
the support of (the potencies of)

Time, the witness to different divisions of Time; you are the

universe itself as well as its Director*, creator as well as its

(material and instrumental) cause.

42. Hail to you who constitute all the elements3 (both

gross and subtle), all the (ten) cognitive and conative sense-

organs, the (five) vital breaths, the mind, the intellect and the

heart. You keep yourself shrouded from the jivas due to their

ego {ahamkdra

)

comprising of three gunas ,
4

43. We bow to you who are infinite, subtle (and

hence beyond the ken of perception and therefore) not subject

to changes or modifications, and the Omniscient. (Due to

your Maya) You are the subject of various theories

5

(such as

you exist, do not exist, are Omniscient, non-omniscient, bound

in samsdra, absolutely free, one, many). You are the power that

is described in the words as also the power of description inhe-

rent in words.8

1. Kdldya—One who is like a Wish-yielding cow to his devotees—VJ
2. Due to ‘difference-cum-non-difFerence’, and ‘Duality-cum-non

duality relations’, this is explanablc—SD.

3. bhutatmane—
( i) VR. To him who enters in and controls all the beings (Brahman

as niyanta) . This verse brings out the causal relation between the subtle

and gross sentient-cum-non-sentient aspects of Brahman as well as

body-cum-soul relation. ( evatp sQkfma-ciddcid-viiif(a-Brahmanah sthula-

vasthd cidacid-vtfis(abhede tayoh kdrya-kdTana-bhdvah..JaTirdtmabhdvaiceti niban-

dhanadvayam uktamf

(ii) VT.—to him who inspires consciousness i.e. gives knowledge of

beings (jMna-praddya )

4. VJ . reads v.l. nirgupendbhimdnena

You, whose glory remains concealed through ignorance (qjftdnena)

which is not born of gurias like sattva (sattuddi-guno-janmarahitfna ).

5. ndndodddmrodhdya—(i) Established despite various theories—SS.

(ii) Common to all theories—VJ.
(iii) God appears according to one's views (yatha nirQpyate tathd

Bhagaodn bhavati—VB
6 . Vacyavdcakoiaktaye—Both meaning and word derive their power

from you.—VT.
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44. Salutations to you who are the Source of the means-

or instruments to arrive at correct knowledge

1

; Absolute Wis-

dom* (independent of any source of knowledge); the source of

Scriptures (i.e. whose breath are the Vedas) .* We salute again

and again to you who are both participation in and withdrawal

from the worldly activities, and the Veda itself4 (which pres-

cribes both types of injunctions)

.

45. We bow to you Kr§na, the embodiment of the high-

est bliss, whose nature is to draw away (i.e. to absolve) the sins

of his devotees, whose fourfold forms or manifestations (vyQhas)

are Rama i.e, Sankarsana, Vasudeva (of pure sattva),. Pradyu-

mna, of the highest splendour (and possessor of Supreme afflu-

ence)
,
and Aniruddha, comprehensible only to the wise—you

who protect your votaries bestowing them with grades of libera-

tion such as Sayujyatd etc.

46.

* Obeisance to you who illuminate the internal

organ by presiding over its four aspects—mind, reason, the intel-

1. Pramdpa-mdldya (i) The source of perception or cognition (lit. the-

eye of the eye etc.)~$R.

(ii) The source and support of the Vedas, the authority of which

rests on you.—VB.
2. Kavayt ; (i) The knower of the past, (present) and the Future

-VJ.
(ii) Whose form is the Word or the material cause of the Word—VB.

3. Sdstra-yonaye : cf. :(i) SdsUa-yonitvdl ! Brahma Sdtra i.i.S

(ii) are'sya mahato bhdtasya niivasitam etadyad ftgvedo Tqjur vedah Sama

vsdo’tharvdAgirasah. —Biha- Up. 4.5.1 *

(i) Knowable through idstras i.e. The Vedas—VJ.
(ii) Hence whose testimony are the idstras or the accurate concep-

tion about whom is found in idstras—VT. , SO.

4. nigamdya—The promulgator of Upanifadic knowledge—SS., VR.
* (i) VR: Salutations to you who enhance the attributive intelli-

gence (
dharma-bhSta-jfidna ) of your devotees and reduce or diminish the

knowledge ofyour non-devotees by shrouding them (as it were) withM&yS

constituted of three gupas who are indicated through the function of the

mental faculties comprising ofgurtas; the witness of the hearts of all beings

simultaneously; the eternal self-illuminating light of knowledge.

(ii) VJ : We bow to you who shed light on sattva and other gupas, as

also on knowledge, devotion etc. ( of the devotees) ; who dwell in the

Prakfti constituted.ofgupas; whose existence is deduced through knowledge

received through sense-organs; the self-knowing witness to all gupas.
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lect and the ego, in the form of four manifestations

—

vyUhas—
(mentioned above)

; who shroud yourself under those gunas and
shine forth as many; who are indicated and perceived through

the functions of the internal organ (mentioned above) , who are

merely the witness to the mental faculties or aspects (referred to

above)
,
yourself remaining self-knowing yet beyond the ken of

perception.

47. Oh Lord ! The Prompter of Senses ! May our obei-

sance be paid to you whose greatness and working are beyond

the comprehension (of our intellectual capacity), but are implicit

as the cause of every phenomenon.

1

You are the silent sage*

revelling in your own blissful self.

48. * We bow to you who are conversant with the ways

(courses) of the high and low (or the gross and the subtle) and

preside over them all ; who are both transcendental to and im-

manent in the Universe, and its witness as well as the cause.3

49. (Beings are under your control. How can you hold

them responsible for their nature or behaviour) Oh Lord !

Though perfectly detached, you wield the eternal power called

1, SaTva-vy&kfta-siddhaye—(i) You are the source of everything and

everyone such as gods etc. that are manifested and the controller of senses

—VR.
(ii) The source of the manifestation of the world of name and form

{nama-rSpdtmakam jugal sarvarh vydkrtam, tasya siddhir ulpattir yena)—VJ.

2. munaye etc.(t) You observe complete silence inspite of your merci-

fulness in protecting jiuas (creatures) from three types of miseries, and

your superiority to the world from god Brahma to a clump of grass—VR.
(ii) The All-knower who never speaks anything irrelevant or false

-VJ.
*Salutations to you who know the state or condition of both the

cause and the effect; who stand above them all; who are different from

jiuas yet are called oiiva due to your presence in them—VJ.
(ii)We bow to you who know the causes of the gross and the subtle.

You are the basis of the Universe which is superimposed on you.

You are free from the conditions known as uiioa, taijasa etc. Knowing

that Kn^s was pleased with the fiftyfive epithets given to him in praise,

the serpent’s wives argue that the nature of a being is created as such

by the Lord and hence K&liya is not guilty as he acted according to his

nature for which the Lord is responsible.—KD 16.46. 607-622.

3.

Who are above the states called Vtioa, taijasa etc. but still appear

to be a part and parcel of it through M&yft—£R.
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Time, and bring about the creation, preservation and destru-

ction of this universe by means ofgunas (of Prakrit) . You carry

on your fruitful sportive activity by awakening with your glance

the various (latent) propensities in the nature of all creatures.

50* All these forms of quiet, turbulent and stupid natures

found in all the three worlds, are the toys in your sports. Now
the gentle-natured are dear to you, as you have incarnated for

the establishment of righteousness, and you are present here to

protect the saintly, righteous people (or your forms which de-

sire to protect the righteous are gentle and dear).

51. The first offence of one’s child (or subject) deserves

to be condoned (and tolerated) by the Lord. Oh tranquil-

minded Lord ! Be pleased to pardon this stupid creature who
has not recognised you (your divine nature)

.

52. Be gracious to him, Oh Lord. The serpent is on the

point of death. We, women, deserve to be pitied by the good

and the righteous. Be pleased to grant unto us our life in the

form of our husband.

53. May you be pleased to ordain us, your maid-servants,

what we should do for you ; for one who faithfully abides by

your command, becomes free from fear of all kinds (or attains

to liberation from samsdra ).”

Sri Suka said :

54. The glorious Lord who was thus fervidly appealed

to and praised by the wives of the serpent, left the swooning

serpent whose hoods were badly smashed with his kicking (with

heels)

.

55. Regaining gradually his senses and vitality, Kaliya

began to breathe slowly with difficulty. The miserable crea-

ture folded its palms, addressed to Lord Kr?na (as follows)

.

Kaliya said :

56. Dominated as we are by tamos
,
we are wicked-mind-

* It behoves you to be gracious unto all gentle-natured (Salt
-

vika), ferocious-tempered (
rdjasie) and dull-natured (tamasika) forms,

teeming in the three worlds. You have, however, incarnated for the pro-

tection of righteousness. Hence the protection to the gentle is dear to

you and equally so are those who wish to renounce their offensive nature

—VR.
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ed since our very birth, and entertain wrath for a long time. It

is difficult, Oh Lord, to relinquish one's natural* disposition

(whereby one identifies one’s body with the soul and feels

attachment to body and its belongings) , as it exercises a power*

ful hold on people like an evil spirit.

57*. By you has been created this universe as the out*

come of the three gunas and is replete with various natures, pro-

wess, energy, hereditary or class differences (seeds), latent de-

sires and bodily shapes of forms, Oh Creator of the Universe.

58. Oh glorious Lord 1 In this world, we, serpents, are

by nature deeply wrathful. Deluded by nature as we are, how
Can we escape from (the clutches of) your Maya which is so

difficult to shake off.

59. You, Omniscient Lord of the world, are the cause of

relieving us from the influence of Maya; therefore, be pleased

to confer your grace or punishment on us as you deem it proper.

Sri Suka said, :

60. Hearing his speech, the Lord who assumed the

human form for a specific purpose (of helping gods) ordered :

“You must not stay here, Oh serpent. Hurry up and go to the

sea along with your wives, children and kinsmen. Let this river

be used by cows and men.

61. Whatever mortal being remembers this command of

mine to you, and recites it both in the morning and in the even-

ing, shall have no fear from you (serpents).

62. Whoever, after taking bath in this pool, the scene of

my sport, propitiates gods (and manes) by offering water-liba-

tions, and observing a fast, worships Me meditating on Me all

the while, is absolved ofall sins.

63. That Garuda of beautiful wings, in terror of whom,

you fled (abandoned) the island Ramanaka and resorted to this

pool, shall not now devour you, as you bear my foot-prints.”

Sri Suka said :

64. Thus addressed by Lord Ktfna of miraculous feats,

* VJ. Although Vitou is the creator of the Universe, god BrahmS.

created the different varieties of %unas or natural characteristics. They are

due to the variety in the proportions and combinations of soabMva (in-born

nature), virya (prowess), ojas (virility, vitality) etc.
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Kaliya and his wives devoutly worshipped him with delight

(at the assurance of safety from Garu^a).

65-66. They worshipped the Lord of the Universe with

celestial clothes, necklaces and gems and ornaments of superb

quality, with heavenly perfumes and ointments and a grand

wreath of blue lotuses. Having propitiated the Lord whose

banner is Garu^a, they, with great pleasure, circumambulated

him and bowed to him and were duly permitted by the Lord.

67. Accompanied by his wives, friends and children,

Kaliya went to the Ramanaka island in the sea. The YamunS, of

nectar-like water became instantly rid of poison through the

grace of the Lord, who out of sport has assumed a human form.

CHAPTER SEVENTEEN

Rescuefrom the Forest Conflagration

King Parikfit enquired :

1. Why did Kaliya migrate from Ramanaka, the home
of the Nagas ? Or what specific offence did he commit against

Garuda ?

Sri Sitka replied :

2-3. Oh King of mighty arms ! It was formerly agreed1

that whatever share of offerings was received by the Nagas,

every month, from the serpent-worshippers, was to be dedicated

to the noble-souled Gannja, and to be deposited on every New
Moon day at the foot of a particular tree (in Ramanaka) by

serpents who were the prey of Garuda. All Nagas thus contri-

buted their share for self-protection.

i. V.B. : quotes the following agreement brought about by BrahmA
between Garuda and the serpents :

amdydth Vfkfa-m Ole tu Ndga-lokefttyad bhavtt J

ekasmin divase tdoad ekatra sthdpqyantu hi Ij

tato hi Garutfas tasmins tad bhuktvd naivapifayetJ

iti vyavasthayd sarpd tndsi tndsi balith daduhll

SS. states that they offered one serpent perimonth to Garuda*
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4. Being elated with pride for its power and virulence of

its poison, Kaliya, the son of Kadru, slighted Garuda, and ate

up the offerings intended for him.

5. On learning this, the glorious Garuda, beloved of the

Lord, got enraged, and with a desire to kill Kaliya, swooped

down on it with terrific speed, Oh King.

6. Raising up its numerous heads (hoods) , the serpent

whose weapon is poison, advanced against Garuda who was

vehemently rushing at it, and bit him with fangs as its weapons,

and looked terrific with its dreadful tongues, poisonous hissing

and cruel eyes.

7. Brushing it aside with the terrific vehemence of his

speed, the wrathful Garuda, the son of Tarksya (the sage

Kafyapa), the carrier of Lord Visnu and possessed of terrific

prowess, struck it down with its left wing1 brilliant like gold.

8. Struck down with the wing ofGaruda, Kaliya became

overwhelmed with fear and agitated. It entered the pool of

the Yamuna that was out of bounds for Garuda, and hence un-

approachable.

9. On one occasion Garuda, being extremely hungry

carried away by force his favourite prey—an acquatic creature,

though he was prohibited from doing so by the Sage Saubhari.2

10. Seeing that the fish were greatly over-whelmed with

grief and felt miserable due to the death of that fish king, Sau-

bhari, out of compassion for the acquatic creatures in that pool,

and for the safety of the creatures living in that pool declared

;

1 1 . “If ever Garuda enters this pool and eats the fish

hereof, he will instantly meet death. I utter the truth.”

12. Only Kaliya knew this (Saubhari’s) curse but no

other serpent knew it. So it resided in that pool out of the

fear of Garuda. It was expelled out of it by Krsna.

13-14. Finding Krsna come out of the pool, decorated

with heavenly garlands, sandal pigment and rich dress and

1. VT. notes that it was to express his contempt for Kiliya that

Garuda used his left wing.

2. Probably the same sage who married all the fifty daughters of

MandhSti. It might be during his stay in the pool of the Yamuna for

performing the penance, that the above incident took place, (vide Supra)

9.6. 39-55, also VP. 4.8.69-131
) A
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beautified with numerous costly big diamonds, gems and gold

ornaments all over his Person, all cowherds leapt to their feet

like sense-organs on return of life (or Creatures after the return

of the vital Principle’) , and with their hearts overwhelmed with

rapturous joy, embraced him with deep affection.

15. Regaining their consciousness, Yasoda, Rohinf,

Nanda and other cowherds and cowherdesses got their desires

fulfilled by meeting Krsna.

16. Balarama clasped Kr?na in the arms and laughed, as

he knew the prowess of Krsna.

1 6A. VR’s text adds this half-verse :

He seated him on his lap and looked at him again and

again in great affection. The trees, cows, bullocks, calves all

were filled with extreme joy.

17. The Brahmana preceptors (of Nanda) along with

their wives (who had already come there along with all the

inhabitants of Vraja) ,
now approached Nanda and congratu-

lated him, “Thank God ! How fortunate it is that your son

seized by Kaliya is liberated from its clutches.

18. Confer some gifts on Brahmanas, on account of the

deliverance of Krsna (from Kaliya)”. Delighted at heart

Nanda immediately gave cows and gold as gifts.

19. The highly fortunate Yasoda who got restored to

her child, which was as good as lost, hugged him. Seating him
on her lap, he again and again shed tears ofjoy.

19-

A VR*s text adds :

In the meanwhile, when the sun set, Krsna along with

Rama camped there along with their parents, cowherds and

their wealth—the herds of cattle.

20. The inhabitants of Vraja and cows, oppressed as

they were by hunger, thirst and physical exhaustion, passed

that night near the bank of the Yamuna, oh King ofKings !

20-

A VJ.'s text adds : (a half verse)

At that time, in Vraja, Oh best of Kurus !

21. In the jungle dried up with summer, a great forest

conflagration broke out at midnight, and surrounding the Vraja

lying fast asleep, it began to scorch them.
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22. Touched by the fire, the inhabitants of Vraja woke
up and in their bewilderment sought resort to Lord t£r?na, the

Supreme Lord who had assumed a human form through his

Maya.

23. “Oh Krsna ! Oh highly fortunate Kf§na ! Oh Rama !

Oh Rama of infinite prowess ! This extremely terrific fire is now
consuming us who are yours (your devotees).

24. Oh Lord ! Protect us who are your well-wishers and
friends, from this death-like (deadly) fire from which it is ex-

tremely difficult to escape. We cannot give up your feet (re-

sorting to which) there is no fear from any quarter”.

25. Perceiving this helplessness and danger ofhis people

(devotees)
,

the Supreme Ruler of the earth, the Infinite Lord
of unfathomable powers, swallowed up that terrible fire.

CHAPTER EIGHTEEN

Slaying of the Demon Pralamba

£ri Suka said :

1. Surrounded by his kinsmen whose hearts were full of

delight, Kr§Qa, whose glories were sung (by them) , entered

Vraja (looking) beautiful with herds of cows.

2. While they (Balarama and K|-?na) assuming through

their Maya power, the guise of cowherds, were indulging in

various sports, there was the advent of the season called the

Summer which is not much pleasant to embodied beings.

3. It, however, appeared like the spring due to the

special (environmental) characteristics ofVpidavana where the

glorious Lord Kefova (Kf?ija) was personally staying along with

Balarama.

4. It resounded with the sound of cascades that drowned

the jingling ofthe crickets. It looked beautiful with clusters of

trees constantly sprayed with the particles of water from the

'waterfalls. *
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5. Due to the pleasant breeze blowing over the waves of

the rivers and the pools (and the cascades) and moistened with

spray and carrying the fragrant pollen of white lilies, blue

lotuses and other flowers, the inhabitants of that forest (Vrnda-

vana) which, covered with meadows richly overgrown with

green grass, did not experience the scorching heat radiating

from the sun and forest fires in the summer.

6. At the place, the scorching rays of the sun, fierce

like virulent poison, were not able to dry up the moisture and

verdant nature of the soil wherein the mixture of sand and mire

on all sides of the bank remained always wet by the waves that

used to beat against the banks of rivers with unfathomable

water.

7 . The resplendently beautiful forest was in full blossom

and was resounded with the cries and notes of various birds

and beasts, with singing peacocks and humming bees and warb-

ling cuckoos and waterfowls.

8. With a desire to enjoy sports, the glorious Lord

Kr?na, accompanied by Balarama and surrounded with cows

and cowherds, entered the forest playing upon his flute.

9. With their persons decorated with tender foliage,

peacock feathers, clusters offlowers and coloured earth, Balarama,

Kr?na and other cowherds indulged in dancing, wrestling and

singing.

10. While Krsna was dancing, some cowherds sang, some

clapped their hands, some played on flutes or blew their horns,

while others applauded and cheered up.

1 1 . Gods who had assumed the forms of cowherds1 and

thus completely concealed their god-head, eulogised in applause

both Krsna and Balarama, as actors do to cheer up another

actor (in spite of their master-servant relation)

.

12. The two brothers wearing side-locks, sometimes,

sported by running in circles, long-jumps, shot-putting, striking

of arms, tug-of-war and wrestling.

i. VR. reads gopa-j&ti-praticchannau as adj. qualifying ‘Kftna-R&mau*

and interprets : ‘Gods who assumed the forms ofcowherds glorified Kffua
and Balar&ma who had completely concealed their divinity in the guise of

cowherds.
1
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13. Sometimes while other cowherds were dancing both

(Krsna and Balarama) sang personally, and played^on instru-

ments and applauded (with words) “well-done ! Buck up’*,

Oh great king.

14-16. Some time they would play with a Bilva fruit,

sometime with Kumbha fruit, and now with a handful of Amalaka

fruits (myrobalans) . Sometimes (in a running race or with

swift movements in an arena) they would playfully not allow

themselves to be touched, while at times they would play hide-

and-seek after shutting the eyes of a cowherd boy—or by
blindfolding and such other games. Sometimes they would
divert themselves by mimicking the sounds and notes of beasts,

birds. Now they would indulge in jumping like frogs, and now
they would cut jokes of various kinds; now by swinging with

the help of branches of trees and sometimes by playing the role

of kings.

Indulging in such sports well known among the people, they

rambled all over the area in the rivers, on the mountains, in the

valleys, bowers, in woods and lakes.

1 7. While Balarama and Krsna were grazing their cattle

in the meadows of that forest, a demon called Pralamba assumed

the guise of a cowherd and entered his followers with a view to

kidnapping them.

18. Even though Kf$na, the omniscient (All-perceiving)

Lord ofthe Yadu clan, knew it (his real intention), he agreed

to be his playmate and friend, with an intention of finishing with

him.

19. Kr$na, a past-master in games, summoned all the

cowherds and proposed, “Oh comrade-cowherds ! Now let

us play by dividing ourselves into two suitable parties.”

20. In that game, the cowherds selected Balarama and

Krsna as their captains—some (one party) accepted Krsna’s

side, while the rest (the other party) Balarama’s side.

21. They indulged in various sports characterised by one

party members to carry as mounts the members of the other

party—the winners being the riders and the defeated party-

members, the carriers.

22. In this way, some boys riding and some carrying and.
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simultaneously grazing the cattle—they went near a banyan

tree called Bhandlraka.

23. When cowherds like Sridama, Vrsabha and others

belonging to the party of Rama, became victorious in the game,

Kr?na and others carried them on their backs, Oh King.

24. Being defeated, Lord Krsna bore Sridaman, Bhadra

carried Vrsabha and Pralamba took Balarama, the son of

Rohini on his back.

25. Considering that Krsna was irresistible, the promi-

nent demon Pralamba swiftly carried away Balarama far beyond

the limit for dismounting.

26. When his progress was stopped by carrying Balarama

who grew weighty as the mount Meru (the king of all moun-

tains), the demon who assumed his original (demonic) form

adorned with gold ornaments and clothes, looked like a cloud

illuminated with flashes of lightning carrying the Moon (the

Lord of Stars) on his back.

27. Balarama (the wielder of a plough as a weapon) was

a bit disturbed to see the demon’s body soaring with crashing

speed in the sky, and with burning eyes, terrific (frowning)

brows, terrible jaws and teeth, hair like flames of blazing fire,

weirdly dazzling with the splendour of gold wristlets, crown and

ear-rings.

28. The very next moment, Balarama regained his cons-

ciousness (of his divine nature) and grew fearless. And like

Indra striking vehemently a mountain with his Vajra, in great

rage, he dealt a heavy blow with his fist on the head of his

enemy who was carrying him away from his group of cowherd

friends.

29. The moment the blow descended on his head, it was

shattered to pieces; vomitting blood profusely (from his mouth),

he lost his consciousness. Giving out a terrific roar, the demon
fell dead, like a mountain struck down by Indra’s weapon
(thunderbolt)

.

30. Seeing the demon Pralamba killed by the mighty

Balarama, the cowherds were extremely astonished and shouted,

“Bravo ! well done !”.

3 1 . Pronouncing benedictions on him, they highly praised

him. And he deserved it. With their hearts overwhelmed with
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-affection, they embraced him as one returned fron^ the realm
of death.

32. When the sinful demon Fralamba was killed, gods
felt highly gratified and happy. They showered on Balarama
wreaths of flowers and applauded him with their approbations

“well done ! Well done !**

CHAPTER NINETEEN

Swallowing up of a Forest-conflagration

Sri Suka continued :

1 . While the cowherds were deeply engrossed in playing,

their cows roamed to a great distance, grazing at will, and
lured by green pasture, strayed into an inaccessible part of the

dense jungle.

2. Entering from one forest (-area) to another, the she-

goats, cows and she-buffaloes became thirsty while wandering

in the forest, began to cry loudly and got into a thicket of

reeds.

3. Not finding the cattle, cowherds, of whom Kr?na and

Balarama were prominent, felt repentance (for their dereliction

of duty) . Despite their search for the cows, they were at a loss

to know where they could have gone.

4. Having thus lost their means of livelihood, the cow-

herds got perplexed not knowing what to do. Then all ofthem

followed the track of the cows marked with their footprints and

blades of grass cut by their hoofs.

5. Finding their wealth of cattle strayed from its path in

the jungle of Mufija-grass and lowing helplessly, they directed

their herds back and were overwhelmed with fatigue and thirst.

5-A. VR*s text adds :

Climbing up to the top of a tall tree and showing his per-

sonality dark like a cloud in complexion, Kf?na loudly called

out those distressed cows by their individual names.
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6. Being called by their names by the glorious Lord in

a tone deep like the thundering of clouds, the cows became over-

whelmed with joy to hear the sound of their names, and res-

ponded with lowing loudly.

7. Thereafter, as the Fate would have it, there broke

out, on all side, a forest conflagration causing havoc in all the

inhabitants of the forest. And helped by its assistant, the strong

wind, the great fire appeared desirous of lapping up all the

mobile and immobile creatures with its tongues of dreadful

flames.

8. Observing the advance of the forest-lire on all sides,

the cowherds and cows got horrified. Just as people afflicted

with the fear of death seek asylum with Lord Hari, they resort-

ed to Krsna along with Balaram, for shelter and prayed to

Him.

9. “Oh Krsna ! Oh Kr?na of infinite prowess ! Oh
Balarama ! Balarama of immeasurable power ! It now behoves

you to protect us who are being burnt by fire, and have

approached you for asylum.

10. We are really your kinsmen and as such, should not

be destroyed thus. You are the knower of all that is righteous-

ness. We are all devoted to you and have in you our saviour.’*

Sri Suka said :

11. Hearing the pitiful appeal of his cowherd-comrades,

Lord Hari assured them, “Don’t be afraid. Please close your

eyes.”

12. With the words ‘Be it so’, they closed their eyes

when, in the meanwhile, Krsna, the Supreme Master of Yoga

swallowed up that menacing conflagration and completely

saved them from that calamity.

13. Then, on opening their eyes, they were extremely

surprised to find themselves and their cows safe from danger,

and brought over to Bhandira1
.

i. From the details given in VT. about the bunyan tree called

Bhin<jira, it appears that at the time ofJlva Gosviml, they located it to

the Northwest of the Siva temple called ‘Spiro’ (?) near Vpidavana, and

the jungle of mufija grass where the conflagration was swallowed up by

Krsna was ten miles to the south of the bunyan tree.

—Bh.P. 10.(9.13 ( Vrindabana Edn Vol. I P# 673)
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14. Observing that it was due to the yogic power of

Krsna and the manifestation of his Yogic Potency (yogamaya)

that they were delivered from (death from) the forest fire, they

came to believe in his divine nature.

15. Tending homewards the cows in the evening, Krsna

along with Balarama, returned to Vraja, playing on his flute,

while the cowherd boys were singing his praise.

16. The very sight of Krsna (Govinda) filled the Gopis

(cowherd-women) with Supreme delight, as every moment of

separation from him was felt by them as a hundred ages

(yugas)

.

CHAPTER TWENTY

Description ofthe Rainy Season and the Autumn

Sri Suka said*

:

1. The cowherd-boys related to their mothers and

other women-folk
(
particularizing the special points) in details,

the miraculous feats of them both (viz. of Krsna and Balarama)

as to how Krsna rescued them from a forest-conflagration, and

how Balarama killed the demon Pralamba.

2. Listening to the account, elderly cowherds and cow-

herd women were astonished. They ( thenceforth )
looked upon

Krsna and Balarama as the most prominent gods who have

come down to stay in Vraja.

3. ** Then ( after the summer), there was the advent ofthe

rainy season which is favourable to the regeneration of all be-

* In VJ.’s text verses i and 2 form a part of the last i.e. VJ’s 17th

chapter. VJ’s new (18th) chapter begins from the 3rd verse of this (20th)

chapter.

** Note : VV. 3-24 give a spiritually suggestive, beautiful description

of the rainy season in the epic style. Annotators have tried to find some

'hidden meaning’ convenient to their school of thought in these verses.

VJ. regards this description as an illustration (dtff&nta) of the deep

or superficial (of pure and not so pure) devotion to god NSr&yapa. (Ndrd-

yana-bhakti-vatiady&vaifadya-dfftdntatvena Pr&vid ftum varpayati /
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ings, and during which, the sky appears beautiful with refulgent

circles (round the Sun and the Moon), and is resounded with

thunders.

4. Being overspread with thick dark blue clouds (heavy

with water), attended with lightning and thunder, and with

its light (of the Sun or the Moon) being obscured and dimmed,

the sky looked like Brahman modified by the conditioning guruts

of Prakrti1 (or the individual soul whose spiritual wisdom is

obscured by sattva, rajas and tamos each corresponding to the

lightning, thunder and clouds which overcast the sky) 2
.

5. (Like a king redistributing his wealth for public wel-

fare to his subjects, from whom he collected it in the form of

land revenue and other taxes) . At the proper time (in

the rainy season), the Sun-god or the Rainy season8 began to

release the wealth in the form of water to the earth from which

he absorbed it with his rays, during the (last) eight months.

6. Mighty clouds charged with lightning (with which

they viewed the earth parched with the summer heat) and

violently tossed by tempestuous winds (as if they were over-

whelmed with compassion for the world afflicted with the

summer) showered down the life-giving4 water (resuscitating the

world) which brought delight to all, just as merciful persons5

lay down their lives out of compassion for the harassed and

tormented people.

t. Saguna Brahman—(1) Individual soul conditioned by gupas but

capable of expanding by gupas and not physically—VR (2) Four-faced god

Brahma—VJ
2. (i) VR : By nature, the sky is clear, pure and bright but gets

darkened by clouds etc. So also though knowledge is inherent in the Jim ,

the cognitive power remains ineffective till the Jiva attains Liberation or

mukti. Hence one should try for Liberation.

(ii) The Sun: the brightest luminary is shrouded with clouds like god

BrahmiH wi th the three gupas.—VJ.

3. Par]anya—The sun-god who presides over the thundering clouds

-VJ.
4. v.l. prapinfim—The very life ofliving beings—VR.
5. Just as the glances of Lord K f$na shower the water in the form

of Spiritual Knowledge on his earnest devotees—VJ.
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* Just as the shrivelled and emaciated body of a per-

son undergoing severe austerities for the attainment of some

desired object, regains its normal health and plumpness after

the realization of that object, the earth that was parched and

shrivelled through the heat of the sun (in the summer)
,
now

swelled up (and became green) when drenched with water by

the rain-god.

8. At the nightfall (when the sky is overcast with clouds)

it is the fire-flies and not the planets that shine through darkness

even as the heretical scriptures dazzle in their sins, in the Kali

age and not the Vedas.

9. Just as young Brahmana pupils break their silence at

the end of their daily religious routine, and begin their recitation

of the Vedas on hearing the voice of their preceptor, the hiber-

nating frogs which were lying silent, broke out croaking on

hearing the sound of rains (or the thunder of the rainy clouds)

.

10. Rivulets that dry up in the summer, now overflow

their banks and flowed into the wrong channel, like the body

and riches of persons with unrestrained mind (and enslaved by

their senses) and misdirected to the wrong track.

1 1 . Like the army (camp) of a king, the earth appeared

green with verdant grass (at some places) , crimson-coloured by

(the crowds of) Indragopa insects, and at some places, it became

covered with the growth of umbrella-shaped mushrooms.

12.

** Fields with their rich crop brought delight to the

farmers and heart-burning1 to the rich (feeling jealousy towards

* This verse shows the pravftti marga of worldly prosperity—VJ.
** SR & KD. : Fields caused joy or grief to the farmers according

to the richness or failure of harvests as they did not know that everything

depends on destiny.

VT. takes kfetra as ‘a body*.

VR: The verse teaches that one should feel joy at the prosperity of
others.

VJ. interprets kfetra as ‘a sacred place* and explains: Due to the

vision of the great glory of the Lord, holy places bring joy. But to those

who are proud and materialistic and think about the cost of pilgrimage
find that the same holy places are full of misery and anxiety. One who is

keen on getting Mokfa (Liberation) should devote himself to the lotus feet

of Hari.*

l . VB. : To the proud kings who are bent on conquering the ene-
mies, the rains and fields covered with crops, cause obstruction and troub-
les, as they do not know that victory or defeat depends on the Will of the
Lord.
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the farmers) as they did not know that everything depends on

the luck.

13.

* Being drenched with the fresh rain-waters,1 all be-

ings living on the land and in water assumed a beautiful, win-

some appearance immediately, even as persons attain to attrac-

tive divine form8 through the service (worship and contempla-

tion
)
of Hari (due to its being the highest form of religion and

of supremely blissful nature).

1 4. The sea, the waters of which are already tossed into

high waves by stormy winds, becomes more violently agitated at

the confluences with rivers, even as the heart of an immature

yogi
,
still influenced with passions, becomes highly perturbed by

contacts with worldly objects.8

15. Though continuously subjected to the down-pour of

rains, the mountains were not agitated at all, like the devotees

of Hari whose minds are absorbed in the meditation of the Lord

and are not perturbed even under overwhelming calamities (of

threefold nature)

.

16. Being unused (or unrepaired for a long time) and

hence overgrown and covered with grass, the tracks and paths

become doubtful ( unrecognizable) like the Vedas which are not

properly studied (and repeatedly recited), get consigned to obli-

vion by the force (passage) of time.

1 7. Just as pleasure-seeking women bear no constancy to

men of virtue and merit (if devoid of money), the fickle-hearted

* VT. endorses $R. and states that both the process and attainment

( sddhandvasthd and sddhydvasthd) of the service of Hari are supremely

blissful.

VR. : No Grace can be attained except through the service of Hari.

1 . VJ. interprets vari as ‘knowledge* that removes the misery of

samara of the denizens of the nether-world (pdtala

)

,
inhabitants of the

terrestrial globe and residents of the higher (celestial) world. To these

inhabitants, pure spiritual knowledge leading to gracious divine forms, is

attainable through the service of Hari.

2. VB. : Just as devotees assume the four-armed divinely refulgent

Hari-like form etc. ‘The inhabitants of land etc.* stand for persons chara-

cterised by saltva
,
rajas and tamas.

3 .
guna— (

i ) rajo-gwfa—VJ

.

(ii) Natural propensities creating agitation in the mind for sensual

pleasure. These are to be controlled by meditating on Hari.—VR.
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Hashes of lightning did not remain constant (and fajthful) to

clouds which are the friends of the world.

18. Just as the attributeless Supreme Person manifests

himself in the world which is a product or conglomeration of

gunas, (viz. sattva, rajas and tamos)
, the rain-bow ( Indra’s bow)

though devoid of a guna ( a string) , shone forth in the sky, the

special quality {guna )
of which is sound.

19. Veiled over by clouds shining with her own beams

of light, the moon did not shine forth like the individual soul,

qnveloped and shrouded in its ego-sense, illumined by its own
light.

20. Just as persons sorely distressed and (hence) disgust-

ed with the miseries of household life (samsara ) feel delighted

at the arrival of the devotees of Lord Krsna, peacocks to which

the advent of the rainy season {lit. the appearance of the clouds)

is itself an occasion of joy, become exulted with their hair

(feathers) standing on their end (while dancing with their fea-

thers spread out)

.

21.

* Just as persons, at first grown emaciated and exhaust-

ed through asceticism, become stout and robust on attaining the

fruition of their desires, the trees shrunk and dried up through

the heat of the summer, sucked water through their feet (i.e.

roots) and assumed many new (rich) forms (putting forth luxu-

riantly new branches, foliage, fresh blossoms, fruits etc.)

.

22. (This verse shows the characteristics of persons

permanently indulging in samsara

—

nitya-sartis&ri)

.

The cranes continue to stay even in sliding, miry and

thorny banks of lakes, Oh Parik§it, like unto wicked-minded

persons given to low pleasures, continue to live in houses where-

in they carry on their detestable cruel {lit. of non-pacific nature)

jobs.

* VR. Persons performing penance with some material end .in view

grow emaciated through penance, but after realising the fruition of their

desire, become multiplied in the form of sons, grandsons etc., and persons

who, with no ulterior motive except the propitiation of the Lord, perform

penance, attain Liberation, and are endowed with various supernatural

forms and life similar to the Lord.

VJ. interprets pidapa as ‘ascetics’ and explains: As ascetics per-

forming penance, drink the ambrosia of Sdstrie knowledge and controlling

their senses and minds realize the Supreme Soul [poranflttman) Himself.
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23. While the god of rains poured down showers of rains,

dams and bridges got damaged and breached by floods, just as

the paths

1

(of religious duties prescribed for different classes of

society ( oarnas) and stages of life
( Stromas)

in the Vedas, are

breached by attacks of false heretical theories in the Kali Age.

24. Clouds impelled by winds showered their nectar-like

waters to creatures below, just as rulers of the earth or merch-

ant kings advised by Brahmanas at opportune times, distribute

their blessed wealth among the subjects (or carry out works of

social welfare)

.

25. When the forest was thus abounding in trees richly

laden with ripe dates and rose apples, Krsna, surrounded by

cows and cowherds, and accompanied by Balarama, entered in

it for sporting.

26. At the call ofKrsna, cows which (normally) proceed-

ed in slow gait owing to the weight of heavy udders, hastened

with quick steps, showering with .joy the milk from their udders

on the way.

27. On the way, Lord Krsna saw the inhabitants of

the forest (men, birds and beasts) exulted with joy, rows of

trees dripping with honey, streams of waters cascading from hills,

and their echoing sound in the hills and the caves that were at

hand.

28. Sometimes when it rained, the Lord took shelter un-

der a tree or entered a cave, and sported Himselfjoyously eating

bulbs, roots and fruits.

29. Accompanied by Balarama, he sat on a slab of stone

near water, and ate the rice mixed with curds (brought from

home)
,

sharing it with cowherds who were to sit with him for

the meal.8

30-31. Beholding the bulls and calves lying on the lush

green grass ruminating in great satisfaction, with their eyes

i . Due to the heretical arguments advanced by the Buddha and his

followers the Vedic paths of action (Karma), of Knowledge and of Devotion

are broken down—VB. Bhakti, however, has a place in non-vedic religions

in India.

KD. includes the followers of agamas and tantras under heretics.

a. Some other cowherds made their own arrangement at di Trrent

places—VB.
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closed, and cows fatigued with the heavy weight of their udders

(also resting and chewing the cud in satisfaction) , and the splen-

did beauty of the rainy season enhanced by his own enchanting

powers, bringing delight to all creatures, the Lord felt gratified

(with them all).

32. While Balarama and Krsna were dwelling at that

Vraja in this way, the autumn characterised by cloudless skies

crystal-like waters and gentle breezes, set in.

33. (Originally waters are crystal clear, but they become

turbid due to rainy season) . Now due to the autumnal season

which makes the lotus-plants blossom forth, waters have regain-

ed their original translucent nature, just as the minds of per-

sons who have fallen from the path ofyoga, regain their mental

serenity by resuming theiryogtc practices.

34. Just as devotion to Krsna removes all the evils setting

upon persons belonging to different stages of life
(
diramas )*, the

Autumn dispelled all the clouds from the sky and prevented the

contacts of the elements or the congestion of created beings,

dried up the mire on the earth, and cleansed the turbidity from

water.

35. Having discharged (and thus renounced) all their

possessions (in the form of the waters in them)
,

the clouds

shone forth in their spotless white splendour, as quiescent sages

who have absolved themselves of all sins do, after renouncing all

their three-fold desires (about progeny, property and celebrity).

36. Just as people with spiritual wisdom impart their

nectar-like knowledge on some occasions, and refuse to do so on

others, the mountains also at some places allowed the streams of

pure water to flow, while at others they withheld them.

37. Just as ignorant persons immersed in their house-

hold matters are not cognisant of the daily shortening of the

span of their life, so the creatures in shallow waters did not per-

ceive the diminishing water level every day.

38. Just as a poverty-stricken, wretched man burdened

with family responsibilities but of uncontrolled senses, undergoes

i. SR. enumerates the evils : The trouble of physical work during

studenthood, the pangs of separation in married state, and sexual passion*

etc in sanny&sins.
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miseries, the creatures in shallow waters suffered from the heat

of the autumnal sun.

39. Marshy tracts of land gradually gave up their marshi-

ness, and the plants their unripeness, just as (spiritually) wise

men slowly (step by step) discard their notions of ‘I’ and ‘mine’

with respect to their bodies and belongings which are distinctly

different from their self.

40. When the season of autumn set in, the waters of the

ocean grew calm and still, even as a meditative sage established

in his self, gives up ritualistic performances and recitation of

the Vedas.

41. Cultivators secured the supply of water to their

fields by strengthening the bunds (and thus stopping the brea-

ches and leakages)
,
just as Togins, by control of senses, preserve

their spiritual knowledge which otherwise gets dissipated ( through

unsubdued senses) 1
.

42. The moon relieved the sufferings of creatures caused

by the rays (heat) of the autumnal sun, just as the (revelation

of) spiritual knowledge alleviates the troubles caused by the

(false) identification of the body with the soul, or Lord Krsria

removes the pangs of separation of (cowherd) women of Vraja.

43. The cloudless sky shone forth beautifully with bright

stars twinkling clearly in autumnal nights, as the mind with the

predominance of Sattva
,

correctly comprehends the import of

the Vedas (Sabda-Brahman) as decided by the Purva and Uttara

Mimarhsas.

44. The full moon, surrounded by stars, shbne resplen-

dent in the heavens, just as Krsna, the Lord of Yadus, did in

his circle of Vrsni clansmen, on the earth.

45. People, embraced by the ( cooling ) temperate breeze

which has blown over blossoming forests, felt relieved of the heat

( of the sun) but not so the Gopa women whose heart was stolen

(captivated ) by Krsna (whom they embraced in their hearts)

as the pangs of actual separation were enhanced thereby.

46. Due to the (fecundating influence ofthe) Autumn, and

through the insistent courting of their mates, cows, female deer

i. VB. aptly quotes :

Urdhvtndriyais tu vikfepojHdnasy&'dho vin&Janam l

nirodhe pudja-bhdvena svakdryenh sddhayed dhruvam //
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(or beasts) , she-birds and women, conceived (irrespective of

their willingness)
,
just as the acts for propitiating the Lord are

followed by the concomitant fruit (automatically).

47. At the sunrise all lotuses (except moon-lotuses)

bloomed forth, just as all subjects except criminals (or robbers)

become fearless on the installation of a king (i.e. restoration of

good government).

48. The earth, rich with ripe cornfields, shone bright

and beautiful, especially due to the incarnation of the two rays

{dtfiSas) of Lord Hari ( viz. Kr$na and Balar&ma) and also with

the performance of Vedic sacrifices of harvest season (wherein

new com is offered)
, and with festivities and grand celebrations

gratifying the senses, which were carried on in cities and

villages.

49. Just as Siddhas (the masters ofyoga and mantras—mystic

incantations)
, detained (in their present bodies) by their ordain-

ed span of life, attain their respective desired heavenly bodies,

when the appropriate time arrives, merchants, sages, kings and

sndtakas ( life-long bachelor-students ) shut up in their places

due to the rainy-season, (and were impeded from undertaking

an expedition or journey) now set out to achieve their respec-

tive objects.

CHAPTER TWENTYONE*

The Song of Gopis (
cowherd-women )

&ri Suka continued

:

1. In this beautiful forest, with its waters made crystal-

clear by the Autumn, and caressed by a breeze surcharged

with the fragrance of beds of lotuses, Lord Kf?na entered

deep, alongwith his cows and cowherds.

* Gh. XIX according to VJ.’s text. He thinks that the object of this

chapter is to emphasize that everyone should perform devotion, the means

ofspiritual knowledge, according to his capacity—

sva-yogyat&nus&reQa HaraujRSna-s&dhanath bhqptifr kartavyS /
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2. While grazing the cattle, Krsna, in company of cow-

herds and Balarama, entered deep into the forests, the lakes,

rivers and mountains wherein were resonant with the warbling

of flocks of enraptured birds and hummings of bees
;
through

the glades of trees adorned with their floral wealth; and he

played

1

charmingly on his flute.

3. When the damsels of Vraja heard from a distance

that enchanting music of the flute exciting erotic sentiments,*

some of them sung unto their friends the excellences of Krsna,®

in his absence.

4. Hardly did they begin to describe when, remember-

ing his dalliance with them, they could not proceed, as their

mind was distracted by the vehement force of passion, Oh
King.

5. (The cowherd women depict their mental vision of

Krsna as he entered Vrndavana. This visualization of Krsna

distracted the Gopis as mentioned in the above verse.)

Possessed of a charming personality like an accompli-

shed actor,

4

graced with a crown of peacock feathers,® his ears

i. cukuja— f i ) played on. sounded—SR., VR., SD.

(ii) conveying an erotic invitation to Gopis—VJ., VB.

3. VB. says that it was a divine music. Hence it could be heard

from such a long distance.

3. SG. & VT. carefully exclude elderly ladies like YaiodS and

Rohini from this effect. In them, motherly affection was awakened.

While Radha being deeply moved conveyed her feelings to her friends like

Laliti. The text of the Bh. P., however, is silent about names of eroti-

cally excited gopis
,
including RidhS.

4. v.l. naftt-vara-vapup— (i) The most beautiful among all the forma

assumed so far by the Lord.—-VT.

(ii) Just as an actor puts on a special dress for playing a particular

part on the stage, the Lord assumed this human form with this special

dress on the stage of the world.—SG.
(iii) By looking at which (form), all beings dance with joy—SG.

5. MR. (Miira R&makftna jn his com. Prema-mafljarl) quotes from

Krfpa-ydmala.

Rddhd-priya-mayHrasyapatrsrh RSdhekta^a-prabham I

bibharti iirasdKtw&s tasySS cQtfanibhath yatap //

A poetic explanation that Kppa wore the feathers of a peacock due
.to the similarity of the ‘eye* (eye-like bright bluish coloured centre) of the

feather to Radh&’s eye.
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decorated by karnikara flowers, clad in garments (brilliant)

yellow like molten gold, wearing the Vaijayanti wreath made
of flowers of five different colours, (consisting of tulasi

,
kunda

,

mandara, pdrijdta and lotuses1
)

filling the holes of his flute with

the nectar of his lips2 and accompanied by the cowherds3 sing-

ing his glory, Kf§na entered the Vrndavana forest, beautified

with his foot-prints.

5A. VJ’s text adds :

Krsna wore a crest of peacock’s feathers and appear-

ed as a forest-dweller with Karnikara flowers adorning his ears.

He rested his face on his left arm (his face was turned to the

left). Breathing through the flute with appropriate histrionic

movements of eye-brows and fingers, he made all the hosts of

cowherds sing classical music (the Gandharva Veda an compiled by

Bharata), and gave delight to all the creatures in the world.

6. Listening to the music of the flute which bewitched

and transported the hearts of all beings, all the women of

Vraja embraced him mentally, as they were (each) engaged

in describing it.

The cowherd women* sang :

7. “This is the highest reward of being blessed with eyes;

we do not know if there can be any greater felicity than this,

Oh friends. Those only have enjoyed the fruit who have drunk

to their hearts’ content (ni-pitam) (the charm) of the counte-

1. MR. in his com. (mentioned above) quotes a verse giving names

of flowers woven in the Vaijayanti wreath :

Tulast-kunda-manddra-pdrijata-saroruhaih /

paheabhih kusumair etair vanam&ld prakirtitd //

2. The musical notes issuing from the flute were sweet like nectar to

the ear, but this sweetness is transferred poetically to the breath that issued

from Kr?na’s lips (mouth)—VB.
3. Balarama is implied in Kftna as that was the inseparable pair.

* It is presumed that the gopfs, one after another sing these verses.

The names of gopls given in SG or VT are not mentioned in the Text of

the Bh. P. The gopls express their eagerness to be with Lord Kftna to

enjoy his company personally, and each regards herself as unfortunate as

compared even with inanimate objects like rivers and Govardhana hill

which are supposed to enjoy KftQa’s melodious music on the flute.
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nance of the sons of Nanda as they played on the flute,

casting around their loving side-glances at the time of tending

their cattle to the forest, along with their cowherd-compa-

nions.

8. Picturesquely clad in garments intertwined with

tender mango-leaves, with tufts of peacock feathers, and bun-

ches of flowers (decorating the head)
,
and wearing wreaths of

lilies and lotuses, and singing1 and dancing freely sometimes

in the midst of the group of cowherds, they (Krsna and

Balarama) appeared exceedingly beautiful like actors on the

stage.

9. Oh Gopls ! What infinitely great meritorious acts

must have been performed by this flute, in consequence of

which it can freely enjoy to its heart’s content, the nectar flow-

ing from the lips of Damodara (Krsna)—which is the legiti-

mate monopoly of Gopis—and leaves but little to others; the

rivers (which like mothers nourished with their waters the life

of the bamboo of which the flute is made) which enjoyed a

part of it, expressed their ecstasy with the blooming of lotuses

(like hair standing on their ends with joy). The bamboos (the

parent of the flute) like righteous elderly people shedding

tears ofjoy to find a great devotee of the Lord born in their

family, shed drops of dew.

10. Oh friend ! Vrndavana which has attained the

splendid beauty of bearing the imprints of the lotus-feet of

Lord Krsna, 2 has enhanced the glory of the earth (far above

1. gqyavianau—Some times when exhausted they invited other cow-

herd boys to sing at intervals and exhibited their superiority. The cow-

herd boys are blessed as they could fully enjoy the singing and dancing of

Balarima and Kftna who felt shy to do so at Vraja among elderly people.

Hence the Gopis felt that they are extremely unfortunate, as they missed

the free exhibition of dancing and singing of Kr§na—SG.

VT. repeats SG. VB. explains how this Lord’s act was full of all rasas.

His rasa theory is beyond the scope of a footnote.

2. The epithet is Dtvakl-suia ‘the son ofDevaki’, and not Taiodu-suta

'the son of Yaioda'. In fact, the gopis did not know that Kanawas Devakl’s

son, and they presumed that he was Yaiod&’s son. The narrator Suka and
members of the audience, knew that Ktfna was Devaki’s son, and

hence the author of the Bh. P. who represented that it was £uka
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that of the heaven) . While seeing the rapturous dance of

peacocks on hearing the music of Krsna’s flute, which they

felt to be deep and low rumbling of clouds, all other animals

on the hills stood motionless.1

11. Blessed are the female deer which though lacking

in reasoning, capacity ( due to their birth in animal species)

offer, along with their mates, the black-antelopes, their

worship to him with their loving glances, on hearing the-

music of flute played by the picturesquely dressed Krsna, the

son (or delight) of Nanda (while our cowherd-husbands are

too petty-minded to tolerate it, if we do the same)

.

12. Beholding Krgflia, whose handsome appearance and

amiable disposition were enhancing the delight of women, and

listening to the enchanting music played upon by him, celestial

damsels moving in the aerial cars (seated on the laps of their

heavenly husbands
) became infatuated under the spell of the

god of love, and had the chaplets of flowers drop down from

the braids of their hair, and the folds of their garments slip

down and unsettled.

13. And the cows quaffed, with goblets in the form of

their ears raised erect, the nectar-like melodious music of the

flute flowing from the mouth (i.e. the breath) ofKrsria, and

the calves stood entranced and motion-lessa ,
holding in their

mouth the mouthful of milk sucked from the flowing udders

who reported even this speech of Gopts
,
used the term Devaki-suta, without

being aware of the slip. SG., VT., VC defend it by quoting from Bfhad-

Vifnu Purdpa that ‘YasodS’ and ‘Devaki' are two names of Nanda's wife.

dve ndmnl Nanda-bhdrydya Taiodd Devakltyapi /

But the quotation is not found in my (Gita Press, Gorakhpur) edition

of VP. Other annotators accept the epithet Devaki-Suta as Kftna, and

have just ignored the textual slip. SG.’s defence that Devaki merely gave

birth to Krfna, but he was really brought up by Yaiodft (suta-Sabdena

kevalam tayd prasuta eva,putras tu Xaioddyd eva iti bhdvap) is merely a cover-

up.

1 . SJ. interprets the motionlessness as 'swoon due to the impact

of divine love’ (Prema-murcchd) . This blessed state is not enjoyed even in

Vaikuntha. The gopls regret their misfortune of not being transported to

that swoon-like state. This shows the unsalable nature of Divine Love.

2. This is the manifestation of Sdttoika-vikdra—SG.
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(of their mothers) .* Through (the medium of) their eyes, they

embraced Govinda (Lord Krs$a), with tears of joy trickling

from their eyes.

14. How wonderful ! Oh mother ! The birds in this

forest must most probably be considered as sages, for (just as

sages desirous of visualizing Krsna follow different branches of

the Veda, and perform the duties prescribed therein, without

any desire for the fruits accruing from them) ,
the birds are per-

ching on the branches oftrees covered with charming fresh foli-

age(without flowers and fruit obstructing Krsria’s sight) in order

to have complete ( unobstructed) view of Kr$na with un-wink-

ing eyes,2 and to listen to the melodious music of the flute

(with full absorbing attention), remaining speechless and

oblivious to the external world ( like sages happily absorbed in

Krs^a’s music or praise)

.

15. Listening to the music of Krsnta with wrapt attention,

even the (inanimate) rivers exhibited their passion for him, by

the whirlpools which thereby diminished the rapidity of their

currents (flowing to the sea, their Lord) ,
and (under the pre-

text of) offering him the present of lotuses, they, with the

arms in the form of waves, clasped the pair of his feet, as if to

camouflage their act of embracing.

1 6*. Perceiving3 that in the heat of the sun, Kj-gna pastur-

ing the cattle of Vraja in company ofBalarama and cowherds,

and himself following them playing on the flute, the rain-cloud

(due to Krsna’s being similar to it in complexion and dispel-

1. VJ. (and as an alternative explanation SG. & VT.) regard snuta-

stana-pqyafy-kavalah an adj. qualifying gavah (cows), and interpret :

'‘With milk flowing from their udders and a mouthful of grass in their

mouth**. I think the music of the flute enchanted both the cows and the

calves, and they forgot even to swallow the mouthful of milk. Hence my
translation as above.

2. v.l. Sffivanti mtlitadfSab ‘Listening with half-closed eyes'—SG.

"Listen with closed eyes without looking at anything else"—SD.
* VT. states that noticing the effect of the heat of the Sun on the

cattle and cowherds, Kftga played the musical mode called malldra

rdga) (Megha-malhSra rdga) on his flute, which effected a shower. It is

believed that if this rdga (musical mode) is scientifically sung, it brings

rain-showers immediately.

3. With its eyes of lightning—VT.
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ling heat-like distress of the people) arose and out of overflow-

ing friendliness to him, spread out his body as an umbrella

over them, and showered him with flowers1 (i.e. flower-like

showers)

.

17. Perfectly accomplished of purpose are the Pulinda

(including aboriginal and backward class) women who, after

being overcome and distressed with passion at the sight of the

saffron (colour) sticking to the blades of grass (as well as rocks

and other places)—the saffron-paste originally applied to the

breast of the Divine Consort2
( ofKrsna) and rendered still more

charming by its contact with the reddish, lotus-like feet of the

Lord of high renown ( or whose glory is sung in the Vedas
)
—got

cured of those pangs (of having a vision of Krsna ) by smearing

their faces and breasts with that paste.

18. “Alas ! Oh friends ! Even this mount Govardhana is

the foremost among the servants (devotees) of LordHari, inas-

much as it derives extremely high delight from the touch of the

feet of Balarama and Krs^a, and it receives them with respect,

catering to their needs and to those of their (cowherd) friends

and cattle, by offering fresh water, good grazing ground,

caverns for shelter and edible bulbs and roots.

19. Oh friend ! Of Krsna and Balarama who tend their

cattle from one forest to another along with their young cow-

herd friends, and characterised by carrying ropes3 (for tying

hind-legs of cows when milking), and string-nooses (for

controlling unruly cows)
,
it is, however, wonderful that the

sublimely sweet and melodious notes of their flutes cause

motionlessness in mobile corporeal beings, and induce bristling

with joy (which is a form of motion) among the (immobile)

trees.”

20. While describing to each other such (fascinating)

sports of the Lord who ranged over the forest calledVyndavana,

the cowherd-ladies became completely absorbed in them (or

in him).

x. The flowers of the clouds are the rain-drops— megha-pufpam

ghana-rasam quote SG. and VT.
2. VT. insists that she is no other than RAdh£.

3. niryoga-paia etc.—Extremely powerful bonds or ties created by
yoga—VJ.

**
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CHAPTER TWENTYTWO *

Cowherd-maids Pray to Katyayani—Krfna’s carrying

away their garments

Sri Suka said :

1. In the first month (MargatSIrsa), in the season of

Hemanta,1 maids in the Vraja (cowherd-settlement ofNanda)

,

observed the vow of adoring goddess Katyayani, eating only

pure food fit for being offered to sacrificial fire.

2-3. Having taken bath in the waters of the Yamuna at

day-break, they made an image in sand of the goddess, jusf

near the river water, on the bank, and worshipped her with

sandal-paste, fragrant flowers, offering her propitiatory

oblations, burning frank-incense, waving lights before her, and
presenting other miscellaneous gifts ofvarying costs, along with
tender shoots, fruits and unbroken grains of rice.

4. Those virgins performed the worship of the goddess,

each repeating the prayer (as a mantra or incantation) : “Oh
goddess Katyayani ! Oh great deluding potency of the Lord l

Oh greatyogini (of great Super-human powers) ! Oh absolute

ruler of the universe ! Be pleased to grant the son of cowherd
Nanda (i.e. Krsria) as my husband !

a

5. The maidens who have set their heart on KrsQa,
observed the vow for the period of a month, worshipping god-

dess Bhadrakali with the praydr, “May Nanda’s son be our
husband”.

6. Getting up early in the morning, and calling others

by their names (to wake them up), they sang in loud chorus

* It is significant that this episode is not given in the HVP and VP.
The object of this chapter is to demonstrate that devotion alone 'generates*

(brings about) the Lord’s grace.

bhaktireva bhagavat-prasida-janantti dariayitum—VJ.
1. This season consists of the following months of the Hindu calen-

dar—M&rga£lr?a and Pau?a.

2. This Sanskrit verse is regarded as a mantra and it is to be repea-
ted i,6oo times a day, during the period ofK&tydyani-vrata—KD. 22.62,

VTand VG. quote Ndrada-paflcardtra to show that every mantra about
Kpna has goddess Durgi as the presiding deity. Hence the justification of
this vrata and japa for getting Knna as a husband.
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the glory of Lord Krsria, as they went to bathe in the ^Yamuna
clasping each other’s hand.

7. On one occasion (on the last day of that vow which
was a full-moon day) , they, as usual, left their garments on the

bank, and singing the glory of Kr^nta, they sported in the

water merrily (as that was the concluding day of their vow).

Thus they concentrated on him in mind, word and deed).

1

8. Understanding their intention, the glorious Lord

Krsna, the Supreme Master of all other experts in yoga?

surrounded by his companions,8 went there to grant them the

fruit of their vow.4

9. It is traditionally reported that he collected all

their garments and quickly climbed a Kadamba tree ( nearby)

.

Laughing loudly, he spoke to them in fun, while (other) boys

also kept a-laughing.

10. “Oh delicate girls ! As you are exhausted by

observing a religious vow, I am not joking. Earnestly I tell

you. Let each of you come here at will, and receive her

respective garments.

11. As these (cowherd) boys know it, I have never

-spoken a lie up till now. Oh girls with beautiful waist (Oh

girls of pure hearts) ! You may come here one by one or all

together, and take your own clothes.

5

1 . evath mdnasa-vaeika-kdyikaikatinatvarh dariitam—VT. The poet-anno-

tator KD. says that the maidens imagined the bluish water of Yamuna as

•the person of Kftna and embraced Him (in the form o* water) and kissed

it etc.—KD.22.84-87.

2. The epithets bhagavanyogejuareivarafi shows that it is the ‘eternal

metaphysical Lord—the third aspect of the Reality* which is implied here

and not the human Vasudeva Kr?na (vide Intro. XLVIII-XLIX Bh.P.

vol. I) . KD. underscores the same, “He became many to satisfy them.**

—KD. 22.99.

3. VT. quotes Gaukmd Tantra and shows that these companions are

‘Intellect, ego, mind, heart*.

4. VB. thinks that the maidens have committed the following

faults : nude bath, breaking of silence and playing while observing a vow.

To purge them ofthese, Lord Kftna came there and by his look did it.

5. It is the erotically tinged devotion of Gaudfya Vaijpavas which

makes VT. state that Kffua was desirous of seeing the central part of their
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12. Perceiving (the implications of) his joke, the
cowherd girls were overcome with love. Bashfully they look-
ed at each other and smiled, but none came out of the water.

When Krsna was speaking to them jocularly, the
girls got confused in their mind. Keeping themselves immeis-
ed in the cold water upto the neck, they requested him,
while shivering with cold.

14. ‘‘Oh dear Kr$na ! Pray, do not be unjust to us.

Darling ! We know that you, the son of Nanda, are our
beloved, whom the whole of Vraja praises. Pray, do return
our clothes to us, as we are shivering (with biting cold)

.

15. Oh beautiful Krs^a of charmingly bluish comp-
lexion ! We are your servants. We all shall carry out your
behests. You are a knower of dkarma1 (righteous conduct).

Pray return our clothes, else we shall (be constrained to)

Teport the matter to the king (Nanda)” (threatened the

elderly gopi’s)

.

The glorious Lord said :

16. “If you are my servants (as you say), and under-

take to abide by my biddings, come here and take back each

your ( respective) clothes, have a countenance beaming with

a smile.

16A. VJ. and VT. record a half-verse

Otherwise, I will not return the garments. What will

the angry chief do to me ?”.

bodies (yUfmSkam madhyabh&gadisaundaryam eva draffum ifyote, na ca vastrair

etair matprayojanam iti nigudho bh&vafrl) It is on the background of Tantriciam

that this Vai?navism was developed. Hence the commentator's words

should not be superficially understood at their face value in view of note on

page 1396. VB. says Kftga wanted to see their hearts, interpreting madhya

as 'heart'. Other annotators have just passed it over. As Krfpa’s physical

age was only six years and four months at this time, the girls wishing to

marry him must have been presumably less than sixyears ofage and as such

this episode appears allegorical.

1. VB. quotes a smfti text which prohibits the ieeing of the secret

parts ofa girl, sexual act of beasts, a naked woman or one whose breasts

are exposed to view :
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1 7. At this, all the girls shivering with cold and cover-

ing their private parts with the palms of their hands, came

out of the water, frozen (lit. shrunk) with cold,

18. Perceiving their virginity,1 the glorious Lord who was

propitiated with the purity of their hearts, placed their clothes

on the branch of the tree and smilingly addressed them, with

great pleasure.

19. “It is a positive offence against gods, that you

entered water in a nude state,2 after undertaking the obser-

vance of a religious vow. For the expiation of this sin, you

bow raising up your folded palms to your heads, and lay

prostrate (on the ground) after which you accept your

(respective) clothings.”

Additional verses in the Texts of VR and VJ.

19-A. Hearing this command full of religious signifi-

cance, from the great Soul (Lord Krsna), the damsels paid

obeisance to him with one hand, covering their private part

with the other.

19-B. Seeing them (violate the proper way of bowing to

the Lord), the glorious Lord uttered this observation full of

righteousness (and concerning religious formality), “Those

who are experts in Vedas know it (and have laid it down)

that he who bows to god Acyuta (Krsna or Visnu) with one

hand only, should be punished by cutting off the other hand

(not used in bowing)

.

19-C. Hence, a person should pay respects to his Lord

by both of his hands. You, therefore, comply that way, and

that will please me the better”.

20.

Considering what was explained to them by Lord

Kr?na (Acyuta) ,
the maids of Vraja realized that taking a

plunge (bath) in a nude state is a transgression in the

observation of their vow. Being desirous of completely ful-

filling the vow, with all the related rites and formalities, they

Kanyi-yoniih paSu-kriddm nagna-slrirhprakata-stanfrh ndualokayetl

Hence as a knower of dharma, Kr?na should return the clothes.

1. On seeing them arrived—VT.
2. Cf. na nagnafy karhicit sn&y&t l

—MBH. Anu, 104.51
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bowed to Lord Krsna, the very embodiment of the fruit and
religious rites, directly present before them. And it was he

who washes off* all sins, flaws and transgressions.

21. Seeing them bowing down humbly before him, the

merciful Lord Krsna, the son of Devaki, was pleased with

them, and returned to them all their clothes.

22. Though they were badly deceived by the criti-

cism of their nudity (in verse 19) ,
were compelled to give up

bashfulness, were ridiculed (by saying that he was not joking

(verse 10), were treated like puppets and robbed of their

clothings, they were so much satisfied with the company of

their beloved that they bore no displeasure towards him.

23. They put on their clothes. So charmed were they

with the company of the Lord, and their hearts were so much
attracted, that they did not stir away from that place but

continued to cast their bashful glances at him.

24. Understanding that their motive of undertaking

the observance (of Katyayani) vow was the longing to touch

his feet, the glorious Lord Damodara (Kjrsna) addressed the

maidens

:

25. “Oh chaste ladies ! Your object (in observing

the Katyayani vow) viz. to worship me, is already known to-

me. It is approved of by me, and it shall be realized.

26. Your desire for my company is not censurable,

for your longing to have enjoyment with me will not again

lead to a birth in Samsara. A seed once fried or boiled does

not sprout.

27. Return to Vraja, Oh girls, as your object is accom*

plished. You will spend the autumnal nights in enjoyment

with me—the object for which you, good ladies, have observed

the vow of the worship of Katyayani.”

Sri Suka said :

28. Thus commanded by the Lord, the maidens whose

object was accomplished, continued to contemplate in their

minds the lotus-feet of the Lord, and returned to Vraja most

grudgingly (lit. with great difficulty)

.
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29. The glorious Lord, the son of DevakI, accompanied

by Balarama and surrounded by cowherds, wenj to a great

distance from Vrndavana, grazing the cattle.

30. Perceiving that the trees served as umbrellas by

spreading their shade in the scorching heat of the summer sun,

Kfs^a addressed to his cowherd friends, the residents ofVraja:

31. “Oh little Kf?na, Oh Am£u, Oh Sridaman,

Subala, Arjuna, Vi£ala, R$abha, Tejasvin, Devaprastha and

Varuthapa

!

32. Have a look at these great blessed souls who live

only for the welfare of others, and themselves undergo ( for

others) the severity of stormy winds, heavy showers, summer

heat and snow, and save them off from us.

33. The birth of the trees is verily the most blessed in

the world, as it contributes to the well-being of all creatures.

Just as no needy person returns disappointed from benevolent

persons, so is the case with a, person who approaches these for

shelter.

34. They fulfil the desires (needs) of others by means

of their leaves, flowers, fruits, shade, roots, bark, wood, fra-

grance, gums or exudations, ashes, coals and tender leaves.

35. That a person should sacrifice his life, wealth, in-

tellect and speech for doing what is beneficial to others, is the

farthest limit of the usefulness of embodied beings for their

fellow creatures.”

36. Praising them (the trees) thus, the Lord proceeded

to the Yamuna passing through the avenue of trees whose

branches were bent low with clusters of young leaves, foliage,

bunches of fruits and flowers and other leaves.

37. Having made their cattle drink that very sweet,

cool and healthy water of the Yamuna (to their fill), the cow-

herds themselves drank that sweet water to their heart’s con-

tent, Oh king.

38. The cowherd pastured their cattle in the groves

on the bank of the Yamuna. Being oppressed with hunger

they approached Balar&ma and Knpa and addressed as

follows :
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CHAPTER TWENTYTHREE*

Spiritual Emancipation of the Wives ofBr&hmana

Sacrificers

The cowherd boys urged :

1 . Oh Balarama ! Oh Rama1 of extra-ordinary prowess !

Oh Kj*$na, the annihilator of the wicked ! This hunger is

sorely troubling us, indeed. It behoves you both to appease

it.

£ri Sukasaid :

2. When the glorious Lord Kr$na, the son of Devaki,

was thus requested by the cowherd boys, he spoke to them
with the intention of showering his grace on some Brahmana
women* who were devoted to him.

3. “Go to the sacrificial hall where Brahmanas who are

reciters of the Vedas (but who do not know the meaning and
implications of the Vedic text recited) are engaged in conduct-

ing a sacrificial session, called Angirasa, with a desire to attain

the celestial region, (after death)

.

4. After arriving there, tell them the names ofmy elder

brother and of mine, and that you are deputed by us, and

request them (to give you some) cooked rice, Oh Gopas !’*

5. Being thus commanded by the Lord, they went

there, folded the palms of their hands, and lay prostrate on

the ground like a staff before the Brahmanas (by way of

paying them obeisance), and begged of them :

* This is the XXI chapter in VJ.’s text. The object of this chapter is

to emphasize that it is the internal capability and faith that is more power-

ful and effective in the devotion of Lord Kr?ua and not the scholarship or

knowledge of the S&stras—VJ.
1. The Supreme Brahman—VB. He is so called as yogins find spiri-

tual delight in that infinite Supreme Soul characterised by Reality, Bliss

and Consciousness. He quotes :

ramanteyogit^o'nank sofydnandt ciddimani /

iti Rdma-paden&sau param brahsv&bhidklyaU //

2. The singular bh&iyOy&b is used in the sense of the plural or a class,

meaning “wives”—VR. VJ.
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6. “Oh Brahmanas (the veritable gods on the earth) I

Be pleased to listen. We are the cowherds, the servants of

Lord Kr§na. We have arrived here under instructions from

Balarama. May God bless you.

7. Not far from this place, Balarama and Kr^ria are

grazing their cows. They are hungry and hence they desire

to have food from you. If you have real faith in them, supply

them the cooked rice which they seek from you, Oh
Brahmanas, the best knowers of dharma.

8. Oh excellent-most people, (as you know it), it has

been decided in the dharma-Sastra that it does not involve any

violation ( of dharma) ,
if food from a person who has been

consecrated for sacrifices is eaten, the exception being his

consecration for a sacrifice requiring animal slaughter or a

sautrdmani1 sacrifice, (when such eating is prohibited).’*

9. Cherishing petty longings (viz. life in heaven whence

down-fall is certain) yet engaged in elaborate and toilsome

acts (of sacrificial procedure), ignorant yet considering them-

selves as learned and vainglorious of their wisdom, ( as they

knew not that by the path of devotion which is easier than the

path of Karma the summum bonum is attained) the Brahmanas,

though they heard the solicitations of the Lord (who out of

Grace sent his friends for food to them), did not care to

heed it.

10-11. Looking upon their bodies as their souls (and in

their caste-pride), and being of perverted mentality, they

looked upon Krsna, that Supreme Brahman, the veritable

glorious Lord, (the possessor of six excellences) ,
that supra-

sensuous Being, as merely an ordinary mortal being, though

i. It is not a soma sacrifice but a combination of an if(i with an

animal sacrifice (Satapotha Br. XII. 7.2.10). Its chief characteristic is

offering of surd (wine). This is performed at the end of Rdjasuya sacrifice

or cayana. This sacrifice frees a son from debt due to his mother. The pecu-

liar thing about Sautrdmapi is that here wine is offered and the remnants of

it are drunk by a Brahmaga hired for that purpose or are poured on an

ant-hill.

(Br&hmapam pariktfsfiydd ucchtfapasya pdtdram /

Apastamba XIX, 33)
(Brdhmapath parikrfytte grahocchefapasya pstirorh . .

.

valmtkavapdydm aoanamet /

—

Satydfd^ha XIII-8. 96-31

)
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he really constituted the time and place (of the performance

of sacrifices)
,
the substances to be oblated, the mantras (for in-

voking deities), the procedure (prescribed for performing

sacrifices)
,

the priests (officiating over the performance) ,
the

sacrificial fires, the deities invoked, the performer of the sacri-

fice, the actual act of sacrificing itself and the religious merits

accruing from that sacrifice.

12. As they said neither ‘Yes’ nor ‘No’, the cowherds

became disappointed, and returning to Krsna and Balarama,

reported accordingly, Oh repressor of enemies.

13. On hearing their words, the Almighty Lord of the

Universe burst out laughing, and in order to acquaint the

cowherds with the ways of the world, (that beggars are not

choosers and that one should try till achieving success)
,
he

spoke to them again :

14. “Inform the wives (of those sacrificers—Brahmanas)

that I, along with Balarama, have arrived here. They are

affectionate and (with their hearts engrossed in contemplating

upon me), they live in me mentally. They will give you

(abundant) food, to your heart’s content”.

15. Thereupon, the cowherds went to the apartment

reserved for the consecrated wives of the sacrificers, and saw

them decked with ornaments, and seated comfortably there.

Paying respects to those chaste Brahmana ladies, the cowherds

respectfully submitted :

16. “Salutations to you Brahmana ladies ! Kindly

listen to us. We are deputed here by Krsrm who, while wander-

ing, has arrived (here) not far from this place.

1 7. While grazing the cows, he along with Balarama

and cowherds, has come far afar (from his house). May food

be served to him, hungry as he is, along with his companions.

18. The Brahmana ladies who, due to their hearing

(and contemplating over) the stories of Kr?na, were ever

eager and anxious to see him, found themselves in a Hurry,

when they listened to the (news of his) arrival so near.

19-20. Like rivers flowing towards the ocean, all of

them hastened to the beloved Lord Kr^a, taking with them
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in vessels, large quantity of sumptuous food of four kinds,

1

even though they were prohibited by their husbands, fathers,

brothers and relatives, for they, having heard of him for a

long time, had fixed their hearts on the glorious Lord of

hallowing renown.

21-22. There in a grove beautified with the new tender

foliage of A3 oka* trees, on the bank of the Yamuna, the

women (wives of sages) beheld Krsna strolling leisurely,

surrounded by cowherds, alotig with his elder brother

(Balarama)—Krsna of dark blue complexion, wearing silken

garment ofgolden colour (or a girdle of gold), dressed like

an actor decorated with a wreath of sylvan flowers, peacock-

feathers and tender shoots, beautified with mineral paints;

who rested one of his hands on the shoulders of his trusted

companions, and playfully dangling a lotus in the other hand;

with lilies gracing his ears and locks of curly hair hanging

against his cheeks, he wore a face beaming with smile.

23. They had their minds completely absorbed in him,

their most beloved one, the frequent audition of whose

excellent glories have rendered completely fruitful the very

function (and existence) of the ears, and adorned them like

ornaments. Welcoming his arrival through the gates of their

eyes into their hearts, they embraced him there for a pretty long

time, and got rid ofall their anguish and misery (of separation

from him)
,
just as the egoistic propensities get submerged after

embracing the pr&jtla,* (the soul, that is ever awake as a

witness of sleep) and forget all afflictions.

i . The kinds of food mentioned are :

(i) bhaktya—easily gulpable

(a) bhotiya —requiring mastication before swallowing

(3) Lthya —which is to be licked

(4) cofya —which is to be sucked

a. The pun on a-kka suggests that their grieffor their inability to see

Lord KffQa is now removed.

3. The soul that is ever awake as a witness of sleep.

Kd. : Just as the out-going propensities return and embrace the

PrQjfla and forgetting all worldly afflictions, merge themselves into sleep.

®3*®45 » *
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24. The Lord, being the witness of the mind and
intellect ofall had come to know that they had arrived there

solely with the earnest desire of seeing him and had given up
all hopes and longings for their husbands etc. (as they came
in defiance of the orders of their men-folk) addressed to them
with a smiling face.

The glorious Lord Said :

25. Welcome—very auspicious is your arrival, Oh
highly blessed ladies. Be seated comfortably. What can we
do for you ? That you have come with a desire of seeing

us (despite the opposition of your men) is really worthy of

you.

26. Discerning persons who really understand their

self-interest and object in life, engage themselves directly in

constant uninterrupted devotion unto me without any ulterior

motive, as I am the most beloved Self.

27. Who else can be more beloved than one’s own Soul

through contact with whom life, vital breath, intellect,

mind, body, wives, children, wealth etc. have endeared them*
selves to us.

28. Now that you have achieved your object in life (of

seeing me)
,
please return to the sacrificial hall, where the

Brahmanas, your husbands who will successfully complete

their sacrificial session with your presence, and their status of

being householders depends on you, your being with them.

The wives of the sages said :

29. Oh all-pervading Lord (who know everything

about us) ! It does not behove you to utter such harsh words.

We beseech you to fulfil your own promise (in Vedas viz. He,
who approaches the Lord does not revert to Sams&ra,

VR. Just as after realization of the Supreme Soul the uiges and
curiosities of seeing him shake off all types of anguishes and eagerness qf
seeing Him.

YJ. : Just as all the absorption of all sense-activities into Prgjfia, the

knowers shake off all their affliction.

The basic upaiUfadic concept of Prftjlla is as follows ; Prijfla is the

«hi°ycr of bliss (Mattel. 4.1) of dreamless sleep.
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(Chandogya Up. 8. 15.1). VVe have approached your feet in

defiance of and transgressing the wishes of our relatives and

shall wear in our hair the wreaths of Tulasi leaves indifferently

kicked off at us by you (i.e. have come to serve you even as

slaves)
.”

30. Neither our husbands, nor our parents, sons,

brothers, relatives, friends will now accept us (back)
,
not to

speak of others. Oh Subduer of the internal foes like passion,

avarice etc. !

Now that we have laid ourselves prostrate at the feet of

your glorious self, may you be pleased to confer or ordain

that state of life (your absolute service or slavery) whereby we
shall have no other go to heaven or any other world.”

The Lord said :

31. Now that you have been commanded to return

by me, neither your husbands, nor parents, brothers, sons and

others, nor even the public shall scorn you or get angry with

you. Even the gods shall approve of it (your act of coming to

me)

.

32. (If you still feel unable to leave me, please note

that) Bodily contact among men does not contribute to

happiness or love in this world. If you concentrate your

mind on me, you will attain to me before long.

VR. adds

32-A. Devotion unto me is engendered by listening to

my attributes, by visualizing me, by contemplating on me
and not so much by physical proximity. Therefore, return to

your homes.

Sri Suka said :

33. Therefore, as directed (by the Lord) the wives of

the sages returned to the sacrificial hall. Not only did the

sages not expostulate them, but they carried the sacrificial

session to a successful conclusion with their help.

34. One lady out of them, who was detained per force

by her husband, embraced in her heart the Isordas pictured by
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her through what she heard about him, and gave up her

body that came to her lot by her karma (deeds) in past life.

35. Lord Govinda first made the cowherds feast on

the four kinds of that food. The Lord partook of it only

afterwards.

36. In this way, the Lord who, out of sports, had
assumed a human body and imitated the ways of the world

led a sportive life giving joy to cows, cowherds and cow-

herdessess by his charming personality, sweet words and deeds.

37.

* Then remembering (their disgraceful behaviour),

the Brahmanas who committed that offence repented, “Alas !

We have disregarded the entreaty of the Lords of the Universe

who are imitating the behaviour of human beings.

38. Perceiving the extra-ordinari ly supreme devotion of

their women in Krsna and realizing that they were wanting

in it, they were extremely tormented and censured themselves.

39. “Fie upon our three-fold birth, 1 our mastery of

Vedic lore ! Fie upon our observance of vows (of continence

during sacrificial sessions) ! Fie upon our extensive versatility

of knowledge ! Fie upon our spotless pedigree ! Fic upon our

expertise in ritualistic technicalities in sacrifice, when we are

averse to (lit. have turned away our face from) the supra-sen-

suous Lord Krsna !

40. Verily the Mayd of the Lord is capable of infatuat-

ing even experts in yoga. Hence we, Brahmanas, the spiritual

preceptors of men, are deluded with regard to our real inter-

ests.

41. Oh ! Look at the unfathomable8 devotion even of

* Here the doubt in Parlksita’s mind about the goodness of the

Brahmanas is cleared up in this verse. The Brahmanas were auspicious

by nature, for they were filled with remorse at the offence they committed,

when they remembered, “Alas We have scornfully treated the request of

the Lords of the Universe who (outwardly) imitate human behaviour."

i . According to $R the threefold birth is as follows :

i) Purity of heredity and family ( Saukla)

ii) Investiture of the sacred thread and initiation into Gkyatrl Mantra

( Sivitra)

,

iii) Consecration for Vedic sacrifices (dtrikfa).

s. Ignorant, weaker sex as explained in the next verse

duranta-bhiva—Bond ofdevotion that brooks no separation—SS.
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our women in Kr$na, the father and preceptor of the world,

which cut asunder the bonds of death called theses of the

household.

42. These have not undergone the purificatory rite

(known as the investiture of the sacred thread) which is

regarded as the second birth (for Vedic and other studies)

.

Nor have they stayed in the preceptor’s house (for Vedic

studies or Sastric learning). They have not performed any

austerities and have no grounding in the SSstric enquiry about

the Soul. They are not characterised by any special (spiritual

or external) purity or any auspicious or meritorious (sacri-

ficial, or other rites or) acts.

43. Despite these, they entertain such firm and unflin-

ching devotion unto Kr§na of hallowing renown, the Lord of

the experts of yoga
,

a devotion not engendered in us even

though we have undergone the purificatory rites (such as the

investiture of thread) and have other qualifications (mention-

ed above)

.

44. Oh 1 How gracious of him it was that although he

himselfwas the goal to be achieved through sacrificial and

other activities prescribed by the Vedas,1 he, through the

message sent with the cowherds reminded us* (of the futility

of all acts if devoid of, devotion to God)—who were too

stupid to understand our real self interest and were negligent

due to household activities.

45. To request food from us who are absolutely under

his control, was a mere pretext of the Ruler of the universe

who has all his desires fulfilled, and is the master who confers

all blessing like bestowing'Liberation from Samsara.

46. His solicitation for food was merely a ruse to

delude the world, as the Goddess of Affluence, giving up her

proverbial fault of fickleness or inconstancy, discards others

and seeks permanent resort in him, with the hope of touching

his feet at least once.

47-48. He is verily that self-same glorious Lord Vi??u

who constitutes the time, the place of sacrifice, the substances

i . or The refuge or main-stay ofthe pious saints.

a. or : that he has now incarnated for the protection of the good
—VR.
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to beoblated to fire (e.g. caru) , the mantras (mystical formulae

for invoking the deities), the technicalities of sacrificial

procedure, the priests (engaged in carrying out various duties

in sacrifice) deities to be invoked, the sacrificial fire, the

sacrificer, the performance of the sacrifice and the merit

accruing therefrom. We have heard that he was born in the

Yadu clan. But stupid and deluded as we are, we do not

recognize him.

49. How blessed-most we are in having such women as

our wives due to whose devotion in him, we too have our

minds firmly fixed on Lord Hari.

50. Salutations to You, Oh glorious Lord Kr?$a of

unobstructed (all-penetrating) intelligence ! As we have our

minds deluded by your Maya, we are wandering in the paths

ofKarma.

51. May that Ancient-most Person be pleased to

condone and forgive our transgression, as we, due to our

minds being infatuated with your Maya, the deluding potency,

have not been able to realize your prowess and glory.

52. Having thus recollected the sinful offence given by
them to Lord Kr?ua by their behaviour of disregarding him,

the Brahma$as, though desirous and eager to see the two

Acyuta brothers (Kr^a and Balarama) did not dare to stir

out due to the fear of Kamsa.

CHAPTER TWENTY-FOUR

Prevention of Sacrifice to Indeed

Sri Suka continued :

1. While living in that very locality (viz. Vrndavana,

Vraja) in the company of Balar&ma, even the glorious Lord

i. The story of Krfga’s opposition to Gopas* offering a sacrifice to

Indra and his advice to offer it to mount Govardhana instead, is recorded

in VP. 5 . ch. 10 and HV. 9, ch. 15 . These stories show that Kffoa directly
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Krsria feigned as if he did not notice the cowherds engaged in

preparation for the Indra-yaga, (worship of the rain»god Indra).1

2. Despite his thorough knowledge of it, the omniscient

glorious Lord who was the indwelling Soul of all beings, with

great humility, enquired of elderly Qopas of whom Nanda was

prominent.

3. “May it be told to me, Oh father, what occasion for

your hurry and flurry has arrived ? (If it be a sacrifice) what

is the fruit or purpose of it ? Who is regarded as competent to

perform it ? And with what materials is it to be performed ?

4-5. I am desirous of hearing it, Oh father ! Please do

tell it to me who am eager to learn. For there is nothing worth

concealing in the case of the righteous who look upon the self-

same soul as abiding in all beings also in the case of those who
dp not discriminate between people (or things) as their own or

as of others (and are of impartial outlook), have no friends,

aliens or enemies, and have nothing to hide from others. But

to those who retain this discrimination, the neutrals may be

avoided as enemies, but a friend or a well-wisher has been

over-rode the older Vedic gods , especially Indra, and that the Kr$na cult

superseded local and contemporaneous divinities including the great god

Indra of the Vedic period. Indra’s attempt to punish the cowherds by

downpour of heavy rains and his final discomfiture by Kirsna who protected

the cowherds with their cattle and other belongings under the umbrella of

mount Govardhana lifted by him, show the recession of the Vedic religion

and the positive advance of the Kr$na cult.

The roots of rivalry between Indra and Kftna cults go back to the

Vedic period, if we are to accept Nilakan^ha Caturdhara’s interpretation

ofRV. 5.48.3 given at the beginning of his com. on HV
t 2. ch.15. It is as

follows

:

dgrdvabhir ahanyebhir aktabhir variffhath

vajram ajigharti mayini /

iatam vdyasya praearan sve dame sarhvartayanto vivartayannahah //

RV. 5.48.3 (as quoted by Nllakantha)

“For (seven) nights, Indra sent down heavy showers like his most

powerful weapon Vajra on mdyin i.e. Kppa, who had assumed a human
form through His Mdyd Potency, and who made the Gopas to use the

materials (collected) for Indra’s sacrifice to the sacrifice of mount
Govardhana”.

1. Gf. PV. 5.10.36. «t
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called as one’s own self1 (and as such, nothing should be kept

secret from him. I, being such, should be confided with this

sacrifice affair)

.

6. People perform actions with or without understanding

the purpose or the fruit of the act. The ignorant persons do

not accomplish the fruit of that action (to that extent) as

people with full knowledge achieve.

7. May it be clearly explained to me who am
inquisitive about it, as to whether your present course of action

(viz. performance of sacrifice to Indra) has been undertaken

after enquiring into the Sastras or in consultation with friends

or is it a mere blind traditional function in the ways of the

world.

Nanda explained :

8.

* The great god Indra is (the presiding deity of) the

rainfall itself and clouds are his loving manifestations. They
shower water which is the very source of delight2 and life of

all beings.

9. Oh child ! We and other people like us, worship8

Indra, the ruler of clouds and controller of the world, by per-

forming sacrifices with materials produced with his seminal

discharge viz. rain-water.

10. It is on the remnants of the sacrifice that people

subsist for achieving their three purposes in life (viz. dharma—

1 . VJ. explains : one should not keep everything secret from every-

body. One should avoid a neutral party as an enemy, but not do so in

the case of a friend or a well-wisher who is as good as one’s own-self.

* VR. quotes the famous verse which identifies the sun-god with the

rain :

affau masan nipttamyad bhdmySS codamayam vasu (

sva-gobhir moktum drebhe parjanyah kalam agate //

But he is under Indra’s control and as such, the presiding deity of

dfin and Indra are identified. The clouds are like so many bodies of Indra.

They shower water which is so vital to the life of the people and are a

source of strength and happiness to them.

2. wA.—pr&Qanath (VJ)
* 'infusing life and activity”.

3. VT explains—Otherwise it will be ungratefulness. The 3 P. pi.

yajante instead of Vayarhyajdmafi is used as Nanda felt abashed before Kn?a.
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righteousness, artha—affluence and worldly prosperity and
kdma—enjoyment of pleasures). The rain-god is rfhe real best-

ower offruits to persons who exert in agriculture, industry etc.

11. He who, out of passion, greed, fear or hatred, gives

up the customary religious rites handed down by tradition,

does not attain his real good.

£ri Suka said :

12. Hearing the explanatory speech of Nanda as well as

that of other residents of Vraja, Kejava (Kr?na) addressed his

father with a view to provoking Indra's wrath (and finally to

discomfit him) .*

The glorious Lord said :

13. A being comes into existence only by its own past

deeds (karma) ,

a and passes away through the force of its own

karmas. It is only through the instrumentality of one’s past

actions, that the being experiences worldly pleasures, pain, fear

or blessings (hereafter)
.

(The favour or disfavour ofa divinity

is immaterial and irrelevant)

.

14. If there be any authority like the Supreme Ruler

to dispense fruits of actions of others, and if he were to resort

to confer fruits of the deeds on the doer of the actions, and

he will have no control over him who abstains from commit-

ting any act.8

15. What power can Indra exercise on beings who
follow the course of their actions (and experience the result-

ing fruit)? He is incapable of modifying its destined course

of action of human beings according to their own individual

nature. (It is the Almighty God and not Indra who can do it.)

i. Cf. VP. 5.10.95.

3. yj. Here karma means N&i&yana as He is the agent of all acti-

vities (N&rtiyaxta tva sarvasya karUtyabhiprtk&a sarvasya kdrayath karmaivetydha /)

3. $R. : explains that this is a refutation of those who regard <Sod

as dependent on karmas, God is untouched by and above all karmas. He is

the bestower of the fruit of an action to its doer.

VJ. : If it is presumed that there is a Supreme Controller to dispense

weal or woe as a result of the karma of a person, He will be a mere helper

(sakdyabhOtab) With no independence of His own.
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16. People are the slaves of their Nature and follow

their own individual natural disposition and proclivities.

The whole world of gods, asuras and human beings thus has

their being established in nature and follow it.

1

17. It is through the force of past actions {karma)

that a being comes by and casts off corporeal forms of a high
or low order. It is (nothing but one’s Karma that assumes the

role of) an enemy, a friend, an indifferent person, a preceptor

or the Supreme Controller.

18.

* Hence abiding in one’s own nature (i.e. following

one’s natural disposition) one should do one’s duty (according

to one’s own class or position in life), and thus respect (lit.

adore) it (one’s prescribed karma

)

. That deed whereby one can
lead a happy (and a successful) life is verily his deity.

19.

f A person who, entertaining faith in one god offers

services to another, does not attain happiness and welfare,

just as an unchaste woman gratifying her paramour, (fails to

get prosperity or happiness).

20. A Brahmana should maintain his livelihood by
the study and the teachings of the Vedas; the K$attriya by
the protection of the earth; a person from the Vaijya

community, by means of vdrtd (as explained in the next

verse); and a Sudra by rendering service to the twice-born

castes (mentioned above) .*

21. V&rta is four-fold : viz. agriculture, commerce,

rearing of cattle and the fourth, usury. As far as we are

concerned, cows ( the cattle) have been the means of our

subsistence.

1. VJ identifies Nature with N&r&yapa. The above verses refuse the

power to secondary divinities like Indra who are mistaken for the Supreme

Lord. It is Nflr&yapa who is designated by the term soabhdva.

• VJ interprets karma a* N&r&yapa and states : One should per-

form his duty prescribed as such by his Varna (caste) and dirama (stage in

life), and dedicate every thing to Nature i.e. God Nfirayapa who is the

creator and supporter of the world and is involved in every religious rite.

The name of any god whom a being worships (e.g. god GaneSa), denotes

as a matter offact Lord N&rftyapa Himself.

f Verse No. '24 in VJ’s Text.

2. Cf. VP 5.10. 16-31.
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22. The attributes called sattva
, rajas , and tamos are

causes of the maintenance, creation and dissolution of the

Universe. It is through rajas that the universe of various

kinds of things is created by the mutual union of man and
woman.

23. It is after being impelled by rajas that the clouds

shower water all round. By means of these waters people

accomplish their purpose (of growing food etc.) . What has

the great Indra to do with this ?

24. Father ! We have no towns, no countries or

territories, no villages or no houses to dwell. We are forever

forest-dwellers, living in jungles and on mountains.

25. Therefore, let a sacrifice dedicated for the propitia-

tion of cows, Brahmarias and the mount
(
Govardhana

)
be

instituted. And let this sacrifice be accomplished with the

materials collected for the worship to Indra.

26. Let different varieties of sweet dishes from rice,

boiled in milk with sugar, down to boiled pulses and various

puddings and cakes be prepared and all the milk collected

from all the cows be brought together.

27. Let sacrificial fires be properly fed with oblations

by Brahmanas who are well versed in the Vedas, and let

various food preparations be given to them along with cows,

as sacrificial fees.

28. Food should also be distributed to all others upto

the cdnddla,
the low castes and dogs as may be deemed proper.

Cows should be supplied with grass and the above mentioned

articles of food be offered as bali to the mount Govardhana.

29. After taking your meals you put on your ornaments

and painting yourselves with sandal-pastes etc. and putting

on excellent clothes, circumambulate by the right side to

cow, Brahmanas, sacrificial fires and the Govardhana mountain.

30. This is my view and religious belief, Oh father.

It may be adopted if it is approved of by you. This type of

worship and sacrifice will be liked by cows, Brahmanas, the

mountain (Govardhana) itself and by me as well.

Sri Suka said :

31. Hearing the exposition of (the creed as elucidated
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by) the glorious Lord who, as the Time-Spirit was desirous of

crushing the pride of Indra, the Gopas headed by Nanda
approved of it with words, “Correct, very nice”.

32*33. And they carried out everything as Kf^a, the

slayer of the demon Madhu, instructed them. Having got

recited the benedictory hymns ( and the expiatory rites to avert

evil) known as Svastyayana, they propitiated with great

respect, the mountain (Govardhana) and Brahmanas with

those very materials (collected for Ittdra-y&ga , the worship of

and sacrifice to Indra) and offered grass to the kine. With
their wealth of cattle in front of them, they circumambulated

the mount (Govardhana) by keeping that mount always on

their right.

34. With the gracefully adorned Gopa women singing

the exploits of Kr?na, and with Brahmanas pronouncing

benedictions, the cowherds who also wore excellent ornaments,

rode their carts with bullocks yoked to them, and went round

the mountain keeping it ever to their right.

35. In order so inspire confidence and belief in the

Gopas, Krsna, on his part assumed a totally different persona-

lity. Announcing that he is the mountain Govardhana itself,

he with his gigantic body, consumed the enormous quantity of

the food offered.1

36. Thereupon, along with the inhabitants ofVraja

Krsna presented salutation to his own other form and exclaim-

ed, “How wonderful ! Lo ! This mountain has manifested him-

self.

37. This mountain is capable of taking any form he

likes, at will. He kills the forest-dwellers who showed dis-

respect to him. To him let us bow for the welfare of us as well

as ofour cattle.”

38. The Gopas thus carried out the worship of the

mountain, the cows and the Brahmanas according to the

directions of Lord Vasudeva and they returned to Vraja along

with Kr?na.

i. Of. VP. 5.10.47.
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CHAPTER TWENTY-FIVE

Lifting up of Mount Govardhana1

Sri Suka said :

1 . Then perceiving that his worship had been stopped,

Indra got enraged upon the cowherds headed by Nanda who

regarded Kr?$a as their Protector.

2. Being incensed, Indra directed the host of clouds

called Samvartaka which bring about the destruction of the

universe. Priding himself as the Supreme Ruler of the Uni-

verse he commanded :

3. “Oh ! Look at the astounding audacity and arro-

gance due to wealth and prosperity of those cowherds who are

after all forest-dwellers, but depending on a mortal (called)

Kfftia, have set at nought a deity.

4. Giving up the path ofknowledge involving the medi-

tation of the Self or self-realization, they expect to cross the

ocean of Samsara or worldly existence with the help of the

i. The hill called 'mountain Govardhana’ is 18 miles from Vrnd&-

vana, in Mathura district. In the village “Paitho”, Kf?ua is believed to

have held up the mountain on his little finger. This episode is narrated in

VP. 5 ch. ii and in HV. 2 ch. 18, the latter seems to be an enlarged ver-

sion. The common verses and repetition of similar expressions in these

three works indicate that these three works have used a common traditional

bardic source.

Nilalcantha in his com. on HV. a. 18 quotes the following $c. :

tamasya r&jd Vanquu tam Aivinau /

kratttm sacanta M&rutasya Vedhasah jl

dddhdra dakfam uttamam aharvidam /

Vrajath ca Viftiuh sakhivi aporpuuH

—RV i .156.4 (also Ait. Br. 1 .30 and Kaufttaki Br. 9.6)

Aundh Ed. of RV. reads Aivina for Aivinau. Nllakan^ha inter-

prets : “Varuija and the twin AivinikumSras gave their consent to the

sacrifice offered to the mountain (Govardhana) at his behest by Vi?nu,

When Indra got angry at the destruction of the sacrifice to be offered to

him, to the Wind god and god BrahmS, Vi?nu held up the mountain that

was the recipient of the sacrifice but was capable of offering excellent pro-

tection from showers. A friend of all the inhabitants of Vraja as he was,

he covered the Vraja with the mountain.
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so-called unreliable boats in the form of sacrifices consisting of

rituals.

5*. Similarly, taking resort to that garrulous, foolish,

arrogant, ignorant mortal Kf^a who (out of pedantry) re-

gards himself as a great scholar, the cowherds have dared to

offend me.

6. Shatter down (lit. shake off) the arrogance of afflu-

ence of the cowherds who are puffed with pride ofwealth

and prosperity and have their minds filled with insolence

through the influence of Kfsna. Destroy all of their cattle.”

7**. With a view to annihilate the camp (the cattle-

wealth) of Nanda, I shall follow you riding my elephant

Airdvata and accompanied with the troop of maruts of enormous

prowess.”

Sri Suka said :

8.

Thus commanded and freed (from their bonds) by
Indra, the ( samvarta ) clouds vehemently harassed Nanda’s

Gokula with heavy showers.

9. Dazzling with flashes of lightning and thundering

with the roar of thunderbolts and impelled by tempestuous

winds, they showered hail-stones.

10. When the clouds let loose incessant downpour of

showers as big as columns (in volume)
,
the earthwas inundated

with torrential floods of water, and the elevations and the

depressions of the ground became invisible.

11. The cattle which were shivering (with cold) under

excessively driving showers and tempestuous winds, and thecow-

herds and their women who were afflicted with severe cold,

sought refuge in Lord Krsna.

12. Covering their heads and their children (and calves)

with their bodies and acutely suffering from the torrential

downpour, they approached shivering, to the feet of the Lord.

*. VT.—tries to explain the implied glorification of Kr?pa e.g.

v&c&lam—whose word is effective or powerful. Papdita-maninarh—respected

by persons who are papditas or knowers ofBrahman.

VJ. Knpa who is v&c&la i.e. speaks what is censured by the scriptures

and who regards himself as an authority (PanditamBninam)

.

** Cf. VP. 5.1 1-5 and HV. 2.18.5
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13. “Oh Kr?ria ! Oh highly glorious Krpria 1 The
whole of Gokula has none else but you as its protector, Oh
Lord ! You are affectionate to your devotees. It behoves you

to protect us from the enraged divinity (Indra)”.

14. Observing that due to the beating of the volley of

the hail-stones, the Gokula had fallen senseless, the glorious

Lord Hari came to know that it was the working of indignant

Indra.

15. “As the sacrifice to be offered to him has been

obstructed by us, Indra is pouring down for our destruction

tremendously heavy showers full of hail-stones, accompanied

by terrific stormy winds, out ofseason.

16. Now I shall employ an effective counter-measure

through myyogic power and remove the tamos (darkness) in

the form of the arrogance of affluence of the divinities who,

through their foolishness, regard themselves as the supreme

ruler of the world.

17. It is not desirable that celestials, who are endowed

with the quality of Sattva (goodness) or devotion to me to

a special degree, should be puffed up with the vain pride

ofbeing the (Supreme) ruler of the world. The humiliation

of these wicked divinities at my hand will work as Grace

unto them.1

18. With all the.yogic power at my command, I will,

therefore, protect this Gokula which has sought shelter in me
and has accepted me as their Master and which now entirely

depends on me. This is the eternal vow taken by me.”

19. Observing thus (to himself) , Kf§na, though a child,

uprooted with ease the mount Govardhana with one of his

hands1 and held it up sportively as if it were a mushroom.

20. And quoth the glorious Lord to cowherds “Oh
mother 1 Oh father 1 Oh residents ofVraja. Enter comfortably

i. (i) anugraha «va—&R
(U) Will lead to deeper devotion to me—VJ.

a. with left hand—VT. He quotes HV 3.18.31.

sa dhftafr saAgaio mghair girifr uuytna pitting

VT.'s graphic description and dramatic narration of this episode

deserves perusal in the original. %
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into the cavity beneath the mountain along with your wealth

of cattle.

21. You need not entertain any fear that the mountain

will slip down from my hand. Dispel all the fear about storms

or (driving) showers, for protection (against them) has been

already securely devised.*’

22. With their minds thus reassured by Kf?na, they

entered into the cavity (beneath Govardhana) along with

their wealth, herds of cattle, their dependants (like priests etc.)

food-grains etc. according to the accommodation (which was

sufficiently available)

.

23. Being gazed at by those inhabitants of Vraja who
disregarded their pangs of hunger and thirst and thus neglect*

ed their personal comforts, Kr$na up-held the mountain for

seven days and did not move from his position.

24. Observing the yogic power of Kr§9a, Indra was

extremely astounded. Being shorn of pride and thwarted of

his design, he restrained his samvartaka clouds.

25. Noticing the sky cleared of clouds, the sun already

risen and the terrific tempestuous winds and the downpour of

hails had ceased altogether, Kr^pa, the bearer of Govardhana,

told the cowherds.

26. “Oh cowherds I Now that the stormy winds and
showers have stopped and the waters of the flooded rivers have

almost receded, you dismiss all your apprehension and go out

into the open with your women, children and property

(cattle).”

27. Taking with them their respective wealth (viz.

herds of cattle) and all the cart-loads of their belongings, the

cowherds slowly came out (of the cavity) along with their

wives, children and elders.

28. The glorious Lord on his part sportfully placed

the mountain on its previous position while all beings stood

a-gazing.

29. Overflowing with a flood of affection the inhabi-

tants of Vraja approached him embracing (blessing, smelling

the crown of his head and doing such acts expressive of love),

according to their position and relations. The cowherd

women overwhelmed with affection and joy worshipped him
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with curds and unbroken rice (akfatas

)

1 and expressed their

choicest blessings profusely (out of grateful affectfon and not

out of a sense of seniority as they knew his divine nature)

.

30. YaSoda, RohinI, Nanda and Balarama, the mighty

among the mightiest, were overwhelmed with affection and
impatience and embracing Kr$na, they showered him with

benedictions.

31. In the heavens, hosts of celestials, Sadhyas,

Siddhas, Gandharvas and Caracas sang his glory and out of

joy showered flowers on him, Oh king.

32. Commanded by the celestials, conchs and kettle-

drums were sounded in the sky and leaders of Gandharvas

(celestial artistes) headed by Tumbaru participated in singing.

33. Oh king ! Surrounded by his affectionate cowherd-

friends and accompanied by Balarama, Kr^a proceeded to

Gokula from that place. And young cowherdwomen, delight-

ed at heart, returned to their respective homes singing all the

while such miraculous exploits of Kr$na (like lifting up of

Govardhana) who has captivated their hearts.

CHAPTER TWENTYSIX

Conversation between Nanda and Cowherds

Sri Suka said :

1. Witnessing Kf?Qa*s miraculous feats of this type

(such as lifting up of mount Govardhana) the cowherds,

being unaware of his prowess, were extremely astonished and

coming to Nanda, they spoke unto him (as follows) :

2. “Verily the exploits of this child are extremely

marvellous. How does he deserve to be born among rustic

people like us—a birth really unworthy and censurable to him.

i. VB. : The cowherd women made a circular mark of curds on his

forehead on which some unbroken rice were applied and water was waved

round his face and sipped. «,
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3. How is it that a child of seven years as he is, he
could hold up with ease (as if in sport) a big mountain on
one hand, as an elephant king would do to a lotus (with its

trunk) ?

4. Even as the god of death takes life out of the body
of a living organism, he, as a babe, with half closed eyes,

sucked the breast of the mighty giantess Putana along with
her life.

5. While a baby of only one month,1 when he was
made to sleep (and was placed) under a cart, he, while crying

and kicking up his feet, turned the cart topsy-turvy by the

touch of the fore-part of his foot.

6. While he was an infant of one year and was being

carried away through the sky by a demon called Trnavarta,

he killed the demon who was strangled to death on account of

being caught by the neck by Kr$na.

7. On one occasion, when he was tied to a mortar by
his mother for stealing butter, he, while crawling on his hands
and feet (along with mortar) between two Arjuna trees, made
them fall down uprooted.

8. While grazing calves in the forest, he, accompanied
by Balarama and surrounded by cowherd boys, tore open with
his hands the bill of the enemy, a demon called Baka (who
assumed the form of a heron) with the intention of killing him.

9. He killed the demon Dhenuka who, assuming the

form of a calf, was entering the herd of calves with the

desire of killing, and hurling with ease the (demon’s) carcass

against a Kapittha tree, caused Kapittha fruits fall down in

great number.

10. Accompanied with Balarama (and possessed of
supreme power) , he killed the demon in the form of a donkey
along with his brethren, he made the forest of palm trees

which were ladenwith abundant ripened fruit, free from fear.

11. Having made the mighty Balarama kill the
ferocious Pralamba, he rescued the cattle and cowherds in
the Vraja from forest conflagration.

12. Having subdued the great serpent Kaliya of the

1 . M&syasya—some annotators interpret this as ’three months old*.
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most virulent poison, he humiliated his pride and expelled

him per force from the deep pool (in the Yamuna) 'and made
the waters of the Yamuna free from poisonous pollution.

13. Oh Nanda, all of us, the inhabitants of Vraja

cherish for this son of yours undissociable affection. And
even he bears towards us all a deep love since his birth.

14. A child of seven and the feat of uplifting and hold-

ing up a great mountain ! How inconceivable it is ! Hence we
entertain a suspicion (and a fear too) about (the real nature

of) your son.”

Nanda replied :

15. “Oh cowherds ! Hear from me what the sage Garga
predicted to me with reference to this boy. And that will dispel

all your doubts or fears.

16. 'Assuming different bodies in different yugas
t
He

has manifested himself in bodies of three colours viz. white,

red and yellow. Now he has adopted a dark-complexioned body.

17. As this son of yours was at first born of Vasudeva in

someplace (Mathura), the knowers will call him distinctly as

the son ofVasudeva, the Lord of the goddess Sri.

18. Your son has got so many names and forms suitably

designating his excellences and deeds that I do not know them
all nor do these people at large.

19. A delight to cowherds and Gokula, he will bring

about your weal. And you will easily cross over all difficulties

and calamities with his help.

20. Oh Lord of Vraja 1 Formerly when anarchy prevail-

ed he protected righteous people who were troubled by the

miscreant. Through his protection they prospered and subdued

the bandits.

21. Those extremely fortunate persons who cherish

affection to him shall not be defeated by enemies even as the

partisans ofVisnu at the hands of Asuras.

22. Therefore, Oh Nanda, this boy is similar to Lord

Nar&yana in excellences, majesty or affluence, glory and

prowess. Hence no amazement need be felt at his exploits.'1

i. VP.5.13 states that the Gopas directly asked Knpa about his feat

of lifting up Govardhana, but Kffpa out ofmodesty told them that he was
one of them and not a superior being. *
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23. Exhorting me thus directly, the sage Garga re-

turned home. Since then I took upon Krsna, the remover of all

afflictions, as an arhia (part manifestation) of Narayana.”

24. Hearing from Nanda’s speech the report of the acco-

unt given by Garga about Krsna’s glory and having witnessed

and heard personally the great prowess of Kr?na of infinite

energy and power, the inhabitants of Vraja became delighted.

They respectfully honoured Nanda and ceased to feel any

amazement about Kr?na*s feats.

25. May that Lord of cows be gracious unto us—the

Lord who finding that the Gokula with all the cowherds, cows,

and women had resorted tohim for shelter as they were afflicted

by the driving showers of rain, hail-stones, thunderbolts and

tempestuous winds let loose by the deity Indra, wrathful at the

destruction of the sacrifice ( to be offered to him) , took com-

passion on them, and smilingly uprooted the mountain sporti-

vely as one would pluck up a mushroom and holding it up on

one hand protected the Gokula and thus crushed pride of Indra.

CHAPTER TWENTYSEVEN

Indra coronates Kr$na

£ri Suka continued :

1. When Kr$na held up the mount Govardhana and

protected Vraja (Gokula) from heavy showers, Surabhi, the

wishyielding heavenly cow, came down from Go-loka1 to Kf?na,

and Indra too approached him.

naharh devo na gandharvo nayakfo na ca ddnavah (

aharh oo bandhavo jdto naitaccintyam ito'nyathd // — VP. 5.13. 13

1. A special heaven for cows. It is above Brahmaloka, Surabhi,

daughter ofDak^a or the divine cow, RidhiL, Kona’s companion at

Gokula and other eminent devotees of Krtna have a place there. This

divine world was granted to Surabhi by god Brahmft (MBH Anu 83.

39-39). It is described in glorious terms in the tame chapter (Arm 83.

37-44).
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2. Indra who felt abashed at his humiliation (byKrsna)

met him in privacy (in a solitary place) and touched his feet

by his crown brilliant like the sun.

3. Having witnessed and heard the prowess of Kfgna of

immeasurable lustre, energy and power, Indra with his pride

of being the ruler of three worlds, subdued, spoke to him with

folded palms.

Indra said :

4.

* Your essential nature consists of absolutely pure

sattva and as such it is one uniform quiescent existence full of

(spiritual) knowledge untainted by rajas and tamas. This

samsara consisting of the stream of gunas which is the product

of Maya has no place in you.

5. Oh Controller of the Maya ! How could greed and

other passions which characterise the ignorant and which are

both the product as well as the cause of Maya1 possibly affect

you (lit. have a place in you) ? It is, however, for the protec-

* (i ) VR. Your abode constitutes of absolutely pure sattva
,

un-

tinged by rajas and tamas and hence quiescent (free from love, hate etc.).

It is attainable through your meditation and worship. This phenomenal

existence which is the current of three gu&as and their products originates

in your will; the causes of the assumption of a corporeal form have no place

in You.

(2) VJ. I seek shelter in your Abode (which is verily yourself) . In

it even absolutely pure sattva has no place, what of rajas and tamas. It is

auspicious, constituted of knowledge. The stream of three gujtas which is

controlled by your will has no place there as it has in jivas due to their

attachment. Mdyd the cause of ^«pa-current has no place in you.

1. tad-hetava...tat-kftdfc :

VR. : Greed and others which are the consequences after assuming

the body and the causes leading to other future births.

VJ. : How can the g^pas which cause samsara be imagined in the

Lord.

VJ. further states that the Lord disciplines both the good and the

wicked and quotes Agm P.

asatdth ca satdrh caiva Harir evanuidsakafr /

satdrh tu ireyase saiva hyanuidstir bhavifyati // •»
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tion of righteousness and the control of the wicked ( in their

interest and out of grace unto them) that you exercise autho-

rity (lit. bear the sceptre for punishing the wicked).

6. You are the progenitor, preceptor and Supreme con-

troller of the worlds. You are the undefiable Time-spirit who
hold the rod of punishment.1 It is for the welfare of the world

that you act, manifesting yourself at will, your (sportive)

forms and crushing down the pride of those who fancy them-

selves to be the masters of the world.

7.

* Noticing your fearlessness and formidability in times

of stress and peril, ignorant fools like me who prided them-

selves to be the rulers of the world, immediately shed off their

arrogance, and getting rid of their egotism, betake themselves

to the path of righteousness. In this way your sportive acts

are meant for the punishment and discipline of the wicked as

well.

8. Oh Ruler ofthe world ! It behoves you to pardon me

—

your offender, who was puffed up with the pride of my affluence

and was totally ignorant of your prowess. Oh Lord ! May not

the intellect (and mind) of a stupid fellow like me become so

wicked (and perverse) again.2

9. This incarnation of yours in this world is for the

destruction of those powerful army-leaders who are them-

selves a burden to the earth and whose birth has become

a source of troubles to others, and for the prosperity of the

followers of the feet of your Lordship. (As such, I, being your

servant, deserve pardon and mercy even though I have com-

mitted a grave offence against you, Oh Adhoksaja—Lord be-

yond the ken of sense-perception).

i . VB. By assuming forms of a father, preceptor and god of death

you inflict punishment for the good of the people. VB. enumerates the

incarnations e.g. the Fish, Tortoise etc. as representing the father, the pre-

ceptor etc. but does not completely illustrate it.

* When, at the end of our lives, we see your fearful form, we
shed off our pride imnofediately and take to the noble path of bhakti consist-

ing ofremembering the name of the Lord, applying goptcandana, wearing a

wreath of Tulasi etc.—VB.
a. VT. cautions us that Indra did not pray this with a sincere and

pure heart and he behaved the same way at the time of taking away the

p&rij&ta tree.
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10. Obeisance to you, a glorious God, who reside in

the hearts of all and who are still too great-souled*to be dis-

cerned;

1

you Krsna, the son of Vasudeva and the Lord of

Satvatas.

11. Salutations to you who assume a form to comply

with the wishes of your devotees; who are the embodiment of

absolutely pure knowledge
;
who are all-pervading, the seed (the

primary cause) of everything and the indwelling* soul of all

beings.8

12. Oh Lord ! Flying in blind rage at the interruption

of the sacrifice offered to me, I did this for destroying the

Gokula, with heavy showers and stormy winds.

13. With my pride crushed and efforts to destroy

Gokula frustrated, I have been favoured by you, Oh Lord. I

have sought shelter in you, Oh Supreme Ruler, Preceptor, nay,

my own soul itself.

Sri Suka said :

14. Thus extolled highly by Indra, the glorious Lord

Kr?na, replied to him laughingly, in a voice deep like the

rumbling of clouds, as follows :

The Lord said :

15. Oh Indra ! Highly intoxicated as you were with

the pride of the majesty of Indra-hood (kingship of the celes-

tials)
,

it was out of grace unto you that I interrupted the

sacrificial worship to be offered to you, so that you should ever

remember me.

1 6. Out of those who have grown blind with the arrogance

of supreme power and affluence and do not recognise me as the

wielder ofthe rod of punishment, I deprive that person of his

position and wealth unto whom I condescend to show grace.

1. anlafrsthe' pyaparicchinn&ya—SR.

2. You are the cause and controller of everything but are not

identical as a Substance—VR.
3. Here God's being embodiment of sat (Existence) , cit (Conscious-

ness) dnanda (bliss), bestower of the wishes of the devotees and having

a form constituted of pure knowledge are emphasized—VB.
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17. You may now return, Oh Indra ! May all be well

with you. Carry out my commandments. All of you should

continue in your respective offices ( and execute your duties)

diligently without being puffed up with pride or haughtiness.

18. Paying respects, along with her progeny (cows),

to Krsna, the Supreme Lord in the guise of a cowherd, the

noble-minded Surabhi (the celestial cow) submitted to him :

Surabhi said :

19. Oh Krsna ! Oh great yogin ! Oh Inner controller

of the Universe ! Oh Creator of the world ! Oh Immortal

Lord ! We are now blessed with a Lord in you as the protec-

tor of the world.

20. Oh Protector of the World ! You are the only

Supreme Deity to us. Hence for the prosperity and success

of cows, Brahmanias and gods as well as of saintly persons,

you be our Ruler (Indra)

.

21. As per directions of god Brahma, we are going to

crown (lit. give coronatory ablution to) you as our Supreme

Ruler (Indra). You have incarnated for lightning the

burden of the earth, Oh Inner Soul of the Universe.

Sri Suka said :

22-23. Praying Kr^a with these words, Surabhi, the

celestial cow, consecrated him by sprinkling her milk on him,

while Indra, accompanied by gods and sages and instructed

by (Aditi and other) mothers of gods crowned him, bathing

him with waters of the heavenly Ganga brought by the

celestial king-elephant Airavata, with his trunk. He procl-

aimed Kr?$a, the descendant of Da£arha as ‘Govinda’.

Indra said :

23A*. I am the Ihdra of gods. You have attained

the Indrahood of the cows (cattle) . People will sing of yqu

as ‘Govinda’ in this world.

* Yande’s Bombay edition adds this verse in the footnote Bh. P
vol. 7 p. 397.
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24. Gandharvas, Vidyadharas, Siddhas and Caranas

headed by Tumbaru, Narada and others arrived there. They
sang ofHari’s glory that washes off all the sins of the world.

Overwhelmed with joy, celestial damsels danced beautifully.

25. The prominent ones among gods glorified him and
showered him profusely with wonderful flowers. At that

time, all the three worlds attained the Zenith of felicity while

the cows drenched the earth with their milk.

26. Rivers flowed with various kinds of delicious drinks;

the trees exuded sweet honey profusely. Bumper crops were

harvested from unploughed lands and mountains exhibited

precious stones ( on their outward parts instead of concealing

them in mines)

.

27. When Kr$na was crowned, all animals, though

cruel and ferocious by nature, shed off their enmity.

28. Having thus coronated Lord Govinda (Krsna) as

the Protector of cows and Gokulas, Indra, with the permission

of Krsna, went to the celestial world in the company of gods.

CHAPTER TWENTYEIGHT

Nanda rescued from Varuna

Sri Suka said :

1. On the EkadaSt day (the eleventh day of the lunar

fortnight, so sacred to devotees of Visnu) Nanda observed

complete fast and worshipped Lord Vi$nu (Janardana). On
the twelfth day, Nanda entered the waters of the Yamuna for

performing ablution.

2. Nanda, being ignorant of the time reserved for the

demons, entered the Waters during night time. A demon
(iasura

)

servant of Varuria seized Nanda and produced him
before Varuna.

*
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3. Not seeing Nanda, the cowherds cried out, “Oh
Krsna, Oh Balarama”. Hearing the cry and knowing that

his father had been carried off to Varuna, the Omnipresent

Lord, who affords protection to his devotees, approached

Varuna.

4. Seeing that Lord Krsrta (the Ruler of senses) had

arrived, Varuna, the protector of the world, was highly

enraptured and worshipping him respectfully submitted :

Varuna said :

5. “Today (the object of assuming) my body has been

fulfilled. Though I am the Lord of ocean, which is a mine of

precious stones, never before such a treasure-trove was found

by me as today.

[VR. adds :

By the very sight of you, Oh omnipresent Lord, the

(purpose of my) eyes and tongue have become fulfilled. ]

Those who resort to your feet achieve the end of their

journey (of samsdra)

.

6. I salute you Oh glorious Lord, the Brahman
himself and the Supreme Soul wherein the very name of the

Maya, the cause of creation of the various worlds, is not

even heard of.

7. Your father has been brought here by my ignorant

servant who did not know the limits and nature of his duty.

It behoves your Lordship to pardon him.

8. Oh Krs^a ! The witness of everything in the

Universe 1 Be pleased to shower your grace on me. Oh
Govinda, full of filial love 1 This is your father. He may be

taken back.”

[VR. adds :

We have been fortunate to see you as your father has

been brought here. We are your progeny (or subjects). It

behoves you to be gracious unto us, despite our offences.]”
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Sri Suka said :
#

9. Thus propitiated by Varuna, the glorious Lord

Kr$na, the Supreme Ruler of rulers, took his father with him
and returned, thereby bringing delight to his kith and kin.

10. Nanda was struck with wonder at the affluence

and grandeur of the protectors of the world which he had

never witnessed so far, and also the submissiveness of the

Lokapalas to Kr$na—with amazement he related everything to

his relatives.

1 1 . Thinking him to be the Almighty Lord himself,

the cowherds whose minds were still more overwhelmed with

eagerness and wonder, thought (to themselves) : “Would

that the Supreme Lord grant unto us his imperceptible state

(called Brahman) and take us to his eternal region ?’’

12. Knowing the wish (cherished at heart) by his own
people, the all-perceiving glorious Lord, out of his own

accord, and out of grace, began to think with a view to

accomplishing their desires.

13. “While wandering in this world in higher and

lower forms of existence due to the force of the Nescience,

desire and actions {karma)
,
people verily do not know their

own fate.”

14-15. Considering this, the highly compassionate,

glorious Lord Hari manifested to the cowherds his own realm

which is beyond the range of tamos and his essential nature

which is absolutely real, not subject to modification or

destruction but is pure consciousness, infinite, self-luminous,

eternal and perfect stage which is realized by the sages after

transcending the trinity ofgunas (when the bondage ofgunas is

severed)

.

16. They were at first transported to Brahmahrada1—
pool-like deeply absorbed state in Brahman—and were made

to plunge into it and were eventually taken out of it

(i.e. were awakened from that samddhi or trance) . There

they beheld the divine region of Brahman by the Grace of

i. SR.’i ist explanation : ParoBrahman U the pool in which the cow-

herd* were made to remain immeraed in a trance and again routed from

the samddhi by Krt9*< *
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Lord Kr99a through which formerly1 Akrura also saw the

divine abode.

17. Beholding in that realm Kr?na being extolled

by personified Vedas in different hymns, Nanda and others

were filled with supremely ecstatic delight and were greatly

amazed as well.

CHAPTER TWENTYNINE

Lord Krona's Rasa* with Gopts

Sri Suka said :

1. Perceiving that those (indescribably beautiful and

hence proper for indulging in delightful sports*) nights were

SR.'s 2nd explanation: The pool in the Yamuni wherein the Akrura

beheld the Brahma-loka (vide infra chs. 39.40-55) is also called Rrahma-hrada.

Although §R gives this alternative explanation that they were taken to

this pool in the Yamun& by Kr?na and were shown Brahma-loka that is not

complementary to the Almighty Lord Kr?Qa. Hence $R.'s first explanation

is accepted.

1. $R. explains : “The word purd is used as the incident took place

before the dialogue between &uka and Parlk?it took place."

2. Rdsa or halltsako is a dance in which one male dancer plays his

part with a number of female dancers moving in a circle. Jlva

GoswamI quotes in BKS.
nartaklbhir anekdbhir mandate vicarifnubhih /

yatraiko nrtyati nafas tad vai halllsakath vidufi //

Ch. 20 in HV. 2 is titled hallfsaka-krldanam in stead of rise. This

risa-kridd forms a part ofVP 5.13, but the rasa-paflcddhydyt which begins

from this chapter is poetically superb. SG. calls these “five vital breaths"-

pa flea-prdna-tulya-pafled ’dhyiyt. These five chapters form the corner-stone of

the warm, sensuous madhura bhakti. Commentators of Bengal school of

Vaifqavism such as SanStana Gosv&mi, Jlva Gosv&mi have grown ecstati-

cally lyrical and have given full play to their poetic imagination. Vallabha

also is at his best while annotating these chapters. These annotators have

written so exhaustively (over and above the implication of the actual

wording of the text) that it cannot be compressed here, as it will be an

independent book by itself to include tLem all.

For the significance ofRisa-lild vide Intro, pp. XLIX-LIV.

3. td anirvacaniy&b sarva-kdlatafr irefiha-tardb paTamdnanda-rasamayis tat-

krld&yogyd ityarthafr /
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beautified with full-blown jasmines of the autumnal (farad)

season, even the glorious Lord, in exercise of his Supreme

yogic Maya potency 1 made up his mind to play (rasa)

.

ft

2. Like a lover, returning after a long absence (would

make the face of his beloved blush into crimson-red by the touch

of his hand as if he) painted the face of his beloved with

i. Togamdyd vpdiritah : in the company of Radha—SG. equates

R&dha with yogamayd as follows:

yogasya sambhogasya mayo mdnam parydptiryasydth sa yoga-mdyd Sri

Rddhd—SG
“R&dha in whom was the highest accomplishment of enjoyment'’

—SG
VJ : exercising his own essential powers.

Various conjectures are expressed by annotators why Lord Knna exer-

cised his yogic Maya Potency. He used it (
i) to hypnotize the minds of

people in Vraja, ( a) to devise a flute capable of attracting Gopa woman
( Vai?nava-Sarana’s Siddhdntdrthadipikd)

t (3) to supply the necessities of

such a dance in a forest (SD.,alsoRaman3rayana’siMai’£6Adva-t't6Mi>i£d etc.

KD : Kandarpa, the god of love, who subdued all gods like Harl,

Kara and Brahma was elated with pride. His pride was humiliated by

Kftna in this rdsa kridd (29.57-59). KD. raises the usual moral problem

of playing with women married to others and explains the words yoga-

mdydm updiritah as “without touching the wife of another man, he enjoyed

himself in his natural essential bliss”, and quotes dtmdramo pyartramat

The Lord was the subduer of the god of love (Manmatha mathana) and under

the pretext of eroticism, these five chapters lead to the stage of spiritual

renunciation (39.63-68). Dhanapati-Sflri in BhdgaoatagQflhdrthadlpikd en-

dorses SR’s view that this PafUadhySyi leads to renunciation from samsdra.

Here two currents of interpretations become obvious in the various

annotations in the Vrindavana edition, one endorsing madhurd bhakti and

the other (including §R., VJ.) advocating the usual non-erotic bhakti.

SG : As soon as the desire to play with Gopts arose in the mind of

Krwa, the moon (the hero) was actuated with the same desire towards

the Orient (the heroine), the stars being their attendants. By his balmy

beams he removed the distress not only of the Orient but abo of other

people of the trouble caused by the autumnal sun’s heat.

VJ *. earfapf—The plant-world.

BKS : Although he loved all the Gopls of Vraja and removed their

distress, he daubed the face of R2dh& with saffron paste even though he

was ever present with her (priyqyd saha dfrgharh sdrvek&Unath darianam yasya

jvadhin<hbhartrkatvdt

)
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saffron-paste by his extremely soothing hands, the lord of

stars—the moon—arose presently making the face of the orient

blush into crimson-red by his balmy beams, ( simultaneously)

mitigating the distress of the people caused by the scorching

heat of the sun.

3.

* Beholding the moon, the friend of lilies (which

blossom at the touch of his rays) in full orb, reddish like fresh

saffron, superbly resplendent like the countenance of goddess

Laksmi and seeing the groves (of Vrndavana) lit up with its

soft rays, he breathed forth such melodious music through his

flute as to captivate the hearts of the beautiful-eyed Gopis.

4. Hearing that music which increased their love for

him (or rather “which enhanced their forgetfulness about

their own person”1
) , the damsels of Vraja whose hearts were

Or : dirgha-dariana—of large eyes. Dhanapati in G udhdrtha dipika : The
moon was the predecessor ofKrspa, He painted the face of the Orient

(which is legally Indra’s direction) with his soft balmy beams and ad-

vised (by his example) Krsna to do the same with Radha who was an-

other man’s wife and remain above sin like himself.

VB. ; The moon is the presiding deity of the mind and he natuially

emulates whatever arose in Krsna's mind, carfani—Faculties. These were

concentrated in highest bliss.

* VT. informs that the place where the rasa play took place is

known teRasauli. SG. and VT. emphasize that all adjectives or adjectival

phrases used in this verse show that the time, place etc. were quite pro-

per and opportune for love-making.

VB. The moon, the presiding deity of the mind, was the brother of

Lak?mi and as such had facial similarity with her. And he appeared

reddish like Laksmi’s countenance at the time of her marriage awakening

eroticism. He quotes a Sruti text : “Women love a singer" and states that

Kr?na invited all beautiful maidens of Vraja by the sweet notes of the flute.

i. anafiga-vardhanam—The usual translation following annotators

will be “Increasing the feeling of love of Gopis for Kf?na is not cpmpli-

mentary to Gopis or Kf?na. The word anaAga—means 'bodiless*. The
Gopis were so much engrossed in Krsna’s devotion that they practically

forgot themselves. This forgetfulness about their person was so much en-

hanced by listening to the flute-call that they left their work then and

there and ran to him. Even an exponent of madhura bkakti like SG.,

warns that the word anaAga is not used in a vulgar sense : gramya-dharma-

httu-pf&kfta-k&mSfhi&bhioa-mvakfqya.
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captivated by Kfgna, unmindful of what the otter was doing,

arrived hastily with their (gold) ear-rings dangling through

their fast gait, at the spot where their Lover was waiting.

5. (Even hearing the name of Krs^a instantaneously

makes his devotees renounce all other activities and hence the

Gopls left their work half-done as follows :)

Being extremely eager (to join the Lord)
,
some who were

milking cows, went away leaving the milking half-done;

others started, placing the milk (for heating) on the oven to

boil (without removing it from the oven), while others flew

to Kr$ria without removing the dressed dish (of wheat flour)

from the hearths.

6. Some who were serving food ( to the members of

their family) left off without serving (any further)
;
some

others suckling their babies set them aside and fled; some

others who were waiting upon their husbands suddenly stopped

and departed; while others who were taking their meals, set

aside their food and started.

7. Some ware painting their bodies (with pigments,

sandal paste) , while others were cleansing their person, still

others were applying collyrium to their eyes, while others

were bedecking themselves with clothes and ornaments in a

disorderly1 way—All hastened to the presence of Kr^a (leaving

their work half-done in the middle)

.

8. Though prevented and obstructed by their husbands,

fathers, brothers and relatives, their hearts being lured away

and robbed by Lord Kr?na, the Gopls were hypnotised and

they did not return.

VB. understands the destruction of the gross body and the creation

of a new one by the word anaAga—
aAgath tu ndiayatyeoa ato nQtana utpannab /

i . This is technically known as oibhrama. SG and VT quote the

famous characteristic ;

Vallabka-prSpti-vtldySrh madanavtia-Sombhram&t /

Vtbhramo h&ra-maly&di-bh QS&sthdna-viparyayab //

When the time of arrival of the Lover approaches and the mind is

overwhelmed and confined with the passion of love, the wrong or dis-

orderly way of wearing clothes and ornaments is the characteristic of

Vibhrama (confusion) .
*
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9. Some being shut up in the inner apartment, could

not manage to get out. They closed their eyes and meditated

upon Lord Kf$iia with their minds absorbed in his devotion.

10-11.* Their inauspicious karmas being consumed by the

lire-like intense agony of unbearable separation from their

dearest Lord, and with their auspicious karmas being exhausted

by the ecstatic bliss of the embrace of the Immortal Lord en-

joyed in their meditation on him, the cowherd women who
became united with1 that Supreme Soul, even as a beloved

would do with her paramour,2 and with all the karmic bonds

of mundane existence being instantaneously sundered off, they

cast off their mortal coil constituted of three gu$as.

*. VJ. explains that even saflcita karma (Potential karma which

did not begin to give its effect) is destroyed by the knowledge and reali-

zation of God.

SG. The Gopis lost all the bonds of hopes of participating in the

rasa by retaining their bodies ( as pointed out in the BhSgavatSmxta) . There

is more intense joy in separation from a lover as it gives rise to more

fervent love.

Alternately SG. explains: By their attachment (safigam isaktim) to the

Supreme Lord as their paramour, they, by their suffering intense agony at

the unbearable separation,from their dearest Lord, destroyed the inauspi-

cious sufferings of three types (physical: elemental etc.) of the world and

had enhanced the auspiciousness of the world (akftyamaAgalafr—akftyath

puffarh vfddhirh gatam
t
jagatam maAgalam) by their bliss of the happy embrace

of Lord Kr?o& attained by them in their meditation, gave up the various

states of mind (Bhdva)

.

SG concludes : Liberation (mokfa) is attained by knowledge, attain-

ment of the region ofVaikuotha, by loving devotion of the Lord; the Lord

is won over by sakhya prema (friendly affection); by intensity of love and

always regarding him as the dearest Lord, leads to union with him at

Vraja.

1 SaAgata—Who properly realized N&r&yaga, the Supreme Lord

-VJ.

2 VT. raises the point whether the Gopis united with the Lord as

a paramour (in illicit sexual relations) and ably refutes the moral charge.

It is the intensity of passion of a beloved for the paramour which is im-

plied here.
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* They (the damsels of Vraja) knew hijn only as a

Supreme Lover and could not recognize him as the Brahman

himself. How did the cessation of the flow ofgunas (in the

form of continuity of the cycle of birth and death, take place

in the case of those women whose minds were under the influ-

ence ofgunas.

Sri Suka explained :

13. It has been previously1 explained to you that as

$i£upala, the king of Cedis, attained the summumbonum (absorp-

tion in the person of Lord Krsna), there is no problem at all

how the beloveds dfthe Supra-sensuous Lord should do so.

14. Even though the Lord is not subject to any modifi-

cation or change; is beyond the ken of intellect, and infinite;

transcends all the gunas yet controls them; he manifests him-
self for the good (Final beatitude) of people.

15. Persons who always cherish love, anger, fear, affec-

tion, identity and friendliness unto Lord Hari, ultimately

attain one-ness with him.8

•SR correctly explains the nature of Parlkfit’s doubt. The
husbands or sons of those Gopis were, as a matter offact, Brahman himself.

But as they had no knowledge or capacity to recognize that Brahman in

them, they could not attain Liberation (Mokfa ). Similarly they did not

look upon Kr?na as the Brahman but only as a Lover. Hence how could

their association with him be the cause of Mokfa ?

SG. endorses the question raised above by &R. but adds : To the

Gopis or devotees, Mokfa (Liberation) is quite insignificant as they were

more interested in the excellences such as superb beauty, sweetness, love

etc. of the Lord. He, however, clarifies that King Parlk?it had personally

no such doubt, but it is for the knowledge of others that he asked this

question.

VJ, explains in the next verse that Liberation (Mukti ) is attained

by direct realization through uninterrupted devotion, but not due to

Kama (desire, sexual or otherwise). If kama is amalgamated with Bhakti

(devotion), it brings in the Grace of the Lord. But this love of the

Supreme Being cannot be regarded as the paramour-beloved relation. ( It

seems VJ. treats Vr. m-ij as a unit and explains the api in v. 1 1 as im-

plying this explanation.

1. Vide Supra 7. 1-30.

3. VR and VJ reject the notion of Mokfa & absorption of the
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16. It does not behove your Majesty to entertain such

feeling of wonder in the case of the birthless glorious Lord

Kfsria, the Ruler of all the masters of yoga, through whose

Grace, the entire (mobile and immobile) creation gets eman-
cipated ( from sarjisara )

.

17. Seeing that all the damsels of Vraja1 have ap-

proached him, the Lord who was the foremost among the

eloquents, addressed them, hypnotising them with the most

fascinating or loving expressions.

The glorious Lord said* :

18. Hail to you, Oh highly blessed ladies ! You are

welcome. What pleasant services can I render to you ?
8 Is

everything well with Vraja ? Please explain to me the cause

of your hasty arrival.

19.

* Oh ladies with beautiful waists! This night is of

frightful appearance. It is infested with ferocious beasts (and

demons). Please do return to Vraja. This place is not rit for

women to stay out at night.

individual soul with the Supreme Soul. Naturally VR interprets tanmqyat&m

ySnti as “attain similarity to Him"

—

tat-prakdratam tat-s&dharmyath ydnti

VJ. states that due to cherishing Love etc. for the Lord, the souls of

such persons become saturated with those very feelings even in the final

stage, but they do not become identical withHari.

Harau kamddikam vidadhata upasate te tan-mayatdm ydnti kdmddydtmatdm

dpnuvanti, na tu bhagavan-mqyatdm.

1. All women of Vraja young and old who should have stayed at

Vraja instead of coming into the forest—SG.

2 . SR : Noticing that all the damsels of Vraja have hastened there

in an agitated state of mind, Krfna expresses anxiety and asks.

SG. : Knna pretends indifference.

VB. : In the following ten verses Kf?na wards off the tdmasa
,
rdjafa

and sittvika categories of characters in the following order : tdmasa-cum-

s&ttoika,
tdmasa-cum-rajasa and tdmasa-cum-tdmasa

,

3. By serving the cause pious ladies like you, I shall attain special

merit—SG.
• SG. explains the double entendre thus :

This full-raoon-night is delightful to people (jandn ra^jayati ti rajant).

(Due to absence ofdarkness) it is quiet and beautiful in appearance

(aghora-rtipa) . It is inhabited (and visited) by beautiful creatures (a-ghomr
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20. Not seeing you in Vraja, your mothers, fathers,

sons, brothers and husbands must be searching for you. Do
not create fear and anxiety in your relatives.

21. You have now seen how the forest is adorned

with floral beauty and illuminated with the silvery beams of

the full moon, and beautified with the tender foliage of trees

dancing sportively with the gentle breeze blowing from the

Yamuna.

22. Oh ye virtuous ladies ! Please return to Gokula

without delay. Wait upon your husbands as ideal wives.

Your children and calves are crying, suckle them and milk

the cows.

23. Or if you have come as your heart is attached'to

me out of deep affection to me, it is quite natural (that you

should have done so) for all creatures are affectionate to me.

24. But it is the supreme duty ofwomen to wait upon
and render service to husbands with sincerity of hearts, to

look after the well-being of relatives and to nourish children.

25. The husband may be ill-natured or quarrelsome

unfortunate, decrepit with age, dull-witted, sickly or penni-

less but women desirous of the heavenly world should not

desert him ifhe be morally not fallen.

26. Resorting to illicit intercourse with a paramour

by women of noble families, is a hindrance to the attainment

of the heavenly world; it is scandalous, base, fraught with

miseries and dangers, and it is abhorred everywhere.

27. Devotion to me is truly engendered by hearing

about me, by looking at me, by meditating upon me and

glorifying my sportive and noble deeds, and not by physical

proximity. Therefore, please return home.

jatlva-nifevitd) like deer and peacocks (which awaken erotic sentiment), or

it is being enjoyed by a person like me who am quiescent and pleasant

by nature (agkorarh sukhadath i&ntam svcbh&vafr yasya Una may& niftvitd)

Therefore, please do not go back to Vrqja (pratydta Vrajadi na) . As you

are beautiful women, you please stay on here (ih&sthtyam) .

SD : As you have by chance come here, please return. It is night

time, it is not desirable that women should stay with me now.
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Sri Suka said :

28. Having heard that unpleasant speech ofKr$$a,

the cowherdwomen grew despondent as their expectations were

frustrated, and they were immersed in deep anxiety out of

which they could not extricate.

29. With their faces down-cast (in disappointment)

,

and their Bimba-like red lips parched with hot breaths of

grief, scratching the ground with their toe-nails and washing

the saffron-painting on their breasts with tears mixed with

collyrium, they stood silent, heavily burdened with distress.

30. The Gopis who discarded all their cherished desires

for his sake, and who were still deeply attached to him, wiped

out their eyes sore with weeping, and with their voice chocked

up with anger resulting from frustration, and in faltering

accents, they addressed to their dearest Krsria who talked to

them as if he bore no love to them.

Gopis urged :

31. “It does not behove, you, Oh Omnipresent Lord, to

speak so harsh to us, your devotees, who have renounced all

objects of enjoyment and have resorted to the soles of your

feet. Pray do not abandon us your earnest devotees but

accept us as does the Deity (Visnu), the most ancient person,

accept his devotees desirous of Liberation from Samsara.

32. Knower of the principles of righteousness as you
are, it may be as you say it, that the natural duty ofwomen
is to attend upon and render service to their husbands,

children and friends or well-wishers. May this be so in the

case of you, Oh dear Lord, who are the origin and object of

such precepts. For, you being the Soul, the most beloved

relative of all embodied beings, are dearest to all.
1

i. KD. explains that just as a coin of the highest denomination

contains within it the coins of lower denomination (e.g. a rupee consists

of one hundred paise. When you possess a rupee you have with you one

hundred paise, similarly) when you, who are the soul of all creatures, are

served well, other beings like husbands, sons etc. are automatically served

properly. You form the basis of our desired objects as well as their

accomplishments. This being the case, enough of your precepts of dhama
—29*455—47 * •
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33. Persons who are well-versed in dharma direct all

their love (and devotion) to you, Oh dtman (soul) of all.

For when you, the eternally dear Lord are available, what
purpose can be served by husbands, sons and other relatives

who are nothing but a source of trouble. Therefore, Oh
Supreme Ruler ! Be pleased to be gracious unto us, Oh Lotus-

eyed God !

34. Our heart which uptil now used to be engaged

happily in our homes, has been easily enticed away by you;

so too our hands which were occupied with our domestic

work. Our feet refuse to move away a single step from the

soles of your feet. Under these circumstances, how can we
return to Gokula and (even if we are carried there) what

possibly can we do there ?

35. Extinguish, Oh darling, with the flood of the nectar

ofYour lips1 the conflagration (of passion) set ablaze in our

hearts by you, with your beguiling smiles, sideglances and

melodious music, otherwise, with our bodies consumed by the

fire of separation, we shall, by meditating upon you (like

yogins
) ,

attain to the position ofyour feet.

36. Oh lotus-eyed Lord who are affectionate and favoura-

ble to persons (like yogis, sages and cowherds like us) who
dwell in forests ! Since the moment we happened somewhere

(at some unknown place) to touch (but once) the soles of

Your feet which are the delight of goddess Laksmi2 we have

been blessed by You and are now not at all able to stand

before any other person. Oh dear Lord !

37. Although Sri (the goddess of affluence and beauty)

—to bask in whose favourable glance (at least once)
,
gods

make strenuous efforts,—has already secured a place on your

bosom, she still aspires with Tulasi (the presiding deity of the

i. SG. clarifies that the fire of passion set ablaze is so intense and

enormous that it requires a flood and not sprinkling of the nectar-drops for

extinguishing it.

(ii) SG.'s s$cmd interpretation : Let the nectarine flood of your lips be

crystallized into words and let it enter our ears and put out the fire of

passion enkindled in our hearts.

a. Or which condescend to give (occasional) opportunity of touch-

ing the goddess Lakfml.
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basil plant) and loves to secure the dust on Your lotus-like

feet which it is the privilege of Your servants to enjoy. We
also have similarly sought the dust under Your feet.

38. Do be propitious unto us, You soother of all afflic-

tions. It is with the hope of (getting the opportunity of)

adoring You that we quitted our homes (likej’ogir) and have

approached the soles of Your feet, Oh adornment of mankind 1

Grant us who are burning with intense longing, excited by

Your charming smiles and enchanting glances, the privilege

of serving You.

39. Looking at Your countenance covered with curling

locks of hair, with cheeks shining with refulgent earrings and

with lips full of ambrosia, and with sideglances accompanied

by charming smiles, and beholding Your mighty arms reassur-

ing protection ( to Your devotees) as also Your bosom that

excites passion in the heart of goddess Sri, we would like to

be Your menial servants (lit. your slaves).

40. Oh darling ! Breathes there a woman in all the

three worlds who would not swerve from the noble path ap-

proved by the elite, when (she happens to be) enchanted with

the ravishing melodious (modulations of the) music of Your

flute and (chances to be) be witched by gazing of Your form,

the most charming in all the (three) worlds, even a glance

which sends a thrill of joy through cows, birds, trees and

beasts.

41. It is certain that your honour has specially incarnat-

ed for dispelling the fear and afflictions of Gokula even as the

First Divine Person—god Vi?nu—did as the Protector of the

Celestial Region. Therefore, Oh friend ofthe distressed, place

Your lotus-hand on love-fired breasts and (aching) heads of

Your maid-servants.**

Sri Suka continued :

42. Listening to the piteous prayer of the Gopls, the

Ruler of the Masters of Yoga laughed loudly. Although he

was ever-revelling in his own self, out of mercy and grace he

conferred bliss on them.1

i . VB. emphasizes the aloofness of Lord Kftna who Himself being
immersed in His own spiritual bliss, proceeded to delight the Gopls (with
no personal involvement).
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43. With their countenances blooming under the gaze

of their beloved Lord, the Gopls gathered around Lord Krsna

(Acyuta) of glorious deeds, whose charming smiles radiated

the splendour of his jasmine-like teeth. And he looked like the

full moon surrounded by stars.

44. Being praised in songs (by the Gopis) and himself

bursting into a loud song, Lord Kr$na, adorned with the

VaijayantI wreath and leading a bevy of hundreds of beauti-

ful damsels, wandered ’over the forest, gracing it (with his

hallowed and charming presence)

.

45. Surrounded by Gopis, he entered the cool sandy bed

of the river and sported with them, while pleasant gentle

breezes cooled by (their contact with) the waves of the

Yamuna and charged with the fragrance ofwater lilies (bloom-

ing by the moonlight) were blowing.

46. Exciting amorous sentiment in the beautiful dam-
sels of Vraja by stretching out his arms, embracing them,

touching their hands, locks of hair, thighs, waists, bosom, by

indulging in jokes and by pricking them gently with his nails,

by his sportive glances and smiles, Kr^a gave delight to

Gopis.

47. Recipients of such a high honour from the noble-

souled Lord Krsna, the Gopis got puffed up with pride and

(each one of them) regarded (herself) as superior to all other

women on the earth (in beauty).

48. Perceiving their conceit at their fortune (of being

associated with the Lord) and their pride (of being the most

beautiful woman ) }
Lord Krsga disappeared then and there, for

curing them of that pride and showering Grace on them.
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CHAPTER THIRTY*

Search after Krfna

Sri Suka continued :

1. When the Lord suddenly disappeared, the damsels

from Vraja, like she-elephants which have missed the leader of

their herd, were deeply distressed, when they could not see him.

2. With their hearts captivated by the graceful move-
ments, loving smiles, lustful glances as also by delightful discour-

ses, amorous dalliances and frolics of the Lord of goddess

Laksmi (Krsna)
,
those young damsels mentally identified them-

selves with him and began to emulate his various acts and
sports.

3. Identifying themselves with Lord Kr?na and exhibi-

ting Kr^pa’s sportful movements and amorous dalliances, the

Gopls, the beloveds of their darling (Kr$na) , whose persons

had become (as it were) the duplicates (of Krsna) in deport-

ment, graceful smiling, glancing, speech etc., declared (to each

other) “I am Knfla.”

4. Singing aloud of Krsna’s glory in a chorus, they

sought for him, like lunatics, from forest to forest, enquiring of

trees about that Lord (the Supreme Man) who, like ether, was

pervading all the creatures from within and without.

5. “Oh ASvattha ! Oh Plaksa ! Oh Nyagrodha ! (varie-

ties of Indian fig trees) . Have you seen the son of Nanda who
has absconded, stealing away our hearts by his captivating

smiles and bewitching glances ?

6. Oh Kurabaka, A£oka, Naga, Punnaga and Campaka
trees ! Did the younger brother of Balarama who humbles the

pride of proud women by his smiles pass this way ?

7. Oh blessed Tulasi (Basil plant) to whom the feet of

Lord Govinda (Kr?na) are so dear ! Have you seen Acyuta, ?o

very beloved of you, wearing you (in a wreath) swarming with

bees.

* This is ch. No. sd in VJ. This ch. shows that none but Lord

Hari by His nature possesses all yogie powers. It also shows the intensity

of devotion of the Gopls—VJ.
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8. (Addressing various flowering trees) Oh Malat! ! Oh
Mallika ! Oh Jati ! Oh Yuthika ! Was Madhaya (Lord of

Lak§mi, Krsna) seen by you giving you delight by the touch

of his hands, while passing by the way ?

9. (Invoking other trees) Oh mango tree (of thtcuta

variety) ! Oh Priyala, Panasa (Jack-fruit tree), Asana, Kovi-

dara, Jambu (Rose-apple tree) , Arka ( the sun plant) , Bilva

(the wood-apple tree), Bakula, Amra (a variety of mango
tree)

,
Kadamba and Nlpa trees and other trees on the bank of

the Yamuna—Born as you are for the benefit of others ! May
you direct the path of Krsna to us whose minds are vacant

(
due to separation from Hari)

.

10. What austere penance have you performed. Oh
Earth, inasmuch as you appear resplendent with your hair

standing on their ends through the thrill of joy, at the touch

of the feet of KeSava (Krsna) ! But is this ecstasy due to (the

touch of) Krsna’s feet just now or is it due to your being best-

ridden (formerly) by Lord Trivikrama (Visnu, as Vamana who
covered the universe in three steps) or is it caused by the

embrace of the Lord when incarnated as a boar (even before

Vamana-incarnation) ?

11. Oh female deer ! Here is permeated the frag-

rance of our leader’s—Lord Krsna’s—garland of Kunda flowers

tinged with (the scent of) saffron applied to the breast of his

lady-love (when he hugged her). Did Krsna pass this way

along with his beloved, giving delight to your eyes by his grace-

ful limbs Oh friend ?

12. (To trees which bent low with the load of fruits)

Oh trees ! Did the younger brother of Balarama, placing one

(i.c. left) hand on the shoulder of his beloved and holding a

lotus in the other (i.e. right) hand (to protect his beloved by

warding off) the swarms of bees attracted by (the fragrance of)

Tulas! and blinded by the intoxication (caused by the frag-

rance) which followed him—did K;r$9a (ever) come here and

was pleased to accept your low bows with glances full of

affection (and appreciation) ?

13. (Oh friends !) Ask these creepers which have em-

braced the arms (i.e. branches) of their husbands, the trees, as

they certainly exhibit the thrill (sprouts or flowers) ofjoy at
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the touch of his finger-nails while plucking a flower for his

beloved)
.”

14.

* Thus the cowherd women became bewildered in

their vain search of Kr?na and raved in this way. With
their hearts engrossed (and as if identical) with him, they

began to emulate the divine sports of the Lord.

15. One of the Gopis who imitated Kfsna sucked the

breast of another Gopi who played the part of Putana. Another

GopI emulating Krsna, the baby, began to cry and kicked

another Gopi who acted the part of a cart (Sakapi)

.

16. Acting the role of a demon (viz. Trnavarta) carried

away another Gopi who behaved like an infant Kjr§iia, while a
third crawled on all fours dragging the feet and thereby

making a jingling sound of the anklets.

17. Two Gopis enacted1 the role of Balarama and
Krsna while others played the part of cowherds. .Out of them
one struck a third gopi that played the part of Vatsasura (a

demon in the form of a calf) , while another (acting as Krsna)

struck another (fourth) Gopi who enacted the role of the

demon Baka.

18. One imitated Krsna shouting out at cows from a

distance, while another emulated him and played upon the

flute, while others applauded her saying “Well done.”

19. Another Gopi who mentally identified herself with

K]*§Qa placed her arm on some other Gopi and while following

her, told the other “Lo ! I am Krsna. Look at my graceful

gait.”

20. “Don’t be afraid of tempestuous winds and ( driving)

shower. Protection against them has been provided by me”.
Saying so, another Gopi strained herself and held up (a part

of) her garment with one hand (as if it were the mount
Govardhana2

)

.

21. Treading on the head of another Gopi and mount-
ing thereon (one Gopi) ordered, “Now that I, the wielder of

•VJ.'s text does not include io verses from this verse (i.e. vv. 14-23

both inclusive).

1 . Historical present is used in some of these verses but for consistent

use of tense, past tense is used in translation.

2. Cf. VP. 5.13-28.
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the rod of punishment to the wicked, have incarnated, get out

from this place, Oh wicked serpent.**1 »

22. (Imagining that all the Gopas are surrounded by
forest conflagration and to vouchsafe their protection) another

Gopi said, “Oh cowherds ! Lo that raging forest fire. Shut up
your eyes quickly. I shall speedily accomplish your welfare

(rescue from fire)

23. Tied to (a Gopi who represented) a mortar with a
wreath by another (Gopi who acted the part of Yaloda)

.

23-A* [“Now I bind the thief who has stolen butter

and broken a number of (earthen) pots’’]. And the lady with

beautiful eyes (who was thus bound) covered her face (with

hands) and feigned fear (put up a show oftrembling with fear)

.

24. While they were enquiring of the creepers and trees

of Vrndavana about Krsna, they noticed in a certain part of

the forest, the foot-prints of the Supreme soul (Kr?na)

.

25. “It is obvious that the footprints are definitely

those of the noble-souled son of Nanda, as they are identified

by the marks such as a flag, a lotus, a uajra, a goad and a

barley seed’*2

26. While they went ahead tracing his path by following

those footprints, the poor women were sorely distressed at

heart to find them interspersed with those of a young woman
and spoke to each other.

27. “Whose foot-piints possibly these can be? Who
can be this woman who walked in his company with his hand

resting on her shoulder, even as a she-elephant with the trunk

of her mate on hers.

28. Certainly the Supreme Ruler, the glorious Lord

Hari, has been propitiated* by this lady. Hence, being

pleased with her, Lord Kr?na took her to a rendezvous aban-

doning us all.

1. Cf. VP. 5. 13. 27.

* VR’s text adds this half-verse.

2. Cf. VP. 5. 13-32.

3. SG. : Here the name of that Gopi is Radha is indicated by the

text : rddhayati drddhayati iti irl-Ridhi iti nSmakaraparh . dariitam\ Although

the text of the Bh.P. is silent on this point, all commentators of the Bengal

school of Vai?navism presumed that she was R&dhi and have written

interesting extensive commentaries on these verses.
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29. Oh friends ! How blessed are the particles of dust

under the Lotus-feet of Lord Govinda—the particles which

god Brahma, Siva, and goddess Lak?mi bore on the crowns

of their head, for absolving themselves of the sins (which

separated them from him. Let us do so, so that by placing

the dust on our heads we shall be united with K|*?ria)

.

30. But these foot-prints of hers cause distress to our

hearts inasmuch as only she (out of all Gopls) has stolen

away Krsna (who belongs to all of us) and enjoys his kisses in

a secret place.

31. But here her foot-prints are not visible. Most
probably, seeing that the tender soles of his beloved’s feet are

pricked with sharp and pointed blades of grass, her darling

Kr§ria has carried her on his shoulders.

31 A.* These foot-prints have been sunk more deeply

(in the soil) as he was carrying the young woman. Have a

look at these foot-prints of love-lorn Krsna (obviously)

weighed down under a heavy load.

31 B. (Going a few paces ahead, they observe :)

It appears that here he set her down for gathering flowers (for

putting them in her braid of hair)

.

32. (Proceeding still further) Here flowers are gathered

by the Lover for his beloved. Behold these foot-prints which

are not entire as he stood on tip-toe.

33. (Most probably) on this spot the lust-ful Lord has

performed the decoration of the hair of his lady-love. He must

have certainly taken his seat here for fastening the flowers in

her braid.

34. It is with a view to demonstrate to the world the

wretched plight of the love-stricken as well as the stone-

hearted nature ofwomen that the Lord sported with the lady

even though he is ever delighted in his own blissful self, self-

sporting Perfect Person unattracted by the amours of women.

35-36. Showing to each other the traces ofKf^a’s

foot-prints in this way, the Gopls wandered in a despondent

mood (concentrating on Kr$na) . And the Gopi whom Krsna

* 3 i-A Not found in the Text ofSR and VB.
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(in preference to other Gopls, and) leaving others in the

forest, had brought there, now began to regard herself as the

most beautiful of all women. Thought she to Herself, “the

beloved Lord resorts to me only, abandoning all other Gopis

who too love him.”

37. Thereupon, after going to a certain place in the

forest, she, being affected with pride, told Sri Kr$na, “I am
not able to walk any further. Therefore (give me a lift and)

take me whither-so-ever you please”.

38. When requested thus, he told his beloved, “Mount
on my shoulder” and he disappeared. And the lady lamented

in repentance.

39. “Oh Lord ! My darling ! Oh most beloved one !

Where have you gone ? I am your miserable slave. Be pleased

with me to reveal your Presence, *Oh mighty armed Lord !”

40. While the (other) cowherd women went on tracing

the path of the Lord, they noticed from a distance, their

distressed friend bewildered through her separation from

her darling.

41. Listening to her report as to how she was received

with honour by Madhava (Krsna) and was humiliated by

him through her own wickedness, they were extremely astoni-

shed.

42. They further probed into the forest (for Kr$ria) so

long as the moon-light was available. Seeing that darkness

was setting in, they returned from that spot.

43. With their minds absorbed in him, they talked

about Krsna only; they imitated his movements and sang

about his excellences. They became oblivious of their persons,

as well as of their homes.

44. Returning to the sandy bank of the Yamuna, the

Gopis contemplated on Kr§na only. Anxiously waiting for his

arrival, they sang ofKr?$a in a chorus.
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CHAPTER THIRTYONE

1

Gopis* song* {prayerfor Kffna’s return)

Gopis sang :

1. It is due to your birth here that the goddess of

affluence and beauty (Lak§mi) abides here permanently and
the Vraja outshines in progressive prosperity. But dear Lord !

We, your beloveds, who have with difficulty managed to be

alive for your sake (in the hope of visualizing you) are

searching for you in every direction. Be pleased to reveal your-

self to us. Oh darling.3

2. Oh Lord of amorous enjoyment ! Is this not killing

us en mass by disappointing us, your gratuitous maid-servants,

with your eyes that surpass (lit. steal) the splendour of the

interior of a beautiful full-blown lotus in a translucent lake

in the autumn, Oh Bestower of boons ?

3.

* Oh mighty Lord (lit. Bull among men) 1 We have

been so often protected by you from death through drinking of

poisonous water, from Aghasura, the demon disguised as a

boa-constrictor, from heavy showers, stormy winds and the

fire of lightening, from the demon

4

(Arista) in the form

of a bull) ,and from the son of Mayasura (the demon Vyoma) 8

1. Ch. 29 in VJ.’s Text. According to VJ, this chapter shows that

for those who are not eligible to study the Vedanta and yet aspire after

Mokfa, singing His glory is the way of propitiating the Lord. It brings

about His Grace. This chapter describes Gopis* (women, not eligible to

Vedic studies) way of propitiating the Lord. The Gopis are addressing

Kftna directly, as He is all the while present in their hearts.

VR. The request for revelation may be treated as the burden of the

song.

2. This is not a chorus but one Gopi after another (or one group

of Gopis after another) is expressing herself.

3. SG. states modestly that he explains the “crumbs’* of the noble-

soul SR who has deeply drunk the essence of the nectarlike song. SG
quotes a Prakrit verse (Text corrupt) which means that a beloved does not

survive her separation from her lover, but as their lives are entrusted to

Him, they are alive.

In VJ.’s text, SR’s 6th verse is 2nd and SR*s 2nd verse as 3rd.

4. Vide infra 10.36.16

5. Vide infra 10.37.28
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and from perilous situations all over. (Why are you so indiffe-

rent to us now ? We still hope to secure your proteetion.)

4*. Oh friend ! As a matter of fact you are not the

son of a GopX (YaSoda) but you are the witness, dwelling in

the soul (i.e. hearts) of embodied beings. When prayed by
god Brahma for the protection of the universe, you appeared

in the clan ofSatvatas (or the family of devotees). (Hence, it

is improper for you to show indifference to your devotees).

5. Oh Leader ofVy^is I Place on our head your lotus-

like palm that graciously assures protection to those who
resort to your feet through fear of sarhsSra—Your palm which

bestows all desires and has espoused the hand of Sri, the goddess

ofprosperity, Oh Beloved.

6. Oh Mighty Hero I The Annihilator of the afflictions

of the inhabitants of Vraja 1 Oh friend whose beguiling smile

humiliates the pride of your people (votaries) ! Be pleased to

accept us who have been your bonded servants. Show unto

us—poor women

—

your charming lotus-like countenance.

7. Be pleased to place on our bosoms your lotus-feet

which totally dissipates the sins of those who prostrate them-

selves (in complete submission) at them (your feet) that

(affectionately) follow the herbivorous animals (cows), which

are the abode of Sri, the goddess of beauty and prosperity, and

which were placed on the hoods of the serpent Kaliya—and

thereby remove completely the pangs of passion from our

hearts.1

The anachronism is obvious. SG. defends it by saying that Gopls
developed omniscience due to their devotion to Kr?na. Hence, these future
acts are quoted here. VB asserts that Gopls being omniscient, the chrono-
logical sequence is not binding on them!

*. This is verse 5th in VJ. (as per Vrndivan edt.).

VJ : You are verily the delight of the Gopls, Oh friend ! For the pro-
tection of the universe you have appeared in the family of Yadus (i.e.

S&tvatas). You are the Inner Controller of all embodied creatures and
witness to all (or you are ever realizing your ownself) . You are worshipped
by god Brahm&, the creator or the preceptor of the Universe.

i . $R, VR & VJ unanimously explain Kfndhi hfcchayam as K&marh
chindhi—‘cut down, destroy the passionate love in our hearts*! VB*s imagi-
native explanation is interesting. For example—The Gopls submit : 'Our
breasts are not soft but you have trodden upon the hard hood ofK&liya.
We may be uncultured but your feet followed cows. The request is made
by all Gopls and hence plural kucefti.
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8. Oh lotus-eyed Lord 1 With your melodious words

consisting ofcharming expressions delightful (and appealing

even) to the minds of the wise and with the nectar from your

lips, revive us who are charmed with you and are swooning

for you—and are but your slaves doing your biddings, Oh
Valiant hero !

9. (We did not die of separation from you but are alive

due to listening to your nectarlike stories).

Highly meritorious (due to their liberality in the previous

existence) must be those persons1 who extol your nectarlike

stories which are not only life-giving to the afflicted but are

superior to the nectar (itself)
,

inasmuch as, they are highly

eulogized by the knowers of the Brahman (to whom nectar is

negligible) and which remove all sins, are the most auspicious

to hear, and the source of all prosperity and are spread all over

the world.2

10. Darling Kf$na ! Your hearty laughs, your loving

oglings, your sports and pastimes so auspicious to contemplate

on, and your enchanting jokes and acts in privacy all go down
into our heart and agitate it, Oh Deceitful Love 1

1 1 . Oh Loving Lord ! When you go out of Vraja to

graze the cattle, our heart gets agitated (with the thought

that) your lotus-like beautiful feet will be pricked and pained

by the gravel and stubs and blades of grass, Oh Darling.

12. When at the close of the day you now and then

present your countenance overhung with dark-blue curly locks

of hair, soiled with the dust raised by cows (in the forest),

it appears like a lotus (surrounded by black bees and over-

strewn with pollen)
,
and thereby you provoke the passion of

Love in our hearts (and do not satisfy it) Oh Cheat 1

13.

Oh delightful Enchanter ! Pray be pleased to place

on our bosom your lotus-feet, bestowers of desires2 to prostra-

ting supplicants, worshipped by the lotus-born deity,4 the very

ornament of the earth (enhancing its beauty by footprints)

,

1 . They are the most liberal persona on the earth (SR.

)

2. or Those who sing of your glory broad-cast all over the world are

the most munificent donors.

3. \B—K6math dyati khagfayati cuts down, removes kdma

4. God Brahmft—SR
;
goddess Lakfml—SG.
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the most blissful ones which ought to be meditated
#
in times of

distress, Oh Remover of mental anguishes.

14. Oh Hero l
1 Pray, condescend to grant to us the

nectar of your lips which enhances the charm of amorous
enjoyment and destroys all griefs—the nectar which has been

enjoyed fully by the flute kissed by you in sounding, making

people forget all other passions and attachments.

15. During day-time, while your Lordship is away
wandering in the woods, and we are not able to see you, even

a quarter of a moment is felt by us as an age. (But when
you return in the evening we feel that) god Brahma must be

dull-witted in creating our eye-lashes which, while winking,

deprive us even for a moment of the joy of looking at you,

when we are eagerly gazing at your beautiful countenance,

graced with curly locks of hair.

16. Oh crafty Deceiver ! Who would abandon poor

women like us who, being enchanted by the loud melodious

music of a musical expert like you and who know that we are

sure to come to you—us who have completely set at nought our

husbands, children, followers, brothers and relatives and know-

ing your way, have sought your presence, Oh Acyuta 1

17. Remembering your secret amorous promises and

beholding your smiling countenance provoking the passion

of love in our heart, your loving glances, your broad chest, the

abode of Sri \goddess of affluence and beauty), our hearts

get excited with excessive longing every now and then, and

becomes infatuated.

18. Darling Krsnia 1 Your incarnation is for dispelling

the sins and miseries of the inhabitants of Vraja (viz. Gopas)

and of the forests viz. sages, as well as for conferring the highest

auspiciousness on the universe. Be pleased, therefore, to im-

part to us who entertain a strong yearning for you in our

hearts, something of that balm (ofyour company) which will

relieve all the mental anguish of your people (votaries).

19*. As your Lordship constitutes our very life, our

i. Hero in erotics—SG.

Hero in munificent gifts Ykcpwuf&Tthat—VB.

•Deleted in VJ’s text. ' *
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mind reels to think whether your lotus-feet on which you

wander in the forest, are not pained while walking on the

gravels etc., for (on our part) we, being afraid (of injuring

your tender feet) place them gently on our hard breasts, Oh
tender Darling !

CHAPTER THIRTY-TWO

Kffna comforts Gopis

Sri Suka said :

1. In this way (as described in the previous chapter),

the Gopis, yearning strongly to see Lord Krsria went singing

loudly, wailing loudly and at times raving incoherently, they

wept loudly and piteously, Oh king.

1

2. And (surprisingly enough) in their very midst appear-

ed Lord Krgna, the descendant of king Sura, with his lotus-

face beaming with smile, wearing a yellow garment, adorned

with a wreath of flowers, capable of fascinating the god ofLove

(cupid) himself (with his charm)

.

3. Seeing their belovedmost Darling arrived,8 all those

women, though emaciated and weak at once sprang to their

feet, with their eyes wide open with rapturous delight, even as

the limbs of the body do on the return of the vital principle

( PrS$a)

.

3-A. VR.’s Text :

The more they drank the nectarine beauty of his counten-

ance with the drinking vessels (in the form) of their eyes, the

more unsatiated they grew (lit. they were not satiated at all),

just as men of spiritual wisdom feel about his feet.

1. The beginning of the chapter shows that just as the Lord mani-

fested Himself to the Gopis, He reveals himself to the possessors of spiritual

means of getting divine wisdom—VJ.
2. SG. quotes VP. tato dadfiur iyintarh vikisi-mukha-paHkajali and

states that Knoa revealed himself at a distance and then approached the

Gopis. The above quotation is not traceable in the Gita Press etc. of VP.
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4. One of the Gopls, in her ecstasy, clasped the lotus-

hand of Kr§na with her palms, while another pkfced on her

shoulder his arm smeared with sandal-paste.

5. Another slim and emaciated Gopi received in the

hollow of her palms, the betel chewed by him, while another

Gopi, feverish with love, placed his lotus-feet on her bosom.

6. Being beside herself with the agitation of unrequit-

ed love, another Gopi knitted her eyebrows and continued to

bite her lip and was looking at him as if she was subjecting

him to a volley of side-glances.

7. Another Gopi gazed at his lotus-face with fixed un-

winking eyes. Although she drank (his nectar-like face) to the

full, she did not feel satiated like saintly persons who are never

satiated serving his feet.

8. A certain other Gopi got him established in her heart

through the pupils of her eyes, and closed the eyes (so as to

prevent his exit). Then she (mentally) embraced him, and

through that thrill, had all her hair standing on their ends like

ayogin immersed in spiritual bliss.

9. All of them became satisfied and happy by the high

festival of having the look of Keiava (Kr?na) and had their

fever born of separation subsided, just as people do when they

attain God-head or meet a person who has realized the Brahman
or who reach Prajfla in deep sleep.

10. Surrounded by the ladies who had shed off their

sorrow (due to the separation from the Lord), the glorious

immortal Lord Kps^a shone more brilliantly like the Puru$a

(Supreme Spirit) endowed with his spiritual powers1 .

11-12. The Supreme Lord repaired with them to the

sandy bed of the Yamuna where swarm of blackbees were

attracted by the gentle breeze charged with the fragrance of

fully blossomed jasmine and Mandaras. The darkness of the

night where-of was dispelled by flood of rays of the autumnal

i . These are variously enumerated by different commentators :

( i ) SR— (a) Seitva, rajas and tamos

(b) spiritual knowledge and (physical and mental) strength

essential for meditation.

(a) VR. : 34 tattoos forming the part of the astral body of ajtva.

(3) VJ. : various forms of Lakfmt attending upon the Lord.
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moon, rendering the scene all the more delightful ; the soft

sands whereof were (evenly) spread by the handlike ripples of

the Yamuna1
. (In this way, the Lord surrounded by the

Gopis appeared still more beautiful)

.

13. With their mental anguish completely dissipated

by the extreme joy of seeing him, the Gopis accomplished

their desires to their heart's content, just as Srutis ( Vedas which

pertain to the karmakdnda or sacrificial and other rituals, are

unsatisfied due to their inability to see the Lord but) have

their purpose achieved (in the portion containing jMna-k&nfa

or spiritual knowledge leading to and resulting) in God-reali-

zation. With their upper garments coloured with the spots of

saffron applied to their breasts, they prepared a seat for

Krspa, who was dearer to them than their self (or their

indwelling soul)

.

14. The glorious Almighty Lord who is enthroned in

the hearts of the masters ofyoga took his seat on it. Assuming

a personality which was the only receptacle of all the splendour

and beauty in the three worlds

2

, he shone splendidly in the

congregation of Gopis*.

15. Offering warm respectful welcome to him who
enkindled the passion of love, the Gopis, with their eyebrows

the sportfulness of which was enhanced by their smiles and
playful oglings, and praising him while pressing his hands and
feet placed on their laps, spoke to him slightly feigning anger.

Gopis said :

16. Some show favour (in response) to those who resort

to them, while others behave to the contrary (and favour those

i . VJ. reads : Ktwehdyasta etc. and interprets :

The sands whereof were scattered and made uneven by the sports of
Kflna-

{Sri Kxfoa-m tirtikrftfqyd dyastdni ca taraldni cdta evdcitani itastaie

vikfrpdni /)

a. VJ. : Worthy of being enjoyed only by the goddess Lakfml who
is adored and served by the three worlds.

VB : He assumed the best of the form suitable to the time, place
etc. and manifested whatever was the worthiest.

3 . SG. suggests that Kftpa assumed different forms each per GopI
and occupied the seat prepared by her and made her feel that it is her
special privilege to receive Kftpa that way.
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who do not resort to them), while (still) others do neither

(and confer grace of favour on none). Oh Lord ! fte pleased

to explain to us clearly about this.

The Lord replied :

1 7. Oh friends ! Those who love or resort to each other

(the reciprocity of their love is with a selfish motive), strive to

achieve purely their own purpose. Neither friendliness nor

righteousness plays any part therein. This love is just for

self-interest and nothing else1
.

18. Those who love even those who do not resort to

them (or love them) in return, are really compassionate like

parents. Here lies pure, blemishless righteousness as well as

good will, Oh charming damsels (with beautiful waists).

19. There are some who do not love those who resort

to them. How can they be expected to favour them who do
not resort to them ? These belong to the following categories :

(1) They are sages immersed in the spiritual delight

of atman (the soul) (and are unconscious of the

external world)

.

(2) They have accomplished the objects of their desires

(and as such have no interest or longing for enjoy-

ment and hence indifferent, though conscious of the

external world )

.

( 3) They are ungrateful ( and incapable of appreciating

obligations done to them)

.

(4) They are bent on hating their elderly people

( father or teacher)

.

20. (When Kfgna dodged the implied accusation of

Gopis against him in explaining the above categories, the

Gopis smiled. Kr$Qa noticed it and explained).

As far as I am concerned, Oh friends ( I do not belong

to any of these categories because I am an extremely

compassionate and the best friend of all)
,
I do not respond

immediately to their love and devotion ( I do not reveal my-
self to them), so that they would ever continue to meditate

upon me, just as a penniless man who has lost the money he

i. KD refuses to regard this as real worship or love : It is naked
self-interest 33.17. 1

73-80, %
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has earned, is absorbed in thinking about his lost treasure and

would not be aware of anything else.

20.A VJ's Text adds :

In the same way both (the categories described above)

continue to get from me the fruit or return in great or small

measure (according to the intensity of their devotion to me)

even as one obtains fruit from the kalpa taru (wishyielding

tree)

.

21*. Oh fair damsels! In this way, it is with a view

of seeing the intensity and constancy of your devotion to me
that I remained with you invisible (and stayed with you

listening to your expression oflove about me) as you have,

for my sake, renounced the conventional worldly sense of

decorum, the injunction of the Vedas (for righteousness or

otherwise) and your kith and kin. Oh beloved ones ! It does

not behove you to blame me, your Darling.

22. Even if the long life of celestials1 be granted, it is

not possible for me to repay adequately your devoted service

to me with whom your relations are pure and faultless. And
you have resorted to me and adored me cutting asunder the

unbreakable ties that fetter you to your home. (The only way
is:) May your righteousness be rewarded by your good deeds

only.

*VJ : The Lord explains how to serve him on the plea of Praising the

service rendered by Gopis :

Just as a penniless fellow who lost his wealth he could earn, is too

much submerged in deep sorrow to be cognisant of anything else, you

have dedicated to Me everything—worldly way of life, injunctions of the

Vedas and your relatives; your devotional service shall not be fruitless.

By nature I am beyond the ken of senses and hence was invisible to you

—

But it does not behove you to find fault with Me who am your darling.

i . The life of a god is 36000 human years but KD interprets

vibudh&yus as the life-span of god Branm& which is one pardrdha years i.e.

too,000,000,000,000,oco years—32.22.360.
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CHAPTER THIRTY-THREE

Description of Rdsa Kritfd

£rl Suka said :

1. Listening to these soft fascinating words of the Lord,

the Gopis forgot the agony caused by separation from him
and their bliss was enhanced by persona] contact with him,

Oh dear king.

2. There (on the sandy bank of the Yamuna) Lord
Govinda inaugurated his Rdsa Kritfa1 ( the play called Rdsa)

with those jewel-like damsels (of superb beauty) who were so

devoted and affectionate to him and who formed a circle with

their arms interlocked (with those of Krsija)*

3. Then commenced formally the festive dance called

rasa, beautified splendidly by the (moving) circle of Gopis

with Krs^a, the great Master ofYoga of inconceivable mystic

powers (assumed as many forms as there were Gopis and)

entered in between every two Gopis and with his arm placed

around the neck of the adjacent Gopi, made each of the dam-
sels consider to be nearest to him (and being embraced by

him).

i. SG. quotes from Bharata’s N&tya- idstra : The dance in which a

number of female dancers dance with their hands interlocked in the com-

pany ofmen who place their arms round the neck of the women-partners :

nafair grhfta-kapfhtnam anydnydttakaTa-Sriydmf

nartakindm bhaved rdso mapfallbhuya nartatdmjl

a. SG. quotes Bilva-maAgala which describes how Kf?na accompanied

each Gopi as her dance-mate : "A circle of dancers was formed with

Kr?na between two dancing ladies and a lady between two Kftgas. In the

middle of such a circle of dancers Kr?pa stood and played upon His flute.

ahgandm ahgandm antard Mddhavo /

Mddkavam Midhavath c&'nlarevAAgani //

ittham Skalpitt maofaU madf&agab /

smbjagau vetjiund Dtvakl-nandanab //

This is possible only to Bhagavdn Knna with His yogatn&yi. Hence

the significance of the words bhagavdn and jogamdydm updiritafr in Supra

10.29. i

Vide infra V. 20 which states that Kftga assumed as many forms as

there were the cowherd-women.

Kftvd Idvantam dtmdnath ydvattr gopo-yofitafr / «
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4. (As soon as Lord Kf?na thought of beginning the

rSsakriddf) there thronged in the sky hundreds of heavenly

cars of celestials along with their wives whose minds were
carried away with curiosity (of seeing the r&sa dance).

5. At that time, kettle-drums were sounded and showers

of flowers fell. The heads of Gandharvas accompanied by their

consorts sang the noble and hallowing glory of the Lord.

6. There arose in the ring of rasa (dancers), the (or-

chestral) din of the jingling bangles and anklets and the tink-

ling of the small bells of girdles of the ladies accompanied by
their darling Lord.

7. Exceedingly beautiful shone the glorious Lord, the

son of Devaki, in the midst of those pairs of damsels like

unto a highly precious emerald1 embedded in between a

pair of gold beads.

8. With their measured treads of feet and (artistic)

movements of their hands (in dancing), with their smiles and
(gracefully) amorous dance of eyebrows, with bending waists

and shaking breasts, with the fluttering of their garments, with

ear-rings rocking on their cheeks, with drops of perspiration trad-

ing down their face and with their braids of hair and girdles get-

ting loosened (in the course of dancing), the dancing-mates of

Krsria glorified the Lord in songs and appeared beautiful

like flashes of lightening illuminating a circle of clouds (as

Kr$na assumed as many forms as the Gopis in that circular

movement of risa).

9*. In the course of dancing, the Gopis, enamoured of

loving devotion to Krsria and thrilledwith delight at the touch

of Krsna, sang at the pitch of their voices sweetened with

different musical modes (ragas ) filling thus the whole universe

with the music (of their song)

.

10. A certain Gopi sang in chorus with Kr§$a in a higher

pitch. Even though her notes of the gamut (svara-jati

)

did

not harmonize with that of Kr^a, she was applauded by him

i. SG. explains that although Kftpa was of sapphire-blue complexion,

the brilliant-golden complexion of the Gopis, He embraced, made Him
appear like emerald.

’Commentators
.

quote names of Gopis. These names of the

Gopis involved in the dance are imaginary-unsupported by the text of

the Bh.P.
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with the words “Well-done”, as he was pleased with her per-

formance. When she proceeded to reach her highest pitch to

the measured beat (tola) well-known as Dhruva (pada) , Kr?ria

showed great regard for her.

11. Thoroughly exhausted by (participation in) the

rasa dance and with her bangles slipping ( from her wrists)

and jasmine flowers dropping (from her braid), another Gopi

caught hold by her arm, the shoulder of Kfsnia who was stand-

ing by (i.e. flung her arms round him)

.

12. (It is reported that) another Gopi smelt how
Krsna’s arm placed on her shoulder, was fragrant like a lily

and was anointed with sandal paste, (and losing herself) she

(actually) kissed it and was thrilled with it (with her hair

standing on their ends)

.

13. To another Gopi who rested on Krgna’s cheek her

own which was glowing with the brilliance of her own ear-

rings rocking in the course of dancing Krsna gave his half-

chewed betel.

14. Another Gopi, standing by his side was fatigued

with singing and dancing, making all the while a jingling sound

of her anklets and girdle (while dancing) pressed to her bosom

his blissful lotus-hand.

15. Obtaining Acyuta ( the immortal God—Kr$rta), the

sole Darling of the goddess Sri (Lak§mi) as their beloved, the

cowherd women with his arms round their neck extolled him

in song and played (danced) with him.

16. The Gopa women with the beauty of their face

enhanced by lotuses adorning their ears, cheeks beautified with

their curly locks of hair, and drops of perspiration, with

wreaths of flowers dropping from their (braids of) hair, danced

with the glorious Lord accompanied with the musical instru-

ments in the form ofjingling bangles and anklets, at the ring

of the rasa dance where humming blackbees acted as songsters.

17*. the Lord of goddess Lakgmi, sported with

the beauties of Vraja by embracing them, pressing their palms,

winsome oglings with free amorous gestures and hearty (loud)

* VJ. God is absolutely independent and above all prescriptions

and prohibitions and can violate all canons of conduct I
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laughter, even as a child would play with its own reflection

(in the mirror)

.

18. Their senses were so overwhelmed with ecstatic joy

at the contact with that Divine Personality that the women of

Vraja whose wreaths and ornaments were loosened and falling,

were too much beside themselves (with joy) to re-adjust their

dishevelled locks of hair, their garments and brassiers, Oh
Prominent Kuru !

19. While witnessing Kfsrta’s love sports, the celestial

damsels were smitten with love and fainted. And even the

Moon-god along with his retinue (of stars or nakfatras ) was too

much amazed (to proceed with his movements and halted)

.

20. Though a reveller in his own Supreme bliss, the

Lord assumed as many forms as there were Gopis and delight-

fully disported1 with each of them.

21. The merciful Lord wiped out affectionately, the

sweat off their faces with his most blissful comforting hand as

they were fatigued with overdancing with him, Oh dear

king.

22. Adoring the Supreme Lord with the splendour of

their cheeks enhanced by the brilliant gold ear-rings and

curly locks of hair and with glances accompanied with

nectar-like smiles, the Gopis who (despite their fatigue in the

rasa dance) became enraptured by the touch of his finger-nails,

burst out in singing his hallowing deeds.

2

23. Like unto a king-elephant breaking down the dams

and entering water in the company of she-elephants, the ex-

hausted8 Lord Krsna who had transgressed the restraints (laid

down by the Vedas and public decorum) became desirous of

getting over the fatigue, and in the company of the Gopis,

entered the waters of the Yamuna (where he was) closely

1 . VJ. reads ‘rarama\ The Parasmaipada form indicates the aloof-

ness of the Lord In that rSsa

rar&meli Vyatyayena para-dardbhimaria^ena do/o ndsti iti vakfyamdpam

artham ihaiva sucayati

2. These songs suggested the conclusion of the rasa (Ve.)

3. SG. Imagines that this adj. is used to indicate that the beauty

of Krspa's countenance was enhanced by droplets of swea appearing on

it through fatigue.
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followed by black-bees (humming melodiously) like the chiefs

of celestial songsters, the Gandharvas, (as they vfere) allured

by his garland (ofKunda flowers) squeezed by contact with the

persons of the Gopls (while embracing etc.) and was coloured

with saffron applied by them to their breasts.

24. Oh dear Pariksit ! The Lord, who ever revels in his

own blissful state, sported here like a king-elephant as he was

profusely sprinkled over with water on all sides by the youthful

damsels who were casting amorous glanced at him, and were

heartily laughing, while he was being praised by gods who were

showering on him flowers from their aerial cars.

25. Like unto a young elephant exuding temporal fluid

sauntering in the company of female elephants, the Lord,

surrounded by a swarm of black-bees and a bevy of young

ladies, roved in a grove on the bank of the Yamuna, where

blew on all sides a gentle breeze bearing the fragrance of

acquatic flowers as well as of the flowers on lands.

26. In this way, the Lord of accomplished desires to

whom the bevy of young damsels were deeply attached and

devoted, enjoyed all those nights (without losing a single

minute without enjoyment—the night1 illuminated by the

rays of the moon and which formed the basis for all charming

poetical works specially appropriate for autumnal season—but

he controlled all his energy within himself (such was his con-

trol over Eros.)

King Parikfit said :

27. The Almighty Lord of the Universe along with his

am£a-part (Balarama) incarnated here to establish Dharma
(righteous way of life) and the suppression of the vile way of

life.

28. He is the Promulgator of the moral order. He is

the ideal model of ethical standard and the Protector thereof.

How did he act in direct contravention of it, in seducing sens-

ually the wives of others ?

i. The plural number indicates that throughout His Kiiora period

(from 1 1 to 15 years of age) , Kr?na enjoyed the rdto-dance every night-SG.

This is a better interpretation than Imagining that Kr?9& extended that

particular night for many days while Gopls felt it to a single night.
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29. Oh holy sage of sacred vows ! Be pleased to resolve

our doubt as to with what intention the Lord of Yadus who
is said to have accomplished all his desires, perpetrated such

censurable deed.

jSrt Suka explained :

30. Transgression of the canons of righteousness and

over-adventurism are found to have been committed by

mighty rulers. But that does not amount to a blemish for a

noble heroic soul, as in the case of omnivorous fire (which

does not get polluted by consuming impure things).

31. An incapable weakling (dependent on his body)

should never commit this (transgression) even mentally. A
person imitating him foolishly meets destruction like a person

other than Rudra (but imitating Rudra) does by swallowing

the (Haldhala) poison churned out of the sea.

32. The words of the possessors of divine wisdom and

might are always correct and authoritative, but not necessarily,

so their acts (which may be emulated on certain occasions

only). Hence an intelligent person should practice such

course (of conduct) which is consistent with their own pre-

cepts. 1

33. Such authoritative persons who are devoid of ego

(aharhk&ra) have no selfish ends to serve by virtuous behavi-

our or have no stakes to lose by acting to the contrary.

34. Need it be told that the Lord, the controller of all

beings like the sub-human creation (birds, beasts etc.), human
beings and celestials who, being fit to b£ governed by him
(and are subject to his control)

,
is not concerned with piety

or impiety of the acts (the moral code of conduct of ordinary

beings is not applicable to the Almighty).

35. The sages who are completely satisfied (and have

become desireless) by serving the pollen-like dust of his

i. VR. : Therefore, an intelligent person should follow those acts of

God which are consistent with His precepts. OR A prudent man should

not emulate the acts of God which are against His precepts.

VJ. : An intelligent person should not practice what is said or

regarded as contrary to Vedic injuctions.
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lotus-feet and who have absolutely freed themselves by shaking

off all the bondage of karmas by virtue of their Yogic Powers,

behave according to their free will and are not bound (by

their acts) . How could there be any bondage to the glorious

Lord who has assumed a personality at his own free will ?

36. He who dwells not only in these Gopis but also in

their husbands—nay in all embodied beings (as their Inner

Controller)
,
and who presides over all these, has as a sport,

assumed the form of Kfsna in this world.

37. It is for showering Grace on all creatures that

the Lord has put on a human form and participated in those

sportful activities (like the rasa krida), By listening to these,

a person may become attached to him exclusively (as a

devotee)

.

38. The male inhabitants of Vraja were so much spell-

bound by the deluding potency of the Lord that they always

considered their wives ever present by their sides and they

never felt any jealousy against Kr$na.

39. At the approach of the Brahma muhUrta (i. e. dawn)

the Gopis, the beloveds of the glorious Lord, returned reluc-

tantly to their homes with the permission1 of the Lord.

40. He who reverentially listens to and rehearses the

account of the amorous sport of Vi?nu (i. e. his incarnation

Kr?na) with the damsels of Vraja, conceives intense devotion

to the Almightly Lord, attains spiritual wisdom and self-

control, and soon overcomes the maladies of the heart (like

lust and other passions)

.

i. SG.— who were all the while—(every minute of that

night)—filled with joy by Krtna (hence their reluctance to return)

.
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CHAPTER THIRTYFOUR

SudarSana emancipated and slaying of SaHkhac&da

£ri Suka said :

1. On one occasion, the cowherds had their curiosity

aroused in participating in a pilgrimage to ‘god (Siva) and
they set out in carts drawn by bullocks to a place known as

Ambikavana (the grove ofgoddess Parvati).

2. Having performed ablutions in the river Sarasvatl,

they devoutly worshipped the god Siva as well as the goddess

Parvati with various articles of worship.

3. Most reverentially, they donated cows, gold, gar-

ments, honey, sweet-meats to Brahmanas as gifts, praying

“May god Siva be propitious unto us.”

4. The highly fortunate Nanda, Sunandaka and others

observed a vow of subsisting on the waters of the river (the

whole day
)
and passed that night on the bank of the Sarasvatl.

5. A certain big boa-constricter of that forest, befog

pinched with extreme hunger, came there by chance and began

to swallow up Nanda who was asleep.

6. While being swallowed by the serpent, Nanda scream-

ed out “Oh Krsna, Krsna, this big serpent is devouring me, Oh
child! please save me who have approached you for rescue."

7. Hearing his shriek, cowherds suddenly awoke. Be-

holding Nanda swallowed by the serpent, they got bewildered

and struck the serpent with fire-brands.

8. Though it was scorched by burning fuel, the serpent

did not let go Nanda. At that time K^na, the Lord of

Satvatas, approached the reptile and touched it with his foot.

9. With all his sins absolved by the touch of the glorious

Lord of Lak$mi, he cast off his serpentine body and assumed

a form that was worshipped by Vidyadharas.

10. The Lord (of senses), Krsna, asked the man with

resplendent personality decorated with a wreath of gold, as he

reverentially bowed down to him.

1 1 . “Who are you of miraculous form resplendent with

supreme splendour ? How is it that you lost your self-control

and were forced into this disgustful form of life ?”
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The serpent (now a Vidy&dhara )
answered :

12. “I am a certain (famous) Vidyadhara known as

SudarSana. Endowed with divine splendour and excellent

beauty, I ranged in my aerial car in all directions.

13. Puffed with pride of my beautiful form, I jeered at

the ugly forms of the sages Angiras. For my sin of deriding

them, I was brought down to this species by them.

14. I now find that this curse was pronounced upon

me to show me grace, by those merciful sages, inasmuch as I

am absolved of all sins by being touched with foot by the

preceptor of the world.

15. Oh destroyer of sins ! I am relieved of the curse

by the touch of Your foot. You are the dispeller of the fears

of beings who resort to you through fear of sathsara. Kindly

give me permission to take leave of You.

16. Oh great yogin ! Oh supreme Person ! I approach

you most humbly, Oh Protector of the righteous people 1 Oh
resplendent God ! Oh Supreme Ruler of the rulers of worlds l

Be pleased to grant me permission (to return to my region)

.

Oh Acyuta 1 Instantaneously at your very sight, I am released

from the curse of the Brahmana.

17. A person who utters your name at once purifies

all the listeners (of the Name) as well as himself. What
more need be said that a person who is touched by your foot

gets absolved of all his sins instantaneously.”

18. Taking leave of Krsna (the descendant of DaSarha)

with these words, circumabulating him and playing obeisance

to him, Sudarjana went to heaven and Nanda was thus rescued

from that precarious situation.

19. Having seen the special personal glory of Krsna,

the inhabitants of Vraja with astonished minds, completed

their religious observance of §ivar£tri. They returned to

Vraja reverentially discussing his glorious exploits.

20. On another occasion, Govinda (Kr?na) and
Balarama of wonderful prowess, sauntered in the forest at

night in the company of damsels of Vraja.

21. Being melodiously extolled by damsels, who were

deeply attached to them, with their persons well adorned and
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beautifully painted with sandal-paste and pigments, they

wore beautiful wreaths and were dressed in fine garments.

22. They hailed the advent of the night, as the moon
and the stars were rising and appeared in view and as a

gentle breeze was blowing over the bed of lilies to which

were attracted swarms of bees intoxicated with the fragrance

ofjasmine flowers.

23. Going simultaneously through the whole scale of

musical notes with modulations of their voices, both of them

presented vocal music which was auspicious and delightful

to the mind and ears of all beings in the world.

24. Hearing that ravishing music, the cowherd women
fell in a trance and were not aware of their garments slipping

away from their persons, loosening of their braids and dropping

of wreaths from them. Oh Protector of the people l

25. While they both were thus sporting as they pleased

and singing at will like intoxicated persons, a servant of Kubera

known as Sarikha-cuda approached them.

26. Before their very eyes ( and in defiance of them)

,

he dauntlessly drove the screaming young women who were

under their protection, towards the north. Oh king !

27. Beholding their women crying out (for their succour)

,

“Oh Krsna ! Oh Balarama” like cows when seized by a robber,

the two brothers rushed in pursuit.

28. Shouting out the promise of protection, “Don’t be

afraid” the two brothers armed themselves with a Sala tree

and rushing hastily, they overtook the wretch of a Guhyaka

(Yaksa)

29. Terrified to see them both close on his heels like

the time-spirit and god of death incarnate, the foolish fellow let

the women go and took to his heels with the intention of

saving his own life.

30. In order to deprive the Yaksa of the jewel on his

head, Krsna pursued him wherever he ran, while Balarama

stayed on protecting the women.

31. Within a short distance, the Lord confronted him
and with a blow of his fist sundered off his head along with

the jewel.
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32. Killing Sankhacuda in this way and taking from
him the brilliant gem, Krsna gave it, out of affection, to his

elder brother, before the very eyes of the damsels.

CHAPTER TH1RTYFIVE

Gopis’ Song ( in pairs of verses)

Sri Suka said :

1. When Krsna departed to the forest (to tend the

cattle)
, Gopls whose hearts followed him, spent their days

in great misery, loudly singing of his sportful pastimes.

The Gopis said :

2-3. Oh Gopis when Mukunda with his left cheek

inclined to the joint of his left arm and with dancing eye-

brows, applies the flute to his lower lip and begins to play

on it with his tender fingers placed on its holes, the Sidddha

damsels passing through their aerial cars along with their

husbands, feel disconcerted with amazement at the melodious

music, and feeling bashful to find that their hearts have been

hit by the shafts of love, become infatuated and are not aware

of the loosening of their garments.

4-5. Oh delicate ladies ! How wonderful is the pheno-

menon ! Listen. When this child of Nanda, with his smiles

beaming like a wreath of sparkling pearls1 and with the

lightening-like (fickle yet lustrous) goddess of wealth (Laksmi)

permanently abiding on his chest (as Sri-Vatsa, plays melo-

diously) on his flute to bring solace and delight to the

afflicted people, bulls in Vraja, deer and kine in their herds,

from far afar, have their hearts captivated with the enchanting

music of the flute and stand (listening to the music) with their

i. OR (i ) smiles reflecting from
t
the garland of pearls on His chest

as His countenance is inclined towards it. (it) Whose laugh shines like

a wreath of pearls on His chest (3) The lustre of which was spotlessly

white like the laugh of pearls [hAr&o&th hdsa iva viiodS sphdrtir —SR.

VJ, reads.

—

hdra-bhdsafr—Looks brilliant with the pearl-garland.
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ears erect and (holding unswallowed) half-chewed morsels

of grass between their teeth (and look) as if they are asleep

or drawn in picture.

6-7. (The melodious music of Krsna’s flute hypnotises

even the non-sentient creation.)

When Lord Kfsrta dresses himself like a wrestler with

a tuft of peacock-feathers and tender leaves and anointed

with mineral paints, and sometimes accompanied by Balarama

and cowherds calls the cows ( through the melodious notes

of his flute), (even the non-sentient) rivers stop flowing

as if they are strongly longing to receive the dust of his

louts-feet borne by the breeze. But they possess poor merits

like us, inasmuch as, they (instead of getting the much-

yarned-for dust) keep waving their arms in the form of waves

and have the flow of water stopped (as we have our eyes

bedimmed with tears).

8-9. When Krsna,

1

who like the Ancient-most Person

Narayana, possesses unfading eternal splendour*, (and whose

heroic exploits were celebrated by his followers, (the cowherds*)

,

ranges

4

in the forest, calls the cows which are grazing

on the slopes of the mount Govardhana by uttering their

names (musically) through his flute, the creepers and

trees in the forest* as if mainfest the All-pervading Lord

Vistiu abiding in them, by exhibiting their floral richness

and wealth of fruit, laden wherewith the boughs of the trees

are bowing down low and with their bodies thrilled with

intense love spray forth a shower of honey.

1. This describes the effect of Kftna’s flute on the immovable or

stationary creation like trees—$R., VR.
VJ. ; Just as the most Ancient purufa Nar&yana who lies on the

cosmic waters, is being praised by sages like Sanaka with the Vedic mantras

which are profusely evolved out of the mouth ofVSyu etc.

2. Or : the ever-lasting abode of Lakftnl, the goddess of affluence,

splendour and beauty.

3. Or : Gods and sages (in the case of vtapu)

4. VJ : The a4j. vmacara includes all the incarnations including

the Fish.

5. VJ. 3 applies this to the sages and Yogis in the forest who perform

austere penance in the forest; who realizing Lord Vifpp within their

hearts,bow to Him with their hands and are imbued with eternal bliss.
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10-11.* Lo ! Look here when Kr?na with a charming

Tilaka (a sacred mark on his forehead) heartily appreciates

the enchanting high pitched humming-song of the swarms of

black-bees intoxicated with the honey in the Tulasf flowers

woven in his Vanamdld and emitting ethereal fragrance, and
applies the flute to his lips (to breathe a song in response to their

music), the cranes, swans and other acquatic birds living in

the lake, with their hearts enticed away by the captivating

music, approach Lord Hari and with their eyes closed and

minds under perfect control, meditate on him (lit. sit close to

him) in perfect silence.

12-13. When accompanied by Balarama and beautifully

decorated with floral ear-rings1 , Krsna stands on the summits

of mountains and that Lord of eternal Bliss Alls the whole

Universe by the fascinating mu'sic of his flute, Oh beautiful

ladies of Vraja, even the cloud, being afraid in mind of showing

disrespect to the great Lord, rumbles softly keeping time with

the tune of his flute, spreads himself over him as an umbrella

and covers the friend (of theuniverse) with a flower-like spray

(or the invisible gods spray him with flowers).

14-15. (To Yaloda who has joined these Gopis :)

Oh chaste lady ! Your son is expert in the various games

and sports played by cowherds. But when he applies his flute

to his Bimba-fruit-like red lips and plays out varied original

tune's in the art of flute-playing, the chiefs ofgods of whom
Indra, god Siva and god Brahma are prominent, listen to the

delineation of the music in different pitch again and again.1

Although these gods were experts in music, they failed to

grasp the heart (the underlying principles or the nature of

the fine points) of the music and stood confused.

16-17. When Kf^a of the noble gait of the king-

elephants moves on playing on his flute, and soothing the

pains caused to the earth at Vraja due to the hoofs of the

cattle, by means of his feet similar to lotus-petals and beauti-

fied with ,the marks of a flag, a vajra ( thunder-bolt) , a lotus

and a go4d, we, with the stormy passion of love enkinded in

* X^it describes the effect of the music of Hari’s flute on birds.

i. or with pearl necklaces.

a. or inclining their neck and mind to the direction whence the musi-
cal notes were coming—VR.
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us by his sportful oglings, arc reduced to the (stationary)

state of trees and out of infatuation are not aware of the

loosening of the braids of hair and the garment.

18-19. Sometimes, when wearing a wreath of beads1

and counting the cows (in his charge thereby (with the

beads)
,
Kr§na, wearing a garland of TuIasi the fragrance of

which is specially liked by him, sings playing on his flute,

resting his hand on the shoulder of his affectionate friend,

the she-deer, the mates of black-antelopes, with their hearts

enticed away by the music of the flute, follow Kfsna, the

ocean of excellences, and renouncing all desires to return

home, stay by his side like the cowherd-damsels.

20-21. Oh sinless Ya^oda ! When your child, Nanda’s

son, picturesquely dressed with the wreaths ofKunda (jasmine)

flowers and surrounded by the cowherds and the wealth of the

cattle, plays on the bank of the Yamuna, joking with his

intimate friends, a gentle breeze (from the south) blows

agreeably and pleasantly and offers him respect with its cool

touch charged with the fragrance of sandal. And bands of

demigods (like Gandharvas )
performing the function of bards

and minstrels, wait around him worshipping him with instru-

mental and vocal music and articles of worship.

22-23. Being compassionate to the people of Vraja and

the cows, he held up the mount Govardhana. When after

collecting his entire wealth of cattle, he returns home playing

on his flute, his panygeric is being sung by his friends and his

feet being worshipped by the old (gods like Brahma and

others) on the way, with his garlands covered over with the dust

raised by the hoofs of the cows, here comes the Moon ( the

Lord of stars) born of Devakl’s womb—a veritable feast to the

eyes ofGopls by his splendour, even in a fatigued condition,

—

he does so solely with the desire of fulfilling the wishes of his

friends.

24-25. With his eyes slightly rolling with ecstatic joy,

showing great regard to his friends and well-wishers, adorned

i . Adorned with jewel Kaustvbha—VJ.
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with a wreath of sylvain flowers, with his face pale like

a slightly ripening badara fruit, and his tender cheeks

beautified with the splendour of his gold ear-rings, here comes
in the evening, like the Moon (the Lord of the night) . The Lord
of Yadus (Kf$na) with the sportive gait of an elephant-king,

with a cheerful face relieving the day-long endless agony ( of

separation) of the cow-like Gopis of Vraja (to relieve the

cows of the daylong—as if interminable—heat of the sun)

.

Sri Suka said :

26. In this way, the highly fortunate damsels of Vraja

with their minds and hearts absorbed in him, used to spend

their days in delight singing the sportful activities of Lord

Kr$na, Oh King Pariksit.

CHAPTER THIRTYSIX

AkrUra deputed to bring Kr$na and BalarSma to Mathura

Sri Suka narrated :

1. Some time after this (festive occasion described in

the last chapter)
,

there arrived at Vraja, Ari§{a, a demon

having the form of a bull, with a huge body and a big hump,

tearing up and shaking the earth with his hoofs.

2. Bellowing with terrific harshness and breaking the

earth with his hoofs, he rushed with his tail upraised, turning

up mounds of earth with the ends of his horns.

3-4. Discharging dung and urine in small quantities at

intervals, he came with, his eyes fixed and staring. Oh dear

Pariksit ! At his violent and terrific roar, cows and women
were so shaken with fear that they prematurely delivered their

off-spring in miscarriage.

5. Noticing that demonic beast with sharp horns,

cowherd men and women got terrified. And the cattle ran.

away in fear, deserting Gokula, Oh king.
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6-7. Galling upon Kr§na, “Oh Kr$na, Kr$na”, all of

them sought the shelter of Govinda for their protection.

Noticing the Gokula overwhelmed with fear and fleeing,

Kf$na reassured them with the words, “Don’t be afraid”, and

challenged that demon in the form of a bull, “You stupid

wretched-most fellow ! What do you gain by terrifying the

poor cowherds and cattle ?

8. When I am here to crush down the pride of strength

of the wicked and evil-minded brutes like you.” Challenging

him thus, Krsna stroked his arms and provoked the wrath of

Arista, by clapping his hands.

9. Krsna waited spreading out his serpent-like mighty

arm on the shoulder of a friend. The demon Arista who was

thus enraged, dashed at Krsna in fury, furrowing the earth

below with his hoofs and dispersing the clouds with his tail

upraised.

1 0. Thrusting forward the ends of his horns and staring

fixed with blood-shot eyes, the demon, trying to cow down
Kr§na with his side-glances, darted at him even as the thun-

derbolt discharged by Indra.

11. Catching hold of the Asura by his horns, the glori-

ous Lord pushed him back to a distance of eighteen paces as

an elephant would do to drive back its rival.

12. Although pushed backward by the Lord, Arista

who was perspiring all over, and heaving sighs, sprang to

his feet and in a wrathful frenzy, speedily dashed at Krsna

again.

13. As he rushed towards Krsna, the Lord seized the

demon by the horns and hurled him on the ground. Pressing

him down with one foot, he wrung his body as one would

wring and twist a drenched cloth. Pulling out one of his

horns, he struck him and the demon dropped down on the

earth.

14. Vomiting blood, discharging urine and dung, kick-

ing up his legs and with eyes rolling under excruciating patns,

he went to the abode of death. Thereupon, the celestials,

showering flowers on him, sang hymns in praise of Hari.

13. Having slain the demonic bull and glorified by his
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people ( Gopas and gods)
,
He, along with Balarama, entered

Gokula giving delight to the eyes of Gopis. ,

16. When the Asura (demon) Ari$ta was killed by
Krsna of miraculous feats, the worshipful divine sage Narada
who was endowed with divine vision, intimated to Kaihsa as

follows :

17. “By Vasudeva who was apprehensive (about the

safety of his children) were given in charge of his friend

Nanda, Krsna, the son of Devaki and Balarama, the son of

Rohini, while the daughter (you tried to kill) was born of

Yagoda. It is by them both that your men (deputed to kill

Krsna) were slain.”

18. Hearing that (revelation ) Kamsa, the king of Bhojas

whose mind was agitated with wrath caught hold of a sharp,

sword, with a view to kill Vasudeva.

19. He was prevented from taking that action (lest

knowing of their father’s death Krsna and Balarama should

abscond). But realizing that his (Vasudeva’s) sons are (ordain-

ed by Providence as) the cause of his death, Kaihsa got

Vasudeva and his consort fettered with iron chains.

20. When the divine sage (Narada) departed, Kamsa
sent for Ke£in and commissioned him with the order, “Let

Balarama and Kegava (Kr§^a) be killed by you.”

21. Then Kamsa, the king of Bhojas, summoned his

ministers like Mustika, Canura, Sala, Tosala and others, con-

ductors of elephants and spoke to them :

22-23. Listen to this, Oh warriors, Canura and Mustfka.

In the Vraja of Nanda dwell Balarama and Krsna, the two

sons of Vasudeva. It is ordained that I should meet death

at their hands. When both of them are brought here, they

are to be done to death by you in the game of wrestling.

24. Let galleries of various designs, suitable to the

arenas of wrestlers, be constructed. Let all people in the city

(of Mathura) and the villages, witness this freestyle wrestling.

Additional verses in the Text of VR and VJ.

24.1. Oh highly intelligent superintendent (or keeper)

of my elephants ! Listen to this command of mine. Our

Elephant, Kuvalayapitfa has the rut flowing from its temples.
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24.2. It should be placed at the entrance of the arena

with a heavy iron bar in its trunk. The two sons of Vasudeva
(Anaka-dundubhi) are to be killed.

24.3. But even the conductor of the elephant got agitat-

ed in mind and submitted, “How can I kill the two sons of

the sister of His Majesty, the Lord of the earth ?”

24.4. When addressed thus by the elephant-driver, the

wicked-minded Kamsa ordered him again, making all the

assembled persons hear it for compliance.

Karhsa said :

24.5. Carefully listen to this command personally given

by me. You should all hear it and bear it in mind. Listen

to the reason why from the start, I have been a sworn

enemy of these, even though they are my relatives.

24.6. On one occasion, my highly fortunate lotus-eyed

mother who was in her youth, was wandering about in the

garden of the palace, when a gentle cool breeze was blowing.

24.7-8. It was the spring time when the garden was
beautified with full-blown Agoka, Bakul, areca nuts and
Punnaga trees, with humming and hovering swarms of black

bees, resounded with the sweet cooings of cuckoos. It was

attractive with the group of dancing peacocks and the herds

of playful monkeys; it was lined with rows of Sala trees.

24.9. While my mother of auspicious vows was saun-

tering there, she, who was well adorned and had taken her

bath after menstruation, and was agitated with the passion of

love, contemplated of her husband.

24.10-11. At that time a certain Gandharva, Drumila

by name, was going through the garden, unseen by others.

He noticed that she was alone and ready for the occasion. He
being able to read the thoughts and intentions in the minds

of all, understood what she was thinking about. He assumed

the form of Ugrasena and resembled him in speech and

smiles.

24.12. The Gandharva who entertained a lustful passion

about that chaste lady and was love-striken, got her consent.

Being perfectly ignorant about the reality, she accompa-

nied and had a pleasant time with him in that forest grove.
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24.13. That chaste lady somehow came to discover him

to be somebody else during the act of intercourse. She was

extremely distressed at heart and with her mihd and eyes

agitated demanded, “Who are you, Oh wretched cheat ?

That a wicked person like you has perpetrated this deed con*

demned by the noble ?”

24.14. The long-armed Drumila tried to console her

who demanded this of him. He gently explained, “Oh good

lady I We belong to a family of Gandharvas. We are equal

to the celestials and are there beloved attendants.

24.15. Oh auspicious lady ! Please note that we
(Gandharvas) are not easily accessible to females of the

human species like you who are fit to be enjoyed by human
beings only. And there is a lot of difference between men
who are subject to birth, death and such other physical and

mental ailments and the celestials (who are unaffected by

them)
,
Oh pretty woman !“

24.16. While he was talking thus, the lady with her

mind overwhelmed with rage, interrupted, “Do you want to

appease me now after perpetrating that nefarious act ?

24.17. In defiance of the deities presiding over water,

fire, earth, air, the ether, the moon, the sun, and disre-

garding the presiding divinities of the cardinal points, Time-

Spirit, the two twilights (the dawn and the dusk) and the

Dharma itself, you have adulterated with me.

24.18. Like unto a restraint-less elephant emitting

ichor and blind with passion, you, wretched fellow, have

made me, who was like a pure, translucent lotus-pond in a

forest, turbid and impure. You wrethed-most vile immortal

!

Do you again dare to try to conciliate me ?”

24.19-20. While she was censuring him thus, he, being

afraid of being imprecated, urged through fear, “Oh Lotus-

eyed lady ! Sexual relation between immortals and women
is of the regular order while that between men and celestial

women is of the irregular order and is unnatural.

24.21. Hence, Oh lady with lotus fragrance, please

note that I have not committed an offence. My semen shall

not go waste. A son will be born to you.
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24. 22-23-24. He will be affluent, intelligent, highly

energetic and daring. My words shall not prove vain and un-

true.'* While he was speaking thus, my enraged mother who
was deeply distressed at the loss of her irrecoverable chastity,

exploded in wrath : “You have transgressed the bounds of

dharma and have taken to different (sinful) course of conduct,

and are a wicked sinner, a follower of the wrong (immoral)

path, your son shall be cruel, characterised by criminality and
void of good qualities. He will never receive the blessings of

gods, Brahmanas and sages'*.

24.25. While the lady was giving vent to her wrathful

expression, the Gandharva became afraid that she would curse

him and uttering the words. “He will be an enemy of your

relatives", he disappeared.

24.26. After his departure, my blessed mother came
back to her palace from the garden. And nobody else knew the

incident.

24.27. In due course she became pregnant and deliver-

ed me at the proper time. On one occasion, the worshipful

sage Narada told me all this.

24.28. Since that time I hate these relatives who are

wicked. You yourself are a witness here how they are always

inimical to me.

24.29-30. As I am bom of a Gandharva, it will not be

sinful to kill the wickedly disposed Ugrasena, the evilminded

Devaka, the crafty Vasudeva and their partisans and depend-

ants. I, therefore, issue a command to you that they both

(Krsi^a and Balarama) should be ruthlessly killed.

24.31. By performing the worship of god Yama, the deity

of the other world with the offerings of the two boys (Krsga

and Balarama) crushed to death by the mighty elephant, let

them (Vasudeva, Ugrasena and others) follow their path (to

the abode of death).

24.32-33.* Let Vasudeva, Ugrasena, that Nanda and

Devaka, the cowherds and Yadavas and all of their followers

and partisans witness with tearful eyes the killing of their own

* Vrndivana edition gives these 33 additional verses.
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sons. Let all the people in the country be invited and let them

witness the free style wrestling1 {svaira-sam-yugam.

25. Oh conductor of my elephant ! You are a good

man: The elephant Kuvalayapida is to be posted by you at the

entrance of the arena. See to it that my two enemies (Krsna

and Balarama) are killed by it.

26. Let the sacrifice connected with the bow ( dhanur-

ydga)
2 be commenced with due formality on the fourteenth day

(of the dark half3 ). Let the priests offer sacrificial animals as

victims to the king of bhutas (goblins) i.e. god Siva who is the

bestower of all boons (to god Siva the bestower of boons and the

ruler over all beings).

27. Having thus passed the orders, Kariisa who was

adept in the technique of achieving his purpose sent for Akrura,

the prominent member of the Yadu clan. Taking his palm in

his hand, he spoke to Akrura.

28. “Oh leader of charitable persons !
4 Devoted as you

are to me, please do a friendly turn to me
;
for there is nobody

else either in my clan of Bhojas or those of Yadus who will

guard my interest.

29. Hence, Oh gentle friend, I depend on you as a

means of accomplishing an important mission even as the

mighty Indra does, depending on god Visnu, achieve his object.

30. Go to the Vraja of Nanda. There dwell two sons of

Vasudeva. Please fetch them both here in this chariot. Let

there be no delay.

31. It is reported that gods who are dtpendents of Visnu

have ordained my death (at the hands of one of them). Bring

both of them along with cowherds headed by Nanda (lest the

boys should refuse to come) . Instruct Nanda and others to bring

1 . but paurufam— ‘my prowess’ interprets VR.
2. VB. explains : As against the Vi?gu-power of Kftpa, Kariua

wanted to counter-balance it by propitiating god Siva. The worship of

god Siva as presiding over the bow (which would thereby be victorious in

fighting) is called dhanvry&ga in Siiv-tantra.

3. VB states it to be the Sioardtrt day.

4. VB. : AkrQra used to give cows as gifts to Br&hmanas every day
for a period of twelve years and his mother gave food in charity. Hence
he is designated as danapati (the leader of donors).
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the tribute (curds, ghee etc.) so that they would be convinced

that the dhanur-makha (sacrifice to Bowl is real and not a ruse

to bring them.

32. When they are brought here, I shall get them killed

by an elephant which is like the god of death. If they happen to

escape ( death from the elephant) , I shall get them despatched

by two wrestlers who are like thunderbolts.

33-34. When both of them are finished, I shall put to

death Vasudeva and his brothers who will be grieving (the

death of Krsna and Balarama) and massacre the clans of Vfsnis

Bhojas, Da&irhas, and also my aged father Ugrasena who still

dotes for sovereignty and his brother Devaka as well as all

other enemies of mine.

35. It is after that that this earth will be rid of all thorns

(free from enemies). My father-in-law Jara-sandha will be

like a father unto me and Dvivida (the monkey chief) , a dear

friend.

36. Sambara, Naraka and Bana have entered into friendly

alliance with me. Having killed all the kings siding with gods,

I shall enjoy the earth.

37. In view of (the knowledge of) these facts, quickly

bring the youngsters Balarama and Kn^a inducing them to

witness the bow-sacrifice as well as the beauty of Mathura, the

capital ofYadus.

AkrUra replied :

38. Oh king ! What you intend to do is all for the good

inasmuch as you try to avert the evil (viz. death) . But one

should maintain equanimity and try one’s level best whether

it results in success or failure. For it is the Providence which

is the real cause ( instrument) of success.

39. A man builds castles in the air (lit. one entertains

very big plans) even though they are thwarted by the Destiny

and thus experiences joy and sorrow. I shall, however, carry

out your order.

£ri Suka said :

40. Having directed Akrura (to go to Vraja) and sent

away his counsellors, Kamsa entered his palace and Akrura.

his home.
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CHAPTER THIRTYSEVEN

Slaying ofAsuras Kefin and Vyoma •

Sri Suka said :

1. Demon Ke$in who was deputed by Kamsa, assumed

the form of a gigantic horse with the speed of the mind. Fur-

rowing the earth with his hoofs, overcrowding the sky with

clouds and heavenly cars dispersed by the waving of his mane
and terrifying all creatures by his neighing he came to Nanda's

Vraja.

1-A*. With big eyes, a terribly vast cavern-like mouth,

an enormous neck resembling a large dark-blue cloud, the

wicked-hearted Ke£in, desirous of achieving the desired object

of Kamsa, rushed to the Vraja of Nanda, making it tremble

with fear.

2. Occupying a forward position, the glorious Lord

challenged KeiSin who was creating a panic among the inhabi-

tants of his Gokula by his neighing and was disturbing the

formation of clouds in the sky by his tail and was seeking

a fight with him—at which Ke^in roared like a lion.

3. Beholding Kj^na confronting him, that unapproach-

able formidable beast of terrific speed rushed at him with

extreme rage, drinking up the heavens, as it were, with his wide

open mouth (and turning round) kicked hard with his hind

legs the Lord with lotus-eyes.

4. Dodging the Kick, Krsna, the Lord (who is supra-

sense perception) angrily caught hold of his two hind legs

with his hands and whirling him round threw him contemptu-

ously to a distance of hundred bows (cubits), even as Garu^a
would fling (an ordinary) serpent, and stood as before.

5. Regaining his consciousness, Ke£in sprang to his feet.

Opening his mouth wide in violent wrath, he fiercely attacked

Hari. Smiling fearlessly, Hari thrust his left arm into Ke&n’s

mouth as a serpent enters a hole.

* Not found in the text of$R but recorded in the texts of VR., VJ.,
VB. and SD. Gaudty* Vai?nava annotators follow $R and do not

comment on it.
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6. When Ke£in tried to bite Krsna’ s arms his teeth

dropped down at the touch of the Lord's arm as if at the

touch of red-hot iron. And the Lord's arm thrust in the

interior part of his body went on growing immensely like

dropsy, when neglected.

7. With his breath (passage) choked by the (dispropor-

tionately) swelling arm of Krs^a, he kicked up his legs,

perspired profusely all over the body, and with its eyes rolling,

discharging excretion, he fell down dead on the ground.

8. Extricating his arm from out of the body of Ke&
(which was burst open at various places) like a ripe cucumber,

the mightly-armed Krsna was not even slightly touched with

pride, even though he effortlessly killed his enemies, but was

glorified in songs and showered over with flowers by the

wondering gods.

9. Oh king ! Thereafter the divine sage Narada, the

foremost of devotees of the Lord, approached Krsna of noble

behaviour and conferred with him in privacy as follows:

10. “Oh Krsna (the enchanter of the world) ! Oh
Krsna of incomprehensible nature ! Oh Lord of yogi ! The
absolute Ruler of the world! Oh Vasudeva (the pervader

of the universe) and the abode of all ! Oh the most prominent

among the Satvatas ( the Yadava clan) ! Oh Almighty Lord l
1

11. Like unto fire lying dormant in fuel, you alone

are the Inner Controller of all beings. Remaining unrevealed,

you abide in the hearts of every being as a witness to every-

thing. You are the Supreme Person, the Controller of the

universe.

12. Depending entirely upon your own Self, You
evolved gunas through your Mdyd potency. The Almighty

Lord of unfailing will power as you are, you create, protect,

and devour (destroy) this universe with those gunas.

13. Such as you are, you have incarnated yourself on

the earth for the annihilation of the daityas (demons)
,
goblins

i. $R. : Narada glosses over the disclosure about Kr?pa to Kamsa
by telling Him, "You are the Almighty Lord specially incarnated for

relieving the earth of its burden of Daityas. Now You be active,

with them and protect the Universe."
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and rakfasas that have been bom as kings and for protecting

those who abide by the canons of righteousness (or your

votaries.)

14. Fortunately enough this demon Ke$ in who assumed

the form of a horse and terrifically frightened at whose

neighing, gods (the eye-lid-less beings) deserted the heaven,

has been easily killed by you, as in a sport.

15. Oh Omnipresent Lord ! Day after tomorrow, I

shall witness Canuira, Muftika and other wrestlers, as also the

elephant (Kuvalayapitja) as well as Kamsa slain by you in.

broad day-light.

16. Thereafter I shall see the slaying of the demon
Paficajana (who was a conch-dweller) Kalayavana, Mura and

Naraka as well as bringing down (from heaven the celestial

tree) Parijata after defeating Indra.

17. After that I shall witness your marriages with the

daughters of warriors (like Bhismaka, Rukmini’s father)

by offering your personal valour as the dowry (i.e. by

defeating the opposition) as also the absolvement of Nrga

1

from sin at Dvaraka.

18. Thereafter I would see the recovery of the jewel

Syaxnantaka and a spouse (Jambavati) along with it and the

restoration of his son to a Brahmana from the abode of Death.

19. (I shall see later) the destruction of Pautftlraka.*

and burning down the city of Ka£i, the death ofDantavaktra

and slaying of Si£ upala, the king of Cedi in the great sacrifice

Rajasuya, performed by Yudhigthira)

.

20. It will be my privilege to see whatever other heroic

deeds your Lordship would perform while dwelling in

Dvaraka and they shall be eulogised in songs by poets on

the earth.

1. Nrga—A king of Ik?valtu race, famous for his gifts of cows to

Br&hmanas. One day, due to oversight and without being aware of it,

he gifted a cow which was already given by him to another BrShmana.
For this sin, he was born as a Chameleon but was absolved of all sins at

the touch ofKnoa and went to heaven—vide infra 10.64.10.

2. Pauptfraka : King of ancient K&rdfa. His name was V&sudeva.
On hearing ofVisudeva Krwa, he sent him a message to surrender all

his special royal emblem and worship him. Kffoa invaded Kirflts with a
big army and killed Pauodraka Vflsudeva who used to wield artificial

Sudarlana discus etc. like Krwa Visudeva.—vide ir\fra 10.66.7-2

1
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21. After that I shall see you in the form of Death or

time-spirit intent on destroying the whole universe and the

annihilation of Akgauhinls ( Divisions) of armies with you

in the role of Arjuna’s charioteer.

22. We approach, for protection, the glorious Lord

who is entirely constituted of perfectly pure knowledge and

has all his purposes accomplished as he is well-established

in his own blissful nature; whose will is never futile; and due

to whose spiritual refulgence the stream of gtmas originating

from Maya is ever warded off.

23. I lay prostrate before you, the leader of Yadus,

Vrsnis and Satvatas—the leader (yourself) who are the sup-

reme Ruler, and who have brought forth all this varied creation

( the phenomenal world of differences) through his own Maya
and have assumed a human form for the sake of sporting.

Sri Suka said :

24. In this way, the sage Narada, the foremost among

the votaries who was delighted to see him, paid obeisance to

Krsna, the Chief Yadus and departed with his permission.

25. And Lord Kr§na also, having killed Ke£in in a

fight, tended the cows along with other cowherds who were

highly pleased with him for his heroic act and enhanced

the joy and happiness of the inhabitants of Vraja.

26. On one occasion, while they were grazing the

cattle on the table-land high up on the mountain, the cow-

herd boys played the game of hide and seek in which some

gopas became thieves (or cattle-lifters) and others guards ( or

policemen)

.

27. At that time, some played the part of thieves

while others became guards, while some others played the

role of sheep ( to be lifted) . In this way they indulged in the

game fearlessly, Oh King 1

28. Vyoma, the son of the Asura Maya who was a

past-master in black magic, assumed the form of a cowherd

and playing the role of a cattle-thief carried away a great

many cowherd-boys who acted the part of goats.

29. The mighty Asura threw each cowherd-boy so

carried in the cave of that mountain, and closed its entrance
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with a rock. In this way four or five boys remained (outside

the cave).

30. Noticing the vile act of that Asurfl, Krgna, the

protector of the righteous, forcibly caught hold of him while

kidnapping the cowherds, even as a lion would do to a wolf.

31. The mighty demon resumed his original form big

like a mountain. Being suffocated with his grip, he wanted to

extricate himself but could not do so.

32. Catching hold of him by both his hands, he dashed

the Asura to the ground and killed him in the way of

sacrificial beasts, while gods were witnessing it from heaven.

33. Having broken open the rock that blocked the

entrance to the cave, he brought the cowherds out of that

perilous situation. Glorified by gods and cowherds, he return-

ed to his own Gokula.

CHAPTER THIRTYEIGHT

The Arrival of AkrUra to Gokula

Sri Suka said :

1. Having stayed at Mathura that night1 the highly

intelligent Akrura mounted a chariot and proceeded to

Nanda's Vraja.

2. On his way, the highly fortunate Akrura who was

filled with extreme devotion to the lotus-eyed Lord reflected

to himself as follows :

—

3. “What auspicious act has been done by me ! What

austere penance I have performed ! Or what gift to a deserv-

ing person has been donated by me, by virtue of which I am

going to see Lord Kr$na today.

4. Just as recitation and study of the Vedas is

impossible to a person born in the Sudra class, I consider that

gaining even the sight ofKf^a of excellent renown is very

i . Vide Supra 1 0.36.40.
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difficult for me, inasmuch as my mind is addicted to sensual

pleasures.

5. Perhaps that may not happen that way. Even though

I may be a vile person, I may be blessed with the sight of the

Immortal Lord Kr§na. Sometimes a person carried along

with the current of time, may get to the other shore of

sathsara.

6. To-day all my evils (sins) are destroyed, and my
birth has achieved its highest objective in that now I shall

bow down to the glorious Lord’s lotus-feet which are contemp-

lated byyogins.

7. Verily Kamsa has shown a great favour to me as,

being deputed by him, I shall see the lotus-feet of Lord Hari

who has now incarnated in this world and by the lustre of

whose circle of toe-nails, people in the former ages have got

over the darkness of Sathsara which is so very difficult to cross.

8. The Lord’s feet are worshipped by gods Brahma,

Siva and others, by goddess Laksmi, by sages and by Satvatas

(Yadavas or his devotees)—feet which wandered in the forest

along with his companions for grazing the cows and which are

tinged with the saffron applied to the breasts of Gopls.

9. Verily, as the deer go round by my right side (an

auspicious omen), I believe I shall certainly behold today the

face of Mukunda ( Krsna) with its charming cheeks and shapely

nose, its smiling glances and reddish lotus-eyes, covered over

with curly locks of hair.

10. How strongly I do yearn that today I shall be

blessed with the audience (vision) of god Visnu, the abode of

beauty and excellence, who by his own Divine will has

incarnated as a human being for lightening the burden of the

earth. In case it so happens, it will be undeniable that the

very existence of my eyes has achieved its fulfilment.

11. Though he is merely the witness of the Cause and
the effect, he is devoid of egoism. By virtue of his lustre

(lustre-like Spiritual Knowledge), he has dispelled the dark-

ness of ignorance or Nescience and the consequent notions of

differentiation and misapprehensions resulting from it. By his

will, he is, however, found to be sportively engaged in the
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houses (of Gopis, arbours of trees in the Vfndavana forest) in

the company of Jivas created in himself through* his Maya
Potency which, under his supervision and control, invests them

with the life-spirit, the senses and mind or intellect.

12. The words describing his excellent attributes,

exploits and incarnations which are capable of destroying all

the sins of the world and of conferring auspicious blessings,

resuscitate, contribute to the beauty and secure sanctity to the

world. But words which do not describe them (howsoever

ornamental and elegant they be) are like decorations of a dead

body.

13. The Almighty Lord who brings about the felicity

and blessings to the great gods who abide by the injunctions

laid down by him1
, has descended into the clan of the

Satvatas. It is reported that the Supreme Ruler now stays at

Vraja spreading all around his glory, which, due to its being

auspicious to all beings, is sung by gods.

14. Inasmuch as I have been witnessing auspicious

omens from the dawn, I believe that to-day I shall certainly

behold him—the one great goal of the noble souls, the Father

(or the Preceptor ) of the world, the most lovable and charming

to the three worlds, a veritable grand feast to those who are

blest with a sight—manifesting a form which is the coveted-

most abode of the goddess Sri.

15. And as soon as I see them, I shall immediately

get down from the chariot and will certainly bow down
directly to the feet of those two Almighty rulers ofthe Universe,

the Prime Personalities—Kj*?9a and Balarama whose feet have

been merely intellectually grasped and meditated upon for

Self-realization even by yogis (but have never been able to

visualize them actually) . Along with them I shall pay respects

to their cowherd-friends and to all the beings residing in the

forest of Vpid&vana.

16. (Now he covets the touch of the Lord's hand and

hopes that the Lord would fulfill his longing.) Will not that

Omnipresent Lord place his lotus-palm on the head of mine

who have prostrated myself at the soles of his feet—his hands

i. $R specifics these as varpiSramo-dharma.
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which have afforded protection to all men who being terrified

of the serpent in the form of Time (or Death) seek resoFt to

them ? ( I heartily yearn for this favour)

.

17. By offering worship to those very palms KauSika
(Indra who is reported to have worshipped it on an occasion)

and the demon-king Bali (who offered water in token of the

gift of three paces of land to the Dwarf-Visnu) attained sover-

eignty over the three worlds and which, by their very (cool

and) fragrant touch like the Saugandhika lotus (noted for its

specially sweet smell) alleviated the fatigue of the damsels of

Vraja during the raw-sport and thus refreshed them.

18. Though deputed by Kamsa, I am sure, he will en-

tertain no hostile attitude to me as his enemy. For the Im-
mortal1 Lord is Omniscient and can see everything in the

universe. Being the Supreme Soul
(Kfetrajiia)

he will see with

his pure (unclouded and unprejudiced) vision what is desired

inside and outside of the heart of everyone.

19. How strongly I yearn for it 1 If he, with a merci-

ful eye, looks smilingly at me who am prostrate at his feet, who
with folded palms have concentrated on the soles of his feet, I

shall instantaneously get thoroughly absolved of all sins, and
with all my fears of sarhsara dispelled, shall enjoy exquisite

joy and Supreme bliss.

20. Would that when he would, with his mighty arms,

embrace me, his best friend and well-wisher, his clansman who
look upon him exclusively as my God, my soul (body) will be
highly sanctified immediately and the fetters of karman lie shat-

tered thenceforth.

2 1 . When, after enjoying the privilege of being embraced
by him (lit. having a personal contact with him)

,
I shall stand

bowing down to him with folded palms and he will address
me, “Uncle Akrura*’, I shall feel that our coming into life

(birth) has achieved its purpose. Fie upon the life of that
being who is not respected in such a way by the worshipful

Lord.

22. No one is beloved of him or an intimate friend of
him nor is any one disagreeable, hateful or worthy of indiffe-

i . Lord with unfailing knowledge—VT.
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rent treatment to him1
. He however, attends upon his devotees

just as the celestial wish-yielding tree grants2 the desire of a

person when he is resorting to it.

23. And moreover, his elder brother Balarama, the best

in the Yadu-clan, will embrace me with a smile. When I shall

be humbly bowing with folded palms, he would take me by my
hands and usher me into his house. When I shall be received

with due formalities by all his relatives, he will enquire of

Kamsa’s behaviour towards his relatives and clansmen.

Sri Suka said :

24. Oh King, while Akrura, the son of Svaphalka was

contemplating about Lord Krsna, he arrived by his chariot at

Gokula, when the sun was reaching the setting mountain (the

western horizon)

25. In Vraja, he noticed the foot-prints of the Lord,

the sacred dust of whose feet is respectfully received with their

crowns (i.e. heads) by all the protectors of the worlds—foot-

prints which are distinguished with the marks of a lotus, a

barly seed, a goad and such other characteristics and are

auspiciously ornamental to the earth.

26. His impatience heightened to its climax through

the ecstasy of delight at their sight, his body thrilled with the

excitement of love with his hair standing on ends, with his

eyes bedimmed with tears (lit. tear-drops), he jumped from

the chariot and exclaiming, “How blessed and rare are these

particles of the dust from Lord's feet”, he prostrated himself

and rolled over them.

27. This is the real ultimate purpose of life (purufdrtha

)

of all beings invested with a body that they emulate the ecstatic

mental state and behaviour of Akrura since the moment he

received Karhsa’s order to bring Krsijia, without any hypocrisy,

fear or worry at the sight of Hari’s image, hearing his glory

etc.

1 . Cf. samo'ham sarva-bh&tesu na me doefyosti na priyah etc.

—BG. 9.29.

2. grants according to merits the deserving fruit—VJ.

(sva-iva-yogya-phaladanena )
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28. There, in the enclosure meant for milking cows, he

saw Krsnia and Balarama wearing yellow and blue garments
respectively and with eyes beautiful like lotuses in the autumn.

29. They were Kiiora (lads between eleven to fifteen

years) in age, dark-blue and white in complexion (respecti-

vely)
,
the abodes of beauty and affluence (also bearing Sri-vatsa

mark in the case of Krsna), with mighty arms and charming
countenance, prominent among the beautiful, possessing the

might and prowess of young elephants.

30. The noble-souled pair of brothers ornamented the

(ground in) Vraja with (the prints of) their feet marked with
the (figures of) a banner, a Vajra, a goad and a lotus and their

smiling eyes expressed compassion.

31. They had taken their bath and had their person

besmeared with fragrant pigments (such as sandal-paste). They
wore wreaths of flower and Vana-malas and were immaculately
attired. They expressed noble yet attractive playfulness.

32. They were the Foremost and the first ancient-most

Persons, the cause of the world and the protectors thereof.

They had descended on the world in their personal rays

( amias

)

as Balarama and Krsria for the good of the world.

33. By their personal splendour they dispelled the dark-

ness of the directions (all over the world). They appeared
respectively like a mountain of emerald and a mount of silver

both chased in gold1
, Oh King !

34. So overwhelmed with devout affection was that

Akrura that he quicklyjumped down from the chariot, and fell

prostrate like a stick near the feet of Balarama and Kr§Qa.

35. With his eyes flooded with tears ofjoy at the sight

of the glorious Lord and with hair standing all over his body,
he was not able even to introduce himself to them as his

throat was choked with love and emotion.

i . The problem is how could the dark-blue Ktfna dispel darkness.

VJ. says Kr?na was like the sun and the 'dark-splendour' (Kfffia-prabhd)

of the sun dispels darkness.

VR. differs : Kn$a was like a big emerald set in the middle of gold
while Balarftma was like a diamond inlaid in a dark background.
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36. Being affectionate to those who have completely

surrendered themselves to him, the Lord who understood him
(as to who he was and the purpose of his arrival etc.) , drew
Akrura near him with his hands, characterised with the mark of

discus, and embraced him as he was pleased with him.

37. The noble-minded Balarama embraced Akrura who
was bowing low before him. Holding his clasped palms by his

own, he led him to his house along with his younger brother

Kr$na.

38. After enquiring about his journey (whether he

faced any troubles etc. ) and offering him a high seat, Balarama

washed his feet with due formality and offered him articles of

Madhuparka (such as honey, ghee, curds, water).

39. Having presented a cow to the guest and after

massaging him as he was fatigued, the powerful Lord served

to him with reverence, preparation of pure food with a variety

of excellences.

40. When his meal was over, Balarama, the expert in

the highest dharma (viz. proper reception of guest) again

delighted him by offering articles like fragrant betel-leaf,

scenting his mouth, perfumes and sweet-smelling garland.

41. When the customary formalities were over, Nanda
enquired : “Oh Dagarha (Descendant of Dagarha) 1 How do

you manage to get on with the regime of ruthless Kamsa

—

you who are now no better than sheep tended by a butcher.

42. That blood-thirsty wicked Kamsa has killed the

children of his cousin (sister) even while she was bitterly

crying. We wonder what safety or happiness there could be

to you, his subjects.

43. Having thus been honoured by Nanda in sweet

words, Akrura recovered from the fatigue of the journey by

such polite enquiries.
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CHAPTER THIRTYNINE

AkrUra returns with Kr$na and Balarama

Sri Suka continued :

1. Seated comfortably on a couch and received with

high respect by Balarama and Krsna, he (Akrura) realized all

the aspirations he cherished on his way to Gokula.

2. Is there anything unattainable to a person when the

glorious Lord, the very abode of goddess Sri, becomes propiti-

ous? However, those who are exclusively devoted to him expect

nothing from him, Oh King !

3. When the supper was over, Lord Krsna, the son of

Devaki, enquired about the treatment meted out by Kamsa to

his Kinsmen and his further plans in the matter.

The glorious Lord enquired i
1

4. Oh gentle-natured uncle 1 It is good that you have

come. I hope you had a comfortable journey. May be well

with you all. Are all our (near and distant) kinsmen* and
friends un-harassed (by Kamsa) and free from ailments ?

5. Dear uncle ! It is certainly not very consistent on my
part to enquire after the welfare of our Jcinsmen and that of

their descendants (or of the subjects in general) , so long as

this co-called maternal uncle Kamsa, the very bane (lit. dis-

ease) of the family, is prospering.

6. Alas ! It is for my sake that my venerable parents,

despite their innocence, had to undergo immense sufferings. It

is for me that their sons were murdered and they had to remain

in chains in the prison.

7. It is our good fortune that today we could have a

sight of our relative—a sight I had been coveting for long.

Oh gentle-natured uncle ! Be pleased to explain to us the purpose

of your visit. Oh uncle.

i. The following four verses (4,5,6 and 7) are not found in VJ*»

text.

a. SR. explains : jUdti—near relatives. They are sapio4a\ bdndhavas

are distant and hence a-sepiofa
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£ri Suka said :

8. When thus enquired by Lord KfSQa, Akrura, the

descendant of Madhu, described in details the history and

rationale of Kamsa 's deep-rooted hostility to the Yadu clan,

his attempts on the life of Vasudeva.

9. He reported to Krsna the message (inviting them

on the pretext ofdhanur-yaga and the proposed attempt on their

life through Canura and others
)
and the mission for which he

had been deputed as an emissary by Kamsa and what

Narada had narrated to Kamsa about his (Krona’s) birth from

Vasudeva.

10. On hearing the message from Akrura, Krsna and

Balarama, the vanquishers of hostile warriors, laughed loudly,

and they communicated to their foster-father Nanda the

command of the king Kamsa.

11. He (Nanda) on his part ordered the cowherds. : “Let

all the yield of cows (such as milk, ghee) as well as presents

(of various kinds) as tribute, be taken with you. Let the bul-

lock-carts be kept ready.

12. Tomorrow we have to go to Mathura where we shall

be paying as tribute the choicest products of our cows’ yield

to the king. We shall also witness there a very grand festival

for attending which (it is reported that) all the people from

the country (of Surasena) are going.” Nanda, the Gopa chief,

got this order proclaimed all over his Vraja, through the secu-

rity officer of the Vraja.

13. The cowherd women (to whom Krsna was their

very life) were deeply distressed at heart on hearing that Akrura

had come to Vraja to take away Balarama and Krsna to the

capital city (Mathura).

14. Some had the splendour of their countenance with-

ered by the hot breaths due to the agony of heart caused by
hearing that news. Some became so much beside themselves

through overwhelming grief that they got their garments

loosened, bangles dropping and braids of hair dishevelled.

1 5. Through their concentrated contemplation on Krsria,

some Gopis got all the functions of their sense-organs ceased

and became insensible to this external world, as if they had
ascended to the realm of the Supreme Self.
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16. Some other Gopls lost their consciousness as they

remembered the wonderfully phrased speeches of Krsna touch-

ing their very heart and expressed with warm loving smiles.

17-18. Musing over Kf$Qa's extremely graceful gait and
manner of behaviour, his amiable smiles and loving glances,

his witty repartee dispelling sorrows and his extra-ordinary ex-

ploits, the Gopls terrified and distressed at the very thought

of impending separation, met together in groups and with

tears flowing over their cheeks (faces) and hearts absorbed in

Krsna, they complained :

Gopis said :

19. Alas ! Oh Creator ! You have not the slightest

compassion anywhere in you, inasmuch as, you bring

together embodied beings in friendliness and love and un-

necessarily separate them before they have accomplished their

desired object. Your whimsical behaviour is childish (lit. like

the purposeless behaviour of a child)

.

20. It is not a good act (in fact a wicked) act on your

part that you, having first manifested to us the countenance

of Kr$na covered over with ringlets of dark hair, charming due

to its beautiful cheeks and prominent nose, beautiful with a

beaming smile that dispelled all grief, now takes it away from

our view.

21. You are really cruel as (disguising yourself) under

the nomenclature Akrura1
,
you like an irrational person, are

depriving us of our very eye given by you to us. It is with that we
visualized the excellence of your creative capacity (completely

exhibited) even in a part (limb) of Krsna, the slayer of

Madhu.

22. Alas ! What a pity ! The friendship of Nanda's

son is of a momentary nature. He is so much fond of new
company that he does not condescend to cast a glance

at us who have been eagerly longing for him and who, being

i. You will say it is Akrura and not I, who is taking away Krf?a,

It is not possible for others to do this. It is you who have come here under

the name Akrura—$R.
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beguiled by his enchanting acts, have openly accepted his

slavery forsaking our homes, relatives, sons and hpsbands.

23. For the ladies of the city (Mathura), their night will

dawn very happily. All the benedictions have been (i.e. will be)

definitely realized by them. For as Krsna enters the city, they

will drink (with their eyes) the countenance of the Lord of

Vraja (Kr?ria) full of intoxicating (yet) nectar-like smiles,

the charm of which is enhanced by lovely side-glances.

24. Oh ladies ! Even if Mukunda (Krsna) is self-con-

trolled and independent and has his relatives in Vraja,

how can he ever return to us, poor rustic women, when his

mind is captivated by the sweet, soft words, and fascinated

by the bashful smiles and amorous deportment of the ladies of

Mathura.

25. Today, certainly there will be a high feast to the

eyes of Daiarhas, Bhojas, Andhakas, Vy§rtis and Satvatas

and those who will see passing by the road (in the chariot)

Krsna, the son of Devaki, the consort of goddess Sri (Laksmi)

,

the very abode of excellences.

26. As this fellow wants to carry off Krsna who is

dearer than life itself to us, beyond the known paths (to

a far-off land beyond our reach), without (in any way)

consoling deeply-grieving persons (like us), Akrura(not cruel)

ought not to be the name of such a ruthless fellow who is

(as a matter of fact) extremely cruel.

27. Look ! without feeling the slightest feeling (lit.

witness) of sympathy or mercy he (Krgga) has comfortably

occupied his seat in the chariot; following him the haughty

Gopas (cowherds) are hastily speeding up in their bullock

carts. (This departure of Kr?na) is treated with indifference

by the elders (of Vraja). It appears that hostile Destiny is

working against us today.

28. Approaching Krsria (the Lord of Laksmi) We
shall dissuade him (from going). What can the elders of the

family and relatives do unto us whose hearts have been rendered

afflicted and melancholy by Fate, by bringing about separation

from Mukunda ( Krspa) which is unbearable even for half

a minute, (under such circumstances even death is no terror

to us.)
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29. Oh cowherd women! How Can we get over without

him the unending darkness of separation from him, with whom
we felt like a moment the nights indulged in rasa dance (and

similar other sports) the charm of which was enhanced

by his warm love, charming smiles, sweet whispers, playful

glances and embraces?

30. How can we (even manage to) live without Kf$na

who at the even tide, with Balarama (the incarnation of Sesa)

as his compassion, and surrounded by cowherds, used to enter

Vraja, playing on his flute, and with his curly hair and

wreaths of flowers soiled heavily with dust raised by the

hoofs of the cattle, and captivate our hearts by casting at us

his smiling side-glances?

Sri Suka said :

31 . Talking to each other in this manner, and extremely

distressed at the thought of separation from Kfsna, the women
of Vraja whose hearts were deeply attached toKf^a threw to

winds their sense of bashfulness and cried loudly, (uttering his

various names
:)
“Oh Govinda ! AlasDamodara! Oh Madhava”.

32.

* When it was sun-rise, Akrura finished his morning

Sandhyd ( prayer to the sun ) and other religious duties, and

drove his chariot (along with Sri Kf?na and Balarama) with-

out paying any heed to the lamentations of womenfolk.

33. Cowherds, headed by Nanda, followed them

closely in their bullock-carts taking with them abundant

tribute in the form of pitchers full of the yield of cows (such

as milk, curds, ghee).

34. The cowherd women also followed their beloved

Kfsna feeling a bit delighted when he turned round and cast

an affectionate glance at them and waited1 for his command
not to follow him.

*A $R. gives an additional verse here :

KrSram AJtrOratafr Jrvtod K&hsath Kaihsanifiidanah /
gopl-mano>gthdrdma(t sa-R&mah svapurath yqyau //

Having heard from AkrOra (the report about) cruel Kaifisa, Krfna,
the slayer of Kaihsa, the delight of the Gopls (by fulfilling their desires)

went to his capital (Mathurft) along with Balar&ma.
i. Waited for his reply to the message sent by them through an

emissary and stood on an eminence within the range ofhis View—VT.
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35. Perceiving that the Gopis were deeply tormented

at his departure, Kr?na, the Lord of Yadus, comforted them

through a messenger that he would return soon.1 '

36. As long as the flag (of the chariot) was visible and

as long as the dust raised by the chariot could be seen, they

stood motionless like figures painted in pictures, as they had

deputed their minds after him.

37. At long last, being disappointed at the return of

Lord Kf?na, they too returned and for relieving themselves

of the sorrow of separation, they spent days (and nights) in

glorifying his deeds and pastimes in songs.

38. In his chariot swift in speed like the wind, the Lord

along with Balarama and Akrura arrived (at noon) on the

bank of the Yamuna that absolves one of all sins.

39. After (washing his hands and feet) performing the

Acamana (ritual sipping ofwater), he drank the sweet crystal-

clear water of the Yamuna. Going near a grove of trees ( where

the chariot was standing), he got into it alongwith Balarama.

40. Akrura on his part seated them (comfortably) in

the chariot, and (requesting them not to leave their seats as he

was afraid of enemies) he took leave of them. Coming to the

pool of Yamuna (known as ‘Ananta tirtha’)
, he performed

ablution according to Sastric injunctions.

41. As he plunged into the river water reciting the

ancient Vedic mantras (of Agha-marfana), that Akrura (being of

purified mind) saw therein both Balarama and Krsna together.

42. ‘How is it that the two sons of Vasudeva who were

seated in the chariot are down here ? In that case they must

not be in the chariot.
1 With this suspicion, he emerged out of

water and looked for them.

43. Perceiving both of them seated (in the chariot) as

before, he took, a plunge again thinking, “Was my vision of

them both in the water unreal ?*'

i. VT. strongly objects to the interpretation : “I shall be sending

you messages and thus see you through messengers though personally I

cannot come”, for this contradicts the words ofKrffa’t special emissary

Uddhava :

dgami&a&adfrghefui k&lena Vrqjam acyutak /
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44*45. Again he saw in that very water, f§e$a, the Lord
of Serpents—a resplendent God with one thousand heads, with

crowns adorning his one thousand hoods, wearing a blue

garment, white as lotus-fibers, (enormous) like the white snow*

clad mountain Kailasa with its (golden) peaks. He was being

praised by Siddhas, Caranas and Gandharvas as well as by
Asuras, with their heads bowed down in salutation.

46. He saw on Sesa's lap (coils) another (Supreme)

Person (Lord Vi$nu) bluish dark like a cloud in complexion,

clad in yellow silken garment, with four arms, eyes reddish

like lotus- petals and very serene and gentle in appearance.

47. He had a beautiful and gracious countenance with

enchanting smiles and glances, well-shaped eyebrows, promi-

nent nose, beautiful ears, charming cheeks and reddish lips.

48. He had long and mighty arms, high shoulders and

broad chest—the home of the goddess Sri, a conch-shaped

neck, a deep navel and stomach shaped like a tender leaf with

three folds.

49. He had well-formed loins and hips, pair of well-

developed thighs like those ofan elephant and a pair of beauti-

ful knees and shapely shanks.

50. His ankles were prominent and were surrounded by

the halo of light radiating from his reddish toe-nails. His lotus-

feet were specially charming with petal-like tender toes and (a

pair of) big toes.

51-52. He was shining brilliantly with a diadem, brace-

lets, armlets decked with the most precious jewels as well as

with a girdle, a sacred thread, necklace, anklets and ear-rings.

He held a lotus, conch, discus and a mace in each of his hands.

He had the &ri vatsa mark on his chest, and a resplendent

Kausiubha gem was shining at his neck. He wore a garland of

special sylvain flowers (called Vanamala)

.

53-54. He was being praised in hymns with distinct

words expressive of different sentiments, by his attendants, the

prominent among whom were Sunanda and Nanda, by sages

like Sanaka (and his three brothers Sanandana, Sanatana,

Sanat kumara), by the rulers of gods like god Brahm&, Rudra

and others, by nine foremost of Brahmanas (such as Marid,

Kajyapa and others) and by the most prominent of the Lord's
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pure-hearted devotees like Prahlada, Narada aiyd Uparicara

Vasu.

55. He was waited upon personally by the deities like

Sri (presiding deity over affluence), Pu$(i (goddess of

nourishment), Sarasvatl (presiding over speech), Kanti

(goddess of beautiful complexion and splendour)
,

Kirti

(presiding deity of fame), Tustf (goddess of contentment), Ila

(the Earth goddess) , ftrja (goddess of energy and strength)

,

Vidya (goddess presiding over spiritual enlightenment), Avidya

(the goddess of Nescience), by Sakti (Power) and Maya (the

deluding potency of the Lord)

.

56-57. He was extremely delighted to have ihe vision of

that Lord and overwhelmed with intense devotion and thrilled

with joy (with his hair standing on their ends) his eyes wet

with tears of love, Akrura of the Sattvata clan summoned
courage, and bowed down with his head. And folding his pair

of palms, with concentrated attention, he slowly began to

praise in voice choked with emotions.

CHAPTER FORTY

Akrlira's Hymn (in praise of the Lord)

1A. VJ.’s Text adds :

At this vision of the Lord, Akrura’s heart and senses

became filled with divine joy and serenity. Bending his neck

(head) down with devotion, he praised the Lotus-eyed Lord.

AkrUra said :

1. I bow down to you as you are the Prime cause of all

causes (like Mahat etc. from which the Universe evolved)

.

You are the veritable Narayana (the Deity reposing over the

cosmic waters) , the In-dweller in all bodies, the First Principle

not subject to change or modification. It is from the lotus

sprouted from his navel that god Brahma, the Creator of the

Universe appeared. It is from him (Brahma) that the universe

was evolved. *
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* All the causes of the evolution of the world such as

(the elements) the earth, water, fire, air, the sky and its

origmaXor-ahaifikdra, the principle of cosmic intelligence called

mahat
,
prakrti (Primordial matter) and the cause thereof (viz.

Puru$a, the mind, the senses (and organs) and their objects

and all the gods presiding over them, are all evolved out of

your Supreme Person (Sri mUrti)

.

3. These—god Brahma1 and others—being material (or

other-than-the spirit) do not know the essential nature of

yours who are the real atman (Supreme self). Forgod Brahma
is conditioned by or enveloped in the gunas of Prakrti. As

such he is unable to congnize your essential nature which is

beyond all gunas.

4. Certainly, the righteous and practitioners of yoga

worship you directly as the Supreme Person, the Ruler of the

Universe-as the Indweller of the body (Or in the senses

and organs of the bodies of every jiva) ,
presiding over all

material bodies (or the great elements like the ether, air,

fire etc.), presiding over the bodies of god.

5. Some twice-borns (e g. Brahmanas, Kgatriyas) follow

the path of action

—

Karma mdrgat and betake themselves

to the course of sacrificial performance. With the help of

the knowledge of three Vedas (Rk, Sdman and Tajus) , they

worship none but you under the names and forms of different

divinities in extensive sacrificial sessions.

6. Having renounced all activities2 (pertaining to (karma-

mdrga, they have attained tranquillity and control of senses.8

Such men of spiritual wisdom worship the Embodiment of

*. VR presents the viJiff&deaita stance : He shows that this verse
described the Lord both as the material cause as well as the efficient

cause. “From Your Person Brahman characterised by m Qla-prakxli as his

body is transformed into mahat, ahamk&ra.'*

1. VJ s Jiva and others—Like inanimate things, even jiva cannot
cognize your nature. Thejtoas are observed with the false notion that the
body ana soul are identical or they themselves are the absolute masters.

VJ. These—Brahm& and others cannot cognize Your real nature as

they are distinct and different from your self.

s. VR. : give up all Vedic rites performed for attaining their desires

which give rise to egotism and passions

OR ! realize that Vedic rites are a form of worshipping the Lord.

3 . VJ. : Unswerving devotion of the Lord exclusively.
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Knowledge through sacrifice in the form of spiritual knowledge

i.e. meditation on the Lord) .
'

7.

* According to the injunctions laid by you (in the

(PaHcarStra agama) some consecrate their person1 become
absorbed in you and worship you as per procedure laid down
by you (in the PaHcarStra agama) , as the One Deity abiding in

many emanations
( Vyuhas such as Vasudeva, Saiikar?ana. Pra-

dyumna and Aniruddha) or as one form (viz. Narayana).

8. Others (i.e. devotees ofLord &iva) adore you only

in the form of Siva* as per procedure ordained by god Siva

( in Saiva agamas) but with difference of details according to the

teachers (of various Saiva sects like K&palika Kdl&mukha ,

Paiupata etc.), Oh glorious Lord!

9. * Those who are votaries of other deities and have thus

reposed their faith and devotion unto them (thinking these

deities as different from you), all of them really worship you

who pervade them all, Oh Supreme Lord.

10. Oh Lord ! Just as rivers with their sources in

mountains and flooded by raining clouds enter into the sea

from all directions, similarly all paths (of devotion and

worship) lead ultimately unto you.

1 1 . Satiua, rajas and tamos are nothing but modifications

of your Prakfti (potency). And everything from inanimate

immovables to the highest deity Brahma, are the products

of Prakfti and are woven warf and woof in Prakrti8 (and there-

fore not different from you. You pervade them all)

* After describing the paths ofKarma, S&ftkhya, and Yoga, he men-
tions Paflcardtra and Saiva systems in verses 7 and 8.

1. Sr. : as per Vaifnavite and Saivite procedures.

VR. : By the five consecrating rites prescribed in the Pdflcardtra

dgamas.

SD.: quotes a verse enumerating the five sathskdras: Tdpafr pupflram tathd

ndma maniroySgaS ca patUamaf}

tdpa is branding with representations of discus etc., Putq/ra—markon
the forehead (the rest is easy).

2. VB. In Tdmasa Kalpa Vifpu assumes the form of Siva.

*. Cf. Tepyanya-devatdbhaktdyajanU iraddhaydnvit&f} f

tepi mdmtva Kaunteya yajantyavidhipUrvakam //

BG. 9.23.

J
l. SR : Or : and ultimately they merge into Prakfti and Prakrti unto

f ... n this way all gods etc. are absorbed in you.
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12. Hail to you whose mind is perfectly unattached

to everything even though you are the In-dwelling soul of

everybody and witness to the intellects (minds) of all. This

stream ofgunas (satpsara ) created by your Nescience operates

powerfully on gods, men, and subhuman beings.

13. Fire is regarded as your mouth, the earth as your

feet, the sun as your eye, the sky as your navel, cardinal

points as your ears, the celestial region (the firmament) as

your head, Indra, the ruler of gods your arms, and oceans as

your belly and the wind as your vital strength1
.

14. Trees and herbs are the hair on your body; the

clouds are the locks of hair on your head; mountains are the

bones and nails of your transcendental self; days and the nights

are your winking; god Brahma, the Creater of the world, is

your generative organ, and rain shower is regarded as your

semen.

15. Oh Immortal Supreme Self t You are the perfect

immutable Person who can be comprehended by the mind

only. On you are projected worlds teeming with beings along

with the protectors of those worlds, just as acquatic beings

move in water or insect exists in the Udumbara fruit (Indian

fig).

16. Whatever forms you assume for your sportive activi-

ties in the world, dispel the afflictions and sorrows of people.

Hence they sing your glories in joy.

17. I bow to you the Fish incarnation, the cause of the

world who moved freely in the cosmic waters of the ocean of

deluge. Hail to you who assumed the form of Hayagrtoa (horse-

necked god) for killing the demons Madhu and Kaitabha.

18. Salutations to you Oh gigantic Tortoise, the bearer

ofmountain Mandara (at the time of churning the ocean for

nectar) . I bow to you who have assumed the Boar form for the

sportive activity ofuplifting the earth (from the bottom of the

ocean).

19. Oh Lord 1 The Dispeller of the fear of the right-

eous 1 1 bow to you the wonderful man-lion. My salutations

i . VT. The vene shows how the Lord pervades all gods.
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to you Oh V&mana who have crossed the three worlds (in one

step) .

#

20. Salutations to you Paralurama, the chief of Bhfgus

who cut down the forest in the form of haughty K^atriyas. I

salute to you, Oh R&macandra, the best of Raghus, who have

killed R&vana.

21. Hail to you the Lord of Satvatas 1 Who manifested

yourself in four divine emanations of Vasudeva, Sankar$ana

(Balarama) , Pradyumna (Kr^a’s son) and Aniruddha (Pra-

dyumna’s son).

22. Hail to you Lord Buddha ! Who are absolutely pure

but who deluded Daityas and Danavas (by your anti-Vedic

teaching) . I bow to you who assumed the form of Kalki and

killed the kgatriyas who were reduced to the stage of Mlecchas

(non-Aryans)

.

23. Oh Glorious Lord ! This world of beings is deluded

by your maya potency and wanders in the path of karma

(samsdra) with the false notion ofme-and-mine i.e. of the body

being his own self and property as his own.

24. And I am such a stupid person, Oh Lord Kr$ija !

That I too wander (move in) my body, sons, house, wives,

wealth, kith and kins etc. who are really unreal like dream but

thinking them to be real.

25. I entertain a contrary notion towards things which

are not eternal (e.g. fruit of karmas) , are not the real self (viz.

my body) as well as which are full of troubles (e.g. house,

property) and regard them as eternal, real-self and full of

happiness) . I am enveloped in the darkness of ignorance and

take pleasure in the opposite pairs like pleasure and pain and

I do not know that you are the most dear to me.

26. Just as an ignorant person does not know that it is

really water that is covered by weeds and other water-plants,

and abandoning the real water, runs after a mirage, similarly

I have turned my face away from you (and am pursuing un-

realities like my body, house etc.)

27. Being of poor intellectual capacity and understan-

ding, I am not able to control my mind which is perturbed by

desire for enjoyment and activities to attain it, and am dragged

here and there by uncontrollable senses, *
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28. Oh Lord ! I (who am as described above) have app-

roached your feet which are not easily accessible to the unright-

eous, regard (the accessibility of your feet) as an act of Grace

on your part. Oh God with a lotus in the nevel ! Release from

the cycle of births and deaths is possible if one’s mind becomes

attached to you through the service of saintly persons1 .

29. I bow to you who are the embodiment of Pure

Consciousness and the Source of all knowledge. You are the

Ruler (offactors e.g. Time-Spirit, Nature, Destiny) that con-

trol Jivas't you are the very Brahman of infinite power.

30. Salutations to Lord Vasudeva, the asylum of all

beings. Oh Lord of sense-organs ! I bow down to you. Oh
Lord ! Be pleased to protect me who have approached your feet.

CHAPTER FORTYONE

Krfna’s Arrival at Mathura

Sri Suka said :

1. Having manifested his (original Vi$nu) form in the

water to Akrura, the glorious Lord Kj-sna withdrew it again,

even while he was glorifying him,

2

like an actor (who instantly

retires) after playing his role.

2. Noticing that the vision had disappeared, Akrura

emerged from water. He hastily performed the (mid-day)

religious duties. He then returned to the chariot still wondering

at the vision.

3. Lord Kr?na (the Controller of Senses) enquired,

“have you seen anything miraculous either on the land or in

the water or in the sky ? I surmise (from your appearance)

that you have perceived some such wonder.

i. $R. : It is through Your Grace that one gets the opportunity of

rendering service to saintly persons which leads to attachment to you,

resulting in Final. Emancipation from Stuksara .

3. Despite AkrOra's continuation of praise. This shows Ktfoa’s

indifference to praise (anSdare fdftbf) —VT
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Akr&ra replied :

4. “Whatever wonders are there on the earth, in the sky

or in the water in this world exist in you who constitute the

whole of the universe. What marvel can remain un-witnessed

by me who have a direct vision of you ?

5. Oh Supreme Lord ! When I directly perceive you who
accommodate all the marvels within you, what wonder, either

on the earth, in the water or the sky could be witnessed by me.”
6. Replying him in these words, Akrura, the son of

Gandinl, drove the chariot and at the end of the day, he

brought Balarama and Kr§na to Mathura.

7. People in the country-side who assembled at various

stages on the way, became delighted to see the sons ofVasudeva

(Balarama and Krsna) and were not able to take away their

eyes from them.

8. In the meanwhile, Nanda, the cowherd, and other in-

habitants of Vraja who came ahead of them (by a short-cut)

stood waiting for them in a park near the city (Mathura)

.

9. After joining them (Nanda and his group of cow-

herds) the glorious Lord of the world took Akrura by hand

while Akrura was modestly bowing, and spoke to him as if with

a laugh.

10. “You may go in advance with the chariot to the city

and return home. We shall get down here and after resting for

some time, shall go to the city.”

Akrlira requested :

11. Oh Lord ! I shall not enter Mathura leaving you

both here. It does not behove you, Oh Protector (of the world

)

who are so kind to your devotees, to forsake me who am your

votary.

12. Be pleased to come. Let us go together. Oh Lord !

You transcend sense-percepdon. Oh best of friends 1 Visidng

our house along with your elder brother (Balar&ma), with

your friends and cowherds bless our home with your august

presence.

13. Be gracious to sanctify our houses with the dust of

your feet as we are after all householders (inevitably committ-
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ing five types of sins1). For the ancestors and gods including

the Fire-god get satisfied and propitiated with the water used

for wrashing your feet (which is kept in a vessel or small re-

servoir in the courtyard of the house)

.

14. By washing the pair of your feet the great king Bali

attained sanctifying fame, incomparable affluence and supreme

sovereignty) as also the goal reached by absolute votaries.

15. The sacred waters (viz. the river Ganga) that washed

your feet have sanctified the three worlds, were borne by god

Siva on his head and by contact with which the sons of Sagara

attained to the heaven.

16. I bow to you, Oh God of gods, Oh Lord of the uni-

verse, the listening and recital of whose glory bring spiritual

merit; On the foremost one in the Yadu clan, Oh Narayana of

glorious reputation."

The glorious Lord replied :

17. It is after slaying Kamsa who is the enemy of our

Yadu clan, that 1 shall visit your house in company of my elder

brother (Balarama) and shall bring delight to my friends.

Sri Suka said :

18. Akrura who was thus replied, became rather disap-

pointed. He, however, entered the city, reported (to Kamsa)

the account of the mission assigned to him and returned home.

19. The next day in the afternoon, Lord Kr§na, accom-

panied by Balarama and surrounded by the cowherds, entered

Mathura with a view to see the city.

20. He saw the city Mathura with high gate-ways and

entrances made of crystals, with huge doors of gold beautified

with gold arches. The granaries thereof were made of copper

and brass. It was inaccessible due to deep moats around it. Its

outskirts were made attractive with parks and beautiful gardens.

i. Manu enumerates five types ofinevitable sins caused in the house-

hold work such as 'cooking on a stove', 'pounding*, 'crushing', 'brushing

up of vessel' etc, as follows:

paflca s und grhasthasja culUtoaayupaskar&fi J

kaedanl coda-kumbhaica-Manu 3.66
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21-22. It appeared beautiful with its quadrangles (where

four roads meet) decorated with gold and with mansions of

gold with suitable pleasure gardens attached to each of them.

It was decorated with guild-halls of different classes of artisans

and with buildings of other citizens. It was filled with the joy-

ful cooing of pigeons and joyous notes of the peacocks perching

on the window-grills and platforms, eaves (awnings) and seats

(under trees) al) inlaid with Vaicjurya (cat's eyes) diamonds,

crystals, sapphires, corals, pearls and emeralds. Its streets,

market places and quadrangles were profusely sprinkled with

water and were strewn with flowers, sprouts, parched paddy
and unbroken rice-grains.

23. He saw that it appeared beautiful for the entran-

ces of houses were decorated with (auspicious objects such as)

artistic pitchers full ofwater, sprinkled with curds and sandal,

graced around with flowers and with rows of lamps and with

tender foliage, inserted in the pitchers, with trunks of plantain

trees and areca nut trees with bunches of fruit on the branches,

and festive flags and buntings hoisted over them.

24. Oh King ! When Kr^a and Balarama, the sons of

Vasudeva, surrounded by their friends, entered the city by the

royal road, women of that city hastily came out to have a look

at them, and some eager ones climbed the terraces of their

houses.

25. Out of haste some dressed themselves and put on

ornaments in the wrong way; some forgot to wear the ornament

in pair and put on one ear-ring (leaving the other ear orna-

mentless), and one anklet (leaving the other foot anklet-less)

;

while others started (with only one eye painted with collyrium)

without applying collyrium to the other eye.

26. Hearing the noise (as the sons of Vasudeva approa-

ched)
, some were so overjoyed that they set aside their dishes

while taking meals; some besmeared with oil (preliminary to

bath) came out (with oily appearance) without taking bath;

some rose from sleep (and without taking any wash, ran up to

see), while mothers suckling babies hurried forth (leaving their

babies half-fed and crying)

.

27. With his noble gait and deportment like a mighty

elephant in an intoxicated stage (exuding ichor), and with
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his personality delighting (his consort) the goddess Sri, the

Lotus-eyed Krgcia provided a sumptuous feast to their eyes

and captivated their hearts with his noble sportive smiles and

glances.

28. The women of Mathura whose hearts were already

deeply attached to him (lit. were melted and rushed after him)

through the reports they frequently heard about him, (regarding

his excellences, prowess etc. ) now espied him personally. They
were Honoured by being sprinkled with the nectar-like glances

and fascinating smiles by him. They embraced that Embodi-
ment of Bliss (mentally) as he entered through the gate-way of

their eyes, occupied their hearts (and was in their ‘possession’)

.

They were so thrilled with joy that the hair on their body

stood on their ends. They felt relieved of the endless agony of

their hearts through pangs of separation (from him), Oh
subjugator of enemies (e.g. lust, passions etc.) 1

29. Climbing to the highest terraces of the mansions

and with their lotus*like faces blooming with delight, the young

damsels showered flowers on Balarama and Krs^a.

30. At every stop Brahmanas, being overwhelmed with

joy, worshipped them with pots of water (to wash their feet),

curds and rice-grains ( to be applied to their fore-heads as an

auspicious mark) and with wreaths, sandal-paste, perfumes

and suitable presents (e. g. fruits, sweetmeats etc.)

31 .* The ladies of the city (Mathura) remarked to each

other, “Oh ! What great penance must have been performed

by cowherd women on account of which they had the privilege

to behold at will these two brothers who are themselves a

joyous festival to the eyes of the human world.

32. Beholding a certain washerman who was a dyer too

coming that way, Kr$na, the elder brother of Gada* asked him

to give the excellent, well-washed clothes.

33. “Please give us both suitable clothes becoming to

our worthy status. The highest prosperity will certainly be yours

for offering us these as gift.*’

i . §R adds : Oh King 1 Don’t be immersed in the erotic sentiment.

• Not found in VJ’s Text.

a. Name of Knox’s step-brother, son of Vasudeva and Deva-rakfit&

(Devakl’s sister)—Supra 9,04.46-59.
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34. Though requested by the glorious Lord who was

perfect and possessed of plenty in every respect* the highly

arrogant servant of the king (Kamsa) got angry and retorted

with scorn.

35. “You ill-mannered, rustic hill-dwellers and fores-

ters 1 Do you always ever wear such fine clothes ? How do you
have the audacity to overstep your limits and to desire to have

the royal clothes.

36. Get ye gone, you childish fellow. If you really wish

to live, you should never make such requests. Take care. The
king’s men verily arrest insolent people, beat them (soundly)

and strip them of their belongings.”

37. While he was thus swaggeringly boasting, Sri

Kr?nia, the son of DevakT, got enraged and with his finger-tips

he severed his head from his trunk.

38. All the servants of the washerman threw down the

bundles of clothes and took to their heels in all directions.

Krsna took the clothes (he wanted).

39. Krsna as well as Balarama put on two pieces of

garments (an upper and lower one) of their choice. They dis-

tributed the remaining to the (accompanying) cowherds and

threw the rest on the ground.

40. Then a weaver was pleased with them and elegently

dressed them both with rich multi-coloured clothes in a manner
worthy of them.

41. With the variety of excellent clothes and decora-

tions, Krsna and Balarama appeared brilliant and most beauti-

ful like two young elephants, one white and the other dark,

tastefully adorned for some festivel.

42. Being pleased with him, the glorious Lord Kf$na

conferred on him the type of liberation called “similarity of

godly form” (in the next world), and superb affluence,

strength, wealth, memory and acuteness of sense organs in this

world.

43. Then they proceeded to the house of a florist called

Sudaman. Seeing them he respectfully rose to receive them

and bowed, placing his head on the ground (i. e. lying

prostrate before them)

.
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44. He offered them seat and water to wash their feet.

He worshipped both of them along with their followers (cow-

herds) by offering the articles of worship, wreaths of flowers,

betel leaves and sandal paste.

45. He submitted, “The very object of our life has been

fulfilled, Oh Lord, My race has been sanctified by you. And
by your arrival my ancestors, gods and sages have been pleas-

ed with me.

46. Both of Your Honour are the ultimate cause of this

Universe. It is by your rays that you have descended on this

earth for its prosperity and protection.

47. Both of you are the friends and the soul of the

world. Even though you are favourable to your devotees, you

do not entertain discriminating outlook. You are equal unto

all beings.

48. Therefore be pleased to lay down a command on

Your servant as to what I should do for you. It is a high favour

upon a human being that you direct him to do your service.*'

49. Oh Great King, Sudaman who was greatly pleased

in mind, divined the wishes of them both and he presented

them garland made of specially fragrant flowers.

50. Krsna and Balarama who were excellently decorated

by the garlands, were greatly pleased with him and they, the

great bestowers of boons, conferred on him, blessings as he

bowed them respectfully and sought their protection.

51. He sought from them the boon of entertaining un-

swerving devotion unto them who constituted the soul of all,

as well as friendship to their devotees and great compassion to

all beings.

52. Having given him the boon as well as bestowing on
him prosperity that would increase with his descendents and
having conferred on him strength, longevity, glory and splen-

dour, the Lord departed with his elder brother.
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CHAPTER FORTYTWO

Description of the Wrestling Arena

Sri Suka said :

1 . While proceeding ahead on the royal road, Kfsna

espied a deformed young woman of charming countenance

carrying a vessel containing sandal-paste and other unguents

(for smearing and beautifying the body) . He asked laughingly

just to humour her.

2. “Who are you, Oh lady of shapely thighs ? For whom
is this vessel of unguents intended ? Tell us the truth. Give us

both some excellent unguents (out of these). (By this act of

yours) you will soon be blessed with good luck."

The maidservant said :

3. “Oh beautiful youth ! I am a maid-servant called

Tri-Vakra (Deformed at three places viz. at the neck, the

breast and the waist), but I am esteemed by (His Majesty)

Kamsa in (the technique of) preparation of unguents) . For the

pastes and ointments prepared by me are very much liked by

the king of Bhojas.-who else other than you both deserves to be

anointed with this ?”

4. Her heart being thoroughly captivated by their beauty,

comeliness, bewitching smiles, sweet words and loving glances,

she besmeared them thickly with the unguent.

5. Then with the upper part of their bodies painted with

the unguent, the colour of which was different from that of the

complexion of their persons, they. both (Kfsna and Balarama)

appeared very much effulgent.

6. The glorious Lord who was very much pleased with

her, decided to straighten up perfectly the hump-backed woman
deformed at the three different places, though possessed of a

charming countenance, and thereby to show (to the world) the

fruit of having a sight of him.

7. Pressing the front part of her feet with his own feet,

he held her chin with two fingers of his raised open palm and

made her body perfectly straight. ^
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8. Instantly, at the very touch of Krsna, she became
the loveliest young damsel with all limbs straight and propor-

tionate and shapely, with big buttocks and heavy breasts.

9. Being thus gifted with excellent beauty and noble

qualities, she thereupon felt the passion of love enkindled in

her. And drawing him by the end of his upper garment, she

requested him, beaming with a smile.

1 0. “Gome, Oh hero ! Let us go home. I cannot bear

(the idea of going away) leaving you here, now. Please be

propitious unto a woman whose mind has been agitated by you.

Oh prominent one among men/*

11. When solicited thus by the woman, despite the pre-

sence of even Balarama, Krsna cast a glance at him and at

the faces of cowherds, laughed loudly and spoke to her.

12. “Oh lady with beautiful eye-brows l After accom-

plishing the object ofmy coming here (viz. killing of Kamsa)
I shall certainly visit your house which relieves the pangs of
hearts of men. You are the only resort of homeless wayfarers

like us.1

13. After taking leave of her in sweet words, as he pro-

ceeded through the commercial area of the town ( lit. through

the streets of the VaiSya community), he, along with his

elder brother and followers was worshipfully received with

various presents, betel-leaves, garlands of pearls and precious

stones and perfumes by the guilds of merchants.

14.

* The minds of the ladies of the merchant communi-
ties were so much agitated and overwhelmed with love that

they forgot themselves. With loosened garments and braids of

hair and slipping bracelets, they stood motionless as if painted

in a picture.

15. Thereupon, enquiring with the people about the

venue of the Bow-(Sacrifice), the Immutable Lord (Krsna)

entered the sacrificial-hall and saw the wonderful bow, beauti-

i. VJ. : God is not attached to anyone. But his devotees worship

him and become his resort.

VR. : You deserve to be enjoyed.

• Untraced in VJ.’s Text.
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ful (and big) like the rainbow (as it was studded with precious

stones). *

16. It was guarded by many men-at-arms, as it was

worshipped and decorated with precious stones and valuables.

Though he was prohibited by the attending guards, Kr?i?a

forcibly caught hold of it.

17. Sportively picking it up with his left hand and fixing

its string, Kr?na of formidable prowess, stretched it to the full

and snapped it asunder in two in a second, as an intoxicated

elephant would do to a sugarcane. And all men stood a-gazing

(in astonishment).

18. As the bow was being broken, the crashing sound

filled the sky, the space between the earth and heaven and all

the quarters. Hearing that sound, even Kamsa was seized

with terror.

19. The guards of the bow along with the attendants

got enraged. Armed as they were, they were anxious to arrest

him. Shouting “Let him be seized and bound down* 1

, they

encircled him.

20. Perceiving those fellows of wicked intentions,

Balarama and Kr??a dared up in rage, and grasping the two

pieces of the broken bow stick, soundly drubbed them all.

21. Having destroyed the battalion of soldiers despat-

ched against them by Kariisa, they came out of the gate of the

sacrificial hall. As they roamed along, they were delighted to

see the affluence of the city.

22. Witnessing their marvellous prowess, splendour,

fearlessness and handsome personality, the citizens of Mathura
regarded them as two foremost ones among gods.

23. While both of them were thus wandering at will,

the sun set. Kr?na and Balarama surrounded by cowherds,

returned from the city to the camp of their carts.

24. All the auspicious blessings anticipated (to happen

to the citizens of Mathura) by theGopfs who became afflicted

with the pangs of (impending) separation from Kr§fia at the

time of his departure (from Vraja), materialised to be true at

Mathura, in the case of those citizens who could gaze at the

splendour of the elegant personality of Kro^a (The Supreme

Person), the ornament of Manliness to whom Sri, the goddess
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of beauty and affluence, resorted for shelter disregarding other

gods who sought her.

25. After washing their pair of feet, they partook of

rice boiled in milk. With full knowledge what Kaihsa intended

to do the next day, they spent that night quite happily.

26-27. Kaihsa, however, was struck with panic when he
heard the report of the breaking of the huge bow and the massa-

cre of the guards of the bow and the contingent of the army
(deployed against them), and the marvellous sportive acts of

Sri Kr$na and Balarama. The wicked-minded fellow, being

terrified, remained sleepless for a long time, and saw both

in sleep and while awake, many evil omens portending death.

28. Though his reflection in water or mirror was

visible, he could not see his head in that reflection. Though
no second luminary was in existence, he saw every planet (or

lamp) in duplicate.

29. He espied holes in his shadow. Nor could he hear

the whizzing sound of vital breath when the ears were

closed. He felt that the trees he saw were of gold. Nor his

footprints (in dust or sand) as he walked, were visible to him.

30. In dreams he saw himself clasped in embrace by
dead persons (or goblins) and that he rode a donkey and gulp-

ed poison. He saw that he was wandering along with a garland

of red flowers, and was smeared all over with oil and was
naked.

31. He perceived such and other similar portends fore-

boding death, both in his dreams and in the waking state.

Being terribly afraid of death, he did not get any sleep at all

through anxiety.

32. When the night was over and the sun came up
from the eastern waters, Kaihsa caused (i.e. gave orders for)

the grand celebration of athletic sports (such as wrestling of

athletes etc.).

33. Men worshipped the wrestling arena. There was
a fanfare of trumpets and beating of drums. The galleries

were decorated with garlands, flags, buntings and ornamental

arches.

34. Citizens and country people headed by Brahma^as

and K$attriyas entered and were comfortably seated, each
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according to his position. Princes and royal peonages also

occupied their respective seats.

35. Surrounded by his ministers and at the centre of his

tributary princes sat Kaihsa on the throne, though his heart

was aching with anxiety.

36. While the flourish of trumpets was being (occasion-

ally drowned by the stroking of arms by athletes1, the well

adorned proud athletic champions occupied their seats along-

with their trainers.

37. Ganura, Mutfika, Kufa, Sala and ToSala as well

—all highly cheered up by the exciting music of the instruments

presented themselves into the arena.

38. Cowherd Nanda and other cowherds who were in-

vited by the king ofBhojas and who had offered their presents

to him, took their seats on a separate dais.

CHAPTER FORTYTHREE

Killing of the elephant Kuvalayapltfa

Sri Suka said :

1. The next morning, Kf$&a and Balarama who had

taken their bath and performed purificatory rites (as if to ex-

piate the sin of killing their maternal uncle who, despite warn-

ings ofbreaking the sacred bow, did not release their parents

but wanted to kill them, heard the sound of the kettledrums

and the shouting and beating of arms by wrestlers, went to see

the tournaments. Oh repressor ofenemies 1

2. Arriving at the entrance of the arena, Ky$$a beheld

the elephant Kuvalayaplda stationed there under the direction

of the controller of the elephant.

3. Preparing himself for action by tightening the cloth

worn round the loins, and tying up tightly his curly locks of

i. malldn&h tdla-Jta

sva-bifut-mQUgh&taf)—VT
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hair (with his upper garment) he spoke to the conductor of the

elephant in a voice deep like thunder.

4. “You conductor of the elephant l Make way for us.

Hurry up. Clear out instantly. Else I shall send you along

with your elephant to the region of Death.”

5. Threatened thus, the driver of the elephant got en-

raged and goaded that already infuriated elephant looking like

the god of Death at the end of the universe, to charge against

Kr$na.

6. The big elephant vehemently dashed at Kr?na and

seized him with his trunk. But slipping out of the coil of his

trunk, K]r?na dealt him a blow and concealed himself betwixt

his legs.

7. The enraged animal could not find Kr?na. Guided

by his sense of smell, he reached his trunk to Keiava (Kr$ija)

who forcibly disengaged himself and rushed out of his grip.

8. Catching hold of the tail of that extremely mighty

elephant, Krsna easily dragged him to a distance of twenty-

five bows (or one hundred cubit) even as Garuda would do

to a cobra.

9. With his firm grip on his tail, he turned him to the

contrary direction when he tried to turn to the right or to the

left to catch hold of Kr$pa, just as a boy would do to a calf to

revolve it either this way or that.

10. Then he confronted the elephant at the very front

and struck him down with his hand. He ran before the

elephant with that much speed that he thought Krs$a to be

in his grasp at every step and he made him tumble down.

11. While running sportively, KftQa fell down on the

ground, and promptly jumped aside. Thinking that Kr$na

had fallen down (and lying there)
, the infuriated elephant

struck the ground with his tusks (asKftpa was not there).

12. Extremely enraged at the futility of his attack

and being goaded on by the drivers, he dashed in rage towards

Krwa*
13. The glorious Lord, the slayer of demon Madhu,

approached the attacking elephant, caught hold of his trunk

and felled him on the ground.
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14. Like a lion, Lord Kj:$na pressed down the fallen

elephant with his foot and extracting a tusk of that elephant

killed him as well as his drivers.

15. Leaving the dead elephant there, Kj-^a with one

tusk in hand, entered the arena. With one tusk on his shoulder,

with his body stained with drops of ichor and blood, Kf$na
shone beautiful with his lotus-like face decked with pearl-like

drops of perspiration*

16. Surrounded by several cowherds, Balarama and

armed with an excellent weapon in the form of the tusk

of the elephant, entered the amphitheatre.

17.

* When, accompanied with his elder brother, Kfsna
entered the arena, he appeared like a thunderbolt to the ath-

letes, as a superman to men, the god of Love (Cupid) incar-

nate to women, a kinsman to cowherds, a chastiser to wicked

monarchs, a child to his parents, the veritable Death to Kamsa,

the king of Bhojas, as a weakling or an inadequate competitor

to the ignorant, the Highest Principle
(
Brahman ) to the Yogins

and the Supreme Deity to Vf$nis.

18. Seeing that the elephant Kuvalayapida was killed

and both of them were still invincible, Kamsa with all his in-

trepidity and self-possession, felt extremely terrified at that time,

Oh King.

19. The mighty-armed brothers with picturesque dress,

strange ornaments, wreaths and wearing quaint garments,

shone like two excellently attired brilliant actors on the stage

and they captivated (and agitated the minds of the on-lookers

with their brilliance.

• $R. explains that Lord Knpa was a combination of different

rasas (sentiments) according to the view point of the person concerned. He
quotes a verse enumerating the order of rasas. He manifested :

raudridbhutaSca sfAg&ro h&taycuh vtro dayi iaihij

bhaydnakaica btbhatsafr Untab saprsma-bhaktikaftH

VT. and VB. also in a lengthy commentary expound how Lord Kflpa re-

presented all the rasas. For example : the ordinary citizens were so much
surprised to see the Supra-human exploits of Kftpa (e.g. killing a big ele-

phant singlehandedly without the use of weapons by his physical might)

that it was a miracle to them (adbhuta)
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20. The occupants of the galleries, both from the town
and the country gazed at those two super-men. With their eyes

and countenances beaming with an outburst of extreme joy,

they as ifdrank the countenances of those brothers with their

eyes but did not feel satisfied, Oh King.

21. They were as if drinking them with their eyes, lick-

ing them with their tongues, smelling them with their nose and

clasping them in their arms.

22. They described to each other the details of what

they actually saw (e.g. breaking of the sacrificial bow) and of

what they heard (e.g. lifting of mount Govardhana) as if they

were recollecting their personality (armed with the tusks of the

elephant) , excellences (such as bravery)
,

sweetness (of smil-

ing, manner of speaking etc.) and their extraordinary courage.

23. “These two brothers are the incarnations ofthe rays

of the Almighty Lord Hari whose abode is cosmic waters,

descended on the earth in the house of Vasudeva.

24. It is reported that this Krsna was born of Devaki

and taken to Gokula where, without being known by anyone,

he grew up in the house of Nanda till that time.

25. By him Putan<i, the demon in the form ofa whirl-wind

(Cakravata), the two Arjuna trees, the Yak?a (Sankhacu<ja),

Keiin, Dhenuka1 and others of the same tribe were finished.

26. Cows along with cowherds were rescued by him

from the forest-conflagration, the serpent Kaliya was subdued

and Indra was humbled down with his pride ridden off.

27. The big mountain (Govardhana) was held up by

him on his palm for seven days and Gokula was protected from

(driving) showers, (tempestuous) winds and thunderbolts.

28. Looking with delight at his ever-cheerful appearance

beaming with smiles, the Gopls easily* got over their sufferings

of various sorts.

29. People say that being protected by him in every

respect, the race of Yadu became widely celebrated and will

attain affluence, glory and influence.

i. It may be noted that Dhenuka was killed by BalarSma (vide

10.15.36) But people in Mathura heard a different report.

a. $R. alternately takes diramam as qualifying mukham and interprets:

the slightly 'fatigued countenance of Kftoa.*
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30. This is his elder brother the splendid-looking Bala-

rama of lotus-eyes, by whom were killed Pralamba, Vatsaka

(the demon who assumed the form of a calf) and Asuras like

Baka and others

1

**

31. While people were talking thus (among themselves)

and there was a flourish of trumpets, Canura addressed Kn^a
and Rama, and spoke as follows :

32. “Oh Kr§na, the son of Nanda ! Oh Balar&ma I

Hearing that both of you are respected as great heroes, expert

in wrestling, you have been invited by the king who is eager

to see you.

33. Subjects who abide by the wish of the king in

thought, word and deeds, attain to prosperity. And if they be-

have to the contrary, they meet with the reverse of it.

34. It is quite well known that since the age as cowherd-

boys who tend calves, even grown up cowherds also take delight

in sporting and wrestling in the jungle while pasturing the

cows.

35. Hence, let all of us do what is liked by the king. All

beings will be propitious unto us thereby, as the king personifies

all beings.**

36. Hearing that speech, Krsga welcomed it. Considering

that wrestling was desirable in his case3, he gave a reply

appropriate to the place and occasion.

37. “(Though we are not city-dwellers like you under

Kamsa’s direct control) we too, wanderers in the forest as we
are, are the subjects of the king of Bhojas we shall always do

what is agreeable to him. It will be a great favour unto us.

38. We are after all boys. We shall play with those who
are equal to us in strength. Let there be proper type of wrest-

ling. There should not be the slightest transgression ofjustice,

Oh judges of the wrestling tournaments.’*

i . As it usually happens in hearsay information, people of Mathura

seem to have mixed up matters, for Vatsa and Baka were killed hy KftQa.

a. VB. explains that the investiture of the sacred thread of Knoa
had not taken place. As such, though he was a Kjattriya, he was ineligible

to use arms. Hence (for killing them) wrestling was appropriate from

the point of time and place or traditional usage.
*
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CityQra replied :

39. “Neither You nor Balarama is a child nor a teen-

ager (from eleven to fifteen years of age) . You, by whom an

elephant possessing the strength of a thousand elephants was

killed as if in a sport, are the foremost amongs the powerful

people.

40. Hence, Oh Kr§na (A scion of the Vj-§ni clan) You
will have to wrestle with powerful athletes. There is no injustice

in this case. You measure Your strength with me and let Bala-

rama wrestle with Mus(ika.”

CHAPTER FORTYFOUR

Slaying ofKarhsa

Sri Suka continued :

1
.

(When the pairs (or wrestlers) were so determined)

Lord Krsna (the slayer ofdemon Madhu) ofunflinching resolu-

tion caught hold of Canura and Balarama, the son of Rohi$i

advanced towards Mu$tika.

1-A* (Spurious—vide the foot-note)

2. With the ambition of vanquishing the opponent, they

interlocked their hands and feet with those of the opponent and

vehemently tugged each other (with all their strength).

3. While wrestling they struck each other with fore-arms

with clenched fists1,
knees with knees, heads with heads and

chests with chests.

*. D.S. Yande’s edition of the Bh.P. Bombay 1928 adds this spurious

verse. As Vfndavana edt. does not give it, I did not includeit above :

Jsphofya hastau hastabhy&m toll caiva punafrjntnafc /

visrjya bhuyafr safigihya parikramya parasparam JJ

It describes how the wrestlers stroked loudly their arms and thighs, closed

upon each other and tried to dodge.

I regard it as 'spurious* as some standard annotators such 4s SR.,

VR., VJ., VB., VT. do not take its cognisance.

1. tasmdn muffyupa-lakfitatcena kaihaflcit muffir eva vatyi—VT
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4. They mutually tried to overpower each other by
whirling, squeezing into arms, dashing each other to«the ground
and by pouncing on each other or dodging by receding.

5. Fired with the ambition to vanquish the other, they

subjected each other's bodies to sufferings by lifting up, by
carrying away, dashing down on the ground and fixing the

opponent to the spot.

6. Noticing that unequally-arranged fight between the

weak boys and the powerful athletes, all the lady-spectators,

being full of compassion, spoke (criticising) in groups, to each

other, Oh king !

7. “Alas 1 It is out and out injustice on the part of the

royal assembly who revel in such unequal fighting between the

weak and the strong opponents, despite the presence of the

king as spectator.

8. What a great contrast is there between the athletes

of adamant-like powerful bodies, enormous like the hills, as

opposed to the two saplings (teenagers) of very delicate limbs

and who have not even attained youth.

9. This is certainly the transgression of righteousness on
the part of this assembly. One should never stay at all at a

place where violation of religion and justice takes place.

10. An intelligent person who is aware of the faults of

the members of attending an assembly, ought not to enter that

assembly at all. Irrespective of his participation in the discus-

sion of the assembly by remaining silent despite knowing the

truth or making a non-factual statement)
,

the attending

member incurs sins.

11. Lo 1 Have a look at the lotus-face of Kr?na. How
his countenance appears adorned with droplets of perspiration

and resembles a lotus covered with drops of water, as he whirls

round his opponent.

12. Don’t you see the face of Balar&ma, with reddish

eyes, flushed with rage against Mu?tika, yet beautified with a

defiant laugh.

13. Oh ! How blessed must be the lands of Vraja where

this Ancient Person whose feet are worshipped by god Siva and

goddess LaksmI roams about in the guise of a human being,

decorated with wreaths of quaint wild flowers^ playing upon
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his flute, tending cows in the company of Balarama and goes

out for playing games (Shame upon this assembly where he is

maltreated thus).

14. What supreme type of penance the Gopls must have

practised that they drink with their eyes his personal charm

which is the essence of beauty, neither equalled nor surpassed

by anything, which is by itself too beautiful to be adorned by

anything external which assumed novelty every moment and is

very difficult to obtain, as it is the permanent absolute abode

of glory, beauty, affluence and almightiness.

15. Blessed are the women of Vraja who, in the course

of their every day activities like milking the kine, pounding

corns etc. churning curds for butter, applying cow-dung to the

ground, rocking the cradles, lullabying their babies, cleaning

and sweeping the houses, glorify him in songs with their hearts

deeply attached to him, with their throat choked with tears

and who get whatever they wish with their minds absorbed in

Lord Ktfrta1
( or who carry on all their activities while con-

templating on Lord Kr§na)

.

16. Inexhaustible must be the fund of merits of those

women of Vraja who, coming out on the street quickly on

hearing him playing upon the flute, while going out of the

Vraja in the morning and returning to Vraja in the evening

along with the (herd of) cows, are able to behold his counte-

nance beaming with smiles and radiating grace and compassion.

1 7. While the women folk were loudly discussing among
themselves, the glorious Lord Hari, the Master of Yoga made
up his mind to finish with the enemy, Oh Leader of Bharatas

!

18.

* Hearing the panicky discussion ofwomen (full of

apprehension), the parents (Vasudeva and Devaki) who were

not aware of the (extraordinary) strength of their children,

were overwhelmed with filial love and were agitated at heart

(full of repentance for not instructing Akrura not to bring

children to Mathura).

i. •£/?. urukramaciUtah tenaiva y&naih sarva’vifcpa~prdptirj>ds&rh Idfr /

*. untraced in the text of VJ.
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19. Acyuta (Krsna) and Canura fought with each other

using diverse manouvers in wrestling. In the same iflanner did

Balarama wrestle with Mu§fika.

20. It is reported that at every blow and stroke from

the Lord’s limbs (such as fisted fore-arms and knees) which

were hard like strokes of Vajra (Indra’s thunderbolt), the limbs

of Canura got shattered and he fainted now and then.

21. With the swiftness of a hawk, the enraged Canura

jumped up and clenching both hands into fists, struck the

glorious Lord Krsna (the son of Vasudeva) on the chest.

22-23. The Lord however did not budge an inch under

that blow like an elephant when struck with a wreath of

flowers), (on the contrary) catching hold of Canura by both

his arms, he whirled Canura several times so violently as extin-

guished his life thereby and dashed him on the ground, where

he lay stretched with ornaments and garlands scattered and

hair dishevelled, like the flagstaff of Indra struck down.

24. Similarly Musfika was violently slapped with his

palms by Balarama who was dealt a blow with his fist by

Musfika.

25. Trembling violently (in a swoon) and pressed hard

(from within), he vomitted blood profusely through his mouth
and fell down dead on the ground, like a tree uprooted by a

stormy wind.

26. After this, Balarama, the past master in boxing (lit.

in dealing blows) sportively yet scornfully dealt a blow with

his left fist and killed another demon Kufa who advanced to

fight.

27. At the same time, &ala (who approached Kjrgpa to

pull his leg) got his head knocked off by Kf§na's kick and the

head of Tosalaka (who attempted the same simultaneously)

had Ids head split in two (by Krona’s kick) and both of them
fell down lifeless on the ground.

28. When Capura, Musfika, Kufa, Sala and Togalaka

were thus killed, the rest of the wrestlers, being anxious to save

their own lives, ran away.1

i. Out of the various commentaries describing this wrestling, it

appears that VB bad a better idea ofthat art.
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29. Then Balarama and Kr$na dragged forth their cow-

herd-friends in the arena. And clasping them they sported.

While the trumpets were flourishing, their anklets too jingled

as (Krsna and Balarama) capered and danced.

30. With the exception of Kamsa, all spectators were

overjoyed at the (athletic) feats of Balarama and Kfgiia. And
all good people including prominent Brahmanas cheered them

up with the shouts “Bravo ! Well-done !”.

31. It is traditionally reported that when the stalwart

wrestlers, were killed and the rest took to their heals, Kamsa,

the king of Bhojas, stopped the blowing of all trumpets and

commanded as follows :

32. “Drive out from the city (Mathura) the two ill-

behaved sons ofVasudeva. Confiscate the wealth of all Gopas

(cowherds). Arrest and bind down the wicked-minded Nanda.

33. As to the evil-minded Vasudeva, the vilest of the

vile, let him be put to death immediately along with father

Ugrasena and his attendants who have sided with the hostile

party.’*

34. While Kamsa was thus boastfully ordering, the in-

defatigable Lord Krsna flared up in rage and with vehemence

he sprang forth with agility to the high dias (occupied by

Kamsa)

.

35. Perceiving Kr?na so approaching him as his veri-

table Death, the heroic Kaihsa instantly sprang from his seat

and grasped his sword and shield.

36. Like Garu<ja forcibly seizing a serpent, the formid-

able Lord of irresistible and terrible energy, instantaneously

caught hold ofKamsa firmly, as he was moving about right

and left, like a hawk in the sky.

37. Toppling down his crown and catching Kamsa by his

hair, the Lord hurled him down from the high dias to the

groundfloor of the arena. And on him jumped the absolute

willed, (the weighty) support of the (heaviest of the heavy)

universe, the veritable Lord Vi$$u (the lotus-navelled God)

himself.

Vj.’s text adds

37A. When Kamsa was thus thrown down and crushed

by Kfs$a, ( the mightily heavy) abode of the three worlds and
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of absolute will power, Kariisa gave up his life in a,second (the

winking of the eyelid) , Oh King.

38. And like unto a lion dragging an elephant, Lord

Hari dragged him on the ground though lifeless, even while the

world was witnessing it (aghast). Loud shrieks, screams and

shouts expressing grief and horror burst forth from all the

people, Oh King.

39. With a mind agitated with fright, he always visua-

lized in front of him the Lord armed with a discus even while

he was drinking, speaking, wandering, sleeping (nay even)

breathing. Hence after death, he attained (identity with) that

very form which is so very difficult (for others) to attain.

40. Kanka, Nyagrodhaka, and other eight younger

brothers of Kamsa became enraged and attacked him with a

view to repay the moral debt of their brother by avenging his

death.

41. With the tusk of the elephant as a club {parigha

)

Balarama, the son of RohinI, struck down and finished all

those who rushed fiilly prepared and with vehement impetuo-

sity, as a lion kills beasts.

42. Kettle-drums were sounded in the heavens. Great

divinities like Brahma, Siva and others were highly delighted

and sang songs of glory, while showering flowers on him. And
celestial women danced.

43. The widowed women, however, who were deeply

grieved at the death of their husbands and friends came there

beating their heads and eyes overflowing with tears, Oh great

king.

44. Embracing their husbands lying dead on the ground

the grieving ladies lamented loudly, shedding frequently pro-

fuse tears.

45. (They bewailed: “Ah ! My Lord ! My beloved,

knower otdharma ! Oh merciful Lord ! Oh affectionate darling 1

By your death we, along with your home and progeny are as

good as killed.

46. Oh foremost among men 1 Bereaved of you the

protector, the city of Mathura does not appear beautiful as it

is bereft ofjoyousness, festivals and aiispiciousfless.
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47. Oh Lord !You perpetrated utmost cruelty and harsh-

ness towards the innocents. Hence, you have been brought to

such a plight. What oppressors of living beings can get happi-

ness ?

48. For, this Kffna is verily the beginning (creator),

end (destroyer) and the protector of all beings. He who is in-

subordinate to him shall never get any happiness."

Sri Suka said :

49. Having consoled the ladies of the royal family, the

glorious Lord who is the protector of the world, caused what

is known as the formal obsequies and funeral rites of those who
were killed.

50. Thereupon, Sri Kr$na and Balarama secured the

release of their father and mother from their chains and touching

their feet with their heads, paid respects to them.

51. Realizing that their sons who were bowing down
are verily the Lords of the world, Devaki and Vasudeva being

afraid (of a possible offence to them) did not embrace them.

CHAPTER FORTYFTVE

Restoration ofPreceptor SdndlpanVs son

Sri Suka continued :

1. Noticing that his parents, Vasudeva and Devaki,

had realized the truth (of their Divine Nature) prematurely

(before enjoying the filial bliss in loving them as their child-

ren) , the Supreme Person, Knjia, cast over them his divine

Maya (the spell of his deluding faculty) which infatuates the

world, so that this realization ( of his God-hood) should not

continue (as it would not give scope to their parental love and

affect their affectionate filial behaviour).

2. Kf^a, the bull ( prominent person) among the Sat-

vatas, approached along with his elder brother to his parents.
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He bowed down with great modesty, and respectfully addressed

them: "Oh Mother** and "Oh father.** .

3. "Father ! Though both of you have been all along

longing earnestly for it, we could not, at any time, give you the

pleasure of witnessing the infancy, childhood and boyhood of

your sons.

4. Unfortunate as we are, we had not the good luck of

staying near you nor could we enjoy the bliss of being caressed

by parents which children dwelling in their parent’s home
experience.

5. It is not possible for a mortal being, even within the

full span of human life of hundred years, to repay the obliga-

tions of parents who brought forth and nourished his body

whereby all the four objects in life (like dkarma,
artha etc.)

are achieved.

6. If he (the son) be (physically and financially) com-

petent but does not maintain them by rendering personal service

or financial help, he is made to eat his own flesh (in hell)

after his death, by servants of Yama.

7. He who, in spite of his competence (to support) his

old mother, father, chaste wife and infant son, his preceptor,

(learned) Brahmana and one seeking his resort, is as good as

dead though breathing.

8. With our minds ever in terror of Kamsa and due to

our inability to worship you both, all these days have been

sheerly wasted away.

9. It behoves you. Oh father and mother, to forgive us,

since we were dependants and unable to render service to you,

even though you were mercilessly harassed by that wicked-

hearted fellow Kamsa.**

Sri Suka said :

10. Fascinated by the charming words of Lord Hari

who, though the soul of the universe, had assumed a human
form through his Maya Potency, they placed him on their lap,

embraced him and felt gready delighted.

11. Oh King ! Bound with ties of (filial) affection, they

bathed him profusely with their tears. Being bewildered and
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with their throats choked with tears and emotions, they could

utter nothing.

12. Having thus comforted his parents, Lord Krsna,

the son ofDevaki, (immediately) installed his maternal grand-

father as the king of Yadus.

13. He addressed him (Ugrasena): “Oh great king!

May Your Majesty be pleased to command us (Yadus) as well

as the subjects (of the Surasena country). Owing to an impre-

cation from Yayati, Yadus are not entitled to occupy a

throne. 1

14. When I attend upon you as your servant, even

gods (and other supernatural beings) will submissively offer

worship to you. What then to speak of other chiefs of human
beings? They will definitely do so.

15-16. Lord Krsna, the Creator of the Universe, brought

back his kith and kin—Yadus, Vrsnis,
.
Andhakas, Da£arhas,

Kukuras and others, who being overcome with the fear from

Kamsa, had fled to different directions and had undergone

suffering in foreign lands. He consoled them, providing them

with sufficient wealth and wherewithals and rehabilitated them
in their homes.

17. Protected by the arms of Krsna and Balarama and
with all their agonies removed by Krsna and Balarama, they

enjoyed themselves in their homes with all their desire accom-

plished.

18. (Having the opportunity of) seeing daily the

lotus-like countenance of Kr^a graced with splendour and

beauty and beaming with smiles and compassionate looks, all

of them were delighted.

19. Even aged persons thereof, who could drink with

their eyes the nectarine beauty of his lotus-fhce, became reju-

venated with abundant strength and energy.

i. Despite Yadu 's refusal to transfer his youth to his father for

enjoying his mother (a serious moral problem), Yadu was given the

southern part of his kingdom by his father (aide Supra 9. 19.22). &R.

explains : ‘Though you belong to the Yadu clan, you will not incur any

sin as you occupy the throne by my command.'
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20. Thereupon, the glorious Lord Kj"?na, the Son of

Devaki, and Balarama approached Nanda, and embracing

him, spoke to him as follows, Oh King of kings.

21. “Father ! Both of us have been extremely fondled

and nourished by you both (Nanda and Ya$oda) who have

been highly affectionate to us. Parents cherish more love to-

wards their children than to their own selves.

22. He is the real father and she is the (de facto ) mother

who nourish and caress like their own sons, other babes who
are abandoned by their relatives, due to their incapacity to

feed and protect them.

23. Father ! Now all of you return to your Vraja. After

looking to the welfare and felicity of friends hereof, we shall

come to visit you, our kith and kin who due to our separation

from them are grieved through their love for us.”

24. Having consoled Nanda along with the residents of

Vraja in this way, the glorious Immutable Lord (Kr§na) res-

pectfully worshipped them with garments, ornaments, utensils

(of copper, brass etc. as milk-containers) and other gifts.

25. Nanda who was addressed thus (by Kr$^a) was

overwhelmed with filial love. With his eyes streaming with

tears, he hugged them both and returned to Vraja along with

Gopas.

26. Thereafter, Vasudeva, the son of Sura caused as

per Sdstric prescriptions, the ceremony of the investiture of the

sacred thread1 ( essential for the status of the *twice-borns’) ( of

their sons) by his family priest Garga and other Brahmanas.

27. After adorning the Br&hmanas with ornaments, he

worshipped them and gave as dakftnd (fee for performing this

ceremony) cows with their calves, decorated with gold chains

and other ornaments and covered with silk-cloth.

28. The noble-minded Vasudeva recollected the cows

which he donated mentally, according to the constellation that

was in ascendance at the time of the birth of Balarama and
but (which he could not give, as they) were seized ille-

i. As the presence of mother is essential in the sacred thread cere-

mony, it is obvious that Balarftma's mother, Rohiol was brought from
Vnga—VT.
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gaily and unrighteously by Kariisa. And he gave those cows

also (which he intended to give)

.

29. Thereupon, being consecrated (through the investi-

ture of the sacred thread) and attaining the status of the ‘twicc-

borns’, those two staunch observers of vows adopted the vow of

celibacy (lit. vow pertaining to the G&yatri mantra ) from the

sage Garga, the family priest of Yadus.

30. Though both of them were the source of all lores,

and the omniscient Lords of the worlds, they concealed their

unclouded spiritual knowledge which is in-born and not

borrowed from others, by behaving like common men.

31. Desirous of having a residence in a preceptor's

house for their education, they approached (and served

Sandipani who was originally a resident of Kaii

1

but was now
a citizen of Avanti.

32. The self-controlled brothers formally approached

him with due humility and respect, and set a model of fault-

less behaviour with the teacher, (for others to emulate). Both

of them who were respectfully treated, served their teacher

with devotion, as if he were a god.

33. Being highly pleased with their pure-hearted devot-

ed services, the eminent Brahmana teacher, Sandipani taught

them all the Vedas along with their Upanigads (the philosophi-

cal works) and the accessory branches (viz. Sikgi—phonetics,

chandas—prosody, VySkarana—grammar, Jyotiga—Astronomy,

Kalpa—science of Vedic ritualism and Nirukta—etymology)

.

34. He taught them Military science (lit. the Veda
pertaining to archery) along with the mystic formulae

(man-

tras ) of discharging and retracting astras (missiles), dharma-i&stra

(Law incorporated into the codes of Manu etc.) ,
MimQitisa

,

Logic and political science along with its six branches8 (viz.

techniques regarding peace-treaties, warfare, expedition, en-

campment, spreading sedition and dis-array among enemies

and consolidation ofalliance)

.

i. Kdiyam—belonging to K&iyapa gotra.

a. SR. and VJ. quote the following verse enumerating these branebes-

Sandhith ca vigraharh caieardrum draaam eva ca]

dvaidht-bh&varh saihSrayafl ca faj-gav&b kavqyo vidufr lj
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35. Those two greatest among the great, who were them-

selves the progenitors of all lores mastered everything that the

teachers uttered but once to them (while teaching)
,
Oh pro-

tector ofmen !

36. Within a period of sixtyfour days and nights, those

brothers, with controlled minds, mastered as many (i.e. sixty-

four1) arts and crafts, and persuaded their preceptor to accept

whatever he liked as his fee of teaching.

i. §R. quotes a work Saiva tantra enumerating the traditional sixty

four kalds. Ardhamagadhi Jaina canon enumerates 72 kalis. The resem-

blance between the two lists is significant from the point of social life in

ancient India. Here the list of sixtyfour kalds as quoted by !§R. and ex-

plained byVT is given.

1. Gita (singing) 2. Vddya (instrumental music) 3. Nrtya (dancing).}.. Katya

(histrionics) 5. Alekhya (painting, and drawing) 6. Visefakacchedya (painting

various designs on the body) 7. Tandula-kusurrta-bali-vikdra (preparations of

various designs with rice, flowers etc. in worship) 8. Pufpdstaratta (preparing

a bed of flowers g. DaSana-vasand-aAgaraga (painting the teeth, limbs of the

body and articles of dress with various figures). 10. Mani-bhdmikd-karma (pav-

ing of the floor with precious stones, 'i 1 . Sayana-raeand (preparation of bed)

12. Udaka-vddya (Jala-taraAga : a musical instrument with water pots), Udaka

ghdta (steadying water enabling one to walk over it) 13. Citra-yoga (demon-

stration of miracles). 14. Mdlya-grathana-vikalpa (preparation of wreaths

and chaplets of flowers ) . 15. Sekhardpida-yojana ( preparation of ornaments

of flowers for the ears etc.) 16. Nepathya-yoga (method of beautifying the

body with clothes etc.). 17 Kar^a-patra-bhaAga (drawing ornamental

figures on the ears). 18. Sugandha-yukti (making of cosmetics and perfumes)

ig. Bh ufapa-yojana (making ornaments of different kinds). 20. Aindra-

jdla (Jugglery). 21. Kaucumdra-yoga (assuming various disguises) 22. Hasta-

laghaoa (sleight of hand) 23. Citra-idkdpdpa-bhak$ya-vikdra-kriyd (preparation

of various sweet dishes). 24. Pdnakarasardgisava-yojatia (preparation of

drinks ofvarious tastes and colours) . 25. 5Gcivdya-karma (needle work and

embroidery). 26. Sdtra-krid

d

(Puppet-show by string-pulling), 27. V(nd-

tfamaruka-vddya (making musical instruments)
,
28. Prahtlikd (solving conun-

drums—like cross-word puzzles); 29 . Pratimdla (making replicas of

things—) 3o. durvdeaka-yoga (uttering tongue-twisters), 31 . Pustaka

vdcanam (fast reading of books (Mss) despite lacuna*), 32. Kdfakdkhydyikd-

darianam (Dramaturgy and writing plays or dramas), 33. Kdvya-samasyd-

pdranam (completion of a verse from a part—generally containing an
apparently illogical statement) to make a cogent statement out of it) 34.

Paffikd-aetra-bdna-vikalpa (Preparation of ligatures, canework, arrows) , 35 -

tarka-kama (spindle work)
, 36. takfajjuxm (carpentry), 37. Vdstuoidyd (archi-

tecture)
, 38. rdpya-ratna-partkfd (evaluation and testing of valuable metals

(silver, gold) precious stones), .39. dhdtuvdda (AlcheinV), 4o. mani-rdga-
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37. Noticing their miraculous capacity and greatness

and their super human intelligence, the Brahmana, after con-

sultation with his wife, sought (the restoration to life of) his

son who died in the ocean at Prabhasa (patta?a in Saurastra)

,

as his fee.

38. Complying with his request with the word, “So be

it”, those two great heroes (who could single-handedly fight

with ten thousand warriors) and were of unlimited prowess,

then mounted their chariot, arrived at Prabhasa and going to

the beach thereof, sat there for a moment. Having come to

know of the arrival of those divine personages, the god presi-

ding over the ocean, worshipped them with valuable presents.

39. The glorious Lord Krsna spoke to him: “Let the

son of my preceptor who was swallowed up by you in a big

wave, be restored immediately.’*

The Presiding Deity of the sea replied :

40-41. “Oh refulgent Lord Krsna ! I have never carried

away that son of your preceptor. But there is a formidable

demon called Paficajana who moves through the waters. He is

an asura who has assumed the form of a conch As a matter

jMna (developing colours in precious stones)
,
41 . akara-jMna (mining and

mineralogy), 42 . Vjkf&yurveda (botany), 43 . mefa-kukuta-ldvaka-yuddha-vidhi

(arranging ram-fights, cock-fights), 44. Suka-sdriki-pralapana (teaching

parrots, etc. to imitate human speech), 45. uts&danam (Driving out an
enemy—by a mantra)

,

46. KeSamdrjana-Kaufala (hair-dressing and cleaning),

47. akfara~muftik£-kathana { reading closed letters and divining what is hidden
in fists), 48. mlecchita-kutarka-vikalpa (reading books in foreign or barbaric-

scripts)
, 49. deSa-bh&fijMna (knowledge of languages of the country i.e.

Indian languages), 50. Puff a-fakafikd-nirmiti-jfldna (knowledge of making a
cart blossom), 51. yantra-mdtrkd-dhdraoa-matfkd (magical formulae—with
figures inscribed with letters and amulets to wear), 52. sampdfyam (break-

ing hard substances like diamonds in different shapes)
, 53. mdnasi-k&vya-

kriyd (mind-reading in verse form), 44. abhidhdna-koia (Lexicography),

55. ehandojftana (knowledge of prosody), 56. Kriy&oikalpa (multiplying the

number of objects by various devices), 57. chalitaka-yoga (playing tricks),

38. Vastra-gopana (showing one’s clothes as more superfine), 59. dyutaotiefa

(expertise in gambling), 60. dkarfa-kri^d (attracting remote objects*-

telekinesis). 61. B&lakridanaka (playing children's games), 62. Vaindyikt

(jugglery and practice kriy& dharmas), 63. Vaijayiki (foreknowledge of
victory in debate), 64. VaitdUkriyd (control of goblins and evil spirits)

.
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of fact, the boy has been carried away by him.*’ Hearing that,

the glorious Lord instantly plunged into the water, killed the

demon (Paficajana) but could not trace the child in his

bowels.

42-44. Taking the conch which formed his body, he
returned to his chariot. He went with Balarama to Samya-
manl, the beloved city of Yama, the god of death and blew
his conch. Hearing the loud blast of the conch, Yama, the

chastiser of all beings, offered them worship on a grand
scale and with deep devotion. Bowing down in humility, he

submitted to Kr§na who abides in the hearts of all beings,

“Oh Vi§nu who have assumed a human form out ofsport l

What can I do for you both ?”

The glorious Lord replied'.

45. Oh great Ruler ! Even if the son of my preceptor

is brought here due to the force of his Karma , bring him here

in obedience to and under the sanction of my command.

46. The preceptor’s son who, in compliance of his

command, was brought back by the god of Death, was restored

to their preceptor by those two eminent Yadus who requested

him, “Be pleased to ask for any other boon.’*

The Preceptor ( Sdndipani ) said:

47. Child Krsna ! The obligations of the preceptors

have been richly and properly repaid by you both respectable

pupils. What desire of your preceptor can remain unfulfilled ?

48. Oh heroes ! You return to your homes ! May your

glory be purifying to the world ! May your memory and know-

ledge of the Vedas remain afresh here and hereafter.

49. Oh child parfk$it ! Being thus permitted to return

home, both of them returned to their capital in their chariot

which had the speed of the wind and the thundering of the

cloud.

50. All the subjects who missed Balar&ma and Kf$9a.

for many days, were highly rejoiced to see them both, like

persons who have recovered their lost wealth.
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CHAPTER FORTYSIX

Uddhava deputedfor consoling Nanda

Sri Sitka said :

1. Uddhava was the foremost counsellor of the Vrs^is

and the utmost beloved friend of Kr$na. He was a direct

disciple of Brhaspati ( the preceptor of gods and a founder of

the political science) and was most intelligent.

2. On one occasion, holding Uddhava’s hand in his

own, Lord Hari, the destroyer of miseries of those who seek

asylum in him, spoke to him—his most beloved votary of un-

flinching devotion.

3. “Oh gentle-natured Uddhava! Please do go to

Vraja. Bring felicity to our1 parents (Nanda and Ya£od&) by

communicating my nessageto them. Please relieve the (men-

tal) agony of sepa*ation from me of the Gopis by conveying

my special message to them.

4. They havt entirely devoted their heart and soul to

me and they regardme as their very life. For my sake they have

given up their husbands and sons—nay their bodily require-

ments* as well.

4A. They ire united with me in mind regarding me
as their beloved-siost, the climax of their love and their Lord.

I always support and give happiness to those who re-

nounce all pleisures and interests and means to obtain them

here and hereater, and have over-ruled popular moral conven-

tions for my sate.

5. Myelf, the foremost of their beloved objects, being

away at a distant place, the women ofGokula always brood

over me a*d being overwhelmed with deep anxiety and

grief cause! by separation from me, they have become obli-

vious to everything else, dear friend !

6. It is due to my message assuring them of my return

to visit trem that the cowherd women whose heart and soul is

1 . o.l. nau—of u> both—VB.
2. 4-A. Some editions (e.g. Yande's Bombay edition) add this line

here : /

' mdmeva dayitarh preffham dtmdnam manasd gatdh /
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absorbed in me are somehow managing to stay aljve with

great difficulty”.

$ri Suka said :

7. Oh king ! When thus instructed, Uddhava received

with respect and devotion the message of his Lord. Getting

into his chariot, he drove fast to Nanda’s Gokula.

8. While the sun was setting and his chariot was obs-

cured with the thick cloud of dust raised by the hoofs of the

cattle that were returning home, the blessed Uddhava reached

Nanda’s Vraja (and could contact Nanda without Gopis

being aware of his arrival).

9. It ( the Gokula) was noisy to the roaring of madden-
ed bulls (in rut) fighting with one another for cows in heat,

and by rushing of cows with heavy uiiLders to meet their

calves.

10. It appeared beautiful with Snow-white calves

(briskly) frisking and capering here and there and with the

musical notes of flutes and (whistle-like) sounds while milking

the cows.

11. The Gokula appeared most resplendent with richly

adorned Gopis and Gopas, the former glorifying in songs the

auspicious deeds of Balarama and Krs^a.

12. It was charming with the habitations of the cow-

herds where the sacred fire, the sun-God, guests, cows, Brah-

manas, ancestors and gods were being worshipp^ with flowers,

lights and fragrant frank-incense burnt before ttym (OR and

which were beautified by garlands, lamps and burning frank-

incense) .

13. On all sides, it abounded in groves in f\ll blossom

and resounded with the sweet warblings and not<$ of birds

and hummings of bees. It was v utified with ponlp full of

lotus-beds teeming with swans and Kara$davas (a becies of

ducks).

14. Seeing (and receiving) Uddhava, the beloved follo-

wer of kf?na, who had arrived there, Nanda was exceedingly

delighted. He embraced him and worshipped him (wit^ due

formalities and respect) regarding him to be V&sitfeva

(Kf?na) himself.
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15. When he was served with rich dishes and was com-

fortably resting on a bed, and had been relieved of his

fatigue by shampooing and such other services, Nanda enquired

of him.

16. “Oh Highly blessed dear Uddhava ! Is our friend

Vasudeva, the delight (or son ) of Sura happy and doing well,

as he is now free (from imprisonment) united with his sons,

wives and others and is surrounded by his friends and well-

wishers ?

17. The wicked Kamsa who always hated the righteous

and religious-minded Yadus, has fortunately been killed by his

own sins along with his followers.

18. Does Krsna remember us, his mother Yasoda, his

friends, well-wishers and other Gopas, Vraja of which he was

the protector, cows, Vrndavana and mount Govardhana !

19. Will Krsna, the Protector of cows, come at least

once, to see his friends, kith and kin (hereof) ? Then alone we
shall be able to see his charming countenance with a shapely

nose, happy smiles and (loving) glances.

20. We have been protected from the forest conflagra-

tion, stormy winds and driving showers, the demon in the

bullock form (Ari?ta), the serpent (Kaliya) and from perils

and fatal accidents which were difflcult to be avoided, by the

highly noble-souled Kr§na.

21. Dear Uddhava ! When we remember the heroic ex-

ploits of Kr$na, his sportive glances, his smiles and talks, all

our actions become slackened.

22. Even as we see the play-grounds, the river Yamuna,

hills, forests and groves adorned with the foot-prints of Krsna,

our mind becomes absorbed in him.

23. As observed by Garga, I too regard that Balarama

and Krs$a are the most prominent divinities who have des-

cended on this earth for accomplishing some important mission

of gods.

24. Both of them easily killed, as in a sport, Kamsa

who possessed the strength of ten thousand elephants, the two

wrestlers ( Canura and Mu${ika) and the king of elephants.

Kuvalayapida.
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25. Like a king of elephants breaking down a sugarcane,

Krsna snapped the formidable bow three talas (i.e. twentyseven

spans) in length. And on one hand, he held up the mount
Govardhana for a period of seven days.

26. By him were killed as in a sport demons like Pra-

lamba, Dhenuka, Ari$ta, Trnavarta, Baka and others who have
vanquished gods and asuras

Sri Suka said :

27. Recollecting graphically again and again the sports

and exploits of Krsna, Nanda whose mind and intellect were

deeply attached to Krsria lapsed into silence, as he was over-

whelmed with extreme longing and (felt choked up) with a

flood of affection.

28. While Yaloda was listening to the description of

the exploits of her sons, she shed tears profusely and her bre-

asts overflowed with milk through maternal affection.

29. Noticing such a supreme affection of Nanda and

Yaloda towards Lord Krsna, Uddhava spoke with great joy

to Nanda.

Uddhava said :

30. “Oh courteous bestower of honours l
1 Both of you

are indeed the most praiseworthy among embodied beings in this

world, inasmuch as you cherish such a deep love for Narayana

(Kf?na) who is the Creator of all beings.

31. For these two—Balarama and Krsna—are the primary

(efficient and material) cause of the Universe
;
they are the

Purufa (spirit) and Pradhdna (Primordial matter). Permeating

all beings, these two Ancient(beginningless) Lords control varie-

ties of consciousness.

32. If at the time of death, a person concentrates his

mind in him at least for a moment, he reduces to ashes all his

(accumulated) karmas and (realizing the nature of his self)

becomes identical with Brahman, ( and attaining a form cons-

tituted of pure sattva ) acquires the refulgence of the Sun, and

instantly reaches the highest goal.

i. You gave us (he honour of belonging to the fraternity of devotees

of the Lord from N&rada down to a resident of Gokula—VT.
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33. Both of you cherish utmost devotion unto him

(Kr$na) who is the veritable Lord Narayana himself, the cause

(source) of all beings, and who has assumed a human form for

some divine purpose. Oh noble-souled Nanda ! What meri-

torious acts are yet to be achieved by you both !

34. At no distant date, the immutable Lord Kn^a will

visit Vraja again. The glorious of the Satvatas will accomplish

whatever delights his parents.

35. Whatever Krsria has promised you after slaying

Kamsa, the enemy of Satvatas, in the arena

1

he will accomplish

it for you.

36. Please do not get depressed, Oh highly fortunate

ones ! You shall see Kr§na by your side. Just as the fire (lat-

ently) exists in fuel, he abides in the hearts of all beings.

37. (Please do not entertain doubt how he will leave his

dear parents and come to you) . None is extremely beloved ofor

disliked by him, for he is above attachments. None is superior

or inferior or unequal to him as he is the same to all.*

38. He has no mother, no father, no wife, no children

or other relatives. He has none who is his own or who is his

non-self. He has no corporeal form at all.

39. He has no bound of Karma . But out of sport and

for the protection of the righteous, he incarnates in good (eg.

Rama, Kr$na, bad (Fish, Boar) and mixed (e.g. Man-lion)

types of species.)9

40. Though this unborn Lord is transcendental to and

hence unaffected by gu$as, he assumes all the guvas such as the

sattva, rajas and tamas. It is out of sportiveness that he

creates, maintains and destroys the universe by these means.

41. Just as the whole earth appears rotating to an eye

that is roiling, the Soul is regarded as the Agent through the

influence of akarhkdra (Ego) while it is actually the mind that is

active.4

1. Vide.Supra 45.23

2. Not traced in VB
3. Incarnates among gods, humans and sub-human beings—VJ.
4. Not traced in VJ.'s Text.
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42. This glorious Lord Hari is not merely a son of you

both, but is the Sun, Soul, father, mother and the Almighty

Ruler of all.

43. Without the presence of and apart from the Lord,

there is nothing which is seen or heard of, has happened in the

past or present or can happen in future: nothing immobile or

mobile, great or small is different from or without the presence

of the Lord. For only he is everything and real.

44. In this way, while Nanda and Krsna’s follower

(Uddhava) were talking, the whole night passed away (without

their being aware of it). (At dawn) the cowherd women got

up, lighted the lamps, duly worshipped the presiding deities of

their home e. g. the threshold, and began to churn their curds.

45. The Gopis appeared splendid with their jewels shin-

ing refulgent in the light of lamps, as they pulled to and fro

the cords of the churning-rod, with (jingling) rows of bangles

on their hands, with their big hips, heavy breasts and pearl

necklaces moving (in a rhythmic motion) ,
with their cheeks

refulgent with the radiance of the rocking ear-rings (while

churning)
,
and with their countenance decked with red saffron.

46. The sound of the singing damsels of Vraja glorifying

loudly in songs the deeds of the lotus-eyed God (Krsna) mixed

with the (gurgling) sound of the churning of the curds, filled

the heaven and thereby whatever was inauspicious in all direc-

tions was dispelled.

47. When the sun rose, and the Gopis of Vraja saw a

gold-plated chariot at the door of Nanda, they enquired whose

chariot it was.

48. Has Akrura, the accomplice of Kariisa who carried

away lotus-eyed Krsna to Mathura and thus accomplished

Kaiiisa’s purpose, come again ?

49. Is he going to bring about the gratification of his

dead master by offering us i.e. our bodies or flesh as piqia

(offering to the deceased) to him. While the women were talk-

ing thus, Uddhava who had finished his bath and morning

(religious) duties, arrived there.
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CHAPTER FORTYSEVEN

Uddham's Discourse on the Real Nature of the Lord
,

Return to Mathura

Sri Suka said :

1-2. Observing that follower of Krsna (viz. Uddhava)
with (knee) long arms and eyes like (a pair of fresh-blown)

lotuses clad in yellow (silk) raiment and wearing a garland of

lotuses, with a lotus-like cheerful countenance, brightened with

car-rings set with resplendent jewels, all the damsels of Vraja,

beaming with broad smiles, became extremely eager and curious

to know who was that charming personality with fascinating

looks, wearing dress and ornaments like those of Lord Krsna,

whence he came and his who’s who. They surrounded him
who had taken shelter under the lotus-feet of the Lord Krsna

of hallowing renown.

3. Ascertaining that he was the emissary of the spouse

of goddess Laksmi (Krsna) carrying a message for them, they

bowed down to him with modesty. They received him courte-

ously with bashful smiles, glances and sweet words. When he

was comfortably seated, they enquired of him in great confi-

dence (privately) :

4. “We learn that you are the attendant of Krsna, the

Lord of Yadus, who have arrived here and that your honour

has been deputed by the Lord for bringing about the happiness

of his parents.

5. Otherwise, we do not see that there is anything worth

remembering for him in the Gokula. The ties of affection of

relatives and kinsmen are extremely difficult to dissociate even

for sages.

6. In the case of others (who are not relatives) the friend-

ship is contracted for achieving a purpose and it lasts till

the purpose is accomplished, as in the case of love shown by

men to (good-natured, guileless) women or by black bees to

flowers.

7. Courtezans abandon a penniless (lover)
;
subjects, an

incompetent king; students who have completed the course of

Vedic studies, their preceptors and the priests in sacrifice, the

sacrificer who has paid their fees for performance of sacrifice.
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8. Birds leave off the trees the fruits ofwhich are exhaus-

ted; guests, the house after finishing their meals; feeasts, a

forest that is burnt down; a paramour after enjoying the

women though attached to him.*'

9. When Uddhava, the emissary of Kr§na arrived at

Vraja, the Gopis whose body, mind and speech were comple-

tely devoted to Lord Govinda (Kr§na) disregarded the worldly

usages and etiquettes (in behaving with strangers).

9*-A. VJ.’s Text differs ^vide the footnote).

1 0. Remembering vividly every now and then the spor-

tive activities of their Krs^a during his infancy and childhood,

they glorified his deeds in songs and also wept, casting off their

sense of bashfulness.

11. A certain Gopi who was musing over her union with

Kr$iia, saw a bee about her and imagining that it was the

messenger deputed to her by her Beloved Krsna, addressed it as

follows1 :

The Gopi said* :**

12. Oh bee !
3 Oh friend of a rogue (K|-?na, a treacher-

ous paramour) 1 Don’t touch our feet (and try to win our

favour by submissive bows) with your beard-like tentacles

• VJ’s text reads differently :

When Uddhava, the emissary of Kftna, arrived at Vraja, he perceiv-

ed that the Gop!*s thereof had dedicated their mind, body of speech to

Govinda so completely that they had lost the sense of worldly manners and

etiquettes.

i. SG. and the annotators of Gauqliya school of Vai;navism assert

that this Gopi was R&dhS. SG quotes the Agni P. to support this view but

the quotation Is untraceable in the Gurumandal Calcutta edt. of the

Agni P.

•* Irrespective of the name ofGopi who sang this ode to the black

bee, it is one of the best poetic outbursts of a love-lorn heart in Sanskrit

literature. Gau^iya Vai?navas regard this as the expression of "divine

ecstasy" in the mahdbh&va stage. This expression of intense love is called

Citrajalpa and is discussed in their works on rhetorics. As VT. points out,

this stage is superior to Mok$a in blissfulness.

a. VJ. States that this address of a black bee is equally applicable

to Uddhava. Thus Kitava-bendhu in v. 12 means 'A friend or relative of

Kffba who was a thief (stole butter etc.)

3. madhuptt-L-One who has kissed the nectar-like swqft lips—VR.
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tinged with the saffron of the wreath (of Krsna) that was press-

ed down upon the (Saffron-painted) breasts of our rival

women (of Mathura). Let Kr§na, the chief of Madhus whose

messenger you are, as described above carry with him, the

favours of the proud ladies (of Mathura)
.
(Why his attempt

to court rustic women like us !) which will become a butt of

ridicule in the assembly of Yadus.

13. Being infidel like you who (after sucking the honey)

immediately desert the (innocent, good-natured) flower, he

made us drink but once the seductive, enchanting nectar of his

lips. He instantly abandoned us. Alas ! What a pity ? How is it

that the (notoriously fickle) goddess of wealth continues to

serve his lotus feet (I presume that) her mind must have been

transported by the fascinating talk ofKrsna of hallowed re-

nown.

14. (Thinking that it is to gain her favour that the

black-bee is humming a song ofKpsna’s glory, she retorts)

.

Oh six-legged one l
1 Why are you singing here, in such

details, in front of us, homeless foreste-dwellers, the glory of

the Ancient-most

2

person Krsna the Lord of Yadus. (It is

already too well known to us). Go hence. Let all his episodes

be glorified in song in the presence of the female friends of

Kr$na ( the friend ofArjuna) . Those lady-loves of Kr$na the

agonies of whose breasts (and heart) are soothed by his

embrace and other erotic acts will bestow on you your desired

object.

15. Are there any women on the earth, in the celestial

Tegion or in the nether-world who are difficult to be won over

by him with his alluring crafty sweet smile and the tempting

dancing of his eyebrows ? What are we after all to him, the

i
. ^adafighri—Oh Uddhava you have mastered six darianas, you attend

to sixfold duties, you have trampled underfoot the six objects of enjoyment

which obstruct the path of devotion.—VJ.
3. Purina—
(i) purdpUrvam eva ftam nirvrtti-ripam

sukha-rQpam . . s&mprataih dufJcha-karam /

which formerly gave pleasure to us but now brings grief—SG.
(ii) purt vartamdnam ‘Krfpa who is staying in the town'—VJ.
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dust on whose feet is adored by goddess LaksmI ?x However
(go and convey my message to him) that the epithet uttama-

Hoka (one of the most glorious renown) befits him who is on

the side of the helpless and forlorn people like us.

16. (The black bee approached her feet as if to beg

pardon). Get away. Take away your head from my feet. I

know you thoroughly. Being an emissary of Mukunda(an expert

in fraudulent courting) you are trained in the fine art of con-

ciliation and winsomeness by means of sweet words. It is here

at Vraja that he (ungratefully) deserted us who have abandon-

ed our husbands, children, prospects of happiness in the next

world (by conforming to social morality) for his sake. Incon-

stant at heart as he is, what is there to be gained by such recon-

ciliation ?

17. (In his previous incarnation as Dasarathi Rama)
Gruelhearted by nature, like a hunter, (desirous of eating the

flesh of his kill), he (surreptitiously) hit with an arrow Vali,

the king of monkeys. Being dominated by one woman (his con-

sort Slta) , he deformed another woman (Surpanakha) who
approached him with amorous purpose. Like a crow eating up

ball (boiled rice etc. offered in bhuta-yajna), he (as Vamana)

ate up (accepted the worship offered by) King Bali and (un-

gratefully) bound him down ( and threw him in a cave in the

subterranean world.) Now enough of any friendship with that

person of black complexion (Krsna) . But the wealth of his

episodes is too (precious and sweet) to forgo.

i. cara$a raja...ka : We are however not among the gullible women
who fall a victim to his temptations. The term uttama-iloka is applicable

to the partisans of the helpless—VR.

(ii) We are after-all forest dwellers. We only hear that the term

uttama Sloka is used for one who espouses the cause of the indigent and the

helpless but that is not our experience ffor he has no interest in us). VJ.

SG. is interesting. The gist is as follows :

Only low women {k3h striyafr ) or all wdmen fall a victim to him by

bis craftiness in enticing women. Goddess Lak?mi may be worshipping

the dust on his feet but none of us will stoop so low. Only a person of

glorious renown deserves singing' which he is not. Or He has become so

closefisted (and hard-hearted) that he does not see us. (This is of course

ironical).
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18* In this world, many persons who have but once

enjoyed a particle of his delightful sportive deeds which are

(sweet as) nectar to the ears, have shaken themselves free from

conflicting pairs of qualities (like love and hate, pleasure and
pain). Reducing themselves to non- entities1, they have at once

forsaken their homes and members of their families in a berea-

ved state, and have adopted the ascetic way of life like that

of birds (i.e. the way of life of hamsa ascetics) and practice

control of sense-organs8
.

19. Oh messenger of Krs^a ! Let other topics be dis-

cussed. For, like female deer, the gullible female mates of

black-antelopes, which (mistakenly) believe in the enticing

musical notes of the hunter (and get into a trap or are hit with

an arrow), we innocent maid-servants of Krsna trusted in his

crafty professions of love as genuine, and have many times*

seen and suffered from the acute pangs of love created by his

amorous touch of nails.

20. Oh friend of our Darling Lord ! Are you redeputed

by our Beloved that you have come again ? You are an hon-

ourable guest. Dear black-bee ! Please seek whatever you would

like to have from me. Oh gentle-natured bee ! As his consort

Laksmi is always by his side and has a place on his bosom,

how are you going to take up from here to the side of the

Lord, separation from whom is very painful and difficult.

21. Oh gentle black-bee l Is the son of our Gopa-chief

(i.e. Nanda,) now at Mathura back from his preceptor’s

house ? Does he remember his father’s house (i.e. his parents

Nanda and Yafoda) ? Does he ever refer to us his maid-

servants, in his talk ? Would that (he return to Gokula and)

place his arm fragrant with the (pigment of) aguru—sandal

on the crown ofmy head (to soothe me)”

*. The SK wording of the text appears apparently a censure but it

is a praise of the Lord in the deeper sense.

i. Go away out of sight like birds—SG.

s. bahavakaranti : Just as birds fly through the support of the sky, the

Bfffrifi do so through the support of Lord Hari. These ascetics maintain

their body for the Spiritual Knowledge.
bkii?u-&uy4M : indriya-grdma-nigrahamj —SG.

3 . Female deer suffer but onice when hit by an arrow, but our suffer-

ings are life-long.
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Sri Suka said :

22. Having heard this ( expression of ardent love for

Kr§na, Uddhava consoled those Gopls who were eagerly desir-

ous of seeing Krsna, with the messages of their Darling and

addressed them as follows :

Uddhava said :

23. Oh Gopis ! You have completely achieved all the

objects in human life (e.g. dharma
,
artha , kdma, mokfa ) and are

adored and praised by the world, inasmuch as your hearts

are dedicated to the glorious Lord Vasudeva.

24. Devotion unto Krsna is engendered1 by charitable

gifts, observance of vows, austerities, performance of homa

(sacrifice) muttering of a mantra or God’s name, Vedic (scrip-

tural) studies, self-control and such other meritorious acts.

25. It is fortunate of you ‘that you, respectable ladies,

have established such an unsurpassably supreme (standard of)

devotion into the glorious Lord of hallowing renown as is

extremely difficult even for sages.

26. You deserve congratulations as you have renounced

(attachment to) your sons, husbands, your own persons, kith

and kin as well as your homes, and have sought after the

Supreme person Ky?na.

27. Oh highly blessed Gopis 1 Due to your separation

from the Lord, you have accomplished an unflinching, absolute

devotion unto Lord Adhok?aja (Kr^ia) . You have certainly

rendered a great favour unto me by giving me a glimpse of

your ardent devotion to the Lord.

28. Let the message of your dear Lord which will bring

delight to you be heard (alternatively) . It is to convey this

message that I, as a confidant of the Lord, have come here.

The Glorious Lord said :

29. As I pervade all as their Inner Soul, there cannot

be any separation between you and me. Just as the five

elements—the ether, air, fire, water and earth—are found in all

i . v.l., bhaktir na s&dhyatt 'Is not engendered'—VR.
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beings, similarly, I abide (as the support) in the mind, vital

breath, elements, conative and cognitive senses and qualities.

30. By the force ofmy Maya Potency and in association

with bhUtas (elements), the senses and thegunar , I create my-
self (in various forms) within myself, protect them, and des-

troy them.

31. The Self(dfman) is absolutely pure, distinct, untaint-

ed and unconcerned withgtf/zor, an embodiment of conscious-

ness and knowledge. He appears ( as Viiva, Taijasa and Prajna)

in the states of sleep, dream and wakefulness through mental

states (and not directly) which are the creations of Maya.

32.

* Ever alert and vigilant, a person should try to

control that mind with which he broods over the objects of

senses which are unreal like the objects seen in a dream, and

runs after the senses (sense-object) even during wakefulness.

33. According to the opinion of the spiritually wise,

the study of the Vedas, the Yoga (with its eightfold path) ,
the

Sankhya teaching (discriminating between the soul and the

non-soul), renunciation (scvhny&sa)
>
—austerities, control (over

the senses), truthfulness—all these have mind-control as their

goal, even as all the rivers terminate in the ocean.

34. It is with a view to attract your mind constantly to

me while you eagerly meditate upon me, (and thus to secure

our mental nearness) that I, though your beloved, am staying

far away beyond the ken of your eyes.

35. The mind ofwomen is not so much ardently drawn

to and absorbed in their beloved while he lives near,just before

their eyes, as and when he is staying far away.

36. As you have completely dedicated your entire heart

resigning all its activities to me, and are constantly contem-

plating on me, you will attain me within a short time.

37. Those ladies who being detained at Vraja (by their

husbands etc.) could not participate in the R&sa) in the forest,

have attained to me by contemplating on my exploits, Oh
blessed ladies*'.

• Not traced in VJ.
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Sri Suka said :

38. Having heard the message of their most beloved

Lord, the damsels of Vraja whose recollections of Lord Krsna

were revived by it, became highly delighted and spoke to

Uddhava.

The Gopis said :

39. Luckily the tyrant Kamsa, the deadly enemy and

persecutor of Yadus is killed along with his followers. It is a

matter of good fortune that the immortal Lord (Krsna) is

living happily with his relatives who have obtained all their

objects (through his grace)

.

40. (Some asked) : Does Kj*sria, the elder brother of

Gada who was adored by us with affectionate, bashful smiles

and loving glances, impart the same delight to the women of

the city (Mathura), Oh gentle Uddhava?
41

.
(Others asked) : Highly expert in erotics and be-

loved of excellent women as he is, how can he fail to (be won
over) and bound down by their love when he is greeted with

words (expressing love) and amorous gestures by them.

42. (Someone asked) : Does the Lord of cows (or of

Gokula ever remember us, the rustic women, causally, in some

context in the assembly of the urban women of Mathura,

during his free talk of his past life, Oh piousone I
1

43. (Others asked) : Does he ever remember those

nights (at Vraja) when in Vfndavana grove lovely with

blooming lilies and jasmines and resplendent with the full

moon, he sported with us, his beloveds, and when in the ring

of the R&sa dance resonant with the jingling of anklets his

charming stories were sung by us ?

44. (Some asked) : Will Kn$a, the descendent of

Da&rha ever come here to enliven us who are tormented with

grief on account of separation from him, by the life-giving

touch of his limbs, like Indra refreshing woods (scorched with

heat of summer) with rain-clouds.

45. (Others exclaimed) : Why should Kr?$a (bother

to) come here at all when he has obtained a kingdom, slain

i. The adj. implies that Uddhava being pious must tell the truth.

* —SC
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all the enemies, will have married a number of princesses and
is living happily in the company of his friends.

46. (Others gave out the fact of the matter)

What purpose of the Supreme Soul, the Consort of

Laksmi (Kfsna) be served by us, the forest-dwellers or by
others (princesses) , when he himself has all his desires accom-
plished and is perfect (within himself).

47. Even the public woman Pingala1 has observed that

desirelessness is the real happiness. Knowing that as we do,

our longing and hope to meet Krsria is difficult to overcome.

48. Who could detach one’s mind from the secret

talks one had with the Lord of hallowing renown from whose
person Sri seldom dissociates herself, even though he does

not long for her ?

49-50. What a pity 1 The river Yamuna, the mount
Govardhana, the woodlands of Vrndavana, the cows, the

musical notes of flutes—all associated with Krsna withBalarama

as his companion—poignantly remind us again and again of

Krsna, the son of the Gopa Nanda, through his foot-prints

which are the asylum of the goddess Lak$mi. Alas ! It is

simply impossible to forget him. Oh Uddhava.

51. Our hearts have been fascinated and spirited away
with his seductive gait, enchanting laughter, sportive glances,

and honeyed words. How can we forget him. Oh Uddhava ?

52. Oh Lord ! Oh Consort of goddess Lak$mi ! Oh
Lord of Vraja who destroyed our afflictions ! Oh Lord of

cows ! Be pleased to lift up Gokula that is submerged in the

sea of grief.

Sri Suka said :

53. Thereupon, the Gopls whose agonies of separa-

tion from Kr$^a, were removed by the message of KrgQa,
realized that Krsna the Supra-sensuous Lord was within

i. PiAgala—Name of a prostitute in Mithili. Once she was dis-

appointed as none came to her in spite of her waiting, she realized the bliss

of transcending desires and hopes. Avadhfita regarded her as his preceptor
vide, infra n.7 .34, ti.8 . 22-44.
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them—nay was identical with them— and they worshipped

Uddhava with due respects.1 *

54. Uddhava stayed there for some months alleviating

the grief of those cowherd women. He brought delight to

the settlement of those cowherds (Gokula) by glorifying in

songs the delightful stories of Lord Kr§na’s sportive activities.

55. For as many days, Uddhava stayed at Nanda’s

Vraja, (they were so absorbed) in talking about Krsria, those

days of the residents of Vraja flitted away as if they were so

many moments only.

56. Observing devoutly the river Yamuna, Vrndavana,

mount Govardhana, the valleys and the blossoming trees,

(where Kr$na roamed and sported and) which reminded the

people of Vraja of Krsna (causing thereby a longing to see

him) that Servant ofHari spent that time in joyfulness.

57. Uddhava was highly pleased to notice the intense

mental anguish of the Gopis (as described above2
)
caused by

their (longing for and) absorption of their minds in Kr$iia,

Uddhava paid his respects to them and (in justification of

the bowing down to Gopa women by a K$attriya like himself

and sang (of their glory) as follows :

58. “Only these Gopa women have really vindicated

their worthiness of possessing a human body (life as a human
being) since their heart is steeped in Supreme Love (and

devotion) to Lord Kr?na, the protector of cows—a stage

which those who are scared of sarhs&ra ( and aspire after libera-

tion from it i. e. mumukfus) , the sages (who are muktas i. e.

freed from the bondages of sarfisdra) and we (the devotees of

the Lord) aspire. To a person interested in the stories of the

Infinite Lord, what importance is there to the kinds of birth

as a Brahmana (viz. physical heredity from Brahmana parents,

ceremonial birth by means of investiture with the sacred

thread and initiation in the sacred Gayatrl mantra and ritua-

1. They worshipped Uddhava regarding him as if he was Lord

Knoa himself.—VJ.
2. vide Supra vv 4-21 and vv 39-52
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listic birth with consecration for sacrificial performance)1 OR,

Ofwhat use is the repeated birth as four-faced god Brahma if

one has no fascination or liking for the stories of the Infinite

Lord

2

.

59.

What a contrast is this ! (On the one hand) these

rustic forest-dwelling women condemned for adultery8 (in

the eyes of the public as they abandoned their husbands and
offered themselves to Lord Krsna) and their deeprooted
intense absolute devotion to Lord Sri Knna, the Supreme
Soul, on the other. Certainly, the Almighty Lord himself

bestows the highest beatitude upon his devotees who, even

though ignorant, always remember him and resort to him,
just as nectar, the king of medicines when used (unknow-
ingly by an ailing patient, cures him)

.

60. Oh ! How covetable was the blissful Grace that

was showered on the cowherd women of Vraja at the time
of Rasa dance when all their cravings and longings for getting

themselves embraced by the mighty arm of the Lord were
amply satisfied—A grace never enjoyed even by goddess Sri

who is always closely associated with his person, nor by the

celestial damsels whose fragrance and splendour of comple-
xion is like lotuses—What need be said of others ? (Much less

can others expect it).

61. How strongly I desire to be one of these shrubs,

creepers, plants or herbs of Vpidavana which have the good
luck to come in contact with the dust on the feet of these

cowherd women who forsook their relatives so difficult to

abandon, and the traditional path followed by the noble and
the good (which is equally difficult for chaste women to give

up) and took to the path ofdevotion that leads to Lord Kfsna
who is sought after by the Vedas.

1 . This explanation it based on the ist way dissolving the compound
in the text :

anatita-katha-rasasya : Ananta+kathS+rasa.

2 . This will be the interpretation if the compound in text mentioned
above is dissolved as Ananta+kathd+a-rasa—SR.

3> SO. regards this as a comparison between Gopls and Uddhava who
call themselves: oayam vyabhicdra-duftcHi—we who are averse to pious deeds.
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62. The Gopis dispelled all the agonies of their heart

by embracing Lord Krsna’s lotus-feet placed on their

bosoms during Rasa dance—the lotus-feet of the Lord which

are adored by the goddess Sri, god Brahma and others who
have accomplished all their desires, and by masters of yoga

in their hearts.

63. I bow down again and again the dust under the

feet of the damsels of Nanda’s Vraja, whose loud singing of

the stories of Lord Hari sanctifies the three worlds.

Sri Suka said :

64. Then, after taking leave of the Gapls, YaSoda and
Nanda and bidding good-bye to Gopas, Uddhava, the scion

of Daiarha, became ready to depart (on his return journey)

and mounted his chariot.

65. When he just got out of his house, Nanda and

others brought in their hands different presents (presumably

for Kr$$a and Balarama) and with eyes dimmed with tears of

love, spoke to him affectionately as follows :

66. “May all our mental activities be concentrated on

the lotus-feet of Lord Krsna. May our speech (oral activities)

be ever engaged in uttering the name of the Lord and may
our body

(
physical activities) be engaged in bowing to him

(and doing such worshipful services).

67. Wandering whithersoever (or in whatever species

of birth) we be, as a result of our karman (actions) or by the

will of the Almighty Lord, may our love be constant in the

Supreme Lord Kf$ria in consequence of our auspicious deeds

and charitable gifts (performed by us in our past lives)’*

68. Thus honoured by the cowherds through their devo-

tion to Krsna, Uddhava returned to Mathura protected by

Kftpa, Oh King Pariksit.

69. Lying prostrate before Kr$na, he reported to Kj'?i?a

the effusion of intense devotion of the people of Vraja (unto

him) , and handed over the presents (sent by the cowherds) to

Vasudeva, Balarama and King Ugrasena.
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CHAPTER FORTYEIGHT

Visit to the Houses of Trivakra and AkrUra

Sri Suka said :

1. Now knowing the earnest desire of the maid-servant

Trivakra who was pining with passionate love for him, the

Almighty Lord, the In-dwelling soul of all, who is omniscient,

went to her house with an intention to gratify her cherished

desire.

2. The house was equipped with highly costly articles

of furniture; was enriched with means of stimulating erotic

passions, was decorated with garlands of pearls, flags, cano-

pies, beds, seats, was perfumed with fragrant incenses, lights

(emitting sweet scent)
,
wreaths of flowers and perfumes.

Texts ofVR and SD add :

2A. (It was beautified with beautiful paintings in various

colours pertaining(or designed according) to kama&dstra (science

of Erotics)

.

3. Beholding that he was coming, she (Tri-vakra) in a

flurry, quickly rose from her seat, went forward along with her

female companions to pay him due respect, and warmly receiv-

ed him by offering a high, comfortable seat and other articles

of worship.

4. Uddhava also was similarly received as a pious

person, but he touched with his hand (to pay respects to) the

seat offered to him, and sat on the floor. (To carry out his

part as a man) Kf?na also, following the practice of the world,

(got up from his seat and of his own accord quickly entered

the bed-room furnished with costly bed.

5. Embellishing herself after bath, with cosmetics, fine

clothes, ornaments, garlands of flowers, scents, betel-leaves

chewing, ncctarlike drinks and the like, she approached Krsna,

the Lord of goddess Lak$mi—oglinghim with amorous glances

and bashful sportive smiles.

6. He called to his side that beautiful woman who was

a bit nervous and hesitant through bashfulness, as it was their

first meeting. He took her by the hand that was adorned

with bracelets and made her sit on the bed. He gave that
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charming lady her desired pleasure for the slight act of merit

she had done, by offering him the pigment (at his request,

while going to Kamsa for service).

7. Enjoying the fragrance of his feet, swept off the

agonies in her breast and bosom specially tormented by love-

fever, and those of her eyes as well, by (the soothing touch of)

his feet. She clasped in her arms her beloved Krsna, the em-

bodiment of bliss who was now on her bosom and thus got rid

of the suffering of separation she had gone through, for a long

time.

8. Alas ! Having thus obtained in return for the offer

of pigment the presence of the Lord of the Absolute state

(who confers Final Beatitude)
,

the Supreme Ruler of the

Universe so difficult to attain, the unfortunate woman begged

of him the following.

9. She said, “Oh beloved-most Lord ! Be pleased to

stay with me for some days here in my house and give me the

pleasure of your company. Oh lotus-eyed god ! I cannot forgo

your company.”

10. Having conferred upon her the boon as per her

desire and having honoured her (with presents) ,
the Lord of

all the universe who respects others, returned with Uddhava

to his (Vasudeva’s) splendid palace.

11. Having propitiated the All-pervading Lord Visnu,

the Supreme Ruler of all rulers of the universe (like god Brahma)

who is so very difficult to be pleased, a person who seeks what

is agreeable to the mind (viz. the pleasures of the sense) is

certainly a man of perverted intelligence inasmuch as the so-

called pleasures are trivial (and not worth craving).

12.

With a desire to do a good turn to Akrura in his

interest and with the intention of sending him on some errand,

Lord Kr?na accompanied by Balarama and Uddhava went

to the house of Akrura.

13.

Seeing from a distance that those greatest among
foremost ofmen who were his own relations, were coming, he

was overjoyed. He rose from his seat and went forward to

receive them. He embraced them and honoured them.
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14.* He bowed down to Kr?na and Balarama (as he

knew their divine nature, though they were his juniors in age)

and was reciprocally respected by them. When they were

comfortably seated, he worshipped them with due formalities

15-16. He washed their feet and sprinkled over his

head that water (with which he washed them). He received

them respectfully by presenting articles of worship such as rich

clothes, excellent perfumes, wreathes of flowers and ornaments.

He bowed them bending down his head and kneaded their

feet after taking them in his lap. Modest and devoted as he

was, Akrura submitted Lord Kfsna and Balarama as follows:

17. “How fortunate it is that the wicked Kamsa along

with his followers has been killed by you both and this clan of

yours has been not only rescued from the (seemingly) unending

harassment and difficulties but is made prosperous as well.

18. Both of you constitute Pradhana (Primordial

matter) and Purusa (the self, in Sankhya terminology). Both

of you constitute ( the material and efficient) causes of universe

and are inherent in it. Without you neither cause nor effect

can exist.

19. Oh Lord Kr^^a who is the Supreme Brahman It-

self ! Having evolved the universe through your potencies (such

as rajas and others) you have entered into it (as its Indwelling

Soul or Inner Controller) ! you appear as many in various in-

numerable forms which are within the ken of sight and hearing.

20. Just as the constituent elements like earth, water,

fire etc exhibit themselves in various forms of beings mobile

and immobile as through various species of creatures, so your

honour who is the one, absolute, self-dependent Supreme self,

manifest yourself in innumerable forms (in various species

such as human beings, beasts etc. and in various stages of life

such as child, youth etc. which are but your creations (and thus

appear as many)

.

21. Through your potencies in the form of gunas viz.

rajas, sattva and tamos
,
you evolve, protect and dissolve the

universe. But you are not bound or affected either by the^iqzas or

by the actions. Essentially constituted of pure knowledge and

• Not traced in VJ.*s text.
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consciousness as you are, nothing could work as a limiting

condition on you. *

22. As physical body and other limiting conditions

(which are supposed to subject the soul to limitations and bond-

age) are not observed predicable in your case, no birth or

difference can be predicated of the soul in reality (much less so

in the case of the Supreme Soul viz. your honour) . There is

no bondage or Liberation (mokfa) therefrom for you. It is our

lack of discrimination and ignorance which project these on

you.

23. Whenever this ancient path (of religion prescribed

in the Vedas promulgated by you for the good of the world is

threatened with obstruction by the false heterodox creeds, your

honour assumes a form (constituted) of pure, unalloyed sattva

guna (for the re-establishment of the original Vedic path)

.

24. You are that Supreme Lord, now incarnated in the

house of Vasudeva along with Balarama, your partmanifesta-

tion, with the mission of removing the burden of the earth by

slaying one hundred akfauhiyis of kings born with non-celestial

i.e. demonic asura arhia and also to enhance the glory of your

(Yadu) race.

25. Oh Supreme Ruler ! Today our homes have been

rendered highly blessed and fortunate indeed inasmuch as they

are visited by you who are the creator and the preceptor ofthe

world, the very embodiment of all gods, ancestors, beings and

the kings and the water washing whose feet (viz. the river Ganga)

hallows the three worlds. Oh Supra-sensuous Lord !

26. What learned person would seek resort to any

person other than you who are so beloved of your devotees,

true of word, friendly and grateful and who bestow on all his

votaries and friends who resort to you, their desired objects

—

nay his own self which is above decay or growth.

27. Oh Janardana ! Luckily you, access to whom is very

difficult even to the great masters ofYoga as well to the lords

pf gods, have become manifest to us. Be pleased to cut off

cords your May& quickly (and immediately) regarding sons,

wives, money, relatives and of our very body.
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Sri Suka said

:

28. The glorious Lord Hari who was worshipped and
glorified by his votary Akrura, spoke to him smilingly, and
addressed to Akrura hypnotising him as it were with his sweet

and pleasant words.

The Lord said :

29. “You are our elderly relative (or preceptor), uncle.

You are our ever praiseworthy relative. We are after all your

children who are to be protected, nourished and looked after

with compassion.

30. Highly blessed and most adorable persons like your

honour should always be waited upon by persons desirous of

achieving their summum bonum . For gods are always intent on
achieving their own purpose (and are selfish), but saintly

persons are never so selfish at all. (They oblige you without

any expectation in return while gods won’t grant you anything

unless they are pleased by the offer of oblations in the sacrifice

etc. Hence saints are greater then gods).

31* Not that the holy places (
tirthas

) consisting of water

and gods represented in earth and stone images do not purify

but they do so after a pretty long time, while saintly persons

sanctify one immediately at the first sight.

32. You are verily the worthiest of our friends. With the

object of doing some good to pan^avas and making enquiries

(probing the real state of affairs) about them, please do go to

Hastinapura.

33. We have heard that after the death of their father

those grieving children along with their grief-strikenmother were

brought by the king Dhrtarastra to his capital and they stay

there.

34. It is certain that king Dhrtarastra, the son of

Ambika who is both blind and of poor intellect, is under the

control of his wicked son and does not treat them impartially.

* The term Ttrtha does not connote a storage of water but it is the

deity presiding over them that is implied. The same is the case with images

of gods made of earth or stone. But these deities have to be served for a

long time to please them. But not so the saints—VJ.
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35. Do go now and ascertain his present behaviour

(with them) whether it be good or otherwise. After 'knowing

the facts correctly we shall so manage (the situation) as will be

conducive to the welfare and happiness of our friends/'

36. Having briefed Akrura (regarding his mission to

Hastinapura) the glorious Almighty Lord Hari straightway

returned to his palace along with fialarama and Uddhava.

CHAPTER FORTYNINE

Akrura*s Mission to Hastinapura

Sri Suka said :

1-2. Having arrived at Hastinapura, the noted capital

of the great and glorious kings of the Puru dynasty, he saw

there Dhrtarasfra, the son of Ambika along with Bhisma,

Vidura, Kunti : Bahlika along with his son Somadatta, Drona,

the descendant of Bharadvaja along with Krpa of the Gautama

family, Karna, Suyodhana (i.e. Duryodhana), Agvatthaman,

the son of Drona, Pantfavas and other friends thereof.

3. Having met his relatives in the appropriate manner

(to establish closer contacts)
,
Akrura, the son of Gandinl, was

respectfully enquired about by them about their friends ( at

Mathura) and he also reciprocally asked them about their well

being.

4. With a view to probe and know in depth the behavi-

our of the king whose sons were wicked and who was himself

feeble-minded, and who was guided by the will of the wicked

(like Sakuni)
,
Akrura stayed there many months.

5-6. Pjrtha (Kunti) and Vidura completely reported to

him all the wicked acts such as administering poison (to

Bhima) and others by Dhrtara^ra’s sons who could not tolerate

and felt jealous of Pandavas* majesty, prowess, physical

strength, heroism, modesty and other excellent virtues as well

as the love and loyalty the subjects had for them; they also

told him what they intended to do (to harm Pa^avas)

.
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7. Approaching her brother (cousin) Akrura who came
to visit her, Kunti (Pftha) remembered her birth-place and
with her eyes full of tears enquired :

8. “Oh gentle Akrura ! Do my parents ( Surasena and
Marisa), brothers (Vasudeva and others), sisters ( Sruta-deva

etc.), nephews (Krsna, Balarama and others), respectable

ladies in the house (like Devaki and others) and female friends

remember me ?

9. Does my nephew, the glorious Lord Krsna, the pro-

tector of his dependants and affectionate to his votaries, and

the lotus-eyed Balarama ever remember the sons of their pater-

nal aunt?

10. Would Kr§na care to comfort with words of consola-

tion me who am grieving here in the midst of enemies like a

female deer in the midst of wolves. Would he do so to my
children who are now fatherless.

11. Oh Kr?na ! Krsna ! Oh greatyogtn ! Oh Soul of the

Universe ! Oh Creator of the world ! Be kind and protect me
who have sought Your protection, Oh Govinda, I am suffering

along with my children.

12. To persons who are afraid of death and of the cycle

of births (
samsdra

) , I do not see any other refuge except the

lotus feet of yours—of the Supreme which confer Liberation

from sariisdra.

13. Bow to Krsna, the pure Brahman (unalloyed with

Maya) , the Supreme Soul, the Lord of Yogas, the very embodi-

ment ofyoga ! I have sought asylum in you.”

Sri Suka said :

14. In this way, remembering her relatives, and Krsna,

the Ruler of the world, your paternal great-grand mother

lamented loudly, in grief.

15. Akrura who looked upon pleasure and pain with

equanimity and Vidura of great glory, consoled Kunti by tell-

ing her the divine parentage of her sons (and their mission

to help Kr?na in the reduction of the burden of the earth)

.

16. When he was about to return to Mathura, Akrura

approached King Dhftaratfra who practised discrimination

between his sons and Pa^avas and was specially partial and
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attached to his sons. He communicated to the king in the midst

of his relatives, the message of his well-intentioned relations

such as Kj:s$a and others.

AkrUra said :

1 7. Oh son of Vicitravirya ! You are the enhancer of

the glory of the Kuru race ! But after the demise of your bro-

ther Paijdu, you have now occupied the throne (in stead of

installing Pandu’s son—the legal heir—on the throne).

18. By governing the earth with piety (and as per code

of righteous government), pleasing your subjects by your

(spotless) character and behaving with strict impartiality with

your relatives, you can still attain prosperity and good reputa-

tion.

19. If you act otherwise, you will be censured in this

world and shall go to dark hell hereafter. You, therefore, treat

impartially your sons and the Pandavas.

20. There is no possibility of having eternal companion-

ship with anybody at any time in this world—not even with

one's body. What need be said of contacts with one’s wife and

sons, Oh King.

21. A creature comes into being alone and it dies alone,

all by itself. It is all alone when it experiences the fruits of good

deeds or suffers the consequences of his evil actions.

22. Otherswho go under the name of sons (lit. one deserv-

ing nourishment) carry away the wealth accumulated by unfair

means of this dull-witted fellow, as the brood of acquatic

animals share waters.

23. A foolish person who unrighteously nourishes life,

wealth, sons and others under the wrong notion that they are

his own, finds himself deserted by them, for good, even when
he has not yet accomplished his objective of enjoying them.

24. A person not knowing his real interest, being desert-

ed by them (viz. wealth, sons etc. which he regarded as his

own) carries the load of his sins himselfas he is averse to reli-

gion and with his hopes of enjoyment, unfulfilled, he enters

the hall of blinding darkness.

25. Oh King ! Realizing that this world is like a dream.
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illusion or an idle fancy, you control your own mind by your-

self and be impartial and serene, Oh Lord.

Dhrtar&ftra replied :

26. Oh Danapati (the most distinguished donor of chari-

ties
)

! As your honour utters this sweet, salutary speech, I do
not feel sated with it, just as a mortal would feel after obtaining

the nectar.

27. Oh gentle-natured Akrura ! Your sweet and righte-

ous advice, however, does not get fixed in my fickle mind which

is partial through affection towards my sons, any more than a

flash of lightening into the mount Sudaman.

28. What human being can violate the decree of the

Supreme Ruler who has now descended in Yadu’s race for

removing the burden of the earth.

29. Bow unto that Supreme Lord who, having created

this universe by his Maya of incomprehensible ways and hav-

ing entered it afterwards (as the Inner Controller) he appor-

tions the karmas and their fruits, and whose sportive acts which

are very difficult to comprehend and who is the main cause

and the ultimate goal of this wheel of transmigration (.sathsara ).

Sri Suka said :

30. Having thus gauged the mind of the king Dhrtarastra

and taking leave of his well-wishers and relatives, Akrura of the

Yadava clan, returned to Mathura.

31. Oh Parik?it (the scion of the Kuru race) ! (After his

arrival at Mathura) , he reported to Balarama and Krsna, the

behaviour ofDhrtarastra towards Pandavas—the maiu purpose

of his deputation to Hastinapura.
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CHAPTER FIFTY*

Settlement at the Fort of Doarakd

Sri Suka said :

1 . Asti and Prapti were the two queens of Kamsa Oh
prominent Bharata. When their husband was slain, they

were afflicted with sorrow. They went to their father's house.

2. Stricken with grief, they reported fully to their

father Jarasandha, king of Magadha, the cause of their widow*

hood.

3. Hearing that unpleasant account, he was filled with

grief and indignation, Oh King Parik$it. He made a great

endeavour to wipe out the Yadavas from the face of the earth.

4. Accompanied with an army of twenty-three akfauKinis

Jarasandha besieged Mathura, the capital of Yadus, on all

sides.

5-6. Observing the army ofJarasandha was surging forth

like a sea overflowing its coastal limits, and that His capital was

besieged by it and His own people were struck with panic, the

glorious Lord Hari who assumed a human form with a special

mission (of removing the burden of the earth) considered the

measures suitable for the exigencies of that time and place and

also the purpose of His incarnation (on the earth).

7-8. “I shall now destroy this army amounting to

many ak$auhinls consisting of infantry, cavalry, chariot-corps

and elephants, in the service of Jarasandha’s tributary princes

and brought together (and deployed ) by Jarasandha, King of

Magadha, as this force is nothing but an accumulated

burden to the earth. But Jarasandha should not be killed, as

he will again make efforts and mobilise more forces (and help

disburdenment of the earth)

.

9. This incarnation of Mine is for this mission, viz.

removal of the burden of the earth, protection of the righteous

and the elimination of the wicked.

*Henceforth there is much divergence in the Texts of $R and VJ.
For the convenience of readers, additional verses in VJ are translated in

the footnotes and the additional special chapters in VJ axe given separa-

tely as an Appendix to the X Skandha.
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10. Another personality (e.g. the boor incarnation) has

been assumed by me for the protection of the path of righteous-

ness and termination of the unrighteousness when it becomes

predominant, at times.*

1 1 . While Krsna was thinking in this way, there des-

cended near him, from the sky, two chariots refulgent like the

sun, (each) equipped with military appurtenances (armour,

banner etc.) and manned by charioteers.**

* (Here the Text ofVJ. gives thefollowing additional terses).

io. i While Krsna was pondering thus, the mighty king of Magadha
with his big aimy, laid >iege to Mathura including its groves and parks.

10.2-4. According to the commands of Jarasandha, the Magadhan
king, Kalihga, Cekitana, Dantavaktra, Viduratha, Ulmuka, Venudari,
&alva and the wicked-minded &isupkla, king of Caidyas, reached the,

eastern gate (of Mathura) and blocked it. Vinda, Anuvinda of Avanti,

Virata, Darada, Ekalavya, Balhika and the king of Panjab (land of five

rivers) besieged the southern gate.

10.5-6. Directed by Jarasandha, the powerful king Paundraka,
Yudhamanyu, Brhai-K?atra, Salva, Bhurisravas, Uttamaujas, Rukmi,
Druma, Sudaksina assailed the western gate and beleaguered the city of

Mathura.

10. 7-8. Drupada Sisupala, Trigarta, Jayadratha, $akuni, Soma-
datta and the mighty Kuninda—all proud of their power—proceeded to

the northern gate under the leadership ofJarasandha and laid siege there,

Oh prominent Bharata.

10.9 Like a sea overflowing its coastal limits, they blockaded all

the four gates. Uttering war-cries, blowing conches a number of times,

they became ready for action and beat thousands of kettle-drums.

iu.io. Hearing that tumultuous uproar of the combined forces of

those kings at the gates, which resembled the roaring of the inundating

oceans at the end of the universe, Knria was not at all disturbed in mind

like a proud mighty lion on hearing the howling of a pack ofjackals.

** The Vrindavana edition quotes in VJ.’s com. the following verses

as additions in VJ.’s text :

1 1. 1
(There appeared) the terrific yet beautiful discus Sudarsan

a

of thousand spokes, and the auspicious heavy mace named Kaumodakt as it

belonged to Narayaiia who imparts delight and happiness to the world.

11.2 (There appeared) the most formidable bow called Sfirfiga,

bent at three points and equipped with a string; sword called Nandaka of

sharp edge and pointed at the end; two light and attractive quivers with

inexhaustible store of arrows.
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12. Seeing their ancient celestial weapons appearing

there of their own accord, Krsna, the Supra-Sensuous Lord*

spoke to Balarama.

1 3. “Look, Oh respectable brother, the great peril that

is threatening to befall Yadus, of whom you are the protector*

Oh Powerful Lord. Behold, this chariot of yours has arrived

along with your favourite weapons.

14. Getting into this vehicle, wipe out this (hostile)

army and rescue your people from the impending disaster.

Our incarnation is certainly for this purpose, Oh powerful

Lord, that we should afford protection and felicity to the

righteous.

15. Remove the burden of the earth now known as “the

army of twentythree akfauhinls” Having planned together thus,

both the descendants ofDaSarha (viz. Krsna and Balarama)

put on their armours (armed with their respective weapons

and accompanied with a small band of selected warriors

mounted their chariots and sallied forth from the city of

Mathura.*

1

1.3

(The chariot was yoked with) horses called Saibya, Sugriva,

Meghapu$pa and Balahaka. And a heavy and sturdy plough and a club

(pestle) for Balarama.

1 1 ,4-A. These weapons alighted from the sky for using them in the

battle.

1 5. 1 Oh King Parik$it I Accompanied with a small army consisting

of many prominent Yadus well-armed and clad in coats of mail, both of

them rushed out of the great city.

15.2 When Ktfna came out of his residence, he summoned all

Vr?nis and commanded them to defend forthwith the four gates of the

city.

1 5.3 Kr$na deployed Vasudeva, Nisatha, Kftavarma and Uddhava
at the eastern gate, Oh descendant of Bharata !

15.4 Hari sent to defend the northern gate Ugrasena, Sudaman*
Pfthu and Viprthu.

15.5 Hari sent tp the Western gate extremely powerful warriors

Satyaki, Gada, Prasena and Akrura, the son of Glndinl.

15.6*7 Ktfria of supremely heroic lustre, equipped with weapons of

his choice, himself with D&ruka as bis charioteer and with Balar&ma to

help him, sallied forth through the northern gate. The Lord of the uni-

verse blew out his conch of very loud sound, inspiring terror in Daityas

and Dflnavas. *
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16. Surrounded by a small force, both of them kjr$£a

and Balarama equipped themselves with their beautiful

weapons and went out of the city. Hari with Daruka as his

charioteer came out of the city and blew conch.

17. It (the challenging conch-blowing) sent a cold

shivering of shudder in the hearts of the armies of the enemy.

Seeing them both, Jarasandha said : ‘Oh Krsna ! Meanest

of all men* (also ‘to whom other men are inferior’, ‘the

best among men’).

13.8 Krsna, the consort of goddess Laksmi, smilingly spoke to

Daruka who had occupied the front seat (of the chariot-driver), in the

chariot.

The Glorious Lord diruted :

Take the chariot to the place where &i£upala the king of Caidyas,

and Jarlsandha, the king of Magadhas, have taken their positions, Oh
knower of military duties ( dharma ). I shall thoroughly satisfy with my
arrows, the (itch of fighting of all the) kings very proud of fighting.

«!>n Suka continued :

15.9 Thus directed by the Lord, Daruka quickly drove the horses to

that spot and Govinda, the conqueror of inimical forces, roared like a lion.

15.10 Blaring out his conch, Balarama also sent forth a roar like a

lion that shuddered the hostile forces, causing nervous anxiety and fear

in their hearts.

1 5. 1 1 At the eastern gate there was a terrible light between the

Yadus and the (attacking) princes, eight princes (like Kalinga etc.)

fighting with the four (such as Vasudeva and others) . It was a miraculous

sight indeed.

15.12 At the southern gate, there was tough fighting between Yadus
who were inspired with confidence by Krsna and the inimical princely

forces.

15.13 At the western gate also the battle between formidable

Yadava archers and the army of opposing princes was so thrilling that it

made one’s hair stand on their ends,

15.14 Fired with the ambition of conquering both the worlds (here

and hereafter), Yadus, though beaten by princes valorous as the king of

gods, did not recede from the battlefield, Oh King.

15.15 In that battle, god Vi?nu (i.e. Lord Kr?na) beloved of the

three worlds, an eminently brave member of the Yadava clan, reached

the spot where the most terrible kings of Caidya (Sisupala) and of

Magadha (viz. Jar&sandha) were positioned.
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18. I do not wish to fight with a young boy like you as

you are alone. It is shameful (to fight with you). I won’t fight

with you who lay concealed so long (out of Kamsa’s fear)

you stupid fellow ! The murderer of relatives ! You go away
(Fighting is not your profession) as you are a gupta (a man
of VaiS’ya community, as you are the son of the cowherd

Nanda.

19. Oh Balarama ! If you have faith and confidence

in you, muster some courage and fight with me. Go to heaven

leaving your body shattered with my arrows or kill me (if

you dare).

The glorious Lord replied :

20. “Those who are really brave do not boast but dis-

play their valour. We do not take seriously the words of those

who are delirious (or of unbalanced mind through grief due

to the death of your son-in-law) or who are on the point of

death (as you are now).”

21. Jarasandha, the foster-son of the demoness Jara,

assailed both Balarama and Krsna, the descendants of Madhu,
and surrounded them both, their detachment of soldiers,

vehicles (chariots)
,

flags, horses, charioteers with a big

formidable army, just as a tempestuous wind would cover

the sun with clouds or the fire with particles of dust.

22. Finding that the chariots of Krsna and Balarama

which were distinguished by the ensigns with the figures of

Garutfa and Palmyra tree had become invisible in that battle,

the women of Mathura who occupied seats on the top of the

ramparts, mansions and towers were struck with grief and

fell in swoon.

23. Perceiving that his own army was sorely afflicted by

incessant showers of extremely sharp arrows from the cloud-

like inimical forces, Hari twanged His excellent bow called

Verse i8.i . §R. gives a complimentary interpretation of the line :

guptena hi tvny&'manda na yotsye ydhi bandhuhan /

With you who, being the Inner controller of all beings, are beyond

the ken of sight. Oh highly intelligent person ! You are the destroyer of

Auidyd ! Be pleased to come (let me attain to you).
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Sarriga which was held in high esteem (lit. adored) by both
gods and demons alike.

24. And taking out arrows from the quiver, and setting

them on the bow, pulling the bow-string and discharging

vollies of sharp arrows, he incessantly shattered down chariots,

elephants, horses and infantry-men, whirling the bow like a

fire-brand. *

* Here VJ's Text adds thefollowing verses :

24.1 Then Kftna applied to his mouth and loudly blew the conch

Pancajanya. which, white like the moon in appearance, gave out a loud

blast that spelt death to Daityas, and gave courage and comfort to Yida-

vas who were struck down with hosts of Kfatriya forces.

24.2 Hearing the most defeaning terrible blast of the conch, the

kings, at every point, lost courage at the terrific sound. The warriors on

the Yadava side assisted by their army, raised their weapons and put down

the army of opposing kings.

24.3 The Yadava warriors felt encouraged by Hari’s twanging of

the Sirftga bow. They immediately rushed onwards against the enemies,

discharged volleys of arrows and put to flight all the kings at the four

gates.

24.4 SiSupala, the king of Caidya’s, who bent his bow almost in a

circle, challenged and threatened Kr^na saying, “OhKr?na! Stop, halt, Oh
Kr?na.”

24.5 Kr?na rushed at him showering on him innumerable sharp

arrows washed with oil, from his bow which was bent practically into a

circle.

24.6 Thereupon SiiupSla, the son of Damagho?a, took out five

terrible arrows. With four of them he hit the horses and with one the

charioteer, quickly.

24.7 He quickly set ten arrows on the bow and discharged them at

Kr?na, the slayer of the demon Madhu. He gave out a roar like a lion

and all this happened as if like a miracle.

24.8 At that (SisupSla’s exploit) Kr?pa applauded him, crying out,

"Well done ! Bravo 1 Oh Sifupila, you are a great archer. You are a

hero and a powerful one at that.

94.9-15 Now you wicked-minded fellow, see my expertness in

archery by experiencing it personally.” While Kftna was speaking thus, all

the kings simultaneously discharged and hit Kr?na with sharp arrows.

Kftna hit each of them with five shafts, dispatching the charioteer and

four hones of each chariot to the abode of the god of Death. Kr?p a, the

delighter of the Yadus, pierced each of the kings with three arrows, on

the chest, in the mouth and on the forehead, in the battle. The valiant

leader of the Yadus quickly cut down the thirty bows of the thirty kings
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25. The elephants fell down with their temples* split up;

a number of horses with their necks cut off with arrows fell

down. The chariots stood with the horses, charioteer and the

warrior killed and flag staff broken. The foot-soldiers had their

arms, thighs and necks cut down.

26. There flowed forth hundreds of streams of blood

issued from the shattered bodies of soldiers, elephants and horses

which were teeming with (floating acquatic) serpent-like

(hacked down) arms, rolling tortoise-like human heads, they

were studded with islets of elephant-bodies and were infested

with crocodiles in the from of (dead) horses.

27. Therein were hands and thighs of men like fishes,

the locks of human hair like moss, bows like ripblcs and

weapons like bushes. The shields (or wheels) were like terrible

whirl-pools and ornaments of big and costly precious stones

formed the stones and sand in them.

28. By Balarama of infinite prowess (who was) knocking

down with his pestle the proud and powerful enemies in that

battle, there started streams of blood which struck terror in the

hearts of the cowards and inspired matrial delight and courage

in the valiants.

29. Oh dear Pariksit ? That army impassable and terri-

ble like an ocean of vast limitless (unfordable) expanse and

directed (lit. protected) by Jarasandha was completely annihi-

lated. This was a supreme sportive feat of the sons of

Vasudeva who were the Lords of the world.

with thirty shafts in that battle. He laughingly cut off the bow even of

£ifup&la, the son of Damagho;a, and with three shafts cut down the flag,

his crown and the umbrella. Thereupon Kr?na, the descendant of Madhu,

fitted ten Bhalla type of arrows on his £irnga bow. He drew the bow-

strings up to the ear and hit Siiupala with them in the battle. The army of

the kfattiyas which was pierced with arrows became confounded.

24.16. The hostile army, the horses, charioteers and chariots of

which were killed and destroyed, became helpless as there was nobody to

save it, as if it was struck with tempestuous winds at the end of world

which blows away hills, trees and creepers.

24.17. Keeping all the while the Magadhan army in view, Kr?na

of ferocious valour, continued discharging arrows, blowing his conch and

twanging his bow incessantly and moving it in a circle like a fire-brand, in

the battle.
*
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30. There is nothing surprising in the defeat of the

hostile forces in the case of Krsna of infinite excellence who,

out of sportiveness, brings about by His will, the creation, pro-

tection and destruction of the three worlds. This is however an

attempt to describe the story of the Lord who imitates the ways

of the mortals.*

31. Like a lion powerfully seizing another lion,

Balarama took Jarasandha a captive who, though extremely

powerful himself, had lost his chariot and the whole of the

army and was left alone alive.

32. With a view to achieve His purpose of (destroying

demonic forces which would be mobilised by Jarasandha) he

forbade Jarasandha’s being bound with the nooses of Varuna

and cords of human beings (by Balarama) although Jarasandha

had put to death many enemies (in the past).

33-34. Released and allowed to go by Krsria and

Balarama, the Protectors of the world, Jarasandha who was

highly respected by warriors, felt ashamed. He made up his

mind ( to retire from politics and) to perform penance. But on

his way (to the forest) he was dissuaded by (his friendly)

kings with expressions conveying the import of sacred texts

(and quotations from Sastras

)

as well as popular maxims and

words of worldly wisdom. They convinced him by the argu-

ment:) “Your defeat by the Yadus is the consequence of the

bondage of your karma (actions in past life)”.

* Here VJ.'s text adds :

30.1. When all his army was annihilated and the remaining soldiers

fled away, the extremely mighty Jarasandha, alone in his chariot confron-

ted Balarama, the wielder of the plough (as a weapon).

30.2. Both of them were enormously big like mountains, proud like

intoxicated elephants. Bred with indignation and possessed of great

strength. They fought with each other.

30.3. Jarasandha who was overwhelmed with wrath, took up his

heavy mace (Gadd) and turning it round a hundred times, hurled it at the

chest of Balarama.

30.4. Dodging the onward dashing gadd, big and heavy like a

mountain peak, Balar&ma, the wielder of a plough (as his weapon) smil-

ingly made his attempt fruitless.

30.5. Having rendered the mace ineffective by striking it with his

pestle, the wrathful Balarflma struck it against the chariot and killed his

charioteer.
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35. With all his army annihilated and himself slighted

by the Lord by showing indifference to him, king Jarasandha,

the son of Brhad-ratha returned to Magadha with his heart

weighed with despair and melancholy.

36. Krsna also whose army was unscathed (as the

wounds of his soldiers immediately healed with his nectarine

glance and who had crossed over the ocean of the inimical

forces (by crushing them) ,
was applauded (with words “Well

done ! Bravo”) and was showered over with flowers by gods.

37. He returned to his capital while his victory was

being celebrated in songs by the congregations of the citizens of

Mathura and bards like Suta, Magadha and Bandins whose

hearts were delighted with the total disappearance of the

feverish panic (caused by the siege of Mathura)

.

38. As the Lord entered the capital, conches, drums,

kettledrums, trumpets were loudly and incessantly sounded and

lutes, flutes and mrdarlgas were every now and then played

upon.

39-40. The roads of the city were sprinkled with water.

The population was jubilant. The city was decorated with

flags and was resonant with the recitation of the Vedas.

Ornamental arches with festoons suspended were erected all

over the way. (By way of worship and reception) Krsna was

showered over with flowers and tender shoots by women; curds

mixed with unbroken grains of rice were applied to his fore-

head and he was gazed with affection by the people with

their loving eyes full ofjoy.

41. The Lord (Krsna) presented to Ugrasena, the king

ofYadus, all the spoils of the battle, the untold treasure (left

behind by the flying army) and the ornaments and jewelry of

the warriors (killed and hence) lying on the battle field.*

* The Textus ornatior ofVJ. gives a number of additional verses and
chapters. This additional material has made the Kr?na legend more com-
prehensive and attractive. Readers are recommended to read the addi-

tional verses in the footnotes and additional chapters which are given as
Appendix to this Skandha.

From verse 41 here VJ. adds three more interesting chapters describ-

ing the repeated attacks of Jarisandha in Mathurfi and the journey of
Kftna and BalarSma to the South (probable to find a suitable place for

the Yadavas at a safe distance from MagadhaJ and hfpv Krjna killed
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42. In this manner Jarasandha, king of Magadhas
mobilised every time an army of the same (twentythree)

number of Akfauhinis and fought for seventeen times (in succes-

sion) with the Yadus who were protected by Lord Kfs^a.

43. (In every expedition) the Vrsnis completely des-

troyed the whole of his army through the dint of Krsna’s spiri-

tual power. With his forces completely slaughtered and him-
self allowed to escape by the enemies, king Jarasandha returned

to his capital.

44. While the eighteenth invasion was imminent, there

appeared in the interval, a Yavana hero (Kalayavana) who was
despatched by Narada. 1

45. Kalayavana (who regarded himself as) the match-
less hero in this world, heard (the report from Narada) that

Vrsnis were his equals in war. He invaded and laid siege to

Mathura with three crores of Mlecchas( barbarians).

46-47. Seeing him (with that vast army ) , Krsna who
had Balarama as His companion, conferred (with him), “Alas 1

A great calamity is bafalling Yadus on both sides (from

Kalayavana and Jarasandha. Today this Yavana with his

vast army has completely beleaguered us. Jarasandha, the

king of Magadha also will be coming today, tomorrow or day
after tomorrow.

48. If Jarasandha, the son of Jara, comes while both

of us are engaged in fighting with this (Kalayavana), the

mighty Magadhan king will massacre our clansmen or take

them captive to his capital.

49. Therefore, let us construct today a fortress inacces-

sible to human beings (lit. bipeds) and keeping our kinsmen

$rgala Vasudeva, an ally of Jarasandha at Karavlra (Kolhapur?).

Followers of VJ.’s text are requested to read these chapters which are prin-

ted as an Appendix before reading the next (42nd) verse. That verse

follows ch. 50, verse 24 in the Appendix.

1 . According to VP. 5.23.6 it was in reply to the query of K&laya-

vana as to who is a match to him that N&rada mentioned the name of

Y&davas. NArada did not instigate him against Knna.
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sale in that fort, we shall arrange for the killing of this

Kalayavana.”1

50. Having thus consulted with Balarama, the Lord

caused a fortress constructed in the (western) sea. In the

fortress, he got built a city twelve yojanas (96 miles) in area

and wonderful in every respect.

51. The building of the city exhibited the expertise

in architecture and the skill in masonry of Tvastr, the archi-

tect of gods. The roads, quadrangles, streets (and residential

areas) were constructed strictly in conformity to the pres-

cribed tenets of the science of architecture (pertaining to

city building).

52. In that city, gardens planted with celestial trees

and creepers and wonderful parks were laid out. It was built

with sky-scraping, gold-towered buildings and balconies of

crystals.

53. It had barns built of silver and brass which were

adorned with gold pitchers. The houses therein were of gold

with jewelled domes and floors paved with gold and big

emeralds.

54. It was provided with shrines with upper storeys

dedicated to gods. It was thickly populated with persons

belonging to the four classes of the society. It appeared beauti-

ful with the palaces of the rulers of the Yadu clan.

55. For the sake of Hari, the great Indra transported

his own assembly-hall Sudharma and the celestial tree Pari-

jata2 resorting to which a human being is not subjected to the

conditions (such as hunger, thirst, old age, death) affecting

a mortal.

5 5-A VJ's text adds :

This city became a beloved resort of Lord Visiju

( Krsna)
,
the God of gods who resides on the milky ocean.

1. As per VP 5.23.1-4 GSrgya who was insulted by Yadus got a

boon from Lord Siva that his son (Kalayavana) would terrorise Yadus

and would be invincible. To respect Siva’s boon, Kf}iia did not kill him.

2. SR. explains this anachronism by stating that although PSrijita

was not brought at the time of building Dviraki, the event that Kf?na

brought it from Indra took place before this narration of the Bhagavata by

Suka

.
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56. Varuna gifted (snow-) white horses with one black
ear, swift like mind in speed.

56 -A. VJ.’s Text

The Lord of wateis presented to the God of gods one

thousand such horses. Kubcra, the presiding deity over trea-

sures gave him eight treasures1
, while Guardian deities of the

worlds submitted their special type of wealth to him.

56-B. VJ.’s Text

Similarly, guardian deities of other spheres presented

him the wealth special to them.

57. When Lord Hari incarnated on the earth, Siddhas

to whom all powers were given for the execution of their

duties by the Lord, resubmitted all the powers etc, to him.

58. Having transferred all the people (his clansmen)

there ( to Dvaraka) by using his supernatural yogic powers

and in consultation with Balarama, the protector of the re-

maining population (of Mathura)
,
Krsna issued out of the

gates of Mathura, wearing garland of lotuses completely

unarmed. 2

CHAPTER FIFTYONE3

Mucukunda’s Eulogy of the Lord

1-3. The Yavana (Kalayavana) perceived Sri Kr$na

coming out (of the gates of Mathura) like the rising Moon*
most beautiful to look at, dark in complexion, clad in yellow

silken garment, with the Sri-vatsa mark on his bosom, with

his neck beautified with the pendant brilliant Kaustubha gem,.

1 . S.R. quotes the following list of eight treasures

padmas * caiva makdpadtno matsya-kUrmau tathaudakah /

ntlo mukundah iaAkkad ea nidhayo’ffau praktrtitih //

a. Here ends chapter 53 in VJ.’s text.

3. Ch. 54 in VJ.’s text.
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having four mighty (knee*) long arms and eyes reddish like

a fresh-blown lotus, ever beaming with joyousness, wkh splen-

did, beautiful cheeks, bright with a smile and lotus-like

countenance with dazzling alligator-shaped ear-rings.

4-5. “This exquisitely beautiful man characterised by

Sri-vasta, four arms, lotus-like eyes and wearing a Vanamala

must be Vasudeva (Krsna). From the characteristic marks

described in details by Narada (1 presume) he cannot be

anyone else. But since he is armless and walking on foot,

1 too shall fight with him unarmed (and without using any

vehicle)”.

6. Resolving thus, the Yavana, with the intention of

seizing him whom even the yogin cannot attain with diffi-

culty, chased him who was running fast with his back towards

the Yavana.

7. Showing himself to be within his grasp at every

step, the king of Yavanas was taken far away to a distant

mountain cave.

8. “Born as you are in the Yadu race, it is not proper

for you to run away from the enemy”. Reproaching him

thus while pursuing, he could not overtake him (and catch

bold of him) as his inauspicious kamias were not exhausted.

9. Even though he was thus vilified, the Lord entered

a deep cave in the mountain1
. Kalayavana also made his

way into it and saw that another person was lying there

asleep.

10. “Surely after luring me to such a long distance,

he is (pretending to be) asleep like an innocent person.”

Thinking thus and regarding the sleeping man to be Krsga,

the stupid fellow kicked him

11. The man who was asleep for a longtime became
awakened. He slowly opened his eyes and looked in all direc-

tions and espied Kalayavana standing by his side.

i. VB. States that the cave is near Dhavalapura (Dholapur) at a
distance of to yojanas from Mathura. N.L. De identified it with a lake

three miles to the west of Dholapur and states that on the site of the lake

there was formerly a mountain—GDAM I.p. 132.
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12. By the angry look of the enraged man (rudely

awakened from sleep)
,
there arose a fire out of Kalayavana’s

body and he was reduced to ashes in a moment.

King Parlkfit asked :

13. What was the name of the man who (thus) killed

the Yavana, Oh Brahmana sage ? From whom was he born ?

What (extra-ordinary) prowess did he possess ? Why did he

enter the cave for sleep ? What majestic lustre did he possess ?

£ri Suka narrated :

14. He was born in the race oflksvakus and was a

prominent son of Mandhatr. He was well-known by the name
Mucukunda. He was friendly to Brahmanas and always true

to his words.

15. He was implored to ensure their protection (from

demons) by the host of gods headed by Indra, as they were

very much afraid of (and harassed) by Asuras. He accor-

dingly afforded them protection for a long time.

16. Having secured (the services of) god Karttikeya

(son of Siva) as their protector, they spoke to Mucukunda,

**Oh King! You may now retire from the onerous task1 of

protecting us.

17. Having given up your world kingdom from

which all the thorns (miscreants and enemies) were wiped

out by you, you have been protecting us in doing which

you have given up all pleasures, Oh warrior.

18. Now none of your sons, queens, clansmen, minis-

ters or your contemporary subjects survives as they are sub-

jected to the influence of Time (and have died)

.

19. The glorious supreme immortal Lord, the Time-

spirit is mightier than the mighty. He drives off all creatures

easily as in a sport, as a herdsman would do his cattle.

20. May God bless you. Please ask of us any boon

except the final emancipation. For the imperishable Almighty

Lord Vi§rm alone has the capability to grant it.

i . Though he was in heaven, Mucukunda was always engaged in

fighting and had no respite to enjoy heavenly bliss—-VJ.
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21 *-22. When the highly glorious king Mucukunda was

thus addressed (by gods), (it is reported that) he respect-

fully bowed to gods1
. He entered a cave (shown to him by

gods) and reposed himself to enjoy the sleep granted to him

by gods.

23. (The gods assured him) “He who would wake you

up thoughtlessly while you are asleep (and thus disturb your

rest)
,
the stupid fellow be reduced to ashes the very moment

he is woked at by you”.

24. When the Yavana was reduced to ashes, the glorious

Lord Krsna, the most prominent Satvata manifested himself to

the intelligent king Mucukunda.

25-27. He perceived the Lord, of dark-blue complexion

like a cloud, wearing a yellow silken garment, with the Srivatsa

mark on the chest, lustrous with the refulgent Kaustubha gem,

having four arms, appearing resplendent with the Vanamdld (a

garland of forest flowers special to Sri Krsna), with a charming,

kindly disposed countenance, beautified with radiant alligator-

shaped ear-rings, captivating to the eyes of all human beings1

with smiling looks expressing gracious love, endowed with

youthfulness, noble in gait like a proud lion.

28. Being over-awed with his dazzling effulgence, the

highly intelligent and wise king gently enquired of him as he

was unapproachable due to his splendour.

Mucukunda said

29. ‘,‘Who are you arrived here ir. this inaccessible

mountain cave in a dense forest ? How is it that you go about

in this forest full of thorns, on foot tender like lotus-petals ?

* According to Yandc’s (Bombay), edition.

i. VJ.’s text adds :

2i. i. ..and he begged of them to grant him (the boon of) sleep

lasting for a pretty long period inside a cave. When he was granted that

boon, the noble-minded king Mucukunda being overcome with fatigue

sought from them (undisturbed) sleep.

Vrndavana edition adds :

2i.2. (Mucukunda requested as a boon :) 'Whoever disturbs my
sleep should be instantaneously reduced to ashes, Oh most prominent

gods’. The gods granted the boons saying ‘Amen*.

i. v.l. enhanting to the eyes of the three worlds (VJ.)
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30. You are the embodiment of majestic lustre of all

those endowed with effulgence and luminosity. Are you the

glorious Fire-god or the Sun-god or the Moon-god or the great

Indra or the guardian deity of the world or any other divinity

of that high status ?

31. I regard you as the Supreme Person, Lord Visnu

out of the three Gods of gods (viz. Brahma, Visnu and Siva)

as you dispel the darkness of the cave (or remove ignorance

in my heart) by your splendour as does the light of a lamp.

32. Oh most excellent person ! If it pleases You, may
your birth, exploits, family name be frankly disclosed to us who
are sincerely desirous of hearing it (or who sincerely desire to

render you service).

33. As for us we are Ksattriyas of the Iksvaku race,

Oh Tiger among men. I am, Oh Lord, known as Mucukunda,

the son of Mandhatr (who was the son of Yuvanasva).

34. Completely exhausted by vigil extending over a long

period and with all the limbs ofmy body benumbed and over-

powered with sleep, I lay enjoying un-interrupted sleep to my
heart’s content, from which I was rudely awakened by some

unknown person, just now.

35. Even he has been reduced to ashes, verily by his own
sins, indeed. It is after that your glorious personality, the

destroyer of eriemies, has been perceived by me.

36. Being bedazzled by your unbearable lustre, we
cai\not look at you for long. Our powers are ineffective in

your presence, Oh blessed God. But you deserve to be

honoured by all embodied beings (This much we can say about

you) *\

37. Thus respectfully addressed by the king, the glorious

Lord, the Creator of all beings, laughed aloud and replied to

him in a voice deep like the thundering of a cloud.

The Almighty Lord replied :

38. Dear King ! my incarnations, exploits and epithets

are innumerable. They, being infinite in number, it is not

possible even for me to count them.

39. Possibly someone might reckon, through (a conti-

nuous period of ) many lives, all the particles of dust over the
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earth, but nobody can ever enumerate my excellences, exploits,

designations and incarnations.1 *

40. Even great sages (like Para£ara, Vaigampayana

etc.) who tried to describe my descent and exploits pertaining

to the past, present and future in order, have not been able to

reach the end.

41. However, listen to me as I narrate those pertaining

to the present time, Oh dear king. Formerly, I was entreated by

god Brahma to protect the order of righteousness and for

annihilation of Asuras who caused a burden to the earth.

42. I have descended in the race of Yadus in the house

of Vasudeva. As I am born of Vasudeva, they call me
Vasudeva.

43. Kalanemi, born as Kaiiisa and the haters of the

righteous like Pralamba and others have been killed by me.

This Yavana is caused to be burnt by me through your fiery

looks.

44. Having been earnestly and repeatedly implored by

you in days gone by, I, that Vasudeva, being fond of my
votaries, have come over to this cave for showering my divine

Grace on you.

45. Seek boons from me, Oh royal sage. I shall bestow

on you all desired objects as no person that resorts to me
(submitting himself completely to my Will) shall suffer misery

any more.

Sri Suka said

:

46. When addressed thus, Mucukunda bowed down to

him. Remembering the words of Vfddha Garga (predicting

God Vi$nu’s revelation to him) , he realized that he (Vasudeva)

was Lord Narayana himself. Overwhelmed with joy, he

submitted as follows

:

i . Gf. VifQor m hath oxryiQi praooeath yafy pdrthivdni vimamt rqjiifui /—RV.
1. 154. 1, AV 7.26.1 ; VS. 5*i8, TS. 1.2. 13.

3
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Mucukunda said :

47. Oh Lord ! This person (i.e. I or human being)

whether male or female is absolutely deluded by your Maya
(Deluding Potency). With his eye (or mind) concentrated on

samsara {Or being unable to realize that you alone are the

Reality)
,
he does not seek resort in you (as a devotee) . For the

sake of happiness, he is attached to the house including wife,

children, wealth etc.) which is the source of all miseries and is

thus deceived (in his search for happiness)

.

48. After securing the blessing of birth as a human
being in this world—which, in itself, is very difficult to obtain

—

and that too with proportionate limbs ( and soundness of mind)

without any efforts (on one’s part but through Divine Grace)

,

a person who does not resort to the lotus-feet of the Lord, is,

Oh handsome Lord, a wicked-minded (dull-witted) fellow who,

like a beast desirous of eating grass falls into a grass-covered

well (with no way out), sinks down in the dark deep well of

domestic life.

49. All this life of mine has been fruitlessly wasted. Oh
Invincible Almighty, for I behaved as a king elated with the

pride of affluence and splendour of my royalty, identifying

this mortal body as the Self and in endless anxiety due to my
attachment to sons, wives, treasures, and lands.

50. Forgetting you altogether, I became incorrigibly

haughty and lordly with the deep-rooted ( ignorant) attach-

ment to this inert body which is similar to an earthen pot or

a wall (and thus totally different from the Soul) ,
the inherent

pride of being a god among men (king) surrounded by many
military officers commanding division of chariots, elephants,

cavalry-men and foot-soldiers and leading expeditions over

the earth.

51. Like unto a hungry serpent, licking the corners of

its mouth with its tongue, seizing upon and swallowing up a

rat, you, the alert God of Death, surprisingly overtake a person

who forgets you altogether, and is engrossed in pondering

over the ways and means of achieving worldly plans which

(even if frustrated)' intensify the desire for worldly objects

which (even after attainment) extremely increases the greed and

thirst for them.
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52. The mortal body which formerly moved in chariots

plated with gold or rode on elephants and was designated

(honorifically) as ‘the god among men’, is reduced to what

may be called as excrement (if devoured after death by dogs,

crows etc. in an undisposed condition), as worms (if interred

in the grave) and as ashes (if cremated by fire) during the

inevitable course of Time.

53. Having conquered (all kingdoms spread over the

earth in) all directions, with the (possibility of future) wars

forestalled, occupying the exalted imperial throne, being

paid respects by his (former) equals, the man is reduced to the

state of a pet (a beast for play) for women in his home which

is characterized by sexual pleasures, Oh Almighty Lord.

54. Being devoted to the performance of austerities

denying himself all pleasures of senses, he continues to perform

righteous acts and donate gifts (in the present life) with the

expectant desire, “I should become the king of heaven (Indra)

or the sole sovereign ruler of the world. But this simply

intensifies his thirst and is not conducive to real happiness.

55. When the time of release from the sarhsdra of a

person wandering in the cycle of births and deaths, approaches

then only companionship with saintly persons takes place, Oh
Imperishable Lord. It is only after association with saints that

the mind (being averse to attachment to all worldly objects

turns to your devotion—you who are the Master of the high and

the low.

56. That the bondage of attachment to kingship should

be severed automatically (without any efforts on my part) is,

Me-thinks your special divine Grace shown to me—the Grace

devoutly solicited by saints of unflinching devotion to you and

by kings who though they ruled over the entire earth, still

wished to retire to the forest for penance.

57. Oh Omnipresent Lord ! I do not seek any other

boon from you except rendering service to your feet, which is

regarded as the most covetable blessing according to those who
have renounced everything (and possess nothing of their own).

Having propitiated you, the bestower of Mok$a (Liberation)

,

Oh Hari, what wise man would solicit a boon from you which,

will create a bondage to one’s soul.
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58. Hence, rejecting all blessings which are bound with

the gunas viz. Sattva, rajas and tamas, Oh Lord, 1 seek resort

in you, the Supreme Person, the very embodiment of know-

ledge and consciousness unsullied by any taint, transcendent

to all gunas, the One without second.

59. For a very long time, I have been troubled in this

world with fruits of action and have been afflicted with the

vdsands (effects left on the mind after enjoying fruits of actions)

and am harrassed by six unsatiable (internal) enemies. Being

unable to secure mental peace, I have with great difficulty

approached your lotus-feet Oh Lord who are the Supreme

Soul, free from fear and grief of death, Oh Lord ! Be pleased to

protect me who am full of distress.

The glorious Lord said:

60. Oh Emperor of the entire world ! Oh great king,

Your mind is free from impurities (like attachment, greed

ete.) and judgment clear. For though you were tempted with

boons ( at your sweet will)
,
you were not lured thereby.

61. It was with a view to test your unerring, vigilance

that you were tempted with boons. Please know that the mind

and intelligence of unflinching devotees is never changed by

temptation of blessings.

62. The mind of those who are other than devotees and

who control it by Pranayama (breath control) and other means,

is not devoid of vdsands (the subtle desires) and it is noticed

that they are again attached to sense-objects.

63. You may roam over the earth at will after setting

your mind on me. May your devotion unto me be everlasting

and unflinching for ever.

64. In compliance of your duties as a Ksattriya, you

have killed living beings in hunting (fighting etc. ) . Expiate the

sin committed by you by seeking my asylum and by medita-

tion and performance of penance.

65. In the next birth you will be a prominent Brahmana,

the best friend of all beings. Then you will certainly attain to

me, the Absolute, Oh king.
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CHAPTER FIFTYTWO
9

Krfna and Balarama escape to Dvdraka : Balaramas marriage

RukminVs Letter to Krfna

Sri Suka continued :

1. In this way, blessed by Kfsna, Mucukunda, the

descendant of Ik$vaku, circumambulated by the right Lord

Kfsna, bowed to him and came out of the cave.

2. He noticed the dimunition of stature and form in men,

beasts, creepers and trees and concluding that the Kali Age1

had set in, he went to the northerly direction.

3. Endowed with faith and penance, free from attach-

ment and cleared of doubts, the wise king concentrated his

mind on Kr?na and entered the mount Gandhamadana2
.

4. He arrived at Badarika^rama3
, the abode of Nara

and Narayana. Undergoing conflicting pairs of conditions

(such as heat and cold, pleasure and pain) with tranquillity of

mind, he propitiated Lord Hari with his austerities.

5. The Lord again returned to the city of Mathura

which was still besieged by the Yavana army. He annihilated

the Yavana army and carried of their wealth as spoils to

Dvaraka.

6.

* While the wealth was being transported on the backs

of men and oxen under the direction of the Imperishable

i . VT : Though the Kali age set in after Kr?na’s departure from

this world, he guessed that the advent of the Kali Age was imminent.

. A part of Rudra Himalayas in the Kailasa range. According to

Mbh. and VarOha P. Badarikiirama is situated on this mountain.—GDAMI
p. 6o.

3. Badrinath in Garhawal in U.P.

* After this verse VJ.'s text reads :

.

1 Thereupon king JarSsandha, fierce like the universal fire at the

end of the world, deployed his forces consisting of divisions of chariots,

elephants, horsemen and foot-soldiers in crocodile-like formation within

the wink of the eye and he surrounded Lord Krfiia *n the midst of that

formation.

6.a Grasping the situation the ferocious Ktfpa hastily uprooted

a tree and struck down with it the elephants, chariots and horses in that

battle. **
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Lord, Jarasandha, commanding an army of twentythree ak$au-

kt$is arrived on the scene.

7. Observing the violent onrush of inimical forces,

fialarama and Kr§na, the descendants ofMadhu1 adopted the

human way of life and quickly began to run, Oh king.

8. Though really dauntless, they left the vast treasure

(the spoils from the Yavana army) and simulating terrified

cowards, they ran for manyyojanas on foot, tender like lotus-

petals.

9. Seeing both of them on the run, the powerful king of
Magadhas laughed heartily and being ignorant of the deep
designs and capacity of those two Lords pursued them with his

army of chariots.*

6.3 Thus knocked down by Kr?na with the tree, elephants in the

hostile army fell down dead on the ground like mountains struck down
by Indra with his Vqjra (Thunder-bolt),

6.4 There was left no trace of the chariots along with the occupants
of the chariots, of the horses along with their riders, as if they were
reduced to powder (in a grinding mill), Oh best among the Kurus.

6.5 Being infuriated, Balarima knocked down with blows of his fist,

intoxicated elephants, on the battle field, just as Indra, the King of gods,

does to mountains with his thunderbolt.

6.6 The chariots (of the enemies) which were shattered down with
the blows of Balarima’s fist, could not even be seen on the earth. Oh King,
as they were reduced to powder like dry, withered leaves.

6.7 In the meanwhile, Jarasandha noticed that all the wealth of

the Yavana was being carried to Dvirakl and ( pursuing it) and massacr-
ing the Y&davas

^
escorting it), seized it all. He then returned to the

scene of the battle to encounter Balarama and Ktfna, Oh scion of the

Kuru race.

1 . VJ.'s Text adds here :

7.1 Noticing Jarlsandha dashing towards them with his allied

princes and their armies and themselves being showered with volleys of
arrows like two cubs of elephants

(
kari-potakau) driven by heavy rainshow-

er, and themselves were without any chariots, weapons, armours and
soldiers.

* Here VJTs text adds :

9.1 Striking back, the two warriors took rest at Karavlrapura at

night. When the sun rose, the two heroes ascended the mount Gomanta,
g.2-3. Climbing up mount Gomanta which was inhabited by

Siddhas, C&rapaS, Gandharvas and VidySdharas, Balarima and Kffna
hastily ascended its peak known as Pravar?ana as clouds always shower
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10. Being completely exhausted by ( the strain of) run-

ning fast to such a long distance, they, however, ascended the

lofty mountain peak known as Pravarsana where Indra the

god of rain, always sends forth showers.

1 1 . Surmising that they must have concealed themselves

somewhere on the mountain and not being able to locate their

place of hiding, they (Jarasandha’smen)setthe whole mountain

on fire on all sides with the fuel (the trees cut down by them

during their search) strewn around.

rains there. They happily lived there subsisting on fruits and roots, Oh
king.

9.4. Feeling elated and happy, Jarasandha also pursued the two
Midhava brothers ( Kfsna and fialarama) and laid siege to the Gomanta
mountain, surrounding it with his vast army.

9.5-7. He summoned his followers, the allied princes proud and

irresistible in fight, such as (kings of) Kalihga, Kufijarapati, the ruler of

Suriftra (Kathiawar)
,
Jayadratha the king of Sindhu (lower Sindh),

Somadatta of the Kuru family, Sakuni the king ofGandhara and Rukmi,

the (crown) prince of Vidarbha, Sudakfina of Kamboja and Virata, the

king of Matsyas. He commanded them to go up and fight from the east

of Gomanta.

0.8-10. For scaling (and attacking) the mountain Gomanta from

its southern side, J arsisandha ordered the following kings—Drupada, the

king of PSficalas, Damagho?a, the ruler of Cedis, Brahmadatta, king of

Silvas and Ekalavya, the chief ofNifidas, Bihlika, the foremost of Kurus

and the unconquerable Yudhimanyu, Vinda and Anuvinda of Avanti and

Paqodraka, the king of Kiii.

9.11-13. To Druma, the ruler ofKimpuru?as, Dantavaktra and his

younger brother, the heroic king ofVidehas and BhilriSravas, Bfhaccipa,

the ruler of Karufas and Satadhvaja of Daiirpa, Saibya, the king of

Suvlra (or Sauvlra, upper Sindh and Southern Punjab) and the great

chariot warrior Darada,—To these King Jar&sandha of immeasurable

dignity and splendour, commanded to ascend expeditiously the mount

Gomanta from the west.

9. 14-15. Despatching as vanguards Suiarmi of Trigarta, the mighty

Vepudirin, the immensely powerful Kulinda, the chiefs of Kekayas, Siiu-

pila and the invincible monarch Bhlfmaka, he himself quickly scaled up

the mount from the northern side.

9.16. Having thus climbed mount Gomanta abounding in fruit-

bearing trees of all seasons, they searched for Knna and Balarlma every-

where below the peak Pravarfapa. Not finding Balarima and Kftba, they

deforested the mount cutting down all the trees.
%
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12. Thereupon, both Kr§na and Balarama quickly

(and with great velocity) leapt from the mountain peak which

is eleven yojanas in height and had its sides burning, and des-

cended on the plains below (beyond the army ofJarasandha).

13. Without being noticed by enemy and his followers,

those best sons of Yadu race returned to their capital Dvaraka

which is surrounded by the sea as its moat, Oh king.

14*. Falsely believing that Balarama and Krsna must

have been burnt (in that fire), the king of Magadhas with-

drew his vast army and returned to his kingdom of Magadha.

15. It has been already narrated to you by me ( vide

Supra 9.3.27-36), that Kakudmin, the son of Revata, the cele-

brated king of Anarta gave his daughter Revati in marriage to

Balarama, as per direction of god Brahma.

16. Lord Krsna also married RukminI, the princess of

Vidarbha and the daughter of Bhismaka and who was an

arjtia (part-manifestation) of goddess Sri in a svayamvara (‘self-

choice’ type of marriage where the girl elects of her own free

will, her husband)

.

17. Like Garuqla, the son of Kagyapa taking away the

pitcher of nectar ( defeating all the gods), Kr$na carried her

away defeating instantly &alva and other kings who were

partisans and allies of Sigupala, the king of Cedis.

King Parikfit enquired :

18. It has been heard by us that the Lord married the

beautiful looking RukminI, the princess of Bhismaka as per

rakfasa form of marriage (wherein the girl is abducted per

force in the teeth of opposition of relatives.

)

* After this adds VJ.’s Text :

1 4.1 . Having vanquished Balarama and Kf?iia, the foremost among

the Yadavas in the eighteenth expedition, Jarisandha had brought under

his dominion all the directions (all kingdoms on the earth) and feeling

proud of it, he lived in his own kingdom. Oh king.

14.2 The noble-souled Kr?na and Balarama (the Madhava brothers)

entered the city of Dv&rak& and lived happily in the company of their

highly joyous relatives and were being praised day and night by bards and

songsters like SQta, Migadha and Barulins.

End ofch. 55th in VJ.'s Text

For ch. 56 in VJ.'s Text vide the Appendix.
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19. I desire to hear the story ofLord Kr$na of bound-

less power and energy, who defeated Jarasandha„!§alva and

others and carried away the girl, Oh worshipful sage.

20. Oh Brahmana sage ! The stories of Lord Krsna are

meritorious, sweet, ever-interesting, delightful and they wipe

out the sins of the world. What person who knows the impor-

tance of listening to them, will be sated at hearing them.*

£r* Suka narrated

:

21. There was a great king called Bhismaka, a powerful

monarch of the Vidarbhas. He had five sons and only one

charming looking daughter.

22. The eldest son was Rukmi. After him was born

Rukmabahu and then Rukmake£a, Rukma-malin and the pious

Rukminf was their sister.

23. Listening attentively to the glorification of Lord

Kr$na*s beauty, prowess, excellent virtues and affluence as sung

by the visitors to her palace, she regarded him as her worthy

spouse.

24. Krsna also made up his mind to marry her as he

knew her to be a suitable wife due to her intelligence, auspi-

cious characteristics, nobility of heart, beauty, high character

and other excellences.

25. In spite of all brothers being desirous of giving their

sister in marriage to Krsna, Rukmi who hated Krsna, came

in the way of it and proposed &i$upala, the king of Cedis.

26. Grasping the situation, the beautiful princess of

Vidarbha was deeply agitated at heart. She pondered over the

problem and immediately despatched a trusted Brahmana to

Kr§nawith the mission of bringing him.

27. Arriving at Dvaraka, he was ushered into (Krona’s

presence) by the door-attendants where he saw the First (the

most ancient) Person (in the world) seated on a throne of gold.

28. Seeing him come, Lord Krg^a who was always

friendly to Brahmanas, got down from his throne. Offering a

* Here VtindAvana edition gives the additional chapters 56 and a part

of57 . These are translated in the Appendix.
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(respectable) seat to the Brahmana, he worshipped him (as an

honourable guest) as gods used to treat him.

29. When he had taken his meals and rested comfor-

tably, Sri Kr$na, the final asylum of the saintly people, appro-

ached him and massaging gently his feet with his hand, he

quietly enquired of the Brahmana.

30. “Oh most prominent one among great Brahmanas 1

Is your righteous course of conduct traditionally approved by

the elders, going on without any difficulty ? (I hope) you are

(happy with it and) contented in your heart.

31. If a Brahmana adjusts himself in contentment, with

whatever he gets by chance, but does not swerve from his

course of righteousness, he is like a wish-yielding cow capable

of granting blessings to all the world (or that righteous course

ofconduct serves as a wish-yielding cow to him)

32. Even Indra, the king of gods, if discontented, has to

wander from one world to another restlessly.1 But a destitute

person, if contented, sleeps soundly without a touch of feverish

anxiety to his body and mind.

33. I bow down again and again with my head to those

Brahmanas who are happy with the realization of their self2,

pious and the best friends and well-wishers of all beings, free

from ego, serene and self complacent.

34. Are you all happy (with a feeling of security) under

your ruler, Oh Brahmana ? That king is liked by me in whose

country the subjects protected by him lead a happy life.

35. Please tell me the place from which you have come
here crossing this (unfordable) sea and the object of seeing

me. If it be no undivulgable secret, please tell us every-

thing—what we should do for you?”

36. When such relevant queries were made courteously

to the Brahmana by the Supreme Lord who had sportively

assumed a human form, described to him in details ( the situa-

tion which led princess RukminI to depute him to Lord Krsna)*

i . v.l. nipnoti ; Even though he is the lord of gods he does not

attain to higher worlds but suffers—$R.
9 . Or : With what they get as a result of their destiny or karmat.

• Here VR.’s Text adds : (also VJ.)
36.I. I have been deputed to your presence, on best of men, by
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Rukmini said in her message :

0

37. Oh the most-beautiful Person in all the worlds !

Having listened to your excellent qualities which enter into the

heart through (the passage of) ears and remove all the feveri-

shness of the body and the mind, and of your excellent charms

ensuring all the cherished blessings to those who possess eyes,

my heart sheds all bashfulness and enters in you, Oh Immortal

Lord !

38. Oh Krsna ! Lion among men ! What wise, judicious

girl of very noble descent will not seek you as a husband at

the proper time—you who are the most beautiful one among
all men, and one’s own compeer in family, character, personal

charm, knowledge, youthfulness, affluence and splendour.*

39. I have, therefore, chosen you as my lord indeed. Oh
Lotus-eyed dear lord ! I have submitted my self unto you.

Please do take me as your wife. Like a jackal polluting by his

touch the lion’s share of the prey, may not Sigupala, the king

of Cedis come hastily and touch the hero’s share (i.e. myself).

40. If the Supreme Lord, the Almighty, has been pro-

perly propitiated by me by religious deeds such as digging

wells, performing sacrifices, giving donations, observance of

religious rules and vows and the worship of gods, Brahmanas
and preceptors and such other deeds, may Lord Krsna, the

elder brother of Gada, come and marry me so that others like

the son of Damaghosa (&i£upala) may not take my hands.

princess Rukmini. Please listen to her message and let her prayer (and

proposal) be implemented immediately there-after.

36.2. Placing the letter (written by Rukmig!) at his feet, he bowed
down to him. The Lord of the world, with beautiful smiling eyes, took it

up. The Lord, Dkarma incarnate, read it attentively as if he was eagerly

desirous to read it.

*Vj's Text adds :

38.1. You are the glorious consort of goddess Lakfml, loved by Your

devotees, the Supreme Controller of the Universe who are resorted to for

protection by helpless people and as such also by me. Taking this into

account, be pleased to grant the prayer of mine who am a servant of

your lotus-like feet. Oh dearest Lord I have submitted mya$lf to your feet.
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41. Oh Invincible Lord ! May you come secretly with

an army and generals to Vidarbha at the time of marriage

which is to be celebrated very shortly. Defeat the armies of

Caidya and Jarasandha, the king of Magadha, and take me
away as the spoil of your prowess according to the Rakfasa

form of marriage.1

42. *How should 1 marry you who live in the precincts

of the harem without putting your relatives to death ?’ If this

be the ground for hesitation, I shall suggest you an expedient.

On the day preceding the marriage there is (in your family a

traditional) procession to our family deity. In that, the bride

to be wed goes openly to her deity.*

43. Oh Lotus*eyed Krsna ! In order to remove their

personal ignorance, great-souled persons like god Siva desire

to have the dust on your lotus-like feet for covering their person

as a bath. If I do not have this favour from you, I shall give

up my life by starvation and other severe observance of vows so

that at least after a hundred births I shall be favoured with

your Grace.**

The Brahmana said :

44. Oh Lord of Yadus ! These are the secret words of

the message that I have bought for you. Please consider what

is worth doing in this (exigency of the situation), and prompt

action should be taken immediately after this.

i . This form of marriage is recommended for Kfatriyas .

*VJ. adds here :

42.1 Coming over there at that time with the four divisions of army

such as chariots, elephants, cavalry and infantry, and having given a

sound drubbing to kings of£alva, Magadha, Cedi and others, may the

Lord of Lakfmi take me along with my maids of honour from the temple

to his own capital and have there a formal marriage celebration (lit.

taking of hands)

.

**Vj's Text

Sri Suka said :

43.1 Pondering over all the contents of the letter as well as the oral

message ofthe princess, Kftha, the slayer of demon Madhu, looked at the

Br&hmai?a (to convey his message)

.
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CHAPTER FIFTYTHREE

RukminVs Marriage : Rukmini carried away by Krffla.

£ri Suka said :

1. Hearing the message of Rukmini, the princess of

Vidarbha, Krsna, the delight of Yadus, clasped the hand of the

Brahmana and laughing heartily, he spoke to him.

The Lord said :

1 A. VR.’s Text adds :

Just as the most beautiful Rukmini has ever fixed her

heart on Me.

2. So also I too have set My heart on her. Hence I do

not get any sleep at night. I know that it is due to Rukmin’s

hatred against me that my marriage with her is obstructed by

him.

3. As one would capture a flame after churning the fuel,

I will vanquish those wretched kings in a battle and take away

(as prize) that faultlessly beautiful princess who is so devoted

to me.

£ri Suka narrated :

4. Having ascertained (from the Brahmana) the conste-

llation under which Rukmim’s marriage was to take place (viz.

day after tomorrow at night, Krsna, the slayer of the demon
Madhu ordered his charioteer Daruka to get his chariot ready

forthwith.

5. Daruka instantly brought up the chariot drawn by

(the famous horses) Saibya, Sugriva, Meghapuspa and Bala-

haka and stood before him with folded palms.

6. Taking up the Brahmana with him, Kfspa, mounted
the chariot and with those swift horses (yoked to the chariot)

he travelled from Anarta1 to Vidarbha within one night.

7. Due to his weakness of being over* affectionate to his

i . Gujarat and a part of Malwa with Kuiasthali or Dv&raki as the

capital—GDAMI p. 7.
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son, the king of Kudina caused all the auspicious rites connect-

ed with marriage-ceremony, with a view to give his daughter

to $i£upala.

8-9. The city had all its streets, roads and quadrangles

profusely sprinkled with water. It was decorated with banners

of various kinds and buntings and arches. It was crowded by

men and women who were wearing garlands of flowers, frag-

rant ointments and dressed themselves with immaculate clothes.

They perfumed their mansions with the fumes of aloe wood
(Aguru

)

smoke.

10. Having worshipped the manes, gods and Brahmanas

with due formalities and giving them a heavy feast he caused

the auspicious verses recited according to formalities (to bless

the bride)

.

11. The bride of beautiful teeth who had taken a bath

and had gone through the formal auspicious preliminaries (such

as wearing an auspicious thread woven with a piece of gold)

was clothed in a pair of brand-new silken pieces and was beauti-

fied with excellent ornaments.

12. For the protection of the bride (from evil influen-

ces), the most prominent Brahmanas pronounced mantras

from the Samaveda, the Rg-Veda and the Yajur-Veda. The
family-priest of the king who was expert in the Atharva*Veda

offered oblations to fire for the appeasement of evil stars (and

the prosperity of the house).

13. The king who was prominent among those who were

well versed in Gastric prescriptions gave as gift to Brahmanas

gold, silver, clothes and sesamum seeds mixed with raw sugar

and cows as well.

14. In the same way king Damagho$a, the ruler of

Cedis, caused all the religious formalities conducive to the good

of his son, by Brahmanas who were expert in mantras.

15. Accompanied with regiments of elephants exuding

ichor, chariots decorated with garlands of gold and with armies

of cavalry and infantry, he came to the city of Kugdina.

16. The king of Vidarbhas went out to receive him and

worshipped him with all the formalities with a gladsome heart.

He lodged him in a separated mansion which was reserved for

that purpose.
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1 7. There came thousands of kings who were the allies

of &i£upala such as Salva, Jarasandha, Dantavaktra, Viduratha,

Pauncjraka and others. 0

18-19 All those enemies of Krsria and Balarama determin-

ed to see to it that the bride was secured for $i£upala. They
decided among themselves, “In case Krsria accompanied by

Balarama and other Yadus comes and tries to carry away the

bride, we shall jointly put up a fight with him.” Having made
up their minds thus, all the kings came with all their forces and
vehicles there.

20-21. Hearing the report of military preparations

of the hostile kings, the glorious Balarama who came to know
of Krsna’s having gone alone to carry away the bride, appre-

hended a fight, and taking with him a very big army consisting

of elephants, horsemen, chariots and foot-soldiers quickly rushed

to Kundina, as he was overcome with brotherly affection.

22. The beautiful daughter of king Bhismaka who was

yearning for the arrival of Lord Hari and not seeing (any

chances) of the return of the deputed Brahmana, began to

think as follows :

23. “Alas ! Only one night has remained for the celebra-

tion of the marriage. I am afraid I am unfortunate with

little merit (to my credit). The Lotus-eyed Lord has not come

as yet, nor do I know its reason. The Brahmana who was my
emissary with that message, has also not returned as yet.

24. Is it that the noble-souled Lord who made prepara-

tions for coming here has seen something censurable in me and
hence does not come for the acceptauce ofmy hand ?

25. To me who am unfortunate, neither god Brahma nor

god Siva is favourable and the fair goddess Parvati the spouse

of god Siva, that chaste daughter of Himalayas too seems to be

averse to me.”

26. While the girl whose mind was thus fixed on Lord

Krsna (as if carried away by him) was pondering thus, her

eyes were bedimmed with tears. But as she knew what was proper

for that particular time (viz. not shedding tears), she closed

her eyes.
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27. In this way, of the bride who was eagerly waiting

for the coming of Lord Kr?na, the left thigh, arm, and eye be-

gan to throb indicating thereby auspicious and happy news.

28. That very excellent Brahmana who was directed by
Krsna (after his arrival in the park near Kundina) saw the

glorious princess in the harem.

29. Seeing his cheerful countenance and gait with confi-

dent steps (indicating a success of his mission) the virtuous

girl who was expert in guessing the indications, asked him with

a broad smile.

30. He informed her that Kr$na, the delight of Yadus
had arrived and assured her of his definite promise of taking her

away ( supra verse 3) and that he was brought in his chariot by
Kr$na Himself.

31. Knowing definitely that he (Krsna) had arrived (at

Kunqlinapura), the princess of Vidarbha was over-joyed at

heart. (In her exultation) she could not decide what gift or

boon be conferred on the Brahmana for his highly valuable

service. And she simply bowed down to him1 (and later paid

him sumptuously).

32. Learning that both Balarama and Krsna had arriv-

ed out of curiosity to witness the celebration of his daughter's

marriage, king Bhlsmaka went forth to receive them with a

flourish of trumpets, taking with him proper articles of worship

and presents.

33. (Being highly intelligent, he guessed that Krspa had

arrived for marrying his daughter for which he was quite will-

ing) . So he worshipped Kr$^a with due formalities suitable after

the arrival of the bridegroom and he brought Madhuparka (a

preparation of honey and curds—a customary offer to a bride-

groom after arrival on the eve of the marriage ceremony),

excellent (lit. well-washed) garments and other desirable pre-

sents (of various kinds) and worshipped them as enjoined in

scriptures.

i. SR. : Or : Rukmin! was an incarnation of Lak?mi, the goddess

of wealth. All people who pay respects to her are bestowed with all kinds

of wealth. She decided, “When 1, Lakfml, pay respects to this Brahraapa,

he will automatically become more affluent than all others."
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34.

The high-minded monarch arranged for a spacious,

luxurious accommodation for them.

3-4A. V?s Text :

It was quite spacious and suitable for them but in a gar-

den on the outskirts of Kundinapura, as the city was over-

crowded with kings like Jarasandha and others. 1

34. ... He also arranged for the hospitable reception of

Kfsna’s followers and army, in a proper manner.

35. In this way, he received all other kings who arrived

there, each according to his prowess, age, military power and

affluence, catering to them all that they desired.

36. Hearing that Krsna had arrived, the citizens of

Kundinapura came to see him and (as it were) drank (to their

heart’s c mtent the honey of beauty) of his lotus-face with both

their eyes as if they were the joined palms for drinking).

37. (They spoke amongst themselves) : ‘Only RukminI

and no other girl deserves to be his consort, and he alone of

faultlessly beautiful personality is the suitable consort for

RukminI, the daughter of Bhisma.

38. May the Lord, the creator of the three worlds, be

pleased with whatever little merit we possess and as his grace

(showered on us) may the imperishable Lord Krsna accept the

hand of the princess of Vidarbha.”

39. While the citizens who were attached to RukminI by

bonds of affection, were speaking thus with one another, the

bride, guarded by soldiers, started from the harem to the shrine

of Ambika (goddess Parvati).

40. Deeply contemplating on the lotus-feet ofLord Krsna,

she went on foot to see and worship the foliage-like tender

feet of goddess Bhavanl.

40-A VJ's. Text adds :

Krsna, the delight of Yadavas went there in the company

of some selected followers.

41. The bride observed silence; she was accompanied by

her mothers and was surrounded by her friends (maids of

i. Probably to avoid an outbreak of conflict if the two inimical

camps are accommodated in the town.
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honour) . She was protected by the valiant royal guards clad

in coats ofmail and alert with their weapons uplifted.

41 -A. VJ's Text :

And she was surrounded by aged chamberlains (eunuchs)

with canes indicating their office, Mrdahgas
t conchs, drums,

trumpets and kettle-drums were sounded (during the proces-

sion.)

42. She was accompanied by thousands of prominent

courtesans carrying with them a variety of offerings and articles

of worship and by Brahmana women (whose husbands were

alive) tastefully adorned with garlands of flowers, perfumes (or

sandal paste) excellent garments and ornaments.

43. Songsters singing songs and musicians playing on

their instruments as well as bards and panegyrists like Sutat

Magadha and Bandins surrounded the bride glorifying her in

songs.

44. Arriving at the shrine of the goddess1
, she washed

her lotus-like hands and feet. Purifying herself with sipping the

water thrice as acamana, she entered with a serene mind in the

inner apartment—into the presence of the goddess Parvati.

45. Aged Brahmana ladies who were wcJl-versed in the

( pre-marital) rituals, guided the bride in the worship and pay-

ing respects to the goddess Parvati, the Consort of Siva, along

with god Siva as well.

46. (Rukmini prayed :) I constantly pay my respects

to you Oh auspicious2 Mother goddess, along with your children

(GaneSa and Karttikeya) . May Lord Krsna become my consort.

May this prayer of mine be granted.

47. She worshipped the goddess Parvati in several ways

by sprinkling her with water, applying sandal-paste and un-

broken rice-grains, varieties of incense, with (a rich variety of)

clothes, garlands of flowers, ornaments, various kinds of articles

of worship and offerings (variety of edibles) and with rows of

lights (waving them round her).

1. VR.'s v.L—she entered the shrine of the goddess.

2. Sivd—implies respects to Lord Siva with whom she (the goddess)

shares the name and person.
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48. With similar articles she worshipped Brahmana

women Suvdsinis— (whose husbands are alive) in thfc same way,

offering them salt, apupa (fried cakes), betel leaves, mafigalasutra

(the sacred thread to be worn round the neck by Suvdsinis ),

fruits (of various kinds) and (pieces of) sugarcane.

49. The Brahmana ladies gave her some part (of what

she offered as worship to the goddess Ambika) and gave their

blessings (in addition) along with them. Rukmiiii boweddown
to them and and to the queen-mother and accepted the things

offered to her (as prasdda)

.

50. Completing ( the observance of) the vow of silence

she came out of the temple of Ambika1
,
clasping the hand of

her servant (nurse) with her own hand resplendent with rings

of precious stones.

51-53. The glorious warriors who assembled there found

themselves tormented with the passion of love and became

perplexed at seeing her, who like the deluding potency (Maya)

of the Lord, was enchanting to the warriors, with her beauti-

ful slender waist, and countenance beautified with the ear-

rings; she was sixteen years of age 2
,
wore a girdle of precious

stones around her waist: had protruding breasts (showing

attainment of womanhood) ; her eyes were unsteady, appearing

as if afraid of her over-hanging locks of hair. Beaming with

bright smile, her white jasmine-bud like teeth appeared reddish

as they were tinged with the splendour of her red lips-red

like the Bimba fruit. Her gait was like that of a royal swan and

her feet were radiant with the splendour ofjingling anklets.

54. Hypnotized on seeing RukminI who under the pre-

tex of the religious pilgrimage (to the shrine of the goddess),

had come to offer her beauty to Lord Hari, the kings whose

i. VJ.'s Text adds

50.1 Nearby was the shrine of Iridra and (his consort) Sac! who
were the family deities of the royal house ofVidarbha.

50.0 RukminI entered (the inner part of the shrine) in the pre-

sence of £acl, the beloved of the lord of gods. She bowed to the feet of Sacf

whose lotus-feet were not worshipped by her for a pretty long time. Then
the issued out of that temple with many umbrellas being held over her and
fanned by waving ofa number ofchowties.

a. Sy&md—who had not attained puberty—SR^VR.
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hearts were captivated by her sublime smile and bashful looks,

dropped down their weapons (without being aware of it) , and

fell senseless on the ground even though they were mounted on

elephants, chariots and horses.

55. At that time, she was eagerly awaiting the arrival

of the Lord and hence was slowly moving (her feet resembling)

a pair of lotus-buds. Removing aside her hair flowing over

her eyes with her fingers, she cast bashful side-glances to have

an over-view of the kings that assembled there. And Lo ! she

noticed him there.

56. Even while the enemies were looking on, Kr^qa snat-

ched away the princess who was desirous of ascending his

chariot; he seated her in his chariot with the ensign of Garu^a

(emblem of Garuda on the flag) setting at nought the whole

lot of Ksattriyas assembled there. Kr§na, the Consort of Laksmi,

then slowly (and fearlessly) departed from the place (to

Dvaraka) with his forces headed by Balarama, like a lion

seizing his own share of prey from the midst of a pack of

jackals.

57*. Other proud kings under the leadership of Jar&-

sandha did not tolerate this discomfiture and loss of reputation

(by Krsna’s carrying away Rukmini in the teeth of their opposi-

tion). They exclaimed : “Fie upon us who, although armed

with bows, have been deprived of our reputation and glory by

cowherds just as the lions are deprived of their kingly position

by the deer.**

CHAPTER FIFTY-FOUR

Celebration ofRukminVs Marriage

Sri Suka said

:

1. With these self-condemning words, all the highly

indignant kings put on their coats of mail and mounting their

own vehicles and surrounded by their respective armies hotly

pursued Ktfga, equipped with bows in their hands.

* This it the 1st verse of the next chapter in VJ.
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2. Beholding the on-rushing kings in pursuit, the gene-

rals of the Yadava army stood their ground to ccTnfront them,

twanging their bows, Oh king.

3. Veterans of war ( like Jarasandha) who were riding

on- horse-back, the shoulders of elephants and seats in the

chariots discharged volleys of arrows like innumerable clouds

pouring showers of water on mountains.

4. Finding her consort’s force covered with showers of

arrows, the slender-waisted bride with her eyes agitated with

fear looked at her Lord’s face bashfully.

5. Laughing out that fear, the Lord assured her: “Don’t

be afraid, Oh fair-eyed maiden ! The inimical forces will be
liquidated in no time by your soldiers”.

6. Not tolerating that prowess of the enemies, (the leaders

of the Yadava army like) Gada, Balarama and others shot

down the horses, elephants and chariots (of the enemy) with

their steel-arrows (ndrdca ).

7. And rolled down on the ground crores of heads of the

occupants of chariots, horsemen and elephant-riders—all orna-

mented with ear-rings, crowns and head-gears.

8. And fell down on the grounds, their hands wielding

swords, maces (gadds) and bows, and also fore-arms, thighs, feet,

as well as the heads of horses, mules, elephants, camels, donkeys

and (infantry-) men.

9. As their armies were thus being drubbed and slain by

Vfsnis ambitious of victory, the kings led by Jarasandha turned

back and fled away (from the battle field)

.

10. They all approached Sisupala who was gloomy,

dispirited and with parched-up mouth, grieving as if his legally

married wife was abducted.

The kings consoled him :

11. “Oh tiger among men ! Give up this despondency.

In the case of embodied beings, pleasure or pain is never

observed to be his permanent lot.

12. Just as a wooden doll dances according to the will

of the showman ( controlling it) ,
the same way, due to his

being controlled by God, the embodied being endeavours to pass

through pleasure or pain.
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13. Though backed by an army of twenty-three

akfauhinis
, (every time) I suffered defeat at the hands of Krsna

in seventeen expeditions. But ultimately I was victorious in

one (the last) battle.

14. I, however, do not feel aggrieved or elated by

anything (defeat or victory) as I know that the world is con-

trolled by time in combination with Providence.

15. Leaders of the army-commanders as we are, on this

occasion also we were defeated by the small contingent of

Yadavas under the protection ofKrsna.

16. The enemies became victorious this time as Time
was favourable to them. We too shall vanquish them when the

Time will be propitious to us.’*

£ri fiuka said

:

17. Thus consoled with enlightenment by his friends,

Sisupala returned to his capital along with his followers, while

the other allied kings who survived that battle went back to

their respective cities.

18. The mighty prince Rukml who hated Krsna, could

not tolerate the idea of his sister being married to Krsna

according to the rak$asa from of marriage and with an

army of one ak$auhini
,
he hotly pursued Krsna.

19. The mighty-armed, impetuous,* determined Rukmi,

clad in armour and armed with a bow, in his high indignation,

took the vow in the hearing of all princes (before they

departed).

20. “Upon my word I hereby solemnly declare that I

shall not enter Kundinapura unless (and until) I bring back

Rukmini after killing Krsna in the battle.”

21. Announcing this, he mounted his chariot and

commanded his charioteer: “Quickly drive the horses to the

spot where Krsna is, so that I shall have an encounter with

him.

22. Today with my sharp arrow’s I shall vanquish the

pride of valour of that cowherd (or: the protector of the

Vedas), the most wicked-minded fellow (or: one who is

gracious unto the wicked as well who has abducted per

force my sister”.
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23. Not knowing the extent of (the infinite) power

of the Lord, Rukmi, the wicked braggart pursued alone in a

chariot and shouted out the words, ‘Stop
5

, ‘stop' to Kr$pa

who (also) was driving alone in his chariot.

23A. He overtook Krsna while he was crossing the

divine river Narmada. Being fully prepared for a fight, he

repeatedly shouted out at him to stop.

24. With all the force at his command, he bent the bow
(by drawing the bowstring) and hit Krsna with three arrows

and roared: “Wait minute here (Oh thief! My enemy), the

disgrace to Yadu's family1
.

25. Where are you going clandestinely kidnapping my
sister like a crow1 stealthily picking up sacrificial oblation ? I

shall today subdue your pride, you dullard3 who are a cheat

and adopt crooked stratagems in fighting.

26. Surrender my younger sister (lit. a young girl)

before you are not lying (in the dust) struck down by my
arrows."4 Smilingly Krsna cut down Rukmi's bow and wounded
him with six arrows.

27. He struck his four horses with eight shafts, the

charioteer with two and his flag with three. Taking up another

bow, Rukmi pierced Krsna with five arrows.

28. Struck by the stream of arrows, the imperishable

Lord Krsna sundered Rukmi's bow. He again equipped himself

with (still) another bow which too the Lord snapped.

29. Kf$na cut into splinters whatever weapon—whether

a club studded with iron, spear, pike, sword and shield, lance

and iron club—Rukmi took up (one after another)

.

30. Jumpingdown from his chariot with a sword in hand,

the indignant Rukmi, determined to finish with K??na, rushed

at him like unto a moth dashing at a fire.

1 . As usual treats this as a compliment explaining the pun in

jadSndm kulap&rksana as yadSniih kulapa, amsana—“you Protector of Yadu*s
race, expert in destroying enemies'*.

a. $R takes mmfitod dhoadkfa as adhv&nkfa and interpretes “Like god
Indra taking away his legitimate sacrificial oblations"

3. manda—stable, immovable—$R.

4. rf.A—VJ.'s Text adds :

Bending the bow by drawing the bow-string powerfully, he hit Krfpa
with three arrows.

^
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31 . As he was advancing, Krsna cut down his sword and

shield into sesamum-like particles with his arrows and taking

up his sharp sword, he rushed forth bent on killing Rukmi.

32. Beholding his attempt to kill her brother, the vir-

tuous Rukmini was overwhelmed with fear. Falling at the feet

of her consort, she piteously1 entreated

:

( VJ.'s Text'. Rukmini prayed)

33. “Oh lord of Yoga of incomprehensible nature ! Oh
God of gods ! The Protector of the world ! Oh embodiment of

auspiciousness ! It does not behove you to kill my brother, Oh
mighty-armed Lord.

SriSuka said’.

VJ’s Text :

33-A. Praying him thus in frightened tones, the poor

Rukmini earnestly desiring to save her brother, clasped the feet

of Krsna, the Protector of the world.

34. The merciful Lord gave up his attempt ( on Rukmi’s

life) as his feet were clasped by Rukmini whose whole person

was trembling with fear, whose mouth was parched up with

grief, whose throat was choked (with emotions) and whose gold

necklace was fallen, out of nervous anxiety.

35. Binding that evil-doer with a piece of cloth, he

disfigured him by shaving his head (with the blade of his

sword) keeping (intermittently) some part of the mustaches

and hairlocks on the head. In the meanwhile, prominent

heroes in the Yadava forces crushed and routed the extra-

ordinary hostile forces, like elephants trampling down stalks of

lotuses.

36. When they approached to the presence of Kj-sna,

they beheld Rukmi reduced to that (humiliating) plight, as

good as dead (through shame) . The mighty Lord Balarama

was moved with pity and releasing him, he protested to Kr$na.

(VJ's Text'. Balar&ma reproved:)

37. “This blame-worthy act, abhorrent to us (our race)

,

has been perpetrated by you, Oh Kr$na, in shaving the mous-

i. v.l.paoditd—omniscient—(VT)
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taches and the locks of hair of a relative. Disfiguring a relative

this way amounts to killing him. *

38. (Addressing Rukmini) : In your grief and brooding

over this deformity of your brother, please do not scorn us (as

evil-minded people) Oh good lady. No other person is the giver

of (i.e. responsible for) the pleaure or pain that comes to one’s

lot; for a person reaps the fruits of his own actions.

39. Even if a relative has committed an offence deserv-

ing death in retribution, he should not be killed by a relative.

He should be discharged forthwith. What is the propriety of

slaying a person again, when he stands killed by his own sinful

acts.

40. God Brahma has ordained this as the dharma (the

code of conduct) for Ksattriyas that even a brother should

kill a brother (in the battle). What could be more terrible

than this ? (Hence it is the k$attriya dharma that is at fault

and not we who abide by it, Oh lady)

.

41. (Turning toKrsna) It is only the proud, blinded

with the intoxicating influence of prosperity that offend rela-

tives for the sake of kingdom, land, wealth woman, honour,

authority or for any such consideration.

42. (Addressing Rukmini) : It is an improper lookout on

your part that you, like an ignorant person, think auspiciously

and well of your brother who always bears ill-will towards

all beings and ill of those who are your well-wishers1
.

43. “That some persons are friends, some enemies and

some indifferent is the self-delusion created by Lord’s Mays
(deluding potency) among persons who regard the body and

the soul as identical.

44. For the Supreme Soul is one only in all corporeal

beings. But he is mistaken as many by the ignorant, just as the

luminary (the sun, though one, is regarded as many when it

is reflected indifferent vessels containing water) or the sky

(though one, is regarded as different when circumscribed in a

1. SR adds : It is certainly your improper outlook that you regard

the auspicious or proper punishment meted out to your brother (by shav-

ing him) as evil, even though your relative is ill-disposed to all beings*
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pitcher (ghafakafa) or within a room (mafhdkdSa) is looked

upon as many ( when in reality it is one)

.

45. This body constituted as it is of five material

elements (like the earth, water, fire and others)
,
vital elements

(like sense-organs and their presiding deities) andthegawaj

1

and has a beginning and an end, is projected on the Soul

(dtman) through ignorance
(avidyd) which makes the embo-

died soul wander in the cycle of saihsdrc?.

46. The soul has no union with or disunion from any-

thing else (viz. the body)
, as nothing other than the soul

exists at all, Oh good lady. The soul is the cause of such

appearance, just as the sun is the cause of the perception of

the sun by means of the eye and colour (but the sun bears no
union or disunion with them) 3

.

47. Changes such as birth (youth, death) and others

pertain to the body and never to the soul, just as the waxing
and the waning of the moon are attributable to the digits of
the moon (which remains constant all the while). The death

of the body is like the amdvasyd
( kuhu ) when the light of the

moon disappears but the moon remains unaffected (in the

same way the soul continues to exist despite the disappearance

of the body)

.

48. Just as a sleeping man, in a dream, perceives him-
self, the sense objects of enjoyment and experiences the fruit

(enjoyment) thereof, even though nothing of these exists in

reality, similarly an ignorant person undergoes (the experience
of this unreal) sarhsara.

1. $R: and is thus conditioned by the triad

—

adhibhautika
,
adhyaimika

and adhidaivika.

2. ^R. : The body is not pure due to conditioning circumstances.

3. (i) It is the power ofillumination of the sun which shines all the
while and has no contact with the eye and as such has neither union or
disunion with the eye. Similarly, the Soul being of the nature of conscious-
ness and existing in the past, present and future has no possibility of
union or disunion with the body—VT.

(ii ) The Supreme Soul is not bound or separated from the body
coming into existence of which is dependent on Him, just as the Sun is

unconnected with the eye or the colour, both of which depend on the sun
for their function—VR.
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49. Therefore, by means of the knowledge of reality

eliminate completely your sorrow which is born of ignorance

and which causes you pining and delusion. And be comforted
and serene at heart, Oh lady, with bright smiles.”

£ri Suka said :

50. When the beautifully slim lady was thus enlightened

by the glorious Lord Balarama, she overcame her mental

depression and attained equipoise of her mind through reason.

51. Allowed to get away with life only, shorn of his

power (or army) as well as of glory, brooding over his

disfigurement and with his plans and ambitions frustrated,

Rukmi built a big town called Bhojakata1 for his residence.

52. He resided therethrough indignation, as he formerly

announced. **I shall not re-enter Kundina unless and until I
•

have killed the wicked-minded Krsna and brought back my
younger sister”.

53. Having vanquished all the monarchs in his way, the

Lord brought Rukmini, the daughter of Bhismaka to his city,

Dvaraka and married her as per tidstric injunction, Oh Scion

of the Kuru race.

54. There was a great festivity in every house in Dva-
raka, the capital of Yadus, of the residents thereof, who were

exclusively devoted to Lord Krsna, the protector of Yadus, Oh
king.

55. Men and women thereof were highly delighted.

Adorned with ear-rings of highly polished jewels, they present-

ed valuable gifts to the newly-wedded couple wearing excellent

bridal dress.

56. The city of Vf?nis (Dvaraka) shone splendidly with

flags raised in honour of Indra, with a wonderful variety of

garlands, cloths and ornamental arches decorated with jewels,

provided with auspicious arrangement at every door of pitchers

i. Bhojakafa or Bhojapur is identified with Bhojapura, six miles to

the south-east of Vidiii. GDAMI 33. It was built to the north of the

Narmad& as per pura^as which thus support this identification. GDAMI
33 and 224.
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full ofwater, insense of the aguru (agall ochum )burning and
lamps.

57. Its streets were besprinkled with the exuded ichor

(temporal fluid
) of elephants of the great kings invited for the

marriage, and entrances beautified with tall plantain trees and
areca-nut trees.

58. Moving hastily here and there in confusion in that

marriage, clansmen of Kurus, Srfijayas, Kaikeyas, Vidarbhas,

Yadus and Kuntis were happy to meet each other.

59. Hearing the episode of Krsna's carrying away Ruk-
mini sung by the people everywhere, kings and princesses

who attended the marriage became extremely wonder-struck.

60. Great was the exultation among the citizens of

Dvaraka, Oh king, to see Krsna, the Lord of goddess Sri now
married to Rukmini who was no other than goddess Laksml

herself.

CHAPTER FIFTY FIVE

The Story of Pradyumna*s Birth1

Sri Suka narrated :

1 . As to Kama2
,
the god of Love, who was a portion of

(the future) Lord Vasudeva, was formerly burnt down through

the wrath of god Siva. Hence he (Kama) resorted to him

again for the restoration of his corporeal form.

* Ekanitha has written an excellent work in ovi metre on Rukmini'*
marriage. Out of respect for Ekan&tha, KD has incorporated it in his

com. on thisskandha (HarivaradS)

1. As SR and VR point out this chapter contains a chronological

anamoly as it describes slaying of the demon Sambara by Pradyumna and
his return to Dv&rak£ alongwith his wife Mayivati—incidents which
took place long after Kftna's marriages with J&mbavatl, SatyabhSmS and
others which are described in the subsequent chapters.

2. This refers to the incident when at the behest of god Indra, K&ma,
disturbed god Siva's spiritual concentration, with a view to tempt him to

marry Uml and get rid ofthe menace of the demon T&raka by procreat-

ing a son (the future Skanda). But contrary to expectations, Siva flared
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2. That very god of Love was born of RukminI, the

princess of Vidarbha, and (lit. from the semen of) JECrsna. He
became celebrated as Pradyumna and was in no way inferior

to his father (Krsna) in any respects.

3. Knowing that the babe was his future enemy (slayer)

,

the demon Sambara, the inveterate enemy of Kama, who could

assume any form at will, clandestinely kidnapped it even when

it had not completed ten days (on the sixth-day) 1 and throwing

it into the sea, he went home.

4. A huge powerful fish swallowed that babe. But along

with others, that fish was caught into a big net by fishermen.

5. The fishermen brought it as a present to Sambara.

The cooks carried it to the kitchen and cut that wonderful fish

with a knife.

6. Finding a babe in its abdomen, they offered it into

the charge of Mayavati2
. As her mind was full of misgivings

(about the child), the divine sage Narada narrated to her all

the details how it was born and how it was found in the bowels

of that fish.

7. It is reported that she was Rati, the glorious wife of

the god Kama, waiting for the reincarnation of her consort

whose body had been reduced to ashes.

up with anger at this disturbance and opened his Third eye—the fire out

of which reduced Kama to ashes ( Vdl. Rant.Bala 23.10-13). VT. and VR.

argue that Pradyumna, the Third emanation ( Vyuha ) of the Pdiicaratra

school is indestructible. VT. finds a via media by assuming two sets of

deities—the ordinary

—

Prdkxta set to which category Kama, the servant of

Indra who tried to disturb Siva and got consumed by fire, belonged. The

other set, viz. the four manifestations (Vyuhas) of Narayana of which

Pradyumna forms the third, is not implied here. The word

—

tu in the text

Kama* tu signified this distinction between the two categories, and empha-

sizes that it was the Prdk{ta kama, the jtva of whom sought birth from

Kr?na.

t. fafthc 'hnij&tamdtram tu Pradyumnam sutikigxhdt!

mamaifa hanteti mune hjtavdn k&la-Sambarahi //

VP. 5.27.3.

2. As explained below (VT) and in VP. 5.27. 27ff., she was Rati,

the wife of K§ma who was reduced to ashes by Siva. Under the pseudonym
Miyavati, she worked as the kitchen-in-cbarge of Sambara waiting for

her re-union with her husband in his next birth.
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8. She was entrusted with the charge of supervision (of

the cooking of pulses and rice) in Sambara’s kitchen. Having

come to know that the child was her spouse Kamadeva
himself, she developed affection to that child1

.

9. Not long afterwards2 Pradyumna, the son of Krsna,

attained youth and caused confusion in the heart of women
who had a look of him.

10. Considering him as her husband. Rati was ogling

at him with bashful smiles and raised evebrows aud appro-

ached with amorous purpose Pradyumna who with eyes

longish like lotus-petals and knee-long arms was the most

beautiful man in the world.

11. The respectable son of Krsna (strongly) protested:

“Oh mother ! You seem to have a perverted mind. Abandon-

ing the motherly relation, you behave like a lustful woman.”

Rati replied :

12. “Your honour is the son of Lord Krsna taken away
by the demon Sambara from ( the lying-in-chamber in) your

house. I am Rati, your (lawfully) married wife and you are

(none else but) Kama, the god of Love, my Lord.

13. This demon Sambara cast you into the sea when you

were not even ten days old. A fish swallowed you up. It is

from the bowels of the fish that your honour came out here,

my lord.

14. This enemy of yours is irresistible and invincible

as he is expert in hundred types of black magic (m&ya). You,

however, slay him by means of maya powers like mohana

(stupefaction) and others.

15. Being deprived of her child, your mother is wailing

like a female osprey at the loss of her young one. Being over-

whelmed with motherly affection for a child, she is anxious

and miserable like a cow bereaved of her calf.”

1. v.l.—noted in VT : ‘Due to her M£ya power, even $ambara

could not know the child
1

.

2. According to HV, Pradyumna’s growth was wonderfully accele-

rated with specific medicines, etc.
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1 6. Exhorting him thus, Rati, the past-master in delud-

ing magical processes
(
m&yavati ), imparted to

#
the noble-

souled Pradyumna the knowledge of ‘Supreme Illusion* (Mafia-

m&yd) y capable of destroying all sorts of spells and magical

processes and illusions.

17. Approaching Sambara, he challenged him for a

fight, provoking a quarrel by insulting him with unbearable

taunts.

18. Reproached with sharp words of abuse, Sambara,

like a serpent trodden under foot, rushed out with a mace in

hand and eyes reddened with indignation.

19. Vehemently whirling his mace, he hurled it at the

noble-souled Pradyumna and gave out a roar, terrible like the

stroke of a thunderbolt.

20. The glorious lord Pradyumna struck back the on-

coming mace with his own and flying in rage, he dashed his

own mace at the enemy, Oh king.

21. Resorting to the illusory method of warfare of Dai-

tyas as taught by Maya, the Asura, taking up a position in the

sky, discharged on Pradyumna, the son of Krsna, a shower of

missiles.

22. Being troubled with the down-pour of missiles

Pradyumna, the powerful hero, the son of Rukmin!, employed

his Great Lore consisting of pure sattva which was capable of

counteracting and annihilating all Mayas (illusive processes,

spells, etc.)

23. Thereupon, the daitya (Sambara) used hundreds

of magical spells ( mayas) used by Guhyakas, Gandharvas, Pi$-

acas (goblins), Nagas and Rak?asas but the son of Kr§ria sim-

ply blew them out (i.e. easily destroyed them).

24. Raising his sharp-edged sword, he forcibly severed

from Sambara’s trunk his head with its copper-coloured

beard (and moustaches) and adorned with a crown and ear-

rings.

25. Showered over with heaps of flowers by the celestials

who were eulogising him, Pradyumna was taken to his (home-)

city (Dvaraka) through the sky by his spouse who was capable

of coursing through the sky.
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26. Like unto a cloud accompanied with lightening, he,

with his consort, alighted from the sky into (Kfftia’s) excellent

harem crowded with hundreds of beautiful women, Oh king.

27-28. Beholding him, of a complexion dark-blue like a

cloud, wearing a yellow silken garment, of extra-ordinarily long

arms, reddish eyes, with an enchanting smile and charming

countenance, with his lotus-face extremely graced with dark-

blue curly locks of hair, the ladies thought him to be Krsna
himself and out of bashfulness concealed themselves immediate-

ly wherever they could.

29. Coming to a conclusion from the distinguishing cha-

racteristics between the two (such as absence of Srivatsa that

he was not Sri Krsna, the ladies approached him with great

delight and wonderment as he was accompanied by a jewel-

like beautiful damsel.

30. Then among them Rukmini, the sweet-tongued

princess of Vidarbha, of bluish (corners of) eyes, recollected

her lost son and milk of maternal affection oozed out of her

breasts.

31. “Who can this be a jewel among men ? Whose son

is this lotus-eyed one ? What mother has borne him in her

womb ? Who is this damsel obtained by him ?

32. If my son who being stolen away from the maternity

chamber and thus lost, be alive somewhere, he would be his com-

peer in age, similarity of features, etc.

33. How could this boy inherit so much resemblance to

the Lord wielding the &aniga bow in form (features)
, limbs,

gait, tone of voice, smiles and way of looking.

34. Or, he must really be the same child whom I bore in

my womb. I have begun to feel more affection for him and my
left arm is throbbing.”1

35. While Rukmini, the princess of Vidarbha, was thus

reflecting (to ascertain whether Pradyumna could be her son)

,

Kf$$a, of glorious renown, came there along with Devaki and

Vasudeva.

i. This is regarded as an auspicious omen in regard to women,

foreboding good tidings.
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36. Though Krsna knew the actual state of affairs, the

Lord kept mum. It was Narada who told all the stofy from his

(Pradyumna’s) kidnapping by Sambara.

37. Listening to that extremely miraculous account (of

Pradyumna’s life till then), the ladies of Krsna’s harem joyfully

congratulated him upon his return after many years, like one

returning to life from the realm of death.

38. Devaki and Vasudeva, Krsna, Balarama, Rukmini

and other women of the harem embraced the young couple and

were transported with joy.

39. Hearing that Pradyumna who was missing so long has

arrived, the citizens of Dvaraka exclaimed; How wonderful !

How happy it is that the boy who (being missing) was as good

as dead, has returned to life.”

40. It is not wonderful that owing to his close resembla-

nce to his father Kf?na, many times Pradyumna’s (step-)

mothers mistook him for Krsna and resoited to seclusion (the

passion of love was awakened in them). The very thought of

the god of Love provokes passion. What of other women when

Pradyumna, the god of love, who was the reflection of exact

semblance of the Lord, the abode of goddess Laksmi, presented

himself within the range of their sight?

CHAPTER FIFTY SIX

The story of Syamantaka jewel

(Krsna’s marriage with Jambavati and Satyabhama)

Sri Suka said :

1. Satrajita1 who had committed an offence against

Krsna, gave, of his own accord and making some special effort

for it, his own daughter in marriage to Krsna offering there-

with the Syamantaka jewel (as an atonement for the offence).

i . The word is spelt both ways : SatrQjita and Satrqjit. The transla-

tion retains the spelling adopted in the original Sk. text.
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King Parikfit enquired :

2. What offence did Satrajita commit against Krsna,

Oh Brahmana sage ? Whence did he get the Syamantaka gem?
Why did he offer his daughter in marriage to Hari?

Sri Suka narrated :

3. The Sun-god was an intimate friend of his own devo-

tee Satrajita. The Sun-god was so much affectionate to and

pleased with Satrajita that he presented to him the Syamantaka

gem.

4. Wearing that gem about his neck and effulgent like

the Sun-god, he could hardly be visible and recognized due to

its dazzling lustre, Oh king.

5. Beholding him even from a distance, people felt

blinde,d with his brilliant splendour and believing him to be

the Sun-god, reported it to the Lord who was playing at dice.

6. “Salutations to You, Oh Narayana, theWielderof

the conch, discus and mace ! Oh Lotus-eyed Damodara 1 Oh
Govinda, the Delight of Yadus.

7. Blinding the eyes of men with his lustre, here comes

the Sun-god of scorching rays, with a desire to pay visit to

you, Oh Protector of the world.

8. Prominent gods really try to seek the way (to find

you) in all the three worlds. Having come to know today that

you live undisclosed among the Yadus, the birthless Sun-god

has come to see you, Oh Lord.”

Sri Suka said :

9. Hearing the report of the ignorant people, the Lotus-

eyed Kr?na laughed loudly and remarked : He is not the Sun-

god but Satrajit dazzling with the jewel (
Syamantaka)

.

10. Satrajit entered his affluent, splendid mansion

beautified with auspicious objects (for the celebration of his

successful return with the gem) and got the jewel properly

installed by Brahmapas in the shrine of his family deities.
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11. Oh King ! Every day, the gem yielded eight bhdras1

of gold. Where the gem is installed and worshipped, there is

no danger from famines, epidemics, calamities, serpents, di-

seases, inauspicious things or from rogues.

12. He was solicited by Krsna on one occasion for the

gem, for presenting to Ugrasena, the king of Yadavas. But

being greedy of wealth, he did not comply regardless of the

consequences of such refusal ( to the Lord’s request)

.

13. One day, Prasena (the brother of Satrajit) wore that

jewel of extra-ordinary lustre about his neck and mounting his

horse, he went to the forest for hunting.

14. Having killed Prasena along with his horse, a lion

snatched the gem from him (out of curiosity for the dazzling

thing) and was entering his mountain cave when he was killed

byJambavat who desired to possess the gem.

15. In his den, he used it as a toy for his young son.

Not finding his brother, Satrajit was greatly tormented.

16. (He expressed his suspicion :) “My brother is most

probably murdered by Kj-sna as he went out to the forest with

the Syamantaka jewel round his neck”. Hearing that, people

passed on the rumour in whispers from ear to ear.

17. Hearing that rumour, the Lord accompanied by

some citizens followed the track of Prasena ( Prasena’s horse ) in

order to wipe out the calumny imputed to him.

18. People saw that Prasena and his horse were killed by

a lion in the forest and that the lion was killed by a bear on

the side of the mountain.

19. Keeping outside the citizens (with instructions to

wait) , the Lord alone entered the den of the king of bears,

though it was terrible and full of blinding darkness.

20. Seeing there that the excellent gem was used as a
toy of a male child he determined to take it away and stayed

there near the child.2

2 1 . Seeing that extra-ordinary person (not seen before

)

the nurse of the child screamed out as in fear. Hearing that,

1 . SR. quotes verses which show that one bhdra is equivalent to
8ooo Tol&s (I xb/ja 1

1

.66 grama)

.

2. VB quotca a verse from Purdpas as the nurses lullaby to the
child, “The lion killed Prasena, the lion was killed by Jftmbavat. Oh.
tender child, don’t cry. This Syamantaka is for you.” *
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the enraged Jambavan who was the foremost among the mighty

rushed at him, in rage.

22. Verily, in his indignation, he failed to understand

Krsna’s greatness, and regarding him as an ordinary person he

fought with him, his own Master (Rama in previous incarna-

tion), the Supreme Lord.

2 3. Like two hawks fighting for a piece ofmeat, the com-

bat between them was tumultuous as they tried to overthrow

each other by weapons, rocks, trees and arms.

24. There was a continuous combat for twenty-eight

days (and nights as well) hitting each other with fists, harsh

like the strokes of thunderbolt.

25. Jambavan was extremely wonderstruck as his joints

and limbs were crushed and dislocated by the blows of Krona’s

fists and as his strength decreased and the body was full of pers-

piration.. He addressed to him :

26. “ (Now) I know You to be Lord Vi$nu, the Ancient-

most Person, the Creator of the Universe and the Controller

thereof Who constitute the energy, the power of endurance

(mental strength) and physical power of all beings.

27. You are really the Creator of the progenitors of the

Universe
;
You are the Reality that underlies it (as the mate-

rial cause of the created substances) . You are the Time Spirit

which controls and destroys the world. You are the Supreme

Soul of all.

28. You are verily my Lord Rama, at whose side-glances

which were slightly enkindled with wrath, the whole ocean

full of alligators, whales and other aquatic animals got agitated

and was made to give way to you; Who built a bridge across

the sea as if it was a memorial of your glory; who burnt down
the city of Lanka and by whose arrows, the heads of demons

rolled on the ground.**

29-30. To his devotee, the king of bears who had thus

realized the knowledge of his being the Supreme Spirit, Kf§na,

that Imperishable glorious Lord, the lotus-eyed son of Devaki,

touched (all over his body, out of compassion) with his

bliss-bestowing hand (relieving all his fatigue, wounds and pain

in the combat) and out of Supreme Mercy and Grace, spoke

to him in a voice deep with affection.
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31. “We (I and citizens of Dvaraka) arrived here at the

entrance of your cave for the sake of the Syamantaka

gem. (Though some of the false imputation of calumny is here-

by removed ) ,
I have entered the den to wipe out completely

the false accusation (of Prasena’s murder) against me, by means

of (i.e. by producing) this gem.”

32. It is traditionally reported that thus addressed,

Jambavan gladly offered his daughter Jambavatl in marriage to

Krsna, along with the Syamantaka gem, by way of worshipping

him.

32A. VR’s Text adds :

Lord Krsna who is affectionate to his devotees, was

worshipped (by Jambavan) with many other excellent

precious stones. And the Lord instantly bestowed on him (or

decided to confer upon him) the Supreme Emancipation from

which there is no return to samsdra.

33. After Waiting (at the entrance of the cave) for

twelve days and finding that Krs^a entered the cave but had

not returned out ofit, the people who accompanied him there,

returned to their own city (Dvaraka) in grief.

34. When they heard the report that Krsna had not

issued out of the cave (for the last twelve days) ,Devaki (Krsna’s

mother), queen RukminT, Vasudeva (Kyra’s father), his fri-

ends and kinsmen deeply grieved (his non-return).

35. Citizens of Dvaraka cursed Satrajit (for the dis-

appearance of Kysna). Deeply grieving, theydevotedlyworshipp-

ed the goddess Durga (well-known by the name, Candrabhaga )
,*

the Supreme Illusive potency of the Lord, for the safe return of

Sri Krsna.

36. (Possibly) due to the blessing of the goddess they

received through their worship and prayers of the deity, Lord

Hari manifested Himself along with his spouse (Jambavatl) and

with his purpose (recovery of the Syamantaka gem) comp-

letely achieved, thus thrilling them with joy.

1. SR. remarks! Candrabhdgitft ndma DurgSm suggests that his Text

most probably read Candrabh&gd for MahdmSyd and was Upatasthus

Candrabhdgdm Durgdm*’ etc. instead of the current one.'5'
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37. All of them were transported with ecstatic joy to

find Krsna as if returned to life after death and that too with a

spouse and the Syamantaka gem about his neck.

38. Summoning Satrajit to the royal assembly, in the

presence of the king (Ugrasena)
, the Lord narrated the story

of the recovery of the gem and entrusted the gem to his (Satra-

jit’s) care.

39. Deeply feeling ashamed, he took that Symantaka

jewel. Casting down his head and full ofrepentance for his guilt

(of traducing the Lord)
, he returned home.

40. Constantly brooding over the sinful act (ofcaluminat-

ing an innocent person like Krsna) and being agitated and
perplexed at his conflict with a powerful party, he pondered :

“How can I wipe off this misdeed and misbehaviour? Or how
will Lord Krsna be propitiated and gracious unto me?

41. What course would lead to my well-being whereby

people won’t censure me who am really short-sighted, mean,

foolish and greedy of wealth.

42. I shall offer him my daughter who is a jewel among
women, as well as that Syamantaka gem to him. This is the

proper expedient, otherwise no peace can be brought about (be-

tween us) by any other way.”

43. As the tradition reports, by this reasoning process, he

reached this decision. Taking personal initiative in the matter,

Satrajit offered his daughter who was excellent in all respects

as well as the Syamantaka jewel to him.

44. According to ritualistic formalities prescribed in the

Sastras the Lord married Satyabhama who was blessed with

good disposition, charming beauty, generosity and other

excellent virtues and had many suitors soliciting her hand.

45. (Declining the offer of the Syamantaka gem) the

glorious Lord said, “We do not accept the Syamantaka gem.

Let it be with you as you are the devotee of the Sun-god (the

donor of the gift) . We shall enjoy the yield of the gem (viz.

gold. As you have no son. I am the legal heir for the gold

yielded everyday by the gem)

.
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CHAPTER FIFTY SEVEN

The Story of Syamantaka

{Murder of Satijit for Syamantaka—AkrUra allowed to retain it)

Sri Suka said

:

1. Hearing the report of Pandavas and Kunti having

been burnt (in the house of lac at Varanavata1 ), Sri Krsna,

the Ruler of Senses, though knowing the reality (about their

escape to safety)
, went with Balarama to the Kuru country (to

its capital Hastinapura) as a formal condolence visit to rela-

tives.

2. It is traditionally reported that as co-sharers in their

grief, he met Bhisma, Krpa along with Vidura, Gandhari as

well as Drona and exclaimed: ‘Alas ! What a pity !*

3. Taking advantage of this opportunity (of Krsna's

absence) . Akrura

2

and Kftavarma instigated Satadhanva8
,

"Why should not the gem Syamantaka be seized (now, as

Kr§na is away) ?

4. Satraj it who, having positively promised us his beauti-

ful, jewel-like daughter, set us at nought and gave her in

marriage to Krsna. Why should not such a fellow follow his

brother (to the land of death) ?’*

5. His mind beihg thus thoroughly perverted and pre-

judiced, the wicked-most, sinful fellow with his span of life

1 . Vide MBH. Adi. ch. I47.

2. VT. takes pains to absolve Akrura of his participation in the

criminal conspiracy of murdering Satr3jit. His explanation that being

enraged at SatrSjit's accusation ofKr$ia, Akrflra wanted to kill him, is

not convincing— as Satrajit offered both SatyabhamS and Syamantaka

to Kr$rta and it was Kftoa who of his own accord requested Satr&jit to

retain the jewel with him. When matters were amicably settled, to insti-

gate £atadhanv& to murder Satrajit is certainly not creditable. And his

subsequent absconding with Syamantaka and the production of the gem
when cornered by Krwa, reflects against the character of this ‘one of the

greatest devotees' of Krfna.

3. One of the five sons ofHfdika of the Yadu clan, and a brother

of KrtavarmS (vid* supra 9.29.27)
*
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diminished (and was about to be terminated soon), murdered

Satrajit out of greed, while he was asleep.

6. While the women (in the family) were screaming

and wailing loudly and helplessly, he, like a butcher knifing a

beast, finished with Satrajit and absconded, taking with him
the gem Syamantaka.

7. Beholding her father thus slain, Satyabhama was

stricken with grief and bewailed, ‘Oh father ! father I am
undone* And she fainted.

8. Depositing that dead body in a trough full of oil (to

prevent its decomposition), she rushed to Hastinapura. Tor-

mented as she was, she reported the matter of her father’s

assassination to Krsna who (being omniscient) already knew
the facts (of the case).

9. Hearing that ( tragic incident) Balarama and Krsna,

both the Lords of the world, following the (customary) way of

human beings bewailed, ‘Alas, what a calamity has befallen

us !*, with eyes flowing with tears.

10. From Hastihapura, the Lord with his consort and

elder brother returned forthwith to his capital and started to

adapt measures to slay Satadhanva and recover the gem from

him.*

* Vj's Text adds'.

10.1. At this juncture, there arrived from the capital1 of the PaAc&la

country, an emissary deputed by king YajAasena (Drupada) announcing

the self-choice (Svayamvara) type of marriage of his princess Yajfiaseni

(Draupadi).

10.2. Being invited there along with his brother, Sri Kr?na went to

(KSmpilya), the capital of P&Acalas and saw there the teen-aged sons of

Pandu.

10.3-4. Those princes were perfectly disguised as Brahmanas and

were not seen before. Accompanying them, after they had achieved their

ambition through the exhibition of their prowess by hitting the mark (the

test for winning Draupadi’s hand) , he arrived at a potter’s residence. He
paid respects to his paternal aunt (Kuntl) and took leave of prince

Yudhifthira.

'

J0.4A. And hastened back to DvSraki to slay £atadhanv&.

j. viz. K&mpilya, the capital of South Paflc&la, the kingdom of

Drupada. It is now known as Kampil, 28 miles N.E. of Fathega<jh in

Farrukkhabad District, U.P.—GDAMI p. 88.
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11. Knowing the punitive measures adopted by Krsna,

Satadhanva got afraid and being anxious to save liis life, he

begged of Krtavarma’s help. But he (Krtavarma) replied:

12. “I will not offend Balarama and Krsna, the Lords

of the universe. Who can hope to live in ‘peace after commit-

ting an offence against them ?

13. The great warrior Kamsa was forsaken by the god-

dess of wealth and prosperity due to his hatred of them, and

had to leave this world along with his followers, while

Jarasandha had to take to Bight in (each of the) seventeen

expeditions losing even his own chariot.”

14. Being thus refused help (by Krtavarma), he en-

treated Akrura for help. But he too replied: “What person

knowing the might of these two Lords of the world, can dare to

oppose them ?

VJ.'s Text adds’.

14. A. God Siva whose abode is mount Kailasa, used

to bow down to Hari with his head. He (Hari) has vanquished

Hamsa and Dimbhaka who have become arrogant and over-

bearing due to boons (got by them), in the battle. The great

poisonous serpent (Kaliya) was expelled by him from the pool

( in the Yamuna)

.

15. It is out of sport that he creates, maintains and

destroys this Universe. People deluded by his Mayd (the Un-

born) do not comprehend the activities of the Creator of the

Universe.

16. As a boy of seven years, he uprooted a mountain

and held it up on one hand easily, as in play, like a

child holding an umbrella-like mushroom.

17. Salutations to the Glorious Lord Krsna of miracul-

ous deeds. I bow down to the Infinite Lord, the Prime Cause

of the universe, the Indwelling Soul of all.”

18. Thus refused help by Akrura, Satadhanva deposited

the great jewel with him and mounting a horse (or a mare)

capable of going hundred yojanas a day, he took to flight.

19. Balarama and Krsna rode ip their t^iariots carrying
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the flag with the emblem of Garuda, pursued with very

swift horses, the murderer of his father-in-law, Oh king.

20. Satadhanva left his horse that dropped down (dead

through fatigue), in a park of Mithila. Being afraid, he began

to run on foot, Kfsna also, out of rage, followed him on foot.

21. The glorious Lord who pursued on foot beheaded
him with his Sudariana disk of very sharp edge, and he

searched his upper and lower clothes for the Symantaka jewel.

22. Not finding the jewel on his person, Kr§na returned

and spoke to his elder brother, “Satadhanva has been killed in

vain, for the jewel is not on his person.”

23. Then advised Balarama, “The jewel has been

certainly deposited by &atadhanva with some person (at

Dvaraka). You return to the capital and trace him (the person

possessing the jewel )

.

24. I wish to see king Videha, my dearest friend.”

Speaking thus, Balarama, the delight of Yadus, entered the

city of Mithila, Oh king !

25. Seeing him come unexpectedly, the king of Mithila,

being highly pleased in mind, immediately rose up to receive

him, and worshipped duly his honourable guest with suitable

presents and other articles of worship.

26. The powerful lord Balarama spent some years in

the city of Mithila. He was duly honoured by the noble-souled

Janaka with great affection. It was during that period that

Suyodhana, the son of Dhftarastra, learnt the art of fighting

with mace, at his feet.

27. Returning to Dvaraka, Lord Krsi^a who wanted to

please his beloved wife, reported the death of &atadhanva and
also of his not finding the gem with him.

28. Thereupon, along with friends and well-wishers, the

Lord caused to be performed all the obsequies of Satrajit his

father-in-law who had been murdered.

29. Having heard the report of the slaying of Satad-
hanva, Akrura and Kftavarma, the instigators of the crime,
were overwhelmed with fear and absconded (from Dvaraka).

30. When Akrura left Dvaraka, there appeared evil

portents to the citizens of Dvaraka and they frequently suffered
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from physical and mental troubles as well as troubles caused by
gods and elements (Mahdbhutas ), so goes the tradition.

VJ.'s Text Adds:

30-A. Thereupon Sri Krsna inquired of old people of

whom Ugrasena was prominent: “What is the reason that

after such a long time, these ill omens and calamities ate be-

falling us ?'*

31. Forgetting what I have spoken before, some chro-

niclers declare as above. But how is it possible that ominous

portents will occur in the home-town ofLord Krsna who is the

abode of ascetics (capable of counteracting such evils by their

very presence)?

32. Formerly, so the tradition goes, when the lord of

rains did not send seasonal showers, the king of Ka§i gave his

daughter Gandini in marriage to Svaphalka (the father of

Akrura) who came there as a guest and there fell showers of

rain in the kingdom of Kasi.

33. His son Akrura possesses the same (hereditory)

miraculous powers. Wherever he stays, the rain-god sends

showers at the proper season. No calamities or epidemics (like

cholera) affect at that area.

34. Hearing the advice of the elders and considering

that this (i.e. the departure of Akrura) could be the cause (of

these calamities, but the absence of the Syamantaka gem is the

real cause), Sri Krsna managed to bring back Akrura (to

Dvaraka) and spoke to him.

35. Sri Krsna who knew the minds of all (understood

that this great devotee does not covet to possess the Syamantaka

gem, and must have certainly brought it with him) received

him with deep respect, engaged him in delightful conversation,

narrated to him some pleasantries and spoke with a smile:

36. “We already know that the brilliant gem Symantaka

is in your possession since it was deposited with you by Satadh-

anva, Oh master of charities.

37. As Satrajita had no male issue, (legally) the sons of

his daughter Satyabhama should offer water oblations and

lumps of rice (to the departed soul)
,
pay off his debts and in-

herit the remaining property. *
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38. As you observe vows properly, let the Syamantaka
gem, however, remain in your possession, as it is difficult for

others to retain it. But my elder brother (Balarama) does not

believe that I do not possess the gem ( he suspects that I have
it with me)

.

39. Please show to our relatives (the Symantaka gem)
and bring peace ofmind to them, Oh highly fortunate Akrura.

(You cannot deny the possession of the gem as) now-a-days

your sacrificial performances on altars of gold are going on
continuously (without any interruption or break).”

40. Pursuaded with such sweet words, Akrura, the son

of &vaphalka, brought the gem wrapped up in a piece of cloth

and handed over to him that gem which was resplendent like

the Sun.

41. Having made Akrura to show the gem to his relatives

and clansmen*, he wiped out the blame and suspicion imputed

to him by (producing) the gem (from Akrura) and the Lord
returned that gem to Akrura.

42. He who reads, hears, contemplates this highly

auspicious episode rich with the exploits of the glorious Lord

Visnu, the Ruler of the Universe—an episode which wipes out

all sins—becomes free from evil reputation and sins, and attains

ever-lasting peace.

* Here Vj's Text adds :

41. i. The ruler of the world cleared off the accusation levelled

against Him and explained the details of the case to Balarama who had

been away so long and had returned for seeing the gem (and to convince

himselfpersonally)

.

4 1.2 . But on seeing it, he regarded himself to be the proper person

to possess it and coveted tohave it, Oh prominent Kaurava. Satyabhama

considered herself to be (legally) the proper heir eligible (to possess) that

hereditary property.

41.3. Without knowing the mind of Hari, she confidently wished to

possess it. Even J&mbavati desired to get that gem as it was given as

dowry by her father (as such her claim was legal).

41.4. Knowing all these (covetous) claims, Lord Kftpa, the consort

of goddess Lakgml handed over again the gem to Akrflra.
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CHAPTER FIFTY EIGHT

Espousals ofLord Krsna

£ri $uka said

:

1. On one occasion, Sri Krsna, the most prominent one

among men, went to Indraprastha (modern Delhi) to see

Pandavas who were celebrated for their bravery and other

virtues. The Lord of the goddess Sri was accompanied by

Satyaki and others.

2. Seeing Lord Mukunda, the Supreme Ruler of all,

coming, all the sons of Pftha (Pandavas) immediarely stood up

and those warriors went to receive him just as the divinities

presiding over senses do to the returning main vital respiration

(as senses become active when respiration returns).

3. Those warriors embraced the Imperishable Lord and

got all their sins removed by the contact with his person.

Beholding his countenance, beaming with affectionate smile,

all of them were transported with joy.

4. Having bowed down to the feet of Yudhisthira and

Bhlina, he embraced Arjuna and was in their turn paid res-

pects by the twin Nakula and Sahadeva.

5. When he was comfortably seated on an excellent

throne, the dark-complexioned, recently-married Draupad! who
was above censure (in spite of her marriage with five brothers)

,

came there slowly and bashfully bowed down to him.

6. In the same way, Satyaki was worshipped and paid

respect to by Pandavas. Others also were equally received and

they sat on their respective seats around Krsna.

7. Approaching Kunti, Krsna paid respects to her. He
was looked at with eyes full of affection and tears, and was as

if embraced by her looks. He was inquired about the relatives.

He made queries about her health and well-being as also of

her daughter-in-law, and other relatives.

8. Remembering all the many sufferings they had under-

gone (at Varanavata and till their coming to the Svayamvara

of Draupadi), her throat was choked with perplexing affection

and eyes full of tears, she spoke to Krsna who manifested him-

self in order to remove all the sufferings (of his devotees).
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9. “Oh Krsna, when remembering us, your relatives, my
brother Akrura was deputed to us by you, we had been happy

since then. For we were blessed with a protector like you.*

10. You being the well-wisher and the very soul of

the universe, do not entertain the deluding notion of par-

tiality (calling someone as your own and disavowing relation-

ship with others). You, however, abide in the hearts of those

devotees who constantly remember you and destroy all their

sufferings by your very presence therein.

Yudhiffhira said:

11. “Oh Supreme Lord ! I do not know what righteous

act has been performed by us inasmuch as you, who are not

easily visible even to experts in Yoga, have manifested your-

self to our view, in spite of our poor understanding”.

12. Earnestly requested by the king (Yudhisthira), the

All-pervading Lord happily spent the four months of the

rainy season there, giving delight to the eyes of the citizens of

Indraprastha.

* Vj. ’s Text adds :

g.i ‘‘I have been quite at ease and happy since the time you, with-

out forgetting, specially came to visit us while we were (at Kampilya) in

the Pahcala country’*.

9 . 2-3. When Kunti spoke thus, Sri Krsna, the Supreme Master in

Yoga, of his own accord told her : ‘‘Having seen your sons along with

their bride while they were (then) living in-cognito in the Pancalas (in

its capital city K&mpilya) at the potter's house, I departed hastily on that

very day.

9.4*6. For, I wanted to kill £atadhanv&, the enemy (and murderer

of Satyabham&'s father. When that evil genius $atadhanv£ was killed

(and the Syamantaka gem was not on his person), my elder brother,

BalarSrna, the wielder of a plough (as his principal weapon) got angry

with me. Disregarding me, he went to the Videha country in despondent

mood. I stayed in the city (of Dvaraka) all this pretty long period,

anxiously waiting for his return. Due to the pressure of work, I did not go

anywhere”.

To him who was explaining thus (the reasons of not seeing her so

long), Kunti, with her heart filled with feelings of affection, spoke to Him.
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13-14. One day1
, equipping himself with the Garujiva

bow, two quivers with inexhaustible stock of arrows and put-

ting on his armour, Arjuna, the victorious, mounted his chariot

distinguished by the flag bearing a monkey-emblem, prepared

himself for hunting. Arjuna, the destroyer of hostile warriors,

accompanied by Sri Krsna, entered a dense forest infested

with a number of tigers and wild beasts.

15. He hunted down with his shafts a number of tigers,

boars, buffaloes, antelopes ( called ruru) ,
iarabhas (a fabulous

eight-legged animal, capable of killing lions), bisons, rhino-

ceroses, hares and porcupines.

16. As the day for performing sacrifice (or the Sraddha-

performance) had arrived, the attendants carried away those

beasts which were considered proper and pure as oblation to

the sacrificial fire.

17. Having sipped the water thrice (as acamana) , those

two dark-complexioned great (chariot) warriors drank the

crystal-clear water and noticed a charming girl strolling about.

18. Arjuna who was deputed by his friend Sri Krsna,

approached that beautiful damsel of well-set teeth and

charming appearance and enquired of her:

19. ‘Oh beautiful maiden ! Who are you ? Whose
daughter are you ? Whence have you come ? What is the in-

tention (of strolling here) ? I believe you wish to have a

spouse? Tell me everything, Oh beautiful lady.’

KHindi replied :

20. I am the daughter of the Sun-god. I am performing

austere penance with the desire of getting the boon-bestowing

god Visnu who is worth courting, as my consort.

21. I do not wish to seek as my spouse any other person

than the god Vi§nu, the abode of goddess Sri, Oh hero. May

i. This episode must have taken place after the burning down of

the Khaod&va forest by Arjuna. God Agni who was satisfied by consum-

ing that forest, gave Arjuna the G&pdiva bow and two inexhaustible

quivers of arrows and the chariot with the monkey-flag. —MBH Adi 224.3-

20 .
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the glorious Lord Mukunda (Krsna), the refuge of the help-

less, be propitious unto me.

22. I am known as Kalindl. I dwell in the mansion
constructed by my father under the waters of the Yamuna and
I mean to stay there, till I am able to see the immortal Lord
Acyuta.”

23. Arjuna ( the controller of sleep) reported it verbatim

to Sri Krsna. He knew it already. He placed the girl in the

chariot and approached Krsna in the presence of Yudhisthira

along with her.*

24. When Krsna was requested to help in the matter, he

immediately got an extremely wonderful and beautiful city built

by ViSvakarma for the sons of Pandu.

25.

** While the glorious Lord stayed there with the

desire of doing some good to his relatives ( or devotees)
, he

became the charioteer of Arjuna for consigning the Khandava
forest to the Fire-god.

26. Being pleased with him, the Fire-god bestowed upon

Arjuna the (Gandiva) bow, four white horses and the chariot

(drawn by them), two quivers with inexhaustible stock of

arrows and an armour impregnable by (the arms etc. discharg-

ed by) armed soldiers.

27. Maya ( the Asura architect) who was rescued from

the (forest-) conflagration, (built for his friend) and presented

to his friend Arjuna an assembly-hall wherein Duryodhana had

optic illusions and he mistook a sheet of water for a paved floor

and vice-versa.

28. Taking leave of Yudhisthira and obtaining consent

of his friends, he returned to Dvaraka accompanied by Satyaki

and others.

Here Vj's text adds :

23.1. While Kr?na, the Controller of sense-organs, was happily

staying at Indraprastha, he sent for Vi$vakarman, the master architect

of that period.

23.2-3. He made Viivakarma to build a wonderful city with high

ramparts, portals, towers, mansions, gates. It became celebrated as the

cityoflndra (Indra-prastha) . He did so with the desire to oblige his

ralatives. Accompanied with his relatives, be was permitted (to depart

from Indraprastha)

.

25** A bit of anachronism : vide verse 13 above.
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29. Thereupon, in the auspicious season when the day

was propitious and an auspicious constellation of 9tars was in

ascendance, he married Kalindi.

29-A. VJ.'s Text adds'.

Who being endowed with charming beauty and youthful-

ness gave delight to the mind and the eye).

And he thereby enhanced the joy and auspicious prosperity of

his own people.

30. Vinda and Anuvinda, (the princes) of Avanti who

were subservient followers of Duryodhana, forbade their sister

(Mitravinda from choosing Krsna as her consort) in her

svayamvara ,
even though she was devotedly attached to him.

31. Sri Krsna then forcibly carried away Mitravinda,

the daughter of his paternal aunt, Rajadhidevi (vide Supra.

9.24-31 )
while all the kings (attending the Svayarhvara) stood

agazing.

32. There was a very pious king called Nagnajit ruling

over Kosala (at Ayodhya). He had an excellent daughter

named Satya (Nila) who was also known as Nagnajit! (after

her father's name).

33. Kings were not able to win her for marriage without

subduing seven extremely dreadful, wicked bulls with pointed

horns and which never brooked the very smell of ( approaching)

warriors. [The taming of these bulls was the condition pre-

cedent of being eligible for Satya’s hand].

34. Hearing that the princess could be won only by the

subduer of those bulls, Lord Krsna, the Protector of Satvatas,

proceeded to Ayodhya, the capital of Kosalas, with a vast

army.

35. With great pleasure, the king of Kosalas received

him respectfully with due formalities, such as going forth to

welcome, offering a seat etc. and worshipped him with very

valuable presents and articles of worship, and in his turn he

was reciprocally congratulated by Krsna.

36. Beholding that a suitor who was agreeable and
desirable to her in every respect had arrived in state, the princess

of that great king fell in love with him, (who was the consort

of goddess Lak$mi). (She prayed:) ‘If I have devoutly wor-
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shipped the Lord by the observance of the vows, may this Sri

Krsna be my spouse and all auspicious benedictions prove
true.’

37. What should I do whereby that glorious Lord will

be pleased with me—the Lord, the dust on whose lotus-feet is

borne on their heads by the goddess Sri, the lotus-born god
Brahma, god Siva, the Lord of mount Kailasa along with the

protectors of different worlds; Who is the Supreme Ruler and
•who, from time to time sportively assumes various forms with

the object of enforcing the Law (of righteousness) as ordained

by him ?”

38. And to Krsna who was duly worshipped, the king

submitted again: ‘Oh Narayana ! The Lord of the World !

What more service a poor person like me can render to you

who are perfectly satisfied in your own spiritual bliss.’

Sri Suka said :

39. The Lord who was pleased with him and occupied

a comfortable seat, smilingly addressed to the king in a voice

deep like the rumbling of clouds.

The Lord said :

39-A. VJ.’s Text adds:

‘Wise men opine that that suitor (bridegroom) is the

best who does not propose his suit on any other occasion except

at the time ofsvayarhvara (self-choice-by the bride-type of marri-

age) . Oh Lord of the earth ! It is such a suitor who (proposes

his suit) when he gets an invitation along with other kings who

might participate for the same object (as suitors) 1
.

40. Wise men have strongly censured all entreaties on

behalf of a prince—even if he be an humble kfattriya but is

following the path of the duty prescribed by iastras. It is out of

a strong desire for securing your friendship that I am soliciting

you for your daughter (in marriage). And we are not prepared

to pay any price ( for the same).’

1 . sah arth&rtht tdih vel&th k&lam vini ihvayati Atm&nam iti Sefah—VJ.
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The king said

:

41. ‘What other suitor (bridegroom) superior to you

can there be in this world, Oh Lord—a bridegroom most cove-

table for the girl, as being the only abode of all excellent

virtues and on whose bosom the goddess Sr! abides perman-

ently inseparable.

42. But with a view to securing a suitable bridegroom

to the maiden, we have already laid down a condition for

testing the prowess of the suitor, O Prominent Sdttvata.

43. These are the seven bulls untamed and ungovern-

able, O warrior. A great many princes have been discomfited

and got their limbs pierced and broken by them.

44. (How strongly I wish it) If these (bulsl) be tamed

and controlled by you alone. O scion of the Yadu clan, your

honour will be the desired-most suitor to my daughter O
Lord of the goddess Sr!.’

45. Hearing the nature of the convention, the Lord

fastened his girdle tightly. He divided himself into seven

persons and controlled the bulls easily as if in a sport.

46. With their pride crushed and spirit broken, he tied

them with ropes (after passing the cords through their noses)

and he sportively drew them (after him) like unto a child

drawing wooden toy-bulls.

47. The king was wonderstruck. With pleasure he

offered his daughter in marriage to Krsna. The Lord espoused

her with due religious formalities as she was worthy of him.

48. The Queens were extremely delighted to find that

their daughter secured her beloved Krsna as her spouse and

there was a high festival (on that occasion)

.

49. Gonchs, drums and kettle-drums were sounded.

Vocal and instrumental music along with expressions of bene-

dictions by Brahmanas were heard. Rapturously exulted men
and women donned excellent clothes, and decked themselves

with garlands and ornaments (on the joyous occasion)

.

50-51. Byway of dowry the mighty king gave ten thousand

cows, three thousand excellently dressed young women (as

maid-servants) all decked with necklaces of gold* coins, nine

thousand elephants, chariots hundred times % the elephants,
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horses hundred times the number of chariots and men-servants

hundred times the number of horses.1

52. With his heart overwhelmed with affection, the king

of Kosalas sent the couple in a chariot escorted with a big

army.

53. Although the kings were formerly worsted in their

encounter with the Yadavas and the uncontrollable bulls

they, out of extreme jealousy obstructed Kjrsna on the way
while he was taking the bride with him.

54. As those kings advanced discharging volleys of

arrows, Arjuna, the wielder of the Gandiva bow, keen on

obliging his relative, routed them as a lion would do to in-

significant beasts.

55. On reaching Dvaraka along with the dowry, Lord

Krsna, the son of Devaki and the prominent leader of Yadus,

passed his time in conjugal happiness with Satya.

56. Sri Krsna married Bhadra, the princess of Kekayas,

the daughter of His paternal aunt Srutakirti (vide Supra 9.24.

30) as she was offered in marriage by her brothers Santardana

and others.

57. Like unto Garuda swooping down upon the (pitcher

of) nectar (in the teeth of opposition from gods) ,
Krsna, single-

handedly carried away Laksmana, the princess of the Madra-

ruler, who was endowed with auspicious marks, in her svayarh-

vara (setting at nought the assembled suitor-princess).

58. Similarly, Sri Krsna had thousands (sixteen thou-

sand) other spouses, all ofwhom were good-looking and whom
he rescued from the prison of demon Narakasura, the son of

the goddess earth, after slaying him.

1. VR calculates them as follows :

0,000 elephants, gooo,oo chariots, 9000,00,00 horses, and 9000,00,00,
men-servants.
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CHAPTER FIFTY NINE

Narakdsura slain . The Pdrijdta tree brought to Dvdrakd

The king Parikfit enquired :

«

1. Be pleased to narrate to me the great prowess of

Krsna, the wielder of Sarnga bow as to how he killed the demon
Naraka, the son of the earth-goddess and those damsels (subse-

quently married to Kr$na) came to be taken to captivity by
him (Naraka).

£ri Suka said :

2. Kfsna was informed of the atrocious deeds of Naraka-

sura, the son of the Earth, such as snatching away his umbrella,

the insignia of his Lordship of the heaven

1

,
depriving his

mother Aditi of her ear-rings, his expulsion from Maniparvata,

the peak of mount Mandara, the mountain of gods, through

the complaint lodged by Indra8
. He along with his consort

(Satyabhama)3 mounted Garu^a and flew to Pragjyotisapura

4

(the capital of Narakasura) .
*

1. Naraka did not deprive Indra ofhis umbrella as complained by

him, but that of Varupa vide verse 23 below. But §R. explains that that

was an affront to Indra himself as he was the king of gods.

2 . Gf. VP. 5.29.1 This chapter deals with the same episode. Hence

the textual similarities.

3 . $R. explains that Indra appraizcd KfWa of these misdeeds while

he was in the palace ofSatyabhimd. So to satisfy her curiosity, he took

her with him. SR gives another reason : Satyabh&mS was an incarnation

of the Earth goddess. When Narakdsura was born of the Earth through

VifQu's contact with her in the Boar (Variha) incarnation, while lifting

her up from the rasdtala. He promised her not*to kill Naraka without her

consent. Hence SatyabhimS.—the mother earth—was taken by him as a

consenting party.

4 . K&marflpa or Kdmdkfyd in Assam (near Gauhatt)—
—GDAMI p. 158.

*Vj.'s Text as given in the Vrindavana edition :

2 . 1 . While the highly biased Kr$pa was staying at Dvaraka, he was

approached by Indra who came from the heaven in a distressed and

despondent state of mind.

2 .2. Lord Knoa received him with due respect, consoled him (with

a promise of help) and gave him leave to depart. ^
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3. The city was well protected on all sides with inacce-

ssible hilly fortifications and mounted missiles and weaponry
and was unapproachable due to the moats of water and fire

and belts of stormy winds and was covered on all sides by
thousands of terrible and strong snares devised by the demon
Mura.

4. He shattered down the hills with his mace, devastated

the fortification of weaponry with his shafts, cut off the moats

and belts with his discus and the wire-snares with his sword.

5. With the loud blast of his conch, He blew down the

war-machinery (on the ramparts) and broke down the hearts of

the proud warriors. Sri Kfsna the wielder of the mace demoli-

shed the fortification with his heavy mace.

6.

- Hearing the (deafening) blast of the conch terrific

like the thunders at the end of yugas ( when the universe dis-

solves) the five-headed demon Mura who was sleeping under

water, rose therefrom.

7. Raising up his trident, that dreadful demon extremely

difficult to look at due to his glaring lustre like the Sun or the

Fire (about to destroy the world) at the end of yugas, rushed at

Krsna, with his five mouths wide open as if to devour the world

as a serpent would rush at Garuda.

8. Brandishing the trident with great velocity, he hurled

it with all his might at Garuda and roared with all his five

mouths. The loud roar filled the earth and the heaven, all the

directions and the firmament in fact all the cavity of the

Brahm&nda ( universe)

.

9. Thereupon powerfully hitting two arrows at the

trident as it was dashing against Garuda, He cut it into three

2.3. He (Kr$na) arrived at the great city of the king of demons

which was situated on a high peak of the Himalayas, and was inaccessible

due to the moats, belts of water, fire and winds and was guarded by

soldiers.

2.4. He quickly cut down the snares of Mura by his discus and the

terrible rows of swords (round the fortification) with his sword.

2.5. Within the wink of an eye, Hari blew off the water by using

the wind missile and extinguished the fire-belt with the missile of Varuna

(creating downpour of water) . And with the terrific blast of his conch, he

broke down the spirit (heart) of the proud warriors.
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and stuffed the demon’s mouths with arrows. The demon (on

his part) vehemently hurled his mace at Krsna in tKat battle.

10. In that battle, the invincible elder brother of Gada
(i.e. Sri Krsna) shattered, with his mace, the on-rushing

mace to a thousand pieces. And as the demon was rusing at

him with his arms raised-up, he easily severed off his heads

with his discus.

11. With his heads dissevered, the demon fell lifeless

into the water like a mountain with its peak cut off by the

mighty Indra. Grieved at their father’s death, his seven sons,

enraged and impatient to avenge it, rushed at Krsna fully

prepared 1
.

12. Directed by Naraka, the son of the Earth, the seven

sons of Mura viz. Tamra, Antariksa, Sravaija, Vibhavasu, Vasu

Nabhasvan and the seventh Aruna, with their commander
PItha at their head, s'allied forth to the battlefield, fully equip-

ped with arms. 2

13. Overwhelmed with rage, they advanced discharging

volleys of shafts, swords, maces, darts, double-edged swords

and javelins on the invincible Lord. As the tradition goes, the

Almighty Lord of unfailing prowess reduced with his shafts the

whole volley of weapons to sesamum-seed like pieces.3

14. He (Sri Krsna) despatched to the abode of the god

of death all of them with PItha as their leader, with their heads,

thighs, arms, legs chopped off and their armours split open.

Observing that his army commanders were massacred with

the discus and shafts of Lord Krsna, Naraka, the son of the

1 . VJ.'s Text differs :

II—A. When the demon Mura was killed, a shower of flowers

expressing joy at the event, fell on the head of Vi$pu (i.e. Kr?na)

2. VJ.'s Reading :

12 . 1 . Directed by Naraka and riding their chariots drawn by bulls,

those warriors (sons of Mura) sallied forth from their homes. Overwhelm-

ed with rage they discharged from their well-strung bow, weapons, like

darts, fffis (double edged weapons) and javelins at the unconquered

Lord).

3 . VJ.'s Text adds :

13 . 1 . The remaining warriors then immediately sped to the great

capital (Pr&g-jyotifapura) and reported to Naraka that all sons of Mura
were killed. %
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goddess Earth, could not control his rage and rushed out with

his elephant-corps all exuding ichor and their pedigree trace-

able to Airavata born (i.e. churned) out of the Milky ocean.*

15. Beholding Krsna seated on Garuda along with his

consort like a cloud emblazoned with a streak of lightening

appearing just above the disc of the sun1
,
Naraka discharged at

him a Sataghni*. All his soldiers simultaneously struck at him.

16.

* With his sharp pointed arrows equipped with varie-

gated feathers, the glorious Lord Krsna, the elder brother of

Gada, mowed down the army of Naraka cutting down the

arms, thighs, necks and trunks of the soldiers simultaneously

killing the horses and elephants.

17. (What a wonderful feat) O scion of the Kuru
race ! Hari cut down with three sharp arrows each of the

weapons and missiles discharged (at Hari) by the hostile soldiers.

18. He was borne by Garuda who (on his part) struck

down elephants with his wings, killing them with his bill, claws

and wings.

1 9. Distressed by Garuda’s attacks they retreated into

the city. Seeing his army killed and routed by Garuda, Naraka
continued to fight single-handed.

* VJ.'s Text adds :

14.1. Surrounded with thousands of chariots and elephants and
accompanied by a vast army, Naraka arrived at the battlefield.

1. VJ.'sText’.

15.1 Beholding Kr$na—the Sun, the four-armed Kr$na wielding an
excellent bow and a conch, the Kaumodaki mace and a disc (in each
hand).

15.2. Espying Naraka dark blue like a cloud riding on elephant,
Govinda blew his conch and roared like a lion.

15.3. The invincible army of the demon-king showered a volley of
terrific arrows on the head of Kr$na. That son of the goddess Earth dis-

charged at Krjna his iron Sataghnt and he was struck with that blow.
15.4. It was a miracle when the volley of innumerable arrows

discharged by Naraka were simultaneously splintered with his shafts

smilingly despatched by the Lord.

2. A weapon used as a missile, supposed by some to be a sort of a
rocket—ASD p. 545.

16* VJ.’s wording of the 1st half differs :

Then with volleys of sharp arrows decked with variegated feathers
discharged at Naraka's army, the glorious Lord Kffna, etc.
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20. Naraka, the son of the Earth goddess struck Gambia
with his Sakti (spear) which had beaten back even Vajta (Indra’s

thunderbolt). Though hit by it, Garuqla did not budge (an

inch) like an elephant struck by a garland of flowers. 1

21. His attempt having been thus frustrated, Naraka,
the son of the Earth goddess, took up his spear to strike at

Krsna, but before he could hurl it, Hari, with his discus

(Sudar£ana) of razor-like sharp edge, severed the head of

Naraka who was riding on elephant.

22. The head still adorned with ear-rings and a beauti-

ful crown, though lying on the ground was shining, splendidly

‘Alas !’ “Bravo ! Well done” applauded the sages, while

the lords ofgods, showering flowers on Sri Krsna, eulogized him.

23. Thereupon the goddess Earth approached Krsna and
handed over to him a pair of ear-rings resplendent with jewels

and chased in the purest gold (belonging to Aditi), accompani-

ed with the necklace called Vaijayantl2 and a garland of forest

flowers (vanamala), the umbrella (the royal insignia) of Varuna
as well as a great jewel (or the peak of mount Mandara called

Maniparvata— vide verse 2 above)

.

24. The goddess folded her palms, bowed down to him
and with her heart full of sincere devotion extolled the Lord of

the universe who is adored by gods.

1. VJ.'s Text adds :

20.1. Though deeply pierced with that Sakti (spear) Garuda did
not move at all like an elephant struck with a garland, in that fight with
Naraka.

20.2. Thereupon, taking up his bow Naraka discharged a shower of
arrows on Kffna, but Kesava cut them all with his shafts.

20.3. Noticing that Naraka had properly set an ardha-candra arrow
(with semi-circular head) and was about to discharge by pulling the bow-
string, Kftna cut down his bow.

20.4. Then the son of the mother Earth picked up his heavy mace
of hard iron, but Kr$na cut it with an arrow called Kfurapra (an arrow
with shoe-shaped sharp head).

20.5. After this, Naraka, the vanquisher of hostile forces hurled his

sharp-edged axe at Vi$?u (Knna) but ne cut it down with his sword.

20.6. Then he threw at Kftna seventyfive Tomaras (javelins) and
Naraka, the destroyer of hostile heroes, roared like a lion.

20.7. Kf?na simultaneously cut down all the javelins with one arrow.

It was simply a miracle, O Prominent Kuru.

2. VJ. takes Vajjayantt as ‘garland of flowers of five colours’ and

VanamAli as 'a big garland of flowers and leaves reaching the foot,’ but

VR regards both as one : oaijayantyd vana-m&layi saha . H
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The Earth-goddess prayed :

25. Salutations to you, Oh God of gods, Oh wielder of a

conch, a discus and a mace ! I bow to you, Oh Supreme Soul

who have assumed form in compliance with the wishes of your

votaries.

26. Hail to You, O God with a lotus in the navel (and

are thus the cause—creator—of the universe). I bow to You
O wearer of the wreath of lotuses (signifying your glorious

renown). Salutations to You, O God with lotus eyes (soothing

the torments of the world) . Bow unto You, O God with lotus

feet (deserving adoration and service by the world).

27. Hail to the Lord of (the highest) divine faculties

(such as omnipotence etc.) ,
Vasudeva—the resort of all beings

and the All-pervading god Visnu. You are the Supreme Person,

present before all the evolutes1 , the Creator (or the Cause) of

the Primordial matter (Prakrti) . I bow to you, Perfect Spiri-

tual Wisdom incarnate.

28. Hail to you who are yourself unborn but are the

Creator of this Universe; who are the Brahman itself of infinite

potencies. You are the Inner Controller of the great and the

small, the Master of all elements (or created beings), O
Supreme Soul.

29.

* O Lord when desirous of creating the universe

you assume intense form of rajoguna (viz. the four-headed god

Brahma)

;

for the dissolution of the world you support the

Tamoguria (and assume the form of god Rudra) . And for the

continuance of the world, you assume the sattva (i.e. Visnu

form). You are no other than the Time (Kdla ), the Primordial

1. SR. quotes a £ruti text to support this :

p&rvam eoiham ihSsam iti tat turufasya purufatvam /

29*. VR : O omnipresent Lord 1 When desirous of creation, you

do so by entering the body of the four-faced god (Brahm&) characterised

by rajo-gupa. For destruction (of the universe) you enter into the person

ofRudra, K&l&gni (Fire burning down the universe) etc. who are domi-

nated by tamas. For protection of the world, you enter into the bodies of

Manu and other in whom sittva-gupa is predominant as well as by incar-

nating yourself directly. It is due to your presence in Kdla (The Time
Spirit), Primordial matter ( Prakrti

)

and the individual Soul that you are

designated as Kdla though distinct from them. VR. quotes :

aitad dtmyam idath sgroom, tat satyam, ta dtmi—ChSndogya 6.8.7 etc.
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matter (Prakrli)
and the supreme Spirit itself—yet you are dis-

tinct from them.*
*

30. You are one without a second, i.e. the earth (and

other elements like
)
water, fire, wind and the sky, the five tan-

malras (the subtle elements with their qualities such as sound,

taste, touch, form and fragrance), the presiding deities over

senses, mind, cognitive and conative senses, aharhkara (Ego, I-

ness)
, Mahat (the Principle of Cosmic Intelligence) ,

the mobile

and immobile creation all these are illusions imposed on you.

30-A. Tande J
s Bombay edt. adds in theft. note (P. 857).

When I was lifted by you, O Lord, in your boar incar-

nation, this son (Naraka) was born of me in consequence of

your contact. So you gave that son to me and now he has been

struck down by you.

31. This (Bhagadatta) is his (Naraka’s) son. He is afraid

and hence I have brought him to your feet, as you remove all

the miseries of those who are afflicted. Be pleased to protect

him by placing on his head your lotus* like hand which washes

off all sins and impurities.

§ri &uka said :

32. When the glorious Lord was entreated in these words

by the goddess Earth in devotion and humility, the Lord vouch-

safed him protection and entered the palace of Naraka, full of

all affluence.

32A. VJ.’s text adds

Having installed him (Naraka’s son, Bhagadatta) on his

hereditary throne (lit. kingdom) and reappointed his ministers

to their respective posts, Hari entered the series of compart-

ments and dwelling units of Naraka’s harem.

33. Hari found there sixteen thousand ( and one hund-

red— ) daughters of kings (Siddhas, gods, asuras etc.-)

brought as captives after defeating various kings1 .

29* VB : emphasizes that God transcends the gupas.

VJ. You are K&la (the Time-Spirit) which gives effect to the Fate

(adrffa) of beings. You are called Pradh&na as (he exalted-most, Supreme
Person and are so designated. Or You are parufottama and hence called

Pradhina Purufa.
1. SR. bases his interpretation on the basis of VP4,5‘29.31 (regard-

ing additional one hundred girls) but the second versequoted by him

—
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34.

* Perceiving the great hero among men enter, the

damsels were so fascinated with him that they mentally chose

him as their desired-most beloved spouse brought to them by
their Destiny.

35. ‘‘May this hero be my husband. May god Brahma
(or the Creator) approve and grant my prayer.” With this

devout feeling for him, all of them severally set their hearts on
Kr$na.

36. Sri Krsna sent them all to Dvaraka in palanquins

after they had taken their bath and put on excellent clean dress1
.

He also despatched along with them valuable treasure (of pre-

cious stones etc.) as well as chariots, horses and immense wealth.

37. Krsna sent sixtyfour, white, four-tusked swift-footed

elephants of Airavata’s pedigree to Dvaraka.

VJ's Text adds :

37-A. He gave to Bhagadatta one elephant, called Supra-

tika out of them and sent the rest to the shed.

38. Having gone to the palace of Indra and restored to

Aditi her two ear-rings, he along with his beloved consort

Satyabhama was worshipped by the king of gods along with his

queen Indrani.

39. Importunated by his consort, he uprooted the celes-

tial tree Parijata and placed it on (his mount) Garuda. After

defeating the celestials (who resisted the taking away of Pari-

jata), he brought it to his capital Dvaraka.2

40. It was planted as an (additional) adornment to the

garden of Satyabhama’s palace. Covetously hankering after

deva-siddhdsurddindtft njpdndm ca Jandrdatia /

kftvd hi so ’surafi kanyd rtirodha nijamandir? jf

is not traced in the Gita Press edition.

34A.*—VJ.’s reading : Seeing him enter, the damsels who were all

youthful, well-ornamented and of attractive features were fascinated with

the great hero among men.

1. VT. explains that those girls led an austere life, wearing tawny-

coloured clothes observing vows and fasts.

2. VJ,’s text elaborated this episode ^in two chapters, (ch. 65 and

66) which are translated in the Appendix as chapter 59-1 and 59-1 1.
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its fragrance and intoxicating honey, black bees from heaven

followed it.1
*

41. Indra touched the feet of Kr$na with the crests of

his crown many times while he bowed to him and begged of

him to accomplish his purpose (viz. the recovery of Aditi’s ear-

rings, Varuna’s royal umbrella and others) . But once his pur-

pose was achieved, he fought against him. What a great igno-

rance on the part of gods ! Fie upon that affluence !

42. Later on, the immutable Lord assumed as many
forms as the number of damsels (brought from Naraka’s

harem) and on the same specific auspicious time, he simulta-

neously yet severally married each one of them in their respec-

tive mansions with due formalities (and still remained change-

less and perfect)

.

VR.'s Text adds :

42A. Lord Hari grants all the wishes of his devotees. He
is infinite and incomprehensible. What is miraculous therein

that he was severally and simultaneously present with each of

his spouse ?

42B. Lord Krsna who is the Supreme of all the masters

of Yoga, is still visualized within, without and all around in

hundreds and thousand forms by his devotees.

43. In their mansions which surpassed all comparisons

and were endowed with super-abundant affluence, the imperi-

shable Lord of incomprehensible activities remained present

(all the while simultaneously) . Though he was perfectly satis-

fied with his own bliss, he sported with those amias (rays) of

goddess LaksmI (viz. those newly wedded 16000 damsels)

and like other house-holders attended to his house-hold duties.

44. Having obtained the consort of goddess LaksmI as

their own spouse whose ways (or approaches to whom) are in-

comprehensible even to god Brahma and others, those damsels

continuously waited upon him with ever-increasing incessant

delight, by means of their affectionate smiles, side-glances in

their ever-new meetings and their bashful behaviour and

speech.

i. This is described in ch. 67 of VJ.’s text which is translated in the

Appendix at ch. 59-11 1.
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45. Although hundreds of maid-servants were in their

service, each of them personally rendered service to the Lord by

rising up and advancing to receive him, offering him a seat

and excellent articles of worship, washing his feet, offering betel-

leaves, removing his fatigue and refreshing him by fanning,

application of sandalpaste and garlands of flowers, and by comb-

ing his hair, arranging his bed, bath and catering to him

refreshments (or presents
)
to him

.

CHAPTER SIXTY

Conversation between Kr$i}a and Rukmini (A Sweet Quarrel)

Sri Suka said :*

1. On a certain occasion, Rukmini, the princess of

Bhisma was waiting upon her consort, the Creator and the

Preceptor of the world who was comfortably seated on her own
bed while the maid-servants2 were fanning.

2. That Unborn Lord, the Controller of the Universe,

who, out of sport, creates, protects and destroys this universe,

1. VJ.’s text gives the introductory background in 4 verses.

King Parikfit enquired :

1.1 Every one of the queens of Krfpa was devotedly attached to

him from the bottom of her heart and every one of them was confident in

her heart that she was the only beloved-most queen of Krfna.

1.2 Was Kr$n* equal to all in his love of them or was he specially

attached to one (of them) ? As I strongly desire to know the fact of the

matter, be pleased to narrate it to me.

Sri Suka said :

1.3 It is widely well-known to all that out of all his queens,

Rukmini, the princess of Bh?;ma, was the senior-most and the Lord was
loving her the most of all.

1.4 On one occasion, a love-quarrel with her was provoked by
Kftpa. I shall narrate to you the whole episode. Please listen to it, O
descendant of the Kurus.

2. Vide verse 7 below.
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was born in the race of Yadus for the protection (and enforce-

ment) of the moral ordinances laid down by him.
#

3-6. OKing! ( In her mansion) Rukmini was waiting

upon her Consort, the Lord of the three worlds, as he was com-

fortably relaxing on a cushion, white like the foam ofmilk, on

an excellent couch, in her inner apartment which was beauti-

fied with a canopy fringed with strings of lustrous pearls suspend-

ed from it and with refulgent precious gems as lamps. It (the

apartment) was decorated with flowers and wreaths of jasmine

resonant with the swarms of humming bees; it was lit up with

silvery moon-beams that entered through the apperturcs of the

latticed windows. From the garden a gentle breeze surcharged

with the fragrance of Parijata wafted in, while the incense

of the fumes of burning aloe wood escaped out of the eyeholes

of the lattice.

7. The queen (Rukmini) too from her (female) friend’s

hand the chowrie with a (gold) handle studded with gems and

began to serve her Lord by fanning Him with it.

8. She was holding the chowrie in her hand adorned

with rings and bracelets and was making a jingling sound with a

pair of anklets studded with jewels. By the side of Lord Krsna,

she looked extremely charming with the lustre of necklace

reddened with the saffron applied to her bosom covered in her

upper garment and with her priceless girdle worn round her

waist.

9.

Gazing at her who was goddess LaksmI herself who was

exclusively devoted to him and had assumed a form suitable to

the form sportively adopted by him1
,
Lord Hari, being very much

pleased with her, smilingly spoke to her who appeared extre-

mely charming with her countenance looking all the more

beautiful with her curly locks of hair, ear-rings, gold necklace

and her face splendidly beaming with nectar-like (sweet) smile.

1. devolve deva-drheyam maiiufyatve ca mdnufiin /

Vifiwr dehanurupam vai karotyefdtmanas tanum //

«*—VP. 1.9.145.
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The Lord said :

10. O princess (of excellent beauty and virtue) ! You
were desired and sought after by rulers ofthe earth whose

affluence and power equalled to that of the divine protectors of

worlds; were endowed with majestic splendour and were far-

famed for their wealth, beauty of form, magnanimity and might.

11-12. O lady with beautiful eyebrows! Why did you

reject the prince of Cedi (Sisupala) and others who arrived

(at your place) seeking your hand and were mad with intense

love for you and to whom you were (already) agreed to be

offered ( in marriage) by your brother and father ? Why did

you select us who were in no way their compeer—us, who
being afraid of other Kings, have sought shelter in the sea,

have contracted enmity with the powerful (monarchs like

Jarasandha) and have practically relinquished the royal throne.

13*. O damsel with lovely brows! Women who (by

marrying) follow the path ofmen whose ways are obscure and

who generally follow paths untraversed by the (general) public,

generally come to grief.

14. (Women generally approve of the rich even though

they may not be good looking.
)

But we are have-nots

and we are generally dear to people who possess nothing

(and are poor). Hence affluent people generally do not resort

to me, O lady with beautiful waist.

15. (It is advisable that) Marriage and friendship be con-

tracted between those who are equal in wealth, heredity (or

family prestige) sovereign power, beauty of form or future

prospects but not between the inferiors or superiors.

16.

** O princess of Vidarbha ! Without ascertaining the

*. The inner significance of these epithets seems to be as follows

(as later brought outin Rukminf’s reply).

Women who seek us whose nature is incomprehensible and who do

not follow the trodden-oithodox pathJof action, reach the abode of the

Supreme Man. VR and VB give a similar (though somewhat different)

explanations.

••Some epithets in the verse have double meaning :

gupair hina(i—without i.e. transcending the gupas (satha, rajas)

bhik$ubhir mudh&—who are eulogized by recluses disinterestedly

(without any ulterior motive)

vide infra Rukminl’s reply—verses 34-48.
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real situation, we who are really devoid of all qualities but

are praised for nothing by beggars, have been seleoted by you

due to your lack of foresight.

1 7. Even at this stage you may choose some prominent

K?attriya hero who is suitable to you in every respect. You
may thereby enjoy all the blessings both here and hereafter.

18. Kings like Si£upala, Salva, Jarasandha, Dantavakra

and others—why even your elder brother Rukmi also—have been

hating me (like an enemy), O lady with beautiful thighs.

19. In order to humiliate the pride of those haughty

princes who are blinded with the arrogance of their prowess

that you have been brought here by me who have to crush the

pride of the wicked.

20. As a matter of fact, we do not hanker after women,
children or wealth and are indifferent to the world. We are

perfectly satisfied in our blissful Self. We are unconcerned to

our body or to our household. Like a lamp we are simply a

witness who have nothing to work for.

£ri jSuka said

:

21. Having spoken to her thus, the Lord who wished to

remove the pride of Rukmini who, due to her continuous asso-

ciation with him, regarded herself the beloved-most spouse of

her Lord till then, became silent.

22. It is reported that at that time, on hearing this

unpleasant speech, the like of which was never heard before

—of her beloved, the Lord of the three worlds, queen Rukmini
shuddered at heart, began to tremble and shedding tears, sank

into fathomless anxiety.

23. Scratching the floor with her shapely foot beautified

with reddish nails, sprinkling profusely with tears darkened

with collyrium, her breasts rendered reddish by the application

of saffron, she stood there with her face cast down and her

speech choked with excessive grief.

24. As her reason became benumbed and lost with

excessive agony, fear and grief, the fan dropped from her hand

which became instantly so much shrivelled and loose that ban-

gels were slipping from them and her body suddenly became
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unconscious and fell down with disheveled hair like a plantain

tree uprooted in a stormy wind.

25. Observing that (indescribably powerful bondage

of love of his beloved (owing to which) she could not

understand the subtle significance of his joke, Lord Krsna who

was merciful by nature, took pity on her.

26. Quickly springing down from the couch, the four-

armed Lord1 lifted her up and gathering up her locks of hair,

gently wiped her face with his lotus-hand.

27. He wiped out her eyes which were full of tears and

her breasts soiled with her tears of grief. He hugged in his arms

his chaste faithful consort who was exclusively and absolutely

devoted to him, O king.

28. The Lord, who knew how to comfort and was past-

master in offering consolation and is the last resort of the

righteous and the saintly people comforted mercifully his

broken-hearted queen whose mind was bewildered with the

(harshness of the misunderstood) subtle joke for which she was

the wrong target (lit. which she did not deserve)

.

The Lord consoled :

29.

O princess of Vidarbha ! No. Please do not be dis-

pleased with me. I know that you are absolutely devoted and

faithful to me. O beautiful damsel ! It is just with the

desire of hearing your retort that I spoke that in jest.

30. It was just to behold your charming countenance

with its lower lip throbbing with anger through love, with

corners of eyes reddened while casting wrathful side-glances

and the knitting of your beautiful eyebrows.

31. This is the highest benefit in the domestic life of the

householders that they can spend some hours in joking and

jesting with their beloved, O beautiful timid lady.

<§ri Suka said :

32. O king ! When that princess of Vidarbha was thus

cajoled and comforted in these words by the glorious Lord,

1. The Lord manifested his four arms for the purpose of lifting her

up, embracing her, wiping her face etc. §R.
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she realized that it was nothing but his jocular speech and got

over her fear of being abandoned by her dear Lord.

33. Beholding (attentively) the Lord’s face through her

beautiful affectionate side-glances accompanied with bashful

smile, she addressed the most prominent of men, O descendant

of Bharata.

Rukmini said:

1

34. Verily, what Your Lordship has said is factually

correctnamely that I am not equal and similar to you who are

endowed with infinite excellences (like greatness, beauty etc).

There cannot be any comparison between you who are ever

established in your own greatness, the glorious Lord of the

trinity of gods (Brahma, Visnu and Rudra) and I who am
Prakrti (The Primordial Nature) consisting of three gunas

(sattva, rajas and tamas
) and whose feet are resorted to by the

ignorant.

35. O Supremely mighty Lord (or Lord of mighty strides

in cosmic Form) ! It is true that you, being as it were afraid

of gunas {sattva, rajas or qualities e.g. sound, smell, etc.) abide

in the sea8 (i.e. shine eternally in hearts unfathomable like the

sea) . Being the Supreme Self of infinite pure consciousness,

you are ever hostile to wicked senses (or persons who are

controlled by wicked propensities) . And sovereignty has been
spurned away as a position of blinding darkness by your

servants. (Then what of you?).

1 . SR. quotes verses enumerating all the epithets KtfOa used to

show his inferiority to Rukmini in his jocular speech above and attempts to

show the hidden meaning or the puns used in each which extol the real

greatness of Kffga as expounded in Rukmini’s speech here.

2. VR : What fear can exist for you who covered the three worlds
in your strides? It was just to exhibit your intense love for me that you
resorted to the sea which has ‘sea-ness’ like my father, the milky ocean. 1

being your beloved-most, you love everything related to me.
VJ. samudra—Body constituted of five elements. You abide fully reful-

gent (of the size of a thumb) in the heart of the jfcody consisting of five

elements.
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36.

The paths of sages who enjoy the honey of your lotus-

like feet are not clearly understandable (discernible) . And to

men of bestial nature, they are certainly incomprehensible.

Hence the way of their behaviour like that of the Supreme
Ruler is extraordinary and supernatural. Such being the case,

need it be said that your course of conduct must be much more
so, O Almighty Lord.

37. Are you really rtif-kancana (a have-not possessing

nothing as your own) ? No. For there is none superior to you.

Even god Brahma and others who enjoy (sacrificial) offerings

and worship (from others) offer worship to you. Persons who
cater to the satisfaction of their senses and are blinded by their

affluence do not know that you are the Kala—the exterminator

of all. Your worship is the dearmost to gods who enjoy

oblations and (reciprocally) they are so to you.

38. You are indeed the embodiment of all the highest)

purposes in human life, the very personification of the fruit

thereof, with the desire of attaining which the wise and

intelligent people renounce every thing, O Almighty Lord !

The association between your worship and them (the master-

servant relation) 1
is quite proper. But not so that between a

man and a woman who are attached to each other and are

subject to pleasure and pain.

39. Your prowess and glory have been extolled by sages

who have renounced the staff (the external index of being a

recluse) . You are the soul of the universe. You are ever willing

to bestow your Soul (upon your votaries) . Hence I have cho-

sen you rejecting gods like Brahma, Siva, Indra whose bless-

ings and positions are shattered down and destroyed by the

( vehement) velocity of Time impelled by the slight movement

of your brow. What of others (like Si£upala, Salva and

others mentioned by you).

40. O elder brother of Gada ! Your words (of having

taken shelter at the sea through the fear of kings) are mean-

ingless (as fear is impossible in your case). Oh Lord ! putting

to flight all kings by the twanging of your Sarnga bow, you

carried me away like a lion which routing all beasts, appro-

1. VR calls it relation.
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priates his own prey. How can it be true that you became
afraid of those kings and took shelter at the sea ?

*

41. Longing for you, great (lit. crest-jewels of) monar-
chs like AAga, Pj-thu (the son of Vena)

,
Bharata ( the son of

Jayanti, the queen of Rsabha)
,
Yayati (the son ofNahusa),

gaya and others renounced their undisputed sovereignty over

the whole world and entered the forest(for performing penance).

Did they suffer here for having taken to the path leading to

you, O Lotus-eyed one ?

42* What mortal woman with a clear vision that you,

the abode of all excellences, are the real objective in life and
has once enjoyed the fragrance of your lotus-feet which are

extolled by saints and sages, which grants emancipation from

sarhsira to people and are the abode of the goddess Laksmi, will

disregard them and take resort to another person who is ever

subject to the fear of death and sathsira.

43. I resorted to you, the Supreme Ruler of the worlds,

as a suitable partner, my very Soul who grant all wishes here

and hereafter. May your feet which liberate from the false

sathsira and protect those who resort to them, protect me who
am wandering in the cycle of births.

44. O Imperishable Lord ! Annihilator of enemies 1

May the kings (like &i£upala and others) listed by you be

married to that unlucky woman to whose ears your stories

sung in the assemblies of god Siva and Brahma, have not

reached. For those kings (mentioned by you) behave like a

donkey, an ox, a dog, a cat and a menial servant in the homes

of their wives.

45. The stupid woman who has not tasted the fragrance

of the honey in your lotus-feet will resort as a beloved to a

living corpse covered from outside with skin, moustaches, beard,

hair on the body, nails and filled inside with flesh, bones, blood,

worms, refuse, flegm, bile and wind.

46. O lotus-eyed Lord ! You*revel in your own self and

you do not cherish any extraordinary outlook (i.e. any special

love) for me. May my love to your feet be constant when for

the advancement of the world you look at me (i.e. Prakrti) with

an excess of rajas, that itself is the highest grace on me.
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47. O slayer of Madhu ! I do not regard your speech as

without significance or false. For sometimes, as in the case of

Amba1
, some girls do set their hearts on somebody else (than

the one for whom they are brought to marry)

.

48. In the case of an unchaste woman though married,

her mind hunts after new persons. A wise man should not

maintain i.e. marry an unchaste woman, for he falls both here

and hereafter.

The Lord said :

49. O virtuous princess ! It is only with the desire of

hearing this (from you) that you were deceived (by that

jocular speech). Whatever you spoke after my speech i.e. the

interpretation you have put upon it—is quite true and correct.

50.

* Whatever blessings you seek from me shall always

be fulfilled as you are absolutely devoted to me, O beautiful

lady. But blessings sought from me lead to freedom from desires.

51 . Your deep love to your husband and your fidelity to

him has been proven, O sinless lady. Though I have tried to

move you (and shift your allegiance) with my words, your mind

(and fidelity) could not be alienated.

52. Those who, for the sake of conjugal happiness

worship me, the bestower of emancipation from saihs&ra, by

performing penance and observance of vows, and have given

their hearts to sensual pleasure, are deluded by my Maya.

53. Having attained to (i.e. propitiated) me, the Lord

and Bestower of Liberation from saihs&ra as well as of wealth or

worldly pleasures, those who long to have only worldly pleasures

from me (and not me their Lord and Bestower) are really

unfortunate, O proud lady. For, these pleasures can be

obtained even in the hell or lower species of life. To men given

to such sensual pleasures, life even in hell would be welcome

and suitable.

i. Amb&, a princess of K&4I, loved the king of Silva even though

Bhlfma carried her away to marry his step brother Vicitra-virya.

—

MBH
Adi 102.60-64.

* VJ. Whatever you long to have is always with you already.

Hence you do not wish to attain any greatness or power. Or Whatever

blessing you wish to have, you have it in me.
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54. O deity of my house (and wealth) ! How glad

I am that you have borne to me a constant attachment and
devotion which liberates from samsdra1 and which is very

difficult to practise for the wicked and still more so for deceitful

women actuated by wicked tendencies and given to the

gratification of low sensual appetites.

55. O Proud lady ! In all the houses, I have not noticed

such a loving wife like you who, at the time of your marriage

disregarded all the suitor-monarchs assembled (at your place)

and despached a Brahmana-emissary with a confidential

message to me ofwhom you have merely heard good accounts

only.

56. You have patiently borne oft-recurring occasions of

grief (caused by us) such as the disfiguration of your brother

after taking him captive in the battle (by me) , the death of

your brother ( at Balarama's hand) while playing at dice (in

the gambling hall) on the occasion of (Aniruddha's) marriage.8

57. That a messenger with a secret clear-worded message

was sent by you to secure me ( as your consort) , that you felt this

whole world as void when (you felt that) I delayed and that then

you wanted to cast away your body8 as not worthy of any other

person (except me) . This supreme love of yours (is impossible

for me to repay) we can receive you gladly, hailing you

with joy.

Sri Suka said :

58. In this way, imitating the human world in such

amorous conversation, the glorious Lord of the Universe,

though absorbed in his own spiritual Bliss, indulged in love-

sport with Lak§mi (in the form of Rukmini).

59. In the same way, the Omni-present Lord, the

Preceptor of the Universe was present severally in the mansions

of all other queens as its Master and simultaneously carried

out all the duties prescribed for house-holders.

1 . Wealth in the form of Devotion characterised by Love which is

itselfof the nature of liberation from seahsdra—-VT.

2. An anachronism : vide infra ch. 61. 36.

3. vide Supra 29.36 :

Tarhyambujdkfa na labheya bhavot-prasddam /

Jabyim asBn vrata-krfdn fatqjanmabhifr syim // „
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CHAPTER SIXTYONE

Aniruddha’s Marriage : Rukmi Slain

Sri Suka said :

1 . Each of the above-mentioned queens of Krsna bore

to him ten sons respectively who were in no way inferior to

their father in qualities of head-and-heart.

2. Observing that Lord Krsna did not move out of their

mansion but was always at home, every one of the princesses,

being ignorant of his divine nature, considered herself to be his

most beloved wife.

3. Those damsels were enchanted with his countenance

charming like a blooming lotus, (knee-) long arms, large

beautiful eyes, glances expressive of winning affectionate smiles

and sweet conversation, but reciprocally with all the charms at

their command, they could not conquer and fascinate the heart

ofthe Perfect One.

4. On the contrary, those sixteen thousand wives of

Krsna failed to agitate his mind with those shafts of the god of

love, and other enticements conveying erotic messages by the

movement of their eye-brows charming with the sentiment ex-

pressed by their smiles and stealthy side-glances.

VJ.'s Text adds :

4A. Even though their Lord occupied a high seat in their

personal mansion, out of bashfulness due to their new union in

marriage, those chaste and virtuous damsels cast from behind

the pillars their side-glances through eyes full of love at their

highly beloved consort, the Lord of saintly people, the sole

asylum of the goddess of wealth.

4B. They laughed with joy when their eyes were closed

from behind with his hands by their beloved while he was en-

joying himself in their mansions. But being afraid of disturbing

his passion of love for them, they waited only adjusting garments

on their person though it may not be pleasant to him.
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5*. Having obtained the consort of the Goddess of

Wealth and beauty (Lak§mi) as their own consort, the ways of

approaching whom were incomprehensible even to god Brahma
and others those damsels enjoyed with ever-increasing joy and

love his affectionate smiles, side-glances with a longing for union

felt as ever new.

6. Although hundreds of maid-servants were in their

service, each of them personally rendered service to the Lord

by rising up, advancing to receive him, offering him a seat and

excellent articles of worship, washing his feet, presenting him
betel-leaves, removing his fatigue and refreshing him by fanning,

application of sandal-paste and garlands of flowers and by com-

bing his hair, arranging his bed, bath and catering to him

refreshments.

7. Out of those (sixteen thousand, one hundred and

eight) queens of Krsna who bore him ten sons each, eight

were previously mentioned as principal queens. I shall

relate to you about pradyumna and other sons (of these eight

queens)

.

8-9. Pradyumna being the eldest, Carudesna, Sudesna,

the chivalrous Carudeha, Sucaru, Carugupta, Bhadracaru and

his younger brother Carucandra, Vicaru, Caru as the tenth

—

these sons were born of Rukmini. They were in no respect in-

ferior to their father Hari.

10-12. Bhanu, Subhanu, Svarbhanu, Prabhanu, Bhanu-

man, Candrabhanu, Brhadbhanu, and the eighth Atibhanu,

Sribhanu, Pratibhanu—these were the ten sons by Satya-

bhama. Samba, Sumitra, Purujit, Satajit, Sahasrajit, Vijaya,

Citraketu, Vasuman, Dravid, Kratu—these were the ten sons of

Jambavati. Samba and these others were all favourites of their

Father.

13. Vira (v. 1. Bhanu), Gandra, ASvasena, Gitragu,

Vegavan Vrsa, Ama, Sanku, Vasu, Sriman, Kunti were the

sons of Nagnajiti.

* $R. notes that verses 5 & 6 are extremely beautiful and they are an.

echo of those in a previous chapter ( Supra 59. 44 St 45 with some modi-

fication.
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14. Sruta, Kavi, Vrsa, Vira, Subahu, Bhadra, Ekala,

&anti, Darla, Purnamasa, Avara and Somaka were the ten

sons of Kalindi.

15. Praghosa (v. 1. Prajahgha), Gatravan, Simha, Bala,

Prabala, Ordhvaga, Mahalakti, Sahas, Ojas and Aparajita

were the sons of Madri (Laksmana).

16. Vrka, Harsa, Anila, Grdhra, Vardhanaand Annada,

as also Mahamsa, Pavana, Vahni and Ksudhi were the sons of

Mitravinda.

17. Sangramajit, Brhatsena, Sura, Praharana, Arijit,

Jaya, Subhadra, Varna, Ayus and Satyaka were the sons of

Bhadra.

1

18-19. Diptiman, Tamratapta and others were born to

Hari by Rohini.8 (She was the chief of the group of sixteen

thousand and one hundred queens) . A mighty son Aniruddha

was born of Pradyumna by Rukmavati the Princess of Rukmi
in the city of Bhojakata (while Pradyumna was there).

As the mothers of Kr$iia’s sons were sixteen thousand in

number, the sons and grandsons of those sons numbered

billions.

King Parikfit enquired :

20. Oh learned sage ! How is it that Rukmi who was van-

quished in combat by Kfsna and was eagerly waiting for an

opportunity to avenge, gave his daughter in marriage to his

enemy's son ? Be pleased to narrate to me how the matri-

monial alliance came about between these two deadly enemies.

21. For the Togins can accurately and distinctly see the

future, the past and the present as well as what is beyond the

ken of senses, which is very remote and screened off (by some-

thing else).

Sri Suka narrated

:

22. Being the actual embodiment ofAnanga (the god of

Love), he (Pradyumna) was selected by Rukmavati in her

svayarhvara (self-election by the bride-type of marriage) . Com-

1. It appears a slip on the part of $R. to equate her with §aiby5-VT.

2. Obviously a similarity of name in the women of the same family.
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pletely defeating the assembled kings single-handedly in his

chariot, he carried her away. •

23*. Although Rukmi, humiliated by Kfsna, was cherish-

ing enmity against him (but) with a view to please his sister

RukminI, he offered his daughter in marriage to his nephew.
24. It is reported that the mighty son of Krtavarma

married Carumati, the large (beautiful) eyed daughter of

RukminI.

25. Though still nursing deep hostility to Kr?9a and

though aware of the violation of the restrictions of dharma-Sastra1

23* Here VJ’s Text adds :

23.1. Rukmi who was humiliated by Kf?na (by deforming him after de-

feat) continued to (brood over and) nurse the enmity. By his penance, he

propitiated god Siva abiding on mount Sri Saila.

23.2-3. Rudra, the most prominent among boon-conferring gods, was

propitiated by Rukmi by performance of penance. He asked Rukmi to seek

a boon. He sought for a strong unbreakable bow which will be invincible for

hosts of enemies and un-sunderable even to gods. "So be it”, said the god

Siva and gave him the bow. But god Sankara cautioned him thus :

23.4. "When you confront god Vi$nu, this bow will desert you and will

return to me. Not otherwise.”

23.5 Telling him thus, god Siva gave him the bow and disappeared.

Having secured the boon, the king returned to his capital Bhojakafa.

23.6 With the help of the bow, Rukmi brought under his control all

kings noted for their prowess in battle. Kf$na was the only exception.

23.7 With greed of retaining the possession of the bow, Rukmi did not

even think of opposing Vasudeva. Nor did he think of entering into faithful

alliance with him, O great king.

23.8 Although he still cherished the enmity, he remembered the words

of god Siva. Pradyumna who was the veritable Manmatha (the god of Love)

incarnate, was chosen by Rukmavati in the Svayamvara.

23.9 Having vanquished in the battle, all the kings assembled there

(for the svayathvara
) single-handedly in his chariot, he carried her away. The

great warrior Aniruddha was born of Rukmavati.

23.10 Being directed by (U$a) Bana’s daughter, Citralekha kidnapped

him; and on account of him, the thousand-armed Baiia became a two-armed

one.

1 Sridhara notes the popular objection that one should not dine with

the enemy ( dvifad annarh na bhoktavyam) and not the real object of dharma-

t&stra which discourages in-breeding by prohibiting cross-cousin marriages.

VB quotes:

mild pilimahi yasya tathaiva prapiUhnahf /

tisra eka-kule jitifi so'bhiiasto nigadyatt //
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in such a matrimonial alliance, Rukmi, with the desire of pleas-

ing his sister to whom he was bound by the ties of affection, gave

his grand-daughter Rocana to Hari’s grandson (RukmI’s

daughter’s son).

26. For the marriage ceremony, Rukmini, Balarama,

Krsna, Samba, Pradyumna and others went to the city of

Bhojakata.

27. When the marriage ceremony was over, some

haughty kings like Dantavakra of Kalinga and others urged

Rukml, “Completely vanquish Balarama in the play of dice”.

28. Though ignorant of the game of dice, Balarama is

strongly addicted to it, O king.” Thus advised, Rukmi invited

Balarama to play dice and played at dice.

29. In that game, Balarama consecutively staked wagers

of one hundred, one thousand, ten thousand (coins of gold) and

Rukmi won them all. At that time the king of Kalinga laughed

loudly at Balarama, displaying his teeth— (an insult) with

which Balarama, the wielder of the plough, could not put up.

30. Then Rukmi staked one lakh ( coins) as a bet which

Balarama now won. But resorting to deceit, Rukmi asserted, “I

am the winner”.

31. Agitated with anger like the swelling ocean under

the full moon, the glorious Balarama whose eyes were naturally

reddish, became fiery with extreme rage and he staked a wager

of ten crores (of gold coins)

.

32. As per rules of that game, Balarama rightly won that

bet. But Rukmi resorted to false pretext and said, “I have won
the bet. Let the umpires declare their decision”.

32-A. VJ'S Text :

“So be it” said Dantavakra of Kalinga showing his teeth

(grinning) at Balarama. Balarama boiled with rage but (con-

trolled himself and) observed silence.

33. Thereupon a voice from the heaven declared. “As

per rules of the game, the wager is properly won by Balarama.

WhatRukmi says is false.”

34. Ignoring the declaration from the heaven, Rukmi,

being instigated by wicked kings and impelled soby his (impend-
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ing) death, laughed loudly at Sankar§ana (Balarama) and

spoke to him.

35. “You are after-all cowherds ranging over the forests

and not experts at the play of dice. Kings like us play with dice

and with arrows (i.e. fight) and not persons (cowherds) like

you.”

36. When thus humiliated by Rukml and ridiculed by

kings, Balarama flew in rage and taking up an iron bar

1

,
struck

Rukm! down in the assembly of kings.

37. He vehemently caught hold of the (flying) king of

Kalinga on the tenth pace and angrily knocked out his teeth

exhibiting which he laughed at him.

38. Other kings with their arms, thighs and heads broken,

chopped off and bathed in blood when struck with the iron bar

by Balarama, fled away in terror.

39. When His brother-in-law Rukml was slain, Hari

being afraid of alienating the relation with his queen Rukminf

and brother Balarama, expressed no remark for or against the

incident.

40. Seating Aniruddha along with Surya in an excellent

chariot, Balarama and others from the Da&rha clan of whom
Lord Krs$a was the mainstay, and who had accomplished all

their objects, left Bhojakata and journeyed to Dvaraka

(Kulasthall)

.

CHAPTER SIXTY TWO*

Aniruddha taken captive by BdnSsura

The King Parlkfit submitted:

I. The best of Yadus (Aniruddha) married U$a, the

daughter of Bana. On this occasion a terrible and very great

combat took place between Lord Hari and god Sankara. O

1. v.l. with the. dice-board-VJ.
2. Not traced in VJ.’s Text.
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great yogin ! May you be pleased to describe to me in details

this episode.1

Sri Suka narrated:

2. Bana was the eldest of the hundred sons of the great-

souled Bali who donated in charity the whole of the earth to

to Lord Hari who presented himself before him in the form of

Vamana ( a dwarf, a Brahmana boy)

.

3. Bali’s own son Bana was always engaged in devotion

to god Siva. He was respectable, generous, intelligent, true of

word and firm in observance of vows.

4. Formerly, he used to rule over his kingdom from the

beautiful city of Sonitapura

2

as its capital. By the grace of god

Siva even those celestials (the sworn enemies ofAsuras) behaved

with him as his servants. Endowed with a thousand arms as he

was, he pleased god Siva (the world-delighter) by playing upon

musical instruments while god Siva performed his Tandava8

dance.

5. The glorious god Siva, the Lord of all beings, worthy

of seeking shelter, who is affectionate to his votaries, asked

Bana to seek any boon. Bana begged of him to be the

guardian deity of his capital.

1. The VrindSvan edition records the following verse from the Teat of

VT. and other commentators of Gaudiya Vaijnava school.

1A. BSiia was the eldest out of the hundred sons of the noble-souled

Bali. Being endowed with a thousand arms, he pleased god Siva by playing

on a musical instrument while the latter performed his T&pdava dance.

2. Assames claim Tejapur as the Sopitapur of Bii?a. But the route

followed by Krwa in his expedition against Bai?a and its siege etc. (as given

in Hanvarhia), show that Somtapur in Kumaun on the back of Kedir-gangS

about 6 miles from U$&matha near Gupta KSii has better claims to be

this Soi)itapur-GDAM p. 189.

3. According to Bharata, the sage Tagdu was its initiator. But later as

SabddrthaemUhndfii notes it came to be applied to all male dances and dancing

by women was called Utsya. It implies violent type of dance in which Rudra

indulges at the end of yagas* The violent effect of this dance is expressed

in the 1st verse (Mahgala) of Matsya P. as follows:

Pracavfa-UliiLfaBlltap* PraksiptA ytna dig-gtydfi /

bhavantu vighna-bhaAgdya Bhavasya caratidmbuj&fc If

Matsya P. 1.1
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6. On one occasion, Bana who was madly elajted with his

prowess, touched with his crown brilliant like the sun, the

lotus-feet of god Siva who (as the presiding deity of his

capital) was near to him and said:

7. “I bow to you, O great God, the preceptor and the

highest Ruler of the world, the Wish-yielding tree fulfilling the

desires of persons whose longings are not satisfied.

8. The (boon of )
thousand arms conferred by you have

resulted into a burden to me; for I do not find an equal com-

batant (against me in the three worlds excepting you).

9. With my arms itching for a fight and being impelled

by eagerness to combat, I marched against the elephants

(supporting the world) at the end of cardinal points, crushing

down the mountains on the way. But being terrified, the

elephants hastily took to flight, O Ancient-most Person”.

10. Hearing this (arrogant speech), the glorious god

Siva got enraged and told him, “When your flag-staff (with the

peacock ensign) shall be broken down automatically, your

combat with some one equal to me will take place and it will

humiliate (break down) your pride, O stupid fellow”.

1 1 . Thus snubbed, the Asura with perverse mentality

became delighted and repaired to his place. The crooked-

minded fellow was waiting for the fulfilment of Siva's augery

which indicated a crushing blow to his prowess.

12. He had a daughter called Usa. Virgin as she was,

in dream, she enjoyed sexual pleasure with Aniruddha, the son

of Pradyumna as her beloved consort whom she had never seen

or heard of.

13. Not finding him there near her (after opening her

eyes), she got up in a bewildered state, exclaiming “Where are

you my beloved lord ?”, in the midst of her girl-companions

and was exceedingly abashed.

14. Bana had a minister called KumbhaQ<jla * His

daughter Citralekha was her bosom-friend. Out of great

curiosity, she enquired her friend Usa:

15. “Whom are you searching for, O friend with beauti-

ful eyebrows ? what is the nature of your desire ? As far as

I have observed, as yet there has been no suitor to your hand,

O princess.” *
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Ufa narrated :

16. “In my dream I saw an unknown man of dark

complexion, lotus-eyed, endowed with (knee-) long arms,

wearing a yellow (silken) garment, captivating the hearts of

women (capable of enjoying them ).

17. I am seeking after him as my beloved Lord who
having allowed me to drink the honey of his lips, has gone (to

some unknown place) throwing me into the sea of misery even

though I am still thirsty (after him).’*

Citralekhd said :

18. “I shall remove (the cause of) your grief. If he who
captivated your heart exists somewhere in the three worlds, I

shall bring that man. Please tell me who it is.’*

19. Saying thus she drew graphic portraits (of elite

youths) of gods, Gandharvas, Siddhas, Caranas, serpents,

Daityas, Vidyadharas, Yak§as and human princes.

20. Out of human beings, she drew the portrait of

Vr$ni’s : Ugrasena, Vasudeva, Balarama, Krsna. When she saw

Pradyumna’s portrait, she felt shy.

21. Seeing the carefully painted portrait of Aniruddha

she looked down in shyness and exclaimed smilingly, “It is he.

It is he.” O Ruler of the earth.

22. Citralekha who was endowed with yogic powers

knew that he was the grand-son of Krsna and through the air,

she went to Dvaraka under the protection of Krsna, O King.

23. Resorting to heryogic powers, she bore Aniruddha,

the son of Pradyumna, who was sleeping on an excellent bed

and brought him to &OQitapura and presented her beloved to

her friend, U?a.

24. Beholding the most beautiful of beautiful persons,

she was extremely rejoiced and in her private apartment which

was inaccessible to the eyes of males, she enjoyed herself with

the son of Pradyumna.

25. He was respectfully received with excellent

garments, wreaths of flowers, perfumes, sweet incense, lights,

high seat, with drinks, foods and other eatables, with sweet

conversations and personal service.
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26. Aniruddha who remained concealed in the princess's

apartment, got his senses captivated by U?a whose Jove for him

was ever increasing and he did not know how many days rolled

away.

27. As she was thus enjoyed by the Yadava hero and

lost her virginity, the attendants observed through marks which

could be hardly concealed, that she was enjoying specially

joyous life.

28. The servants reported to Bana, “O King, from the

behaviour of your daughter, we mark that she is casting a

stain on your family.

29. Though we were cautiously guarding her, we do not

know how such pollution took place in the apartment of your

virgin daughter who was closely guarded and was beyond the

reach of male eyes."

30. Thereupon B&na who was sorely distressed to hear

of his daughter's pollution, hastened immediately to the

appartment of his daughter and saw there the best of the

Yadus.

31. He saw Aniruddha who was the son of Kama
(Pradyumna), the most beautiful person in the world, dark in

complexion, wearing a yellow garment, of lotus eyes, long and

mighty arms and with his countenance brightened with the

lustre of his ear-rings and locks of hair and was beaming with

smiling looks.

32. Bana was shocked to see Aniruddha playing at dice

with his beloved daughter who on her part adorned herself

with festle ornaments—and wearing between his arms a gar-

land of Jasmine flowers, special to the season of spring, tinged

with the saffron on her bosom during his contacts with her

person seated in front of her.

33. Seeing B&na enter surrounded with fierce looking

soldiers, Aniruddha, the descendent of Madhu, took up an

iron bludgeon and took position like Yama, the wielder of the

rod determined to finish with any body that may approach

him.

34. Like a great boar that kicks away the attacking

dogs, he struck them down who attacked him on all sides with
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the intention of arresting him. Beaten thus by him, they ran

out of U?a’s palace with their heads, thighs and arms broken.

35. The powerful son of Bali got angry with Aniruddha

who was striking down his soldiers and he bound him down
with NagapSia (serpent-like cords).

36. was overwhelmed with grief and despondency

to see him bound with the cords of Ndga and wept loudly with

tears flowing down her eyes.

CHAPTER SIXTYTHREE

BSna Vanquished. Aniruddha brought to DvOrakd

£ri Suka said :

1. And thus passed away the four months of the rainy

season, while the relatives of Aniruddha, (being unable to

trace him) missed him and were grieving for him (for his

disappearance), O descendant of Bharata !

2. Learning from Narada, the report of Aniruddha’s

valorous fight and his imprisonment ,
V^iiis who looked upon

Kj-sna as their presiding deity, speedily marched against

$onitapura, the capital of Ba$a.

3-4. Pradyumna, Yuyudhana, Gada, S&mba and Sararia,

Nanda, Upananda, Bhadra and others—all loyal followers of

Balarama and Kr?na—these prominent Satvata heroes accom-

panied with twelve akfauhinis of army, laid close siege to the

-city of Bana, on all sides.

5. Noticing that the parks of the city, fortifications,

gates, balconies and towers were shattereddown, Bana was fired

with rage and taking with him an equally strong army, sallied

forth out of the city.

6. The worshipful god Rudra surrounded by the

Pramathas and accompanied by his son Skanda, rode his big

bull and fought with Balar&ma and Kr?na for the sake of B&ga.

7. The combat that raged between Kr?i?a and Saftkara

and the duel between Pradyumna and Guha (KArttikeya) was
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tumultuous, astounding and horripilating (making the hair

stand on the ends).

8. There was an encounter between Balarama with

Kumbhanda and Kupakarna
;
and a duel between Samba and

the son of Bana, and between Bana and Satyaki.

9. Great gods like Brahma and others, sages, Siddhas,

Caranas, Gandharvas (celestial singers) heavenly damsels,

Yaksas came in their aerial cars to witness the wonderful

battle.

10-11. With sharp-pointed shafts discharged from his

Sarnga bow, Kr§na put to flight the followers of god Siva

viz. goblins, Pramathas, Yak$as, Dakinls, Yatudhanas,

Vinayakas, Vetalas, and ghosts, Matrkas, Pisacas Kusmandas

and Brahma-raksasas.

12. God Siva, the wielder of Pi naka bow, discharged

various kinds of missiles on Krsria, the wielder of Sarnga bow.

Sri Kr$?a, without expressing any surprise, neutralised each

and every missile of Siva by his counter-missiles.

13. He nullified Brahmastra with a Brahmastra,

Vayavyastra (missile creating stormy winds) with Parvatastra

(a missile surrounding the winds by mountain-like obstacles),

the Agnyastra (the fire missile) with the rain missile and

Rudra’s special Paiupata missile with his own Narayanastra.

14. Then Sri Kr?na stupefied god Siva by making him

yawn and lethargic with Jrmbhanastra (yawning missile) and

in the meanwhile slaughtered Baca’s army with his sword,

mace and arrows.

15. Skanda being pierced on all sides by the streams of

arrows discharged by Pradyumna and bleeding in every part of

the body, retreated from the battle on the back of his peacock.

16. Kumbhan^a and Kupakarna fell down pounded by

the pestle of Balarama and their armies with their leaders

killed, ran away in all directions.

17. Noticing his army shattered and scattered in this

way, Baga became extremely enraged. He left his combatant

Satyaki, and in his chariot he rode to and attacked Kr$?a.

18. Simultaneously bending five hundred bows, Bana

who was over-proud of his valour, applied a couple of arrows

each on each of the bows. *
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19. The glorious Lord Hari simultaneously snapped all

Bana’s bows, killed his charioteer, horses and shattered his

chariot and blew his conch.

20. Bana had a mother1 (mother-like presiding deity)

called Ko(ara. With a desire to protect the life of her son, she

appeared before Kr$na completely nude with locks of her hair

dishevelled.

21. Then (in that situation), Krs^a turned his face

without casting a look at the naked deity. In the meanwhile,

Bana whose chariot was broken and bows cut down, retreated

to his capital.

22. When all the -army of Bhutas (goblins etc.) fledaway,

Jvara (Siva’s fever) having three heads and three feet, rushed

at Krsna burning down as it were, all the ten cardinal points.

22A. And he appeared in the battle in front of Kr§?a.

23. Thereupon the refulgent god Narayana had a look

at that Jvara and let loose against him his own (Vai§nava)

Fever. In this way the Saivite and Vaisnavite fevers fought with

each other.

24. Severely beaten by the fever commanded by Visnu,

the Saivite fever screamed loudly. He could not find any shelter

from fear. Being terribly afraid, the fever commanded by Siva

sought refuge with Krsna and folding his palm praised him.

Jvara prayed :

25. I bow to you, Lord of infinite potency, the controll-

er of great gods (like Brahma and others), the Soul of all (the

universe). One without a second, ( of the nature of) Absolute

Consciousness, the Cause of the creation, subsistence and dis-

solution of the universe, you are what is known as the Brahman

which is indicated by the Vedas (but not cognised directly)

,

absolutely serene, subject to no modification.

26. (You, being beyond all attributes, are the Lord of

all). The Time-spirit (that impels action), Providence (resultant

from the karma or action) , Karma, Svabhava ( the natural pro-

pensities as a result of Karma)
t
substance (subtle elements ),

1. The name of B&na’s real mother was ASan5.. VT clarifies that accord-

ing to V.P. Kofari was the family deity of Daityas.
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the body, Prana (vital breath called Sutra) ,
the EgOj modifica-

tions (viz. eleven senses—10 conative and cognitive senses-)-

1

mind, the internal organ) and the combination of these evolutes

called the Linga or subtle body which sets in motion the stream

of cause-effect relation like that of the seed and the tree—all is

your Maya. I seek shelter in you in whom there is negation of

Maya.

27. Sportively assuming various incarnations (as Fish,

Tortoise, Boar etc.) you protect the gods, saintly persons who
abide by the dhctnna (duties prescribed for their respective class

and stage in life) and for their protection you exterminate

those who deviate from the righteous path and live by commit-

ting violence. This incarnation of yours is intended for lessening

the burden of the earth.

28. I am being consumed by the extremely unbearable,

terrible, deadly cold fever created by your irresistible energy.

Corporeal beings have to suffer, so long as they, remaining

enmeshed in desires, do not take shelter at the soles of your feet.

The Lard said :

29. “Oh Triiira i (three-headed fever) lam pleased with

you. May your fear from my fear be set at rest. May he who
remembers our conversation, be free from fear from you.”

30. Thus ordered the Saivite Fever bowed down to Lord

Kr$na and departed. But Bana mounting his chariot advanced

and fought with Kr$na.

31. Then equipped with various weapons in each of his

arm, Bana who was extremely enraged, discharged a volley of

arrows on the Lord with the discus as his weapon, O king !

32. While Bina was dischazging missiles, the Lord

amputated with his discus, the sharp razor-like felly, the arms

of Bana, like branches of a tree.

33. While Bfqta’s arms were thus being lopped off, the

worshipful god Siva who was compassionate to his devotee

approached Kr$$a and requested him as follows :

Rudra submitted :

34. (It is not surprising that B&ga fights with you as he

is unaware of your real nature, for you a^e the veritable
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Brahman, the Supreme Light lying concealed ill the Vedas

(which are the Brahman revealed in verbal form). You reveal

yourself to sages and hence those sages of pure heart realize

you to be all-pervading and pure as the sky and (eternally

)

absolute.

35. You are indeed the Cosmic Man ( Viraf purufa) that

comprise within you (as parts of your body) all the universe.

Thus the sky is your navel; the fire, your mouth; water, your

seminal fluid; the heavenly region, your head; the cardinal

points, your ears; the earth, your feet; the moon your mind;

the Sun, your eye; myself (viz. Rudra), your Ego (
aharhkdra)

;

the seas, your belly; Indra (and other protectors of the world)

,

your arms;

36. Herbs and plants are your hair on the body ;
clouds,

the locks of your hair; god Brahma, your intellect; the pro-

creator of the worlds, your generative organ; and Dharma (the

god upholding righteousness)
,
your heart. (But this Bana does

not know this Cosmic Personality of yours).

37. This incarnation of yours, O Lord of undiminished

glory and power (or who stay eternally in Go-loka) , is for

the protection of righteousness and for the prosperity of the

world. All of us (protectors of various spheres) are delegat-

ed powers by you and hence we (can) protect the seven spheres

of the universe.

38. You are the one without a second, the First Person

(beyond all persons belonging to the three states), pure,

self-luminous through knowledge, the cause of all but

yourselfwithout any cause, the controller (of the universe)

.

Yet you manifest your self through your Maya as an individual

Soul (in every being be it gods, men or subhuman beings) and

throw light on everything.

39. O Perfect Lord
1 Just as the Sun, covered under his

own shadow (viz. clouds, his creation) illuminates both the

clouds as well as other forms, you, though the Self-luminous,

get concealed under the gwjas (viz. Ego) and yet make all the

gunas and their products shine (with your light).

40. With their intellect deluded by your M&ya, men
are attached to their sons, wives, houses and other belongings

and they sink and come up again in the sea of misery (sartisira )
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41 . He who, after obtaining this human b6dy (birth)

through the Grace of the God, does not worship respectfully

your feet, is certainly a self-deceiver fit to be pitied.

42. The mortal man who, for the sake of sense objects

which are worthless and hollow, neglects you who are the

beloved Soul and the Ruler of the world, consumes poison

throwing aside the nectar.

43. I myself, god Brahma, celestials and sages of pure

heart have with all our heart and soul lesorted to you who are

the most beloved Soul and the controller of the world.

44. In order to get Liberation from samsdra, we seek

asylum in you and worship you who are the cause of creation,

subsistence and dissolution of the world, equal to all, serene, a

beloved friend and deity. You are One without a second,

the only goal, the one abode of all the world.

45. O god, this Banasura is my dear devotee deeply

attached to me and much liked by me. Full protection has

been promised by me to him. Therefore, may Your Grace be

extended to him as you did in the case of Prahlada, the king

of Daityas.

The Lord said :

46. O worshipful Siva ! We shall comply with what-

ever you have requested us and what is pleasing to you.

Whatever you have decided (about Bana) has my full

approval.

47. This Asura is the son of Bali and as such I should

not kill him. I have conferred a boon on Prahlada that none

ofhis descendants would be killed by me.

48. It was just to curb his arrogance that his arms have

been lopped off by me. And his big army is annihilated

because it was a burden to the earth.

49. The four arms that are left to him ( Bapa) shall not

suffer from age or destruction. From no quarters this Asura

need entertain any fear and he shall be your attendant.

50. Having thus secured protection, the Asura bowed to

Ktf^a with his head and brought Aniruddha, the son of

Pradyumna along with his bride, placing them in a chariot.
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51. Placing in the van, Aniruddha and his bride who
were clad in excellent dress, decked with ornaments and guard-

ed by an ak$auhiiii of soldiers, Krsria set out with compliments

from Rudra.

52. He entered His capital (Dvaraka) which was taste-

fully decorated with flags and ornamental arches, and had its

streets and quadrangles thoroughly besprinkled with water.

He was warmly received by the citizens, friends, relatives

and Brahmanas, with the blowing of conchs and sounding of

drums and kettle-drums.

53. He who rising early at dawn, recalls and contem-

plates on the story of combat between Sri Krsna and god

Sankara and Krsna’s final triumph, will never meet any defeat

in life.

CHAPTER SIXTYFOUR

The Story of Nrga1

Sri Suka said :

1. On one occasion Samba, Pradyumna, Caru, Bhanu,

Gada and other princes of the Yadu clan went to a park for

sports and entertainment.

2. Having played there for a long time, they felt very

thirsty. While in search of water, they found a dry well and

noticed a strange animal in it.

3. Observing that it is a lizard as big as a hill, they

marvelled in their minds. Moved with pity, they tried to lift

it out.

4. The boys tied the animal fallen ( in the well
)
with

leather thongs and ropes of fiber but were unable to lift it up.

1. Nrga, a son of Ik?v£ku, was very famous for his generosity and

performance of sacrifices (MBH, Sabha 8.8, Vana. 88.5-6, 121.1-2). Due to

oversight, he gifted a cow twice for which he was cursed to be a chameleon

(MBH Am. 70.10-28, also V&l. Rim. 7.24, 7.53).
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Overcome with curiosity and surprise, they repprted the

matter to Sri Kfspa.

5. The lotus-eyed glorious Lord Krsna, the creator and
protector of the world, went there (to the well) . Peeping at

it he sportively lifted it up by his left hand.

6. Being touched by the hand of the Lord of hallowing

renown, the being instantly shuffled off his body of a chameleon

and was transformed into a heavenly being adorned with

wonderful ornaments, garments, and garland of flowers and dis-

tinguished by a complexion (bright) like molten gold.

6A. VJs Text adds :

He bowed down to the lotus-feet of Lord Mukunda
(Kr$na) with his head and lay prostrate before him.

7. Although Mukunda (Krsna) was omniscient (and as

such knew the reason)
,
he enquired of him (the newly transform-

ed god) with a view to making known to the public the cause

of his birth in the species of lizards “Who are you, O glorious

person blessed with most excellent personality. I believe you

must be a great god.

8. My good friend ! What act of yours brought you to

such a wretched plight which you certainly did not deserve.

We are curious to hear your story. Be pleased to narrate it to

us if you deem us worthy of being told.”

Sri Suka said :

9. When the king (Nfga) was thus accosted by K^na
of infinite forms (Krsna, the embodiment of Bliss) , he bowed
down to the Lord of Lak$mi with his crown radiant like the

Sun, and spoke:

Nfga submitted :

10. O Lord ! I am a king called Nrga, the son of

Ikjvaku. My name might have reached your ears if a list of

liberal donors has been (at any time) mentioned to you.
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1 1 . What is there that is unknown to you who abide as

a witness in the heart? of all ? And your vision and knowledge

are unobstructed by Time. It is, however, in obedience to

your command that l recount my history.

12. I donated as religious gift to Brahmanas as many
cows as there are sand-grains on the earth or as many as there

are stars in the heavens or as many drops in the showers of

rain.

13. All those cows were youthful, milk-yielding, possess-

ed of good nature, of beautiful form and excellent breed. They
were tawny in colour, had their horns plated in gold and hoofs

in silver. They were gifted along with their calves all duly

covered with silk garment, garlands and ornaments. And
everyone of them was legitimately obtained by me (by paying

their price in well-earned money)

.

14. I used to give them to youthful prominent

Brahmapas possessing excellent qualities and noble character;

who, though coming from proverty-stricken families, were

noted for their vow of truthfulness and were endowed with

penance, learning or knowledge of the Vedas, spiritual lore

and generosity.

15. I gave as religious gifts cows, lands, gold, houses,

horses, elephants, girls (in marriage) alongwith maid-servants,

a lot of sesamum seeds, silver, beds, garments, precious stones,

utensils and furniture (necessary) for (unfurnished) houses as

well as chariots. I performed a number of sacrifices and cons-

tructed wells, tanks and other works of social welfare.

16. (On one occasion) a cow belonging to a prominent

Brahmana strayed and mingled in the herd ofmy cattle. Not
being aware of this, it was gifted by me to another Brahmana.

17. As the cow was being taken away, the original owner

of the cow saw it and asserted to him, “This cow belongs to

me". . The recepient of the cow as a gift argued, “The cow is

mine, for king Nrga has given it to me as a religious gift”.

18. Both the disputant Brahmanas, each trying to esta-

blish his claim, (approached me and) said, “You are the donor

of the cow to me”. The other asserted, “In that case, you have

lifted my cow.” And I became confused and embarrassed to

hear their claims.
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1 9. Caught in such a religious predicament,
#
I tried to

conciliate them with a humble entreaty. “I shall give a

hundred thousand excellent cows (all better than this). Please

give in exchange this cow.

20. Both of you be pleased to condone this fault which

has been unknowingly committed byme—your humble servant.

Be pleased to lift me up from this difficult situation whereby I

shall be falling in a dirty hell.

21. The original owner of the cow declared, “I am
not willing to accept (your offer at all) and he left. The other

(new recepient owner) went away saying, ‘‘I do not wish to

have ten thousand cows in exchange for this cow.’*

VR.’s Text adds :

21 A. O Supreme Lord 1 May be due to your Maya
power or your will expressed through force of time, I died.

0 Lord ! I narrate in your presence where I was taken away

by the force ofmy destiny.

22. O God of gods! In the meanwhile (after death)

1 was carried away by the messenger of Yama to Yama’s

abode. O Lord of the world ! I was asked there by the god

of death :

23. “Would you like to reap the fruit of your evil acts

first or would you like to enjoy the fruits of your meritorious

acts first. I do not see the limit of the charitable and religious

acts performed by you nor of the glorious world that you have

attained thereby.”

24. I said, “O god ! I shall first suffer for my inauspi-

cious acts”. He commanded, “Fall down” and immediately

I fell and while falling, I found myself transformed into a

lizard, O Almighty Lord.

25. O KeSava ! I am your servant (devotee) who have

been friendly and charitable to Brahmanas. I have been ear-

nestly craving and striving to have your direct revelation. It

is hence that my memory is still unblurred.

26. O Omnipresent Lord 1 You are beyond the ken of

sense perception. You are the Supreme Soul to be contemplat-

ed and visualized in their pure hearts with the help of the ‘eye’

(knowledge) of Upanigads by masters -of yoga. ** (Such as you
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are) I am amazed as to how you came directly within the

range ofmy sight —I whose reason is blinded by extreme miser-

ies—for, you are visualized by those who are to be emancipated

from samsdra (Hence I believe I shall be released and this is my
last birth).

27-28. O God of gods ! Lord of the world ! O Govinda
(protector of cows or master of senses) ? O Supreme Man ! O
Narayana ! O Hrslkesa (the Master of Sense-organs; their prime

mover) ! O Lord of hallowing renown ! O Infallible Lord t

O Immutable God ! O Krsna ! Give me leave to return to

my celestial state. O Lord !( I pray) wherever I may be (i.e.

in whatever species I be bom) my mind have asylum at your

feet.

29. Hail to you the source (creator) of everything ! The
Master of Maya potency 1 The final resort (or abode) of all

beings ! O Krsna,1 the Lord of all yogas, I bow down to you.

(Though I am unwilling to part from you of above descript-

ion, I take my leave of you to enjoy the fruits of actions con-

ferred upon me by you’*.

30. Submitting to him this prayer, Nrga circumambulat-

ed him and touched the feet of the Lord with his diadem.

With his permission, he ascended an excellent aerial car, even

as all people were looking on.

3 1 . Lord Krsna ! The son of DevakI, the God who is

friendly to Brahmanas—nay the very Dharma incarnate—spoke

to person around him with a view to instruct those born in

Ksattriya class.

32. “The property of Brahmanas, howsoever little it

may be, if misappropriated, is indigestible even to the Fire-god

(i.e. a person of immeasurable power and glory like the Fire

god) ;
what need be said that it is certainly so in the

case of kings who, out of (empty) pride, regard themselves as

the rulers (of the world).

33. I do not consider the most deadly poison Halahala

as the real fatal poison, as there is an antidote against it. But

1. SR. quotes a Srnfti (Puriijic ?) source which interpretes Kr?pa as

Brahman.

Kffir hhH-vdcakah iabdah yaica nirvfti-vdeakah /

tayor aikyam param Brahma Ktfvte ifyabhidhiyati 1

1
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the property of a Brahmaga (if misappropriated) is the real po-

ison, as it cannot be counteracted by any remedy in'the world.

34. Poison kills (only one person viz. ) the swallower.

The fire is extinguished with water. But the fire ignited out

of churning the Arapis in the form of (misappropriated) Brah-

mana property burns the whole race along with its roots.

35. A Brahmaria’s property used without his (willing)

permission (or with permission under duress) ruins three gene-

rations (the enjoyer, his son and grandson) . But if usurped and

enjoyed per force, it spells disaster to ten generations of ances-

tors (by forcing them to hell) and ten generation of successors

after him.

36. * Kings blinded with the pride of their sovereign

power and affluence, are incapable of seeing their own fall.

Those kings who regard it good to covet Brahmana’s property

which is a veritable hell, are fools.

37-38. Those uncontrolled dictatorial monarchs, their

descendants and relatives who deprive Brahmanas of bountiful

nature but with large family responsibilities, of their means of

livelihood and their property are subjected to torture (lit. are

cooked) in the hell called Kumbhipaka1 for as many years as the

number of particles of earth moistened by the tears shed by

those Brahmanas while crying.

39. He who confiscates the means of livelihood of a Brah-

mana irrespective of its being donated to him by himself or by

another person, becomes a worm in the faeces for sixty

thousand years.

40. (I strongly wish that) I may not come in possession

of the wealth or property of a Brahmaria (at any time and in

any way) , by coveting which people are cut short in their

prime, kings become defeated and are deprived of their king-

doms and (after death) are bom as formidable serpents.

* VR. construes differently: Those kings who regard it good to covet

the property of a Brihjnatja are blinded by sovereign power and wealth.

They do not foresee and think over their falling into the hell. They are

extremely stupid.

1. One of the 28 hells in which the wicked are baked like potter’s

arthen-ware or are immersed in boiling oil.
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41. O my kinsmen ! Abstain from hatred or injury (in

retaliation) to a Brahmana who has offended you, attacked

you or reproached you (with words of abuse). Always pay them

your respects.

42. Just as I bow to Brahmanas regularly with a calm

and collected mind, similarly you also salute to them. He
who fails to do so, shall be recepient of the punishment at my
hands.

43. The property ofBrahmaga, even though misappro-

priated without being aware of it, brings about the downfall

of the sinner just as the cow of the Br&hmana brought about

the fall of king Nrga though he was ignorant of misappro-

priation."

44. Having thus taught (dharma)
with the actual demons-

tration (of Nrga’s case) to the residents of Dvaraka, the

glorious Lord Mukunda who hallows all (beings in all) worlds,

entered his palace.1

CHAPTER SIXTYFIVE

Balar&ma's Visit to Gokula—The Course ofthe Tamund diverted

Sri Suka said:

1. (On one occasion) the glorious Lord Balarama

became eagerly desirous of seeing his friends and well-wishers

(at Vraja) . Mounting his chariot, he proceeded2 to Gokula

ruled over by Nanda, O the most prominent Kuru.

1. Here VJ.'S Text adds:

44.1 Association with the righteous persons will never fail to bear
fruit, O King Parlk;it. It was by virtue of his companionship with the
pious that king Nrga was released from hell (i.e. hellish life)

.

44.2 As with sacred places, everything done in relation to the righ-

teous—their sight, touch, glorification, remembrance—brings about
purification.

44.3 As you have listened to this, O chastiser of enemies, you
should always ( try to) adore the saintly people. If you desire to have the

final emancipation, the property of a nrSnmapa should never be misap-
propriated by you.

2. Pra-yqyau—went after wearing the dress of a Gopa (cowherd) —VT.
It quotes HV. in its support and informs us that Balarfima went to convey
the massage of Krfoa.
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2. Balarama was warmly embraced by Gopa men and

women (at Vraja) who were yearning (to see him)* for a pretty

long period. He bowed to his (foster) parents Nanda and
Ya£oda who welcomed him with blessings (and said)

:

3. “O Balarama (of the Dasarha clan) ! May you, the

Lord of the universe along with your younger brother Kfsna,

protect us for a longtime (just as you do to Yadavas)”. With

these words, they placed him on their lap, hugged him and

bathed him with tears.

4. He paid respects to elderly Gopas with due formalities

and was bowed down by his juniors in age. He met other Gopas

(observing courteous exchanges) according to their age, friendly

intimacy and according to their (respective) relations (with

him).

5. He then approached the cowherds, 1 cut jokes and

laughed with them, held them by hands, (expressed other

friendly gestures) . When he had taken rest and was refreshed,

they gathered and seated themselves round him as he was

comfortably seated.

6. The Gopas who had renounced their worldly

pleasures for £ri Krsna of lotus— (petal-like) eyes were

enquired about their health and of their relatives in a voice

choked with emotions (and in faltering accents) . They also

reciprocally enquired about the health of Yadavas as per their

relations)

.

7.
<(Are all our friends and relatives (at Dvaraka) hail

and hearty, O Balarama ? Now that you are a married person

blessed with children, do you (occasionally) remember us ?

8. Luckily the wicked Kamsa has been slain and it is

fortunate that all our friends and well-wishers are liberated

(from his atrocious rule). It is really a matter of good luck that

after killing and vanquishing your enemies, you have taken

your abode in an inaccessible place (Dvaraka)

9. Gopls looked upon Balarama ’s visit as an honour and

paid respect to him (In spite of their pangs of separation from

1. VT. carefully collects evidence of the visits of Balarfima and Kf?na

from VP. & HV. and points out that they used to visit at intervals when
they happened to come to that side.
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Krsna) they beamed with a smile and asked, “Is Krsna, the

darling of ladies in the city (as against us—rustic women)

,

happy

?

10. Does he occasionally remember his friends, (like the

Gopa-Daman and others), father (Nanda) and mother (YaSoda)

at Vraja ? Will he come at least once to see his mother

(Yasoda) ? Does that mighty-armed Lord ever remember our

modest service (or constant devotion to him) ?

11. It is for his sake, O Balarama that we abandoned
our parents, brothers, husbands, sons, sisters and relatives whom
it was hard to forsake.

12. Instantly he cut asunder the bonds of friendship

with us who were so beloved to him and he abandoned us

forthwith. (The cause of our not preventing him from going

was his fascinatingly sweet) words—what woman would hesitate

to put forth faith in them ?

13. (Some Gopls asked ) : How would the wise and

shrewd women of the town trust the words of that fickle-minded

and ungrateful person ? (Others replied:) When he provokes

the passion of love in them by his fascinating words, his

winning smiles and enticing looks, those women being over-

powered with love, put faith in his wonderful speech.

14. (Some said) : O Gopls ! What have we to do with

the talk about him ? Tell some other stories. (Drop all references

to Krsna). If his time can pass (happily) without us, our time

(reciprocally) can do so without him (though in pangs of

separation from him) **.

15. Recalling in this way the smiles, sweet words,

winsome looks, gait, loving embraces of Krsna, those Gopa
women wept bitterly.

16. The worshipful Lord Balarama, past-master in the

various ways of consoling, comforted them by conveying to

them massages of Sri Krsna which were most soothing to their

heart.1

1. Sanddaifi sdma-madhuraib prtmagarbhairagarvitaih /

R&me(i&iv&siti Gopyab Krwaiydtimanoharaib II

VP. 5,24.20.
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17. The glorious Lord Balarama spent there (in Gokula)

two months (of the spring season)—Caitra and VaiSakha and

entertained the Gopls at night.

18. Surrounded by a bevy of ladies (Gopis), Balarama

sported with them in the gardens on the bank of the Yamuna
brightly illumined by the rays of the full moon as the gentle

breeze charged with the fragrance of night lotuses was blowing.

19. The heavenly beverage called Varuru1
, sent by god

Varuna began to flow out from the hallow of a tree and filled

with its fragrance the whole of the forest.

20. Inhaling the fragrance of that stream of honey (like

beverage) wafted by the gentle wind, Balarama went to that

tree and drank it along with the women.

VR’s Text adds :

20-A. Glorified in songs and himself bursting out in sing-

ing in the circle of beautiful women, he sported himself like

Airavata ( Indra’s elephant) in company of she-elephants.

20-B. Kettle-drums were sounded in the heavens, the

heavenly beings showered flowers on them in delight.

Gandharvas and sages glorified Balarama’s exploits in great joy.

21. Balarama (the plough-armed) whose exploits were

glorified in songs by the Gopls, roved in an inebriated condi-

tion in the forest, with his eyes swimming in intoxication.

22-23. Adorned with a wreath of flowers and the special

garland of five-coloured flowers called VaijayantI, wearing one

ear-ring only, with a smiling lotus-face beautified with dewy
drops of perspiration, in an inebriated condition he commanded
the Yamuna to come near him to enable him to indulge in

water-sports. Being intoxicated, he thought that the Yamuna
insolently disobeyed his order. Balarama got enraged and forcibly

dragged her with the pointed plough-share of his plough.

24. (He threatened her) : “You sinful one ! In total

disregard for me you indifferently do not come despite my

1 . VB. VdruvU born while chyiming the ocean for nectar, was given to

demons. Whatever tree she occupies gives out alcoholic beverage. VT. on the

authority ofHV. says that V&runI was Varuga’s daughter and hence not for-

bidden. Likewise she creates the beverage in the hollow of the Kadamba tree.
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summons to you, but go your own way. By the tip ofmy
plough I shall now divert you in a hundred ways”.

25. When threatened thus, the river-goddess Yamuna
became afraid and fell at his feet. Trembling with fear she

spoke to the delight of the Yadus.

26. “O Balarama, the Delight of the world ! O
mighty-armed hero ! I did not know your prowess. O Lord

of the world, (I now know) that it is with your one arfiia (part)

only, viz. &e§a that you support the universe.

27. O Soul of the universe so kind to his votaries ! I

have come to seek asylum in you, O glorious Lord. It behoves

you to set me free (to flow in my own bed) as I did not know

your supreme greatness.”

28. Thus entreated, the mighty Balarama then let go

the Yamuna. And just like a king elephant entering water with

his mates, he entered the waters (of the Yamuna) with the

women (Gopis).

29. After having sported to his hearts content (in the

water), Balarama emerged from her waters when Kanti1 (a

form of goddess Laksmi) presented to him two clothes of non-

white (blue) colour, highly precious ornaments and an auspi-

cious (brilliant) garland.

30. Putting on those blue garments, wearing the gold

necklace, he shone like Airavata, Indra's elephant, when paint-

ed and tastefully ornamented.

31. Even to this day, the Yamuna is seen to flow

through the track (river bed) through which the Yamuna was

dragged. It is an index of the great prowess of Balarama of in-

finite prowess.

32. Balarama’s mind was fascinated with the sweet

qualities of the young women of Vraja, so he felt all nights

passed in sports at Vraja as .one continuous night.

1. SR. quotes VP 5.25.16 and states that K&nti is a synonym of Lakfmi

while VT. regards her as a form of Lakfmi, the Spouse of the second Vyflha

SaAkarfaga.
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CHAPTER SIXTYSIX

Slaying ofPaundraka and others1

Sri Suka said :

1. When Balarama had gone to the Vraja under Nanda’s

control, the ruler of the country called Karusa2 being full of

ignorance, sent to Krsna a messenger declaring * I am (the

real) Vasudeva.’

2. "You are the glorious Lord Vasudeva, the ruler and

the protector of the universe who have incarnated (for the pro-

tection of the world )”. Thus flattered by foolish people, he

really came to believe that he was the Imperishable Lord.

3. And the dull-witted fellow (being ignorant of the real

greatness of Krsna) sent an emissary to Lord Krsna of in-

scrutable ways, at Dvaraka, even as an ignorant boy who is

set up as a king by other (equally ignorant) children in

children’s play would do.

4. The messenger on his part arrived at Dvaraka and

conveyed the following message of his king to the Almighty

lotus-eyed Krsna as he was attending the court-assembly.

5. "I am the only one Vasudeva who have descended

(as an incarnation on the earth) for showing compassion to all

created beings. There is no other Vasudeva. Hence you relin-

quish your false title.

6. O Satvata 1 Whatever emblems of ours (such as

Kaustubha Vanamala, conch, a discus etc.) you bear out of

your stupidity, renounce them and come to me for shelter. If

not, give a fight with me.”

1. The same as Puntfra or North Bengal especially district of Malda

and the adjoining axca.-GDAMI, pp. 95 & 161.

2. Kautaliya Arthaiistra notes its fame for excellent elephants. D.C.

Sircar however identifies Karusa with Shahabad region of South West Bihar

(SGAMI-332-35 ) . This explains PauQdraka VSsudeva’s friendship with the

King of V&r&pasl and his stay at V&raoasi whence he advanced against

KlWa.
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Sri Suka said :

7. Hearing that boasting of that puny-minded king

Paundraka Ugrasena and other members of the assembly laugh-

ed loudly.

8. After jocular pleasantries, the glorious Lord replied

(through the same) messenger. “O fool, I shall hurl my in-

signia (such as discus, mace etc.) at you, your emblems and

supporters on the strength of which you brag thus (Or : I

shall relieve you of all your artificial emblems like Sudariana

etc. on the strength of which you are boasting).

9. (As to your demand for my submission to you) It is

you who will be the resort (prey) of dogs with that (braggart)

mouth of yours shut. You will lie down dead on the battle-

field surrounded by kites, vultures and other birds of prey,

you fool.”

10. The messenger conveyed that defiant censure to his

master in full details. Sri Krsna also mounted his chariot, went

to Kasi (where Paundraka was staying with his friend, the

king of Kasi).

11. Hearing the intelligence of Krsna’s invasion, even

the mighty car-warrior Paundraka quickly sallied forth from

the town (Kasi) with two akfauhiyis of army under his

command.

12. His friend, the king of Ka£i followed him to guard

his rear with his army of three ak$auhi$is, O king. Hari espied

Paundraka :

13-14. Who (Paundraka) was bearing the (replicas of

Kr§na’s arms such as) the (Paficajanya) conch, the (Nandaka)

sword, the (Kaumodaki) mace, the Sarnga bow; was distin-

guished by the Srivatsa mark (on the chest), was wearing (an

artificial) Kaustubha gem and was decorated with Vanamala.

He was clad in two pieces of yellow silk and had an ensign of

Garuda (on his chariot)
;
he was adorned with a priceless

crown and very costly ornaments and was wearing two radiant

ear-rings of alligator-shape.

15. Seeing him seated (in the chariot) with an artificial

dress similar to His own like an actor on the stage, Lord Hari

burst into a heavy laugh.
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VJ.'s Text adds : •

15A. The battalion of archers of the king of Ka$I, equipp-

ed with strong bows, covered Kr$na with arrows within a

moment, just as rain-clouds cover a mountain with water. Some

of them were seated on elephants, some on horses and some

mounted in chariots, all of them marched forward to the battle-

front.

16. The enemies (mercilessly) attacked Hari with darts,

maces, iron bars, javelins, rsfis (double-edged swords) different

kinds of spears e.g. Tomara, swords and arrows.

Vj:*s Text adds :

16A. Another king, a friend of the ruler of KaSi came

to his help with three akfauhtyis of army, in that battle.

17. Just as the cosmic fire bursting forth at the end of

yugas completely consumes all the categories of creatures, Sri

Kf§na with his mace, sword, discus and arrows, totally annihi-

lated the armies of Paundraka and KaSiraja consisting of

elephant-divisions, cavalry, chariots and foot-soldiers.

18. That battlefield was scattered over with (parts and

limbs of) chariots, horses, elephants, foot-soldiers, donkeys and

camels which were cut down and amputated by his discus. Like

the terrible dancing arena of Rudra, the battlefield shone, hear-

tening only the brave.

19. Krsna, the descendant of Sura, (sarcastically) said

to Paundraka, "O Paundraka, whatever weapons you asked me
to surrender through your messenger, I now discharge at you.

20. I shall make you give up my epithet which you have

falsely assumed, you ignorant fellow. And if I were not to

desire to fight with you, I would seek you as a Protector today”.

21. With this sarcastic reply (with reference to Pauntj*

raka's message with his emissary) , he deprived Paundraka of

his chariots with his sharp shafts. And just as Indra lopped of

the tops (or wings) of mountain, he sundered off the head of

Pauiiijraka with his discus.

22. Similarly, he chopped off with his arrows the head of

KASiraja from his body and made it fall down in the city of

K&fi like a lotus bud carried with it by wind.
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23. Having thus killed the jealous Paun<jraka along with

his friend Ka61raj a, he entered the city of Dvaraka while his

nectarlike sweet exploits were being glorified in songs by
Siddhas.

24. Due to the continuous contemplation of Hari, all

the (Karma) bondages of Paundraka were completely annihi-

lated. As he always put on a form similar to that of Hari, he

became one with Hari.

25. Seeing the head adorned with ear-rings fallen at the

palace-gate, people were puzzled as to what it was and whose

head it was.

26. When they came to know that it was the head of

their own king, queens, princes, relatives and citizens of Ka6I

lamented loudly “Alas. We are undone. O king, O dear

Lord, O Lord”.

27-28. His crown Prince Sudaksina performed the funeral

rites of his father, He determined, “ I shall repay the debt of

my father by killing his slayer”. Sudaksina along with his

family priest propitiated god Siva with the deepest meditation.

29. In the holy place of Avimuktaka (orKaii), god

Siva who was pleased wi th him, offered him the booh ( of his

choice). He sought his desired-most boon, viz. the means to slay

his father’s slayer.

30-31 (Lord Siva advised) : ‘You should worship the

fire known as Dakfin&gni

1

(which is also called rtvij)* with the

help of Brahmanas according to the procedure prescribed for

mastering black magic. That fire surrounded by Pramathas

(goblins) will accomplish your purpose like a family priest

(rtvij) appointed for a purpose, provided it is used against a

person who is hostile to Brahmanas and is hated by them.

(This implies a warning not to use it against a friend of

Brahmanas like Krsna). Observing strictly the prescribed vows,

Sudaksina obeyed the directions of Siva (for invoking the

malevolent aspect of Daksinagni) and directed it against

Kpsna.

1 . Out of the three fires maintained in the family, Dakfipdgrti is to be

propitiated for the worship of manes and mastery over black magic ( abhicSra ),

2. rtoy is an epithet of Agni. vide (tV 1.1.1 This is one interpretation.
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32. As soon as the abhicdra-prayoga (sacrifice for mastery

over black magic) was completed, there arose from the sacri-

ficial pit, god Agni in person, but in his very terrific form.

The locks of his hair, beard and moustaches were of red-hot

copper. He was emitting flames of fire from his eyes.

33. He had a very grim appearance with large protrud-

ing tusks and staff-like long eyebrows. He was licking the

ends of his mouth. He was naked and was brandishing a trident

that threw out flames of fire.

34. Surrounded by goblins and setting ablaze all the

cardinal points, he rushed against Dvaraka shaking the earth

under his strides, with his legs tall as a palm tree.

35. Seeing that Abhicdra (malevolent) fire rushing to-

wards them, all the citizens of Dvaraka were terribly afraid

like wild beasts at the approach of the forest conflagration.

36. While the glorious Lord was playing dice in the

assembly-hall, they ran to him overwhelmed with fear and

prayed, “Protect us, O Lord of the three worlds, protect us

from the fire that is burning the city”.

37. Listening to the (report of that) public calamity

and seeing the cause of their panic, the Lord, who is the shelter

of his devotees, laughed loudly and assured them : Don’t be

afraid. I shall be your saviour’*.

38. The Almighty Lord who is a witness to whatever

happens within and without all created beings, came to know
it to be the Krtyd (female form of the malevolent force) of god

Siva and commanded his discus Sudarsana that was by his

side, to destroy her.

39. The Sudargana discus, the missile discharged by

Lord Krsna was dazzling like millions of Suns (combined).

It was flaming forth like the cosmic fire destroying the universe

(at the end of yugas) . It was radiadng its brilliant lustre in all

directions, the heaven and the earth. It forthwith extinguished

that Abhicdra fire.

40. Counteracted by the force of the missile (Sudarg-

ana) of Lord Krsija, the Abhicdra fire called Krtyd had all its

force curbed down and blunted. As if slapped in the face, it

turned back, approached Varanasi and burnt down Sudak§ina

and his family-priests who directed the Krtyd. %
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41-42. Close on its heels, the discus of Visnu entered the

city of Varanasi and reduced it to ashes along with its high

towers, assembly halls, mansions, market places, towers, en-

closures, treasuries, arches, stalls for elephants, horses, chariots,

dining halls and kitchens and returned to Dvaraka again and

stood by the side of Krsna who does everything sportively.

43. The mortal being who listens to this attentively or

relates this exploit of the most glorious Lord to others becomes

completely absolved of all sins.

VJ.'s Text adds :

43A. Both ofthem (the narrator and listener of exploits)

rid themselves of all sins including heinous ones like Brahma-

hatya and when they cast ofT their body, they proceed to the

heaven of Lord Visnu.

CHAPTER SIXTYSEVEN

Balar&ma slays Dvivida

King Parikfit said :

1 . I long to hear again of the wonderful deeds of Bala-

rama, the possessor of infinite, immeasurable power and mira-

culous feats. Please narrate what other wondrous deeds he

performed.

Sri Suka said :

2. There was a monkey called Dvivida, a friend of

Narakasura. He was a counsellor of Sugriva and a brave and

powerful brother of Mainda.

3. In order to avenge the death of his friend Naraka, he

caused a great havoc in the country by setting on fire cities,

villages, mines and cowherds' camps.

4. Sometimes he uprooted the hills and completely

reduced to powder the whole of the Anarta1 country where Hari,

the slayer of his friend, was living.

1. Western Giyarat with Dv&rakS as its capital.
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5. He was possessed of the strength of ton thousand

elephants. Some times he used to stand in the midst of the sea

and create a high tide by dashing up volume of seawater with

his arms and drown the coastal area under water.

6. The wicked fellow broke down big trees in the her-

mitages of the great sages and desecrated the sacrificial fires

with urine and excreta.

7. Like a wasp imprisoning a worm the naughty

monkey shut up men and women in the valleys and caves of

mountains and blocked their entrance with big stones.

8. In this way he wrought havock in the country and

ravished women of noble birth. Once, hearing sweet enchant-

ing music, he went to the Raivataka hill.

9. There he espied Balarama, the Lord of Yadus, wear-

ing a lotus-garland, charming in every limb, standing in the

midst of a bevy of beautiful damsels.

10. While singing he was drunk with Varuni and his

eyes were swimming with intoxication. He had a brilliant

personality and looked like an elephant exuding ichor.

11. The wicked monkey climbed the boughs of the

trees and shaking the trees heavily made a chattering sound to

attract their notice to his presence.

12. Beholding the insolence of the monkey those young

damsels, the spouses of Balarama, being fickle by nature and

fond of fun, burst out into a heavy laughter.

13. In the teeth of Balarama's presence, the monkey

began to insult the damsels by twisting his eyebrows, making

wry faces at them and showing them his hind part. Balarama,

the foremost among warriors, got enraged and hurled a big

stone at the monkey.

14. But that wily monkey evaded the stone and (swoop-

ing down from the trees) took away the pitcher of wine (from

Balarama) and ridiculed Balarama by laughing loudly and

provoking Balarama *s wrath.

15. The wicked monkey dashed down the pitcher of

wine, tore the clothes of women. Being puffed up with pride,

he treated Balarama with utmost contempt and caused him

excessive annoyance. *
1
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16. Seeing his mischievous and arrogant behaviour and

considering the havoc caused by him in the country, Balarama

flew in rage and took up his pestle and plough in hand, in

order to kill the enemy.

17. Dvivida too was endowed with great strength. He
uprooted a Sala tree with his hand and rushing with great

vehemence at Balarama, struck his head with the tree.

1 8. The mighty Balarama stood firm like a mountain.

He caught hold of the tree (as its blow was) falling on his

head and hit Dvivida with the pestle called Sunanda.

19. With his head crushed with the pestle, it became

covered with a stream of blood. Dvivida shone with the torr-

ent of blood like a mountain covered with a flow of liquid red

chalk. In spite of that, he did not mind Balarama’s stroke.

20. He again pulled out another palm tree and remov-

ing all its leaves by dint of his physical power, he hit Balarama

in rage. But Balarama splintered it into hundred pieces.

21-22. The monkey again struck him down with another

palm tree which Balar&ma cut into hundreds of pieces. Fight-

ing in this way with the glorious Lord, he pulled out a palm

tree to strike which was broken to hundreds of pieces. Uprooting

trees on all sides, he denuded the forest into a treeless tract.

23. Being enraged, he discharged a shower of rocks

on Balarama all of which the wielder of pestle as his weapon,

reduced to powder.

24. The leader of monkeys clenched his palm-like long

arms into fists and approaching the son of RohinI (Balarama )

,

he hit his chest with both the fists.

25. The ruler of Yadavas also threw down his pestle and

plough and angrily hit with both of his hands on his ( Dvivida 's)

collar-bones. And he fell down vomitting blood.

26. O king Parikgit (a tiger among the Kurus) ! As

Dvivida fell down, the whole of the mountain along with its

peaks and trees began to shake like a boat tossed with a tempest

in the sea water.

27. There arose in the skies shouts of victory, salutation

and approbation : ‘Well-done*, ‘Well-done’, from gods,

Siddhas
,
prominent sages who were sending forth showers of

flowers.
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28. Killing in this way Dvivida, the scourage o£the land

(rendering it desolate)
,
the glorious Lord Balarama entered

his city while he was being glorified in songs by the citizens.

CHAPTER S1XTYEIGHT

Hastinapura dragged by Balarama

Sri Suka said :

1. O King Samba, the son of Jambavati, who was
always victorious in battles, carried away Duryodhana’s

daughter Laksmania, at the time of her svayathvara.

2. Kauravas were extremely enraged at this, “This is

a naughty boy. Setting us at nought, he per force carried

away our daughter who did not want him (as a suitor)

.

3. Arrest and keep in confinement this unruly, wicked

fellow. What can the Vr?nis do ? They are enjoying that

territory conferred upon them by us and that too through our

grace ( we are the real masters of that land )

.

4. If, after hearing of the captivity of their son, they

come here, the Vrsnis will sue for peace with their pride

humbled down like senses brought under control by breath-

control (pranayama) .*n

5. With this resolve, Karna, Sala, Bhuri, Yajfiaketu

and Duryodhana
5A. Vj:s Text :

Along with DuhSasana, Sakuni who always gave wrong
and wicked advice—all these disregarded Vidura and glorious

Gandhari. . .

and with the approval of the Kaurava elders (like Bhisma)

attempted to bind Samba.

6. Noticing that he was being pursued by Kauravas, the

great chariot-warrior Samba, took up his beautiful bow and

stood defiantly like a single lion turned at bay.

1. v.l. like serpents whose fangs are removed.—VJ.
<%
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7. Enraged and eager to take him captive, they shouted,

‘Stop’, ‘Stop’. And under the leadership of Karna, those

archers covered him with a volley of arrows.

8. Though surrounded by Kauravas, that scion of the

Yadu race, the son of the incomprehensible Lord Krsna, did

not tolerate them like a lion attacked by insignificant beasts. 1

9-10. Twanging his beautiful bow, he pierced simultane-

ously each of the six chariot-warriors like Karna and others,

with equal number of shafts. He struck the four horses;

with four arrows, the charioteers and the great archers in the

chariots with one. All of them applauded his exploit.

11. Attacking him simultaneously, they deprived him of

his chariot, each Kaurava warrior killing one of his four horses

one his charioteer and the remaining warrior snapped his bow.

12. With great difficulty the Kauravas dislodged him

from the chariot and took him captive. Victorious they

entered their capital, with the boy as well as the maiden.

13. Hearing the news from Narada’s report, Yadavas

got enraged, O King. And under the direction of Ugrasena,

they made preparations of an expedition against the Kauravas.

14. But Balarama pacified the Vrsni warriors who made
lull preparations of war. He was disposed to wash away the

dirt (bitterness) of quarrels. He did not wish that there

should be a feud between Kauravas and Vrsnis.

15. In a chariot resplendent like the sun, he went to

Hastinapura. He was accompanied with Brahmanas and

elderly persons of the family like the moon surrounded by

planets.

16. Arriving at Hastinapura, he camped in a park out-

side the town. He deputed Uddhava to Dhrtaras(ra to ascer-

tain what they intended to do in the matter.

17. Uddhava formally paid respects to Dhftarastra, the

son of Ambika, Bhi$ma, Drona, Bahlfka and Duryodhana and

intimated to them the arrival of Balarama.

1. v.l. He did not put up with the insult like a serpent beaten by a stick.
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18. They were highly pleased to hear that Balarama,

their best friend had arrived. They warmly received*Uddhava

and taking into their hands auspicious presents, they went to

Balarama.

19. Approaching him they received him with due for-

malities and honours offering him arghya and a cow. Those of

them who knew of his prowess bowed down Balarama with

their heads.

20. Hearing that their respective relatives were hale and

hearty and enquiring after their welfare and health and such

friendly talk, Balarama declared fearlessly.

21. ‘Listen attentively to what His majesty Ugrasena,

King of kings, commanded you : Carry out his orders without

delay.

22. (We hear) that a great many of you unjustly

(according to the rules of warfare) combined and vanquished

Samba who was fighting singlehandedly (as per canons of

dharma-yuddha) and have taken him captive. With the desire

of maintaining amity among relatives, I do tolerate this. (But

now immediately bring him to us along with the bride).”

23. O Parfksit, Kouravas became deeply indignant to

hear the speech of Balarama who was endowed with immense

power, prowess, energy and whose words expressed his inner

strength. They said :

24. “O ! How wonderful it is ! Due to the inexorable

force of time, a shoe covets to ride over the head that is served

by a crown.

25. These Vrsnis are related to us by conjugal ties

(through Kunti*s marriage in our family). Condescended to

share with us the bed, seat and food, the VY$nis are raised to

royal status like us and are favoured with a royal throne.

26. It is due to our indulgence that they enjoy the royal

insignia like chowries
,

fans, a conch, a white umbrella, a

crown, a throne and abed.

27. Now enough of those royal insignia to Yadus who
go against their very donors like serpents made to drink nectar

(Let us deprive the Yadus of those emblems) who pros-

pered due to our grace are now giving orders to us shamelessly.
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28. How could even Indra dare to take what is not

given to him by Kauravas like Bhi§ma, Drona, Arjuna and
others ? Gan a ram dare to touch what is in the grasp of a
lion (unless he gives it up out of grace) ?”

£ri Suka said :

29. Being elated with inordinate pride of their noble

birth, their high relations, prosperity, those wicked unman-
nerly Kauravas addressed unspeakable words within the hear-

ing of Balarama and returned to their city.

30. Observing the wicked behaviour of Kauravas and

hearing their unspeakable reproaches, Balarama became in-

dignant with wrath and was terrific to look at. Laughing

loudly, he repeated to himself :

31. “Verily these wicked persons grown madly arrogant

with pride of various kinds, do not desire to have peacefulness.

Just as (beating with) a stick is the sure remedy to tame a

beast, sound thrashing is the only means to bring these round.

32. It is after slowly appeasing the excited Yadus and

indignant Krsna that I came here with the intent of bringing

about a peace with the Kurus.

33. These dull-witted wicked fellows are naturally

inclined to quarrelling. These arrogant fellows have not only

treated me scornfully but have used extremely reproachful

words to me.

34-35. To them King Ugrasena, the ruler of Bhoja, Vrsni

and Andhaka clans is not a sovereign ruler. Lord Kr§na, the

Lord of goddess Laksmi whose orders are obeyed by Indra and

other Lords of Spheres, He by whom the celestial assembly

Sudharma is occupied and the heavenly tree Parijata is

brought (on the earth) and is enjoyed ( according to these

fellows) does not deserve a high royal seat.

36. Lord Kfs^a whose pair of feet are directly worshipp-

ed by goddess Sri in person, the Controller of all beings does

not deserve the royal insignia (according to them).

37. The royal throne is extremely insignificant to him
the dust on whose lotus feet is borne on the crowns of their

heads by all the Lords of the various worlds (in the universe)

and which sanctify sacred waters (like those of the Ganga)
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resorted to by holy men
;
and we—that is god Brahma, Siva, I

(Sankarsana), and even goddess Sri are but a part of His ray

and always bear those particles of dust (on our heads).

38. We, Vrsnis, enjoy the piece of land granted to us

by Kurus ! And we are nothing better than shoes and the

Kauravas themselves the head !

39. What person capable of meting out punishment to

others can tolerate the harsh and irrelevant words of those

who are drunk with power and wealth and have become

intoxicated and insolent ?

40. Today I shall rid the earth of all the Kurus”. With

this determination, enraged as he was, Balarama lifted up his

plough as if to burn down the three worlds.

41. With the tip of the plough-share, he lifted up the

whole city of Hastinapura and angrily began to drag it intend-

ing to throw it into the river Ganga.

42. The city that was being dragged and falling into

the Ganga, began to rock like a boat. Finding the city so

dragged, Kauravas were utterly confounded with consternation.

43. Anxious to save their lives along with those of their

families, they placed forward Samba and (his spouse)

Laksmana and with folded palms sought shelter of that very

Lord (Balarama whom they had insulted).

44. ‘O Balarama, O Rama. You are the support of

all. We did not know your prowess. It behoves you to

pardon the transgression committed by us who have been

foolish and wicked-minded.

45. (You being the substratum of all) you yourself are

perfectly independent but you are the cause of the creation,

maintenance and destruction of the universe. It is true when
they say that the three worlds are your toys and you are the

player.

46. (Referring to the original state ofBalarama as the

Serpent Sega, the support of the worlds
:)

It is you 1 O
Ananta (Serpent Sega) of thousand heads, who easily hold up
this globe of the earth on your head. At the end of the

universe, you withdraw the universe within yourself and

contain it. And repose on the cosmic waters as the only

remaining unabsorbed existence without a second.
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47. O glorious Lord ! You assume the Sattva guna

with the intention of maintaining and protecting the world.

Hence your anger is only for teaching a lesson to all and
not out of hatred or jealousy.

48. We bow to you who are the Inner Controller of all

creatures, O omnipotent and immutable Maker of all ! We
have sought asylum in you. We offer our salutations to you.

£ri Suka said :

49. Balarama was thus propitiated to be gracious (unto

them) by Kauravas who sought his refuge, for they were

terrified as their capital city was rocking. Being highly pleased

with them, he assured them protection with the words, ‘Do

not fear'.

50-51. Duryodhana was very affectionate to his

daughter. As presents, he (Duryodhana) gave twelve hundred

elephants, each sixty years old (in its prime of youth) and ten

thousand horses, six thousand goldplated chariots shining like

the sun and one thousand maid-servants each adorned

with gold necklaces.

52. Glorious Balarama, the prominent Satvata, accept-

ed it all and complimented by his friends and well-wishers,

he set out with his son (Samba) and the daughter-in-law.

53. Returning to his capital Dvaraka, Balarama met all

his affectionate relatives and in the assembly of prominent

Yadavas narrated what he did in the Kaurava country.

54. Even to this day the city shows the evidence of the

exploit of Balarama as it is elevated to the South and slopes

down towards the Gariga.
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CHAPTER SIXTYNINE

Sri Krfna’s Household Life1

Sri Suka said :

1 . Having heard that Narakasura was killed and that

Sri Krsna, a single individual as he was, married those

numerous women, Narada became eager' to see how Kr?na

managed to live with them all.

2. It is really miraculous that one person ( Sri Krsna)

possessing a single personality, could severally and simultane-

ously marry sixteen thousand women, each in a separate house.

3. Being curious to know this, the divine sage Narada

came to see this to Dvaraka which appeared beautiful with its

parks and gardens in full blossom and was resonant with the

notes of singing birds and humming of the swarms of bees.

4. It was resounded with the sweet warblings and

melodious notes of swans and other waterbirds which swarmed

the surrounding ponds and pools covered with full blown

lotuses, lilies, Kalh&ras and lotuses that bloom by day and by

night.

5. (Narada came to Dvaraka) which was thickly studd-

ed with nine hundred thousands of palatial buildings construct-

ed with crystals and silver and was shining with excellent

emeralds thickly set therein and furnished with articles (of

furniture) plated with gold and adorned with jewels.

1. VJ.’s text introduces this chapter with three additional verses. It is

after the 3rd verse of VJ. that the texts of &R and VJ. agree as from verse 1

above.

Sri Suka said :

1.1 Having vanquished all his enemies, Sri Kffna stayed there a number

of days enjoying himself with those excellent women in this way.

King Parikfit asked :

1.2. How could one person—JanSrdana—who has assumed a human
form, give satisfaction to those sixteen thousand queens?

Sri Suka said :

1.3 Well. I shall naiTate to you what may make the listeners wonder,

as to how that one person Sr! Kftoa gave satisfaction to all the numerous

queens. »
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6. The city looked beautiful with its streets, roads,

quadrangles and market places in the city distinctly laid out ;

with stalls, assembly-halls and shrines dedicated to gods. The
roads, court-yards, foot-paths and threshholds of the city

were profusely sprinkled with water. The heat of the sun in

that city was warded ofT by everflying flags and pennants.

7. In that city, there was (a complex of palatial build-

ings known as) the harem of Lord Krsna which was highly

praised by all the presiding deities protecting different spheres

(in the universe). In constructing that (palatial building

complex), Tvastf> the celestial architect had exhibited all his

architectural skill and ingenuity.

8. That part of the city was adorned with sixteen

thousand palatial buildings of Krsna’s queens. Narada entered

into one of the big palaces out of them.

9. It was supported on columns of coral and the ceiling

was of Vaidurya (a precious stone). Its walls were of sapphire

and its floor of unfading lustre was paved with the same precious

stones.

10. It was also furnished with canopies specially

designed by Tvasfr from which wreaths of pearls were hanging

and it (was provided) with seats and beds made of ivory and
set with excellent jewels.

11. It was staffed with maid-servants adorned with

necklaces of gold-coins and wearing costly apparel and with

men-servants wearing coats, turbans, excellent dress and

diamond-ear-rings.

12. O child Par!k$it. Darkness in that place was

dispelled by the lustre of clusters ofjewels radiating light like

lamps. In them, peacocks perching in picturesque (artificial)

caves screamed loudly and danced gaily regarding (foolishly)

the clouds of fumes of aloewood issuing out of the windows, to

be the real clouds.

13. The Brahma^a sage N&rada saw there Kr?na, the

Lord of Satvatas who was being fanned with a chowrie provid-

ed with a gold handle by his consort who in her turn was

waited upon constantly by a thousand maid-servants who were

all equal (to each other) in nature, beauty, age and excellent

dress.
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14. On seeing him, the glorious Lord, the foremost

among those who observe the injunctions of Dharma, promptly

got up from the bed of Rukmiru (the goddess Sri)
,
paid res-

pects to his feet with his head adorned with a diadem. With

folded palms, He made Narada occupy his own (exalted) seat.

15. Though he himself was the Creator and Preceptor

of the universe and the chief among the righteous, he washed

Narada’s feet and bore that water on his own head. The
epithet Brahmanya-deva (God who is friendly to Brahmanas) is

most appropriately applicable to him both in its implication

and as a title. For the waters that wash his feet (viz. -the river

Ganga) sanctifies the rest of the world.

16. Having worshipped the prominent divine sage

(Narada), the Ancient sage Narayana, the friend and compa-

nion of the sage Nara, addressed him in measured words sweet

like nectar and requested “O Lord Narada ! what service

should we render to you ?”

N&rada said :

17. “O almighty Lord ! It is not at all wonderful in you

who are the Protector of all the worlds that you entertain friend-

liness to all people as well as chastise the wicked (there is no

contradiction in both these roles) . You incarnate yourself at

your own sweet will for conferring final Beatitude as well as for

the maintenance and protection of the world. We realize this

quite well, O Lord who are extolled as the highest one in the

Vedas.

18. I have the good fortune of being blessed with the

sight of the pair of your feet which in themselves are the

blessed state of final Emancipation and which deserve to be

meditated upon in their hearts by gods of unfathomable

spiritual wisdom like Brahma and others and which form the

support to those who have fallen in the (dark) well of sarhs&ra

as a means to get out of it. (Hence I have accomplished my
purpose) . You, however, be pleased to favour me with unfailing,

constant memory of your feet contemplating on which I shall

move about in the world.”

19. Thereupon, in order to fathom and know the Yogic

power of the Lord of the masters of Yoga, that sage Narada

entered the mansion of another queen of Sri l£r$na.
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20. Even there he found Kr§na playing dice with his

beloved consort Satyabhama and Uddhava. He was worshipped

with utmost devotion by Krsna by rising up to receive him,

offering a comfortable seat and such other formalities.

21. Narada was enquired of by Krspa showing as if he

was not cognisant of Narada’s arrival. He asked, “When did

you come, O worshipful sage ? We are after all imperfect

beings. What service may we render to perfect (or persons

established in the Self) sages like you ?

22. O Brahmana sage ! Be pleased to order us and

make this life of ours blessed ( by giving us an opportunity to

serve you)”. Narada was extremely surprised. He rose up

without a word and went to another house (of another queen

of Krsrja)

.

23. Even there, he saw Lord Krsna playing and fondling

with his infant sons. Then in another house (of another queen),

he saw him preparing for his bath.

24. At some houses, Narada saw him offering oblations

to sacrificial fire, at other places, he was seen worshipping God
by performing five kinds of daily sacrifices (called mah&yajfias);

at some houses, he saw him feeding the Brahmanas with a

feast and at another place, he found him taking food after

offering oblations to the sacred fire.

25. At some houses, he was performing sandhyd (twilight

prayer); at other places, he was contemplating the Gayatri

observing complete silence. At some places, he was practising

various skills in fencing with a sword and a shield.

26. At some other houses, he found Kf§na the elder

brother of Gada riding horses, elephants or chariots. At some

other mansions, he found him lying in bed while being

extolled by bards (
bandins).

27. In a certain house, he was holding consultations with

his counsellors like Uddhava and others; while at other places,

surrounded by a bevy of courtesans, he was indulging in

water-sports.

28. At some houses, he found him giving highly adorned

cows to prominent Brahmanas, while at others he saw him

listening to the auspicious stories from Itih&sa and Purdnas.
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29. In a certain housef he was laughing by telljng a joke
to his beloved; in other places, he was carefully attending to

Dharma, while at other places he was looking after matters

pertaining to finance and at other places he was indulging in.

personal enjoyment.

30. At some houses he saw him sitting alone in medita-

tion contemplating on the Supreme Lord transcendental to

Prakrti ; at other places, he found him waiting upon the elders

and the preceptors by offering them objects of enjoyment and
articles of worship.

31. At some places, he was planning war against some
kings, while at other places, he was negotiating peace; at

some places he was conferring with Balarama about the well-

being of the saintly people.

32. At some place, he saw him celebrating the marria-

ges of his sons and daughters at the proper age with brides and
bridegrooms suitable to their status and royal fortune.

33. People were wonderstruck to see the enthusiasm of

that Lord of Yoga in conducting festivities at the time of giving

send off to children or welcoming those who returned (for

example daughters going to their husbands’ houses or returning

therefrom after a long stay)

.

34. Sometimes he saw Krsna worshipping all gods with
elaborate sacrifices. Sometimes he was seen engaged in per-

forming the pUrta duties of religion by digging wells, founding

groves, constructing temples, etc., for public weal.

35. At some places, he sawKrgpa riding a pedigree horse

from the Sindhu country and chasing a game. Sometimes
followed by Yadava warriors, he hunted animals useful for

sacrifice.

36. Somewhere he found him moving about incognito

among his subjects, their houses, harems etc. with a view to

understand the real feelings and plans of the people.

37. In this way, after observing this exhibition of
Kf?na’s vast Yogic powers, though he was following the

hitman way of life, Narada addressed him with a smile.

38. “O Lord of Yoga ! Your Maya is incomprehen-
sible—nay not even easily cognisable—to the masters of M£y&s.
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But through the service of Your feet, our hearts are filled with

the spiritual light. And we can comprehend your Yoga Maya.
39. O Lord Krgnia ! Be pleased to give me leave. I

shall range all over the worlds overflowing with your glory*

celebrating in songs your sportive acts which sanctify the

world.”

The Lord replied :

40. “Oh Brahmana sage. I am the promulgator of

Dharma. It is I who practice it and grant my approbation to

it. I have descended on this world for teaching it by my
example. You need not get troubled, O child.”

«Sri Suka said :

41. It is reported that Narada saw one and the same

Krsna (present in all the houses of Krsna’s queens) performing

the righteous duties of householders which purify them.

42. Having observed time and anon the vast display

of the Yogic powers of Krsna of infinite prowess, the sage who
became formerly curious about it, was overwhelmed with

great astonishment.

43. Narada who was duly worshipped by Sri Krsna who
showed His faith in dharma

,
artha and kama, the three objects

of human life, was greatly pleased with him.- And constantly

contemplating upon him only, he went his way.

44. O King 1 Following in this way t|he course of

conduct as a human being, Lord Krsna assumed different

forms for the prosperity of the whole of the world; worshipped

by the sixteen thousand beautiful damsels with their bashful*

affectionate looks and smile, he spent his life delightfully (at

Dvarak&)

,

45. He who celebrates in songs, listens to or expresses

approbation for the exploits of Hari which it is impossible for

others to perform but which Hari, who is the cause of creation*

maintenance and destruction of the universe, has done, will

get engendered in him the devotion to the Lord Almighty

which will lead to the Final Beatitude.
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CHAPTER SEVENTY

Krfna's Daily Observances : Deputationfrom

Captive Kings of Jar&sandha

Sri Suka said :

1 . Now, at the approach of the dawning day, the queens

of Madhava, each of whom was sleeping with the arms of their

Lord round their necks, cursed the cocks crowing at dawn, as

they were nervously anxious about their
(
prospective) separa-

tion from him.

2. Aroused from sleep by the breezes wafting through

Mandara groves while the black bees were humming sweetly,

birds began to sing and warble like bards to wake up Sri

Krsna.

3. Closely hugged within the arms of her lover, even

Rukminl would not tolerate that extremely auspicious period

(called Br&hma muhurta
)

for fear of separation from his

embrace.

4. Getting up in the Br&hma period (two hours before

the sun-rise), Sri Krsna would wash his hands and feet and

rinse his mouth. Sipping three spoonfuls of water as acamanat

he with a serene mind, used to meditate on the Self (atman

)

who is beyond the range of darkness (i.e. Prakrti).

5. He used to contemplate upon Atman also designated

as Brahman, Who is one without any limiting condition

(upddhi), self-luminous, immutable; Who has been eternally

free from the taint of Avidyd (Nescience) by virtue of His be-

ing established in His own self ; Whose existence and blissful-

ness of nature are revealed by His own potencies that bring

about the creation, maintenance and destruction of theuniverse.

6. After meditation, he took bath in clean water after

Gastric injunctions. Putting on two garments, he performed

the Twilight-prayer
(
Sandhyd ), and other (prescribed obser-

vances. The prominent one among the righteous persons then

offered oblations to sacrificial fire and silently repeated the

G&yatri mantra.

1. He used to offer prayers to the rising sun and pour

out water libations to gods, sages, his ancestors {pitrs)—all of
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whom were his own rays—and with a controlled mind, he used

to worship the elderly persons and Brahmanas.

8-9. To Brahmanas who were adorned with ornaments,

along with silken cloth, deer-hide (Kr^najina) and sesamum
seeds, he used to give every day thirteen thousand and eighty-

four cows, all of them docile, with horns capped with

gold tops and hoofs plated in silver and necks adorned with

pearl-necklaces, yielding abundant milk, with only one freshly

yeaned calf, accompanied by their calves, beautifully capari-

soned.

10. He used to pay respects to cows, Brahmanas,

elderly persons, preceptors and all beings who were his own
manifestations, and he used to touch auspicious things (like a

towny coloured cow, etc.)

.

1 1 . He himself was one of the ornaments of the world.

He used to adorn himself with his special garments (e.g.

yellow silken loin cloth or pitambara

)

and adornments (e.g.

the Kaustubha gem) and his special excellent garlands (e.g. the

Vanamdld
)
and pigments.

12. Seeing the reflection of his face in liquid ghee

and a mirror and cast his (first) glances at cows, bulls,

Brahmanas and gods, he used to take delight in granting the

boons and desired objects to people belonging to all classes in-

habiting in his city or dwelling in his harem ( alike)
,
and

satisfying their requirements by supplying the needs of his

counsellors and courtiers.

1 3. He would first distribute garlands, betel-leaves and

sandal-pastes to Brahmanas; then he would honour his

friends, ministers and queens with them, and lastly he would

accept them for himself.

14. By that time, the charioteer used to bring his most

wonderful chariot drawn by Sugriva and other horses and bow-

ing down to him, he used to stand before him.

15. Thereupon, holding the charioteer's hand by his own,

he used to mount his chariot along with Satyaki and Uddhava,

like unto the sun ascending the eastern mountain.

16. Gazed at by the ladies in the harem with their bash-
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ful and affectionate looks and permitted unwillingly by them,

he would proceed captivating their hearts with his bewitching

smiles.

17. O king Pariksit then surrounded by all Vrsnis, he
would enter the assembly-hall called Sudharma the occupants

—

members—of which are not subject to six ‘waves* i.e. changes in

human life (viz. hunger, thirst, grief, delusion, old age and

death).

18. Seated there on an excellent, exalted throne, the

Almighty Lord shone illuminating all the cardinal points by
his personal lustre. Surrounded by lion-like prominent Yadus,

Krsna, the best of Yadus, appeared like the moon in the midst

of the hosts of constellations and stars.

19. O King ! There, the court-jesters waited upon the

Lord by providing amusements of various kinds. So did the

masters indancing with their manly dances as well as dancing

girls with their special performances severally.

20. Bards — sutas, Magadhas and Bandins danced, sang

and extolled him in accompaniment to tabors, lutes, tambourin-

es, flutes, cymbals and conchs.

21. There were seated some Brahmanas well-versed in

the exposition of the Vedas. They elucidated Vedic verses as

well as told the stories of ancient kings of sanctifying glory.

22. There arrived a stranger not ever seen before. With
the permission of the Lord, he was ushered in his presence by

the guards at the door.

23. Having bowed to the Supreme Lord Krsna, he,

with his palms folded, submitted to him the miserable plight

of kings who were kept in captivity by Jarasandha.

24. Those twenty thousand kings who did not submissi-

vely acknowledged Jarasandha’s sovereignty during his con-

quest of all the quarters (of the world) , had been taken cap-

tive per force and are incarcerated at Girivraja (mod. Rajgir

in Bihar)

.

(The message of the detained kings :)

25. “O Krsna who attract the minds of devotees and^ * • •

of incomprehensible nature. You are the destroyer of the

fear of those who seek resort iti you. We are of poor intellect

and are mortally afraid of Sathsdra. We seek asylum in you.
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26. We bow to that ever-vigilant Time-Spirit viz. you

who are all powerful and who suddenly cut short the desire

for long life of this world while it is deeply involved in doing

prohibited acts and is careless and negligent in performing au-

spicious actions such as your worship and devotion as enjoined

by you.

27. O Lord, You are the controller of the Universe.

You have incarnated in this world by a ray of yours (i.e.

Balarama) for the protection of the righteous and chastisement

and destruction of the wicked. We do not understand how
somebody else (like Jarasandha) transgresses your orders

(with impunity) and why persons (though protected by you)

still take to the path of their Karmas (and experience misery).

28. The happiness of Kingship contingent as it is on so

many conditions, is an empty dream. We carry on the burden

of sarhsdra (and the anxiety and responsibility of wife, child-

ren, etc.), with our body which is as good as dead and stands

constantly in fear of death. We are extremely miserable in-

as much as we abandon the spiritual bliss which is obtainable

from you by those who renounce all desires and undergo mise-

ries due to ( the inexorable force of) your Maya.

29. The pair of feet of your Lordship destroy the

miseries of those who surrender to them humbly. We are at

present imprisoned. Be pleased to set us free from the bondage

ofKarma now called Jarasandha, the king of Magadhas. Possess-

ed as he is of the strength of ten thousand elephants, he single-

handedly took us, kings, captive and imprisoned us in his palace

as a king of beasts (a lion) would do to sheep.

30. O Lord with uplifted discus (Sudarfana) ,
Jarasandha

who was defeated by you eighteen times in the battle, has

grown insolent by somehow defeating you in one of them.

Though you possess infinite prowess you behave like a human
being. But Jarasandha is grinding us, knowing us to be your

subjects. O unconquerable Lord, May you be pleased to

do whatever you think proper to do (under these circumsta-

nces) .

31. (The messenger concludes:) Thus the kings who are

imprisoned by Jarasandha are desirous of seeing your Lordship.
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They have submitted themselves to the soles of Your feet.

Be pleased to bestow happiness on those hapless kings.

£ri Suka said :

32. While the messenger of the kings was thus delivering

the message of the kings, there manifested like the sun, the

divine sage Naiada of supreme lustre, wearing gold-coloured

matted locks of hair.

VR.'s Text :

32A. Narada entered singing of the exploits and incarna-

tions of his beloved Krsna making Krsna, his followers and the

world as if melt (with the sweet music) and filling them with

great delight.

VJ.'s Text :

32B. (Narada came in) singing in sweet voice and ex-

pressions the delightful acts and incarnation of Lord Krsna

liquidating heaps of sins and filling the world with extreme joy.

33. Seeing him, the glorious Lord Krsna, the Ruler of

the rulers of the worlds, rose from his seat and bowed him with

his head with great delight, along with the members of the

assembly and his followers.

34. Having worshipped him with due formalities and

seating him comfortably, he addressed him in sweet words,

pleasing the sage with his devotion and sincerity.

35. He enquired, “Are all the three worlds now free

from fear from all quarters? It is certainly a great advantage

to us that your worship ranges over all the worlds ( as we are

thereby in a position to know what goes on in the world).

36. To be sure, nothing is unknown to you in all the

creation of the Lord. We, therefore, enquire of you what

Pandavas now intend to do.

N&rada replied :

37. O All-pervading almighty Lord, I have witnessed

to a great extent a variety of your deluding potencies (m&yds )
l

1. VT : M&y&s i.e. the creations or products of these m&y&s viz. a

number of Brahmandas with all various gods such as BrahmSs, Vfegus who
possess their own m&y&s which are nothing but the powers imparted to them

by you.— 1 have witnessed these etc. **
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which are inscrutable and insuperable, and which delude even

god Brahma, the great conjuror, the creator of the universe.

O Perfect one ! By your powers you abide in all created beings

and yet you remain with your splendour undisclosed like fire

remaining latent in the logs of wood. (Although you are om-
niscient, you assume ignorance like a human being) . Hence your

query causes me no surprise.

38. Who is capable of knowing comprehensively what you
intend to do, for you create as well as destroy this universe by
your Maya Potency. The universe appears to exist due to your

Maya (though it is unreal). I bow to you who are in essence

distinct from everything else and are thus of incomprehensible

nature.

39. O Lord ! I seek asylum in you who have enkindled

the brilliant lamp (beacon-light) of your glory by sportively

assuming various incarnations. This light is for those jivas who
wander in the cycle of samara and do not know the way to

Final Emancipation from the bondage of the body which is the

source of all evil.

40. Though yourself the Supreme Brahman
,
you imitate

the ways of human beings in the world. I, however, report

to you what king Yudhisthira, the son of yourpaternal aunt and

your devotee plans to do.

41. King Yudhisthira, the son of Pandu, aspires to be a

sovereign ruler of the world. He, therefore, wishes to worship

you with Rajasuya, the greatest of all sacrifices. You may there-

fore, be pleased to grant your approval (to their plan)

.

42. Gods, sages and illustrious kings will certainly attend

that grand sacrifice with eagerness to see you.

43. O Lord ! Even (c&nijalas and other) outcastes become

purified by listening to your stories, muttering your name or

glorifying you and by contemplating on you who are Brahman

incarnate. What need be said of those who perceive you directly

and come in personal contact with you ?

44. Your glory which is absolutely pure has enveloped

like a canopy all the quarters and has spread out all over the

heavenly regions, the earth and the subterranean regions and it

renders the world absolutely pure. O Lord ! Your very prese-

nce is auspicious to the world. The waters that wash your feet
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are known as the Alanddkini in the heavens, the Bhogavati in

lower regions and as the Gaftgd in this world and -they hallow

the universe.

Sri Suka said :

45. When Yadavas, the clansmen of Krsna, being fired

with the ambition of vanquishing Jarasandha were not in a

mood to approve of Narada’s words (but insisted on an

expedition against Jarasandha) instead of going to Rajasuya.

Krsna smilingly spoke in soft words to Uddh&va, his devoted

and loyal servant.

The Lord said :

46. “You are our best eye, a well-wisher and knower of

the crux of political deliberations. Therefore, advise us what we
should do under the circumstances. We believe in you and shall

abide by your advice.**

47. When thus called upon to tender advice by his Mas-

ter, the Omniscient Lord, as if he were an ignorant person,

Uddhava respected his order with his head, bowed down and

replied (as follows) :

CHAPTER SEVENTYONE

Sri Kffna’s visit to Indraprastha

Sri Suka said :

1. Having heard the words of the divine sage Narada,

and considering the views of the members of the assembly and

that of Lord Krsna, the greatly intelligent Uddhava spoke as

follows :

Uddhava said :

2. O Lord ! As advised by the sage N&rada, you should

render help to your cousins (sons of your paternal aunt) in the
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performance of that sacrifice and also should extend protection

to those (kings in the captivity of Jarasandha) who desire to

seek your shelter.

3. O Almighty Lord ! It is only the conquerer of all

the cardinal points who is eligible to perform the Rajasuya

sacrifice.

VR.*s Text adds :

3A. We should at first set out from this place to go to

Indraprastha. It is there (at Indraprastha) that with

Yudhisthira’s permission, you should slayJarasandha for the sake

of Yudhisjhira. Hence, in my opinion, victory over the son of

Jara (i.e. Jarasandha) will serve both the purposes.

4. We shall be achieving our great object by this

act (of vanquishing Jarasandha). And great glory will accrue

to you by setting at liberty those imprisoned kings, O Govinda !

5. (To Yadavas who are eager to kill Jarasandha,

Uddhava cautions :) In physical strength that king (Jarasan-

dha) equals ten thousand elephants and as such, is irresistible

toothers who (regard themselves and actually) are mighty,

except Bhima who is his equal in strength.

6. It is only in a single combat that he can be conquered

and not otherwise (with a powerful army), as he commands an

army of one hundred akfauhinis. He is friendly to Brahmanas.

And when requested by Brahmanas, he would never refuse it.

7. Let Bhimasena assume the guise of a Brahmana and

approach him to beg of him single-handed combat with himself.

There is not the slightest doubt that in your presence Bhima
will certainly kill him in that duel.

8. You are the formless Time-spirit who, as the Supreme
Lord, are the real cause of the creation and destruction of the

universe, while gods Brahma and Rudra are mere instruments.

So Bhima will be the mere instrumental cause of killing Jara-

sandha while (as a matter of fact) you are the real slayer.

9. ( When Jarasandha will be killed) the queens of those

(released) kings will sing in their (respective) palaces your

glorious act in slaying their own (common) enemy (who impri-

soned their husbands) and of setting at liberty their husbands

(who are dear to them as their own selves)
,
just as Gopls sing
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of their deliverance (from the demon Sankhacuda;) sages who
resort to you for shelter glorify you for the rescue of»the king of

elephants (from the alligator), and the release of Sita, the

daughter ofJanaka (from Ravana’s captivity) and we who are

protected by you, sing of your exploit in setting free your

parents (Vasudeva and Devaki from the imprisonment of

Kamsa)

.

10. O Krsna ! The killing" of Jarasandha will tend to

serve many great objectives (purposes) with the fruition of the

meritorious acts of the kings (resulting in their release and

re-instatement on their thrones), and the fructification of the

evil acts of Jarasandha (resulting in his death and that of

&i£upala as well) . For performance of the Rajasuya sacrifice

meets your approval.

£ri Suka said :

11. O King l This counsel tendered by Uddhava was

so correct and good in every respect that the divine sageNarada,

Yadava elders and Sri Krsna as well, expressed their approval

of it.

12. Thereupon the all-pervading glorious Lord Krsna, the

son of Devaki, sought the permission of his elders and precep-

tors and ordered his servants like Daruka, Jaitra and others to

prepare for the journey.

13. Having sent in advance, the ladies of his harem,

sons, attendants and their kit, and after getting the formal

permission of his elder brother Balarama and Ugrasena, the

king of Yadavas, §ri Krsna mounted his chariot brought to him

by his charioteer and distinguished with the flag bearing the

emblem of Garucja, O chastiser of enemies.

14. Thereupon, surrounded with his formidable army

comprising of chariots, elephants, foot-soldiers and horsemen

and led by their respective military leaders, Krsna set out from

Dvaraka filling all the quarters with the brilliant fanfare and

tremendous sound of the beating of tabors, drums, kettledrums,

conchs and horns or trumpets.

15. The devoted and virtuous queens of Kr§na, all clad

in excellent garments, adorned with precious ornaments, pig-

ments and garlands and well-guarded by attendants armed with
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swords and shields—followed their husbands along with their

sons in golden palanquins and vehicles borne by men and
drawn by horses.

16. Mounting on vehicles and litters drawn by men, and

on camels, oxen, buffaloes, donkeys, mules, carts and elephants

and packing and loading their portable shelters of thatched

cottages and tents, woollen blankets, cloths and other articles of

their kit, on both sides of the animals, the attendants (of Krsna)

and courtesans all well-adorned, travelled in his train.

17. Like unto the sea grown agitated with roaring high

waves and restless whales, the enormous army, dinning with

loud noise and with its lofty flags, big banners, umbrellas,

chowriesy excellent weapons, ornaments, diadems (or helmets)

and armours, was shining brilliantly under the bright rays of

the sun.

18. Thereupon, the sage Narada who was worshipped by

Krsna, the Lord of Yadavas, felt all his hearts and senses deeply

satisfied and happy at the sight of Mukunda. After listening

to his decision and accepting the reception offered to him, he

bowed to Krsna and meditating upon him (and thus installing

him in his heart) he left Dvaraka, soaring up in the sky,

19. ( When Narada left) the Lord promised the messe-

nger in a kindly tone :
ftO messenger ! You need not be

afraid. May good betide you ! (I shall see to it that) Jara-

sandha, the king of Magadhas, be killed.”

20. Thus assured by the Lord, the emissary departed

and reported in details to the kings all that happened. The
kings longed to get their freedom restored and eagerly looked

forward to Krsna’s actual appearance.

21. Having travelled through Anarta1
, Sauvira,2 and

Marus3 and also Vinasana4 , he crossed over mountains and

rivers and passed by towns, villages, cowherd-settlements and

quarries.

1. Gtyarat and part of Malwa—GDAMI, p. 7.

2. N.L. De accepts Alberuni’s identification of Sauvira with Multan

and Jahrawar—Ibid, p. 183.

3. Marwar, a part of Rajasthan—Ibid, p. 127.

4. Near modem Sirsa in Kuruk$etra or Brahm&varta—*the land

between the Sarasvati and the Drsadvati—SGAMI, p. 49.
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22. Later on, after crossing the river Drsadvati (Mod.

Ghaggar) and the Sarasvati, he passed through the Paficala

country and the Matsya1 region and arrived at Indraprastha.

23. Hearing the report of the arrival of Sri Kr$na whose

sight is very rare to ordinary human beings, king Yudhisthira

who was friendly to all, was highly delighted and went out of

the city (to receive him) along with his family priests and

accompanied with his friends and well-wishers.

24. In the symphonic combination of vocal music

(glorifying Krsna in songs) and instrumental music and with

the loud chanting of the Vedas, he eagerly approached Lord

Krsna just as senses do (i.e. are revived instantaneously) after

the return of the chief Prana (vital breath)

.

25. Having seen Sri Krsna, his dearest friend and relative

after a long time, the heart of Pandu’s son (Yudhisthira)

melted with deep affection and he embraced him again and

again.

26. Embracing with both of his hands the Person of

Lord Krsna, the sacred abode of the goddess Laksmi, the king

Yudhisthira was purged of all sins. With his eyes overflowing

with tears and the hair of his body standing on ends, he felt

highly blessed and forgot all the delusions about the world.

27. Beaming with a smile and with all his senses and

mind overwhelmed with the force of (overpowering) affection,

Bhima embraced his maternal cousin (son of his maternal uncle)

and enjoyed great felicity. Arjuna and the twins Nakula and

Sahadeva, with profuse tears of joy embraced Acyuta2
, the

best of their friend and well-wisher.

28. Embraced by Arjuna and paid due respects by

Nakula and Sahadeva, Krsna saluted Brahmanas and other

elderly persons according to their seniority and other worth.

29-30. Paid respects by them, Kf?na reciprocally honour-

ed Kauravas, Sjrfljayas, Kekayas, bards like Suta and Magadha

1 . The territory ofJaipur including Alwar and some part of Bharatpur

—GDAMI, p. 128.

2. SR. explains : While Arjuna bent to bow Kftpa, being equal in

age, Krfpa held him up in his embrace while he was bowed down by Nakula

and Sahadeva, his juniors.
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and celestial singers, bards and court-jesters1 praised him
while others played upon musical instruments, like tabors,

conchs, lutes, drums and horns or trumpets, danced and sang.

31. Lord Kfsna, the crest-jewel among persons with

hallowing renown, was thus accompanied by friends and well-

wishers who were eulogizing him. With them he entered the

well decorated city of Indraprastha.

32. The roads of the city were sprinkled with scented

water and the ichor that exuded from the temples of elep-

hants in rut; it was decorated with variegated flags, golden

arches and pitchers full of water (at the entrance of houses); it

appeared beautiful with its well-washed citizens wearing new
silken garments, ornaments, wreaths of flowers and perfumes

as well as with young-women who were equally well-dressed,

adorned and anointed in pigments.

33. Krsna saw the capital of the king of Kurus (Yudhi-

sthira) teeming with houses that were illuminated with a row

of big lights, offerings of flowers, etc. It was charming on

account of the latticed windows out of which were issuing out

scented fumes, and flags were merrily flapping on the house-

tops which were decorated with domes of gold pitchers sur-

rounded with big crests of silver.

34. As soon as the young damsels heard of his arrival,

they immediately abandoned their domestic work and even

their husbands in bed and flocked to the royal road ( the main

street) to see the one object worthy of drinking with (the

goblets in the form of) eyes by the people, even though due to

their eagerness to see him and in their haste, their locks of hair

got dishevelled and the knots of silken garments, loose.

35. Women who climbed the terraces of their houses

saw Krsna along with his queens on the road that was crowd-

ed with elephants, horses, chariots and footmen. They shower-

ed flowers over him and embraced him with their hearts

and extended a warm welcome to him with their profusely

smiling looks.

1. The annotators differ slightly in assigning these musical activities

among sutas—upto Brahmaoas and court-jesters. VT. is uncertain, hence VR
is followed.
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36. Observing the queens of Mukunda (Kr$na) on the

road accompanying their husband like constellations of stars

surrounding the moon, the women of the town remarked to

each other : (We don’t know) what meritorious act must

have been done by these consorts of Krsna whereby this excel*

lent-most personality (of Krsna) extends (offers) delight to

their eyes with his noble smiles and winsome amorous looks.

37. In the town, at every stage, citizens with auspicious

things in their hands, approached Krsna and worshipped him.

So did the leaders of trade-guilds rid themselves of all sins.

38. Warmly received by ladies of the harem with their

eyes blooming with joy and excited with eagerness, Krsna

entered the palace of the king Yudhisthira.

39. When KuntI beheld her brother’s son Sri Krsna, the

Lord of the three worlds, her heart was full of delight and

affection. She got up from the couch along with her daughter-

in-law Draupadi and hugged him (affectionately).

40. Having brought Krsna, the God of gods to his palace,

with respect and devotion, king Yudhisthira was so beside him-

self with joy that he could not understand how to proceed with

the formalities of worship ( of such a respectable guest )

.

41 . O king Pariksit ! Sri Kr§na, however, bowed down to

his paternal aunt KuntI and paid respects to elderly ladies. He
himself was bowed down by Draupadi and his sister Subhadra.

42-43. Instructed by her mother-in-law KuntI, Drau-

padi duly worshipped the queens of Kj-?na such as Rukmini,

Satyabhama, Bhadra, Jambavatl, Kalindl, Mitravinda. Saibva,

and the pious Nagnajiti and other women-guests, with gar-

ments, wreaths of flowers, ornaments, etc.

44. King Dharmaraja made comfortable arrangement of

lodging for Sri Krsna and that of his queens, members of the

army, followers and counsellors providing everyday with new

objects of enjoyment.

45. Accompanied with Arjuna, Kj-§na propitiated the

Fire-god, offering him the Khandava forest for consumption. He
rescued Maya (from the fire) who constructed a heavenly

assembly-hall for king Yudhi?fhira.
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46. With the desire of pleasing king Yudhi?{hira, Kfsna

stayed many months at Indraprastha. Occasionally, surround-

ed by warriors, he rode out in a chariot with Arjuna for excur-

sion and sport.

CHAPTER SEVENTYTWO

Jardsandha slain

Sri S'uka said :

1-2. ( When Krsna had spent a restful period for some

days) on a certain occasion, king Yudhisjhira was seated in his

court-hall attended by sages, Brahmanas, Ksattriyas, VaiSyas

and his brothers, preceptors, elders of the family, clansmen and

relatives. He addressed Krsna within the hearing of them
all.

Tudhifthira said :

3. O Lord Govinda ! I intend to adoie you and your

hallowed part-manifestations (in the form of Indra and other

deities) by performing the noblest of sacrifice called the Raja-

suya. May you be pleased (to help us) to accomplish this.

4. O lotus-navelled Lord ? Your feet destroy everything

inauspicious. Those pious people who constantly worship them

physically, contemplate on them mentally, and sing of them

vocally attain emancipation from samsdra. They obtain even

worldly blessings if they so desire but not others.

5. O God of gods ! Let the world, therefore, witness the

supreme efficacy of the service of your lotus-like feet. O Lord !

Be pleased to demonstrate to the Kaurava and Srfljaya chiefs,

the status reached and fruits reaped by those who worship you

and by those who do not do so.

6. O Lord ! You are Brahman himself, the Inner Soul

abiding in all beings. You eternally enjoy your essential state

of blissfulness and look upon all as equal. Hence the notion

of difference such as ‘this is mine’ and 'this is not mine* cannot
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be predicated of you. Like persons betaking to the celestial

wish-yielding tree, your grace is conferred on those who serve

you and it is commensurate to the measure (and intensity) of

their service, and there is no violation of this law.

The Lord replied :

7. O King ! This resolution of yours is excellent. O
destroyer of enemies ? By performance of the Rajasuya sacri-

fice your auspicious fame (as the conqueror of all kings) will

pervade the three worlds.

8. The performance of this sovereign sacrifice is desirable

not only on behalf of us, your friends and well wishers, but

also on behalf of sages, your ancestors, gods and all created

beings.

9. Having defeated all the kings in the world and thus

brought under control the whole of the earth, collect all the

necessary articles of sacrifice and then commence the perfor-

mance of this great sacrifice.

10. O King ! These brothers of yours are born from

the rays of the deities (such as Indra, Vayu) who are the guar-

dians of the worlds. And I, who am never won over by

persons lacking self-control, have been conquered by you,

by your control of mind and senses.

11. In this world, not even a celestial being can discomfit

my devotee by his energy, glory, affluence or supernatural

power, much less can an earthly being do so.

£ri Suka said :

12. Having heard the approbatory speech of the Lord,

king Yudhisfhira became extremely delighted and his counten-

ance looked cheerful like a fresh-blown lotus. He assigned the

conquest of cardinal points ( of the world) to his brothers who
were imbued with the lustre and energy of god Vi?nu.

13. He commanded Sahadeva to conquer the South along

with Sffijayas and deputed Nakula to the West, and Arjuna to

the North and Bhlma, in alliance with Matsyas, Kekayas and

Madrakas to the East.
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14. Conquering the kings with their might and energy,

those warriors brought from those quarters immense wealth to

king Yudhisthira who was preparing for sacrifice.

15. Hearing that Jarasandha could not be conquered,

Yudhisthira became anxious. They say that to Yudhisthira

who was pondering (over the subjugation of Jarasandha),

Krsna, the Primary Cause of the world, suggested the expedient

suggested by Uddhava.

16. O Parik§it ? Thereupon, the three (warriors)—
Bhimasena, Arjuna and Krsna— disguised themselves as Brah-

manas and went to Girivraja (the capital of Magadha) where

stayed Jarasandha, the son of Brhadratha.

1 7. Those three Ksattriyas disguised as Brahmanas, went

to Jarasandha’s palace at the time of receiving unexpected

guests (with no previous appointment) . They begged of king

Jarasandha who was friendly and devoted to Brahmanas and

was a keen observer of the sacred duties of the householder.

18. O king ! Please know us as unexpected guests who
have come over a long distance for soliciting a request. May
god betide you ! Be, therefore, pleased to grant our request.

19. Is there anything unbearable to people with fortitude

and endurance ? What act is there which the unrighteous

would hesitate to do ? What is there that the generous cannot

give away ? What person is a stranger or an enemy to those

who look upon all as equals.

20. Whoever, endowed with capability to do so, does

not, by means of this perishable body, achieve everlasting

glory worthy of being sung by the righteous, is worthy of being

pitied and censured.

21. Kings Hariscandra, Rantideva, Sibi, Bali, Mudgala

(who lived on grains gleaned from fields), the legendary pige-

on ( who sacrificed its life for the hunter and the hunter (who

emulated the pigeon's example) and many others attained to

everlasting fame at the cost of this transient body.

Sri Suka said :

22. From their tones, appearance, the scars on the

forearms caused by the friction of bow-strings, Jarasandha came

to know that they belonged to the Ksattiiya class. He also
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felt that he had seen them formerly somewhere. He* began to

think :

23. “These are certainly Ksattriyas who have adopted
the guise of Brahmanas. I shall give whatever they beg of me
even if it be my body which is difficult to part with.

24. The glorious fame of king Bali is heard glorified

far and wide in all directions even though he was dislodged

from his sovereign position by Visnu in the disguise of a Brah-

mana.

25. The great king of Daityas, knowing full well that it

was Visnu in the form of a Brahmana and though prevented by

his preceptor &ukra, he gave away the earth to Visnu in the

guise of a Brahmana who intended to deprive Bali of his sove-

reignty and splendour for the sake of Indra.

26. What is the good of this life of that wretched Ksat-

triya who does not aspire to attain vast renown at the cost of

this perishable, ever-waning body for the good of Brahmanas.”

27. Reflecting thus, the noble-minded king Jarasandha

spoke out to Krsna, Arjuna and Bhima, “O Brahmanas.

Choose whatever you desire to have. I shall give even my
head to you.”

Lord Kr$na replied :

28. “O great king. We are Ksattriyas who have come
here to seek a fight. We do not beg for food. We want a fight

with you, in a single combat if it pleases you.

29. This is Vrkodara (Bhima) the son of Kunti. This

is his brother Arjuna. Please know me as Kr$na, their mater-

nal cousin and your sworn enemy.”

30. Thus informed by Kf?na, the king of Magadhas

laughed loudly. Getting enraged, he declared, “you dull-witted

fellows, ( if you so seek it) I shall give a battle with you.

31. I shall not fight with a coward like you who get

confounded in battles. Out ofmy fear, you abandoned your

capital Mathura and sought shelter in the sea.

32. This Arjuna is neither equal in age nor surpassing

me in strength. And hence he is no match fo^me as a com-

batant. Bhima is my equal in strength.”
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33. With these words, he handed over a huge mace to

Bhimasena and taking another tremendous mace for himself

he went out of the town.

34. There on a level ground as the arena, the two
warriors closed in fight against each other, both of them, being

proud and furious in battle, hit each other with their maces
hard like ( Indra’s) thunderbolt.

35. While they were making skilful wheeling manoeu-
vres to the right or to the left, the combat became spectacular

like the one of actors on the stage.

36. O king ! When the maces hurled at each other

clashed each other, there arose a harsh and cracking sound

cat cat resembling the clapping of Vajras (Indra’s thunder-

bolt) or like the clashing of the tusks of two fighting tuskers.

37. Just as two twigs of the sun plant are reduced to

pulp when two elephants, furious with rage, fight with each
other with those twigs, those two maces hurled with full force

of their arms dashed against each other and came in contact

with each other’s shoulders, hips, feet, hands, thighs and
collar-bones and were reduced to powder.

38. When their maces were broken down in this way,
those furious warriors among men pounded each other, boxing
with fists as hard as iron. The noise produced by the blows of

their palms as they struck each other was like that of two
tuskers dashing against each other and was harsh like the strik-

ing of Vajra (or clapping of thunder).

39. Both Bhima and Jarasandha were equal to each
other in training, strength and energy. They struck each

other with unabated force. The combat however remained
undecided.

40. In this way twentyseven days passed while they

fought by day but behaved like friends at night (when the

combat was over)

.

41 . O king Pariksit ! On one day Bhimasena confessed

to Krsna, his maternal uncle’s son, “O Madhava (Descendant
of Madhu), I am unable to vanquish Jarasandha in the duel.

42. Sri Krsna knew the secret of the birth and death
of the enemy and how the demoness Jara conferred life on
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Jarasandha. He strengthened Bhima by transferring his energy

and began to consider.

43. He hit upon a plan of killing the enemy. Krsna of

infallible insight showed it to Bhima symbolically by splitting

a twig.

44. Bhima, a prominent warrior of enormous strength

understood the suggestion conveyed to him. He took hold of

Jarasandha by both his feet and felled him on the ground.

45. He pressed down one foot of the enemy with one

of his feet and with his both hands he caught hold of the other

foot and tore him in two from the anus, like an elephant

splitting a branch of a tree.

46. Now people beheld the two separate parts of the

body each with one foot, one thigh, one testicle, one hip, half

the back, one breast, one shoulder, one arm, one eye, one

eyebrow and one ear.

47. There was a great outcry, when the king of Maga-
dhas was slain. Clasping Bhima in their arms, Arjuna and

Krsna applauded him.

48. The glorious Lord Krsna is the creator and prote-

ctor of all beings. None could fathom his greatness and power.

He installed Jarasandha’s son Sahadeva as the king of Maga-
dhas on the throne and set at liberty kings kept in confine-

ment by Jarasandha, the king of Magadhas.

CHAPTER SEVENTYTHREE

Return of Kr$na and others to Indraprastha

£ri Suka said :

1. Twenty thousand eight hundred kings who were

easily defeated in battle (by Jarasandha) were kept confined in

a valley surrounded on all sides by the mountain. (Released

from captivity) they came out with unclean bodies and dirty

clothes. *
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2. Emaciated with hunger and with mouths parched up
and greatly reduced in bodies due to confinement for a long

time, the kings saw Lord Krsna of dark blue complexion like a

cloud, wearing yellow silken garments.

3. He was bearing the mark of Srivatsa; had four arms.

His eyes were reddish like the inner part of a lotus-flower and

he was charming and gracious in appearance. He was adorned

with brilliant alligator-shaped ear-rings.

4. He was holding a lotus in one of his hands and was

wielding a mace, a conch and a discus (Sudarsana) in the

remaining three arms. He was adorned with a crown, a neck-

lace of pearls, bracelets, a zone and a pair of armlets.

5. His neck was shining with the excellent jewel Kaust-

ubha and had a garland of forest-flowers
(
Vanamdld )

hanging

on his bosom. The kings appeared to drink him with eyes and

to lick him with tongues.

6. They were as if smelling him with their noses and

embracing him with their arms. They bowed to the Lord with

their heads touching his feet and rid themselves of all sins.

7. At the sight of Sri Krsna they were so much overjoy-

ed that they got over the languor and exhaustion caused by

their incarceration. Folding their palms, the kings eulogized

HrsikeSa (Sri Krsna, the Lord of all senses) in the following

words :

The kings submitted their prayer :

8. We bow to you, O God of Gods. You remove the

distress of those that seek shelter in you, O Immutable Lord,

Behig disgusted with the terrible saths&ra we have resorted to

you. Pray, be pleased to protect us, O Krsna.

9. O Lord ! Slayer of the demon Madhu ! We do not

blame that Jarasandha, king of Magadhas. It is really your

Grace that we kings were deprived of our kingdoms, O Almi-

ghty Lord.

10. A king elated with pride of sovereignty and affluence

does not attain the Final Beatitude, but being infatuated by

your deluding potency (Maya) looks upon the transient

worldy fortune as permanent.
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11. Just as children (or foolish people) giistake a

mirage as a pool of water, persons without discriminatory

power, ascribe reality to the everchanging Maya which brings

about modifications.

12. O Lord ! Formerly we were blinded by our pride

of kingship and affluence. In our ambition to conquer this

earth, we competed with each other slaughtering mercilessly

our own subjects. We were so madly proud that we did not

think of death or of yourself, who were ahead of us.

13. O Krsna ! By your form called Time, of inexorable

velocity and infinite prowess, we were despoiled of our former

affluence and sovereignty. It is through your Grace that today

we, with our pride completely destroyed, are contemplating on

your feet.

1 4. V/e do not aspire after this mirage like sovereignty

which is to be enjoyed by this ever-decaying body, a nursery of

ailments) . Nor do we seek to enjoy after death the fruits of

our (religious or meritorious) actions (in heaven) which

sound so pleasant to the ears, O Almighty Lord.

15. Pray, be gracious to teach us, that expedient

whereby we shall never lose the memory of your lotus-like feet

(and continue to contemplate on them) even while we are

involved in the series of births and deaths.

1 6. We repeatedly pay our salutations to Lord Krsna,

the son of Vasudeva, the destroyer of the misery of sarhsara

(even of Daityas), the Supreme Self. You are the remover of

sufferings of those who bow to you, O Govinda (Lord of

Senses)

.

&ri Suka said :

17. O dear Pariksit ! Thus eulogised by the kings who

were now freed from captivity, the merciful Lord who affords

protection to those who seek it, spoke to them in sweet

language as follows :

The Lord said :

18. O monarchs ! As desired by you, from now onwards

vour unflinching devotion unto me who am the Ruler of the
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universe and the Self, abiding in all, shall grow strong and
deep-rooted.

19. How glad I am at your correct resolution, O kings.

What you expressed is the truth. For I have seen how growing

pride of affluence and authority has a maddening effect on
people.

20. Haihaya (Sahasrarjuna), Nahusa, Vena, Ravana,

Naraka and other rulers of gods, demons and human beings

have fallen down from their positions, in consequence of their

arrogance, begotten of their prosperity and power.

21. Being thoroughly cognisant of the fact that every-

thing that is created like the body (and other things connected

therewith) is perishable, you worship me by performing sacri-

fices and be alert and protect your subjects in a righteous

manner, O monarchs.

22. You secure the continuity of your family by begetting

children. Bear up with equable mind, the weal and woe, pros-

perity and adversity, birth or death as it comes to your lot and

carry on your life devoting your heart to me.

23. Remain indifferent to Jfour body and things connect-

ed with it. Take delight in the spiritual bliss of the self and

observe vows of self-discipline. Thus, concentrating your mind

properly and steadily in me, you will ultimately attain to me
who am the supreme Brahman.

§ri Suka said :

24. Having enjoined the kings in the above manner.

Lord Krsna, the Ruler of the Universe ordered male and

female servants to give them a bath.

25. He made Sahadeva (now the king of Magadha) to

receive them respectfully, by giving them clothes, ornaments,

wreaths of flowers and pigments worthy of kings.

26. When the kings had taken an excellent bath and put

on their rich clothes and ornaments, they were served with

dainty dishes and were offered various luxuries worthy of kings

such as betel-leaves, etc.

27. Having been honoured by Mukunda, these kings,

wearing brilliant ear-rings and freed from their distressful
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conditions, looked resplendent like planets at the end of the

rainy season.

28. Mounting them in chariots decorated with gold and

jewels and drawn by good horses, and cheering up their hearts

with sweet yet sincere words, they were sent to their respective

countries.

29. The kings who were thus relieved of their hardships

by the highly noblesouled Krsna, returned contemplating on

Krsna, the Lord of the universe and his noble deeds.

30. (Arriving at their capitals) they told to their

ministers (and subjects) the glorious deeds of that Supreme

Person and carried on their life ( and government) deligently

as per instructions of the Lord.

31. Having slain Jarasandha through the instrumenta-

tion ofBhima, Kesava was worshipped by Sahadeva and

accompanied with the two sonsofKuntl (Bhlma and Arjuna),

he left for Indraprastha.

32. Having reached Khan^avaprastha, these three

warriors who had vanquished their enemies blew their conchs,

thrillings their friends with delight and their foes with terror.

33. Hearing that sound, the citizens of Indraprastha

became delighted in their minds. They concluded that Jara-

sandha had been killed and king Yudhisthira also felt that he

had accomplished his object.

34. Having bowed down to king Yudhisthira, Bhima,

Janardana and Arjuna reported to him in details all they had

severally done.

35. Having heard how compassion had been shown by

Krsna, Dharmaraja shed tears ofjoy and was too much over-

whelmed with love to express a word.
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CHAPTER SEVENTYFOUR

Yudhisthira’s Rdjasfiya : Sifup&la slain

Sri Suka said :

1. Having thus heard about the slaying of Jarasandha

and also about Lord Krsna’s supreme glory, king Yudhisthira

was highly delighted. He addressed him as follows.

Yudhisthira said :

2. All the preceptors of the three worlds (like Sanaka

and others) and all the great gods, the protectors of different

worlds, do bear on their heads your commands when they have

the privilege to receive that Grace which is rarely obtained

by others.

3. O Lord of infinite prowess and glory ! That lotus-

eyed personage like you bears and carries out commands of

factually indigent persons who regard themselves conceitedly as

rulers, is itself an extreme mockery unbecoming of you as

below dignity.

4. But you are the Supreme Brahman like unto the

effulgence of the Sun, the glory of the Brahman, the Supreme

Self who is one, without a second is neither enhanced nor

diminished by the performance of acts by you.

5. O unconquerable LordofLaksm! !Just as the beasts

(or ignorant people) entertain the (perverse) notion of diffe-

rence pertaining to their body indexed by such tenns as “I

and mine”, “You and yours”, even your devotees do not

possess such a crooked notion of difference ( Need it be said

that it is totally absent in you ?

)

Sri Suka said :

6. Addressing Krsna thus and with his approval,

Kunti’s son, Yudhisthira invited competent and worthy

Brahmanas who were proficient in the Vedas and the sacri-

ficial ritual, to officiate as priests ( at the Rajasuya sacrifice to

be performed) in a period suitable for the celebration of such

sacrifices such as the spring.
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7-9. (
Krsna-

)
Dvaipayana

(
Vyasa ), Bharadvaja,

Sumantu, Gautama, Asita, Vasistha, Gyavana, K^nva, Mait-

reya, Kavasa, Trita, Visvamitra, Vamadeva, Sumati, Jaimini,

Kratu, Paila. Parasara, Garga, Vaisampayana, Atharvan,

Kasyapa, Dhaumya, Parasurama (of the Bhrgu clan)
,
Asuri,

Vitihotra, Madhucchandas, Virasena, Akrtavrana—these and

many others were invited.

10. (And also were invited) Drona, Bhlsma, Krpa and
others, Dhrtarastra with all his sons and the noble-minded

Vidura.

11. Brahmanas, Ksattriyas, Vaisyas, Sudras whoever

was desirous of seeing the sacrifice, and all kings and their

ministers (and subjects) assembled there, O King.

12. Thereupon the Brahmanas ploughed the sacrificial

ground (where gods are to be worshipped with oblations) with

gold ploughs and following the scriptural injunctions, they

consecrated the king as the sacrificer.

13-15. As the tradition goes, all the utensils used in

this sacrifice were of gold as they weie at Varuna’s Rajasiiya

sacrifice in ancient times. Indra and other protecting deities

of different spheres, god Brahma and Siva along with their

attendants, Siddhas and Gandharvas (celestial singers)

,

Vidyadharas and big serpents, sages, Yaksas, Raksasas, birds,

Kinnaras, Caranas, kings along with their queens—all of them

were invited and they attended the Rajasiiya sacrifice of

Pan^u’s son, Yudhisthira.

1 6. They were not surprised at all, i.s they thought that

such a performance is quite natural to the devotees of Krsna

( to whom nothing is impossible) . The sacrificial priests who
looked brilliant like gods, conducted for the king, the Raja-

suya sacrifice according to fastrie injunctions, as the gods did

for the sake of Varuna.

17. On the day fixed for extraction of the Soma juice,

the king with serene mind duly worshipped the highly respect-

able Brahmanas conducting the sacrifice as well as the judges

of the sacrificial performance.

18. The members of the assembly could not arrive at a

unanimous decision as to who should be regarded as worthy
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of receiving the first honour of worship as there were many
deserving claimants. At this juncture, Sahadeva spoke out.

19. “ (It is my considered opinion that) the imperish-

able Lord Krsna, the Lord and protector of Satvatas deserves

this highest honour. For he is not only all deities but also

Time, space, wealth and other things.

20. This universe is his manifestation. He constitutes

the sacrifices. The sacrificial fire, oblations offered in the fire,

the mantras recited at that time and the paths of knowledge

and Yoga or devotion are meant for him.

21. He is One without a second; the universe is his

manifestation O members of the assembly. Entirely dependent

on himself and though himself unborn, he creates, protects

and dissolves this universe.

22. It is through his Grace that people perform diffe-

rent actions, penances and yogic practices and everyone tries to

achieve their high objects in life such as dharma (religious

practices), arlha (wealth), kdma (worldly enjoyment) and

mokfa (Final emancipation).

23. Therefore, this highest honour ought to be offered to

Lord Krsna who is the greatest of the great. It is thus by

offering him the honour of the first worship in the assembly

that we shall be honouring all created beings as well as our-

selves.

24. He who desires to reap infinite merit in return for

his gift should offer it to Lord Krsna who constitutes the Soul

of all created beings and looks upon all as his own self, (or

attached to his devotees) quite serene (desireless) and abso-

lutely perfect.”

25. Sahadeva, who knew the supreme greatness of

Krsna addressed them in this way and observed silence. Hear-

ing that all excellent and pious members of the assembly were

satisfied and approved of the speech with the words “well

said, well expressed”,

26. Hearing the decision of the Brahmanas and ascer-

taining the consensus (lit. what was desired in the hearts) of

the members of the sacrificial assembly, king Yudhisjhira was

highly pleased. Overwhelmed with affection, he worshipped
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Krsna, the Lord of senses (as the foremost member of that

assembly)

.

27. Then having washed the feet of Sri *Krsna, he

(Yudhisthira) along with his queens, younger brotheis, coun-

sellors and members of his family, delightfully bore on their

heads (drops of) that water (with which he washed the Lord’s

feet) which was capable of purifying the world.

28. He worshipped him by offering yellow silken cloths,

and very valuable ornaments. But he could not see him
clearly as his eyes were flowing with tears (of affection and

joy).

29. Seeing Krsna so worshipped, all people (in the

assembly) folded their palms and offered him salutations with

the words Namah (Bow to you), Jaya (Victory to you).

And showers of flowers fell down (from the sky)

.

30. Hearing this (above-mentioned) shouts of salu-

tation and victory, Sisupala, the son of Damaghosa, whose

anger was provoked by the glorification of Krsna’s excellences,

rose from his seat. He raised up his arm. Being enraged he

fearlessly uttered harsh words ( with reference to and) for the

hearing of Lord Krsna.

31. “The Vedic text that the Time-spirit is the real con-

troller (capable of bringing about undesirable events) and that

it is inviolable, is quite true. ( For example, here, in this

assembly) even the judgment of the elderly people has be-

come vitiated by the prattling of an ignorant junior (like

Sahadeva).

32. O leaders of the assembly ! You are the best judges

of deciding who should be the proper recepient (of this highest

honour). Please do not head the childish talk of that ignorant

boy Sahadeva believing in which you consented that Krsna

deserved this honour.

33-34.* To the utter disregard of the leaders of this

assembly who are endowed with austers penance, learning,

*. SR. takes pains to show that the inner meaning of these

verses conveys the glorification of Lord Kf^a as Siiup&la was his attendant

in his original birth and as such he would naturally praise the Lord. It

appears that members of the assembly shut their ears, thinking it to be defa-
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observance of sacred vows,—members who have cleared all

their sins by their spiritual knowledge; the great sages who are

established in Brahman and who are worshipped even by the

guardian deities of different spheres, how is a cowherd, a

disgrace to his clan and family, considered eligible to receive

this honour ? How can a crow deserve to receive PurocjaSa (a

sacrificial oblation) ?

35. He does not belong to any class of society, ( varna )

,

stage of life (aSrama) or nobility of birth. He has been ex-

communicated by (i.e. beyond the pale of) all dharmas. He
behaves wantonly (against moral or religious code of conduct)

and is devoid of virtues. How does he deserve worship ?

36. His family has been cursed by Yayati (the founder

of his clan) and is excommunicated by all good people. He is

always indulged in drinking. How is he eligible for this wor-

ship ?

37. These marauders have given up their country

(Surasena i.e. region around Mathura)—a land frequented and

inhabited by Brahmana sages; they have resorted to their

citadel in the sea—a place destitute ofBrahmanas devoted to

Vedic studies and harass all people from that strong-hold.”

38. Sisupala whose fund of auspicious acts and merits

was exhausted, spoke these and the like defamatory words to

Krsna. But the Lord did not respond at all as a lion does to

the howling of female jackals.

39. Hearing that unbearable censuring of the Lord, the

members of the assembly closed their ears and left the assembly,

censuring Sisupala angrily.

40. He who does not leave the place even after hearing

reproachful words about the Lord or about his devotees, be-

comes deprived of his merits and goes down to hell.

mation of the Lord; the clans of Matsya, Kekaya, Spfijayas did not under-

stand this double meaning and wanted to attack Sisupala. And Lord Kr?i?a

also did not understand his praise and beheaded his servant who was praising

him in words of double meaning and marched against him with a sword

(vide verses 38-43 below) . In supra 3.18-3-8 where Hiranyik?a upbraided

Lord Vi?$u in the boar form, $R. has tried to read Vi?pu’s praise in it, vide

vol. I pp. 320-321.
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41. Then sprang to their feet the indignant Pan^avas,

Matsyas* Kekayas and Srfijayas with their arms uplifted with

the desire of .finishing with &i£upala.

42. Undaunted by them, Sisupala took up his sword

and shield and reproached the kings who sided with Krsna in

that assembly.

43. When matters came to such a stage the Lord

himself stood up in the meanwhile and restraining his own
partisans, angrily cut off the head of his advancing enemy with

his sharp-edged discus—Sudarsana.

44. There was a great uproar when Sisupala was killed.

In that bustle, the kings who were his followers ran away to

save their lives.

45. Thereafter, like a meteor falling on the earth from

the sky, there emerged an effulgent light from the body of

§i£upala and entered the person of Vasudeva while all beings

stood as witness to it.

46. Pondering over the Lord with thoughts saturated

with hatred and anger entertained for three consecutive lives,

he (SiSupala) attained identity with the Lord, for it is one’s

own brooding which determines one’s future state of life.

47. The emperor Yudhisthira gave liberal sacrificial fees

to the priests who conducted the sacrifice and to the members

of the sacrificial assembly. And having thus worshipped them

all with due respect, he performed the closing ablution of the

sacrifice (avabhrlha snana) according to the injunctions laid

down in the iastras.

48. After having accomplished the Rajasuya sacrifice

successfully for king Yudhisthira, Krsna, the Lord ofthe masters

of Yoga, lived some more months at Indraprastha at the request

of his friends.

49. Thereafter, Lord Kf$na, the son of Devaki, took

leave ofking Yudhi?{hira who was unwilling to let him go and

returned to his capital along with his queens and counsellors.

50. The long narrative of how (Jaya and Vijaya) the

two residents of Vaikuntha (as the attendants of Lord

Vi?nu) had to undergo repeated births on the earth under the
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curse of Brahmanas (like Sanaka, etc.), has been described to

you in details.1

51. When king Yudhi?thira performed his closing ablu-

tion of the Rajasuya sacrifice he shone like Indra, the king of

gods, in the assembly of Brahmanas and K§attriyas.

52. All the gods, men and celestial beings (who attend-

ed the sacrifice) were duly honoured by the king. They went

back to their respective place praising with joy Lord Krgna and

the Rajasuya sacrifice.

53. The sinful Duryodhana, the veritable Kali himself,

who was a bane to the family of Kurus was the only exception.

He could not bear the sight of the vast affluence and the royal

splendour of Pandu’s son (Yudhisfhira).

54. He who sings of Lord Visnu’s glorious deed of slay-

ing Sisupala (and Jarasandha and others) and the release of

the kings taken captive (byJarasandha) and the performance

of the Rajasuya sacrifice is released from the bondage of all

sins.

CHAPTER SEVENTYFIVE

Discomfiture ofDuryodhana

King Parikfit enquired :

1-2. We have heard that all men, gods, kings and celes-

tial beings who had assembled there for the Rajasuya sacrifice

of king Ajatasatru (Yudhisthira) were filled with joy to see its

glorious accomplishment, O Brahmana sage. Anjd Duryodhana

was the only exception. Be pleased to explain to us. O
worshipful sir, the reason of this.

The sage Suka replied :

3. In the Rajasuya sacrifice of your illustrious grand-

father, all his relatives attached to him with bonds of affection,

accepted the responsibility of various departments and render-

ed him service (during the sacrifice)

.

1. vide stipra Skandha VII. Ch.s 1-9.
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4. Bhima was the head of the culinary ^department,

Duryodhana was in charge of treasury. Sahadeva was engaged
in the reception department while Nakula was entrusted with
the provision of supplies ( of things required)

.

5. Arjuna was appointed to serve the elders and precep-

tors, while Krsna was engaged in washing the feet (of the

guests) . Draupadi superintended service and catering of food

while the noble-minded Karna was entrusted with conferring

gifts.

6-7. Yuyudhana, Vikarna, Hardikya, Vidura and others

as well as Bhiiri and other sons of Bahlika, Santardana and
others were entrusted with different departments and duties in

that great sacrifice. And all of them endeavoured to carry

out their duties, as liked by King Yudhisthira, O great King.

8. When the priests, member of the assembly, persons of

wide and deep erudition, intimate friends and relatives were

properly honoured with sweet words, costly presents and sacri-

ficial (and other religious) fees and when (the soul of) Sisupala

entered the feet of Lord Krsna, the Pandavas took the closing

ablution of the Rajasuya sacrifice in the heavenly river, Ganga.

9. During the celebration of the ceremony of the avabh-

rtha bath, various instruments of music such as tabors, conchs,

partavas, drums, kettle-drums and horns were sounded.

10. Dancing girls danced merrily. Bands after bands of

songster engaged in vocal music. And sound of musical instru-

ments like lutes, flutes and clapping reached the heaven.

1 1 . With their flags and streamers of variegated colours

( fluttering in the air) and accompanied with battalions of well-

adorned soldiers, big elephants, chariots and horses, kings

wearing wreaths of gold started (for the avabhrtha bath )

.

12. With the sacrificer (Yudhisthira) in front of them

followed the clans of Yadavas, Srftjayas, Kambojas, Kauravas,

Kekayas and Kosalas shaking the earth with their armies.

13. The members of the sacrificial assembly, the priests

and prominent Br&hmanas chanting the Vedas loudly followed

him. And the gods, sages, manes (ancestors) and celestial

singers (Gandharvas) sang the praise o£ Yudhisthira and

showered flowers (on the procession).
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14. Men and women who have adorned themselves

richly with clothes, ornaments, garlands and perfumes spotted

smearing and sprinkling each other with oil and saffron-mixed

water.

15. The courtesans sported being smeared by men and

reciprocally smearing men with oil, milk, perfumed water,

turmeric powder and thick saffron paste.

1 6. With a desire to witness this procession and festival

ladies of royal families all well-escorted by guards went out in

their vehicles (palanquins, chariots etc. ) just as heavenly dam-

sels crowded the sky in their excellent heavenly cars (to have a

look at it). Those ladies when besprinkled by the friends of

Sri Krsna
(
their maternal cousin

)
appeared still more beautiful

with their faces blooming with bashful smiles.

1 7. With their syringes, the ladies of royal families

sprinkled jets of coloured water on their brothers-in-law and

friends. Their garments being moist, the limbs of their persons

such as breasts, thighs, and hips were exposed to the view. In

the excitement of watersport, the braids of their hair got loosen-

ed and flowers dropped down from them. By their attractive

sportive activities, they provoked impious thoughts in impure-

minded people.

1 8. The emperor ascended the chariot drawn by excell-

ent horses and decorated with wreaths of gold. Accompanied

by his consorts he looked resplendent like the sovereign sacri-

fice Rajasuya with the attendant ritualistic processes incarnate.

19. After performing the special sacrifice called Patni~

sarhyaja and other rituals connected with the concluding bath

{avabkrtha)

,

king Yudhisthira performed dcamana (sipped water

thrice from his right palm )
and as directed by the priest, he

along with DraupadI took bath in the Ganga.

20. Drums from the heaven as well as those from the

earth were simultaneously sounded. Gods, sages, manes and

human beings showered flowers on them.

21. Thereupon, persons belonging to all classes of

society (varnas) and stages of life ( ASrama)
took their bath there;

for even persons who perpetrated the most heinous sins are

absolved of them by such a bath.

22. Then King Yudhi$fhira put on two new silk cloths
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and was well-adorned with ornaments. He then (worshipped

the sacrificial priests, the members of the (sacrificial) assembly,

Brahmanas and others by honouring them with clothes and

ornaments

23. The king who was unflinchingly devoted to Nara-

yana duly honoured his friends, kinsmen, kings, friends, well-

wishers and all others (who were present) in all respects.

24. Being adorned with jewelled ear-rings, wreaths of

flowers, turbans, long coats, silk cloth and extremely costly

necklaces, all men looked splendid like gods, while women, the

beauty of whose countenance was enhanced by a pair of ear-

rings and (overhanging) locks of hair, appeared charming with

girdles of gold (round their waist)

.

25-26. Thereupon highly virtuous priests (rtvijs),

members of that assembly, the reciters of the Vedas, Brahmanas,

Ksattriyas, Vaisyas and Sudras as well as the princes who
assembled to attend the sacrifice; as also gods, sages, manes
and other beings, the guardians of the world along with their

followers were duly honoured. They sought the permission to

go and returned to their respective regions.

27. Even as a mortal being is not sated by drinking the

nectar, people did not feel satiated by glorifying the splendid

success of the Rajasuya sacrifice performed by that royal sage

Yudhisthira who was but a humble servant of Lord Hari.

28. King Yudhisthira could not bear the idea of separa-

tion and affectionately importuned his friends, relatives, kith

and kin and Lord Krsna to stay longer.

29. Dear Parlk§it ! The Lord despatched Samba and

other Yadava warriors to Dvaraka. Being desirous of pleasing

king Yudhisthira, the Lord continued to stay on with him.

30. In this way, with the help of Lord Kr$na, king

Yudhisthira, the son of Dharma, crossed over the ocean of his

cherished ambition (of performing the Rajasuya sacrifice)

which was very difficult to be accomplished. And he was thus

thoroughly cured of his fever of anxiety for proper performance

of the Rajasuya.

31. On a certain occasion, Duryodhana was sorely

troubled at heart to notice the glorious splendour of king

Yudhi§thira's harem and the grandeur of the Rajasuya (and
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the eminent position attained thereby) by Yudhisthira whose

heart was devoted to Lord Krsna.
• • •

32. In that harem, all the affluence and royal splendour

of kings of men, demon kings and Lord of gods accumulated

and utilised by Maya, the architect of that palace, were shin-

ing resplendently. With all these, DraupadI, the princess of

king Drupada, waited upon her spouses. The heart of Duryo-

dhana, king of Kauravas, was attached to her and hence he

was tormented (with jealousy)

.

33 . At that time, thousands of consorts of Lord Krsna

were staying in that palace. Owing to the heaviness of their

buttocks, they had to walk slowly and the anklets on their feet

jingled sweetly. They were slender-waisted, and their (white)

pearl necklaces became reddish with saffron applied to their

breasts. And their beautiful countenances appeared still more

attractive with their rocking ear-rings and curly locks of hair.

34-35. Once, in a part of that assembly constructed by

Maya, emperor Yudhisthira, surrounded by his younger

brothers and relatives and by Krsna who was his eye (indicat-

ing what is in his interest or otherwise), was seated on a throne

of gold like Indra, the Lord of gods himself. He was endowed

with imperial glory and was glorified by bards.

VJ.'s Text adds :

35A. He was waited upon by prominent Brahmanas

coming from different parts of the country. Fanned with many
white coloured chowries, the tiger among the kings (emperor

Yudhisthira) shone like the Lord of gods in the heaven.

36. There entered the swaggering proud Duryodhana

adorned with a crown and garlands with a sword in his hand.

He was surrounded, by his brothers and he was angrily railing at

the guards at the door and others.

37. He was so much deluded by the skill of Maya that

when there was a part of the floor, he mistook it for a sheet of

water and drew up his clothes and fell on the floor and at

places tumbled into water mistaking it (the sheet of water)

as floor.
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Vj’s Text adds :

3 7A. He regarded the floor paved with sapphires as a
pond of water and took up his clothes and all people laughed
at him.

37B. When king Duryodhana was proceeding to a pond
of water, he thought it to be crystal pavement and fell into that

pond.

38. O dear Parlksit. Seeing that Bhima laughed at
him; so too laughed the ladies and other kings even though
king Yudhisthira tried to check them. Krsna approved of them.

39. Duryodhana felt abashed and he hung down his

head. As if burning with rage, he silently left for Hastinapura.
There was a great uproar (of dismay and regrets) among the

pious members of the assembly. The foe-less king Yudhisthira
was dejected in mind. The Lord who was bent on reducing
the burden of the earth, remained silent. It was through his

deluding potency that Duryodhana was led into these mis-

takes. 1

40. O king, I have narrated to you what you asked

me how Duryodhana’s wickedness developed during the great

sacrifice of Rajasuya.

CHAPTER SEVENTYSIX

Fight with S&lva

Sri Suka said :

1. O King ! Now listen to the account of another

miraculous deed of Krsna, who, out of sport, assumed a human
form. This concerns the killing of Salva, the master of the

aerial car Saubha.

1 . According to $R., this delusion of Duryodhana was the 'seed’ of re-

moving the burden of the earth and Bhima ’s laughter indicated Duryodhana’s

discomfiture. Hence, K;?i?a kept quiet.
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2. Salva, a friend of Sisupala, had arrived (and was

present) at the Svayarhvara of Rukmini. At that time (he),

Jarasandha and other partisans of Sisupala were vanquished by

Yadavas.*

3. In the hearing of all the kings (present there) Salva

took a vow, “I shall eliminate all the Yadavas from this earth.

Look at my bravery.”

4. Having made this solemn declaration, the foolish king

* Here VJ' s Text adds the following verses .

2.1 The Lord was desirous of lightening the burden of the earth.

Contemplating over his self in himself, he remained silent. Thereupon the

sage whose lotus-feet are adored by gods, revealed himself in the presence

of the Lord of the world.

2.2. Narada was welcomed by all the members of the assembly by

going forward to receive and was duly worshipped by them. He was highly

worshipped by Krsna and he occupied a comfortable seat near the King.

2.3. With due formalities Dharmaraja bowed to him and enquired of

him : “You have access every-where and you pay visits anywhere and at any

time and are impartial (not attached to anyone) , O Brahmana sage.

2.4-5. Who among all chivalrous kings ruling over many kingdoms in

the world, is the warrior-prince that is engaged in war preparations all the

while now ?”. Hearing the question so posed by him, the sage Narada

replied.

Narada said :

2.6. As the pride of all kings is crushed down by K^sna of incompar-

able valour, they now live in their respective kingdoms with their activities

curtailed and their glory lost.

2.7. There is, however, one Ksattriya prince who is highly enterprising

and is of wicked mind. He is born in the Salva country and is a king with a

powerful force of men and animals.

2.8. His brother Hariisa, the son of Brahmadatta, was killed in the

battle of the Yamun£ by the high-souled Visnu (Krsna), the conqucrer of

the universe.

2.9. The enemy of Kr?na, with an ambition to repay the debt of his

(dead) brother by avenging his death, went to Kundinapura and created an

alliance with Rukmi and other princes for that purpose.

2.10. (The alliance was formed) with Sisupala, Druma and other

kings, with Dantavakra as the prominent leader. But Jarasandha and others

were defeated in the battle.

1. V.l. entered the forest for performing Penance—VJ.

VJ.'s Text adds here :

4. A : When he departed and did not return for many years though his

ministers waited for him, his younger brother was installed by them as the

king, for they were in need of a monarch (to rule)

.
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propitiated the Almighty god Siva, subsisting himself only on a

handful of dust (flour?) once a day.

5. At the end of the year, the glorious god Siva, the

consort of Parvatl, who is easily propitiated in a short while,

offered to bestow a boon on Salva who had sought asylum with

him.

6. As a boon, he prayed the god to grant him an aerial

car which would go anywhere at his will and which should be

impregnable to gods, Asuras, human beings, Gandharvas,

serpents and Raksasas (demons) and which could strike terror

in the heart of Vrsnis.

7. “Be it so” said god Siva, the Lord of mount Kailasa.

Commanded by Siva. Maya, the conquerer of cities of enemies,

constructed a city (like spacious aerial car) of steel, called

Saubha and handed it over to Salva.

8. Salva obtained (in his possession) the aerial car that

could move anywhere at his will and was shrouded in darkness

and was inaccessible (to others) .
*

* Here VJ's Text adds :

8.1. He has now returned to his country which is militarily fully pre-

pared with army and transport (horses, chariots, etc) . Out of (all) princes,

he is the only king actively preparing (for war), O king.

8.2. Having heard this report as detailed by Narada, the affluent king

Yudhi?thira, the son of Dharma, quietly looked at the face of the glorious

Lord Krsna who was seated by his side.

8.3. Listening to that report, Sri Krsna, the essence of courage and

fortitude, was not disturbed at all. laughing a bit loudly he remarked, “So

be it", That is the index of his greatness.

8.4. Having worshipped the sage and paying him respects with sweet

words, he thought, “It is a good thing that he who was wanted and expect-

ed for a long time, has also come now."

8.5-6. Sri Krsna, the Lord of Laksmi, immediately despatched Ugra-

sena, King of Yadavas, Yuyudhana, Akrura, Kftavarma and other prominent

Yadava warriors along with his contingent of army to defend Dviraki

( against the expected attack from Silva.)

(End of the Eightyfourth chapter in VJ.’s Text)

Sri Suka continued :

8.7-8. While the noble-souled Govinda was thus staying at Indra-

Prastha and king Yudhi?fhira along with his younger brothers had accom-

plished his purpose (the completion of the Rijasuya sacrifice), Silva

heard that his friend Sisupala, the son of Damagho§a and Jarisandha had

been killed and the Rajasuya had been completed and lie got enraged.
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Salva laid siege to Dvaraka with a mighty army, O
prominent Bharata. He razed to ground city parks, gardens,

completely.

VJ. adds :

9.

A He based his camp in the air over the city and

fought.

10. He destroyed the city along with its towers, gates,

mansions, balconies, terraces and places of recreation. Destruc-

tive weapons were showered from that formidable aerial car (a

veritable floating city).

1 1 . Heavily fell down (upon Dvaraka) huge stones, trees,

thunderbolts, serpents, a shower of gravel (hail-stones ? ). Terri-

fic tornadoes swept (across the city)
; the cardinal points were

darkened with heavy dust.

12. Just as the earth was (formerly) oppressed under the

scourage of Tripura, the city of Krsna was subjected to extreme

harassment by Saubha and could not get any respite or

comfort.

13. The glorious Pradyumna noticed how his people were

subjected to distress. Encouraging them with words “Don’t

fear”, the highly illustrious warrior mounted his chariot.

14-15. Satyaki, Carudesna, Samba, Akrura and his

younger brothers, Krtavarma, Bhanuvinda, Gada, Suka and
Sarana and other renowned leaders of the army followed him in

their chariots equipped with bows and arms and accoutred in

coats of mail and protected by chariots, elephants, cavalry and

foot-soldiers.

16. Then there raged a battle between the army of £alva

and that of the Yadavas, tumultuous and horripulating like the

(bitter) struggle between gods and Asuras (in ancient timef)

.

1 7. Just as the sun ( the hot-rayed luminary) dispells the

darkness of the night instantaneously, Pradyumna, the son of

RukminI destroyed in a moment all the black magical spells of

&alva, the master of Saubha, with his celestial missiles.

18. He pierced the commander-in-chief of Salva’s army

with twenty shafts with gold feathers, iron tips and well-polished

knots (known as sannataparva

)

19. He struck Salva with a hundred arrows and every
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one of his soldiers with one shaft each, leaders of every battalion

(or charioteers) with ten arrows and the horses*with three

each.

20. Observing that great and wonderful feat of the high-

souled Pradymna, soldiers on both the sides applauded him.

21. But the aerial-car Saubha constructed by Maya
had such a magical structure and contrivances that sometimes

it appeared many, sometimes one, and at times it was

invisible. It was thus very difficult for the enemies (Yadavas)

to locate it or conceive its nature and whereabouts.

22. Sometimes Saubha was on the ground; sometimes it

flew into the sky ; at times it rested on the summit of a moun-

tain; sometimes it floated on water; sometimes it whirled round

like a fire-brand and was not stationary at any point— (and thus

was impossible to locate)

.

23. So the leaders of the Yadava army discharged

arrows at every such point where Salva with his aerial car

Saubha and his soldiers made their appearance.

24. With his floating city Saubha and his army being

sorely oppressed by the arrows discharged by the Yadava

enemies — arrows the touch of which was scorching like the fire

and the sun and unapproachable like venomous serpents Salva

fainted.

25. Though the Yadava warriors were severely beaten

by the volleys of weapons discharged by the leaders of Salva’s

army, none of them deserted the battlefield or his respective

(appointed) position, for they wanted to win both the worlds

(viz. their sovereignty in the world if survived or heavenly

happiness if killed) in the battle.

26. A minister of Salva called Dyuman, a mighty warrior

himself but who was previously heavily beaten ( by Pradyumna)

,

made a surprise attack on Pradyumna and striking him with a

heavy iron mace, roared loudly.

27. Pradyumna’s charioteer, the son of Daruka (Kr§na’s

charioteer) who knew his duty (as a charioteer), carried away
from the battlefield Pradyumna, the chastiser of enemies whose

chest was gravely wounded by the stroke of the mace.

28. When Pradyumna, the son of Kj^na regained his

•consciousness after some time he blamed his charioteer, “Alas 1
Jti.

*
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you have not done well in that you have removed me from the

battle-field.

29. No person born in Yadu’s race is known to have

turned away from the battle-field except me who incurred the

blemish through a weak-minded charioteer like you.

30. Having deliberately and obviously left the battlefield,

what should I plead to my uncle Balarama and father Krsna

when they meet me and enquire about my ability.

31. My brothers and sisters-in-law will jeei at me and
openly ask me, “How did you fare with your enemies in the

battle ? How is it that you played the coward ?”

The charioteer replied :

32. (It is) With full knowledge ofmy duty as a charioteer

that I have done this, O longlived one. My Lord, the

prescribed duty is that the charioteer should protect the warrior

in times of peril and the warrior should reciprocally protect

him.

33. Knowing this duty as a charioteer, I took you away
from the battlefield as, when attacked by the enemy and struck

down with a mace, you became unconscions in a Swoon.

CHAPTER SEVENTYSEVEN

Slaying of King Salva

Sri Suka said :

l*. Pradyumna sipped water (as acamana), clad himself

in armour, equipped himself with a bow and commanded his

charioteer, “Please take me to the side of Dyumat”.

2. While Dyumat was slaughtering his (Pradyumna’s)

forces, Pradyumna checked him and with a smile, he pierced

him with eight arrows.

1* VJ.'s Text adds before verse 1.

l.A. Hearing the words spoken by the charioteer, Pradyumna, the

delight of Yadus re-armed himself with weapons and told his charioteer on

the battlefield.
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3. With four shafts he struck the four horses (of his

chariot)
; he hit the charioteer with one; with twp he snapped

his bow and flag (staff) and with another shaft he cut off his

(Dyumat’s) head.

4. Gada, Satyaki, Samba and other Yadava heroes

slaughtered the army of Salva, the master of Saubha. All the

inmates of the aerial car Saubha fell down into the sea with

their necks lopped off (from the trunk of their bodies).

5. In this manner the armies of Yadavas and Salva went

on striking at each other. That terrific and tumultuous battle

continued for twenty seven days and nights without break.

6. On being invited by Yudhisthira, the son of Dharma,

Krsna who went to Indraprastha, stayed on there even after

the completion of the Rajasuya sacrifice and slaying of

Si6upala.

7.

* He took his leave of the elders of the Kuru race,

sages, Kunti along with her sons. While he travelled to

Dvaraka, he noticed very terrible portents.

4* VJ reads

4.A. Gada, Satyaki, Akrura, Samba, Suka, Sarana, Vasudeva and

Ugrascna slaughtered the army of Salva.

7* For verses 7-18 in SR.’s Text, VJ.’s Text reads the following verses

fin Vrindavan edition).

7.1. He noticed terrible evil omens prophesying war.

7.2. Taking leave of elders of the Kuru clan and sages and followed

by Pandavas along with their ministers and accompanied by Brahmanas, he

set out from the city (Indraprastha)

.

7.3. After travelling for a short distance, he asked the citizens and

the sons of Kunti to stop. He bade goodbye to the sons of Kunti who were

bowing him down with tearful eyes.*

7.4. He travelled in the westerly directions with his queens riding

golden palanquins, accompanied with thousands of elephants, horses,

chariots and foot-soldiers and followed by a battalion of princes.

7.5. Even Salva who (i.e. whose force) was soundly battered retreat-

ed from the battlefield with his aerial car and returned to his own dominion.

7.6. While S&lva was going, S&mba quickly pursued him and with

his arrows he sent Salva’s minister Ksemadhurti to the abode of the god of

death.

7.7. Pradyumna ambushed Silva's most beloved general vininda

while he was passing by the way and struck him with his arrows.
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8. (On the way) he said to himself, ((
I have come here

to Indraprastha accompanied by my elder brother Balarama.

The Ksattriya princes, the allies of &i£upala must have surely

attacked my city (Dvaraka), in our absence.*

9. After his arrival at Dvaraka he noticed the havoc

wrought upon his subjects. He then entrusted the defence of

the city to Balarama. Perceiving the aerial car Saubha and the

King of Salvas, he commanded Daruka.

10. “Quickly bring my chariot near Salva, O charioteer.

You need not be afraid (even though) this master of Saubha

is skilled in the use of black magic in war-fare.”

1 1 . Daruka, thus commanded by Krsna, brought the

chariot near Salva. The friends and the enemy saw him enter

the battle-field.

12. Salva whose forces were practically wiped out, • saw

Krsna enter the battle. At Krsna’s charioteer he darted a

lance (that sped through the air) making a roaring sound.

7.8. Deeply pierced and wounded by Pradyumna, he took up a
sword and shield and fought with Pradyumna, the son of Rukmini. And it

was a wonderful combat.

7.9. While he was making wonderful circular manouvers, the great

Yadava warrior sundered his head off his body in that duel.

7.10. When its chief commanders were killed, the army lost its way
and took to heels helter-skelter, with the main object of saving life.

7.11-13. The Eagle-bannered Lord Krsiia also hastily rushed to

Dvaraka and found the mansions, balconies and towers in the city, in

debris; the city gates, arches and ramparts broken down; main streets and
quadrangles wiped out; parks and gardens devastated; and ponds and
wells filled with stones; The recitation of Vedas and the sound ‘Va?at’ (of

priests offering oblations to fire) were silent. Kr?na was deeply troubled at

heart and asked Kftavarma how this devastation took place.

7.14. Hearing from Krtavarmi, the details how the King of Silva

wrought this ruin (of Uvarakii) Kr?na, the Lord of Yadavas announced
his vow while all the Satvatas (Yidavas) were listening.

7.15. “Just now I chase Salva and enter Dvaraka only after killing

that wicked Salva and drowniag his aerial car Saubha into the sea.”

7.16-17. Lord Visnu (Kr?na), the god with the emblem of Garuda
on his banner, mounted his excellent chariot to which were yoked (the

four famous horses) Saibya, Sugriva, Meghapufpa and Balihaka; was
equipped with various weapons and had Daruka in front as the charioteer.

He followed the track of Silva with the speed of the mind and wind.

7.18. After crossing a long distance, He saw Silva concealed under
the waters of the sea but seated fully adorned in his aerial car Saubha.

* VJ.'s Text adds :

8-A. Pondering thus, the glorious Lord hastily arrived there coming
to the battle-field, he saw Pradyumna and others.
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13. Observing the lance rushing through the air with

great speed and illumining all the quarters like a big meteor

(or firebrand), Kj-sna splintered it in hundred pieces with his

arrows.

14. Hitting &alva with sixteen shafts, he pierced the

aerial car Saubha which was moving through the sky, with a

volley of arrows just as the sun fills the space in the sky, with

bis rays.

15. Salva wounded the left arm of Krsna in which he

wielded the Sarnga bow. And the Sarnga bow fell from Krsna’s

hand. And it was indeed a miracle.

1 6. There was an outburst ofwild outcry ofconsternation

and wonder from all beings who witnessed it. The king of

Saubha (i.e. Salva) roared loudly and (boastfully) said to

Kr$ria:

17. “You stupid fellow ! You abducted the fiancee of

our brother-like friend (Sisupala) in our very presence and

killed our friend in the assembly at the time of Yudhisthira’s

Rajasuya while he was unaware.

18. In your pride you (falsely) regard yourself as invin-

cible. Only if you stand before me (in this battle), I shall, with

my sharp arrows, send you to a place (Yama’s abode ) whence

nobody returns.”

The glorious Lord replied :

19. “You are vainly bragging, O dull witted one ! You
do not perceive the god of Death standing near you. Really

valiant people do not indulge in idle prattling but exhibit their

valour in fighting.”

20. With these words Lord Kfsna, in extreme wrath,

struck down Salva on the collar-bone with his mace of terribly

vehement force. (Under that blow) Salva was thoroughly

shaken and vomitted blood.

21. While the mace returned (to Kysna)Salva disappear-

ed. Then within a short while a man approached him, bowed

to him with his head and while sobbing told him, “I am sent

by Devaki (with a message)

.

22. O Kr$$a, of powerful arms. O Kr$na, so affect-

ionate to parents ! Your father is captured and dragged away
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by Salva even as a butcher does to an animal to be

slaughtered.**

23. Hearing this unpleasant news, Krsna exhibited His

human nature. Deeply troubled at heart, despondent and over-

come with filial affection, he exclaimed like an ordinary

mortal.

24. “How is it possible that unperturbable Balarama who
is invincible to gods and Asuras (together) was defeated by

this despicable Salva and my father was taken away as a

captive. (Ultimately) Providence is all powerful.”

25. While Govinda was uttering these words, &alva, the

Lord of Saubha, made his appearance bringing with him

someone resembling Vasudeva and threatened Krsna :

26. “This is your own father who brought you forth in

this world and for whom you live. Before your very eyes, I

shall slay him. Save him if you can, you childish fellow !”

27. Having threatened him thus, Salva, the master of

black magic cut off the head (of the semblance) of Vasudeva

and taking it with him, he entered his aerial car Saubha that

was near him in the air.

28. By nature, Krsna was the embodiment of pure

knowledge. But even he was overwhelmed with human weak-

ness and remained plunged for a while (for a muhurta) in

sorrow, due to his affection for his relative (father) . Then that

Lord of majestic lustre realized all that scene to be nothing

but an illusion of Asura type spread by Salva as per instruct-

ions of Maya.

29. Just as a person awakened from the dream finds

the dream-scene vanished, that Immutable Lord Krsna, after

‘waking up’ (disenchantment) from the illusory effect ofSalva’s

Maya, found that there was neither the messenger nor the

dead body of his father on the battlefield. Seeing his enemy
ranging through the sky in his aerial car Saubha, he deter-

mined to kill him.

30*. In this way, O royal sage, some sages give an in-

*. Verses 23-28 give the view of inconsistent thinkers as &R. points

out that Balarama never went to Yudhifthira's RSjaauya.
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consistent version. They do not remember that their words will

prove contradictory. m

31. Where are grief, delusion, attachment or fear which

are possible to be found only in the ignorant ? How can these

be presumed to affect the Absolute Lord, the master of

Perfect knowledge, wisdom and Divine potencies of omnipotence,

omnipresence.

32*. How could there be any possibility of Lord Hari

being subjected to delusion—the Lord who is the shelter of

those saintly persons who through the worship and service of

his feet have obtained enlightenment in the knowledge of dtman

(the self). With this knowledge of Atmavidya
,
these righteous

people completely destroyed wrong notions existing from times

VR. From Vyasa’s words it is clear that Balarama was in charge of

Dvaraka in Krsna’s absence at Rajasuya. Salva did not invade Dvaraka

—

in Kfsna s absence. VJ. emphasizes the impossibility of Hari being deluded

by the magic spell.

* VJ.’s Text adds :

32.1. O Scion of the Kuru race! When Krsna heard the words

spoken by them, he began to strike down SalVa along with his aerial city

Saubha.

32.2. Taking up his sharp discus Sudarsana, Krsna charged it with

the spell of the missile of the Fire-god and discharged it to destroy Saubha

completely.

32.3. That discus charged with the spell of the missile of the Fire-

god (pronounced on it) and hurled from the fore-hand of Narayana (Lord

Krsna) and terrific with its flames went on burning upto the region of

Brahma.

32.4. All the celestials in their aerial cars felt scorched with the heat

of the discus Sudarsana, cleared out of the sky and fled in all directions.

32.5. The Sudarsana discus dazzling like a hundred suns cut asunder

the city of Saubha in two and again returned to the hand of NarSyana, O
king Parik?i t.

32.6. Thus the city (of Saubha) lay shattered in the sea. But the

irresistible Salva made his appearance with a mace in hand. The wicked

fellow hurled his mace at Kr$na.

32.7. Getting into the chariot brought up by the Daitya army—

a

chariot equipped with a heap of arms—Salva discharged innumerable

weapons on , e head of Kr$pa and roared like a lion.

32.8. Hari split the mace hurled by Silva, in three pieces with his

arrows. He blew his conch P&ficajanya and roared like a lion.
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immemorial about the identification of the body with soul and

thereby they have secured their own essential, infinite Lordly

state.

33. While Salva was vigorously attacking him with a

volley of weapons, Krsna, the descendant of Sura, of unfailing

prowess, wounded Salva deeply with his arrows and shattered

to pieces Salva’s armour, cut down his bow and the jewel on

his head, and knocked down to pieces (Salva’s aerial car)

Saubha.

34. Knocked down by the mace daited by Krsna’

s

hand, Saubha was splintered into thousands of pieces and fell

into the water in the form of powder. Abandoning it, Salva

landed on the earth and raising his mace quickly rushed at

Krsna.

35. With a special kind of arrow called bhalla
,
Krsna

cut down Salva’s arm with the mace as he was rushing against

him ( to assault) . In order to finish with Salva, Krsna took up

his miraculous discus Sudars'ana which was dazzling like the

burning sun at the time of the destruction of the universe.

( With the discus held up in the position of hurling) , he shone

resplendent like the Eastern mountain with the disc of the ris-

ing sun on its summits.

36. Just as (in ancient times) Indra chopped off the

head of Vrtra, Hari, with that very Sudarsana severed the

head decked with a crown and ear-rings of Salva of extensive

capacity in black-magic. And there arose an outcry of grief

(alas ! ) from his men.

37*. O king Parik§it ! When that sinful Salva fell struck

•j;J.'s Text adds :

37.1. Celestial drums were sounded and showers of flowers were let

down. Glorified by the sages and by bards like Suta, M&gadha and Bandins,

Hari came to his capital DvarakI, surrounded by his armies.

37.2. He entered the charming city decorated with a number of

flags and other decorative work, and with clean quadrangles besprinkled

with water.

37.3. He (Kr?ija) was honoured by elderly Yadavas as well as by

men in the city and the rural areas. He delighted the sixteen thousand

queens who were over-whelmed with love for him. Thus the son of Devaki

lived happily and in joy, O descendant of Kurus.
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were sounded in heaven by gods. Then Dantavaktra angrily

attacked him for avenging the deaths of his friends (viz.

$i£upala, &alva).

CHAPTER SEVENTYEIGHT

Dantavaktra and Viduratha Slain :

Balarama's Pilgrimage

Sri Suka said* :

1. The wicked Dantavaktra wished to demonstrate his

friendship with Sisupala, Salva and Paunqlraka who had gone

to the next world (being killed by Kr$na) . He wished to

avenge their death by slaying Krsna.

2. (Unaccompanied by an army or without riding a

chariot) the foolish but mighty Dantavaktra rushed alone in

rage with a mace in hand. Shaking the earth under his feet

while walking, he confronted Krsna.

3. Beholding him thus advancing, Krsna quickly took

up his mace and jumping down from his chariot, he resisted

him as the seashore stops the flowtide ofthe sea.

4. Raising his mace, the foolishly arrogant king Karusa

(Dantavaktra) exclaimed : ‘‘How lucky it is ! I am glad that

* VJ’s Text adds at the beginning.

1, 1-1.2. : Having heard that Kfftm had gone to the bank of the

Yamuna for the concluding bath (avabhftha sndna) of the R&jasuya sacrifice,

Dantavaktra, the king of Kalinga, accompanied by his younger brothers’

and a big army consisting of elephant corps, quickly marched to ambush

KfSoa while he would proceed to Dvaraka.

1.3- 1.5 : Like unto a jackal obstructing a lion, the foolish Dantavaktra

blockaded Kf?i?a who was accompanied by young Y&dava princes, and was

surrounded by the palanquins of his sixteen thousand queens, was followed

by a group of kings, by a number of great sages, priests who officiate at

sacrifices, family priests, preceptors and other Brahnmnas.
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down with the mace and Saubha was smashed to pieces, drums

you have come within the range ofmy sight to-day l*'
1

5*. O Krsna ! You are the son of our maternal uncle*.

But you are treacherous to friends (and have killed them) . You
Fish to slay me as well. Hence I shall kill you with my mace
which is as hard as thunderbolt.

6. Being affectionate and loyal to my friends I shall pay

off my debt (of friendship) to them by killing you, an enemy

in the form ofa cousin, just like a disease in one’s body, O
ignorant fool.”3

1. As in the case of Sisup&la’s censure of Krsna (vide Supra 10-74.

34-37) SR. gives another interpretation of Dantavaktra’s reproachful speech

implying Kf^a’s glorification as Dantavaktra was Vi?nu’s attendant in

Vaikuntha.

&R’s glorificatory interpretation of this verse :

Dantavaktra whose pride had already disappeared (at the sight of his

master Visnu in his original birth in Vaikuntha) welcomed him, “How
fortunate it is! How glad 1 am that your worship has presented yourself to

my vision. It is certainly lucky ! Really very lucky!

*. VJ's Text gives the following version :

5-1- O Kf?na ! You are our maternal cousin but you are tracherous

to friends and hunt after the wives of others. You are a traitor committing

breach of trust, a murderer of relatives, fond of picking quarrels.

5.2. You have killed the son of my maternal uncle Paundraka in a

battle. You have slain my cousins’ brothers Rukmi and Sisupala. (It was

Balarama and not Kfsna who killed Rukmi).

2. Dantavaktra was the son of Srutadevi, the sister of Vasudeva.

SR.’s interpretation of some adjectives to show that this is Krona’s

praise is far-fetched. For example the 2nd line in verse 5.

atastvdm gadayd manda kanifyi Vajrakalpayd is taken as gadayd

amanda hanifye a-vajrakalpayd

“O Lord capable of bearing anything! Bear up with the stroke ofmy
gad& which is tender like a wreath of lotus.

3. SR.’s second interpretation of some adjectives in this verse :

ajfla-(na vidyate jfiah yasmdt salt) Omniscient, Vyadhi—One who abides in

the body as Inner Controller.

hatod—Having arrived at the realization of your essential nature {han

to go) dnfltyam upaimi : Pay off the debt of my ancestors (by realization of

the Brahman).

“O Omniscient Lord ! Due to Sanaka's curse, I have become your

cousin and enemy. But having realized your essential nature as one who
abide as Inner Controller of all beings or facing you in the ways of

K;attriyas, I shall pay off the debt ofmy manes.”
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7. Cutting to the quick Krsna, with such harsh words
like piercing an elephant with a goad, he hit Kr$na on the

head with his mace and roared like a lion.

8. Though struck down with a mace in that battle, the

descendant of Yadu (Krsna) remained unshaken. Krsna on

his part hit Dantavaktra on the chest with his mace
Kaumodaki.

9. With his heart shattered with the stroke of the

mace, Dantavaktra vomitted blood through his mouth and he

fell dead on the ground with his hair dishevelled and arms and
legs outstretched.

10*

. Just as it happened after the slaying of Sisupala,

a very subtle ray of light emanated from the body of Danta-

vaktra and entered in the person of Krsna— a wonderful sight

indeed — while all beings were witnessing it.

1 1 . Overwhelmed with grief for his brother, Viduratha,

Dantavaktra’s brother, armed with a sword and a shield, came
there having heavy sighs, but desired to kill Krsna.

12. As he was advancing, Krsna with his discus of sharp

edge, severed off his head adorned with a diadem and

ear-rings.

13-15* *. Having thus demolished (the aerial car) Saubha

and slain Salva, Dantavaktra and his younger brother

(Viduratha) who were irresistible to others, Kf§na entered the

decorated city of Dvaraka while his victory was being glorified

* VJf.’s Text : 10.1. Practically the same as verse 11 above.

10.2. He quickly jumped down from his chariot and brandishing his

excellent sword and shaking the ground under his feet, he dashed against

JKnoa.
10.3. When K|$na cut off his sword with an arrow, he took up a

terrible sharp-pointed takti.

10.4. Determined to strike down Kr$pa in the battle the foolish fellow

darted towards him like an arrow discharged from a bow.
•* VJ.’s version :

13-15.1. Having thus killed both Dantavaktra and Viduratha in the

battle, the Lord put to flight their army and captured their elephants

( horses, etc.

)

13.15.2. Kf-$iia again mounted his divine chariot Pufpa-ratha

which was tastefully decorated. He was accompanied by the Y&dava clans-

men and was praised by gods and men ( in sorigs) .
*
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in songs by gods, men, sages, siddhas, Gandharvas ( celestial

singers), Vidyadharas, big serpents and by celestial damsels

{ apsaras ), manes (ancestors), Yaksas, Kinnaras and while he

was being showered over with flowers and was accompanied

by prominent Vrsnis.

16*. In this way, the glorious Lord Krsna, the master

of Yoga and the Almighty controller of the Universe is ever

victorious, though to the ignorant (lit. persons with the vision

of brutes)
, he appears at times vanquished.

17. It is reported that when Balarama heard of the

war-preparations of the Kauravas against the Pandavas, he,

being neutral** (with reference to the belligerent parties) went

16* VJ.'s Text adds after verse 16:

16.A. O descendant of Bharata ! The noble deeds of the Lord of

hallowing renown are such as cannot be recounted in tens of thousands of

years (even god Brahma and others cannot do this, what ofme ?)

.

16. B. O chastiser of enemies ! In this way the slayer of the demon
Madhu (Sri Kt?na) began (the destruction of Raksasas) with the demoness

Putana and killed all the Asuras who were a burden to the earth.

(Here ends Chapter No. 101 in VJ.’s Text)

VJ.’s introduction :

Though the life of Balarama is interwoven with that of Sri Krsna, two
more chapters are added specifically to the life and deeds of Balarama.

King Parikfit said :

1. I pay my obeisance to the Soul of the universe who through dint

of his deluding potency brought about the destruction of the eighteen

akfauhipis of army (in the Mahabharata war) in equal number of days.

2. By listening to his stones and deeds in aggregate, my bewilder-

ment, wonder and fear go on increasing again and again.

3. I consider that most probably iny sinfulness which is difficult to

cross has ceased to be. My senses are wide awake and the mind is extremely

delighted and serene.

4. My hunger and thirst have subsided. My soul (mind) is filled

with ecstatic delight. It is through your grace, O expert in religion (religi-

ous discourse) that I feel that I have accomplished all my objects in this

world.

5. I, however, wish to hear from you something more. When Bala-

rama found that his friends (both Kauravas and Pandavas) were bent on

fighting and that he could not prevent them from doing so, he went to per-

form ablutions in sacred places. O sage rich in penance ! Narrate to me
what Balarima did.

* KD. states that Balar&ma, out of sympathy, wanted to intervene

between the warring parties incidently, when he would reach Kuruk$etra in

the course of his pilgrimage—78.146.
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away on the pretext of a pilgrimage for performing ablutions

in sacred waters.

18. After taking bath at Prabhasa 1 and propitiating

gods, sages and manes (pitrs

)

by offering oblations of water

and satisfying men (by serving them food)
,
Balarama, surround-

ed by Brahmanas, went from the mouth of the Sarasvati2 to

its source.

19*. (On the way) he visited various holy places like

Prthudaka3
,
Bindusaras4

, Tritakupa 15

,
Sudarsana6

,
ViSala,

Brahmatlrtha, 7 Cakratirtha and the spot where the Sarasvati

flows to the east8 .

1. Somanath or Verawal in Saurashtra. It is also called Devapattana.

Somanath is one of the famous twelvejyotir-lihgas of god Mahadeva. In its-

neighbourhood are the spots where Yadavas’ internecine battle and deaths

of Krsna took place.

—GDAMI, p. 157.

2. It appears that at that time, the Sarasvati was still flowing into

the Gulf of Cutch i.e. The Arabian sea. There is a small river Raunak$i,

also known as the Sarasvati in Vamana P.(ch. 84) which falls in the sea near

Prabhasa. But the later description shows that Balarama followed the

course of the Vedic Sarasvati to its source.

* It appears that no geographical sequence is followed in the descrip-

tion of this pilgrimage.

3. Pehoa in the Karnal district, Panjab. It is 14 miles to the west

of Thanesvar. This Tlrtha is on the Sarasvati, near the famous (BrahmayonT

Tlrtha—GDAMI, p. 16. Vainya performed nine aivamedha sacrifices at

Prthudaka (VT).

4. VT. states this to be the hermitage of the sage Kardama near

Siddhapura in Gujarat. N.L. De identifies it with thr same : Sitpur to the

northwest of Ahmedabad—GDAMI, p. 38.

5. Tritakupa—A place near the Sarasvati. In that well Trita fell

and was taken out of it by god Soma (VT). Probably this refers to the

incident supposed to be the basis of R.V. 1. 105.

6. In Kuruksetra, the same as Rima-hrada—a sacred tank to the

north of Thanesvar. $R identifies Sudarsana and Cakra Tirtha.—GDAMI,
p. 43, 166.

7. A certain Tlrtha on the Sarasvati.

8. The Kuruksetra Sarasvati is called Pr&ci or Eastern Sarasvati

(Padma P. uttara khanda (ch. 67). N. L. De states that this name is specially

applied to the Sarasvati that issues out of the Pu?kara Lake—GDAMI, p.

187.
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20. And passing through the various sacred places which

were on the Yamuna and the Ganga, he went to the Naimisa

forest1 where sages were holding a prolonged sacrificial session.

21. Having come to know that the distinguished guest

was Balarama, the sages who were engaged in the prolonged

sacrifice, received him with due formalities, rose from their

seats, bowed down to him and worshipped him.

22. Balarama who was thus worshipped, took his seat

along with his followers. He noticed that Romaharsana, the

disciple of the great sage Vyasa, remained seated there,

occupying a higher seat in front of the Brahmanas.

23. Balarama, the descendant of Madhu, got enraged

when he found that Romaharsana, a suta, did not rise from his

seat to show reverence to him after his arrival, nor did he fold

his palras to bow him and continued to occupy a higher seat

in the presence of the Brahmanas.

24. (He said to the Brahmanas) “Why does this Suta, a

child of irregular marriage (between a Ksattriya father and a

Brahmana (mother) occupied a seat higher than Brahmanas

and us who are the protectors- of religion and social code of

conduct. This evil-minded fellow deserves to be killed.

25-26. In spite of being a disciple of that worshipful

sage Vyasa and having studied many smrtis (codes of righteous

and religious conduct—social and personal) along with all the

works on Itihasa and puranas, he lacks self control, has no sense of

discipline or modesty; he vainly pretends to be a learned man.

His scholarship and learning do not contribute to his real

excellence as in the case of an actor who lacks control over his

ntind and senses.

27. It is with this specific purpose that I have taken

incarnation in this world, vizi those imposters and hypocrites who
merely pretend to be religious should be done away with by

me; for such people are more sinful than the unrighteous.’*

28. Balar&ma had desisted from slaying even the wicked

ones (as he was a pilgrim then) . But as fate would have it,

1. Modem Nimsar on the left bank of the Gomati in the Sitapur

district of U.P. It is 20 miles to the North-West of Lucknow.

—GDAMI, p. 135.
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the mighty Lord spoke these words and pierced tl^p Suta with

the end of a KuSa grass.

29. Terrified and dismayed in their minds, all the sages

screamed out exclaiming, “Alas ! Alas”. They said to Bala-

rama, “O Lord ! You have perpetrated an irreligious and

unrighteous deed.

30. O descendant of Yadu ! This elevated seat of a

Brahmana has been offered by us to him as also, a long period

of life and indefatiguate body till the sacrificial session lasts.

31. May be unknowingly but you have committed

what amounts to be the sin of killing a Brahmana. (It is true

that) being a master of Yoga, even the Vedic injunction

against killing a Brahmana is not binding on you.

32. O purifier of the world ! If your worship, however,

performs, of your own accord, the expiation for the sin of Brah-

mahatya without being prompted to do so by others, you will

be setting a noble example to others. 1

The glorious Lord Balarama said :

33. I shall expiate for this act of Brahmana-cide in order

tc set an example to the world. Be pleased to prescribe to

me the best course of atonement for such an act.

34. Be pleased to tell me whatever is expected by you

for him—such as a long span of life, strength, sound-ness of

sense-organs—and I shall accomplish it for him by my Yogic

potency.

The sages replied :

35. O Balarama ! May you be pleased to act in such

a way as will preserve the infallibility of your missile (charged

in the KaSa grass) , the efficacy of your prowess, the inevitability

of death and that our boon ( that the suta should narrate the

purinas to the end of our sacrificial session) also may not

prove untrue.

*1
.

yadyad dcarati iref(has tat tad evetaro janah /
sayat pram&oam kurute lokas tad anuvartate If —BG.3.2
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Lord Balar&ma said :

36. It is declared by the Vedas that it is one’s own self

that is born as a son. 1 His son Ugrasravas will now be the

expounder of the Puranas and he will be blessed with a long

life, bodily strength and keenness of senses ( and intelligence)

.

37 . O great sages ! Be pleased to tell me what else you

wish to have and I shall accomplish it for you. O learned

sages ! Please consider and advise me the course of expiation

for the sin committed by me unknowingly.

The sages said :

38. There is a terrible Danava, named Balvala, the son

of Ilvala. On every parva (full-moon and new-moon) days, he

comes here and pollutes the sanctity of our sacrifice.

39. He showers (on the sacred sacrifice) puss, blood,

faeces, urine, wine and flesh. Please kill that wicked demon
and that will be the most valuable service rendered to us by

you, O descendant of Dasarha.

40. Thereafter, for twelve months you go round the

Bharatavarsa and with a serene mind take bath in the sacred

waters. Thereby being absolved of the sin, you will be purified*

CHAPTER SEVENTY-NINE

Balvala Killed : Balardma*s Pilgrimage

Sri Suka narrated :

1. O king Parik$it ! When the next parva (full moon)

day came, a terrible, violent stormy wind swept over the place

showering heavy dust and filling the whole atmosphere with

obnoxious odour on all sides.

1 . ahgdd artgdt sambhavasi hrdaydd abhijiyase /

dtmd vai hutra-ndmdJ sojiva Saradah iataml]

—Kau?itaki Up. 2.7.

Balarama exhorts the sages to install Ugrai ravas in the place of

Romahar?ana and all the boons promised to him by the sages will be now

effective in the case of the son of Romahargana.
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2. Then there was a downpour of filthy things on the

sacrificial ground, caused by Balvala, after which he appeared

with a trident in hand.

3-4. Beholding that asura of gigantic body, extremely

black like a heap of collyrium, with hair on the head, mousta-

ches and beard like red-hot copper and a face terror-inspiring

with its fierce tusks and terrific knit brows, Balarama remem-

bered (his weapons)—the pestle that shatters hostile forces and

the plough which vanquishes demons. And both the weapons

immediately presented themselves to him.

5. With the point of his plough, he pulled to the ground,

Balvala who was ranging through the sky and full of indigna-

tion, he struck that sworn enemy of Brahmanas on the head

with a pestle.

6. With his forehead shattered and split open and

bleeding profusely, the demon gave out a helpless yell and fell

down to the ground like a mountain struck with Vajra and

covered with liquid red chalk.

7. The sages applauded Balarama (for this feat) and

pronounced their unfailing benedictions. Those highly blessed

sages sprinkled sacred waters on Balarama ( as abhifeka

)

as

gods did to Indra when he killed Vrtra.

8. They presented to Balarama a celestial five-coloured

Vaijayanti garland of unfading flowers (chiefly lotuses, two exce-

llent pieces of cloth and very valuable ornaments.

9. Then with the permission of those sages, Balarama,

accompanied with Brahmanas went to the Kausiki 1 river. After

taking bath therein, he proceeded to the lake2 from which the

Sarayu flows out.

10. From its source and travelling along the current of

the Sarayu, Balarama reached Prayaga. He took his bath there-

1 . Modern Kosi running from Nepal by the western border of the

Purnca district in Bihar. The river has been tamed by dams now. Was it in

the Kokimukha tlrtha where Balarama took his bath?—SGAMI, pp. 278-80,

340.

2. The Pur&nas believe that the Minasa lake is the source of the

Sarayu. But the river rises in the mountains of Kumaun and after its junc-

tion with the Kilt nadl, it is called the SarayG. Ayodhya is on its bank.

-^GDAMI, p. 181-82.
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in, offered water oblations to gods (sages and manes) and

proceeded to the hermitage of Pulaha. 1

11-12. He bathed in the Gomati, Ganqlakl, Vipasa8 the

Sona and visited Gaya and worshipped his ancestors. After

taking his bath at the confluence of the Gaiiga with the sea, he

met ParaSurama and paid his respects to him on the Mahendra8

hill. He took bath in the seven branches of the Godavari, the

Vena, the Pampa4 and the river Bhima.

13. After paying a visit to the temple of Skanda, he

went to Sri Saila5 . The great Balarama then visited the holy

mountain Venkata in the Dravida land.

14. Lord Balarama then visited the city of Kaflci6 known

as Kamakosni7 (Kamakoti) and the great river Kaveri, he

paid visit to the holy place known as Sriranga8 (Srirangam)

where Lord Hari ever abides.

15. He then went to the Rsabha9 hill, a sacred place

dedicated to Hari. He then visited Setu10—the dam built

across the sea (by Ramacandra) where people are absolved of

very heinous sins.

1 . The same as Salagrama, near the source of the Gandak
—GDAMI, p. 161 & 174.

2. The Beas. It is difficult to plot the route followed by Balarama as

the pur&nta writer has vague idea of the geography of north India.

3. The range of hills extending from Orissa to the district of Madura.
It is applied to Eastern Ghats in general—SGAMI, p. 61. N.L. De states that

Mahendra hills separate Ganjam from the valley of the Mahanadi—GDAMI
p. 119.

4. A tributary of the Tunga-bhadra. It rises in the R<\ amuka hilis

in Bellary district.

5. Also called Sri Parvata (GDAMI, p. 193) It is a hill in the

Nallamalur range and a famous Tirtha in Kurnool district of Andhra
Pradesh.—SGAMI, p. 336.

6. Modern Gonjeveram on the river Palar, 43 miles south-west of

Madras. The eastern part of the town is called Vifyu Kaflci and western

part as Siva kdtlci

—GDAMI, p. 86
7. N.L. De identifies it with Kumbhakonara but he is doubtful about

it.—GDAMI, p. 86.

8. SriraAgam, 2 miles to the north of Trichinopoly, Tamil Nad.
Famous for its Vi?riu temple (Sri Rangam) —GDAMI, p. 193.

9. The Palni hills in Madura. They form the northern portion of the

Malaya mountain. The hills are locally known as Vardha Parvata—GDAMI,
p. 169.

10. The Adam's bridge between India and Ceylon Rameshwaram is

the first island in this chain of islets. It is called Saftgama Tirtha also

—GDAMI, p. 184.
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1 6. Balarama gave ten thousand cows to the Brahmanas
there. He then visited the rivers Krta-mala, Tarflraparn! and
the mountain-chain called the Malaya (one of the seven impor-

tant mountain ranges in India)

.

1 7 . There he paid respects to the sage Agastya who was

established on the mountain. After receiving blessings from

him and with his permission, Balarama went to the south-sea

where he visited the goddess Durga (Parvati), known there as

Kanya (at Kanya Kumaii).

18. Next he visited the sacred place called Phalguna1

and the lake called Paficapsaras (five celestial damsels) noted

for the special presence of Visnu. He performed ablution there-

in and gave ten thousand cows (to Brahmanas)

.

19. Then Lord Balarama went to Kerala, Trigarta. 2

(From thence he proceeded to the famous Saivite holy place

Gokarna where god Siva is ever-present.

20. Having visited the shrine of Parvati (designated as

Arya) on the island, Balarama proceeded to Surparaka (Sopara,

Dist. Thana, Maharashtra). After taking bath in the Tapi, the

Payosnl3 and the Nirvindhya

4

,
he entered the Dan^aka forest.

21. (From that forest) he entered the river Narmada

on the banks of which is situated the city of Mahismatl6
. He

performed ablution in the Manutlrtha and again returned to

Prabhasa.

22. Having heard from the Brahmanas the report of

the destruction ofall Ksattriya princes (participating) in the war

1. SR identifies it with Anantapur, fiftysix miles to the south-east of

Bellary. Paftcapsara tirtha is near it. VB. calls it ‘Anantasayana’. He states

that the five divine damsels were restored to their original status by Arjuna.

Hence it is called Paficapsaras.

2. North Canara in Karnataka—GDAMI, p. 205.

3. The Pain-gangs. a tributary of the Godavari—SGAMI, p. 57.

4. The Newuj, a tributary of the Chambal flowing between the Betwa

and the Kalisindh—SGAMI, p. 57.

5. Modern Maheshwar, forty miles to the south of Indore. It was

the capital of Haihayas. In the Buddhis.t canon in the Mahd Govinda sulta

(
Dtgha Nikdya 29.36) it is called Mihissati and it was the capital of Avanti

(Malwa).
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between Kauravas and Pan^avas, lie considered it as the remo-

val of the burden of the earth.

23. The scion (or the delight) of the Yadu’s race

(Balarama) went to Kuruksetra with the desire of preventing

Bhima and Duryodhana from their single combat with their

maces on the battle-field.

24. As soon as Yudhisthira, the twins Nakula, Sahadeva
and even Krsna and Arjuna saw him, they bowed to him
but they kept quiet, as they were afraid why he had come over

there and what he wanted to say.

25. He saw both Bhima and Duryodhana, with maces
in hand, both highly enraged and bent on vanquishing the

other, were making wonderful manoeuvres (in the combat
with maces) . He spoke to them :

26. “O king (Duryodhana), O Bhima, both of you are

warriors equal in strength. I think one of you is superior in

physical strength while the other excels in training.

27. As both of you are equal in prowess, I do not see

that either of you will be victorious or vanquished. Hence,

such a fruitless combat should be stopped altogether.

28. O Pariksit ! The enmity of these two inveterate

adversaries was so deepseated that neither of them accepted

his advice, though it was salutary and significant. For they

did not forget their mutual offensive words and the wicked

deeds.

29. Considering that the combat was destined (as a fruit

of their past acts and hence inevitable) ,
Balarama returned to

Dvaraka. He was received there warmly by Ugrasena and

other relatives who were glad at his arrival.

30. (Balar&ma took him with all the necessary materials

and assistants for performing sacrifices) . He again visited the

Naimisa forest. The sages, acting as his sacrificial priests,

gladly helped Balar&ma whose person was constituted of sacri-

fice (or sacrifices formed a part of his personality) and who

kept himself aloof from the (Kaurava-Panqjava )
war, in the

performance of all sacrifices.

31. The almighty Lord Balarama imparted to them

highly pure spiritual wisdom by virtue of which the sages re-
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alized that the whole universe is in their Self and that their self

pervaded all the universe. *

32. Having performed the concluding bath of the sacri-

fice along with his consort Revati and accompanied by his

clansmen, relatives and friends, Balarama who put on excellent

dress and was well adorned, shone like the moon radiating its

own (moon-) light.

33. Innumerable are other feats and exploits (ofsuch a

nature) of the mighty Balarama who is infinite (or Ananta or

the serpent Sesa himself) and incomprehensible by nature. He
has assumed the form of a mortal being by his own Maya
potency.

34. He who remembers and contemplates over the feats

of Balarama who performed miraculous deeds, both in the

morning and the evening, becomes a beloved of the infinite

Lord Visnu.

CHAPTER EIGHTY

The Story of the Btdhmana Sriddman1

King Parikfit requested :

1 . O worshipful sage ! We desire to hear of other glori-

ous exploits of the noble-souled Krsna of infinite powers and

glory, O master.

2. What person ( on earth
) who has the power of dis-

cernment of what is excellent and the quintessence of things

but has suffered sorely from the shafts of passions and desires,

and had once the opportunity of listening to the holy and true

* VJ. : Before beginning the description of Kona’s placid life

at home in DvarakS after the Mahabh&rata war, VJ.'s text describes the

interim activition ofKtfna such as visiting Dhftar&ftra, G&ndhari and
departure from Hastin&pura. (for this refer Appendix, Chapter eighty-I.)

1. The text of the Bh. P. is silent about the name of the Br&hmana.
The name given here is on the strength of the colophon of the chapter.
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stories of the Lord of hallowed renown, would desist from listen-

ing to them, O Brahmana sage ?

3. That is the only real speech (tongue) with which

Lord’s excellences are extolled. Those hands deserve their

designation as hands which engage themselves in his * service.

That mind is worth its name which contemplates on him who

abides in all the mobile and immobile creation. Only that

ear (is the blessed and) deserves to be called such ( viz. the

ear) which listens to the holy stories of the Lord.

4. That head deserves to be balled such as bows down

to him as manifested in both mobile or immobile forms (or

lays itself on the ground to bow to him and his votaries).

That is the real eye which sees the Lord (in everything

and everywhere) . Those are the real parts of the body, which

always resort to the waters that wash the feet of the Lord

as well as those of his devotees (i.e. sprinkle themselves and get

purified with those waters).1

Suta said :

5. When the worshipful son of Badarayana was thus

requested by king Pariksit, Suka whose heart is immersed in

(the meditations of) the glorious Lord Vasudeva, said.

Sri Suka began to narrate :

6. There was a certain Brahmana friend ofLord Krsna.

He was a pastmaster in the knowledge of the Vedas (or

the supreme Brahman), free from attachment to the objects of

senses. He was perfectly serene in mind and possessed complete

control over his senses.

7. Though he was leading the life of a householder, he

subsisted on whatever came his way without asking or trying

for it. He was (naturally) ill-clad and his wife also who was

like him (had no sufficient clothing to cover her person) but

was of the same spirit, had grown emaciated with hunger.

8. That poverty-stricken chaste lady who was devoted to

her husband but whose body was trembling (with weakness)

1 , VT. cautions that this sprinkling is limited to the limbs of the

upper part {ndbher tifdhvam) of the body.
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and with a withered countenance, approached her husband and

submitted :

9. “Is it not a fact, O Brahmana, that Kfsna, the

Consort of Laksmi incarnate, is a personal friend of your

worshipful self ? The glorious Lord, the leader of Satvatas, is

a friend and devotee of Brahmanas and a worthy asylum to

those who seek shelter in him.

10. Blessed Sir, be pleased to approach him who is the

ultimate resort of the righteous and saintly people. He wall

(immediately understand your circumstances and) bestow abun-

dant wealth on you, who are a poverty-stricken householder.

11. That Lord of Bhoja, Vrsni and Andhaka clans now
resides at Dvaraka. If his lotus feet are remembered, he gives

away even his own self ( to them. He is so generous) . Will

not that father and preceptor of the world confer wealth and

worldly desires on his devotees, as both these are not very

important comparatively (as gifts to his votaries).

12. When he was thus softly entreated by his wife many
times, the soft-natured Brahmana thought, ‘‘It will be a supreme

blessing at least that I shall gain at the sight ofthe Lord of holy

renown.

13. With these considerations, he made up his mind to

go (to Dvaraka). (As it was customary not to see a king or a

guest empty-handed, but to offer him something as a present) he

said, “Is there anything in the house worth giving as a present

to Krsna? If so, give that with me, O blessed lady.”

14. The lady solicited the (neighbouring) Brahmanas to

give her some prtkukas (fried and beaten rice) . Having secured

four handfuls of such rice, she tyed them up in a rag and

handed over them to her husband as ‘Present* to Lord Kr§na.

15. With those handfuls of rice as present, the Brahmana

travelled the city of Dvaraka anxiously thinking all the while,

“How will it be possible for me to gain a sight ofLord Kr§na?”

16. Accompanied by other Brahmanas, he crossed the

three check posts ofguards1 and the defensive ramparts of the city

1. According to verse quoted by VT. a gulma or checkpost consists of

nine elephants, nine chariots, twentyaeven horsemen and fortyfive foot-

soldiers.
%
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and the mansions of Andhakas and Vf?nis who followed the

path of righteousness ordained by Lord Krsna—which were

inaccessible to other persons.

1 7. Out of the sixteen thousand palaces of the queens of

Krsna, the Brahmana entered one of them which appeared

specially affluent and splendid, with the feeling of supreme

bliss in merging with the Brahman.

18. Noticing from a distance that the Brahmana was

coming, Lord Krsria who then occupied a sofa with his beloved

(Rukmini), instantly rose from his seat, went forward to receive

him and joyfully embraced him closely with both of his arms.

19. The lotus-eyed Lord felt extremely happy at the

touch of the person of his beloved friend, the Brahmana sage

and he shed tears of joy from his eyes.

20-21. Then he seated him on his own couch; and per-

sonally washed his feet and sprinkled his own head with the

drops of water with which he washed the Brahmana’s feet. O
king Paiik?it, the Lord who purifies the whole universe,

smeared the Brahmana with excellent perfumes such as pastes

of sandal aloe-wood and saffron.

22. Having worshipped his friend with perfumed fumes

and rows of lamps, he offered him a cow as a gift, a betel-leaf

(with its usual contents of areca-nut powder, cloves, etc.) and

greeted him warmly with sweet words of welcome.

23. It is said that the queen Rukmini herself, with a

chowrie in her hand, fanned the ill-clad Brahmana of emaciated

dusty body the veins of which were visible.

24. The ladies in the harem were really astonished to

see that a semi-nude Brahmana is worshipped with so much

affection by Lord Krsna ofsuch a spotless reputation.

25-26. (They commented) : “What meritorious act must

have been performed by this naked beggarly Brahmana, desti-

tute of wealth and censured as worthless in the world, that he

was greatly honoured by the preceptor of the three worlds, the

abode of the goddess Sri. But he discarded the goddess Lak?ml

who was occupying the sofa with him and embraced him as if

he were his elder brother.”

27. O king 1 Holding each other by the hand, they

recounted to each other the sweet stories of the incidents that
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happened while both of them lived together in their teacher’s

hermitage in their student days. •

The glorious Lord enquired :

28. O dear Brahmana, expert in religion ! Please tell

me if, after the completion of your course of education and

after honouring your teacher with the payment of fee for

education, you have married a wife suitable to you or have not

done so as yet.

29. I learn that even as a householder, your mind is not

interested in objects of enjoyment and being a learned man you

are not so much after money.

30. Like unto myself who perform action to set example

to the world, there are some people who discharge their duties

without being affected by desires at heart and avoid the fascina-

tions created by the celestial potency of the Lord.

31. Do you remember, O Brahmana, our stay in the

house of our preceptor? It is there that a twice-born one

knows everything worth knowing from his preceptor and ultima-

tely reaches beyond the darkness (of samsdra)

.

32. Dear friend ! He from whom one is born (and thus

invested with the body) is the first guru (preceptor) . He from

whom one becomes twice-born (by performance of the

upanayana—investiture of the sacred thread) and becomes eligible

for study of Vedas and performance of religious duties is the

second preceptor. And one who imparts spiritual knowledge

directly to persons belonging to all diramas (stages of life) is

the Third guru( preceptor) and is veritably identical with me.

33. (Hence, those who resort to me as the preceptor

giving enlightenment in spiritual knowledge, and cross the

scnhsara are the really intelligent ones)O Brahmana ! Those who,

in this mundane existence, obtain oral instructions (in spiritual

matters) from me as their preceptor, easily cross the ocean of

sartisdra, as they know the real essence in the order ol varnas

(social classes) and diranas (stages of life).

34. I abide in all beings as their Inner Controller. Just

as I am pleased by rendering services (to the spiritual precep-

tor), I shall not be pleased (that much) by performance of

sacrifices (or the duties of a householder’s life), by birth in
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excellent family, by the performance of the investiture of the

sacred thread of upanayana ( implying the observance of duties of

a brahmaedrin or a celibate person). Nor shall I be pleased so

much with penance (in the Vdnaprastha stage of life) or by the

path of quietism (followed by sanitydsins).

35. Do you remember, O firahmana, the incident which

happened while we were staying at our preceptor’s hermitage

and were once sent by our preceptor’s wife to bring fuel.

36. And how when we entered into the thick jungle,

suddenly, out of season, there was an outbreak of a mighty

violent storm, heavy down-pour of rain and terrible roaring of

thunder over our heads.

37. In the meanwhile the sun set and all the quarters

were enveloped in darkness and the undulations of the ground
being covered under waterwe could not discern the high or the

low level of the land.

38. Then failing to discern the direction to be followed

and sorely beaten by the repeated violent blasts of wind and

showers in the forest flooded with water, we were afraid and

holding each other by hand, wandered here and there.

39. Having come to know of this after sunrise, our

teacher Sandipani came in search of us with his disciples and

found us in a bewildered condition.

40. He cried out, “O my children, you have undergone

extreme hardships for our sake. Life or the sou) is verily dearest

to all. But you evinced devotion unto me disregarding even

that (your life)

.

41. It is in this manner that a good disciple should repay

his debt (of gratitude) to his preceptor, namely that he

should offer with a sincere heart, whatever he has with him

(including his very life).

42. O prominent among twice-borns ! I am really very

much pleased. Let all your desires be fulfilled. May your

knowledge of the Vedas never fail you either here or hereafter.”

43. Many other such incidents took place during our

residence in the house ofour preceptor. It is by the grace of

the preceptor that a man becomes perfect and eligible for

supreme peace.
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The Brdhmana (,Sridaman )
replied :

9

44. O God of gods ! O Preceptor of the universe ! When
we stayed in the preceptor’s house, what was there that we did

not accomplish through the help of you whose resolutions

always turn out to be true.

45. O Almighty Lord ! Your person is constituted of

the Vedas and you are the repository of all blessings; your stay

in the house of the preceptor is certainly a wonderful imitation

of the ways of the world.

CHAPTER EIGHTYONE

The Story of the Parched Rice

(The story of Sridaman continued

)

£ri Suka said :

1 . While Hari was conversing with the prominent Brah-

mana on such matters he, knowing as he did the minds of all

beings, spoke to him smilingly.

2. Lord Krsna was friendly to Brahmanas and he was

certainly the asylum of the pious. Looking at his dear Brah-

mana friend with an affectionate glance, he laughed loudly and

asked in a joking mood

:

The Lord said :

3. “What present have you brought for me from your

house, O Brahmana? Even the slightest offering—a particle

given with affection by my devotees is considered by me as very

great, but even if a lot of presents are given to me by one who
is not my votary, they are not conducive to my joy or satis*

faction.

4. A person who devoutly offers me a leaf, a flower, a

fruit or even water, I enjoy that which has been brought to me
with devotion by a person of controlled and pure mind.”

5. Even though the Brahmana was thus requested, he

felt so much abashed that he did not hand over the present of
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prthukas (parched, flattened rice) to the Lord of the goddess

Sr! and simply hung his head, O king.

6-7. But the Lord can directly see what goes in the

minds of all beings and he knew definitely the cause of Srida-

man’s visit. He thought to himself, ‘‘This Brahmana never

approached me or worshipped me for money. This friend of

mine has come here for pleasing his virtuous wife (in compli-

ance of her entreaty). I shall bestow upon him wealth which
is rare even for immortal gods.

8. Thinking thus within himself, he, of his own accord,

snatched from under the clothes of the Brahmana, the parched

flattened rice tied up in a rag ( and brought by way of present

to Sri Krsna) asking him, ‘‘What is it ?

9. My dear friend ! This present (parched rice-eatable)

is exceedingly to my liking. These flattened parched rice will

thoroughly satisfy me who am the Soul of the universe.”

10. Saying thus, he ate handful of those rice and took

another handful for eating when his consort Sri (i.e. RukminI
who was so devoted to him caught hold of the hand of the

Supreme1 Lord, (claiming that other handful of rice to herself).

11. “O Soul of the Universe! This (handful of eaten

rice) is more than sufficient in granting him all kinds of wealth

and prosperity both here and hereafter. This much is quite

enough for your satisfaction.”

12. The Brahmana passed that night happily in the

palace of Sri Kj*§na. He partook of the feast and drink and
felt himself to be in the celestial world itself.

13. The next morning, he set out for his home. He was

however, followed some distance by Lord Kysna, the Creator

of the Universe, the very embodiment of essential spiritual

bliss who delighted him with his friendly talk.

14. But the Brahmana who was happy with seeing his

great friend, returned home abashed on account of the mean-

1. SR. explains the significance of this prohibition to eat another

handful as follows : one handful is enough to bestow on the poor Brahmana
all the wealth and affluence. But by eating another handful, she will be at

the service of the Br&hmapa (instead of Lord Kj-jna)—a calamity she

wanted to avoid.
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ness of his heart as he did not get any money from Kr$na
nor did he of his own accord request him for it.

15. (On the way, he said to himself) : “How wonderful !

The Lord is known for his friendliness to Brahmanas which has

been personally experienced by me, as the bearer of the goddess

Laksmi on his bosom held me in close embrace—me who am
the wretchedmost.

16. What a world of difference there is between me, a

poverty-stricken sinner and Lord Krsna, the abode of Laksmi.

But I have been embraced by him with both of his arms beca-

use of my birth as a Brahmana ( so kind and friendly he is to

Brahmanas)

.

17. Just like a brother, I was seated on the same sofa

that was occupied by his beloved queen. Fatigued as l was,

I was fanned by the Queen herself with a chowry in her

hand.

18. I was adored like a god by Krsna, the God of gods

who treats Brahmanas as his deities. He rendered me the highest

service by personally shampooing my feet, applying sandal-

pastes, etc.

19. Worship of his feet is the primary cause for men to

be blessed with happiness in heaven or the bliss in the Mokfa

and all the affluence available either in this world or the

nether-world and ofmastery over all miraculous powers
(
Sidd-

his).

20. The Lord thought that ifa penniless fellow (like me)

should gain wealth, it would turn his head and would not

remember me. It is with this consideration that the merciful

Lord has not bestowed any wealth on me.”

21. While he was musing {hus, he arrived at the site of

his home-stead. And Lo ! It was surrounded on all sides by

a palace several storeys high and resplendent like the sun, fire

and the moon.

22. It was surrounded with wonderfully beautiful plea-

sure gardens and groves swarming with the melodiously warb-

ling birds and with pools and tanks in which various types of

lilies, lotuses, night-lotuses were in full blossom.

23. It was manned by well-adorned male attendants

and beautiful female attendants with ga«elle-like eyes. The
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Brahmana could not recognise what it was, whose place it was

and how was it that it was transformed so wonderfully.

24. While the Brahmana was pondering over that

metamorphosis (of his humble home-stead) god-like glamorous

men and women advanced to welcome the highly fortunate

Brahmana with excellent vocal and instrumental music. 1

25. Hearing that her husband had returned, the Brah-

mana’s wife was transported with ecstatic delight. And in her

joyous impatience, she hurriedly came out of the house (to

receive him ) like unto the goddess LaksmI incarnate coming

out of her (heavenly) abode.

26. At the sight of her husband, the chaste lady had

her eyes full of tears of love and eagerness. (Out of shyness)

she closed her eyes and mentally paid respects to him and

embraced him in her mind.

27. He was astonished to see his wife gloriously glam-

orous like a celestial damsel and shining ( in her deportment)

in the midst of maid-servants adorned with necklaces of gold

coins.

28. Being beside himself with joy, he entered in the

company of his wife, his own mansion which was furnished

with hundred(s) of columns of precious stones and which re-

sembled the palace of the great Indra.

29. His palace was furnished with beds white (and soft)

like the foam of milk. The bedsteads were of ivory chased in

gold and the fans and chowries had gold handles.

30. The seats were of gold provided with soft cushions.

And wreathes of pearls were hanging from brilliant canopies.

31. The palace walls were of pure crystals studded with

big emeralds and in them he saw excellent dolls of precious

stones holding refulgent jewel lamps in their hands (to illum-

ine the room)

.

1. VT in his com. on Verse 22-23 clarifies that when Sridaman

stayed that night at DvSrakS. and his wife in her humble cottage, this

miraculous transformation of her cottage took place. When she got up and

was astonished to see the change, the attendants explained how this meta-

morphosis was due to Lord Kftua’s, Grace. So in order that her husband

should not feel confused, she instructed the attendants to receive him, etc.
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32. Beholding such abundance of wealth, affluence and

luxury, the Brahmana, with a dispassionate nfiind began to

reflect upon that ‘cause-less’ un-sought-for windfall of wealth

in his care.

33. “I am indeed unfortunate (from my childhood) and
am confirmed in eternal poverty. But the cause of this un-

expected prosperity can be traced to nothing else but the gra-

cious visit (I had the privilege to obtain) of Lord Krsna, the

leader of Yadus, the master of infinite wealth.

34. My friend, the foremost of the Dasarhas is infinitely

liberal and is perfect in all blessings. Though he bestows

abundantly upon his suppliants like the rain-god, he regards

his gift as insignificant and nominal. Knowing the minds of

his devotees he gives immense riches to them but does not

promise them directly. (He is a silent but highly munificent

donor)

.

35. Although what he gives is immensely abundant, he

looks upon it as very little. And whatever insignificant is off-

ered by his friends, he regaids it as very great. That high-souled

affectionate friend accepted with pleasure only a handful of the

parched, flattened rice taken by me for him.

36. May I, in every future birth, be blessed with his

good-will, friendship, love and service. May I have the for-

tune of associating myself with his devotees and may I cherish

(ever-increasing) devotion to that abode of excellences and

glorious powers.

37. For the Eternal Omniscient glorious Lord himself

notices the downfall of the rich caused by the pride of their

wealth, and does not wish to confer wonderful affluence, king-

ship and other spiritual powers or authorities on his devotee

(even though he may solicit it) but grants them to the

shortsighted ones.

38. Having come to this conclusion by intelligent think-

ing, the Brahmana who was devoutly and excessively attached

to Kr?na, did not become much attached to those pleasures,

but with the intention of renouncing them, he enjoyed those

pleasures with his wife, but with little attachment to them.

39. To the Almighty Lord Hari, tfre God of gods, the
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Lord and Protector of Sacrifices, Brahmanas are his deities. To
him, nothing is higher then Brahmanas.

40. In this way, the Brahmana friend of the Lord realiz-

ed that the Unvanquished Lord Krsna is easily agreeable to

the will of his devotees. His personal bonds (of ignorance

or attachment) were cut asunder by the force of his intensive

meditation. And in a short while, he attained to the Lord’s

region (Vaikuntha)
,
the highest goal of the righteous people.

41. A person who listens to this account of the grace

showered on a Brahmana by the God who is friendly to

Brahmanas attains devotion unto the Lord and becomes free

from the bonds of Karmas.

CHAPTER EIGHTYTWO 1

Meeting of Vrfnis and Gopas

of Vrndavana

Sri Suka said :

1 . On one occasion, while Balarama and Krsna were

staying at Dvaraka, there occurred a complete eclipse of the

sun, as it was at the time of deluge.

2. Being informed of it (beforehand astronomically),

all (religious-minded
)
people from all sides went to the sacred

place called Syamantapancaka (Kuruksetra ) with the object of

securing merits.

3. It was at that sacred place that ParaSurama, the

most prominent warrior, caused those big pools filled with the

bloods of kings, while attempting to exterminate all Ksattriyas

from the earth.

4. Though the glorious Lord Paraiurama was untouched

by any Karma (despite his punitive action), in order to set a

model example to people, he performed a sacrifice there for

expiation of that sin (of killing K?attriyas) as an ordinary

person will have to do.

1. The additional verses from VJ.’s Text are added here from Ch. 70

as printed on pp. 309-310 of the Vrindaban edition.
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5. People from all over Bharatavarsa came,to that most

important place of pilgrimage.

VJ.'s Text adds :

5A-B. Sri Krsna accompanied with the palanquins of

his sixteen thousand queens, by his sons, grandsons, multitudes

of citizens, army-units, courtesans, she-elephants, by bevies of

ladies from the city and other women-friends.

5-6. Vrsnis as well as (elderly persons like) Akrura,

Vasudeva and Ahuka assembled to that sacred place to absolve

themselves of their sins. And Gada, Pradyumna, Samba and

others did the same.

7-8. Along with Sucandra (Rukmini’s son Carucandra)

,

Suka and Sarana, Aniruddha and the chief of the army Krta-

varma were posted for -the protection of the city. With their

chariots resembling celestial cars, with fleet horses springing

like waves, with trumpeting elephants like thundering clouds

and men appearing splendid like celestial beings (Vidyadharas),

Yadavas who were adorned with wreaths of gold appeared

extremely splendid and pompous on the way. 1

1. VJ.'s Text adds:

8.1-2. With loud chantings of Vedic hymns and playing of instru-

mental music, and in accompaniment of the flourish of the sounds of conchs
and beating of drums, they went on singing and repeating the name of

Krsna and Govinda continuously. In this way, they filled all the quarters

with great noise as they went, O best of Kurus.

8.3. As they reached the holv place SyamantapaAcaka, well known
all over the three worlds, they built up hutments (dwelling places) with

thatched roof, matting and wood (lit. with long grass and sticks).

8.4 Tents with blankets, deerskin and canvass were pitched up for

kings. They were hundreds and thousands in number and had a variety

of forms.

8.5 There arrived a number of kings, thousands of BrShmanas,
Vais'yas and Sudras and innumerable persons of lower castes.

8.6. And noble-souled sages of high reputation and of praiseworthy

observance of vows, with preceptors, some maintainers of consecrated fire

{ agni-holrins) , some life-long celibate students and householders.

8.7. The blind, the deaf, the hunchbacks, dwarfs and physically

handicapped people, persons with retarded intelligence, dumb persons—all

are desirous of being absolved of their past actions.

8.8 All of them adorned their heads with the dust on the lotus-feet of
Lord Kr?na, beautified with ornaments like bracelets^ armlets (both on the

lower and upper part of the forearm)
,
garlands and ear-rings.
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9. Like celestials ranging through the sky, along with

their wives, they put on heavenly garlands, rich clothes. Arriving

at Syamanta-paficaka, those highly blessed people took their

bath, observed a fast and were perfectly serene and self posses-

sed in mind.

10. They gave to Brahmanas gifts of cows covering them

with clothes and adoring them with garlands and chains of

gold. (And after the eclipse was over) the Vrsnis again took

a bath as per formalities in the pools created by Parasurama.

11-12. The Vrsnis to whom Krsna was their deity,

served delicious food to prominent Brahmanas and prayed,

“May we be blest with constant devotion to Krsna. With the

permission of the Brahmanas, they broke their fast. And they

took rest according to their wish and pleasure under the dense,

cool shade of trees. They interviewed their friendly kings and

relatives who congregated there ( for the same religious pur-

pose) .

13 14. They saw kings (their friends and relatives) of

Matsya, Uslnara, Kosala, Vidarbha, Kuru, Srftjaya, Kamboja,

Kekaya, Madra, Kunti, Anarta and Kerala and hundreds of

many other kings who were their allies or strangers. They
met their friends and well-wishers like Nanda and other cow-

herds and Gopls (cowherd women) who were anxiously long-

ing to meet them.

15. Owing to overwhelming ecstatic joy of mutually

looking at each other, their lotus-like hearts and faces became

fully blossomed and full of splendour. They hugged each

other in close embrace, with tears of joy trickling from their

eyes; their hair stood on their ends; their voice choked with

emotion and faltering—all of them were transported with joy.

16. Looking at each other with affectionate side-glances

and exceedingly friendly smiles, the women also embraced

each other closely, pressing against each other their breasts

which were besmeared with saffron and their eyes full of

tears of joy and affection.

1 7. After paying respects to the elders, they were bowed

by their juniors. Welcoming each other, they enquired after

the well-being (of their friends and relatives) and they told

each other the stories of Kf^a.
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18. When Kunti saw her brothers, sisters, their sons,

her parents, sisters-in-law and Sri Krsna, she felt relief as her

grief soothed during her conversation with them.

Kunti said :

19. Dear (elder) brother ! 1 feel I am unlucky as no-

desire of mine becomes fulfilled. Or it may be that excell-

ent-most brothers like you do not remember of me, even though

I am entangled in calamities.

20. It appears that friends, relatives, sons, brothers—nay

even parents—do not remember their own relative if the Fate

frowns upon him.

Vasudeva replied :

21. Mother ( a term of endearment for younger sister) f

Please do not blame us, who are ordinary mortals—toys or pawns

in the hands of Providence. The world is completely under

the control of the Almighty Lord and everyone acts or is com-

pelled to act according to his will.

22. (As you know it) due to the harassment ofKamsa
all of us had to flee and were scattered in all directions. Dear

sister ! It is only recently that the Providence has rehabilitated

us together.

Sri Suka said :

23. The kings who were duly worshipped by Vasudeva,

Ugrasena and other prominent Yadavas felt deeply satisfied

and delighted at the sight of Lord Krsna.

24-26. (Those kings and prominent persons were)

Bhisma, Drona, Dhrtara$tra, the son of Ambika, Gandhari and

all her sons, Panqlavas and their queens, Kunti, Srfijaya, Vid-

ura, Krpa, Kuntibhoja, Virata, Bhl?maka and Nagnajit, the

mighty; Purujit, Drupada, Salya, Dhr$(aketu along with the

king of Ka£; Damagho§a, Visalaksa, the kings of Mithila,

Madra and Kekaya; Yudhamanyu, Suiarma, Bahllka along

with his princes.

27. O king of kings ! These princes and those who were

the allies of Yudhisfhira were astonished £o behold the per-
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sonality of Lord Krsna which was the abode of the goddess

Sri ( of affluence and beauty) in the company of his queens.

28. Thereupon, the kings who were duly honoured by

Balarama and Kr?na were greatly delighted and eloquently

praised Vrsnis who were the relatives of Lord Kfsna and
were under his protection.

29. (They complimented:) <eO Ugrasena, the king of

Bhojas ! Inasmuch as you are lucky to have constantly the

sight of lord Krsna who is very difficult to be seen even by

Yogins, you must deem to have accomplished the purpose of

human existence among all men born in this world.

30. His spotless glory sung by the Vedas purifies the

world
; so does the water that washes his feet and his word, viz.

the Vedic Sastra1
. The earth which has all its potential

productive capacity burnt up by the Time-Spirit, has all her

powers resuscitated by the touch of his lotus-feet. Hence, she

yields to us all our desired objects.

31. The householder’s life paves the way to hell. But

though you lead that (householder’s) life, Lord Visnu himself

who makes one unattached both to celestial life as well as salva-

tion
(mokfa

)

stays in your houses, and you can see him, touch

him, go after him, speak with him, sit close to him, eat with

him, share the bed with him and have contacts and relations

with him. 2

£ri Suka said :

32. Learning that Yadavas of whom Krsna is promi-

nent, have arrived there, Nanda accompanied with Gopas and

carts loaded with milk-products, came there with a desire to

see them.

33. Seeing Nanda all the Yadavas were overjoyed and

rose up to receive him, as the bodies do after the return of

1. VJ. : The Sdstra such as The Brahmasutras issued out of Lord

Krona’s mouth purifies the world.

2. VJ. : You have really accomplished the highest purpose in your

life as you are in direct contact with Lord Vi$gu—The source of the bliss in

the heaven and in the Mok?a. He of his own accord has been in your house,

so in your case householder's life will not lead to hell.
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vital breath. Being extremely anxious to see him for a long

time, they embraced him closely.

34. Vasudeva was especially pleased* Being overwhelmed

with affection, he embraced him fast, remembering how Kamsa
subjected him to harrowing persecutions and how he had

to entrust his son to Nanda’s care at his Gokula.

35. Sri Krsna and Balarama embraced and bowed to
• • fl

their (foster) parents. But due to overwhelming affection,

and the throat being choked with emotions (lit. tears ofjoy)

they could not utter a word, O best of Kurus.

36. The highly blessed Yasoda placed both the sons on

her seat (v.l. on her lap) and clasping them together in her

arms in close embrace, forgot her (longfelt) distress (of separa-

tion from them).

37. Remembering their close friendship with Yasoda,

both Rohini and Devak! embraced her. With their voice

choked with emotions (tears), they exclaimed in faltering

tones.

38. “O queen of Vraja ! Who can ever forget your

everlasting (act of) friendship. Even if one attains to the

fortune and status of the Lord of Heaven, the great debt ( of

your friendship) is unrepayable in this world.

39. Worshipful lady ! These two children who had not

seen their own parents, were entrusted to your filial care. They

lived under your care like eyes protected^ eye-lids without any

fear from any quarter. You gave thfem protection, nourishment,

loving care, caressing growth and development. For the good

and righteous persons do not discriminate between a child who

is theirs and the one who is not theirs.

£rl Suka said :

40. Having seen their beloved Kr?na after a pretty

long time, they (yearned to gaze at him continuously without

the interruption of winking of the eyelids and so) they blamed

the Creator who created the eyelids and thus interrupted (even

for a wink), his vision. Mentally they closely embraced

him, who was ushered in their hearts through their eyes,

and instantly became merged in him—an accomplishment not
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•within the easy reach ofYogins who always practice to attain

one-ness with him through Yogic meditation.

41. (Krsna assumed as many forms as there were Gopis.

And at night in a secluded place simultaneously met them all

severally). When the Lord saw them in that (absorbed) state

of meditation, he met each of them, in privacy, embraced

them, enquired about their health and spoke to them
smilingly.

42. “O friends ! Do you remember us who in order to

serve the cause of our relatives have left Vraja and who were

busy, as our heart was distracted elsewhere in annihilating

the party of our enemies, and hence, were out ofsight and have

returned after a long time.

43. As a matter of fact, it is the will of the Almighty

Lord which unites or disunites being9. Do you form a low

opinion about us suspecting us to be ungrateful to you (despite

your consistent friendliness during our stay at Gokul)? (Our

absence was an act of God. Please do not misunderstand

us)

.

44. Like unto the wind bringing together, or dispersing

clouds, blades of grass, cotton, particles of dust, the Lord

—

the creator unites or disunites beings created by him.

45. It is a matter of great joy and fortune that the

loving devotion entertained by you for me shall lead to my
Self-realization and absorption in me, for it is only loving (and

constant) devotion unto me that leads people to immortality

i.e. Final Liberation.

46. O beautiful damsels ! Just as the elements such as

the sky, water, earth, wind and Hre constitute the inside and

outside, beginning and the end of all material objects, I am
really the beginning and the end of all beings permeating them

all from within and without.

47. In this way all these elements constitute all (gross)

products and beings (and are thus in them but they are not in

the Soul) . The Soul abides in them as the enjoyer and thus

pervades them. You, therefore, observe clearly that both these

(The soul and the elements) appear in me, but I as the

Supreme Perfect Brahman transcend them, all.
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Sri Suka said :

48, In this way, the Gopis were initiated and instructed

in the spiritual Lore by Lord Krsna, By dint of constant

contemplation on him, they destroyed the sheath of the subtle

body
(
jioa-koSa

)

and became merged in him.

49. And they prayed : “O Lotus-navelled Lord ! May
your lotus-feet worthy of being meditated upon in their hearts

by masters of Yoga of unfathomable spiritual wisdom and
which form as a support (or supporting plank) to get out of

the well of sarhsdra to people who have fallen into that well,

may these lotus feet ever remain manifest in our hearts

even though we lead a domestic life in Sarhsdra.

CHAPTER EIGHTYTHREE

Narration of Their Marriage Episodes

by Krfna’s Consorts

Sri Suka said :

1. The glorious Lord Sri Krsna who was the spiritual

preceptor as well as the goal (to be attained), showered his

grace on the Gopis in that way (described in the previous

Chapter). Thereupon (secondarily) he made enquiries about

the welfare of Yudhisfhira and all other friends and well

wishers.

2. They were kindly enquired after and were duly

honoured (with various presents). Their sins were destroyed at

the very sight of the Lord’s feet. With their minds full ofjoy

they replied :

3.
* fO Lord, whence can anything inauspicious befall

them who with (the goblets of) their ears, drink to their

heart’s content the nectar of your lotus-feet (making them
forget all their grids with its intoxicating effects) 1 the nectar

which (after filling the heart of the great-souled persons and

1 . midakatayd sarva•duhkha-vimirakatvarh ca dfwanttam—VT.
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having been thoroughly enjoyed by them) flows out of the

heart through their lips on some occasions (in the form of the

glorification of his sportive actions). It is this nectar which

rids all embodied beings of Nescience which is the root-cause

of the repeated mundane existence (Lit. assuming bodies

repeatedly).

4. We stand offering our salutiom toyou only (leaving

all our attachment to our bodies and household properties1)

.

By the effulgence of spiritual knowledge, you have shaken off

(and are untouched by) the three states (of wakefulness,

dream and dream-less sleep) produced by contact with the mind.

Hence, you are a flood ( or fathomless and limitless ocean)

of blissfulness
;
you are the Absolute and infinite intelligence.

You have assumed a (human) form through your Yogic pot-

ency for the protection of the Vedas (which were lost or whose

influence disappeared) through the force of the Time-spirit.

You are the ultimate goal (or abode) which the recluses of

the highest order aspire to reach.

The sage (Suka) resumed :

5. While people (like Yudhisthira and others) were

glorifying in songs the praise of Sri Krsna, the crest-jewel

among persons of hallowing renown (or the utterance of whose

names is auspicious), the ladies of Andhaka (Yadava) and

Kaurava families met together and narrated to each other the

stories of Sri Krsna which are sung all over the worlds. Please

listen as I shall describe them to you.

Draupadi asked :

6-7*. O Rukmini who are never separate from Lord

Kr§na, Bhadra, Jambavati, Kausala, Satyabhama, Kalindi,

Saibya, Rohini2
, Lak§mana—O consorts of Sri Krsna, be

pleased to tell us this—how did Sri Krsna who is the embodi-

1 . hitvi kim iilma-dhama : dimd Sartram dh&ma grham dehadaihika-samban-

dham parityajya—SR.)

• 6-7 VT tries to defend the sequence in the names of Kftoa’s queens

but it is for metrical convenience that the seniority is not observed.

2. She was honoured like another Chief queen—$R.
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ment of God himself, come to espouse you imitating the ways

of ordinary mortals, through his own Maya Potency.

Rukmint replied:

8. Like a lion taking away its share (prey) from the

herds of goats and sheep, the Lord carried me away, placing

his foot on the heads (lit. covering with the dust of his feet

the heads) of invincible warrior princes (like Jarasandha, allies

of SiSupala) who determined to make me over (in marriage
)
to

&isupala, stood (ready to fight) raising up their bows (and

arms) . May those feet of Lord Krsna, the abode of Sri (
god-

dess of beauty and wealth)
, be available to me for worship,

forever.

Satyabhama said :

9. In order to (disprove and) wipe out the charge (of

murder of Prasena) imputed (to him) by my father whose

heart was extremely grieved at the death of his brother

(Prasena), the Lord vanquished Jambavan, the king of bears,

and bringing back from him the (syamantaka) gem restored

it to my father. Afraid of the consequences (of the false allega-

tions made against Krsna and in order to pacify him) , my father

offered me to him even though I was promised (to be given

in marriage) to another ( Akrura)

.

Jdmbavati said :

10. My father could not recognize him (Lord Krsna) to

be his (former) Master and deity, Ramacandra, the husband

of Sita. He fought with him for twenty seven days. When he

stood the test, my father came to know him, (to be no other

than Ramacandra). Then he (my father) took hold of his

feet and offered me along with the jewel as a present. (O

Draupadi) I am not very great. I am his female slave.

K&lindi said :

1 1 . Having come to know that I am performing pen-

ance in the hope of (getting the privilege of) touching his feet,

he approached me through his friend (Arjuna) and accepted
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my hand in marriage. I am just a sweeper (a female servant)

in his house.

Bhadrd said :

12. Attending my svayartwara and defeating my brothers

and kings who offered resistance, my Lord carried me away to

his capital (Dvaraka) just as a lion seizes away his share

(prey) from a pack of hounds. May I have the good luck of

washing the feet of him who is the abode of the goddess Sri, in

every birth.

Satya said :

13. In order to put to test the prowess of the kings (who

came as suitors for my hand ), my father procured seven extre-

mely mighty, energetic bulls with very sharp (pointed) horns.

These bulls humiliated the pride of dauntless warriors. The
Lord (however) quickly controlled them (by putting a string

through their nose) and yoked them playfully as children do

with lambs.

14. He won me as a prize for his prowess. He vanquish-

ed the kings who way-layed us and brought to Dvaraka me
along with my maid-servants and an army of four divisions,

( consisting of elephants, chariots, horses and infantry). May
I ever be blest with the fortune of serving him.

Mitravindd said :

15. O Draupadi, my father of his own accord invited

Kfsna who is my maternal cousin and as my mind was (attach-

ed to and) fixed on him, gave me in marriage to him along

with my maids of honour and an akfaahini of army.

16. May I be blest with the opportunity of serving his

feet (lit. touch of his feet) in every birth whenever I may be

tossed by my Karman. That ( touch of his feet) will confer on

me the highest good (Mok$a ).

Lakpnand said :

17. O Qpeen (Draupadi) ! By frequently hearing about

the miraculous incarnation and deeds of the Lord as glorified

by Narada in songs and duly considering (to myself) that the
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Lord is chosen as a consort by goddess Laksmi1 discarding

(Indraand other) guardians of the spheres,2 I set my heart

on him.

18. O chaste Lady, my father who is well known as

Bphatsena is very affectionate to his daughter (to me). When
he came to know my wish, he contrived a plan to fulfill it.

19. O queen, just as at the time of your svayarhvara the

device of an artificial fish was contrived with the desire of

securing Arjuna (for you), in my case, the fish was covered

from outside and only its reflection in water was visible.

20. Hearing of this svayarhvara
,

thousands of kings

experts in the secrets of missiles, archery and of arms and
accompanied by their preceptors came from all sides to my
father’s capital.

21. They were received with honour by my father with

due regard to their seniority in prowess and age. With their

hearts set on me, they all took up the bow and the arrow kept

in the assembly to hit the target.

22. Some kings who took up the bow were unable to

string the bow and left it. Some (who could string the bow)

could pull it upto their elbow (but were unable to fix the

string on the other end) fell down struck by the bow.

23. Other Warriors like the kings of Magadha (Jara-

sandha) Cedi (Siiupala) Ambasfha, Bhima, Duryodhana and

Kama were able to fix the string on the bow but could not

know the location of the fish.

24. Arjuna became ready. He located the fish from its

reflection in the water and discharged the arrow, but it just

touched the fish at tangent and did not pierce through it.

25-26. When the proud kings found their pride crushed

(thus humiliated), they retired to their seats. Lord Kysna took

1 . There is a pun on the following word :

Pacma-hastayi— (i) By goddess Lak;mi (ii) By me with a lotus in

hand .

2. Lokapa— (1) Guardians of spheres like Indra.

(2 ) Kings on the earth.

The second interpretation is : discarding other kings, I selected him

with a lotus in my hand. *
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up the bow, strung it easily (as in a sport), fixed an arrow on it.

Looking at the reflection of the fish in water (with that arrow)

he felled it on the ground. At that time the sun was at the

meredian.1

27. Drums were sounded in the sky while shouts of

victory were raised on the earth. Gods were transported with

joy and sent forth showers of flowers.

28. With anklets jingling sweetly at my feet (while I

moved) , dressed in a (specially prepared) rich silk Sari and a

similar costly upper garment decorated with a wreath of flow-

ers in my braid (of hair) and holding forth a brilliant neck-

lace of jewels wrought in gold in my hands, I entered the

arena beaming with a bashful smile.

29. Lifting up my face beautiful with thick tresses of

curly hair over-hanging and the cheeks illuminated by the

brilliance of the ear-rings, I looked round at the (assembled)

kings with a gentle smile and side-long glances and with my
heart deep in love with the Lord, I (slowly approached him

and) softly placed the necklace round his neck.

30. At that time mrdangas, tabors, conchs, drums and

kettle-drums were sounded. Dancers (both male and female)

began to dance and songsters began to sing.

31. When I selected Lord Sri Krsna (as my consort)

the rival kings being overcome with lust for me, did not tole-

rate it, O Draupadi.

32. Placing me in the chariot drawn by (jewel-like)

excellent four horses, the four-armed Lord, completely acc-

outered with armour, raised his Sarnga bow and became

Teady to fight.

33. Daruka (the charioteer) drove the gold plated Cha-

riot while all the suitor-kings were merely looking on and he

set out for Dvaraka with me, just as a lion proceeds (with his

prey) through a pack of deer, O queen.

34. Like dogs trying to obstruct a Lion, those K?attriya

princes, with a view to ambush him on the way, girded up

their lions, raised their bows and pursued him.

1. The sun’s position with abhyit is regarded as the auspiciousmost

time conducive to achieve success in everything—SR.
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35. With their arms, thighs and necks lopped off by the

flood of arrows discharged from the Sarriga bow, some kings

fell in that fight while others withdrawing from the battle

fled away from it.

36. Thereupon the Lord of Yadus (Krsna) entered the

city of Dvaraka ( Kusasthali) which was specially decorated

( for that occasion
) with arches, banners and streamers which

obscured ( even ) the sun—a city highly appreciated ( for its

beauty) both in the heaven and on the earth like the sun

returning to his (glorious) residence Sri Krsna entered his

Palace.

37. My father respectfully received and worshipped his

friends, relatives and clansmen presenting them very costly

clothes, ornaments, beds, seats and other articles.

38. Though my Lord is Perfect (and needs nothing)

out of devotion, my father presented to him maid servants,

all kinds '*pf wealth, foot-soldiers, elephants, chariots, horses

and very costly weapons.

39. (Abashed at her boastful description of her own
marriage and to please her senior co-wives she concludes)

.

All of us must have performed penance renouncing all attach-

ments (in our previous life by virtue of which) we have the

real privilege of being maid servants of our Lord who revels in

his own blissful self.

The queens ( representing 16000 queens) said :

40. Having killed Bhaumasura along with his army in

the battle, when the Lord came to know that Bhauma had

kept in captivity the princesses of the kings vanquished by him

during his expedition for the conquest of the earth, he set us

free. Though he had all his desires accomplished, he was

pleased to marry us who were constantly contemplating his

lotus-feet which emancipate people from Samsara.

41-42. O Chaste queen Draupadi 1 We do not covet

imperial sovereignty over the whole earth or kingdom of the cele-

stial world or enjoyment of both the positions here and here-

after or the attainment of supernatural powers nor the exalted

position of god Brahma, Mokfa (liberation from Samsara) or

residence in his eternal abode (known as Salokatd) but we love
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to bear on our heads the glorious dust on the feet of Sri Kr$na

(the wielder of the Kaumodaki mace)—the dust which is

enriched with fragrance of the Saffron paste applied to the

breast of goddess Sri.

43. We earnestly crave for the touch of the feet of the

great-souled Lord who tended cows—the touch which the

Gopas and Gopis ofVraja, women of Pulindas (hill-tribes),

grass and creepers longed for.

CHAPTER EiGHTYFOUR

Vasudeva's Sacrifice

1

Sri Suka said :

1. Listening to the bonds of intense love (expressed in

the speeches) of his queens to Sri Krsna, the Soul of the univ-

erse, Kunti, Gandhari, DraupadifSubhadra and other queens of

the royal house along with all the Gopis so devoted to Krsna

were greatly surprised and their eyes were filled with tears ofjoy.

2. While they were thus engaged in conversation, men
with men and women with women, there arrived a number of

sages with the desire of seeing Sri Krsna and Balarama.

3-5. (They were as follows :) Kr$na-Dvaipayana

(Vyasa) , the divine sage Narada, Cyavana, Devala, Asita, Visva-

mitra, Satananda, Bharadvaja, Gautama, ParaSurama along

with his disciples, the worshipful Vasistha, Galava, Bhrgu*

Pulastya, Kafyapa, Atri, Markantfeya, Brhaspati, Dvita, Trita,

Ekata, sons of god Brahma (such as Sanaka, Sanandana and

others) Angiras, Agastya, Yajfiavalkya and others.*

1. In the colophon the title of this chapter is Description oj Pilgrimage.

2. Under ‘others* VT. includes ParSsara, Maitreya, VaisampSyana,

etc. Historically these were not contemporaries but the epic-writer credits

them with inordinately long life or persons belonging to these gotras are

implied^ Biographical sketches of these have been given in the footnotes of

the previous volumes of this work.
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6. Beholding those sages who were universally respected,

all the kings and others present there as well as Pap^avas, Sri

Krsna and Balarama immediately rose from their seats to show
respect and bowed to them.

7. Sri Krsna along with Balarama and all others (pres-

ent there) respectfully honoured the sages with sweet words of

welcome, offering them seats, water to wash their hands and
feet, flowers, incense, sandal paste, etc.

8. When they were comfortably seated, the glorious

Lord, whose (human) form (incarnated in this world) was for

the protection of Dharma ( Religious order or path of righte-

ousness) addressed them, while the great assembly was silently

listening to him.

The glorious Lord ( Sri Kr$na
)

said :

9. How blessed are we ’ Today we have attained com-
pletely the fruit (the highest objective) of having taken birth

(in this world) , as we have been blessed with a visit by masters

of Yoga, the sight of whom is very diflicult to obtain even for

gods.

10. How can men whose (even concept of) penance

is poor (limited to pilgrimage to sacred places, etc.) and who look

upon the (stone or metal) images as God get the rare privilege

of enjoying your sight, touching your feet)
,
conversing with

you, paying personal obeisance to you, worshipping your feet,

etc. ?

1 1 . Waters in sacred places consisting of sheets of water

are not the real holy waters; the images made of clay and stones

are not the real gods. It is after a long course of time that

they purify people. But saints like you purify instantly by

their very sight.

12. If the deities presiding over the fire, sun, stars,

planets, earth, water, heavens, air, speech and mind are worship-

ped and propitiated they cannot wipe out the sin (i.e. igno-

rance in spiritual matters which is the root cause of sins) but

promote the notion of diversity and difference. But the service

rendered to persons of spiritual wisdom, even for a short time

(a muhfirta) eradicates it completely. ^
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1 3. He is really a donkey, carrying a fodder for the cattle1

who looks upon this stinking dead body constituted of three

humours (bile, phlegm and ‘air’) as the soul, regards wife and

other relatives related to such a body as his own, believes a

material image (of clay, stones, etc.) as an object of worship,

and thinks that waters (absolve from sins and hence) are puri-

ficatory, but does not entertain such notions (of being saviours

from sins) towards the spiritually wise.

Sri Suka said :

14. Hearing this speech of the glorious Lord Krsna of

unfailing infinite intelligence, which was very difficult to com-

prehend, the Biahmanas got confounded and remained

silent.

15. Pondering over for a long time, they realized that

though he is the Supreme Controller of the universe, it is for

teaching the world by his own example, that he behaved like

an ordinary person ( under God’s control) . And beaming with a

smile, they addressed him.

The sages said :

16. We, the best ones among the knowers of Truth and

the chief among the progenitors of the world, are deluded by

your Maya, (Though you are the Lord of the Universe) you

keep your universal rulership concealed by your apparent

human acts, showing to be controlled by God’s authority. How
wonderful is the behaviour of the Lord.

17. Though he is one and no activity can be attributed

to him (or whose activities are not determined or ordained by

his Karmas), he appears in many names and forms just as

the earth though one has many names and forms (e.g. a pot, a

pitcher and others) through her own products2 and (though

1. go-kharafi : VC. quotes Bfhaspati Samhiti which states : Persons, even

though paid respects by kings, should be regarded as 'donkeys among brutes*

(gokhardh ) if they do not know the religion
(
dharna

)
of the glorious Lord and

the secrets of mantras.

2. V&cdrambhaQarh vikdro ndmadfuyam mfttiketyeva satyam /—Chdndogya

Up. 6.1.4.
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one) by himself he creates, protects and eats up (i.e.,withdraws

within himself) the universe but is not bound by any of these

acts. O ! How mysterious is the working of (you ) the Perfect

One, whose (birth and other) acts are merely an (outward)

imitation of human beings (The real you are different).

18. Even though Your Lordship is the Supreme Person

(transcendental to Prakrti and Puru$a
, )

from time to time, you
assume the pure sattvika form for the protection of your devo-

tees, and for the chastisement and control of the w'icked, and
bv your example, you maintain the path of the Vedas—and you
are the embodiment of different castes

(
varnas

) and stages in

life (dramas).

19. The Veda constitutes your extremely pure heart.

Through study, penance, self-control, you— the Brahman are

realised there in both your manifest and unmanifest forms and

your transcendental form is beyond the ken of these two.

20. O Lord Krsna who are the Brahman yourself ! As

you are known through Sastras (and Brahmanas are the reposi-

tory of these Sdifrc.s) it is the Brahmanas who form the best

shrine as a means of realizing you. Hence, you are the most

prominent amongst those who patronize the Brahmanas and

respect them.

21. Today in meeting you who are the shelter of all

saintly persons, we have achieved the real benefit of our very

existence, learning, penance and ability to see, as you are the

highest consummation of all blessings.

22. Salutation to you, O glorious Lord Krsna of boundless

wisdom and intelligence. You are the Supreme Soul who have

shrouded your glory by your yogamaya (yogic deluding pot-

ency) .

23. These kings in the assembly and your clansmen

(Vj-siiis) who share life and enjoyment together with you do
not know that you are the Almighty God, the Time-spirit and
the Supreme Soul concealed under the veil of your Maya.

24-25. Just as a person who is asleep does not (during
that stage) remember his body in his wakeful stage and looks

upon all objects (he sees in the dream) as real and supposes
his self in the dream which is perceptible to the mind and
exists in name only, to be real, similarly, (even*while awake) >
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a person loses his power of discrimination as his sense-activi-

ties are directed towards objects which exist in name only (and

are not real) by your Maya and his mind being deluded and

bewildered, he does not realize you.

26. To-day we had the good fortune of seeking the feet

of you (who are of the above description)—your feet which

are the source of the sacred river Ganga which absolves people

of heaps of sins; which are enthroned in the heart by yogins

whose yogic practices have been ripened and perfect. Those

who have been able to wipe out evil proclivities or ego by

means of overflowing tide of devotion have attained the

highest stage of realizing you (or have secured resort in you).

Hence, O Lord, be pleased to be gracious unto us your

devotees.”

Sri Suka said :

27. Having thus (prayed and) taken leave of Sri Kr§na,

the descendant of Da£arha, Dhrtarastra and Yudhisfhira, the

sages made up their minds to return to their respective

hermitages, O royal sage.

28. Seeing that the sages were departing, the far-famed

Vasudeva approached them, bowed them, clasped their feet

and with great self-restraint, he requested them as follows :

Vasudeva said :

29. Salutation to you, O sages, in whom all deities abide.1

It behoves you to listen to my request. Be pleased to advise

me by adopting which course of karma
t
one can clear one’s

self of all karmas.

Ndrada said

:

30. It is not strange or wonderful that Vasudeva, regard

ing Sri Krsna as a child, is desirous of being enlightened in

spiritual knowledge and is asking us about the way of attain-

ing to his spiritual good.

1. SR. quotes the following Vedic text in support of this supposition:

Tdvatir vai devatds tdfr sand veda-vidi Brdhmape vas.mti f
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31. In this world, over-familiarity in the case of mortals,

breeds negligence or lack of reverence. Persons who live on the

bank of the Ganga discard the water of that very river and go

to another place of sacred waters.

32. Krsna’s spiritual knowledge is not diminished by the

force of Time which causes the creation and dissolution of the

universe, nor by itself or by any external cause or action of

gunas.

33. His wisdom is unaffected by any affliction or hind-

rances (kiefa) 1 or the effect of karmas or flow ofgunas. He is

the Almighty Lord, one without a second. But ordinary people

regard him just like themselves2 as he has shrouded himself

under his own potencies, vital airs, etc., just as the sun is con-

cealed by clouds, mists and eclipse, etc.

34. Then, O king, the sages, addressed Vasudeva

( Anakadundubhi )
as follows while all including Acyuta and

Balarama, were hearing them.

35. “The cause of wiping out of karmas through perfor-

mance of karmas has been seen (and declared) well by the good.

One should devoutly propitiate and worship Visnu, the Lord of

sacrifices by performing sacrifice.

36. This course has been shown as the way to serenity

of mind, an easy type of Toga and dharma that brings delight

to the soul, by wise sages who perceive with the eye of fastras.

37. It has been regarded as the most auspicious course

for householders of the twice-born castes, *hat they should

devoutly worship the Supreme Person by sacrifices performed

with pure self-earned wealth with fair means.

38. One should give up covetousness for wealth by

spending it in the performance of sacrifices, and in gifts, the

desire for wife and children by enjoying conjugal happiness in

married life, the aspiration for celestial world and the pleasures

1. Pataftjali enumerates the following kleias :

Nescience (avidyi), feeling-of-personality or ego ( asmiti), attachment

(r&ga), aversion (dveja) and will-to-live or fear of death
(
abhinivtia)

.

2. VJ. Vasudeva being an ordinary person regards the Almighty

Lord Kfroa just a common person like himself, as Kf?i?a has shrouded him-

self under his own potencies, etc. *
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thereof by -considering that they are subject to damaging effects

of Time, leaving all these (three) desires at home in one's

village, the wise have proceeded to the forest for performance

of penance, O Vasudeva.

39. O Lord Vasudeva, a twice-born person is born with

three debts which one owes to gods, sages and manes. If one

were to renounce the household life without repaying these

debts by performance of sacrifice, Vedic studies and begetting

sons, he is sure to fall.

40. You arc now free from two debts, O highly intelligent

Vasudeva, the obligations to sages and to the manes (pitrs)

:

Now discharging the debt to gods through performance of

sacrifices, absolve yourself of all obligations and be a house-less

recluse.

41. O Vasudeva, you have with the most intense devo-

tion worshipped Hari, the Lord of the universe. He has become

your son."

Sri Suka said :

42. Hearing the words of the sages, the noble-minded

Vasudeva bowed those sages with his head and beseeched them

for their favour and requested them to officiate as priests for his

sacrifice.

43. Those sages who were appointed with proper reli-

gious formalities, assisted the righteous-minded Vasudeva to

perform a number of sacrifices in the best possible manner ( or

on the largest scale) in that holy place, O King Parlksit.

44-45. When Vasudeva was being initiated for the sacri-

fice, O King, members of the Vrsni clan and other kings took

their bath, dressed themselves in excellent clothes, wore wreaths

of lotuses and adorned themselves with ornaments. Vasudeva ’s

queens also who had besmeared their persons with (fragrant)

pigments, put on gold necklaces and clad in their best apparel,

came to the sacrificial hall with offerings in their hands.

46. Musical instruments like Mrdafigas
y

tabors, conchs,

drums and kettle drums were sounded. Actors (male) and

female dancers danced. Siltas and Magadhas sang the panegy-

rics. Sweet-voiced Gandharva ladies along with husbands

presented vocal music.
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47. Collyrium was applied to Vasudeva’s eyes. His body

was besmeared with butter. The sacrificial priests with due

formalities consecrated with sprinkling water Vasudeva along-

with his eighteen queens, as the moon god was formerly

consecrated in the company of his ( twentyseven ) consorts, in

ancient times.

48. The consecrated Vasudeva who was clad in deerskin,

appeared extremely splendid with his queens, all of whom were

clad in silken garments and were excellently adorned with gold

bangles, pearl necklaces, anklets and ear-rings.

49. Wearing silk garments and jewels, the priest, who
oiHciated at Vasudeva’s sacrifice along with the members of the

sacrificial assembly, appeared splendid like the corresponding

priests in Indra’s sacrifice, O great king.

50. At that time, Balarama and Sri Krsna (the former

representing the jiva and the latter the Almighty Lord) the

rulers of living beings, accompanied with their brothers, sons

and consorts shone forth with all their supreme glorious powers

{ vibhUtis ).

51. In every sacrifice, by performing with due rites and

formalities, the Prdkrta1 and Vaikrta categories of sacrifices

characterised by Agnihotra, he worshipped Lord Vi?nu who is

the controller and master of the materials for the sacrifice, the

knowledge of Mantras employed and the formal act of perform-

ing the sacrifice.

52. Then at the appropriate time as prescribed in the

Sastras, Vasudeva gave to his sacrificial priests who were already

adorned with ornaments, very richly* adorned cows, girls and

land as the sacrificial fee.

53. Having made the sacrificer’s wife to perform the

Samydja part of the sacrifice and after the rites of avabhrtha ablu-

tion, the great sages who officiated at the sacrifice followed

the Yajam&na (the performer of sacrifice) to the pools (created

1. SR. : Prdkrta Jyotiffoma, Daria, Purpamisa, Vaikrta: saura sattra and

others going under the name Agnihotra.

2. The v.l. mahddhanafy means ‘the extremely affluent Vasudeva’. VT.

takes 'Mahddhan&ti’ as qualifying Dakfi\tdfr and interpretes, ‘sacrificial fees

consisting of costly jewels, gold, money, etc.’
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by and known after the name) of Paraiurama and performed

the concluding bath.

54. After taking his bath, Vasudeva richly adorned

himself with ornaments and distributed clothes and ornaments to

bards and his queens also gave gifts. He then entertained with

food, people of all castes and communities and animals down to

dogs to their complete satisfaction.

55-56. With rich liberal presents, Vasudeva honoured

his relatives, their wives, and children—the princes and people

-of Vidarbha, Kosala, Kuru, Ka£i, Kekaya and Srftjayas; and

also the members of the sacrificial assembly and the priests;

various categories of gods, men, bhutas
,

pitrs (manes) and

Caranas. All of them took leave of Krsna, the abode of the

goddess Sri and praising him and the sacrifice, returned to (their

respective) home.

57-58. Dhrtarasfra and his younger brother Vidura, the

sons of Prtha, Bhisma, Droria, KuntI and the twins (Nakula

and Sahadeva), Narada, the glorious sage Vyasa, friends, rela-

tives and kinsmen with their hearts softened with friendly

feelings, embraced their relatives of the Yadu clan and with

heart heavy with the pangs of separation, left for their own
states along with other people.

59. Highly honoured with extensive rich presents by

Kr?na, Balarama, Ugrasena and others, Nanda who was very

affectionate to them, stayed on along with the Gopas (for some

time more).

60. Having thus crossed the ocean of his desire (of per-

forming sacrifices) with such an ease, Vasudeva was greatly

delighted at heart. Surrounded by his friends and well-wishers,

he took Nanda by the hand and said:

Vasudeva said :

61. O brother Nanda ! A bond called friendly affection

has been forged by the Almighty Lord. I think it is very diffi-

cult even for valiant warriors and yogins to snap it asunder.

62. For, the great friendliness extended by the virtuous-

most persons like you to ungrateful persons like us is unsurpass-

ed and too valuable to be repaid. Though your friendliness

bears no reciprocal return, it will never be withdrawn from us.
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63. We, being ourself helpless and simply incapable of

doing it, did not do any good turn to you. And now our eyes

being blinded by the intoxication of affluence, we do not see

you even when you are before us, O brother.

64. O respectable brother, royal fortune should not come

to the lot of a person who aspires after the final beatitude, for

his eyesight gets blinded by it and he dots not recognize his

people or relatives.”

Sri Suka said :

65. In this way, the heart of Vasudeva was softened with

the feelings of friendliness. Remembering the warm friendship

borne by Nanda to him, tears welled-up in his eyes and he

wept (with tears gushing down his cheeks)

.

66. With a view to giving the pleasure of his company

to Vasudeva and out of deep affection from Sri Krsna and

Balarama, he postponed his departure from day to day and

stayed on there for three months more, respectfully treated all

the while by the Yadus.

67. During his stay, Nanda together with relatives

(Gopas) and the inhabitants of Vraja (who accompanied him

there) were catered to their heart’s content, whatever they

desired and wanted, by offering them valuable ornaments, silk

cloths and other costly presents.

68. Taking with him all the valuable gifts presented to

him by Vasudeva, Ugrasena, Sri Krsna. Uddhava, Balarama

and others, he took leave of the Yadavas and returned home
(with a big Yadava army to guard him during his return

journey).

69*. Nanda,Gopas and Gopis whose hearts were attached

* VJf.’s Text adds :

69.1. Dropa, Bhi?ma, Karna, Bahlika, Vidura and others and Dhrta-

r&tfra, along with his sons returned to their respective homes severally.

69.2. All other kings who had come there on a holy pilgrimage ( stayed

there for three months at the end of which) they returned to their respective

kingdoms.

69.3. And the noble-souled Piodavas and Kunti, speaking in faltering

accents (as their voice was choked with tears) accompanied with all their

relatives, returned to Indraprastha, taking leave of Ktfpa.
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and fixed on the lotus-feet of Sri Kr§na found themselves

unable to retract them from there and returned to Mathura.

70. When all the relatives departed (to their respective

places) , Vr$nis who looked upon Kr?na as their Deity, noticed

the approach of the monsoons and returned to Dvaraka.

7 1 . On their return, they narrated to the people (who

could not come to that pilgrimage) the great festival of the

sacrifice performed by Vasudeva, the leader of Yadus and their

meeting of friends and other incidents during the course of that

pilgrimage.

CHAPTER EIGHTYFIVE

Restoration of his Elder Brothers by Kr$na

From the Realm of Death

The Son of Badarayana [Sri Suka
)
said :

1. On one occasion, (after their return from the sacrifice

at Kuruksetra), Balarama and Sri Krsna went (as usual)

(to pay respects to their parents) ,
and bowed down to

Vasudeva. Vasudeva affectionately received them when they

saluted his feet, and spoke to his sons as follows :

—

2. Having heard the speech of the sages indicating the

glorious powers of their sons and feeling a sense of confidence

by their exploits, he affectionately addressed them and said.

3. O Krsna ! Krsna ! O great Yogin ! O eternal

Sankarsana 1 I (now) realize that both of you are the Supreme

Persons (ruling over) Prakrti and Puruya, the direct causes of the

universe.

4. You are the place (Substratum)
,
the agent and the

instrument of the universe. You are its source and its object or

purpose; whenever or whatever form it assumes is yourself. As

and when this universe evolves, all the causes thereof includ-

ing time and manner are the Almighty Lord yourself who

control both the Prakfti (to be enjoyed) and Purusa (the

enjoyer) and transcend them both.
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5. O Supra-sensuous Lord ! Having created tjiis universe

of a diversified nature out of yourself, you enter it as its soul,

the Indwelling Controller, and you, the eternal (unborn) Lord,

become the active force [Prdna) and the cognitive force (Jiua)

and maintain it.

6.

* The powers with which Prdna and Sutra are endowed
and other forces which go to create the universe, are really the

potencies of the Supreme Self, for these powers depend (for

their existence on you and there is a great dissimilarity between

. (the nature of) Prdna and the Supreme Soul, (the former is

physical or material while the latter is spiritual) . The activity

ofPrana and others is only apparent (the real motive force is

you, just as the velocity of an arrow is not in the arrow itself

but in the physical force of the man who discharged it.

7. The lovely light of the moon, the heat and glare of

the fire, the brilliant splendour of the sun, the twinkling of stars

and the streaks of lightning, the stability of mountains, fragrance

which characterises the earth—all these special characteristics

are as a matter of fact yourself only.1

8. The qualities of water, viz. satisfying the thirst, the

life-giving effect, are yourself, O God. The waters themselves

and their essential characteristics, viz. liquidity and taste are

yourself. The energy of senses, the mental power (firm will-

power) , bodily strength, the activity of the body, the activities

and the force of the wind are your qualities ( though they are

attributed to the wind element).

9. You are the space that is delimited by cardinal points;

You are the quarters themselves and the ether with its chara-

cteristic the Subtle sound (sphofa)
which is the jbard form of

speech. You are the sound Om , the Paiyanti form of speech.

You are (the Madhyama form of speech) and the articulate

speech) ( Vaikhari) which separates letter sounds and words

which denote different objects.

6* The verses following these are the echoes of VibhSti Yoga. BG. Ch.X.

1 . na tatra sQryo bhdti, na candra-tdrakam, etc. lameva bh&ntam anubhdti

sarvam, tasya bhdsA sarvam idath vibhiti /—Kafka Up. 5.15 Sveta. Up. 8.14.

2.2.10 Svetdivatara

Also Yadddityagatarjt tqjo, etc. in £(7.15.12. *
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10. You are the real sense organ, the power revealing its

special objects; You are also the presiding deities of the senses

and their potency. You are the cognitive and retentive faculty

of the Intellect. You are the co-ordinating power of different

experiences inherent in Jiva.

11. You are the Tdmasa aspect of Ego (Aharhkara

)

which

is the root cause of the gross elements; the RSjasa type ( Taijasa)

of Ego, as the cause of the sense-organs; the Sdttvika kind of

Ego (Vaikdrika) which creates the deities presiding over the

senses and the mind (and the Pradhana or Mayi which makes

jivas wander in the Sarhsara1 (or : You are the Chief Prakrti, the

cause of Mahal and other principles and which involves the

jivas in Sarhsdra
.

)

12. Just as the material substance (e.g. gold) is the

constant factor all through its various modifications (e.g.

various ornaments like bangles, armlets, etc.), you are the cons-

tant factor abiding in all these perishable objects and are not

subject to modification or decay

13. The attributes of Prakrti viz. Saliva, Rajas and Tamas

and their products (such as Mahat and other principles) have

been superimposed on you, the veritable Brahman, by your

Yoga M&ya (but you are untouched by them) 2
.

14. These created things, therefore, do not really exist,

when they are not seen as projected on you (at the time of

Pralaya
)
by Yoga May&\ they are non-existent, (i.e. their very

existence depends on you as the substratum on which they are

superimposed). You abide in them (when you create and

sustain the universe) . Otherwise you remain unconnected with

these modifications and abide in your absolute (blissful) state.

15. Those who are ignorant of the subtle course of yours

who are the soul of all, and are present in this universe or

Saihsara, which is a constant flow of guriast (wrongly identify

themselves with their bodies through their ignorance and there-

1 . VR : You constitute the Karma which makes jfva experience the

fruit of the balance of his Karmas.

2. Mayi tatam idarh sarvarhjagad avvakta-Murtind /

matsthdni sarua-bhutdni na cdham tefvavasthitah //

BG 9.4
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by) get enmeshed by their Karmas, and continue to whirl in

the Samsdra, as a consequence of those Karmas.

16. (I sincerely regret that) after having attained by a

lucky chance, birth here (in Bharata Varsa) as a man endowed

with vigorous sense-organs—which is really very difficult to

obtain, I remained negligent about the main object of human
life (viz. Pursuit of Mokfa

)
through the influence of your Maya

and have wasted my life, O Lord.

17. Your Lordship binds down the whole of the world

with bonds of affection to the body as being my own self

and relations and belongings of the body (such as sons, etc.)

as they are absolutely mine.

18. I realize that both of you are not our sons but

directly the controllers of Prakrti and Purvfa (The Primordial

Matter and individual souls) . As you have stated (at the time

of your incarnation in our prison-cell)
,
both of you have taken

this descent (in human form) for the annihilation of the

Ksattriya Kings who have become a burden to the earth.

19. O friend of the afflicted ! I have, therefore, now
sought asylum with your lotus-feet which dispel the fear of

Sarfisara ofthose who resort to them (your feet). Absolutely

enough of this craving for objects of sense-enjoyment under the

influence of which I looked upon this mortal body as my soul

and you who are the supreme person, as my child.

20. Indeed, you did tell both of us in the ]ying-in>

chamber, that you are, as a matter of fact unborn (not actually

born) but for the protection of the order of righteousness (or-

dained by you), you reveal yourself as “born” from us

(formerly as Sutapas and Pfini, Kagyapa and Diti, now Vasu-

deva and Devaki) in every Yuga. You assume various forms

like the sky and discard them (though you are one), O Lord

whose glory is widely sung(in Srutis) . Who can comprehend the

wonderful Maya (Potency) of yours, O Omnipresent Lord ?

Sri Suka said :

21. Hearing such a speech from his father, the glorious

Lord, the leader of S&tvatas (Sr! Kr?iia) smiled. Saluting his

father with all humility, he replied in sweet words.
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The Lord said :

22. Your speech is pregnant with philosophical signifi-

cance, O father, and we accept it
;
as thereby you have expound-

ed to us, your sons, the whole body of Philosophic principles.

23. I, you, this elder brother Balarama, all these inhabi-

tants of Dvaraka and all the mobile and immobile creation

should be regarded as such (Brahman), O the greatest of Yadus.

24. The (Supreme) Soul is really one, self-illuminating,

eternal, different and distinct from the body, devoid of any

attributes; it is however due to his alliance with gunas created

by him and in bodies of various creatures produced out of

those gunas
,
that he appears diversified (as a man, a god, etc.),

visible, momentary, identical with the body and possessed of

attributes.

25. Just as the elements, sky, air, fire, water and earth

become diversified (as small and great, manifest, and unmani-

fest, etc.) according to their products, so does the soul, though

one, assume different forms and becomes many, manifest or

unmanifest, small or great.

Sri Suka said :

26. In this way, O king Pariksit, Vasudeva who was

thus enlightened by Krsna became divested of the notion of

diversity, remained silent and delighted at heart.

27. Devaki, the embodiment of all deities was there at

this time (of conversation). She was wonderstruck, O
prominentmost Kuru, to hear that her sons had brought back

to life, the son of their preceptor.

28. Addressing Sri Kr?na and Balarama, Devaki, who
remembered her sons killed by Karhsa, piteously appealed to

them, with tears of grief flowing down from her eyes.

Devaki said :

29. O Balar&ma, Delighter of hearts and of immeasur-

able prowess 1 O Krspa, the Lord of the masters of Yoga 1 I

recognize you both as the Lords of the progenitors of the uni-

verse and the First persons in the universe.

30. It is (traditionally) reported that both of you have

been born of me for the extermination of Kings whose virtue
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(or Sdltvika nature) is lost through the influence of* the Time-
spirit and who transgress the injunctions (you laid down for

their behaviour) in the scriptures {Sashas) and have proved to

be a burden to the earth.

31. O Soul of the Universe (Sri Krsna) ! I resort to you
for shelter to-day—you who bring about the creation , susten-

ance and dissolution of the Universe by your minutest part, viz.

the particles of the gunas (Saltva, Rajas and Tamas) which are

evolved out of a part of Maya which in its own way is an

evolute of a part of Purusa who is but a part manifestation of

you.

32. Both of you, being urged by Time and desired by
your preceptor Sandipani to bring back to life his son who died

long ago, you brought back his son from the region of Pilrs

(manes) i.e. the abode of death, and presented him to your pre-

ceptor as a homage (and thus paid the debt of your preceptor-

ship)

33. You should similarly fulfil my desire as both of you

are the Lords of the masters of Yoga. I desire to see, brought

to life, my sons who have been killed by Kamsa, the King of

Bhojas.

The sage Svka said :

34. Directed thus by their mother, O Parik$it, Balarama

and Krsna resorted to their Yogamaya (Super-human Yogic

potency) and entered the nether world called Sutala.

35. Beholding both of them enter Sutala, King Bali

recognised them to be the Deity, the Soul of the Universe and

especially his own God (Lord Vi$nu) . His heart was over-

flowing with joy at their appearance. Instantaneously, he rose

up from his seat and along with the members of his family, he

prostrated himself before them.

36. He brought for those great-souled personages excel-

lent seats. When they gladly occupied them, he washed their

feet and sprinkled over his head as well as those of the members

of the family present, that water which (as they say tradition-

ally) purifies the world right from its creator, god Brahma.

37. He worshipped them by offering extremely valuable

cloths, ornaments, fragrant ointments, betel Haves, chauries
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(waving around their faces) lamps, catering nectar-like sweet

dishes and by submitting to their services his own self, his

race and his wealth.

38. It is traditionally reported that Bali whose army
equalled to that of Indra, the King of gods had his heart so

much soaked with love for his God that he bore the Lord’s feet

on his head again and again. His eyes were bedimmed with

tears of joy and his hair, standing on their ends. His voice

being choked with emotions, he prayed in faltering accents.

Bali Prayed :

39. Salutations to you the Infinite (Lord Sesa) who are

so vast (as to bear the universe on your hood) . I bow to you

Lord Krsna, the embodiment of eternal bliss, the creator of

the world, the expounder of the Sankhya and Yoga darianas (or

the Paths of knowledge and Bhakti), the Supreme Soul, nay

the very Brahman himself.

40. Even your sight is very difficult to obtain to all

beings (even to the masters of yoga) . It is through your Grace

that (to some) it is not so very difficult, (just as now) you of

your own accord have luckily blessed us with your visit even

though we are dominated by rajas and tamas by nature.

41-

42. We, Daityas, Danavas, Gandharvas, Siddhas,

Vidyadharas, Caranas Yaksas Ogres (Raksasas), goblins

(Pisacas), the leaders of evil spirits like bhutas and Pramathas

and others of our ilk, bear continuous hostility to you who
are the receptacle of pure Sattva (unsullied by Rajas and

Tamas) and the very embodiment of scriptures (Sdstras)

.

42-

A VR's Text adds :

That some people have attained to the different types of

Liberation (from Sathsdra known as Sdlokya (residence in the

Deity’s abode), Sdmipya ( vicinity to the Deity), S&rupya simi-

larity in form to the Deity) and Sdtmatd (Coalescence with

the Deity) is due to the disposition of their mind, O Lotus-eyed

Lord.

43. Just as by virtue of unflinching devotion to you or

by inveterate enmity to you (as in regard to Sisup&la) or by

deep passion of Love for you (as in die case of Gopis)
,
persons
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have attained so much close union with you as could not be

achieved by gods who possess Sdttvika nature. *

44. O Lord of the masters of Yoga! Even Masters of

Yoga cannot comprehend the nature and the extent or the ins-

crutable functions of your Yoga-Maya. What to speak of

Daityas like us ?

45. Therefore, pray be propitious unto us—Graciously

help me to get out of the dark well of house-holder’s life which

is different from the Shelter of your lotus-feet which are sought

after by persons who are free from desires. Subsisting on what-

ever (fruit, etc. dropped automatically from the trees) I get at

the foot of trees which afford shelter to all, I shall move about

alone with a serene mind or ( if association with others is neces-

sary) in the company of pious people who are friendly to all.

46. O Ruler of all jivas ! Be pleased to impart your

command to us and absolve us of all our sins. O Lord ! For a

person who abides by your command faithfully is not subject to

the injunctions and interdictions of the scriptures.

The glorious Lord said :

47. “In the first Manvantara, sage Marici had six sons

by his wife Orna. They were the gods (in that Aeon). They

laughed at god Brahma when they saw that he was ready to

cohabit with his daughter.

48. On account of that ‘misdemeanour’ (as god Brahma

interpreted their laughter and cursed them) , they were born in

the race of Asuras as the sons of Hiranyaka&pu and were taken

away by Yogamaya.

49. They were born as sons to Devaki and were (immedi-

ately) murdered by Kaihsa. Even now mother Devaki is lamen-

ting for those children and they are now here with you.

50. For soothing the grief of our mother, we shall take

them from this place to her. There they will be liberated from

the curse (of Brahma) and thus freed from the fever of affliction

they will return to their celestial region.

51. Smara, Udgitha, Parisvanga, Patanga, K?udrabhft

and Ghrnin—all these six (sons of Marici) shall attain to their

happy state again through my grace.”
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52. Having explained his mission to Bali, he took charge

of those sons. Worshipped by Bali, both of them returned to

Dvaraka and presented her (dead but now restored) children,

to the mother.

53. Seeking her children (so brought back to her),

Devaki had her breasts filled with milk. Hugging them and
placing them on her lap, she smelt their crowns repeatedly.

54. Overwhelmed with motherly affection at the touch

of her children, and being over-joyed, she suckled them: she

was too much deluded by Visnu’s Maya by which the whole

cycle of creation continues.

55. Having sucked the nectar of her milk which was left

over there after Lord Krsna’s sucking, and due to the contact

of the person ofLord Narayana, they regained their self-know-

ledge.

56. Bowing to Krsna, Devaki, their father Vasudeva

and Balarama, they ascended through the ethereal region to

their places while all beings were witnessing it.

57. The divine Devaki was so much flabbergasted to

see the arrival and departure of her dead children that she

thought it to be the illusion created by Krsna, O king.

58. O king Pariksit ! Innumerable are these and such

other miraculous exploits of Lord Krsna, the Supreme soul of

Infinite powers, O descendant of Bharata.

S uta said :

59. He who devoutly and constantly listens to and recites

to others this account of Lord Krsga of eternal fame and glory

—

the account extolled by the venerable son of the sage Vyasa

which absolves the world of all sins, and which fills the ears of

Lord’s devotees with delight or is like ornaments to the ears of

Lord’s votaries, gets his mind concentrated in the Lord and

attains to his region of eternal bliss.
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CHAPTER EIGHTYSIX

Elopement of Subhadrd : The Lord's Grace on Srutadeva

The King (Parikfit )
said :

1. O Brahmana sage ! We would like to know how (my

grand-father, the ever victorious
)

Arjuna married the sister of

Balarama and Krsna, as she was my grand-mother.

Sri Suka narrated :

2. While the mighty Arjuna was travelling over the

-earth for pilgrimage to sacred places, he arrived at Prabhasa

where he happened to hear about his maternal uncle’s daughter

(Subhadra)

.

3. He further heard (the report) that Balarama would

like to give her in marriage to Duryodhana, while others oppo-

sed it. Ashe was desirous of securing her (as his wife), he

disguised himself as a recluse bearing a triple staff.
1 and went

to Dvaraka.

4. With a view to accomplishing his object, he stayed the

months of the rainy season, at that place. He was now and

then worshipped by the citizens as also by Balarama who did

not recognise him (and was unaware that he was Arjuna)

.

5. It is reported that one day, he was invited as a guest

and brought to the palace by Balarama, where he partook of

sweet dishes served to him with devotion.

6. He espied there that youthful girl who captivated the

hearts ofwarriors. With his eyes blooming with love, he set his

heart agitated by passions, on her.

7. As soon as she saw him who was fascinating to the

hearts of women, she also fell in love with him. She fixed

her heart and gazed on him with smiles and bashful glances.

1 . The three staffs indicate his control of mind, speech, and action.

The word dapda stands for restraint. The Sm{tis of Manu 12.10 and Dakfa 7.30

declare that a man is called tri-da$dt who has restraint over speech, mind and

body.
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8. Brooding over her constantly, he was eager to get

an opportunity to elope with her. As his mind was distract-

ed with over-powering passion for her, he could get no peace

of mind.

9. With the consent of her parents and Sri Krsna, that

great warrior carried her away as she came out of the fort in a

chariot to visit a shrine on the occasion of a great festival

of gods.

10. Immediately after getting into the Chariot of Su-

bhadra, he took up his bow, routed all the soldiers who tried

to obstruct him. Like a lion taking away his share, he carried

her even as her Yadava relatives were screaming.

11. Hearing the report (of Subhadra’s elopement with

Arjuna)
, Balarama got enraged like an ocean on a full moon

day. But he gradually calmed down when Krsna and other

well-wishers clasped his feet ( and tried to pacify him)

.

12. Balarama was pleased to send to the bride and

bride-groom presents and marriage -gifts consisting of a big am-
ount of money, articles of furniture, elephants, chariots, male

and famale servants.

12A VR's Text adds:

Yadavas and Pan^avas who were already relatives be-

came very much delighted with mutual affection. Now listen

to another anecdote of Krsna’s affection for two of his de-

votees.

£ri $uka resumed:

13. There was a great Brahmapa, known by the name
Srutadeva. He felt to have accomplished all the goals in life

by his unflinching single-minded devotion to Krsna. He was

serene, full of spiritual wisdom and un-attached to objects of

pleasure.

14. He lived in the country of Videha, at Mithila (its

capital modern Janakpur). Though he was a householder, he

carried out all his duties and responsibilities within whatever

came to him without any effort.

15. Luckily, through the grace of God, he used to get

just what was absolutely necessary for his bare maintenance
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and nothing more. He was, however, quite contented with it

and performed all his duties in the proper manner^

16. The protector (King) of that State, Bahulasva by

name, a descendant of Janaka was also free from egotism,

dear Pariksit. Both Srutadeva and Bahulaiva were beloved

of Lord Krsna.

17-18 Being pleased with both of them, the glorious

Lord had his chariot brought by Daruka. The almighty Lord

rode the chariot and set out for the country of Videha ( modern

Tirhut or North Bihar) in the company of sages like Narada,

Vamadeva, Atri, Krsna (Krsna-Dvaipayana Vyasa)
,
Parasurama

Asita,Aruni, I myself (Suka), Brhaspati, Kanva, Maitreya,

Cyavana and others.

19. At every stage in that journey, citizens and villagers

received him on his arrival, with articles of worship and offeri-

ngs in their hands, O king, just as they would do unto the Sun

rising in conjunction with planets.

20. Men and women from the countries of Anarta,

Dhanva, Kuru, Jahgala, Kahka, Matsya, Paficala, Kunti,

Madhu, Kekaya, Kosal and Arna as well as others drank with

their eyes his lotus-face illumined with noble smile and affec-

tionate looks.

21. (As he proceeded), Krsna, the Preceptor of the

three worlds, conferred insight into and knowledge of the

Truth and the state of fearlessness (i.e. Liberation from

Samsara) on people, the blinding darkness of whose vision had

been completely dispelled by his gracious glances. Hearing on

the way his own glory celebrated in songs by gods and men
— his world— wide spotless (pure) glory which destroys inaus-

piciousness and sins—He slowly and leisurely journeyed to

Videha.

22. Hearing Lord Krsna’s arrival (in Videha), villagers

and citizens thereof became delighted and they came

forward to welcome him with presents and other offerings in

their hands.

23. When they saw Lord Kr$na of hallowing renown,

their countenance, and hearts (as if) bloomed with ecstasy.

With their palms folded on their heads, they bowed to him
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and the accompanying sages of whom they had only heard

before.

24. Believing that Krsna, the Preceptor of the world

had come there to shower his grace on him personally, both

the king of Mithila as well as the Brahmana Srutadeva prostrat-

ed themselves at the feet of the Lord.

25. With their palms folded to pay obeisance, both the

king of Mithila (Bahulasva) and Srutadeva simultaneously

invited Krsna along with the sages accompanying him, to ac-

cept their hospitality.

26. The Lord accepted the invitation of both of them.

With the desire of pleasing them both, he ( assumed two forms

and) entered (severally) the houses of them both, without be-

ing perceived by the other.

27-29. When Lord Kr§na and sages, whose even names

never reached the unrighteous ears, visited his house, the high-

minded Bahulagva, the descendant of the family of Janaka

brought excellent seats (and offered them) . When they were

comfortably seated, he paid obeisance to their feet with

intense devotion. His heart was transported with joy and

eyes were bedimmed with tears ofjoy. He washed their feet

and sprinkled his own head as well as those of the members of

his family with that water which purified the world. He then

worshipped the Lord and sages whose minds were devoted to

God by means of sandal paste, flowers, cloths, ornaments, frag-

rant incense, lamps and offered them oblations of water, cows

and bulls.

30. When they were fed with sumptuous meal to their

heart’s content, he joyfully placed on his lap the feet of Visnu

( Krsna) . Pressing them gently, he spoke in sweet words pleas-

ing them all, as follows :

The King (
BahuUUva

)
said :

31. “O all-pervading Lord ! You are the in-dwelling

soul (antary&min) of all beings, the witness to everything and

self-illuminating. It is hence that you revealed yourselves to us

who remembered your lotus-feet.

32. You have often declared that neither your brother

Balarama (the incarnation of &e§a), nor your consort goddess
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Sri, nor your son (God Brahma) is as dear to you as a person

who is exclusively devoted to you. It is to vindicate the vera-

city of your statement that your Lordship has revealed yourself

to our view.

33. What person cognisant of the knowledge that you

offer your own self to those serene sages who regard nothing

(even their bodies) as their own (and contemplate on yoU)

will abandon your Lotus-feet?

34. You have incarnated in the family ofYadus for put-

ting an end to the Samsara of persons who are whirling in

that cycle of birth and death. And you have extended

your glory which can completely wash out the sins of the three

worlds.

35. I bow to you, O glorious Lord Kfsna of unlimited

wisdom and intellect; you are the divine sage Narayana who
quietly perform penance (for the happiness of the world).

36. O perfect lord ! Be pleased to stay in our house

along wi th the sages for some days and purify this family of

King Nimi by the dust of your feet.”

37. Thus entreatingly invited by the king, the Lord,

protector of the universe stayed for some days at Mithila,

bestowing happiness and well-being on men and women of

Mithila.

38. Like Janaka (the king of Mithila), Srutadeva was

overjoyed to find that Krsna had arrived and stayed in his

house. It is traditionally reported that he was so much trans-

ported with joy that he waved his cloth and danced.

39. Bringing mats and seats of Kusa grass, he seated

them comfortably. He warmly greeted them with words of wel-

come. With great joy, he and his wife washed their feet.

40. With that water, that highly blessed Brahma^a sprin-

kled himself and all the members of his family and relations.

Feeling that he had accomplished all his ambitions in life, he

was transported with ecstasy.

41. He propitiated them by worshipping them with

whatever articles ofworship he could procure, such as fruit and

other articles (e. g. sandal-paste, flowers), cool water scented

with the plant Andropogon Muricatus (called Vaja in Marathi),

fragrant earth (musk?), TulasI leaves, Kula grass and lotus
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flowers and with food conducive to the promotion of Sdttvika

qualities.

42. He tried to reason with himself, “O ! How wonder-

ful 1 How did this association of mine who am fallen in the

dark well of household life, take place with Lord Krs^a and

the gods on the earth (Brahmanas) who have enshrined Lord

Krsna in their hearts and the dust on whose feet has the san-

ctity of holy waters.”

43. When the guests were offered warm hospitality and

were comfortably seated, Srutadeva, along with his wife, chil-

dren and relatives waited upon them and touching the feet of

Krsna, submitted to him as follows:

—

Srutadeva said :

44-45. “It is not only to-day that the Supreme Person

has revealed himself to our vision but ( long ago) when, having

created the universe with his potencies, he had his presence

therein by virtue of his personal power. But he has actually re-

vealed to our vision to-day. Just as a man in the state of

sleep mentally creates another dream world, world of his own
through the influence of Avidyi on his mind (or by the force of

your Maya ) and entering into that dream-world appears as

objective reality.

46. You always shine in the hearts of those pure-minded

persons who constantly listen to and speak about your glories:

who always adore you and pay obeisance to you and converse

with each other about you. (But it is my great fortune that you

have manifested yourself within the range ofmy sight).

47. Even though you abide in the hearts of those whose

minds are distracted by their Karmas, you are very far away

from them and you cannot be comprehended by their

mental powers such as Egotism {Ahatikara). But you are

quite nearest to those who have developed spiritual qualities

by listening to and singing of your glories, contemplating on

you, etc.

48*. Salutation to you who reveal yourself as the Sup-

reme Soul (and confer liberation from Sathsara) to those who

48* (1) VR : Salutation to you who dispense both bondage and libe-

ration from Saihs&ra. Those who know the Supreme Soul as he is, attain to
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know the (real nature of the) Soul as different from the body
(and thus do not identify their body with their Soul) and who
have allotted Saxiisara (the cycle of births and deaths) to those

who wrongly identify the body with the soul (and are thus

separated from you). You control both the principles like

Mahat
, etc. which are the evolutes of Prakrti and are thus

‘caused’ or products and the Prakrti itself which is uncaused,

but to both of these the jiva is subject (and hence he whirls

in the Sarhs&ra). By the force of your Maya potency the

vision of others is screened but yours is ever unobstructed.

49. As you are the Almighty Lord, be pleased to comm*
and us, your servants, what services we should render to you

Your very revelation to the view of men instantaneously puts

an end to all their sufferings.”

Sri Suka said :

50. They say that when the Lord heard Srutadeva’s

appeal (as presented by him), the glorious Lord who annihi-

lates all the agonies of those who bow and thus submit them-

selves to him humbly, took him by the hand and similingly

spoke to Srutadeva:

him. According to your will you ordain death to those who have not given

their mind to you. You assume an incarnation for conferring grace on Jivas

and not do so due to the force of Karmas. You are not partial in not bestow-

ing Liberation from SamsSra on those whose vision is clouded by your Maya
and do not realize you properly.

(ii ) VJ : It is beyond my capacity to propitiate you except by offering

salutation to you who bestow all Purufdrthas (desired objectives in human
life) on those who comprehend the Paramatman correctly. You are all-per-

vading. You take up various forms according to your will. You pervade the

gross universe which is the product (or evolute of Prakrti) and also the

subtle causeless i.e. eternal Prakrti. It is due to your infinite Potency that

your vision i.e. knowledge is always unobstructed.

(iii) VT : It is due to your grace that we came together and I could see

you. For those who realize you, it is your Srt-Vigraha ( original form of God)

which removes the fear ofdeath. You control this transient world (which is

a product) and your own region which is eternal. By the force of your M&y&
the vision of those interested in this world is clouded but not of those who are

related to your region.
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The Lord said:

51. O Brahmana Srutadeva ! Please note that these

sages who move with me purifying the people with the dust on

their feet, have come here with the intention of conferring their

grace on you.

52. Gods, sacred places and holy waters gradually purify

people by their sight, contact and worship after a long period

of time. But that is instantaneously accomplished just by the

sight of these most exalted souls (the Brahmanas—)

.

53. A Brahmana, by his very birth, is superior to all

other beings. What needs be said of a Brahmana who is

endowed with penance, learning, contentedness and devo-

tion to me?

54. Even this Personality of mind endowed with four

arms is not dearer to me than a Brahmana. A learned Brah-

mana is the very embodiment of Vedas while I, of gods.

A proof
(
Pramana

)
is Superior to what is to be proved

{Prameya) as it depends on Pramana. As Vedas are Pramana and

gods, the Prameya , the Superiority of the Vedas (and conse-

quently of Brahmanas) is automatically obvious.

55. Persons of evil mentality do not understand this

truth. Out of jealousy they disregard their preceptor, me,

Brahmanas who are* my ownself and entertain reverential at-

titudes to idols (and symbols, etc. ) as adorable objects.

56. Perceiving me as the All-pervading Atman every-

where, a Brahmana cherishes the idea that this universe consist-

ing of mobile and immobile creation and the principles such as

Mahat and others which constitute the universe, are nothing

but my forms.

57. Therefore, O Brahmana Srutadeva, worship these

Brahmana sages with the same devotion and faith as you have

in me. If this is done, I am directly worshipped but not by any

other means even if it involves considerable expenditure of

wealth and show of grandeur.

Sri Suka said:

58. Thus commanded by the Lord, he worshipped Krsna

and those excellent Brahmana sages as being the same (as one

Atman
)
with the same devotion and attained the goal of saints
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(Mokfa) . Even king Bahulasva of Mithija also attained the

same state.

59. O king Parik§it ! The glorious Lord Krsna who is

devoted to his votaries stayed with his two devotees. Having
enlightened them in the true path to Mokfa as enunciated in the

Vedas, he returned to Dvaraka.

CHAPTER EIGHTYSEVEN

Sruti Gitd

(Hyman of Praise by The Vedas)

Parikgit requested

1. O Brahmana sage ! How is it possible for the Vedas,

conditioned as they are with gunas2 and their products, to carry

out their function directly with reference to the Supreme Brah-

man which is beyond specific indication and hence indefina-

ble, devoid of gunas and (beyond the range of perceptibility)

is transcendental to the causal (cause-effect) relation.

1. Referring to the concluding verse of the last chapter—86.59

—

Parlk$it doubted the competence and capability of the Vedas to declare

or describe the Supreme Brahman.

2. SR explains : The Sruti texts are expressed in and consist of words.

Words are characterised by their ‘powers’ technically known as MukhyA

,

Lakfapd and Gaupl, or by their power by which it expresses, indicates or

suggests the implication either by means of ( i) abhidhi (denotation,'the mean-

ing belonging to the word by social consensus or convention (
SaAketa) which

primarily made the word at all), (ii) LakfapA (the secondary signification.

The standard SK. example is GaAgAyAm ghofah—‘The cowherd colony is in or

on the Gangs’. Here in or on means not on the water-current of the river but

on the bank of the river (technically called JahallakfapA) . Or KuntAh

PraviSanti “spears enter” i.e. ‘persons bearing the spears enter’. Something

additional to the thing mentioned viz. spear-bearers is implied. This is called

a-Jahal-LakfapA. The 3rd power of the word is VyafljanA—‘suggested or

insinuated sense.’ Thus if a cool breeze is implied by saying 'the cowherd

colony is on the Gahg&’, it will be VyaftfanA.

KD has explained in details §R's commentary adding his illustrations to

elucidate it. Thus he gives the sub-division of abhidhlP viz. rAJhi, yoga and
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Sri Suka explains'.

2. The Almighty who is above limiting conditions and

ever-liberated evolved the intellect, the senses, the mind and

the vital breaths of all embodied beings
(Jloas)

for the enjoy-

ment of various objects, for bringing about their birth, for

their transmigration to various other-worldly regions, for ex-

periencing pleasures, etc. thereof and for their Final Libera-

tion (where all speculation or ideation ceases to function) . He
created these for helping Jivas attain their four objectives of

life, viz. artha
,
dharma

,
K&ma and Mokfa.

yoga-rudhi. Thus names of persons R&ma, John, etc. are by social convention

(rudhi

)

but nrpati. ‘The protector of the people’ 'a king’ is etymological

(Toga or Yaugika) . But Pdfika-ja (born out of mud) may mean a lotus or a

frog but is by convention ani etymology used for a lotus flower. This is 'Yoga*

rddha.

The thrust of Parlk?it’s submission is ‘‘How can Brahman which is

transcendental to Paddrtha can come with the range of words of Sruti.

As §R. succinctly states it : evam padarthatvdyogdd apad&rthasya ca vdkydr-

thatvdyigdn na iruti-gocaratvam Brahmanah /

The position taken by other important annotators may be briefly

summarised as follows :

—

VR : The Supreme Brahman is indefinable either as a cit (conscious)

or art* (unconscious, material) entity. It is beyond three gupas. It is absolu-

tely different and distinct from other intelligent or unintelligent existence.

How could the Srutis being verbal in nature, denote or describe Brahman

directly.

VJ : The Supreme Brahman is indefinable, void of gupaf, distinct from

Sat and asat (The causal matter and its product). While Srutis are

words and as such can connote qualities or denote things having qualities.

This being the case how could Srutis speak of the Supreme Brahman? Did

they directly describe it or indicate its properties ?

By Suka's epithet

—

Brahman—VJ takes ‘a sage whose all desires are

accomplished.’

KD : Suka concedes that when after the withdrawal of the universe,

the PrakfH ceases to be and there exists only formless, attribute less Brahman,

this Brahman is beyond the power of £rutis to decribe. But when the

universe is created and the individual souls (Jivas) which lay dormant or

dissolved in the Prakrit are granted their subtle-bodies
(
linga Sarira ) and

are given scope to achieve their purpose in life, be it dharma, artha
,
kdma,

or mokfa, God is the Controller of Miya and is hence called the Almighty

Lord (Prabhu). To such Jivas, Srutis describe That (Brahman) thou (art)

etc. But when the power of words ceases to be and the Srutis find it beyond
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3. This is the secret essence about the Brahman which is

enshrined in the Upantpads and which is treasured up in their

mind by the ancestors ofour ancestors1 (like Sanaka, Sanandana,

etc.). He who faithfully and with devotion preserves it in the

mind becomes rid of the limitation of the body8 etc. and at-

tains the Summum bonumP

their capacity to speak about Brahman, they assume silence which is an

eloquent guidance (87.60-112).

VR: The controller of the universe invested the Jtvas (individual souls)

with their bodies for favouring them with the opportunity of propitiating him
as well as attaining their prosperity here and attainment of Mokfa or nihSreyas

hereafter, and for gaining the knowledge of the self which leads to mukti

(Final Emancipation)
, and removing the notion of difference about their

essential nature. VR : alternately explains Kalpandya as “for the sake of the

sportive activities regarding the creation, etc. of the univeise.”

VJ : The Lord has created the intellect, the senses, the mind and the

vital breath for Jivas so that words (matras

)

indicate him directly that he is

distinct from Sat and asat (or subtle and gross Prakjtis) and in order that they

should take to meritorious activities ( bhavdrtham

)

such as svddhyaya and

Pravaeana. The 'words’ do not indicate attainment of heaven but obtaining

merits for realization of the Supreme Self. VJ interpreres Kalpandya as

“for knowledge of the Supreme Self’s (Paramdrtha jtlandya).

VT : The Lord has created the intellect, the sense-organs, the minds

and the vital breaths of various categories ofjivas like the human beings who
were lying dormant or in a dissolved state along with the Prakrit after the

great Pralaya (dissolution of the universe) for the sake of understanding the

Vedas and thereby to make them realize their Self (the principle of jtoa)

and for visualizing the Supreme Self (the bhdgavat-tattva) called here as

akalpana (that which is devoid of mdyd).

VB : The logically established view (Siddhdnta) is that Brahman should

be regarded of that nature as it is described in Upanifads ( Veddnta ). In the

evolution of the world, the Lord created (1) Intelligence, (2) Sense-organs,

(3) the mind and (4) vital breaths ( Prdpas ) in this serial order and their

respective function is (1) mdtrd (2) another transmigration of the soul (3)

for Atman and (4) akalpana. He insists that this order of the objects of Intelli-

gence, etc. should be observed.

Sa kramo’trdpt grdhya evath sarvopayogdrtham, yato Bhagavdmicatuftayam

utpdditavdn, anenaiva sarvdnupapa tti(i parihartavyd—iti Sukahrdayam /

1. PSrve/dm purvqjaih : (l) By V&madeva, Prahl&da and others—VR
(ii) By God and others—VJ.

2. akiflcana—A person who regards nothing as worth praying for or

worth attaining—VR.
3. Kfemarh gacchet—Getting all his doubts resolved by pondering over

the Upanifads should attain to the Lord. «
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4. Here, on this topic, I shall narrate to you in

details an ancient legend concerning the great sage Narayana
and containing a dialogue between Narada and the sage

Narayana.

5. On one occasion, during the course of his tour of the

world, Narada, the beloved of the Lord, went to the hermi-

tage of Narayana (i.e. Badarikasrama), to visit that anci-

ent sage.

6. It is reported that in this Bharata varsa, from the

beginning of the Kalpa, the sage Narayana has been engaged

in performing penance coupled with righteousness, spiritual

knowledge, self-control and mental tranquility for the prosperi-

ty of the people here and their spiritual good hereafter.

7. Narada paid obeisance to Narayana who was seated

in his hermitage surrounded by sages, residents of the village

called Kalapa, and put him this very question, O scion of the

Kuril family.

8. In reply to him, the glorious sage Narayana, in the

midst of the sages who were listening, told Narada, the gist of

the discussion on the para Brahman
,
which took place between

the residents of Janaloka.1

The Venerable Lord (,Nardyatia )
said:

9. O son of the Self-born god Brahma, in the days of

yore in Jana-loka, there was held a seminar on paraBrahman

{ i. e. it was a discussion in which participants both listened

and spoke and thus shared their views and experiences about

the nature of the para Brahman with others) among the

mind-born sons of Brahma who were sages observing life-

long celibacy.

10. When you had been away to Sveta-dvipa to see the

the Aniruddha form of mine, a thorough and well-rounded

discussion on the para Brahman took place—a discussion in*

which all the Srutis were discussed, co-ordinated and syn-

thesized. In that seminar this was definitely the very question

you put to me.

1 . This is fifth of the seven divisions of the universe and is situated

above Maharloka.
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11. Although they (The mind-born sons of Brahma)
were all equal in status from the point of learning, austere pena-

nce, virtuousness and so much unparalleled in abounding grace

that to them friends, enemies and the indifferent ones were
equal. They made one of them, viz. Sanandana as the expoun-

der1 while others became eager listeners.

1 1A VR adds :

I shall explain to you all your queries, O sinless one.

Now listen to me.

Sanandana said:

12-13. After swollowing up (at the time of the Pralaya)

all the universe created by him, the Supreme person along

with all his (creative and protective) potencies (such as prakrfi

purufa, k&la
)

was as if lying asleep ( in his yogic trance) . At

the end of the period of Pralaya, Srutis (i. e. the deities presid-

ing over them which were created by his first exhalations at

the beginning of the creation of the universe)
,
awakened that

Supreme person singing the hymns which appropriately describ-

ed his true nature, just as bards and attendants of an emperor

approach to wait upon him early in the morning while he is

still asleep, and awaken him by singing sweet songs eulogising

his famous heroic exploits.

£rutis said :

14*. Be gracious to manifest your glorious exalted nature

O invincible Lord. Be pleased to exterminate the beginningless

1. KD : This was a Brahma-Makha ‘‘sacrifice in the form of spiritual

discussion.” Just as in sacrifices, though the sacrificial priests know the whole

of the Veda, the priests recite only that much portion of the Veda approp-

riate for the rite and that too pertaining to the part of the duty (Kfapa)

assigned to them, similarly, in this Brahtna-makha although all of them were

equal in all respects, they gave the Kfapa of ‘speakership’ to Sanandana.

14* The gist of VR’s lengthy explanation :

O invincible Lord, be pleased to free all beings from Avidyd, as you,

being merciful by nature, take cognisance of only the good qualities ignoring

the defects or evil qualities in beings (S&’parddha-janefvapi Kaicid gupa-leio'sti

cet torn apeksya’ nugrahaiilas tvam /) . AvidyA, by the three gupas causes the

jlvas to whirl in Sathsdra investing them With evil. You are all powerful and

are endowed with six excellences (as enumerated in thd*Tffl?u P.) implied in
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Avidya (Nescience) of all those beings which are vested with

mobile and immobile bodies, as the gunas (like Saltva, rajas and

lamas
)

possessed by Avidya are exhibited with the evil object

(of obscuring the ever-blissful nature of the Soul) . You are, by
your very nature, endowed with all the powers, blissfulness and

authority (and hence you have kept Maya or AvidyS under

control.) O Lord ! who as their indwelling controller evoke all

the powers in all beings ! It is only the Veda which can describe

you to some extent as ( some times—such as at the beginning of

creation) you (appeared to) work by way of sport in conjunc-

tion with Maya but as a matter of fact you always abide in your

ever blissful state of infinite knowledge and delight.

your epithet Bhagavdn . You invest all powers in mobile and immobile

corporeal beings. At the time of gross creation, when you Work in association

with Prakrti and Purufa, Vedas can describe you.

VR : Concludes his Commentary stating his Viiiftddvaita stance, as

follows :

—

anena Prakrti - sambandha-mocakatva - niyata - tatsambandhapddakatva - jfld-

pandya sarva - kdranatvam tasya nirvikdre
’

*1nupa-pannatvdttasmin cid - acid - vaiii-

ftyam viJiffa - karapatvadeva viiiffa - kdrydpdm viSiffa -kdrapdnyatvdt Sartrdtma-

bhdvacca kdrya-sarira. bhSta - cid-acid-vdci-Sabddndm viiesyatma - paryantSbhidhaya-

katvac co'ktam

14-1. SR quotes the following Sruti (i.e. Upanifadic) texts attributing

creation to the Supreme Person

(1) Talo vd imdni bhutdni jdyante / yena jdtani jfvanti / yat prayantya

-

bhisamviSanti / tad vijijfldsasva—Taitt. Up. 3. 1

.

Here creation, subsistence and dissolutions of all bhutasis attributed to

Brahman.

(2 ) To Brahmdtfam vidadhdti purvam yo vai veddmSca prabipoti tamed / tarh

ha devdtma-buddhi-prakdSam mumukfttr vai Sarapam aharn prapadye—Svetdivatara Up.

6.18).

Here god Brahma's creation and his trustee-ship of the Vedas by the

Supreme Man is mentioned.

( 3) Satyam jfldnam anantam Brahma /

Yah sarvajflahi sa saroa-vit / Taittirlya Up. 2,lr

The infinite knowledge and omniscience of the Reality is stated.

(4) Ya dtmani tifthan dtmdnam niyamayati /

God’s being the inner controller is described.

VJ : {The gist only) :

Be pleased to manifest your glory by being compassionate to your

votaries. O invincible Lord ! Remove the screen to your will-power and do

away with the cover of Prakrit which obscures Jiva’s qualities under the
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15* The sages recognize that the universe that i» perceived

is the perfeetBrahman ( yourself) as it is the Reality {Brahman) that

remains in the end (at the time of Pralaya ) . The Brahman is not

sufferings in Samsdra. Due to Prakrti the inner qualities like infinite power,

of Jiva which is your reflection, do not shine. You invest all beings such as

Sri, Brahma, and others in this universe when you are associated with Prakrti

(which according to Smrtis is one-eighth of the time of the dissolved state).

The Vedas can follow you i.e. your commands and interdictions while during

the stage of Pralaya,
the Srutis remain as mere hymns of your praise. VJ ends

his com. with a quotation from Madhva Acarya which affirms the equivalence

of the Bh. P. with Srutis.

15* (1) As Purcapakfa SR quotes RV 8.44.16a. (which is repeated

in all the Vedas e.g. Tait. Sam. 1.55.1a, Vdj. Sam. 3.12a) and states that the

Srutis refer to Agni and Indra and not to me (Para Brahman). The uttara

pakfa (the reply) is given in this verse.

( 2) KD closelyfollows SS.

( 3 ) SudarSana S uri and VR :

When all the things evolved out of Brahman at the time of creation are

withdrawn at the time of Pralaya and only Brahman ( the cause of all things)

remains. Just as earthen wares are created out of and ultimately reduced to

the earth ( their material cause) , the gross perceptible universe is said to be

Brahman from which the universe and all things included in it are created and

of which they are constituted and within which they are withdrawn. Hence,

the knowers (the seers of the Vedas) have devoted their mind and speech to

you ( who are the firm support) . The foot-steps resting on bed-steads are as

good as placed on the ground as the bedsteads have the earth ( floor ) as

their support.

15*A. VJ's Text reads the lj/ half differently :

You are beyond the eternal darkness called Mulaprakfti. It is through

Vedas that your real nature is known. You are not subject to modifications.

Hence, sages i.e. learned persons like Brahma and others resigned their

thoughts, words and actions to you. Just as the feet of men resting on the

firm earth get full support and do not fall, the thoughts, words and actions

of these sages do not prove untrue as you, to whom they have dedicated

them, are the Supreme-most.

15* VB
( Summary

)

:

The universe itself is Brahman—Srutis and experience support this. When
all modifications cease to be, Brahman remains. VB quotes Tato vd imdni

bhutdni jdyante, etc. (Tait. I/p. 3.1.1 ). Just as earthen wares are made out of

and ultimately reduced to earth, so it is Brahman out of which everything is

evolved, and the reality that remains is Brahman . Hence, the seers of the

Vedas have made you the centre of their thought, word and deed. Even

misapprehensions are also intrinsically Brahman (Bhramid api svt-krto Vifayah

paramdrthatafr bhagavdn eva bhavati / ) Just as foot-step placed anywhere rests in

the ultimate analysis, on the earth.
*
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subject to modifications. It is from theBrahman that the rising and
setting i. e. evolution and dissolution of the universe of modifica-

tions take place, just as the clay (the material cause) remains

constant though its modifications ( the earthen-ware like pot,

pitchers, etc.
)
are made and unmade. Hence, sages have concen-

trated their mind and speech on you and not on the modifica-

tions (things in the world). How can the feet placed by men (on

stones, bricks etc.) not be regarded ultimately as rested on the

terraJirma itself. (Similarly, if Srutis describe some modifications

of yours, they ultimately describe you who form the basis, the

substratum of them all)

.

16*. It is, hence,O Lord ofMaya (constituted of the three

gunas viz.
(
Sattva , Rajas and Tamas ) that spiritually wise and

thoughtful people immerse themselves into the nectarian sea of

your stories which completely wash off the dirt (sins or impuri-

ties) of the entire world and have rid themselves of sins and (all

types of) afflictions.1 Need it be said, O Supreme Lord, that those

who, by virtue of their self-realization, have cleansed all passions

and evil propensities from their heart and have warded off

the effects of Time (such as old age) will enjoy your state of

eternal, infinite bliss ?

17*. Persons are alive (lit. bearers of life) in the real sense

of the term only if they are your devoted followers, otherwise

they are merely respiring bellows. It is due to your grace ( i.e.

16* VJ : O Lord of three worlds ! Persons deeply learned in philo-

sophy (darSanas

)

take a plunge in the sea of nectar of your stories which

wash off the impurities of all people, have rid themselves of all the miseries of

the world. Need it be said, O Supreme Lord, that the Liberated Souls whose

afflictions from their hearts and the effects like birth, old age etc. caused by

Time are wiped out by God himself and who resort to and worship you 1

1

/

enjoy the state of eternal, infinite bliss, have not to undergo any sufferings.

1 . $R quotes as an authority .

Yalhd pufkara-palaia ipo na ilifyanta evam tvam-vidi pdpath karma •

iligyate

Chdndogya Up. 4.14.3.

17* VJ : It is by your entry into BrahmS, Rudra and other presiding

deities of Mahat
,
AhaAkira and other principles that they could create this Egg

of the universe. Those who bore ill feeling towards you {asuhfdah) believe

that everything is unreal. And their life is nothing but respiring like bellows

and their exhalations are sighs expressive of their suffering in hell. The three
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presence or interpenetration) that (insentient) Principles like

Mahat (cosmic intelligence) , Ahamkara (cosmic ‘I’-ness’) and

others could create this egg of the universe or body (macrocosm

as well as microcosm) . You are that Supreme Being that enter

into and animate the five vestures of the body enshrining the

soul (the virtues consisting of food, vital breath, mind Vijndna

and bliss) and assuming their form, he knows them all. But

factually you are not connected with them and abide in the last

(called Brahma-puccha1 in Tait. Up. (2. 1. 5). You are distinct

from the gross and the subtle—the ultimate eternal Reality

which alone remains after the destruction of all others.

18*. Out of those paths (of Brahma-realization explored

and laid down) by (ancient) sages2
,
those whose eyes are blind-

ed by gravel or rajas i. e. have gross outlook, contemplate

Brahman as being at the abdomen (as presiding over the plexus

ealled Manipura, located at the navel). Followers of Arum who

have subtler vision contemplate Brahman in the cavity of the

heart ( at the plexus or nerve centre known as Andhata Cakra)

.

O infinite Lord, the meditator thence proceeds upward (by the

channel or path called Sufumnd) upto the crown of the head

( to the plexus called sahasrara the exalted position of the lustre

of Brahman3
. He who reaches this position does not recede to

fall again into the jaws of death.

categories the lowest i.e. human beings, middle i.e, sages and Gandharvas, the

highest i.e. Indra and other gods and their leader god BrahmS knows and

disseminates by his teaching the knowledge of your eternal, infinite, unpara-

lleled blissful nature and your being transcendental to Sat and Asal ( sad-asatah

Paraml). He is eligible to attain to a form similar to the Lord.

1. VR : has stoutly opposed the idea of Brahmapuccha. According to

VR. : this verse emphasizes that the human life is useless if not devoted to

the Lord. Persons who, though endowed with sound sense organs, indulge in

enjoying objects of senses instead of engaging themselves in propitiating the

Lord merely live and breathe like bellows.

2VR : 1. Tfi * oartamasu—The paths of worship as prescribed in the

Vedanta—VR.
3. Paramam dhima—The highest position is the centre between the

eyebrows.

VR : classifies these worshippers as follows :

—

(i ) Vaifvinara-uidyd-niffha : Those who look upon gastral fire as a form

ofBrahman,. **
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19*. You enter the various living species evolved by you,

though as their (material) cause, you were already existing

there. Of your own accord, you assume those forms like fire

( lying dormant in the fuel and appearing similar to the size and
shape of the fire-wood though as Fire it is undifferentiated

one) and appear smaller or greater, higher or lower. Hence,

persons whose judgment is clear and who do not expect any

return (either here or hereafter) for their acts realize your true

nature as being the only Reality, Pure, undifferentiated immut-

able in all these unreal forms.1

20. (The scriptures say) that the individual soul abiding

in the body created and shaped by his former acts, is not limit-

ed by anything that may be termed as cause and effect. It is

a part or ray of yourself who are endowed with all potencies.

Having come to this conclusion regarding the nature of the

individual Soul, wise men in this world, with unflinching faith

and devotion, contemplate on your feet to which all righteous

acts prescribed in the Vedas are dedicated and in consequence

of which they attain to liberation from Sarhsara (lit. State of

getting no rebirth again)

.

( 2 ) Dakota—vidyd-niffha—Followers of Aruni who look upon God as

being in the cavity of the heart {hrdaya-pupdarlkantargat&'k&iarupam tv&m

up&sate)

( 3) Those who follow the parisara paddhati i.e. the path of sufumpd.

(ii) 18* VJ : also classifies the contemplatists on Brahman as follows:

—

(1) Possessors of subtle insight
(
KurpadfSah Sukfma dfffayah) into

Brahman and his attributes contemplate Brahman as Udara ( udarapurpam

Brahman) or Perfect, full, infinite, Brahman.

(2) Followers of Aruni meditate upon Brahman as hxdaya (one abiding

in the heart).

(3) The followers of the sage Manuka contemplate Brahman as dahara

i.e. subtler than the sky and our vital breath lead to It. But those who
follow the Parisara method and contemplate Brahman as passing from the

heart through Brahman&di to the crown of the head such meditators do not

fall a victim to kj-tanta—God of death

.

19* VJ (Only the difference is noted) quotes Tantra Bhagaoataas his

authority. In the innumerable living species you are like jfiw in them and

assimilate yourself with those beings like fire in fire-wood. The Vital breath

knows you. Great persons mentally go near you who are the eternal prin-

ciple in the decaying forms and contemplate on you.

1 . £vet Up. 6. 1 1 •
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2 1 *. O controller of the universe ! You have assumed a cor-

poreal form for shedding light on the true nature of the self

which is difficult to comprehend. Those persons who have recoup-

ed from their exhaustion (caused by whirling in the cycle of

Sarhsara) by immersing themselves in the ocean of the nectarine

stories of your glorious deeds and have renounced their homes

( relatives, property, etc. )
through their association with your

swan-like votaries who take shelter in your lotus-feet, do not

covet even for liberation from Sarhs&ra.

22*. When the nest1 (in the form of the body in which

the soul dwells) follows the path that leads to you, it is useful as

one’s own self, well-wisher and a beloved person. Though you

are always ready to help and are thus favourably disposed and

the real well-wisher and loving, it is unfortunate that people of

suicidal mentality do not take any delight or interest in you and

do not worship you with some form of devotion. They wrong-

21* KD : gives a gist of this and states that the quality between God
and the votary is synthesized into onc-ness by intense devotion and exhorts to

renounce the /Tarmaj-religious rites prescribed by the Veda and engage one-

self completely in the devotion to God.

(ii) VJ : O Lord whose essential nature is extremely incomprehensible

those who have deeply studied the Vedas who have exhausted themselves in

churning the extensively vast ocean of your glorious deeds and have been

thereby released from Samara
,
have come to realize that you are the source

of the Vedas and the “fruit” to be conveyed by them, and worship you by

performance of sacrifices and meditation.

22* (I) VR. construes differently :

( i)
If this nest i.e. the physical body is placed in yo ar way ( by devo-

ting to your worship, etc.) you are just like the very soul, a well-wisher and

a beloved person always ready to help.

(ii) KD : Poetically illustrates how a person forgets the Lord and

engages himself into Samira and finally comes to grief. Hence, one should

be absorbed in the devotion and worship of Atman.

1. Kuliya—that which dissolves into the earth i.e. this physical body.

(iii) VJ reads differently.

Through the association ofand for worshipping sanryisins or Swan-

like ascetics who are attached to your lotus-feet, some have renounced their

houses, kith & kin and do not aspire to attain Mokfa (liberation from

Sathsira) which is the fruit of propitiating you, O Lord. They are devoted

to you who are the most beloved one. They look upon this transient nest

(This physical body) as good and dear and a selfless relative who guides by

the path leading to you. **
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ly entertain attachment, etc. to the physical body which is so

wretched and wander in this Sarfisara which is extremely fearful.

23*. That state of yours which sages, the practi-

tioners of rigorous Yogic path, contemplated in their hearts by
restraining their vital breath, the mind and senses thoroughly,

is also attained by your adversaries by constantly thinking ofyou,

and also by the women (Gopis of Vraja) whose hearts were ena-

moured of and attached to your mighty arms which were like

the body ofSesa. The Lord of serpents, as well as we (the

presiding deities of Srutis) who realise you as equal to all and
omnipresent and cling to your lotus-like feet, are the same (i.e.

equal) in your eyes.

24*. Alas ! O Lord, how can one who has come into

existence and passed away, at a later stage after you, can possi-

bly presume to know you who existed anterior to all creation.

It is from you that the sage (god Brahma) was born. After

Brahma came into existence both the classes of deities (viz. (1

)

23* VJ’s Text combines the last two lines in verse 22 and the first

two lines in verse 23 of &R’s text. (The gist only) : Persons with wrong beliefs

and course of meditation do not realise the Supreme Soul. Their minds

being rooted in wrong notions sutfer eternally in Hell and are invested with

a condemned body from hell to hell. The enemies of sages who directed by

Mukhya Prana (Chief vital breath) know the way to Moksa and worship you

as
( present in) the hrdaya (heart)

.

24* KD : You, being the author of the creation and dissolution of

the universe, are anterior to all. Hence, you are beyond the comprehension

of all. If we submit to your feet and follow the nine-fold path of devotion,

you impart spiritual knowledge out of Grace. Hence, the path of devotion is

the best of all. (HV Hari-Varada) 87.488-510

( I ) VR ( Summary) :

devagapd ubhaye :—Two groups of sages : (i
)
Sanaka and others leading

ascetic life and ( ii) Marici and others engaged in propagating species and

world activity. When you withdraw even the Sdstra ( Vedic Lore) within you

and go to sleep, there is neither Sat ( phenomenal intelligent being) nor Asat

(phenomenal intelligent creation (the rest similar to $R)

.

(II) VJ’s Text is a combination of the latter half of verse 23 and the

first half of the present (No. 24) verse (only the gist of different interpreta-

tion is given. ) You alone know your essential nature. The eternal Vedas

seek the nectar of your lotus-feet but cannot properly comprehend you who

are characterised by existence, consciousness and bliss. You are very kind

to Jioas who devoutly remember you.
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Adhyitmika—deities presiding over sense-organs, mind and (ii)

Adhidaivika—those presiding over the celestial world). When,

withdrawing every thing within you, you go to sleep, at that

time, there exists neither Sat (the gross phenomena) nor Asat

( their subtle causes like Afahat, Aharhkara, etc. ) nor the product

of these two viz. this psycho-physical organism called body,

nor the velocity of Time, nor any S&stras (Sruti texts) from

which your nature can be known.1

25*. Those who postulate the evolution of the universe

or being from non-being or the non-existent (as the Vaisesika

school does
)
or who believe in the cessation of the existent

( twenty one types of miseries as Mokga or Liberation ( as the

JVydya school does) or who posit the distinctness and plurality of

Souls (as the Sankhyas and Naiyayikas, etc. do) and those who
affirm that the fruit of (sacrificial and other) Karmas are real

( as the followers of the Mimamsa school hold)—all these pro-

pagate their misconceptions. It is due to ignorance about you

(which leads persons to believe in the misconcept of diversity

that the Puruga is comprised of the three gunas or modifications

of Prakrti. It cannot exist in you as you are the embodiment of

pure knowledge and absolute consciousness.2

1 . ko addhi veda ka iha pravocal /

kuta djdtd, kuta iyam visfffih If

arvdg-devd asya visarjanend

thd ko veda yata dbabhuoa //

—

R.V 10.129.6.

Abo :yato vdeo nivartante aprdpya manasd saha /—Tait. Up. 2.4.1

25* KD : elucidates §R’s refutation of the view of Patafijali that the

Brahman evolves out of Asat i.e. the Jiva attains Brahmahood though

originally he did not possess it. He has incorporated the translation of the

quotations from Upanisads ( that are given below) into his lucid commentary.

VR : Only the difference from SR is noted as VR is a long Com.

(second half) : Those who think that Prakftis of three gmas and the jtoas

( intelligent beings) are distinct and are not controlled by Supreme Brahman

are under the influence of Avidyd (nescience). But you transcend Prakrti and

Puruga and yourself are Perfect, Infinite consciousness.

2. In refuting the other schools of thought the author of the Bh. P.

based this verse on Sruti Texts like the following :

—

(i) Sad-eva somyedam agra dsttl Chdndogya Up. 6.2.1

(ii) Brahmaiva son Brahmdpnotil - Bfhad. Up. 4.4.6.
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26*. All the universe including the JIva, comprised ofthe

three gunor (modifications of Prakrti
) is a projection of the

mind. It appears to have a real existence as it is superimposed

on you. Those who have realized the Atman (the soul) regard

all this ( subjective and objective) universe as Sat, i.e. really

existent as it is the projection of the Atman Himself. Just as

persons seeking gold do not discard (ornaments which are) the

modifications (ofgold) as they are essentially gold, the knowers

of the Self come to the conclusion that this Universe (both sub-

jective and objective) is their very self as he (the Atman) made
it and then entered into it.

27**. Only those persons who devotedly serve (i.e. worship)

you as abiding in all beings as their Indwelling soul, disregard-

(
iii) avidyayam antare vartam&n&ht /

svayam dhirah papfitam manyamdndh //

Jaghanyamdnih pariyanti mudhah /

andhenaiva niyamdnd yathdndh&h // Mundaka 1.2.8.

SR was a follower of the adaaita school of Sankara. But like Sankara,

he was an ardent devotee at heart. After every verse of the Sruti gita he com-

poses one verse conveying the gist of that verse. At the end of his rendering

in a verse the gist of this 25th verse, he expresses his ardent desire for Libera-

tion by repeating the names of God who is both Siva and Vi?pu. He prays :

Sriman Madhava Vamana Trinayana Sri SaAkara Srlpate j

Govindeti tnudi’ vadan Madhupate muktah kad& syam aham //

26* (i) VR : The mind of all beings including that of a human being,

constituted as it is of three gupas which apparently shows to produce some

effects cannot do so in your case (It cannot realize you). But your devotees

who worship you and meditate upon you, purify their heart and realize that

the Universe is Sat—a Reality as it is not different from Paramdtman or Brahman

—the universe, which is the effect or a synthesized whole of the subtle

principles of sentient and non-sentient beings is Brahman.

(ii) VJ's : Text combines the last two lines of Verse 25 with the 1st

two lines of the present verse :—To regard that the jlva is bound by three

gupas like Sattva and others is ignorance. Only the unrighteous postulate that

your mind is constituted of three gupas. Supra-human beings like gods with

better insight, know that you transcend these gupas and are an embodiment of

supreme bliss and it is the Jfivas that suffer from miseries.

27* * ( 1 ) KD : extends this devotion to the spiritual preceptors as well.

( II )
VR : Out of mercy for those averse to you you control them like

cattle and bring to the right path by teaching them the path of righteousness.

Those who are not averse to you and are your votaries purify other ignorant

persons.
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ed Death and planting their fool on the head of Death attain

Liberation (from the cycle of births and deaths) . 'But to those

who turn away their face from you, howsoever, learned they be,

you bind them down like beasts by your commandments ( of in-

junctions and interdictions ordained in the £rulis). Only those

who cherish devoted love to you purify themselves as well as

others but not those who are averse to you !

28*. Being self-illuminating as the embodiment of

knowledge as you are, you control the power of the sense-organs

of all beings, though you yourself are devoid of senses1 (in your

formless aspect) . Hence gods who are bound by Nescience

(
Avidyd

) and who partake of the offerings oblated to them by

men (under their dominance) offer worship and homage to

you (just as tributary princes collect revenue from their subjects

and pay tribute to their overlord, the emperor). The progeni-

tors of the world execute the duties of their offices to which

they are appointed through your fear2 just as tributary kings

do unto their emperor in this world.

(Ill) VJ : the text is a combination of the last two lines of verse 26 and

the first half of verse 27 of &R.

As gold is the material cause of an ornament of gold which is its modi-

fication and as such it is not discarded as separate from gold, the Lord who
interpenetrated and illumined the universe after its creation has his own essen-

tial nature unchanged. The permeator of the universe is the same absolute

God. Those who serve you as abiding in every principle of reality set their

foot on the head of death and become Liberated.

1
.

( i ) a-p&tii-p&do javano grahitd /

Paiyatyacakfufi sa irtwtyakaijiah //

sa vetti vedyath na ca tasya vettd /

tom dhur agryam purujam purdpam 1

1

—Svet. Up. 3.19

28*. VR : It is by your will-power that you bring about creation, etc. of

the universe. You have all the powers of the sense-organs concentrated in

your hands as you are the absolute.

2. bhifa’smad vdtofr pavate, bhifodeti s&ryafi f bhlfdimid Agttts* cendrai ca

mrtyur dhdvati pafleamap /

—Tut. Up. 2.7.1.

yathd’gnep kfttdrd vifpbuliAgd vyuccarantyevam evd'smdd dtmanafc sarve

prdodfr, sarve ,akd(tt sarve devdfi sarvdpi bhUtdni vyuccaranH /

Brhad. Up. 2.1.20.
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29*. O Lord ! You are eternally free and far beyond

the reach of Maya. But when you are pleased to sport with that

beginningless Maya or Avidya by your mere glance (without

coming into contact with her), all the mobile and immobile

beings invested with their subtle bodies come into being. 1 But

their bodies depend on the causal (latent) karmas of those

beings which have come into existence by your (above-

mentioned) glance. You are beyond the ken of sense-organs

and the mind. Like the sky, you are impartial—equal to all.

None kindred to you, none stranger.

[From the point of subtleness and impartiality] you are

comparable to the Void2 (iunya in its positive aspect), incom-

prehensible to speech and mind.

30.** O Eternal Lord ! If (it is postulated as Sankhyas

and schoolmen of similar views do, that) individual souls be

infinite in number, each eternally existent and all-pervading,

their being under control ( of another i.e. you) is not possible.

29* (l) KD refutes ‘voidness’ conveyed by the term funya. iunya

means ‘un-manifest’ ‘beyond the range of word’. He discusses fundamental

problems about the na ture and size ( whether atomic or co-terminus with the

body) of the soul. He discusses the concepts of ‘bondage and ‘liberation’,

‘plurality’ and ‘oneness’ of the soul. ( The discussion is too lengthy to be com-

pressed in a foot-note].

asad vd idam agra dsit / tato vai sad ajdyata / —Tait. up. 2.7.1

(II) VR: (Summary only).

All beings mobile and immobile are invested with a body through

which they are made to suffer agonies caused by Prakrti. Emancipation from

these sufferings is possible only by the gracious glance of the Lord. All sen-

tient ( and noil-sentient ) beings constitute your body. As nobody can be

separate and distinct from you, you are their Protector. None is equal to

you. Nothing pre-existed you. You are all-pervading like the sky and are

not tainted by any contact.

(III) VJ.’s text combines verse 28 c, d and 29 a, b of §R’s text. The

gist of 29 a, b : VJ. quotes with approval £&p;lilya’s opinion. If one were to

hold that Liberation (from samsdra ) is secured through the gracious glance

of Vi?nu, then it must be admitted that all beings whirl into sathsdra due to

the will of God.
30*. VR : (only the difference from &R is noted)

.

The view that that which permeates the universe is both the ruler and

the ruled, is not correct and the holders of the view have failed to see the

truth.
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(It is illogical to hold that equals are sub-ordinate *to equals.

)

And, hence, ( the statement) that you control them or they are

controlled by you is not possible. Their being controlled is

possible only if the contrary is true (i.e. if the jioas be limited

or conditioned, finite and non-eternal). That (i.e. you or

Brahman) which originates or produces as an evolute anything

(viz. the jiva in this case) and thus forms its part ( as the

material cause) and is thus immanent in it, can control that

evoluce (the jiva). And this controlling power is not known to

them who pose to know it
1

,
for it, being beyond the range of

words and thoughts, what they come to know is defective.

31*. To postulate the creation of thejiva either from the

beginningless Prakrit (i.e. to regard the jiva as a product or

transformation of Prakrti) or from the eternal (birthless)

Purufa or from a combination of both Prakrti and Purufa is not

tenable (for Prakrti is jaja—inert—while the jiva is the intelli-

gent, animating principle of life and as such it cannot be creat-

ed by the inert Prakrti. The second and the third alternative

subjects Purufa to modifications). Just as bubbles are apparent-

ly formed out of interaction of water and air, jivas apparently

seem to come into existence through the Prakrti and Purufa (as

the material and instrumental causes. But the Brahman is the

only reality and) the so-called creation of jivas being unreal,

they, with all their several names and forms, merge in you as

the rivers merge into the sea (and lose their identity) or all

juices (from various flowers collected by bees) get dissolved

into (what is ultimately called) honey.1

1. yasySmatarh matam tasya, matam yasya rut veda sah /

avijMtam avijinatdm, vijflitam avijinatdm //

—Ktna Up. 2.3

(I) VR : Just as bubbles (temporary by nature) are created by the

inter-action ofwater and wind (which are as compared with bubbles—perma-

nent in nature)
,
jivas are formed from the combination of Prakrti and Purufa

both of which are birthless (eternal). It is due to your support that they bear

different names and forms as a god, a man, etc. At the time of Pralaya

(dissolution of the world) they merge in you leaving their names and forms

as rivers do, etc.

( II) VJ : Prakrti and Purufa are eternal, unborn and inseparable. Jivas

come into existence conditioned with a body (like that of bubbles on water).
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32*. Comprehending thoroughly that misapprehension

(viz. the identification of the body with the Soul) has been im-

planted by your Maya (leading to repeated births in Samsara)

intelligent and discerning persons cherish profound love and

devotion to you who emancipate them from the cycle of births

( and deaths) . How can there be any fear of SarhsSra to those

who have resorted to you for refuge ? For your brow of three

‘tyres’ (i.e. Time or a year consisting of three seasons, viz. the

summer, the rains and the winter) strikes terror constantly in

the heart of those who do not seek asylum with you.

33. Persons who, neglecting the feet of one’s spiritual

preceptor, try to control the extremely restless, unbroken horse

in the form of their mind, by trying to subdue the senses and

controlling the breath, undergo great troubles for the means of

controlling the mind, and are beset with hundreds of miseries

in the Sarfisdra. Such persons are like merchants embarking on

a voyage without securing the services of a helmsman ( to

pilot the boat.)

34. What (happiness) can men derive from one’s kith

and kin, sons, wives, wealth, houses, landed property, chariots

and other vehicles—nay the very life-breath itself—when you,

the very embodiment of every kind of blessing, are easily avai-

lable by his side in the form of Atman, ready to confer bless-

ings on him who seeks asylum with you ? What thing in this

Sarhsdra which is by its nature transient and essentially devoid

of any substance, can give pleasure to a person who is ignorant

of the above-mentioned truth (about your blissful nature) and

endeavours to get sexual pleasure.

35**. Sages who have enthroned you on the lotus of their

heart and hence the water with which their feet are washed, is

32. *VJ : How will your brows inspire fear of Samsira in the hearts of

those who completely submit themselves for your grace ?

VJ. **: Sages, gods and others who through holy scriptures realize that

you alone are Sat, the Real, independent existence, and concentrate their

heart on your lotus-feet which annihilate all sins, O Supreme Man, such

persons do not even once approach the abode of Hara i.e. are not at all

affected by Aktnhkira (Egotism)

.

It is noteworthy that VJ. specifically uses "Hara” and “Rudra” for

AhaMcira.
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capable of destroying all sins, are completely free frorrf lust and
pride and they go on pilgrimage to various sacred places and
holy waters on the earth. Those who have but once set their

heart on you, the Atman
, the receptacle of everlasting bliss

never again turn their mind to (the enjoyment of) the house-

hold life which robs man of his excellent virtues (like forti-

tude, serenity of mind, etc.

)

36*. (The following is a refutation of the view of the

Mfmamsakas regarding the reality of the world).

If you agree that as this (world) is evolved out of the

Reality (Brahman), it must be real, (we say that) that is not the

case. This (your) argument is fallacious. In some instances, no
invariable concomitance is observed. (The effect does not

necessarily follow the nature ofthe cause, e. g. A son is found

different from the father.) In some cases, the so-called evolute

is false (e. g. the “mis-perception” of a rope (a reality) as

a serpent ( which is unreal) . Hence the world is not real like the

(Brahman). If (you argue that the “mis-perception” ofa ser-

pent is caused by the presence of the rope and ignorance about

the reality, similarly) the world is the product of both (Brahman

and Avidyd) , we reply that still the world is not real. It is super-

imposed on the Reality called Brahman. We appreciate the

usefulness of this theory. The illusion theory is admitted as it

explains the transactions of the phenomenal world, and such

transactions are carried on by blindly following traditions.

Your speech (Vedic texts promising reward for ritualistic acts

such as performance of sacrifice, etc.) deludes through the

manifold powers of words (such as lakfana, vyahjanS, etc.) per-

sons who have become dullwitted by blind faith in Vedic

rituals. 1

36*. VR differs : If as you say, whatever is born of Sat—real existence

—may not be real, you must show where this view fails and where it is

totally disproved. The dull-witted followers of the path of Karma, are delud-

ed through blind tradition.

1 . : tad yatkcka karma-dto toko kffyate evam ev&’mutra pwqya-cito lokah

kffyate I _—ChAndogya Up. 8.1.6

Thus many Vedic texts do not subscribe to MlmArhsgka’s contention

that the Vedas advocate the path ofKarma only.
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37*. This phenomenal world was not in existence at the

beginning before its creation. After the dissolution, the world

shall cease to exist. In the intervening period, being superim-

posed on you, the Absolute Existence, it appears to be real.

Hence, the world is compared with various modifications of

material substances ( e. g. bangles, armlets, crowns of gold, a

pitcher or a dish of earth). It is like a figment of imagination

with no basis in reality. But ignorant people regard it as the

Reality.

38**

. When the individual soul
(
Jiva) embraces Maya

under the influence of Nescience (Avidya), he assumes her

gums and wrongly identifies himself with the body, sense-organs

etc. Thus losing (forgetting) his pristine glory and blissful

nature, he succumbs to death (and is involved in the cycle of

birth and death i. e., Sams&ra) , On the contrary, even as a

serpent casts off his slough, you discard Maya. Hence, you

have preserved within you divine nature, infinite power and

eight supra-human mystical powers. Thus you shine with

your infinite power and glory.

39 * * *
. If the Togins who try to control their senses do not

exterminate the roots of passions from their heart, you, even

though abiding in the hearts of these hypocrites, are not accessi-

ble to them, are like a diamond (necklace) worn round the neck

but forgotten by the wearer. Theseyogins, after gratifying their

own senses are flanked with miseries on both the sides, O
Lord—One from Death i. e., Sarftsdra that has not been over-

* VR differs :

It is only the ignorant who believe that this universe did not exist

before creation and it will be non-existent in future and, therefore, it is not

existing at present also and that it is unreal like a figment of fiction.

** VR : (The gist only).

The Jfva, being deluded by MayS is invested with a body ( which is

product of Prakrti)- Through the body he enjoys objects of senses and

identifies himself with it and is subjected to death. He is thus robbed of his

inherent knowledge and other qualities.

*** As usual VJ’s text is a combination of verse 38.c.d and 32. a,b.

:

Togins who are desireless and firm in the path of renunciation are blessed by

the Lord with a life-free death and he grants them blissful Mokfa.
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come and on the other hand, from you who stil! temain un-

realized.

40*. O glorious Lord (endowed with six excellences)
;

he who has realized you, does not feel the effect of pleasure or

pain as a consequence of meritorious or sinful acts as determin-

ed by you. Hence, he is not aware of the Vedic injunctions and
interdictions which are binding on other embodied beings.

(They are not binding on him as he has realized that the soul

is distinct from the body.) You are every day ushered through

the ears into the heart and are enshrined therein the hearts of men
with sage advice and precepts transmitted from generation to

generation. And you are ultimately attained by them as you are

the final goal called Mok$a.

41. Even lords of celestial regions (like god Indra,

Brahma) have not been able to fathom you or know your limit

as you are Infinite. Even you have not done so, due to your

infiniteness, as within you abide heaps of innumerable Eggs of

Universes each along with its seven protective sheaths, which

propelled by Time float about like particles of dust (driven by

the wind) in the sky. Due to the infinite greatness of yours,

Srutis, finding that they end in you (as their goal) ,
convey

you indirectly by negating everything else than you.

The glorious Lord {Ndrayana) said :

42. Having thus heard the exposition of the Srutis re-

garding the Soul—Sanaka and other (mind-born) sons of

Brahma who had already accomplished their spiritual perfec-

tion, now worshipped Sanandana (who was their guide or

resource person at the spiritual seminar)

.

43. The essence of all the Vedas, Purdnas and Upanifads

was in this manner churned out and extracted by those noble-

souled Sanaka and other brothers who were the earliest

creation of god Brahma and who traversed through the sky.

44. O son of god Brahma (Narada) ! You bear in mind

with faith this exposition about the (nature of the) soul which

40*. efa nityo mahimd Brdhmaoasya na karmaod vardhatt no kanlydn, etc.

*—Brhad Up. 4.4.23
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is capable of reducing to ashes all the desires of men and then

you may move about, at will, anywhere in the world.

Sri Suka said :

45. Having received with faith and reverence what was

thus expounded to him by the Sage Narayana, Narada, the self-

controlled observer of life-long celibacy who could retain in

memory what he had heard but once, and had already accom-

plished his purpose (in life), humbly submitted as follows :

Narada submitted :

46. “Obeisance to that celebrated Lord Kfsna (Nara-

yana) of spotless hallowing glory, who assumes charming forms

for the non-recurrence of birth (i. e. emancipation from

Sarhsara) of all beings.

47. Having thus respectfully bowed that first Sage

Narayana and his other high-souled disciples, Narada

straight-way arrived at the hermitage of my father, Krsna

Dvaipayana.

48. He was warmly received by the worshipful sage

Vyasa. Seating himself comfortably, he described to him

(Vyasa) in details what he heard from the lips of the sage

Narayana.

49. O king Pariksit ! I have in this way replied to you

in details the question that you put to me (by reporting to you

the hymn sung by Srutis) with a view to bringing out how
far the Brahman which is attributeless and undefinable, can be

reached by the mind.

50. One should constantly contemplate Lord Hari who
keeps the Maya at a distance from him due to his absolute

state ; Who is the architect of the universe, planning its begin-

ning, middle and end. He is the Controller of the unmanifest

Prakrti and of Jivas, After creating the universe, He entered

into it along with Jivas and controls them. Having taken

asylum with him, the Jiva protects himself against the Maya.

Having attained to him, the Jiva sheds his ignorance, just as

a man who falls deep asleep loses the consciousness of his

person (body).
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CHAPTER EIGHTYEIGHT

God Rudra Saved

The King (Parikfit)
enquired :

1. Out of gods, Asuras or human beings, whoever wor-

ship (and propitiate) god Siva who himself has renounced all

worldly pleasures are blessed with wealth and enjoyment of

pleasures, but not so in the case ofthose who are the votaries of

Visnu though he is the consort of the goddess of wealth.

2. We entertain a grave doubt and we desire to know
(its solution) as to why the goal (i. e. the fruit achieved) of

those who worship these two deities of different dispositions,

is quite contrary to their expectation ? Why do the Devotees of

the Lord of LaksmI do not get wealth and while those of

Siva become rich ?

Sri Suka said :

3. God Siva is ever associated with his Sakti. He is

invested with three gunas viz. Sattva, rajas and tamas and is the

presiding deity of the three types of (Cosmic) ego characteris-

ed by the gunas
y
viz. sattva (or vaikdrika ego, rajas (taijasa type

of Ego
)
and tamas (or tamasa type of ego)

.

4. Out of these three types of ego were evolved sixteen

modifications or products (viz. mind from the sdttvika ego,

ten sense-organs from rajasic type of ahamkdra and five bhutas

or elements from the tdmasic type of ego). He who adores

one of these potencies is blessed with all types of earthly pros-

perity.

.5. Lord Hari, on the other hand, is unaffected by and

hence devoid of the attributes (of Prakrti). He is the Supreme

Person far beyond the range of Prakrti. He is omniscient and

is a witness to everything. A person who worships him becomes

bereft of gunas.

6. After the conclusion of the Horse-sacrifice, while

listening to the exposition of the righteous duties, your grand*

father, King Yudhi$thira asked this very question to Kr?na.

7. The glorious Lord Kjrsna who descended into the

race of Yadu for blessing people with the Summon bonum (by
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showing the way to Mokfa) was very much pleased with that

question and explained to him who was very desirous and eager

to listen to him.

The Lord explained :

8. I gradually relieve a person of his wealth on whom
I wish to bestow my grace. Then his own relatives, finding

him penniless and hard-pressed with adversity and sorrow-

stricken, forsake him (of their own accord)

.

9. When (he finds that) all his efforts with the desire

of acquiring wealth have been futile, he becomes despondent

and forms friendship with persons who are devoted to me.

Then only I shower my grace on him.

10. My grace is the revelation of myself i. e. of Brahman.

It is too subtle (to be comprehensible), Pure consciousness and
infinite Reality (existence).

10A*- The intelligent person who realizes it as his own-

self is liberated from Samsdra. Hence, people avoid me as one

too difficult to be propitiated -and turn to other gods (to

worship).

1 1 . Thereupon, having obtained sovereignty and pros-

perity from gods who are easily and quickly propitiated, they

become arrogant, puffed up with pride and maddened. They
forget the very gods who have bestowed boons on them and
despise them.

Sri Suka said :

12. Gods Brahma, Visnu, Siva and others are compe-

tent to pronounce a curse or grant boons. But dear Par!k$it,

God Siva and Brahma accord grace or curse instantaneously.

(The moment they are pleased or displeased) , but not so god

Vi?nu.

13. As an illustration of this, those versed in ancient

lore cite the ancient legend how god Siva after giving a boon

to Vrkasura, found himself in danger.

10A* Additional half verse from the vrndaban edition (Quoted from

Bh. P. in Bengali script)

.
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14. There was an Asura called Vfka, the son of Sakuni.

That wicked-minded fellow saw Narada on the way and asked

him which god out of the trinity (of Brahma, Visnu and Siva)

was easily and quickly propitiated.

15. Narada advised him, “Do propitiate god Siva and

you will quickly accomplish your purpose. He gets pleased

with slight merit and is enraged at the slightest offence.

16. When the ten-faced demon Ravana and Bana

eulogised him like bards, he bestowed on them unparalleled

prosperity and sovereignty in consequence of which he found

himself involved in serious troubles (Ravana uprooted mount
Kailasa, the residence of god Siva and Bana made him the

protector of his capital city).

1 7. Being thus advised, that Asura began to propitiate

god Siva by offering to him the oblation of his own flesh

chopped from his body, through the mouth of the fire-god, at

the place called Kedara in the Himalayas.

18. Out of desparation for not being able to visualize

god Siva (in spite of the sacrifice of his flesh), the Asura, on

the seventh day, ( took a bath in the holy waters of that place

)

and began to cut with sharp weapon his head with wet matted

hair.

19. At that time the highly merciful god (with matted

hair) who was brilliant like the fire-god, came out of the sacri-

ficial fire. Just as we would do (to prevent our friends from

suicide ), he held both of his arms with his own and prevented

him from that act. By the blessed touch of Siva, his body

became healed of wounds and perfect as before.

20. He spoke to him, “Dear Asura ! It is enough (de-

sist from offering your head to me) . Seek of me any boon you

desire and I shall confer it on you. I am pleased even if water

is reverentially offered to me by people devoted to me. You
have unnecessarily tortured your body so cruelly.

21. That extremely sinful demon sought the god a boon

that spelt terror to all living beings. (He requested as a boon:)

“May every body die on whose head I shall lay my palm.’*

22. Hearing that prayer, Lord Siva got depressed at

heart (for a moment)
,
O Parik?it. But laughingly he said.
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“Yes. Be it so.” and gave the boon which was like giving

nectar to a serpent.

23. The Asura who was thus granted boon, was really

desirous of laying his hand upon Gaurl (Parvati, the spouse of

god Siva) . And they say that with a view to testing the efficacy

of that boon, he advanced to place his hand upon the head of

god Siva himself. And god Siva was seized with terror at his

own act (of granting the boon.

)

24. Agitated with terrific fear and trembling, he began

to run fast to the northern direction with the demon pursuing

( close on his heels) . He ran traversing the whole of the earth,

the heaven and the end of cardinal points.

25. Lords of gods did not know how to counteract or

intervene and they kept quiet. At last Lord Siva went to

Svetadvipa the ever-refulgent region ofVisnu lying beyond the

sphere of darkness.

26. There abides Lord Narayana in person, the ultimate

resort of those who have renounced everything for the Lord,

and hence have attained serenity of mind (by getting rid of

passions like love, hatred, etc.) and have refrained from all

forms of violence, an abode having attained which a person

never returns to Sarhs&ra.

27. Perceiving the predicament of god Siva, the Lord

who destroys all afflictions, assumed the form of a small boy by

his Yoga-maya and manifested himself at a distance.

28. Shining like fire by his refulgence and adorned with

his girdle of murija grass, deer-skin, staff and a rosary of

Rudraksa beads and with darbha grass in his hand, he paid

obeisance to the demon as if in deep humility.

The Lord said :

29. O son of Sakuni, evidently your honour is much
exhausted. Have you come from a long distance ? Have rest

for a short while (for a minute) (If proper care is taken of

this body,) it fulfills all the cherished desires like the heavenly

wish-yielding cow.

30. If the matter is fit for our ears, (i.e. if there be no

objection in hearing of your intention) O mighty one, let me
know on what you have set your mind. Generally a man desires
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to accomplish his purpose with the help of his chosen

assistants.

Sri Suka said :

31. When he was thus accosted in such nectar-shower-

ing words, the demon felt refreshed and confided to him

(Visnu) all that he had done before.

The glorious Lord (disguised as a Brahmacarin
)

remarked :

32. If this be the case, we do not believe in his (Siva’s)

words; for he has been reduced to the State of a goblin (Piiaca)

by the curse of Daksa, and is now the king of Pretas and PiSacas

(evil spirits)

.

33. If you regard Siva as the preceptor of the world and

still have faith in him, O king of Danavas, you may easily test

the truth of his words this very moment, O dear Asura, by

placing your palm on your head.

34. If the words of Siva are found to be false, you

straightway kill that liar so that he may not live to utter a false-

hood again.”

35. In this way his mind was changed by the wonderful

and extremely soft, winning words of the Lord. And the wick-

ed-minded fellow in utter forgetfulness placed his palm on his

own head.

36. That very moment the Asura fell down with his head

split up as if he was struck down with vajra (thunder-bolt)

.

And there were applauding shouts like “Victory” “Salutat-

ions” and “Well-done” in the heavens.

37. When the wicked demon Vrkasura was killed, gods,

sages, manes (ancestors) and Gandharvas let down showers of

flowers and god Siva was rescued from a dangerous situation.

38-39. To god Siva who was thus saved, spoke the glori-

ous Lord Visnu : God Mahadeva ! This sinful fellow has been

killed by his own sins. O l£a (Controller of the world) ! What
creature who has committed sin (or offence

) against the great

can possibly be safe and happy ? What need be said when the

offence is committed against the controller of the universe and

the father of the world like you ?
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40. Whoever hears or relates this account of Liberation

of god Siva (from mortal danger) by Lord Visrm, the Supreme

Soul, who is the veritable sea of incomprehensible powers,

becomes emancipated from Sathsdra (the cycle of births and
deaths) and becomes free from the danger of enemies as well.

CHAPTER EIGHTYNINE

Supremacy of Vifnu Vindicated :

Restoration to Life of Brahmana's Sons

Sri Suka said :

1 . On one occasion, sages were engaged in performing

a sacrificial session ( of a long duration) . O king, in that sess-

ion a question was raised for discussion as to who of the trinity

of the ruling gods (i.e. Brahma, Visnu, and Siva) was the

greatest.

2. In order to satisfy their curiosity, they deputed the

sage Bhrgu, the son of god Brahma, to ascertain the truth. And
he went to the assembly of god Brahma.

3. In order to test the worth of that god, Bhrgu, did not

pay him homage or chant any hymn in his praise. The wor-

shipful god Brahma (took it as an affront and) was enraged

with him, and was as if aglow with his burning wrath.

4. Consideiing that the insulting person was his own

son, the self-born god Brahm& quenched the fiery wrath provok-

ed in his mind, by restraining himself, just as fire is extinguish-

ed by water (which is its own product.)

5. From the assembly of god Brahma, he repaired to

mount Kailasa (the abode of god Siva) . God Mahadeva was

delighted (at his brother’s surprise visit) and arising from his

seat, he proceeded to embrace him.

6. But Bhrgu showed no desire for it (avoiding him)

with the remark, “you tread evil path, (flouting the authority

of the Vedas” you have adopted the heretic way of life
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and apply ashes of dead bodies from burning grounds). The
tradition goes that the god flew in rage and with fiery eyes, he

snatched up his trident and rushed forth to strike hhn.

7. His consort Parvati, however, fell at his feet and

pacified him with sweet words. Thereupon Bhrgu proceeded

to Vaikunfha where Lord Visnu abides.

8-9. God Visnu was then lying on the lap of the goddess

&ri (Laksmi) . Bhrgu kicked Him with his foot on his chest.

The glorious Lord Visnu, the resort of all saints, got up (in

reverence) along with the goddess Laksmi. He alighted from the

bed-stead and bowing down reverentially to the sage addressed

him, “Welcome O Brahmana sage; please have some com-

fortable rest on the seat for a while. O mighty sage, it behoves

you to forgive us, as we were not aware of your arrival.

10. “O great sage ! Your feet are so very soft and deli-

cate, my dear !” With these words he began to massage

soothingly the feet of the Brahmana with his own hands.

1 1 . “Be pleased to purify me along with my realm and

the protectors of the world that are within me, with the water

washing the feet of your worship—water which sanctifies even

the holy waters of sacred places.

12. Worshipful sire l From to-day I have been the sole

abode of goddess Laksmi. With my sins completely washed off

by the touch of your feet (which symbolise knowledge) the

goddess of prosperity (Lak$mi in the form of Sri Vatsa mark)

shall ever reside on my bosom.”

12A. Vj*s Text.

And let the mark (of your foot-print on my bosom) be

known by the name Sri Vatsa from to-day.”

Sri Suka said :

1 3. When Lord Vi?nu addressed him thus, Bhrgu felt

deeply satisfied and happy with his melodious words in a deep

low tone. He remained silent as his voice was choked with

over-whelming feeling of devotion, his eyes, over-flowing with

tears.

14. Returning to the place of that sacrificial session,

Bhrgu fully recounted to those sages who were well-versed in the

Vedas, what he experienced (in the realm of the three gods).
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15. Listening to that report the sages were wonder-

struck and had their doubt (about the supremacy of the three

gods) dispelled. They came to believe god Visnu. to be the

Supreme-most god, who bestows tranquility and fearless State

{Mokfa)

.

16. For god Visnu is directly the fountain head of

righteousness, spiritual knowledge, renunciation (of four kinds)

in association with eight kinds of mystical powers
(
Siddhis

)

and glory, which cleanly washes off the dirt (sins) of the soul.

1 7. He is called the highest goal of sages and of pious

people who have completely renounced violence, are serene,

endowed with equanimity of mind (or out-look of equality

towards all) and non-attachment.

18. His beloved personality is constituted of pure Sattva-

guna
;
Brahmanas, his beloved deities. Persons of keen and

subtle intellect who are of serene mind and who covet for no

blessings, resort to him.

19. He has three forms which are invested of Maya
consisting of three guna$ : The Raksasa, the Tdmasic form, Asura,

the Rajasic and gods, the Saltvic form. (He is unattached to all

these gunas but) Sattva is the means of attaining the lore of

Bhakti1 and he is thus associated with Sattva.

Sri Suka said :

20. In this way, the Brahmanas who were performing

the sacrifice, came to this conclusion for dispelling the doubts

of the people. By worshipping the lotus-feet of the Supreme

Person, they attained to his blissful state.

SUta said :

21. This story is the very nectar scented with the frag-

rance of the Lotus-mouth of Suka, the son of the sage Vyasa.

It celebrates the glory of the Supreme Person of hallowing

renown. It dispels the fear of the cycle of births and deaths

(sarhs&ra) . The wanderer in this cycle of transmigration, who

constantly drinks this nectar with the goblets of his ears, gives

up fatigue of wandering through the paths of Sartudra.

Sri Suka began to narrate :

22. It is traditionally reported that on one occasion, at

Dvaraka, the newly bom son of a Brahma^a woman died
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immediately as he touched the ground ( i.e. the moment she

delivered the child, it expired), O descendant of Bfyarata !

23. The Brahmana took the dead body of the child and

placed it at the gates of the royal palace and over-whelmed

with grief and depressed in mind he wept bitterly and said.1

1. VJ's Test supplied the back-ground with the following additional verses.

23.1. On one occasion Sri Kr$na embarked on performing a horse-

sacrifice and he sent out a horse consecrated for the sacrifice, to go round

the world.

23-2-3. Kfsna, the delight of Yadavas, sent Hardikya, Krtavarma,

Yuyudhana, Satyaki, C&rudesna, sudesna, Pradyumna, Samba, AmSumant,

Subh&nu and a big army of Yadavas for the protection of the horse.

23.4. In a short period of time, they went round the earth and brought

back the consecrated horse, O prominent Bharata.

23.5. Hearing the report that Lord Kf?na was desirous of performing a

Horse-sacrifice, O Parik?it, sages who performed penance for a long time

and observed their religious vows rigorously, came to attend it.

23.6-7. Having appointed sacrificial priests like Hotr (to recite the

hymns and mantras from the ptgveda), Adhvaryu (the officiating priest expert in

the Yajurveda), Udgitj (to chant the hymns from the S&maoeda
)
and other

priests to officiate over the sacrifice as per prescribed procedure, the glorious

Lord Kr?pa performed the ceremony of declaration of that day (of commen-

cing the sacrifice) as the most auspicious (Putiydha-maAgala) by sages and

prominent Brahmaijas who were experts in the sacrificial lore and got himself

consecrated for the sacrifice.

23.8. Kings and rulers of various countries who, with their refulgent

crowns and diadems, looked brilliant like gods, came to attend upon him (at

the sacrifice)

.

23.9. Pandavas and other kings who were eager to see the sacrifice and

were invited by Ktfpacame to Dvaraka, O King Parik?it.

23.10. While the glorious celebration ofthe horse-sacrifice was going

on, Brahmanas got thoroughly satisfied with the feasts and gifts of cloth,

cows, land and gold.

23.11. Being initiated as a sacrificer, Sri Knoa saw to it that the

prominent Brahmapas got to their satisfaction all their desired objects as

well as fed with whatever they wished to eat.

23*12-13. While kings occupied their respective seats all round and the

cane-bearers, making a sound of the canes, were declaring “Silence please," a
certain Br&hmapa with roots of grass (or a cane) in his hand, rushed in and
standing at the gate of the sacrificial hall, raised-up his hanrU ^nd cried out

loudly in affliction. His throat was parched with hunger, face dried up,

tears were flowing from his eyes and with distressed heart, he cried out thus:
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24. “I have lost my child, because of the sin of a base

k?attriya (ruler) who is a hater of Brahmanas, wicked-minded,

greedy and voluptuous.

25. Subjects who serve a king who takes pleasure in

violence, is of a bad character and has no control over his

senses, perish by being subjected to perpetual impoverishment

and unending miseries.”1

26. In this manner, the Brahmana sage screamed out

the same condemning appeal the second and the third time

and left the dead body of the child at the royal gate.

27. Hearing that cry while he was near Sri Krsna

Arjuna enquired with the Brahmana when his nineth child

was lost.

28. “Is there no Ksattriya in your house (i.e. in this

city) who can wield a bow ? These Ksattriyas (Yadavas who
cannot protect their subjects) are not better than Brahmanas

engaged in this sacrifice.2

29. The Ksattriya (rulers) of that Kingdom where

Brahmanas being robbed of their wealth and being bereaved

of their wives and children, have to grieve helplessly, are verily

no better than actors on the stage who fill their belly by play-

ing the role of Ksattriyas.

30. O worshipful Sir, as both of you are so helpless

here, I hereby undertake to protect the child that will be born

of you. If I fail to fulfil my pledge, I shall enter fire (and

burn myself down to death) and expiate myself of that sin.”

1. Here Vj's Text adds :

25.1. Repeating this (above blame) again, the Brahmana screamed

out again, out of extreme anguish.

25.2. Hearing that, self-respecting Arjuna rose from his high seat near

Kr;Qa and approaching the Br&hmapa enquired.

25.3. “How many children have you O Brahmana ? What is the

trouble with you ? You tell me everything unreservedly. I shall try to make
you happy."

25.4. When (sympathetically) enquired thus, the BrShmaiia reported:

“As soon as my child is born it is immediately taken away that very moment
from the lying-in-chamber by some Unknown agency, dear Sir."

2. These BrShmaqas are performing this sacrifice for these wretched

Kfattriyas who cannot protect their subjects—VJ.
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The Br&hmana remarked :

31. Sankar?ana (Balarama), Sri Kf?na, Pradyumna the

foremost archer and Aniruddha, an unparalleled hero have not

been able to protect my child.

32. Even the Lords of the world found the achievement

of this feat impossible. It is childish on your part to boast like

this. We simply don’t believe in it.

Atjuna said :

33. O Brahmana, I am neither Balarama, nor Kysna
nor Ktfga’s descendant. I am verily that Arjuna, the wielder

of the bow famous by the name Gandiva.

34. Please don't underestimate my prowess, O Brahmana

;

even the three-eyed god (Siva) was delighted with it. I shall

defeat the god of death in battle and restore your progeny.

Sire.1

1. Here VJ's Text adds :

34.1. Having inspired confidence in the Br&hma$a with this assurance

O king, Aijuna requested KftQa, ‘‘O Lord, please give me permission to go

for
( protecting the child of) the Br&hmana.

34.2. You may continue your Horse sacrifice with these great men."

To Arjuna who was requesting permission to go and who had equipped him-

self with his quivers and Gigdiva bow, Kfgpa spoke with a smile.

Lord Kffea said :

34.3 MI shall have to come personally. It won’t be possible ( for you

to protect the child), O Arjuna. The spirit that killed the child, appears to

be extra-ordinary.”

Arjtma replied :

34.4. Indra despite his alliance with the rulers of the spheres, was

defeated by me at Kh&odava. The three-eyed god Siva in the guise of a

Kirdta, was pleased by me with my valour in a battle (with him).

34.5. The demons Niv&ta-Kavacas, the residents of Hiragyapura, who

could not be conquered even by Indra, were killed by me in a fight.

34.6. Gan there be auy evil spirit more powerful than that, O slayer of

demons ? Why do you frighten me ? Please give me permission to go just

now.”

Sri Suka said :

34.7. Krwa who was thus persuaded, gave permission to Arjuna to

go. Arjuna, equipped with his (G&p^liva) bow, went out of the sacrificial

hall.

34.8. He ascended his spacious chariot with the banner of the monkey

emblem hoisted over it. He placed the Br&hmaga in front of him and rode

round the village.
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35. The Brihma^a, so confidently assured by Arjuna,

went home pleased at heart, as he had heard the exploits of

Arjuna.

36. When the time of delivery of his wife approached,

that eminent Brahmana entreated Arjuna anxiously, “Pray
protect my child from death.**1

37. Arjuna sipped water (as Acamana) and bowing to

the great god Siva, he invoked all his divine missiles and kept

his bowGandiva ready.

38. Arjuna as it were encaged the lying-in-chamber by
creating a fence of arrows charged with mantras of various

missiles on all side, above and below that chamber.

39. Then the wife of that Brahmarta gave birth to a son

who cried well ( repeatedly) , but in an instant, he bodily vanis-

hed through the sky.

40. Then the Brahmana censured Arjuna in the presence

of Krsna blaming himself, "Look at my folly, in placing faith

in the empty bragging of an impotent person.

41. Who else can be capable enough to protect my child

whom neither Pradyumna, nor Aniruddha, nor Balarama nor

Sri Krsna were able to protect.

42. Fie npon Arjuna, the boastful liar ! Fie upon the

bow of his who indulges in self-advertisement (self-flattery).

The wicked fellow, out of his stupidity, brags to restore back,

what has been snatched away by Fate.’*

34.9 Arriving at the village of that Brihmana, he helped him get

down from the chariot. When he heard that the Brihraana’s wife had retired

into the lying-in-chamber, Arjuna told him, O king.

Arjuna said :

34.10. “Go to your house, O Brihmana. I have given complete protec-

tion to you on all sides. Please go and comfort your wife who must be

afraid/'

1. VJ’s Text adds :

36.1. When Arjuna was thus requested, he ascended his chariot and

mounting the string on the Gandiva bow hastened to the proximity of the

room of confinement.

36.2. The Brihmana also entered that lying-in-chamber and in a short

while cried for Aijuna's help.
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43. While the Brahmana sage was reproaching him,

Arjuna used his mystical lore and quickly went to Sarhyamanl,

the capital of the god of death (Yama) .

44. Not being able to trace the child of that Brahmana
he visited (and explored) the capital cities of the great gods

like Indra, Agni, Nairfta, Soma, Vayu and Varuna and with his

weapon ready, he went to the subterranean regions and to

regions higher than the celestial region and many other

regions.

45. As he could not trace the child and had failed to

fulfill his pledge, he prepared himself to enter fire but was pro-

hibited by Krsna from doing so.

46. (Krsna said) “I shall show you the sons of that

Brahmana. Please do not disrespect yourself in this way. Those

(who are censuring you now) will permanently establish (and

sing of) our pure spotless glory.

47. Having comforted him with these words, the glorious

Almighty Lord ascended his divine chariot along with Arjuna

and sped towards the west.

48. Then passing over the seven island-continents and

the seven oceans dividing those continents* the seven

mountain-ranges and the Lok&loka mountain1 (which divides

the visible world from the region of darkness)
, he entered the

region of darkness.

49. O prominent Bharata ! In that pitch-black darkness,

his horses, Saibya, Sugriva, Meghapu?pa and Balahaka lost

their way and could not proceed.

50. Noticing their plight, Lord Kr?na, the Master of all

experts in Yoga, discharged ahead his discus Sudargana which

was effulgent like one thousand suns shining simultaneously.

51. Piercing through that extremely horrendous, palpa-

bly thick all-pervading darkness, the effect of Prakrti or created

by the Lord himself with its exceedingly enormous lustre, the

Sudar£ana discus with the speed of the mind (quick like a

thought or imagination) cut its way like the arrow of Rama

1. A mythical mountain that encircles the earth and is beyond the

seven continents and the encircling sea of fresh water. The sun's rays do

not reach beyond that mountain.
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discharged from the bow-string penetrated through hostile

army.

52. Following the path cut by the discus, (the chariot

reached the end of darkness)
,
Arjuna saw that Supreme, Infi-

nite, dazzling lustre beyond that dark-region (of Prakrti ). But

his eyes became dazed and he closed the eyes.

53. Thereafter he entered water ( the ocean) adorned

with huge billows lashed up by powerful tempestuous gales.

Verily he saw then a wonderful mansion highly resplendent

with thousands of columns of brilliant jewels,

54. And in that mansion, he beheld the presence of the

Serpent Se§a (Ananta) who was the most formidable yet

wonderful to look at. He was radiant with brilliant jewels on

each of his thousand hoods, with two fierce eyes. His body was

white like the Himalayas but was black at the neck and in the

tongue.

55. He beheld the all-pervading Lord of infinite powers

resting on the soft and comfortable coils of serpent Se§a. The
complexion of that most exalted Super-human being was dark

like a cloud surcharged with water. He wore a yellow garment.

He had a cheerful countenance and beautiful longish eyes.

56. The effulgence of the numerous precious jewels in

his crown and the refulgence of his ear-rings enveloped (like a

halo) and lit up his profuse curly locks of hair. He had eight

long beautiful arms. He wore the brilliant Kaustubha gem
round his neck and had the Sri Vatsa mark ( on his chest)

,

and he was decorated with Vanamala (a garland of five colour-

ed forest flowers reaching upto the knees)

.

57. He was the Lord of Supreme gods who was attended

upon by Sunanda and Nanda, the chief of his guards, by the

discus Sudaiiana and other weapons in a corporal form and by

his four potencies, viz. Puffi (grace), Sri (splendour, beauty and

affluence), Kirti (Fame) and the Invincible potency (Maya)

and eight miraculous powers (Siddhis)

.

58. Sri Kr?na bowed to the Infinite Lord who was him-

self in another form, Arjuna filled with awe at his sight, paid

him obeisance. Both of them stood with folded palms. The
Perfect Person, the controller of Brahma and other lords (presi-
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ding deities) of the spheres, smilingly addressed in a deep and

sonorous voice to them. #

59. “The sons of the Brahmana were brought by me
desirous of seeing you both. Both of you have incarnated on the

earth by your part-manifestations for the protection of right-

eousness. Having killed the demons who have become a burden

to the earth as soon as possible, return to our presence.

60. Both of you are famous sages Nara and Narayana

who have already accomplished all blessings. But for the main-

tenance of the world-order, you both have set a model of

righteousness for others to follow.

61-62- Thus commanded by the glorious Supreme Deity,

those two dark-complexioned heroes (Sr! Kr?na and Arjuna)

accepted the mandate, respectfully bowed to the Perfect Being,

and taking with them the sons of the Brahmana returned with

delighted hearts to their home by the same route they came.

They restored to the Brahmana his sons grown up according to

their age but similar in appearance as their father saw them

(at the time of their birth)

.

63. Having visualized the shining region (known as

Mahakalapura of Visnu (or the glorious power of Vi?nu, Arjuna

was exceedingly astonished. He realized whatever prowess and

manliness is possessed by a man is due to the grace of Sri

Krsna. 1
• • f

64. Displaying in this way many feats and exploits, Sri

Kr?na, enjoyed worldly pleasures as well as worshipped the

1. Here VJ’s Text adds’.

63.1. Sri Knqta re-entered the sacrificial hall which was filled to its

capacity with family priests, Brahmanas and sacrificial priests, and eminent

Kfattriyas.

63.2. With the approval of the Br&hmanas, he went through the

expiatory rites prescribed for moving out of the sacrificial precincts during

the consecration period.

63.3 O excellent Kuru ! After completing the sacrifice according to

Sdstric procedure, he satisfied the BrShmanas granting all their desired

objects. He worshipped the sacrificial priests and other sages.

63.4. Having performed the concluding bath ( avabhftha majjani

)

in the

great river Yamun&, the excellent member of the Yadu race passed his time

happily in the company of great sages.

(Here ends the hundredth chapter in VJ's text)
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Supreme Deity by performing great sacrifices on an exceedingly

superior scale.

65. The glorious X^ord was himself endowed with over-

flowing affluence, power, etc. just as god Indra showers down
water profusely in the proper (i.e. the rainy) season, he also

in due time incessantly bestowed all the desired-objects on his

subjects, Brahmagas and others.

66. He personally slew a number of unrighteous Kings

and eliminated the remaining irreligious ones through Arjuna

and others. He easily enforced abidance by the righteous path

(and thus re-established dharma) all over the world through

Yudhisthira and other virtuous Kings.

CHAPTER NINETY

The Song of Queens : Resume of Kr$nas Sports.

1-2. The Lord of the goddess Sri (i.e. Sri Krsna) lived

in great comfort and happiness in his capital city of Dvaraka.

It was richly endowed with all types ofaffluence and prosperity.

It was peopled with leaders of the Vr?ni clan and by their

women who were always dressed in immaculate, gorgeous

garments. They were sparkling with the radiance of blooming

youth. While they played with balls, etc. in their mansions,

they appeared like flashes of lightning.

3. On the roads and streets, there was a heavy traffic

—

the highways being crowded with young elephants exuding

ichor, well-adorned soldiers, richly caparisoned horses, chariots

resplendent with burnished gold plates.

4. It was richly surrounded with parks and pleasure

gardens beautified with rows of blossoming trees which were

resounded with the musical notes and warblings of birds and

humming bees.

5. Lord Kr$na who was the sole beloved consort of

sixteen thousand queens, assumed as many various attractive
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forms as he had queens and severally sported with them in

their separate resplendent palaces of surpassing affluence.

6. The swimming pool in each of these mansions was
full of crystal clear water scented with the pollen of lull blown
lotuses of various kinds such as Kalhira

, Kumuda and was loud

with the warbling of birds.

7. Sri Krsna, the Lord of prosperity, entered the waters

of those (swimming) tanks and sported freely. His bosom (lit.

body) was smeared with the saffron paste applied on the breasts

of his queens as they embraced him (during the water-sports)

.

8. His glory was then sung by Gandharvas and Sutas;

Magadhas and Bandins were gleefully playing upon musical

instruments like mrdanga
f
kettle-drums, tom-toms and lutes.

9. Sri Krsna was being drenched with jets of waters

discharged through syringes by his consorts who were laugh-

ing all the while. He, in return, profusely sprinkled water on

them and thus he sported with his spouses like Kubera, King of

Yaksas, playing with Yaksa women.

10. Their thighs and breasts became prominent to view

through their wet Saris (garments) . While they were sprink-

ling water on Kr§na, they advanced to him on the pretext of

snatching away the syringe from him and embraced him. Due
to a thrill of passionate desire (at the touch of Krona’s person)

their countenances beamed with great pleasure and they

appeared brilliant and beautiful.

11. Sri Krsna got his garland (Vanamdld) tinged with

saffron from the breasts of his consorts (while they embraced

him) . The knot of his locks of hair was loosened (during that

amorous sport) . Sprinkling and being sprinkled with water by

his youthful wives, he sported with them like a king-elephant

surrounded by she-elephants (spouting jets ofwater on him)

.

12. (At the end of the water-sport) Sri Kf?^a and his

spouses gave (as gifts) their clothes and ornaments to the male

and female dancers and those who lived by the profession of

vocal and instrumental music.

13. While Sri Krsna was sporting thus, his (graceful)

gait, (sweet) talk, (amorous) glances and (winning) smiles as

well as his jokes, dalliances and embraces enchanted (and

carried away) the hearts (of his queens)

.
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14. So sang the queens of Kf$na as they being absorbed
in him, remained speechless. While they were intensely think-

ing of the lotus-eyed Lord, they, sometimes, behaved like

dullard and sometimes like a lunatic, uttered the following

verses. Please listen.

The queens said :

15. "O she-osprey ! Lord Krsna has covered his ever

wakeful consciousness and has gone to sleep at night. Why
don’t you sleep ? Why have you lost your sleep and are wail-

ing ? O friend, has your heart too been pierced deeply by the

noble sportive glances of the Lotus-eyed Lord, like us ?

16. O Cakraodki (Red goose), at night you close your

eyes but alas ! you continuously lament so piteously ! Is it

because you cannot see your mate ? Or are you a female slave

like us of the .Lord and desire to wear on your braids of hair

the garland that rolls on (and is touched by) the feet of Lord

Krsna.
B « •

1 7. O ocean, why is it that you roar and thunder inces-

santly and do not get any sleep at all ? Is it because you have

been deprived of your beautifying ornaments like the gem
Kaustubha and others ! you have been reduced to our irrecover-

able stage (who are deprived of our beautiful painting on our

breasts, etc. by contact with Sri Krsna at the time of amorous

sports)

.

18. O moon, you have grown emaciated as you are a

victim to the incurable disease of consumption. Hence, you

are incapable of dispelling darkness with your rays. Is it due

to your loss of memory, like us about the sweet secret talks

indulged in by Lord Mukunda (Kr?na) that you have lost your

power of expression ? At least you look like that to us. (We
think it that way).

19. O Southern wind from mountain Malaya, what

act unpleasant to you has been committed by us that you

provoke the passion of love in our heart which is already torn

and tattered by the side-glances of Sri Kr?na ?

20. O beautiful cloud, (due to your similarity to Kr$$a

in complexion and his quality of removing the sufferings of

the miserable—by showering your grace in the form of water)
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you arc really a beloved friend of the Lord of Yadavas (Sri

Kj*?na) who is adorned with Srivatsa. Hence you, being attach-

ed to him with bonds of love like us, are lost in his

meditation. Your heart too must be agitated with keen anxiety

and is excessively anguished for him. You are, therefore, cons-

tantly remembering him and shedding profuse tears like us.

Contact with Sri Krsna is really very painful.

21. O Cuckoo, blest with sweet notes ! Your melodious

cooing is so sweet like nectar that it will infuse life into the

dead. You imitate the sweet voice and utterances of our belov-

ed Lord. Please tell me what pleasant services, I may do to

you to-day.

22. O generous-hearted mountain, you are the supporter

of the earth. You neither move nor speak anything. It appears

that you are deeply absorbed in thinking about some great

object (or project). Do you long to place the lotus-feet of the

delight of Vasudeva (Sri Krsna) on your breasts ( Breast-like

peaks) as we pine to do ?

23. O rivers ! O ye wives of the sea ! (This being the

summer) at present, your deep beds and pools are dried up;

you have grown emaciated. Lotuses no longer beautify you.

Just as we, being deprived of the amorous glances of our belov-

ed consort, the Lord of Mathura, are robbed of our hearts and

have become extremely lean and thin, you are denied the love-

laden glances of your Lord in the form of rain showers (and

are reduced to this plight)

.

24. (By chance there arrived a swan. Regarding it to be

an emissary of Krsna, one of the queens addressed it) . Wel-

come, O dear Swan ! Be seated. Have some milk to drink.

Tell us some news about Sri Krsna the descendant of Sura.

We look upon you as a messenger (between us and Sri Krsna)

.

Is the invincible Lord hale and hearty ? Does he of fickle

friendship remember what he confided and professed to us in

our privacy? (Ifyou say that he has deputed you as he remem-

bers us) O insignificant emissary (who come from a faithless

lover) why should we resort to him ? ( If he invites us to

make friends as you say) convey our message when Sri (the

goddess Lakgml) who cheating us all, monopolised his company
is not with him. If he says, “How is it possible that she who
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is exclusively devoted to him can be avoided”, ask him “Among
all women is Sri the only woman who is devoted to him ? Are
we not so ?”

25. It is by virtue of such deep constancy and devotion

to Kfsna, the Lord of the masters of Yoga that the consorts of

Kfsna attained to the Supreme State of Mokfa.

26. Kf$na*s great glory is widely sung in exquisite

poetry and songs. Even if (Ki'sn&’s sports celebrated in songs

are) heard, they irresistibly attract the minds of women. What
need be said of those who had the privilege ofseeing him
•directly ?

27. How is it possible to evaluate the greatness of the

penance of those women who had the privilege to regard the

Preceptor of the world as their husband and render him loving

service by shampooing (pressing) his feet (and such other per-

sonal attention)

.

28. The Lord who was the asylum of the righteous and
saintly people, himself followed the religious injunctions pres-

cribed in the Veda and demonstrated (to the world) again and
again that the objectives of human life, viz. religion (righteous-

ness)
,

wealth, enjoyment of worldly pleasures can be secured

•even in the householder’s stage of life.1

1.

VJ’s Text Adds :

28.1-2. When Sri K|$pa, the wielder of the Sudarsana discus was
ruling over the world, the city of Dvaraka, the abode of the Vrjijis, which
•was twelve yojanas in length, was densely peopled by Sages, BrShmaijas,

Ksattriyas, bards and was all the while (permanently) decorated (due to

the festivals carried on there all the year round).

28.3-6. (In order to see Lord Kf$tya) Sages of tranquil minds and
always engaged in observing religious vows, used to come from sacred places

like Pip<Jarakaa, Kuruk?etra, Salagrama, Pu?kara, Varapasi, Prayiga,

Venkata (Tirupati), Sri-Parvata*, from far off places like Gokarpa and
beautiful Candra-tirtha (the source of the Kaveri from Brahmagiri in

2. Near Golagar in Gujarat, sixteen miles to the east of Dvaraka. It

•was at this place that sages cursed S&mba that he would give birth to a
Pestle (Musala) which will destroy the Y&davas—Vide infra 11.1.

3. Sri fails in Karnul district of Andhra Pradesh. It has a temple
of Mallik&rjuna, one of the twelve jyotir-liAgas of god Siva. N&g&ijuna,
the famous Buddhist philosopher, founder ofM&dhyamika School, lived here.
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29. &r!kr§na who practised supremely ideal righteous

way of life of a house-holder, had sixteen thousand and one-

hundred queens.
9

30. Of those jewels of women, eight queens of whom
Rukmini was the foremost and (the names of) their sons have

been already detailed to you in order of seniority, O king !

31. Each of the (Sixteen thousand and one hundred)

queens had ten sons from Krsna. It means he had ten sons

born from each queen. For the Lord’s course was never futile

(VT. clarifies that no sexual contact of Krsna was unfruitful).

Coorg.) from Sahyadri, Bhfgukjetra (Broach), KurnSra-hilU, from the banka

of the holy Godavari, from the Narmada, from Surp&raka (Sopara, Thana
Dist. Maharashtra) , Prabhasa, the holy Badarikasrama from the holy

Naimis&ranya and the inaccessible Brahmadurga2
.

28.7. The sages were of different categories (observing different types

of vows) : Some subsisted on water, some on mere air; some abstained from

food altogether but all of them were firm in the observance of vows, some

were clad in bark garments and deer-skin, some grew matted hair, while

others had clean-shaven heads.

28.8. Some bathed thrice a day, some strictly observed the vow of

silence, some were engaged in the study of the Vedas, while others in recit-

ing praises and hymns to gods.

28.9. Some devoted their minds to contemplation, some determined

on meditative trance. Some had only skin and bones in their persons, a

bundle of veins and arteries

.

28.10. O king Pariksit ! These serene-minded sages came from all

directions. These meditators on Reality always waited upon Lord Kr?na, O
emperor.

28.11-12. The city of Dvaraka was resounded with the sounds of

K?attriyas of mighty prowess and of Brahmanas wh< m penance was the

wealth, of Sutas and Magadhas who were devoted to singing the glories (of

the Lord) and by the auspicious sounding (playing) of musical instruments

and by the loud recitation of the Vedas ( by BrShmanas).

28.13. By virtue of the presence of the God of gods, Dvaraka became

the most prominent of all sacred places and foremost among all holy places

of (sacred waters )
which wash off sins.

1. Probably Krayficagiri, a hill at a distance of one mile from

Tiruttani station of the Southern Railway. There is a temple ofKum&ra or

K&rttika-svamln on the hill, GAMI, P. 107.

2. Probably the Brahmagiri hill near Tryambakeshwar Nasik District

Maharashtra. The other claimant for this name is the hill in Coorg, the

Source of the K&veri. VJ is silent about the identification.
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32. Although all those sons were of mighty Prowess,

eighteen out of themwere great “chariot-warriors” who achiev-

ed noble renown. Listen to their names :

33-34. (They are as follows) “Pradyumna, Aniruddha,

(Carudesna) Diptiman, Bhanu, Samba, Madhu, Brhad-bhanu

Citra-bhanu, Vrka, Aruna, Puskara, Vedabahu, Srutadeva

Sunandana, Citra-bahu, Virupa, Kavi and Nyagrodha.

VR's Text adds:

34.1. Trivakra’s son Upakrola was exclusively devoted

to Kf?na. He was a direct disciple of Narada. He adopted the

vow of life-long celibacy.

34.2. The Sdttvata Tantra was composed by him. It has

laid down Vaisnavite purificatory rites for women, Sudras and

slaves (after which they are admitted to Vaisnavism). By
studying the Tantra t one attains Liberation from Samsara.

35. Out of these sons of Krsna ( the enemy of Madhu)

,

O Indra among kings, Pradyumna, the son of Rukmini was the

first and he was just like his father in all respects.

36. That great (chariot) warrior married the daughter

of Rukmi. He begat by her (a son named) Aniruddha who
possessed the might of ten thousand elephants.

37. Aniruddha, himself a grandson ofRukmi through his

daughter, married the grand-daughter of Rukmi ( through his

son) . Vajra was born of her and only he survived the destruct-

ion from the pestle (in the civil war among the Yadavas)

.

38. The name of Vajra’s son was Pratibatiu whose son

was Subahu. From Subahu was born Santasena and he begat

a son called Satasena.

39. No king born in this family (of Sri Kf§na) was des-

titute of wealth or less prolific in progeny or short-lived or

weak or inimical to Brahmanas.

40. Even within the period of tens of thousand of years

it is not possible to enumerate all those born in Yadu’s family

who became famous for their great deeds.

41. It is heard (by tradition) that there were three

crores eighty eight hundred teachers for the children of Yadu’s

family.
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42. Who can enumerate- the number of the noble-souled

Yadavas ? King Ugrasena was attended upon by billions of

warriors ( lit. ten thousand times ten thousand lakhsj of sons.

43. Those very wicked demons who were killed in the

wars between gods and demons, were bom again as human
beings. They became arrogant and troubled the people.

44. For their chastisement and control, gods were

commanded by Hari and they descended in the race of Yadu.

There were one hundred and one families ofYadavas.

45. The glorious Lord Hari was the guide and controller

of all the Yadavas. All the Yadavas who obeyed his command
and followed him prospered in every respect.

46*. The Vr?nis dedicated their minds to Sri Kf§na so

completely that they were not conscious of their own self while

doing bodily actions like sleeping, sitting, wandering, speaking,

playing, bathing and other (acts of daily routine)

.

Additional verses in VJ's text.

46A. With the sacrificial material produced by his Yoga-

maya, he performed sacrifices for twelve years at Kuruk§etra

and thereby worshipped the Supreme Soul (which was identi-

cal with his self)
,
the main substance or gist of all the Vedas.

46B. He was consecrated for sacrifice by Krsna-

dvaipayana (Vyasa), ViSvamitra, Asita, Sandipani and
Para£urama as the preceptors. The Lord of meritorious re-

nown, his elder brother of pious reputation were worshipped

by Uddhava.

47. (That Sri Knna’s renown is the holiest of all the

holy places and Lord Kft^a is the best and most prominent of

all gods is not wonderful) . O King Pariksit, when the holy

Lord (the holiest of the holy) incarnated in the family of

Yadus, it made the holy water of the heavenly Ganga that

issues from the water (used for) washing his feet, inferior in

holiness to his hallowing renown. (He is so great that) both

who hated him or were affectionate to him attained to the

46* VR : VJ : Though they associated with Sr! Kffpa in activities

such as sleeping, sitting, etc. with him, they did not realize that he was Lord

VifQu himself but thought him to be a prominent Y&dava.
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same state of being similar to him. Goddess T^Wnl for whose

favour gods and others are striving, has devoutly dedicated

herself to him exclusively. His name whether heard or uttered

(even once) dispels everything inauspicious. By him were

taught the duties to every gotra. He wields in his hand the

discus (Sudarsana) which symbolises the Time-spirit (which

destroys all). Hence, it is not wonderful that he lightens the

burden of the earth.

48. Victorious is Lord Kf$na who is the sole refuge of

all people ( and abides in each of them as their indewelling

soul)
. (As a matter of fact, he is eternal and birthless) . That he

incarnated himself from Devaki is a matter of (ignorant) talk

only. Though he is attended upon by prominent Yadava
warriors it is with ( the might of) his arms that he annihilated

all unrighteousness.1 He completely destroys the sins of all—the

mobile and immobile (e.g. grass, creepers, trees and other

beings. With his resplendendy beautiful countenance and win-

ning smiles, he enhances love in the women of Vraja and the

cities (and makes them attain to Mok$a by subduing carnal

love.

48.A VJ's Text adds :

A man should continuously meditate upon Lord Hari, the

Supreme Soul, who is the creator, sustainer and the destroyer

of the universe
; who after creating the universe entered into it

(as the ^ntagwmzn-indwelling soul) , who assumed the form of

a sage (Vyasa) and composed this compilation of Puranas;

having attained to him Siva gets rid of the bonds of Prakrti

and like a bird in sleep, becomes free from the attachment to

his body and property and remains in a state of blissful cons*

cious existence, with no fear of returning to birth or Saihs&ra.

49. He who is desirous of developing devotion to the

(lotus) feet of Sri Krsna should listen to the stories of the

sportive deeds of the Supreme Lord—the Lord who is trans-

1. VJ's Text reads differentlyfrom this onwards'.

With his arms and lotus-feet set on the earth for lightening the burden

of the earth. His personality is the abode of I.ak?mi. By his charming looks

and smiling glances, he appeared like the God of Love to them.
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cendental to Prakrti and who for the vindication of the path

of righteousness ordained by himself, has assumed different

sportive forms (such as the Fish, the Tortoise and others) and

performed ( miraculous) sportful arts suitable to that form and

capable of destroying all Karmas.

50. By attentively listening to, reciting and constantly

meditating on the glorious stories of Lord Mukunda, a man
attains to his region which is beyond the jurisdiction of the

god of Death (or the Time-spirit) of irresistible force and for

the sake of attaining which even the rulers of the earth renounc-

ed their (comfortable) house-holder's life (and their king-

doms) and betook themselves to the forest (and performed

penance).

VJ's Text adds :

50A. He who devoutly and with faith listens to or

narrates to others, the life and deeds of Lord Krsna (as glori-

fied by &uka, the son of Vyasa) of immortal and blissful glory

which completely destroy the sin of the world and are a beauti-

ful ornament to the ears of His devotees, can concentrate his

mind on the glorious Lord and ultimately attain to his blissful

region where there is no fear from any quarter.



X SKANDHA—APPENDIX

(Additional Chapters in Vj’s Text

Ch. No. 50 in Vj’s Text)

CHAPTER FIFTY—1.5

Jar&sandha's Second Expedition

£ri Suka said .

1-4. The mighty king Jarasandha, the son of Brhadratha,

who was day and night remembering and smarting under the

previous discomfiture (by Lord Kr§na) , invited all the allied

princes in the third month (after the defeat) and inspired

them to make preparations of war— with the allied forces of

the kings of Matsya (mod. Alwar and parts of former states

of Jaipur and Bharatpur) *, Malava, of Cedi (Bundelkhand

and adjacent part of Madhya Pradesh), Kuru, Paficala

(Rohilkhand but formerly the country from the foothills of

the Himalayas upto the Chambal) , Kerala, Kulinda (Garhwal

and a part of Saharanpur district), Kuntala (Southern Maha-
rashtra), Avanti (country round Ujjain), KasI, Gandhara

(former districts of Peshawar and Rawalpindi and Eusofzai

country— nowin Pakistan), Srfijaya, Kalinga (Major part

of Orissa esp. the South of it). Kekaya (country between the

Bias and the Sutlej)
,
Andhra, DaSarna (Eastern Malva and

Bhopal District), Vang (Western Bengal), Sindhu (lower part

of Sindh) , Madra (country between the Ravi and the Chinab)

,

Trigartta (Jalandhar and a part of Lahore district)
,

Sauvlra

(upper Sindh and southern Punjab) and the warriors from

the mountains— all making up an army of twenty-three

Aksauhanis.

5. Accompanied by this army, he crossed the country

of Magadha and proceeded towards the West (to Mathura)

.

He, as it were, was dragging with him all the kings with their

divisions of the elephants, cavalry, chariots and infantry.

* The identifications of the territories with their modern counterparts

is as per N.L. De’s GDAMI.
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6. Having come to besiege Mathura, he camped on the

bank of the Yamuna, surrounded with the tents of a number
of kings and camp followers.

7-8. He entertained himself listening to the eulogies

sung by the bards such as Sutast Migadhas and bards and
rested. Hearing of the great preparations of war by the

mighty king of Magadhas, Krsna convened a conference and

planned with Balarama, Vasudeva, Uddhava, Akriira, Saineya,

Ahuka and Sarana.

9. Having properly planned the strategy at night in

consultation with these, he summoned the best of his warriors

at dawn before the sunrise.

10. The Lord of incomprehensible nature, divided his

army consisting of the four divisions—elephants, horsemen,

charioteers and foot-soldiers— in three detachments. Krsna

deployed these against the army of Jarasandha, the king of

Magadhas as follows :

1 1 . Krsna, the slayer of demon Madhu sent Balarama,

Hardikya, Gada and Sarana by the left side.

12. He sent by the right side Satyaki, Viprthu, Prthu

and Uddhava along with the army.

13. The Lotus-eyed Lord accompanied by some

charioteers, himself entered the vast army of the king of

Magadha directly from the front.

14. The army (of Jarasandha) mixed up of numerous

elephants, horses, chariots and foot-soldiers at random was

unsuspectingly asleep on the bank of the Yamuna and was

enjoying itself happily.

15-16. While the sun was rising on the eastern moun-

tain and the darkness (of night) was being dispelled, and birds

were warbling in their nests everywhere, and lotuses were

blooming and swarms of bees were sweetly humming, Kr$na

entered the terrible, invincible army of the king of Magadhas.

1 7. At that time, the horses (of the enemies) were un-

saddled and tethered in a line here and there ;
and at that

time the elephants had no armour on their backs, O King

!

18. The soldiers had not taken up their arms and even

their hair were not tied. They had not put on their usual coats

of mail, and were not riding their horses or vehicles.
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19. The chariots were not yoked with horses and the

flags were not raised (showing their unpreparedness). At this

time, Kf?na wearing a yellow garment made his way into the

army of the Magadhan king.

20. Seeing an army attacking them on three sides, all

the kings became confused and were not able to know what to

do.

21. Some warriors rallied together, while others fled

away out of fear. Some soldiers took up their arms and counter-

attacked the enemies (Yadavas) in the battle.

22. Some soldiers had their armours shattered while

others had their legs, thighs and arms cut off. Some with their

eyes grown red with anger attacked the enemies ( the Yadavas)

.

23. Some soldiers of great valour rode the unsaddled

horses and crushing the enemies in the battle, earned a bright,

unblemished glory for themselves.

24. Kings suddenly roused from their sleep found the

destruction of their army. Some of them put up a fight even

without weapons essential for fighting.

25. Some deserted their camps and entered into deep

forest. Some approached Jarasandha, King of Magadhas and

hailed, “Be successful in the battle.’*

26. Govinda entering the inimical forces single-handed

in his chariot, killed a number of warriors who put up a fight

with their weapons.

27. The mighty Balarama also surrounded by a big

detachment entered the Magadha army by the left side and

routed the Magadhan forces.

28. The mighty armed Saineya also attacked with his

big army consisting of elephants, cavalry, chariots and infantry,

by the right side and gave the enemy sound drubbing.

29. In this way, the army under the leadership and

protection of the king of Magadhas was beaten on all sides,

and being terrified, took to their heels in all the directions in a

moment.

30. S&tyaki of the Vf?ni clan pursued the army upto

five yojoaas and destroying the Magadhan force, he returned

from the battle a victor.
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31. Kr$na forcibly caught a number of elephants big like

hills along with their accoutrement, tomaras
,
goads, etc. He

collected as spoil chariots along with the weapons, flags and
horses yoked to them and carried them to Mathura.

32. In that battle, KfSna got as spoils innumerable um-
brellas inlaid with gold jewels, numberless chowries

, crowns,

belts, gold armlets, carings and valuable clothes.

33. As per instructions of Kr$na, the slayer of Kamsa,
Balarama, the wielder of the plough as a weapon, brought a

vast amount of spoil such as Jarasandha’s treasury, the vehicles,

subjects, women of Jarasandha’s harem, weapons and orna-

ments. He presented the wealth collected in the battle to

Ugrasena, the king of Yadus.

CHAPTER FIFTY—II

Ch; 50 in Vj’s Text

The Third Siege of Mathura : Jarasandha’s defeat

£ri Suka said:

1 . Jarasandha who boasted himself as a leader in battle

was defeated by Krsna, the destroyer of Madhu. He then

proceeded to Sonitapura1 to see Bana, the son of Bali ( for

help)

.

2-5. Hearing that his friend defeated in the battle by

Krsna was coming with his circle of allied kings, Bai^a of one

thousand arms, the ruler of Danavas went forward to meet

and receive him with well-adorned elephants, caparisoned

horses, chariots of various shapes, warriors, bevies of courtesans,

bands of bards like Suta, Magadhas and bards with flags and

banners, umbrellas, auspicious trumpets and drums beating,

with gold buntings or festoons, multicoloured lamps, pitchers

1 . Assamese claim Tejapur as ancient So^itapura, but from Harivaihia

(ch. 174) it seems that the ancient Soyitapura is situated in Kumaun on the

bank of the Ked&r-Gang& at a short distance from Gupta KisI—GDAMI
p. 189. ^
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and mirrors. They were extremely close friends and mutual

sympathisers.

6. Both of them, solicitous as they were of mutual in-

terests, paid respects to each other. Addressing Bana, in the

royal assembly, Jarasandha spoke :

7. “Be pleased to note this, O king of Danavas ! I was

taken in ( in a dastardly surprise attack) at night by the wick-

ed-minded cowherd (Krsna) of unrighteous behaviour and

robber-like bravado-ness.

8. Many mighty rut-exuding (youthful) elephants and

horses, and a number of chariots along with all the equipments

and arms there-in were plundered by him.

9. These princely allies of mine did not tolerate ( the

idea of) my engaging him in a single-handed duel. I was

prevented from doing so by these kings who participate in my
joys and sorrows, victory and defeat)

.

10. I have now come here for your majesty’s audience.

O Lord (of Danavas) ! Be pleased to render (some military)

assistance (to us).” When addressed thus (and being acquaint-

ed with Jarasandha’s plight) Bana, the son of Bali, took him

(and his allies) to his own capital (Sonitapura)

.

1 1 . He immediately arranged for the reception of the

assembly of princely allies with a high feast, bath, beds, per-

fumes, and leaves of piper-betel (together with areca-nuts,

catechu) for chewing after meals.

12-13. He honoured all the royal personages with pre-

sents. When Jarasandha, the foster-son of Jara, had enjoyed

the reception, taken rest and seen the curiosities worth-seeing

(in Bana’s Capital and comfortably occupied a golden seat

after duly decorating himself (with princely ornaments), the

king of Danavas respectfully addressed the assembly of kings.

Bana said :

14. O Jarasandha ! Please do understand it. No empty

promise is uttered by me. These elephants, these horses, this

kingdom, all these subjects and whatever else is in my possess-

ion is absolutely at your disposal.
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£ri Suka said :

15. Having promised thus, Bana, the son ofBali, gave to

the king of Magadha sixty thousand elephants, hundred

thousands of chariots and one million horses swift in speed like

the wind and the mind.

16. Bana, the son of Bali, further gave him a contingent

of three hundred Danavas wellknown for their expertise in use

of black magic in warfare, equal ( in competence and military

skill) to himself.

1 7. He also supplied him with innumerable palanquins

of various types, umbrellas, chowries, ornaments, dress ( clothes)

as well as treasures (or utensils)
,
beds, seats and such other

requisites, O King.

18. Bana ordered his ministers Kumbhanda and

Kupakarna, the best ones among the Daityas, to help

Jarasandha, O scion of the Kuru race.

19. What a great difference is between Lord Hari who
is strong enough to annihilate the combined forces of all gods

and Asuras in the world and the poor two ministers of Bana,

Kumbhanda and Kupakarna ? (There cannot be any com-

parison at all)

.

20. Not comprehending the (Supreme) power of Visnu,

the kings being destined to meet death and encouraged (and

instigated ) by the king of Magadha, again made war-prepara-

tions against Yadus.

21. Taking leave of Bana, the king of Magadha set out

of Sonitapura. Accompanied with many kings and with four

wings (viz. elephant-corps, cavalry, chariot-division and in-

fantry) under his command, he reached Mathura in the course

of some days.

22. He besieged that city of high towers, balconies,

ornamental arches, wells, gardens and parks and massive

fortification and blockaded its gates.

23. He tried to demolish the walls of the city with innu-

merable spearlike (pointed) rods, axes, pickaxes, clubs and

stones hurled with catapults.

24. As the fortification of the city was being knocked

down, Balarama and Kr?na, enraged at the report of the

return of Jarasandha, the king of Magadhas, caused the beat-
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ing of the war-drums (to alert all people summoning them to

fight)

.

25-26. With Satyaki, Krta-varman, Ugrasena, Gada,

Ahuka and Vasudeva at the vanguard and accompanied by
well-armed and fully provided armies of chariots, cavalry,

elephant-corps and foot-soldiers, the two heroes of immense
might and with perfectly undisturbed minds, rushed out like

two ferocious lions.

27. Getting out of Mathura, the lotus-eyed Kf$na loud-

ly blew out his big conch Paficajanya terrorising the enemies

at heart (by its blast).

28-29. Thereupon broke out the fight between Yadus
and K?atriyas. The Danava ministers of Bana, Kurabhantjaka

and Kupakarna who were expert in the military use of black

magic and possessed of great prowess, and accompanied with

their Daitya army, fought with Vr§nis with illusory tactics of

warfare.

30. Perceiving that his arjny was suffering through the

illusory magical method of fighting, he dispelled all the illus-

ion within a wink of the eye by “Knowledge-missile” He then

directed Satyaki and Krtavarman, both of whom were eagerly

desirous of fighting, and said :

31. “As both of you have an ardent desire for fighting,

you give an extremely terrible fight with those two Daityas who
are haughty and extremely desirous for fighting. Thus ordered,

those two extremely powerful warriors immediately engaged

in the bitterest fight, O King.

32. It is not at all a miracle how Lord Krsna with one

bow in the hand, single-handedly engaged a hundred

K$attriyas in a battle, for Hari is verily the (Indwelling) Soul

of all, O king.

33. Some elephants fell down dead with their trunks

lopped off, and a large number of horses with their necks cut

off lay down dead, O King.

34. The earth was scattered over with disjointed chariots

shattered to pieces.

35. Soldiers with their bodies besmeared with blood and

with their feet (legs) ,
thighs and arms hacked down, fell like
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KiihSuka trfees full of blossoms (red flowers) lying uprooted

with its main roots cut. ,

36-37. Volleys of arrows with feathers of kites and
peacocks at the butts, polished with oil and well-knit by knots,

with golden feathers and pointed arrow-heads were seen dis-

charged from the Sarriga bow, ten on each soldier, a hundred
on every horse, a thousand at every chariot and ten thousand

on each of the elephants of the hostile army. That was a

tremendously aweful miracle to see.

38. Finding his army of fourfold divisions (infantry,

cavalry, the chariot-corps and elephants) being soundly drub-

bed that way, Jarasandha, the king of Magadha, driving in his

chariot with the ensign bearing the emblem of a horse, attack-

ed Balarama,

39. Recollecting his previous enmity (due to his defeat

by Balarama), Jarasandha was enraged at the sight of Balarma’s

great chariot with gold-plated yoke and palmyra ensign and

dashed at him with a mace (gadd) in his hand and spoke

(challenging him) as follows :

40. “Qpickly take up your pestle (-like club) with which

you desire to vanquish and conquer the enemies in the battle.

Hurry up and demonstrate to me the power of your arms, be-

fore I strike you down with my mace.

41. Challenged in this way by the king of Magadhas,

Balarama, with his eyes fired with rage, grasped his terrible

pestle brilliant like lightning, just as Yama, the son of the Sun-

god, takes up his rod at the end of the world.

42. Brandishing in a circle the pestle for one thousand

times, Balarama, the wielder of the plough as his weapon,

quickly discharged that pestle exuding fumes of fire and capable

of subduing the pride of the enemies, and roared like a lion,

O King !

43. Jarasandha along with the horses, charioteer and

chariot, became agitated by the pestle hurled by Balarama’s

arm and found himself cheated in underestimating ( Balarama’s

strength)

.

44. Thereupon wielding his mace hard as iron and big

like a hill-top, Jarasandha, making the earth quake under his

pace, rushed at Balarama.
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45. Balarama, the son of RohinI, perceived him rushing

at him without a chariot. He too left his chariot on the battle-

field and dashed at him on foot.

46. As all beings were witnessing itf Magadha
(Jarasandha) overwhelmed with wrath, brandished his heavy

mace made of hard iron, and attacking Balarama, struck him
down with the mace and roared.

47. Perceiving the on-coming mace hard as a rock strik-

ing against his chest, Balarama caught hold of it by his left

hand, O scion of the Kuru race !

48. Hurling aside the mace, he hit a blow with his list

Jarasandha on his chest. The mighty son of Rohiiil caught the

powerful Jarasandha in his arms.

49. Entwining between his legs the stomach of

Jarasandha, he held his neck under his arm-pit, whereupon

both of them rolled on the ground.

50. While they were falling, Balarama was on Jarasandha

O King. But within a moment, Jarasandha of immense power

brought him under him.

51. Both of the heroes, with their eyes red with anger,

stood up and again caught hold of each other like two terrific

elephants maddened with excuding ichor.

52. Those extremely enraged ferocious warriors intent

on killing each other, dashed their chests against each other,

and tried to drag (each other on the battle field)

.

53. Thus dragging each other in an area of ten thousand

bows, they reduced to powder the trees and rocks that were in

the vicinity, O King!

54. Jarasandha the highly proud hero, disengaged him-

self and picked up his mace. Even the most powerful Balarama

of incomprehensible nature, stood up and taking his pestle in

a moment began to strike him with it.

55. In that combat Balarama struck Jarasandha with his

pestle, on his head, in between his chest and shoulders, on the

shoulders, arms, navel thighs, knees, stomach and chest,

many times.

56. The proud Magadha king hit hard Balarama on the

chest, neck, mouth, forehead, chin, shoulder, navel, hips as

well as his sides simultaneously.
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57. While Balar&ma and Jarasandha were striking down
each other in the combat, the kings became nervous about

fighting and were extremely troubled.

58. Thinking that the king of Magadhas was approach*

ing death, they gradually lost their heart and became less in-

clined to fight.

59. Extremely powerful Satyaki who was fighting

Kumbhanda was pierced with three arrows by the minister of

Bana, in the battle.

60. The mighty-armed Satyaki, being extremely hurt,

heaved heavy breaths like an angry serpent. In order to kill

Kumbhanda in the fight, he took five iron arrows.

61. Then a great uproar arose in the army of the Daitya

minister, when Satyaki of powerful arms, pulled the string to

his ears and hit Kumbhanda, the minister of Bana, in his

navel, throat, forehead, chest and crown, O tiger in the Kuru

race.

62-63. Thus pierced with the arrows, Kumbhanda fell

down unconscious on his seat in the chariot. Seeing that he

had lost his consciousness, the charioteer, grieved at heart,

immediately carried him away from the battle in his chariot,

O prominent Bharata !

64. Perceiving that Kumbha$da had left and was in the

peril of life, Kupakarna, the demon whom Krtavarma engaged,

left Krtavarma and departed from the battle-field.

65. Both the demons left the battle-field without taking

leave of the king of Magadhas, even though they were not

relieved by him. Accompanied by their remaining army, both

the daityas returned to Sopitapura by the same way they came.

CHAPTER FIFTY-III

(Ch. 52 in VJ*s text
) ;

Conquest of Karvirapura

)

fri Suka said :

1. Finding that the army of Bapa had deserted them

and they themselves were extremely troubled by the volleys of
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'weapons (from the Yadavas) , the princes became dispirited, O
excellent king !

2. Seeing that the danava army had already departed,

and the hostile princes were exhausted, and Kr§na was fighting

on, Balarama felt that his strength had increased.

3. In that combat, he caught hold of the lock of hair

on Jarasandha’s head by his left hand and wanted to strike

him on his head with his pestle.

4. At that moment, Balarama heard a clear distinct

incorporeal voice, loud like thundering clouds in the sky : “O
Balarama, Jarasandha is not to be killed by you. Happily

return from the battle.”

5. Hearing that voice from the heaven, the mighty

Balarama left him and riding his chariot returned from the

battle-field, praised highly by multitudes of Brahmana sages,

Siddhas, bards and songsters.

6. Now Jarasandha, the foster son |)fJara, hanging down
his head and accompanied by kings who were defeated in the

battle and surrounded with a small force that was left after

being killed in the battle, retired from the fight and proceeded

to his capital.

£ri Suka said :

7. Lord Krsna of great splendour, covered the inimical

forces with volleys of arrows and put to flight those kings,

killing a majority of them in the battle.

8. He was followed by songsters and bards like Suta,

Magadha and Bandins who were highly pleased with him, and

were singing of his glory and by highly learned Brahmanas

who were loudly singing his panegyric.

9-12. Followed by these, the glorious Lord entered the

city of Mathura which was populated with citizens who were

delighted and happy—a city with high walls of fortifications

and lofty arched gates, decorated with flowing banners and

with lighted lamps. As he entered by the royal road, he shone

beautiful, showered over with flowers and with fried grains

with folded palms by ladies occupying the tops of mansions.

The citizens of Mathura who were eager to please them, pre-

sented to Ky§Qa and Balarama, the descendants of Madhu,
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highly precious presents, excellent garlands, of flowers and

ointments. Krsna the prominent one among Y^davas, in this

way passed by the royal road.

13-15. Entering the spacious assembly hall and occupy-

ing the excellent seat, the hero Krsna, along with Balarama

and intelligent Satyaki, was honoured by Yadus and Brahmanas

like Indra by gods in the heaven. Holding consultations with

the intelligent statesmen and noble-souled old Yadus such as

Ugrasena, Uddhava, Akrura (to mention the prominent ones)

who were present there, Lord Krsna was allowed to go with

Balarama as his companion and helpmate.

16. Being desirous of seeing Gomanta, the best of

mountains, and the great fortress at its top, both of them set

out in the morning from Mathura and proceeded to the South.

1 7. The glorious Lord Hari accompanied by Balarama

crossed the Yamuna and passed through many countries,

mountains, rivers anthills.

18-20. While passing by the way, they saw on a raised

part of a forest an extra-ordinarily distinguished sage sitting

at the root of a tree. The sage had a mass of matted hair on

his head. He was clad in bark garments and the hide of a

deer and had a Kaman^alu ( a water pot of a gourd) by his side.

He was glorious like the Sun in lustre. He subsisted on spiritual

knowledge and bliss and was surrounded with hundreds of

disciples. Balarama and Krsna, the protectors of the world,

were extremely glad to see him.

21. Both the heroes with due formality and alertness

paid their respects to him. The glorious lord Krsna spoke to

the prominent sage as follows :

22. “I bow to you O Parasurama of the Bhargava

clan ! O glorious son of Jamadagni who regard penance as

wealth ! We are known as Balarama and Kr?na. Has our

name ever reached your ears ?**

23. Bhargava who was thus addressed by Vasudeva

gazed at the two descendants of Madhu (just to probe their

spiritual nature). The noble Parasurama with his eyes

blooming with affection spoke as follows :

24. “Welcome to you the best one among the Yadus
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and to your noble-souled elder brother ! I know that you are

the supra-sensuous Lord who are born in the Yadu clan.

25. You are the primary cause of all the effects (creat-

ed things) . You are the ancient-most person in this Universe.

Salutations to you, O lotus-eyed Krsna, the sole cause of all the

worlds.

26. For what purpose are both of you whom the uni-

verse pays respects, have arrived here ?” When thus inquired

by Para£urama, the son of Jamadagni, Balarama and Krsna
spoke out.

27. “We desire to see Gomanta for the inaccessible

fortress on its top, O powerful lord !” Hearing that, ParaSu-

rama, the son of Jamadagni, spoke to Krsna.

28. “May it be so, O mighty-armed one ! You may go
with your elder brother to Gomanta. At the foot of that hill,

there is the city of Karavlra protected by Srgala Vasudeva,

but he will not tolerate you (encroaching). After killing him
in a battle, you can occupy the mount called Gomanta”.

30, Thus instructed by Para£urama, the son of Jama-
dagni, Balarama and Krsna, the descendants of Madhu, took

leave of the omniscient sage and proceeded to the southern

direction. Both of them saw the mount Gomanta covered over

with sky-scraping, big trees.

32. They also saw at its foot the city of Karavlra with

high portals, ramparts varied in construction and wonderful

mensions, palaces and towers.

33. Kr?na, the wielder of conch, discus and a mace
loudly blew his conch. Hearing that blast ofKrsna’s conch,

Sjrgala Vasudeva became overwhelmed with rage and taking

with him his massive army of the infantry, the cavalry, the

chariots and the elephant corps, he attacked Balarama and

Kr§na, the delight ofYadus.

35. He as if completely covered those Madhava brothers

with a flood of (discharged) arrows. Seeing that formidable

army, the two most prominent Yadava heroes fought with

them on foot, in the battle, and made that army extremely

agitated and troubled by volleys of arrows and threw it into

confusion.
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37. On seeing that, king &rgala, full of rage, rushed

against them both. Observing him approaching in his chariot

with a bow in his hand, Lord Vasudeva checked Jiis progress

just as the coast-line does to the flow-tide of the sea.

38. Both the mighty Vasudevas who were extremely

enraged fought with each other with the intention of finishing

with the enemy.

39. As the fight'' proceeded that way, Lord Govinda in

a moment cut off the head of Srgala Vasudeva along with its

refulgent crown.

40. Seeing that their master was killed, the soldiers of

his army who were still left alive, ran in all directions.

41. Thereupon, both Balarama and Krsna entered the

big city of Karavira.1 Both of them were worshipped as their

dear lords by Brahmanas and merchants.

42. Under the guard of his soldiers, Krsna arranged to

send Srgala Vasudeva’s elephants, horses, chariots, soldiers,

treasures and wealth. 2

CHAPTER FIFTY-IV

Krsna Crowned : Jardsandha's Defeat

£rl Sttka said :

1-4. Balarama and Kr?na ascended the prominent

mountain Gomanta which was covered with lofty trees and

creepers. It was thickly overgrown with Sala, Tala (palmyra)

,

and Tamala trees and was beautified with Priyala and Aioka

trees. It was enriched with Kadamba, Nimba (Neema)

,

Hintala, Puga, Punnaga trees. It appeared beautiful with

groves of plantain trees and was resonant with cooing of joy-

1. Moat probably Kolhapur in the Bombay State. But ifGomanta is

Goa, the distance between the two renders the suggestions doubtful, unless

the fort ofPanh&la is identified with the Gomanta hill.

2. Here ends G. 52 of VJ.’s Text •
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ful cuckoos. The trees thereof were shaken a bit by the swarms
of humming bees and jumping monkeys. It appeared beautiful

with palm trees the branches of which were binding down
with the burden of their fruits. It was watered with a

number of cataracts. It abounded in crystal water and cool

dense shadows. They saw and enjoyed that beautiful land-

scape.

5. On the mountain, they went up the peak called

Pravarsana where clouds always sent forth their showers

without break.

6. Ascending that peak, those two great Yadus surveyed

all directions. Enjoying themselves they lived on the best of

the mountain, to their hearts' content.

7-8* In the meanwhile, in the milky ocean the best

among oceans which is the abode of the God of gods, Visnu,

the wielder of conch, discus and a mace, the glorious mighty-

armed Bali, the son of Virocana who visited it, took away the

crown of the God of gods which was studded with costly

jewels.

9. The crown was wonderfully wrought in a thousand

rich sapphires ( Indranlla stones) and was studded with hund-

red of precious Gomeda stones. It was shining with rubies, big

blue precious stones and pearls.

10. It was richly set with Pufpardga (a kind of precious

stone) and corals. It was made of celestial gold. Having come

to know that the diadem was taken away by the Danava hero,

Garuda, the king of birds, and the incharge protector of the

city, instantly pursued him.

11. Overtaking the irresistible king of Danavas

on the way and putting up a terrible fight with him, he van-

quished the prominent demon.

12. Taking away from him the crown, a veritable heap

of jewels, which was brilliant like the Sun, he (Garuda) on

his way back saw lord Hari, the son ofDevakl.

8*. It is hard to believe that the great king Bali who donated his

kingdom of three worlds to Vi?pu in the form of a dwarf (V&mana) could be

tempted to steal the crown of Lord Vi^pu whose greatest devotee he was.
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13. He was sitting along with his elder brother on the

beautiful and the best of mountains known as Gomanta. He
immediately placed on his head that heavenly ornament—
Visnu’s crown. Bowing down to his feet with his own head, he

began to sing his praise.

Garuda said :

14. “I salute again and again lord Narayana who has

assumed a human form for some special mission, and who is extre-

mely dear to all. My salutations to Narayana who is the cause of

the destruction of the enemies of gods and (as Inner Controller)

is witness to the actions of everyone.

15. Being yourself the same Narayana, you assume the

form of god Brahma and create all the Universe. As Narayana,

you protect it and ultimately assuming the form of Siva (as

his Stmari) you destroy it, O glorious Lord.

16. I know that you are that god Visnu, the Lord of

all gods—who have incarnated on the earth as the scion of

the Yadu race. I am Garuda, the son of Vinata, your humble

servant. O Lord ! Be pleased to command me what I should

do.”

Sri Suka said :

17. Addressing the God of gods thus, Garuda, the king

of birds, knelt before him on the ground, bowed him and stood

before him with folded palms.

18. Seeing Garuda the prominent one among birds,

Kf$na the greatest of Yadavas, with his countenance blooming

with affection, touched his head (the best part of the body)

with hands.

19. “You may go wherever you like, O blessed one.

Gome in time when you will be remembered by me.” Com-
manding him thus, he discharged him. Balarama and KeSava,

the lords of the world, who subsisted on the fruits and roots

and drank of waters from flowing streams, descended from the

top of that mountain and arrived at Karavirapura.

21. Having stayed there for four months both of them

returned to the city of Mathuri taking with them a big army,

O prominent one among Bharatas. *
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22. Hearing that king $rgala was killed, Jarasandha

became overwhelmed with anger and surrounded with a vast

army, he also came there, O great Kuru !

23. Balarama and Kf§na battled with him for seven

days. In that seven-day-war the king of Magadha with his

enormous army was completely defeated.

24. He returned to the country of Magadha along with

a number of Ksatriyas. Balarama and Kr§pa who were expert

in Dharma
, entered the city of Mathura along with their

followers, while they were being praised by songsters and

bards like Suta and Magadha.
( After this see Verse No. 42 in Ch. 50)

CHAPTER FIFTY-TWO—

I

(After 56 in VJ/s Text)

Krtavarmd Deputed to Hastin&pura

£ri Suka said :

1-2. On one occasion Krsna, the son of Devaki, in

company of Balarama and Satyaki was being waited upon by

kings of various countries in the royal assembly. He heard

there from Brahmanas, participants in a sacrificial session

that Drupada, the king of Paficalas was taken captive by young

sons of Kunti in the battle, O scion of Kuru race.

3. On hearing that, the Imperishable Lord became glad

at heart and deputed Krtavarma to the city of Hastinapura to

know the details.

4. On going to Hastinapura, Krtavarma sought the audi-

ence ofBhlsma, the aged grand-father of Kauravas accompanied

by Drona, Vidura, Dhrtarasjra and Kfpa.

5. He paid respects to king Yudhi$thira along with his

four brothers. Krtavarma, the son of Hrdika, paid special res-

pects to Kunti.

6-7. Yudhisfhira on his part inquired about Kf$na, the

slayer of Kamsa, as well as about his companions, about the
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killing of Kalayavana and victory over Jarasandha, and the

slaying of Vasudeva, the uler of Karavlrapura as #well as the

building up of the city of Dvaraka in the sea.

8-10. On knowing the facts ( about the above events)

and the slaying of Hamsa and Dibhaka and Brahmadatta the

invincible, Yudhisf ira regarded that the sovereignty of the

three worlds had permanently been secured in his hands.

Krtavarma was honoured by providing comforts, engagement
in conversations and other ways of receiving the guest, by the

sons of Pan<ju and by Kunti whose eyes were overflowing

with tears of affection. Krtavarma took leave of his relatives

and also of Kunti.

11-12. He duly paid respects to the sons of his maternal

aunt who were knowers of Dharma. He was permitted to leave

by Bhigma, the son of Ganga and by Dhrtarastra, O sinless

king ! He was also given leave by Vidura, Karna, the king of

Anga, Drona, Kfpa, by the intelligent Alvatthaman as well as

by Duryodhana.

13. Taking leave of them all, Krtavarma departed from

the city called Hastinapura and at the time of sunset, he

arrived at Dvaraka, the head-quarters of Vj-snis.

14. Entering the celestial assembly-hall which was

attended by a number of kings he saw there Kr§na who was

occupying a high seat of gold.

15. To Kr?na who was wearing a Vanamala and who
was being fanned with chowries by many servants, he reported

in details everything as he saw or heard it.

16. Hearing the detailed report of what happened in the

capital city Hastinapura of the Kauravas, Lord Hari, the Ruler

of the world, learning of the valorous deed ofthe sons of Pan<jus

became overwhelmed with joy.
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CHAPTER FIFTYTWO-II

Balardma marries Revatl

*

1869

King Parikfit said :

1. O great sage ! I wish to hear from you in details who
was the king named Revata and how he was instructed by god

Brahma (to give his daughter in marriage to Balarama).

Sri Suka replied :

2. Formerly (in the Krta Age), there was a king called

Revata. He was expert in the essentials of dharma and Artha. A
glorious daughter was born to him whom he named Revatl.

3. He went to god Brahma to consult him to whom he

should give his daughter, as she was sought after by kings of

various countries even though he did not propose her to any-

body.

4. At that time in the assembly-hall of god Brahma, two

Gandharvas, Haha and Huhu, were singing. They were experts

in all the subtle excellent points in evolving music (such as

presentation of the gamut in proper pitch and according to

measured beats.

5. The king waited outside for some time expecdng some
interval in the musical concert. When it was concluded, he

paid his respects to god Brahma and sought his advice.

6. “O glorious Lord ! This is my daughter. To whom I

should give her in marriage ?*' To him the lotus-born god

Brahma asked, “What prince you like most ?

7. Name to me all other rulers of the earth as well, O
scion of the Kuru race !*’ Thereupon Revata enumerated to him

the names of kings who were ruling over various countries.

8. Hearing the names of those kings, Brahma laughed

aloud and spoke to Revata, “O'king ;
Many yugas have elapsed

since you came here,

9. While you were listening to the musical performance

of these Gandharvas (which you are not eligible to hear) for a

• To be read after verse 15 of ch. 52 (original)

.

It appears to be an elaboration ofsupra 9.27*36.
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xnomcn t. Where are those kings whom you regard suitable for

your daughter, O king ? •

10. By this time, O tiger among kings, there are born
two lords of the world in the house of Vasudeva. Those two
descendants of the Yadu race are called Balarama and Kfsna.

11. O king I Give your daughter in marriage to Bala-

rama out of them.” When he was thus advised, the king paid

obeisance to him and returned to his city.

12. He gave his beautiful daughter to Balarama of

mighty arms. But being born in the first (Arte) Age, she was
of a big stature. Balarama of powerful arms laid his plough on
her shoulder and pulling her down made her of his equal

stature.

CHAPTER FIFTY-FIVE

(VJ’s Text — Chapter-68)

The Story of Pradyumna's Birth

The following are the additional introductory verses in

VJ.’s Text :

Sri Suka said :

1-2. Having propitiated Siva, the God of gods, the bes-

tower of blessings on the world and having pleased the god

residing on mount Kailasa, with his penance, Lord Hari got a

son from Rukmini called Pradyumna. The hero was endowed

with excellent beauty, generosity and other virtues. He was the

god of Love (Kama) re-incarnated after being burnt (by god

Siva)

.

The King Parlkfit said :

3. Be pleased to narrate to me what sort of son and of

what name, Hari got after visualising god Siva with the object

of getting a son, and after securing the requisite boon.
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CHAPTER FIFTY-NINE—

1

(VJ.*s Text—Ch. 65)

The Parijata Tree Taken by Sri Kffna

Sri Suka said :

1. Having slain the extremely formidable demon Nara-

kasura, Sri Krsna, the exterminator of danavas, mounted
Oaruda and set out of Pragjyoti?apura, O King.

2. While flying through the sky with his consort

-Satyabhama, Lord Visnu (Krsna) went to the capital of

heaven to pay respects to Aditi, the mother of gods.

3. Arriving at the gates of heaven, god Visnu (Krsna)

blew his highly resounding conch of great sound. Hearing that

blast, the denizens of heaven approached to receive him with

respectful offerings (e. g. water for washing feet and other

articles of worship)

.

4. Worshipped by gods with devotion and humility and

with their minds free from mental distress and fear, He enter-

ed the beautiful celestial palace of the Lord of gods.

5. There, Indra with his queen &aci worshipped him
presenting him jewels, celestial ornaments and clothes, perfumes

and beautiful garlands.

6. Thereupon he proceeded with his spouse to the city

of his mother Aditi. Noticing that her son Acyuta was coming,

she received him.

7. Hari paid respects to her. With deep affection, she

received with blessings the best ofYadus whom she had not

seen for a long time.

8. Instructed by Krsna, Satyabhama also, placed the

earrings (of Aditi) at the feet of her mother-in-law and bowed

down to her, O descendant of Kurus.

9. Having recovered her ear-rings she was deeply satis-

fied and hugged her daughter-in-law. With her eyes overflow-

ing with tears of joy, Aditi, the beloved spouse of sage

Kaiyapa, exclaimed :

10. There shall never be old age, deformity or discord

with your beloved in your case through my gracious blessings.

Positively rest assured, O auspicious lady !
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11. Having taken their leave of the goddess Aditi and
also of celestials, Ke£ava (Kj*?na) accompanied With Satya-

bhama mounted Garu^a and proceeded onwards.

12. While the god (Kr?na) and the goddess (Satya-

bhama) were being borne by the high-souled mighty Garutfa,

they beheld a wonderful garden sending forth excellently

sweet scent. It was the Nandana garden so beloved to Indra,

the husband of Saci and hence well-guarded.

13. Noticing that garden full of divine fragrance and
rich in blossoms, Satyabhama took Krsna by hand and said,

“O Keiava, I wish to enter into this wonderful garden and to

indulge in sports for a while.

14. To respect her words (of request), Ke$ava got down
from Garuda and entered the garden that was guarded by
servants of Indra.

15. She saw there the heavenly trees resonant with the

humming of intoxicated bees, bent down with the weight of

fruits and thickly over-strewn with pollen dust of flowers.

16-17. The tender foliage of the trees was moving in

gentle breeze and was rendered beautiful and attractive with

sweet warbling birds. While sauntering therein, she happened

to see the great Parijata tree. With her eyes full of wonder

and curiosity, she asked Lord Kr?na, “What is the name of this

tree ? It is really wonderful in all the three worlds.”

18-20 The enjoyers of the fruits of this tree must be

really lucky as they have all their desires fulfilled thereby. The
space at its foot (roots) is paved with corals, its huge trunk is

all gold
; it is covered with tender leaves of sapphires and

platform round it is built of shining VaidUryas (Lapis Lazuli). It

blossoms forth in ruby-flowers and is laden with ripe fiuitsin the

form ofgomeda stones. It is shining with the flower-filaments of

diamonds. It is beautified with hundreds of big branches of

lustrous emeralds.

21. This tree has fascinated my heart thoroughly. If I

am really loved by you, the tree should be taken away to our

city (Dvaraka) , O Lord of the world 1

22. Seeing me sitting (resting) under the shade of this

tree, your other queens would look upon me as your beloved-

must spouse of all, O sinless Lord 1”
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23. When urged thus by his beloved consort Satya-

bhama, Krsna, the son of Devaki, explained : “This tree is

not to be removed from the Nandana garden, O gracious lady.

24. Formerly when this tree emerged while the milky

ocean was being churned by gods and Asuras, this was given

to Indra by all who participated all the fruits (or “jewels**

evolved out of the churning of the ocean)

.

25. It is not proper for me to take this jewel of a tree

away, setting at nought my friend Indra, the performer of

hundred Kratus, O lotus-eyed lady, as I always follow the path

of righteousness.

26. If an attempt for taking away this Parijata is made,

a terrible fight with gods ambitious to gain victory is inevi-

table, O smiling beauty (lit. lady beaming with smiles) !’*

27. When Satyabhama was thus addressed by the God
of gods, Satyabhama retorted to Lord Hari, “Why do you

frighten me with such deceptive arguments, O slayer of

Kamsa ?

28. That unmannerly Saci did not courteously receive

me and honour me when I visited her. She is proud of her

husband’s prowess.

29. O Acyuta ! If I am really your beloved, this Parijata

tree must be taken away at any cost. If I be not so (beloved)

,

desist (from the attempt) immediately.*’

30. Thus importuned by Satyabhama, Knpa ignored

contemptuously the guards, uprooted the tree and placed it on

Garuda.

31. The forest-guards then resisted Kr?na while some

sped hastily to report to Indra the incident.

32. (They insistently protested) : “O Krsna, Kr?na,

this tree is worshipped by celestials. This must not be taken

away. If you (just try to) take it away, you will instantly reap

the fruit of that act.

33. You will never reach your capital with this tree,

O Kf$na. You will find Indra (
pursuing you) close at your

back with his weapon (Vajra) raised (to strike you) .”

34. Some forest guards quickly approached Indra who
was sitting with his queen Saci. Seeing him they reported, O
King 1
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35. *'‘Disregarding all gods including (Her majesty)

Indrani as well as your majesty, Krsna’s spouse has t^ken away
the great tree Parijata.

36. While resisting her we prohibited her in clear terms.

But that beloved spouse ofHari is so elated with the pride of

her husband's prowess that she reproached us and carried away
the tree.”

£ri Suka continued :

37. Hearing this offensive report, god Indra looked at

Sac! who was sitting by his side and like a serpent hit with a

stick, did not tolerate that insult.

38. Proclaiming immediate preparation for fighting and

mobilising all his soldiers and summoning the guardians of

various spheres for the battle, the Lord of gods marched out.

39. The army of gods followed Indra equipped with

thunder-bolt and riding the excellent elephant Airavata of four

tusks.

40. The fire-god, securely accoutred in his panoply and

Tiding his horse, armed himself with a terrific Sataghni and a

tail-like ladle, rode to the battle.

41. The valorous Yama (god of death) armed himself

with his rod and riding his he-buffalo and accompanied with

maha-Kala and others followed Indra with a view to fight.

42. Nirrti of great splendour rode in his man-borne

vehicle. The mighty-armed god, armed with a sword, set out

for the battle, O King.

43. Varuiia hastily mounted his alligator of terrible

forms and with his noose raised in his hand started after Indra

to fight.

44. The wind-god clad in coat ofmail and armed with a

Tomara (Javelin) rode his (swift) black-antelope and followed

the Lord of gods to fight with Kr§na, the wielder of (Sudariana)

discus.

45. Kubera, in his palanquin carried by four men and

armed with a Mudgara (a club) rushed out hastily with a desire

to fight with Vi$nu (Kf§na)

.

46. God Siva, mounting his big bull and bearing a
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sharp pointed trident and accompanied with an army of ten

million goblins went with Indra for fighting.

47. Drums, conchs, Mrdafigas, Panavas, Kettle-drums and

gomukhas (a musical instrument),- heavenly gold wind-instru-

ments and innumerable cymbals were sounded.

48. With the thumping of iron tyres of chariot, harsh

neighing of the horses, roaring like lions and loud striking of

their arms, loud shouts of challenges for fighting.

49. And with hundreds and thousands of gods shout-

ing, “Halt, stop : Where do you go ? Don’t go.”

50. Brandishing and waving their mass of arms and

urging on their vehicles (for speed), hundreds and thousands

of the gods were competing to be in advance.

51. With terrific twanging of the bow-strings and in-

numerable lusty shouts like lions, the impatient gods rushed

forward to attack (Krsna) as (a pack of) jackals rushing against

a lion.

CHAPTER FIFTY-NINE

(VI. 's Text Ch. 66)

Satyabhamd defeats Gods .

Sri Suka continued :

1. Perceiving that gods are rushing forward to attack

them, Kr?na, the Lord of the world, remarked to Satyabhama,

“Here have arrived your guests, these gods”.

2. While the Lord ofgods was speaking thus, the warrior-

gods despatched ( against Kr?Qa)
roared and discharged a volley

of arrows on K^pa, O descendant of Kurus.

3. Then, confused at the sudden calamity, Satyabh&ma

took up the Safnga bow and with a volley of arrows cut off

the shafts discharged by the warriors from heaven.
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4. Thereafter advanced Kubera the Lord of wealth,

surrounded by a number of Yaksas and twanging the string of

his palm-tree high bow plated with gold at both ends.

5. Discharging arrows with feathers of gold and now and

then roaring like a lion, he rushed forward in the battle and
shouted, “Stop, Stop.”

6. Satya ( Satyabhama) hit forcibly his big belly with five

sharp arrows that cut him to the quick, O King.

7. Being deeply wounded by her arrows in the battle,

the god of wealth discharged three bhalla arrows at the beloved

of Lord Hari and gave out a lusty shout.

8-9. Even before those shafts could reach her, she cut

them with three arrows with crescent-shaped head. And the

queen ( Satya) struck the forehead of Kubera, the Lord of

Guhyakas, with eight Vatsa-danta ( type of) arrows swift like the

mind, O prominent Kuru. Extremely pained with those arrows,

Kubera, the son of Pulastya, was over-whelmed with rage.

10-13. In that combat, he discharged twenty-one sharp

arrows but Satyabhama, with her seven shafts, cut each of them

into three pieces within half a second (wink of the eye). While

they were in the air, Satyabhama, the beloved of Hari, flew

into rage and cut into two the big bow of Kubera at its hold

(in the middle) with an arrow with crescent-shaped head.

Kubera, the Lord of riches picked up another bow and string-

ing it, discharged a volley of arrows, wrathfully breathing like a

serpent. But queen Satyabhama with ease (as in a sport) cut

down all those arrows with her Sannataparva shafts (of hard

knots). It was a miracle as it were to see. Kubera, thereupon,

wrathfully glared at Satyabhama.

15-16. “Look at my prowess I shall kill you outright

today'*, growled he. With a desire to wipe out his defeat and

humiliation and while all gods were gazing, he fixed an

excellent arrow with a crescent-head on his bow tall as a

palmyra tree, to kill queen Satyabhama.

17. Anticipating his plan (in mind) , the consort of Hari

cut his bow just in the middle (at its hold), with an arrow with

a horse-shoe shaped sharp head, O best of Kurus.

18. Then Kubera, the protector of wealth took up his
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formidable Mudgara (club) that terrified demons and brandi-

shing it hundred times, hurled it at the queen (Satya)

.

19. Kr?na with his left hand (easily) caught hold of that

extremely terrible club as it was rushing towards her and
seeing at him laughed loudly.

20. Thereupon, Kubera, the Lord of wealth retired from

the battle and fled away. Krsna spoke highly of his queen,

embraced her with great regard.

2 1 . When Kubera took to his heels in the battle with

Krsna, the enemy of Kamsa, Varuna raising his noose attacked

Krsna in a combat.

22. Perceiving the advance of Varuna who rode a

crocodile, Garuda of formidable strength pounced upon him
like a tiger springing on an ox.

23. Terrific was the fight between Garuda and Varuna,

like the combat between Bali and Indra in the war between

gods and demons.

24. Varuna, the Lord of waters, threw the noose about

the neck of Garuda and angrily dragged him like one lion

dragging another.

25. Lifting up Varuna, the Lord of waters with the

ends of his wings and catching hold of the crocodile in his

claws Garuda hurled them into the sea.

26. Having lost his mount and catching hold of his

noose with great difficulty, Varuna ran away on foot from the

battle-field to his abode whence he came.

27. When Varuna retired from the battle-field, the

Wind-god and the Fire-god jointly attacked Krsna, O the best

of Kurus !

28. The Fire-god discharged five arrows, while the

Wind-god fired three shafts. Their fight with Kr§na was

wonderful to look at.

29. Thereupon, Govinda, exterminator of enemies,

laughed loudly and pierced the Fire-god with one arrow and

the Wind-god with seven.

30. Deeply and forcibly struck on the chest with one

shaft with horse-shoe-shaped head, the Fire-god realized that

Kr§$a was extraordinary and quickly fled from the battle-

field.
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31. Noticing that the Fire-god had run away from the

battle and that his whole body was bristling with, arrows, he

(the Wind-god) was overwhelmed with pain.

32. He realized that it was lotus-eyed god Visnu who
had appeared on the battle-field. He retired from the battle as

he wanted to save his own life.

33. Thereupon mounting his he-buffalo and raising up

his refulgent rod, Yama, with his eyes reddened with rage,

attacked Krsna in the battle.

34. Noticing Yama with his big rod raised up (to strike

at him, ) the lotus-eyed Krsna hurled his mace at him and felled

it from his hand.

35. The heavy blow of his mace on his rod made Yama’s

hand tremble. Turning his back, the god of death ran away

with his buffalo, O scion of the Kuru race.

36. Beholding the discomfiture and retreat of Yama,

Nirrti was overwhelmed with fear and judging his power, did

not come to fight.

37. But god Siva of great heroic lustre, armed with a

trident and mounting his bull, attacked Krsna with his enor-

mous army of goblins.

38. Those two mighty valorous heroes well-known in the

world engaged in a terrible combat, each with an ambition to

defeat the other.

39. Piercing Krsna with ten arrows and Garuda with

five, Siva roared out in the battle, Stop, Stop.

40. Taking up his Sarnga bow, Krsna, the destroyer of

cities of enemies, hit Siva, the rider of tlu, bull with thirty

arrows simultaneously.

41. In that combat, Garuda, the destroyer of serpents,

harassed the bull with his pointed bill, both of his claws and

wings.

42. Discharging again fifty Naraca arrows at him, Kr$na

engaged Sankara, the benign god who blesses the world, in the

fight, O ruler of the world.

43. Siva, got enraged and brandishing his sharp-pointed

formidable-looking trident hurled it at Vasudeva (Kj”?na),

O King.
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44. Noticing the trident rushing at him, Krsna hurled

his heavy demon-destroying mace Kaumodaki at it, to ward

it off.

45. It is traditionally reported that both the weapons - --

the Kaumodaki mace and the trident — buffeted each other in

the sky and giving out huge flames both of them simultaneous-

ly fell into the sea.

46. Felling down the trident into the sea, the mace
Kaumodaki returned to Visnu’s (Krsna’s) hand and the trident

also to that of Siva.

47. The serpent decorated god Siva raised up his sharp

sword and spurring his bull with his heals, he attacked Krsna

in the combat.

48. Promptly seizing the bull by his two horns, Garuda

hurled god Siva along with the bull to a distance of hundred

bows (four hundred cubits).

49. Thereupon god Siva, the wielder of trident with the

bull as his mount, left the battle and speedily went back to

his pee, O best of Kurus !

CHAPTER FIFTY-NINE- III

(VI.’s Text — Chapter No. 67)

Parijata planted in Satyabhama's Palace

$ri Sttka continued :

1-2. Thereupon Indra, the King of gods put on his royal

diadem, equipped himself with a quiver of arrows, armed him-

self with a bow, mounted on his huge elephant Airavata and

remembering the words of Sac! regarding the Parijata tree,

attacked Krsna in the battle, like an elephant attacking a lion.

3. Beholding him advance, Lord Hari, the conqueror

of inimical cities, blew his high sounding conch filling all

the quarters with the blast.

4. Attacking Krsna and twanging his big bow, he hit

Krsna with an extremely pointed arrow with a sharp horse-

shoe-shaped head in the combat.
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5. Wounded on the chest with that Kftirapra arrow by

the King of gods, Hari laughed loudly and applauded him,

“Welldone Indra ! This is just like you (worthy of the King
of gods.

6. Still again the King of gods set ten shafts on his bow
(long and curved) like a great serpent and stretching the bow-
string upto his ears, discharged them at Krsna and his discus

and roared like a lion.

7. In the meanwhile, Krsna the noble-soulcd slayer of

Kamsa cut into three all the arrows with one shaft in the mid-

way (as they were coming), and hit Indra with ten excellent-

ly whetted shafts as i f in a sport, O descendant of Bharata.

8. Those shafts pierced through Indra’s body alongwith

the armour and were seen coming out with great force smeared

with blood.

9. Indra again set sixteen arrows on his bow and stre-

tching (the bow string) discharged them, but Krsna cut them

with three shafts.

10. Still again with thirty shafts, Hari hit the King of

gods in the battle and all those arrows struck deep in Indra’s

chest.

11. Indra then flew in rage like a serpent hit with a

stick and with his goad he impelled his big elephant to attack

Garuda.

12. Goaded on by Indra the elephant approached

Garuda and dashed at his chest with his four tusks.

13. Thereupon, Garuda tormented the elephant called

Airavata with his bill, wings and claws, O descendant of

Kauravas.

14. And while all beings were agazing, ' he raised his

terrible Vajra which inspired awe among Danavas and hurled

it at Visnu (K|\sna).

15. As that Vajra y the weapon of Indra, reached him,

Visnu, the slayer of Madhu caught it in his left hand and

laughed loudly.

16. Being deprived of his weapon and his mount

(elephant) tormented by Garuda, the King of gods retreated

from the battle-field hanging down his head in shame.

17. Finding Indra frustrated in - his object and intend-
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ing to run, Satyabhama laughed loudly at the King of gods

and said taunting.

Satyabhama said :

18. Come on Sakra. Don’t retreat, O wieldcr of the

thunderbolt. It is not proper for Gael’s dear lord to take to

flight.

19. Your queen Saci, the daughter of Puloma, drunk

with the pride of sovereignty and elated with the prowess of

her husband as she is, will at once think low of you (and insult

you) defeated as you are in the battle.”

20. Hearing this taunting speech of queen Satyabhama,

Indra looked her in the face and addressed to the slyly smiling

queen.

Indra said :

21. Confronting on the battle-field the father and precep-

tor of the three worlds by whom aie brought forth the gods,

demons, the great serpents, Yaksas, Siddhas, Gandharvas ( the

divine musicians) ,
Kinnaras, goblins, ogres and others, who can

avoid facing the humiliation of defeat ?

22. We who subsist on sacrificial oblations, expose our

childishness by opposing the incomprehensible Lord, like the

weakling of a calf appears to oppose its mother at the time of

sucking her milk.”

23. Having replied thus to Satyabhama, the daughter

of Satrajit, Indra folded his palms, bowed to Lord Vasudeva

and prayed, O the best descendant of Bharata !

Indra prayed :

24. Hail to you O God of gods, the lotus-eyed Lord of

Laksmi ! Be pleased to pardon me all my faults, O protector

of the world.

25. You are kind and affectionate to those who seek

resort to you. It does not behove you to abandon me of whom
you are the sole asylum—me who am extremely foolish and

uncontrolled.

26-27. The elephant Airavata (my mount), the thunder-

bolt (my special weapon), this Parijata tree, sovereignty over

gods and this Amaravatl (my capital town)—in fact everything
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(in this universe) is under your control. I am your obedient

servant. Whatever you wish to take away from this place may
be taken away by you at will.

28. O Govinda ! I shall explain to you the fundamental

reason of opposing you. You are now wholeheartedly interested

in the mortal world.

29. If this wish-yielding tree Parijata is taken by you

there, the earth becomes indistinguishable from the heavan.

30. It is hence that I opposed you, O tiger among the

Yadus—O god, I may, therefore, be forgiven by you who know
what should and what should not be done.

Sri Suka said :

31. Thus addressed by the king of gods, Janardana, the

the God of gods, with a smiling countenance, spoke to him, O
the greatest Kuru.

The glorious Lord said :

32. “Absolutely no fault has been committed by you, O
Indra. If any fault has been committed, it is mine, for there is

no distinction between you and me.

33. Whatever is now done by you, irrespective of its

being good or bad, has been committed by me, O thousand eyed

god. Please do not brood over the matter at all.

34. This excellent-most Parijata tree will, as per my
direction, come to the Nandana garden of its own accord, when
I (departing from the earth) ascend to the heaven.

35. When the King of gods was thus addressed by

Vasudeva, O best of Kurus, the king of gods apologised to

Krsna, Satyabhama and Garuda.

36-37. May my son and your brother-in-law Arjuna,

also known as Bibhatsu, be protected by you.” Repeating

this request again and again, Indra, getting leave to depart,

got back his Vajra and returned to his capital with all protec-

tors of different cardinal points. Krsna, the delight of Yadus

bade good-bye to Indra along with the protectors of all the

cardinal points.

38-39. He ordered Garuda: Let us make a move to

Dvaraka. Garuda, the enemy of serpents, easily bore Krsna,

Satyabhama and the Parijata tree and went to ^Dvaraka. He
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entered the beautiful city of Dvaraka adorned with many gates

and portals.

40-41. It was brilliant, decorated with flags, buntings

and festoons. Its floors were cleansed and besprinkled. He was
worshipped with the attending prominent Yadus by offering

him presents, betel-leaves, garlands, perfumes, pigments and
unbroken grains of rice. He was saluted and greeted with

flourish of trumpets and other instruments sounded on auspi-

cious occasions, as well as with loud chantings of Vedic

hymns.

42-43. Krsna entered the heavenly assembly-hall

Sudharmd which was attended by (a council of) elders. He
bowed down to Ahuka (Ugrasena), Vasudeva and his elder

brother Balarama in order ofseniority. He was duly honoured

by them (reciprocally). In that assembly, he occupied an

exalted seat of gold.

44. Krsna appeared resplendent like Indra attended

upon by prominent persons like Brhaspati and other protectors

of the world in heaven.

45. Krsna got the great tree Parijata planted in the

palace of Satyabhama. It was surrounded on all side with

pavements of precious stones.

46. Learning that the son of DevakI was coming with a

bighost of ladies, all the women ofYadava clan came there to

sec them.

47. Vasudeva as well as all ladies headed by RohinI

came to see Lord Krsna, returned safe, hale and hearty after

conquering the enemy.

48. Beholding that his mother in company of DevakI

had come, Krsna bowed down to them. They in their turn

honoured him with blessings.

49. Similarly, seven beloved queens of Krsna such as

Rukmin! and others who were supremely beautiful and richly

adorned, approached their Lord and paid respects to him.

50-51. Revati, the beloved spouse of Balarama, the

famous Trivakra, Durga, Subhadra and Tara and other ladies

of Bhoja, Vrsni and Andhaka clans with their faces blooming

with joy and affection came to see, out of curiosity, Lord

Krspa who had returned hale and hearty after vanquishing the
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enemies and brought with him a bevy of ladies and Satyabhama
as also the celestial Parijata tree brought from heavep.

53. All the ladies gathered there showered on Krsna’s

head fried grains of rice, flowers and unbroken rice-grains and

returned to their respective homes.

CHAPTER SIXTY-SIX—

A

Slaying o/Pauntjiraka and others

(This corresponds to VJ.’s Text ch. 69. It gives the following

additional verses in the Introduction)

Sri Suka said :

1.1-1.3 : It is reported that at that time there was a

king called Paundraka, O scion of the Kuru race. Getting

information of Krsna’s absence from Dvaraka, he laid siege

to that citadel of Vrsnis with a big army and subjected it to

attacks. Balarama, Satyaki, Vasudeva, Uddhava, Ugrasena

and other prominent Yadava warriors treated him (with their

military preparations) in a manner suitable for a guest who
comes at such a time.

King Parik} it enquired :

1 .4 Who was that Paupdraka ? What country did he

rule over ? Whose son was he ? Be pleased to narrate all

this to me, O sage.

Sri Suka narrated :

1.5 The king of Kasi had no male issue. He gave his

daughter Sutanu to Vasudeva on condition of giving his king-

dom as dowry.

1 .6 A son with long arms and brilliant like the sun was

born to them. He was called Pauntjraka. He was powerful,

full of prowess and pride.

1.7-1.8 As he was the son of Vasudeva, he was called

Vasudeva. when he became a major the great glorious

Vasudeva entrusted tp him that kingdom (of Kasi) along with

the treasures, army, chariots and other vehicles. Then
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Vasudeva married Kamsa’s younger sister Devaki who was
like a goddess.

1.9 Being interned by Kamsa, the king of Bhojas,

Vasudeva could not even once visit Karavirapura.

1.10 Being ever-conscious of the unbearable step-mo-

therly relation and of having no brother of his own, the king of

Kasi lived in awe of Yadus.

1.11 Hearing the report of Kfsna’s absence from

Dvaraka, he stormed it at. night but he was defeated by

Balaramaand Saineya (Satyaki).

1.12 Having suffered a heavy loss of thousands of horses,

elephants and foot soldiers, he quietly retreated in the latter

part of the night to the city of Varanasi.

1.13 When the night was over and the day dawned,

Sri Krsna returned fromBadarika$rarna by hts fhount Garuda
and came to Dvaraka which was well defended by Balarama.

1.14 He was received with flags and offered water to

wash his hands and feet and the usual presents after arrival, by

Yadavas, Vrsnis and Andhakas who reported to him the

whole story. Then he entered the council hall.

1.15

Once Paundraka the powerful kifig of Kail

(After this follows verse 1-b in SR.’s Text in ch. 66)

CHAPTER EIGHTY-I

The Story of the Brahmana Srid&man

VJ.'s Text begins :

1 -2A. When the mighty-armed Su (Dur) yodhana was

struck down by the mace (of Bhima) in the battle ( and died

subsequently)
,
even the glorious Lord Govinda, having accom-

plished his desired object (of lightening the burden of the

earth) made arrangement of leaving the desolate battle field.

2B-5. Krpa, Krtavarma and the prominent chariot-

warrior Asvatthaman were the only three great Warriors in the

army of Su(Dur) yodhana. The survivors on the other

(Pandava) side were the five Pandava warriors, the mighty

Satyaki, Yuyutsu, the son of Dhrtarastra by a VaiSya woman
and other eminent people of whom Kf$na will Jta’Oftjirtent. As

their leader and accompanied by elderly sages, he went to
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Hastinapura for the condolence of Dhftarastra and he consoled

Gandhari, Dhrtarastra and the highly intelligent Vidura.

6-8. With difficulty he installed Pandavas to carry out

their functions in governing their kingdoms. He was glorified

by hosts of sages and bards like Sutas, Magadhas and Bards

and was followed by sons of Pandu whose eyes were flowing

with tears ofjoy. He took his leave ofthem, all of whom were

sorry, missing him (after his departure). Hari returned to

Dvaraka in a chariot brilliant like the Sun. With the loud blast

ofconchs and beatings ofdrums and the loud chorus of auspici-

ous Vedic hymns and of incantation of mantras repeating the

declaration of the day being auspicious he entered Dvaraka.

9-12. The city was decorated by the citizens with various

kinds of arches and waving flags and fluttering banners and

its grounds (streets, squares, etc.) were sprinkled and washed

by them. He was attended upon by citizens who carried in

their hands a specific kind of vessel tufted with tender shoots, 1

and by young prominent courtesans adorned with ornaments

and by v\ omen of the cities and by Brahmanas and their sons,

grandsons and with brothers who brought in their hands lamps,

mirrors, pots full of water, flowers, fruits, entire grains of rice.

13-14. Hari entered that excellent city on an auspicious

day and was worshipped with due formalities. He entered the

world-famous celestial assembly-hall Sudharma and paid respects

to Ahuka, Vasudeva, Balarama and bowed to all mothers who
were seated on high seats of gold.

15. He took his seat there and was duly worshipped by

prominent Yadavas. Like unto the rnoon surrounded by the

constellations of stars and planets in the sky, he shone there

(in the assembly hall among the Yadava chiefs).

16-17. Day and night he was attended upon by the

powerful motiarchs who survived (the Mahabharata war) and

also by sons ( of the monarchs killed) who were installed on the

thrones of their respective kingdoms. Lord Krsna, the support

of the Universe, placed Yudhisthira in the front (of the world

as the bonafide emperor, but through him) he governed righte-

ously the earth whose burden had now been lightened. <

1. Arikura-purita-palika-pStra-vise$ah—VJ.
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SKANDHA ELEVENTH

CHAPTER ONE

Sage's Curse : Imprecating the Annihilation of Yadu's Race .

Sri Suka ( The Son of B&dardyana) said :

1 . Accompanied by Balarama and the Yadavas, Krsna

brought about the annihilation of the Daityas (some through

Balarama, some through Yadavas and the rest like Putana,

Kamsa, etc. himself)
.

( In the case of near relatives whom he

could not destroy personally ) he ( being the indwelling soul of

all) instigated a fast-growing virulent feud (culminating in the

war between Kauravas and Pan^avas) and lightened the burden

of the earth.

2. Using as his means (the cause of) Panglavas whose

wrath was extremely (and frequently) provoked by their ene-

mies (Kauravas) through fraudulent gambling, scornful insults,

dragging (their queen Draupadi) by the locks of her hair and

such other humiliating acts, the Lord removed the burden of the

earth by causing the mutual destruction of the kings who
assembled there (in Kuruk$etra) as allies on either side (as

these were Daityas born as his relatives).

3. Having destroyed completely the kings and their

armies which caused a burden to the earth through his Yadava
clansmen who were protected by his arms, the Lord of incompre-

hensible nature (and boundless powers) pondered : “Though
(apparently) the burden of the earth has been lightened, I do

not consider it as really removed as long as the irresistible1

clan of Yadus still continues to exist. (It will not be proper for

me to annihilate personally my own clansmen openly).

4. Being always under my protection, this clan which

has become unrestrainable through ever-increasing power and

prosperity, can never be defeated (and destroyed) by others

(even by gods). Having instigated an internal discord leading

lr- The existence of the powerful invincible, vast Yadava clan was

intolerable to Lord Kffpa—EK.
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to their total (mutual) destruction like a forest of bamboos

consumed by fire (sparked by their mutual friction), I shall

retire quietly to my abode
( Vaikunfha ).”

5. Having made up his mind thus, the Almighty Omni-
present Lord of true, effective resolve, withdrew (to their

respective places in the higher world) his own race, making

the curse of Brahmanas as the pretext (with a view to esta-

blish the greatness of Brahmanas).

6-7. The Supreme Lord Krsna retired to his abode after

captivating the eyes of persons with his superb personality

which surpassed the world in beauty1
( and made people’s eyes

unwilling to see anything else), and by his words he fascinated

the hearts of those who remembered them, by his foot-prints

he suspended the movements and actions of those who espied

them (and had thus concentrically attracted to himself all the

propensities of the people who saw him), and after having

spread his glory all over the earth— his glory which can be sung

in beautiful verses and which if heard or recited, people would

easily cross over the darkness of Nescience and Samsara.

King Parikfit enquired :

8. How is it that the curse of Brahmanas affected

2

the

Vrsnis who were devoted and friendly to Brahmanas
;
were

extremely generous; always rendered services to elderly persons

and had their minds devotedly attached to Krsna.

9. What was the occasion of the curse ? What was its

nature ? How could discord be sown among Yadavas who
were of one mind ? Be pleased to narrate to me in details

everything about this. 8

$ri Suka explained :

10. Possessing a personality comprised of everything

that is beautiful in the world, engaged in performing ideally

1. Or which imparted beauty to the world—§R.

2. N&rada used to stay at Dvirakk so that he should not be affected

by Dakfa’i curse. If Dakfa’s curse was ineffective due to the presence of

Kffna in the case of N&rada, how could the Brahmaga Sages' curse descend

upon the VrfQis at all—EK. 1 .280

3. EK. explains that the Will of Lord Kffpa to annihilate the Y&dava
clan is the real cause of the Brahmanical Curse (1.284-85).
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auspicious acts even though he had all his desires accomplished,

enjoying himself in his home at Dvaraka, the Lord of liberal

wish-bestowing glory felt his mission still incomplete and desir-

ed to annihilate his own clan.

11-12. Having accomplished highly blissful and auspi-

cious actions glorifying which bring merits and singing of which

wipes out the dirt (sinfulness) of the Kali age, he stayed as

Kala (the God of destruction) in the house of Vasudeva, the

Lord of Yadus. Sages such as Visvamitra, Asita, Kanva, Dur-

vasas, Bhrgu, Angiras, KaSyapa, Vamadeva, Atri, Vasistha,

Narada and others took leave of him and went to the ( holy

place) Pindaraka.1

13. Youths of the Yadava clan who were playing there

approached those Sages and though really impudent, they feign-

ed to pay respects to their feet in mock humility, and put a

question to them.

14-15. They dressed Samba, the son of Jambavati in the

clothes of a woman and said, “This dark-eyed damsel is

pregnant and desires to ask you, O Brahmanas—She feels shy

of asking you directly. But She is desirous of having a son

and will deliver soon. You are of unfailing vision. Be pleased

to tell whether she will have a male or a female issue*'.

16. O King ! The Sages who were thus being cheated

(as a practical joke), got angry and replied, “O stupid fellows!

She will give birth to a pestle which will exterminate your

race”.

1 7. Hearing that (predictive curse) , they became extre-

mely terrified. They at once undressed the belly of Samba.

And lo ! They found a veritable iron pestle in it.

18. “What folly have we—unlucky fellows—committed ?

what will now people say to us ?*' In such a perplexed mood,

they went home, taking the pestle with them.

19. With pale, withered faces, they took it to the royal

assembly hall. And in the presence of all Y&davas, they re-

ported the whole matter to King Ugrasena (and not to Sri

Kr?na)

.

L This is near Gohtgar, sixteen miles to the east of Dvirakl

(Saur&stra)—GDAMI, P. 157.
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20. Learning of the unfailing curse of Brahmagas and

seeing actually the pestle, the citizens of Dvaraka were shocked

with astonishment and were quaking with terror.

21. Ahuka (Ugrasena)
, the king of Yadus got the

pestle reduced to powder and caused it scattered over the high

seas and did the same to the remaining piece of the iron pestle

which could be so reduced.

22. Some fish swallowed up that iron piece while the

particles of the powder were borne by the sea waves to the shore

where they grew into a kind of reed called Eraka.

23. (As Fate would have it) the fish ( that swallowed

the irreducible iron piece of the pestle) was caught in a net

along with other fish in the sea, by some fishermen. The piece

of iron found in the bowels of the fish was fixed at the point of

his arrow by a hunter.

24. The glorious Lord Krsna knew all the facts. The

Supreme Ruler as he was, ( he could have but) he did not wish

to counteract (and render ineffectual) the curse of the Brah-

manas. He, being the Destroyer himself, approved of it (as he

desired to exterminate the Yadavas)

.

CHAPTER TWO

Bhagavata Dharma : Narada's Narration of King Nimi's Dialogue

with Jdyanteya and others

Sri Suka said :

1. In his ardent longing and eagerness to wait upon

Kf§na, Narada frequently used to stay at Dvaraka despite

Dak$a’s curse of eternal wandering to him, as the curse was

ineffective at Dvaraka which was protected by the arms ofLord

Kf$$a, O best of Kurus.

2. What person possessed of sound senses and hemmed
in by death on all sides1 would possibly neglect to resort to

1, VR. reads sarvato'mftyum *in no way affected by death* and this ac(j.

qualifies the 'lotus feet of Mukunda*.
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and adore the lotus-feet of Mukunda ( for which possession of

sense-organs only, and not caste (varna

)

and stage of life

(
iSrama

)

is the qualification, etc.) which are meditated upon

and adored by the best of immortals (such as god Brahma,

Siva and others)

.

3. On one occasion, when the divine sage Narada

v sited his house and was duly worshipped and was comfort-

ably seated, Vasudeva respectfully bowed to him and submit-

ted as follows :

Vasudeva said :

4. “Just as the arrival of the parents is for bringing

the well-being of the children or the movements of those great

souls who follow the path of the Lord of excellent glory, are

conducive for the good of the indigent and helpless, the move-

ments of your worship are for the welfare of all embodied

beings.

5. The working of the deities (e.g. showering of rains)

may contribute either to the misery or happiness of created

beings. But actions and behaviour of pious souls like you who
have concentrated their minds on Lord Acyuta, tend exclusively

and solely towards the happiness of all.

6. Deities (i.c. the grace they confer) depend on meri-

torious acts (such as sacrifices etc.). Like the shadow of a

person (imitating him reciprocally), they serve their votaries

in the same way as their devotees worship them with meritori-

ous acts. But the pious and the righteous people are always

kind and compassionate to the afflicted and needy under all

circumstances.

7. We, however, request you, O Brahmana sage, to ex-

plain to us the paths of righteousness which lead to the propi-

tiation of the glorious Lord and by listening to which with

faith and devotion, a mortal being is emancipated from all

fears ( i.e. is liberated from Sarfis&ra)

.

8. Formerly, in my previous incarnation in this world,

I worshipped the Infinite Lord, the bestower of emancipation

from Sarht&ra, with the desire of getting progeny but not for

Liberation from Sams&ra, as I was deluded by the May&
(deluding potency) of the Lord.
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9. O sage of well-observed vows ! Be pleased to instruct

us to that course (in this life) whereby we shall directly and
easily be liberated from the Sarhsdra teeming with various kinds

of miseries and beset with fears and dangers on all sides.”

Sri Suka said :

10. Solicited ihus by the highly intelligent Vasudeva on

this question, the divine sage Narada being reminded of the

excellent qualities of Hari, became pleased with him and spoke

to him thus :

Narada said :

11. “O foremost Satvata ! Your honour has wisely

resolved on this course, wherein you enquired of me, as to

what courses of behaviour and virtues delight the Lord and
purify all (from sins, etc.)

.

12. O Vasudeva ! This righteous course of conduct (viz.

Bhdgavata dharma) if heard, recited, pondered over, accepted

with reverence or appreciated approvingly (when followed by

others), instantaneously purifies even those who are the enemies

of gods or are hostile to all creatures.

13. The most auspicious and glorious Lord Narayana

whose name, if heard or sung is meritorious, is brought to my
mind and memory to-day, by you.

14. On this point, this ancient historical legend is told.

It consists of a dialogue between the sons of Rsabha and the

great-souled king Nimi of Videha.

15. Svayambhuva Manu had a son by name Priyavrata.

His son was Agnldhra from whom was born Nabhi, whose son

was well known as Rsabha.

16. The knowers say that he was a ray (an amia) of

Lord Vasudeva who had descended on the earth with the inten-

tion of propagating the righteous path leading to Mokfa (Libe-

ration from Sarhsdra). He had a hundred sons, all of whom
were well-versed in the Vedas.

17. Out of them, Bharata, the eldest son, was exclusively

devoted to Narayajja ( the supreme soul) . It is reported that

this wonderful continent is known after him as Bh&rata-Var?a.
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18. Having enjoyed the pleasures (of sovereignty) of

this earth, he renounced it. He propitiated Hari by austere

penance and it is reported that he attained to the Lord’s abode

after three births

19. Out of those hundred sons, nine became the rulers

of the nine continents all around, and eightyone of them became
Brahmanas, authors of treatises on rites and rituals ( and religi-

ous acts)

.

20. The remaining nine highly fortunate sons became

sages, capable of propounding the highest truth. They exerted

on the spiritual path, were sky-clad (naked) 1 (lit. wore girdle

of the air) but were highly expert in the spiritual (dtmic

)

lore.

21. (Their names were : ) Kavi, Hari, Antarik?a,

Prabudha, Pippalayana, Avirhotra, Drumila, Camasa and

Karabhajana.

22. They realised that this universe, both cause and
effect or gross and subtle*, is nothing but the Glorious Lord

1
.

(i ) They were without clothes, but not naked—VR.
(ii) EK gives a spiritual description of their nudity : They were clad in

cidak&ia (sky in the form of Brahman). They tied the knot of the threads of

PrOpa and Apdna (inhalation and exhalation in respiration) at the navel,

which resulted in untying the knot of their state as Jloa and it became their

sacred thread {Brahma-SOtra ) . —EB. 2.175-178

2. Sadasadatmakam : VR as usual interprets this as die conscious or

intelligent and unconscious or unitelligent principles which constitute the body

of the Lord and are inseparable from him/

VJ. stoutly rejects the view of the identity between the universe and

God or Param&tman, for the adj. sad-asad&tmakam precludes it and the lakfanh

(
jahad-ajahad) is not soundly authoritative. According to VJ : They realised

that the nature of the Lord pervades all causes and effects, but is different and

distinct from individual soul ( jtva) . The gross universe is also different from

Hari (God). It is as the internal abiding soul (
antarydmin ) that he pervades

all and quotes as authority :

antar bahiica tatsarvarh vyApya Nhrtyanah stfutah—Nor. Up. 2.

EK. gives a highly idealistic interpretation : Though their bodies were

different, they were spiritually one. They looked upon all people as their own

self. The sages have realized that there is nothing but Brahman everywhere,

and the universes, beings or elements, due to their identity with Brahman,

have no separate existence. To them the triad—the seer, the act of seeing and

the thing seen was the Self itself. They were so absorbed in Brahman that they

were not aware of movements, being, becoming, etc. In such a stage, their

wandering over the earth took place. EB.2 185-188
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himself and not distinct from their self (itman), and ranged

over the earth.

23. They were not attached to anything. They freely

went about their way, as their paths were unobstructed. They
wandered at will in the worlds of gods, Siddhas, Sadhyas,

Gandharvas, Yakfas, human beings, Kinnaras and serpents as

well as in the spheres of sages, Caranas, the lord of goblins,

Vidy&dharas, Br&hmanas and Go-loka.

24. On one occasion, by chance, they happened to

attend

1

the sacrificial session of the noble-souled Nimi (the

King of Videha) conducted by sages in the Bharata Var?a

(known also as Aja-nabha).

25. On seeing those most ardent devotees of the Lord

who were brilliant like the Sun, the sacrificer (King Nimi),

(the presiding deities of) the sacrificial fires (viz. Garhapatya,

Ahavaniya and Dakfina1
) and Brahmapas (officiating as sacri-

ficial priests)—all of them stood up to show respect.

26. On coming to know that they were staunch devo-

tees of Lord N&r&yaQa*, Nimi, the King of Videhas was greatly

delighted. When they were comfortably seated, he worshipped

them with all the formalities, according to their seniority.

27. The king who was highly pleased (with their visit),

bowed low with great humility and submitted to them who
were effulgent by their own persona] lustre, like the mindborn

sons of Brahma-deva (like Sanaka, Sanandana).

King Nimi ofVideha submitted :

28. I believe you are direct attendants of the glorious

Lord Vi9$u (the slayer of demon Madhu); for the people

(devotees) of god Vifjiu are always on the move for purifying

the people.

1 . EK : They arrived there at the time ofpUrtfdkuti.

EB.2.195

2. These fire-deities were visible only to these nine sages to whom they

paidinspect—EK 2.201

.

S. The Bh. P. gives a special place of honour to the devotees of Lord

NArlyaga “Bat of crores of siddhas who are free from attachment and have

realised the seK a person who is absolutely devoted to Nirftyapa (JMtnfyspe-

JOweb) k very difficult to find**—Bh. P. 6.14.5.
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29. To Jlvas ( embodied souls who are invested with a

body in every birth) the attainment of human body (birth as

a human being) ephemeral though it may be, is very difficult

yet valuable (as it serves a means of liberation from Saihs&ra.

Even in this rare (and transitory) form of existence, I consider

that it is rarer still to meet persons beloved of Vijrui.

30. O sinless ones ! We, therefore, ask you about (the

pathway to) the summum bonum. For in this worldly existence

association with saints or the righteous, even for half a moment
is like the find of a valuable treasure.

(Just as an ordinary person finds delight in obtaining a

treasure, we get the Supreme delight in the company of saints)

.

31. If we are competent to listen to them, be pleased

to expound to us those righteous duties and observances pro-

pitiatory to the Lord. So that the Eternal (birthless) Lord may
be so pleased as to confer even his Self to the suppliant

( devotee)

.

N&rada said :

32. Respectfully solicited by king Nimi, those worshipful

sages complimented the king along with the priests ( officiating

over the sacrifice) and the members of the sacrificial assembly,

and gladly spoke1 to the king one by one as follows :

O Vasudeva.

Kavisaid :

33. I believe that uninterruptedly worshipping and
meditating on the lotus-feet of Lord Visnu is the surest and
safest means of ensuring protection from fears from any quarter.
In this sariisdra, a man’s mind gets always bewildered by the
fear (of three types of miseries), caused by mistaking this

1. §R. quotes two couplets enumerating the following topics about
which king Nimi raised the questions :

(1) Bh&gavata dharma; (2) devotees of the Lord; (3) Mftyi; (4)
Means of dispelling Mkyi; (5) Brahman; (6) Karma Theory; (7) theory of
re -incarnation; (8) jha and visan&s (9) Toga-dharma.
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extremely worthless body, etc. for the soul. But through the

worship of the Lord, that fear is completely dispelled.1

34. For those means and courses of conduct which have

been taught (prescribed) by the Lord, for easily attaining

realization of the Self even by ignorant persons—Be sure that

those are the duties which please him the most and lead easily

to self-realization.

35. By betaking one’s self to those paths, O king, no

person will ever go astray. (This path is so safe and easy that)

even if one runs with his eyes* closed (i.e. is ignorant of Srutis

and Smrtis which are regarded as eyes) will not miss his path

( and take the wrong way)
.
(And even if he hurries across the

path of devotion, jumping in haste from one step ofBhakti to

another out of the nine steps (viz. Sravana ‘hearing the Name of

the Lord*, Kirtana ‘glorifying the deeds of the Lord*, and

others), he would not stumble (into Sarhsira again or miss the

fruit of his devotion)

.

36. Whatever a person does by his body, speech, mind,

cognitive and conative sense-organs, intellect and ego and by

the force of nature8 (as formed by his previous karmas) , he

should dedicate all such4 (voluntary and involuntary) acts to

the Supreme Lord Narayana5
.

1. VR : All fear disappears when the Lord is meditated upon as the

Indweller
(
Antarydmin) of this entire universe consisting of the sentient and

non-sentient (VUvasya kftsnasya cid-aciditmakasya jagata dtmatvend'nUxrdtmatayd

yatropdsane krte sati ityarthah).

2. “Srutis and Smrtis constitute two eyes of a Brahmapa. One who
does not know one of these (either Sruti or Smrti is squint-eyed) but who
knows neither is blind ” Quoted by $R and others :

3. anusjia-svabhavAt—SR. alternatively explains : Although the Soul is

unconcerned with the body, unaffected by passions or untainted by external

acts, owing to superimposition of ignorance, he forgets his essential blissful

nature—regards himself as belonging to a particular caste, etc. All acts which

this ignorantjfoa performs, should be resigned to the Almighty Lord.

4. All acts prescribed, non-prescribed and prohibited by Sdstras—VR.
Q.

yat karofiyad aindsi yajjuhafi dadAsiyatj

yat tapa&asi Kenmteya, tat kttntfva mad-arpanamjl
—BG. 9.27

5. EK. in his learned com. (oois 346-453) construes the verse differently:

stating generally that acts voluntary, involuntary, prescribed by the Vedas,
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37. Due to the force of the Lord’s Maya, loss of memory
(of the real nature of the Self), misapprehension about one's

real self (leading to the belief in the identification of one’s

physical body with the self—such as ‘I am a god’, 'I am a man'

etc.) are caused in a person who has turned away from the

Lord. When one identifies one’s self with what is other than

the Self ( viz. one's body) ,
it leads to fear ( regarding other

persons as enemies, friends etc. for he has lost the insight of

seeing the Brahman—everywhere). Hence, a wise person

should discern that his preceptor is the Deity and his own self

and worship the Lord with unflinching, exclusive devotion till

one is liberated from Sarfis&ra.

38*. For, this duality called Sarfis&ra has no real existence,

but appears to be so like dreams (in sleep), and day-dreams or

social duties or by force of nature as a consequence of one's acts in his previous

birth—all such acts be dedicated to the Lord. This is the Bhdgavata dharma in a

nutshell. EK takes every term from the text, explains it with illustrations how
that act is to be resigned to the Lord.. The realization of the coalescence or

one-ness of the triad—The doer, the act of doing, and the thing done— ( for

example the seer, the seen and the act of seeing) is the way of dedicating the

act to God. He illustrates this by applying the trinity formula to each

sense. EK emphasizes that motionless physical posture in a trance is not the

real sam&dhi. Such a trance is equivalent to swooning. Samddhi is an unin-

terrupted dedication of one's self to Brahman, Srikrroa transported Arjuna to

a supertrance and directed him to participate in the Mah&bharata war. The
real propitiation of God is the natural, automatic, dedication of all our

natural, voluntary and involuntary karmas to the supreme Brahman.

(i) SS. (Sudariana Suri) :

dvaya—The twin notions about the identity of the soul with the body

and their independent existence distinct and separate from God's personality.

Karma—sahkalpa—rikalpakarh manah—
The Mind which under the powerful influence of karmas of the past lives

broods over the anxieties for maintainining one's body, etc. ( Sahkalpa ), and

desires for obtaining enjoyment like flower-garlands, sandal-paste, etc.

(
[oikalpa ).

(ii) VR : Though the two notions viz. identity of the body and the

Soul and the independent existence of oneself from God though unreal, are

entertained in the mind like the dreams (in sleep) and fancies or hallucina-

tions (in the waking state). Hence the necessity of controlling the mind

which under the stress of the previous Karmas weaves out SaAkalpa ( Self

—

delusion abbut the identity of the body and the Soul) and Vikalpa (our inde-
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hallucinations (during wakefulness), on account of the mind of

the persons who broods over it. A wise person should, there-

fore, control his mind which brings forth the ideations and

doubts. It (devotion to God with controlled mind) 1 will lead

to Fearlessness i.e. Liberation from Samsdra.

39. (As control of the mind is very difficult, an easier

way to Mokfa is enunciated.

Hence, one should (devoutly) listen to the highly auspi-

cious (stories of ) the incarnations and deeds of Lord Kf$na,

the wielder of the discus Sudarasana, in this world. ( If that too

is impossible due to their being innumerable), he should sing

the names signifying the descents and sportive acts of the Lord,

without feeling fear or shame of being mocked at, and lead a

life without attachment.

40. A person who adopted the above-described course

of devotion as a sacred vow (to be strictly and constantly

observed), develops an ardent love for the Lord by singing

the names of his beloved Lord Hari. His heart is melted with

love and devotion. He laughs loudly (feeling elated at winning

over the Lord by his devotion)
,
cries (feeling that he was neg-

lected so long by the Lord)
,
(out of over-eagerness) screams

out (‘O Lord ! Be pleased to be gracious unto me'), bursts out

into songs (out of ecstasy) and dances like a mad person.

Unconventional as he is, he transgresses the ways of the world.

pendence from the Supreme Soul on whom we are really absolutely depen-

dent. )

( ill ) VJ : The knowledge of Brahman is impossible to dawn unless one

dedicates everything ( including himself )
to the Lord and Mokfa is attained

through the knowledge of Brahman . Hence one should be exclusively and
selflessly devoted to the Lord.

Sarva-samarpana-lakfano'pAsan&’bh&ve brahma-jlUtnam na $ydtt iadabhiot

sarhs&ra-nivxltir na sydlj alas tad artham sarva-samarpaQa-lakfaQam updsanam

kartavyam iti bhdvafrl

EK. For control of one's mind, complete faith in the spiritual preceptor

is essential.

EB 514-523
r 1. Cf. mana tva manu&daith

kdrapam bandha mokfqmfrU
—Mato1. Up 6.34
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41.

* Such a devotee would bow to every being with

absolute devotion as unto Hari*s Person whether it be one of

the five elements such as the sky, the air, the fire, the water or

the earth, or heavenly luminaries such as the stars, the planets,

or living beings, the cardinal points, plants and herbs, etc., the

rivers and the seas and mountains (regarding them as a part of

Lord Hari’s body)

.

42.

** Just as a person who eats food finds satisfaction,

nourishment and relief from hunger simultaneously with each

morsel of food, similarly to a person who has completely sub-

mitted himself to the Lord ( the triad, viz.
) sincere devotion,

realization of the supreme Lord and aversion to other objects

(of senses) appear and are found together simultaneously.

43. The devotee of the Lord who steadily and without

any interruption worships the feet of Lord Acyuta, attains

(simultaneously) the triad, viz. devotion, renunciation ofworldly

objects and realization of the Lord and through them he

directly attains the supreme peace1 or liberation from Sartu&ra.

The king
(,Nimi)

requested :

44.

*** Be pleased to describe to me the devotee ofLord

Hari (who attains the above-mentioned triad simultaneously)

.

What are his characteristics (that distinguish him from) among
fellow-men how he behaves and how he talks and what are his

distinguishing traits which endear him to the Lord.

• VR: The devotee should regard himself as an integral part of the

God's person. By understanding the world as a part of God's body, he

becomes quiescent and controls his mind.

EK. gives a highly poetic description of the realization of the Brahman

in everything, everywhere ( EB. 2.580-602

)

** EK : The triad means :

(i) bhakti—loving devotion to all beings.

(ii) anubhava or pr&pti—Direct God-realization

( lit) virakti—non-attachment to one's body, wife, children, etc.

1 . S.S. & VR—Sinti—subsidence and disappearance of the six types

of sufferings of a being such as : hunger, thirst, grief, delusion, old age and

deathH
**• VJ. : King Nimi enquires after the gradations of votaries.
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Hari replied :

45.

* He who sees his own self (who is Hari himself

)

existing in all beings as Brahman and realizes that all (mobile

and immobile) creations are established in his own Self which

is Brahman (or Hari) himself, is the foremost of all devotees.

46. One who cherishes affectionate devotion to the Lord,

friendly feelings towards his Votaries (who entirely depend

on him), compassion to the ignorant and indifference towards

his enemies is a second-rate votary (as he entertains difference

in outlook toward them as contrasted with the “fore-most**

type described above).

47. (Believing that Lord Hari is present only in his

image and not elsewhere) he who desires to worship and wor-

ships with faith Lord Hari and does not respect his votaries and
other creatures is an ordinary ignorant votary.1

48. Even though the sense-organs receive their objects

of enjoyment (if the devotee’s heart is so much absorbed in

Lord Visnu that) he feels neither repulsion nor joyous attrac-

tion toward them and looks upon this universe as the Maya
of Visnu, such a devotee is of the highest order.

•. SR. quotes a Tantra text which proves the identity of Hari with

the Individual Soul (Atman) due to his all-pervasiveness and logically

accurate knowledge ( dtatatvdt,
pram&tftv&t) and as such He is the Inner

Controller of even insignificant insects with no dimunition in his six excellen-

ces of infinite dimensions due to his association with insignificant creatures. In

brief, he who sees the immanence of the glorious Lord everywhere and in

everything is the best votary of the Lord.

EK. : There is a great variety in the external appearance and behaviour

of the votaries of God, but he who realizes the complete (identity of his Self,

Brahman and all beings—he within all and all within himself—is the best

devotee of the Lord.

VR. He who realizes the implication of the epithet “V&sudeva”—The
Lord being in all and all beings as well as himself existing on the support of

the Lord, or being a constituent part of the Lord, is the best devotee.

VB refutes the notion of “Supporter and the Supported” of Ram&mya
and establishes the non-duality (adoqyatoa) doctrine and the knower of this is

the best votary.

1. Cf. Iia Up. 6 & 7

( 1 ) VR : This verse does not condemn image-worship but image-

worship without devotion to Lord's votaries is depreciated, as such narrow

concept of devotion obstructs the fruition or benefit of Lord's worship.
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49.

* He is the foremost among the Lord’s votaries who,

by dint of his constant memory (meditation) of Hari is not

deluded by (and affected with) the conditions i.e. sufferings in

worldly existence such as : The birth and death affecting the

body, hunger and thirst (harassing) the vital principle
(
prdna)

,

fear, (worrying) the mind, strong desire (exciting) the intellect

and fatigue exhausting the sense-organs.

50. He is verily the best among the Lord’s devotees in

whose hearts the seeds of desires for enjoyment and passions

and of actions do not germinate at all and who have Lord

Vasudeva as their only resort.1

51. He is verily beloved of Lord Hari who is not attach-

ed to his body nor is affected by superiority complex on account

of his birth (in a high family) or deeds (e.g. penance performed

nor by his position in a particular class in society, stage of life

or his caste (such as mUrdh&vasikta—born of Brahmana father

and K?attriya mother).

52. He who does not entertain the notion of distinction

between ‘mine* and ‘another’s’ in respect of his property or

even his own body, who is equal to all beings* and serene-

minded, is the best among the votaries of the Lord.

53. He should be regarded as the leader of the followers

and devotees of Lord Visnu who will not allow the remembra-

nce of the Lord to be interrupted even for half a winking time

* EK : The five ‘places* or components of bondage are the physical

body, sense-organs, mind, intellect and the vital principle and they are

affected by hunger, thirst, fear, sufferings
(
Kltia ), birth and death. The great

sufferings undergone at these 'places’ are called The properties or conditions

of Sahsira'. EK takes these sufferings one by one and shows how absorption

in the remembrance of the Lord brings immunity to the devotee from them,

as he is not affected by any of them at all.

—EB.2.664-691

1 . Verses 48-50 describe how a great devotee behaves.

(i) VR. explains that this egalitarianism is due to his belief that all

souls are intelligent in nature and one with Brahman, and physical bodies are

products of the unintelligent prakfti.

(ii) VJ differs :

The notion of identity of Atman and Paramhtman is not entertained by
him while in Samsdra or in his pure stage in Makfa. He cites a number of

authorities to support the Dvaita notion of distinction between jiva and
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for gaining the sovereignty of the three worlds. Nor does he

waver even for half the twinkling of the eyelid from the lotus

feet of the glorious Lord—the feet sought after by gods and

others who have not subdued their self.

1

54. When (once) the fever (in the form) of afflictions

in the heart of the devotees (who have submitted themselves

absolutely to the will of the Lord) is completely subsided by the

cool moon-light emanating from the gem-like ( crescent-shaped)

nails on the toes of the Lord with very long (universe-

covering) strides (or possessing great prowess), how can it (the

trouble) arise again ? How could the solar heat affect when the

moon has risen ?

55. That person is said to be the chief of votaries whose

heart the Lord does not vacate, as his feet are (tightly) fastened

with bond of affection therein—Hari who destroys all the

accumulated mass of sins, even if his name is uttered uncons-

ciously or under restraint.*

CHAPTER THREE

Discourses on the MdyS, the means to Transcend it,

the Brahman and the Path ofAction

The King
(
Nimi ) said :

1. We are anxious to know the (nature of the) Miya
(the Will Power) of the Supreme Lord Visnu which deludes

those (gods like Brahma) who themselves are endowed with

1. I differ from §R and EK on the interpretation of ajitdtma—
surddibfiih. $R dissolves the comp.

—

ajitf—Harau eva—dtmd yefdm tel 'whose

mind is fixed on die invincible Lord*. But if gods have fixed their mind on

the Lord, why should they have to hunt after ( to find out ) the Lord on

whose feet they have already fixed their mind ? If the gods have not subdued

their ego or self, then alone they will try and seek the feet of the Lord.

Hence, my above interpretation.

2. SR : Verses 51 to 53 describe the nature of a devotee. That 'He

sings the name of the Lord’ should be regarded as the answer of 'what a

devotee does'. The summary of all these is given in verse 55.
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such deluding powers. May your worshipful sires be gracious

enough to enlighten us (about Maya’s nature).

2. I am a mortal being scorched by the fever ( afflictions)

of Sarftsdra. I do not feel satiated while listening to your speech

describing the nectar-like sweet stories of Hari, which are an

antidote against the fever in the form of miseries in Sdrhsdra.

Antarikfa said :

VR’s Text Adds :
l

2. 1 . The glorious Lord wishing to become many through

his Maya, created this universe. Though Jiva is pure spiritual

essence, free from three gtinas, Maya invested him with a body
controlled by gunas. The identification of the soul with one’s

body is the delusion of Jiva (
jiva-bhrama)

.

2.2. This Jiva-bhrama (delusion of the Jiva) is explained

with reference to the waking, dreaming and the sleeping states

of the Jiva ( tat-prayukta-jdgrat-svapna-sufupti-rupdvasthdtraya
-

sambandhdn ca vadan bhramarh prapaheayatij) The waking state is

the misapprehension with reference to external sense; the

dreaming state is with relation to the mind
;
in the sleeping

state, the memory is dormant, unmanifest like seeds; and the

fourth slate is the Jiva’s condition in relation to paramdtman.

In this stage the Jiva is separate from the body which is the

product of Prakrti and that is the liberated state
(
prakrtipari-

ndmaka-farird ’ bhdvah muktyavasthd itij ).

2.3. The Jiva is pure consciousness untainted by passions

etc. and free from states like dreaming, sleep, etc. He appears

through Maya to be possessed of those stages.

2.4. When the jiva realizes the transitory nature and

futility of three forms of Maya, he desists to work for trivial

pleasures and becomes serene
(
upa-sartiydti, bahih, ksudra-sukhdr-

thavyapdrdn nivrlto bhavatiti).

1 . VR’s text adds here the above four verses but the Bhdgavata Vidyd-

pifha ( Ahmedabad) edition gives only the commentary of VR on these verses

and nofthe original text. From what can be gleaned from the commentary,

the above appears to be the contents of those verses.
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Antarikfa explained :

3. It is for the sake ofenjoyment of objects and libera-

tion of the embodied souls, his own rays, that the ancient-most

Prime Person, the cause of all creation (or the Indwelling soul

of all beings) evolved these great and small bodies, out of the

five gross elements, O mighty-armed king.1

4. In this way having entered as the inner-dweller (for

the well-being of all the Jivas ) into beings which are created

out of the five elements,

2

God divides himself and appears as

one (in the form of the mind), and ten (in the form of five

cognitive and five conative senses), and enables them to enjoy

the gunas or objects of senses.

5. The master of the body—the jiva enjoys the objects

of senses by means of sense-organs illumined (by the knowledge

or activated) by the Inner Controller. He misapprehends this

created body as himself and gets attached to it. (This is due

to Maya.)

6. The jiva who is conditioned with a physical body,

performs with his sense-organs acts, as motivated by the ten-

dencies resulting from acts done in the previous birth. He
experiences both the pleasant and unpleasant fruits of karmas

and revolves in this Sarfisdra .*

7. In this way, going through various corporeal existences

(in consequence of his Karma) which carry with them innumer-

1 . SR states that M&y&, being indescribable, only its effects, viz. crea-

tion of the universe, etc. can be described. But according to EK. Maya is

unreal
(
mithyA ), non-existent like the son of a barren woman, the sky-flower,

'water-catering centre’ of mirage, etc. The term avidyi means that which

never exists.

—EB 2.32-52.

2. EK: God enters his creation in the form off essential characteristics

such as liquidity of water. Similarly, he devided himself in the sense-organs

by becoming their essential function such as ‘seeing’ of the eye, ‘taste’ of the

tongue. That we can enjoy an object through our senses is due to the parti-

cular capacity of the sense which ( the capacity) is God.

— 2.86-129.

3. This verse explains why a jiva is not liberated alter enjoying the

objects of senses but suffers unending revolutions in Sams&ra—$R.
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able evils and miseries, the jioa
,
being helpless, experiences

repeated births and deaths upto the dissolution of the universe.

8. When the dissolution ofthe gross elements is impend-

ing, the beginningless and endless eternal Time-Spirit1 forcibly

withdraws this manifest universe consisting of gross substances

and their subtle gunas into its unmanifest cause (the mfi/a-

prakrti).

9. (When such dissolution is imminent) at that time a

severe draught—absolutely rainless—will devastate the earth

for one hundred years. And the scorching sun with its heat

enhanced by the (destructive) Time-Spirit shall completely

consume the three worlds by its heat.

10. Huge flames of fire emanating from the (thousand)

mouths of the (serpent god) &esa and burning the nether-world

from its bottom, soar up high, burning down every thing and

helped by the wind, they envelop the universe on all side.

11. The clouds of deluge called Sarhvartaka with each

line of drop as thick as the trunk of an elephant, will pour

down for one hundred years incessantly and the whole universe

is sub-emerged in cosmic waters.

12. God Brahma the Person (Deity) presiding over the

universe leaves his conditioning universe (which has been now

dissolved), enters the subtle Unmanifest like the fire entering

into the unmanifested principle of fire, when the fuel is comp-

letely consumed. 2

13. The earth being deprived of its distinguishing

characteristic—smell is transformed into water and the water

being divested of its special property, viz. liquidity, is changed

into fire.

1. It is eternal Vi$iju who as Kala withdraws, etc.—V.J.

2. §R: After the termination of his office, god Brahma should merge

into Prakf ti like all jlvas
t
if god Brahma be not a devotee of God. But he be-

ing a devotee of the Lord, is absorbed into Brahman. VJ. also accepts the

merging of god Brahma into paramdtnum. VR. takes the sing. Vairijah purUfa ft

as representing all jivas withdrawn into the mula-prakfti and the illustration of

fire shows that their knowledge is narrowed down in that merged state. EK
quotes Bh. P. 10.2.32,33 and emphasizes that bhakti (devotion) is the pre-

condition of mukti (liberation). Merely the office of Brahma is not enough

lor mukli.
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14. Deprived of its property of colour by the Sdrfivartika

(universe-ending) darkness, fire merges into air and air
(
vdyu)

deprived of its special characteristic touch, is lost into the ether

(or the sky). The ether in its turn, being divested of its chara-

cteristic property, viz. sound, by the Supreme Soul in the form

of Time-Spirit [KdUUman) the ether gets merged into the atman

i.e. Tdmasic Ego.

15.

* Sense-organs and Intellect enter the (
rdjasika

)

Ego
while the mind along with the presiding deities of senses merges

into the (sdttvika ) Ego. And this Ego, with all its
(
sdttvika ,

rQjasika and tdmasika) characteristics, merges with the Mahat

which in its turn enters the Prakrti.

16. We have now described to you the Maya of the

glorious Lord, characterised by three colours (i.e. gunas such

as sattva, rajas and lamas

)

and which brings about the creation

and carries out the maintenance and destruction of th6 universe.

What more do you wish to hear?

The King Nimi submitted :

17. O great sage! Be pleased to expound the way where-

by persons who have identified their ‘I-ness’ (soul) with the

gross (physical) body, will easily cross over this Lord’s Maya
from which it is very difficult to get liberation by persons with

uncontrolled minds. Is there any path other than bhakli which

has already been mentioned (supra H.2.37).

Prabuddha explained

:

1 8. Persons leading a householder’s life ( living as husband

and wife) and following the path of Karma for the removal of

miseries and attainment of happiness, should observe and con-

sider how contrary results are met by them.

19. (They should also consider: ) What pleasure is

derived from wealth which is so very difficult to obtain and

* VJ : Tlie process of dissolution is as follows : Akafa into the lam-

asic Ego; senses, mind, intellect with their presiding deities into Taijasa Ego.

The threefold Ego and its products into the Mahat which in its turn merges

into Atman. The Virdf purufa withdraws all effects into their causes, and he

enters into the subtle Unmanifest.
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which (when obtained) entails nothing but miseries—a veri-

table death of one’s own ? Or what happiness one can get after

acquisition of houses (property), children, relatives and cattle

which are so very transient.

20. One should know that in the same way (as in this

world)
, the other (celestial) world, attained by performance

of karmas is transient (and full of miseries). There is rivalry

with the equals, jealousy towards the superiors and the fear of

destruction (and termination of the period of the stay in

celestial regions) 1
i as we find it among the dependent princes

(under an emperor), here (on the earth).

21. A person desirous of knowing the highest good,

therefore, should resort to a preceptor who is expert in logical

exposition of the Brahman couched in words ( i.e. Upanifads and
Srutis) and has realized the Supreme Brahman and (the sure

index of which is that he) is well-established in the serenity

of mind (and detachment).

22. Regarding his spiritual preceptor as his own self and
his Deity (Hari), he should, by rendering sincere and devoted

service to his preceptor, learn (and practise) the duties and

ways of life of Lord’s votaries, so that Lord Hari who is the

soul of the universe and confers self-realization (on his devo-

tees), becomes pleased with him.

23. In the initial stage, one should learn (and practise)

to detach his mind from everything (such as wife, children,

property) and attach his mind to the pious persons (devoted

to the Lord), and also should cherish mercy (to the subordi-

nate and inferior beings), friendliness (with the equals) and

modesty (towards the superiors) accordingly.

24. He should further imbibe the virtues of (mental and

physical) purity, practise penance or religious duties, cultivate

forbearance, observe silence (i.e. avoid unnecessary wastage of

words), study the scriptures, practise straight forwardness,

celibacy, non-violence and balanced attitude of mind under

the stress of contradictory conditions (e.g. pleasure and pain,

respect and insult, etc.)

.

1. J^f. Yaiheha karma-cito lokah kfiyata evamev&muira pupya-cito lokah kfiyaU

.

Ch&ndogya Up. 8.1.6.
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25. He should realize that the Soul, as an intelligent

existence, has pervaded the world and is the (omnipresent)

Lord, the controller of the universe; and he should live in

solitude, should not cherish any attachment to his house

(property, relatives, etc.,) , wear washed rag-cloth or bark-gar-

ment (as dress) and remain contented with whatever one gets.

26. He should entertain firm faith in the scriptures

glorifying the Lord, but should not denigrate scriptures of

others. He should control his mind (by breath-control

—

prdndydma)
, speech (by silence) and deeds (by non-attachment)

should speak the truth and control his internal organ ( the mind
as well as the external senses.

27. He should always listen to, glorify and meditate on

the incarnations, deeds and excellences of Lord Hari of mira-

culous deeds, and learn to dedicate all his acts (including per-

formance of sacrifice and such other religious acts to him.

28. He should also learn to resign unto the Supreme
Lord all his performances of sacrifice, worship, charitable gifts,

penance performed, muttering of sacred syllables or names of

God, his activities and whatever is dear to him such as ( scents,

flowers, etc.) and dedicate1 to the service of the Lord wives,

children, houses (property) and his very life itself.

29. Thus he should entertain friendly relations to

persons who have realized Lord Krsna as their very Soul and
as their protector or as the controller of all jivas. He should

adore the Lord as abiding in both the mobiles and immobiles*

especially in men, and chiefly in the righteous men who observe

their religious duties and out of them, specially in the devotees

of the Lord. 8

1. EK. explains that this dedication implies complete non-attachment

to wives, children, etc. —EB. 3.565.

2. Ubhayatra : He should try to worship the Lord as abiding in the

heart but if the Lord cannot be visualized within in spite of meditation, he

should worship the images of the Lord which are both mobile and immobile.

The chid* images at ancient sites like Dv&raka or Pandharpur are the “immo-

bile images'* while the images on worships at home are “mobile"

-£8-3.569-571.

3. Under makatsu EK. includes guru or the spiritual preceptor as the

most important person to be served, as the guru and Brahman are identi-

cal—nay the guru is superior, as he introduces us to Brahman. And every-

thing should be dedicated to the guru. —£8-3.576-581.
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30. He should learn how to discuss with each other and
sing of the sanctifying glory of the Lord. And in this way, in

association with these, he should (forget rivalry, jealousy, etc.

and) find spiritual joy, happiness and complete freedom from

all miseries.

31. Remembering themselves and reminding each other

of Hari who annihilates the mass of sins instantly, their devo-

tion is developed unto Love divine and out of the thrill of

ecstasy of this divine Love, the hair all over their bodies stand

on their end ( and this spiritual delight of the disciples, gives

the spiritual preceptor the highest delight

1

).

32. Devotees (who have reached such a stage) behave in

an unconventional manner. They sometimes weep (out of

anxiety to visualize him) , some times burst out into laughing

and feel delighted ( at his remembrance) , some times they go

on talking (about his sportive acts), some times they dance (in

ecstasy) , some times they sing of him and imitate his acts. In

this way, coming to realize him and attaining the Supreme

bliss, they remain silent.

33. He who thus learns (and practises®) the duties and

the way of life of the devotees of the Lord, develops Love

divine and thereby becomes absolutely devoted to (and absorb-

ed in) Lord Narayana, and easily crosses the Maya which is

otherwise very difficult to transcend.

King Nimi asked :

34. As you are the foremost among those who have

realized the Brahman
,

it behoves you to propound to me the

nature of Brahman or the Supreme Soul which is also designated

as Narayana (Do the terms Brahman, ParamStman and Ndrdyana

denote the same attributeless entity or imply any special

feature ?).

1. EK. vide EB 3.576-614.

2. EK. emphasizes that one should resort to a spiritual preceptor and

under fus guidance learn and practise the duties and way of life of the

Bh&gavatas. —EB 3.615.
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Pippal&yana replied :

35. O lord of kings ! Please do understand that to be

the Supreme Reality, which (as N&r&yana) is the cause of the

creation, sustenance and dissolution (of the universe) but (being

eternal and beginningless) is himself un-caused (and indulges

in the above activity without any cause or motive) ; which
(as Brahman) exists persistently in three states namely those of

wakefulness, dream and deep sleep as also in the fourth supra-

conscious) state, both during Samddhi (trance) as well as out-

side in other states also, animated by which (as Paramatman)
the body, senses, vital breath and the mind carry out their

own function (The three aspects1 viz. Narayana, Brahman and
Paramatman constitute one and the same Reality ?

36.

* Even as sparks of fire can neither illumine nor burn

the fire, (their source) neither the mind, speech, the power of

seeing, intellect, the vital breath and the sense-organs can enter

(i.e. reach and comprehend) the Brahman . The word (i.e.

the Vedas) which is (regarded as) authoritative in matters

relating to Atman indirectly hints at it by inference, as it denies

1. Although distinguishes the three aspects of Reality, viz. as the

creator etc. of the universe ( Nariyana), eternal existence in all states of con-

sciousness, Sam&dhi, etc. {Brahman) and the animator of the body, vital breath,

etc.
( Paramitman ), EK says that it is all Narayana and to facilitate the reali-

zation ofBrahman, he puts forth the Paramitman aspect and emphasizes that-

that which is within man as animator is the Brahman and Narayana and

that Paramitman, Brahman and Narayana are one.

—EB 3.630-646.

* VJ: The terms mind, speech etc. indicate their presiding deities

such as Rudra, Sarasvati, Surya, Brahmi, etc. These deities cannot compre-

hend the Paramitman. Laksmi the presiding deity of Veda cannot do it. The
Veda conveyshim negatively by eliminatingwhat is not Paramatman. The godd-

ess Lak$mi indirectly conveys him to her cause.

VR : (The gist)

:

Flames are attributes of fire. Just as fire cannot be the object of cogni-

tion of flames, Brahman cannot be cognised by the mind, senses or the

jtoa. The Word ( Ved&nta or Sruti) conveys Brahman as its purport or impli-

cation. If the Brahman were non-existent, the statement of inability of senses

qr the mind to cognise it is meaningless. Denying the senses, etc., the power

qf cognition means that Brahman dots exist and that the Veda is the only

jneans of knowing the Brahman.
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itself the power to describe it directly in positive terms. But in

the absence of Reality, no negative description is possible.

37.

* At the beginning (before the creation of the uni-

verse) there was one (Brahman) which came to be known as

threefold Pradhdna consisting of the attributes Sattva, Rajas and
Tamas. By the predominance of Rajas or its active creative

power, it is called Sutratma or Hiranyagarbha and with the

dominance of Sattva or the power of knowledge it is termed as

Mahat. When the condition of Avidyi is invested, it is called

Jiva (Individual Soul) or Aharhkdra (Ego). This one Brahman
becomes many and shines as deities (presiding over senses), the

cognitive and conative senses and objects of senses as well as

the resulting fruit, (viz. the experience of pleasure and pain,

etc.) through his immensely powerful Maya. The gross (i.e.

the effects) and the subtle (i.e. their causes) are both (caused

and) illumined by Brahman which is beyond the reach of both.

38.

** This soul (Atma) was not born and shall not die;

* EK: At the beginning there was only the Brahman Om. It became
threefold in its three mdtrds, A-U-M of the nature of the three attributes, viz.

Sattva, Rajas and Tamas, When these attributes are all in a balanced stage,

it is called Pradhdna. —EB. 3.703-701.

VR : (The gist only) Pradhdna is the common thread of Sattva, Rajas

and Tamas. Mahat
,
Ahamkdra and Jiva sure its products. The Jiva experi-

ences the fruits ofhis acts—pleasure and pain through his senses. The Brahman
is different from them and the intelligent and unintelligent creations cons-

titute his body.

VJ : The verses summarise different views which identify Brahman
with the Jiva, etc. These views are not correct. Brahman is distinct from and
greater than what is known as cause and effect, [tayoh kdrya-kdrariayoh

param vilakfanam bhinnam Brahma iti.

** VR (The latter half) : In every category of life (such as in

the bodies of god, sub-human beings, etc. ) the soul is always connected with

Prakjti, till he attains liberation
( d-mokfdt-Prakrti-sambandhavdn

)

though essent-

ially it is pure intelligence and knowledge (Jitdna-mdtra-svarupa ). It is through
the influence of senses that he appears to be divided and transformed, while

he activates the body.

VJ. quotes his authorities and states that Brahman is always present as

unmodified essence & unmixed consciousness, in all things which are subject

to birth, death, change, etc. Just as the vital breath is called by the sente

through which it functions. Brahman is described differently. Yathmdriya-

gatafr pranas tefdih Saktyd vikalpatr / eoash sad-rupakam Brahma tat-tacchaktyd

vikalpyats // ekatn eva mahd-Sakti-pr&pasydpi bala-pradam jj
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He neither grows nor does he decrease; He is the knower

—

the witness—of the times of the different states ( such as youth,

old age) of all bodies (just as the seer is different from the

body). He is all-pervading, eternally unchanging pure consci-

ousness-cum-existence. As in the case of Prana, this consci-

ousness-cum-existence appears as many, under the influence

of senses.

39.

* In whatever category of body—whether born of

eggs or from wombs or from seeds or from sweat—the jiva is

born, the vital force (prdna

)

follows him (himself remaining

the same, unaffected by the category of the body), (similarly)

when all the sense-organs (which are active in wakefulness)

and the Ego (which functions in the dream state) remain

oblivious (as in a deep sleep), the soul being devoid of condi-

tioning states, alone persists in that stage as can be inferred

from our remembrance (of having enjoyed a sound sleep).

40. If with intensive devotion generated through desire

for seeking the feet of the lotus-navelled God, a person, by his

own mental efforts, cleanses all the dirt and impurities clogged

on his heart due to three gunas and acts ( resulting in merit or

sin), the Soul (which pre-exists there) directly reveals himself

in that extremely pure heart like the light of the sun become

visible to clear eyes.

The King requested :

41. Be pleased to describe to us that Path of Action

{Paramo. Toga) being purified by which a man quickly shakes

39.* VR (The latter half ) : When we become oblivious of our body

and the activities of the sense-organs, the Ego and the mind remain in abey-

ance (as in deep sleep), wejiuas realize the existence of the self (. ..dthioa-

bh&stah viniyath&vad Atmi soar Spa-prak&io bhavati.

)

EK. In deep sleep, the Ego lies dormant in Aoidyd ; hence we cannot

visualize Oman. It is after the elimination of Apitfyd and Ego that the self-or

Brahman is revealed.

—EB. 3.733-35.

VJ : (The gist only)

In the various categories of bodies Jlva enters through the medium of

Pripa and Param&tman. If Paramfttman were absent, Jiva could not have

any memory of his state of deep sleep mrti-supti-prabodhAdgr niyanld Harir ekarif„
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off all Karmas and attains the supreme knowledge attainable

only through disassociation from all actions.

42. Formerly, I asked this very question to Sages (like

Sanaka and others) in the presence of my father (Ik$v&ku).

But those (mind-born) sons of god Brahma did not answer it.

(Pray be pleased to explain to me the reason of their silence.

Avirhotra replied :

43. The classification of Karma into Karma (duties en-

joined by Vedas), Akarma (acts prohibited by Vedas) and
Vikarma (omission of Karma and commission of Akarma) belongs

to the sphere of the Vedas and not within the range of ordinary

parlance of men.

As the Vedas are the revelations from God, even wise

sages stand confounded in their interpretations. (The sages

whom you questioned were omniscient. But then you were of

pre-mature age and could not have understood their explana-

tion. Hence their silence then).

44. The Veda implies something deeper and different

from what appears to be the superficial interpretation of the

text. Just as a child is tempted with something sweet to make
it swallow (the unpalatable) medicine (the object of the

medicine being restoration of the child’s health and not the

sweet thing that the child gets immediately after gulping down
the medicine), similarly, the real object of the Veda is to

liberate one from the bond of Karma and its consequence, for

which Karmas are apparently prescribed.

45. (One should not indulge in dereliction of the pres-

cribed Vedic duties from the beginning, prematurely thinking

that liberation from Karmas is the real object in life) . If a person

being himself ignorant and having no control over his senses,

does not perform the duties prescribed by the Vedas, due to

the Adharma (the course of unrighteousness) in which he is in-

volved by Vikarma (non-performance of the prescribed act and

commission of the acts prohibited by the Veda), he goes from

death to death (as he remains entangled in Sathsdra).

46. He who performs acts prescribed in the Veda but

has no Attachment to the fruits thereof and dedicates them to-
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the Supreme Ruler, attains to that state of accomplishment1

(i.e. Moksa) in which Karma or its fruit does not bind him.

The promise of fruits of Karmas is meant to create interest in

the Karma.

47. Whoever is desirous of instantaneously cutting as

under the knot (of egotism) of the heart ofhis self which is Brah-

man himself, should, in addition to the Vedic rites, perform

the worship of Lord Kesava in the manner prescribed in the

(
P&ncarilra

)

Tantra.

48. After getting oneself initiated (in theTantrika path)

through the grace of the spiritual preceptor2 and being shown
the technical method of worship by his guru

, he should wor-

ship the Supreme Person in the form of (whatever) image (of

the Lord) that he likes the best.

49. In a thorough clean state of the body, he should sit

in front of the idol of God. He should cleanse his body ( inter-

nally) by means of breath-control and other practices. He
should armour himself by assigning the protection of various

parts of his body to different deities3 and worship Lord Hari.

50-51. He should first purify the articles of worship (like

flowers by removing insects if any and sprinkling water) , the

ground (by sweeping and washing), his ownself (by Nydsa and

1. §R. explains; Just as a child is tempted to gulp medicine by offer-

ing ‘the fruit* of sweet-meats, the promise of heaven to a sacrificer is for

persuading a person to perform the Vedic Karma. He quotes Brhad. Up. and

shows that Karma is an accessory of spiritual knowledge and the performer of

Karma realizes it and loses the zest and attachment for Karmas. This non-

attached pure state ofmind leading to the realization ofBrahman is attained

by him. VR. thinks that such a person gives up all Karmas leading to Samsdra

and attains Mokfa,

EK. defines naifkarmya as the Karma dedicated to God and such Karma

leads to realization ofBrahma.
—EB. 3.793-802.

2. VD. insists on the selection of proper guru. Quoting a number of

Pvrdpu and other texts, he asserts that the spiritual preceptor should be a

Br&hmapa householder possessing spiritual qualities, etc.

3. Nydsa :—Assignment of the various parts of one's body to different

deities which is usually accompanied by prayers or pronunciation of some

sacred symbolic syllables and corresponding gesticulations.

—ASD. P. 306.
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concentration of the mind) and image of god (by removing the

previous coating of sandal-paste and other articles). He should

then purify, by sprinkling with water, his own seats and keep

ready at hand articles of worship (such as water for washing

the feet of Deity and other materials of worship). With his

heart serene and concentrated, he should invoke the Lord (in

the image, mentally). Performing the six nydsas from the

heart onwards, he should chant the mula-mantra (the sacred

syllables or names received by him from the preceptor) and
worship the Lord with the available articles of worship as

abiding both in the image and in his heart (wherein he should

also instal him).

52-53. He should perform the worship of the image of the

Lord including the various limbs of his persons, and the arms

and emblems he holds (such as the discus Sudargana and others)

and the attendant deities (like Sunanda, Garutfa) . He should

worship each form of the Lord chanting the sacred Mantra

peculiar to it, offering water to wash his hands, feet and for

dcamana (rinsing the mouth), etc. He should bathe the Deity

and decorate it with cloth ornaments. According to the pres-

cribed rites of worship, he should worship the Lord with sandal-

paste, flowers, Aksatas1 (unbroken grains of rice to be applied

to the Deity’s fore-head only)
,
garlands, he should burn scented

incenses before him and wave lights before him and offer food.

After eulogising the Lord with appropriate hymns, he should

prostrate himself before the Lord ( i.e. Lord’s image)

.

54. He should worship the image of Hari (before him-

self) contemplating himself as being one with Hari. He should

then place the relic of worship (such as flowers, etc. ) on his

own head, and deposit the image of Hari in its proper place and

Lord Hari in his own heart.

55. He who worships the Lord, the Supreme Soul as

present in the fire, the sun, the water, etc., in the guest (who

arrives unexpectedly) and in his own heart, is liberated (fiom

Sarilsara) before long.

1. As SR. notes the akfatas are to be used for application on the fore-

head of Hari and not elsewhere in the worship. He quotes an authority

which prohibits the use of akfatas in Vifpu-worship and the Ketaki (flower)

in &iva*s worship.
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CHAPTER FOUR

Description of the Lord's Incarnations by Drumila

JCing Nimi said :

1 . Be pleased to describe to us those various deeds per-

formed by Lord Hari in his various incarnations which he has

taken at his own sweet will, in the past, present and future.

Drumila replied :

2. He is a person of childish (immature) understanding

who seeks to count the innumerable excellences and attributes

of the Infinite Lord. It may be possible for him in the course

of a long period of time and with extreme difficulty, to count

the particles of dust on the earth, but never the excellences of

Almighty Lord—the resort of all powers.

3. When, with the five elements evolved out of himself,

Nar&yana, the First Prime Deity, created this universe known
as Vir&j, like his own body, and entered it with a ray or part of

his own (as Inner Controller) he came to acquire the epithet

Purufa (the Indweller in the body).

4. The assemblage and arrangement of three worlds rest

on the support of the Lord’s personality1 . Both the cognitive

and conative sense- organs of all embodied beings function due to

his sense-organs only. He is by himself knowledge or conscious-

ness. It is through his birth that creatures derive their physical

strength, the energy and strength of their senses and activity.

Through Sattoa and other attributes (viz. Rajas and Tomas)
,
he

became the Prime Agent of creation, subsistence and destruction

of the Universe.

5. At the beginning of creation (of the Universe) this

Prime Deity, in association with the attribute rajas appeared as

Brahma for the creation of universe; (associated with the attri-

bute Sattoa), he become Vi$nu, the dispenser of the fruit of

sacrifice and the protector of the twice-born castes (Brahma^a,

K?attriya and Vaiiya) and the religious order; associated with

1. Or : The three worlds constitute a part of and exist within his

penon—SR.
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his attribute tamos, he became Rudra for the destruction of the

universe. In this way, he from whom the creation, protection

of the universe ever continues through the instrumentality of

Brahma, Visnu and Rudra, is the First and Foremost Deity.

6. As Narayana and Nara, the foremost of the sages and
of perfectly serene mind, he was born of Dharma and his spouse

Murti, the daughter of Dak^a. He expounded to sages (like

Narada) the path of action leading to the realization of the

Soul (who is characterised by actionlessness). Fie practised

(an ideal type of) penance and his feet are still served (and

worshipped) by prominent sages.

7. Suspecting with the apprehension that this sage

(Narayana-Nara) covets to take possession of his position (as

the king of heaven) , Indra deputed Kamadeva, the god of love,

along with his troupe. Being ignorant of his (Narayana's)

spiritual greatness, Kamadeva went with his paraphernalia—

a

bevy of celestial damsels, the vernal season and the gentle wind

(from the sandal-forests of Malaya) to his hermitage at Badari,

and hit him with shafts in the forms of side-glances of heavenly

damsels.

8. Knowing perfectly well that the indiscretion has been

committed by Indra, he laughed loudly without even slightly

feeling the touch of pride (at his own moral strength). He
assured the trembling visitors, “O (mighty) god of Love, O
(South) wind, O heavenly damsels, do not be afraid. Please

accept our hospitality ( If no hospitality is offered, the hermitage

would be as good as void). May our hermitage be non-void

(i. e. worthy of its existence)/’

9. When the sage Narayana who removed their fear

addressed them thus, the gods who bent their head low with

shame, submitted to him, “O all-pervading Lord who are trans-

cendental to the Maya, this unpurturbedness in you is not sur-

prising. You are the Supreme Self subject to no modifications,

and your lotus-feet are respected with obeisance by hosts of

sages who revel in the bliss of self-realization.

10. (It is not surprising that we should behave according

to our nature and create obstacles in your penance). A number

of obstacles are created by gods in the path of your servants

(devotees) who want to transcend the abode of gods (the
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heaven), and attain directly to your highest region. No impedi-

ments obstruct the path of others who offer in sacrifices the

respective shares of gods as oblations. But as you are the pro-

tector of your devotees, your votary sets his foot on the heads of

obstacles (and trampling them down ascends to Vaikuntha).

1 1. (When your non-devotees perform penance they fall

a victim to us—the erotic passion or the passion called Anger).

Those who cross the immeasurable oceans in the form of temp-
ters like us overcome hunger, thirst, (extremes of climate in) three

seasons (viz. the summer, rains and the winter), winds and
curb the palate and the sexual urge, succumb to futile anger

and thereby waste their austerities in uttering imprecations).

They are like ocean-crossers who get themselves drowned in the

cavity caused by a cow’s hoof.”

12. While they were praising him thus, the Almighty
Lord, (in order to humble down the pride of beauty of celestial

nymphs and others) created by Yogic Power and showed them
women of marvellous beauty, all well adorned with costly orna-

ments and raiments, waiting upon himself.

13. When those attendants of gods (viz. Kama, the

spring season, heavenly ladies) saw women beautiful like

goddess Sri, (their pride for their own beauty was humbled
down and) their own complexion became faded at the excellence

of the superior beauty of those women and they were enraptur-

ed with fragrance of their bodies.

14. The god of the Lord of gods (Narayana) laughingly
told them who were bowing to him with humility, “Choose any
one of these women who is suitable, as an ornament of the celes-

tial world.”

15. Saying “so be it”, the servants of gods complied with
his Command. They selected Orvasi, the most beautiful among
heavenly damsels and repaired to the celestial regions following

her.

16. They paid their respects to Indra in the assembly of
gods and while all gods were eagerly listening, described to him
the superior spiritual power of Narayana at which Indra was
astonished and became afraid ( at his indiscretion in offending
Narayana).

17. It is for the good of the world that Lord Visnu incar-
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nated with a ray (part) of his own, in the form of a swan (to

expound Jhdna yoga to god Brahma when questioned by his

sons), as Datta (the son of Atri) as the ever celibate Sanat-

Kumara, as our father R?abha. Taking the form of Hayagriva

(a horse-necked God), he killed the demon Madhu and re-

covered the Vedas from him.

18. In his incarnation as a Fish, at the time of deluge (at

the end of Kalpa), he protected Manu, the earth and the

sages and (seeds of all) plants and herbs. In his descent as a

divine Boar, he killed demon Hiranyak?a, the son of Diti,

while he was lifting up the earth from the bottom of the sea.

Assuming the form of divine Tortoise, he supported the mount
(Mandara) on his back at the time of churning the ocean for

nectar. Descending as Hari, he rescued from the jaws of a
crocodile the afflicted king of elephants who appealed to him for

succuor.

19. He rescued the sages (called Valakhilyas) who were

thumb-sized and who, while they went to fetch samidhs for sage

Kafyapa, fell into a hollow created by cow’s hoofs who were drown-
ing as if in a sea (and were therefore, ridiculed by Indra) and

were praying him (for life). He absolved Indra also who was

involved in the darkness (of the sin of slaying a Brahmana) due
to his killing of Vrtra ( who was a Brahmana) . He set free the

heavenly ladies who lay helplessly imprisoned in the houses of

Asuras. For ensuring freedom from fear for the righteous

people, he incarnated as a Man-lion and killed Hiranyakasipu,

the King of Asuras.

20. In every Manvantara, during the wars between gods

and Asuras, he incarnated with his rays for the sake of gods and
killing the leaders ofAsuras, he protected the three worlds. Ap-

pearing as the divine Dwarf (Vamana), he, under the pretext

of requesting for alms took away this earth from Bali and gave

it back to gods, the sons of Aditi.

21. Incarnating as Para^urama, the conflagration bom in

the Bhrgu clan for destroying the forest in the form of Haihaya

family, he extirpated the Ksattriyas from the surface of the earth

twentyqne times. As Rama, the consort of Sita, he constructed

a bridge- across the sea (to Lanka) and killed the ten-headed
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R&vana destroying his fort of Lanka. Victorious is1 Rama
whose glory destroys the Sins of the world.

22. For the removal of the burden of earth, the eternal,

birthless Lord will take birth in the race of Yadus, and will

accomplish feats which would be very difficult even for gods to

perform. Then he would incarnate as Buddha and would delude

by his disputations and dialectics those who, though ineligible,

will try to perform sacrifices. And ultimately at the end of

Kali Age, he will descend as Kalki and exterminate the Sudra

rulers.

23. O mighty-armed Janaka (Nimi) l Innumerable are

such incarnations and deeds of the Lord of the universe of im-

mense glory (a few of which have been recounted to you.

CHAPTER FIVE

Mature and Fate of non-Devotees : Yuga-Wise Methods of

Worshipping the Lord

The King (Nimi) enquired :

1. O sages, foremost among those who have realized the

Atman ! What is the condition and fate of those persons who do

not mostly adore Lord Hari and whose -desires are still unsatiat-

ed and whose minds and senses uncontrolled ?

Camasa replied :

2. From the mouth, arms, thighs and feet ofthe Supreme

Person were severally originated the four varnas (classes of

society) along with the Airamas (Stages in life). According to

their predominant characteristic qualities (viz. Sattva, Rajas and

Tamos and their combinations), they were distinctly classified

as Brahmana, Ksattriya, VaiSya and £udra.

1. $R states that this verb in the present tense
( Jayati) indicates that

this dialogue took place while Rima was alive. The use of the future tense

with reference to Krtpa and others supports this view.
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3. Out of these, those who do not adore the Supreme
Ruler, their direct Originator, either through ignorance or

through negligence of that Great Person, lose their present status

and fall down into hell.

4. Women, persons from Sudra and such other classes

(who are denied the opportunity and hence) are away from

(the places or chances of) hearing the stories of Hari and also

from listening to the songs of the excellent qualities of Hari,1

deserve compassion from sages like you. (It behoves you to

guide them in the path of Devotion.)

5. But Brahmanas, K?attriyas and Vaifyas, by virtue of

their original birth, and second birth through their Upanayana

(investiture of the sacred thread) ceremony ( become eligible

for studies, performance ofsacrifices, etc.), stand in the proximity

of Lord’s feet. But even they are deluded ( to become attached

to the fruit of their Karmas) by accepting the Arthav&da (appa-

rent and superficial meaning) of the Vedas.

6. These persons are ignorant of the method of perform-

ing Karmas (without getting themselves involved in the fruits of

the acts), being conceited fools, they regard themselves as the

learned ones (and hence do not seek guidance of others for the

technique of performing Karmas without getting bound by them).

These fools being fascinated and impatient by the sweet words

of the Vedas (promising happiness in heaven) indulge in sweet

talk.

7. Due to the influence ofRajas, they are ruthless in their

x designs; are lustful and revengeful like serpents. These wicked,

conceited hypocrites laugh at the real devotees who are beloved

of Hari.

8. Addicted to sexual pleasures, they adore (and cajole

)

women. Living in houses dominated with craving for conjugal

pleasures, they talk to each other of their (present and prospect-

ive) achievements (or they wish each other to be blest with

wives, children, prosperity) . They perform sacrifices without

observing the correct procedure or distribution of (adequate)

food or giving of (the due) sacrificial fees. They kill animals for

1. Or : are far from i.e. cannot approach those who extol the excellen-

ces of the Lord ( in Kfrtana)

.
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personal appetite unmindful of the consequences of such dest-

ruction of life.

9. Being elated with the pride of wealth, prosperity,

lineage, learning, munificence, personal beauty, physical power

and superior aptitude for action, these wicked people get blind-

ed and despise not only righteous devotees beloved of Lord

Hari, but also the Supreme Lord Himself.

10. Persons lacking in the wisdom do not care to listen

what is explicitly sung in the Vedas about the Supreme Lord

—

that he is the eternal principle permeating everything like the

sky and is the beloved-most Indwelling soul in all embodied

beings. They interpret the Vedas suitably as sanctioning their

desires (for women, wine, etc.).

11. It is the natural tendency of creatures to indulge in

sexual intercourse, and enjoy non-vegetarian food and wine.

No injunction for these is necessary from the Veda. The Veda

provides a check over this by allowing sexual intercourse with

one’s married wife (at the proper time of the period), eat meat

at the end of a sacrifice and drink wine during the Sautramani

sacrifice (but never otherwise). The real intention ofthe Vedic

injunctions (in these matters) is to make a person abstain from

them.

12. The only object of wealth is to bear fruit, viz. dharma.

It leads to spiritual knowledge and direct realization of the

soul and supreme peace ( mokfa ). But people utilise their wealth

for the family or personal comfort and fail to take cognisance

of the god of death,* the formidable and inexorable enemy of

their bodies.

13. The smelling of wine (in the Sautrdmani sacrifice) is laid

down as its intake (and no drinking of liquor is permitted) ; a

beast is to be (symbolically) offered to the deities (by touching

it) in sacrifices, but no killing for meat-eating is allowed; simi-

larly, sexual intercourse (with one’s wife) is to be indulged in for

procreation but not for sexual enjoyment. But people do not

understand this pure course of their own dharma.

14. But those wicked persons who do not know the real

nature ofDharma > and being obstinate and haughty, consider

themselves to be righteous and kill beasts without any remorse
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and are reciprocally eaten by those very beasts in the next

world in hell.

15. These godless people hate Lord Hari—their very

indwelling self who abides in the bodies of others as well (as

their Soul); and fixing their attachment to their mortal body and
its relatives (wives, sons, etc.), they fall down deep into hell.

16. Those who have not grasped the correct knowledge

of Reality and have crossed the stage of total ignorance (by

possessing imperfect knowledge) regard themselves as non-

momentary (permanent), and pursue the three objectives of

human life
(
Dharma, Artha and Kdma ) ;

such persons (who thus

follow a suicidal path) ruin themselves.

17. Such people shrouding their Self in ignorance and

with their desires unrequited, mistake ignorance (i. e. Karma

)

for knowledge. Being thwarted in acheiving their objects and
their hopes and wishes being frustrated by the Time-Spirit they

ruin themselves (and suffer misery) 1
.

1 8. Persons, averse to Lord Vasudeva, are compelled

against their will to abandon their household, children, friends

and wealth (property) acquired by them with great efforts and

are forced to enter into the dark hell (i.e. ignorance).

The King Nimi said :

1 9. Be pleased to explain to us now, in which ages {yugas)

of what complexion and form and by what names is the Lord

known and with what rites of worsnip he is worshipped by men.

Karabhdjana replied :

20. In the ages Krta, Treta, Dvapara and Kali, Lord

Ke£ava assumes different forms, complexions and names and he

is to be worshipped in different ways.

21. In the Kfta age, the Lord is offair(white) complexion,

has four arms, wears matted locks of hair, is clad in bark-gar-

ments and deer-skin; he puts on a sacred thread and carries

in his hands a rosary of Rudraksa, a staff and a water-jar of

gourd.

1 . Asuryd nima U lokd andhena tamasi” vftdhl

tifis te pretyi’bhigacchantiye ke cdtmahanojandh / / lia. Up.
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22. Men of that Age are quiescent by nature; entertain

no feeling of enmity, are friendly towards all and look upon all

beings as equals. They worship the Deity with penance, medita-

tion, control of mind and the senses.

23. The Lord is addressed with the epithets Hamsa,
Suparna, Vaikunfha, Dharma, Lord of Yoga, Amala, Isvara,

Puru$a Avyakta (the un-manifest) and Paramatman (the

Supreme Soul), in that age.

24. In the age called Treta, he the Lord is red in com-

plexion, has four arms and wears a zone of three cords ( round

his waist indicating initiation) , he has golden, locks of hair. He,

being the embodiment of sacrifice as described in the three

Vedas, carries in his hand srufc, sruvd (ladles and spoons for

offering oblations in the fire and other accessories for perform-

ing sacrifices.

25. In that age, righteous men who are the expounders

of the Vedas, worship Lord Hari, the embodiment of gods,

through ( rites prescribed in) the three Vedas,

26. He is then called Visnu, Yajfia, PrSnigarbha (the

son of PrSni, the wife of Prajapati Sutapas) , Sarva-deva,

Urukrama, Vrsakapi, Jayanta and Urugaya.

27. In the Dvapara age, the Lord is bluish (like the atasi-

hemp-flower) in complexion. He wears yellow silken cloth

and bears all his original arms (like Sudarfena discus,.Kaumo-
dak! mace and others). He is distinguished by his characteristic

marks like Srivatsa (on his bosom).

28. In that age, people desirous of knowing the Supreme

Brahman worship that Supreme Man characterised by the

emblem of a sovereign emperor (white umbrella, chouries, etc.

)

with ( the rites prescribed both in) the Vedas and Tantra texts.

29. Salutations to Vasudeva, bow to Sarikar$a$a; obei-

sance to Pradyumna and Aniruddha, to you O glorious Lord

(in the four manifestations or VyQhas)

.

30. Hail to the (perfect) sage Narayana, the Supreme

person, the All-pervading Lord, the Ruler of the Universe,

the Indwelling Soul of all created beings.

31. It is in this manner, O Lord of the earth, that they

extol the Ruler of the universe. Now listen to me how people

worship him with rites prescribed in various Tantric Texts.
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32. It is known to all that highly intelligent and discern-

ing people, through sacrifices mostly consisting of chanting his

name and extolling his glory, worship that Lord ofdark comple-

xion but brilliant (like Sapphire) in lustre. The Lord who is

perfect in every limb, beautified with ornaments (like Kaus-

tubha gem and others), equipped with his weapons and missiles

(like the discusSudariana) and accompanied with his attendants

(like Sunanda and others).

33. O Supreme Person l Protector of the votaries (who
bow to your feet)

,
I salute your lotus- feet which are even worthy of

being meditated upon, which end all the insults and insubordi-

nations (suffered from the members of the family and one’s own
sense-organs), bestow all the desired objects, the resort of all

sacred places, are praised by god Siva and Brahma, an asylum

—

worthy of taking refuge, annihilate the afflictions of your ser-

vants (devotees) and which is a boat for crossing the sea of

Sarhsara.

34. O the most religious-minded King (Nimi), I bow to

the lotus-feet which, at the word of his father (Da£aratha),

resigned his prosperous kingdom which was covetable even to

gods and hence was very difficult to give up, and departed to

the forest, and which gave chase to an illusory deer which

was desired by his beloved (Sita)—To those lotus-feet I bow, O
exalted Person.

35. In this manner, O King, glorious Lord Hari, who con-

fers all blessings, is worshipped under different names and forms

appropriate to the Age (e g. Krta, Treta) by men belonging to

the particular Age.

36. Noble discerning persons who know the excellences

and essentials, appreciate Kali Age in which all the desired

ideals in human life are fully accomplished by merely singing

the name and deeds of Hari.

37.

To persons who are wandering in the cycle of Sarh-

sdra in this world, there is no higher gain than this1 (glorifica-

tion and singing the name and deeds of the Lord) ; for it is by

1. EK. Poetically explains how four types of muktis (liberation) , viz.

saiokatdf-samtpatd, sarupatd and siyujyatd are attained during the Kirtana

(glorification of Hari’s names and deeds)—EB 5.425-440.
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virtue of it, that a person attains sublime serenity and the Sarh-

sdra in his case comes to an end.

38. Persons belonging to the ages like Krta and others

(Treta and Dvapara) wish to be born in the Kali Age, O King.

It is certainly in the Kali age alone that persons exclusively

devoted to Lord Narayana will be born.

39-40. O great King ! such (exclusive devotees of Lord
Narayana) will be born in some place here and there (in Kali

age)
,
but a majority of them will be born in the Dravidian lands

wherein flow the rivers, the Tamraparni, the Krta-mala, the

PayasvinI, the sacred-most Kaveri and the western Mahanadi.

People who drink water from these rivers become pure in heart

and generally turn into votaries of the glorious Lord Vasudeva,

O ruler of men.

41. (With the realisation that Lord Vasudeva abides

everywhere and hence ) entertaining no notion of difference (
or

absolutely giving up all duties prescribed by Sistras, he, who,

with all his heart, seeks resort in Mukunda (Vi?nu), the shelter

of all beings, is under no obligations of gods, sages, creatures,

relatives and people, nor is he the servant of any of these.

(Hence the performance of the panca-mahdyajilas which is obli-

gatory for all according to Sastras
,

is not applicable to him. He
is above the prescriptions and interdictions of the Sastras)

.

42. (A devotee stands in no need of expiation for the

non-observance of the prescriptions of Dharma) . As Lord Hari,

the Supreme Ruler, abides in the heart of his devotee who
sought shelter at his feet, givingup attachment to his body, etc.,

(and is not propitiating any other god), the devotee (does not

go astray but) if perchance, he commits any sin (due to the force

of previous karma) , Lord Hari absolves him of all sins.

Nirada said :

43. Thus having listened to the exposition of the course

of duties meant for the devotees of the glorious Lord, Nimi, the

king of Mithila, became highly delighted. Accompanied by

his family priest, he duly worshipped the nine sages, the sons of

Jayanti.

44. Thereupon, immediately all the Siddhas vanished

while all people remained merely looking on. The king also
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practised the duties (the Bhdgaoata way of propitiating the

Lord) and attained to the highest state (viz. Mokfa).

45. O highly fortunate Vasudeva ! If entertaining no

attachment and with devout faith, you follow the Bhdgavata

course of conduct, you also will reach the highest goal.

46. The whole world is filled with the fame of you both

(Vasudeva and your queen DevakI) as the Supreme Lord Hari

is pleased to accept you as his parents ( lit. is pleased to be your

son)

.

47. Your soul has been already purified by cherishing

parental affection to Krsna (as your son) by his sight, embrace,

-conversation as also by sleeping and sitting with him and by

feeding him.

48. If inimical Kings like Si&upala, Pauntfra, Salva and

•others brooded over him with hatred (all the while) while sleep-

ing, sitting, etc. and had their mind transformed, as it was deeply

impressed with his gait, graceful activities, glances, etc. and

could attain to the semblance of his personality (the SarUpatd

type of liberation), what need be said of those whose mind is

deeply attached to him.

49. You should not entertain the notion that Lord Krsna

is your child ; for he is the Supreme Ruler, the soul abiding in

all beings, the immutable transcendence who has concealed his

Supreme nature by assuming a human form, by the dint of his

Maya potency.

50. In order to annihilate the demonic Ksattriyas who,

being veritable Asuras, were a burden to the earth and for the

protection of the good and for conferring liberation from Saih-

sdra on them, Lord Krsna has descended on the earth, and his

glory spreads all over the universe.

£ri £uka said :

5 1 . Having listened to this, the highly fortunate Vasu-

deva and the blessed-most DevakI were extremely astonished

and the infatuation (of parental affection to Krsna) was dissi-

pated (from their mind).

52. Whoever with a concentrated mind understands and

retains in memory the sacred account (of the discourses of nine

Siddhas) will shake off the illusion (of Saffisdra) here and be-

come eligible to attain the Brahma-hood.
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CHAPTER SIX

Lord Krsna Requested to return to Vaikunfha : Uddhava's Desire

to follow him

Sri Suka resumed :

1. Then after the departure of Narada who discoursed

with Vasudeva about the spiritual love discussed in previous

chapters), god Brahma accompanied with his (mind-born) sons

(like Sanaka, Sanandana and others), gods (such as Indra),

and Lords of creation (e.g. Marici and others) approached

Kfsna at Dvaraka. And god Siva who blesses all beings with

happiness or the Lord of the past and the future creation, also

came there, surrounded by hosts of goblins.

2-4. The divine Lord Indra with Maruts (the forty-

nine wind-gods), the (twelve) sun-gods, (eight) Vasus, two

Aivini-Kumiras (divine physicians), Rbhus, Angiras, (eleven)

Rudras, (the group of ten deities known as) Visve-devas, the

Sadhyas and other divinities, Gandharvas (celestial musicians),

Apsaras (divine damsels and dancers), Nagas, Siddhas, Carac-

as, Yak?as, Sages, Manes, or human ancestors, along with

Vidyadharas and Kinnaras—all arrived together at Dvaraka

with a desire to see Lord Krsna—Krsna who, by his attractive

personality, fascinated the minds of all human beings, and

spread all over the worlds his glory which washes off the sins of

all people.

5. In that city brilliant with the splendour of abounding

prosperity and affluence, they, with unsatiated eyes, gazed at

the wonderful form of Lord Krsna.
%

6. They covered the foremost of Yadus (i.e. Lord Krsna)

with (garlands of) flowers available only in the celestial garden

(like Nandana) and eulogised that Lord of the universe, with

hymnscouched incharming words conveying wonderful thoughts-

(arranged as in rhetorics).

Gods praised :

7. With our reasoning faculty, cognitive and conative

senses, our vital principle ( activitating our bodies),, mind and
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speech, we lay ourselves prostrate O Lord, lit your lotus feet1

which are contemplated upon within their hearts by those who
are full of devotion unto you and wish to extricate themselves

from the complicated strong noose (net) ofKamias, But we are

wonderfully lucky on visualizing you directly while bowing,

for the meditators can merely contemplate without seeing you.

8. Stationed (as a controller) in the three gupas (
sattva,

rajas and tamas) ,
you create, protect and destroy this manifest,

incomprehensible universe within yourself through your Maya
power consisting of its three gunas. But, O invincible Lord, you

are not at all affected by any of these acts (mentioned above).

For you are absolutely free from attachment and other defects

and are completely absorbed in your obvious eternal, essential

bliss.

9. O praise-worthy Lord ! The purification of the minds

of persons with evil propensities (like sensualism, etc.) does not

effectively take place to that extent, through worship, learning,

Vedic studies, charitable gifts, penance and other ritualistic

acts (prescribed in S&stras) as that brought about in the minds

of persons with sattvika nature, through the ever-increasing

pure faith and devotion engendered by listening to your glory,

O Supreme Lord.

10. May your feet be like a fire to burn down our inaus-

picious and evil inclinations( to enjoy worldly pleasures,)—your

feet which are born ( i.e. contemplated ) by sages in their hearts

moistened ( with devotion) , for the sake of the tummum bonurrt

(or Mokfa ) ,
which are worshipped by your devotees in Your

(four) manifestations (viz Vasudeva, Sankarsana, Pradyumna

and Aniruddha) for the attainment of glory similar to you

which, the self-possessed and intelligent ones (out of your vota-

ries) worship three time a day2
,
with a desire to transcend the

1 . SR quotes a traditional verse which gives a different list of the

eight parts of the body in prostration sdffddga namaskdra) They are : feet,

hands, knees, chest, head, sight, mind and speech. The verse is as follows :

dorbhydm padibhydmjdnubhydm urasd Urasd djid /

manasd oacasd ceti praQdmd'ffddga iritafrll

2. Savanaiafr ( Literally) : According to the time when the soma juice is

extracted uut-of the Soma plant in a sacrifice, which is done three times a day,

viz. in the morning, at noon and in the evening.
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Svarga ( and attain directly Vaikmfha which is beyond the region

called Svarga)

.

1 1
.

(Your feet)—which are contemplated upon, O Lord,

by sacrifices taking in their palms purified and controlled (by

-£&stric injunctions), the oblation according to the procedure

laid down in the three Vedas, for offering them into the sacri-

Bcial fire1 and which are meditated upon by Yogins in their

Yogic practice with a view to comprehending your Maya (the

bestower of super-human mystic powers) and thereby aspiring

to possess those powers2
, and which are worshipped every-where

(and at all times) by the highest type of your votaries (who

are free from all desires) r for the sake of liberation from

Sarhsira.

12. O Lord ! May your feet ever act as a fire burning

down all evil propensities in our hearts—your feet which accept

with pleasure, as duly offered, articles of worship, the faded

garlands of forest flowers (offered by your devotees) with which

even this glorious goddess LaksmI envies like a rival co-wife.

13. O glorious Lord ! May your feet purify all the sins

of us, your votaries—your feet, O perfect and almighty Lord,

which (at the time of ousting Bali from his kingdom) covered

the universe in three strides but which (in the second stride

)

reached Satyaloka, whence it shone as the topmost flag of

which the river Ganga flowing over the three worlds, became

a threefold streamer; which struck terror and assured from

1. SR raises the objection that in a sacrifice the deity (e.g. Indra) to

-whom the oblation is to be offered, is to be contemplated by pronouncing the

word Vofaf and not the Lord, and answers that whatever deity is thus con-

templated, it is the Lord of the sacrifice who is ultimately meditated, though

the deity to whom oblation is so offered be Indra or Varupa, etc.

EK. separates the Yogis from the seekers of Siddhis. According to EK.

(1) sacrifices, (2) Yogis, (3) Seekers of the nature of the Mftyft and (4) the

highest types of desire-less votaries meditate upon the Lord’s feet. These

votaries realize that the Lord is every-where, hence they worship him so.

—EB s 6.122-137.

2. Out of six categories of the servants of the Lord, viz. sages, Sitva-

tas, Atma-oids (Seekers after the Self) , sacrificed. Yogis and the highest

votaries, the last type of devotees are more beloved of the Lord than even

goddess Lakfmi—$R.
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fear the armies of Asuras and gods respecdvely and which
leads the righteous to the heaven and the wicked to the hell.

14.

* May the feet of the Supreme Person (Purufottama)

enhance our happiness—Purusottama under whose control as

the Time-Spirit, all embodied beings like god Brahma and
others who are harassing each other (by warfare, etc.) obey

like bulls controlled by the nose-string (perforated through

their nose) and ( you) who are transcendent to both Prakfti

and Purufa.

15. You are the Supreme Person (Purufottama) the ulti-

mate cause of the emergence, continuance, and disappearance

of this universe. The Srutis call you, the Time-Spirit, as the

controller and destroyer of Prakrti
,
Puru$a and the Mahat (prin-

ciple of cosmic intelligence). As time (counted by a year of

twelve months), you possess three navels (three four-monthly

periods of the Summer, the rainy season and the winter) and
with inexorable yet imperceptible speed, you are engaged in

finishing with all. 1

1 6. * * Having derived seminal power from you, thePurufa

( ISvara ) of unfailing energy deposits with Maya the principle

called Mahat like a child in the womb, that Mahat, being end-

owed with that seminal force creates out of itself this golden

egg (universe) with its (seven external) sheaths* enveloping it.

17. O Lord of sense-organs ! Inasmuch as you are not

attached even while enjoying the objects of senses evolved by

* VJ. takes the presiding deities of the senses which cause pleasure

or pain as the ‘gods’ who are under the control of Hari’s feet. The nose-string

is the span of life of hundred years The Lord has no attachment to these

embodied beings. The almighty Time-Spirit is superior to Prakrti and Purufa.

1 . Cf. asmit kfaram atlto'ham

akfar&d apt cottamahj

ato’smi loke Vede ca prathitah Purufottamahj

]

—BG, 15.18

*. VJ. gives a Pur&pictura to this process of evolution as follows :

Pradhina=Lakfmi, Mahat =* the four-faced god Brahmi, Sefa=Ahaihkiira.

But the explanation is complicated : Parabrahman or Niriyaga sported with

Lakfmi during mahi-pralqya, brought forth Purufa who infused his energy into

Lakfmi {Pradhina) and the tour-faced god called Purufa and Giyatri called

Pradhina are created and Giyatri called SraddhA through Giyatri known as

Pradhina”.

27 The Sheaths are : the five gross elements, the mind and ego.
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the modification of the gunas—the attributes of your Maya,

you are, therefore, the sovereign Lord of the mobile and im-

mobile creations, while other jivas (or even Yogins) are afraid

of (i.e. are bound by longing for) the objects of enjoyment

they have renounced or do not exist.

18. You are unattached to the sense-objects for with

all their seductive charms (like arrows of the god of Love) and

other erotic ways of effectively conveying the messages of love

communicated by their arched eyebrows expressing their heart-

felt love and through their smiles and side-glances, your sixteen

thousand wives were not able to affect or agitate your mind.

19. The streams of nectar in the form of your sweet

stories and rivers like the Ganga that flow forth washing your

feet—both are capable of deterging all the sins of the three

worlds. Your votaries who abide by the pure duties prescribed

for their stage of life and class in the society partake of both

kinds oiTirthas (holy waters)—one in the form of your glories

extolled in the Vedas and the other the water of the Ganga
flowing forth from your feet—the former, by means of their

ears and the latter, with their bodies.

20. God Brahma, the performer of a hundred sacrifices,

accompanied by god Siva and other celestials eulogized Lord

Hari (in a hymn) and standing up in the sky (all the while)

bowed to Krsna and submitted the following prayer.

Brahmd said :

21. O Lord ! You were formerly entreated by us to

relieve the earth of her burden; that has been accomplished

by you according to our prayer; O Indwelling Soul of all.

22. The righteous course of life has been firmly estab-

lished by you among the pious people who are pledged to the

truth. Your glory which washes off the sins of all the world,

has been diffused in all directions.

23. Incarnating yourself in the race of Yadu, and assum-

ing excellent-most charming form, you have performed deeds of

extra-ordinary powers for the good of the world-

24. O controller of the World ! Those righteous people

who, in the Kali age, listen to and extol your ( sportive) deeds,

will easily cross the darkness (of Sarhs&ra)

.
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25. O Supreme Person, hundred and twenty five Autu-
mns (years) have elapsed since youi worship appeared in the

family line ofYadu, OLord.
26. O Support of the universe ! No work that was to be

achieved for the sake of gods, has remained unaccomplished.

As to your race, it is as good as extinct through the curse of

Brahmanas.

27. If you are pleased to approve of it, be pleased to re-

enter your own supreme abode and protect us, your servants

along with all the worlds and their guardian deities (by bless-

ing us with a visit to our region and accepting worship

from us)

.

The Venkateivara edition adds

Sri Suka said :

27-A. The glorious Lord Krsna who was thus praised

by gods like Brahma and others, the Lord who assumed a

human form through his Maya, approved of their prayer and
rep ied to them, O King.

The Lord replied :

28. I have already determined whatever you have

spoken to me, O Chief of Gods. All of your work has been

accomplished and the burden of the earth has been lightened.

29. That this clan of Yadavas, grown insolent by their

prowess, valour (required for defence and aggression in battle)

and affluence, is desirous of subjugating the whole world, but

like unto the shore keeping in check ( the fiow-tide of) the

ocean, I have controlled them.1

30. If I depart from the earth without destroying this

enormous clan of power-drunk, insolent Yadus, the whole world

shall be destroyed by this surging tide of Yadus which has

crossed its limits.

31. The process of annihilation of the Yadava family

1. VJ : Yadavas arc desirous of returning to celestial region

(Y&davas were the gods who descended in the Yadava race to help God
achieve His purpose. They are naturally eager to return to their own region).

(But this interpretation is not consistent with the next verse) •
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has been already set in motion by the curse of Brahmanas. It

is after the complete destruction of this race that I shall visit

your region (en route to Vaikunfha). O sinless Brahmadeva.

Sri Suka resumed

:

32. Thus, addressed by Krsna, the Lord of the universe,

the self-born god Brahma paid obeisance to him and returned

to his region along with the hosts of gods.

33. Then, noticing that serious evil omens were appear-

ing over the city of Dvaraka, the Lord advised the elderly

Yadus who had assembled there.

The glorious Lord said :

34. These extremely ominous portents are verily appear-

ing on all sides; and an imprecation from Brahmanas which is

very difficult to avert, has now been pronounced agdinst our

race.

35. Hence, it is not desirable to stay any longer here,

if we wish to remain alive, O elderly Yadavas. Let us start

just today to go to the highly sacred place Prabhasa. Please

do not delay any further.1

36. It was at Prabhasa, that the moon god who, under

the curse of Daksa, was affected with consumption, but

was immediately cured of the disease by performing ablutions

in the sacred waters thereof, regained the waxing of his

digits.

37-38. Let us perform ablutions in the sacred waters

thereof (at Prabhasa) and please our manes (ancestors) and

gods by offering libation of water. Let us also feed worthy

Brahmanas with dainty, tasteful food and devoutly donate

valuable gifts to deserving persons. It will be by virtue of our

precious charitable gifts that we shall cross over (i.e. be absolved

of) all our sins, as people cross the sea with the help of boats.

1. SR explains that Y&davas who were arhias of Devas were not eligible

immediately to attain Mokfa. Had they died at Dvaraka, they would have

straight-way attained Mokfa like the flight of bird. Hence Krtpa led them

to Prabhasa whereafter death, they would attain immediate prosperity and
gradually attain Liberation in due course.
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Sri Suka said :
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39. Directed by the Lord in this way, O delight of your

family, the Yadavas made up their minds to shift to that sacred

place and began to get ready their chariots.

40-41. OKing, observing these (preparations of Yadavas)

and having heard the advice given by the Lord, and noticing

the terrible portents, Uddhava, who was earnestly devoted

to and waitingupon Lord Krsna, approached him in a secluded

place (i.e. when he was alone). He bowed at the feet ofthe Lord

of the rulers of the world, with his head and with folded palms,

he submitted to Krsna as follows :

42. “O Supreme Ruler of gods, O Master of yoga, O
Lord of hallowing glory, I believe that your lordship means to

depart from this world after exterminating this Yadava race, in-

asmuch as, you, though competent to do so, did not counteract

the curse of Brahmanas.

43. O Kesava, I cannot bear separation from you even

for halfa moment. Hence, O Lord, take me also with you to

your region.

44. Your sportive acts, O Krsna, which are highly auspi-

cious to people, are sweet like nectar to the ear after tasting

which once, people cease to have any other craving for wealth,

wives, children.

45. How can we, your devotees who have attended upon

you while you were in bed, were sitting, wandering, staying at

home, bathing, playing or having your meal, live without you

(lit. abandon you) who are our very soul. (We shall not be

able to bear separation from you)

.

46. (It is not through the fear of Maya that we pray

you thus. We, your slaves, who adorn ourselves with garlands,

scents, garments and ornaments enjoyed and given up by you

and ate the remnants of your food, shall certainly overcome

your Maya.

47. Sages who subsist on air, 1 who exert themselves in

penance and observe strict celibacy for life, become tranquil,

sinless renouncers of worldly life and attain to your abode

called Brahman.

— 1. v.l. Vdla-raianAh—who are sky-clad i.e. naked.
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48-49. But we, O great yogin, who wander in this world

through the paths of Karma will cross over the impassable

darkness (of Sarhs&ra

)

by conversing with fellow-devotees about

you, remembering and glorifying your acts, speech, movements,

smiles, glances and jokes and whatever you did to carry out

your role as a human being.”

50. When thus implored (by Uddhava) O king Lord

Krsna, the Son of Devaki addressed his exclusively devoted

servant1 and beloved devotee Uddhava as follows :

CHAPTER SEVEN

Sri Krona's Spiritual Guidance to Uddhava :

The Legend of the Avadhuta and his Preceptors

The Lord replied :

1. O highly blessed Uddhava ! What you have spoken

tome (about my future plans (Supra 6.42) has been decided

by me (to execute). God Brahma, Siva and guardians of the

spheres eagerly desire my (return and) stay in heaven (i.e.

Vaikuntha).

2. The mission—the work of gods—for which I incarnat-

ed along with a ray of mine (my amfa—Balarama) on the

earth in response to the prayer of Brahma, has been complete-

ly accomplished by me.

3. The clan (of Yadavas), already consumed as it is by

the imprecation (of the Brahmanas) will surely be exterminat-

ed by mutual infighting and the sea will overflow and sub-

merge this city on the seventh day (when I am no more

here).

1. EK : Uddhava was such a beloved servant of Krsna that he had

access to him when Kfsna's nearest and dearest relatives, his chief queen

Rukn?ini, his parents, sons like Pradyuinna were not allowed to sec him and

Krsna used to give his choicest gifts to Uddhava.

—J5B.6.404-411
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4. As soon as I leave this world, it will, before long,

lose all its auspiciousness, as it will be overcome by Kali (the

Dark Age), O pious one.

5. You should not live here any longer when I have

withdrawn myself from this world; for in this Kali Age men
will be more interested in unrighteous ways.

6. You also should give up all attachment and friend-

ship with your kith and kin and concentrating your mind on

me firmly, you wander over the earth looking upon all with

impartiality.

7. Whatever is perceived by mind, speech, eyes, ears

(and other cognitive and conative senses), know that that is a

product of Maya and mind and that it is transient.

8.

* The notion of difference or diversity is the mis-

apprehension of a distracted and unrestrained mind. It results

in good and evil consequences. (It maybe argued that by its

enjoining of injunctions and interdictions, the Veda supports

the notion of difference. But that is not convct). The distinc-

* (i) EK. A person who forgets the identity of his Soul with the

Supreme Soul conceives the misapprehension of diversity and develops the

notion of good and evil. This notion leads to the triad of karma
,

akarma

and vikarma . All physical, verbal and mental activities arc karma. The act

when performed (without attachment) leaves no ‘seed* (the effect or fruit of

the karma). Such a ‘seedless’ act is Akarma. The act which is done irrespective

of its prescriptive or prohibitive nature is Vikarma. As the jiva is born out of

Aoidyd all his acts are due to and full of Avidyd (EB. 7. 57-71.)

(ii) VR. : (The gist only) The Paramdtman is one and all other entities

form a part of his body and are controlled by him. To regard independence

of entities is misapprehension. A person with such misapprehension experien-

ces pleasure, pain, etc.

Karma—The prescribed act (both of daily routine and occasional).

Akarma=& prohibited act.

Vikarma= an act giving various fruits (vividha-phaliya Codttom Kdmyam

Karma).

A person with the notions of good and evil is disturbed with the thought

of Kaunas and their consequences.

(iii) The notion of one’s own agency ofacts irrespective and independent

of God creates good and evil and the snare of samsdra ; one who knows

that the.God is the real agent or doer, is liberated. Due to Rajas and Tamas

,

the mind is confused with karma, akarma
t
etc.—VJ.
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tion between the prescribed act, its non-commission and pro-

hibited action is meant for the guidance of those who possess

the misapprehension of good and evil (The Veda is for the

guidance of those who are affected with avidyd).

9. Therefore, controlling all your sense-organs and con-

centrating your mind (on me, train yourself to) visualize all

this vast universe within your own self and to see that your

own soul in (i.e. identical with) Me, the Brahman (The identi-

ty of the Brahman and the Soul explains the latter’s capacity to

pervade or contain within itself the whole universe).

10. Being well-equipped with the knowledge (of the

essential teachings) of the Vedas and the Self-realization (of

those teachings) and the realization of the identity of your soul

with the (souls of) all embodied beings, you become stated

with the (Supreme) bliss of self-realization and you shall ex-

perience no obstacles (from gods, etc.) 1

1 1 . He who is above the sense of good and evil is like

an innocent child. He does not desist from a prohibited act

with the consciousness of its being evil (but due to his previ-

ous hallowed impressions—good sarhskdras that he abstains from

doing an evil act). Nor does he perform a prescribed act with

the desire of deriving its good fruit (but his pious sarhskaras

lead him to do so. Hence, there is no danger of such person

becoming way-ward).

12. He is a friend and well-wisher of all beings, tranquil

in mind, possessed of firm knowledge (of Vedanta) and its reali-

zation. He looks upon the Universe as identical with me.

Verily he is never involved in the miseries of sarhs&ra.

Sri Suka said :

13. Uddhava, the great devotee of the Lord, who was

thus instructed by the glorious Lord Krsna, became eager to

1 . SR. One should perform the prescribed karmas till sell-realization

after which gods, etc. shall not dare trouble you for the non-performance of

karmas.

Cf. tasya ha na dev&s' ea ndbhutya Hate /

itmd hi eva efdrh sa bhavati//

—Bfhad. Up. 1.4.10
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know the truth. He prostrated himself before Acyuta (Sri

Kr$na) and submitted as follows:

Uddhaua said :

14. O Lord (bestower of the fruit) of Yoga, O ultimate

secret treasure of the knowers of Yoga or the abode of Yoga,
O embodiment of Yoga O the source (the first propounder)
of Yoga 1

,
renunciation without any expectation in return

(which is the characteristic of sannydsins) has been taught to

me by you for my Final Beatitude (or Mokfa).

15. But I think that such renunciation of desires is very

difficult to practise, O Perfect Lord, for those whose minds arc

addicted to sense-objects (of pleasure)—nay it is all the more
difficult— (practically) impossible—by those who are not your

devotees, O the Indwelling Soul of all beings.

16. O Lord, I am ignorant. My mind is deluded with

the notion of ‘I-ness’ (my identity with my body) and ‘minc-

ness’ (the notion that all my wife, children, property, etc. are

mine) created by your Maya. Hence, O Lord, instruct (this

servant of yours in such away as he (I) can practise it and

attain that (degree of) renunciation propounded by you.

17. I do not see even among gods who can expound to

me the nature of the Soul except You who are self-illumined

(all-knowing) Atman and the only Reality. All the embodied

gods like Brahma and others have their minds deluded by

Maya and look upon external objects as the only reality.

17A*.

18. Being schorchcd by miseries in life, my mind had

1 . Uddhava gave these epithets to Sri KfM?a to imply that your above-

mentioned teaching is meant for Yogis and sannydsins
,
but what about your

ignorant devotees like me who are not competent to practise it—SR.

* VR. adds : (Their minds are deluded by Maya which is not

removed by mere reasoning and argument of those who make enquiries about

it, unless they associate themselves with the Lord’s devotees who have the

experience (of bliss) of the lotus-feet of the Lord. Such association is

possible even to those who lead a householder’s life and have undergone

three types of miseries and their burden of sins being thus lightened, they are

less inclined to sensual pleasures (tdpa-traya
’ bhi-taptdndm nw&m khalu sat-

sahgamah sydt natu vifaya-tilasdndmj )

.
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become dissociated with the world 1
. I, therefore, seek asylum

with you, O Narayana, the friend of all living beings, who are

the Omniscient Supreme Lord abiding in the eternal, time less,

Vaikuntha and who are devoid of all defects, infinite in time

and space (transcending them both).

The Lord said :

19. It is well known that persons who investigate with

themselves (even without the guidance of a spiritual preceptor)

the true nature of the world, lift themselves by self-effort and
become free from longings for worldly pleasures.

20. The Atman (Soul) is the real preceptor and guide of

oneself, especially in the case of human beings; for he can

arrive at what is his own good by (rational logical reasoning

using the tools of knowledge like) direct perception and

inference.

21. It is in human life that people of mature judgement

who are experts in the Paths of Knowledge.
(
Sahkhya

) and

Yoga, realize me quite distinctly as being endowed with all

powers.

22. Many ( categories of) bodies with one foot, two feet,

three feet, four feet, multiple-footed and foot-less have been

created by me. Out of them the human body is the dearest

to me.

23. In this human body those who are alert and vigi-

lant, directly endeavour to find me, the Supreme Ruler who
cannot be ascertained by means of the qualities or attributes

(ofjiva such as intelligence) which arc themselves within the

range of perception or by inference2 (based on inferable

evidence).

24. As an illustration on this subject, they narrate the

1 . v. 1 . nirvippadhlriha muhuli—I who am every now and then scorched,

etc.

VJ. reads aharahaii for nirviwiadhiriha muhu in SR. It means ’everyday I

am being scorched, etc.’ Both the v.l.s are good emendations for ahatnu ha.

2. SR. cautions that Atma should not be regarded as inferable. By

inference we know that Alma is distinct from tangible objects like the body

and from inferable objects as well. By inference we can understand Atmd'i

distinctness from the body, attributelessness and pure nature.
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following ancient legend of a conversation between a recluse

who had realized Brahman and was of immeasurable splendour

and king Yadu (of immense power and intellectual brilliance)

25. On seeing a certain youthful, Brahmana ascetic1
,

a knower of Brahman full of (spiritual) wisdom wandering

fearlessly, king Yadu, an expert in Dharma put to him the

following question:

Yadu said :

26. Whence did you, though (apparently) inactive,

come to possess such extraordinary penetrating intelligence and
wisdom (in so youthful a stage), endowed with which and
enlightened (in the nature of Brahman) you roam about in this

world like a child.

27. Generally men try to attain religious merit, wealth

and enjoyment. They evince desire to know the nature of the

Soul but they are motivated with a desire for longevity, fame

and fortune.

28. You are physically capable (able-bodied), wise,

skilful and alert, good-looking, nectarlike sweet in speech (and

none of the factors which cause indifference or incapability in

active life like weakness, ignorance, want of skill or ugliness

are found in You). Still you behave as if you are a dunce,

lunatic or as one haunted by a ghost.

29. While people are burnt with the forest conflagration

in the form of passions, and covetousness, you are not even

touched by that fire and stand immune like an elephant im-

mersed in the waters of the Gahga (and hence untouched by

a forest-fire).

30. Be pleased to explain to us who are making this

enquiry seriously, the cause of your blissfulness in your own

self, even though you are devoid of objects of pleasure and are

leading a single (unmarried life), O knower of Brahman.

1 . VD. & RR identify him with the sage Dattatreya on the strength of

Supra 11.7.4 :

yogardhim dpur abhayim Yadu-Haihayddyahj

Avadfuda—a philosopher (Brahnia-vid) .

Monier Williams

—

SK. Dictionary, p.100.
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The glorious Lord Krftia said :

31. When respectfully questioned thus by the highly in-

telligent Yadu who was friendly to Brahmanas, the blessed

Brahmana sage, duly honoured, explained to Yadu as he stood

bowing to him in modesty.

TheBrdhmana
(
Datldtreya

)
explained :

32. Many are my preceptors whom I have selected (and

accepted) through my own judgement, O King. Please listen

to the names of those preceptors from (each of) whom l assimi-

lated (some specific) wisdom and I wander all over the world

free (from worldly troubles).

33-35. The earth, the air, the ether, water, fire, the

moon, the sun, the pigeon, the boa-constrictor, the sea, the

moth, the bee, the elephant, the honey-gatherer, the deer, the

fish, the courtesan Pingala, the osprey, the child, the maiden,

the blacksmith, the serpent, the spider and the wasp—these

twentyfour have been adopted as teachers by me. It is from

their special ways of behaviour that I imbibed whatever lessons

were useful to me in life.

36. I shall explain to you fully what lessons I picked up

from each preceptor, O son of Nahusa. Please do understand

them, O tiger among men.

37. From the earth, I learnt the vow (of firmness and

forbearance) to remain undisturbed even when trodden over

(and mal-treated) by other beings. With the full knowledge

that they (these oppressors) are working under the influence

and will of the Providence, a strongminded wise person should

not deviate from his path of duty (
dharma )

.

38. As a disciple of the mountain (which is a part of the

eaith and the products from which such as trees, grass, water-

currents are meant for the use of others) a righteous person

should learn to resign all his activities for the good of other

beings. And also as a pupil of the tree ( which is another part of

the earth and which allows itself to be cut, uprooted and trans-

planted at the will of others) , he should learn that he is meant

for others and be useful according to their will.

39.

Just as the wind in the form of the life-breath (ex-

pects food and water for subsistence and not form, taste and
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other objects of senses), a sage should be satisfied with bare

necessities of subsistence and not crave for objects of sense-

pleasure. He should however manage to take in that much
(which may not result in starvation) which (if not taken)

would cloud his mental faculty and obscure his knowledge; nor

should he get his mind and speech distracted ( by the desire for

sense-objects).

40. Just as the wind is unattached (to the natural

beauty or the burning of the forest), a yogi> though participat-

ing in the surrounding objects of senses of various characteri-

stics (such as hot, cold, sweet and others), should keep his

mind aloof and unattached from the excellences and defects of

these sense-objects.

41. Just as the wind, though a carrier of scents and

odours (which are due to the particles of the earth wafted by

it)
,

is distinct from the smell, a yogi should bear in inind that

though he has entered the earthly bodies and (is the basis of

and hence) appears to possess their characteristics (such as

childhood, youth, fatness, slimness, etc.)
,
and have his sight

(mind) fixed on his self which is distinct from the body and its

attributes.

42. A contemplative sage should comprehend that his

soul though invested with the physical body, is identical with

Brahman and as such interpenetrates and permeates all mobile

or immobile creation—all-pervading yet unconnected like the

sky1
,

^ which is unlimited and untouched by other objects).

43. Just as the sky is not touched by the clouds tossed

about by the wind, the Person (Soul) is not affected by the

products of the Time-spirit and by things such as fire, water

and food.

44. Water in a holy spot is by nature pure, smooth, soft

and sweet and purifying by sight, touch and chanting of its

name. Similarly, a sage should become a friend of men and

make them pure (by absolving them from sins). (The AvadhUta

learnt this from water).

45. The AvadhUta learnt from the tire to be Brilliant

1. VJ^S v.l. nabhornt vitatasya—‘all-pervading like the sky’ is better

than SR.’s nabhastvam vilalasya.
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(with his spiritual knowledge) ,
aflame (as his supreme know-

ledge is enhanced and made brighter like a flaming fire), for-

midable (as the sage remains unperturbed even under stress)

,

with his belly as his vessel (for keeping food i.e. completely

devoid of all belongings) . Like fire, a self-controlled yogi does

not take in what is impure, though he may accept anything

and everything offered to him.

46. Like the fire (sometimes lying hidden in the fuel or

ashes) , the sage remains unnoticed (among common men);

sometimes (like a fire ablaze) he becomes known to others and

is worshipped by the seekers of spiritual good. (Just as the fire

consumes only what is offered as oblation in sacrifices) the sage

eats whatever is offered by pious donors and burns down the

sins committed by them in the past and the future.

47. Just as the fire assumes the shape and size of the

fuel(e.g. a log of wood, etc.) in which it abides, the all-pervad-

ing Lord-Atman— ( though unrelated to the body) appears to

possess that size and shape of the bodies whether high or low

(like that of gods and sub-human beings) in which he has

entered, after creating it through his Maya.

48. The six stages beginning with birth and ending

with death, which are brought about by the Time-spirit of un-

manifest course, belong to the body and not to the Soul, just

as the appearance and disappearance of the digits of the

moon are caused by the Time to the digits of the moon and

not to the moon itself.

49. The births and deaths of bodies though eternally

taking place due to the inexorable force of Time flowing like

a rushing torrent, do not affect the Soul, just as there is a

beginning and end to the flames of fire and not to the Fire

itself.

50. Just as the sun evaporates the water with its rays

and is not affected (either by sucking up water or showering it

as rain)
,
a yogi enjoys the objects of senses with his senses or

rejects them according to the ( exigencies of) time, but he is in

no way attached to those objects.

51. To those who regard the gross, physical body as

the Atman,
the Atman though essentially one, is regarded as

different due to the different bodies wherein he abides, just as
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the Sun, though one, but when reflected in different reflecting

media, appears as many (and different) to persons of gross

understanding (the Atman though one appears as many and

different, due to its limiting conditions (upadhis)

.

52. Excessive attachment or over-association with any-

one should never be contracted by a person If he does so, he

will come to grief like the dull-witted he-pigeon (in the follow-

ing legend).

53. A certain dove built a nest on a tree, in a certain

forest. He lived with his mate, a female dove, for some years.

54. Their hearts tied together with the bonds of love,

the pair of pigeons led a conjugal life binding together each
other’s eyes with eyes, body with body and heart with heart.

55. It was in the mutual company that they slept, ate,

flew about, stood, chatted, sported together and fearlessly

wandered in the rows of forest trees

56. The female dove satisfied his conjugal desires and
was (reciprocally) treated with sympathetic affection by him.
The dove, being of uncontrolled senses, procured for her what-
ever she desired, irrespective of the strain involved in obtain-
ing it.

57. At the proper period, the female dove conceived for
the first time, and laid down the eggs in the nest, in the pre-
sence of her mate.

58. In due time, by the inconceivable powers of the
Lord, well-formed fledgelings with delicate body covered with
soft down, were (by natural process) born out of the eggs.

59. The pair of parent birds who were so affectionate to
their off-spring nourished their young ones and felt happy as
they heard their chirping and sweet indistinct warbling.

60. The parents were greatly rejoiced at the soft touch
of their wings, charming movements, sweet cooings and their
approaching to meet them.

61. Deluded by Visnu’s Maya potency, the hearts of
those dull-witted birds were closely knit together by love and
they reared their young ones (with anxious care).

62. On one occasion, the pair of parent-birds went out
into the forest in search of food for their young ones. They
wandered for a long time into the jungle.
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63. By fateful chance, a fowler who went about in the

forest, happened to see those young birds. He spread out his

net and caught them, as they moved about their nest.

64. Both the male and female doves were always anxious

to nourish their little ones, and they had gone out (in search of

food) and returned when they gathered some.

65. Seeing that her young ones are caught in the net

and crying, the female dove was overwhelmed with grief and

rushed at them screaming.

66. Ensnared in the bonds of ever-increasing affection

through the deluding Potency of the Lord, the mother-dove

who saw her young ones caught in the net was bewildered and

forgot herself, and was herself entangled therein.

67. Seeing his own young ones dearer to him than his

own life and his own life-mate dear to him as his own self also

caught up, the male dove was deeply distressed and bewailed

sorrowfully :

68. “Alas ! Look at the calamity that has befallen me of

scant merit and evil mind. I have been still unsatiated and

have not accomplished any object in life. But my household

life which is the source of three objects of life
(puru^arthas)

is

ruined.

69. My mate who was a match for me in all respects and

agreeable in everything, looked upon her husband (me) as

a deity. But (now) abandoning mein a desolate house, she is

going to heaven with her good children.

70. Such as I am, bereaved of my wife and children,

what interest have I to lead the miserable life of a helpless

widower, in a deserted house?”

71. Even though he saw them (his mate and young

ones) entangled in ihat net and struggling for life in the

clutches of death, the poor, thoughtless dove flung himself in

the snare.

72. Having caught the householder-dove, his female

mate and young ones, the ruthless fowler was accomplished of

his purpose and returned home.

73. In the same way, a householder of poor sense takes

delight in conjugal life and with his mind perturbed, goes to
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ruin along with the family (kith and kin) while trying to

maintain it like the bird-dove in the above legend.

74. Birth in the human life is like an open gate to

Liberation from Samsara. He who, having obtained such a

birth as a human being, is still attached to the life of a house-

holder, is regarded by the wise as a person fallen from emi-

nence to which he has climbed.

CHAPTER EIGHT

What the Avadhuta learntfrom the Nine- Preceptors

from the Boa-Constrictor to PiAgald

The Brdhmana continued :

1 . Pleasure as well as pain engendered by the senses

may be experienced in the celestial and internal regions by all

embodied beings. A wise man, therefore, should not hanker

after them, O King.

2. Like a boa-constrictor lying without any effort or

activity, a sage should subsist himself on whatever food (pro-

videntially) comes to him (without any effort), irrespective of

its taste (whether extremely delicious or distasteful) or of the

quantity obtained (whether much or little)

.

3. If no food comes to the lot of a sage who vows to live

only on the food that Providence sends to him, he should not

exert for it, but lik^ his (preceptor)—huge serpent, should lie

down for days together without food but should not striveforit.

4. Though endowed with a body full of physical

strength, mental energy and soundness of sense-organs, the

sage should lie down remaining actionless yet sleepless. He
should not strive to do anything for food, though he may

possess powers of his sense-organs.

5. Like the limitless, unfathomable, urtperturbable deep

sea of clear translucent water, the sage should be quiet, absorb-

ed in meditation, unviolable, inscrutable, unaffected by time,

space, etc. and unperturbed by passions.
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6. Just as a sea does not overflow its limit when rivers

in floods fall into it, nor does it dry up with the drying up of

rivers, the sage should not feel elated when his desires are ful-

filled nor be depressed at disappointments, but should be

completely devoted to Narayana (and not pay attention to

worldly objects)

.

7. On seeing a women, a veritable deluding potency of

God, a person who has control over his senses is fascinated with

her alluring gestures and movements and like a moth flying

into the fire, falls into dark hell. 1

8. With his mind enticed by women, (wearing) gold

ornaments, rich dress, and other things created by the deluding

Potency of the Lord (Maya), the infatuated person, losing his

discrimination, regards them for his enjoyment and ruins him-
self like a moth in the fire.

9. Without causing any trouble to any nouseholder, a

sage should accept food only in small quantities and that too,

barely sufficient for the maintenance of his body. In this res-

pect he should follow the course of a bee.

10. Just as a bee collects honey from flowers big or

small, a skilful and clever person should assimilate the essence

of the Sastras great and small.

11. A recluse should not accept alms with a view to

storing (a part of) it, for the evening or for the next day. He
should use no other vessel than his palms (for accepting food)

and his stomach (as storage). He ought not to be a hoarder
like the bee.

12. A recluse should not lay by any food for the even-
ing or for the morrow. If he were to do so like a bee, he will

perish along with his store.

13. A mendicant should not touch, even with his foot,

a young woman (doll made of wood), for he will be bound

1. §R. quotes a famous verse which describes how a moth, a black-bee,

an elephant, a deer and a fish fall a victim severally to the objects of senses

like a form, scent, touch, sound and taste and the five symbolic preceptors
from this verse onwards are meant to teach detachment from objects of senses.

The verse quoted is as follows :

Pataiiga-mdtaiiga-kuraiiga-bhrnga-mind hatdh padcabhir eva paficaf

pramAdi sa katham na hanyate, yafr sevate paicabhir eva paflca”
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(with passion) like an elephant fettered while touching a female

elephant!

14. A wise person should never try to contact a woman
( of another person) for he should know that she is his veritable

death, just as an elephant is killed by more powerful tuskers.

15. Wealth hoarded by greedy misers painstakingly is

neither enjoyed by them nor it is given in charities but it is

enjoyed by another powerful person (knowing the location of

the treasure) and that also by still another even as a gatherer

of honey knows the place of the honeycomb ( the store of

honey) by external indications and misappropriates it.

16. Just as a honey-gatherer (is the first enjoyer of

honey collected by bees) . a recluse is the first to enjoy the fruit

(i.e. food prepared by householders) of the wealth amassed by

the householders with great pains and which they expect to

enjoy.

I 7. From the deer which got ensnared by being beguil-

ed with the music (musical notes) of the hunter, an ascetic

living in a forest should learn the lesson that he should not

listen to vulgar songs (creating erotic passions)
.
(He should

rather listen to songs about the Lord).

18. It was while enjoying the vulgar dance, instru-

mental music and songs of young women that Rsyasrnga, the

son of a female deer (from sage Vibhan^aka) became a toy in

the hands of those women.

19. A person being tempted by alluring tastes through

his uncontrolled tongue, loses his reasoning capacity and meets

his end like a thoughtless fish allured by baits.

20. By observing fast wise persons quickly bring under

control all their senses except the tongue (the sense of taste)

which grows all the more powerful during famishment.

21. Even if a person has controlled all other senses

(except the tongue), he cannot really be said to have subdued

them, till he has conquered the sense of taste. When the sense

of taste is subdued, all the senses become controlled.

22. Formeily, in the city of Videha (i.e Mithila),

there lived a courtesan called Pingala. Please listen to what I

have learnt from her O Prince.
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23. On one occasion, the public woman adorned herself

to exhibit her charms to the utmost, at the proper time, and
waited outside the door with the intention of enticing a para-

mour to a rendezous.

24. O prominent Person ! As she saw men passing by
the way, she, being covetous for money, thought them to be

wealthy patrons corning to pay her as her paramours.

25. When the passers-by came and went their way
(ignoring her), the woman, who earned her living by prostitu-

tion, indulged in the ( false) hope that some other wealthy man
would turn up and could approach her with a rich fee.

26. In this way, her inordinate hopes being thwarted,

she lost her sleep. She kept on standing at the door, going in

and out till it was past midnight.

27. Due to frustration of her hopes of earning money,

her mouth parched up, and she became dejected at heart.

But the despondency caused by her anxiety engendered a sense

of real happiness in her.

28. Now li«"en from me the song of the woman whose

mind was utterly frustrated and disgusted : “Complete in-

difference to worldly objects is like unto a sword in a man’s

hand to cut asunder the cords of desire.”

29. Dear King, just as a man without any spiritual

knowledge cannot give up his sense of*‘mineness”, a person in

whose mind the sense of complete dispassion (for worldly

objects) has not dawned, will not be able to rid himself of the

ties to the body.

PiAgain said :

30. Alas ! Look at the extent of delusion of mine who
have not controlled my mind and senses. Thoughtless as I am,

I covet the fulfilment of my desire even from a worthless

paramour.

31. Ignoring this eternally proximate paramour (v z.

the Indwelling Soul)
,
capable of giving real delight and besto-

wer of sumptuous wealth on me, I, in my infatuation, resorted

to a contemptible fellow who is incapable of fulfilling my
desires and who confers nothing but misery, fear, grief and

delusion.
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32. Alas ! I have uselessly put my soul to affliction by
leading the life of a public woman—the most reproachable

trade. By selling myself to a miserly pitiable woman-addict I

expected to get wealth and pleasure.

33. What person other than myself would seek (for en-

joyment) the male body which is like a house, the framework
(like beams and rafters ) of which is made of bones, covered

with skin, hair and nails, provided with nine doors dissipating

filth and full of dirty excretion and urine.

34. In the whole city of Videha (Mithila), I am per-

haps the only foolish and wicked woman who expect to get

pleasure (from persons) other than this Acyuta who confers

his own self to devotees.

35. He is the beloved-most friend, protector and the

very Self of all embodied beings. I shall submit myself to him
and enjoy myself with him like goddess Laksmi.

36. To what extent can men, subject to birth and death,

and gods, who are overtaken by Time, give pleasures to their

wives ( for all pleasures have a beginning and an end)

.

37. It appears that Lord Visnu has been pleased with

me for some unknown act of mine ( in my past life) . Hence

this dispassion which ultimately leads to happiness has been

engendered in my heart, full of evil desires.

38. But for the grace of the Lord the afflictions of an

unlucky woman like me would not have caused this feeling of

disgust and renunciation which enables a person to cut asunder

all attachment, and attains (mental) peace (and spiritual

bliss)

.

39. Respectfully receiving on my head, the blessings

(and the grace) of the Lord, I shall rid myself of vulgar desires

caused by low associations, and seek shelter in the Supreme

Lord.

40. Contented and subsisting on whatever comes to me
by the will of Providence, 1 shall, with full faith in the Lord

who is my own Self, enjoy myself with him as my beloved.

41. Who else is capable of protecting a person who has

fallen in the deep well of Sartis&ra
,
and whose eyes (power of

discrimination )
are blinded by objects of senses and whose
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person is swallowed by the serpent (boa-constrictor) in the

form of Time.

42. When a person observes that this world is practi-

cally devoured by the serpent in the form of Time, he becomes
alert and is disgusted with all worldly objects. He realizes that

his Atman is the protector of his Self.

The Brdhmana (AvadhUta )
said :

43. Coming to this firm conclusion and having thus

cut off the evil libidinous craving for paramours, she was esta-

blished in serenity and took her seat on the bed.

44. Certainly ( the state of being haunted by) hope is

the greatest misery and freedom from hope is the happiest state,

just as when Pingal& gave up all hope for a paramour, she en-

joyed a happy sleep.

CHAPTER NINE

The Discourse of the Avadh uta Concluded

(Lessons from the remaining seven preceptors)

The Brdhmana continued :

1 . Acquisition of whatever persons crave most to possess

is certainly the cause of misery. He who realizes this and (wish-

ing to overcome his propensity for possession) becomes a com-

plete ‘Have-not*, attains infinite happiness.

2. More powerful birds of prey which had got no piece

of flesh, attacked and pecked the he-osprey who possessed one.

But by dropping that flesh, it (the he-osprey) got relief and

happiness.

3. I am not affected by honour or dishonour. I have no

anxiety for my house, wife and children (as I have none)

.

Like a child, I range over the world at will, sporting in the

bliss of Atman and delighted within my own Soul.

4. (O king, in this world) only two (types of) persons

are free from anxiety and are immersed in the Supreme bliss

—
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one is an innocent ignorant child and the other is one who has

transcended the gunas.

5. In a certain place, a maiden herself had to receive

the guests who had come to see her ( for selecting her as a bride

)

while her relatives (parents etc.
)
had gone out somewhere.

6. While she was pounding alone (secretly) paddy for

entertaining them with food, the bangles of shell in her wrists

began to give out loud jingling sound.

7. The intelligent girl felt it shameful (to disclose that

the bride had to do such work)
,
broke the bangles one by

one till only two remained on each of her wrists.

8. Even the pair of bangles created a noise as she pound-

ed (the paddy). She, therefore broke one from each pair (with

the result that) no sound was produced from the remaining

one.

9. O vanquisher of enemies, I learnt this lesson from

her, while I was roaming over the world with the desire of

knowing the true nature of the world.

10. If many persons live together there will be quarrels;

if two live together there is a talk. Hence a person should

wander alone without any companion like the single bangle on

the wrist of the girl.

11. Having achieved firmness of the sitting posture

and controlled the breath, a person should concentrate his mind

(like an archer on his target and by means of renunciation

and Yogic practice, he should vigilantly keep his mind steady.

12. The mind, when concentrated in him, sheds off gra-

dually the particles of karma-dust. With the development of

Sattva gum ,
he shakes off the Rdjasic and Tdmasic tendencies and

enters into Nirvana
,
like a fire (automatically) extinguished

(when the fuel is completely burnt). (Such a stage is known as

asamprajhdla samadhi)

.

13. In that stage, a person whose mind is completely

absorbed in the meditation of his Self, does not remain cons-

cious of anything inside, or outside just as the manufacturer

of shafts was so much absorbed in his work of making arrows

that he was not aware of the procession of the king passing by

his smithy.
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14. Like a serpent a sage, therefore, should go about

alone, (avoiding company ofothers)
,
have no house, should always

be vigilant (in his spiritual practice) and take shelter in caves1
.

He should see to it that he is not marked out by his behaviour

(just as the poisonousness or non-poisonousness of a serpent is

not discernible from his trail) . He should be sparing of words

and lead a solitary life.

15. In the case of man who himself is mortal, the attempt

to build a house (and maintenance of a family, etc. implied in

it) is fraught with great troubles and is fruitless ultimately.

But a serpent enters into a house prepared by others (such as

an ant*hill or a hole prepared by a mouse) and lives happily.

A sage should emulate his example and not bother about con-

structing a residence.

16. Like a spider withdrawing its web spun out and

spread over by it, the Almighty Lord Narayana through

his potency of time, withdraws, at the end of the Kalpa, this

universe which he has created through his Maya Potency.

17. The Supreme Lord (then) remains alone, one with-

out a second2 (i.e. devoid of any differentiation) himself self-

supported (self-born). He was the support of all the universe.

When he has reduced all his powers like sattva, rajas and tamas

to the state of equilibrium with his own force called time, he

exists as the First (Ancient-most, unborn) Person, the controll-

er of Pradhana (wherein all the Gunas are merged) and of

Purusa (that is of Matter and Spirit).

18. He is the highest goal to be attained by god Brahma
and other liberated Souls. He is designated (by Srutis) as

Kevala (Absolute, unconditioned). He is (as it were) a vast

reservoir of absolute bliss unconditioned by any limitations.

19.

* By his Potency (called time) which needs no other

1. VJ gives better interpretation : ‘He should thoroughly and unin-

terruptedly be absorbed in the meditation of the Lord abiding in the cave of

his heart*.

• VJ : He is not conditioned by a gross, physical body. He is the

Antaryimin ( Inner controller) of Kala (Time) . At his own free will, he mani-

fests himself through Time and agitates Maya i.e. Prakfti which is under his

control and makes her prone to creation. He creates through Prakfti, the

thread ( Sutra) or (Prdfia )
and god Brahma.
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assistance, he agitated his Maya constituted of three gunas and
( through this agitated Maya) created the SUtra ( thread )

or

the principle called Mahal
, O vanquisher of enemies ( like lust,

anger, etc. Hence, you need not be afraid of the power of this

Sutra or Mahal)

.

20.

* They have declared the Sutra to be the manifesta-

tion of three gunas which evolves this universe of multifarious as-

pects. It is in the Sutra that the universe is woven. It is due to

Sutra (in the form of vital breath that a person wanders through

the cycle of births and deaths1
.

21. Just as a spider extends through its mouth the cob-

web from its heart, sports with it and again swallows it, so

does the Supreme Ruler evolve, protect and withdraw the

universe.

22. It mav be out of love, hatred or fear, but on what-

ever object an embodied being concentrates his mind entirely,

he attains to the semblance of that object.

23. The larva ( captured and) confined in its (captor’s)

nest by the wasp, O King, continuously broods over it (through

fear), and without losing its original body, it assumes (i.e. is

transformed into) the semblance of the wasp.

24. In this manner, from these several preceptors I learnt

this wisdom. Now listen as I shall explain to you the wisdom I

learnt from my body, O king.

25. My body has been my preceptor as it causes in me
dispassion and (engenders in me) discrimination. It creates dis-

passion as it is subject to birth and death and is in the (final

analysis) the source of ever-increasing afflictions. It promotes

discrimination, as through it I comprehend correctly the funda-

mental principles of this universe. I, however, have arrived at

the conclusion that this body belongs to others (parents who
gave birth to it—or birds and beasts of prey who may eat it)

.

•. They saw that the three gunas are evolved out of Mdyd. It is in

the Mdyd or Prakrti that the universe is woven and Jiva gets involved in

Sams&ra as it is invested with Prakrti—Vj.

1. Cf. Vayur vai Gautama sutram, vdyund vai sStte^id'yam ca lokah, parai

ca lokah torvdfii ea hhutdni sandrbdhdnij —Brhad. Up. 3.7.2
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Realizing this, 1 roam about without entertaining any attach-

ment to the body.

26. It is with the desire of securing pleasure and com-
forts for this body that a person, with great strain to himself

maintains his wife, children, earns money, raises cattle, and
keeps servants, houses and relatives. But in the end (at the time

of death) , like a tree leaving its seed behind for the growth of

another tree, it perishes providing for (his re-birth in) another

body.

27. The tongue drags a person in one direction to satisfy

his taste with tasty eatables; thirst, to another; the organ of

generation, still to another direction for sexual intercourse; the

senses of touch, hearing and stomach severally to different

directions; the nose (sense of smell) still to a different direction

( to enjoy perfumes)
;
his quick eyesight, to another and all his

organs of action in their own respective directions. In this way,

like co-wives pulling (lit. tearing up) the lord of their house ( in

their own direction)
,
the senses and organs tear up a person.

28. Having created, with his inherent power, the birthless

Maya, various kinds of bodies (i.e. species) such as those of plants

and trees, reptiles, mammals, birds, biting insects (like mos-

quitos)
,
fish (and other acquatic animals)

,
he remained unsatis-

fied. But when God created the human being with an intellec-

tual capacity capable of realizing the Brahman or Supreme Being,

He became delighted.*

29. Having secured, at the end of many transmigrations,

birth in this very rare human body which, though transient, is

capable of attaining the highest object in life, viz. Mokfa (libe-

ration), a wise person should endeavour at the earliest, to attain

the summum bonum
t
before his body had not fallen a prey to

death. For, objects of senses can, however, be enjoyed every-

where in all species.

30. In this manner, with the sense of dispassion deve-

loped and with the light of spiritual wisdom dawned in me, I

wander over the earth, free from all attachments and egotism.

31. Knowledge obtained from one preceptor may not be

*Cf. Aitanya Up. 2.3ff
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stable, convincing and comprehensive1 . This Brahman is verily

one without a second, but it is sung variously by different

sages.

The Lord said :

32. In this manner, the Brahmana, of deep knowledge,

replied all the questions of Yadu and took his leave of Yadu.

He was duly respected and prayed by the king. With pleasure,

the Brahmana wended his way.

33. Having carefully listened to the philosophical expo-

sition of the Avadhuta, Yadu, the ancestor of our ancestors,

became completely free from all types of attachment and looked

upon all as equals.

CHAPTER TEN

How the Jiva is Ensnared in Sarfisdra

The Lord said :

1. Alertly observant of the righteous duties (prescribed

in the Paftcaratra and other Vaisnavite systems) taught by me,

completely dependent on me, one should, without entertaining

any desire (for the fruits of his actions), observe the course of

duties prescribed for one’s respective social class ( varna) ,
stage

of life (aframa) and family traditions2 .

2. With his mind purified ( by the observance of his pres-

cribed duties

—

dharma) , he should ( always) note how all the

1. Here $R clarifies that Upanisadic sages like Svetaketu and Bhfgu

did not have more than one spiritual preceptor. But the spiritual guidance

received by them pertained to the identity of Brahman & the Atman. Here

the ‘knowledge* means clarifications of minor doubts which can be resolved

by logical reasoning; for this a number of ‘preceptors* or ‘examples* are useful.

2. EK. classifies Karma into four categories : nitya (to be performed

daily), naimittjjta (occasional ), K&mya (performed for fulfilment of desire) and

PrdyaiciUa (expiatory ) . All these should be dedicated to the Lord. EB, 10.46-66.
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endeavours of embodied beings, who, believing objects of sense

pleasures to be real1
,

are addicted to them and are frustrated,

leading them to the contrary results.

3. Just as the objects seen in the dream-state, or the

hallucinations of a day-dreamer have no existence in reality and
are futile (as they present both desirable and undesirable things

unrelated to the main objective of human life), similarly, the

notion of difference (in relation to Atman as a celestial being,

human being) caused by Gunas is illusory or meaningless.

2

4. A person who is solely devoted to me should perform

disinterestedly8 the obligatory (e.g. Sandhya, pancamahayajnas and

occasional (e.g. Sr&ddha for ancestors) types of acts but should

abstain from acts ( to be performed foi the fruits thereof

)

4

. But

a person who has entered into the investigation of the nature

of the Soul or god need not respect and follow the injunctions

of the Vedas, prompting the performance of (sacrificial and

other) acts.

5. One who has exclusively devoted himself to me should

continuously practice the five vows (such as non-violence, truth,

possessionlessness) known as Tama and occasionally vows (such

as penance, charity, silence) called ffiyama. He should wait

upon his spiritual preceptor, who is full of serenity, has realized

me (as his Self ) and is devoted to me.

6. Such a disciple should be free from pride, envy
;
he

should be alert, watchful, free from attachment. He should be

1. tattoa-jMnena (i) Realizing and contemplating the real nature of his

soul and the Supreme Soul—VR.
(ii) Definitely ascertaining the means of attaining Purufbrthas (objects of

human life)—VJ.
2. VJ. takes a contrary view : Just as dream-visions. . . .and fancies of

day-dreamers are different from reality and hence fruitless, similarly the notion of

ane-ness or identity is baseless as it is the apprehension of the faculties of the

mind, but not of the essential powers of the self.

3. VJ defines Nivjtta Kama as that done with a correct understanding

of Paramatman and done without any desire for return :

,
nifkbmem jktouty&nmk canivjtiam iti co’cmto

4. SR. quotes a Smfti text as authority. It means : *A person desirous

of Liberation from satksbra should not turn to kimya (promising fruits in

return) and nifiddka (prohibited) karmas but only the daily obligatory (ai{jw)

and occasional types of acts {karmas)'

.
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patient, thoroughly devoted to the preceptor, keen on knowing
the truth; he should not try to find fault with others and
should not waste of his words unnecessarily.

7. He should be indifferent and unattached to his wife,

children, house, lands, relatives, property, etc. 1 He should

realize that all his purpose is common to all.

8. The Soul is distinct from both the subtle and the

gross bodies.* He is the seer (the witness) and self-illuminating

even as the fire which illumines and burns is different from the

fuel that is burnt and lighted up.

9. Just as a fire which has entered into the wood and is

burning it, assumes the qualities i e. states of that piece ofwood
such as coming into existence, going out of existence, its small-

ness and bigness and its varieties of forms (but is itself distinct

from the fuel), so does the Atman which is distinct from the

body, assume the states of the body3 (Though he has no birth,

death, growth, size, forms, etc.)

10. For what is called the body is created out of the

(three) gunas of (the Maya of) Lord Purusottama and the

sarhs&ra (the cycle of birth and deaths) is the consequence of

the false identification of the Soul with the body. It is only

through the real knowledge of the (distinctness between the

body and the) Atman that this misapprehension of samsdra is

removed.4

1 1 . This being the case, by means of deep investigation

1. §R. explains that as Atnii abides in all bodies and thus all share the

same purpose, viz. happiness, etc., there is no propriety of claiming them
exclusively as his own. This leads to dispassion.

2. VJ. : The individual Soul and the Supreme Soul are different and
distinct inteise from the body and other products of non-in telligent Prakrti.

3. VJ : This is the view of the ignorant who identify the individual

Soul and the Supreme Soul*

4. EK. compares the soul involved in Soihs&ra to a king who dreams
that he is a beggar. When in the morning, the family priest comes and
wakes him up he realizes that he is a king and not a beggar as he regard-

ed himself to be so long. The spiritual preceptor is the priest and the

Jiva involved in Samsdra is the dreaming King. When instead of cham (I),

he realized So'ham ( I am He—Brahman) then the misapprehension of Saihsdra

is dispelled.

EBAQ 303-321.
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(into reality), a person should properly realize that the abso-

lute, transcendental soul abiding in the product (viz. his body)
is different from the body, and then gradually dispel the mis-

apprehension that this phenomenal world is real.

12. The spiritual preceptor is the supporting (lower)

piece of wood and the pupil is the supported (upper) piece.

Instruction is the process of friction (or joining together of
these pieces), and the knowledge is the fire that brings

happiness

1

13. This highly purified* intellect (of the capable dis-

ciple) (when sharpened by the spiritually capable teacher)

drives off the Mdyi which is caused by Gunas. Burning down
(i.e. dispelling) gunas (objects of senses and senses) and the

universe that is created by them, this intellect too, automati-

cally disappears like fire, when the fuel is completely

consumed.

14-16*. If you believe in the multiplicity of these agents

or doers ofKarmas and the enjoyers of the ( consequent) plea-

sures and pains, and in the eternity and separateness of the

world, the Time, The Sistras and individual Souls (as the

mimarhsakas do), if you hold that all objects have a

continuity (or eternity) while they undergo constant change,

1 . An echo of Tati. Upa. :

dedryah purva-rupamjantevdsl uttara-rupamf

vidyd sandhihjpravacanam sandhdnamj —Tail. Upa . 1.3.2.

According to VJ, this knowledge burns down the grass in the form of

the notion ofidentity between Jiva and Brakm ..

(Jtvasya Brahma—bhdva—buddki—tfpa—dahanam /

)

2. VaiSdradt—pertaining to Vi?nu who terminates the Sarhsdra characte-

rised by pleasure and pain—VJ.
• VJ : (The gist only) The distinction between all jioas is-

natural, and according to their mutual difference, they are invested with

different bodies and the character of their knowledge differs naturally. Jivas

of the highest order are eternal, and from the point of their body, they are

said to be born; they enjoy only happiness while the second and third may
experience a mixture of happiness and misery or only misery.

VR : Though the PrasftH Kama may be the means of achieving

PumpSrthas, all embodied beings are subjected tn the six states of body ( such

as birth, youth, death and the consequent miseries) according to the specie*

in which they are bom, due to the influence ofTime and its division.
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and that the intelligence becomes changed according to the

forms of different objects perceived by it, O Uddhava, even if

this be the case, due to frequent (forced) associations (of the

Soul) with different bodies and due to the force of the division

of Time, all embodied souls are repeatedly subjected to the

different states of births, deaths, etc.

17. Even here (from your argument) it becomes obvious

that there is absence of free will in the case of doers of actions

and there is no choice for the experiences of pleasures and

pains. What happiness can there be to one who is dependent

(and at the mercy of others) ?

18*. Not an iota of real happiness exists for those embo-

died souls who are learned (and expert in the technique of

performing Vedic Karmas
;
nor is misery the lot of the ignorant;

Hence, the sense of pride (of knowing the correct technique of

performance ofKarma) is vain and futile.

19. Even though some people happen to know the

means of obtaining happiness and averting miseries (and the

principle of Free Will be accepted), even such knowers are

ignorant of the means of counter-acting (successfully) the

power ofDeath.

20. What achievement of object or a desire can give

happiness when Death is near him ? No object can give plea-

sure to a victim who is being led to the place of execution.

21. The heavenly happiness promised by Vedas is also

vitiated with envy, jealousy, termination and decay, as in the

case of pleasure experienced on the earth. And there are many
impediments and chances of failure in the accomplishment of

desires as in the case of Agriculture.

22. Even if a religious act is properly performed without

any impediment in its successful conclusion, listen to the nature

of the celestial position attained by him.

*. VR : Experts in the technique of performance of Karmas find it

very difficult to collect materials, etc. at the time of performance of the

Karmas and are nervous due to the transient nature of its fruits. Or Even great

gods like Brahma do not enjoy unmixed happiness, as they are aware of the

end of the. tenure of their office. But fools entertain futile egotism about it.

VJ {-Even the wise, being attached to their bodies, have no real happi-

ness. What need be said of the ignorant proud persons ?
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23. Having worshipped gods (like Indra, Varuna, etc.)

by performance of sacrifices in this world, the sacrificer goes to

the celestial world. He enjoys like a god heavenly pleasures

that he has earned through his meritorious acts.

24. In a lustrous celestial car (provided with all

luxuries) earned by his meritorious acts, he, wearing a rich,

attractive dress, sports with the celestial damsels while being

glorified by Gandharvas in song.

25. While sporting with the heavenly nymphs in a celesti-

al car which is adorned with small jingling bells, and which
goes according to the will of the occupant, he is so absorbed in

celestial pleasures that he is not aware of his impending fall.

26. He heartily enjoys himself in the heaven so long as

the fund of his merits is not exhausted. But when the balance

of merits is exhausted, he is pushed down by Time and he falls

down reluctantly.

27. If, due to the association with unrighteous people,

a person takes delight in impiety or loses control over his

senses, being passionate and libidinous, he becomes miserly,

avaricious and addicted to women and heartlessly injurious to

living beings.

28. He kills animals in violation of $astrie injunctions

and worships the hosts of goblins and ghosts therewith. Such

a person inevitably falls into various hells and ultimately enters

the hell of terrible darkness (i.e. is born as an immobile).

29. What happiness can there be to a mortal person

who, in the present birth (as a human being) perpetrates deeds

that result in miseries and in consequence of which acts, he

has to assume another body ?

30. Regions and their rulers whose span of life extends

to the end of a Kalpa ( 432 million years) are afraid of me.

Even god Brahma whose life is oftwo Parardha years fears Me.

31. Gurias i.e. senses and organs create (i.e. are the cause

of) Karmas ; a guna (like Sattva etc.) motivates the senses to ac-

tions. This Jiva, being endowed with sense-organs, enjoys the

fruits of his acts.

32. So long as the unbalanced condition of gunas pre-

vails, manifoldness (and difference) will be projected on .itman

(which, as a matter of fact, is one). As long as the (apparent)
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multiplicity in the Soul remains, the state of dependence (of

the Jiva) shall persist.

33. So long as the dependent state of the Jiva continues,

there will be fear from God. Hence, those who take resort to

gunas become overcome with grief and delusion.

34. When there is an imbalance in the three gu^as of

Maya (and there is agitation of the gunas)
, ignorant people

call me by various names such as Time (
Kdla), Soul (Atman),

scriptures (Agama)
,
the World (Loka), the Nature (Svabhdva~\

and Dkarma.

Uddhava asked :

35. How is it that the Atman, though associated with

and present in the gums of the body, is not bound by them?

Or if he be independent, how does he get involved in them?

( What is the correct position in the matter) O Lord.

36. By what characteristics is a bound or liberated Soul

be recognised? How does he behave? With whom is he found

sporting or wandering ? What things does he enjoy or cast

away ? How does he lie or sit or go about ?

37. O Acyuta ! You are the foremost among those who
solve problems. 1 am really confused. How can the same Atman

be both eternally bound and ever-free ? Be pleased to explain

this problem to me.

CHAPTER ELEVEN

Characteristics of Bondage and Liberation

and of Devotion

The glorious Lord said :

1.* The characterisation that ‘I am bound’ or *1 am
liberated’ is determined with reference to gurias, and it has no

* The statement that ‘The individual soul is bound or

liberated' is-made on the basis of its being subject to or free from the pre-

dispositions of gupas and at does not refer to its real nature. The gupas are
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relation to my essential nature. But guttas have their roots in

Maya. Hence, there is neither liberation nor bondage to me.

This is my decision (with reference to this notion of bondage)

2.

* Grief and infatuation, pleasure and pain, and the

condition of the body (viz. birth and death and change of

body) are the work of Maya (and are not real, but are wrong-

ly attributed to the Soul)
. Just as a dream is only an unreal

appearance (vivarta) of the mind (or intellect)
,
so is Samsdra

illusory, unreal.

3. O Uddhava ! Please understand that knowledge and

ignorance are my potencies which are in existence since the

time immemorial, and both are the creations of my Mdyd.

These potencies bring about bondage and release in the case

of embodied beings.

under my control. As I am their controller, liberation or bondage are not

applicable to me.

VR and SS: (Sudariana Suri) emphasize that the bondage and

liberation positively affect the Jiva (individual) and not the Supreme Soul

or God.

VJ. The statement ‘Bound' or ‘Liberated* refers only to Jiva who is

affected by the three gupas of Prakfti which is under my control. Hence the

notion of bondage and liberation is not applicable to me.

SD. When the Jiva which is bound by gupas resorts to me, he is liberat-

ed. Cf. BG.7.14.

* Both SS & VR hold that what is ‘non-eternal'
( anitya) is ‘un-

essential' ( avdstava ) but it is not false or unreal (mithyd ). Hence grief, etc.

caused by M&yi or Prakfti under my control are related like a dream to a
jiva. The dream and Sarju&ra both are real but not eternal conditions of the jtoa,

and they have an end. Hence, Sarpsdra is not the essential state of jiva. The
main thrust of the argument is: Svapnaprapaflcarydvdstaoatoarh ndmdnityatvam eva

no tu mithydtoam. Both SS & VR quote Bfhad. Up. 4.310 as the authority for

their stance (na tatra rathd rut ratha-yogdfi, etc. )

VJ : Grief, pleasure etc. are experienced in a dream due to ignorance

that it is dream. Similarly, due to the ignorance of his own essential nature,

jiva suffers in Sams&ra. Samsdra is not false
(
mithyd

)

and is indestructible but

it can be warded off: samsftih satyapi na vdstavi pratihantum aiakyd—svapna-

dfftdntena samsdrasya na mithydtvam ucyate. This quotation is used by SD &
BP.

VG. It is due to the condition (upddki ) of atndyd that the jiva accepts

and authorises to himself (and experiences) sorrow, delusion etc. in the

subtle body. They are not a part ofjiva's essential nature. They are caused

by avidyd and hence, mithyd ( samsftirna vdstavi. . Sokamohddmdm mdya-sfffatvena

satyatve'pi . .jive avidydkalpitatodn mithydtoam.
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* O highly intelligent Uddhava ! Though I, as dtman,

am one, it is in relation to Jiva (who is my reflection and as

such AqiSa—a particle—of mine) that the eternal bondage
exists due to Avidyd (ignorance), and the other stale i. e.

emancipation from Sams&ra comes to take place through vidyd

( knowledge)

.

5.

** I shall now explain to you the distinction between
one in bondage (namely the individual Soul or Jiva) and
the other who stands altogether emancipated {viz. Atman).

They are characterized by two opposite sets of qualities though
both are seen abiding in one and the same individual.

6.

*** These are two fine-winged birds (viz. the Jiva and
Siva the Indwelling Self both of whom are distinct from the

body1
. They are (inseparable) companions and kindred in

(their being spiritual in) nature. Through Divine will

(Mayd)
,
they share the same abode on the tree® (viz. the body,

their habitat) . One of them (the Jiva) eats the fruit of the

* VR. states that though bondage exists from eternity it is termi-

nable by spiritual knowledge. VJ . holds that the jiva and paramdtman are

two distinct entities. The Jiva is subject to bondage and liberation and is

under the control ofparamdtman.

*• VR & VJ. believe that both Jiva who is subject to bondage, and

Paramdtman who is independent, omniscient abide in the same body, though

the latter is not subject to bondage.
*•* According to VR. the two wings of Jiva are righteous and un-

righteous acts
(
dharm&dharmau

)

while that of the other bird, Paramdtman, are

absolute defect-less-ness and absolute excellences. The 'nest* of the Jiva and

Paramdtman is in the heart of the tree (the body). The pippal-fruits are the

objects of senses such as sound, form, etc.

VJ. quotes his authorities and asserts that the other bird—the Lord

—

enjoys happiness only but never experiences what is bad or evil.

EK. explains that jiva is called a bird as it flies from tree to tree

(occupies one body or birth after another). The existence of the other bird

and the terms sadrlau and sakhdyau refute atheism and establish the exis-

tence of God.
EB. 11.153-184.

1 .Cf. did suparpd sayujd sakhdyd

camdnam vpifam parifasvajdUj

tayor ekah pippalam svddvatH

artaSnan anyo' bfnedkaiiti j /—Mupujaka 3.1.1 -Svetdlva 4.6

27 Cf. Kafka 6.1 & BG. 15.1.
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Pippala tree (i.e. experiences pleasure or pain as the fruit of
the previous karmas to be enjoyed while in the body. The
other (viz. Siva or Ifvara) does not partake anything of it,,

(i. e. is above pleasure and pain, karmas
, etc.)

,
yet is more

powerful (in spiritual wisdom)

.

7. (Out of the two) the bird who does not eat the fruit

of the Pippala tree (i.e. does not enjoy the fruits of karmas)

knows himselfas well as the other. But not so the eater of the

Pippala fruits (Jiva, the enjoyer of the fruits of his karma).

He is entangled in Nescience and has been in bondage since

eternity; while the other {Siva or God) being full of (spiritual)

knowledge, is eternally free.

8. Even though a Jiva, endowed with correct knowledge

(i.e. a liberated Soul) happens to abide in a body (due to

his past karmas) , is not conditioned by (and attached to his)

body like a person who is awakened from his dream, remains

unattached to his body in the dream. On the contrary, a person

with the wrong notion of his being identical with his body,

when as a matter of fact, he is not conditioned by it, becomes

to confined to it like a dreaming person who feels bound

within the dream-body, when really he is un-connected

with it.
1

9. A person possessing spiritual wisdom should remain

unaffected (by love, hate etc.) without feeling that he is in-

volved in the act, when the objects of senses which are the pro-

ducts of gunas (like form, taste, smell) are apprehended by

senses which are also modifications of gunas*1

10.

* An ignorant Jiva> abiding in this body which is

under the conrol of his Fate or past acts, regards himself to be

the doer of an act, which is actually being done by his sense-

organs which are the products of guyas, and remains confined

]. GD. : The verse states the differentia between a bound
(
baddha

)

and a liberated Soul.

2. tattva-vittu mahdbaho gupa-karma-vibh&gqyohj

gurui gupefu vartanta iti matvd na sajjate/1

—BG. III.28

VJ. : The ignorant Jtoa* who abides in the body under the

control of the Lord, regards himself as the doer of actions in which he is

dependent on the Lord, and gets confined to the body.
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in it (due to his) (false) notion of being the agent of that

act)

.

11-12. Understanding this, a man of spiritual wisdom

(engaged in activities like) lying in bed, occupying a seat, tak-

ing a walk or performing ablutions and in (the activities of the

cognitive and conative sense-organs such as) sight, touch, smell

eating food, hearing, etc, does not get bound like an ignorant

person. He allows his senses to enjoy their objects. Though he

abides in the physical body ( which being a modification of

Prakrti is) called Prakrti
,
he is not contaminated by it like the

sky (which pervades everything but is not contaminated by any-

thing), the Sun (which, though reflected in the water or mirror

is untouched by the reflecting media), or the air (which as the

vital ZLir-prana moves through all parts of the body and still is

unconcerned with it, and which as a wind, moves in any di-

rection without being fixed or attached anywhere) 1

13. All the (varieties of) doubts of such persons are cut

asunder with the sword of his clear, penetrating insight sharpen-

ed by his total renunciation. He discards the sense of diver-

sity like a person, awakened (to reality) from a dream state,

does about (scenes in) dreams.

14. Even though a Jiva is abiding in the body, if the

functions of his life (breathing), senses, mind and intellect are

free from purposeful thought or motivation, he is never fettered

by the attributes - the gunas - of the body (involving pleasure

and pain). 2

15. He is a spiritually wise (and liberated) person who

remains unaffected even when his body is troubled by cruel

1 SR.: Verses 11 to 13 explain Uddhava’s question about the way

of behaviour of a true Bhagavata. But 6R’s explanation is on a lower plane

on verse 12.

EK says that these verses treat the behaviour of the absolutely liberat-

ed person. EK. draws a highly idealistic picture in which he poetically

describes in details (from ovis 263 to 393) how in every action, a liberated

soul, being ever absorbed in the bliss of Brahman, is a part of his spiritual

life, where the triad of act-action-actor is non-existent. In all these acts,

even his sexual intercourse is shown in its spiritual light.

No annotator of the Bh. P. has risen to the staggering spiritual height

of EK. itvdiis com. on these three verses.

2. This verse explains Uddhava’s question ‘how a liberated person

behaves.'
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beast or wicked persons or is by chance respectfully worshipped

with due attentions somewhere by some persons.

1

16. Being devoid of attributes good or bad (or being

above the sense of good or evil), a sage looks upon all with an

equal eye. He does not praise him who does a good turn to

him; nor does he blame him who does or says something evil

about him.

17. A sage should not do, speak or contemplate good or

evil (about anyone or anything). (Detached from the worldly

way of life) a sage should revel in (the bliss of) his own Self.

Assuming such a way of life, he should move about like a dull

person.

18. A person who has plunged deeply in the verbal re-

velation of the Brahman (i. e. is well-versed in the interpreta-

tion of the Vedas or Vedic philology), but is not so in the re-

alization of the Supreme Brahman (by engaging himself in

meditation, etc. prescribed for it), gets labour (on the Vedic

studies) as the fruit (of his verbal knowledge of the Veda and

not the realization of the Supreme Brahman), like a man who
keeps a cow which has ceased to be a cow (and is incapable of

yielding milk)

.

19. Dear Uddhava ! A person who maintains a cow that

has been milked to (the period of) dryness (and no longer yields

any milk), a faithless wife8, a body under the control of an-

other person (for support), wayward children, wealth not utilis-

ed on the worthy (cause or recepients) and speech not glorify-

ing me or my name, is visited by misery after misery.

20. A wise man should not cultivate barren (i. e. waste-

ful) speech which does not contain glorification of my hallo-

wing acts of the creation, maintenance and destruction of this

universe or the sportive incarnations taken (by me) at the prayer

of the world (or popular incarnations like Rama, kf$na, etc.).

1. Verses 15*17 reply Uddhava’s query “What are the characteristics

of a liberated person?*’

SR.: quotes Yijtlavalkya : A sage is not angry against a person who

E
ricks him with a thorn nor is pleased with one who anoints him with sandal,
[e treats both of them equally.

2. ^R. interprets asatf as KdmaiQnyd—a frigid or an old wife. EK
adds quarrelsomeness and insubordination to lack of character in explaining
asati.
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21. Having thus removed by dint of critical investiga-

tion (on the lines described in the above verses), the wrong

notion1 of seeing diversity with reference to Atman, and having

resigned (with full concentration) one's thoroughly purified

mind to me who am the all-pervading Lord, he should comp-

letely withdraw himself from all activities.

2

( Mere scholarship in

religious works is not enough.

)

22. Ifyou are not able to concentrate the mind firmly in

the Brahman, carry out your duties resigning all acts to me,

without expecting any fruit in return (from them).

23-24. Listening with faith and devotion8 extremely

auspicious stories about me which purify the world, singing

them (to others as in a kirtana) and contemplating on them and
enacting my Avatdra and deeds performed by me (during the

kirtana*) and observing faithfully the duties pertaining to the

three purufirthas (viz. </Aarm<j-righteousness, artha—wealth and

kdma—enjoyment of pleasures) with a view to please me8 and
entirely depending on me, one develops unswerving devotion in

me who am Eternal, O Uddhava.

25. It is through devotion developed in association with

saintly persons that he becomes my real votary. Verily such a

1. VJ. enumerates the following wrong notions according to the

Dvaita school
: (1) Identity between the Jiv a and Lord, (2) The one-ness

of soul -all jlvas make one existence, (3) The gross world is not real.

2. VR: One should abstain from PravfUi mdrga which leads the jlva

from one life to another.

3. EK. details here how to avoid the four types of obstructions while

listening to and contemplating about the name and deeds of the Lord. He
describes the three types of devotional love (viz. Sdttvika, Rdjasa and Tdmasa)

generated in the audience. He however, emphasizes the importance of the

fourth type which transcends these three and makes the listener forget himself

completely—absorbed in the meditation of the Lord like ‘a crystal of salt

fallen into the sea'. —EB. 11.706-25.

4. EK. describes how to represent these by giving examples of lifting

of Govardhana, etc. ibid. 735-37.

5. EK. To real devotees the Lord is their dharma, artha and kdma .

He automatically—without conscious or deliberate intention—resigns all his

acts to the Lord. The real votary is endowed with spiritual wisdom and all

his acts are per se dedicated to the Lord. This real Bh&gavata devotion is

called samviti in Vedinta and Sakti in Saivism.

—EB. 11.746-774.
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devotee easily attains to my exalted state (or VaOcurtfha) as

pointed out by the righteous.

Uddhava submitted:

26. O Lord of hallowing glory ! What kind of person is

regarded as a saint
(
S&dhu

)

by you? (What are his characte-

ristics?) What type of devotion is respectfully appreciated by

pious devotees (like Narada) and would be useful to attain

to you?

27. O Ruler of gods like Brahma ! The Controller of the

world ! Be pleased to explain this to me who have prostrated

myself before you and am full of loving devotion to you and have

sought your shelter, O Lord of the world.

28. You are the Supreme Reality {TheBrahman) untaint-

ed and unattached like the highest sky, transcendental to

Prakrit.1 It is at your own free will

2

that you have assumed a

distinct finite personality and have descended (on the earth).

The Lord replied :

29. Such a sage is compassionate; he never envies or

harms any creature; is full of fortitude; firm and strong in

truthfulness; of pure mind (untainted by jealousy, etc,)
;
equi-

poised in pleasure and pain (unaffected by joy and sorrow un-

der the above conditions) ; obliging unto all.

30. His mind is never perturbed by desires; his senses

are fully under control; he is gentle-hearted
;
of pure (perfectly

moral) conduct; devoid of all possessions; free from desires (or

evil activities), moderate in eating and drinking; serene in

mind ;
firm in his own dharma

,
seeking asylum in me and contem-

plative by nature.

1. This shows that the Lord is distinct from the non-sentient Prakfti

and sentient jiva—VR.
2. Who has assumed a finite form due to intense desire of His devo-

tees—^R. EK. elaborates this. But to attribute
4
Will* or the pressure of the

wishes and the prayers on the Supreme Brahman is rather strange, if the

pure Upanifadic concept of Brahman is accepted, in works on Bhakti (as in

the present case), however, God is humanised (Translator.)
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31. He is ever alert and vigilant; of deep mind (remain-

ing undisturbed under exciting circumstances); full of grit (in

the face of danger); free from six worries1 or bodily defects

(viz. hunger and thirst, grief and infatuation, old age and

death); Though himself indifferent to worldly honour, pays re-

spect (to the worthy); possesses aptitude and willingness to

impart knowledge; a sincere friend; merciful in behaviour and
endowed with spiritual knowledge.

32. He is the best of saints who ( finding them to be

distractions and obstructions in meditating on me or concluding

definitely that everything will be obtained through devotion to

me or becoming ineligible to perform karmas due to his unflin-

ching firm devotion) neglects his duties though they are pre-

scribed by me (in the Veda) and even though he knows full

well the merits accruing from performing those duties

and the evil consequences of disobeying them; and (thus

in preference to his prescribed duties) is engaged in my wor-

ship.

33. Realizing me or (if unrealized) contemplating on
me as unlimited by time and space, as the Inner Soul abiding in

all and essentially characterized by ‘Is’-ness, (existence) know-

ledge and bliss those who worship me exclusively, are definitely

regarded by me as the best of devotees.

34.

* To behold, to touch, to embrace and toworshiymy
idols or other representations (like Saiigrama and others) and

my devotees, render personal service to them, to eulogise me,

to extol and chant my deeds and excellences with utmost

humbleness;

35. To listen to my stories with deep faith and devotion,

to meditate upon me constantly, to offer to me all that one

acquires, to dedicate oneself to me entirely for my service, O
Uddhava;

36. To recite (and describe) my incarnations and deeds,

to participate joyously in my festivities (like Janm&ffam!—the
birth anniversary of Lord Krsnta), to celebrate my festivals

1. §R. quotes the following defects about which people worry:

Kfut-pip&se, ioka-mohau, jara-mjtyu fad-urmayahj
* *-Verses 34-41 describe the characteristics of devotion—SR.
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in my temple with musical entertainments such as vocal and
instrumental music and dancing and purdQa recitation and
discussion.

37. To go in procession for pilgrimage (to places sacred
to me) on all annual festivals1 and to offer me flowers, sandal
paste and (vegetarian) food, to get initiated in the Vedic and
Tdntric way of worshipping me and to observe vows sacred to
me (like observance of fast on the Ek&daH day).

38. Devout enthusiasm in installing my image (in temp-
les), individual and cooperative endeavour to lay out flower-

gardens, orchards, playgrounds, and construction of temples
and towns:

39. To render service in my house (temple) like a sincere

servant by sweeping and washing, plastering with cowdung
the floor and decorating it with ornamental drawings figures

without expecting anything in return for this service;

40. One should be free from pride (about the service

rendered to God ) and should be free from hypocrisy. One should

not even mention what good one has done. One should not
use for one’s private purpose anything that is offered to me,
including the light of the lamp.2

41. Whatever is desiredmost to oneself in the world
or whatever is dearest to one’s heart should be dedicated to

me. Such offering results in infinite and everlasting good.

42. O blessed Uddhava! The Sun, Fire, the Brahmana,
the cows, devotees of Visnu, the sky, the air, water, earth,

one’s own heart and all the creatures are ‘the places’ (objects

as media) of my worship ( through which worship should be
offered to me)

.

1 . Thousands of people in Maharashtra go in group-processions to

Pandharpur on the ek&dati (the 11th day in the bright half) of Afa^ha and
Karttika, and hundreds of them on other ek&daii days.

2. §R. clarifies that this restriction is limited to the movable and
immovable things (such as dress, pots, ornaments, etc. ) presented to the

Lord and not to eatables, flowers so offered. On the contrary, he insists

that some portion of the eatables should be accepted as pras&da. He quotes

a Smzti which states that other gods and our ancestors should be offered a
remnant of the food, etc. offered to Vi$pu.

Vifpor niveditdnnena yaffaiyarh devatdntaram}

pitfbhyai caiva tad deyarti tad&nanty&ya katpatef
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43. A person should worship me in the Sun by praising

the Sun with hymns from the three Vedas, in the (sacrificial)

Fire, with offering oblations to it, in prominent (deserving)

Brahmanas, with warm hospitality and in cows with offering of

grass, etc.

44. (One should worship me) in the votary of Visnu

with the fraternal affection, 1 in the heart and the sky, through

deep undisturbed contemplation, in the air, with the knowledge

that I am the chief vital power (mokhya-prdna)
;
in water with

water mixed with flowers sesamum seed, rice, etc.).

45. (A man should worship me) in the earth (levelled,

squared and consecrated for sacrifice2
)

with the mystic sylla-

ble of Mantras, in one’s own body with all the comforts (per-

mitted by Sastras) and one should worship me in all the

creatures as their In-dwelling Soul, by looking upon all be-

ings as equals (impartially without any love or hatred towards

anyone.)

46. In these ‘places’ of worship, one should contemplate

with concentrated mind, my form with four arms wielding in

each the conch, ( P&ncajanya) ,
the discus (Sudarfana)

the mace

{Kaumodaki) and a lotus (respectively) and with a serene and

gracious countenance.

47. He who, with a concentrated mind, worships me in

this way, by performing sacrifices and by constructing tanks

and other amenities to the public, develops pious devotion unto

me and my constant remembrance will be awakened through

service unto saints.

48. Generally, there is no other expedient (to God-reali-

zation) except the path of devotion generated in association

with saintly people, for I am the chief support and refuge of

the pious saints.

1 . EK. : No castc>dis(inction should be considered about the devotees

of Visnu. Devotion and not caste is the criterion here. EB. 11. 1395-1408.

2. EK. says that the raised plot of earth should be like a cow and

&e?a or Ananta, the supporter of the earth is to be worshipped. EB. 11.

1429-33.
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49. Now, after this, listen to the top-most seciet which
deserves to be closely guarded1 which, however, I am divulging

to you as you are my servant (devotee), well-wisher and a

friend, O scion of the Yadu race.

CHAPTER TWELVE

Importance of Association with Saints :

The Performance and Renunciation of Prescribed Kaunas.

The Lord said :

1-2. Neither the path of Yoga (consisting of eight stages

like postures

—

asanas, breath-control

—

prandyama, etc.), nor the

philosophy of Sankhya ( or the knowledge of twentyfour catego-

ries and the realization of Puruj

a

being different from Prakrti ),

nor the path of Dharma (consisting of non-violence, truth etc.),

nor the recitation and study of the Vedas, nor penance (like

the observances ofvows like Krchra,
(
Cdndrayana ), nor adoption

of Sannyasa (or renunciation) nor performance of sacrifices nor

constructions of works of public amenities (like digging of

wells, laying out gardens, construction of free lodging houses-

dharma-iaids, etc. ) nor religious gifts and donations, nor self-

denying vows (such as fasting on the Ekadaii day), nor yajha

i.e. worship of gods), nor the internal repetition of mystic

mantras nor ablutions in sacred waters nor the observance of

rules of bodily and mental purity and discipline
(
Niyama ) nor

the vows of self-control2 capture me in the heart of the devotee

as does the association with saints which exterminates all

attachments.

1 . Out of the paths of knowledge and devotion, the path of devotion

is superior and association with saints helps to accomplish this. The paths

of knowledge and Yoga may or may not lead to liberation from sarhsdra as

they are dependent. Association with saints is self-dependent and efficacious

to enable one to cross the sarhsdra with certainty—$R.

2. EK. : Twelve vows of lama and Niyama each.
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3-6 It is through their association with saints that a

number of demons (Daityas or Diti’s sons), evil spirits (T&tu-

dhanas ), beasts, birds, Gandharvas (celestial musicians), Apsa-
ras (celestial dancing girls), serpents, Siddhas, semidivine

beings like Caranas, Yaksas and Vidyadharas, out of human
beings persons of Vaisya and Sudra communities (merchants,

peasants, cowherds and labourers), women and outcastes and
•other beings* dominated by Rajasika and T&masa nature, have
attained to my region

(
Vaikunfha

)

in various yugas, O sinless

Uddhava.

Many (daityas and asuras like Vrtra, the son of Tvastr,

Prahlada, the son of Kayadhu, Vrsaparva, Bali, Bana, Maya
and Bibhisana; subhuman beings like) Sugriva, Hanuman,
Jambavan, the bear and the elephant-king ( of the well-known

legend Gajendra-mok$a ) ;
(birds like) Jatayu (who gave his life

for rescuing Sita from Ravana); 1 Vaisyas like Tuladhara* and
outcasts like the hunter Dharma-vyadha3

;
women like the

hunch-backed Trivakra, Gopis of Vraja and the wives ofBrah-

mana-sacrificers (described in the Skandha) and many others

have attained to my place.

7. Those (above-mentioned) persons had not studied the

Vedas; nor did they serve and sit at the feet of great scholars

(lor Vedic studies); they did not observe vow or perform aus-

tere penance. 4 But they attained to me, thanks to the associa-

tion with pious saints. 8

*. To this list EK. adds Guhaka and Jara Vyadha who pierced

Kf§i>a with an arrow.

GS. clarifies who was the saint associated with each of the indi\iduals

mentioned here: Thus the pairs of the demon and the associating saints were

Prahlada and Narada; Bali and Prahlada; Bana and god Mahadeva;

Bibhi$ana and Hanuman.
1. Vide Valmiki Ramayana (Aranyakanda sargas 14,50,51, 67.68).

2. A vaisya of Kasi. He imparted spiritual knowledge to sage jajali

—

( MBH. Sdnti
,
chs. 261 and 262.)

3. Vyadha from Mithila. He preached dharma to Kausika, a Brahmin

( MBH. Vana, chs. 207-2 16).

4. All these ways do not lead to Mokfa and are inferior to sat-sahga

(association with saints).

5. VJ .“states that Godhead is attained by them not without means

—

the means being satsanga.
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8-9. It is only through the force of intensely loving devo-

tion1 (tome), that Gopis, cows, trees, beasts and other dull-

witted persons, serpents like Kaliya (ofVrndavana) became
accomplished of their purpose and easily attained to me who
am inaccessible to those who endeavour to realize me through

Yoga, Sankhya, liberal donations, observance of vows, austeri-

ties, performance of sacrifices, expounding of the sacred books,

study of the Vedas and turning into a recluse sanny&sin).

10. When I was taken away along with Balarama to

Mathura, by Akrura, the son of svaphalka, the Gopis whose

hearts were deeply attached to me through intense devotion,

felt excrusiating pangs of separation from me, as they had none

else (in view) who could give them spiritual bliss. 2

1 1 . Those various nights which they passed like half a

second (lit. half the winking time of the eye-lids) while I was

available for company (in Rasa dance and various other sports)

at Vrndavana, were, after separation from me, felt by them as

long as a kalpa (432 million years of mortals).

12. Just as sages lost in meditation are not conscious of

( their bodies and the world consisting of) names and forms, or

even as rivers after entering into the sea (lose their identity of

name and from and become one with the sea), the Gopis

1. With VR. God should be the object of intense passion—be it love

or hatred and it leads to mokfa

(bhdvo'tra kama-bhayadvefddi-r upa'bhiprdyu-vi£e$a-para h . .tasya kaivalyam

ndma paratvam utkrffatvam itiydvat).

But VJ refutes it. According to VJ.. Devotion is the highest form of love.

The word Kevalena excludes hate or other feelings and other courses for

attaining to God. Kevalena visefapdt na dvefa-yuktd bhaktir mukti-sddhanam

—VJ.. Even before realisation by Gastric knowledge the dullwitted were
devotees.

2. EK. in commenting on verses 10-13 loses himself in poetic ecstasy

in describing the spiritual love of Gopis and Lord Krsna’s response to them.

In the beautiful description of Rdsallld and other sports, there is nothing

earthy—on a lower sexual plane. Though, the Gopis were ignorant they

felt the force of Lord Krsna’s supreme nature and the Love divine. Their

intense devotion and pure love were beyond the capacity of a man to requite

and elevate them to their blessed state. There was nothing sexy about the

Gopis. As EK. puts it, their desire for Kr$na wiped out all sexual desire

from them (12.153-157). The whole passage (£2?. 12.124-214) deserves to-

be read from the original.
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whose hearts fastened with exclusive love and devotion to me,
became totally unconscious of this (i. e. their own person,

their close relatives like husbands and sons and this world
as well as that (which was at a distance i.e. even the next

world )

.

13. Ignorant of my essential supreme nature, the Gopa
women were enamoured of me whom they regarded not only

their lover but a paramour. 1 Hundreds and thousands of such

women in this way attained to the Supreme Brahman by con-

tact with me. (It is through contact with the good that

Gopis came to know me to be the Supreme Person and attain-

ed Moksa).

14-15. Hence, O Uddhava, (transcending everything)

ignore Vedic injunctions and prohibitions, renounce both

Pravrtti and Nivrtti types of karmas, and give up what is learnt

and what is to be learnt. With exclusive devotion to me seek

shelter in me only who am the Soul of all embodied beings.

Protected by me, you will have no fear from any quarter i.e.

you will attain Mok$a

)

Uddhava submitted2 :

16. Even though I have been attentively listening to

your speech, O Lord ofexperts in yoga, the doubt in my mind

is not resolved and my mind is puzzled.

1. VJ. explains ‘jara’ as one who wears out (erases) samsdra.

EK. explains that Kr$na did not go to any Gopi’s house but as soon

as a Gop! felt passion for Krsna, he immediately satisfied it (mentally?).

Just as when a piece of stone touches the Vairdgara, the stone is instantly

transformed into a diamond, the (mental) contact wtth Krsna transformed

Gopis into Bhaktas and all were absorbed in Brahman. Association with the

good is so efficacious.

—EB. 12. 191-214.

2. Uddhava’s doubt is natural. Krsna started with the advice of

doing the Karmas prescribed by him in the Vedas and PafUardtra Agama.

Now he asks to renounce all Karmas. Vedic injunctions and interdictions.

The fust doubt is whether the soul is the agent of an act; and secondly

whether prescribed karmas should be performed or renounced—$R.
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*17. This is that perceptible Supreme Lord who infuses

life in all and who manifests himself wthin the nerve-centres

or plexuses (cakras) known as Mulddhara and others (existing

in the internal parts of the human body). With the prana im-

pregnated with ndda (called para speech), he enters the ‘cave*

( known as &dh&ra cakra, located near the anus). He proceeds

(ahead) assuming the subtle mental form (known as paSyantt,

and Madhyamd forms of speech in the spiritul plexuses called

ManipUra and Viiuddhi located at the navel 1 and at the throat2

respectively. He reveals Himself in the mouth in the from of

short and long notes, accents (such as uddtta, anuddtta and
svarita) and articulate sounds (like the velars, palatals, dentals,

etc.). This is the grossest speech-form (called Vaikliari) of the

Vedas and its branches.®

**18. Just as fire which exists in the subtle unmanifest

foim as heat in the atmosphere (the sky), when churned with

force and helped by the wind manifests itself as a spark (which

*. IiK. was an expert yogi. He took this opportunity to explain

the five main and five subsidiary varieties of praia (the vital air), their

places and functions. He further explains the details of the six cakras , the

‘unbeaten*—everexisting sound, the development of speech from the subtle

(pard) stage to its gross ( Vaikhari

)

stage. He goes out of way and explains

the progress of the Yogi from the Ajila cakra to the sahasrara—the final stage

in Yoga.
(
EB . 12.311-352). He adopts reflection theory (bimba-praltbim

-

bavdda) and assumption of the body by the Soul is called ‘entry into the

cave’ (293)

1. tad urdhvt ndbhi-deie tu Manipuram mahdprabham f

mapivad bhinnam tat padmam Mapipuram tathocyatejj

A Tantra-work quoted in SKD ( Sabda-Kalpa-druma vol.III P.57G)

2. SKD Vol.IV p.43G. It is the source of ail the 16 vowels. Both the

Tantra work and Tantra-sdra are quoted here.

3. SR. quotes catvdri vdk parimitd paddni etc. from RV. 1. 104.45

(also AV. 9.10.27) which states that the first three forms of speech being

hidden in the cave are not known to men. It is the 4th form

—

Vaikhari—
whereby they communicate. In explanation of the above Sruti, &R. quotes

a verse from a hymn to the Sun (Surya-Stuti

)

from Samba pahcaiikd . Both of

them are quoted by GS. VD and others.

VR.: The function of the organ of speech is under my control

{vdgmdriya-vy&pdrasya . .dtmdyeUatdrh cdha) VJ. Vedic speech is the medium

o f my manifestation ( viieftpa Vedddikam mama vyakti-sthdnaml )
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is the middle form). When it is oblated by offerings of ghee

(and other sacrificial objects) it flares up ablaze (in gross

form), similarly, I (who am unmanifest) manifest myself in

the form of ( Vedic) speech.

19. (Just as the articulate speech is my manifestation)

manual activity, locomotion, evacuation of the bowels, urina-

tion, functions of the cognitive and conative organs (such as

perception of smell, taste, sight, touch and audition), the de-

termination in mind, cognition or discriminative knowledge
identification of body and the Soul (the ego), Sutra (or

Pradhana ), the modifications of Sattva, Rajas and Tamas1
( the

whole of the universe)—all are my manifestation.

*20. This life-giving Principle

—

Iivara designated as jiva-

was certainly manifest, eternal and one without a second (in

the beginning). He is the shelter of the three gunas—sattva, rajas

and tamas (or he assumed three gunas). He is the source

(creator) of the lotus in the form of the universe. In course of

time, due to the development of the powers of speech and

other organs ( by embracing Maya) he appears as many just as

a seed sown in fertile soil sprouts forth in different shapes

(like the different-shaped parts of the tree grown out of that

seed).

1. VJ. interprets some terms differently. Thus Sankalpa— the mind,

Vijilatia— Intellect (buddhi ), Abhim&na= a particular working of the mind,

Sutra—VJyu, modifications like Sattva-tamas— the egg of the universe and

other things.

*. VR. : This (jiva) is certainly atomic, essentially unchangeable,

eternal and one by nature. He is dependent on three gupas (gupa-trnya

vaSyah ) and is subjected to birth in the universe which is the product of

water. In the course of time, his power is depleted due to the notion of

ego, identification of the body with the soul etc. and appears many in the

form of a god or a human being, etc., just as seeds sown in soils (of different

constituents) appear different according to the components of the soil.

VJ. : Next to me and Laksmi, Brahma who was bom out of lotus,

was the first Jtva or the possessor of three attributes—knowledge, bliss and

power. He is subtle, the first-bom. He created the principles from Ego

( ahamk&ra ) to Pfthvi (the earth) and entered into them without diminishing

his powers. To the knowers of the Truth, he appears in many forms to

control his creation just as rice and other needs grow forth in many

sprouts.
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21. Just as a piece of cloth exists in the expanse of the

threads (of which it is woven), it is in this
(
Atman or God) in

whom the entire universe is woven warp and woof (i. e. God
pervades the universe internally and externally. But just as

Threads can exist in the absence of cloth— for example before

weaving,—God can pre-exist and post-exist the universe, but the

universe cannot exist independent of God). This tree of sarjisira

is so old that it has no beginning. It has an inherent tendency

to karmas (actions). It puts forth flowers and fruits in the form
of enjoyment and liberation from sarjisdra. (Understanding

this nature of satjtsdra
f one should give up karmas or activities

with attachment).

*22. This tree (of sarhsdra) has two seeds—merit {punya)
and sin

(
pdpa) ,

hundred (s) of roots (viz. innumerable cravings).

The three gunas
(
sattva

,
rajas and tamas) are its three stalks. The

five elemens
(
mahdbhdtas

)

are its main branches, which exude
five kinds of juice (sap, viz. sound, taste, touch and such other

five objects of enjoyment of the five cognitive senses). It has

eleven subsidiary branches in the form of five cognitive and five

conative sense-organs and the internal organ (viz., the mind).
Two fine-winged birds ( viz. the tri-dofas or humours of the body
such as wind, bile and phlegm). It bears two fruits, viz. pleas-

ure and pain. It extends right upto the solar region (The Yogis

who make their way through the sphere of the Sun transcend

sarhsdra.

23. (Persons attached to sarhsdra are the avaracious)

vultures which frequent the villages and being greedy eat but
one fruit (viz. misery—Even the merit leading to the heaven
results in misery and hence is of the nature of misery. The other
birds ( recluses who have renounced sarhsdra are full of discrimi-

nation and stay away in forests. They are the swans—

(

Harhsas-

a higher order among recluses) who eat of the other fruit (of
eternal bliss. He who realizes through the service and grace of

*. VJ. attributes different significance to different numbers in this
verse: Thus the two seeds of the universe are Brahma and Sarasvati. Rudra
Indra and Candra, the presiding deities over the Ego, Intellect and the
Mind are the three stalks. The birds are two classes ofpeople—the followers
of Pravftti and Nivrtti, the three barks are the three gurus. The two fruits
are the karmas leading to sarhsdra and those leading to Mokfa (Liberation).
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spiritual preceptors that it is the One Supreme Soul who app-

ears in multifarious forms through his Maya power (out of his

desire to be many), has really understood the (essence of the)

Vedas.

24. In this way by propitiating and serving the spiritua

preceptor and through exclusive devotion unto me, and with the

keen-edged axe of spiritual knowledge, cut asunder the subtle

body environing the jlva (which causes rebirth). Remaining

perfectly vigilant, a (spiritually) wise person should attain to

Atman. It is after this (attainment to Atman) that you should

abandon even the weapon called Vidya (with which you cut

off the subtle body of thejiva.

CHAPTER THIRTEEN

The Spiritual Knowledge Imparted by the

Divine Swan

The Lord said :

1. Sattva , Rajas and Tamos are the attributes of the Intel-

lect (Buddhi called here as Prakrli) and not of the Self. There-

fore by ( re-inforcing the attribute) Sattva
,
one should overcome

( the tendencies of) the other two (viz. Rajas and Tamas ) and

then by developing Sattva (in the form of perfect tranquility)

one should subdue Sattva (characterised by virtues like truth-

fulness, etc.)

2. When Sattva becomes dominant, it develops in Man
dharma which is characterised by devotion to me. Sattva develops

by use of Sdttvika things and then leads to dharma which is of

the nature of Devotion to God.

3. Righteousness characterised by devotion to me is the

best form of virtue. It enhances the potency of Sattva which eli-

minates Rajas and Tamas. When these two are weeded out,

unrighteousness which has its roots in these two is automatically

exterminated.
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4*. Scriptures, water, progeny, sacred places, time, acts,

birth, meditation, mantras and purificatory rites—these ten

factors are the determinants in promoting a guna.

5. (Out of these) whatever is approved of as Sdttvika by
persons expert in Sdstras and of mature judgement is (reliably)

Sdttvika
;

(the acts, etc.) that they censure is Tamasa and that

about which they are indifferent is Rdjasa.

6. For the purpose of development of Sattva guru, one

should use Sdttvika things. 1 Sattva guna leads to righteousness from

which spiritual wisdom arises and it (goes on developing till it)

results in the attainment of Self realization which eliminates

ignorance and gunas whereby the gross and subtle bodies come
into being. 8

7. Just as forest-conflagration caused by the friction of

bamboos gets extinguished after completely burning down the

bamboo forest, in the same manner this body which is the pro-

* BP. enumerates these on the basis of £R’s explanation of the 6th

verse but has given it a sectarian Vaisnavite turn to the list as follows:

(1 ) Scriptures e.g. Vedas and Agamas like Pancaratra, (2) Sacred waters

like those of holy rivers like the Ganga, (3) Praja—saintly people (4) Lonely

place (proper for meditation), (5) Time—like Brahma Muhurta (roughly

4 a.m. to 6 a.m. ); (6) acts done without any attachment or expectation

in return; (7) birth-life after the thread ceremony or the initiation fora

sacrifice (8) Meditation on Visnu; (9) Mantra (sacred formula about Visnu

such as Om namo bhagavate Vfcudeuava); (10) rites

—

Vaifpavite ones such as

branding god’s names on one’s person, wearing Vaisnavite mark of sandal,

etc. on the forehead.

1. enumerates them as follows: (1) Scriptures leading to renun-

ciation of iSarhsdra, and not heretic texts or those of the path of Pravrtti

( Karma-mArgn ) ; (2) Sacred waters and not scented water or wine;

(3) Recluses or saints who have renounced their household and sathsdra;

(4) Brahma-muAur/fj for meditation ; (5) Daily religious duties not acts

with a desire ( for heaven ) or black magic; (6) Birth i.e. initiation into

the Vaispava or Saiva path but not those of Saktas, (7) meditation of

god Viftiu; (8) Mantra like OM (9) Purificatory rites pertaining to one’s

mind.

2. To the argument that knowledge arises by listening to the ‘great

sentence* (that art thou ) and hence the development of Sattva or Dharma

are superfluous; &R. explains that spiritual Knowledge increases to that
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duct ofthe unequal forces of gunas ceases to be by the mutual

friction and destruction of the guanas.

Uddhava said :

8. How is it that people indulge into enjoyment of sense-

objects like a dog or a mule or a goat, even though most of

the mortals generally know that enjoyment of such objects is

the source of calamities.

The Lord replied :

9. The perverted notion1 of I-ness ( identifying the body

with the soul) springs up in the heart ofa deluded person with

such a force that the terrible rajas takes (complete) possession

of the mind though
(
originally ) it

(
the mind ) is born of

Sattva.

10. In the mind of a person bedevilled by the Rajas
,

arises first the notion of enjoyability of an object and then the

special enjoyable features (and thoughts about the ways and

means of attaining them) are thoroughly rooted in it. Ultima-

tely owing to constant thinking on the excellent aspects of the

objects, an irresistible passion for them is engendered in the

mind of men of such perverted notion.

11. Being completely diluted (and swept off) by the

vehemence of the Rajas
; he loses his control over his senses and

organs and being at the mercy of his carnal desires, rushes into

acts even though he clearly foresees their painful consequences.

12. Although a man of knowledge and wisdom may get

his intellect distracted and overpowered by Rajas and Tamas
,
he

should assiduously andwith alertness control his mind and realiz-

ing the evil consequences (of the enjoyment of such objects)

should not be attached to them.

13. Having achieved steadiness or bodily posture and

control over the breath, one should, at the proper fixed time,

gradually concentrate his mind on Me with vigilance and with-

out feeling despondent (in case of distractions).

much extent to which one realises the one-ncss of Jlva and God and

ignorance causing the bondage of the subtle and gross body recedes.

l.~~ That one is an independent agent of an action—VJ.
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14. The means whereby the mind can be withdrawn

from all other objects and can be easily and properly concen-

trated in me has been proclaimed by me through my disciples

like Sanaka and others.

Uddhava submitted :

15. I wish to know the form you assumed when you im-

parted the knowledge of this Toga to Sanaka and others (as

they were earliest in creation and as such much anterior to you

who are born at the fag end of Dvapara.

The Lord replied :

16. Sanaka and others, the mind-born sons of god Bra-

hma asked their father about the subtle and the ultimate stage

of yoga

1

(or the knowledge or realization of the Lord).

Sanaka and others submitted

1 7. O Lord ! The mind naturally gets attached ( and

enters) the objects of enjoyment, while the objects (so enjoyed)

enter into the mind
(
by implanting themselves as latencies).

How can a person wishing to transcend them both in order to

get himself liberated from Sarhsara divorce them mutually ?

The Lord said :

18. At this submission of the problem, the great self-

created god Brahma, the Creator of all beings, contemplated

deeply over it, but as his mind was engrossed in the activity of

creation, he could not pin-point the root of the question.

19. With the desire of knowing the solution of the pro-

blem (lit. going to the other end of the question) god Brahma-

deva concentrated his mind on me Assumingthe form of a swan*

I presented myself near him.

1 . About the subtle process of Yoga and the nature of the Soul (or

the Lord)—EK.
2. Just as a swan has the capability to separate milk from water (if a

mixture of the two is presented to it), the Lord went there to show them the

process of separating the object of senses from the mind—SR.
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20. Seeing me, they approached me and bowed my feet,

with god Brahma as their leader, they enquired of me ( through

Brahma) ‘Who are You V
21. When I was thus accosted by the sages who were

eager to know the truth, please listen attentively from me, O
Uddhava, what I explained to them.

22*. If there be non-difference or non-multiplicity in the

reality (i. e. the real entity) of the Soul (and if you are putting

the question with reference to the Soul), how can such a ques-

tion arise, O Brahmanas, and on what basis can 1 reply (as due
to one-ness of Soul, I cease to be a distinct entity).

23 * * (If your question is relating to this physical body

of mine it is equally meaningless). When, in reality (from the

point of the constituents of the physical bodies of all beings) all

beings are the same substance inasmuch as they are constitut-

ed of the same five gross elements. Hence the question “Who
are you” is merely a verbal expression signifying nothing.1

24. Please grasp this firmly that whatever is perceived

by mind, expressed by speech or apprehended by sight or by

any other sense is Me and nothing else but Myself

25. * * * The mind enters
(
gets enmeshed ) in the objects of

senses and the objects (permanently) imprint (their latencies)

*(i) The question ‘‘Who are you” is untenable as both sentient

and non-serttient entities and the Paramatman are one. For I am the Inner-

'Controller of you all—The questioners.

tvam pTaf fr-ridmyufmdkam apyaham antar&mte'tyuktam bhavati)

—VR,
(ii) If in your view, the reality about Paramatman be one ( not-

many) how can the question **'Who are you” be tenable? If you presume

manyness of the reality, the use of the singular number to many is untenable.

(amkasmin bahutvasamkhyi-viiif It mstuni ekatvasahkhyd-vUtffatvena vaktum

anupapannatvdt

)

*• All the five categories of beings via., gods, human beings, manes

(pitfs), Gandharvas and Asuras are inferior to Hiranyagarbha and are not

fit to be worshipped and as such are equals. Owing to this uniqueness of

mine whom god Brahmfi and others worship, this question is superfluous

—YJ.

1. ticSrambha^tah tnkdro ndmadheyam—Chdndogya Up. 6.1-4

•** Both gagas (objects of senses) and the mind get burnt by the

fire of knowledge—VJ.
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on the mind and both the objects and the mind constitute the

body of the jlva whose soul is I myself, O my (grand) sons.

1

26.

* Realizing my one-ness with him, the jiva should

renounce (and free himself from the bonds of) both the mind
which gets involved into sense-objects by constantly indulging

into them and the sense-objects born of the mind which leave

their imprints on it. (in the form of reminiscences).

27. Wakefulness, the dream-state and deep sleep are the

three states of the mind caused by the (dominance of) three

gunas,* the jlva, being the witness of these states, is conclusively

determined to be distinct from them.

28.

** As this bondage is superimposed on the Atman by

Buddhi (mind or intellect) and is thus the cause of sarhsdra (in-

volvement in the cycle of births and deaths) and as this (wrong-

ly ) attributes the functions of gutias to Atman, one should firm-

ly establish oneself in me who, as the fourth state, transcend

those three states (and thus give up this bondage). And hereby

the mind and the sense objects get (automatically) divorced.

29. Comprehending thoroughly that bondage is caused

to the Soul due to Ahamkara ( false identification of the body

with the Soul) and that it compromises the original blissful

nature of the Soul, and is thus the cause of misery, he should

abhor it. He should (then) establish himself (through medita-

tion) in the fourth state, viz. Lord Vasudeva and give up all

thoughts about sense objects (and be free from the fear of

sariisdra.

30. So long as the notion regarding the reality of diver-

1 . The combination of the objects of senses and the mind which con«*

titutes the body is an adjunct or the limiting condition superimposed on jiva

which is essentially Brahman—SR.
*. It is by contemplation of my essential nature that both are

divorced from each other. madrOpe cintyamdne sati. .cittnm gup&mstycjati gupdi

cittam tyajanti—VR.
2. VR quotes an authority which attributes wakefulness to sattva, the

dream-state to rajas and deep sleep to tamos .

* * (The gist only) Paramdtman is not affected by the three states

(viz. wakefulness, dream and deep sleep). When thejlva who is a part of

Paramitman's body becomes firmly established in him, he transcends these

three states and works out the divorce between the objects (gupas) and the

mind—VR.
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sity

1

(in the world) is not completely removed by means of vari*

ous reasonings, the man is (as good as) asleep (i. e. ignorant)*

though he be awake i. e. deligent in performing karmas, like

unto a dreamer thinking himself awake while he is actually in

a dream.

31. All objects other than the self
( e. g. the physical

body ) being unreal, the differences created by them ( for exam-
ple difference in varnas, castes and A&ramas—stages in human
life), the goals promised (e. g. godhood in the heaven) and
their causes (viz. acts prescribed in the Vedas for attaining these

goals) are all unreal and non-existent like scenes in a dream.

32.

* He who, while in the waking state, experiences thr-

ough all his cognitive and conative sense-organs the external

objects which are transient and changing every moment, who,

while in the dream state, enjoys mentally objects similar ( to

those perceived in wakeful condition) and who, in deep sleep,

withdraws them all, is one and the same, the controller of all

sense-oigans and the witness of the three states (of wakeful-

ness, dream and deep slumber), as he (being the common fac-

tor in these states), remembers them all.

33. Having reasoned thus logically and arrived at the

definite conclusion that these three stages of the mind (describ-

1. n&ndrthadhth— (i) VR: Failure to understand the difference between

the body and the soul or intelligent being leading to the misconception of

difference as god, man, etc.

(ii) VJ.: The mistaken notion that ihcjlva is not different from Hari

and Hari has become many and thejtva is an independent agent. He quotes

as his authority (without naming).

bhinnasya tveka-bh&vena tatkaikasya ca bhtdatah /

jMnam n&ndrtha-dhlh prohUL //

2. ajfla—One who cannot see the reality correctly as it is
( asamyag-

daril)

• VJ : Lord Hari, present in the right eye, and known as ViSva,

shows to jiva (who is ever dependent on him) various momentary things in

the wakeful state. Vi$qu is present in the throat and is the controller of

senses and is called Taijasa, He shows in the dream state all objects

similar to those in wakeful condition and their imprints are in the heart. In

the state of deep sleep, be is present in the heart and is called Prdjha. He
withdraws all senses, gives the bliss of sleep to thejfva. As noted by

Smftis as well as Srutis, Hari, the Supreme Lord, is the Ruler of senses and

the witness of the three stages of wakefulness, dream and deep slumber.

Hence to regard Paramdtman andjiva as identical is a mistake.
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ed above) are caused by the (three) gunas (of Maya) and are

superimposed on me ( as jiva ) by my own deluding potency,

and having cut asunder the Ego
(
Aharhk&ra ), the root and rece-

ptacle of all doubts (about the identity ofParamatman and the

jiva

)

the plurality ofjivas
,
etc.) with the sharp sword of know-

ledge whetted by inference (arrived at by logical concomitance

and discontinuation), by precepts of the saints (as well by Sruti

texts
(
Brahma $titras and Upani^ads)

,
a person should contem-

plate me as abiding in his heart.

34.

* One should realize that this (phenomenal world)

is simply an illusion, only a play or work of the mind, which is

just apparent and evanescent, extremely unsteady like the illu-

sion of a circle described by a revolving fire-brand. He should

see through it that consciousness, though one, appears as many
and that threefold difference in states brought about by the

projection of the three gunas is nothing but Maya (illusion).

35. Having withdrawn his eye (thoughts) from that

(visible world, his body, etc. ), he should rid himself of all thirsts

( the elands—desire for money, reputations, etc. ) and remain

inactive and silent. Thus becoming desireless, he should remain

absorbed in the bliss of self-realisation, If, in spite of this, the

body, etc. is perceived ( when not in meditation) for sheer phy-

sical needs such as due to hunger, thirst, calls of nature), it,

having been once discarded as unreal (and something other

than the Atman), will not (be powerful enough to) create any

misapprehension or illusion (and disturb one's meditation),

although the memory or the impressions of the body or of the

phenomenal world may remain till the death of one's body.

36. A person who has attained perfection in spiritual

wisdom (and is absorbed in the bliss of the Soul ) is not cons-

cious whether his transient body is in the sitting posture or

standing, even though by means of that very body he has realiz-

*. VJ. (Only the difference in interpretation noted ) One should

realize that Paramdtman becomes many under different conditions is a wrong

notion. To regard VylUna or blissful Brahman as different in different forms

b a mis-apprehe nsion. It is the wrong notion projected by the three gustos,

sans and other conditions.

(SattaMbhis tribhirgufuds tot-sargais tat-k6iyai(i pipddiWft kfinfi pary&pta-

vikalpc mithpqflUnaM iti Afap)
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cd the essential nature of his Atman. He is unaware if his body

comes or goes to any place according to his Karma or the will

of the Lord, just as a man dead drunk with wine is not cons-

cious whether his garment is on his person or has fallen off.

37. So long as the fund of merits and demerits
(
Karmas

)

which has brought the body into being, is not exhausted, this

body (along with its vital principle and sense-organs) definitely

continues to survive, as it is under the control of the Providence.

But a person who has mastered all the stages of Yoga till the

final stage called Sam&dhi (Perfect concentration and absorption

in the Atman) and has realized Reality, does not resort to the

dreamlike unreal world (his body, relation, property, etc ) any

more than an awakened person to the objects in the dream.

38. What has been expounded by me now to you, O,

Brahmanas, is the secret essence of the paths of S&Akhya and

Yoga. Please know me to be Yajfta, Lord Vijnu himself who
has come here with the object of teaching (and explaining) to

you (the secret of) the righteous path.

39. I am the ultimate goal of the paths of Safikhya and

Yoga, of virtue (both in its theoretical and practical aspects),

of prowess, of prosperity, of glory and of selfcontrol, O the

best of Brahmanas.

40. All excellent attributes like impartiality, non-attacli-

ment which are not caused by the qualities like sattva
,
rajas

and tamas, find an asylum in me who am devoid of ordinary

qualities and above wants, the friend (of all beings)
,
nay the

very Soul of them all.

41. In this way, sages like Sanaka and others got their

doubts explained by me. Having worshipped me with intense

devotion, they extolled me in hymns and praise.

42. Duly worshipped by them and celebrated in hymns

by the great sages, I returned to my own region while Brahma

and other sages were just witnessing.
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CHAPTER FOURTEEN

The Path of Devotion and the Method of Meditation

Uddhaoa said :

1. Expert expositors of Vedas state that there are many
courses leading to the final emancipation of the Soul. Are they

important in their own way depending on the adopter or is one

of them prominent (in preference to the rest), O Krsna ?

2. The path of Devotion which is self-dependent (or

disinterested) has been taught by you, O Lord. By following

it, all attachment is warded off and the mind establishes itself

in you.

The Lord replied :

3. In due course of time, this word of Mine which came
to be designated as the Veda became extinct at the time of

Deluge. At the beginning of Creation (of the universe) , I com-

municated it to god Brahm&. It consisted of the dharma (the

righteous duty) of devoting one's mind to me exclusively.

4. The Lore was taught by Brahma to his eldest son

(Svayambhuva) Manu. From him (Manu) the seven Brahmana
sages, Bhrgu and others, learnt it.

5-6. From those fathers (of creation) their progeny, gods,

Danavas (demons), Guhyakas (Yak$as) human beings, Siddhas

Gandharvas, Caranas, Kindevas (secondary deities) , Kinnaras

Nagas (serpents), R&k?asas (Ogres), Kimpuru§as (sub-human

species with man-like appearance) and others learnt it. But

being bom with the dominance of different proportion of) att-

ributes like Sattoa, Rajas and Tamos they were of varied natural

proclivities.

7. "The natural tendencies which distinguish the different

species from one another, differentiate their understanding as

well. It is according to the nature of these that different and

varied verbal expression (and interpretation of the Vedas)

severally flow out.

8. It is in this manner that due to a variety in their

natures, there is a diversity of understanding owing to heredit-

ary and traditional interpretations (even though they them-
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selves have not studied the Vedas) while others accept anti-Vedic

heretic views.

9. Men whose minds are deluded by my Mdyd enunciate

various means of achieving the highest good according to their

past acts (
Karmas

)

and tastes.

10. Some (i. e. Mimdijisakas ) hold that performance of

(sacrifices and other) acts prescribed in the Vedas leads to the

summum bonum
;

others (viz. poets and writers on rhetorics)

regard (good) renown as the highest blessing. Sages like V4t-

syayana regard sexual enjoyment as the highest blessing; Yogis

advocate truthfulness, self-control and quiescence (as leading to

the highest goal). Realists (like politicians) say that affluence,

-executive power as the highest purpose in life; some regard per-

formance of sacrifices, worship of deities, austerities, gifts, self-

denial (like the vowsyama and niyama ) as the highest goal in

life while materialists advocate liberality and enjoyment as the

highest goal.

11. All these (above-mentioned) regions are the culmi-

nations of their acts and as such they have a beginning and an

end (i. e. are temporary). They give rise to grief, end up in

ignorance, afford trivial pleasures and are full of grief and

anxiety (even while they are being enjoyed).

12. O gentle Uddhava 1 How can the (incomparable)

happiness be enjoyed by people who have given themselves to

sensual pleasure—the happiness which is shared with me by per-

sons who have given up attachment to all things without expect-

ing anything in return, and have dedicated their mind to me.

13. All quarters are blissful unto him who owns nothing

in this world, is self-controlled, serene in mind, regards all as

-equals and finds perfect delight in me.

14. He who has dedicated his heart to me does not han-

ker after the highest post (of god Brahma) or the position of

the rulership over gods or sovereignty over men or lordship

over the subterranean regions or the mystic pbwer of yoga or

the Final Emancipation (Mokfa) from which there is no return

to Smjis&ra. He wishes to have nothing else but me.

15. -Neither god Brahmi (who is born from me) nor

Sankara nor Sahkarfapa (my brother Balarftma) nor my
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Consort, goddess Sri, nay not even my Soul is so dear to me as

(a devotee like) you.

16. I always follow the foot-steps of a sage who expects

nothing (in return for his penance or service), is tranquil,

free from the feeling of enmity, looking all with an equal

eye (regarding all impartially as equals), so that I can get

myself1 purified

17. Others cannot comprehend (much less realize), the

immeasurable extent of the pure blissful state of mine which

is unsullied by desires but which is enjoyed by the ego-less

exalted souls who are perfect ‘have-nots* (possessing nothing),

and whose hearts are not attached to anything but are exclu-

sively devoted to me; whose minds are tranquil, full of kind-

ness to all beings, and whose hearts are untouched by desires.

18. My devotee, who (in the primary stage), may not

have control over his senses, will be disturbed by ( the attrac-

tion of) the objects of senses, but is not generally overpowered

by them due to his intense growing devotion.

19. Just as fire which is ablaze with flames reduces fuel

to ashes, similarly devotion concentrated on me, burns down
all the sins, O Uddhava.

20. Neither the path of Yoga nor that of Sankhya or

Dharma (righteous duties prescribed by Veda) or the study of

the Vedas or performance of austerities or renunciation lead a

person attain to me as does the intensive and well-advanced

devotion.

21* I, the very beloved soul of saints, am realized thr-

ough unswerving devotion and faith. Exclusive devotion esta-

blished in me purifies even outcastes like the cintf&las from their

lowly birth.

22. Neither Dharma (righteousness even though) coupl-

ed with truthfulness and mercy nor knowledge reinforced by

austerities can thoroughly purify of sins a person who is

devoid of devotion.

23. How can the heart be cleansed of impurities without

the development of Devotion ? And can intense devotion be

1. SR.: So that I can purify all the worlds which abide in me.
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indicated if the hairs do not stand (out of devotional love), and

the heart melted with intense emotion ( for god ) and the tears

ofjoy trickled down (the cheeks).

24. He is really overwhelmed with intense devotion

whose voice is choked with emotion and oral expression is fal-

tering, whose heart melts (through his love for the Lord), who
laments frequently (at his separation from the Lord) and
laughs at time (with the sweet memory of the Lord’s mercy).

Throwing away all bashfulness (or unmindful of social etiquet-

tes), he sings loudly and dances—such a person endowed with

my devotion purifies the world.

25. Just as gold, when heated in fire, sheds off its dross

and attains its pure state, so also the Soul rids himself of his

impurities (and imprints of previous karmas ) in heart through

(intense) devotion to me and immediately gets absorbed in me.

(lit. resorts to me).

26. The more the heart (of a person) gets purified by
constantly) listening to and glorifying my sanctifying storties

(and repeating my name), the more it is able to visualize the

subtle thing (viz. Paramatman), just as the eye can perceive

minute objects (or underground treasures) when medicinal (or

mystically charged
)
collyrium is applied to it

27. (Just as) the mind of a person constantly brooding

over objects of senses gets attached to them, the mind of a

person who is constantly meditating on me becomes absorbed

in me.

28. Therefore giving up all thoughts of unreal worthless

worldly objects as imaginary things or cravings in a dream you

should purify your mind with exclusive devotion unto me and

firmly concentrate it on me.

29. Avoiding from a distance association with women and

those associated with women1 (and those who cherish the

misleading notion of one’s identity with the Lord), a person

should subdue his mind and sit in a comfortable secure solitary

place and contemplate on me shedding off all sluggishness.

30. No such trouble or bondage would take place in as-

sociation with others asa person would suffer in the company of

women or those who are addicted to women.

1. and works like Vfttsy&yana*s Kdma-sutra ($R)
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Uddhaoa submitted:

31. May you be pleased, O Lord of Lotus-eyes to enli-

ghten me on the methodology of meditation—in what manner,
in what form and as what, a persdn desirous of Liberation

should contemplate you.

The Lord explained:

32-33. Seated on a level seat ( which is neither too high

nor too low and is covered with a soft blanket (keeping) one's

body erect, in a comfortable bodily posture (not necessarily a

particular yogic posture like Padmasana), placing the palms

(open) on the laps and fixing one's gaze on the tip of the nose

(for mental concentration), one should cleanse the path of

vital breath ( the respiratory system) by the process of Pr&nH-

ydma—slow inhalation (with the left nostril) called PQraka, re-

tention of breath known as Kumbhaka and slow exhalation of

Recaka (with the right nostril) and in the reverse order, one

should slowly practice it (prdn&ydma) retaining all the while

control over the senses (technically known as praty&hdra),

34. One should propel with one's breath the sacred sound

Orii which, like a fine thread of lotus, is uninterruptedly jingl-

ing like a bell in the heart and then invest it with a nasal

sound.1

35. In this way, he should invest his breath with Pra-

-nava (Oih) and practise the breath-control ten times, at three

times (morning, noon and the evening) . Thus, he will attain

control over his breath within a month.
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36. He shouldcontemplate that the heart that lies in the

interior of his body like a lotus-bud drooping down with its

stalk upwards (like the flower of a plantain tree) has blossomed

with its eight petals and pericarp turned upwards and opened.

37. He should conceive that the son, the moon and the

fire are placed one over the other in the pericarp ( of that

lotus) . He should contemplate in that fire, my form so auspi-

cious to meditate upon.

38. He should visualize my form as symmetrical, graci-

ously gentle, with a charming countenance and four long beauti-

ful arms, extremely graceful with a shapely neck, beautiful

cheeks and bright smiles.

39. (He should contemplate my form as having) dazzl-

ing alligator-shaped ear-rings beautifying my symmetrical ears,

wearing garments of cloth of gold, in complexion dark-blue

like clouds, and bearing on ( the right and left side ofmy
bosom the Srl-vatsa mark and the abode of the goddess Sri.

40. (He should conceive my form as) embellished with

a conch
(
Pdficajanya), a discus

(
SudorSana ) a mace (

Kaumodaki

)

a lotus and a garland of forest- flowers (
Vanam&ld), with feet

embellished with shining anklets and surrounded with halo of

effulgent Kaustubha gem.

41. (He should meditate on my form as) adorned

with a resplendent crown, bracelets, a girdle and armlets, be-

autiful in every part of the body, fascinating to the heart and

with beautiful countenance and eye shedding grace (on the

devotees) and very comely and delicate. One should concent-

rate one’s mind on all the parts of my form.

42. Having withdrawn one’s senses from their objects, a

wise person should, with the help of his intellect, the controller

of the chariot in the form of one’s body, direct it, conce-

ntrating on me completely.

43. After withdrawing the mind so spread over the

whole of my personality, one should (try to) concentrate on

one limb only. He should now no more think of other

limbs but should contemplate on my countenance beaming with

smiles.

44. Withdrawing his mind which is thus fixed up there
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(on my face), he should (now) concentrate it on the sky (i.e.

my form which is the ultimate cause of all). (Lastly) divert-

ing his mind from that, he should establish himself in me, the

Absolute Brahman, and should not think of anything else

(merging all the distinction between the subject, object and the

process of thinking).

45. When one has thus established his mind (and in-

tellect in me, he visualises me in his own selfand his self in me
the Universal Soul, just as (an individual) light is merged

with the elemental light.

46. The mind of a yogi who concentrates his mind in

this extremely intensive course of meditation, will, in no time,

attain to the state of nirvfya (perfect serenity and bliss) and the

misapprehension regarding substance, knowledge and action (or

the triad of the Seer, Seeing and the Seen or the three types of

miseries resulting from Fate, beings or forces of nature) comp-

letely disappears.

CHAPTER FIFTEEN

The Super-normal Powers Attained by Yoga

The glorious Lord continued'.

1. Super-normal powers
(
Siddhis

)
attend upon a yogin

who has subdued his senses, is devoted to me, has attained

breath-control and has concentrated his mind on me.

Uddhava said :

?. By what ( type of) concentration and by what metho-

dology, what kind of super-normal power can be mastered ?

How many such mystic powers are there, O Acyuta ? You are

the bestower of such powers to Yoglns (and You alone know
it).

The Lord explained'.

3. Eighteen kinds of super-normal powers and (the

same number of corresponding modes of) concentrations (for
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attaining these Siddhis ) have been proclaimed by those who
are thoroughly proficient in Yoga. Out of them, eight are

found in their perfection in me

1

(and are found to a lesser ex-

tent in those who have attained similarity of form to me)
while the remaining ten are acquired by the increasing domi-

nance of sattva-gutya.

4. Atomization, levitation and magnification are the

three super-normal powers pertaining to the physical body of

the Yogin. The power called pr&pti means the ability to act

through the senses of others by establishing contacts with

deities presiding over those senses ( and thus a Yogi can control

all beings); Pr&k&mya is the power to enjoy all things (in the

heaven) described in the i&stras and those hidden under the

earth as well as objects in the visible world. iHtd ‘Ruling

capacity* is the ability to use Maya (and other lower powers)

for attaining one’s desire.

5. VaSitd (self-control) is non-attachment to objects of

sensuous enjoyment* and the eighth super normal power is the

ability to enjoy fully whatever pleasure one wishes ( and hence

it is called Kdmavasdyitd). O gentle Uddhava, these eight

powers are considered to be inherent in me8
( to the highest

degree).

6. Immunity from changes of this body (such as hunger,

thirst, grief, delusion, old age and death), ability to see and
hear from any distance, power of reaching bodily to one’s

desired destination with the speed of the mind, ability to

assume any form (at will), capacity to enter the body of any

other person (leaving one’s own body in a secure place).

1. VR.: They are useful in attaining to me while the other ten are

conducive to the enjoyment of objects in this world and lead to sams&ra

again.

EK. : They are attainable in their perfection only to those who have

established themselves in me but they, being absorbed in me and unaware

even of their body, are indifferent to them. The remaining ten manifest and

present themselves to a person full of pure sattoa. —EB. 15. 38-41.

2. Whereby one attains my characteristics—EK.

3. It is only one of these super-normal powers, that the aspirant after

me can hope to get after utmost efforts—EK.
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7. (Ability) to cast off one's body at will, (capacity) to

see (and participate) in the sports of gods with celestial

nymphs, the accomplishment of one's desired objects and

ability to exercise authority without any obstruction or

insubordinate.

(These ten are the minor mystical powers).

8. Ability to know the past, present and the future,

mastery over and capacity to remain unaffected by the pairs of

opposites (like heat and cold, pleasure and pain, etc.), capacity

to read the minds of others, the power to neutralise the effects

of the fire, the water, the poison and such other things and to

suffer no defeat (in any undertaking).

9. These super-normal powers which are accomplished

through specific Yogic concentrations have been specially men-

tioned by me. Now learn from me what type of mystic power

is attained by which type of concentration and its procedure.

10. He who concentrates his mind (which also is subtle

like an atom) on me as abiding in the subtle form of elements

(
tanm&tr&s

)

and adores me as a subtle element attains the power

of atomizing his body.

11. Focusing his mind on me and contemplating me,

the all-pervading Supreme Soul as ensouling the principle

called Mahat and extending the mind to that dimension,

attains the super-normal power of ‘magnification' and con-

centrating the mind on me as abiding in any of the bh&tas

(gross elements) he possesses the all-pervasiveness of that

particular element.

12*. Having (concentratedly) devoted his mind on me
as abiding in the atoms of the gross elements, ( and meditating

upon me as the subtlest of subtle division of Time) the Togin

attains the power of subtleness.

13. Having thoroughly concentrated his mind on me
wholly as abiding in the Sattvika type of Ego

(
Ahcahkara

)

and

regarding me as the indwelling Soul of all the sense-organs,

the yogin attains the mystic power called Pr&pti (enabling him

to function through the senses of others)

.

* VJ. Attaching his heart on me as the pervader of the most
subtle division of time and the subtle-most atoms of the elements the Togin

attains the power of subtleness.
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14. He who establishes his mind on me as abiding in the

Sutra (in its all-contacting aspect) 1 attains the mystic power of

the highest order called Prdk&Jya* possessed by me as ensouling

me in the Mahat tattva which is born of the Avyakta .

15. He who concentrates his mind on me as Vi?nu (the

pervader of universe) , the Controller of the Maya consisting of

three gvnas and the Indweller of Time attains the mystic power
of impelling all bodies and the individual souls.

16. The Yogin who focuses his mind on me as Narayana,

the Fourth Principle,9 one specifically designated by the term

‘Bhagavan’4 attains the same characteristics as mine and be-

comes the master of power called Vaiitd (absolute non-attach-

ment to everything though he controls them all)

.

17. The Yogi who concentrates his pure mind on me
as the attributeless Brahman, attains Supreme Spiritual joy

1. VR. explains that although the Mahat is mentioned in the previous

verse ( No. 1 1 ) there the emphasis is on its physical aspects while here the

Sutra aspect of the Mahat connecting it with all things, is implied. VJ. inter-

prets that the SiUra is the chief vital breath ( mukhya pr&Qa) which pervades

the Mahat.

2. According to VJ. Prdk&iya is the supreme capacity to know the

Vedas and everything else ( sarva-ved&di-jMna-fraifthy&pddakatn pr&k&iyam) and
it is obtained through the favour of Pr&na, Bh&rati and Mah&vifpu:

Sarve goods tu Prdoasya Param&tma-prasddatabl

pr&Qa- Vifoob pras&dena bh&ratydfr samprakirtit&fr / /

EK. states that with this Supernormal power (when gifted by the

Lord) the yogi is capable of creating crores of Brahm&od&s (EJB. 15.85-86)

But SR specifically asserts that the yogi never gets the power of creating

the universe:

na tu viim-sxftyddi-kartxtva-Lakfaoam /

1. There have been different opinions about the previous three stages

transcended before attaining the fourth: The following are the 1st three

stages:

SR.: (1) Virif (2) Hiraqyagarbha and (3) Kdraoa

EK.: (1) Jiva (2) Siva and (3) Prakfti

(2) Wakefulness (jdgratt), dream state (svapna) and deep sleep

( Sufupti)

2. SR quotes the famous verse which enumerates the six excellences

of the Lord, viz. absolute mastery over the universe, perfect righteousness,

highest glory, afluence, perfect knowledge and complete dispassion.

aiivaryasya samagrasya, dharmasya, yaiasah triyah /

jndna-vair&gyqvjtcaiva fajtodth bhaga itirap&H
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and bliss when all desires cease altogether (Hence it is called

KamivasOyitd)

.

18. He who fixes his mind on me, the Lord of Sveta-

dvipa, who am absolutely pure (uninfluenced by Rajas, and
Tamas ), and the very Dharma incarnate, attains whiteness (i.e.

absolute purity untainted by gunas), and becomes free from the

six waves or changes (viz. hunger and thirst, old age and
death, delusion and griefwhich affect all beings)

.

19. This swan (i.e. the individual soul) who mentally

meditates on the (ever-abiding “unstruck” spiritual) sound in

me who am the Soul of the sky ( and the cosmic vital breath

as well), attains the supernormal power of hearing (from any

distance), the sounds of all beings (as all words or utterances

repose in the sky.)

20. With his eye-sight united with the Sun and the Sun
with eye and meditating on me in the solar-ocular union be-

comes endowed with a subtle vision and can view everything

in the universe (This is the dura-darSana siddhi)

.

21*. When the mind and the body along with the vital

breath are properly established in me, 1 (one attains the mira-

culous power called mano-java and ) due to the efficacy of this

method of meditation. The body is transported (with the

speed of the mind) wherever the mind goes (This is the “dura-

gamana-siddhi”—potency to go anywhere at will).

22. When a Yogi utilises his mind as the material cause

and desires to assume whatever form he likes, he can transform

himself that way at his sweet will, as he depends on the power

of contemplating on me (who am of inconceivable potency and

of innumerable forms).

23. If a person accomplished in the power of entering

another person’s body has perfectly controlled his vital airs

and senses desires to enter the body of another person, he

should contemplate that he has occupied that body. Leaving

his own (
previous ) body ( along with the chief vital air

—

prana

and the astral body he should enter the external cosmic air

and thus enter in the form of air ( through the nostrils of that

*. When, in contemplation, the mind and vital breath along with

the body arc correctly established in me—VR.
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body) into the new body as a six-legged black-bee does (from

one flower to another), (This power is known as para-k&ya-

praveia (entrance into another person’s body).

24. (Controlling the downward movement of the vital

breath) by blocking the rectum with one’s heels and pushing

up (by slow degrees), the vital air (through sufumnd ndrfi)

through the heart, chest, throat and the crown of the head,

he should then propel it through the aperture in the crown of

the head (which is called Brahmarundhfa) directing it to its

destination—The parabrahman (or any other state he wishes to

have)—and cast off his physical body.

25. If a Yogi is desirous to enjoy sportive life in heaven,

he should contemplate on the pure Sattva in me. And celestial

damsels of sdttvika nature attend upon him with their celestial

cars.

26. A person who establishes his mind in me who am
reality and is absolutely devoted to me, attains and enjoys the

objects of his desires to have at a particular time and in the

specific manner, according, to his will.

27*. He who is established in my state who am the

ordainer of all and quite independent, shall never meet reverses

anywhere and his order will be like my commandment (which

can never be thwarted). (This is the potency of inviolable

commandment

—

apratihatdjnd.

28. The yogin whose mind has become (absolutely)

pure by devotion to me and who is conversant with the way
of concentrating his mind on me (who am the creator,

protector and destroyer of the Universe) ,
attains the knowledge

of the past, present and future along with that of the birth

and the death ( of himself and the world as well as the mind

of others).

29. The sage whose mind reposes in contemplation on

me (who am above the pair of opposites like heat and cold),

gets his physical body seasoned with yoga and is not adversely

affected by fire and other ( troubles from water, wind, cold,

He who has devoutly and with firm faith meditated upon me

as the-Supreme Commander and Ruler of all, will never have his order

thwarted from any quarter.
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arms, etc.), just as aquatic animals are not affected by water.

(This power is called advandvati or ‘transcendence over

opposites* which leads to avaftambha siddhi or power of neutra-

lisation of the harmful forces)

.

30. He who meditates (with a concentrated mind) on

the various forms and incarnations of mine (exhibiting various

powers and) adorned with the tri-vatsa mark and my missiles

(like Sudariana, etc.) and accompanied with my banner (with

the emblem of Garuda), umbrella and chowries, would never

be vanquished.

31. All the supernormal powers detailed above attend

upon the sage who propitiates me according to the appropriate

methods of concentration (described in the above-mentioned

verses).

32. What super-normal power can be difficult to accom-

plish in the case of a sage who, having controlled his senses,

subdued his mind and mastered breath-control, firmly concen-

trates his mind on me ?

33. But in the case of persons who practise the excellent

course of yoga in order to realize me through my grace, the

wise call these siddhis as impediments, as they involve waste of

time (in God-realization).

34. Whatever super-normal powers are accomplished

through birth (e.g. power of aviation to birds or gods), medi-

cinal plants, penance, and utterance of mantras? are all obtain-

ed through yoga, but one cannot attain the highest fruit of

yoga (viz. emancipation from saitisira) through these other

means.

35. Being the source and the Lord of all these super-

normal powers, I am their controller. Equally I am the master

ofyoga (paths of union with God), of Sdnkhya (the path of

knowledge leading God-realization), of Dharma (righteous

duties as ordained by the Vedas) , and even of the exponents

ofBrahma (or the Veda).

1 . jarwiaufadhimantra~tapeh-samdd}i\j&li siddiiayafy .

—PYS.4.1.
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36. I am the Soul of all embodied beings, their Inner

Controller who pervades them (even externally), though I my-

selfam unenclosed. Just as the (five) elements permeate living

beings in the world from inside and outside, so I pervade them

all and still retain my independent existence.

CHAPTER SIXTEEN

Description of Vifnu's Glorious Manifestations

*

Uddhava said

:

1. You are the veritable Supreme Brahman having

neither the beginning nor end. You are unobscurcd (by

Mayd or its products). You are the Maker of creation, pro-

tection and destruction of all beings.

2. Although you are very difficult to be cognised by

persons who have not controlled their minds, O Lord, persons

who have understood the real import of the Vedas propitiate

you (by contemplating on you in the proper manner), in your

real form as abiding in all beings high or low.

3. Pray, be pleased to narrate to me the various objects

or beings (in which you have manifested yourself and1
), by

devoutly contemplating on you through which the great sages

(of yore) have attained final beatitude.

4. You are the creator and Protector of beings. As

their Inner Controller, you abide in them without being mani-

fest to them. Being deluded by your Miya, the beings cannot

see you who, however, perceive them all.

* Ifthe previous chapter bears comparison with the VibhUU-pdda of

the TogasiUras by Pataftjali, this chapter is an echo of chapter X of the BG.

called VMiuti-yoga. A number of verses and P*r*» of verses being common

both to this teat and the BG., verses are not quoted in Footnotes to conserve

space.

1. And the procedure of contemplating on you in those several

objects and*brings—VJ.
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5. O Lord of infinite glories ! Be pleased to describe

unto me whatever glorious forms of yours have been vested

by you with special powers and have been manifested on the

earth, in the heavens, in the subterranean regions and in all

the quarters. I bow to your lotus feet which are the abode of

all sacred places.

The glorious Lord said :

6. O Uddhava ! You are the excellent one among per-

sons who make (intelligent) queries (with proper understand-

ing). A question similar to this very question was put to me by
Arjuna who was eager to fight with the enemies, at

Kuruk^etra. 1

7. Knowing that killing one’s kinsfolk for the purpose

of obtaining a kingdom is both censurable and irreligious, he,

like a common man, came to believe (falsely) that he would
be the killer and the other soul would be killed by him and
he desisted from fighting.

8. At that time that tiger-like (Valiant) hero who was

made to realize (the correct philosophical position in the

matter) by logical reasoning, spoke to me in the same manner
at the battle-front, as you did now.

9. I am the ( Indwelling ) Soul, a friend and the Ruler

of all these beings, O Uddhava. In fact I constitute all beings;

I am the Creator, Protector and Destroyer of these beings.

10. I am the motive force among the mobile; I am the

Time-Spirit (Kala) among those that bring other things under

control. I am the state of equipoise of the gunas and I consti-

tute the property natural in things possessing properties.

11. I am the sutra, the first evolute of Prakrit—the active

aspect in the products of guvas; I am the greatness or the

principle called Mahat among things with large dimensions.

Among the subtlest of things, I am the vital Principle and

among the invincibles, I am the mind.

12. Of the Vedas, I am god Brahmi (Hira^yagarbha

who is the first teacher of the Vedas) ;
of mantras

,
I am the

1. Strictly speaking Vinasana designates the spot in Kurukfetra where
the Sarasvatl disappeared (MBH. Vane 82.111) but here the battlefield of
Kuruk$etra in general is implied.
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Pranava
(
Orh

)

constituted of the three syllabus (A U M) ; of

the sounds represented by the letters of the alphabet, I am
(the first sound) A

;
of all the metres, I am the Gayatri metre

(consisting of three feet)

.

1 3. I am Indra out of all celestials and the fire-god

among all the Vasus. Of the Sun-gods, I am Visnu and out

of the (eleven) Rudras, I am Lord Siva.

14. Out of Brahmana sages, I am Bh|'gu and out of

royal sages I am Manu (the progenitor of the human race) . I

am Narada out of celestial sages, and the wish-yielding cow,

Havirdhan! amongst cows.

1 5. Out of masters of super-normal powers
(
siddhas) , I

am Kapila; out of birds, I am Gantda, I am Daksa out of

Prajapatis (The lords presiding over creation) and am Aryamii

out of the manes or departed ancestors.

16. O Uddhava ! Know that I am Prahlada, the king

of Asuras among the demons (Daityas) . Out of constellations

and medicinal plants, 1 am Soma, and I am Kubera out of

Yaksas and Raksasas.

17. Know me to be Airavata (the elephant of Indra)

among mighty elephants and Vanina, the Lord of acquatic

animals. Know me to be the Sun among the heavenly

luminous bodies emitting heat and light and the Lord of the

terrestrial globe among human beings.

18. Out of horses, I am Uccailisravas and gold out of

(excavated) metals 1

;
out of deities dispensing justice and

punishment. 1 am Yama (the god of Death) and out of ser-

pents know that I am Vasuki.

19. I am Lord Ananta (Sesa) out of the serpent-kings

and a lion (lord of beasts) among animals with horns and

fangs. Know me to be the fourth Asrama,
(
sannyasa ) among

the Airamas (stages of life) and the first Varna (Brahmanas)

among the classes in society.

20. 1 am the Ganga among sacred rivers and streams

and the sea among all the reservoirs of water. I am the bow
among weapons and god &iva, the slayer of Tripura, among
archers.

21. Among all abodes, I am mount Meru (the abode

of gods) and of all steep and inaccessible places, I am the
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Himalayas. Out of trees, I am the Pippal tree and I am barley

of all the (food yielding) plants.

22. Out of all sacrificial priests, I am Vasis^ha, and

Bphaspati (the preceptor of gods) among the experts in the

Vedas. Out of all the leaders of armies, know me to be

Skanda and god Brahma of all persons who show people the

right path

23. Out of all sacrificial performances, 1 am Brahma-

yajha

1

(the recitation and teaching of Vedas) and non-violence

(even byword) out of all sacred vows. Out of all purifying

agents like air, fire, sun, water and speech (oak), I am
the purifying power—the sanctifier of all purifying agencies).

24. Out of the (eight) steps or limbs of yoga, I am the

absorption of the Self (in Brahma) or Samddhi. 1 am political

wisdom among those who are ambitious of conquests;

among the scientific systems of thought, 1 am the scientific

thought system that distinguishes between the matter and

spirit
(
Atman and andtman

)

. 1 am the insoluble doubt in the

quest of the theories of perception of knowledge (known as

Khydti2 as akhydti of Mimdrhsakas
,
$unyakhydti of Buddhists,

asat-khydti of Naiyayikas, etc*).

25. I am Satarupa (the first woman, Svayambhuva
Manu's wife) out of women, and Svayambhuva Manu (the

progenitor of the human race) out of men. Out of sages, I am
Narayana and (Sanat— ) Kumara among the observers of

celebacy.

26. Of all the duties of righteousness, I am Sannyasa3

(the assurance of protection against fear) ; of all causes con-

ducive to security, I am the thought concentrated within (on

the self) . Of all the means of retaining secrets, I am sweet

1 . Which satisfies gods, sages, manes, living beings and the universe

—EK
2. There are five Khyitis, each espoused by a different school of

thought. They are enumerated below:

dtma-khyitir asatkhy&tir akhydtih khy&tir anyathdj

tathd *ntrvaeana-khydtir ityetat khyAti-/>«hcakaml/

vijfldm-Sunyamlmdmsd-tarkddvaiUi-viddrh matam.

3. Resigning all desire for the reward of all actions to the Lord

{ anabhisamhita-phalo dharmafc)—VR.
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speech and silence. Of all couples, I am god Brahma (who

divided his person in man and woman)

.

27. Of all the divisions of Time,1
I am Sariwatsara (a

year) and of all seasons, I am the spring (consisting of the

months of Caitra and Vai£akha) . Out of the months (of a

year), I am Margasirsa and out of all constellations of stars, I

am Abhijit (that forms the last part of the asterism Uttarasadha

and the first ofSravana).

28. Out of yugas
,
I am the Krta Age and of all intelli-

gent bold thinkers,2
I am Asita and Devala. I am Dvaipayana

(son of Para£ara and Satyavatl) among all the classifiers of

the Vedas. Of wise politicians, I am the self-controlled

Sukra.

29. Among all the divine persons possessing the know-
ledge of creation and destruction of the universe and the indi-

vidual and the spiritual wisdom and nescience3
, I am Vasudeva

while among the supreme devotees of the Lord, I am you

(Uddhava) .
4 Of all the Kimpurufas (demi-gods similar to

monkeys) I am Hanuman, while among all the Vidyadharas

I am Sudariana.5

30. I am the ruby out of all precious stones; I am the

lotus- bud of all delicate and lovely objects. Of the grass of the

darbha-type I am Kuia. Out of all oblations to fire, I am butter

made from cow’s milk.

31. I am the wealth of the industrialists and business-

men (or those who strive to make money). Among all the

gamblers, I am fraudulence. I am fortitude among the endu-

rant persons and the energy among the energetic strivers.

1. Of all those who are vigilant ($R.)

2. Persons with fortitude to undergo pair of opposites like pleasure

and pain—VR.
3. SR. gives the definition of Bhagavin as follows:

utpattirh pralayam caiva bkuUbtdm agatim gatimj

Vetti vidydm avidydth ea sa vdcvo bhagavdn iti/f

but VR and VJ. follow the usual description of being endowed with

six excellences likejfUna, aisvarya, etc.

4. With VJ. the seniority of the best devotees b as follows: Bbima,

DraupadI,Halar&ma, Arjuna and lastly Uddhava.

5. vide Supra X. 34.12-18.
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32. I am (physical and mental) virility and might

among the strong and I am desireless action (of devoted

service) among the Satvatas (the votaries of the Lord) . I am
the first Supreme manifestation (viz. Vasudeva) among all the

nine manifestations

1

(Vyuhas of the Lord worshipped by

followers of the Paftcaratra Agama.

33. Out ofGandharvas, I am ViSvavasu and am Purva-

citti* out of celestial damsels. I am stability among the moun-
tains and the property of scent of the earth.

34. I am the taste among water (liquids) . I am the Sun

among the bright luminaries; I am the lustre of the Sun, the

moon and the stars. I am the sound (the essential charac-

teristic) of the sky.

35. Of all those who are friendly to Brahmanas, I am
Bali and I am Arjuna among the warriors. 1 constitute the

creation, sustenance and destruction of all the beings or

elements)

.

36. I am the functions of the sense-organs such as

locomotion, expression, excretion, receiving and enjoyment as

well as touching, tasting, hearing and smelling. I am the sense

of all senses (i.e. the inherent power to perform these

functions)

.

37. I constitute the seven principles which are of the

nature of both the cause and the effect, viz. the subtle

elements

—

tanm&tr&s—of earth, air, sky, water, fire and Ego

(AhaAk&ra) and Mahat
;
I am also the (sixteen) modifications

(which are only the effects and not cause, viz. five gross ele-

ments, ten cognitive and conative sense-organs and the mind),

the individual soul (who is above causal relation) and the

Unmanifest {Prakrti which is only the cause of all) and (the

1. GD. enumerates them as follows: Vasudeva, Sahkar$apa»

Pradyumna, Aniruddha, N&r&yapa, Hayagriva, Var&ha, Nvsirftha and

V&mana
VR. (as can be deduced from his predecessor SS) is off the mark to

fg&tinerate the usual ten Avat&ras of Vispu, deleting Kalki from the list.

VJ.’s list as usual is unique.

2. vide Supra V. 2. 3-19.
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three modifications of Prakrti, viz.) Sattva, Rajas and Tamas

1

as well as the Transcendental Supreme Brahman.*

38. I form the aggregate of these (Twentyfive princi-

ples) the knowledge (of their characteristics) as well as the

consequent realization of the definite Truth. Nothing exists

without my presence anywhere, as I am both the Supreme Ruler

as well as individual soul, the modifications (of Prakrti) or

gunas as well as the products of these gunas.*

39. The (impossible task of) taking a count of all atoms

can be done by me in course of time, but the reckoning of

all my manifestations is impossible as millions and millions

of universes are continuously being created by me.

40. Wherever there is majesty, affluence and celebrity,

authority, modesty, liberality or beauty, fortune, capability,

forbearance and precise knowledge of the Truth, there exists

my part-manifestation (artiSa ).

41. All these manifestations of mine have been briefly

described to you. But these are nothing but freaks of imagi-

nation ( like the unreal sky-flower) which are only verbally

expressed.4

42. (Hence) control your speech; rest ain your mind,

practise breath-control, subdue your sense-organs, bring your

intellect under control by your
(
sdttvika ) intellect so that you

will not be liable to return to the path of Samsara.

43. The recluse (striver on the spiritual path) who does

not strictly control his speech and mind with his reasoning

power, finds that his sacred vows, austere penance and libera-

lity in gifts leak away like water from an unbaked jar.

1. SR. quotes the following Sdiikhya K&riki by Tsvara Krsna bringing

out the implication of this verse

:

mula-prakftir avikrti-mahadddy&h Prakfti-vikftayah saptaj

fofaiakaS ca vikdrah
, na prakrtir na vikriih PurufahH

2. Poram—But I am distinct from them as I am the controller of

those principles—VJ.
3. I constitute the duality known as God and the individual soul, rhe

gunas and their products, the Inner Controller of the body as well as the

body—SR.

4. They are produced directly by my w'ill power and are conveyed

by the Vedas

—

(nm-sankalpa-m&tra-jany&h vied vedena

)

—VR.
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44. Therefore, devoting himself solely and unflinchingly

to me and with his intellect full oi devotion to me, he should

control his mind, speech and breath. It is then alone that he

attains Liberation from .Samsdra—which is the end of the

journey.

CHAPTER SEVENTEEN

The Sacred Duties of a Celibate and a

Householder

Uddhava said

:

1. Formerly (in the previous Kalpa) i You have proclaim-

ed the righteous course (Dharma

)

which was chiefly characte-

rised by Devotion to you. It was conducive to the well-being

of persons eligible to follow (the duties prescribed by Vedas)

for the (four) classes of Society (varnas) and the (four)

stages of life
(ASramas ), but also to all human beings in

general.

1

2. O Lotus-eyed Lord ! It behoves you to kindly ex-

plain in details the prescribed course of duties ( ordained for

everyone) by observing which Devotion (
Bhakti

)

may be deve-

loped in men.

3. O mighty-armed Lord ofLak$mi l It is reported that

in times of yore, you assumed that form of a divine swan* and

taught this righteous course of a supreme and blissful nature to

god Brahma, O Lord.

4. But, as a pretty long time has elapsed since it was

proclaimed by you, it does not at present survive (in human

memory) in this mortal world, O slayer of enemies.

1. duipad&mapi— This implies that men who do not belong to any

varna or dJrama (are beyond the pale of Hinduism) may be benefited by

developing devotion to the Supreme Self—VJ.
2. vide Supra XI. 13
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5. There is no person other than you who can propound,

practise or defend the Dharma in this world, O immortal

Lord. Nor was there any in the assembly of god Brahma which

(the presiding deities of) arts and lores attend in a personal

form.

6. O Slayer of Madhu ! When this terrestrial globe is

left by you who are the founder, protector and expounder (of

this Dharma) who is there to teach this (practically) inexis-

tent course of righteousness, O Lord?

7. Therefore, O Lord who know all the dkarmas
,
be

pleased to expound to me the righteous course characterised by

(and leading to) devotion to you, its nature and its procedure

as advisedly prescribed to each of us.

Sri Suka said :

8. Thus solicited by the most prominent of his servants

(devotee), the glorious Lord Hari was highly pleased and

propounded the eternal course of righteous duties conducive to

the welfare of mortal beings.

The Lord said :

9. Your query is intimately concerned with and condu-

cive to dharmat inasmuch as it leads to the highest good of men
who observe the duties prescribed for (their respective) Airama

(stage of life) and Varna (class in society). Please listen to its

exposition, O Uddhava.

10. In the beginning (of this Kalpa) , in the Krta Age,

there was only one class among men1 and that class was known
as Harhsa. By their very Birth, people accomplished all their

objects in life (by propitiating me and doing nothing else ex-

cept my devotion) . Hence that age came to be known as

Kfta.

1. EK: The society was class-less as there was no division of men
in four classes. No recitation of Vedas of different branches and no

Karmas were prescribed for observance. The one-class society was called

Harhsa as alTmcn were always engaged in the uninterrupted japa of so*ham

(thrir identity with Brahman) EB. 17.63-64.
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11 In that first Age, Pranava i. e. Om constituted the

(entire compilation) of the Vedic text (which thus contained

no prescriptions and interdictions)

.

12. At the beginning of the Tietd Age (after the Krta-

yuga) the three-fold Vedic lore (consisting of the fjigveda , Sdma-

veda and Yajurveda) was manifested from my heart through my
breath, O blessed Uddhava. Out of that trinity of Vedas, I

(who am of the nature of sacrifice) became of threefold (sacri-

ficial) functions (viz. those of Hotr, Udgdtr and Adhvaryu).

13. From the Person of the cosmic Man, the classes of

society (
varnas) viz. Brahmana, Ksattriya, Vaigya and &udra

sprang (respectively) from the mouth, arms, thighs and feet (of

the Cosmic Person) . And they were severally characterised by

their own righteous duties and conduct.

14. The order of householder originated from my loins,

and that of life* long celibates from my heart, the order of

forest-dwelling hermits frommy chest and the order of Sannydsins

from the crown of my head.

15. The natures of persons belonging to the different

classes and orders of society follow the source of the limbs (of

the Cosmic Man) from which they are evolved. The lower the

limb (as source of evolution)
,
the lower the nature of activities,

the higher the member of the body (as the source) , the nobler

the activities.

16. Control over the mind, restraint over senses, auste-

rities, (physical and mental) purity, contentment, forbearance,

straightforwardness, devotion to me, mercifulness and truth-

fulness are the natural qualities of Brahmanas.

17. Majesty, strength, courage, valour, endurance, liber-

lity, industriousness, firmness, friendliness to Brahmanas—these

are natural qualities of Ksattriyas.

18. Faith (in Vedas and preceptors), firm adherence to

liberality, absence of hypocrisy, rendering service to Brahmanas

dissatisfaction with amassed wealth (urge to acquire more)—
these are the characteristics of the Vaigyas.

19. Rendering sincere service to twice-bom castes

(Brahmanas, Ksattriyas and Vaijyas), cows and gods and

satisfaction with what one gets therein are the natural chara-

cteristics of Sudras.
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20. Absence of cleanliness, falsehood, thieving, hetero-

doxy or want of faith, quarrelsomeness (without a proper cause)

strong lust and violent anger and inordinate covetiousness—these

are found in the nature of the lowest castes.

21. Non-violence (in thought, word and deed) truth-

fulness, abstention from taking what is not given, freedom from

lust, anger and greed, desire to work for the happiness and

welfare of all beings—these constitute the righteous duties of all

classes of society.

22. Having undergone purificatory rites since his concep-

tion and having obtained the second birth through the inves-

titure of the sacred thread (upanayana) ,
the twice-born boy should

control his senses and reside in the house of his preceptor and

recite the Vedas, study the interpretation thereof as per in-

structions of the preceptor.

23. (During celibacy) he should wear a girdle of the

sacred
(
Munja

)

grass (round his waist) , a deer-skin, and have

a staff, a string of beads, the sacred thread and a jar of water

(made of gourd) and matted locks of hair; he should not brush

his teeth nor use clothes washed at a laundry) . He should not

use a painted seat but should hold sacred grass in his hands (as

a symbol of Purity and humble approach to the teacher)

.

24. He should observe silence at the time of bath, tak-

ing meals, offering oblations to the sacred fire, repeating sacred

syllables (japa) and at the time of excretion. He should not

pare his nails nor remove the hair from the armpits and secret

parts of his body.

25. He should observe strict celibacy and should not

voluntarily allow his semen to escape. In case of involuntary

escape (as in wet-dreams) , he should take bath, perform breath

control and repeat the Gayatri mantra.

26. Pure of body and with concentrated mind, he should

silently repeat the Gayatri mantra (while performing sandhyd)

both in the morning and in the evening1 and should worship

the Fire god (by offering oblations) ,
the Sun-god (by per-

forming sandhyd) and other gods and wait upon the preceptor

1*- Silence need not necessarily be observed during the sandhyd*per-

formance at noon—-&R. EK.
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(who initiated him with the Giyatri-mantra)
i
the cows, Brah-

manas, elderly men.

27. He should look upon his preceptor as myself (god

himself) and should never disrespect him in any way. He
should not peep into his weak points considering him an ordinary

mortal, for the preceptor represents all gods in himself.

28. He should offer to his preceptor whatever alms and
anything else he gets, both in the morning and in the evening.

Observing self-control, he should use only what is permitted by

his teacher.

29. While rendering service to the preceptor, he (the

pupil) should wait upon him with humility (as one of his sub-

ordinates), (following him) when he goes out, ( resting vigilantly

)

while he sleeps,

1

(shampooing his feet) when he sits to rest,

standing nearby with folded palms when he sits.

30. Behaving himself in this manner and observing strictly

his vow of celibacy, he should live in the preceptor’s house

without indulging into pleasure, till his course of studies is

completed.

31. If he is desirous of attaining Maharloka and the

Brahmaloka (or god Brahma’s region where Vedas attend in

person as stated in verse 5 above), he should adopt the vow of

life-long celibacy and dedicate his person8 to his preceptor for

advanced course of studies.

32. Resplendent with Vedic lustre and cleansed of all

sins, he should entertain the notion of non-difference (with the

universe) and worship me, the Supreme Lord in the sacrificial

fire, the preceptor, himself and in all beings.

33. A person who is not a householder ( i.e. a celibate or

a recluse) should scrupulously avoid (lustful) look, touch,

conversation of jokes and such other contacts with women.

Nay he should avoid the sight to a sexual intercourse of

animals.

34-35. ( Physical and mental) purity, Acamana (sipping

water before beginning a sacred rite, etc.) bathing, offering

1. When the teacher is in bed, the pupil should not be there but

rest vigilantly somewhere nearby to be able to attend if called.—EB. 17.320.

2. With a view to repay the debt of the preceptor—SR.
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twilight-prayers ( to the sun both in the morning and in the

evening), straight-forwardness, visiting sacred places, repeating

(silently) sacred syllables
(
mantras) ,

abstention from touching

the untouchable, from eating the forbidden articles of food and

from speaking with the un-speechworthy, firm faith that I

abide in all beings and control over the mind* speech and the

body—This rule of discipline

1

is enjoined to all stages of life

(Airama) , O delight of your family.

36. In this way, the life-long celibate (Brahmana) who
has burnt down all the seeds of Karmas by his rigorously aus-

tere penance, and had become absolutely pure and is devoted

to me becomes resplendent like fire.

37. If a celibate student who has completed the study

and investigation of the Sastrai (according to his need in life)

,

wishes to enter the next stage of life viz. that of a householder,

he should pay the educational fees to his preceptor and with

the permission of his preceptor, he should take the bath (for

terminating his celibate stage, technically known as the Sama -

vartana samsk&ra).

38. He should enter the house (i. e. householder’s stage

of life, if sexually inclined) or the forest (i. e. the life of a

Vanaprastha, if he desires to purify his mind). If that excellent

Brahmana is already of pure heart, he should renounce the

world (and become a sanny&sin) . Or (if he so pleases) he may
pass from one stage of life to another but never in the reverse

order e. g. from Samy&sa to Vinaprastha8 etc. (The aframie

order is not binding on my devotees)

.

39. A person wishing to enter the householder’s stage

should espouse a befitting girl, with no defect (in heredity,

habits or character)
,
junior to him in age and belonging to his

own caste (class, varnas.)

(It is only after marrying the girl of his own caste

1. EK takes the last two, viz. Faith in the immanence of Brahman in

all beings and control over mind, speech and the body as common to all

Varpat and AJremas.

2. Unless a person is absolutely devoted to me, the dJratnic order is

binding on.him. This rule is not binding on my devotees (&R)

.
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if he be sexually unsatisfied) he should take a girl from a class

in the prescribed serial order.1

40. (The duties of) performance of sacrifices, Vedic

study and conferring charitable gifts are binding on all twice-

born classes (viz. Brahmana, Ksattriya and Vaisya) but acce-

ptance of gifts, teaching ofVedas and (actual) performance of

sacrifices are the (additional) duties ofBrahmanas.

41. A Brahmana who consideis that acceptance of gifts

from others is detrimental to his austerities, Brahmanical (i. e.

spiritual) power and glory, should live by the other two means

of livelihood (viz. teaching the Vedas and acting as a sacrifi-

cial priest) . He who feels these two vocations as detracting (to

his spiritual position or power,) should live by gleaning

grains of corn from the field (when the owner has taken away

the produce)

.

42. This body of a Brahmana is not certainly meant for

trivial enjoyments. It is intended for undergoing distress and

austere penance in this world, and infinite bliss (of Mok$a

)

after death.

43. He whose mind is content with (what he gets by)

gleaning grains of corn (from the fields after the owner had

reaped and taken home the food-grains and from the market-

place when the market day is over) and who observes the pure

and noble duty of offering hospitality to guests and has dedicated

his heart to me and is not much addicted to his house (though

himself a householder) attains to eternal spiritual peace.

44. Like unto a boat saving a man drowning into a sea,

I promptly save from calamities those persons who redeem a

Brahmana devoted to me or as a matter of that anyone who
has dedicated himself to me but is undergoing hardships.

45. Like a father protecting his children from difficul-

ties a king should defend his subjects against all calamities.

Just as a king-elephant lifts out (of mire) other elephants of his

group and comes out of it by dint of his own power, the wise

and courageous king should (after redeeming his subject) extri-

cate himself out of the difficulty by his own efforts.

1. SR, quotes a Smjti which allows the anuloma order in marriage:
Thus a Brahmana can marry a girl from Ksattriya, Vaisya and Sudra classes;

a Ksattriya from Vaisya and oudra varpas and a &udra can marry only a
Sfldra girl.
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46. A king who discharges his duties in this manner,

shakes off in this very life, whatever inauspiciousness and evil

(that has clung to him)
, by the merit accruing to him by his

just rule over his kingdom and in a celestial car brilliant like

the sun, he goes to heaven and enjoys heavenly pleasures in the

company of Indra (king of gods)

.

47. In times of adversity, a Brahmana should take to

the commercial profession and should surmount the difficult

times by selling non-prohibited articles.1 If, however, he still

gets into difficulties (by suffering a loss in his business)
,
he

should make his way through that emergency by taking to the

sword,2 but he should never resort to a dog’s way of life (by

undertaking lower jobs)

.

48. During distress, a Ksattriya should adopt the pro-

fession of a VaiSya or live by hunting or should take to liveli-

hood of a Brahmana (by accepting a teaching job, but he

should never take to the life of a Sudra.

49. Under adverse circumstance, a person from Vaisya

community should follow the vocations of a Sudra-artisans like

mat-weaving. But once he had overcome the difficulty, he should

not hanker after the censurable calling (recommended by

DharmaSdstra to the lower strata of society)

.

50. A house-holder should according to his financial

position, look upon gods, sages, manes and other beings as my
embodiments and every day worship them by offering oblations

in sacrificial fires uttering the word svdhd at every oblation

to a particular deity in the case of gods. Study and recitation

of Vedas (technically known as Brahma-yajna,,
meant for sages)

,

oblations (of water known as Tarparia and Sr&ddha for depart-

ed ancestors) accompanied with the pronunciations of the

word svadhd
,
offering of food (bait) to living beings and serv-

ing of food to guests (known as Manusya-yajha.

1. A Br&hmana is not allowed to sell articles like salt, wine etc. (by

DharmaSdstra)—SR. To this list EK adds—Ghee, oil, sesamum, cotton {EB,

17.457).

2. Gautamasmfti regards a soldier’s profession superior to that of a

merchant but soldierly profession involves himsd (injury to life). Hence the

Lord’s preference to the Vai$ya way of life—§R.
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51. Without causing any hardship to his dependants
(wife, children, servant, etc.), one should perform sacrifices as

per proper rites and formalities with the wealth got without any
efforts (as by legal inheritance) or with money earned by
following one's profession or with the wealth obtained by fair

means.

52. One should not entertain attachment to the members
of one’s family. Even though one be a householder, he should

not be negligent in his devotion to God. An intelligent person

should realize that the unseen enjoyments in heaven (promised

by the PUroa Mimiriisi) are as momentary as the visible world.

53. Companionship and association with one's sons,

wives, kith and kin is momentary like the get-together of tra-

vellers (for drinking water-). With the change of one’s body
(in the next birth) , they part company like a dream that disap-

pears with the sleep.

54. Having thus realized the truth after deep thought,

and staying in his house (unconcerned) like a stranger or a

guest, he, being devoid of the notion of ‘I-ness' and ‘mine-ness'

(with reference to his body, relatives and property) is not

bound by (and attached to) his household property and leads

the life of one liberated while alive.1

55. Having propitiated me alone through devout wor-

ship in the form of performance of duties prescribed for a

house-holder, my devotee may continue to stay at home (as a

house-holder) or live in a forest as an anchorite (Vinaprastha

)

or become a recluse
(
sannyisin) if he has got children (and a

continuation of his race)

.

56. But he whose heart is deeply attached to his house-

hold and eagerly pines for getting money and children and is

obsessed with sex, is a man of poor understanding. Such a fool

is bound with the notions of ‘I-ness’ and ‘mine-ness’

57. “Alas 1 My parents are aged. My wife and my
young children—all of them have no protector without me 1

1. SD. ‘free from desires and attachment’

EK. 'Is automatically liberated even as a householder* VR, VJ, BP
read Jtvkta for mukta and interpret as ‘one who has concentrated his mind

iniWB fnrowJAt/a).
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How can those helpless and miserable persons live without

me?”

58. With his heart thus overwhelmed and distracted

with anxious attachment to his house, this dull-witted fellow

remains dissatisfied and dies while brooding over them and
enters the blinding darkness (of hell after death).

CHAPTER EIGHTEEN

Duties of Hermits (
Vdnaprasthd) and Sannyisins

The glorious Lord continued :

1. A person desirous of entering the Vanaprastha (the

third stage of) life should either entrust his wife to the care

of his sons or take her with him. He should spend the third

quarter of his life (upto the age of seventyfive years) in a

forest.

2. He should live on bulbous and other roots, fruits

which are regarded as pure and which grow in forests. For

clothing he should wear bark-garments, mats of grass and leaves

and deer-skins.

3. He should allow to grow the hair on his head, beard,

nails and dirt (dust) on his body. He should not brush his

teeth. He should dip his body in water (like a pestle, without

cleansing his body) three times (morning, noon and evening)

a day and sleep on bare ground (without using even grass or

leaves to cover it)

.

4. In summer, he should perform (what is technically

known as) Pancdgni sddhana i.e. exposure of the body to the

heat of fire from four quarters while the fifth fire, viz. the sun

is scorching from the sky. In the rainy-season, he should

observe the vow of AbhrfaakMa i.e. drenching the body in

heavy showers and in the winter he should stay immersed in

the water upto the neck (and observe the udaka-v&sa vrata). He
should’perform penance following the above way of life.
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5. He may eat what is baked on the fire or fruits, etc.

ripened in course of time. He may subsist on what is pounded
in a mortar or crushed with a stone or powdered with his

teeth as mortar and pestle.

6. He should, with his own effort, procure whatever is

required for his subsistence. Though he has full knowledge
of his environments, of the season, and of his own capacity,

he should not use it for storing (food, fruits, etc.) for some
other occasion. 1 Nor should he accept what is offered by
others.

7. He should perform the prescribed periodic sacrificial

duties with oblations of the forest produce and Puroddia (pre-

pared out of them). But under no circumstances should a

Vanaprastha worship me with animal sacrifices as laid down
in the Sruti texts.

8. Maintenance of sacred fire and regular offering of

oblations to it (Agnihotra ) ,
performance of half-monthly sacri-

fices on the New Moon day {Daria) and the Full Moon Day
(PQrnamasa) and the seasonal sacrifices performed at the

beginning of the months of Karttika, Phalguna and Asadha
(which mark the beginnings of the main seasons in India),

have been prescribed for a Vanaprastha by Vedic teachers.

9. The sage who becomes spread over by a web of

(protruding) veins (i.e. is reduced to a skeleton for want of
flesh) by performing penance as described above, propitiates

me who am the embodiment of Tapas (austerities) and comes-

to me passing through the region of sages (via Mahar-lokaf

etc.)

10. Who else can be more foolish than the person who
dissipates for fulfilling flimsy desires such as great penance

performed with enormous troubles and capable of securing

him Mokfa?

11*. When, shaking with decrepitude, he becomes in-

capable of observing the duties prescribed (for the Vanaprastha

1. iabdhe nave nave'nnddye pttr&tiam to parityajetj

—BH.P.VII. 12. 19.

* &R. explains: A Vdnaprastha who continues to perform penance

to the end of his life attains Mokfa. If at the end of the Vdnaprastha period.
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stage), he should withdraw within himself the three sacred

fires (viz.- Ahavaniya, Gdrhapatya and Dakfina which he is

maintaining for Agnihotra) and concentrating his mind on me,

he should enter fire.

12. When a genuine feeling of renunciation is generated

towards the worlds or to even higher blissful regions obtained

by merits) as no better than the hell (full of tortures and

miseries), he should withdraw (as per procedure laid down in

Sdstras

)

all the (three) fires within himself and enter the order

of sannydsins.

1 3. Having worshipped me as per Sdstric instructions,1

and having gifted everything what one has to the sacrificial

priest, one should deposit the three sacred fires within his own
Inner Self

(
antar-y&min

)

and he should enter the order of

sannyasa completely free from any longings.

14. In the way of aBrahmana who is bent on renounc-

ing the world as a sannydsin, gods create impediments in the

form of his wife and others (for dissuading him from sannydsa )

,

as they are afraid that he would supersede them, and attain

Brahman.

15. If a sage entering the order of sannydsa requires any

clothing other than his loin-cloth
(
kaupina ), he should take

only that much as is sufficient to cover his private parts.

Except in case of emergency or critical plight (such as serious

illness), he should not have anything that he has renounced

(at the time of becoming a sannydsin) with the exception of a

staff (symbolic of his being a sannydsin and a water-jar (made

of gourd) .

16. A sannydsin should place his foot forward only when
the ground is purified by eyes (that is, it is scanned and found

free from living beings and thus there would be no violence to

life in stepping over that spot). He should drink water puri-

renunciation is generated in his mind (even dimly), he is eligible to become
a Sannydsin. But in case of premature incapatiation ( if he becomes incapa-

ble of observing his vows before the end of that stage), the above self

consignment to fire is recommended.

1. A JZ&naprastha should perform the Prdjdpatya sacrifice and also

eight Srdddhas before becoming a Sannydsin—SR

.
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fied by straining it with a piece of cloth. He should utter a

word after convincing himself that what is expressed thereby is

true. He should adopt a course of conduct according to the

dictates of his conscience.

17. Silence,

1

renunciation of' acts (for fulfilling one’s

desires) and the control of breath, these are the internal

controls of speech, body and mind. Dear Uddhava ! He who
does not have these controls, is no Sannyisin as one does not

make a real sannyisin with a bamboo- staff.

1 8. Avoiding the houses of the reproachful, one may go
for alms to the houses of all the four Varpas* (castes) among
the Br&hmapas.* He should go to seven houses without giving

pre-intimation and should be content with whatever one gets.4

19. He should go to some reservoir of water (a lake, a

river, etc. ) outside the village or town. After sipping water

(as Acamana) in silence, he should sanctify the food (sprinkling

it with a few drops of water charged with twelve Pranavas,

should divide that food in four parts (alotting them

to Brahma, Vi§$u, the Sun-god and living beings and immers-

ing Vi?nu’s part into water and placing the one for living

beings on the ground), he should finish the remaining

holy food. (He should not store anything for the future)

.

1 . EK. : Repetition of God*s name of OM constitutes the control of

speech. Breath control is the dapfa of the body and concentration in the

Brahman is the control of the mind. —EB. 18.97-102.

2. EK. clarifies: Before the advent of the Kali age, this was the rule.

But in the Kali age, Br&hmanaa follow different non-Brahmaga professions

and vocations. So we have all the four Vardas in the Br§hmaqa community

itself. In the Kali age a sannydsf should limit himself to the houses of

Br&hmaqas only. The exception of a reproachful Br&hmana is of course

binding. —EB. 11. 104-113.

3. JG and VC. classify Brahmanas as follows:

( 1 ) Those who live on gifts (ddna) from others.

( 2 ) Teachers of Vedas and S&stras.

(3) Those who maintain themselves on fees received at sacrifices.

(4) Those who live upon foodgrains gleaned from fields and market

places.

Thus the mode of living ( vfttibheda ) is the criterion in deciding the

Varpas among Brihmagas.

4. VR. advises that a recluse should beg in the houses of Brahmin

—

Br&hm&nas first and then Brahmin-Kfattriyas, etc.
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20. With his senses and mind under control and per-

fectly unattached, he should wander all over the world without
a companion, indulging in the recreation and bliss of his soul.

Engrossed in his Self, he should view all with an equal eye.

1

21. Staying in a lonely yet safe place and with his mind
purified by devotion to me, the sage should deeply meditate
upon the one-ness of the self and its identity with me.1

22. By application of his spiritual knowledge he should

investigate into the nature of the bondage and liberation of

the soul (and understand that) distraction of senses (to their

objects of enjoyment) is the bondage and subjugation and
control of senses is the Mokfa.

23. Therefore, controlling the group of six enemies (i.e.

passions like lust, anger, avarice, etc. or five senses plus the

inner sense—the mind) the sage should renounce trifling

pleasures of senses, enjoying thereby the great bliss within his

Self. While contemplating on me, the sage should carry on his

pilgrimage on the earth.

24. He should travel over the earth full of sacred lands,

holy rivers, mountains, forests7 and hermitages, entering cities,

villages, cowherd settlements and caravansaries just for begging

alms.

25. A Sannyasin should frequently visit the hermitages

of the V&naprasthas. For (the food he gets is prepared out of

foodgrains gleaned from cornfields and market places and) by

such food from gleaned food-grains, his mind becomes quickly

purified and free from delusion, and he attains liberation.

26. He should not look upon this (sweet food or other

objects of pleasure) as real, for whatever is visible is bound to

perish^ With his mind detached to objects in this world or

in the next, he should cease to work for gaining them (here or

hereafter).

1. VR. : He should see that both sentients and non-sentients are a

part of the body of the Lord.

2. VJ, : The sage should contemplate that the Lord is different

from Jiva and that I am the Supreme Being established by the Veda ( . .

.

Srutyd majyd siddharn almdnam ekam mukhyarh cinlaycd abhedenajlvtnaikyam na

cintayet) —
3. KK. gives a suggestive list of holy places.
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27. He should) by logical reasoning, realize that all this

world and this body constituted of mind, speech and vital

breath is nothing but Mdyd (Illusion) superimposed on the

Atman. He should renounce it and stabilising himself in his

blissful self, he should never remember the world (or

sams&ra)

.

28. My devotee who is established in spiritual know-

ledge, unattached to the world and does not long for anything

( including Moksa) should renounce not only the duties (and

attachment) pertaining to his dframa but even its external dis-

tinguishing marks. He should go on in his life without being

governed by the Sdstric rules in the matter— (Not that he

should give up purity, bathing, etc. but he should not be a

subject to Gastric injunctions)

.

29. Such a person, though full of wisdom, should behave

like a child (with no sense of respect or disrespect) . Though

well-versed in a skill, he should assume dullness. Though

deeply learned, he should show himself as insane (as he has to

please nobody). Though master of Vedas (and faithful to their

teaching) he should behave like an animal.

30. He should not take interest in discussion about

Vedic interpretation (whether pertaining to sacrifices or rules

of conduct). Nor should he be a non-believer in the Vedas or

one expert in Logical reasoning. He should not be a participant

in fruitless discussion.

31. Full of wisdom and fortitude, he should not be

afraid of anybody. Nor should he frighten away the people.

He should forbear harsh words nor should he insult anyone.

For the sake of his body, he should not entertain enmity with

anyone.

32. For the Supreme Soul is but one. He abides in all

living beings as well as in one’s own-self, just as the Moon
(only one entity) is reflected in different vessels full of water.

All beings even from the point of physical bodies are one, as

they are made of the same gross elements. (Hence there is no
propriety in cherishing enmity with anyone)

.

33. He should not become despondent, if sometimes he

did not get alms; nor should he feel elated if he gets food in
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time. Full of fortitude, he should realize that both these (getting
alms or failing to get it) are in the hands of the Providence.

34. (This does not mean that one should not go out for

alms) . He should try to get alms for subsistence; for it is

proper and essential to sustain life. It is by sustaining life that
truth can be investigated. And it is by realization of the
truth, that one gets Liberation from Satjis&ra.

35. A sage should accept whatever food comes to his lot

by the will of the Providence—whether it be excellent or other-

wise; similarly, he must accept whatever clothes and beds as

may be offered to him.

36. Just as I carry on my activities as a sport, a man
of spiritual wisdom should practise his habits of cleanliness,

dcamana (sipping of water before taking food, etc.), bath, and
not in compliance of the rule of the Dharmasistra. He should

behave similarly in other matters.

37. He has no sense of difference in him any longer.

Whatever such sense there might have been, has disappeared
since his realization of me. Occasionally such a sense of percep-
tion may appear till the fall of his body, but thereafter he
merges in me.

38. A person who is self-controlled and has become
disgusted with objects of pleasure which (he knows) end up in

misery, but is not enlightened in duties leading to my realizat-

ion, should approach a sage as his preceptor.

39. Full ofdevout faith and with malice towards none,

he should devotedly serve his teacher respecting him as if he
is myself, till he realizes his Brahman.

40. But he who has not controlled the group of six

enemies (viz. six passions like lust, anger, avarice, etc. Or his

five senses and the mind ) and whose mind the controller of
his senses, has been deeply attached to objects of pleasures, is

devoid of spiritual knowledge and dispassion and only makes
his livelihood by the triple staff (the symbol of being a

Sonnyfain).

41. Such a person is a violator of Dharma. He deceives

gods (by denying them their sacrificial oblations which he

would have offered as a house-holder), himself (by being

deprived of household-comforts he would have got, had he not
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been a Sannydsin), me who abide in him (as he fails to realize

me). His sins are not completely consumed and he loses his

world as well as the next.

42. The essence of the righteous course of conduct of a

recluse (Sannydsin) is self-control and abstinence from violence;

that of the Vdnaprastha ( the renouncer who stays in a forest)

consists of performance of austerities (as prescribed for this

stage of life in $Astras) and ( attainment of) spiritual knowledge

that of a householder constitutes of the protection of beings,

and performance of panca-mahd-yajHas (offering of oblations to

gods and ancestors, offering of food to preceptors, guests etc.)

while that or a twice-born (a boy who has taken a new
spiritual birth by the investiture of the sacred thread and has

become a) Brahmacdrin—a celibate student—is the service of

his preceptor.

43. Celibacy (i.e. abstinence from contacts with one’s

wife on nights prohibited by S&stras

)

,
penance, (mental and

bodily) purity, contentment, friendliness to all creatures cons-

titute the Dhartna (the pious duties) of a householder— (Please

note that a householder) who goes to his wife on the days

(sanctioned by scriptures) is also a celibate person, while devo-

tion to me is a sacred duty common to all (irrespective of their

particular ASrama)

.

44. A person who worships me by observing the pious

duties (laid down for his particular Varna and Airama) as men-

tioned above without any expectation in return or (does not

deviate to some other god or to some other purpose) , and who
sees me as abiding (as an antarydmin) in all beings, attains to

the (highest type of) Devotion1 to me in a short while.

45. It is by such unswerving (life-long) devotion, O
Uddhava, that the devotee attains to me, the Supreme Ruler

of all worlds, the source of the creation and destruction of all,

1. EK.: This is the fourth stage of Devotion, 'The Supreme Bhakti

*

as compared with which all the four types of Muktis ( types of liberation) are

quite valueless

—

EB. 18.324-25.
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and hence the cause of everything, the Brahman1 himself (or

the creator of the Vedas)

.

46. A person whose heart is purified by observing the

pious duties prescribed for his particular social class (For#*)

and stage in life (Airama

)

and who has understood my nature,

attains both spiritual wisdom and my direct realization reaches

me in a short time.

47. This is the righteous course of conduct of persons

belonging to the four social classes (Vania) and their four

stages of life
(
Airama) . When this very course is reinforced by

devotion to me, it becomes the supremely efficacious means of

attaining thcsummum bonum (Mokfa).

48. I have thus explained to you, O good Uddhava,
whatever you had enquired of me. It is in this way that my
devotee, while following the path of righteous duties (specified

for his particular Varna and Airama) , attains to me who am the

Supreme (Brahman).

CHAPTER NINETEEN

Exposition of Spiritual Knowledge
,
its Realization

and Togic Disciplines

The Lord said :

1.* He who is endowed with Sastric learning leading to

direct Atmic realization and has not to depend on logical reason-

ing, should understand that this world of difference (as well

1. SR. : The presiding Deity in Vaikuptha. The devotee attains the

Mukti called Simipya (vicinity to the Lord)

EK. : The devotee attains to the fourth Bhakti called the Supreme
Devotion, full of the highest bliss in which God and the devotee become
one. —EB. 18. 325-332.

* EK: When bodily activities ego-lessly take place and one is

absorbed in spiritual bliss without enjoying sense-objects and one’s know-
ledge is intuitive (not depending on logical reasoning) that is the stage of

'self-realization’. In that stage, knowledge and means to it, as well as

contemplation—everything is ‘lest*, as there is neither bondage nor liberat-

ion as both of these are illusory products of Mky&.
—EB. 19.25.39-
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as the dialectic process of negating it) is the illusion caused by
my Maya and should ultimately consign this knowledge unto

me (This is termed as Vidvat-sonnydsa)

.

2. None else but I am the beloved to the spiritually enli-

ghtened person. Only I am accepted (by him) as his objective

(goal to be achieved) as well as the means of achieving it. I am
the iSvarga (i. e. worldly prosperity) as well as the Mokfa (the

state of final emancipation from Sarhsara) , to him. Nothing

except me is dear to him.

3. Persons who are endowed with spiritual knowledge

i. e. know the distinctness of Atman from the body and Prakrti

and realization of the self (i. e. knowledge that Paramdtman is

both the goal and means to attain to Him) are able to cognise

(and reach) my highest state. Such a knower bears me up with

his spiritual enlightenment and hence he is the beloved-most to

me.

4. The stage of (spiritual) perfection attained by even

a single particle (or ray) of knowledge cannot be brought about

and reached by performance of austerities, visits to sacred pla-

ces and ablutions in holy waters, muttering of mantras, charities

(e. g. donations of cows, gold, land), prescribed purificatory

acts (according to Sdstras).

5. Hence, O Uddhava, securing vijhdna i. e. the bliss of

one-ness with Param&tman by means oijAdna i. e. realization of

the spiritual knowledge (of the identity of the jioa and Param-

dtman and being endowed with the knowledge (jAdna) and its

realization (VtjAana, mentioned above), worship me devoutly.

6. It is reported that having worshipped me by means

of the sacrifice in the form ofJAdna and VijAdna (as explained

above) in their heart, sages of yore have attained to spiritual

perfection (i. e. absorption in me).

7.

* The three-fold modification1 (viz. those resulting from

* VJ. slightly differs:

Birth and other states of the body are transferred from the body to the

Jlva (due to ignorance), though he is really unconcerned with them. The
Lord being non-physical is not affected by them at all. Liberation is

attainment to the Lord after casting off this psycho-physical organism.

ato m^^irduMhAnanddmiblutDaspa mama prdptir aa natktihj

1. via. the birth, existence and death erf* the body—EK.
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the mind or self, caused by fate and by elements and living

beings of which you are the substratum, is nothing but illusion

(M&yd) . It did not exist in the beginning or at the end but

appears in the middle (just as the misapprehension of a serpent

or a garland, in stead of the reality of its being a rope, does

not exist before it is misapprehended or after the clarification

of the reality). When birth and other states (viz. existence,

growth, transformation, decay and death) affect this body of

yours, what do they affect you who are the basis of these modi-

fications. For (as in the case of misapprehension of a rope as

a serpent) what exists before the beginning of the misapprehen-

sion (viz. the reality of a rope) and what remains after it (is

cleared up viz. the existence of a rope) does exist in the middle

also. (Just as the rope, the substratum of these changes, remains

the same, unaffected by them, you are not touched by the six

changes in the body from birth to death)

.

Uddhava said :

8. O Lord of the universe ! Be pleased to elucidate to

me, in details, this ancient, extremely pure (and hallowing)

traditional
(
convincing, spiritual ) wisdom accompanied with

renunciation and intuitive knowledge, in such a way (as will

dispel my ignorance) . O embodiment of the universe ! Please

explain to me your path of Devotion (
BhaktuYoga

)

which is

sought after by the great (gods like Brahma)

.

9. O Lord ! To a person troubled on all the sides by

threefold afflictions (viz. those caused by fate, through bodily

or mental disorders and caused by other beings or elements)

and tormented with the scorching miseries in this terrible path

of Saritsdra, I do not see any other place of shelter except the

umbrella of your pair of feet which (in addition to affording

cool shade-protection from the miseries of Sarfisdra) shower nec-

tar (of spiritual bliss) 1 on all sides.

10. O Supremely glorious Lord ! Be gracious to lift me
up who have fallen in the dark abysmal hole of Sarhsdra where-

in bitten by the serpent of Death, this person (I myself) is ex-

tremely thirsting after low pleasures of senses. Be kind to spri-

1. BIim of liberation from S&hs&ra—VR.
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klc me on all sides with your words leading me to the liber-

ation from Samsdra.

The glorious Lord said :

11. Formerly, King Yudhisthira (who was friendly to-

all beings) asked this very question to Bhisma, the foremost

among the observers of the path of righteousness, while all of
us were in the audience.

12. After the termination of the internecine war among
the Bharata clans (at Kuruksetra), he was greatly purturbed

and despondent on account of the death of his friends and rela-

tives (in that war). After listening to a number of discourses

on various points of Dharma (religion and righteousness), he

asked him about the paths of righteousness leading to the em-

ancipation from Samsara.

13. 1 shall now recount to you those discourses which

were full of precepts on spiritual wisdom, dispassion, Atmic rea-

lization, faith and devotion, as I heard them from the lips of

Bhisma.

14. It is my (considered) decision that that is the real

jii&na (spiritual wisdom) by which one can perceive in all be-

ings, the (twenty-eight principles consisting of the) nine (viz.

Prakrti, Purusa
,
mahat

,
aharfikdra and the five tan-mdtrds or subtle

elements), the eleven (the five cognitive senses, five conative

organs and the internal-organs or the mind), the five (gross

elements viz. the earth, water, fire, air and the ether) and the

three (gunas viz. Sattva, Rajas and Tamos) and also that the

Paramdtman as permeating these all.

15. This is definitely the (real) vijiidna—that a person

does not now perceive (as he did in the initial stage) the plu-

rality of principles as being real or that the many principles

are permeated (through and through) by the one Para-Brahman

but that Para-Brahman is the only Reality (and the other prin-

ciples, etc. are unreal) . He should also see clearly that the

origination, continuation and destruction are concerned only

with entities which are constituted by three gunas (and as such

they are transitory and unreal)

.
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16.

* That alone is the Real Existence which continues

to exist at the beginning, in the end as well as in the middle

and persists while one evolute leads to another and remains

unabsorbed in the process of involution (as the residue at the

end)

.

17. The Vedic text, direct perception, tradition and
inference—these are the four (authoritative) tools of knowledge.

As plurality of phenomenal world is not supported by any of

these authoritative instruments of knowledge, a (spiritually)

wise person gives up the concept of plurality.

18. As all sacrificial and ritualistic acts (which lead to

heavenly life) are the effects and hence subject to change (and

transient) , a wise person should perceive that all the eventual

fruits of such acts including the position of god Brahma are

inauspicious and transitory like the visible ones.

19. I have already expounded to you the path of Devo-

tion, as you cherished a liking for it. I shall expound to you

once again the most effective method of the Bhakti-Yoga, O
sinless Uddhava.

20-23. Sincere faith in the nectar-like stories about me,

constant rehearsal ofmy glories, unswerving faith and devotion

to my worship, singing hymns in my praise, deep reverence in

rendering service to me, to prostrate before (touching the gro-

und with eight parts of the body) for bowing me, rendering

greater devotion to the worship of my devotees, the perception

of my presence in all beings, directing all bodily activities for

dedication to my service, to sing exclusively of my glories, to

resign the mind to me, renunciation of all desires, to give up

for my sake wealth, enjoyments and pleasures (if they come in

the way of devotion to me) and dedication to me of the per*

formances of sacrifices, charitable acts (donations, etc.) ,
offer-

ing of oblations, repetition of mantras, observance of vows and

austere penauce done for my sake—all these (definitely) lead

to Devotion.

* VR: The true knowledge recognises the fact that existence is

the essential nature of Atman as he does not change with the change of the

body ( as
<| god, a man or a sub-human being) and remains at the end

( even in Aiakfa where physical bodies do not exist)

.
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24. O Uddhava ! It is by performing such acts (of devo-

tion) by persons who have dedicated themselves to me com-
pletely, that real Devotion to me is engendered in them. What
other objective in life (of such a devotee) remains unaccom-
plished ?

25. When the mind, full of the attribute called Sattva

and hence perfectly tranquil, is resigned to me, the person

(concerned) becomes endowed with righteous spiritual wisdom
reinforced with dispassion and reaches the state of Iivara.

26. When (on the contrary) the mind is dedicated to

things other than I (viz. persons and objects in Samsira) , it

goes astray with senses and getting stained by Rajas and atta-

ched to asat (Tamos or transitory objects) it becomes the rever-

se of above (i. e. becomes unrighteous, ignorant, full of passi-

ons, etc.)

27. That (act or course of conduct) which promotes

devotion unto me is the real Dharma (righteousness) ; the per-

ception of the one-ness of the Soul is spiritual wisdom; non-

attachment to gupas (the objects of senses) is the real dispass-

ion; and possession of mystic powers (such as atomization,

magnification, levitation and others is the state of Isvara.

Uddhava said :

28. O vanquisher of enemies ! What are the different

observances which are laid down as Tama (self-control) and

what varieties of vows are prescribed as Niyama ? What is the

nature of Sama (spiritual quiescence) ? What constitutes Dama
(Self-restraint) ? O Kf$na, what is the definition of forbearance

( titikfd) and that of moral courage ? O Lord \

29. What is the nature of charity and of penance ? What
is real bravery ? What is truthfulness ? What constitutes ftia

(moral or divine Law) ? What is real renunciation ? What
wealth is desirable ? What is a sacrificial performance and

what is the nature of Dakfini (sacrificial fees to be offered to

sacrifices) ?

30. Where lies the real strength of manhood, O Lord of

Lakfml? What is the real fortune or gain? O Kesava, what is

the Supreme Love and the highest type of modesty (Hri) ?
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What is the real adornment? What is the nature of pleasure

and pain?

31. Who is (really) a learned man and who is a fool?

What is the (correct) path? What amount to going astray ?

What is Svarga (celestial world) andwhat is a hell? Whoshould

be regarded as a kinsman and what is a home?
32. Who is rich and who is poor? Who is pitiable and

who is the master (controller) ? Be pleased to elucidate to me
the contraries of these, O Protector of the righteous.

The Glorious Lord replied:

33-35. Abstention from causing any injury to others, to

speak to the point what is true yet agreeable, to abstain (even

mentally) from appropriating what belongs to others, absolute-

non-attachment, modesty, abstention for accumulating or stor-

ing anything in one’s possessions, faith in S&stras celibacy, firm-

ness in Dharma, forbearance, fearlessness (or to afford protec-

tion from fear) (These twelve constitute the yama observances)

.

Purification of the mind as well as of the body, repetition of

a mantra or God's name, austerities, offering oblations (to

gods) deep faith and reverence for $astras> hospitality, perfor-

mance of my worship, visit to sacred places, working for the

good of others, contentment and rendering service to preceptors.

These are Yamas and NiyamaSy twelve each in number, prescrib-

ed for the followers of the path of Pravrtti and Niurtti. If

these are observed, thy confer prosperity or emancipation (from

Satfisdra) as desired by the observers.

36. Sama is devoutly and firmly establishing one's intellect

(or mind) in me; Dama is the control of senses; Titlkfd is to bear

up quietly with afflictions; Fortitude (Dhrti

)

is the complete

control over the palate and the sex.

37. The highest type of charity is absention from harm-

ing other creatures ;
austerities consist ofabsention from desires

( of enjoyment ) ; heroism lies in conquering one's natural crav-

ings and to look upon all as equal i.e. one-ness ( i.e. Brahman)

everywhere is truthfulness.

38. Wise persons say that sweet yet truthful speech is the

Rfa anct~non-attachment to one's actions is cleanliness and

(not mere bodily cleanliness ) ; renunciation is giving up the
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notions of ‘I* and ‘mine* as well as desires of fruit here and
hereafter

( and not merely deserting one’s home ).

39. Righteousness or taking to the path of God-realiza-

tion is the desirable wealth ( and not money, cattle and prope-

rity). 1 am the sacrifice (and should be performed with this

knowledge and not as a ritualistic performance) . Spiritual

enlightenment is real sacrificial fees Dakjind and not gold and
other things offered as such)

; the real strength is the control of

breath ( which leads to the control of the mind ).

40. Fortune is my divine state having the six attributes

(such as rulership, piety, glory, affluence and others and not

mere favour of luck ) ; The highest gain is ( sincere ) devotion

to me ; learning consists in perceiving the underlying one-ness of

the Atman (and not mere erudition) and Hri is the abstaining

(with repulsion) from doing a prohibited act (and not the

sense of shame after committing it).

41. Sri (Adornment) lies in good qualities such as

absence of desires (and not gold crown and other ornaments)

;

happiness consists in transcending the sense of both pleasure and

pain (and not mere enjoyment) ; Misery lies in craving after

pleasures from fulfilment of desires (and not scorching from

fire, etc.) . He who knows the path of liberation from the

bondage of Samsara (or has the true knowledge of the nature

of the bondage and emancipation) is a real Paniita.

42. He is a fool who conceives that his body and its

belongings constitute the Atman. It is proclaimed that the true

path is that which leads (the follower) to me (God-realization

and the wrong path is the path of Sarhs&ra (Pravrtti Mdrga)
which causes the distraction of the mind. Svarga is the

predominance of the Sattva guna.

43. Hell connotes the ascendancy and sway of the

Tamoguya, O friend Uddhava ! The (spiritual) preceptor is one’s

(real) relative and that is me only. The human body is the

house and one who is richly endowed with excellent qualities is

a wealthy person.

44. He who is discontented is a destitute and he who
has no control over his senses is a pitiable wretch. He is the

master whose mind is not attached to gunas (objects of senses),
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while the reverse of this (i.e. the slave
)

is a person who is

addicted to the pleasure of senses.

45. In this way, O Uddhava, all your queries have been

clearly explained by me. What more need is there for a lengthy

discussion ? The following is the criterion of deciding what is

good and evil : It is evil to pry into the weak points and merits

(of a thing) while the habit not to think of them both is good.

CHAPTER TWENTY

Elucidation of Karma, Jh&na and

Bhakti Yogas

Uddhava said :

1. Injunctions and interdictions regarding specific acts are

ordained by the Vedas which are commandments of you, the

Supreme Ruler. And they consider the goodness and badness

of acts with reference to the good and evil consequence of

those acts. (This being the case, how is it that you say that it

is evil to pry into the weak points and merits, while the habit

not to think of them both is good ( Supra 19.45).

2. It is the Veda which distinguishes between the order

of merit of different castes or social classes and stages in life,

of the merit-based gradation of persons born from the marriage

of the high caste man with a lower caste woman and the

lowcaste man with a higher caste woman. It points out the

merits or otherwise of the material, venue, age and season

( proper for performing sacrifices) as well as (the acts which

lead to) heaven and hell.

3. How is it possible to follow your word (the Veda)

which is characterised by expressions laying down injunctions

and interdictions and which leads men to liberation from

Sarfisdra^ unless one has the power of discrimination between

the good and the evil.
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4. The Veda, a form of your word, serves as an eye to

manes, gods and human beings, O Supreme Ruler. It helps

them to get insight into the *unseen’ (i.e. the heavenly region

or liberation from Sathsdra) and the end and means of attain-

ing them.

5. It is through the Veda, your own command, that the

notion of distinction between the good and the evil, is derived

and not independently by anybody's individual opinion or by

nature. When that distinction (recognised by the Veda) is

refuted by the Veda itself that (naturally) causes bewilderment.

The Lord replied :

6. With the desire of securing final beatitude ( Mokfa)

to beings, three types of Yogas (courses of disciplines) have

been expounded by me. They are the path of knowledge, path

of (desireless) Action and path of Devotion (and they corres-

pond to the Brahma ,
Karma and Updsana sections of the Sruti)

.

In no part of the Veda, any other means or path of

liberation has been propounded.

7. Out of these paths the path of knowledge is meant

for those recluses who are nauseated with ritualistic acts

(and the ephemeral nature of the promised happiness accruing

from them) and consequently have given up such Karmat. But

the Path of Karma is prescribed for those who hanker after the

fulfilment of their desires and are not disenchanted with such

(ritualistic) acts.

8. The path of Devotion is conducive to the attainment

of Liberation in the case of a person who by a lucky chance

has come to cherish a devout faith in my stories (and in the

efficacy of my name) etc. and who is neither disgusted with nor

deeply attached to the performance of (prescribed religious)

acts. 1

One should continue to perform (prescribed religious

)

actions till he does not feel disgusted.

9. A person should continue to perform the religious

acts prescribed for his particular caste and stage of life till he

1. VJ. believes that gods belong to this category.
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(being disenchanted with the futility of the promised fruits

from those Kaunas) feels disgusted with them or till devout

faith in listening to my stories (meditating upon me and such

other form of Bhakti
)

is not engendered in him1

10. O Uddhava ! A person who follows the religious

duties (prescribed for his particular class (Varya) and stage

in life
(
Airama) and worships me through performance

of sacrifices without cherishing any interest in the fruits thereof

does not go to the heaven or hell unless he commits an act

prohibited in S&stras (either by commission or by omission).

11. If, while existing in this body (or the world) f a

person strictly follows the course of religious duties prescribed

for him (i.e. for his particular caste and stage in life) and leads

a sinless, pure life, he naturally gains pure knowledge or if

he is lucky enough may find devotion engendered in him
(as Devotion is superior to knowledge)

.

12-13. Both the inhabitants of the celestial world and

the denizens of hell desire to be born (as human beings) in

this world, as this life leads to the attainment of Liberation

(from Samsdra) by means of the paths of knowledge and

Bhakti which is not possible in the special bodies with which

the heavenly or hellish beings are vested. A wise man should

not long for heaven just as he would not desire for the infernal

region. Nor should he desire to be reborn in this world, as

it is due to the attachment to one’s body that he blunders

(and does not attain liberation)

.

14. Realizing this (speciality of the human body) and

being aware that though this human body is capable of attain-

ing Mokfa (Liberation from Sarhsdra) it is after all mortal, a

person should not be negligent and exert for attaining Libera-

tion (lit. non-return to this world) before he is overtaken by

death.

15. The biid (the individual soul) who has built its nest

on the tree (viz. this body) which is being mercilessly hacked

down by persons cruel like the god of death, feels happy in

abandoning its nest and the tree, if it is not attached to it.

1. VJ. thinks that the Path of Karma is expounded in this verse as the

performance ofKarma* is a must till spiritual knowledge dawns or devotion

is engendered in the mind. It is the Karma path which purifies the mind
and renders one eligible for the path of knowledge or devotion.
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16. Likewise a person, knowing that life is being merci-

lessly hacked by day and night and trembling with fear discards

all attachments and desires. And after realizing the Supreme
Self he settles in the state of perfect bliss.

17. He is certainly a perpetrator of spiritual suicide

who would not (even) attempt to get over the sea of worldly

existence
(
SarjisOTa

)

even when he, by a lucky chance (through

the grace of God), has easily obtained this excellent boat in the

form of the human body which, the main spring of all good

fruits1 , is extremely difficult to procure and which is not only

equipped with all accessories (useful for all purposes) and

piloted by the helmsman in the form of the spiritual preceptor,

but also is propelled by me like a driving favourable wind.

18. When, on foreseeing (the evil consequences of

attachment to the fruits of Karmas) a person gets disgusted

with actions prescribed in the S&stras (and meant for obtain-

ing some ulterior motive as its fruit) and thus becomes unattach-

ed and indifferent (to the fruits of the Karmas) , he should

control his senses and, by constant practice of directing his

mind to contemplation on the Self (Atman) , steady it in medi-

tation (on the Self).

19. If, the mind, while being made to concentrate

steadily (on the Self) begins to stray (towards objects of sense)

immediately and thus becomes unsteady, the Yogi should be

vigilant and try to bring it back under control by conciliatory

method (by making some slight allowance to its inclination)

.

20. Exercising control over breath and subduing one's

senses, he should not remain negligent about the vagrancy of

his mind but watch it vigilantly and with his reasoning capacity

reinforced with Sattva,
he should bring his mind under control.

21. lake unto a horseman breaking an unmanageable

horse by allowing its inclination in the beginning (and tightly

bridling it just at the proper moment) , the established method

of repeatedly withdrawing the mind (by the above-mentioned

conciliatory process) by knowing its natural inclination, is

regarded to be (the proper path to) the highest Toga.

1. The human body is called as it alone is eligible to realize

Brahman and a being can attain god-head through this body only out of

eighty four lakhs of species—BK.
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22. With a thorough understanding of the •(funda-

mental) principle of the Sankhya system (of thought)
,

he
should contemplate the chain of causation in the evolution

(from Prakrti creating the Mahat—subtle elements—gross

elements—his own body) and in the involution (the reverse of

the above process from his body to Prakrti

)

of all objects, till

his mind becomes serene.

23. The mind of a person who is disgusted with the

world (due to pondering over the evolution and involution

given in the Sahkhya philosophy) and becomes renunciated

and contemplates repeatedly the teaching of his preceptor,

becomes free from all evil thoughts (such as identification of

the body with the Self.)

24. It is by means of the path of Toga like Tama (self-

control) and others and by the knowledge gained by thorough

investigation of the ultimate principles (viz. Sat—being and

a-sat non-being) or1 by worship and propitiation of my images

or symbolic representations, that the mind should be made to

contemplate on me, the Supreme Soul which is the only object.

25. If (per chance) a Togi happens to commit an ini-

quity through mistake or lapse on his part, he should burn

down that sin by the process of Toga (like meditation of the

Lord, repeating the Lord’s name, etc.) but should never resort

to other expiatory rites.

26. Firm devotion and strict observance of duties pres-

cribed for one’s own class in society (Varna) and stage in life

(Ahama) has been called a merit (the opposite of which is

obviously demerit or sin). An action—an inborn tendency of

living beings to do something—is impure by nature. A distinc-

tion between merit and demerit (or virtue and fault) has been

drawn (with a view to make people avoid the wrong course).

A restriction has been imposed on actions (Karmas), as it is

intended that all attachment (to worldly objects) be given up.

27. When devout faith in my stories is awakened, a

person becomes disenchanted with all the acts (religious rites,

sacrifices, etc. enjoined by the Vedas). He knows that they

(i.e. the rewards promised as a result of those karmas ) are full

I . ‘or’ shows the independence of the path of Devotion—SR.
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of miseries, but is not able to renounce them (due to a waver*

ing state ofmind ).

28. Under such circumstances, he should cherish faith

in me and with a firm resolution should worship me, full of

love and devotion. Even while he continues to enjoy objects

of pleasure (or has a longing for them), he should damn them
as sources of misery.

29. A sage who constantly worships me according to the

Path of Devotion expounded by me previously, finds that all

the deep-rooted (and hence apparently in-eradicable) desires

in his heart disappear, as I am established therein.

30. The very moment, I, the Soul of all, am realized,

the knot (of aharhkdra) in the heart is snapped; all his doubts

are cut asunder, and all his Karmas are exhausted.

31. Hence neither spiritual wisdom [jndnn) nor renun-

ciation
(
vairdgya

)

is a general pre-condition for attaining the

Final Beatitude
(mokfa) (in the Path of devotion) if thzBhakli-

Togin (the follower of the path of devotion) has intense devot-

ion to me and has his mind firmly fixed in me.

32-33. What is secured by performing prescribed Vedic

Karmas or by undergoing austere penance or by spiritual know-

ledge or from dispassion or by following the path of Toga or by

pious liberal donations as also by other means of attaining

spiritual bliss—all this my devotee fully and easily realizes by

the path of Bhakti whether it be svarga (Heaven) or mokfa or

even my abode.

34. But pious people who arc wise and absolutely devot-

ed to me desire nothing, even if absolute liberation from which

there is no return to Santsdra
%
is conferred on them by me.

35. Desirelessness is, therefore, the highest and the most

efficacious way to attain the summum bonum. Hence real

devotion is engendered in him who longs for no blessings and

solicits nothing.

36. Merit and sin resulting from the commission or

omission of the enjoined or interdicted acts are not binding

on those who are absolutely devoted to me, are even-minded

and have realized me who am transcendental to reason.
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37. In this way, those who follow these paths proclaim*

ed by me, attain to the blessed abode of mine, which the

learned know as the Supreme Brahman.

CHAPTER TWENTYONE

Criteria for determining the good and the evil

The Lord said'.

1. Those persons who discard the path of devotion,

spiritual knowledge and righteous (desireless) actions which

have been expounded by me (and which lead to me), and seek

trivial pleasures through fickle senses, continue to wander

through various species in sarhsdra.

2. Firm adherence to the course of duties to which one

is eligible (by Sdstric prescription) is described as virtue while

the reverse of it (i.e. strayed devotion to another man's duties

to which one is not eligible) is a fault. Such is the^definite

decision about them both (i.e. about virtue and fault)1
.

3.

* Even if things (or acts) be similar, the decisions

that it is pure or impure, virtue or fault, auspicious or inaus-

picious, are made for the guidance of investigation so that one

may control one’s inclination towards them.

4. O sinless Uddhava ! It is for the sake of distinguish-

ing the righteous way from the unrighteous, what is pure and

what is impure, has been decided for regulating the behaviour

—what course of conduct is permissible for kings (under

emergency some concession has to be given to a ruler for adopt-

ing the inauspicious or impure means or to an individual for

l. §R. clarifies that a virtue or a fault is not inherent in the act, but it

is the eligibility of the doer which decides the matter.

* VR. Though the factors of an act (such as Time, Place, agent,

mantras or the particular karma be the same, they present two different sides

of eligibility. It is after investigation that one can decide whether it is good

(leading to auspicious consequences) and bad (resulting in evil conse-

quences) .
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the bare maintenance of his life but to store such impure subs-

tances is forbidden). Such a (sinless) course of conduct has

been shown by me (in the form of smrti-vniters like Mann
and others) for the guidance of those who are the bearers of

the responsibility of showing the path of religion.

5-6. The elements, viz. earth, water, fire, air and

sky, united with the Soul, constitute the causes of the

bodies of all beings, from god Brahma to an immobile. Even

through the point of material bodies and the Atman all creatures

are constitutionally the same, it is, however, to enable these

creatures to attain their respective objectives in life (viz.

Dharma , Artha, Kima and Mokfa) that the Veda has given them

diverse names and forms (about their respective Varna and

Aframa) and enjoined their respective code of conduct.

7. It is for regulating what work should be done or

what act be prohibited that qualities like goodness or badness

have been ordained by me with respect to time, place and

other conditions, as well as with reference to substances

or things (like rice) to be obtained, O pious-most Uddhava,

(my object being to ensure the attainment of the fruits of

Karma1
.

8. Out of countries, those tracts of land where black-

antelopes are not found are unholy, and it is still more so, if

people there-of cherish no devotion to Brahmanas. Even if

hallowed by the presence of black deer, the tract known as

Sauvira

2

(i.e. lacking in pious people) or Kikata* (Eastern

Bihar, Bengal and Orissa and inhabited by the uncultured

people or having the majority of Mlecchas or a barren place,

is unholy.

1. Karma$Am niyam&rtham phala-s&dhanirtharn /—VJ.
2. Variously identified with upper sindh (VR and N.L. De) or

northern Saur&ftra along the Gulf of Cutch (Rhys Davids.) &R. is led

away by grammatical derivation.

3. It appears that in the old Smfti period, these states were not

completely Aryanised. Hence a visitor to them, except on purpose of a holy

pilgrimage, had to expiate the sin of visiting it, by the rite of investing the

sacred thread. VR quotes a smfti text as follows :

Ahga-Vaiga-KatiAgtfu Saurdffra-M*geuihe?u ca /

Tirtha-yAtr&m vini gatod punah sathsk&ram arhati / /
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9. That period of time is regarded as auspicious or

good which is proper for performing Vedic rites either due to

adequate supply of materials (for that rite or sacrifice) or by

its very nature (e.g. the early part of the day) . But the time

when the materials for the rite are not available or there

are politically, unsettled conditions and earthquakes etc., or

when the period is unfit for performance of religious rites (e.g.

during the mourning period) ,
that period of Time is considered

to be bad or inauspicious.

10. The purity or impurity of a substance depends on

the contacts with some other thing (e.g. washing with water

purifies a thing, while if contacted with urine it becomes

impure)
,

or by the word (e.g. in case of doubt about purity,

the decision of a learned Brahmana)
,

or by purification (e.g.

sprinkling flowers with water purifies them, but by smelling

they lose their sanctity for worship) , by passage of time

1

,
or

by the bigness or smallness of size (e.g. a big lake cannot be

polluted by the touch of a man of the depressed class but it is

regarded ‘polluted*, if the tank is a small one.)

11 (The same thing becomes pure to one and impure

to another) . The purity or the impurity of a thing depends

upon the physical strength or weakness8 (Time of receiving)

the information or knowledge* and affluence;

4

(certain things

are pure or impure in relation to different places, states and

other circumstances) . Hence the incurrence of sin depends

on the time and other circumstances*.

1 . SR. quotes a Smrti which lays down :

Rainwater stored in reservoirs should be used for drinking but it should

be avoided for the first three days. As for water stored at other times, one

should wait for ten days after which it attains purity.

2. Eating food during the period of solar or lunar eclipse is prohibited

as sinful to normal people but is permissible to the aged, sick or weak persons

—Sr.
3. If the birth of a child in the lamily is informed within ten days, the

nearest kins have to observe a seclusion but the same information after ten

days has no such binding effect.—SR.

4. To use soiled or old clothes is permissible to the poor, but a rich

person incurs sin by using them—SR.

5. For example : It is sinful not to .wear a gold ring at the time of

performing^nzadftvd or other religious dudes. But it is not sinful if they are
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12. The purity of (food) grains, utensils of wood, bones

(like ivory)
t

textiles, liquids like oil, ghee, metals like gold

and deer skins and earthen wares, bricks etc. is decided by

Time, air, fire, earth and water either jointly or severally.

13. By applying which things an object smeared

with an impure thing removes that impure coating, and foul

smell and restores its normal state to it, is called the purifier.

14. A ‘twice-born* person (even a Sudra is to be includ-

ed in this category) should purify himself by sanctifying acts

and factors like bathing, giving charitable gifts, performance

of penance, age (of eligibility for performing a certain act)

physical power, initiatory rites like investiture of the sacred

thread, performance of sandhyd, remembrance of the Lord

and his name, and then proceed to perform his prescribed

duty.

15. The purity of Mantras depends on correctly know-

ing its procedure and application from the proper preceptor.

Resigning a Karma to me, is the purity of that act. Religious

merit is acquired through the purity of above-mentioned six

(viz. place, time, substance, agent, the sacred formula—the

mantra and the righteous act performed). The opposite of it

results from the absence of these circumstances.

16. (Intrinsically a thing or an act is neither good nor

bad). Under some circumstance a merit turns out to be

demerit. ( Acceptance of help of a thing in emergency may be

condoned but the same is a fault in normal condition), but

by a quirk of fate, it may be vice versa. The Vedas have ordain-

ed some injunctions for the regulation in deciding merit and

demerit (or for creation of dispassion about objects of senses)

,

but confusion in understanding them fundamentally cuts the

distinction.

17. Those who are already sinners, commission of an

act similar to other sinner is no longer a demerit. Sexual

intercourse with one*s married wife (during the prescribed

not worn in regions infested by robbers. SR. quotes a Smfti text which lays

down that the factors of time, place, physical and mental condition, mater-

ials, it* objects and other relevant circumstances must be taken into account

before determining the purity of a thing or a person.
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period) is not a sin for a householder, though it is so for a

Sanny&sin. He who lies on the ground has no further fall.

18. From whatever object or course of action, a person

desists, lie becomes free from attachment. This Dkarma

(righteous course of action) is the source of well-being and
removes grief, delusion and fear.

19. By mistaken attribution of agreeable qualities to

(senses -objects, man comes to cherish attachment for them.

From attachment springs up the desire to possess it, and desire

leads to quarrel among men (for securing it for one's self).

20. A quarrel breeds irrepressible anger which is follow-

ed by infatuation. And the all-round grasping capacity and

judgement of man is soon swallowed up (and obscured) by

this self-delusion.

21. O pious Uddhava ! A man devoid of intellect and

judgement is reduced to the stage of non-existence. He fails

in (accomplishing) his purpose in life, even as a man who has

lost his consciousness or is dead.

22. Through deep attachment to worldly objects, he

does not realize himself nor the Supreme Self. He wastes his

life in vain like a tree, breathing mechanically like bellows.

23. Just as a promise of delicious (eatables) is made (to

children) before administering a dose of (wholesome yet un-

palatable) medicine, this promise of fruits to be reaped (in

heaven) is made for creating a liking (for religious duties), as

an introduction to the elucidation of the (path to the) summum

bonum or Mok$a
}
even though it does not lead men to the final

beatitude.

24. Even though they are the cause of misery (viz.

bondage in Sams&ra) to the Soul, men, by their very nature,

are attached in their heart of hearts to their desires and

belongings (like cattle) to their life and to their relatives.

25. How can a wise person (or the Veda) direct persons

who are ignorant of their own real interests (or the highest

spiritual bliss) and yet put implicit faith in the Vedas

which promise cattle, long life1
,
progeny etc., through per-

1
. "
"Span of life, power of the senses—VR.
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formance ofsacrifices wander in the path of misery (of Sarpsdra)

and (after enjoying the celestial life) enter the dark hell in the

form of plant life?

1

26. Not comprehending this real purport of the Vedas
,

some persons of low understanding (of Asura mentality) mis-

take flowers (i.e. flower-like heavenly enjoyments) for the

fruit of eternal bliss in Mokfa. But the real knowers of the

Veda) like sage Vyasa) never do so*.

27. Persons hankering after sensual desires are miserly

and avaricious. They regard the flower (the flowery pleasures

in heaven) as the fruit (of Liberation from satiisara). They are

stupefied by the Fire-cult, and at the end of their life go by

the path of smoke (dhuma mdrga), and fail to realize their self

and their real region, viz. Mokfa.

28. Like unto persons whose vision is bedimmed with

mist, they, to whom ritualistic performance or killing beasts

for sacrifices appear as the real teachings of the Veda and are

bent on gratifying their carnal desires, do not know me who
am stationed in their very heart (as their Inner Controller)

—

me who constitute this universe, and from whom this world has

been created, O dear Uddhava.

29. If persons have a liking for eating flesh and would

like to kill animals, they should restrict this injury to life to

the performance of sacrifices (in which the flesh remaining

after oblations is shared by all as prasdda—the grace of

gods). But this (performance of animal sacrifices) is not an

obligatory duty.® Without understanding my implied meaning

expressed indirectly, these persons who are addicted to sensual

1 . VJ. raises the objection that the scripture which misleads people to

momentary pleasures would cease to be Veda (katham iti vifayibhiniveiena

tamo viiatas tdn punas Ufu vifayefu Vedah katham yuftjyan na katham apiyunakti /

xmmatta-vikya-simyapr&pti-bhqy&d iti kfah /

2. VJ. : Persons of Asura nature being ignorant of the true purport of

the Vedas speak of the heavenly happiness when they really mean that Libe-

ration from saihs&ra is the real fruit. VJ. thinks that Asuras (i.e. persons of

Asura nature) are implied in these verses.

3. Some editions add : “Hearing this commandment of the Veda,

people are not deluded into such acts/’
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pleasures

1

, unnecessarily kill animals and get themselves troubl-

ed and tortured by them after death.

30. Those wicked persons who take delight in killing

animals for sport, (outwardly) worship gods, manes and lords

of beings by the slaughtered animals oblated in performing

sacrifices, but they really want to gratify their addiction (to

flesh).

31. Painting in their mind (the rosy picture) that the

next world which is unreal like a dream, non-existent, yet

charming to the ear, is certainly real, they spend their resources

(in performing sacrifices) enteitaining the hopes of blessings

(in the next world), just as a merchant, ( abandoning his

present fortune) stakes the whole of his property (in a dubious

sea voyage) in the hope of earning more wealth (and loses

both)

.

32. Persons in whom these attributes, viz. Saliva
,
Rajas

and Tamas are ingrained, worship gods headed by Indra who,

being possessed of Saliva, Rajas and Tamas, take delight in them
but they do not worship me (who transcend the gunas).

33. They strongly hope that by worshipping god with

performance of sacrifices in this world (during their life-time),

they would enjoy themselves with heavenly pleasures (in the

next world) and at the end of that celestial life, they would

be born in noble lineage and live in palatial mansions.

34. With their minds distracted by the flowery language

oiKarma-K&nia holding out promise of heavenly life) these

proud and highly obstinate persons (steeped in perverse

notions) do not like even the mention of my name.

35. (As a matter of fact the Vedas advocate the path of

renunciation). Although the Vedas deal with the three subjects

(viz. those concerning ritualism, devotion and spiritual know-

ledge), they teach mainly about the Brahman and the Atman*

1. SB & VR add here : vfthn paSun vihirpsanti hirpsyante prttya tais tu te j

2. VR. : They teach that the Supreme Brahman is abiding as the

Inner Controller in all beings (
sarv&ntarcUma-bhuta-Para-hrabna-visayah ) . They

deal with the nature of the Supreme Brahman, His attributes and the path

of Brahma-r&l izalion

.
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(that the Atman and Brahman are identical) . The Vedic texts

{mantras) or their seers present their exposition in an indirect

way, as such presentation (with hidden import) is liked by me
(it is expected that only the pure-hearted persons are eligible

to know the real import of Vedas. If others follow it literally,

they will be misled and give up their karmas (religious duties)

prematurely).

36.

* The Veda, the verbal form of the Brahman, is

extremely difficult for comprehension. It constitutes the vital

air (The Pard stages of speech), the mental faculty (the PaSyanti

and Madhyamd stages of speech at the mental plane) and the

oral expression (the Vaikhari stage). From the cosmic point

of view the cosmic pr&na is limitless and unending, too deep for

comprehension and unfathomable like the sea.

37. It is presided over (from within) by me who am all

pervading, master of infinite powers, the attributeless, change-

less Brahman,
the- inner Controller and perceived in all created

beings in the form of ‘unstruck’,
(
andhata

)

sound like fibers filling

the stalk of a lotus.

38. Just as a spider evolves (lit. vomits) out of its

mouth woolly cob-web fibers from its heart, the Lord in the

form of Hiranyagarbha ,
through Prdna (the vital air) manifests

himself in the form of Veda. Essentially he is absolutely

blissful. With the material of eternally abiding unstruck,

(
andhata

)

sound emanating from the cavity of the heart through

the medium of the mind, he brings out various sounds represent-

ed in the letters of the alphabet.

39-40 The Lord who is the embodiment of the Vedic

meters and essentially sweet (lit. nectarine), manifests out of Ora

• (i) EK : After explaining how Prapava evolves from the Pard rdfrf

till it is expressed orally (with the vaikhari he states that despite the efforts

of sages like Vy&sa, Sumantu, Jaimini and others, the Veda has remained

incomprehensible, but it is the Lord who knows the inner subtle meaning of

the Veda.

(ii) VJ : Veda is incomprehensible except through my Grace. The

terms pr&pa etc. in the verse designate god Brahmft and others which pre-

side over semes. The Veda is too deep etc. like the sea for the ineligible

persons (atpidhik&riaab).
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the Vaikhari form (of speech) which flowed out in a thousand

ways beautiful with various sounds classified as consonants,

vowels, sibilants ($,§,S) ,
semivowels (y,r,l,v) . Such proliferat-

ed pranava (OM) became expanded in various languages and

was characterised by metres each consisting of four more letters

than the previous one, and is (in a way) limitless. The Lord

who creates this unlimited Vedic speech, also withdraws it
1

within himself.

41. (In the Vedas) there are many metres like Gayatri,

Usnik, Anustubh, Brhatl, Parikti, Tristubha, Jagatl, Aticchanda

Atyasji Atijagati and Virat.

42. Nobody else except I in this world, knows the real

implica ion2 '—the very heart as to what the Veda prescribes, what

it explains, what it prohibits after making a statement.

43.

* It lays down injunctions of worshipping me
(through performance of sacrifices—This is the Karma Kantfa)

.

1. VR. : All the articulated sounds are evolved out of OM {Pranava).

It is ever-abiding and of unlimited extent, expressing wonderful ideas in four

chief metres (each foot of which is longer by four syllables than that of the

previous metre). It is Prdoa which evolves and withdraws this speech.

2. VJ. : It is only the vital breath who, through my Grace knows it

( . . cet ko vdyur mat-prasdddt vetti )

• (1) and GD : Just as the sap derived from the seed by the

sprout proliferates into branches but the original sap runs all through these

branches, leaves etc., the Lord, the “sap” of Pranava, pervades all the branch-

es of the Veda which is a proliferation of Om.
&R. pays obeisance to the eternally-free promulgator and Knower of

the Veda who enlightened him on what is Atman. This Supreme Ruler is

his preceptor and his preceptor is the Almighty Lord. ‘To him I bow*.

(2) VR. : The Veda states that the difference such as a man, a god, a

subhuman being etc., is the modification of Prakrit and this difference has

nothing to do with the individual Soul (jfva) . The veda finally concludes

that I ( the Lord) am distinct from every other principles (vedah . . . deva-

manufyddi-bhiddm mdyd-mdtram fnakrti- mdtram anudyatdm jiva-svarupe pratifiddhya

. . . sarva-taUua-vilakfatia-mat-pratipddanena paryavasita-tydpdro bhavatityetdvdn

evetyarthah !)

(3) VJ. : There is no difference in my incarnations. 1 am Vi$#u m
each of them. The bondage of samidra is due to my will. By following the

path of devotion, the spiritual knowledge dawns and thejlva is liberated.

Stating thisahe Veda which depends on Visudeva for its supports sinks into

silence.
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It declares my Nature (as gods to be worshipped and enuncia-

tes the path of Devotion or, and it removes Upasana Kanda)
external universe that is imposed on me (i.e. the part called

knowledge

—

Jnana Kdnia) . I am verily the purport of the

entire Veda, Basing itself on me, the Veda first explains diver-

sity (in me) as the result of Mdyd— (Finally) denying the

reality of diversity, the Veda assumes silence (is merged in me.

Ultimately I alone stay existent)

.

CHAPTER TWENTYTWO

Enumeration of Principles ( Tattvas) The Distinction between

Prahti and Purusa

Uddhava enquired :

1 . How many fundamental categories or principles have been

enumerated by sages, O Lord of the Universe ? We have heard

you enumerate them as nine, eleven, five, three—in all twenty-

eight categories—previously. 1

2-3. Some say that the number of categories is twentysix,

others twentyfive, some others seven; some declare it to be

sixteen, four and eleven respectively; while some others state

that it is seventeen, some, sixteen while some others thirteen. Be

pleased to explain to me, O Long-lived one, with what stand-

points the sages severally declare (lit. sing) such a variety in

the total number of categories.

The Lord replied :

4*. Though it is not supported by Reality what those

Brahmanas (experts in Vedas) declare is but correct as all the

(4) JG. : The Veda feels that it has achieved its purpose by entire

dependence on Lord Knna. He quoted BG. (XV. 15). Vedaif ca sarvair

ahem eva ixdyah etc.

1. vide .Supra, ch. 19.14.

*. VR : when the Brahmanas accept my M&y£ or Prakrti as the

basil for classification, what position is impossible and hence untenable.

Hence all the positions taken by Br&hmanas stand to reason.
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categories are mutually inclusive. What theory is not tenable

(lit. difficult to establish) when my Maya potency is accepted.

5. “The reality is not as you stated; what I affirm is

correct.” The cause of difference among such disputants is my
insurmountable potencies1 viz. Sattva

,
Rajas and Tamas which

create innumerable mental tendencies.

6*. Difference (of viewpoints or theories) which be-

comes the subject of arguments among the disputants arises due

to the cogitations (and resulting permutations and combina-

tion) of these powers. But when the control of the mind and

the senses is achieved, the cause of disputation disappears and

as a sequal, wrangling or discussion ceases altogether.

7. Due to the mutual inclusiveness of the categories, the

enumeration of categories varies according to the stance adopt-

ed by the speaker in explaining them as cause and effect,

(resulting in the inclusion of effects into causes)

.

8. Even in only one category all the other categories are

found included, irrespective of their inclusion either as a cause

or an effect.

9. As there is the possibility of offering a logical reason-

ing for the causal relations of these categories as well as their

enumeration as advanced by these disputants, according to their

capacity of argumentation, we, therefore accept the position

presented by them.

10. As realization of the Atman by self-effort is not possi-

ble in the case of a person possessed by nescience or ignorance

which has no beginning, another person who knows the truth

is essential for imparting the truth to him. (This preceptor

being God as distinct from Jlva, the number of categories be-

comes twentysix according to these disputants)

.

11. (But those who hold that the number of these prin-

ciples is twentyfivc and not twentysix argue:) There is not the

slightest distinction between Purusa (Individual Soul) and

1. VR. regards Prakfti, Alahat, AhaAkdra, etc. as God's powers.

*. According to VJ , wrong apprehension is due to the different

powers of the Lord and the wangling on different viewpoints is due to

different attitudes of the mind. Once the mind is concentrated on the Lord

through sefiSe-control, misapprehension disappears.
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livara (God), as both arc characterised by intelligence and
consciousness). The assumption that they are mutually dis-

tinct and different is not correct. (The argument that God
must be posited for imparting Self-realization is untenable as)

(Self-knowledge or the faculty of knowing is inherent in

sattva-guna which is a constituent of Prakrti.

12. Prakrti is nothing but the equilibrium of the attri-

butes or modifications known as Sattva , Rajas and Tamas . They
(Sattva, Rajas and Tamas

)

are the cause of the creation, suste-

nance and destruction of the universe respectively. Thus they

are the attributes of Prakrti and never that of Atman.

13. In this (Sankhya) system of thought, knowledge is

regarded as the modification of the attribute called Sattva>

action, that of Rajas and ignorance, that of Tamas. Time is the

cogitating principle disturbing the equilibrium and agitating

thegumzr while Nature is the .Sutra or Mahal.

14*. (After elucidating the three categories mentioned

(v. one above) the Lord enumerates the nine principles in that

verse as follows :)

Purufd (The Intelligent Principle) , Prakrti (The Primor-

dial Matter) , Vyakta or Mahat (the principle of Cosmic intelli-

gence) Ahamkara (the cosmic Ego)
,

the sky, air, fire or light,

water and the earth—these are the nine categories enumerated

by me.

15. The senses of hearing, touch, sight, smell and

taste—are the faculties of cognitive senses. While the

organs of speech, hands, the organ of generation, the organ of

excretion are the conative organs. The mind, however, is both

a cognitive and conative (internal) organ, dear Uddhava.

16. Sound, touch, taste, smell and colour or form—these

are the five varieties of objects of senses, while locomotion,

expression or speech, excretion (including urination and defe-

cation) and manual skill are the functions of the organs of

action.

*. VR. : Purufa and Prakfti constitute the body of Param&tman.

Akankira includes all sense-organs and the five elements have in them five

objects of senses.
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17. At the beginning, at the time of creation of the

Universe, Prakrti assumes the functions of both cause and
effects. Through its attributes Sattoa and others, it assumes the

state of being created, while the unmanifest Puruja remains as a
witness.

18. The Mahat and other categories being agitated and
impregnated with the energy of the glance of the intelligent

principle
(Purufa

)

combine together and create the egg of the

Universe, reinforced with the power imparted by Prakrti .

19. Those who hold that there are only seven categories

state them as follows : Five categories beginning with the ether,

knowledge i.e. knower or Jlva (Individual soul) and the Atman

(Supreme Soul) , the support (of the seer and the seen, the sub-

ject and the object) . The body, sense organs (and five) life

breaths are evolved from these.

20. According to those who hold that the number of

categories is six, they are as follows: Five elements and the

sixth is the Supreme Person. Combining with the elements

which are evolved (out of himself) by him, he created this

universe and entered into it (as Anfarydmin, the Inner con-

troller) .

21. *( Another view mentioned in verse above holds

that) the number of categories is only four. These are as fol-

lows: Fire, water and food i.e. the earth, which are born of the

(fourth category viz.
) Atman. Like the evolution of things made

up of parts, the creation of the universe (which too consists of

numerous parts) has taken place out of these (four catego-

ries) .

22. (In verse 3 above, a view holds that the total number

of categories is seventeen.) When the total number of categories

is spoken of as seventeen, they are enumerated as follows; Five

gross elements, five subtle elements1
( mdtra= tan-mdtrd ) ;

five

• It is not understood why VR includes the explanation of eleven

categories here when a later i.e. 24th verse deals with eleven categories.

According to VR the Atman, five elements and five (cognitive) senses make

up the eleven categories.

1 . EKTtakes mitr&— objects of senses, EB 22.2-4.
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(cognitive) senses, mind and the Atman, the seventeenth

category.

23. When (the principles or categories are) counted as

sixteen, the Atman (the thinking Principle) is also spoken of as

the mind (the rest being as in the above verse). They (number

of categories) are said to be thirteen, when the five elements

(BhfUas ), five senses, the mind and soul in two forms (viz. Indi-

vidual soul and the Supreme Soul) are calculated together.

24. Another view which holds that the total number of

categories as eleven, is as follows: The Soul (including the

mind) consists of five elements
(Bhutas) and five senses. While

eight Prakrtis (viz. mahat, Ahafikara
,
mind and five elements,

combined with Purufa (the intelligent Principle) make up
the nine categories.

25. In this way different enumerations of fundamental

categories have been hypothesized by old sages (to clarify the

difference between Prakrti and Purufa. All of them are tenable

as they are cogently supported by (logical) reasoning. How can

a theory proposed by the wise be unbecoming ?

Udihava submitted :

26. O Kfsna, although (as you say it) Prakrti (Pri-

mordial nature) and Purusa (the intelligent Principle possess by
their very nature different distinctive characteristics, (in

our practical life) no difference between them is noticeable as

they are mutually dependent and inter-related. (The Atman

is found in the physical body which is the product of Prakrti

while Prakrti is found in the Atman
,

as both body and Soul

appear identical)

.

27. For the Atman is noticed in the Prakrti (the physical

body being a product of Prakrti) ,
while the Prakrti is found in

the Atman. (The very concept of “I” is impossible unless Prakrti

and Atman are together, O lotus-eyed Lord, it behoves you to

remove this grave doubt in my mind, by your decisive words

supported by skilful logical reasons, O Omniscient Lord.

28. It is through your grace that the individual Souls

(jivas ) receive enlightenment. It is due to your power (call-

ed Avidyd or Nescience) that knowledge of the Jivas is obscur-
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ed. You alone and nobody else knows the course and working

of your own M£y&.

The Lord replied :

29. There is a fundamental difference between Prakrit1

(the psycho-physical organism called the body) and Puntfa

(the Soul) , O eminent Uddhava. This (body) is subject to

changes (such as boy-hood, youth, old age, etc.) as it is creat-

ed out of the disturbance of the balance of guruu (while the

Soul is changeless and self-existent)

.

30. Dear Uddhava my Mayd which is constituted of

three gunas, creates through them manifold differences and

concepts about them, in various ways. The creation which is

subject to modifications is of three types

—

Adhydtma, Adhidaiva

and AdhibhQta.

31. (For example) The sense of sight is Adhydtma The
form or colour (i.e. the object seen) is AdhibhOta and the atjifa

or part of the sun present in the occular sense is Adhidaiva,

These ate interdependent (anyone of them depends on the

other two) for its existence. But not so that (the sun) which
exists independendy in the sky. In the same way the Soul

(Atman) who is the cause of the Adhydtma etc. is different from

them. It is by virtue of his own inherent power of conscious-

ness that he illumines other agents (such as Adhydtma) which

shed light on others. Similar (threefold) nature can be predi-

cated about the senses of touch, hearing, smell and taste and
of the mental faculties (ego, etc.)

1. SS.VR. and YJ. interpret Prakfti in a broad sente as ‘the created

universe*.

(i) VR : This created universe consisting of AdhibhOta, Adhidaiva and

AdkjdUma, is evolved out of Aharkkdra which in turn is the evolute of Prakfti.

Ahashkira as applied to an individual is a synthesis of Atmie (or psychic)

qualities expressing love, hate and physical qualities like corpulence, etc.

(ii) VJ : There is a cardinal difference between Prakfti and Ponya.

The confusion between the two is due to misapprehension caused by Tama-

japs. The'universe is a creation of the combination offspur* in different pro-

portions, with a particular gape dominating the whole combination.
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32. Ahathk&ra (the ego) is the modification caused by
the agitation of gunas (as a result of the disturbance of their

equilibrium ) caused by the Time-spirit or the Supreme Ruler

(who is thus an instrumental cause) . It is an evolute of the

Mahat
, of which Prakrti is the material cause. It is of three

types viz. Vaikirika (from Sattva guna ) ,
Aindriya (from Rajo-guna)

and Tdmasa ( from Tamo-guna) . It is the Aharhkdra which causes

the notion of difference and delusion.

33. The Atman is essentially pure knowledge. The
controversy about the existence or non-existence of difference

(between the Soul and the body or Ah arhkira is due to non-

realization of the self. Though it has no basis and is mean-
ingless (as it lasts till self-realization)

, it is true that it will not

disappear from the minds of those who are averse to me—their

very self.

1

Uddhava said :

34-35. Be pleased to explain to me how persons whose*

minds have turned away from you, accept (are born into)

and give up (in death) various bodies high or low as deter-

mined by their own Karmast O Govinda. This phenomenon
is very difficult to comprehend (properly in all its aspects) by

persons of poor understanding. Generally there is a scarcity of

persons who know this as all people are deluded (by your

M&y&)*

The Lord explained :

36. The mind of men as modified by the subtle impres-

sions left by karmas and accompanied by the five (subtle)

1. VJ : Such people presume existence for the non-existence and met

versa. Perceiving what is contrary to reality these people identify Jioa with

Itoar* and deny the reality of the universe (A dig at Advaitap&da). Accor-

ding to VJ—difference between Jtas, livara and die reality of the universe is

true, but the opponents deny it and hence the controversy.

2. VJ thinks that the purpose of Uddhavas' asking this question is to

know if there is any other cause of die transmigration of the soul.

(aspM* jMtaiik jesup-mrti ktdrpau, Kametan kiraoa* km Ui prcchati

Uddhxvab).
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senses, transmigrates from one region (i.e. body) to another

and the Soul though distinctly different from them, follows

(due to the influence of Ahartik&ra .

)

37. The mind is under the dominance of (the residual

impressions left by) Karmas. According to their influence the

mind (at the time of death) broods over the objects actually

experienced (during the life-time) or heard (as promises of

future fruits of karmas as stated in scriptures. (After death) he

becomes manifest (i.e. is reborn) among the objects contem-

plated by him and the previous objects (in the last existence)

are lost in oblivion. Thereafter, the memory connecting the

previous existence with the present birth becomes lost.

38. Due to excessive attachment to the present body
and objects ofenjoyment or due to some mysterious reason a

person does not remember (anything about) his body, etc. of

the) last existence. Such total obliviousness is verily the death

of a being. (It is the body that is forgotten and dead and not

the Soul)

.

39. And they (scriptures) opine that the (new) birth of

a being consists of the identification on the part of the jlva

with the objects of enjoyment i.e. with a particular body just

as one imagines oneself identical with the body in one's dreams

or in a day-dream ( forgetting that his body in the wakeful

condition is different, O liberal Uddhava.
40. In this manner, in the present dream state, the jlva

does not remember his previous dreams or reverie and looks

upon himself as a newly born person, though as a matter of

fact he is the same old already existent person.

41. When a new body which is the site of the ten

sense-organs, is born or the mind, the basis of the senses, identi-

fies itself with a new body ( in a different birth) , the three-

fold distinction (viz. a particular body being the highest, the

middling and the lowest, Or of being in the wakeful, dreamy

or sleepy state, Or the body, the mind and senses)

though unreal, becomes apparent in the Atman who alone is

real. Due to false identification with them, the Atman be-

comes the cause for the idea of internal and external differ-

ences (jue. He enjoys external objects of senses and experiences

internal' (mental) states such as pleasure, pain etc.). Even as
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an individual Soul (jiua) creates (out of himself) a number of

unreal bodies and sees himself as many in a dream or the father

of a wicked son, though himself impartial, looks upon differ-

ently with the friends and foes of his wicked sons.

42. ( In order to confirm Uddhava’s feeling of renuncia-

tion, the Lord adds unasked).

It is every moment that bodies of creatures come into

being and go out of existence, through the force of Time of

inexorable velocity. But the velocity is too subtle to be per-

ceptible to gross senses.

43. Just as in the cases of changes (in size of) flames,

the flow of the current ofa stream and changes in the (green

or unripe, yellowish or ripe) appearances of fruit, so in the

case of all created beings, changes in age and other factors

(such as physical strength, lust, skill, etc. are brought about by

(the continuous current of) Time.

44. (Even though the luminous particles in a flame

appear and disappear every moment) the statement is made
that *This is the same lamp', (and although particles of water

flow down the current giving place to other ones at the same

spot in the stream of water) it is asserted that ‘this is the same

water of the stream’,1 similarly when the persons whose life is

a waste (due to ignorance) say, 'He is the same man,' their

notion and talk is unreal (for changes take place in the body

every moment. The notion of unchanging absolute identity is

incorrect).

45. Even this (ignorant) person is neither bom nor dead

due to the seed of his karmas. The Atman is immortal. It is

an illusion to predicate birth and death in the case of Atman,

as in the case of fire (which survives to the end of the Kalpa

but) which is regarded as enkindled or extinguished due to the

limiting condition of the piece of wood with which it is

associated.
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46. Entry into the womb, existence in the womb, birth,

childhood (upto the age of five), boyhood (upto the age of

sixteen), youth (upto the age of fifty), middle age (upto the

age of sixty), old age and death—These are the nine stages of

the body.

47. These fanciful states of the body (which are not

related to the Soul), both high and low, are identified as one's

own due to associations with Gunas. It is seldom that someone
disowns them and casts them off (through the Grace of God).

48. One's own birth can be inferred from that of one's

son and death, by that of one's lather. But he who clearly

understands that birth and death are related to the body, this

knower is the Atman who is not subject to and characterized

by both ( birth and death)

.

49. Just as the knower of the sprouting of a plant and

of its end, is different from the plant itself, so also the Atman

who is the seer, is distinct from the body.

50. An ignorant person does not distinguish his Atman

from his body in this way and becomes infatuated with the

object of the senses and identifies himself with the body, and

thus becomes a subject of transmigration or Sarfisara.

51. He wanders in the whirligig of Sarhs&ra by being

born as a sage or a god by doing actions dominated by sattvo-

guna ; by his association with rajas he is born among Asuras or

human beings, and through association with tamos, he goes to

the state of evil spirits or sub-human beings.

52. Just as one imitates the artistes while one witnesses a

dance or attends a musical performance, in the same way the

Atman though free from desires or inactive, witnesses the quali-

ties of Ahathk&ra and is prompted to imitate them.

53-54. Just as trees (though stationary) on the bank of

a flowing stream of water appear to be moving or when the

eye is set rolling, the earth appears to be rolling; or just as

reveries and dream visions though unreal give the pleasurable

and paiafiil experience to one, similarly, the sarhsdra that is the

pleasures or the pains experienced therein are unreal, O
descendent of Da&rha.
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55. Though from the point of reality, worldly objects

have no existence, the sarhsira does not vanish in the case of a

person who broods over them, just as a person experiences

evils in a dream.

56. Therefore, O Uddhava, do not enjoy the objects of

pleasure with the senses which are by nature evil (unreal).

Please understand that it is merely an illusion which shows

difference which is reflected in the Atman due to ignorance

about its true nature.

57-58. Even if scolded, insulted, defrauded, envied,

belaboured, fettered, deprived of the means of livelihood or

defiled with actual spitting and urination and thus persecuted

in various ways by the wicked and the ignorant, and thus sub-

jected to a difficult situation, an aspirant after Final beatitude

should extricate his Atman by dint of his own self.

Uddhava submitted :

59. Please explain to me in such a way as I may under-

stand it, O prominent among the eloquents. I consider this

outrage of the wicked on my self as simply unbearable.

60. Nature (or Attachment to one's body) is too power-

ful even for learned people, (they will certainly revolt against

such treatment) except in the case of those who are absorbed

in performing the (course of) duties enjoined by you, and

have become quiescent by securing asylum at your feet.

CHAPTER TWENTYTHREE

The Song of a Recluse (Bhikfu Gita)

Sri Suka (
son qf the sage B&darSyana) said :

1 . When thus prayed by Uddhava, the foremost of his

devotees, Lord Kf$na, the prominent leader of the Daiarha

dan, whose glorious exploits are worth listening, appreciated

the speech of his servant (devotee) and explained to him in

details.
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The glorious Lord said :

2. O disciple of Brhaspati ! Verily there is hardly any

such perfectly pious soul who is capable of consoling his mind

which is pierced by the harsh abraisive language of the

wicked.

3. A person is not so much pained when pierced by

arrows in his vital parts, as he is by the shaft-like cruel words

uttered by the wicked, cutting to the quick.

4. In this context, a holy ancient legend is (traditional-

ly) told, O Uddhava. I shall describe it to you. Please listen

to it with full concentration of mind.

5. This legend is sung by a certain recluse who was

maltreated by the wicked, but who retained the composure of

his mind by remembering it to be the consequence of his

Karma ripened into fruition.

6. In the country of Avanti ( country around Ujjain in

Madhya PradeSa), there lived a certain twice-born (Brahmana)

tycoon of enormous wealth, a merchant-cum-agriculturist by

profession. He was so miserly that he made his own body,

sons, wife, deities, guests and servants to suffer by his parsi-

mony. He was a woman-addict, greedy and most irascible

by nature.

7. He never showed the courtesy of greeting his relatives

and guests, at least orally. In his desolate house (devoid of

religious activities), he did not satisfy his self by catering to

its needs and desired objects, at the proper time.

8. His sons and relatives hated him for his wickedness

and miserliness. His wife, daughters and servants felt disgusted

with him and did nothing that would please him.

9. With this type of Yak?a (ghost— ) like guardian of

wealth who was destitute of both the purufdrthas in life (viz.

righteousness and enjoyment of pleasure) , and had thus fallen

from this world as the next, the five deities of the five daily

great sacrifices
(
mah&yajhas) viz. gods, sages, forefathers, sub-

human beings and men (all of whom are claimants to our

•earnings) got enraged with him.

10. O highly liberal Uddhava ! As all the fund of his

merit got exhausted due to his neglect of the (above-mentioned
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five) deities, even his entire wealth which was amassed by him
with great labour and pain was lost.

1 1 . Some of the wealth of that wretched Brahma^a was
appropriated by his relatives. Thieves robbed some of it,

while the rest was taken away by Providence, Time, govern-

ment and other people, O Uddhava.

12. In this way when he became destitute of wealth,

was devoid of righteousness and pleasures in life and was neglect-

ed by his relatives, he, being despondent, was lost in deep

insuperable anxiety.

13. A deep sense of despair overwhelmed that pitiable

Brahmana, while he was brooding over it for a long time, and

was lamenting over it, with his throat choked with tears.

14. He mourned to himself, “Alas ! What a pity ! In

vain have I subjected my body to hardship gaining neither

religious merit nor any worldly pleasure. And all the hardship

for acquisition ofwealth was also lost.

15. Generally, the wealth hoarded by the miserly never

confers any happiness on them. In this world, it causes afflict-

ion to their selves (minds and bodies) , and after death it leads

them to hell.

16. Just as even a small spot of leprosy mars even an

otherwise covetable beauty, so avarice, even of the smallest

degree, spoils the pure spotless glory of the glorious and

praiseworthy excellences of the virtuous.

11. It is the lot of people to undergo hardships in

acquiring wealth, to experience fears and anxieties in preserving

and increasing it while acquired, and to suffer delusion when

it is lost or spent in enjoyment.

18-19. In the opinion of the public, the fifteen evilsfound

in men viz. theft or misappropriation, violence, falsehood,

hypocrisy, lust, anger, pride, arrogance, dissensions, enmity,

distrust or breach of faith, rivalry, addiction to women, wine

and gambling—all these are rooted in wealth. Therefore, a

a person desirous ofsecuring the highest good, should renounce

even from a distance the evil, the misnomer of which is artha

(wealth).

20. Brothers, wives, parents as well as friends—all of

whom are tied with bonds of affection—get separated—nay.
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are instantly made sworn enemies for a paltry piece of coin (a

cowrie shell)

.

21. These (near ones) become agitated and are incens-

ed (lit. burn with anger) even for a paltry amount of money.
They suddenly snap bonds of friendship, immediately abandon
him out of rivalry to kill him.

22. Having obtained birth in the human species which
is sought aft 2r even by immortal gods, and even the highest

status ofBrahmana, they discard it. Having thus ruined their

self-interest, they get degraded into an evil state (viz. hell)

.

23. Having (fortunately) secured birth in this human
body which is a gateway to the heaven

(
svarga

)

and Final

Emancipation
(mokfa ), what person will feel attached to wealth

which is the centre (abode) of all evils.

24. He who does not share his wealth with gods, sages,

manes, living beings, relatives and kinsmen (all of whom are

claimants of that wealth) 1 nor does he spend it on himself, is

merely a Yak$a, (a ghost—)
guardian of his wealth and he

falls down into hell.

25. My life and strength have been wasted in the fruit-

less attempt to acquire wealth. It is with these (three) that

wise people attain the Final Beatitude. Aged ( and devoid

of strength and wealth as I am) , what good can I accomplish

now ?

26. For what purpose does a learned person, aware of

the evils of wealth, constantly put himself into the vain efforts

of acquiring wealth, the desire for which is fruitless ? It is

certain that this world is thoroughly infatuated by the deluding

potency of some (indescribable) person.

27. What purpose ofa person who, caught in the jaws

of death, is being devoured by death, could be served by

riches or by them who bestow wealth on him or by the objects

ofpleasure or by those who confer such objects on him or by

actions which may lead to a new birth ?

I. It a regarded that what one acquires does not belong to him only

individually, but gods, sages, etc. are also instrumental to that gain and as

such these claimants should be propitiated by the daily five mahd-yajHas.
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28. Ii is certain that Lord Hari, the embodiment of all

gods, must have been graciously pleased wi th me and has

brought me to such a state. For the despondency (that has

been engendered in me by His grace) is the boat (which will

help me cross the ocean of sarhsara)

.

29. In the remaining part of my life, I, in whom the

sense of renunciation has awakened, shall remain self-compla-

cent (in my mind), and shall cease to be careless about my
object in life (viz. working for final beatitude), and shall dry

up my body in performing penance.

30. May the gods, the divine rulers of the three worlds

bless me with their grace in this state (of working for my own
salvation). ( My life may be very short) but the ancient pious

king Khatvanga1 attained the region of Brahman (realized

Para Brahman and became one with him) within the brief

span of Muhurta (45 minutes)

.

The Lord said :

31. Having deliberated and resolved in his mind in this

way, that pious-most Brahmana of Avanti loosened the knots

(of Ahartikdra and the feeling of mine-ness) in his heart, and

turning into a quiescent recluse, he became a sage engrossed in

meditation.

32. Having brought his mind, senses and breath under

his control, he wandered over this earth, entering towns and

villages only for begging alms, wearing no external charac-

teristics ( about his being a recluse) and forming no attach-

ment to anything.

33. Seeing that aged, dirty (nude) recluse, evil-minded

persons (in the town) maltreated him in various humiliating

ways2
.

34. Some took away his triple bamboo staff (a symbol

of total renunciation)
, some his begging bowl, and others, his

1. vide Supra II. 1.13 (Vol. I. P. 154 and Ft. note No. 505).

2. The ill-treatment meted out to this nude, unclean (as §R put it)

mendicant as given in the following verses, is similar to that given to Mahft-

vfra, the 24 th TirthaAkara of Jainas, as described in the AcdriAga Sutra
, I

Srutaskandha. The textual similarity between these two texts is worth noting.
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water-jar (of gourd)
, some, his seat, some, his string of beads

and others, his quilting of rags and strips of cloth.

35-36. (To make a show of return) they showed and

returned those articles to him and instantly snatched them
away from him. While the poor fellow was eaiing food he

got by alms, on the bank of the river, those sinners urinat-

ed on his head and spat on him. They forced the silent sage

to break his (vow of) silence, and if he refused to speak, they

belaboured him.

37. Alleging that he was a thief, some threatened him
with words ofabuse. Shouting “Bind that fellow**. “Tie him
down**, some people tied him with ropes.

38. Some reviled him contemptuously. “He is a rogue

carrying ( the triple-staff as) an outward emblem of piety. He
has become a bankrupt (depleted in wealth) and is driven

out by his relatives, he has therefore adopted to this form of

livelihood.

39. (others would say
)
“O he is quite robust and stout-

hearted like a big mountain. He seeks his end by ( assuming

the vow of) silence. He is relentless like a crane**.

40. In this way some ridiculed him; some broke wind

against him. Like a toy, they tied him, whilst others, encaged

him.

41 . Whatever type of affliction that came to his lot

—

whether caused by the elements, or by his Fate (or gods) or his

own body he took it in his stride reconciling himself with it, as

ordained by his Fate, in which he must acquiesce.

42. Persecuted thus by the dregs of the society, who
wanted to bring about his downfall (by making him abandon his

saintly life), the Brahmana, remaining firm in own Dharma
(course of righteous duties) and strong in fortitude of the

Sattoic1 type, sang the following song.

1. This is defined in BG 18.33 as follows :

The unswerving firmness whereby through Yoga, the functions of

mind, theVital breath and senses are regulated, is called s&ttvika.
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The Br&hmana said•

43. Neither these persons, nor any deity or myself

(body) ,
nor planets nor Karma nor the Time-spirit is the cause

of pleasure or pain. But as it is said (in the frutis) , it is the

mind alone that is the real cause of these, for it is the mind
which sets into motion (the wheel of)Sarhsira (worldly

existence)

.

44. It is this powerful mind which creates i.e. sets in

motion the gunas (viz. sattva
,
rajas and tamos) . From those gunas

proceed Karmas of wonderful, various kinds which are white

(sdttvtka or meritorious) , black (JT&masic> sinful) and red (Rdjasika

amixture ofmerit and sin) . It is from these that various species

of life (corresponding to the colours of characteristics of the

gums) proceed.

45*

*. The Atman is perfectly unconcerned and inactive,

though associated as the Inner Controller with the mind

( which is actively engaged in Sarhsdra) . He is shining like gold

i.e. is characterised by His potency of perfect know-

ledge. As a friend or director of mine i.e. of the jiva
t

he stands merely as a witness with his vision unobstructed.

But that veryjiva (individual soul) assuming themind as identi-

cal with the Self, enjoys the objects of the senses, becomes at-

tached to the (three) gunas and gets entangled in the bondage

of Satfisdra.

46. The control of the mind is the ultimate goal of

charitable gifts, observance of righteous duties (prescribed for

one’s caste and stage in life) , abiding by the rules of discipline

called Niyama1 and Tama*, study ( of philosophy)
,
performance

of acts enjoined in the Vedas and observance of good vows ( e.g.

* SR calls this soliloquy of the Brihmspa as Affi-dasa Stoki Gild in

eighteen verses)

,

•* VJ :—The Supreme Soul, with unclouded vision, witnesses the

activity of the mind of the individual soul. That activity is the cause of
Stuhsdta. But the Supreme Soul is unconnected with it as he is the embodi-
ment of pure bliss, lie is my friend. It is the jtva in the bondage of
Serksdra, who is deeply attached to his mind which forms his subtle body. It

is thejibe who is addicted to objects of senses and pursues them.

1. They me : purity, contentment, penance, study of Vedas and
singing the name of the Lord.

2. They are : Non-violence, truthfulness, non-stealing, celebacy and
owning no property.
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fasting on the Ek&datt day). For the Supreme Yoga consists

of withdrawal of the mind from all (external ) things and con-

centrating on the Param&tman.

47. Tell me what he has yet to accomplish by giving

charitable gifts ( and other acts mentioned above) , if his mind
is perfectly serene and established in the Supreme Self.

What good purpose can charitable gifts etc. serve, if one’s

mind is distracted, uncontrolled and inactive (through sluggish-

ness, etc.)?

48* If the mind is subdued other senses as well as gods

presiding over them ( automatically) come under control. But

the mind is not subjugated by anyone. The mind is thus a

formidable deity, who is mightier than the mighty1 He who
can bring the mind under control, is the god of gods.

49. Without conquering the invincible enemy of inexora-

ble force which cuts one to the quick, some persons infatuated

(by Mdyd
)

inflict a ruthless war upon other mortals, and make
friend of some enemies of others and remain indifferent with

still some other persons.

50. The bodies are the creation of the mind ( and not

real). Identifying themselves with their bodies as “mine” and

“I” the people whose intellect (mind) has become blind

entertain the false notion that ‘this is I*, “He is another—other

than I”, and thus under this misapprehension they wander

in the darkness (or Sarhsira ) which being limitless is difficult

to cross.

51. If an individual person is posited to be the cause of

• (1) SS. states that the grace of the Lord is necessary for controll-

ing the mind.

(ii) VR. takes the formidable deity as the Supreme Lord, and inter-

prets : The Supreme Lord, refulgent in his own splendour, should be wor-

shipped by pious acts like charitable gifts, etc. He keeps the mind attracted

towards him. He is mightier than the mighty and rules over the gods who

are the presiding deities of the senses. They are afraid of him.

1. quotes a Sruti as follows :

^marmai* saroam idnm babhOva /

~ n&’nyasya mono vaiam amriyfya /

bhiftno hi dtvah sahasah sahlydn /
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pleasure or pain (experienced by us), the Atman (who is

neither a doer nor an experiencer) has nothing to do with it.

That (passive and active) relation (of giving and experienc-

ing pleasure or pain) is between two bodies (of the doer and
of the sufferer), which are (after all) made of dust. If a person

bites his own tongue with his teeth, with whom should one get

angry for the pain.

52. If the presiding deities of our senses be presumed to

be the cause of our pair, how is it related with the Atman (who
is unconcerned with it)? For it is with the two organs of the

same body) that the modification, viz. giving and receiving

pain is concerned. When one limb of a body strikes another

limb of the same body, with what part of the body can a man
get angry?

53. If (it be argued that) one’s own self is the cause

(of our joys and sorrows)
, then the very nature of

4

the soul

being responsible (for the pleasure or pain) none else can be

the cause. (But even the Atman cannot be the cause as he is

not insane to create trouble for himself) . If there is any

other cause than the Atman
,

it cannot be real ( as only the

Atman, the all-pervading Brahman, is real). That being the

case, theie is neither pleas?ire nor pain in reality. Where is

then the cause to get angry?

54. If it is presumed that planets are the cause of

pleasure or pain, planets can affect a body that is born1
. How

are they related to the Atman who has no birth? Moreover,

astrologers state that good or evil planetary influence, affect the

planets. But the Atman is neither the body nor a planet. With

whom should the Self flare up?

55. Granted for the sake of argument that Karma is the

cause of pleasure and pain. But how does the Atman come into

the picture? Karma is possible when one and the same body

1. $R. explains astrologically, when the planets are in the unfavour-

able houses of the horoscope (the 8th, the 12th, etc. ) of a person then they

harass him. But this trouble is to the body due to the identification ofa

presiding deity of a planet with the body. The planets create trouble inter j#

due to their enmity. But Purufa ( the Self) is unconcerned as he is neither

the body nor a planet.
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happens to be both sentient and insentient (for only the in-

sentient can undergo a modification and sentiency is a condi-

tion precedent of action) . But the material body is non-

sentient ( and hence incapable of undergoing experience ofjoy,

sorrow, etc.), while the Self is pure sentiency. With whom can

he get wroth? For, Karma, the supposed cause of pleasure or

pain, does not exist at all.

56. Even ifthe Time-Spirit (Kdla) be regarded as the cause

of one’s pleasure and pain, it has no relation with Atman (as

it is a part of Brahman with which the Atman is identical. It is

generally agreed that the whole never troubles its part. For

example:) A flame is not destroyed by the fire. (It goes out

when its limiting condition viz. fuel, is burnt down) , so also

the coldness of ice does not deaden with cold its particles 1
.

With whom can the Atman flare up as there is no scope for

duality or pairs of opposites in the Supreme {Brahman)?

57. The Atman is transcendental to prakrti . Hence no

pair of opposites (such as pleasure and pain can be imagined

to affect the Paramdtman either through the instrumentality of

anything, at any time or place, in any way, as it is possible in

the case of Ahathkdra (Ego) which is of the nature of (or cause

of) Saths&ra. One who has realized this, has nothing to fear

from created beings.

58. Therefore, basing myself firmly on this conclusive

faith in the Supreme Soul which the ancient-most great sages

espoused (with careful deliberation), I (a poor recluse as I am)

shall get over the uncrossable ocean of darkness (i e. Sarfisdra

by resorting solely to the feet of Lord Mukunda.

The Lord said'.

59. Having lost his wealth, he became disgusted (with

Sathsdra). Overcoming his feeling of despondency, he became

a recluse and wandered all over the world. Though he was ill-

J. VR. puts it a bit differently:

The Atman being sentient and of intelligent nature cannot be attributed

pleasure or pain under the force ofTime. If Time is regarded as the cause

of the Soul's pleasure or pain, Time must be regarded as the cause of the

heat of tbe'ilre or the cold of ice (and not their real nature).
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treated in this way by wicked people, he remained steadfast to

his course of righteous conduct (unflinchingly). The sage sang

the following song:

60. “There is no other person (except one’s ownself)

which causes weal or woe to one’s self. This mundane exist*

ence consisting as it is, of friends, foes and indifferent persons, is

nothing but delusion of the mind caused by darkness (ignorance

of the Self)”.

61. Therefore, O Uddhava, having concentrated your

intellect (mind) firmly in me, make all possible efforts to cont-

rol your mind. This is, in brief, the entire teaching of Yoga.

62. A person who, with a concentrated mind, muses

over, listens to or recounts to others this song of the recluse

which teaches the control of the mind with the realization as

the Supreme Lord

1

, will not be overpowered by pairs of oppo-

site states like pleasure and pain.

CHAPTER TWENTYFOLJR

Elucidation of S&mkhya Yoga

The Lord continued :

1 * Now, I shall elucidate to you fully the Sdmkhya1

doctrine as definitely and conclusively ascertained by ancient

sages (like Kapila and others) . Having realized this (philoso-

1 . Brahma-niftham Brahmotkar/a-jff&tta-p urvaka-mano-nigrahn-laksmanam /

* : Though the Supreme Soul is one without a second, all the

quality arises through Prakfti and Purufa due to M&yA, and it (the quality

)

dissolves into him again. A person who realizes this after close enquiry and

contemplation, becomes free from the delusion of quality.

2. Sdrhktpa— (i) correct knowledge about the Prakrit, Purusa and

fjtvara as being distinct from one another—VR.

(ii) Correct knowledge of the Truth (‘as it is in reality*)—VJ.

(iii) The discriminative knowledge of what is the Soul and the non-

Soul—VC.
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phy) thoroughly, a man can immediately shed off the illusion*

(in the form of duality like pleasure-pain, etc. ) caused by the

erroneous notion of difference (between oneself and others,

etc.)

2* In the beginning, during the Ptalaya stage (when the

universe did not exist and), before the Tuga—period—(began to

run its course) , in the first Tuga called Krta when people were

accurate in discriminating between the reality and its sembl-

ance or illusion, the seer (or the subjective conciousness) and
the totality of the objective existence were identical (one only)

undifferentiated substance completely absorbed in Brahman.

3. That entire undifferentiated Reality, viz. the Brahman
is beyond the reach of speech and the mind. It (the Brah-

man) became (as if) dual* in the form ofMaya or objective

existence and that which is reflected in it, viz. the Jiva.

1 . bhrama—The illusion in regarding one’s body as the Soul or an

absolute being—VR.
Vikalpa— (i) The body and the illusory super-impositions caused there-

by—VC.
(ii) Illusions regarding one’s body, household, etc.—SD.

vide supra III Chapters 26-27.

* (1) VR
: (i) In the Pralaya stage, before the creation of the uni-

verse, at the beginning of the creation during the incomparable Kfia-Tuga

( the first Tuga period ) and in the cue of persons who could discriminate

between the triad of the principles called cidt acid and Iivara, Knowledge i.e.

essential nature of the Supreme Soul (Param&iman) was but one—the total

identity between knowledge and its object being absolutely undifferentiated

by name and form.

or (ii) Both knowledge (i.e. the essential nature ofjiva) and its object

(viz. Prakjti) were entirely one, undifferentiated by name and form.

(2) VJ : At the beginning ofthe creation, in the Krta Tuga knowledge

and its object were one (factually real). There was no scope for doubt or

mistake in the correct comprehension of the objective reality.

(3) SD : Brahman was possessed of the potencies of Prakfti, Purufa etc.

The Jiva (individual soul, the objective reality, Prakfti were undifferentiated

from Brahman as their cause

cf. sad toa saumya idam agra dslt f

—Ch&ndogya 6.2.1.

2. -VR. : Assumed two forms viz. Mtyi and phala ( the final goal) but

JG. takes phala as the Prakita vihtfa of Brahman. According to VJ. : In the
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4. Out of the two, one is Prakrti possessing two aspects1

(viz. the cause and effect), and the other aspect is Knowledge

(Jft&na ) and it designated as Purufa .

5.

* From Prakrti which was being powerfully agitated

by me and by the glance of the Lord in the Purufa form (or

by the unseen destiny of Jiva), were evolved the gurtas, viz,

Sattua
, Rajas and Tamas.

6. From the three gunas was evolved the Sutra1—the

first modification characterised by the (cosmic) activity and*

then (was evolved) the Mahat (The Cosmic intelligence) . The
Mahat in conjunction with Sfitra underwent modification and

Aharhkdra (Ego) was evolved therefrom. It deludes the Jivas.

7. Aharhkdra* (egotism) is of three types : Sdttvika (or

Vaikdrika ) , Rdjasa (or Taijasa) And Tamasa. It is both intelli-

gent and non-intelligent or material by nature and is the cause

of Tan^mitrds (the subtle objects, of sound, touch etc.) cog-

nitive senses, conative organs and the mind.

8. From the Timasa (type of) Aharhkdra, the evolutes

of which are the (five) Tanmdtrds, came into existence the (five)

gross elements (like the sky, air, wind, etc.) From the Taijasa

(or Rdjasa) type came into being the (ten cognitive and cona-

tive) sense-organs. From Vaikrta (or Sdttvika Aharhkdra) were

Kfia age, knowledge was one with reality and hence pure. In the Tretd age,

it became divided and gave rise to doubt and in the Dv&para age, it deve-

loped into perversity.

1. Ubhaydtmiks : (i) Being of the nature of cause and effect : SR.

(ii) EK. Being of a nature of both-ness, one essential Reality constitu-

ting of Siva and Sakti aspects, both of which are non-dual—EB. 24.97-101.

* VJ. uses mythological terminology all through. At the beginning

of evolution through me were bom out of Lak?mi, Brahml (Purufa) and

G&yatri (Prakrti) . Through Lakfml and myself, Prakrti evolved three forms

viz. Giyatrl, Sivitri and Sarasvatl presiding respectively over the gu*as.

Tamos, Rqjas and Sattva.

2. The concept of Sutra as an evolute of gu$as and as a predecessor of

Mahat is the contribution of the Bh. P. and is not found in the Classical

Sdhkhya. EK. faithfully follows the text of the Bk, P.

3 . Though usually translated as *egotism' which is a later semantic

development, its original connotation evades translation. G.J. Larsen (in his

classical S&kkhya), suggests ‘Self-awareness*, 'I-ness*. The latter appears to me
more appropriate.
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evolved the eleven deities1 ( presiding over the sense-organs and

the mind).

9.

All these principles were impelled by me (with my
energy) and were made to work conjointly. They created the

egg of the universe which to me—(The Inner Controller of this

Vairaja) became an excellent dwelling place.

10. In that egg laid on cosmic waters, I manifested my-

self (and lay as N&r&yana on the sheet of that water). From
my navel sprouted forth a lotus called Visva (as it was the

cause of the universe ) . And the ‘self-born* god Brahma app-

eared there (thus Vair&ja re-manifested himself as a god with

four faces).

11. Endowed with the principle of energy (rajas) and

equipped with penance (and knowledge) and through my
grace, god Brahma, the Soul of the universe, created the worlds

with their protecting deities, consisting of three regions, viz.

BhUr-loka (the earth with seven subterranean regions like Atala

Vitala and others), Bhuvar-loka (the aerial region above the

earth) and Svar-loka (consisting of Mahar, Jana,
Tapas and

Satya lokas)

12. Svar-loka or heaven is the abode of gods. Bh&loka

(the terrestrial globe) that of all mortal beings including men.

Beyond these three regions (in maharloka , Janaloka, etc.) lies the

abode ofSiddhas.

1 3. Below our sphere of the earth, god Brahma created

the subterranean regions (known as Atala, Vitala, etc.) as the

abodes of Asuras and Nagas. All the fruits of karmas performed

by those who are under the influence of three gunas are enjoyed

in the (above-mentioned) three spheres.

14. Afahar-loka, Jana-loka and Tapo-loka are regions free

from all impurities. These are the destinations of those who
practice Yoga, perform austerities or become sannyasins. But my
region, Vaikunfha is the destination of those who practice the

Yoga of devotion (Bhakti ).

1 . &R. enumerates them as follows : Deities presiding over quarters,

the wind-god, the Sun-god, Pracetas (Varuga), two Aivinlkum&ras, the Fire

god Indra, Upendra ( God Vi?pu) , Mitra (Pny&pati) and the Moon -god.

They are refulgent with their splendour and hence called dtvas ( Prak&ia
-

svabhdidt),_
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15.

* By me, the Almighty creator in the form of time-

spirit which apportions the fruits of Karmas, this world which
is bound up with karmas, is made to go up (to Satya~loka ) or

down to the insentient stage in this stream of gustos ( according

to the nature ofKarmas done by these beings).

16. All beings (or objects) whether minute or big, thin

or stout which are in existence, are constituted by the pair,

Prakrti and Purufa.

17. Whatever forms the beginning as well as the end of

a thing, certainly constitutes its middle also. It is the real ent-

ity (as it pervades all the states) . Modifications have been only

perceptual and of practical nature, as the ornaments are of

gold or pots, of the earth.

18. The real entity at the basis of the product is that

which the earlier existence adopts as the material to evolve the

latter existence or that which is, in a given case, considered to

be the beginning and the end of a certain effect.

19. Prakrti is the material cause of what is regarded as

sat (real existence from the practical point of view or menti-

oned in the previous verse). The Supreme Person is its support

(presiding authority). And the Time-Spirit is the revealer of

it (which does so by disturbing the equilibrium of gtquis ) . And
T, the Brahman, constitute this triad (of Prakrti, Purusa and

K&la ).

20.

** (He proves the reality ofBrahman due to his persis-

tence before, during and after the existence of the universe—)

.

As long as my glance (the Divine Will) is there, this

enormous process of creation proceeds in due order from cause

to effect (or father to son) continuously. It continues for the

enjoyment of the jiva (who, due to the influence of three gunas

takes birth in various species for enjoying the fruits of his Kar-

*. SR. : AU destinations except the Lord's region Vaikuntha, are

of short duration. A jfoa can rest eternally in Vajkuptha. One should give

up the path of Kama and take to Bhaktiyoga. The verse thus preaches

renunciation.

** VR. The creation of the universe constating of categories like

Mahat and others, continues to proceed while I will it. The universe has two

aspects—intelligent (cid) and Non -intelligent {add) and is invested with

three gupas. As I will it, the universe exists and gets dissolved.
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mas) upto the end of the universe ( till the glance of the Lord
lasts).

21.

* This universe ( virdf) in which the creation (subsis-

tence) and dissolution of the worlds (along with creatures in-

habiting them) take place is pervaded by me. It (with all the

fourteen spheres

—

bhuvanas arranged in it) becomes eligible for

dissolution into its five components (the elements)

.

22.

** (Here the process of involution of the universe is

described).

(At the time of the dissolution of the universe due to a
severe drought of one hundred years) the (bodies of) the
mortal (creation ) are withdrawn into the food, and the food, in-

to the food-grains, the seeds, into the earth (which being burnt
down by the solar heat from above and the poison-fire of
SaAkarfana from below) is reduced to its subtle state of smell.

23. Smell gets absorbed into waters and the waters into
its essential characteristic Rasa (taste) . Rasa gets dissolved into

the (elemental) fire or light which (in its turn) is merged into

(its essential characteristic) colour.

24. Colour is withdrawn into the element—air which is

reduced to its essential property Touch. Touch gets dissolv-

ed into the ether (sky) which is reduced to its subtle state

sound. The cognitive senses and conative organs get merged

into their own sources (viz. their presiding deities like the Sun.

Indra, Varuna etc.)

25. The causes ( or deities presiding over senses
) get

dissolved into their controller; the mind along with the

deities gets merged into Sdttvika Akathkdra. Sound ( the essen-

tial characteristic of the ether) is dissolved into Tdmasa Aham-

kdra and that powerful Ahaiftkdra (which includes Sdttvika, Rdjasa

and Tdmasa types) is withdrawn into Mahat.

26. That great and mighty principle Mahat (which poss-

esses the potencies of knowledge and actions) highly

* VR : When 1, through Time, mil like to destroy the Brahmdpfa

consisting of various bhuvanas or spheres for the enjoyment of jivas, it be-

comes fit to disintegrate into five (gross) elements.

** VJ. states that here the categories and their presiding deities are

spoken of in same words. (We should understand that) the deity presid-

ing over food-is absorbed in the deity presiding over seeds or food grains.
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endowed as it is with gunas is withdrawn into its cause the three

gu$as which in turn get dissolved into the Unmanifest (
Prakrti

)

And that Unmanifest Prakrti becomes merged with the Time-

Spirit which has ceased to function.

27. The (operation-less) Time-Spirit becomes one with

the jivat the Maker of the Universe who directs Mdyi (and is

full of knowledge. The jlva gets integrated with me, the birth-

less (eternal) Atman. The absolute Atman who is to be inferr-

ed from the process of evolution and involution of the universe

abides (eternally) by himself.

28. How can any illusion or misapprehension caused by

the (wrong) notion of difference, arise at all in the mind of a

person who makes searching enquiries about the Atman and

how can any misconception (if arisen at all) continue (to lin-

ger) just as darkness would, after the rise of the Sun in the

sky ?

29. This is the process known as S&mkhya. This (diff-

erentiation between what is Atman and what is Not-^man)

cuts the knots of all doubts in one’s heart. This has been expl-

ained to you by me. The omniscient one knows all things

great and small, or he knows the truth about cause and
effect or the past, present and future, from the point of evolu-

tion and involution.

CHAPTER TWENTY FIVE

The Three Gu^as and Their Workings

The Lord said :

1. Now listen to me attentively as I explain to you, O
excellent person, how gupas when unmixed with each other

(and acting in that pure state)
, affect severally the behaviour

of a human being.

2. The effects of Saitva are: Control of the mind and
that of senses, forebearance, discrimination, observance of

one's religious duties or penance, truthfulness, mercy, memory
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(or prompt remembrance of Sdstric teaching), content-

ment, renunciation, non-covetousness, faith, avoidance of

unbecoming acts (not even looking at them), charity, straight-

forwardness, modesty, and satisfaction in the bliss of the Self.

3. The effects of Rajas are: Lust after sensual plea-

ures, activity, arrogance, insatiable greed, pride, seeking

heavenly blessings for prosperity, the sense of differentiation

(between oneself and others), voluptuousness, quarrel-monger-

ing, liking for self-praise, affection, ridiculing others, show

of power, hard exertions through power.

4. The effects of Tamas are: Intolerance, miserliness,

deceitfulness, violence, begging, hypocrisy, langour, quarrel-

someness, sorrow, delusion, despondency, stupour, expectation,

fear and indolence.

5. These are the effects of Sattva, Rajas and Tamas res-

pectively. These are exhaustively enumerated by me. Now
listen from me the effects of their combinations.

6. The expression of the notions (

I am* and ‘Mine is*

etc. is the effect of the combination of gunas. Whatever act is

done by the mind, objects of senses, the senses and the vital

breath—all these transactions ( in life) are the combinations

of these gurtas1 .

7. When a person is enthusiastically working to attain

(the three purufdrthas) viz. Dharma,
Artha and Kdma , each of

such pursuits is a combination of three gunas and they are

conducive to the creation of faith (about Dharma) or attain-

ment of wealth and satisfaction of sense-pleasures (which are

Sdttvika
, Tdmasa and Rdjasa respectively).

8. If a person is deeply attached to activities charac-

te lised by Pravrtti (this-worldly-ness) and is intensely attach-

1. &R explains : When we say “I am quiescent, passionate or iras-

cible’* or that “These qualities (quiescence, passionateness) are mine”, it

expresses the idea of mine-ness—which isdue to the mixture of these gupas.

The mind is Sdttvikat bhutas (elements) are Tdmasat while sense-organs are

Rdjasa, Naturally when an act involving the use of or working of the mind,

sensesy^ense-ofajects and the vital breath takes place ( as normally all acts

are so involved), they become the product of the combination ofgupas.
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ed to the house-holder’s life, and perforins righteous duties

(prescribed for his stage of life), there is a combination of

Sunas (as attachment to household is Tdmasa, his worldly

pravrtti is Rnjasa while righteous duties are Sdttvika)

9. From (a person’s) self-control and other qualities,

it maybe inferred that he is endowed (mainly) with Sattva-

guna ; from his inclination to lust and such other qualities, the

person is dominated by Rqjo-gurta and from (passions like)

anger (avarice etc.), it should be inferred that he is possessed

with Tamo-guya.

10. But when, without expecting anything in return, a

person resorts to me ( and worships me) , through the duties

prescribed for him by Sdstras and adores me with devotion,

one should know that person to be of Sdttvic nature—the same

holds good in the case of women.

11. When with expectation of securing worldly .pleasures

a person worships me through (performance) of righteous

duties prescribed for him by Sdstras
,

it should be understood

that he is Rdjasika by nature
;

but when he does so with a

desire to cause injury to others (his enemies, etc.), one should

know that he is Tdmasika by nature.

1 2. The gunas—Sattva
,
Rajas and Tamas—affect the Jiva

(individual Soul), and (as such) they have no concern with

me. They are engendered in the mind of the Jivas. A person

who is attached to bhdtas (i.e. the worldly objects which are

products of bhutas) is bound down by them to Sarhsdra.

13. When the illuminating, pure and auspicious quality

of Sattva domineers over the other two, then a man is happily

united with righteous tendencies, spiritual knowledge and other

qualities.

1 4. When Rajas from which spring attachment, notion

of difference and which drives one to activities triumphs over

the two ( other) gupas, a person becomes restive and unhappy,

indulges in activities and aspires after fame and wealth.

15. When Tamas which stupefies discretion, obscures

one’s vision and renders one dull, overpowers both the Sattva

and Rajas > a person suffers from grief and delusion, becomes

sleepish and becomes harmful and beggarly enough to expect

help from others.
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16. When the mind becomes serene, senses quiescent

and averse to their objects, and there is fearlessness about the

body, and the mind feels no attachment for anything, you can
be sure that there is Sattva-guna which leads to my state.

17. When the mind gets agitated through passionate

activity and his intellect (judgment) gets distracted, his

senses are restless, the organs of action have no ease and the

mind is in confused state, know that it is the dominance of

Rajo guna.

18. When the faculty of understanding fails and the

mind becomes powerless to grasp the objects and drooping

its activities (temporarily) ceases to function, and when dark-

ness (ignorance) and despondency prevail, know that it is the

dominance of Tamo-guna.

19. When the Sattva-guna is in ascendance, the power of

gods increases, when the strength of Rajo-gupa enhances, the

power of Asuras becomes dominant and when the Tamo-guna

grows in strength, the Raksasas grow in strength, O Uddhava 1
.

20. One should regard the working state of beings due

to Sattva-gupa
,
dream state due to Rajas and deep sleep due to

Tamogupa. The fourth state which is the Atman itself should

be regarded persistent through all the previous three stages.

21. The Brahmanas i.e. persons who follow the course

of righteous duties prescribed in the Vedas, through the domi-

nance of Sattvagupa go higher and higher up upto Brahma

Loka , but with overwhelming Tamoguna ,
they go down lower

and lower to state of immovables. And in between these two

states shuttle the human beings due to Rajo-gupa.

22. Persons at the time of whose death Sattvagupa is

predominant, go to the celestial world. Those who give up

the ghost while Rajogupa is ascendant, return to human world.

Those who depart from the body while the Tamoguna is power-

ful, go to hell. While those who are above these three gunas

( even while they are alive) , come to me (and merge)

.

23. The course of righteous duties prescribed by the

Sastras (irrespective of their nature as obligatory or occasional)

,

1 . SR explains : Here the senses which tend toward Aivjtti, Pravrtti

and delusion are respectively regarded as of the form of gods. Asuras and

RaMasasT
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if performed and dedicated to me or without any expectation

in return from it, is Sdttvic; that which is done with some ex-

pectation of fruit is Rdjasa. And the act done with some vindic-

tive (harmful) (or hypocritical or jealous) motive is Tdmasa.

24. Knowledge that tries to cognize nothing but the

Atman (excluding all other objects) is Sattvika; that which

comprehends the Self along with its conditioning body is

Rdjasic
;
knowledge of the uncultured (such as ignorant children,

the physically handicapped) is Tdrnasic,
while knowledge that

concerns me only transcends all the three gunas.

25. Residence in forests is regarded as Sattvika ;
dwell-

ing in a village or a town is Rajasa; while staying in gamble

houses is Tdmasa. Dwelling in my shrine is above these three

gunas.

26. A doer of an action who is not attached to and

expecting any fruit in return is called a Sdttvika agent. One

who has become blind with attachment (for the fruit of an

action in return) is remembered a Rdjasic agent, while he who

has lost his discrimination between what is right and wrong

(but still does it) is called the Tdmasic agent. But a person

who entirely depends on me is an agent who transcends the

gUQOS.

27. Faith in Atman as taught in the S&stras is Sdttvika,

that in ritualistic acts and other duties prescribed in the Vedas

is Rajasa. Faith in unrighteous acts as righteousness is Tdmasa

while that in my service (worship, meditation, etc.) is beyond

the influence of all gupas.

28. Food that is nourishing, wholesome and obtained

without exertions is Sdttvika; that which caters to the taste

(and is palatable) is Rdjasa
,
while that which is impure, nause-

ating and causing some disease is Tdmasa.

29. Happiness which is felt in (the realization of) the

Self is Sdttvika; that which arises from the objects of senses is

Rajasa: pleasure that comes through delusion and low taste is

Tdmasa. But the spiritual bliss arising from realizing me
transcends the three gunas.

30. Thus three gu$as constitute everything such as

substance (e.g. food in verse 28 above), place of residence
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(vide verse 25), fruit (verse 29), time( verse 13-16), knowledge
(verse 24) the act (verse 23), the doer (verse 26), faith

(verse 27) , state of consciousness (verse 20) , form of existence

(verse 21 ) and final destination (verse 22).

31. Whatever is seen, heard or contemplated by the

intelligence—in fact all entities which are pervaded by Purufa

and Prakrti
, are the products of three gunas, O prominent

person (lit. O bull among men)

.

32. All these transmigrations of a person ( i.e. of his

Soul) are caused' by these gunas and his actions. The individual

( Soul) by whom these gunas which are engendered in the mind
are completely subdued and who, by means of the Bhakti-yoga

(path of devotion), is firmly established in devotion to me,
becomes eligible for my state i.e. final emancipation, O gentle

Uddhava.

33. Therefore, having fortunately obtained this (human)
body which is eligible to attain both jfi&na ( knowledge) and
Vijfidna (Realization of the Self) , a wise and intelligent person

should thoroughly shed off their attachment to gunas and seek

resort in me by worshipping me.

34. Therefore, free from attachment to sense-objects

and with his senses brought under control, a wise person

should worship me devoutly and with alertness. Concentrating

his mind on me, he should discomfit Rajas and Tamos by

developing the Sattva guna.

35. Becoming a contempiationist, he should subdue

Rajas and Tamos by cultivating the Sattva guna and by streng-

thening himself by desirelessness, he should bring Sattva also

under control. Freeing himself from guna, the jiva should

shed off the subtle body (the cause of his jtoa-hood) and attain

to me.

36. The individual -Soul {Jiva) who is thus emancipated

from his subtle body (or jfra-hood) and also from gunas arising

in the mind, becomes permeated with my presence (i.e. be-

comes one with Para Brahman), and the Jiva does not go out

for enjoyment of external objects nor turns inward for enjoying

them mentally. (He is liberated while alive in thisbirth).
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CHAPTER TWENTYSIX

The Song of Aila (PurBravos )

The Lord said

:

1 . He who having obtained this human body (existence)

capable of perceiving my real nature, and having adopted the

path of devotion so pleasing to me, duly attains to me who am
Supreme Bliss and the Supreme Soul abiding in his heart.

2. Emancipated completely by dint of his knowledge

from the Jlva-hood constituted of gunas, and though living in

the midst of objects of senses which are unreal, he does not get

attached to them, as they are created by (and hence dependent

upon) Maya (and as such) are perceived falsely.

3. One should never associate oneself with unworthy

persons who seek to satiate their hunger and gratify their

sexual desire. For like a blind man following another blind

person, the followers of such sensualists fall into blinding

darkness.

4. Emperor Pururavas1
, the son of Ila, who was well-

known far and wide, became mad due to his separation from

Urva£i. When he regained his normalcy and decided to

resign, he sang the following song:

5. As Urvaii forsook him, the king lamented loudly

and like a mad person, unaware of his nudity, followed her

crying, “Wait, O cruel wife, do stop*’.

6. His mind being completely fascinated by Urvasi, he

enjoyed trivial pleasures through nights year after year and

remained unsated. He was not aware of the years that passed

away nor those coming in.

Aila
(
PurUravas

)
said:

7. Alas ! How terrifically vast is the extent of my in-

fatuation ! My mind has been soiled (and spoilt) by my libidi-

nousness. I was not even aware of the loss of ( the major part

of) my life, while my neck was being clasped by the queen

(Urvafi).

1. For the legend of PurCtravfts vide Supra IX. 14.32-47.
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8. Hypnotized by her, I could not know when the sun

arose or set. What I pity, that being enamoured of her, I was

unaware how days amounting to a number of years just flitted

away.

9. What a shocking self-delusion ! I, the sovereign

ruler of the world, the crest-jewel of kings, was made a pet-deer

of women.
10. The woman who spurned me (contemptuously) like

a blade of straw even though I was a ruler with royal

grandeur (and paraphernalia). And I, weeping like a mad-

man, went after her in nakedness.

11. What majestic lustre, power or Lordship could there

be in me, who like a donkey kicked (by a she-donkey) follow-

ed the woman as she deserted me.

12. What is the value of that learning, penance, libera-

lity, scriptural scholarship, resort to solitude or observance

of silence in a man who has lost his heart to women.

13. Fie upon me 1 A fool who, though impervious to his

self-interest, fancy myself to be a learned man and who, even

after being installed as a sovereign ruler, was subdued and

roped like a bull or a donkey by women.

14. Although I had been enjoying the intoxicating

nectar of the lips of Urvafi for years together, my inborn lust

for her is not satiated, like fire fed with oblations (of ghee) l
.

15. Who else than the glorious Lord Vi?nu, the Lord

of those who revel in the spiritual bliss of the Soul, is capable

to deliver my mind from ( the clutches) of a wench who capti-

vated it.

16. Even though I was advised by the queen (Urvafi)

in well-argued speech (recorded in a Vedic Sukta) the deep

infatuation entrenched in my mind does not disappear, as I,

being perverse-minded, had not controlled my mind.

17. What offence has been committed by her against

me ? Or what wrong can be attributed to a rope against a

person who, not knowing its real nature, mistook it for a ser-

1. The famous verse attributed to King Yayid in MBH Adi. 85.12.

tidjdtu k&mafi kdmMm upabhogtna ttnyati /

htttifi kfftu-vartiruva bhOya ar&'bkivardkaU /

/
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pent ? It is 1 who could not subdue my senses, am responsible

(for this tragedy).

18. What a lot of difference there is between a
(woman's or a human) body full of dirt, stinking with bad
odour and impure and the attributes of being like a flower

(clean, sweet-smelling, pure). But these attributes are super-

imposed on it (a woman's body) through Nescience.
' 19. It cannot be definitely determined whether this

human body belongs to parents (who procreated it) , or to the

wife ( one’s life-partner) , or to the employer, or to the fire

(which ultimately consumes it) or to dogs and vultures (in

case it is not cremated but lies unclaimed) or whether it be-

longs to the Soul (who abides in it) or to friends and well-

wishers ?

20. What a pity that a man should be fascinated with

this disgusting body which disintegrates into worms (if interr-

ed), faeces (if eaten by carnivorous animals), and ashes (if

cremated), and appreciates it as a beautiful feminine counte-

nance with shapely nose, beaming with charming smiles.

21 . What difference is there between people like me
who enjoy pleasure in a feminine body which is nothing but

an accumulation of skin, flesh, blood, nerves, fat, marrow and

bones and worms who enjoy themselves in feces, urine and

pus.

22. A person knowing his personal interest, should

under no circumstances associate himself with women or

persons addicted to women; for the mind gets agitated only

when there is a contact between objects of senses and senses

and not otherwise*

23. A thing that is not spoken about, seen or heard

creates no passion or desire for it. A person who does not

direct his life-breath (mind or sense-organs to external

objects), gets his mind steady and serene.

24. Therefore, one should not associate with women or

women addicts through the medium of senses. For the group

of six (internal) enemies (like lust, anger, greed and others)

cannot be trusted even in the case of wise people. What need

be said of (ignorant) persons like me ?
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The Lord resumed :

25. Singing loudly the song (of his life) in this way,

Pururavas, the King of the Kings, left the realm of UrvaSi.

He realized me as his own self, and having shaken off delusion

by virtue of this knowledge, he retired from worldly life.

26. Therefore, an intelligent person should dissociate

himself from evil company, and associate himself with the

saintly people; for it is these pious saints who would cut off his

deep attachment (to sense-objects) by their wise precepts.

27. The saints devote their minds to me without ex-

pecting anything in return. Being desireless, they are serene,

viewing all beings as equals (as they are none else but Brahman).

They have superseded the notions of mine-ness and I-ness (i.e.

identification of the Soul with the body). They are not affect-

ed by the pair of opposites (like joy and sorrow, pleasure and

pain) and are perfect have-nots (property-less).

28. It is in the company of these supremely fortunate

persons, O highly blessed Uddhava, that my legends are told

and these stories absolve the listeners from all sins.

29. Those persons who listen to these (my) stories,

extol them in songs, devoutly appreciate them and are devoted

to me with faith and reverence, get devotion engendered in

them.

30. What else remains to be achieved by the saints who
attained real devotion towards me, the Brahman, who am en-

dowed with infinite qualities and potencies and who am con-

scious blissfulness incarnate.

31. Just as cold, fear (of darkness) and darkness fly

away from a person who resorts to the fire, similarly, those

who wait upon and worship saints, become free from fear,

ignorance and apathy.

32. Even as a strong boat is to those who are drowning

in the sea, saints, serene-minded knowers of the Brahman are

the best life-savers to those who are tossed about and are

drowning in the sea of Satjisira.

33. Just as food is the very life of living beings, I am
the shelter to the afflicted. Righteousness (pious acts) is the

wealth (investment) in the other world, the saints are the
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support (resort) of those who are afraid of repeated transmigra-

tion of the Soul in future.

34. The saints confer the (inner) vision (of the Brahman)

on those who associate with them, even as the sun bestows the

external eye (to see nature). Saints are deities, the near and
dear relatives, the very soul, nay they are even myself.

35. It is traditionally recounted that Pururavas who
divested himself of all longing for the realm of UrvaSi (and

pleasures in her company) . renounced all attachment, and
revelling in the spiritual bliss of the Atman

, went about all over

the world.

CHAPTER TWENTYSEVEN

The Yoga of Active Service

Uddhava said :

1. Be pleased to explain to me the Yoga of active

service
(
Kriyd-Yoga) consisting of the propitiation of your

worship, O Lord ! What type of votaries worship you ?

With what motive do they propitiate you ? What is the pro-

cedure of their worship, O Lord of Sattvatas.

2* Sages like Narada, the worshipful Vyasa and

Bfhaspati, the son of Ahgiras, the preceptor (of gods), have

repeatedly asserted that this course is conducive to the Final

Beatitude to men.

3. The teaching that was issued from your lotus-mouth

was the same which the glorious unborn god Brahma commu-
nicated to his sons of whom Bhrgu was the chief, and also what

god Siva imparted to his divine consort Parvati.

4. That teaching is approved as meritorious to persons

belonging to all castes ( Vanias ) and stages in life (Adramas) I

believe it is the best course conducive to emancipation from

Sarhsdra even for women and Sudras.

£ O Lord with eyes like lotus-petals ! Be pleased to

elucidate that course which unties the bondage of Karma ( per-
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manently) to me who am your beloved devotee, O Lord of

the masters of this universe (the Trinity of gods—Brahma,

Visnu and Rudra).

The Lord replied

:

6. Limitless is the Karma-kdrid0 (
a* courses and practices

of ritualistic worship of the Lord are infinite). I shall, however,

describe that to you succinctly and in proper sequence.

7. My worship is threefold—Vedic, Tantric and a

synthesis of these two. But of these three modes, one should

offer me worship according to the method of his choice (and

suitability).

8. Learn from me the method how a person, having

attained the status of a twice-born when he is invested with

a sacred thread according to the injunctions laid down in the

Vedas, should worship me, with faith and devotion.

9. With sincere devotion and without any fraudulent

motive (of expecting some fruit or ulterior objective in return),

a person should worship me, the preceptor (or the father

of world) with the articles of worship (by offering these to me)

through the medium of an image or an altar of a sacrifice or

the fire or the Sun or the waters or (image enthroned in )
his

heart or of a Brahmana.

10. For bodily cleanliness, he should first brush his

teeth and take his bath. While bathing he should use earth

(and other materials) for washing, muttering all the while

Vedic and Tantric mantras (sacred formulae).

11. After the performance of the Twilight prayer

(Sandhyd, Brahmayajha,
etc. ) and other duties which have been

enjoined by me through the Veda, he should, with a pure,

solemn determination (of propitiating me) perform my worship

which sanctifies ( i.e. relieves one from the bondage of) karmas.

12. An image is said to be of eight kinds: It may be

made of stone or of wood or of metals (like gold, silver, etc.)

or of earth or of sandal paste or may be a painting (on the

wall) or of sand or a mental image or made of a precious

stone.

13. An image which is the shrine of the Lord, is of two

kinds—movable (c.g. a Salagr&ma pebble) or immovable.
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While adoring an immovable image, dv&hana (invoking the

presence of the deity) and udv&sa (or visorjana
,

a farewell to

the deity) are not necessary, O Uddhava.

14. In worshipping a movable image, one can exercise

a choice whether invoking and evoking of the deity in the

image should be done. But in the case of an altar of sacrifice

both must be done. If the image be not of earth (or sandal*

paste) or a painted picture, it may be bathed, but in the case

of other material, it should be sprinkled with water.

15. My worship through the medium of images should

be performed with excellent articles. But a sincere (guileless)

devotee may worship me with whatever articles are available

to him. In the case of worshipping me in the mind, it should

be done with articles created by the mind with utmost

devotion.

16. Bathing and decorating an image pleases me the

most, O Uddhava. In the case of an altar, invocation of the

specific deities at their respective places by means of mantras

is desirable (or placement of twentyfive Tattvas—categories or

principles by uttering twentyfive letters from' ka to ma). In

the case of sacred fire, oblations with ghee be offered.

17. In the Sun-god, worship with Arghya (respectful

offering of water and other articles of reception) and prayers

is the most pleasing to me; and in water, with libations of

water and flower, etc. Even if mere water is offered with faith,

and devotion by my votary, it gives me the highest pleasure.

18. What need be said if sandal-paste, incense, flowers,

lamp, food, etc. are presented to me as offerings. On the con-

trary, even if rich gifts in abundance be offered to me, by a

non-devotee, it does not contribute to my pleasure and joy.

19. Purifying oneself (by taking a bath) and collecting

together all the requisite articles of worship, seated on a seat

ofDarbha-grass with the Darbha’s pointing to the east, one

should face the East or the North or face the image of the god,,

if it was immovable.

20. Consecrating his person by Ny&sa (which consists

of assignment of the various parts of the body to different

deities accompanied with ptayers and corresponding gesticu-

lations) and the respective parts of the image, he should touch
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it with his hand and clean it ( by removing sandal-paste) flowers

etc. of the previous worship) and should also duly consecrate

the pitcher
(kalaSa

)

containing water for bathing the deity and
other vessels for sprinkling water.

21. He should sprinkle that consecrated water from the

Kalaia) and sanctify the shrine of the deity, the articles of
worship and one's own person and also fill the three vessels

with water and articles of worship1
.

22. The worshipper should consecrate the three vessels

containing water for washing the feet (p&dya), hands {Arghya)

and sipping
( Acamana

)

of the deity, with the Mantras

2

called

Hrdaya (heart), fir?an (head) and Hkha (Tuft of hair on the

head) respectively, and then pronounce the Gdyatri Mantra8

over them all.

23. One should contemplate on my transcendental

atomic ( subtle) arfiSa
( part) of Paramdtman which abides in the

‘Lotus’ of the heart in one’s body, which is dried up by the

( gastric) wind, and parched up with fire at the Adhdra cakra

(a spiritual nerve-plexus presumed to be located at the navel),

but revived by the sprinkling of nectar issuing from the moon
located in the forehead. It is beyond the ‘un-struck’ (spiritual)

sound
(anahata ndda) which is the fifth part of Pranava ( the

remaining four being A, U, M, Bindu or nasal sound) and it

1. §R. gives the following details. The three vessels with water are

meant for washing the feet (padya), hands (arghya ) and for sipping (icama-

nlya
) water for the deity. The water for washing the feet of the deity

should contain small grains of Sy&m&ka rice, blades of DurvS grass, lotus

flower and a herb called Vi?nukranta or Aparajita. The water for washing
the hands of the deity should contain the following eight articles : sandal-

paste, flowers, unbroken grains of rice (akfata), of barley, blades of Kusa
.grass, sesamum seeds, mustard seeds and blades of Durva grass. The water
for sipping or rinsing the deities* mouth should contain nutmegs, cloves,

berries called Kakkola or Kankola. The list is commonly given by all

commentators with a few additions. SD. states that if any article is wanting
Tulasl leaves should be substituted.

2. GS. gives them as follows :

hrda namah, sfrfpd svdhi, and iikhdyai vafaf.

3. It fiTas follows :

tat'savitur varepyam bhargodecasyo dhlmahi dhiyoyo Haft pracodayd
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is meditated upon by Siddhas (who have attained spiritual

perfection)

.

24. When his own body is permeated by that divine

particle
(
arfiSa) or contemplated as his dtman (like a house

illumined by the light emanated from a lamp, the worshipper

should be (himself) full of my presence and invoke me and

worship me with mentally created articles. He should then

invoke my presence in the image (to be worshipped)
,
perform

the Nydsa (assigning the various syllables of the Mantras to the

part of its body) and then adore me that way.

25-26. After constructing mentally a throne

1

(seat) for

me, and with the nine powers* attending upon it, he should

•conceive that there is (on the seat-cover designed over it) a

shining lotus of eight petals beautified with a pericarp and

filaments. With a view to secure success here and emancipation

from sarhsdra hereafter, he should, according to Vedic and

T&ntric procedure of worship, offer me water for washing feet

(p&dya) , washing hands and rinsing the mouth.

27. He should duly worship in the serial order the discus

the SudarSana
,

the conch Pdhcajanya,
the mace Kaumodaki ,

the

sword Nandaka, the bow S&rfiga as well as the arms of

Sadkarfana, viz. the plough and the pestle, in the eight quarters

and the Kaustubka gem, the Vaijayanti garland and the Srivatsa

mark (all the three on the chest of the Lord in their respective

places)

.

28. Similarly, he should worship the eight attendants

(P&rfads) of the Lord, viz. Nanda, Sunanda, Pracan^a, Canqla

as well as Mahabala, Bala, Kumuda and Kumudek$ana,

1 . $R. gives the following concept of this seat. It has Dkarma or

Righteousness, JfUna or Knowledge, Vairdgya or Renunciation and Aiivarya

or Rulership as its legs in the South-east, South-west, North-west and North-

east corners and the opposites of the above viz. Unrighteousness, Ignorance,

Attachment and lack of rulership as its four sides and the three guyas

Sattva, Rajas and Tamas as the planks at the base.

2. SR. enumerates the following nine potencies of the Lord, Vimald—

purity, Utkarfvfi—exalted state, jMna—Knowledge, Kriyi—activity, Toga—

Yogic Supernormal powers, Prahvi—modesty, Satyd truthfulness, lidnd

Sovereignty and Anagrahe—Grace.
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standing around the Lord in eight directions and Garuda fac-

ing Him in front.

29. He should also adore by the usual offering of water

to wash hand, etc., Durgd , Vinayaka, the sage Vydsa and Vlfvak-

sena (all these surrounding the Lord in the four corners), His

own spiritual guide (standing to the left of the God), and the

guardian deities of the eight quarters, each in his respective

position, all of them facing the Lord.

30. If he can financially afford to do so, he should every

day give me (and my attendants) bath with water fragrant

with sandal paste, USira (a fragrant root of the plant Andropogon

Muricatus), camphor, saffron and aloe-wood chanting all the

while Mantras during the bath.

31. He should chant (while bathing the deity) the

svarnagharmdnuvdka (the section of the Taittariya Aranyaka beginn-

ing with the mantra : suvarnarh gharmarh pariveda venam (T. A. 3.

11. la) the Mahdpurufa Vidyd1
,
the Puru$a sukta (RV. X. 90)

and texts of the Sdmaveda known as Rdjan-sdma2 (and Rauhina

sdtna)

.

i

32. My votary should lovingly decorate me appropriate-

ly with clothes, sacred thread, ornaments, decorative drawings

on my body (on cheeks, chest, etc.), garlands of Tulasi leaves

and sandal pigments.

33. My worshipper should offer to me with faith and

reverence various articles (of worship) such as water for wash-

ing feet and rinsing the mouth ( for sipping)
, sandal-paste,

flowers, Akfatas (grains of unbroken rice) , scented fumes, light

and articles of food.

34. If he can afford it financially, sugar and milk pre-

parations, ghee and butter, cakes, pastes and sweet-meats,

1. It contains the following Mantra :

jitam te pupjarikdkfa namaste viha-bhdvana j

Subrahmapva nartiste’stu mahdpurufa-purvaja J /

2. It begins thus :

Indrarh naro nemadhitd havante

RV. 7.27.1a, TS. 1.6.12.1a, SV l.3 18a

VJ. includes the recitation of I’ifpu Sukta, Samudra Sukta, Pavamina

SUkta in addition to the above.
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porridge made of wheat flour with ghee and raw sugar, curds

and soup of pulses should be offered to me.

35. Every day or (if that is not possible due to financial

stringency) at least on holy days (like the eleventh day both in

the bright and dark half of the month, etc.) or in the birthday

celebrations of the incarnations of God, perfumed oil,

paste of saffron and camphor (for massaging my body), a

mirror (to show me my reflection), tooth brush for cleansing

the teeth, bathing with pancamrtas or five articles like milk,

curds, ghee, honey and sugar, to be finally washed clean

with pure fresh water), sweet food for eating should be offered

to me and music and dance should be presented on these

days.

36. (To those who wish a higher type of fruit, worship

of sacrificial fire is recommended as follows : A sacrificial recep-

tacle sufficiently hollow in the middle prepared as per prescrib-

ed rules, in the earth along with three zone-like constructions

and platforms around it be prepared and fire be deposited in

it and when sufficiently kindled, he should collect it with his

hand.

37-38. After spreading the KuSa grass on all sides (as per

usual procedure), he should sprinkle water on all the four sides

of the receptacle of fire and after performing the procedure of

Anv&dhdna (depositing fuel1 and other things in the sacred fire)

,

the worshipper should contemplate me in the fire, as being

brilliant in complexion like red-hot molten gold, with four be-

autiful arms equipped with a conch, a discus, a mace and a

lotus, gracious and serene in appearance, dad in raiments of

golden colour like pollens of a lotus flower.

39. (He should contemplate me as) adorned with a

lustrous crown, with bracelets and a girdle and excellent

armlets; with Srivatsa markon the chest, and shining Kaustu-

bha gem (round the neck) , and a garland of forest flowers

( Vanamild )

40. Having contemplated me (as such), he should

1. The sacred fuel and articles to be offered are to be placed to the

north of the fire. They are to be sprinkled with consecrated water taken

in a spoon before offering them to the fire.
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offer the sacrificial sticks soaked in ghee into the fire. He should

then pour into the fire two offerings of ghee specifically called

Aghdra

1

and djyabhdgaa and should offer other oblations soaked

in ghee.

41. A wise person (knower of these technicalities) should

pour the offerings into the fire, uttering the fundamental

Mantra8
( Om namo Ndriyandya) and some portion of the obla-

tions with each of the sixteen verses of puru}a sukta. He should

then give oblations (through the sacrificial fire) to Dharma
and other gods according to the sequence given above (vide

verse 25 above), uttering the name of the deity (in the Dative

case and adding the word Svdhd every time. Finally, at the

end of the sacrifice a thanks-giving oblation to fire with tne

Mantra Agnaye sviffakrte svdhd is to be offered.

42. Having worshipped me and paying me obeisance,

he should offer worship to the attendant deities (Nanda,

Sunanda, etc.) muttering all the while the Mula Mantra (Om
namo Ndrdyandya

)

meditating on the Supreme Brahman
,
viz.

Narayana.

43. Having offered water for sipping, he should hand
over the remnants to vifvaksena. Then he should offer betel

leaves containing spices and aromatic substances making the

mouth sweetsmelling. He should conclude by mantra-pufpa

(showering flowers on me).

44. After singing and extolling my excellences, dancing

before me, imitating my past Lilas (sportive actions), recount-

ing and listening to my stories, he should remain immersed in

that blissful state for a while.

45. Eulogizing me by singing various hymns found in

ancient texts as well as those in the current language (of the

masses) , he should lay himself prostrate before me with the

prayer, ‘‘may you be propitious unto me, O Lord.”

1. In this, ghee is to be sprinkled across the sacrificial pit from the

north to the south and vice versa

,

muttering the sacred formulae prajdpataye

Svdhd, lndrdya Svdhd.

2. Offering ghee to the sacrificial fire uttering the sacred formulas

Agnaye Svdhd, Somdya Svdhd.

3. bong the Pddcardtra Sddhand, they won't use the mantra Om
Jfamo Vdsudevdya, though some modern commentators do so.
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46. Placing his head on my feet and clasping them (my
feet) by both of his hands (he should pray) “protect me, O
Lord. Afraid of the sea ofsarhsdra full of alligators in the form

of death, I have sought protection in you."

47. He should then reverentially place on his head some

flowers, etc. from my worship as a gracious gift from me. If

withdrawing of the spiritual light invoked in the image is neces-

sary, he should contemplate that the divine light in the image

is now withdrawn and merged in the Supreme Light in the

lotus of his heart.

48. One may worship me at any time and in any form

(image, picture, etc.), in which one entertains devout faith. For

being the Soul (Inner Controller) of all I abide in all beings

as well as in the Self of the worshipper.

49. He who worships in the manner described above,

according to the course of active yoga as taught in the Vedas

and the Tantras, receives from me accomplishments of his

desired objectives, both here and hereafter.

50. After installing my image, he should get a fine dur-

able temple or shrine built for it; (he should get) beautiful

flower-gardens laid out for it, and establish foundations (or

endowments) for the- regular performance of my daily worship

as well as for celebration of festivals and for pilgrimage.

51. He who makes formal grants of lands, markets,

villages and towns for the perpetual continuation ofmy worship

etc. every day as well as on specially sacred or festive occa-

sions, attains to that divine state in which he can enjoy lordly

blessings similar to mine.

52. By installing my image, one attains the sovereignty

of the entire globe ( in future ) ;
by building a temple or a

shrine, he is sure to get dominion over the three worlds
;
by

performing worship and rendering other services, he can attain

to the region of god Brahma. But he who serves me in all the

above-mentioned three ways, attains a state of (blissful) equa-

lity with me.

53. A person who follows the path of disinterested devo-

tion to me, directly attains to me only. He who worships me
in the manner described above, is blessed with the Bhakti Toga

(the path of real devotion to me)

.
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54. He who confiscates the endowment founded either

by himself or by others for the sake of the deity or Brahmanas,

is destined to be born as a feces-eating worm for ten crores of

years.

55. Whatever fruit is destined for the actual agent of a

deed, awaits also his colleague, his director or the appreciator

of it, as all these are the collaborators in that act. And in the

next world •everyone of them shares the reward or retribution

in proportion to their contribution to that deed.

CHAPTER TWENTYEIGHT

The Essence of the Path of Knowledge

(Jhana Toga)

The glorious Lord said :

1.* Realizing that the universe—a product of Prakrti

(Primordial Nature) and Purufa (Spirit) is nothing but one

substance ( viz. the Brahman), a person should neither praise

nor censure the serene or violent nature and action of others.

*SS and VR : (i) One should realize that the Lord (i.e. my-self) is the

Inner Controller. VR adds : The universe is the body of the Supreme Soul

(me). One should realise that the universe consists of the sentient («rf),

non-sentient {acid) and Uvara.

(ii) VJ. interprets para as the opponent who fails to see the difference

between the Brahman and jiva. {parah Satruh, Jiva-Brahmanor vailakfanya-

satyat&yi asahamdnatvit ) . The actions or such an enemy (an advaitin) are

evil and should not be applauded but censured! ( What a gospel of hatred in the

name ofthe Lord !

VJ. adds : One who perceives that the universe along with the non-

sentient Prakjti and Hiraqyagarbha {Purufa) is pervaded by the Supreme

Soul ( Paramdtman ) and is the real knower.

(iirfEk. holds the cid-vildsa-vdda about the universe due to the influence

ofJftanaftfcva or Kismiri Saivism.
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2. He who applauds or condemns the natural inclinat-

ions and corresponding actions of others, immediately deviates

from his own purpose (of attaining spiritual wisdom) as he,

thereby, develops attachment to what is not real.

3. When the sense-organs which arc the product of the

Taijasa type of ego( caused by Rajas) are over-powered with sleep

(and cease to function), the individual soul ( jiva)
remaining

confined in the body, strays in the realm of illusions ( M&yi)
and witnesses dreams (which are unreal), and if the mind is

still over come with torpidity, loses, the consciousness of the

body, sinks into death-like deep sleep. Similarly, the person

who perceives the outward differences only (and fails to grasp

the underlying oneness—the Reality) is distracted by illusory

objects of senses and is ultimately sunk in utter darkness.

4.

* When the quality itself is unreal, the problem of

what is auspicious (or commendable) or inauspicious (or cen-

surable) that too to what extent, does not arise at all; for what-

ever is uttered by the tongue (i.e. perceived by our sense-

organs) or conceived by the mind is illusory and unreal.

5. Even though the reflection of an image or the reflec-

tion of a sound, occular illusions like a mirage are unreal (and

unsubstantial) ,
they do create an effect (on the mind of the

seer or hearer) . In the same way, this body or other things

arouse fear till death (till every thing is dissolved into Prakrti.)

6.

** It is only the Almighty Supreme Soul who creates

this universe and is both the creator and the created, the pro-

tector and protected. Being the universal Soul, he is the -with-

drawer and the withdrawn. (He is thus both the material

and instrumental cause of the universe)

.

* (i) VR : The Soul is different from the body and it is wrong to

identify them. The body is ever-changing (but the Soul is the same). There

is no propriety in praising the body of a celestial as good or condemning the

body of an insect as bad, as they are the modifications of the same Prakrit

and the body is not the Soul or Atman.

** VJ. Being the almighty Lord, the creator etc. of the universe he

Creates himself into various forms, sustains them ( or lives with other created

beings) and withdraws them at will. The universe is thus real and not

Milhyd—illusory (Satya-safikalpena satya-kartnafti paramesvatefia sfftato&t idath

sarvam satjam na mithy&bhStam I
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7. Hence, no being or reality other than the Supreme

Soul existing independently out of the created universe, has

been observed or stated (by the Vedas). The three-fold appea-

rance of creation, sustenance and destruction of things1 in the

Atman is baseless2
. Therefor , do understand that this threefold

universe (consisting of the seen and the process of seeing) is the

product of gunas and is caused by MSyd.

8. He who understands thoroughly this Jhdna and

Vijnana as expounded by me, does neither deprecate nor praise

others but moves about in the world (far above paitiality or

duality) like the Sun.

9. Concluding through logical proofs like direct percep-

tion, inference, scriptural authority and self-realization that

every thing (including the universe) which has a beginning has

a beginning, has an end, a person should move about in the

world shedding off attachment to everything.

Uddhava said :

10. (As you say it) the Sams&ra (the transmigration or

experience of pleasure and pain) is related neither to the Soul

who is the intelligent self-luminous seer nor to the body which
is the seen (or the object, an unintelligent non-3elf). The fact

of the matter is that the transmigration does take place. (Be

pleased to explain) to whom Sarhsdra is related.

1 1. The soul is not subject to decay, attributeless, pure,

self-luminous like fire and is unobscured by anything (such as

Nescience) , while the physical body is non-sentient like wood.

Now which of these two are affected by SarfisSra ( the cycle of

births and deaths) ?

The Lord replied :

12. So long as there is a contact between the indiscri-

minate jiva and the body, senses and vital breath, Saths&ra
f

though it has no reality, continues to bear fruit (by giving

pleasure, pain, etc.)

1 . or the ddhibhautika, adhidaivika and ddhy&tmUia universe—§R.
2. The notion that Param&tma is the Samaodyi, the Asamav&yf or the

Nimitta cause is baseless. The Brahman is the material cause of the universe
—VR
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13. Just as (due to brooding over objects in the wakeful

condition) a person in dream experiences pleasure or pain or

witnesses objects which have no real existence, this sartisdra,

though non-existent in reality, does not cease to persist in the

case of a jiva who constantly thinks over objects of senses.

14.

* Just as the state of dreaming brings a number of

(unreal yet) evil experiences to a person who has not wakened

up from sleep, but that very dream is not capable of deluding

a person when wide awake.

15. (Feelings and moods like) grief, joy
f

fear, anger,

greed, delusion, cravings and others as well as the states of

birth and death, are seen related to ( a jiva due to his involve-

ment with) Ahaifikdra (‘I’-ness), but not to the Atman.

16**. The soul who is presiding over the body, senses,

vital airs and the mind, identifies himselfwith them and abides in

them, is called jiva. His subtle body is constituted of gunas

(like Sattva etc.) , and (residual impressions left after perfor-

ming) Karmas or actions. He is variously sung (i.e. designated)

as Sitra or Mahal. Being controlled by Time-Spirit (or i§vara) y

he revolves in the cycle of life and death
(
Sarhsara)

.

17. Having cutoff the sword of spiritual knowledge

sharpened by means of contemplation, this baseless, apparent

multiplicity of forms like the mind, speech, vital breath and

*. VR : When the spiritual knowledge enlightens a person, he ceases

to identify his body with the Soul and has no attachment
(
tad dehdimdbhi-

mdna-rupa-mahd-janana-dvdrd sukha-duhkha-kfn na bhavqti /

**EK : When the infinite Atman
,
transcendental to Mdyd, becomes the

basis of M&yd, he is called Antardtmd. He pervades the Mdyd and still

remains infinite. He is hence called Parameivara. As he is the controller of

the Mdyd, he is called Itvara, the Ruler. When the Atman is reflected in

Nescience (Avidyd), he is called jiva (individual Soul), with a powerful

feeling of his identification with the body, he became Ahankdra (Ego)

In this way, EK describes how the Atman transformed himself into Mind,

the ten sense-organs, the subtle body and its cause, viz. the three gupas, the

objects of enjoyment, sdtra Prakfti and its agitator, the Time-spirit. Hence
the Atman is in every object. After describing in details how every object is

constituted of Atman, EK concludes that ‘Bondage’ (of sathsira) consists in

identification of the Soul with the body and the realisation that the Atman is

unrelated to the body, is called Liberation (Mokfa).

—EB 26. 193-208.
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the body—all unsubstantial
(
yet variously manifested unrea-

lities ) , the sage should rove all over the world, without ever

being subject to desires and temptations.

18. Spiritual wisdom consists of discrimination between

what is eternal ( The Brahman ) and what is non-eternal. The
means to attain it are the study of the Vedas, penance (i* e.

abiding by the duties prescribed for one’s Varria and A&rama ),

direct
(
personal ) experience, tradition or spiritual guidance

from the preceptor and logical inference. This wisdom

convinces that the absolute entity ( viz. Brahman ) that was at

the beginning of the universe, and remains after the destruc-

tion of the universe, exists in the middle also and it ( the Brahma)

manifests the universe as well as is the cause of it.

19. Just as gold bullion before it is wrought into beauti-

ful forms exists as gold before as well as after its modifications

(
as ornaments, coins or other decoratives ) , and is the same

gold even in the middle when it is called by different names

( as bangles, car-rings, etc. ) similarly, I exist before the cre-

ation and after the dissolution of the universe and I am given

different designations in the middle, ( while the universe exists

as such. Thus the universe is not separate from me ).

20.

* O Uddhava ! From the point of both invariable

concomitance and logical discontinuance, the Brahma is real.

It is the fourth principle beyond the mind (vijfiana) which is

subject to three states (viz., wakefulness, dream-state and sleep)

caused by three gunias ( viz. Sattva
,
Rajas and Tamas ) which

create the three-fold universe comprising the cause i. e. the

sense-organs (Adhydtma)
the Effect i.e. the elements (Adhibhiita )

and the doer i. e. the presiding deities over the senses (Adhida-

iva ). He ( the Brahma ) reveals triads and persists when the above-

mentioned threefold distinctness ceases to appear as when
a person is merged inSamSdhi (transcendental meditation).

21. That which did not exist before the creation and

does not survive after it, has no existence in the middle period

• VJ ; This Brahman is irijMna. It leads the jlva to three different

destinations (Liberation, Samdra and hell). Being beyond the realm of the

triads (of States, gityas, etc. ) the Paremitmm exists eternally independent.
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except merely in name. 1 This body which was not Atman either

before it came into existence or after its death, cannot be
Atman while the body exists. That by which anything is

caused is the same as the effect that is manifested. (The effect

of that which is revealed is impossible without the cause or the

revealer. That is my considered opinion in the matter.

22. Though this universe of modifications appears to

exist, it is non-existent. It is the modificatory creation (of

Brahma) through Rajogutja (and as such it is a product or effect

which is revealed) . But the Brahman is self-existent (not a pro-
duct of anything but the cause of everything else), and is self-

luminous (self-revealed yet the revealer of others) . Hence, it

ls Brahman alone which shines2 manifested as the diverse won-
derful universe consisting of the senses, the objects of senses

(viz. subtle elements), the mind (including the deities presid-

ing over the senses) and the gross elements.

23. Having completely dispelled (lit. cut off) all doubts
regarding the nature of the Atman3 by convincing proofs (such

as scriptural authority, tradition, direct experience, etc.) of

correctly discriminating the Brahman and by discarding the

notion that the non-Atman (viz. the body or the universe)

the Atman
y as also through the grace of the preceptor of deep

spiritual knowledge, a person should stay immersed in the

Supreme bliss of the Self dissociating himself from all the crav-

ings of the senses for enjoyment.

24. The Soul is (distinct and different from and hence)

not the physical body of earth. Nor is he the senses (which are

instruments)
, their presiding deities ( who are the modifications

of Prakrti

)

, the vital breath, elements like the ether, air, water,

fire and the earth; nor is he the mind, intellect, the reason

and the ego, as they depend on food (for nourishment) . He is

1 . vdedrambhapam vik&ro ndmadheyam / —Chdndogya Up. 6. 1 .4.

2. tarn eva bhdntam anubhdti sarvam /

tosya bhdsd sarvam idam vibhdti 1

1

—Kafka 5. 1 5.

Sveidtvatara 6.14
Muvdaka 2.2.16

3.

VR. This word connotes the transcendental Supreme Brahman but
the term Brahma in the last foot

—

Brahmendriydrtha, etc. is used in the sense

of Prakfti.
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also not the object of senses and Prakrti which is the state of
equilibrium of gunas (as they are non-sen tient).

25.

* What benefit can accrue to my devotee who has

properly realized my nature by correct discrimination, by con*

trol of his senses which are the products of three gunas ? Or
what blemish is there to him if the senses get distracted ? What
effect can there be on the sun if clouds surrounded it or

disperse from it ?

26. Just as the sky is not affected by the (drying, bum*
irig, drenching and soiling powers of) wind, fire, water and the

earth, nor by the (heat, cold, etc.) of the comingand passing of

seasons, in the same way, Brahman which is eternal (indestru-

ctible) and transcendental to the ( cosmic) ego1
is never soiled

by the dirt of Sattva, Rajas and Tomas which are the causes of

Saihsdra.

27. However, so long as Rajoguna which soils the mind
with attachment to sense-objects is not completely wiped out,

all associations with the objects (senses) created by Mdyd should

be scrupulously avoided by the yoga of intense and unswerving

devotion to me.

28. Just as a disease which is not properly treated medi-

cally, annoys patients by its frequent virulent recurrence, the

mind of an imperfect Yogi whose passions and the karmas

resulting therefrom have not been completely burnt down, be-

comes passionately attached to every thing (objeets of senses,

property, relatives, etc.) and brings about the fall of a Togin

who has not attained perfection.

29. Yogina who are frustrated in the attainment of their

goal by interruptions created by god, men or other beings (or

by the adhibhQta, adhidaioa and adkygtma types of difficulties)

(and die in an imperfect stage) again take to the path of Yoga

( in the next birth) by virtue of their Yogic practice in the pre-

vious existence, but never turn to the elaborate path ofKarma.

30. An ignorant person being impelled by some power

( may be God's will or his previous Karma or destiny) performs

* VJ. thinks that this vent applies to Hart and not to his devotees.

1. VR- ; The Atman which is expreaed by the word *1'.

(otunh-iabda-vdeyam itma-tverOpem-api )
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tome acts ( e. g. taking meals ) till his death and undergoes

modifications (such as experience of pleasure or pain) . A spiri-

tually wise person though living in the domain of Prakrti or

Maya is thus subject to it, but he is free from the cravings of

his senses as he has experience of the spiritual bliss of the

Soul.

31

.

(Here is the description of ‘asamprajftata samadhi’)

.

He whose mind is concentrated on and established in the Self-

Atman is unaware of his body irrespective of whether it is

standing, sitting, walking, strolling, lying down, passing urine,

eating food or doing any other natural activity.

32. Even if a man of spiritual wisdom happens to per-

ceive the unreal objects of extroverted senses (like those experi-

enced by touch, taste, smell, etc.) , due to their many-ness, he

reasons that they are other than the self and he, therefore, does

not regard them as real like a person who has risen from sleep

regards the objects of his vanishing dream.

33. Dear Uddhava 1 Before the dawn of spiritual know-

ledge, this body marvellously wrought by (three gunas) and

karmas was regarded as not distinct from the self (due to abs-

ence of discriminating power). But this (misconception of the

identity of the soul and the body during the state of bondage)

is dispelled by spiritual knowledge; for the soul is neither taken

(perceived) nor forsaken 1

34. Just as the sun -rise would disperse from the eyes of

men darkness (that obscured their vision) but does not create a

new thing (like a pitcher, etc.) which was not there, similarly

a thorough discriminative realization of the self dispels the

darkness of ignorance blinding the intelligence of man.

35. This ( ever-present eternal) Soul is self-luminous

(absolutely unsoiled by ignorance), unborn, immeasurable (be-

yond the ken of logical reasoning), unlimited by time and space

(hence not subject to modifications of growth, decay, etc.1) self-

luminous (capable of cognising every thing), one without a scc-

1 S$ and VR : The Soul is not apprehended as the physical body

(saying *1 am fat* etc.) nor is subject to creation and destruction (sarge-

unkkiriM-bhik)
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ond, beyond the range of words. It is when impelled by it

that the speech and life-breath function.1

36. But it is self-delusion to entertain the notion of

difference in the Soul who is absolute. For even this delusion

about difference* (has to depend on the Soul) as it has ho
other support than the Soul*.

37. It is the view ofsome personswho regard themselves

as learned that duality in what is perceptible by names and
forms (i. e. this body and the external world) and in what is

constituted of five elements, is irrefutable and the statements in

(texts of) Vedanta are merely complimentary (artha-o&da)

.

But this conviction (of the so-called learned people) is mean-
ingless4 .

38. If a yogtn who has not yet attained perfection fh Toga

(lit. is yet unripe in yogic practices) but is still striving in

yoga
,
be visited by (some such difficulties (as bodily indisposi-

tion, etc.) the following procedure is prescribed (as a remedy).

39. He should cure some of these (viz. troubles from

heat and cold) by yogic concentration (on the moon and the

sun), some (caused by flatulence and other abdominal troubles)

by various (yogic) physical postures, and some others (caused

by evil planets, serpents, etc.) by penance, mantras (sacred

formula) and medicinal herbs.

40. He should overcome some obstacles (caused by lust

and anger) by intensively meditating on me. by singing my
name and glorifying me while others (caused by hypocrisy and

arrogance) leading to evil consequences by attending upon

persons who are past-masters in yoga.

41. Some persons try to keep their body in sound health

and preserve their youth by various expedients and then they

begin the yogic practice for attaining miraculous powers.

1 .

2.

3.

Kenefitam patati prefitarh manah.

Ktna Up. 1

viz. the difference with reference to the body and its condition
-VR.

mha adndsti kiflcana—
Ka(ha 4.11

Brbad. 4.4.19.

4. VR. regards the above views of the self-conceited as delusion of

the mind.
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42. But this cause should not be approved (and adopted)

by the wise, as, after ail, the physical body is perishable like

fruits ofa tree (and these efforts are in vain).

43. Even if the body of a person who takes yogic exer-

cises every day becomes exceptionally strong (and lasting to

the end of a Kalpa), he should not give much importance to it

believing it to be imperishable. He should discontinue that

yoga of physical culture and devote himself to me.

44. If a yogi entirely entrusts himself to me and devotes

himself scrupulously to the practice of yoga (as detailed by

me) , he may not be hindered by obstacles. Becoming totally free

from all desires and yearnings, he should enjoy himself thoro-

ughly immersed in the bliss of self-realization.

CHAPTER TWENTYNINE

Bkakti Toga Recapitulated :

Departure of Uddhava to Badarik&Srama

Uddhaoa submitted :

1 . O Imperishable Lord ! It is my considered opinion

that the course of yoga as enunciated by you is impracticable

to those who have no control over their minds. Pray, be pleased

to elucidate to me (in easily understandable terms) that spiri-

tual path by following which an ordinary person will attain

perfection without any difficulty.

2. Aspirants after yoga who endeavour to concentrate

their minds are subjected to great strains in controlling their

mind* and feeling fatigued and frustrated in attaining mental

serenity, they become despondent, O lotus-eyed God.

3. Hence, O Lotus-eyed Lord of the universe, swans i.e.

those who can discriminate between what is essential and

unessential (i.e» your devotees) joyfully resort to your lotus-feet

Which yield nectarlike spiritual bliss but these arrogant folio-
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wers of the karma and yoga path devoid of your Bhakti—do not

resort to them as they are confounded by your Mtyd.

4. What wonder is there, O Imperishable Lord, that you
abide by the will of your servants who have dedicated them-
selves exclusively to you ? Even though your foot-stool gets

polished with the crests of the glorious crowns of great rulers

like god Brahma and other rulers of the world (while they

prostrated themselves at your feet), you took delight in the

friendship of beasts (monkeys like Sugriva, Hanuman), O friend

of all living beings.

5. What person who is grateful and conscious of the

gracious blessings bestowed by you upon your dependants

(devotees who resort to you) can forsake you, the Inner Con-
troller, beloved-most and Ruler of all beings 7 What person

will accept something other than you which, though leading

to good fortune, make us forget about you ? (or who would

worship some other god for securing great fortune or celestial

world ?) What object is inaccessible to us who devote ourselves

to the dust of your feet ?

6. O Ruler of the universe I Wise persons who gratefully

remember your gracious favours and are full of spiritual bliss,

realize that they cannot repay your obligations even during the

longest span of life like that of god Brahma; for you are present

externally as the spiritual guide and internally as the Antar-

ydmin (the Inner Controller) and thus you dispel all inauspici-

ousness (sins, evil desires) of all creatures and manifest your

true nature to them.

Sri Suka said :

7.

When respectfully inquired thus by Uddhavawho
was deeply affectionate to him at heart, Lord Knpa whose

sport is the evolution ofthe universe, and who, by his potencies

viz. Sattoa, Rajas and Tomas, has anumed three forms (viz. that

of Vijnu, BrahmA and Siva respectively) and is the Supreme

Lord of the rulers of the universe, with a winsome smile replied

affectionately to him.
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The Lori said :

8. It is with pleasure that I shall explain to you the

course of righteous duties which are exceedingly auspicious and

pleasing to me. By following them with devotion, a mortal

being can over-come the unconquerable death (Sarhsdra)

.

9. Remembering me deligently, one should perform all

his duties dedicating them to me. He should resign and con-

centrate his heart and mind to me and should find delight in

doing duties pertaining to me.

10. He should resort to the holy lands (and sacred

places) frequented by my saintly devotees, and he should follow

the course of conduct of my devotees whether they be gods,

Asuras or human beings.

1 1 . Either individually or in a group he should arrange

to celebrate, on holy days (like Ekddaii ) pilgrimages, proces-

sions or great festivities accompanied with songs, dances and

other royal arrangements worthy of great kings.

12. He should consider that he visualizes me only, mani-

fested in all beings, both internally and externally, like the

sky. With a pure, sinless heart he should see me within himself

also.

13-14. In this way, O greatly enlightened Uddhava, he

should establish himself in pure knowledge and should consider

all created beings as being the God himself and respect them

all. He who looks with an equal eye (without making any

difference in) Br&kmcntias and low caste peoples, a robber and

one devoted to Br&hmaQas, the sun and the spark of fire,

a cruel and merciful person, (such impartial person) is really

the spiritually wise person.

15. A person who invariably considers me to be present

in all human beings, finds that before he is free from the

(feeling of) inimical competition (with the equals), jealousy

(against superiors) and contempt ( towards the inferiors) along

with his egotism.

16. Disregarding one's friends and relatives who smile

at him in ridicule and setting aside the viewpoint (about the

superiority) of one's person and giving up the sense of shame,

should prostrate himself like a staff in bowing to all beings
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upto a dog, a Candala (a man of the lowest caste) a cow and a

donkey.1

1 7. He should continue to propitiate me orally, mentally

and physically in this manner, so long as the perception of my
presence in all beings is not engendered in him.

18. To him everything appears as permeated with

Brahman by virtue of his knowledge that God is everywhere.

Realizing this clearly and with all his doubts clarified, he should

cease to participate in Kamos (or follow the path ofKarma).

19. It is my considered opinion that out of all the path-

ways to God, to perceive my presence in all beings in one's

thought, word and deeds is the most efficacious one.

20. Dear Uddhava ! Even if merely a beginning is made,
there is no danger of the slightest loss (of the exertions made)
in the righteous course of conduct prescribed by me, as it is

free from wishful expectation, and it has been so systematically

ordained by me as it would not be affected by gu$as. ( It is not

the ordinary Dharma laid down by Smrti-writers like Manu).

21.

* Whatever fruitless exertion of a worldly nature

such as fleeing out of fear, lamenting out of grief, etc., if dedi-

cated to me who am of transcendental nature, attains the status

of Dharma (as in the case ofKamsa’s fear, Gopl’s love, Silupala’s

hatred).

22. That one should attain to the Real through the

unreal (body) and reach me, the immortal eternal Lord, by

means of this mortal coil—This is the most intelligent act of

an intellectual and the highest sagacity of the wise.

23. What has been expounded to you uptill now by me
either in details or in brief, constitutes the complete epitome

of the definitive teaching on Para Brahman. This is difficult to

grasp even for gods (though they are silttvic by nature).

1. Strangely enough VJ. distinguishes between Br&hmapas and

others in the list and lays down that one should physically lay prostrate

before Brthmapas but in the case of Ciod&las and others he should bow

mentally only. (Brdkmapddtn prati bhimm dav&wan naman aKj&htabjdiddb

prati manasAsmareaam iti bhtdafr /)

• VJ. Acts of devotion, worship, contemplation on other deities is a

fruitless exertion {tadiy&sas tatra krpamdaa-prajatno mtarthab syAt /)

.
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24. This spiritual knowledge has been repeatedly impart-

ed to you with clear logical reasoning. A person who digests

this will get all his doubts resolved and will be liberated from

Sajhs&ra.

25. He who will treasure up in his memory my lucid,

well-reasoned exposition of your queries, will attain to the

eternal Supreme Brahman which is the secret (knowledge) of

the Vidas.

26. I, of my own accord, will reveal myself to the ex-

positor of the Brahman who would clearly explain this know-

ledge to my devotees.

27. He who would loudly read out this sanctifying,

supremely holy text (containing my teaching), will everyday

make others see me by the light of spiritual wisdom, and will

himself get purified (by realizing me in his mind purified by

Yoga1
).

28. He who devoutly and with concentrated mind listens

to this every day and develops supreme devotion unto me, is

never bound by Karmas.

29. O friend, have you fully realized the true nature of

Brahman ? Has your infatuation and the grief that tormented

your heart disappeared, dear friend ?

30. This knowledge should not be imparted to a hypo-

crite, a nonbeliever, a cheat, an unwilling listener, a person who
is not devoted to me or an ill-mannered fellow.

31. You should expound this to persons who are free

from the above-mentioned defects, are friendly to Br&hma^as

and (reciprocally) liked by them. You should teach this to

those who are pious, holy and to Sudras and women if they are

devoted.

32. Once this spiritual wisdom is properly imbibed,

nothing remains to be known by the aspirant of (spiritual)

knowledge, just as nothing remains worth drinking when once

the exquisitely sweet nectar is sipped.

33. (There may be many things worth knowing and

means ofachieving object in the ease of non-devotees, but I am

1. jwfgarUmUhnm mtmui jikfit-ktnaamti bhivafr—VR
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everything to my devotee. Hence you seek resort in me
alone.)

Whatever objectives or purposes are accomplished by
means of (spiritual )knowledge ,

performance of.righteous duties,

yogic practices, pursuit of commerce and agriculture, and wiel-

ding ruling power—that is all the main four objectives in life

(or Purufdrthas), I myself am to you1 .

34. When a mortal being has renounced all courses of

actions (prescribed in Sastras) and has dedicated his self to me,
I select him as the recepient of my Special Grace. He then,

attains immortality and certainly becomes eligible to be one

with me sharing my divine powers of omnipresence, omnipo-

tence, etc.

-£ri &uka said :

35. Having heard the speech of the Lord of hallowing

renown, Uddhava, to whom the path of Yoga (union with the

Almighty Lord) was thus lucidly explained, folded his palms

(in reverence) and with his eyes overflowing with tears of joy

and throat choked with overwhelming affection, he was unable

to express himself.

36. With courageous efforts, he controlled and stabilised

his mind which was agitated with overwhelming affection.

Feeling (with gratitude) how blessed he was (by the Lord),

he folded his palms (to pay obeisance) and touching His lotus-

feet with his head, he submitted to the most prominent hero

among Yadus, as follows

:

37. “The pitchy darkness of delusion clasped by me so

far, has been dispelled by your mere enlightening presence

(what need be said about your illuminating discourses?) O
creator ofgod Brahmk, can cold, darkness or fear (of any of

these) overpower a person who is sitting adjacent to the fire

(or the sun)

.

38. (Your compassion is limitless) . Compassionate as

you are, the brilliant lamp of spiritual wisdom has been given

1 . SR attempts to explain how each of the four pmrufdrtkas are cover-

ed by fee activities mentioned in this Sloka.
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to me again. What grateful person would like to abandon the
soles of your feet and resort to others for shelter.

39. The strong bonds of (the net of) my affection for

(my clansmen like) DaSarhas, Vrsnis, Andhakas and Sattvatas

which were extended by you through (the agency of) your
Mdydf for the expansion (procreation) of our race, have been
cut asunder by you with the weapon of self-realization.

40. Obeisance to you, great yogin. I have approached
you for protection. Be pleased to so guide me as I should

find incessant joy from and affection for your lotus-feet.*’

The Lord Commanded

:

41-42. Dear Uddhava ! In compliance of my command,
do you go to my hermitage called Badari. Absolve yourself

of all impurities there, by performing ablutions and sipping

the holy waters of the sacred Ganga which became
sanctified by contact with my feet. Having shaken off all

your sins and impurities by the very sight of the Alakananda1

put on bark garments and subsisting on forest-products (like

fruits, roots), stay on unaffected by any longing for pleasures

and comforts, my dear.

43-44. Forbearing all experiences of opposite states

(like heat and cold, pleasure and pain) continue to be straight*

forward and good in your behaviour. With your senses under
control, serene and with your intellect (mind) concentrated on
your Atman

, remain endowed with spiritual knowledge and
self-realization. Pondering deeply and constantly and realizing

whatever you have so assiduously learnt from me, you dedicate

your mind and speech to me and continue to constantly abide
by the duties prescribed by me. (If you do so) you will

transcend the three courses (of existence caused by three

gunas—Sattva, Rajas and Tamos, viz. birth in the heaven and on
the earth as a human being or a sub-human being or the three

1. A tributary of the Gahga. Its source is traced by Captain Raper a
littie way beyond Badrin&th at a waterfall called VasudhaiS ( Skanda P.

Vifrm Kha*4* IH. 6).

—GADMI, P.3.
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states of wakefulness, dreaming and deep sleep) and shall

attain to me (who am beyond Mdyd).

Sri Suka narrated :

45. Thus commanded by Lord Kry^a (devotion to

whom terminates Saijisdra) , Uddhava circumambulated him by
the right and placed his head on his feet. And even though

he transcended the pairs of opposites like joy and sorrow, hit

heart melted (at the juncture of departure) and he moistened

his feet with tears.

46. Nervous and afraid at the imminent separation from

the Lord whose affection was extremely difficult to give up,

and too much grieved to be able to leave him, Uddhava was

deeply agonised. Bearing on his head the wooden sandals

(given out of grace as a parting gift) of Lord Kfsna, Uddhava
bowed to him again and again and proceeded1 to Badarika£rama.

47. Firmly installing him on the throne of his inmost

heart, the great devotee of the Lord reached ViSala (i.e.

Badarikasrama). Scrupulously following the course of (devo-

tional) duties taught by Kf?na, the one Friend of the world,

Uddhava ultimately attained to his state.

47A. (The 2nd line in VJ'S Text)

Having practised penance as instructed by the (only

real) Friend of the universe, he attained to Vaikunfha, the

region of Hari.

48. Whosoever tastes with deep reverence ever so little

of this nectar of spiritual knowledge overfull with the ocean of

spiritual bliss, taught to his devotee Uddhava by Lord Krsna,.

whose feet are resorted to and served by the masters of Yoga

—

he gets Final Emancipation from Sarfisdra along with the world

(the people) who associated themselves with him.

49. I bow to the Supreme Person, designated as Krsna,

the First cause of the universe, the Author of the Vedas, who

1. In order to reconcile this with Skandha III where Maitreya and

Uddhava were given spiritual guidance by Krypa, §R states that while on

his way to Badari, Uddhava beard of Kfypa’s going to Prabh&sa. He hastily

returned and found him sitting alone. Maitreya also came there. Krypa gave

them spiritual guidance. But Skandha XI is silent about Uddhava’s return.
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in order to terminate the Sarfisdra (transmigration of the Soul)
of his devotees following the path of renunciation

( ntvrtti ), and
to dispel the fear of old age, death, etc. ofhis servants following

the path of Pravrtti, extracted like bee the (honey-like)

essence of the Vedas in the form of spiritual knowledge and
self-realization and gave it to his devotees (following Nivrtti

Mdrga ) and offered the immortalizing nectar churned out of the

sea to his servants (such as gods for drinking).

CHAPTER THIRTY

Extermination of the Race of Y&davas

*

The King
( Pariksit) enquired

:

1 . When Uddhava, a great votary of the Lord, repaired

to the forest (at BadarikaSrama ) , what did the glorious Lord,

the creator of all beings, do at Dvaraka?

2-3. When his own race was threatened with annihila-

tion by the curse of Brahmanas, how did the Lord of Yadavas

cast off his body which was beloved-most to the eyes of all. His

personality, so charming that women, having but once looked

at it, could not take away their eyes from it; which having

once entered into the ears of the saintly persons gets (as if)

inscribed in their heart and never leaves it (i.e. is never for-

gotten by them,) : Whose glorious splendour when extolled by

poets, brings special charms to their words and enhances res-

pect for them; having seen that form occupying the (chario-

teer’s) seat in Arjuna’s chariot, the warriors who were slain in

the (battle at Kuruksetra) in his presence, attained a form

similar to him.

• This is merely a summary of the internecine feud among Y&davas. A
Wow-by-blow account of the fight is given in the Mausala Parva of the MBH.

It appears more reliable as there we find the dead bodies of Balarima and

Kff^s traced and duly cremated (MBH, Mausala 7.31), Kff&a did not go

physically to the next world as the Bh. P. wants us to believe in this chapter.
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The sage Sri Suka replied :

4. Noticing terrible portents appearing in the sky, on
the earth and in the mid-air, Krsna addressed the Yadavas
who were seated in the assembly hall called 4Sudharm&*, as

follows

:

5. “O foremost of Yadavas ! These terrible portents of

a serious nature like unto the flags of the god of Death
(Yama) are appearing in DvarakA. We should not tarry here

even for a short while.

6. Let women, children and old people go from this

place to Sankhoddhara

1

. We shall go to the holy place

Prabhasa* where the Sarasvati3 flows to the west.

7. We shall take our bath there, observe a fast and
serenely meditate. We shall also worship our deities with

ablutions and application of sandal-paste and offering other

articles of worship.

8. Having received the benediction (of Br&hmanas) by
the recitation of sacred Mantras and performance of expiatory

rites, we shall worship them with gifts of cows, land, gold,

cloths, elephants, horses* chariots and houses.

9. For this is the surest procedure to avert evil and the

best means of ensuring auspiciousness. Worship of gods,

Brahmanas and cows definitely brings prosperity to beings both

here and hereafter.**

10. All the (council of) elder Yadus attentively listened

to this advice of Kr?na, the slayer of demon Madhu. They
agreed with his proposal, ferried across the sea in boats and

drove to Prabhfrsa in their chariots.

11. At Prabhasa, as per instructions of the Lord, whom
they regarded as their deity, the Yadavas performed with great

faith and devotion, all the rites conducive to their prosperity.

1. The island ofBad (Beyt) at the north-western extremity of the

gulf of Cutch. VifQu is said to have killed SaAkhftsura and recovered the

Vedas from him here. GDAMI, P. 177.

2. Somanath or Devapaftana near Verawal in Saurashtra.

3. How called Raunftkfi. On the bank of this river under an aspen

tree, Krtpa passed away—GDAMI, P. 181.
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12. At that very sacred place, as Fate would have it,.

Y&davas lost their judgement and drank the highly intoxicat-

ing sweet beverage, a liquor called Maireyaka

1

by the filtrates

of which the reasoning faculty is completely lost.

13. There broke out a bitter conflict between the proud

and haughty warriors who were dead drunk with a strong

liquor and were deluded by the Mdyd of Kr?na.

14. Infuriated with rage1, those desperadoes fought

each other with bows, swords, spears, maces, iron clubs, and

lances on the sea-shore.

15. Confronting each other in their chariots, elephants

etc. decked with banners flowing in the air, and riding on

donkeys, camels, bulls, buffaloes, mules and human beings

(slaves), the highly intoxicated Yadava warriors struck one

another with arrows even as wild elephants dash against each

other with their tusks.

16. With increasing intense hostility while fighting, there

were duels between Pradyumna and Samba, Akrura and

Bhoja, Aniruddha and Satyaki, Subhadra and Sangramajit,

terrible (uncle and cousin) of the (same) name Gada (one

being the brother and the other a son of Kf$na), Sumitra and

Suratha as combatants.

1 7. While others like NiSatha, Ulmuka and others the

chief of whom were Sahasrajit, Satajit and Bhanu became blind

with intoxication and deluded by ( the Mdyd of) Lord Krsna,

challenged each other and meeting at close quarters struck

each other mercilessly.

18. Forgetting their mutual friendly relations, all the

clans of Yadavas such as Dalarhas, Vrsna, Andhakas, Bhojas,

1. SKD III., P. 786 gives the following ingredients of this wine:

Sfdhur ikfurasaih pakvair apakvair dsavo bhavet /

maireyam dhdtakf-pufpam gutfa-dhdndnnasamhitam 1

1

I could not trace this verse in Mddhava-niddna if by ‘M&dhava* that

work is indicated in SKD. From its name it (the liquor) appears to be a

stimulant.

2. The MBH describes how Yuyudh&na*s criticism of Krtavarm&'s

dastardly attack on the sleeping P&ndava army, sparked off the struggle. The
whole report (MBH Mausal 3.1766) reads like an account by an eye-witness.
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Satvatas, Madhus, Arbudas, Mathura and Surasenas, the

Visarjanas, the Kukuras and the Kuntis (out of them some

were domiciled in countries like Arbuda, Mathura, and

Surasena) fought with one another.

19. Sons fought with fathers, brothers with brothers,

maternal uncles with their sister’s sons, nephews with uncles,

friends with friends, well-wishers with well-wishers and clansmen

with clansmen, as all of them were stupefied and deluded (by

Hari's M&ySi)

.

20. (After a time) when the (stocks of) arrows was

being exhausted and bows (which they used like sticks) got

broken and their weaponry was finished, they (pulled out

and) clenched into fists the Eraki grass (that grew abundantly

on the shore) as weapons.

21. Andlo! The Eraki grass when held by them in

their fists, became adamant like hard iron -bars with which

they struck their adversaries. When forbidden by Krsna, they

(turned against him and) attacked him.

22. O king ! Being infatuated they looked upon (krsna)

and Balarama as their enemies. Those desperadoes determin-

ed to kill them and attacked them, O king.

23. At this, they (Krsna and Balarama) on their part

became enraged, O Parlksit (scion of the Kuru race) . They

uprooted a handful of Eraka grass which (automatically

was transformed into iron bars wherewith they struck back

and moved about in the battle, killing (Y&davas with their

iron clubs)

.

24. The wrath intensified with jealousy of Yadavas who
were bedevilled by Brahmanical curse and whose minds

were completely perverted by Krsna’s deluding potency which

wrought their complete annihilation even as fire sparked off by

friction of bamboos, reduces the whole forest to ashes.

25. When all clansmen belonging to his race were thus

done to death. Lord Krsna felt that all the remnant of the

burden of the earth had been lightened.

26. Repairing to the sea-shore, Balarama entered into

Yogic meditation on the Supreme person and uniting his soul

with |he Supreme Soul, left this mortal world. 1

1. The MBH. differs in details (vide MBH Mausala. 4).
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27-28. Noticing the passing away of Balarama, the

glorious Lord Kf-ma, son of DevakI, quietly went to a Pippala

tree and sat down on the ground (with his back resting against

its Trunk) manifesting his (original) radiant four-armed per-

sonality dispelling the darkness of all the quarters with his bril-

liant lustre like a smokeless fire.

29. (His form) was bearing the Srivatsa mark, blue

like a rainy cloud, brilliant like burnished gold, wearing a pair

of silken garments and the most auspicious (in appearance).

30. His lotus-like countenance was graced with charm-

ing smile and was adorned with bluish locks of hair and eyes

beautiful like lotus; it was beautified with dazzling alligator-

shaped ear-rings.

31. It was adorned with a (brilliant) zone, sacred thread,

a crown, bracelets, armlets, a necklace of pearls, (a pair of)

anklets, rings and the Kaustubha jewel.

32. His person was encircled by a Vanamala (a garland

of special sylvan flowers). It was attended by his weapons in

(1 ) When Krona saw his sons killed, he used all his divine weapons

and finished with the Yidavas.

(2) Babhru and his charioteer stopped him telling him “most of

Yidavas are killed, let us find out where Balarama is'*. (MBH Matuala

2.43-47).

(3) Bala-Rima was found resting under a tree. Krona deputed

Dimka to Arjuna to take away women and children from Dviraki.

(4) When Babhru whom he deputed to protect women and property

at Dviraki was killed in Krona's presence by a hunter's arrow.

(5) Krona told Balarima to wait till he returned from Dviraki mak-
ing arrangements for the protection ofwomen and children.

(6) Krona went to Dviraki and requested his father Vasudeva to

protect women (and children) till the arrival of Arjuna at Dviraki.

( 7) He reported what happened at Prabhisa and informed him of his

decision to spend the rest of his life (along with Balarima) in performing

penance.

(8) On his return, he found Balarima giving up his life by a Yogic

process.

(9) Wandering in a pensive mood, he decided to give up his body and

he lay in Yogic Samidhi when he was pierced with a hunter's arrow.

Was it the second attempt on Krone's life when the first-mis-aimed

arrow killed Babhru instead of Krona ?
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their peisonal foims. He was seated with his lotus-like reddish

(left) foot on his right thigh.

33. A hunter called ‘Jara* who fixed on the point of

his arrow the un-pulverized remnant of the iron pestle

(“born” from Samba1
)

pierced therewith his foot which

appeared in shape like the mouth of a deer (wrongly presum-

ing him to be a deer).

34. Seeing that it was a four-armed person (whom he

hit)
,
the horrified perpetrator of the (homicidal) sin prostrated

himself at the feet of Krsna, the enemy of Asuras, touching his

feet with his head.

35. ‘It is sheerly out of ignorance that this has been

committed by me, O Madhusudana. It behoves you, O faultless

Lord of hallowing glory, to pardon me for this sin.

36. This sinful act against you has been committed by

me, O Lord Visnu, whose constant remembrance, the wise say

is efficacious enough to destroy the ignorance of men.

37. Therefore, put an end to my life immediately, O
Vaikuntha (Visnu) so that I should not commit such an offence

against any other righteous person.

38. (If you agree that my shooting an arrow at you is

not my fault but the effect of the Brahmanical curse, I sub-

mit) even god Brahma, his sons, god-like Rudra and others,

and the Vedic seers (the masters of the divine words) have

failed to grasp the working of your Yoga Maya. How can we
of impious birth whose vision has been blind-folded by your

Ma\a can say anything about this sportive act
(
lild) of yours ?

(Be gracious enough to kill me and absolve me of my sins).*

The Lord replied :

39. ‘Be not afraid, O Jara, Get up. What you have done

is exactly what was willed by me. (Cast off your body and)

with my permission, do you go to heaven, the region of the

righteous people.'

40. Thus commanded by the glorious Lord Krsna who
takes any form at his will2 , the hunter circumambulated (by

1. Supra Bh. P. XI. 1.17.

2. Ltn-d’s form, constituted of pure Sattva. disappeared His apparent

form was only an outward semblance of his real form—§R.
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the right) Lord Krsna, bowed to him and went to heaven in a

celestial car.

41. Daruka was tracing Krsna by his foot-prints, came
in search of him. He identified the spot by the scent of the

TulasI borne on the wind and he stood before him.

42. He saw his Lord there seated at the foot ofthe A£vattha

tree, attended upon by his sharp brilliant weapons in person.

With his eyes bedimmed with tears and heart overflowing with

loyalty and affection, he jumped down from (the charioteer’s

seat in) the chariot and immediately fell at his feet.

43. (Daruka said :) O Lord, just as one feels lost in

darkness, at night, after the setting of the moon, ever since I

did not see your lotus-feet, my vision was enveloped in dark-

ness, and was completely lost. I do not see directions

(how to behave as well). I have lost the peace of my mind.”

44. Even as the charioteer (Daruka) was speaking thus,

his chariot with its flag bearing the ensign of Garuda, soared

up into heaven along with horses, while Daruka merely looked

on (agape).

45. Even the celestial weapons of Vi$nu followed the

chariot. Lord Kr$na then addressed his charioteer who was

dazed at heart with utter astonishment (at the happening).

46. You go to Dvaraka, O charioteer, and report to the

Yadava kinsmen thereof the internecine conflict and mutual

slaughter of our clansmen, Balarama’s passing away and my
present condition.

47. Warn them that the sea will submerge the city of

Yadavas (Dvaraka) abandoned by me. Hence you (i.e. both

Daruka and the remaining inhabitants of Dvaraka) alongwith

their kinsmen should not stay at Dvaraka.

48. Taking with you the members of your families at

well as our parents, all of you go to Indraprastha, under the

escort ofAijuna, on the way.

49. Establishing yourself firmly in spiritual wisdom and

remaining indifferent ( to weal and woe) you follow the spiritual

path proclaimed by me. Realizing that all this universe or

Sarhsdra is nothing but the creation ofMaya (and hence unreal)

you should attain spiritual peace of mind.
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50. Thus commanded Daruka went round Lord Krsna
(by the right-hand side) and bowing him down again and again

and placing his feet on his head (i.e. touching them with his

head), he went to the city (of Dvaraka) with a heavy heart.

CHAPTER THIRTYONE

Lord Krsna's Return to Vaikunfha

£ri Suka said :

1-2. (After the departure of Daruka) there arrived god

Brahma, god Siva along with his consort Parvati, gods led by

the great Indra, Sages along with the progenitors of the world,

manes, Siddhas, Gandharvas ( Celestial singers)
,
Vidyadharas,

great serpents, Caranas, Yaksas and Raksasas, Kinnaras,

Apsaras (celestial nymphs), Brahmanas like Maitreya and

others (or birds inhabiting the region of Garuqla)

.

3-4. All of them were desirous and extremely eager to

witness the glorious ascent of the Lord to his region. Glorifying

in their songs the exploits and incarnation of Lord Krsna the

descendant of Suta, they crowded the sky with rows or their

aerial cars and rained on him showers of Bowers with the

deepest devotion, O King.

5. Beholding god Brahma (the grand-sireof the universe)

and other celestials who were his own glorious manifestations,

that all-pervading Lord concentrated his mind on the Supreme

Self and closed his lotus eyes in sam&dhi (meditation) with a

view to avoid the expected requests of the gods to visit their

respective regions.

6. By the technical Yogic process called Agneyi whereby

the Yogi concentrates his mind on fire and burns down his body,

the Lord did not consume with fire his world-enchanting form

which was very auspicious for concentration and meditation

(and was the support of the world
)
but entered with his body

his own realm 1

1. Contrast AIBH Mausala 7.31.

tatah Sartre Rimasya Vdsudevasya co’bhqyofc /

*Ttnvi{ya ddhaydmisa purufoir iptakdribhih jl
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7. Kettledrums were sounded in the heavens; flowers

were showered down from the sky. And Truth, Righteousness,

Fortitude, Glory, and Prosperity quitted the earth and followed

him ( to Vaikunfha)

.

8. Gods and others (who assembled there), ofwhom god
Brahma was prominent, were not able to behold (or even
cognise) Lord Krsna of inscrutable ways, while he was entering

his own realm (Vaikuntha) and they were left dazed in utter

astonishment.

9. The passing away of Lord Krsna could not be perceiv-

ed by gods, just as the trail of lightening in the sky after its

passing across the mass of clouds cannot be seen by (mortal)

human beings.

10. Witnessing the (incomprehensible) Yogic way of

Hari’s disappearance, gods ueadedby Brahma, Rudra and others

were wonderstruck and glorifying it, they returned to their

respective regions.

11. O King, please note that the incarnation, disappear-

ance and the (sportive) activities among human beings (Yada-

vas) of the transcendental Lord, are nothing but histrionics

staged by dint of his Maya Potency, like those of a theatrical

performer. Having created this universe by his great Will

Power
(
without any outside material or agency ), and having

entered it as Antarydmin (Inner Controller) and sported (into

it), he withdraws it within himself in the end, and abides

established in his own (glorious) state.

12. Was that Lord incapable of protecting his own per-

son whowith(i.e. while he was in)his mortal body brought back,

to his teacher Sandipani, his son who had been snatched away
to the region of Death (Yama), who restored you to life while

you were (practically) burnt by a great missile (Brahmastra

discharged by ASvatthaman) and who vanquished Rudra, the

destroyer of Yama and transported (his assassin) the hunter

bodily to the celestial world ?

13. Though he alone was the sole cause of the subsis-

tence, evolution and destruction of the entire universe as he
was the wholesole controller of all powers, he did not wish to

leave his person behind in this mortal world, as there was no
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propriety in retaining a mortal body in this world and wanted

to demonstrate the glorious state of those who are established

in the Self.
(
Had he left his body in this world, the Yogins

would have preferred to stay on in this world.

14. He who gets up early in the morning and devoutly

glorifies the passage to the Supreme State by Lord Krsna, will

reach that highest stage to which none is superior.

15. Daruka
(
the charioteer of Krsna ), bereaved of

Kisna arrived at Dvaraka. He fell at the feet of Vasudeva and

Ugrasena and bathed them with tears profusely.

16. He reported to them, O King, of the total destruc-

tion of the Yadava clans. Hearing that heart-rending tale,

people (of Dvaraka) were over-w'helmed with grief and fainted.

17. Deeply agitated at their bereavement from Krsna

and beating their faces and heads (with uncontrollable grief),

they hastily rushed to the spot where their kinsmen lay lifeless.

18. When DevakI, Rohini as well as Vasudeva were

unable to see their sons Balarama and Krsna, they were so

afflicted with grief that they lost their consciousness.

19. They were so intensly stricken with grief at their

separation from Lord Krsna that they gave up their life then

and there1
. The Yadava woman embraced their husbands and

ascended the funeral pyres (burnt themselves in the fire).

20. The wives of Balarama as well clasped his body and

entered fire. Queens of Vasudeva embraced his body and the

daughters-in-law of Krsna clasped each the bodies of their

respective husbands like Pradyumna and others, and consorts

of Krsna like Rukmini and others with their hearts fixed on
• • • •

him entered the fire.2

1. TheMBH differs. After Arjuna’s arrival at Dvaraka, he held con-

sultations with Vasudeva about taking away Yadava men and women with

their kit. Vasudeva cast off his ghost by the Yogic process, and his four

chief queens immolated themselves in the funeral pyre of Vasudeva—

Mausala 7.15-25.

2. MBH. states that only Rukmini, Gandhari, Saibya, Haimavati

and Jambavati immolated themselves in fire, while Satyabhami and other

dear wives ©f Krsna went to the forest for performing penance.

—Mausala 773-74.
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21. Deeply afflicted with the grief of separation from his

dearest friend Kr$na, Arjuna consoled himself by pondering over

the words of spiritual wisdom addressed to him(in the Bhagavad

Gitd and the Anu Gitd) by Krsna.

22. In the order of seniority of his relatives who were

killed in the fight and had their races cut off, Arjuna arranged

for the proper performance ot the obsequies (for their welfare

in the next world.)

23. The sea immediately inundated the city of Dvaraka

forsaken by Hari, with the exception of the palace of the Lord,

O great king.

24. It is the auspicious-most of the auspicious and by its

very remembrance it removes all evils (including sins), for the

glorious Lord Krsna, the slayer of demon Madhu, always abides

there.

25. Arjuna escorted women, children and old men, the

survivors of the massacre and rehabilitated them at Indra-

Prastha ( the previous capital of Pantjavas) and coronated Vajra

(the son of Aniruddha, scion of the royal Yadava family) there,

as their king.

26. Having heard the report of the destruction of their

(Yadava) friends from Arjuna, your grandfathers installed

you (on the throne of Hastinapura) as the successor of their

dynasty, and all of them proceeded to the Great path (to the

other world)

.

27. The moral (person) who with devout faith would

glorify the incarnations and sportive acts of Lord Visnu

(Krsna) , the God of gods becomes absolved of all sins.

28. He who sings the above-mentioned auspicious-most

sportive acts of the glorious Lord Hari in his boyhood, and his

delightful incarnation and great feats achieved therein-which

he has heard here (in the Bhdgavata Purai}a or elsewhere, would

have engendered in him, supreme devotion and would attain

to the goal reached only by Parama Hathsas (i. e. recluses of the

highest order).
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SKANDHA TWELFTH

CHAPTER ONE

Dynasties Of The Kali Age

King Parikfit requested :

1. When Sri Krsna, the ornament of the race of Yadus,

retired to His glorious abode (in Vaikui^tha)
, whose dynasty

continued to rule over the earth? Be pleased to narrate that to

me, O sage.

Sri Suka said :

2-3. O king, Purafljava 1
, who has been named as the

last prince in Brhadratha’s dynasty, is yet to be born. His

minister Sunaka will, however, assassinate his master Puraftjaya

and will instal his son Pradyota2
,
as the king on his throne. His

son will be palaka whose successor will be ViSakhayupa from

whom will be born Rajaka.

4. Rajaka’s son will be Nandivardhana. These five

Pradyotas will enjoy the (sovereignty of the) earth for one

hundred and thirty eight years. 3

5. Then there will be born &i£unaga whose son will be

Kakavarna. His son will be Ksemadharma. He will beget a son

called Ksetrajfia.

1. Bh. P. IX.22.49 refers to him as Ripunjaya.

2. Historically Pradyotas did not rule Magadha. Buddhist records and

Puranic accounts make Canda Pradyota, a contemporary of Bimbisara, as

the founder of a dynasty in Avanti and not in Magadha. It is possible that

Ripunjaya might have been treacherously murdered by his minister but he

was succeeded by Bimbisara, the founder of the Magadhan empire : BVB'S

Vedic Age, P. 328

3. The list of Kings of the Pradyota dynasty differs considerably from

Pargitcr’s in The Purina Text of the Dynasties of the Kali Age.

2ndly, The Pradyotas did not supplant the B&rhadrathas & rule over

Magadha. The Sisunagas did it and it was Bimbis&ra who founded the

Sisunaga "dynasty and not §isunaga. The Pradyotas ruled at Avanti. Cand*
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6. He son will be Vidhisara who will have Ajatasatru

as his son. His son will be Darbhaka while the future son of

Darbhaka isAjaya.

7. Nandivardhana will be the son of Ajaya, while

Mahanandi will be the son of Nandivardhana. In this way,

there will be ten kings from the £i£unaga dynasty which will

rule (Magadha) for three hundred and sixty years. 1

8. O mighty Kuru, in the Kali age, they will enjoy the

earth to that much period of time. The son of Mahanandi, a

mighty king, will be born from the womb ofa Sudra woman.

9. He will be a certain Nanda, the master of a

mahapadma (treasury) and an exterminator of Kfatriyas. After

him, all kings will be as bad as £udras and irreligious.

10. Like another Parasurama2
, the Scion of the Bhrgu

race, Mahapadma will rule over the entire earth under one

sceptre (or royal umbrella) and his command will never be

violated by any one.

Pradyota, Udayana, Bimbisara Ajatasatru were in a way contemporaries of

Mahavira & the Buddha and the historical information available shows that

Pradyotas did not intervene the Brhadratha & Sisunaga dynasties of

Magadha.

1. There are some similarities in the names of the descendants of

Siiun&gas as given in the Bh. P. and Pargiter’s Purina Text List. But instead

of Bimbis&ra, being the historical founder of the Sisunaga dynasty, he is

represented as the 5th & Ajatasatru as the 6th descendant of Sisunaga in the

Bh. P.

2. The apparent similarity between Mahapadma and Parasurama is

limited to putting an end to the dominance of traditional Ksattriya families.

Mahapadma, perhaps being insulted by blue-blooded ancient Ksattriya

Kings because of his birth from a Sudra woman, seems to have made it his

policy to eliminate the dominance of these ancient Ksattriya rulers. Hence

this apparent similarity. The account of Mahapadma as recorded by the

Greek author Curtius makes him the son of a barber. Jainas (Pariiif taparvan

Avaiyaka-Sutra) confirm Curtius. The Buddhist texts (Mahdvamsaffkd )

jegard Nandas as of ‘un-known lineage’ {ahMta-kula ) . This unanimous

tradition confirms the low origin of Mahapadma—which is a title meaning
4a lord of infinite army* or ‘of immense wealth.* His real name is Ugrasena

according to the Mahdbodhivarnia (and it is confirmed by Greeks).
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11. It is traditionally reported. that Mahapadma
will have eight sons of whom Sumalya was prominent. These
kings will enjoy this earth for one hundred years.

12. A certain Brahmana1 on whom the nine Nandas were

completely dependent (and practically at his mercy) will uproot

them. After their extermination, the Mauryas2 will enjoy the

sovereignty of the earth in the Kali age.

13. That very Brahmaria, it is reported, will crown

Candiagupta. His son will be Varisara whose son will be

Asokavardhana.

14. A&okavardhana’s son will be Suyasas who will beget

Sangata. From Sangata will be born Saliluka whose son was

Somasarma.

15*16. From his loins will be born $atadhanvan and

his son will be Brhadratha. Thus there will be these ten

Maurya kings3 who will enjoy the kingdom of this world lor

one hundred thirty seven years.

1. SR names him as Kautilya, Vatsyayana or Canakya. But Canakya

or Visnugupta who uprooted that dynasty was their sworn enemy and he out-

witted and out-manocuvered Raksasa and destroyed Nandas. Can this be

Rak$asa, the trusted but gullible minister of Nandas (vide Mudrd-Rdkfasa ) on

whom Nandas depended completely.

2. VJ is obviously quoting a wrong tradition that Mauryas were the

descendants of Mura and belonged to the low caste of fishermen. Now it is

accepted that Candragupta belonged to the Ksattriya class of Moriyas ruling

over Pipphalivana (Probably in U.P.)—BVB’s The Age oj Imperial Unity
, pp.

17 and 56.

3. According to VP 4.24.28-32 the Mauryan kings are : (1) Candra-

gupta, (2) Bindusara, (3) Asoka-vardhana, (4) Suyasas (5) Dasaratha

(not mentioned in Bh. P.
) (6) Sariiyuta (7) Salisuka (8) Somasarma, (9)

Satadhanva (10) Bjhadratha. Pargiter’s Puratxa Text list mentioned above

shows much discrepancy about the number, names and order of the Mauryan

kings; Bh. P. agrees with the combined versions of Matsya and Vdyu Purdnas.

Out of these different names of Asoka’s successors, the reality of Dasaratha is

established by his three inscriptions on N agarjuni hills. Jain texts treat

Samprati (mentioned in Matsya P.) as a patron of Jainism as Asoka was

that of Buddhism. King &£lisuka is mentioned in the G&rgi-Samhita. No

Purana or Buddhist source claims Candragupta, the founder of the dynasty,

as Jaina (even a convert). The final coup in 187 B.C. managed by Pusya-

raitra ended the Maurya Rule— (For details vide the Age of Imperial Unity)

.
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16A. (Having killed the Maurya king Brhadratha, his

commander-in-chief of the army Pusyamitra of &unga race1

will be the ruler himself) . Pusya mitra’s son will be Agnimitra

to whom Sujyestha will be born.

17. His son will be Vasumitra who will beget Bhadraka

who will have Pulinda as his son. His son will be Ghosa to

whom will be born Vajramitra as the son.

18. The next ruling prince will be Bhagavata from

whom will be born Devabhuti as it is reported. These ten

&unga kings2 will enjoy the kingship of the earth for a little

over a hundred years.

19-20. Later on, O king Pariksit, the earth will pass

under the control of the Kanva dynasty of every poor merit.

Having killed the dissolute monarch Devabhuti Suriga ( through

a female slave), the highly intelligent Vasudeva himself will

rule over the earth. His son will be Bhumitra whose son will

be Narayana. Narayana will have a famous son called

SuSarma.

21. In this way, kings of the Kanva dynasty will enjoy

rulership of the earth for fortyfive years from 75 B.C. to 30

B.C. though the Puranic statement is three hundred fortyfive

years of the Kali age.

22. Murdering king Susarma of the Kanva dynasty, his

low born servant Bali3 of the Andhra race, one of the wretched

most person s, will rule over the earth for some time.

1. Not in SR’s text. Strangely enough VJ thinks &unga as the
proper name and Fusyaxnitra his caste.

2. The list of Suriga kings in the Bh. P. concurs fairly well with
Pargiter’s Purdpa text list. But the Bh. P. states ten as the number of &unga
kings but actually names nine kings. $R however clarifies that Pusyamitra,

the commander-in-chief of Brhadratha Maurya, v. ho was killed by Pusya-
mitra should be regarded as the 1st &uhga king and thus makes the number
of kings ten. &R states that the period of this dynasty was 112 years. Thus
the &uhgas ruled from circa B.C. 187 to 75 B.C. This dynasty did not only

stem the tide of Greek and other foreign invaders but rejuvenated Hinduism
by performing an Aivamedha sacrifice. The spread of Bhagavatism under
them is remarkable. —BVB. Age ofImp, Unity

, pp 95-99

3. The author of the Bh. P. does not know that his real name is

Simuka and uses the adjective ‘Powerful’. As Pargiter’s Dynasties of the Kali

Age (DKA) (P. 38, Notes 14, 16) shows, other Purdpas use similar adjectives

baliyas, bait with reference to Simuka. The consensus of Purinas on ‘Simuka*
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23. After him his brother called Krsna will be the

next king. His son will be Santakarna and his son

Paurnamasa

24. Lambodara will be his son and from him will be

bom king Cibilaka. He will beget Meghasviiti whose son will

be Atamana.

25.

' Anistakarma and Haleya will then follow. Haleya’s

son will be Talaka. He will beget Purlsabhiru who will be

succeeded by his son king Sunandana.

26. Sunandana will have a son called Cakora who will

be succeeded by eight sons known as Bahus collectively, the

youngest of them being Sivasvati, the vanquisher of enemies.

He will beget a son called Gomati-putra whose son will be

Puriman.

27. The succession of princes after Puriman will be

Medahsiras, Sivaskanda, his son YajfiasrI and his prince Vijaya

and his successors Candravijna and Salomadhi.

28. These thirty kings1 will enjoy the sovereignty of

the world for four hundred and fifty six years, O delight of

the Kuru race.

as the name of this king is confirmed by numismatics and in Buhler’s List of

Brahmi Inscriptions. The author of the Bh. P. seems to be a staunch ortho-

dox Brahmana, so like Candragupta Maurya, Sirnuka or Balt is called Vrfala

though his descendants like Gautami-putra Satakarni (in Nasik inscriptions)

assume the title eka-Brdhmaria ( the unique Brahmana) . The prejudice

against Andhras as Dasyus dates from the Aitareya Brdhmapa. Sirnuka is called

Rdjd Sirnuka-Satavahana and as the legend goes Satavahanas or Salivahanas

were of mixed Brahmana and Naga origins
( Dvdtrimiat-Puttalikd ). The

epigraphic evidence of the associations of Satavahanas with §akas and
Nagas shows that the orthodox Brahmanas regarded them as vrfalas or degra-

ded Brahmanas or outcastes despite Satavahana’s claim to Br&hmanahood

—

The Age of Imp. Unity, pp. 106-107, etc.

1. The Bh. P. actually enumerates 23 kings though in conformity with

other Purdpas, the number of kings is stated as thirty. Pargiter’s single unified

list of Purd$a Text (DKA pp. 38-43, 71-72) and his co-ordinated list
[ DKA-

36) show differences in names of the kings. The list of 30 kings as given in

Matsya P. is quoted in The Age of Imp. Unity

,

pp, 706-707.

Vifnu P. (4.24.5) correctly calls these kings Andhrabhrtyas, for

after the Andhras probably (as happened in the case of Suhgas and Kanvas)

the servants of the Andhra rulers became the rulers and came to be known
as such.
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29. At their capital Avabhrti 1
,

seven Abhlra princes

will rule the earth, ten kings of Gardhabhl dynasty and sixteen

of the Karika (Saka) race—all of them very greedy and lewd

will hold the sway.

30. They will be succeeded by eight Yavana rulers

(Bactrian Greeks), and fourteen kings of the Turuska race.

Again there will be ten kings of Gurunda (Probably Marundas
vide DKA P.45) race and eleven of the Mauna (Huna)

dynasty.

31-33. These kings (beginning from Abhiras upto

Maunas, viz. sixtyfive kings will enjoy the sovereignty of the

earth for (a total of) one thousand ninetynine years2 And the

eleven Mauna (Huna) kings will rule over the earth for three

hundred years, O king. When their dynasty ended, at the

capital town of Kilikila, kings Bhutananda, Varigiri Sisunandi

and his famous warrior brother Yasanandi will reign for one

hundred and six years.3

34. They will have thirteen sons called Bahlikas. Then

will rule the Ksatriya Prince Pusya-mitra and his son

Dumilra.

35. All these will be contemporary kings ruling over

different states. Seven of these will be the rulers of Andhra and

seven kings of Kosal. The kings of Vidura and Nisadha also

will be out of these Balhikas.

36. There will be a king of Magadhas called Yisvas-

phurji. He will be well known as Purafijaya the second. He
will reduce the higher castes to the status of Pulindas, Yadus

and Madrakas.4

1 . SR is simply offering a conjecture when he explains ‘Avabhrtyas,’

as the rulers of Avabhrti-

2. The above four verses, viz. 29-33 mention some local dynasties.

References to other Purarias and Pargiter’s DKA (
Dynasty of the Kali Age

)

show

that some of them were contemporaries. Hence the duration of these

-dynasties viz. 10b9 years as given in the Bh. P. is not correct. In fact, the

author of this chapter of the Bh. P. is less critical and relics on hearsay evi-

dence. Some of these are foreign tribes viz. Sakas (called Kankas in the

Bh. P.) and Hunas
( called Maunas here).

3. Compare DKA : Dynasties of 3rd Cent. A D.—pp. 50-53.

4. BVB. AGE Imp. Unity regards Visvasphurji as a foreign ruler of

Magadha, p. 177 Ft. Note No. 3.

SR gives Visvasphurji the credit of creating the subcastes like Pulindas.
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37. That powerful but wicked-minded prince will esta-

blish a caste-less society where there will be no reverence to

Vedas and Brahmanas. He will exterminate the Ksatriyas as

well. In his capital city of Padmavati, he will enjoy a well-

guarded state from Haradwar to Prayaga in the valley of the

Gaitga.

38. The twice-born castes of Saurasfra, Avanti, Abhira,

Sura, Arbuda and Malava countries will become fallen (due to

lapse or non-performance of samskatat
,
such as the investiture of

the sacred thead

)

and the rulers of these people will be mostly

of Sudra castes.

39. Sudras, persons fallen from higher castes, Mlecchas

all bereft of Vedic culture and way of life—will be the rulers

over the banks of the Sindhu and the Gandrabhaga (the

Chinab), the city of Kaunti and the region of Kasmira.

40. O Parlksit ! All these contemporary kings will be

as good as Mlecchas, bent on unrighteousness, falsehood,

miserly and ferocious.

41. (With no compunctions) they will murder women,
children, Brahmanas, slaughter cows. They will covet after the

women and property of others. Subject to vicissitudes of fate

and overwhelmed with joy or grief, they will be poor in

strength and of short duration of life.

42. Devoid of culture or purificatory ceremonies (right

from inception) of righteous deeds and dominated by rajas and

tamas
,

these Mlecchas in the guise of Ksattriyas will exploit

their own subjects.

43. The subjects inhabiting those lands will emulate

their rulers in their habits, character, way of talking and

coining in conflict with each other as well as their rulers, will

perish.
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CHAPTER TWO

The Evils of the Kali Age

Sri Suka began to narrate

:

1. Thereafter, day after day, under the force of the in-

exorably powerful Time, righteousness, truth, purity, (both

physical and mental), forbearance, mercy, duration of life,

physical power, and sharpness ofmemory shall go deteriorating.

2. In the Kali age, wealth alone will be the deciding

factor of nobility of birth, righteous behaviour or merits. And
only brute force will be the only standard in the arrangement

or decision of what is righteous or just.

3. Mutual liking (and not family pedigree, social status

etc.) will be the criterion of selecting a partner of life in

marriage; cheating is the order of the day in business relations;

satisfaction of the sexual pleasure is the only consideration

of masculine or feminine excellence and worthiness and wear-

ing of the sacred thread ( Tajnopavita) (and not the pious

behaviour or Vedic or Gastric learning) is the outward index

of Brahmanahood

.

4. External marks (such as a staff, deer-hide) and not

the observance of the vows and restrictions of a particular

Airama (or stage of life) has been the only index of a parti-

cular Airama of a person and is the only guide to greet mutually

when they meet each other. Justice has become weak and

partial through the inability of the party to bribe these

administering it
1

; and garrulity has been the hall-mark of

scholarship.

5. Want of affluence is the cause of one’s impiety or bad

name while hypocrisy is the index of goodness. Mutual consent

and not the S&stric way) is enough for marriage. And mere

toilet alone is a substitute for bathing.

6. To go to distant place of sacred waters (and not

attendance on one’s preceptors or elders) is looked upon as

pilgrimage and wearing long hair a sign of beauty. The
highest purpose of life is to fill one’s belly and arrogant

1 . Poverty will prevent the party from getting j ustice—$R.
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audacity (and not the statement of the facts as they are) is

regarded as veracity.

7-8. Maintenance of one’s family will be looked upon as

skill; It is for self-advertisement • of one’s fame of piety that

righteous deeds are to be performed; In this way the whole

world will be populated by wicked people: and lie who among
Brahmanas, Ksatriyas, Vaisyas and Sudras, becomes the

mightiest will be the ruler.

9. When the subjects are deprived of their women and

looted of the wealth by greedy, merciless, robberlike Ksattriyas

the subjects will seek shelter in mountains and forests and

subsist on leaves, roots, meat, honey, fruits, flowers and seeds

(and such forest-products)

.

10. Being oppressed by draughts or famines and heavy

taxation and being subjected to excessive cold, biting winds,

(blistering) sunshine, (driving) downpour of rain, snowfall,

mutual rivalry, the people are going to perish.

11. People will be tormented by hunger, thirst and
diseases and will be overpowered with anxieties. And the

maximum span of human life in the Kali age will be fifty (lit.

thirty plus twenty) years.

12. When through the evil effect of the Kali age, the

physical bodies of embodied beings become emaciated and

reduced, the prescribed ordinances of the Vedic path pertaining

to different classes of people and stages of life become lost.

13. When (in the Kali age) religion will be pre-

dominantly heretical, and kings will be as good as robbers and

men will be earning their livelihood by theft, ( economic off-

ences) mendacity, wanton violence to life and such other

pursuits.

14. When all classes of the society (Varnas

)

will be as

good as Sudras, cows will be reduced to the size of she-goats

(in yield of milk also) ;
all Abramas (stages of life) will merge in

the householder’s stage of life (there being no celibates or

recluses) and the term ‘’relative” will connote the relations of

the wife only.

15. Medicinal herbs will have minimal efficacy; big trees

will be punted (and would afford neither shade nor relief) like

the Sami trees; the clouds will be giving lightning flashes and
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clapping of thunders (but no rain) and the houses will be

desolate (as there will be no hospitality as it was in previous

ages).

16. In this way, when people have undergone such hard-

ships—-just at the end of the Kali age, the Lord will incarnate

himself in his Sdttvika form for the protection of religion.

17. Lord Visnu is the Creator and Preceptor of the

mobile and immobile creation. He is the Controller of the

world and the inner Soul abiding in all beings. His advent (on

the earth) is for the protection of the path of righteousness and
for wiping out all the Karmas of the righteous and to lead them

to Final Emancipation from Sariis&ta.

18. It is in the houses of Visnuvasas, the noble-souled

Brahmana chief of the village called Sambhala1
,

that Lord

Kalki will be incarnated.

19-20. The Lord of the Universe, endowed with eight

Spiritual powers (like animd, etc.) and excellences (like solem-

nity of vows or truthfulness) was unsurpassed in splendour and

glory. Riding on a fleet horse called Devadatta, he would

traverse over the whole earth on the horse; will massacre with

his sword capable of subjugating the crores and crores of

robbers and wicked miscreants who posed themselves as kings.

21. (To indicate the beginning of the Golden Age—Ktta

Age) Thereupon, when the entire class of robbers, thieves and

such enemies of the society is annihilated both in the town and

in the country, the minds of the rural and urban population

become pure by the touch of the wind wafting the sacred frag-

rance of pigments on the person of Lord Vasudcva.

22. When the glorious Lord Vasudeva, the very embodi-

ment of strength, is enthroned in their heart, their progeny will

naturally be extremely powerful.

23. When Lord Hari the Protector of righteousness, will

descend on this earth as Kalki, there will be the advent of the

Krla Age (Golden Age), and the children who will be born

thereafter will be of pious (Sdttvika) disposition.

1. A village near Moradabad in Rohilkhand, 80 miles to the east of

Delhi. It is ‘Sambalaka’ according to Ptolemy.

—GDAMI, p. 176
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24. When rhe Moon, the Sun and the Jupiter are in

conjunction in the same zodiacal house and the star Pu§ya is in

ascendance, the Krta age dawns.

1

25. All the kings belonging to the Lunar and Solar

dynasties who have ruled in the past, or are reigning at present

or will govern in the future, have been briefly described to

you.

26. The period commencing from the birth of your wor-

ship to the coronation of Nanda would come to one thousand

one hundred and fifteen years.*

27-28. Of the seven stars comprising the constellation

the Great Bear, two of those asterisms come to view first., in

the east (viz. Pulaha and Kratu) . Midway between them in

the north-western line, is noticed a star or a constellation (of

the group of Ah'ini, Bharani, etc.) at night. Those Heavenly

Sages i.e. the stars Pulaha and Kratu remain associated with

that intervening constellation for a period of one hundred

human years. Those Sages (stars) are now associated with

Maghd during your reign.

29. When (the Maghas were in that position) the self-

illuminating personality comprised of pure Sattva of Lord

Visnu who came to be known as Sr! Kr?na retired to his region,

1. SP : Here the simultaneous entry of these planets is indicated.

Otherwise every twelfth year when the Jupiter is in the zodiacal sign of

Cancer, there are at least two or three New Moon days when this phenomenon

occurs. Hence Simultaneous entry of these three planets is the sine qua non of

Kfta Age.

2. As §R. notes this statement is ambiguous. But the author of the

Bh. P. is not much at fault, as we have not yet been able to fix the date of

the Mahabharata War. Pargiter, on the basis of various statements in

Puranas has tentatively suggested 950 B. C. as the date of that war. But

Jayaswal, A.C. Das and other Indian scholars favour 1500 B.C. Pusal-

lcar in BVB’s Vedic Age (p. 273) concedes 1400 B.C. as the date of the Kuru-

Pandava War. The discussion of the date of the Mah&bh&rata war is beyond

the scope of this note. But I still believe in Ray Chaudhari's evidence pre-

sented in his Political History of Ancient Indiafrom the Accession of Partkfit to

the Extinction of the Gupta Dynasty, p. 9, 1923, and regard Pariksit as belonging

to 900 B.C. This date has no relation with the composition of the present

text of thC~Bh. P. as shown in Intro, to Volume I of the Bh.P.
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Kali immediately entered the world and people began to take

delight in sinful ways.

30. While the Lord of the goddess Lak$mi used to touch

the earth with his lotus-feet, till then Kali did not dare to

encroach upon the earth.

31. When those seven Divine Sages {Ursa Major

)

enter

the constellation Magha, there will be the advent of Kali lasting

for twelve hundred celestial years (i.e. 432,000 human years)

.

32. When these Great Sages (the asterisms, constituting

the Grear Bear) will proceed from Magha to Purv&fadkd,
Kali

will be more powerful since the ascension of king Mahapadma
Nanda.

33. Experts in ancient Lore have stated that on the very

day—nay at that very hour—Lord Krsna retired to his

region, the Kali Age has set in.

34. At the termination of the period of one thousand

divine years of the fourth i.e. Kali age, the Krta age will dawn
again and the minds of men will get the revelation of the Self

from within.

35. Just as the career or ups and downs in the history of

Manu's race has been described, in each age, the history of

VaiSyas, Sudras and Brahmanas in various ages should be

understood to be similar to them ( age after age)

.

36. It is only the names of the noble-souled persons

described so far and of whom (neither kingdom nor race survi-

ves except) the legendary account enshrining them remains,

(nothing but) their fame only survives, on the earth.

37. Devapi, the brother of Santanu, and Maru, the

descendant of the Ik$vaku race—both of them possess very great

Yogic powers and are still living in village called Kalapa

( Near Badarikasrama in the Himalayas)

.

38. At the end of the Kali age, both of them, under the

instructions and command of Lord Vasudeva, will come for-

ward and will promulgate and establish the ancient religious

order with its institution of Vardas (Classes of people) and

Airamas (Stages of life) once again as before.

39. This cycle of four Tugas (Ages) viz. Krta, Tretd,

Dv&para and Kali runs in this order on the earth for the sake

of created beings.
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40. O king Parlksit, these kings described by me and
many others (not mentioned by me) all claimed that the earth

was theirs. But ultimately they had to leave it and passed

away.

41. The physical body which (when alive) is designated

as King is ultimately called worms (if buried or left un-

interred and is turned into worms), or “Excrement'* (if eaten by

beasts or birds of prey and after digestion or non-digestion

thrown out as faeces) or Ashes ( if cremated) . It is for this

body that one perpetrates sins and commits violence against

living beings. Does he not know that this sinful conduct leads

to hell ?

42. How will this entire earth held under their own
(undisputed sovereignty) by my forefathers and now held under

my sceptre, pass on the same way to my son and grandson

and his race ?

43. Rulers who are unwise (indulge in such thoughts

anxiously) , look upon their physical body made up of heat,

water and food as their Soul, and the earth as their personal

property, ultimately quitting them both, sink into oblivion.

44. O Parlksit, All those lords of the earth who enjoy

the earth by dint of th eir personal power, have been reduced

by Time to mere themes of stories when people narrate the

past events.

CHAPTER THREE

Dharma (Righteous Way ofLife) in every Yttga :

Efficacy ofGod's Name

Sri Suka said :

1 . Perceiving how kings are eagerly occupied with the

plans of conquering her, this earth laughs at them saying, “How
stupid ! These kings who themselves are but playthings of ( the

god of) Death aspire to conquer me !
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2. Though they are aware (of the inevitability of death)

these kings have reposed over-confidence in (the longevity of)

their personal body which is momentary like a bubble of water.

Hence the ambition or desire of these rulers of men is definitely

futile.

3-4. (They plan in their minds)

:

“Having first conquered the group of six (Five cognitive

senses-fMind) of our own self, we shall subjugate the

counsellers, executive officers, relatives or confidants, citizens,

conductors of elephants or army officers of other kings and then

after removing all “thorns** (socially undesirable elements)
,
we

shall thus gradually bring under our control the earth engirdled

by the seas.’* These kings whose hearts are thus tied down to

their hopes and desires, do not perceive the god of Death who is

near ( and ready to snatch them away)

.

5. Having conquered me as far as the sea, some of them

(being more ambitious) enter the sea (for naval victory and

conquest of other island-continents). “Of what importance is

this conquest against our self-control ? Emancipation from

Sarhs&ra is the proper reward of self-control.**1

6. O scion of the Kuru race ! These foolish kings wish

to conquer me through war, when great Manus and their sons

and descendants had ultimately to abandon me and to depart

as they came (leaving me here behind).

7. Feuds and fights for me break out between fathers and

sons, and between brothers and between those wicked Kings-

whose minds are possessed with the notion of mine-ness with

reference to their kingdoms.

8. “This entire earth belongs to me only and not yours,

O fool. “Contending and competing thus, kings kill each other

and die for my sake.**

9-12. Pfthu, Pururavas, Gadhi, Nahusa, Bharata, Aijuna

(of a thousand arms—Sahasrarjuna),Mdndh&ta, Sagara, Rama,

1 . §R. : Extremely dull-witted are they who desire to attain sove-

reignty by practising control over senses.

GS : Sovereignty being transitory is an insignificant gain as a result

of self-control; emancipation from the misery of Sarhs&ra is the real recom-

pense, for it is eternal.
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Khatvanga, Dhundhumara, Raghu, Trna-bindu, Yayati,

Saryati, Santanu, Gaya, Bhaglratha, KuvalayaSva, Kakutstha,

Nala (the king of Nisadha), Nrga, Hiranya-Kaiipu, Vflra,

Ravana, the scourge of the people (who made people to cry)

,

Namuci, Sambara, Naraka, Hiranyaksa and Taraka, and many
other Daityas and Kings who were the emperors of the world,

all pQssessed of knbwledge, valiant, vanquishers of all others but

of themselves, remained unconquered.

13.

Though they were mortal by nature, they cherished

the strongest attachment to me as if I belonged to them. But

they were frustrated in accomplishing their desires, and were

reduced as names in legends, by the inexorable Time or Death,

O King.

14. O King Parik?it ! Tt is with the intention of elucid*

ating (the knowledge of) the unsubstantial nature of the world

and to create (a sense of) renunciation about it, that these

legends of those illustrious persons who after spreading their

great renown in this world, had passed awAy, have been nar-

rated to you. And all this (picturesque) narration is not mere

display of words but bears vital relation to the highest truth !
l

15. But if a person is desirous of attaining pure (self-

less) devotion unto Lord Kr$na he should incessantly listen every

day to the exposition of the excellent attributes and great deeds

of the Lord of hallowing renown (viz. Vi$nu) which are

always glorified in songs (by his votaries and pious persons)

and which destroy all evils and inauspiciousness.

King Parikfit enquired :

(Thinking that devotion unto the Lord cannot be engen-

dered due to the evil influence of the Kali age, the King asks)

] . Although respectable annotators like SR. VR. interpret quite to

the contrary, viz. ‘The non-relation of these legends to the highest or real

purpose’, I feel that the explanation ofGS, suits the context better, despite

the next verse which contrasts the difference between the glory of these

kings and_ that of the incarnations ofVifQu and exhorts one to listen to the

glory of Lord Kr$na constantly.
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16. “Be pleased to explain to me (in details) the course

resorting to which, people can shake off and destroy the accu-

mulated evils of the Kali in the Kali age itself, O revered

sage !

17. Kindly tell me (something) about the Yugas (the

Ages or Aeons), the special course of duties prescribed for each

Yuga, the duration of the life and the deluge
(
Pralaya

)

of the

universe, the course of the omnipotent Time-spirit which is the

potency of the great-souled Lord Visnu.”

£ri Suka began to narrate :

18. In the Krta Age, Dharma (righteous course of con-

duct) as adhered to by the people of that age, proceeds on all

its four legs. And Truth, compassion, penance, (selfcontrol and

meditation) and affording protection to all (irrespective of

friendly or inimical relations) are the four legs of that Perfect

Dharma, O King.

19. The people of that age were generally full of content-

ment and compassion, friendly to all beings, serene and peace-

ful, self- controlled, forebearing, finding spiritual bliss in their

souls, looking upon all as equals (and practising no discri-

mination between their people and others) and engaging them-

selves in spiritual exercises such as meditation, etc.

20. In the Tretd Age, one-fourth part of each of the leg

of Dharma gets gradually disabled by each of the four legs of

Adharma (unrighteousness) viz., falsehood violence, discontent

and discords respectively.

21. In that age, people were keen on performance of

Vedic rites and were devoted to austere penance. (The five

sins

—

-panca-f&nds—in the life of a house-bolder are inevitable but

people were not given to too much of violence. Nor were they

lewd or addicted to the pleasure of senses. They used to exert

for the first three purposes of human life, viz. Dharma (religious

merit), Artha (wealth) and Kama (worldly pleasures, enjoy-

ment) . They were sincerely devoted to and advanced in Vedic

studies, and Brahmanas were regarded to be the highest Varna

(class of society)

.

22. In the Dvapara age, the four feet of the Dharma t
viz.

Penance, Truthfulness, Compassion and Protective and chari-
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table attitude to all diminish by half with (the growing

influence of) the four characteristics of unrighteousness

( adharma ) viz. violence, discontent or covetiousness, falsehood

and hatred.

23. In that age, people hankered after lame or glory,

were prone to the performance of great sacrifices, indulging in

the teaching and the study of the Vedas, endowed with great

affluence, maintaining big families, joyous by nature. Br&h-

manas and K?attriyas were then the most important classes of

society.

24. In the Kali age, only one quarter of each of the

four feet of Dharma remains. And that too goes on diminishing

day by day by the powerfully increasing ‘feet* of Adharma

(unrighteousness) to such an extent that ultimately it becomes
extinct.

25. In that (Kali) age, people will be greedy, take to

wicked behaviour, will be merciless, indulge in hostilities with-

out any cause, unfortunate, extremely covetous for wealth and
women (or worldly desires) and higher social status will be

attained by Sudras, fishermen and such other (former

backward) classes.

26; The attributes viz. Sattva
,

rajas and tamos become
manifest in men. And being impelled by the force of the Time-
spirit, their influence varies (waxes or wanes).

27. When the mind, intellect and sense-organs are domi-

nated by Sattva and when there is genuine liking for (spiritual)

wisdom and knowledge and performance of asceticism, one

should know that it is the Krta age.

28. O intelligent king ! When embodied beings (people)

show devotion and liking for the first three purposes of human
life, viz. dharma,

artha and Kama and the attribute called rajas

controls the attitude of people, note that that is the Tretd Age.

29. When the time (i.e. the attitude of people) is con-

trolled by a mixture of rajas and tamas
i and when greed, dis-

content, pride, hypocrisy, jealousy predominate and men like

to perform religious acts for achieving desirable ends, it is the

Dv&para Age.

30. "When deceit, falsehood, lethargy, sleepiness, violence.
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despondency, grief, delusion, fear, poverty-stricken-ness prevail,

that is the Kali Age which is characterised by tamas.

31. As a result of Kali’s influence, mortal beings become

dull-witted, unlucky, voracious, destitute of wealth yet volup-

tuous, and women, wanton and unchaste.

32. Countries will be ravaged by robbers and miscreants;

the Vedas will be condemned by heretics; kings will exploit the

subjects (lit. Rulers will be men-eaters) , and twice-borns like

Brahmanas will be given to the gratification of their sexual

desires and other appetites (lit. filling the belly)

.

33. Celibates ( belonging to the Brahmacarya stage of

life) will cease to observe their prescribed vows of study, pur-

ity and celibacy
;
householders ( in stead of helping others by

alms-giving ) will take to begging; hermits (of the V&naprastha

stage will leave forests where they retire for penance), will

resort to villages (and towns) and Sannydsins will be extremely

greedy of money.

34. Women will be short-statured but voracious, noted

for fecundity and shameless. They will be harsh-speakers, given

to theft, fraud and dare-devilry.

35. Petty-minded people (with no moral values) con-

duct business transactions and merchants will be fraudulent.

Even when there is no emergency or imminent danger people

will follow trades or pursuits censured by the righteous.

36. Servants will resign their services of the masters

who are excellent in all respects but have become penniless.

Masters will dismiss even their hereditary servants when they

are in distress ( through physical disability, etc. ) and people

will not maintain cows when they cease to yield milk.

37. In the Kali age, men will abandon their parents,

brothers, friends and relatives and establish their friendliness

on sexual basis. Their affection being centred on their relation

with women, they will seek consultations from their wives* rela-

tives (such as sisters and brolhers-in-laws) and will be mise-

rable.

38. Earning their livelihood under the guise (and make-

up) of recluses and sages, Sudras will accept charities. People

ignorant of religion, will occupy high seats (and pulpits) and

will (pose to) preach religion.
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39. People will have their minds weighed down with

constant anxiety and fear, due todevastating famines and heavy

taxation. The land being devoid of food-crops, people will

be always afflicted with the impending fear of droughts.

40. Being destitute of clothing, food, drink, bed, sexual

satisfaction, bath and adornments, people in the Kali age, will

appear like ghosts.

41. In the Kali age, even for a paltry amount of a Kdki-

nikd
( 20 cowries ), people will fight, throwing to winds all

friendliness and good will. They will even kill their own rela-

tives or give up their dear lives ( commit suicide for such a

petty amount).

42. People will not protect even their aged parents. Low-

minded persons bent on satisfying their sex and filling the belly

will not care for their sons even though they may be clever and

skilful in all respects.

43. O King ! During the Kali age, the minds of the

human beings being perverted by heretic doctrines1 will not

generally worship Lord Acyuta, the supreme Father and Pre-

ceptor of the worlds, the lotus-feet of whom are bowed by the

lords of the three worlds.

44. During the Kali age, people will not worship the

Lord by uttering unawares whose name even unconsciously, a

dying man or a person afflicted (with care or disease), falling

or trembling, becomes absolved and free from all the impedi-

ments of Karmas and attains to the highest goal ( viz. mok?a-

emancipation from sarhsdra).

45. The Supreme Person, the glorious Lord Visnu abi-

des in the hearts of all and dispels all the evils of men arising

out of the influence of Kali from substances, place and mind.

46. If the Lord enthroned in the heart (of all) is list-

ened to or glorified (by chanting his name or singing his glory)

or meditated upon, worshipped or even paid respect to (by

some other way), he shakes off (and thus absolves man of) his

sins committed and accumulated in thousands of births.

1. VJ takes this opportunity to hit at the advaitins and explains

P&kJuwfa-Vibhmna-Cttasafr as ‘those whose minds are deluded by the

heretical doctrine known as advmta-S&stra.
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47. Even as the fire applied to gold burns off and thus

destroys all the impurities or metallic alloys mixed with gold.

Lord Visnu who is abiding in the heart (or Soul) destroys all

evil thoughts (or sins) in the hearts of Yogins.

48. The inner heart of a man does not attain that much
absolute purity by means of (Vedic or Sastric) learning, pen-

ance, breath-control {prd^dydma), sense of friendliness to all

beings, ablutions in sacred waters, observance of vows, giving

of
(
munificent ) charitable gifts and muttering silently (His

prayer ) , as it does by
(
meditating upon ) the infinite Lord

who is enthroned in the heart.

49. Hence, O King Parik$it, with all your power of

concentration, enthrone Lord KeSava in your heart. Medita-

ting upon him with full concentration at the time of death,

you will attain the highest goal (viz. Mokfa)

.

50. This glorious Lord who is the supreme Ruler of the

universe should be meditated upon with full concentration, by

persons who are about to die. Dear Pariksit ! He is the Soul

and supporter of all. He leads them to the state of being one

with him.

51. Kali is certainly the Store-house of all evils. But

O king, there is one very great virtue and a good point in that

age, inasmuch as by singing the name and the glory of Sri

Krsna, that person is freed from all attachments and attains to

the highest region ( Vaikunfha )

.

52. What one achieves by meditating upon Lord Visnu

in the Krta age, by performance of sacrifices in the Tretd age,

by worship and service of the Lord in the Dvdpara Age, a

person attains that in the Kali age by chanting the name of

Hari.
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CHAPTER FOUR

The Four-Fold Pralaya

1

Sri Suka continued :

1. The divisions ofTime commencing from its minutest

unit (Paramdnu) and ending with the period forming the life-

span of god Brahma
(
consisting of two parirdhas ) have been

described to you, O King. The duration of four Yugas also has

been narrated to you. Now listen to the periods of Kalpa (a

span of time for the round of creation and subsistence of

the world) and Laya (The period of the dissolution) of uni-

verse. )

2. The period consisting of a thousand revolutions of

the Yugas (viz. Krta, Treta, Dvapara and Kali) is called one

day (in the life) of god Brahmi. This period is known as a

Kalpa, during which fourteen Manus successively reign over the

world, O protector of men.

3. At the end of that period, there is an equally long

period of dissolution of the universe (Pralaya). It is called

the night (in the life) of god Brahma. At the end of the

Kalpa, these three worlds become due for dissolution and get

dissolved.

4. This dissolution (Pralaya) is called occasional* ( as it

is caused by the occasion of the sleep of god Brahma) . During

this period, Lord Narayana, the Creator of the universe, with-

draws all the universe within himself and goes to sleep on the

bed of Ananta’s (the serpent Sesa’s) body. And so does god

Brahma.

5. When the period of two Pardrdha3 years forming the

span of life of the highest god Brahma, comes to a close, the

1. SR explains that pralaya (dissolution) is four-fold, naimittika

(occasional) Prikxtika (pertaining to the primordial matter), dtyantika (ever-

lasting) and mtya (constant or eternal), And all these are described in this

Chapter.

2. As this Pralaya of three worlds takes place due to the condition of

Brahm&'s sleep, it is called 'conditional' or ’occasional'

—

naimittika—SR.)

3. -One Parirdha=» 100,000,000,000,000,000 years.
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seven Prakrtis or causal principles of the universe (viz. mahat

or cosmic intelligence, aharhkdra the cosmic I-ness or ego and

the five tan-mdlrds—subtle elements) become due to be dissolv-

ed (and are so withdrawn) into Prakrti or Primordial Matter.

(Hence, it is called Prdkrtika)

.

6. O King ! this is called the dissolution pertaining to

Prakrti or primordial Matter. For in this Pralaya
,
the universe

or Brahmdr^ia which is the product of the causes enumerated

as seven Prakrtis above, gets finally dissolved as the occasion of

the dissolution of these causes arrives.

7. (At that time) the god of rains does not send any

shower of rain on the earth for one hundred years. Then the

earth becomes bereft of food-grains and beings, tormented by
hunger, prey upon and eat one another.

8. Thus harassed by the Time-Spirit, the creatures grad-

ually perish. The fierce sun ending the world (known as Sdrti-

vartika) with its terribly scorching rays, drinks up (evaporates)

all liquid (water) that is in the seas, the humids in the body

and all moisture and under-ground water on the earth and

does not release a drop of it.

9. Then the cosmos-destructive fire emanating from the

(thousand mouths of) Sankarsana (the serpent &esa) raging

ablaze, burns down all sub-terranean regions which have been

already desolate.

1 0. The egg of the universe is ablaze from above, below

and on all sides by the flames of fire (issuing from below from

Sankarsa^a’s mouth) and the scorching rays of the sun burns

and looks like a ball of burnt cow-dung.

1 1 . Tempestuous winds characteristic of the end of the

universe, blow violently for a hundred years and the sky is

enveloped in dust and appears smoky.

12. Thereupon hosts of clouds of various shades of

colours, roaring with violent peals of thunder, pour down

heavy showers of rains for one hundred years.

13. Then the universe within the cosmic egg becomes

transformed into one single sheet of water. When the cosmic

waters have flooded the universe and everything is merged

under water, the water absorbs scent—the quality of the

earth.
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14. When the earth has lost its essential distinguishing

quality viz. fragrance, it disintegrates and ceases to exist. The
fire then absorbs the property of fluidity from the waters and

they being deprived of their fluidity, cease to exist.

15. The winds thereupon swallow up the form or colour

which is the characteristic property of fire ( Tejas ). Then the

akdia absorbs the property of the wind (viz. touch) and it

ceases to exist (as it is dispersed in the sky).

16. The wind enters (and is absorbed) in the ether.

Bhutadi i.e. ego of the Tdmasic type absorbs sound which is

the characteristic of the sky which gets dissolved in the

BhUtddi.

17. Dear Pariksit ! The rajasa type of ahamkdra absorbs

all the sense-organs and Vaikdrika i.e. the Sdttvic type of ego

does the same in the case of their Presiding deities. The
Principle called Mahat (Cosmic intelligence) swallows up the

Aharfikdra and the attributes known as Sattva and others absorb

the Mahat.

18. The unmanifest Prakrti , being impelled by the force

ofthe Time-spirit, absorbs the attributes
(
Sattva, rajas

,
tamas)

and establishes equilibrium in them.

19. Pradhdna i.e. unmanifest Primordial matter is not

subject to the states of modifications (such as birth, growth,

decay, death) produced by the divisions of time. It is beginning

less; it has no end; it is unmanifest, eternal, the cause of all,

but not subject to decay.

20. In that stage of Prakrti, there is no (existence of)

speech, mind, modes or attributes of Prakrti like Sattva, rajas

and tamas or principles like mahat (Cosmic intelligence) . There

is no scope to vital air (
Prdna

)

intelligence, sense or their

presiding deities. There is no structure or form which can be

called “the world.”

21. It is a state in which there is no dream, wakeful-

ness or sleep. There is no sky or ether, water, earth, air, fire,

or the sun. It resembles to some extent the deep sleep or

vacuity itself. But it is beyond the range of thinking or imagi-

nation. The Vedas declare that (this unmanifest) state is the

original root of the universe.
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22. When the potencies of both Puru?a and the un-

manifest {Prakrti) are impelled by Time and get inevitably

and thoroughly absorbed into their substratum, that is known
as the Pr&krtika Pralaya (dissolution into Prakrti or Primordial

matter)

1

23*. Knowledge* or consciousness is the substratum of

buddhi (reason or intellect)
, indriyas (the senses-organs) and

artha the objects of these senses). It is in the forms of these

three that knowledge shines forth. But whatever has a beginn-

ing and an end is unreal because of its perceptibility and as

such it is undifferentiated from its cause

3

.

24. Light, the eye and colour or form are not different

from the principle of Tejas (as they are the modifications of

Tejas—light or fire) . Similarly, the intellect, the senses and the

sense-objects are not separate or distinct from Brahman. But

Brahman is quite distinct from them (as Brahman exists even

when the triad—the intellect, senses and objects—ceases to

exist) *.

25. It is said that the state or wakefulness, dream and

sleep are the states of buddhi (intellect) . The plurality (such

1. VR points out that potencies (Saktis) arc the products or evolutes

ofPrakrti. When Prakrti remains as an undifferentiated and inseparable attri-

bute of Paramitman, that is the dissolution of Prakrti.

• From 23rd verse follows the description of the ityantika Pralaya (ever-

lasting dissolution) which is Mokfa—final emancipation from Samsira.

2. VR takes knowledge (Jftana) as signifying the supreme soul

{jMna-iabdab ParamStma-vdcl.

)

3. VR : Buddhi ( reason) , indriyas (senses) , etc. are like a body and

have no independent existence unless Paramitman abides in them. It is he

who shines through them.

VJ's explanation appears to me farfetched; ‘‘During this Pralaya the

Brahman who alone supports all, shines along with Lakfml, liberated souls

(Muktas) and he appears refulgent in the form of light and has the excellent

beauty that gives delight to all senses.

Behind VJ, there is, however, a tradition of interpretation of the Bh. P.

front Madhya, The founder of Dvaitism.

4. Just as it is on the principle- -tajas that the three—light (as a pro-

duct), the eye (the recepient of tyas) and colour the property of Tyaj—
depend, so the reason, senses and the objects are created by the Lord and

depend on him. Hence, they cannot exist apart from God. But he is distinct

from these and is termed ujyotis.
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as Vifva, Taijasa and Prdjila) ascribed to the pure soul is purely

Maya (illusion).

26. Just as clouds sometimes appear and disappear from

the sky, this universe which consists of parts and has a beginn-

ing and an end appears and disappears on the substratum of

Brahman.1

27. Of all objects consisting of parts, only parts are said

to be real (in the Upani$ads%) as they form the cause, just

as threads (of cloth) can be seen (to exist) even if the cloth

(is unwoven and hence) not in existence.

28.

* Whatever is perceived as a cause or an effect is an
illusion as causal relation is (mutually) interdependent. What-
ever has a beginning or an end is unreal.

29. The effect called Prapanca (or the Phenomenal

universe) though apparent or visible to us, is unexplainable at

all apart from (i.e. independently of) the pure Self Pratya-

gdtman). If it were real even to the slightest degree, it would
be the same as the intelligent or conscious Self and as such

identical with dtman.

30. Satya3 i.e. dtman (the Self) has no diversity. It is

the real existence, one without a second or difference. One
who believes in difference is ignorant. The apparent diversity

1.

VJ : just as clouds appear and disappear from the sky, and

the clouds and sky are different, so is the Brahma which creates and dissolves.

The world is different from it,

2. Vdc&rambhanam viktro n&madheyarh mfttiketyeva satyam—Chindogya
Up.6.1.4.

*

• VR : The principle and its modifications are interdependent and

denote the same thing in its subtle and gross state. So the distinctness of an

effect or product from the general principle and its speciality in modification

is nothing but misunderstanding. That which has a beginning and an end

{e.g. our bodies) cannot be the Soul (an&tmavastu).

VJ : A general principle is the aspect of a thing which remains constant

throughout its existence. The aspect that is not so constant is the modifica-

tion. These two are different, separable aspects. Hence that which has a

beginning and an end is not an essential part of the thing.

3. VR : Satya means the individual soul. He quotes Tati. Up. 2.6.1

(tat Sfftoi tadsvd nuprivitat tad anupraoifya saeca tyacct' bhavat). A person who

thinks that there is difference in the Jivitman of gods, men etc. is ignorant.

VJ ^ “Satya” means Brahman. It is not subject to differentiation or

division (satyasya Brahmapo rupdpMi n&n&tvarh satyark na bhavatif).
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is due to some condition
(ufiddhi) as between the space enclos-

ed in a pot and the unlimited expanse of the sky (both though

one, appear different due to the enclosing condition of a pot) r

between the Sun (in the sky) and its reflections in water or

between the vital air or breath inside the body and the air

outside the body (in the world over.)

31. Just as gold is denoted by various names according

to the form into which it is shaped, so the suprasensuous Lord

is called by various names by egotistic persons in the language

of the world and in the Vedic parlance.

32. Just as a cloud, created by the sun (by evaporating

water with his rays) and exhibited (by the light of the sun)

,

becomes darkness preventing the eye (which is also a part of

the sun) from getting the view of the sun, Ego (
aharfikdra )

which is evolved out of Brahman and is lighted by Brahman

works as an obstruction to Jiva or individual self (which is

also a part of the Brahman) becomes a bondage preventing it

from having a view of the Brahman.

33. When the cloud born of the sun (by the heat of

the solar rays) is dispersed, the eye is able to have a view of

the sun which is its own form. The same way, when aharfikdra

(ego which works) as the limiting condition (and obscures the

realization of Brahman) is destroyed by investigation (into the

real nature of the dtman (soul) ,
it realizes that it is Brahman

itself.

34. When the bondage of the Soul (dtman) consisting of

aharfikdra which is an evolute of Mdyd and which comes in the

way of the realization of the self (dtman) is severed with the

sword of spiritual knowledge, such a state of ever-lasting final

emancipation is known as the eternal dtyantika)
Pralaya.

35*. Some persons, having (deeper) knowledge of the

subtle state of things, assert that the creation and dissolution

occurs continuously in the case of all beings from god Brahma

downwards, O chastiser of enemies.

36. The continuous sequence of modifications through

which changing things such as bodies of beings (a stream of

* VJ: God Brabm& and others experience birth and death every day.

VR : Here Pralaya means modifications in the body.
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water or the flame of a lamp) which are rapidly being
worn away by the inexorable force of the stream of time-pass,

are (known as) the eternal causes of the origination and
destruction of the bodies.

37. (What can be observed is only very broad stages

such as childhood, youth, age). But the continuous

successive states (of the body) effected by the Time-spirit

which is another form of the Almighty God, and which has no
beginning or end, are not distinctly perceptible every moment
even as the motion (per minute) of the luminaries (the planets

and stars) in their course through the sky, are beyond (our

capacity of) observation.

38. Thus the four types of dissolution, viz. constant

(nitya) , occasional or depending on condition
(
naimittika)

,

relating to Prakrti (Prakrtika) and everlasting or Anal

(iityantika ) have been described to you. Such is the course of

Time.

39. O most prominent of Kurus ! In this way, these

stories of the sportive activities of Lord Nar&yana, the creator

of the universe, the abode of all beings (or the centre of all

power and goodness) have been narrated to you briefly. It is

beyond the capacity even of the birth-less god Brahma to

narrate them in details and in their entirety (even though he

is endowed with the longest span of life of two par&rdha years.)

40. If a man is distressed and scorched in the wild fire

of various types of griefs and miseries and is desirous of

crossing this ocean of sartis&ra which it is extremely difficult to

cross, there is no other boat (lit. raft) other than (the act of)

constantly listening to and thus drinking the nectar-like stories

of the sportful activities of the glorious supreme person.

41. In ancient days, the immortal sage Narayana taught

this compilation of the Bhagavata Purana (through god

Brahma1
) to Narada who in his turn taught it to (my father)

Krsna Dvaipayana.

42. It is that worshipful sage Badarayana who was

pleased to teach me this collection
(
Purina

)

describing the

1. 17ide Supra 2.9. 43-44.
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glories of the Supreme Lord which has the same sacred status

as the Vedas.

43. O best of Kurus ! Suta, when requested by sages

like Saunaka and others, will narrate this to sages during the

course of a long sacrificial session in the Naimi$aranya (in

future)

.

CHAPTER FIVE

Suka's Concluding Precept Concerning Brahman

£ri Suka said :

1. (This Bhdgavata Mahdpurdna inspires fear-less-ness

even from death as) herein every now and then is extolled the

Almighty Lord Hari, the Soul and controller of the universe,

of whose gracious joy (a trait of rajas) was bom god Brahma,

the creator of the world and of whose anger was created Rudra,

the destroyer of the world (and both are hence subordinate to

and dependent on him)

.

2. O King ! Please do give up this brute-like (foolish)

notion (identifying the Soul with one’s physical body) that

you will die. Unlike (your) body (which did not exist before

the moment of its birth and hence shall naturally perish)
,
you

i.e. your soul did pre-exist (your physical body), is now in

existence and shall never die (irrespective of what happens to

your body)

.

3. You are quite distinct from your body, etc., just as

fire (though potentially abiding in fuel) is distinct from the

fuel. Hence, on the analogy of seeds and trees, you i.e. your

soul (being once a father1
) shall not take the form of a son, a

grandson, etc.

1. SR. explains : The quotations from Srutis e.g. dtmd vai putra-ndmdsi,

support physical heredity and not a continuity of one’s soul

—

dehAd dehoj&yatt

na dtmd. Hence in this physical continuity of the race, the soul is not

involved.
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4. Just as a person sees in his dream that he is behead*

ed (when factually he is the unaffected party or a witness to

the scene of cutting the head of his body in the dream
state)

, so also in a state of wakefulness he sees the death of his

body. But as a matter of fact the Soul {Atman) is neither born

nor dead.

5. When an earthen pot is broken, the space enclosed

within the pot becomes the same as before (the creation of that

pot), in the same way when (after self-realization which des-

troys all Karmas ) the body falls off, the individual soul becomes

one with Brahman) ,
l

6. It is the Maya that creates the mind*. The mind
creates these bodies, objects of senses and actions of the soul.

Hence it is due to the Maya that the jfva (individual soul) is

involved in transmigration of sarhs&ra.

7. Just as the light (of an oil-lamp) retains its characte-

ristic of giving light so long as the fire (the flame of the lamp)

is associated with the wick soaked in oil, supply of oil to the

wick, a container—a storage for this oil supply, similarly, Karma

is the oil, the mind, the container of the oil, the body, the wick

and its contact with fire means relation to the spirit. The body

comes into existence and dies through the actions of the gunas

rajas
, Sattvaand tamas .*

8. The soul that is embodied does not cease to exist. For

He is self-illuminating, distinct from and beyond gross (physi-

1 . VR ; Becomes a mukta—an emancipated soul. Viiiffddvaita pre-

sumes the continuity of the distinct identity of the soul even in the Mokfa

stage and not its absorption and loss in Param&tman.

2. VJ : M&yd is the unintelligent (jatfa) matter. So its creation—the

mind—is also Jafa. The use of the Atmanepada sjjate in tanmanah srjate m&yd,

in the text of this verse indicates that it is due to the mind's contact with the

intelligent being that activates it and enables it do all these (Sfjata itydtmane-

pada-Prayogena cin-mifram mana iti s Ucayali).

3. The sarhs&ra continues as long as the contact or influence of gunas

is there and the false presumption of the identity of the body and the soul

persists. The- sarhs&ra like the lamp may cease to exist but the soul persists in

•existence despite the non-recurrence of the body.
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cal) and subtle, unmanifest (astral) bodies. Like the sky, he is

the support (of everything else) , eternal, endless, unparalleled

and all pervasive.

9. Fully absorbed in the meditation on Vasudeva and by

means of your logical reasoning, do you yourself ponder over

the self that is abiding in your body, O great king.

10. Impelled by the imprecation of that Brahmana,

Taksaka shall not be able to burn you1
(i. e. your soul) . All the

causes of death can never burn the supreme Lord who himself

is the death of such agents of death.

11-12. “I am the Brahman. Iam the Supreme abode.

Brahman, the highest goal (to be reached) is I myself.’* Having

realized this and absorbing yourself in the Supreme Self which

is beyond the limits or conditions, you will see neither Taksaka

who is biting you at the foot with poisonous fangs (or licking it

with his poisonous mouth) nor your body nor the world as be-

ing distinct and separate from your own Atman.

13. Dear Parik sit ! All this has been elucidated to you

as per enquiries made by you about the sportful activities of

Lord Hari, the Soul of the Universe. What more do you wish

to hear from me, O king !

CHAPTER SIX

Taksaka Bites Parikfit : Janmejaya's Serpent Sacrifice:

Classification of Vedas in Different Branches:

S&ta said:

1 . Having heard this exposition from the Sage &uka, the

son of Vyasa, who had the vision of Lord Hari, the soul abiding

1. VR : You will not feel the snake-bite as the causes of death cannot

affect God and you who are absorbed in his contemplation.

VJ : Due to contemplation of God, Parik?it would be in the proximity

of God.
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in all

1

King Pariksit, who (while in womb) was protected by
Lord Visnu (Krsna) approached the lotus-feet ofSuka and
bowed down with his head bent and palms folded.

The king Parikfit requested :

2. My purpose in life (viz. of gaining spiritual wisdom)

has been accomplished. I have been graciously favoured by
your worship of merciful heart, as I have been made to listen

directly (to the stories etc.) of Lord Hari who is the cause of
the world* and have been enlightened in the means of attain-

ing to him.

3. I do not consider it a wonder that the grace of those

noble persons who have completely devoted their hearts to

Acyuta (Krsna) should be showered on ignorant beings who
have been tormented by miseries.

4.

- We have heard from you the collection of this

{Bhagavata) Purana in which is extolled and praised Lord Visnu
of hallowing renown.

5. Worshipful Sir ! Now I am not afraid of death either

from Taksaka or from other causes. I have entered (i.e. esta-

blished my mind) in the fearless and supremely blissful Brahman>

as guided by you.

6. O Brahmana sage ! Be pleased to permit me. I shall

now control my speech and other senses and concentrate on the

supra-sensuous Lord. Entering (i. e. establishing my mind which
is rid of all cravings and desires into the Supreme Lord, I shall

give up my body.

7. You have graciously shown to me the fearless and the

supreme state of the Almighty Lord, the firm insight of the

knowledge and realisation of which have completely wiped
out my nescience and the effects and impressions caused by it.

Suta said

:

8. The worshipful Suka, the son of Badarayana who was
thus addressed and worshipped by the king, took leave of the

1 . Or : Who looked upon all as within himself or with equal outlook

(SR). _
2. Or : Who is eternal with no beginning or end.
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king and departed along with other ascetics (who came to listen

to the Bhdgavata.)

9. By force of his reason, king Parik$it also established

his mind firmly with his Soul and meditated on the Supreme
Brahman remaining breathless and motionless like a tree

(trunk or a post.)

10. On the bank of the Ganga, facing to the north and
seated on a seat of Kuia grass the end of which pointed to the

east, the great Yogin who was completely devoid of attachment

and all whose doubts had been resolved, was completely

merged in the Brahman.

11. O Brahmanas ! when the king became absorbed in

Brahman, it was unnecessary and superfluous to kill him by
snake-bite. In the meanwhile Taksaka was directed by the

revengeful and indignant son of Brahmana (sage Samika)

.

While Taksaka was going with the intention of killing theKing,

on the way he met (the Br&hmana) Kasyapa (who knew how
to counteract poison).

12. With payment of money, he gratified the Brahmana
who knew how to cure (all types of) poison1 and made him
go back. The serpent who was capable of assuming any form

at will, disguised himself as a Brahmana2 and bit the King.

13. Instantly the body of the royal sage who had be-

come merged in Brahman was reduced to ashes by the serpent

poison, while all embodied beings stood as mere witnesses.

1 4. There arose a loud hue and cry all over the earth,

the sky and in all directions. For all gods, asuras, men, etc. be-

came astonished at the event.

15. (But it was also a joyous occasion as King
Pariksit was absorbed in the Brahman). Drums were sounded in

the heavens; Gandharvas and Apsaras (celestial musicians and

dancers) sang. Gods, expressing their approbation, sent down
showers of flowers.

1 . MBH : Adi. 42.36-43 describes how K&iyapa showed Tak$aka how
he resuscitated the tree burnt to ashes by Takfakabite.

2. The MBH Adi. 43. 22-36 makes him mixed up as a worm in the

fruits, presented to the King by NSga sages.
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16. Hearing that his father had been assassinated by
Taksaka, Janmejaya flared up with wrath. With the help of

Br&hmana priests, he started a sacrificial session in which he
offered Nagas as oblations into the fire, in the prescribed

manner.

1 7. Seeing that even big serpents were being burnt in

the raging fire-blaze of the serpent-sacrifice, Taksaka became
terror-stricken and sought the protection of Indra.

18. Not seeing Taksaka (invoked and oblated) in the

sacred fire kindled for the sacrifice, the king Janmejaya, the son

of Pariksit, enquired why Taksaka, the vilest of serpents, was
not invoked as oblation to the fire.

19. “O King of kings ! It is Indra who is protecting

Tak§aka as he has sought asylum with him. He has been pro-

tected and held back by Indra. Hence the serpent does not

fall into the sacrificial fire.**

20. Hearing that explanation, the highly intelligent

son of Pariksit asked the officiating priests,
((Why is not Tak-

saka along with Indra invoked and made to fall into the fire

(by you) O Brahmanas ?”

21. Hearing that request ofJanmejaya) the Brahmanas
invoked Taksaka along with Indra in that sacrifice thus : “O
Taksaka ! Instantly fall into this (sacrificial) fire along with

India, the leader of Maruts.1

22. In this way, due to the (superior) force in the harsh

invocation of the Brahmanas, Indra, along with his aerial car

and Taksaka, was dislodged from his position and became be-

wildered (in mind)

.

23. Observing that Indra, along with his aerial car and

Taksaka, was crashing down from the sky, Brhaspati of the

Angiras gotra (clan) (strongly protested and) remonstrated with

the king.2

24. “O King of men ! This king of serpents cannot be

killed by you, as nectar has been imbibed by him and he is

hence immune from old age and death.

1. Wha-is accompanied by Marut (wind)*—god*—VR. VJ.

2. A* per MBH, Adi. ch*. 56-58 it is Astlka, the Yiy&vara who made

Janmejaya to stop the sacrifice.
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25. (If you still insist on burning him as he is the mur-

derer of your father please consider that Life and death of a

being and his (consequent) position in the other world—all is

determined by his own actions {Karma) . Hence, O King, (it is

the Karma—the result of one’s action and) no other person can

be held responsible as the cause of happiness or misery of any

other person.

26. When a being meets death through the agency of a

serpent, a thief, fire, lightning, starvation, thirst, disease and

such other causes, the victim is experiencing the fruit of his own
Karma that is in the process of fruition.

27. Therefore, let this malevolently motivated sacrificial

session involving violence to life be stopped, as serpents, in spite

of their innocence, have been burnt O King
! (I however do not

blame you for what you have done so far) It is the fruit of one’s

part aqtion that is experienced by people.

Sota said:

28. Thus appealed, the king respected the words of the

great sage and said, “Let it be done so.” He desisted from that

serpent sacrifice and worshipped Brhaspati.

29. Such is this notable great deluding potency (Maya)

of Lord Visnu. It is both incomprehensible and insuperable.

It is due to the deluding force of this Maya that beings, though

rays or arhSas of Vi$nu succumb to passions (such as anger, etc.)

which are the products of gunas (like rajas and tamas ) and do

wrong to other fellow-beings.

30.

* (M&ya is superable if you resort to Lord Visnu).

The notion such as ‘This man is a hypocrite’ which exists in

the mind is Maya. But it does not figure boldly or openly in

the frequent discussions held by the exponents of the self in

*VJ. is more lucid :

When persons who, being experts in investigating into Upanifads, re-

peatedly carry on their enquiry or discussion about Paramatman, MayA which

has the capacity of deluding beings, does not wield any influence over Hari,

though it may remain incomprehensible to others. Brahman cannot be com-

prehended even by the mind which is ‘unstable’ due to its apprehensions and
doubts. Here the deities presiding over the mind or speech are implied and
Slot the physical organ. Even these deities cannot comprehend paramitman.
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their investigations about the self. (It is shown to exist somehow
like one in a scared state of mind and does not function as a

deluding potency) . With relation to God there is no scope for

various discussions or disputations which are based on Maya as

he is above that. Nor can the mind which is of the nature of

creating ideations and doubts function in respect of God.

31. In relation to Him, no scope is there for the Jiva with

its adjunct aharhk&ra as its component and with Karma

(action)
, materials bringing about Karma or its instruments

and the fruit to be attained through the above two. He is above
and unrelated to opposition or interruption (and hence does

not oppose anybody or can be opposed by anybody) . That being

the nature of the self, the contemplative sage should discard

these waves i.e. aberrations of aharfikdra and remain in the

blissful state of Atman.

32. Persons who after due examination (of the true

nature of things) desire to renounce everything that is not

Atman (using the words ‘not that’, ‘not that’) declare that the

essential supreme nature ofVisnu is as (described) above. They
have given up the false notion of (the identification of the body

and soul called here as) ‘I-ness’ and ‘mine-ness’ with reference

to their body and belongings. With full control over their

body, senses and mind they embrace the essential nature of

Visnu in their heart and realize the Atman by their power of

meditation.

33. Only they can attain to the supreme nature of Vi?nu,

who are not touched by the evil notion of ‘I’ and ‘mine’ with

reference to their body and house.

34. One should tolerate disparaging remarks and harsh

words; he should not show disrespect to anybody; nor should he

cherish enmity to any one for the sake of this (physical) body

(which is to be cast off one day)

.

35. I bow to the worshipful and glorious Kr?na-Dvaipa-

yana Vyasa1 whose intelligence easily grasps everything (lit. is

unobstructible) . It is by meditating upon his feet that I learnt

this compilation of Srlmad Bhdgavata.

1. Glorious Lord Kfiqa—VJ.
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Saunaka said :

36. Be pleased to tell us into how many branches (or

schools) were the Vedas divided by Paila and others (viz.

Vai£ampayana, Jaimini, Sumantu and &uka) great-souled

teachers of the Vedas, the disciples of Vyasa

!

Suta said :

37. While god Brahma, the occupant of the highest

position in the creation, was meditating with well-composed

mind, from the space (the sky-like vacuum) in his heart arose

a sound. The same sound is even perceptible when the func-

tion of the sense of hearing is closed.

38. By concentrating on that sound
(
ndda

)

1 O sage,

yogins wipe out all the impurities of the mind caused by the

AdhibhUta
, the Adhydtma and the Adhidaiva2 and attain to

Liberation from saths&ra (lit. the state from which there is no

return)

.

39. From that ndda (sound) arose the sacred syllable Om
which consists of three mdtrds (viz. a, u, m,) the source of which

is unmanifest8 and shines (i.e. becomes manifest in the heart)

by itself. That Om is the special index of the glorious Brahman,

the Supreme Soul.

40. He (god Brahma) hears the unmanifest syllable

OM even when the auditory sense has ceased to work ( as when
the ears are closed) and whose cognition remains unaffected

even when all senses become function-less4 , (as in Samddhi or

in deep sleep) . It is that sacred syllable OM which, evolving

from Paramatman, becomes manifest (audible) in the cavity

of the heart and produces the great speech called the Vedas.

1. Concentration on the Ndda (sound) is a special Type of Yoga.

2. These terms are variously interpreted : Thus dravya or adhi-bhuta is

taken as pertaining to the bhutas or elements the body; Kriyd or adhydtma as

organs of actions ( VJ) but karma—merit as well as sin (VR ) ; Kdraka or

adhidaiva as sense of perception* (VJ) Sense-organs (VR).

3. aprabhaua (i) The source of which is too subtle to be understood by

those who are not adept in Yoga ( VR).
(ii) Whose source is the unmanifest Hari (VJ).

4. This is not possible in the case of Jffva who depends on sense-organs

(SR).
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41*. It (Pranava or OM) directly and comprehensively
expresses the Supreme Soul (Paramdtman ) , the Brahman itself

which is its source. It is the eternal seed of all the Mantras
,

Vedas and Upani$ads.

42. It i.e. OM is constituted of three sounds: A and
others viz. U and Af

t
O most prominent member of the Bhrgu

clan. These sounds

—

A, U and M severally contain (the

seed of) the triads of entities, viz. gunas (modes of prakrti
,
viz.

sattva
t
rajas and tamas), names (the Vedas—Rg, Saman and Tajus)

,

substances1 (the three spheres or worlds known as bhuh—the

earth, bhuvah—the sky and the aerial region svah—the heaven
and states of consciousness (wakefulness, dream and deep
sleep)

.

43. Out of the (above) three syllables, the glorious

Lotus-born god Brahma evolved the alphabets consisting of
semi-vowels

(y ,
v

, r, l,) aspirants (f, f, s , h)
, vowels, consonants

(viz. gutturals, palatals, cerebrals, dentals, and labials) short,

long and prolated accents or sound measures.)

44. With the help of these sounds (letters of the

alphabet) Brahma, through his four mouths, gave expression to

four Vedas together with the vydhrtis (bhuh, bhuvah, svah) and
the sacred syllable OM. He intended to lay down the duties

of the priests, viz., hotd, adhvaryu, udgdtd and Brahmd officiating at

sacrifice.

45. He taught the Vedas to his sons (like Marlci and

others) who were Brahmana sages and made them experts in

the Vedic pronunciation and intonation. They became the

promulgators of dharma and taught the same, in their turn, to

their sons.

•Both VR and VJ use the adjectives in this verse as qualifying the

Brahman e.g. the Brahman who is the most powerful in its own essential

glory. VJ states that previously OM is called ‘a significant index ( lingo) of

the Brahman, here it is described as its comprehensive ( vdcaka)
expression and

the seed of Mantras and Vedas which when pronounced and articulated

properly have the potency to give the fruit of all Mantras : acchinnatvenocc&rya-

tn&oaih saroa-mantradin&rhjapt&ndm phala-dina-s&marthyash janayati f

1. arthah . VR, as a ViSistadvaitin, proposes the following triad :

(i )
jwatman deserves to be a part and parcel of Param&tman. ( ii

) He

depends far.shelter on Param&tman and is ( iii ) fit to be enjoyed by him.
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46. During the course of the four Yugas those Vedas

were handed down from generation to generation by their

disciples who were strict in the observance of Vows. These

Vedas were rearranged by great sages at the beginning of the

Dvapara age1
.

47. Observing that men are having decreasing span of life

growing less and less energetic and becoming poorer in intel-

lectual capacity, the Brahmana sages, as directed by Lord

Vi$nu, enthroned in their heart, re-arranged the Vedas.

48. Even in this (
Vaivasvata Manvantara also, O sage,

the glorious Lord, the Protector of the woild was prayed by

the rulers of various spheres like god Brahma, Rudra and

others to protect the path of righteousness.

49. (Responding favourably to their prayers) the

Almighty Lord descended as the son Qf Parasara and Satyavati,

out of a ray
(
particle) of Sattva which is but a part of the

May&. He divided the Veda into four parts, O fortunate

sage !

50. Just as (out of a heap of mixed up precious stones)

precious stones of the same kind are assorted and kept in

separate heaps, he (Vyasa) selected and classified the Vedic

Mantras as belonging to the category of the Rg, Atharvan,

Yajus, and Saman and thus compiled four Samhitis or collec-

tions out of those (formerly mixed up) Mantras.

51. The vastly intelligent Vyasa summoned four of his

pupils and entrusted to each of them one of the Sarhhitas, O
Saunaka.

52 . As the tradition goes, he taught the first compilation

called Bahvrca2 or the Rgveda to Paila and to Vaisampayana,

the compilation called Yajurveda which (being a collection

of prose texts to be recited at the sacrifice) is also called

Mgada.

53. He taught the compilation of S&ma-Veda or the

1 . SR corrects this statement by pointing out that it was at the end

of the Dvftpara age, at the time of King Santanu, that Vy&sa re-arranged the

Vedas.

2. Bahvfc—so called as it consists of the biggest number of Mantras.
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Chandoga sarhhitd (compilation of mantras to be sung according

to metre in which they are composed) to Jaimini. And the

compilation of Atharodhgirasi or the Atharva Veda to his disciple

named Sumantu.

54-56. (Dividing the Rgoeda into two branches) the

sage Paila taught that Samhita to Indra-pramiti and Baskala.

Baskala on his part divided the Samhita taught to him in four

branches and taught one each respectively to (his pupils)

Bodhya, Yajfiavalkya, ParaSara and Agnimitra, O descendantof

Bhrgu (i.e. Saunaka) . Indrapramiti, a man of controlled mind,

taught his Sarhhitd to the learned sage Man^ukeya ( who was

his son). Man^ukeya’s disciple was Devamitra who taught it

to Saubhari and others.

57. Sakalya was Man<jlukeya’s son. He divided his

Sarhhitd into five branches and imparted the knowledge of one

each to his pupils, Vatsya, Mudgala, Saliya, Gokhalya, and

Sisira.

58. The sage Jatukarnya was another disciple of Sakalya.

He (divided his Samhita into three parts) taught his

Sarhhitd together with its Nirukta (etymological explanation of

Vedic words) to his (four) pupils, Balaka, Paija, Vaitala and

Viraja.

59. Baskala’s son, Baskali, carved out of all the above

mentioned branches a new Sarhhitd called Vdlakhilya Sarhhitd

which was mastered and preserved by (his disciples) Balayani,

Bhajya and Kasara.

60. These compilations (branches) of the Bahvrca or

the jRgveda were learnt and preserved by these Brahmana sages.

He who listens to the classification of the Vedas is absolved of

all sins. (Now follows the account of the Taittiriya Sarhhitd of

the Tajurveda).

61. It is traditionally reported that Vaisampayana had

pupils called Carakddhvaryus.1 For the sake of their preceptor,

they performed a penance in expiation of the sin of Brahma-

hatyd (killing a Brahmana)

.

1 . The term is variously explained : Pupils called

(i) Carakas and Adhoaryus

(ii ) Carakas who became Adhoaryus (experts in the Tajurveda )

Caraka (1 ) One who observed a vow
(2) Pilgrims to places of holy water (VJ)

Adhoaryus—experts in conducting sacrifices. (VJf ).
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62. One of his disciples, Yajflavalkya, remarked (to

Vailampayana). “O worshipful Sir, what (insignificant)

amount of reward (in the form of expiation of the sin) can be
gained through the poor performance of penance by these

weaklings? I alone can undergo such austere penance as will

be extremely difficult for others to perform (and will alone
absolve you of the sin ofBrahma-hatyi)

63. When (boastfully) addressed thus, the preceptor

(VaiSampayana) got offended. He (peremptorily) ordered;

“Get out. Enough of a pupil like you who contemptuously
speak of Brahmana sages. Give up at once whatever you have
learnt from me.'*

64. Thereupon, the son of Devarata (Yajflavalkya) on his

part immediately vomitted out the collection of Tajurveda

passages (that he learnt from his preceptor) and left the place.

And the sages saw the collection of the Tajurveda texts.

65. (At that sight) the sages were so enamoured of it

(and greedily wanted to master as much of it as they could.

But acceptance of vomition being disgraceful to Brahmanas)
they assumed the form of Tittira birds ( francoline Partridges)

and collected it. Hence the beautiful branches of the Tajurveda

came to be known as Taittiriyas

.

(The origin of the branches
called Kariva, Madhyandina of the white Yajurveda is now
explained)

.

66. Thereupon, in search of Sruti portions not known
even to his preceptor, Yajflavalkya devoutly worshipped and
prayed the sun-god, the Master of Vedas

1

as follows :

T&jfiavalkya implored

:

67. Salutations to the glorious sun-god denoted by
the syllable OM®—The sun-god who, though one, abides in

1. SR’s quotation :

Rgbfiih piirv&hpe divi-deva iyate, Tajurvede tiffhati, madhye ahnah
Sdma-vedendstamave mahfyate

Vedair aiunyas tribhireti sthyafr f /

2. VJ ; Salutations to the Supreme Lord denoted by the syllable Orii,
the Brahman itself. You are endowed with six excellent attributes which show
your supreme nature as applied to sages like Vasi?tha) . You are eternal pre-
ceding all creation (dditydya).
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the form of Atman
,
in the whole of the universe, enthroned in

the hearts of four categories of beings (viz. oviparous, vivi-

parous, Sweat-born, sprouted from the earth i.e. the plants, etc.)

beginning from god Brahma down to a clump of gras* but

who (though inside like a Jiva) is not circumscribed by any

condition, who like the limitless sky envelops the universe from

the out-side as well in the form of Time. The almighty God
maintains, all alone, the life and progress ofthe world by evapo-

rating waters (during the summer) and releasing them back (as

rain-showers during the rainy season) throughout years cons-

tituted of parts of time such as a moment, an instant, an eye-

wink, etc. (This explains the Varenyatva stated in the first foot of

the Gdyatri-mantra)

.

68. O Prominent god ! The creator of the world ! We
devoutly and properly as per Vedic procedure) meditate upon

that celebrated orb of yours which is shining over these. O
god of blazing splendour! You burn down all the sins and

(the resultant) miseries as well as their seed (ignorance) in the

case of those who worship (and contemplate upon) you as per

prescriptions laid down in the Vedas. We worship you thrice a

day (in the morning, the mid-day and the evening) as per rules

laid down in the Vedas. (This explains the second foot of the

Gdyatri Mantra)

.

69. You of your own accord become the soul, the

inner controller of the multitudes ofmobile and immobile beings

in this world, which depend on you for their very existence and

direct their minds, sense-organs, vital breaths which are distinct

from the soul and hence inert matter. (This explains the third

foot of the Gayatri)

.

70. Beholding that this world is swallowed up by an

extremely horrendous boaconstrictor (of terrible jaws) called

‘darkness’ and is bereft of consciousness as if it is dead, you,

being extremely tender-hearted, resuscitated it by your com-

passionate glance and directed it to attend to the course of

performing their religious duties thrice every day which ulti-

mately lead to the sttmmum bonum and you go about like the

sovereign of the world instilling terror in the hearts of the

wicked.

71. "~Qn all sides, at every stage, you are worshipped by
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the guardian deities of the cardinal points with presents in their

lotus-bud-like joined palms.

72. Hence, as I am desirous of learning those texts of

the Tajurveda which are fresh (i.e. not properly known to others)

,

I approach and worship your lotus-feet which are bowed
down by (Indra and other) rulers of the three worlds.” Thus

prayed Yajfiavalkya.

SUta said :

73. Being thus extolled and pleased thereby, the glorious

Lord Hari i.e. the sun-god, assumed the form of a horse and

out of grace, imparted to that sage the knowledge of those

portions of the Tajurveda which were not stale (i.e. known to

others).

74. That (spiritually) powerful sage classified hundreds

of those mantras of the Tajurveda into fifteen branches, known
as VSjasants (They were called Vajasani as they were delivered

very rapidly from the hair of his mane by the sun god in the

form of a horse) Kanva, Madhyandina and other sages learnt

those branches.

(Now begins the topic of Sama-veda)

75. Jaimini, the Chanter of the Sama-Veda had a son

called Sumantu who was (already) a sage. He had a son called

Sunvan. To each of them, Jaimini taught a separate branch of

the (Sdma-Veda) sarhhita.

76. Jaimini had another disciple called Sukarma who
was a Brahmana of vast intellectual capacity. He classified the

compilation of Soman hymns into one thousand branches (lit.

he made the tree of the Samaveda grow into a thousand

branches)

.

77. Hiranya-nabha of Kosala (country) and Pausyafiji

—

both disciples of Sukarman accepted (i.e. learnt) the entire

Simaveda. So did another disciple Avantya (a resident of

Avanti) who was the most prominent knower of Brahma

(Veda)

.

78. Pausyafiji and Avantya as well, each had hve

hundred disciples. They say that Pau$yafiji, Avantya as well as

Hiranya-nabha1 had five hundred disciples who learnt as many

1 . SR quotes Vifltu P. 3.6.4. b and 5 to support this.
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branches of Sama. They hailed from the northern part of the

country and hence are called ‘Northerners* though some call

them “easterners”.

79. Laugaksi, Mafigali, Kulya, Kulida and Kuksi—the

(other) pupils of Pausyafiji accepted (learnt) hundred com-

pilations (Branches) of Samaveda each.

80. Krta, the disciple of Hiranyanabha taught twenty-

four compilations (of Sdma hymns) to his pupils and Avantya,

a man of self-control, taught the remaining collections to his

students.

CHAPTER SEVEN

The Branches of the Atharva Veda : Characteristics of the

Purdnas1

Sfita said :

1. Sumantu was well versed in the Atharva Vede. He
taught his collection (ofAtharva hymns) to his disciple Kaban-
dha2

) who in his turn taught it to Pathya and Vedadarsa.

2- The disciples of Vedadarsa were Sauklayani, Brahma-

bali, Modosa and Pippalayani. ( Vedadarsa divided the

Samhita in four parts and taught them). Listen to the (names

of) disciples of Pathya, O Brahmana (Saunaka) . Kumuda,
Sun'aka, and Jajali, the expert knower of the Atharva-Veda (were

the pupils of Pathya who divided the Samhita in three parts

and taught them) •

3. &unaka (born in the family of Angiras) had two dis-

ciples—Babhru as well as Saindhavayana. They studied the

two collections (of the Atharva) their disciples—Savarnya and

others also (studied the same in their turn)

.

4. Naksatra-Kalpa, Santi-Kalpa3, Kasyapa, Angiras and

1 . This chapter U closely similar to VP 3.6

2. Vide VP. 3.6.9.

3. AsVP. 3.6.13-14 states jVakfatraTalpa, S&nti-Kalpa Vtda-Kalpa,

Sarnhttd-Kalfia and Atigirasa Kalpa are the collection of Atharvan hymns and
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others were the teachers of the Atharva Veda. O Saunaka, now
listen to the names of the teachers of the Puragic lore.

5. Traiyyarurii, KaSyapa, Sivami, Akrtavrana, VaUa-
mpayana and Harlta—these six are traditionally noted as the
teachers of the Pur&nas.

6. These teachers learnt one Purana collection each, by
oral tradition, from my father (Romaharsana) who was a
pupil of Vy&sa. While I, as a disciple of each of them, learnt

them all.

7. I, Kafyapa, Savarni and ParaSurama’s disciple Akrta-
vrana'—We four learnt the original four collections of Purina
from Vyasa’s disciple.

8. Now listen with intelligent attention the characteris-

tics of Purdnas as described by Brahmana sages in conformity
to Vedas and Sdstras.

9-10. Those who are experts in Puranic lore declare that

a Purana is distinguished by the following ten characteristics1

(or topics dealt with) : (1) Subtle creation (Sarga ), (2) gross

creation
( Visarga ), (3) Sustenance

(
Vrtti), (4) Protection of

the universe (Rakfd ), (5) Cause or the lust for Karmas (
Hetu )

,

(6) the periods of Manu (Antara i. e. Manvantara ), (7) Dyna-
sties of Kings (VarhSa), (8) Deeds of the Lord and dynastic

kings
(
Vamidnucarita) , (9) Physical annihilation (Samsthd) (10)

The Last support or ultimate reality ( ApdSraya) . O Brahmana
(Saunaka) , some say that Purdnas have five characteristics*

which distinguishes between great and small Purdnas.*

1 1 . Sarga
( Subtle creation

)
is

(
i. e. consists of topics

like ) the evolution of Mahat (the principle of cosmic Intelli-

sages like Kaiyapa, Ahgiras preserved them. These Kalpas treat of rituals

connected with the worship o(Nak?atras, Sdntikwrma (propitiatory rituals)

etc. Here the names of the Samhitis stand for the authors ( SR)

.

1. Bh. P. Supra 2.10.3-7 has given these ten characteristics with some

different nomenclature. For the discussion of these topics vide Vol. I.

Introduction, pp. XVIII-XXXIV.
2. SR enumerates them as follows : Sargat Pratirarga, Vamia, manvantara

and Vathidnucarita.

3. As the Intro, mentioned in the above note shows these ten charac-

teristics can be epitomised into five. Hence these need not be regarded as

f differentia between a Mahi Purina and Upe-Purina.
&
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gence) from the agitation of and disturbance in the balance of

equilibrium of the three gunas of the Unmanifest Prakrti—the

Primordial Matter) leading to the evolution of three-fold Aha-

rhkara
( of the Vaikirika or Sdttvika

, Rdjasa and Tdmasa types,

according to the dominance of the particular guna) the evolutes

of which are subtle elements
(
bhntas

)

,
the sense-organs and their

objects (viz. gross elements and the deities presiding over the

sense-organs).

12. Visarga
( gross creation ) is the creation of the gross

mobile and immobile nature resulting from the collective effe-

cts evolved out of Mahat and other principles charged with the

potency of creation by the Supreme Person and dominated by

the influence of previous Karmas ( of the Jivas) evolving in the

manner of the continuation of a seed from a seed.

13. The immobile creation
( e. g. food-grains, fruits,

roots) and some products of mobile creation also form the

sustenance of the mobile creation. And in the case of human
beings, the sustenance is determined by their nature, desire

and scriptural injunctions1 (the earth is the real support or

sustenance of mobile creatures as described in the fifth Skandha.

14. Rakfa or Protection of the universe consists of the

incarnations and the sportive acts (exploits, etc.) of Lord Vi?pu,

from age to age appearing among sub-human beings (e. g. the

Boar incarnation)
,
human beings (e. g. Parasurama, Rama)

sages (e. g. Kapila) and among gods, and the extermination

of the haters of the three Vedas (e. g. demons)

.

15. Manvantara (Manu-period ) is the period presided

over by the particular Manu (e. g. Vaivasvata Manu at pre-

sent) , the set of gods, the sons of Manu, Indra, seven sages

and the incarnations of Hari. Thus a Manvantara is charac-

terized by the above six special features.

16. Vamia (race) is the line or race of pure, blue-blooded

kings born of god Brahma and continued throughout the three

1. VJ. The sustenance is determined according to the will of men
{e.g. fruits^ grain, etc.) and to the prescriptions laid down in the &£stras

(e.g. earn PurotfdSa).
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divisions of time (viz. the past, present and future) . VarhSdnu-

earita is the history of these kings, and of their descendants.

17. The destruction of the universe created by Maya1
is

of four types (1) Occasional or brought about by a particular

cause, (2 )
Prdkrtika ( of the Prakrti

) , (3) Constant and (4)

Absolute. This dissolution is called Sarhsthd by the sages.

18.

* The Hetu (cause), the motive power or cause of the

universe is the Jiva (individual soul). He is the doer of actions

under the influence of Nescience or ignorance. From the point

of those who emphasize his conscious or spiritual aspect, he is

the enjoyer of the fruits of the balance of his Karmas, while from

that of those who stress the Upddhi (conditioned existence)

aspect, he is unmanifest i. e. without name and form before

the creation.

19-20.** Apdtraya (The last support or ultimate reality)

is Brahman. It is present as a witness to what is effected by

M&ya, as in the three states ofJiva (viz. Vifva, Taijasa and

Prdjfta

)

in wakefulness, dreaming and dreamless-deep-sleep and

is also quite different or distinct from them as in Samddhi. Just

as the basic matter (e. g. clay) is both related to and unrelat-

ed to its products (clay is found in all things made of clay and

1 . The dissolution brought about by the May&.

*VR Through his ignorance Jiva commits acts both of merits and sins.

It is for enjoying the fruits of those Karmas that the world is there. Thus he

becomes the cause of the creation. Some opine that Jiva has always a balance

of Karmas to be enjoyed ( bhukta-phala-karmavaUfah ) and is full of desire to

enjoy, while others say that before creation he had no name or form but

possessed the impressions ofKarmas (Vdsand)

.

VJ Interprets anuSiyin as ‘one who enters into Paramatman at the

tiipr of deluge and sleeps and avy&kyta is disinterested ( ?) or immutable

( nirvikdra ) like the sky. The world is created for ths Jlvas to experience

pleasure or pain as per their Korinas, Hence he is the cause of creation.

••VR : Brahman is present in all the products of Prakrti and the states

of Jiva but is not affected by it essentially. Brahman is unconnected.

VJ : Vijnu is the only support (
Ap&irqya) and none else. He is

present in all states ofJiva but is not affected by them. He exists before,

during and after these states (such as wakefulness and others). Brahman is

both connected and unconnected with all states and substance*. And hence

their support. It, being without a second, is inferrable by invariable con-

comitance (<mwu«) or the reverse of it
(
Vyatireka )

.
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still it exists apart from them) ; or just as Sat (real existence)

forms the substratum of the name and form, Brahman is relat-

ed to all the (nine) stages1 of living beings since their incep-

tion to death (as the substratum) and is distinct from them.

(The Ap&Sraya is the highest goal of these characteristics of

Puranas).

21. When the mind transcends the (above-mentioned)

three states ( of Jlva ) either of its own accord (as in the case of

sages like Vamadeva who realized that this creation is Maya
and Brahman is the only reality)—or by the practice of Yoga (as

with Kapila’s mother DevahUti ), then a person realizes

Atman ( the self) (ceases to have any Vasanas) and desists

from worldly activities.

22. Sages who are well versed in ancient lore declare

that eighteen Purdijas whether big or small are distinguished

by the ten characteristics (described above).

23-24. The names of the eighteen Purdnas are : (1) Bra-

hma, (2)Padma, (3) Vi$nu, (4) Siva, (5) Linga, (6) Garuda,

(7) Narada, (8) Bhagavata, (9) Agni, (10) Skanda, (11) Bha-

visya, (12) Brahmavaivarta, (13) Markandeya (14) Vamana

(15) Varaha, (16) Matsya (17) Kurma and (18) Brahmanda.

25. O Brahmana sage (Saunaka) : Thus has been relat-

ed ( to you ) the account of the classification of Vedas into

different branches by the sage
( Vyasa ) and his disciples

and pupils of those disciples. It (listening to this account)

enhances the glory of Brahman (of the listeners, if devoutly and

attentively heard.)

1. They are as follows : Entry into the womb ( as a seed) gestation,

birth, infancy (upto the age of five) , boyhood (upto sixteen), youth (upto

fortyfive) ,middle age (upto sixty), old age and death—vide Supra 1 1 22.46.
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CHAPTER EIGHT

MUrkarttfeya's Penance and Praise of
Lord Nastyona

Saunaka said :

1. O Suta ! May you live long. O virtuous one ! You
are the proper guide to men who are wandering in the endless

darkness (of Sarhs&ra) as you show them the way out of it. You
are the most eminent speaker. Be pleased to tell us one thing

which we earnestly desire to know.

2. People say that the son of Mrkanda, the sage

(Markandcya) is blessed with a very long life and that he re-

mained alive even when the deluge indicating the end of the

Kalpa submerged (lit. swallowed up) the whole of this world.

3. (As per tradition) it was in this very Kalpa that the

prominent descendant of Bhrgu was bom in our very family.

And as far as we know, no deluge or destruction of all beings

has taken place to this day.

It is further reported that while he was drifting along on

the sea of cosmic waters, he saw the Supreme Person in the

form of an extraordinary babe lying on a banyan leaf (with a

shallow cavity).

4-5. This (the possibility of the above tradition) is a

matter of grave doubt to us. Hence, we have got curiosity (about

its veracity) O Suta. O Yogin, you are respected as an

authority on Purdnas. Be pleased to clarify (and resolve) the

above doubt.

Suta said:

6. O great sage, the enquiry made by you is such as

will dispel the misapprehension (in the minds) of the people in

general ; for while replying to your query the story of Lord

Narayana will have to be told and that will wash off the sins

of the Kali age.

7. Having received consecration at the hands of his

father by the investiture of the sacred thread (as per S&stric

injunctions) , MSrkandcya in due course, studied the Vedas as

prescribed in religious scriptures and in due course, came to
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possess (the spiritual power, acquired by) penance and (mastery

over) the Vedic Lore.

8. He observed the great vow of celibacy for life, was

quiescent (as he brought passions under his control) . He wore

matted hair (on his head), bark garments, the sacred thread and

the girdle of Kuia grass. He carried a water jar of gourd and

a staff in his hands.

9. He wore a deer skin and had a rosary of Rudr&kfa

beads and Kufa grass. For the enhancement of his disciplined

life and merits, he worshipped Hari present in the (sacrificial)

fire, the sun, his preceptor, Brahmanas and within himself both

in the morning and in the evening.

10. He brought food received as alms, both morning and

in the evening, and offered it to his preceptor silently. If per-

mitted by his preceptor, he partook of the food once (in a day)

and observed fast if no permission was given (due to the arrival

of an unexpected guest, etc.)

11. In this way, while absorbed in the performance of

penance and Vedic studies, he engaged himself in worshipping

Lord Hari for millions of years and conquered death which is

extremely difficult to overcome.

12. By this (conquest over death) god Brahmfi, Bhrgu,

god Siva, Daksa and other sons of god Brahma (such as Narada
and men, gods, manes and all other beings (in the world) mar-

velled greatly (at his wonderful achievement)

.

1 3. Possessed of austere penance, deep Vedic studies and

self-control, he observed the great vow of life-long celibacy. All

the distracting passions in his heart were destroyed. With his

mind drawn within, that Yogin meditated upon the Supra-

sensuous Lord Hari.

14. Even as the Yogin was engaged in concentrating his

mind through the great Yoga on the Supreme person, a long

period of time extending over six Manvantaras had passed

away.

15. It is said that when Indra came to know of this

(performance of penance) in the present seventh Manvantara,

he became alarmed at it and began to create interruptions in it,

O Brahqjana (Saunaka)*

16. (with a view to interrupting his penance and pre-
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cipitating his own fall) he deputed to the sage, divine musicians,

celestial dancing girls, Cupid (god of Love), the presiding

deities of the spring season and the gentle breeze from the

Malaya mountain wafting (love-exciting) fragrance as well as

greed and pride, the sons (or the products) of rajas.

17. All of them went to the northern slopes of the

Himalayas where the river Pu$pabhadra flows and to the slab

of stone called Citra, O Lord (Saunaka).

18. The premises of that holy hermitage were adorned

with sacred trees (like ASvattha) and creepers, densely occupied

with families of holy Brahmana sages and were full of pools of

holy crystal-clear water.

19. It was resonant with the melodious humming of in-

toxicated bees and loud with the cooing ofjoyous cuckoos. It

was full of the vivacious movements of ecstatic dancing of the

peacocks and of the flights of various birds in joy (displaying

their delight).

20. Bearing with it the cool spray of mountain cascades

and embraced by fragrant flowers (and hence wafting their

sweet scent), the (southern Malaya) wind entered and blew

gently exciting the passion of love (in the hearts of men)

.

21. The spring season manifested itself with the rising

moon as the face of the night (i. e evenings beautiful with the

rising moon), with rows of tender leaves and branches of

flowers and clusters of trees entwined with creepers (as if in

close embrace)

.

22. Followed by the celestial singers (Gandharvas) with

companies of artistes experts in vocal and instrumental music,

and accompanied with a troupe of divine damsels, the god of

love appeared with a bow and arrows.

23. Those servants of Indra saw the sage sitting steadfast

with his eyes closed after offering oblations to the sacrificial fire,

looking formidable (and hence unassailable) like fire in the

human form.

24. The celestial damsels danced before him and the

singers began to sing and the players of instrumental music
played upon the Mfdanga, lute, Panavakas and horns.

25. While the spring season (i.e. its presiding deity) and
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son of rajas (Greed1—were trying to agitate his mind, Kama (the

god of love) set/his missile of five-pointed shaft1 to his bow.

26-21. While Pufijika-sthall (a celestial damsel in her role

of a temptress -was plying with balls (in the presence of the

sage)
,
her slim waist was as if afflicted (and hence unstable)

under the weight of her full breasts, wreaths of flowers were

dropping from her hair. Her eyes were (as if) wandering (i.e.

she was constantly looking) this way or that way. While she

was running after the balls the wind blew away her fine garment

(
sdri) as the zone (which was fastened round it) got snapped

(and slipped)

.

28. Feeling confident that the sage is now (as good as)

subdued, Smara ( the god of love) discharged that shaft, but

like all the endeavours put forth by an unfortunate person, his

attempt (against the sage) proved futile.

29. Thus while committing that offence against the sage,

they were being scorched by his spiritual lustre (and being

afraid of what would be the consequence of their offence) they

ran away as children 'do after rousing a snake, O sage.

30. There is certainly nothing wonderful in the case of

the great-souled ones, O Saunaka, that the great sage, despite

his being thus attacked by the minions of Indra, was not affect-

ed by anger, infatuation and such other perturbing feelings

resulting from aharhkdra.

31. Perceiving the paleness of expression (on the coun-

tenance) of Kama and his troop of followers and hearing from

them the spiritual splendour and power of the Brahmana sage,

(even) the glorious lord of the celestial region (Indra) was

extremely astonished.

32. In this way, while the sage was concentrating his

mind on the Lord by means of penance, study of the Vedas and

self-control, Lord Visnu, in order to shower his grace on him,

manifested himself in the form of sages Nara and Narayana.

33-34. They (i.e. Lords Nara and Narayana) were fair

(white) and darkblue in complexion respectively; with eyes

beautiful like fresh-blown lotuses and with four arms (each)

.

1 . enumerates the stages of love-lornship such as fascination,

agitation,intoxication or maddening etc. as the ‘‘points" of K&ma’s shaft.
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They were clad in deerskin and bark garments and wore the

rings of the sacred KuSa grass, and a sacred threefold thread

(comprised of nine strands) . They carried with them a water

pot (of gourd or wood specially used by ascetics) and a straight

bamboo staff, a rosary of lotus-seeds, a broom to brush aside

insects (without harming them) and a handful of darbha grass1

(representing the Vedas) . They were of a high stature and by

their halo of golden lustre refulgent like the flashes of lightening,

they appeared like asceticism itself incarnate, and were wor-

shipped by prominent gods.

35. Beholding the two sages, Nara and Narayana, the

two forms of the glorious Lord, he rose to his feet and most

respectfully prostrated himself before them like a staff.

36. His body, senses and the mind became deeply satis-

fied and tranquil through joy caused by their blissful sight. His

hair stood on their ends (at the thrill ofjoy) and eyes were full

of tears. He could not even visualize them.

37. He stood up with his palms folded and humbly

bowed to them. Out of ardent desire, he was as if embracing

them. And in faltering accents, he welcomed those two Lords

with words Namo namah (Salutations ! Bow-to you both)

.

38. He brought (and offered) seats to them and washed

their feet. He worshipped them respectfully, offering them

arghya (articles of worship) pigment, flowers and incense.

39. When both of them were comfortably seated and

appeared disposed to shower their grace on him, he saluted

them again and submitted to those eminent-most sages (as

follows :)

M&rkanitya submitted :

40. How is it possible for (an ordinary Jiva like) me to

extol you (of infinite glory) O Almighty Lord ? The vital

breath (Prdpa) can pulsate when propelled by you and speech,

mind and cognitive and conative senses of embodied beings

begin to function with the throbbing of the life principle, 'lliis

happens even in the case of great gods like the birthless god

Brahma, god Siva as well as of mine : (though all beings from

1. Some annotators opine that the broom was of darbha grass.
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god Brahma are controlled by you as wooden dolls and are not

free agents, but if they, with their controlled speeches or action

worship you ) you are the friend of the soul of those devotees

(and not the friend of their bodies as the parents and other

neat relatives)

.

41. These two forms of yours, O glorious Lord, are for

the protection, removal of the three types of miseries (viz.

ddhy&tmika
, adhibhautika, adhidaivika) and for the conquest of

death (i.e. the attainment of mokfa or final emancipation from

satfu&ra
) of the three worlds. For the protection of the world,

you assume various other bodies (such as the divine Fish,

Tortoise, Boar and others) . Even as a spider, you swallow up
(i.e. withdraw within yourself) the whole of the universe after

creating it.

42. I resort to the soles of the feet of that Protector and

controller of the mobile and immobile creation. To a person

who takes permanent asylum with them (the Lord’s feet) the

dirt1 in the form of Karmas (merits and demerits) gunas (and

the consequent passions like lust, anger, etc.) and Time (and

sufferings mentioned in the above verse) does not conta-

minate. Verily those sages who know the essence and the inner

meaning of the Vedas extol, pay their respects with intense

devotion, constantly worship and ever meditate upon them with

the desire of attaining to them.

43. We do not know any secure and blissful place ( or

the summum bonum) to persons beset with fear on all sides, in all

the worlds other than attainment of your feet, as you arc the

very embodiment of Mokfa (emancipation from Sariisara) , O
Almighty Ruler ! Even the god Brahma whose span of life and

duration of position (as the head of the creation) last for

two Parardha years is terribly afraid of the Time-spirit (which

is just a movement of your eye-brow) . What need be said of

other beings who are his creations ?

44. This being the case, I shall give up (attachment to)

the body and (home, wife, son, etc.) belongings which are futile,

unreal, contemptible, transient, which obscures the self (—but

which is not ultimately different from the self but is basically

1. 6R andVR note the v.l. rujah 'diseases’ (like karma, etc).
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the self itself). And I shall resort to your feet as you arc trans-

cendent, the embodiment of the true (spiritual) knowledge, (or

whose will is ever true), the preceptor or father of the Jiva
(who by entering the Jiva controls him and makes him perform
good acts and instructs him in spiritual knowledge).

(It is only by betaking oneself to your feet that) one can attain

all desired objects i.e. Purufdrthas (such as Dharmi, Arthay Kdma
and Mokfa)

.

45. O Lord ! Although the gunas
(
Sattva

,
rajas and

tamas)—the products of the Maya—are the causes of the sus-

tenance, creation and destruction of the universe, and are

regarded as the sportive activities of yours, your Sattvic mani-

festation (i.e. Visnu form) alone leads to eternal profound

peace in Moksa (Liberation from Samsdra) . O friend of the

soul, but not the other two (viz. Brahma and Rudra) for they

are the sources of miseries, delusion and fear to men.

46. It is hence that intelligent persons who have under-

stood the truth in this world, worship your pure manifestation

(viz. Sri Narayana) which is so dear to your devotees. The
followers of the Paficaratra school believe that pure Sattva (and

no other guij.a) is the manifestatiQn of the Supreme Person, and

that through Sattva alone is attained the abode of the Lord

which is the state of absolute fearlessness and full of the bliss of

realization of the self which cannot be attained by other two

gunas.

47. My salutation to the glorious Lord (of six excelle-

nces) the Inner Controller, all pervading as well as manifesting

himself in the form of the universe, the creator and the pre-

ceptor of the universe, the supreme Deity revealed in the dual

form of sage Narayana of perfect spiritual knowledge and Nara

the best among men, the purest existence, the controller of

speech (in the form of Vedic lore) and the promulgator of the

path of Vedas.

48. Even though you are present in a person’s own sense-

organs, vital airs, heart and objects of senses (coming in the

range of his perception) as the Inner Controller, his under-

standing is so much covered (deluded) by your deluding

potency (Maya) and his intellect is bewildered in following the

path of misguiding senses that he cannot cognize you. But such
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a person (who is so much ignorant in the beginning) is able to

know you directly on being enlightened into (the inner mean-
ing of) the Vedas through you who are the preceptor of all.1

49. You are the Supreme Person whose vision or the

knowledge that throws light on your real mysterious nature, is

obtained only through the Vedas. Great sages of whom the

unborn god Brahma is prominent, are bewildered about your

true nature, even though they are trying to realize you. You
present yourself in a form or character conforming to the theo-

ries of all schools of thought. I bow to you who are the pure

knowledge itself, concealed by the limiting conditions of the

body and other environments.

CHAPTER NINE

The Lord Exhibits His M&yi

SBta continued'.

1. When the glorious Lord Narayana, the friend of (the

sage) Nara, was eulogized in these words by the intelligent

sage Markandeya, he became highly pleased and spoke to the

descendant of the Bhrgu race.

The glorious Lord said

:

2. O excellent Brahmaga sage, you have attained per-

fection (Siddha-hood) by virtue of your concentration of mind,

through unswerving devotion to me and by your austere

penance, study of the Vedas and self-control.

3. We (i.e. all gods) are highly pleased with you by

your observance of the great bow (of life-long celibacy) . May

1. According to VJ : even though a person may be deeply learned in

the Vedas, he is by nature inclined to enjoyment of objects and his judgement

is clouded By M&y&. It is by God*s grace alone that knowledge about him

is easily obtainable (
tvat-prasddena tvaj-jfl&nath sulabham ityortkah.
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you be happy and prosperous ! Accept any desired boon from

me who am the Supreme Ruler of those capable of conferring

boons.

The sage (Markantfeya) replied'.

4. Victory to you. O Ruler of gods of celestials (like

Brahma, Rudra) You are the remover of the agonies of those

who earnestly resort to you. O Immutable Lord, that your

Lordship have been gracious enough to reveal yourself to me is

in itself the greatest boon bestowed on me. And that is quite

enough for me.

5. Even great gods like Brahma regard themselves as

having achieved their objective in life when they get in their

minds purified (and ‘ripened’) through Yoga, a (mental) vision

of your glorious Lotus feet. That Supreme Lord has revealed

himself within the range of my perception (before my very

eyes)

.

6. O Lord with eyes beautiful like lotus-petals, I would,

however, like to have a vision of your Maya, deluded by whom
the world along with the Protectors of the spheres like Brahma,

experience differences (such as gods, Subhuman beings, human
beings, etc.) when you are the only Reality1 (without a second

and there is no basis for that experience)

.

Suta said:

7. Thus devoutly praised and worshipped by the sage

(Markandeya) , the Almighty Lord assured, “Yes, you will see

it”, and smilingly returned to his hermitage at Badari, O
sage Saunaka.

8-9. Markandeya continued to stay in his hermitage

brooding over the promised vision (of Maya) . While contem-

plating he saw Hari revealed in the sacrificial fire, the sun, the

moon, waters, the earth, the wind, the sky, in his own self and

everywhere around him. He worshipped him with articles of

worship conceived mentally. Sometimes he forgot to worship

when he was overwhelmed and lost in the flood of loving

devotion.

1. VJ : How Set i.e. Brahman or yourself is quite distinct and diffe-

rent from all other things.
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10. O pre-eminent member of the Bhfgu dan ! On one

occasion, while he was engaged in religious meditation in the

evening on the bank of the Puspabhadra, tempestuous wind

suddenly began to blow.

1 1 . Following the furiously roaring blasts of the winds,

terrific clouds overcast the sky. Attended with Bashes of light-

ning and deafening thunders, they poured volleys of rain as

big as the axles of chariots.

12. Then, following the torrential downpour, were seen

oceans in all the four directions around, surging forward, over-

flooding and swallowing up the earth, while roaring loudly

with (mountain- like) high waves tossed up by stormy winds

and with terrible looking alligators and awefully big whirl-

pools.

13. Seeing that the fourfold world of creatures (like

mammals, plant-world, oviparous beings) along with himself

are afflicted both inside and outside with waters that rose

sky-high, with the scorching rays of the sun, blasts of the

stormy winds and strokes of lightning and the whole earth is

submerged in waters, the sage was deeply disturbed and afraid

at heart.

14. Even as he was lopking on (in consternation) , the

boundless ocean terrific-looking on account of (mountainous)

waves, and with its waters tossed and whirling by tempestuous

winds was filled by the pouring clouds, overflooded the

earth and submerged it along with its continents, sub-continents

and mountain-chains.

15. All the worlds including the earth, the sky, the

celestial world, and the stellar and planetary systems along with

their inhabitants, and all the cardinal points were sub-merged

and lost in that deluge. The sage Markandeya alone survived.

He was drifting with his matted hairs scattered and hanging

like a mad, blind, person.

16. Sorely oppressed with hunger and thirst, troubled

by crocodiles and whales, tossed and buffeted by stormy winds

and waves, enveloped in endless darkness and overcome with

fatigue, the sage drifted along and could not know the directions

or the sky or the earth.
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17. Sometimes he fell into a great whirl-pool; sometimes
he was tossed at random by waves : at times he was bitten by
acquatic animals who fought with each other while trying to
catch hold of him.

18. Sometimes he was over-come with grief, sometimes
with infatuation: sometimes he experienced pleasure, some-
times pain and at times fear. Sometimes he felt that he was
about to die, while at times, he suffered from diseases and
other troubles.

19. Innumerable (billions upon billions) years passed
away (he felt) while he was being drifted and tossed in that

deluge and his self (mind) was hypnotised by the Maya of

Vi?nu.

20. While being tossed about at random (and thus

wandering) in the waters of the deluge, he caught sight of a
young banyan tree adorned with fruit and foliage on a summit
of the earth (protruding over waters)

.

21. On the north-eastern branch of that tree and on
(the cavity of) its leaf, he beheld an infant (as if) swallowing

up the darkness by its brilliant splendour.

22-23. It was like a dark-emerald in complexion; its

countenance was beautiful like lotus
;

it had a conch-shaped

neck, broad chest, shapely nose and charming brows. It appear-

ed graceful with its locks of curly hair moving to and fro by
(the wind of) its breath; its beautiful ears like (the open side

of) a conch, were adorned with pomegranate-like red flowers

(or ear-rings of that shape and colour) ; its nectar-like white

(sweet) smile was rendered rosy by the reddish splendour of

its coral-like crimson lips.

24. The ends of its eyes were reddish like the interior of

a lotus; its smiling looks and glances captivated one’s heart;

its belly, shaped like a leal' of a sacred fig tree, appeared

beautiful with its deep navel covered with the throbbing folds

of the belly which heaved up and down with its breaths.

25. The babe caught hold of its own lotus-foot with its

hands of charming fingers, and placing it in its mouth, was
sucking it.

26. The very sight of that infant, all his fatigue was

removed and he felt refreshed. The lotuses in the form of his
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heart and eyes as if blossomed with ecstasy; (through the thrill

ofjoy) his hairs stood on their ends. Though he was overcome

with awe to see that miraculous form (the wonderful baby),

he (made bold and) approached the babe to make enquiries

of it.

27. In the meanwhile, along with the inhaling of the

baby, Markandeya, the descendant of Bhrgu was drawn inside

(the baby’s) body like a mosquito. There (in the belly of the

baby) he saw the entire universe arranged systematically as it

was before the deluge—at wfyich he was extremely surprised

and confused.

28. With wonderment he saw therein the sky, the earth,

the aerial region, hosts of heavenly luminaries, mountains and

oceans, continents along with their sub-continents, the cardinal

points, gods and Asuras, forests, countries, rivers, cities,

quarries or mines, villages, pastoral habitations, hermitages (or

stages in lift-iframa) ,
(Varnas) of people engaged in their own

respective duties.

29. He further beheld there the five gross-elements

(bhutas) and their products, the Time with its various divisions

such as yugast kalpas and everything else that can act as the

cause of the world—in short the whole universe was manifested

here, as if it were a reality.

30. He also espied the mountain Himalaya, that very

same river Pu§pavaha and his own hermitage on its bank and

sages dwelling in his neighbourhood. Even as he was keenly

observing that universe, he was exhaled out of the body of the

child and fell in the sea of deluge.

31. He perceived once more the banyan tree growing on

the summit of the (submerged) earth and the child that was

lying on the hollow leaf and that he was being observed with

its side-long glances accompanied with nectar like sweet smiles

(by that mysterious child).

32. Then Markandeya who was over-exhausted perceiv-

ed that child who, entering through his eyes, had enthroned

himself firmly in his heart, proceeded to embrace it who was

(no other than) the Supra-sensuous Lord Visnu !

33. But that very moment, the infant who was the

glorious Lord Visnu himself, the absolute master of Yoga
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who abides in the hearts of all instantly vanished from the

sage like the desire (or undertaking) of an ungodly (or an
unlucky) person.

34. O Brahmana sage ! Following the Lord, the banyan

tree, the cosmic waters that deluged the whole world (and

submerged it) disappeared in a moment and the sage found

himself in his own hermitage as before.

CHAPTER TEN

God Siva's Boon to Alarkatjdeya

Sdta said :

1 . Having thus visualized the great magnificence of the

Toga-may

d

(yogic deluding Potency) displayed by Lord

Narayana, Markantfeya again sought asylum with him only

(for protection).

Mdrkandeya prayed :

2. I have be-taken myself to the soles of your feet which

afford protection from fear (or Mokfa— the real fearlessness in

liberation from Samsdra) to those who resort to them as your

Maya1 which apparently appears as enlightenment, deludes

even the learned people (who have not sought asylum with

you) into the egoistic feeling that they are really erudite and

(spiritually) wise.

Suta said\

3. While passing through the sky on his bull along with

his consort Parvatl and surrounded by his legions (of spirits

1 . VR : Even the learned are deluded with their minds distracted by

the ignorance caused by M&yfi.
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etc.) the glorious god Rudra1 noticed Markaiideya who sat

motionless (meditating Hari)

.

4-5. When goddess Uma (Parvati) observed the sage,

she requested god Siva (the Lord of mount Kailasa) : “Be
pleased to cast a glance at the Brahmana, O Lord, see how his

body, senses and heart are perfectly controlled and unpurturbed
like the sea, the waters and (multitudes of) acquatic animals

in which have become motionless after the subsidence of the

stormy wind. As you are the bestower of (boons granting) the

accomplishment of (your devotee’s) objects, may you be pleased

to grant him the fruit of his penance.

The glorious Lord. Siva said :

6. This Brahmana sage does not at all covet any bless-

ing or superhuman power (like animd, laghimd
) or even Mokfa

(
Liberation from samsara) as he has developed the highest devo-

tion to the immutable, Supreme person (Lord Visnu)

.

7. O beloved Parvati ! Let us however have a talk

with this virtuous sage; for meeting and association with pious

persons is (in itself) the greatest gain.

8. Replying thus the glorious god Siva, who is the resort

of devotees, approached the sage as he was promulgator and

preceptor of all lores, and is the In-dwelling Controller of all

embodied beings.

9. (Being in spiritual trance) his mental activities were

so much restrained that he forgot himself, the universe around

him and hence, he could not perceive (god Siva and his

consort) the Rulers and Souls of all beings, even though they

approached him personally.

10. Knowing his absorbed mental condition. Lord2

Siva the sovereign ruler of the universe, by his Yogic Power

entered the cavity of his heart as air does through pores. The
sage was surprised to see in his heart the sudden manifestation.

1. It was really Lord Narayana who assumed the form of Siva and

consoled Markandeya who was exhausted (by his experience of the deluge

—

display of Maya) SR.

2. According to a definition quoted by SD., bhagavin is one who is the

knower of creation and destruction, coining and going (the past, present and

future) of beings and with Vtdy

d

and Avidyi.
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11-13. He perceived god Siva’s entry into his heart and

was astonished at the flash-like manifestion of that god of a

high stature, with three eyes, ten arms, matted locks of reddish

brown hair shining like streaks of lightning, appearing

brilliant like the rising sun, wearing the skin of tiger ( as an

apparel) armed with a trident, a Khatv&figa ( a skull-topped

club) a shield and carrying in his hands a rosary of (Rudraksa)

beads, a Pamaru ( an hour-glass-shaped handy drum) a begg-

ing bowl of (human) skull, a sword and a bow. Amazed at

this Sudden revelation of the god, he woke up from his trance

to know what it was and whence it appeared.

14. The sage opened his eyes and perceived god Siva

the sole preceptor of the three worlds present (before him)

along with his divine consort Uma and his attendants.

15. He respectfully worshipped god Siva, along with

his consort Uma and his attendants by giving them warm

welcome offering them seats, water to wash hands and feet,

sandal paste, wreaths of flowers, burning frank-incense and

waving lights in the customary way.

16. He humbly submitted, “O Omni-present Lord,

through your own majestic splendour you revel in your own

blissful nature. It is because ofyou that the whole world feels

happy. What service can I render to you, O Ruler of the

Universe?

17* I bow to you who are all auspiciousness, devoid of

gupas (and hence tranquil)
,
the embodiment of Satlva (in the

Vi$nu form) bestowing happiness on all. I salute you, the

support of the tajas attribute (in the form of Brahma). Hail

to you (in the Rudra form) the embodiment of tamos but not

terrific or deluded.

Sflta said:

1 8. Praised in this way, the glorious Lord, the foremost

among gods and the resort of saintly persons, was highly pleased

• VR : Hail to you the bestower of auspiciousness on the world, one

devoid of the six states of life ( from conception to death ) ; conferer oi great

happiness on all; constituted ofpure sattva (you are Vi?pu); comprised of

rqjas (you are god Brahmi); and formidable as an embodiment of tamos you

are Rudra as at present.
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with him. The gracious-minded god laughed heartily and spoke

to the sage (as follows)

.

Lord Siva said :

19. We three (gods Brahma, Vi$nu and myself) are the

Rulers of those who are competent to grant boon. Seek from

us whatever boon you please. (You should not say “No to

this) Our sight cannot be futile. A person can attain immorta-

lity (i.e. Mokfa ) through us (i.e. by virtue of seeing us).

20. Brahmanas are by nature pious, tranquil, free from

attachment, affectionate to all beings, constant in their devo-

tion to us, above the feelings of envy and animosity and looking

upon all as equals.

21. Guardians of the world along with the people, I, god

Brahma and the Supreme Lord Hari himself bow, worship and

wait upon them.

22* We resort to (you) Brahmanas as they do not per-

ceive the slightest difference between me, Lord Vi?nu and god

Brahma
;
nor do they so between themselves and other persons.

23. The sacred places (
tirthas

)
consisting of (holy) water

and gods made out of earth and stone (into which the presence

of the deity is to be charged by invocation of mantras

are not the real sacred places or gods as they purify after a long

process of time. But you (Brahmana sages) purify at the very

first sight only.

* VR : Those Br&hmanas ( knowing that I or God Brahma do not

have a separate existence apart from VifQu ) do not perceive the slightest

difference in Viftiu and us (I and god Brahm&) being connected with his

body ( Brahmaiartrake maccharirake cicyute ca)

.

VR states that the words—toman and jana mean two different souls

in unintelligent bodies. In his long commentary, he elucidates his viiiffddvaita

stance with reference to cit, acit and God.

VJ (i) Those wise Br&hmanas know that Hari is in me and also present

in god Brahma. Hence they do not see any difference between Hari and us

(due to his presence in us). Hari abides as the Innercontroller ( antar-yimiri)

of all mobile and immobile creation. They see no difference in Hari and
that creation (as Hari is the same in all)

.

(ii) They have no misunderstanding about me, Brahmi, mobile beings

and immobiies. They do not identify us with Vifnu. They see each as is

each factually ( i.e. separate )

.
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24. Wc pay obeisance to those Brahmanas who pre-

serve (in themselves) our (verbal) representation in the form
of three Vedas by concentration of mind, meditation, perfor-

mance of austerities, Vedic studies and self control (consisting

of observance of silence, etc.

)

25. At the very sight of and by merely listening (to your

life and works) persons who have committed great sins and per-

sons (even) of the lowest caste become purified. What need be

said of persons who engage themselves in conversation with

them ( or praise or live in their company) ?

SOta said :

26. The speech of god Siva who wears the crescent moon
as an adornment on the head, was so much over full with sec-

rets of dharma and was a reservoir ofsweet nectar ( or was sweet

like nectar to the ears ) that the sage did not feel sated with

it.

27. The sage was bewildered by the Maya of Visnu (and

was made to revolve through the cycle of birth and deaths)

and was put through an extremely severe trial. He felt that

all his agonies had been completely removed by the nectarine

speech of god Siva. He addressed to him as follows :

The sage (
Markantfeya ) said :

28. O how wonderful ! This sportive act of the almi-

ghty Ruler (of the universe) is incomprehensible to embodied

beings like us, inasmuch as the Rulers of the universe (like

Brahma, Rudra) pay respect to and praise' those governed by

them.

29. Generally, in order to make people perform their

religious duties, these teachers of embodied beings practise

them and when these duties are performed by others they show

their approbation, and praise the persons performing them.

30. Just as a magician is not affected by his magic cre-

ations conjured up by his enchanting power, the great pro-

wess of the glorious Lord (in you) is not affected (lit. spoilt or

tainted) by your acts (of bowing, praising us).
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* Having evolved this universe by his will power, he

entered it of his own accord in the form of an individual soul

(Jiva ) who, like a man in the state of dreaming, appears to

be the agent of acts which are really brought about by gunas

(gunas are the real cause or doers of acts not the Jiva )

.

32. Salutation to the glorious all powerful Lord (Siva)

who is comprised of three gunas yet is their master (or the dir-

ector). I bow to Him who is absolute, one without a second,

the preceptor (or father) of the universe and the very embodi-

ment of Brahman.

33. What other boon can I solicit from you when your

direct vision is itself a boon, as by your vision a man is blest

with all blessings and gets all his wishes realized.

34. I, however, seek one boon from you who are per-

fect and shower all desired objects (as blessings on your devo-

tees)—May I cherish constant devotion to Lord Acyuta (Vi?nu

)

to persons who are his votaries and also unswerving devotion

to you.

SOta said :

35. When Lord Siva was thus worshipped and extolled

in very sweet words by the Sage, he (though willing of his

own accord to confer a boon) who was urged with approbation

by his consort Parvatl, spoke to Markantfeya.

36. “O great sages, as you cherish (constant) devotion

to Lord Visnu (who is beyond the range of sense-preception

)

all your desires will be fulfilled. May you enjoy hallowing

glory, immunity from old age and death to the end of the

Kalpa.

* VR : The Lord as the Inner controller abides in the Jiva (indivi-

dual soul) . Being thus inseparably connected, he appears as if doing the

acts, when factually the Jiva is the real doer

—

iva-fabdena paramdrthatah punyd-

punyatmaka-Karma Kartftvdbhdvah paramdttnani sucyate.

VJ : The Lord having created this universe by his volition has entered

into it as Antarydmin (i) while abiding therein he appears to be doing acts

through senses like the Jiva. As a matter of fact, he is not affected by

them, jusf'as a person creating objects (like an elephant or a horse etc.)

in a dream is factually unaffected by them
(
lipto no bhavati)

.
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37. As you are invested with glorious lustre of Brahman
may you be blest with the knowledge of the past, present and

future and possess spiritual wisdom along with non-attachment

and be the master (i. e. author) of one Purana (now known
as Mdrknnieya Purdna)

.

Suta continued :

38. Having conferred these boons on the sage, the three-

eyed God departed telling (on the way) the austere penance

and other meritorious acts of the sage and the display of Lord

Visnu’s Maya experienced by him.

39. That eminent-most descendent of Bhrgu who has

attained the glorious power of the great yoga (with spiritual

knowledge and whose heart is merged in unflinching devotion to

Hari (and has become as if one within) is still seen moving

about on the earth.

40. In this way how the intelligent Markantfeya experi-

enced the miraculous power and glory of the Maya of the Lord,

has been described to you.

41. This (power exhibited by Maya and experienced by

Markandeya as extending over seven Kalpas as held in old

tradition) was an accidental matter (a personal experience

through the grace of Lord Narayana and not a general experi-

ence of all. But some persons not knowing the working of the

Maya regard the deluge experienced by Markandeya as the

regular process of appearance and disappearance of men ( the

creation and dissolution of the universe) which the Maya of

the Supreme Lord brings about repeating it from eternity.

42. O worthiest of the Bhfgu race, he who listens to

with wrapt attention or he who narrates this (account of Mark-
andeya described to you and which concerns the glory of Visnu

)

both of them will be rid of Saritsdra produced by the latent

effects of Karman.
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CHAPTER ELEVEN

Significance of the Various parts of the Lord's Image,

The Retinue of the sun-God per month

Saunaka said :

1. O (great) devotee of the Lord ! You are the most

prominent among the versatiles (knowers of different Sastras)

.

You know the heart—the secret conclusions of the scriptures of

different works on Tantra. (Our forebear Markandeya was

expert in the Tantric way ofworshipping the Lord. We want

to know the tantric way he adopted for visualization of the

Lord. Hence, we request your worship to discourse upon the

following subject:

2. The Lord of goddess Sri is essentially pure conscious-

ness (and pure sattva) . But when experts in (and authors of)

Tantras deal with meditation and process of worshipping the

Lord, they conceive him as possessed of limbs of the body (e.g.

hands and feet) attended upon (by Garuda) ,
armed with

weapons (like the discus SudaHana)
,

adorned with precious

stones and ornaments (like the Kaustubha gem)

.

3. O Suta ! We are anxious to know the Tdntric course

of active worship by becoming thoroughly proficient in which

a mortal may attain immortality
(
Mokfa as the sage

Markandeya did) . May God bless you. But be pleased to

elucidate of what principles are they (limbs, attendants etc.)

presumed to be constituted (and the origin of this conception)

.

Suta said:

4. Having first bowed to my preceptors, I shall describe

to you the various glorious manifestations of Lord Visnu (such

as the cosmic form

—

viraf) even though it is difficult to com-

prehend them—Forms which are (to some extent) described

in details by (authoritative Tantras) teachers like the lotus-

born god Brahma and others (like Sankara, Narada) in the

light of the Vedas and texts (
sarhhitds)

,

Tantras.

5. That celebrated cosmic form

—

Virdf—consisting of the

sixteen iqpdifications (viz. mind, five cognitive senses, five

conative organs and five gross elements

—

mahdbhutas) is evolved
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out of nine principles such as Mdyd (or Prakrti) and others

eight, viz. mahat{ the principle of cosmic intelligence)
,
sutra {\hz

active aspect of mahat ) , ahankdra (the cosmic ego) and five

tan-mdtrds (subtle elements) . When the spirit or the intelligent

Principle presides over it to activate it the three worlds make
their appearance.

6. This verily constitutes the Puruja or Viraf (Cosmic)

form. Of that Lord, the earth is regarded as his feet, the

heavens, the head; the mid-air region, the navel; the sun, the

eyes; vdyu (wind or air) his nostrils; cardinal points, as his

ears.

7. His organ of creation, Prajapati ( the presiding deity

of creation)
;

the anus of the Lord is the (god of) death
; the

guardians of the spheres, his arms; the Moon (its presiding

deity) is the mind; Yama, the eye-brows.

8. Modesty or Shyness, his upper lip; greed, his lower

lip; the moonlight represents the (rightness of his) teeth;

illusion is his smile; trees (i.e. the plant world), the hair on

his body, and the clouds form the locks on the head of that

Supreme Person.

9. According as the body of an individual human being

is measured with reference to the dimensions and dispositions

of the parts of his body, the dispositions and proportion of the

personality of the Supreme Person are to be regarded similarly

with reference to the spheres in the universe. (Thus a man is

seven spans in height, the seven worlds such as bhGr, bhuvah , etc.

are to be presumed such ‘spans’ in the case of the cosmic

person.)

10. The eternal (lit. unborn) Lord wears the pure

consciousness of the Jiva under the name Kaustubha and the

splendour radiated from it is the well-known streak of golden

hair

—

Sri-vatsa on his (right part of the) bosom.

11. He wears the Mdyd constituted of many gtmas

(,Sattva, rajas,
etc.) as the Vana-mala (garland of five kinds of

special flowers) . His yellow silken garment (round his loins)

is constituted of the Vedas; his sacred thread is the sacred

syllable OM consisting ofthree syllables A-f-U-j-M.

12. The God wears the systems of Sankhya and Yoga

as the alligator-shaped ear-rings. He puts on as diadem the
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highest position of god Brahma which dispels the fear of all

people and affords protection to the world.

13. The seat called Ananta (serpent Sesa) occupied by
him is the Unmanifest Prakrti. His lotus of seat constituted of

Sattva guna which includes—the six divine excellences, viz.

dharma (piety), Jridna (knowledge), Vairdgya (renunciation,

non-attachment) aiivarya (universal dominion), Sri (affluence)

and ya s'as (glory) and of divine powers (known as Vimala,

utkarsinl, Jfiana, Kriya, Yoga, Pahvi, Satya, l£ana and
Anugraha).

14-15. He wields the principle of mukhya-prdna or vital

air accompanied by energy, fortitude and strength as his mace;

the excellent conch symbolises the principle of water; his

discus Sudarsana is the principle of power or fire; His sword

clear like the sky is the principle of ether; a shield represents

Tamas
;
His £arnga bow stands for the Time-spirit (Kala) and

the quiver (of arrows) consists of the principle of Karma
(action).

16*. They (i.e. learned experts in traditional lore)

state that the (cosmic) sense-organs are his arrows; the

(cosmic) mind capable of activation is his Chariot; the subtle

elements
(
tanmatrds ) form the exterior of his Chariot ; it is by

particular positions of his fingers and hands ( technically called

mudras) such as Varadd, abhayadd) that he confers blessings or

gives protection.

17**. The particular place where the Lord is worshipped

should be conceived as the orb of the sun or the inner Agni’s

sphere; initiation by a preceptor by imparting a mantra is the

self-consecration rendering one eligible to worship the Lord;

and the act of his worship is the means of absolving one’s self

of all sins.

* VJ Regards Prthvi ( the earth ) as the chariot of Hari and the five

objects of senses are his manifestations. The objects of conative organs are his

physical activities.

GS is not clear on the function of tanmitrds.

**VJ : The spot of Hari’s worship should be Cakrdbja and other

sacred sport: the real consecration is the purification resulting frem God’s

presence the body; the worship ofGod is the means for absolving one’s

self of alt sins.
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18. (After explaining the ‘Lotus-seat*, the significance

of the lotus play- fully held on the hand is explained. The Lord

(Bhagavdn
) holds in his hand a lotus sportively; the lotus

concretely represents the six characteristic implied in the term

bhaga in Bhagavdn1
. The Lord has (by his side attendants

holding) a chowrie and a fan representing Dharma and glory

respectively.

19. O Brahmanas ! The umbrella held over his head

stands for his abode Vaikuntha, the absolutely safe place (with

no fear from Ad/a, Karma
, etc.). The Veda with its three divi-

sions (Rgveda. £aman, yajus ) i.e. the sacrifices etc. prescribed in

the Veda represents his carrier Garu^a

2

who bears Yajfia, the

Supreme Person (Visnu)

20. The inseparable energy or lustre of Lord Hari is the

glorious Sri, the goddess of affluence and beauty. Visvaksena,

the well-known commandant of Visnu’s attendants is the

‘Concrete representation of Paftcaratra and other Agamic works,

while the (eight) superhuman powers or attributes like animd

(capacity to assume atomic size) and others are the attendants

at his door likeNanda (Sunanda, etc ).

21* The Supreme Person (Narayana) himself is mani-

fested as Vasudeva, Sankarsana, Pradyumna and Aniruddha.

He is to be worshipped and meditated in these manifestations®.

1. The six distinguishing characteristics are enumerated in the follow-

ing traditional verse : aiivaryasya samagrasya dharmasya yaiasah S.iyah j Jfiana-

vairdgyayaicaiva fappdm bhaga itirand // They are : Rulership, righteousness or

religiosity, glory, affluence, wisdom and non-attachment.

2. The vcdic authority quoted for this by SR, viz. the mantra supar-

Qo’si Garutmdn strivftte Hrah'

.

is found in Tail. Samhitd 4: 1 : 10 : 5 (
Vaj. Samhitd

12:4 and a number of Vedic texts.

* (The
-

doctrine of Vyuhas, manifestation of the Loid and their

worship is now explained—SR.

)

3. VR explains that the following Vyuhas preside over the following

states :

(1 ) Vasudeva : Emancipated stage ( Mukti-avasthd)

.

(2 ) Sankarsana : Dreaming state.

(3) Pradyumna : Wakefulness.

(4) Aniruddha : Dreamless deep sleep.

(5) Srin&rdyapa tva svayam murtibhedair updsyafy—SR.
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22. That glorious Lord is to be contemplated (within

one’s own self) as ViSva, Taijasa, Prajfta and the Fourth (atman

or Vasudeva

)

associated with the states of wakefulness, dreaming,

dreamless sleep and self-realisation. It is under aforesaid forms

that he guides the functions connected with external objects,

the mind, the false notions or ignorance and the knowledge

that stands as witness to them.

1

23. In this way the glorious Lord Narayana with his

foresaid limbs of the body, attendants, weapons and ornaments

and in his above mentioned four manifestations (Vyuhas), viz.

Vasudeva, Sankarsana, Pradyumna and Aniruddha, assumes

also the four aspects such as Vtiva Taijasa and others—Yet he is

the same glorious Lord Hari, the controller (of the universe).*

24. O prominent Brahmana ! The above-described

Lord is the source of the Vedas, the self-illuminating, omni-

scient, perfect in his own glory and essential blissfulness. It is

(out of sportiveness) that under different designations (such

as Brahma, Vi$nu and Rudra) that he creates, protects and

dissolves the universe by his own Maya. But his consciousness

remains unobstructed and unclouded. Though he is described

(in $dstras) as differentiated, he is really one and is realized

as such by his votaries as being their own self.

1. The Lord, in the wakeful state, presiding over the Visva stage,

cognises external objects such as touch, sound. In this way this verse can

be tabulated as follows :

—

(1) Wakefulness—Visva

—

artha (external objects)

(2 ) Dream-state—Taijasa

—

indriya.

(3) Dreamless sleep—Pr&jfta

—

manas

(4) Turiya—The self JAana.

(Self-realization)

2. VR thinks that the above mentioned four forms of Narlyaps are

for the creation, protection, dissolution and liberation of the world. Thus

Aniruddha creates, Pradyumna protects, Sankarfana destroys and Vasudeva

liberates the world. BP repeats the same.

VJ : aiigas—the four forms of the Lord.

Up&Agas—God Brahma and other gods in whom the Lord’s presence is

prominent.
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25. O Sri Krsna, the friend of Arjuna, the prominent

leader of Vr$nis, the fire unto the families ofK§attriyas who
were inimical to (and a burden) to the earth; O Lord of un-

diminishing energy and prowess; O Govinda (Protector of

cows), whose hallowing glory is sung by the cowherd women
of Vraja and servants i.e. devotees like Narada and whose

name and deeds are auspicious to hear ! O Lord, be pleased to

protect us, your servants (Votaries).

26. He who, rising early at dawn, purifies himself by

taking a bath and with concentrated mind repeats the above-

mentioned characteristics (of anga, updiiga , etc.) of the Supreme
Person, realizes Brahman as abiding in his own heart.

Saunaka said:

27. As the glorious Suka told the listening Pariksit (one

protected by Vi?nu) that a group of seven (pairs) consisting

of sages, Gandharvas, Apsaras, Nagas, Yaksas and Raksasas

and presided over by the sun-god, carry out their duties each

month (and are substituted by a new batch next month.) 1

28. Be pleased to recount to us who are devout and

faithful the names, functions of these along with their presiding

deities and of Hari’s manifestation as the indwellers of the

sun-god.

Suta said:

29. This (visible) sun-god who controls the world (by

maintaining the course of life in it) and revolves in his orbit,

is created by the beginningless Maya of Lord Visnu who abides

as an indwelling soul of all embodied beings.

30. Though one without a second, it is Lord Hari, the

creator of the world, the one soul of all people who is the sun-

god. He is spoken under diverse names by the sages as he is

the source of different Vedic rites.

31. O Brahmana Saunaka ! It is due to Hari’s beginning-

less Maya that Hari is spoken of in nine forms, viz. time, place

activity, the doer, the instrument, duty or performance, sacred

book, material substance (rice, etc.) and the fruit (viz. celestial

world, etc.)

1. Vide Supra 5.21.18, P. 748.
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32. In order to help the conduct and functions of the

world, he assumes the form ofTime (out of the nine mentioned

above) and goes through his course in twelve months beginning

with Caitra along with his twelve groups of attendants.

33. The sun-god, under the designation, Dhatd

\

Krta-

sthall ( the heavenly damsel) , Heti, (the demon), Vasuki (the

serpent), Rathakrt (the Yaksa), Pulastya (the Sage) and

Tumbaru (the Gandharva)—all these run the world in the

first month (Caitra) or Madhu.
(In the following verses the names of the sun and his

attendants are given in the same order as in verse 33 above)

.

34. Aryama, Pufijikasthali, Praheti, Kachhanira,

Athauja, Pulaha and Narada—these run the month of Vai$akha

or (Madhava).

35. Mitra, Menaka, Pauruseya, Taksaka, Rathasvana,

Atri, and Haha—these run the month of Jyestha (or

Sukramasa).

36. Varuna, Rambha, Chitrasvana, Sukra, Sahajanya,

Vasistha and Huhu—these run the month of Asadha (or

Sucimasa)

.

37. Indra, Pramloca, Varya, Elapatra, Srota, Angira

and Visvavasu—these run the month of Sravana (or

Nabhomasa).

38. Vivasvan, Anumloca, Vyaghra, Sankhapala, Asarana

Bhrgu and Ugrasena—these run the month called Bhadrapada

or (Nabhasya).

39. Pusa, GhrtacI, Vata, Dhanafijaya, Suruci, Gautama

and Susena—these run the month of Magha. (or Tapo-inasa).

40. Parjanya, Senajit, Varca, Airavata, Kratu, Bharad-

vaja and Visva—these run the month named Phalguna or

(Tapasya)

.

41*. Again, Amsu, Urvasi, Vidyuc-chatru, Mahasarikha

Tarksya, Kasyapa and Rtasena—these run the month of

Margaiirsa (or Saho-masa).

* There is a change in the usual order of the names of these months.

§R attributes it to the change of Kalpa though the explanation is not con-

vincing, so do GS and GD follow SR. VR and BP suggest us to adjust the order

of ilokasr
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42. Bhaga, Purvacitti, Sphurja, Karkotaka, Urna, Ayu
and Aristanemi—these run the month of Pausa (or Pu$yamasa).

43. Again, Tvasta, Tilottama, Brahmapeta, Kambala,
Satajit, Jamadagni and Dhrtarasfra are the presiding set in the

month of Asvina. (isambhara).

44. Visnu, Rambha, Makhapeta, Asvatara, Satyajit,

Visvamitra and Suryavarca— these run the month of Karttika

(or Orja-masa).

45. These constitute the glory of the sun-god, who is

no other than Lord Visnu himself. Those who remember them
both in the morning and in the evening, day after day are rid

of their sins by them.

46. This celebrated sun-god courses round this world in

each of the twelve months (of the year) along with his

attendants (mentioned above), and promotes and expands

goodness of the mind (or intellect helping people to perform

religious rites)
,
securing their happiness here and bliss hereafter

(This reminds one of the Gayatri mantra)

.

47. Sages who attend the sun-god (as members of his

entourage
)

praise him with the hymns from the Samaveda
y
Rg-

Veda and Tajur-veda pertaining to his glory. Gandharvas sing

songs (in praise of him) . The celestial damsels dance before

him.

48. The Nagas (Serpents) bind the chariot fast (like

cords), Yaksas make the chariot ready; the mighty Rak$asas

push the chariot from behind.

49. (The group of) sixty thousand pure-minded (tiny)

Valakhilya sages (who are always with the sun-god all the

year round) proceed ahead of him and extol the Almighty

God with panegyrical hymns.

50. In this way, the eternal (beginningless and endless),

birthless, glorious Lord Hari divides himself (into twelve forms,

each presiding over the sun (for the period of one month) and

protects the world in every Kalpa.
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CHAPTER TWELVE

A Synoptic Review of the twelve Skandhas of

Srlmad Bhdgavata

S Sta said :

1 . Salutation to the great virtue in the form of devotion

to Lord Hari. Hail to Sri Krsna, the creator of the universe.

Having bowed down to Brahmanas (who are devoted to God)

.

I now enumerate the eternal courses of righteousness.

2. Here has been narrated to you the miraculous story

(in the form of this Bhdgavata ) of Lord Visnu, about which you

asked me and which is really to the good of human beings ( and
is fit to be related and listened to in the assembly of pious

persons)

.

3. Here has been glorified Lord Hari who destroys the

sins of all; who is Narayana, the controller of sense-organs and

is the protector of his devotees (or Satvatas)

4. Here has been described the Supreme attributeless

Brahman which is the source as well as the end of all creation;

also the topic of spiritual knowledge and realisation as well as

means of realising them.

5. Here has been delineated in details the Yoga or

discipline of Devotion (which is both a means and an end in

itself,) as well as renunciation
(
Vairdgva ) which is brought

about and thus depends on devotion. Then follows the story

of the birth, etc. of king Parik$it which has been preceded by

the story of the previous births of Narada.

6. The vow of the royal sage Pariksit to fast unto death

due to the curse imprecated on him by a Brahmana, the dia-

logue between king Pariksit and the prominent Brahmana

Suka (Here ends the first Skandha).

7. The ascent of the soul to higher regions when depart-

ed from the body through Yogic process.; the dialogue

between Narada and god Brahma; the description of the in-

carnation of god Yisnu in a serial order; the cosmic evolution

from Prakrti from the beginning.

8. The conversation between Vidura and Uddhava and

that between Vidura and Maitreya; an enquiry regarding the
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compilation of the Bhdgavata Purdna and the dormant state of

the Supreme Man during Pralaya.

9. Then follows the description of the evolution of the

universe from Prakrti by the disturbance of its gunas, the evo-

lution of the seven categories which are both the cause and the

effect as well as their modifications; then follows the formation

of the egg of the universe from which Virat Purusa was

evolved.

10. The nature of Time both gross and subtle; the

blooming of the cosmic lotus; (containing 14 worlds

—

bhuvanas)

lifting up of the earth from the bottom of the ocean and

slaying the demon Hiranyak§a.

11-12. Creation of the celestial world; the subhuman
beings and of the subterranean regions; creation of Rudras;

the constitution of one half of his person as male and the other

half as female by god Brahma, from which was born Manu
called Svayambhuva and of Satarupa the ideal first woman ;

the

progeny of the wives of Kardama, the Lord of Creation.

1 3. The descent of the glorious Lord as the great-souled

Kapila; the dialogue between the intelligent Kapila and his

mother Devahuti.

14. The creation of the nine Lords of creation (
Prajd-

patis)
;
interruption in the sacrifice of Daksa; the account of

kings Dhruva, Pfthu and Pracinabarhis.

15. The conversation with Narada; the story of king

Priyavrata; and then O Brahmanas, the account of Kings

Nabhi, R§abha and Bharata.

16. Description of island-continents and their sub-

sections called Varsas and seas separating the continents; the

mountain-systems and the river-systems in this continent des-

cribed ; the disposition of the stellar system (stars, planets, etc.

)

and the arrangements of the subterranean regions and of

hills.

1 7. The birth of Dak$a from Pracetas ;
the progeny of

his daughters, viz. gods, demons, human beings, sub-human

beings (beasts, etc.) trees, birds, etc.

18. The birth and death of Vftra, the son of Tva$$r

and that of the two sons of Diti, viz. Hiranyak^a and Hirajiya-
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kafipu and the story of the noble soul Prahlada (Here end

Skandhas—VI &VII).

19. A connected account of the fourteen Manvantaras;

deliverance of the king of elephants (from a giant Crocodile)

;

Various incarnations of Visnu such as Hayagrlva and others.

20. Visgu’s descent like the divine tortoise, the divine

fish, Narasiriiha (Half man—half lion); the churning of the

ocean of milk for obtaining nectar by gods and demons.

21. The great war between gods and Asuras; a descrip-

tion of royal dynasties; the birth oflksvaku and his race as also

of the great-souled Sudyumna.

22. Here have been described the stories of Ila and of

Tara; the history of the solar race of kings such as &a£ada,

Nrga and others.

23. The narrative of Sukanya, the daughter of Saryati

and of the highly intelligent Kakutstha and of Khafvanga, of

Mandhatr, of sage Saubhari and of king Sagara.

24. The story of Rama, the king of Kosala which eradi-

cates all sins; Nimi and his giving up of his body; the origin of

the race ofJanakas.

25. The account of Parafurama, the chief of the Bhrgu

clan, and his wiping out the K$attriya race; the account of the

lunar race which started from Pururavas, the son of Jla and of

Yayati and Nahusa.

26-27. The accounts of Bharata, the sun of Dusyanta, of

Santanu and his son. The race of Yadu, the eldest son of

Yayati has been described—the race in which the Lord of the

universe under the name Krsna took his incarnation; his birth

in the house of Vasudeva and growing up in Gokula.

28. The innumerable and miraculous deeds of the enemy

of Asuras, viz. of Ksrna have been described: drinking up of the

life of Putanii along with the milk in her breast, the kicking up

of Sakata while a child.

29. Crushing of the demon Trnavarta as well as of Baka

and Vatsa and of Dhenuka along with his brother and slaying

of Pralamba.

30. Protection of the cow-herds from the encircling

forest conflagration; subjugation of the great serpent Kaliya

and the deliverance of Nanda.
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31. The observance of the Katyayani vow by Gopa girls

whereby Lord Kf?na was pleased (and granted a boon) : Shower-
ing of grace on the wives of Brahmana sacrifices

; the repen-

tance of Brahmanas for not recognising the real nature of the

Lord.

32. Lifting up of the mount Govardhana; Indra and the

heavenly cow Surabhi worship Kf?na and bathe him in milk;

Krsna’s pastimes (Rasakridi) with Gopis during several

nights.

33. Slaying of the evil-minded &ankhacuda and of de-

mons Arista and Kesin ; arrival of Akrura ; subsequent departure

of Balarama and Krsna.

34. The wailing of Gopis of Vraja; visit to different

places in Mathura; killing of the elephant (Kuvalayapida)

and of Musfika, Cariura, Kamsa and others (his eight brothers)

.

35. Restoring to his preceptor Sandipani his dead son;

good offices to the Yadava clansmen at Mathura.

36. Annihilation of the armies brought by Jarasandha

many times, with the help of Uddhava and Balarama, O
Brahmanas; killing of the king of Yavanas through Mucakunda;
founding of the city of Kugasthali or Dvaraka.

37. Bringing of heavenly Parijata tree and the celestial

assembly hall called Sudharma; taking away of Rukmini by

Hari after destroying the enemies in a battle.

38. Yawning of god Siva while fighting with Krsna in

defence of Bana; chopping of Bana's arms in the battle; killing

of Naraka the king of Pragjyotisa and taking away of the girls

detained by him.

39. The killing of Sisupala, Paundraka, Salva and of the

wicked-minded Dantavaktra; the destruction of the monkey

Dvivida, Pitha, Mura and Paficajanas and others.

40. The power of the above kings and demons and their

slaying; burning of the city of Varanasi; lightening of the bur-

den of the earth by making the Pandavas as his instruments.

(Here ends the Tenth Skandha)

41. The complete destruction of his own race under the

pretext of Brahma^a’s curse; the wonderful dialogue between

Uddhava and Vasudeva.
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42. In that dialogue, the entire range of the science of

Atman as well as the decisions regarding the duties of various

classes of society and the stages in life
(
Varnas and Airamas )

;

the Lord’s withdrawal from the mortal vision by the power of

Yoga.

(Here ends the eleventh Skandha)

43. The characteristics of the four Yugas and the con-

duct of the public in them; perversity of men in the Kali age,

four types of deluges (Pra)aya)
,
three types of creations.

44. Casting off his body by the intelligent royal sage

Pariksit, the classification of Vedas into different branches by

the sage Vyasa, the sacred story of Markandeya. The dis-

position of the limbs and weapons of Supreme Person and the

ruler of the world as the Sun-god.

45. In this way, O great Brahmanas, whatever I have

been asked by you about the sportive activities, incarnations

and other acts of the Lord have been described to you by me
in all details.

46. A person who involuntarily and unintentionally

utters loudly “Salutations to Hari” while falling (in a well, etc.)

,

stumbling (on a staircase, etc,) , being afflicted or after sneezing,

become rid of all sins.

47. It is the experience of saintly persons that when his

name or praise- is devoutly chanted or his glory is listened to

with devotion, the Infinite, glorious Lord enters their heart and

definitely shakes off cleanly and completely all the sins, just as

the sun dispels darkness or (if you doubt the sun’s ability to

reach inside caves or cavities the Lord does so) like the tem-

pestuous winds scattering the clouds.

48.

* They are indeed futile utterances and unrighteous

stories (leading to hell) which do not speak of Lord Vi?nu

(who is above sense-perception) . That alone is (how really

happy it is to state that) alone is auspicious and meritor-

ious which extol the Lord’s excellent attributes.

* GS alternately explains : The stories which do not deal with the

theme of the Lord may be true but are fruitless. They may be interesting but

they incur sin and are the cause of hell. The stories of good persons (not

related with the Lord) are also devoid of merit and the narrator though
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49. That alone is beautiful and attractive (even it be

like the Lord’s entry in the bear Jambavin’s den)
;

that alone

is sweet (though unpalatable to devotees such as Rama’s

abandonment of Sita) : that alone is ever fresh giving newer

delights every time ( although the incident or the theme is age-

old); that alone is the eternal festivity and source of joy to the

mind (even if it be painful like the abduction of Sita by

R&vana)
; that alone is the means of drying up the ocean of

grief of human beings even though it creates non-attachment

towards close relatives like husband or son)

.

50.

* The speech composed of words with rhetorical

beauty but which seldom describes the world purifying glory of

Hari, is regarded like a pleasure worthy of enjoyment for

worldly persons, where pure-minded ascetics who dwell in (are

merged in the Supreme Spirit (Brahman) never like to stay,

like swans from the Manasa lake, who have beautiful dwelling

places, do not find pleasure in pools that are the pleasure resorts

of crows alone. Where there is Lord Hari, there are the pure

sinless saints.

51. That out- flow of words which though not properly

composed in every verse, makes good people (saints) hear, sing,

and praise the names (which are as if) imprinted with the glory

of the Infinite Lord, destroys the sins of the people.

52. Knowledge, (though) actionless and pure, (if) devoid

of devotion to the imperishable Lord ( Vi?nu ) does not appear

sufficiently bright ( i.e. does not result in proper, ‘‘direct” know-

ledge. And how can again the action which is always unblissful,

even though (performed) without any desire of its fruit, appear

expressing the truth in sweet words is not a pious story-teller. On the other

hand, imaginary stories glorifying the Lord are ‘True’. Though they are

ruinous to the house-holder stage, they are auspicious. Stories of the Lord

abducting the wives of others told by low-minded people are also meritorious

as they describe the excellence of the Lord (Bhogavatak para-dir&haraii&dikam

adhamair opupyatvena kathitam api tadeva pupyarh yatas tad bhagavato gupasyaiva na

tu dofasya udayo yasmit

• Verses 50, 51, and 52 are practically the same at supra 1.5.10,11,12.

Thus repetition is made at the beginning and the end of the Bh. P. to establish

emphatically the greatness ofBhakti (devotion), just as the bijas of a great

mantra arc uttered at its beginning and end—GS : VD.
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bright (i.e. will have purificatory effect if it is not dedicated to

God).

53. The exertions undergone for carrying out the pres-

cribed religious duties pertaining to one's Varna (class in society)

and Airama (stage in life), penance, Vedic studies, etc. are for

the sake of reputation or affluence. But by singing of and
listening to the excellences of the lotus-feet of Sridhara (Lord

Visnu) unfailing remembrance thereof is ensured.,

54. Non-forgetfulness ( i.e. constant memory) of the lotus-

feet of Lord Kr?na annihilates all evils and inauspiciousness; it

deepens the tranquillity of the mind and enhances mental purity

and devotion to the Supreme Soul; it promotes spiritual know-
ledge along with self-knowledge and dispassion.

55. Highly fortunate you are, O prominent Brahmanas,

in that you have enthroned in your heart the supreme Nara-

yana to whom no other god is superior and who is the Inner

Controller of all beings and worship him with constant

devotion.

56. I have also been reminded of the lucid enlightenment

of (the knowledge about) the nature of the soul in the
(
Bhdga-

vata Purina) which I heard from the lips of the great sage Sri

&uka in the assembly of those great sages who assembled to

listen to it, when king Pariksit determined to observe his vow to

fast unto death.

57. O Brahmanas ! In this way has been narrated to you

the great glory of Lord Vasudeva whose exploits are worthy of

being recounted, as it exterminates all evils and inauspicious-

ness.

58. He who with concentrated attention, and faith and

devotion recounts this (Bhagavata Purina) continuously (every

day) or for a period ofthree hours or for a minute and he who
listens to it with faith and devotion purifies his inner soul (and

not the physical body as in a bath).

59. He who hears it on the twelfth or eleventh day of

every fortnight of the lunar month, will be blest with longevity;

while he who reads it with devotion observing a fast (all the

while) absolves himself of all sins.

60. Observing fast and exercising all the while perfect

self-contml, a person who reads this compilation (of the Bhdga-
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vata Purina) at holy places like Puskara, Mathura and Dvaraka,

is freed from the fear of Sarhsira.

61 The gods, sages, siddhas, manes (ancestors), Manus
and Kings bestow all the desired boons and the objects on a

person who chants it, listens to the chanting or glorifies it.

62. A Brahmana who reads this Purana gains the same

blessings technically (by the ancients as) “streams of ghee,

honey and milk”, as one who gets after studying 'the Vedas ( Rg-

veda
,

iSdmaveda and Tajurveda)

.

63. O Brahmanas ! A person who, with a controlled and

pure mind, studies this compilation called the Bhdgavata Purariat

attains to that supreme abode (Moksa or Vaikunfha) which

the Lord described (in this Purina) as a fruit of it.

64. On studying this compilation of the Bhigavata
i a

Brahmana gets insight into spiritual knowledge (known as

rtambhari prajnd) a Ksattriya attains sovereignty over the whole

earth engirdled by the seas; a Vaiiya becomes the Lord of wealth

( like Kubera) while a Sudra is absolved of sins.

65. Lord Visnu, the Supreme Ruler of all, who is the

destroyer of the mass of sins and impurities of the Kali age, is

not so often extolled and sung in other Puranas. But on the

contrary, in this Purana, the glorious God who abides in all ( the

universe) has been glorified at every step, as the occasion of the

stories (about him) demanded it (or is sung in every account

of this work.)

66. 1 bow to Lord Acyuta who is unborn and endless or

infinite, the principle of consciousness (or the Supreme Self)

,

the embodiment of the power that is capable of creating, sustain-

ing and dissolving the universe, and who is so great that rulers

of heaven like gods Brahma, Indra, Rudra, and others cannot

eulogise him with proper comprehension.

67. Salutations to that eternal Lord, the God of gods

whose essential nature is absolute, pure consciousness, who,

through the instrumentalities of his nine potencies (viz. Prakrti,

Puru$a, Mahat, Aharikara and five tan-m&tr&s) has evolved in

himself the abode for all mobile and immobile beings.

68. I humblybow down to Sukacarya, die son of Vyasa,

who destroys all sins £uka—whose mind was firmly established

in the Supreme bliss of Oman, and has hence given up the
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notion of difference and diversity, but whose heart was fascinat-

ed and attracted by the stories of the sportive acts of Sri Krsna,
the unconquerable, and who out of grace extended this Purana
which is a light unto the Truth about him.

CHAPTER THIRTEEN

The extent of Each of the Eighteen Purdnas :

The Glory of the Bhdgavata.

S Qta said :

1. Salutations to the Almighty Lord whom gods Brahma,

Varuna, Indra and Maruts extol with divine hymns; whom the

<Sdma-chanters sing by Vedas and their Angas,1 according to

the Pada and Krama methods, and by the Upani$ads ; whom the

Togis visualize with their mind absorbed in him through deep

meditation and whose end (the entire truth about whom could

not be fathomed by the hosts of gods and demons.

2. May you be protected by the breaths (lit. wind creat-

ed by the inhalation and exhalation of air while breathing) of

the Lord who assumed the form of a divine tortoise and fell a-

dozing as he (his back) was being scratched and consequently

soothed by the ends of the rocks of mount Mandara revolving

on it ( as it moved while churning the ocean for nectar) . As an

effect of the still unexhausted impetus communicated by the

(ingoing and out-coming) breaths, there take place flow-tide

and ebb-tide, and constant rise and fall of waters ceaselessly

continue and the sea has no respite.

3. Now you learn from me the number of verses in each

Purana and their total number and the main theme and the

object of the Purana concerned. Hear from me the procedure

1 . AAgas : accessories of the Veda, viz. Sikfi (
phonetics ) Kalpa ( Pertain-

ing to the rituals and prescription of rules for ceremonial and sacrificial,

Vy&karaQQ_ (Grammar), Chandas (Prosody), Jyotisa (Astronomy), Nirukta

(Etymology)
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to be followed in gifts (of the copy of the Bhigavata ), the

importance of giving it and also of reading or reciting it, etc.

4. The Brahma Purina consists of ten thousand verses

(.Slokas

)

, the Padma Purina
,

fifty thousand, Vifnu Purina twenty-

three thousand and Saiva i.e, Siva Purina, twentyfour

thousands.

5. Srimad Bhigavata contains ten and eight (eighteen)

thousand Slokas (verses); the Nirada f twentyfive thousand; the

Mirhartleya, nine thousand, the Agni fifteen thousand and four

hundred verses.

6. The Bhavifya Purina is comprised of fourteen thousand

and five hundred verses; The Brahma Vaivarta Purana, eighteen

thousands, the Lifiga Purana, e even thousands.

7. The Variha Purina contains twentyfour thousand, the

Skanda Purina
, eighty one thousand, one hundred verses, and

the Vimana
,
eleven thousands.

8. The Kurma Purina consists of seventeen thousands ; the

Matsya Purina
,
fourteen thousands. The Garuia Purina

, nine-

teen thousand verses, while the Brahminda has twelve thousand

Slokas.

9. Thus the extent ( the total number of verses) of the

Puranic compilations is four lakhs i.e. four hundred thousands

out of which Srlmad Bhigavata contains eighteen thousands.

10. It was due to his graciousness that this Purina was

at first revealed by Lord Vi$nu to god Brahma who was sitting

on a lotus grown out of Visnu’s navel and was afraid of

Samsara.

1 1 . The Srimad Bhigavata contains, at the beginning, in

the middle and at the end, discourse on the value of dispassion.

It has been giving delight to pious persons as well as to

celestials with the nectar of numerous episodes, glorifying the

sportive activities of Lord Hari.

12. Its main theme is the quintessence of all the Upanifads

(which form the last division of the Vedic texts) which is

characterised by (the declaration of) complete one-ness,

identity between the absolute Brahman and the itman ( Parana-

tman

)

. It is one without a second. And its only object is to

secure Mokfa.
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13. He who, on the full moon day of Bhadrapada, offers

as a gift a copy of the Bhdgavata placing it on a throne of gold,

attains to the highest abode.

14. Other Puranas impress (lit. spread their lustre) in

the assembly of the righteous, so long as this great and glorious

work called Bhdgavata does not appear there.

15. Srimad Bhdgavata is really accepted by all as the

essence of all the Upanifads. He who is satiated by drinking

deep into the sweet nectar (of its teaching) does not find de-

light and interest in any other thing.

16. Just as the Ganga is the foremost and the holiest

among rivers, or Lord Visnu, among gods or as god Siva among
the devotees of Visnu (Siva is the greatest devotee of Visnu )the

same is the position of Srimad Bhdgavata among Purdnas,

1 7. O Brahmanas
!

Just as the holy place Kail is un-

excelled in all the sacred places, similarly, out of all the

Purdriasy there is no Purdqa which can equal ( much lejs surpass

in excellence) Srimad Bhdgavata .

18. (This) Srimad Bhdgavata is a Purdria without any

blemish. It is so dear to the devotees of Sri Visnu. In it has

been glorified lucidly and sweetly, the pure knowledge

symbolizing the Supreme Brahman as characterised by Reality,

consciousness and bliss, which is free from any taint of Maya
and is attainable only to the Paramahcijisas—ascetics of the

highest order. In this has been clearly elucidated withdrawal

from and hence cessation of all Karmas accompanied with

spiritual knowledge, renunciation and intense devotion (to

God) . He who with a devoted heart listens to it, reads it

constantly, and is given to contemplate over it, is liberated

(from Sarjisdra)

.

19. Let us meditate upon that supreme Spirit who is

real, absolutely pure (unsullied by Maya), free from impurities,

untouched by sorrow, free from birth and death and hence

eternal—that Supreme Spirit (manifested in the form of

Narayana) graciously revealed this incomparable Light of

knowledge (in the form of Srimad Bhdgavata) to god Brahma

formerly, at the beginning of creation, and through him, he

passed it"on to the divine Sage Narada, and through him to
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the sage Kfsna (Dvaipayana)
, and through him to the most

prominent Yogin, Sri Suka aud through him to king Pariksit

(Visflurata) out of compassion and grace for him.
20. Hail to the glorious Lord Vasudeva who is the

witness (to everything), who out of grace narrated this

Bhigavata to god Brahma who was desirous of Mokja (Libera-

tion from Sathsdra)

.

21. Salutations to the sage Suka, the Lord of Yogis who
is the embodiment of Brahman, who enabled king Pariksit

bitten by the serpent in the form of Sarhsara to attain liberation

from Sarilsdra.

22. O Almighty Lord, God of gods, you are our pro-

tector. Be pleased to direct us that way so that (unflinching)

•devotion to your feet may be engendered (in our hearts) in

every birth (of ours)

.

23. I bow to that Supreme Hari, loud chanting and
glorification of whose name completely annihilates all sins,

and salutation to whom relieves one of all woes and miseries.



APPENDIX

Mardfhl Commentators of the Bh. P.

(A Note)

In translating the X and XI Skandhas of the Bh. P., I have
freely utilised two standard commentaries in Marathi—KD.
or Kr$na Dayarnava’s Harivaradd on the X Skandha, and EK.
or Ekanatha’s Ekdkdra fifed on the XI Skandha.

Maharashtra has a long tradition of the study and
interpretation of the Bh. P. — even before §R, as §R.
respectfully mentions Bopadeva (13th Cent A.D.) from

Maharashtra. There are two schools of interpreting the Bh.

P.—the orthodox, the early exponent of which is Bopadeva and
this school is represented by a number of Maratha saints like

Ekanatha, Bahira (Bhairava) Jataveda, Jani Janardana, Siva

Kalyana, Krsna Dayarnava and others ; the other School is

that of the Mahanubhava sect like Bh&skara Bhatta ( author of

‘Uddhava Gita’) and others.

The most famous commentator of the orthodox school

was EK. (Ekanatha) Circa 1533—1599 A.D. This scholar

saint—social reformer of the 16th Cent. A.D. was not only the

greatest writer of his time, but even to-day, he is second to

Jflanesvara in the realm of Marathi literature. EK. lived at

Paithan, the ancient capital of Maharashtra of the Satavahana

period. He adorned whatever he touched. He took the

romantic episode of the marriage of Krsija and Rukmini from

the Bh. P. and his RukminI Svayariivara is still unsurpassed and

girls who wish to get their marriage settled at the earliest still

read it devoutly. Krsna Dayarnva, the most famous commen-

tator on the X Skandha of the Bh. P. has bodily incorporated

the whole of this work ( Rukmini Svayamvara) out of respect for

EK., his spiritual predecessor. EK. wrote a number ofVcdantic

treatises. But his magnum opus is his commentary on the XI

Skandha of the Bh. P. He explained each and every verse of

the XI Skandha in 18,000 Ovi verses in Marathi. The Pandits

of Benares where EK. wrote this commentary in 1573 A.D.
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warmly appreciated this work. As the legend goes ( as in the

case of &R*s Com. on the Bh. P.) EK’s commentary was

adjudged as the best by the presiding deity of Benares.

Though EK. pays high tributes to &R, he differs from

him on many points, a few of which are recorded in the

footnotes here. EK’s commentary is a synthesis of philosophy

and poetry presented to the masses in chaste, lucid Marathi.

None of the fifteen SK commentators of different schools of

Ved&nta (published in the Bhagavata Vidyapeeth Ahmedabad’s

edition) could surpass him in the flight of imagination and

felicity of expression. It is a fond dream of the present

writer to render it into English for non-Marathi knowing

readers.

EK. wrote a voluminous work on the Ram&yana. His

allegorical description of the various customs and classes of

society, known as Bh&ruia is sociologically important.

EK. practised the teaching of Bh. P. and is still respected

as a great saint in Maharashtra.

Kr$na Dayirnava (KD.)

KD. ( 1674-1740 A.D.) , the author of the monumental

Marathi commentary, Harivaradd (42,000 verses in the Ovi

metre) on the X Skandha, is a spiritual descendant of EK.
KD’s spiritual genealogy is as fellows :

—

Ekanatha-vGidananda->Svananda Svami-vGovinda Guru
->Kr?na Day&rnava. His Original name was Narahari, but

his habit of loudly remembering God as “Kr$na Dayarnava”
led people to re-christen him as KD. His two immediate

(spiritual) predecessors were important officers in the service

of SivajI the founder of the Maratha Kingdom and his son

Sambhaji (1680-89 A.D.). KD. himself had to go through

the fiery ordeal of Aurangzeb’s ruthless attempt to crush the

newly founded Hindu Kingdom till his (Aurangzeb's) death

in 1707 A.D.

KD. does not state how far he is indebted to his Maratha
pQroa suris like Bahira (Bhairava) Jataveda, Siva-Kaly&na

who wrote 25,806 Oof-verses and 1,25,000 Oof verses respective-

ly on the X Skandha, and it is difficult to ascertain it as the
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above-mentioned works are still unpublished. But Hari-varadd

shows the encyclopaedic knowledge ofKD.
KD. began to write this commentary at the age of fifty-

four, as he was advised to sing of the Lord as a remedy for his

serious Malady. And like the ancient EK. poet Mayura, he
was cured of it by the time he completed the first half of the

X Skandha. Harivaradi reflects a high standard of achieve-

ment in blending poetry with philosophy and other disciplines

then current in Maharashtra.

KD. completed X. 87.23 of the Bh.P. and passed away on
13th November 1740. The remaining portion was completed by
his disciple Uttama-Sloka in 1743.

SANATANA GOSVAMI (SG.)

SG. and his brother Rupa Gosvami belong to the

Gaudiya school of Vaisnavism. They were Brahmins from

Kamatak in the South, who attained influential official

positions in the Muslim Court of Gauda with a muslim title.

Thu led some scholars to believe that they were muslim

converts. But as S. K. De points out, “The stupendous

Sastric learning as well as the Vai?nava disposition of the

two brothers undoubtedly prompted Caitanya to select them as

the apologists of his faith*' ( Vaifnava Jaith and Movement, P. 73

Foot note 2) . The contribution of SG. in building up the

Gaudfya School of Vai$gavism is substantial. Unfortunately

his commentary on the Bh. P. is published in the Bengali

script. I had to depend on the excerpts of SG. published in

the Devanagari script in the Vrindavan edition of the X
Skandha. And even the excerpts testify to the great scholarship

of SG. In the interest of the understanding of Gaudfya Vaifpa-

vism in other parts of India, one wishes the Gosvamis of

Vrindavan to bring out a Devanagari edition of SG.'s work.
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In the following Index the lit (Roman) figure indicates the number

of the Skandha, the next (Arabic) figure, the number of the Chapter
and the next (Arabic) figure or figures, the number of the verse or
verses. In case no number be given after the No. of the Chapter, that
shows that the whole chapter deals with that topic. For example on
page 1, Abhimanyu III.3. 17 means Abhimanyu is mentioned in the III
Skandha, 3rd chapter, verse No. 17. Aila Gita—XI.26 indicates that it

is in the XI Skandha 26th Chapter (the whole of the chapter deals with it).

Abhimanyu—Son of Arjuna and
Subhadra; married Uttara and
Vatsala; son of Parlksit—III.3.17

;

IX.22.33; Kills Bfhadbala—IX.12.8.
Action—See Karma
Adhi-bhuta

)

Adhi-daiva ) —11.10.14
Adhyatma )

Adi-Sesa—or Sesa—Son of Kasyapa
& Kadru; described and praised

—

V.25. 1-15; VI. 16.30-32; Citra-
sena’s praise—VI. 16.34-48.

Aditi—Daughter of Daksa; wife of
Kasyapa ; Her sons—Twelve
Adityas (Sun-gods)—VI.6.25, 38;
observed Payovrata—VIII chs 16

& 17; Vamana born of her—VIII.
18.1; Srikr?na restores her ear-

rings—X.59, 38.

Aditya—The Sun-gods—12 in no.

—

VI.6.39; XII. 1 1.30—50.
Advaita—IV.7.50-54; 9.33; VII.9.

30-32; X.3.18; 14.22.

Agastya—Son of Pulastya. His
mother Havirbhuk and brother
Visvavah. He belongs to Sv&yam-
bhuva age—IV. 1.36; gives curse

to Indradyumna—VIII.4.10; des-

troyed by the curse of Mahadeva.
Reborn in the present age in a jar
of ghee from the lustre of Mitra
and Varuna. Therefore known as

Kumbha-yoni and Maitrivarupi

—

VI 18.5 His wife Lopamudri and
son Idhmavaha.

Agnidhra—Son of Priyavrata and
Barhismati—V.1.25; married Pur-
vacitti (an Apsaras) had nine sons

by her—V.2.2-20.
Ahuka—Son of Punaivasu; father of

Ugrasena and Devaka—IX.24.21.

Ahuki—Ahuka’s sister—IX.24.21.

Aila-Thr celestial elephant
Aila Gita—IX.26.
Airavata—The celestial elephant

—

VIII.8.4; X. 25.7.

Aja— (i)Dasaratha’s father—IX. 10.1.

(ii) One of the eleven Rudras

—

son of Bhuta-prajapati and
Sarup&—VI.6.17.

(iii) Son of Pratiharta—V.15.5.
Ajagara—N. of a sage. Discussion

with Prahldda—VII. 13.1 1-45.

Ajana or Jina—Father of the Buddha
—1.3.24.

Ajami^ha—Son of Hastin—Father of

Bfhadifu, Nila—Family trans-

formed into Brahmana—IX.21.21-
30.

Ajamila—The story of—VI. 1.2 1-68;

Efficacy of God’s name—VI.
chapters 2 & 3.

Aja-nibha—old name for India—V.
7.3.

Ajatasatru—( i ) Yudliitthira—1 . 1 3.30.

(vide Yudhitthira)
(ii) A king in Kali age—XII. 1.6

Ajita—Son of VairSja—became the
divine Tortoise—VIII.5.9-10 ;

Churning the ocean for nectar

—

VIII.7.
Akrura—Son of Svaphalka—IX.24.

15; His sons—Devavan and Upa-
deva—IX.24.17; goes to Gokula
to bring Kffna —X.38; vision of
Balarama & Kr?na while bathing

in the Yamuna—X.39.41 ff; eulo-

gises Sri Kf?na—X.38.7-22 ;
40.1-

30, 48.18.27—Krspa visits

Akrura’s house—X.48. 12-36;

visits Hastin&pura—X.49; Rein-
vited to Dv&raka—X.57.29-34 ;

killed by Bhoja in Yidava civil

fight (YSdavI )—XI.30-36.

Akuti— (i) Daughter of Sviyam-
bhuva Manu and wife of
Ruci—Their son Lord Yajfta

and daughter—Dak;irii

—

VI.l.l.fT ; II. 7.2.

(ii) Wife of Sarvatejas—IV
T
.

13.14ff.

(iii) Wife of Prthu?ena— V. 15.6.
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Alaka—Kubera’s capital : Dhruva’s
visit to—IV. 10.5.

Alakananda—A branch of the Gang&
—IV.6.24; V. 17.5-9.

Alambu?i—A celestial damsel ; mar-
ried Tfpabindu; sons—Virfala,

Sunyabandhu and Dhumraketu,
daughter—I^abi^a—IX.2.30-33.

Alarka—Son of Dyumat—IX. 17.6-8;

Disciple of Datt&treya—1.3.11 ;

11.7.44.

Allegory of Puraryana—IV.25 ; -of

sheep—IX. 19 (Told by Yayad to

Devay&ni).
Ambilikk—Queen of Vicitravirya ;

mother of P&q4u—IX.22.23-25.
Ambari?a— (i) Son ofN&bh&ga—IX.

4.13; His sons—VirQpa, Ketu-
min and Sambhu—IX.6.1;
Performs A£vamedha—VI.4.22;
Observed the vow ofEk&dafi

—

IV.4.29; Durvasas created a
female ogre to kill him—IX.
4.46-48 ; Sudarsana pursues
Durvasas; praises Sudarsana

—

IX. 5.6.

( ii

)

Son of Mandhata and
Bindumatl —IX.6. 38; adopted
as son by his grandfather
Yuvanasva—IX.7. 1

.

Ambika—Queen of Vicitravirya ;

mother ofDhrtar&^fra—IX.22.2-26.
Amfta-nectar— (i) churning of the

Milky Ocean for—VIII.5. 1 1-18;

creation—VIII.8.34 ; served
to gods by Mohini (Vi?pu)

—

VIII.9.17.
(ii)A subcontinent in Plak§a-dvipa-

V.20.3.
Arhsuman—Son of Asamanjasa—IX

8.15; his son Dilipa—XI. 9.2

Anaka—Son of Sura, Vasudeva's
brother—IX.24.28; married KaAkft
—IX.24.41.

Anaka-dundubhi—N. of Vasudeva

—

IX.24.29-30, vide Vasudeva.
Anasuya—Daughter of Kardama

and Devahuti—111.24.22; wife of
Atri—Sons Datta, Durvisas and
Soma—IV.1.15.

Andhra (i ) Son of Dirghatamas from
Bali's queen—XI . . 23.5.

(ii) Andhra dynasty—XII. 1.22.

Ahga — (i) Born of Utt&nap&da line-

age; his father Ulmuka; wife
SunithS; son Vena— IV.13.17;
performed As'vamedha — IV.
13.25 abandoned kingdom with
dejection—IV. 1 3.47.

(ii) Born of Soma lineage from

wife of Bali—IX. 23.5
Ahgada — (i) Son of V4li—the

monkey chief —IX. 10.7.

(ii) Son of Lak$mana Rama’s
nephew—IX. 11.12.

Anger—See Krodha.
Angiras— (i ) A mind-bora son of

god Brahm&—III. 12.24; marri-
ed the daughter of Kardama

—

III. 24.22; sons—Ucathya and
Bfhaspati—IV. 1.35; daughters
—Simv&li ,Raka and Anumad
—IV. 1.34.

(ii) Born in Vaivasvata Manvantara
in Varupa’s sacrifice—wives :

Svadhd and Sati—Svadha’s sons
are manes; Sad's son—Atha-
rvangiras—VI. 6.19; confers

boon on Citraketu andpreaches
knowledge—VI. 14. 14-26.

Angiras! — (i) a river—V.20.4
( ii ) wife of Vasu. Their son Visva

karma —VI. 6.15.

Aniruddha— (i
)
Son of Pradyumna

and Rukmavad— I. Rukmavati
T61 18; husband of Rocana
—X.61. 18-25; marriage with

U$a— X. Chs 62 son and 63;
(yQha) Vajra—X.90.37.

(ii) A manifestadon of the Lord
XII. 11.21.

Antarik$a— (
i ) A heaven also bhuvar-

loka—V.24.5.

(ii ) N. of a prince—IX. 12.12.

(iii ) N. of an Asura—son of Mura,
killed by Kr?na—X.59.12.

(iv ) A sage, son ofRsabha—V.4. 1 1

;

spiritually guided Vasudeva
-XI.3. 3 ff.

Anumad — (i) Daughter of Angiras
and SraddhS—IV. 1.34; wife

of Aditya—son Purnamasa

—

VL18.3.
(ii) A river in Salmali Dvfpa

—

V.20.10.
Apsaras—Gelesdal ardstes arose out

of K;lra-s&gara—VIII.8.7; Mother
Muni—VI.6.27; created by Brahma
—III.20.38.

Arc&—(Image-worship) — III.29.

21-27; IV.8.54-61 ; X.84.10; 86.55;

*XI.2.47; 11.42; 27.9-16.

Arci— (i) Daughter of Daksa; wife

of K^asva—VI.6.20.
(ii) Queen of Prthu—An arhia of

Lak^mi—IV. 15. 2-6; 23.19-24.

Arifta—An Asura—son of Danu

—

VI.6.30; An Asura—assumed a
bull form—an other n. Kakudmi

—

killed by Kr$na—X.36.1-15.
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Ari;t&—Wife of Kasyapa ; mother of
Gandharvas (hones)—VI.6.25-29.

Arjuna— (i) Son of Pap<)u and KuntJ
an arhia of Indra praised
Krsna—1.7.22-25; controls
Asvatthaman’s missile—1.7.29;
Returns from Dvaraka and
reports Krona's departure
to Heaven — 1.14.39-44;

1.15; Queen DraupadI—son
Sruta-kirti—IX. 22.27-29;
Abducts Subhadra— X.86.
3-12; son from Subhadra
Abhimanyu IX.22.33; other
sons Babhruvahana and Ir&van—
IX.22.32; attended mitravindS
Svayamvara—X.83.24.

(ii) (Kartavirya) or Saha-
srarjuna son of Kfta-virya
Haihaya—IX. 15. 17.41; killed

by Parasurama, (ibid)

His sons IX.23.24 ff.

(iii) (Trees) — uprooted by
Kr?na—X. 10.23-27.

Arts—Sixty four—X.45.36.
Aruna — ( i ) Son of Kasyapa and

Vinata—VI.6.22; charioteer of
the Sun V.21.16.

(ii ) An Asura siding with Naraka

—

X.59.12.
(iii) Son ofDanu—VI. 6.30.

(iv) Father of Tribandhana-IX.7.4.
(v) Arunas sages. 1. 19.11. VIII.

13.25.

Arundhati—Daughter of Kardama
Prajapati: wife of Vasistha—III.

24.23; Another name—Orja—IV.
1.40.

Arka — (i) One of the Vasu gods ;

son of Dharma Prajapati
; wife

Vasan&—VI.6.1 1-13.

(ii) A king—1X.21.31.
Aryama—Son of Kasyapa and Aditi

—one of Adityas; wife Matik&

—

sons Carsanas—VI.6.39-42.

Asarira-Vak— ( I ncorporal Voice

)

To Narada—1.6.21 (25) ; To
Bharata—IX.20.20

;

To Kamsa—X.1.34; To Rukmin
Balarama )—X.61 .33.

Asramas—Stages in life—III. 1 2.41 ;

Vll.chs 11-14 ; XI. ch. 17 & 18.

Asraya—A characteristic of Puranas
—II. 10. 1-7 vide Purana

Astronomy—X.9.20, 21; IV. 12.39 ;

V.20.43 ; V.21.24.
Asuri—a disciple of Kapila—1.3.10;

VI. 15.14.

Asuri—Wife of Devajit—V.15.3.

Asvamedha—A horse sacrifice By

—

Yudhi?thira—1.12.32 ff; III.3.18;
Bali—VIII.18; Parik*it—III. 16.3;
Sagara—IX.8.8; Prthu—IV.19;
Inara—VI.13.19; Ambarlfa— IX.
4.13; Bharata—IX.20.25 ; Vasu-
deva—X.84.42-ff.

Aivatthiman—1.7.13-58.

Aivins—twin-gods ; sons of the Sun
and Sarhjhi—VI.6.40; Rejuvenate
Cyavana—IX.3. 1 1 ; Born as Nakula
and Sahadeva from Midri—IX.
22.28.

Atala—The first sub-terranean region
—II. 1.27, 5.40; Its description

—

V.24. The other subterranean
regions—Atala, Vitala, Sutala,
Talatala, Mahatala, Ras&tala,
Patala—II.5.40 ; V.24.7 ff. Other
references to Hell—III.25.7 ; 30.

28.33; V. 14.28; VII.6.6; VIII.4.

10; X.49.24; 60.35; XI.8.7; 17.

58; 26.3; also andha-tdmisra—V.26.
7-9.

Atharva—N. of a Veda—1.4.20.

Atharvan—A mind born son of
Brahma; wife £anti (Citti); son
Dadhyac—IV. 1.42.

Atharv&ngirasa—son of Ahgiras—VI.
6.19.

Atiratra— (i) A sacrifice—created out
of Brahma’s mouth— III.

12.40.

(ii ) Son of the Manu—Cak?u$a and
Na^vala—IV. 13.16.

Atri—A sage; born from Brahma’s
eyes—III. 12.24; wife—Anasuya ;

sons—Datta, Durvasas and Soma
—IV. I. 15-33; IX. 14.2; Atri born
twice like Dak§a.

Aurva—A sage of Bhrgu clan 1 . 1 9. 1 0

;

Sagara’s preceptor IX.8.8.

Avadhuta (Dattatreya)—Dialogue
with Yadu—Xl.ch. 7-9.

Avantl—N. of a city—X.45.31.

Avataras— Incarnation of Visnu

:

Cause— 1. 1. 13; 8.32-35; 10.25;

III.2.15. ff.; 5.16-42; 17.31; 24.10,

18, 36, 37. Series of Incarnations

-1.3.1-25; II.7.1-38; X.40.17-22;
XI.4.3-ff.

Avatdr&nvearita— (Description of in-

carnations)—a characteristic of
Puripa- —II. 10.5.

Avidya—Nescience) 1.3.33; 1 1.6.20;

III.12.2; 20.18.

Avirhotra—Son of Rsabha—V.4.1 1

;

Spiritual advice to Nimi—XI.3.

43-55.

Ayana—a measure of Time (six

months)—III. 11. 12; V.21.3-6.
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Ayu — ( i ) A ion of Vasu called

Pri^a—VI.6.12.
(ii) A son of PurOravas—IX. 15.1;

had five sons such as Nahu?a
& others—IX. 17.1.

(iii) Son of Puruhotra—IX. 24.6.

Ayurveda The Science of medicine

—

II.7.21; III. 12.38; VIII.8.35; IX.
17.4.

(B)

Babhru— (i) Son of Druhyu
; father

of Setu—IX.23.14.
(ii) Son of Romap&da; father of

Krti—IX. 24.2.

(iii) Son of DevSvrdha—IX.
24.9-10.

(iv) A sage knower of the Atharva;
Pupil of Sunaka—XII. 7.3.

Babhruvahana—Son of Arjuna and
GitriAgada—IX.22.32.

Badari or okiirama alias Visala—

A

famous holy place in the Himalayas;
a favourite place for penance

—

III.4. 21-22 : IX.3.36; Uddhava
goes to—XI.29.47.

Bahuiaiva—Son of Dhfti of Mithila

—

IX. 13.26: Sri Kr?na visits him
X.86. 1 7 ;

His praise of Kfsna

—

X.86.31-35.
Baka—A demon—crane killed by
Kr?na—X.l 1.47-53.

Bakl alias PutanS—A demoness killed

by Kr?na—X.6.2-18; another name
—UluDika—II.2.7.27.

Bala—( i) An Asura killed by Indra
—VIII. 11.28.

(iii N. of a Lord's attendant

—

VIII.21.16
(iii) A son of Mayisura ; the ruler

of the subterranean region

—

Atala—V.24.16
(iv) N. of Balarama—II. 7. 35;

IX.24.16
(v) Son of Krsna and Lak;maQ&
—X.61.15.

Balarama—Son of Vasudeva and
Rohini—IX.24.16; an incarnation
of 3e?a—X.2.5; Transferred from
Devaki’s womb to Rohinl's—X.
2.5-8; Marries Revati—1X.3.

36, X.52.15; Kills Pralamba

—

X.57.26; Kills Rukmi—X.61.30-
36; Revisitr Nanda’s Gokula—X.
65, diverts the stream ofthe Yamuna
—X.65.23-28; Kills Dvivida— X.
67 ; drags Hastinapur to the

Gang&—X.68. 15-41; kills Roma-
harsana—X.78. Kills Balvala

—

X.79.1-6; tries to stop the duel
between Bhlma and Duryodhana
—X.79.30-39; Gives up his body
by Yogic process—XI.30.26.

Baiahaka—N. of a horse of Krsna’s.

chariot—X.53.5.
Bali—The great Asura devotee of

Vi?pu, son of virocana, married
to Asana or Vindhyavali, had
100 sons—Bana and others—VI.
18.16-17; helped gods for churning
the sea—VIII.6.27; fight with
gods and their defeat—VIII. 10.16;
VIII. 11.46; conquers Svarga and
rules over it—VIII. 15-4-33; per-
forms a hundred Horse sacrifices

—

Vi?nu as a dwarf begs three steps

of land—VIII. 18; Visnu’s cosmic
form and Bali deprived ofkingdom
—VIII.20 & VIII.21; Bali bound
by Garuda—VIII.21.26; 22.2;
Bali prays Vamana and enters

Sutala—VIII.22; Bali prays
Krsna—X.85.39-46; Bali’s pro-
wess (stories about)—V.24. 18-27;

1.3.19; 1.12.25; II.7.18; Bali

—a future Indra in Savarni Man-
vantara—VIII. 13. 12.

Bali— (i) Son of Krtavarma ; son-
in-law of Kr$na—X.61.24.

(ii) Founder of Andhra Dynasty
—XII. 1.22.

Balvala—An Asura—son of Ilvala

—

X.78.38 ff.; killed by Balarama

—

X.79.1-6; also II.7.34; III.3.11.

Bana—An Asura—son of Bali and
Kolara—X.63.20-1 ; God Siva’s.

E
rotege—VI .8. 18 ;

His daughter
—X.62.1-10; fight with Krsna

who cut off his 1000 arms, Siva’s

intervention—four arms saved—X.
62.32-49.

Barhi;at alias Pracina-barhis, Vedi-
sat— (i) son of Havirdhana and

Havirdhani—IV. 24.8-10;

(ii ) Manes

—

pitrs—in Svdyambhuva
Manvantara—married to Dak$a’»
daughter Svadha—IV. 1.63.

Barhismati (i) Capital of Svayam-
bhuva Manu—III. 22.29.

(ii) Daughter of Visvakarma; mar-
ried to Priyavrata (vide Priya-

vrata)—V. 1. 24.

Baskala— (i) An Asura—son of Anuh-
r&da—VI. 18.16

(ii) Founder of a school of Ijtgveda

—XII.6.54-55.
Baskali—A sage of Angiras clan

—

compiled Vdlakhilya Samhitd—XIII.
6.59.
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Bhadra (i) One of the Tufitai—IV.1.7
(ii ) Son of Vasudeva and Pauravi

—

IX.24.47.
(iii) Son of Vasudeva and Devaki

—

IX.29.54.
(iv) Son of Kr?na and K&lindi
—X.61.14.

(v) Gods in the 3rd Manvantara

—

VIII. 1.24.

Bhadra— (i) Daughter of Meru; wife
of Bhadrisva—V.2. 19-23.

(ii) A tributary of Gangi—V.17.5,
8 .

(iii) Alias Kausalya; wife of Vasu-
deva; mother of Keii—IX.
24.45-48.

(iv) Queen of Krsna; daughter of
Dhr>taketu and Srutakirti

—

X.58.56; 61.17; 83.12.
Bhadrasva— (i) Son of Agnidhra,

married Meru’s daughter
Bhadri—V.2. 17-23.

(ii) A part (varfa) of Jambudvipa
—V.18.1-14; conquered by
Parik$it—1.16.13.

(iii) Son of Kuvalayasva—IX.6.24.
Bhaga—Son of Kasyapa and Adiri

—

Vl.6.39; wife Siddhi, sons Mahima,
Vibhu, Prabhu—VI. 18.2; Blinded
by Virabhadra in Dak?a sacrifice—IV.5.20.

Bhagavan—Lord Visnu, Narayana)

—

Description of His Personality

—

1.12.8-10: II.9. 14-16; III.15.38-

45; III.28.21-33; IV.7.20-21 ;

VIII.6.3-7; X.39.45-55
;
BrahmS

born from His navel—1.3.2; III.8.

13-16 ; creation of the Universe
from His limbs—1 1. 1.26-39; Mani-
festations—To Dak;a at sacrifice

—

IV.7.18; at Aghamar$apa Tirtha
—VI.4.35-42; To Prthu—IV.20.
3; To Gajendra—VIII.3.31 ; Tan-
trika way of worshipping Him

—

HCI.3.49-55.

Bhagavata— (i) Name of a Suriga

King—XII. 1.18.

( ii ) This mahdpurina of 1 8000 verses

;

origin—Saunaka’s request to

narrate—1.4.1-14; The glory

of—1.1.2-3; 3.40-43; 5.8-22;

II. 1.8-10; III.8.2; XII.4.40-43;

XII. 12.57-58 as in Padma-
Purana see Intro, pp. LXXI-
CXXIX contents of—XII.
3.45; Ten characteristics of

—

11.10.1.9.

Bhag iratha—Son of Dilipa; brings

down the Gariga—TX.9.2-14;

Father of Sruta—-IX.9. 16.

Bhakta—Devotee (God’s)—greatness
of : 1.1.15; 2.25-26; 18.4. 13; II.

3.11; 7.42; III.4.25; 13.4; 21.17-18;
IV.20.12; 29.39-40; 30.19-20; V.
I. 1-5; 13.21-23; Vl.3.27, 33; 17.

27-28, 31; VII.5.32; 10.9-20, 48;
IX.4.63-71 ; 5.14-15; X.10.41,
84.10-13. (vide infra ekdntin)

Bhakti— (Devotion)—1.2.22; II. 1.

21; 111.25.28 AT.; Nine types of Bh.
—VII.5.23-24; achieves all JW
firthas II.3. 10; Bhakti as means of
Liberation—1.2.7,20; 8.20; XI.
ch. 14; 19.19-27; Name of the Lord
(smarapa )—Glory of 1.1.14,16;

II. l. 11; III.9.15; 33.6-7; IV.7.47;
V.24-20; 25.11; VI. 1.30-31; 2.7-

19; VI.3.22-31
;
VIII.23.16; IX.5.

16; X.2.37 ; XII.3.44; 12.46-47;
Glorification (Kathi ) of His deeds
—III. 13.50.

Bhanu— (
i ) Daughter of Dakfa, wife

of Dharma, Her son Deva-
r?abha—VI.6.5.

(ii ) A prince of Brhadbala dynasty
—IX. 12. 10.

(iii ) Son of Krsna and Satyabh&mk
—X.61.10.

'

Bhinumin— (i) Son of Brhadasva IX.
1.11.

( ii ) Son of Kesidhvaja IX. 1 3.2 1

.

(iii) Son ofBharga IX.23. 16-17.
Bharata—( i ) Jatfa-Bharata, son of

R?abha and Jayanti—married
Paficajani—V.4.8-9 ; 7.1-3;

Reborn as a deer V. 8—Re-
born as a Br&hmana and saved

by Bhadrak&lf—V.9; Dialogue

with king Rahugana—V. chs.

10 to 14.

(ii ) Son of Daiaratha and Kaikeyi

—IX. 10.3-35; Ruled as

Rama’s representative—IX.
10.35-43; sons—Taksa and
and Pu?kala—IX.11. 12-13;

Punished Gandharvas and
went to Heaven with R5ma.

(iii) Son of Du?yanta and Sakun-
talS—IX.20.7-26; married
three princesses from Vidarbha
who killed their children lest

the king should desert them

—

performed marut-stoma sacrifice

for a son and adopted Vitatha
alias Bharadv&ja—IX.20.34-39.

Bharadvaja—See above (III)

Bharata-varsa—alias Ajan&bha —
V.7.3. India before the partition;

The real karma-kfetra—V. l/.l 1 ;Des-
cription and greatness —V. 19.7-28.
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Bh&rata— (i) A Historical epic by
Vyksa—1.4.25; 29; 5.3, III.

5.12.

(ii) See Bhkratavarsa.
Bhasmisura—The story of—X.88.14-

40.

Bhikfu-gitk—The song of the ascetic—XI.23 (complete chapter).
Bhlma— (i) One of 11 Rudras—VI.

6.17.

(ii) Son of Vijaya; K&flcana's
father—IX. 15.3.

(in) A Pin^ava—IX.22.29-31

;

married to Draupadi, Hid-
imbk, Kali, kills Jarasandha—X.72.33-46; Goes to Mahk-

?
rasthkna with Yudhi?thira
.15.15.

Bhi?ma— (i) alias Devavrata—son of
Santanu and Gahga—IX.22. 1 9

;

Exposition of dharma to Panda-
vas—I.9.12.ff. Eulogises Ktfpa—1.9.32-42, 43 and passes

away.
Bhisma-ka—Rukmipi’s father—X.52.

21 .22 .

Bhojaka^a—New capital of Vidarbha
founded by Rukml—X.54.52.

Bhramara-gita— (Apostrophe to black-
bees by Gopis)—X.47. 12-21.

Bhvgu— (i) God Brahma’s mind-
born son—III. 12.23 ;

Married
to Khyati ; daughter Sri devi—111.24.23 ; Deputed to

Test three gods Brahma, Siva
and Visnu—X.89.2 ; sons

—

Dhata and yidhata—IV.l.
43-45; curses Siva’s followers

—IV.2.27-32; Virabhadra
punishes Bhrgu—IV.5.19, 7.

5; Prays Visnu IV.7.30.
(ii) Born in Vanina’s sacrifice

in Caksu^a Manvantara, called

Varuiji Bhrgu—VI. 18.4.

Bhu (The Earth)— (i) Part of Virkt
puru§a’s body—II. 1.27; 5.38-

42.

(ii ) The Earth-goddess—conver-
sation with Dharma —1.16.

18-37; plight in Kali age

—

1.17.26-28 ; lifted up by
Variha—III. 13.16 ff; Prays
Brahmk to lighten her burden
—X-1.17 ; Prays Sri Kr$pa
—X.59.25-31; As Avadhuta’s
Preceptor—XI.7.33.

(iii) Sphere of the Earth—des-

cription etc.—III. 11.39 ; 23.

43; V.l.30-33; 16.4.29; V.
18.1, 15-17, 19.1, 16-18, 29-

31; V.20.1-39.
BhQtddi or Mahat—The Principle

called Mahat—II.5.25; III.5.27-29;
26.19-22.

Bindumati— (i) Wife of Marici,
her son Bindumkn—V.15.15.

(ii) Wife of Mandhkta—IX.6.
25-33.

Bindumkn—Son of Marici & Bindu-
mati father of Madhu—V. 15.15.

Bindusaras—A tfrtha near the Saras-
vati—place of Kardama's penance
—III.21 .35-39; sage Kapila stays

here—III.25.5; Balarkma’s visit

—

X.78.19.
Brahma—Four-headed god—born out

of Vi?nu’s navel—1.3.2, III.8.15-

16 ; His penance—11.9; Praises

the Lord —II.6.35-45; III.9.1-25;
X.2.26-42, X. 14.1-40; Creates by
will power 10 sons like Marici
III.12.22; Lust after his daughter
—III. 12.28; Svayambhuva Manu
born from him—III. 12.52-53;
Assumes and renounces various
bodies—III. 12.28-53; Visnu as

Divine Boar born from his nose

—

III. 13. 18 Goes to Siva and praises

him—IV.6.8-53 ; Expounds philo-

sophy to Priyavrata—V.l. 11-19;
grants boon to Hiranyakasipu

—

VII.3. 18; carries off Krsna’s
cattle and cowherds—X.13 ; Re-
quests Kftna to return to His region
—XI.6.21-27.

Brahma-datta—Son of Nipa and
Suka’s daughter Krtvi—IX.2 1.25.

Brahma-rata—Another name of Suka
—1.9.8; II.8.27.

Brahma-savarni—The 10th Manu,
son of Upasloka—VIII. 13.2 1-23.

Brihmana—The 1st class out of four

classes (varpas) ; His importance

—

III.14.41 ff; 16.2-11; 1V.21.36-43;
V.5.23-27; VII. 14.41-42; X.64.
32-43; 80-28-33

;
86.51-57; His

duties—VII.l 1.13-14; XI.17.40-
4 1 ; characteristics —VII .11.21;

XI. 17.16; livelihood—VI 1. 11. 14,

16, 18, 20; effect of curse—1.7.48;

Substitute for his capital punish-

ment 1.7.57.

Brahmipda— (i) a Mahdpurdfta of

12000 verses—XII. 13.8;

(ii) The Universe—II.5.34; 10.10

ff; III.6.1-6.

Many in number—III. 11.39-40,

XI.16.39; Made of gold—II 1.20. 14.

Brahma-vaivarta—A mahdpurdpa of

18000 verses—XII. 13.6.
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Bfhadaiva— (i) Son of Sr&vasta of
of Ik?vfiku race—IX.6.21

(ii) Son of Sahadcva of the Solar
race—IX.12.11

(iii) A sage-visitor to Bhi?ma
—1.9.6.

Brhadbhanu— (i) Visnu’s incar-

nation in the 14th Manvan-
tara—VIII. 13.35

(ii) Son ofKf?na and Satyabhama—X.61.10.
(iii) Son of PfthulSk?a of the Lunar

race—IX.23.11.
Bfhadraja—Son of Amitaraja of

Solar dynasty, father of Barhi

—

IX.12.12-13.
Brhanmanas—Son of Bfhadratha,

father of Jayadratha —IX.23.11.
Brhadratha— (») Son of Devarata of

Mithila and father of
Mahavirya—IX. 13.15

(ii ) Son ofUparicara—Vasu
;
father

of Kusanibha and Jarasandha
—IX.22.6-8.

(iii ) Son of Timi in Pap^ava dy-
nasty, father of Sudks—IX.
22.43.

(iv) Son of Prthul&iva of the solar

race—IX.23. 10-11.

(v) The 9th Maurya king—XII.
1.15.

Brhaspati— (i) In Svayambhuva
Manvantara, son of Angiras
—one of the seven sages in

Svarocisa Manvantara. In
the present Age, son of
Angira'j and Sraddhfi—IV. 1.

34-35; made a calf while
milking the earth—IV. 18. 14;
The preceptor of gods, but
Indra insults him and he
leaves Indra's side—VI. 7.-

2-17; Budha, born of his

wife Tara from Soma—IX.
14.4-14; His son Kaca—IX.
18 22.

(ii) The Planet Jupiter—V.22.15.
Brhati— (i) Wife of Devahotra —

mother of Visnu’s future

incarnation in Devasavariji

era—VIII. 13.22.
(ii) Name of a Vedic metre

—

born of god BrahmS—III. 12.

46.

Bfhatsena— (i) Son of Sunak?atra,

father of Karmajit—IX.22.47;
(ii) Son of Krsna and Bhadra
—X.B1.17.

Budha—Mercury (The Planet) bom
ofSoma and T&ra, quarrel of about

his fatherhood—IX. 14.4-14; mar-
ried Ilk—father of Purdravas

—

IX. 15; A planet—V.22.13.
Buddha—Visnu’s incarnation —I.

3.24 ; II.7.37.

(C)

Caitra—Name of a month—XII. 11.

33.

Caitraratha—Pleasure-garden of
Kubera—V. 16.14; IX. 14.24.

Caksu— (i ) The eye—its creation
and presiding deity—II.6.3 ;

III.6.15; 26.38. 48.

(ii) Son of king Sarvatejas and
Akuti —A Manu — married
Na^valk and had 12 sons
—IV. 13. 15.

(iii) The Oxus—A branch of the
divine Gangk—V.17.5.

(iv) A son of king Anu of the
Lunar race—IX.23. 1.

Caksu$a— (i) The 6th Manu—son
of Vifvakarmk & Krti VI.6;
but VIII.5.7 states him to be
Cak?u’s son.

(ii) Son of Khanitra; father of
Vivimfati—IX.2.24.

(iii) Name of gods in the 14th
Manvantara—VIII.13 34.

(iv) Name of a Manvantara (see

(i) above).
Gamasa—Son of Rfabha and Jayanti
—V.4.11; XI.2.21 ; Teaches Bhk-
gavatism to Vasudeva—XI. 5.2. 18.

Campa—Son of H&rita; the founder
of the city of Campk (near modern
Bhagalpur )—IX.8. 1

.

Canakya—The exterminator of

Nanda dynasty—XII. 1.2.

Candra— (i) The sphere of the

moon—V.22.8.-10 also see

Soma.
(ii) A son of Visvarandhi and

father of Yuvanasva—IX.6.
20 .

(iii) A son of Kf-sria and Nilk
alias Satya—X.6 1.1 3.

(iv) Son of Atri and Anasuya ;

married 27 daughters of

Dak$a—IV. 1 .33.

Candra-bhaga—The Chinab, also

a name of the Bhlma—V.19.18.
Candra-bhanu

—

A son of Krsna and
Satyabhamk—X.6 1.10.

Chanara-gupta—Founder of Maurya
dynasty—XII. 1.13.

Cinura—Athlete of Karnsa—killed bv
Kr?na—X.43.3 1-44; 44.17-23.
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Garaka—A pupil of VaisampAyana
—XI 1.6.61; performed austeri-

ties for his guru.

CAru—Son of Krfpa and Rukmipl

—

X.61.9.
Ciru-candra— —do— X.61.9.
CAru-defpa— —do— X.61.8.
Cirugupta— —do— —X.61.8.
C&ru-matl—Daughter of Kftpa and

Rtikmipi—X.6 1 .24.

CAtur-misya— (i) Son of Saviti and
Pj-foi—VI. 18.1

(ii) A kind of sacrifice—V.7.5.
Catur-varpya—Division of society in

4 classes—II. 1.37 ; 5.37; III.6.

30-33; VII.11. 13-15.

Cedi—Son of Usika of Romapada
race, father ofDamagho^a—IX.24.2

Chandas—Vedic metres like GAyatri
and others, created by BrahmA

—

II.6.1; III. 12.45-46.

ChAyA—Wife of Vaivaavata Manu

—

children : Sanaiicara ('The presi-

ding deity of the Saturn), SAvarni
—a future Manu and daughter

—

Tapati married to Samvarana—VI.
6.41.

Churning of the sea—The sea—churn-
ing of—the story—VIII.7.9; VIII.
8 to 12 chapters.

Citra-ketu— (i ) Son of Vasi?;ha &
OrjA—IV. 1.40.

(ii) King of Surasena—VI. 14.9;
Chiefqueen Kj-tadyuti—tragic

tale of her son — 14.28-46;

NArada initiates him—15.27 ;

Heads VidyAdharas—16.28;

praises the Lord—16.34-48;

ridicules Siva 17.4; PArvati’s

curse—17.11-24 ; bom as

Vrtra—17.39.
(iii) Son of Lak?mat>a — IX. 11.12

(iv) Son of DevabhAga—IX.24-40
(v) Son of Kf?na & Jambavati

—

1.61.12.

CitralekhA—U$A’s friend—Kumbha-
nda’s daughter—smuggles Ani-
ruddha in Usa’a palace by her
Yogic power —X.62. 14-23.

CitrAngada—Son of Santanu and
Satyavati killed by a Gandharva

—

IX.22.20-21.
Citra-ratha— (i) Another name of

Dhruva—IV. 10.22
(ii) Son of Gaya and Gayanti;

married to Unji; son Saur&t
—V.15.14.

(iii) Son of SupArsva of Videha;
father of K$emadhi —IX. 13.

23.

(iv) Another name of Romapada;
the foster father of Dasaratha’s
daughter $AntA whom he
gave to Rtya-srnga—IX.23.
/-lO.

(v) Son of Ruseka of YAdava
clan; father of Saiabindu —
IX.23.31.

(vi) Vr?pi’s son; paternal uncle
of Akrura—IX.24. 15-18.

(vii) Son of Netnicakra of P&ndava
race—father of Kaviratha

—

IX.22.40.
Citra-sena— (i) Son of Manu

—

Deva-sAvarni — VIII. 13.30
(ii) Son of king Nari?yanta, of

the solar race—IX.2.19.
Citti—alias Santi, Daughter of
Kardama and DevahOti; wife of
Atharva—III.24.24; IV. 1.42.

Cow’s Gift—The gift of—IX.4.33.
Creation—and Purusasukta—II.6. 1 ff.

—of Taltvas and deities—III.5.27-

37; 26.1.

—of Aqd&—egg of the Universe

—

III.6.6-1 1-18, III. 8.13; IX.20.I.
—Tenfold; III. 10 (chapter)—of the

Lotus—III.8.14-21; 10-5; 20.16
—of BrahmA, AvidyS, Sanaka

—

III. 12.2.

—of Yakfas, Rasasas—III. 20.19.

Cyavana— (i) Son of Bhfgu and
Puloma—blinded by princess

SukanyA who married him

—

IX.3.2-9; youth restored by
Aivins— 3.11-23; Asvins
offered Soma, Indra’s rage,

Indra discomfited—3.24-25.

(ii) Son of Mitreya of the Lunar
race—IX.22.1

(iii) Son of Suhotra of the Lunar
race, father of Kftin—IX.
22.5.

(D)

Dadhici alias Dadhyan—Son of
Atharvapa and Citti, also called

Asvasiras—IV. 1.42; VI.9.52; Gives
up body from the creation of Vajra
—VI.10.1-12.

Dak^a— (i) Bom from Brahm&’s
thumb—III. 12.23; married
Prasuti, the daughter of
SvAyambhuva Manu—IV. 1.

11, 47—begot 16 daughters

—

IV. 1 .48; curses Rudra atVUva—
srja’s sacrifices—IV.2.5-19;
countercursed by Nandlivara
IV.2.20-26; coronated as the
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chief Prajipati—1V.3.2
;

per-
forms Bfhaspati sacrifice—IV.
3.3; His daughter Sati, Siva's

consort, visits this sacrifice,

is insulted and commits sui-

cide—IV.4.7-29; Virabhadra
beheads him — IV.5.22-24 ;

Revived with a goat’s head

—

IV.7.8; this Dak$a of the

Sviyambhuva period gives up
his body—IV.30.48.

(ii) Born again in Cak?u?a Man-
vantara—from Pracetasas and
Mirifa—IV.30.48-49 ; VI.
4.17; praises the Lord—4.

23-24; marries Asikni—4.51 ;

sons Haryasvas turn recluse

as per Narada’s advice —
VI.5.1-34

; curses Narada

—

5.35-43
;
had sixty daughters

and gave them in marriage to

Dharma, Kasyapa, Gandra,
Bhuta, Angiras and Krsasva
and T&rksya (Kasyapa)

—

VI.6.1-45.
(iii) Son of Gitrasena, father for

Mi<Jhv4n—IX.2.19.
(iv) Son of Ufinara—IX.23.3.

Dak$a-savarni—The 9th Manu

—

son of Varupa—VIII. 13.18.

Daksina—Daughter of Ruci and
Akuti—married Yajna—had 12

sons called Tu?ita gods—II. 7. 2;
IV. 1.3-7.

Dakfipagni—One of the sacrificial

fires. From this Bhrgu created

Rbhu gods in Daksa’s sacrifice

—

IV.4.32.
Damaghosa—Son of king Cedi and

Srutasrava (Vasudeva’s sister)

—father of Siiupkla—VII. 1.17;
IX.24.39-40.

Dantavakra—Son of Vrddhaiarmk
(king of Karu?a) and Srutadevk
(Vasudeva’s sister )—IX.24.37

;

killed by Kr?ga—X.77.37 ; 78.1-10.

Darsa— (i) Son of Dhata (the 7th

Aditya) and Sinivali—VI. 18. 3.

(ii) Son of Srikrfna and Kalindi

—X.61.14.
Dajaratha— (i) Son of Mulaka,

father of Aidabida—IX.9.41.

(ii) Son of Aja of the solar race,

father of Rama, Laksmana,
Bharata and Satrughna

—

—IX. 10. 1-3. His daughter

&4nt& married to R?yaspiga
—4X.23.7- 10.

(iii) Son of Navaratha—IX.24.4.
Datta or Dattatreya—Son of Atri and

Anasuy&—1.3.11, 11.7.4; an incar-

nation of Vi|pu IV. 1.1 5, 33; His
disciple king K&rtavirya—IX. 15.17.

Deluge—Four types—XII.ch. 4.

Devas— (Gods)—Praise the Lord

—

111.19.30; IV. 1.56-57; VI.9.21-

45; XI.4.9-1 1 ; 6.7-19; Report
Dhruva’s penance to Vi?pu—IV.
8.81; fignt with Asuras—VIII.
ch. 10; defeated and desert Svarga
—VIII. 15. 24-32.

Devahuti—Daughter of Sv&yambhuva
Manu and Satarupi—111.12.55 ;

married to Kardama—III. 1 .22.19-22

her beauty III.23. 30-37; her
married life III. ch. 23 ; mother
of Kapila—1 11.24.6 ; Kapila im-
parts Sahkhya iastra —III. chs.

24-33; Devahuti goes to Mok?a

—

111.33.12-30.

Devaka— (i) Son of Yudhisfhira
and Pauravi—IX.22.30

(ii) Son of Ahuka; brother of

Ugrasena—maternal grand
father of Krsiia—IX.24.2 1

.

Devaki—Daughter of Devaka; Vasu-
deva’s consort—IX.24.23; Her
marriage—X.1.29; Kaihsa tries

to kill her —X.1.35; imprisoned
with Vasudeva—X.1.66; her six

sons killed by Kariisa—X.2.4 ; The
Lord enters her womb—X.2.18;
God Brahma praises the Ix>rd in

her womb—X.2.26-40 ;
Devakl’s

eulogy of the Lord —X.3.24-31 ;

85.29-31; Released by Kr»na from
prison—X.44.50; meets Yasodft at

Syamantapaficaka —X.82.36 ;

Meets her dead sons through

Kf^na’s grace—X.85.53; Death

—

XI. 31. 19.
Deva-mi^ha— (i) Son of Kfta(ti)

ratha; father of Vistfta—1X.13.16

(ii) Another name of Viduratha,

father of Sura—IX.24.27.

Devala—A sage, son of Kriasva and
Dhigana—VI.6.20; 1.7.45; cursed

the Gandharva Huhu—VIII.4.3.

Devapi—Son of king Pratlpa—San-
tanu’s brother—Renounced the

world—IX.22.12-17; stoys at

Kalapagr&ma to re-establish the

religion—XII.2.37-38.
Devar&ta— (i) Son of Suketu, father

of Brhadratha—XI. 13. 14-15

(ii) Another name of Sunahsepa
—IX. 16.30-32

(iii) Son of Vidarbha king

Karambhi, father of Deva-
ksetra—IX.24.5.
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Deva-savarni — The 13th Manu

—

VIII. 13.30-32.

Devayani—Daughter of £ukra and
Orjasvatl—V. 1.24-34 cursed by
Kaca—IX. 18.22; thrown into a
well by Sarmi;tha—saved by
Vayati—married him—IX. 18.6-33.

Devotee—See Bhakta and Ekdntin

Devotion—See Bhakti

Dhanvantari— (i) Visnu’s incar-

nation—born while churning
the ocean for amrta—1.3.17 ;

VIII.8.31-36; II.7.21

(ii) Author of Ayurveda—son of
Dirghatamas—IX. 17.4-5.

Dharma— (i ) Righteousness— 1 st

Purufdrtha—1.5.9. Its four

feet—1.17.24 ; its conversa-
tion with the earth goddess
—1.16. 18-37 ; 17.17 ; Parik?it

saw only one leg and relieved

him from Kali—1.17.2, 44;
Deterioration of—III. 12.35 ;

41; in Kali—XII.3. 18-24.

(ii) A Praj&pati born from
Brahma’s breast—III. 12.25 ;

married 13 daughters of
Daksa and his progeny

—

IV.l.49-59; VI.6.4-10; mar-
ried to Sunfta—begot Satya-
sena, the Lord’s ray—VIII. 1.25.

(iii) Son of Gandhara; father of

Dhrta—IX.23.15
(iv) Son of Haihaya, father of

Netra—IX.23.22
(v) Son of King Pratisrava and

father of Usanas—IX.23.34
(vi

)

dharma-i&stra—VI . 1 .40, 1 0.

45.34.

Dharma-savarna—The 11th Manu

—

VIII. 13.24.

Dhat&— (i ) God Brahma—1 .1.22

(ii) Son of Bhrgu and Khyati,
married to Ayati, son of
Mrkanda—IV. 1.43-44.

(iii) One of the 12 sun-gods ;

parents—Kasyapa and Aditi

—VI.6.39; had 4 wives and
his children—VI.6.39, VI.
18.3.

(iv) The sun in the month of
Caitra—XII. 1 1 .33.

Dhenuka—Name of an asura in the

donkey form—killed by Krsna

—

X. 15.20-36.

Dhftar&stra—Son of Vicitravirya

and Ambika (through Vyasa)

—

IX.22.24-25; Queen Gandh&ri;
Princes Duryodhana and others;

Renounces the world and dies in

the forest—1.13.18-59.

Dhnta-ketu— (i) Son of Sudhrti,
father of Haryasva—IX. 13. 1

5

(ii) Son of Satyaketu, father of
Sukumara—IX. 1 7.9

(iii) Son ofDhrsfadyumna—1X22.3
(iv) King of Kaikeyas, married

Vasudeva’s sister Srutakirti

—IX.24.38.
Dhrita-dyumna —Drupada’s son,

father of Dhr?faketu —IX.22.3.
Dhruva— (i

) Son of Uttanap&da and
Suniti—IV.8.8 His bio-

graphy—IV. chs. 8-12.

(ii) Topmost region—V.23.1-9.
(iii) One of the Vasus; married

to Dharani—VI.6. 10-12.

(iv) Son of Vasudeva and Rohini
IX.24.46.

(v) Son of king Rantibhara—IX.
20 .6 .

Dhydna (Meditation )—II. 1.19 ;
2.8-

13; III.8.23-31; 15.38-42; III.21.

9-11; 28.13-33; IV.7.20-21 ;
8.44-

51; VI.4.33-40; VIII.6.3-7; X.
3.9-10; 35.2-25; 39.44-55

;
51.

1-3; 25-7; XI. 14.36-41 ; XI.27.
39-49»; XII.9.22- 35.

Dilipa-- (i ) Son of Aihsuman

;

father of Bhagiratha—IX.9.2
(ii) Son of Rsya; father of Pra-

tipa—IX.22.1 1.

Dirghatamas—Son of Rasp*a ; father

of Dhanvantari — IX. 17.4 ;

Fathered Ariga, Vahga, Kalinga
etc. from Bali's spouse—IX.23.5.

Diti—Daughter of Daksa, married
to Kasyapa—VI.6.25; courted
husband at the wrong time and
gave birth to Hiranyak?a and
Hiranyakasipu—III. chs. 14 & 15;
III. 17.2-20 ; For begetting a
killer of Indra observes Pumsavana
vow—VI. 18.23-55 ; Indra cuts

the child in the womb in 49 parts

and they are born as Marut gods

—

—VI. 18.6 1-72.

Divodasa— (i) Son of Bhimaratha;
father of Dyuman—IX. 17.6

(ii) Son of Mudgala of Puru
race; father of Satyadhfti and
Ahalyi—IX.21.34; 22.1

Draupadi—Drupada’s daughter—
IX.22.2-3; Her sons—IX.23.28-
30; grieves for her killed

sons ; Arjuna consoles—1.7.15 ;

requests Arjuna to release Asvat-
thaman—1.7.42-48 ; sees Kr?na’s
queens—X.83.6; Goes to heaven
—1.15.50.
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Drona— (i) Name of a mountain

—

V.19.16.
(ii) One of Vasus; married

Abhimati—children Harsa,
Soka—VI.6. 1 1 ;

Reborn as

Nanda and Yasoda—X.8.48.
(iii) Preceptor of Kauravas and

Pandavas, married Krpi

;

father of Asvatthaman—1.1.4;

III.3. 14.

Drupada—Son of Pjsata
;

father of
Dhrs^adyumna and Draupadl

—

IX.22.2-3.
Durga—Yoga-maya; ordered by the

Lord to incarnate —X. 2.6-12.

Durmada— (i) Son of Bhadrasena,
father of Ki-tavTrya, Krta-
varma—1X.23.23

(ii) Son of Vasudeva and Rohini
—IX.24.46.

(iii) Son of Vasudeva and Pauravl
—IX.24.27.

Durvasas—Son of Atri and Anasuya
—a ray of god Siva—IV. 1.15-33;

Indra defeated by his curse—VIII.
5.16; His encounter with Amharisa
and discomfiture—IX.4.35-59.

Duryodhana—Eldest son of Dhrta-
rasfra—IX. 22.26; studied under
Balarama—X.57.26; His daughter
Lak?mana abducted by Samba

—

X. 68 ; confused in Maya sabha

—X.75-37; Thigh broken by
Bhlma—1.7.13.

Dusyanta—Son of Raibhya of Puru
race; married Sakuntala; father of
Bharata—IX.20.7-26; Adopted as

son by Marutta but again returned
to his Paurava family—IX.23. 18-19.

Dvaraka—Old name Kusasthali

—

Krsna’s capital built by Visva-
karma—X.50; X.52.5; overflooded

by the sea after Krsna's death

—

XI.30.47.
Dvipas—continents seven m No.

—

V. 1.31-32; Their rulers—V. 1.33.

Dvurnan— (i) Son of Vasisfha and
Arundhati—IV.l .41.

(ii) Son of Svarocisa Manu—
VIII. 1.19

(iii) Son of Divodasa, also called

Pratardana; father of Alarka
—TX.17.6

(iv) Salva’s minister—fights with

Pradyumna—X.76.20 ;
is

killed—X.77.3.

(R)

Ekacakra—A demon, bom of Kas-

yapa and Danu—VI 6.31.

Ekadasca Rudras— Son of Bhuta &
Sarupa—VI 6.16-18; but Rudra

—

born of Brahma’s angry eye

—

III. 12.7-15.

Ekala—Son of Krsna and Kalindl

—

X.61.14.
Ekantin—The best of devotees

—

III. 15.48-49; VI.9.48; VII.10.11-
12; VIII.3.20; IX.2.11-13; X.23.
26-27; XI 1. 10.20.

(G)

Gada— (i) Son of Vasudeva and
Rohini- 1.14.28; III. 1.35:

1X24-46.
(ii) Son of Vasudeva and Dcva-

raksita—IX.24 .52.

Gajendra—King elephant — VIII.
I.30; King Indradyumna cursed
by Agastya—VIII.4.6-1 3; The
story—VIII.2 Caught by an alli-

gator—VIII.2.27-33; prays Visnu
—-VIII.3 ; released by Vi?nu

—

VIII.3.33; leferences to release

—

II.7.15, III. 19.35, XI.4.18.

Gandhamadana— (i) A Mount to

the north of India—V. 16.10

(ii) Name of monkey—IX. 10.19.

Gandhiiri- Dhrtarfistra’s queen

—

1.8.3 ; 9.48; IX.22.26, Immolation
with Dhftarastra—1. 1 3.50-57.

Gandharvas—A tribe of demigods

—

their creation—I II. 10.27; 20-38.

Ganga—The river : Queen of

Santanu; son Bhisma—X.22.19 :

her previous birth—V.17; Descent
on the earth—V.17; Jahnu drinks

up Ganga IX. 15.3; Glory of

Ganga— 1.8.2; 19.5-6; 1II.5.40;

IV.21.31 ; VIII. 18-28; 21.4; IX.
9.3-5, 14; X.41.15; 70.44; Parlk-

sit’s last fast on 1.3.43; 4.10.

Gariga-dvara—A holy place of Vidura
and Maitreya’s meeting—1 11.5.1.

Gahga-sagara—A holy place (Gahga
falling in the sea) visited by
Balarama—X.79. 1 1

.

Garga—Family priest of Yadus, son

of Manyu, father of Sini—IX.21.1,

19; performed sacred rites of

K rsna—X.8. 1 .fl*.

Garuda—Son of Kasyapa and Vinata
— VI.6.22; defeats Kaliya serpent

—X.17.1 fT; cursed by Saubhari

—

X.17.9 fT., carried Krsna to Prag-

jyoti?a—X.59; His wings sang
vedic hymns—III.21.34; carried

Visnu to Gajendra—VI II.3.32.
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Gaya— (i ) Son of Ulmuka ofU t tana-

pida race—IV. 13. 17
(ii) alias Sai’iga; son of Havir-

dhana—IV.24.8
(iii) Son of Nakta and Druti; mar-

ried to Gayantl—V.15.6 ;

sons Citraratha etc.—V. 15.14
(iv) Son of Sudyumna—IX. 1.41.

Gay&—A holy place—X.79.11.
Ghatotkaca—Son of Bhlma and
Hi<#imb&—IX.22.30-31.

Ghjtaci—A celestial nymph, accom-
panies the Sun in the month of
Migha—XII. 11.39 ; Consort of

Raudr2sva—IX.20.3-5.
Glory of Bh&gavata—See Bhagavata.
Glories of Hari’s stories (Harikatha)

—

1. 1.16-19; 2.15-18; 5.26-28; 6.34-36;

16.6-9, 18.14-15; 19.15-16. II.8.4-6;

III.5.1-13, 6.35-36, 14.4-5, III.

19.32-33; IV.7.35, 44; 20.24-26;
29.40-41 ; IV.30.19-20, V.18.11-

14; VI.3.26-32; IX.24.61; X.l.

13-

16; 7.1-2, 14.3, 5; 47.18; 70.

39; 86.34; 90.49-50; XI.5.36-37;
XI.6.44, 48-49; 26.28-29; XII.3.

14-

15; 51-52; XII.4.39-40; 12.48-51.

Go-dana—Gift of cows by Ambarisa
—IX.4.33; Nrga punished for a
faulty gift—X.64. 10-14.

Gods—See Devas.
Gopis—Cowherdesses of Gokula, their

description—X.5.9-12; 11.33; 46,

45-47 ; Kr?na takes away their

clothes—X.22 Gopis pray the

Lord—X.29.3 1-41 ; appreciate

Krfpa’s flute-playing—X.2 1 ; Ex-
citement at Akrura’s taking away
Krsna—X.39; conversation with
Uddhava —X.47 ; Kj ?nas teaching
and consolation—X.82.40 ff.

Gopis—Their dual songs—X.35 ;

Gofit-gitam in rdsa krftfd (Gopis'

song)—X.31; Gopis consoled by
Kr$na in rdsa dance—X.32; Gopis
and Krsna dance (rdsa-kridd

)

—
X.33.

Govardhana—A hill held up by
Krsna—II.7.32 ; III.2.33 ; X.25.
19-28.

Grtsamada—Son of king Sohatra but
became a Brahmana—1.9.7 ; IX.
17.3.

i»)

Haihaya—Son of Satajit; father of

Dharma—IX.23.2 1

.

Hamsa— (i) A> mounted in the Meru
range—V.20.4

(ii) An incarnation of Visnu

—

X.2.40
(iii) A mind-born son of Brahma

—IV.8.1

(iv) A category in Sannydsins—I.

5.10; III. 12-42.

(v) Form assumed by Visnu to

impart knowledge—XI .13.

19ff.

Haihsa-guhya (secret precept of
Hamsa)—VI.4.22-34.

Hell—See Naraka.
Householder's life of Krsna—X.69.8
Hanuman—stays in Kimpurusa
Khanda; praying Rama—V.19.
1-8; II.7.45; IX.10.19.

Hari— (i) Vi?nu's avatdra to rescue
Gajendra —II.7.15-16; His
parents—VIII. 1.30 IT.

(ii) Son of Rsabha and Jayantl

—

—V.4.11; XI.2.21; imparts
spiritual knowledge to Nimi

—

. XI.2.45-55.
Hari-Hara—Their one-ness — IV.

7.50-54.

Hariscandra—Son of Trisanku, father

of Rohita—IX.7.7-9 His offer of
Sunahsepa to Varuna vice Rohita—1X.7.9-21.

Hari-varsa— (i) Name of a sub-
continent in Jambudvipa

—

Ruler Harivarsa, son of
Agnidhra—V. 18.7-14.

(ii) Son of Agnidhra; married
Meru’s daughter, Ugra-
damstri—V.2. 1 9-23.

Haryasva— (i) Son of Didhasva ;

father ofNikumbhaj IX.6.24;
(ii) Son of Anaranya; father of

Aruna—IX.7.4
(iii) Son of Dlir^taketu ; father of

Maru—IX. 13. 15.

Haryasvas—Sons of Daksa and
Asikni. Narada advises them renun-
ciation—VI.5.3-21.

Hastinapura—City founded by king
Hastin of Puru race —IX.21.20 ;

washed away by the Ganga—IX.
22.40 ; dragged by Balarama to-

wards the Ganga—X.68.41, 54.

Havir-bhuk—Daughter of Kardama
and Devahuti, wife of Pulastya

—

III.24.22; her sons Agastya and
Visravas—IV. 1 .36.

Havirdhana —Son of Antardhana and
Nabhasvati— IV.24.5 ; married
Havirdhani alias Dhisana and has
six sons—IV.24.8.

Havirdhani—A wish-yielding cow-
churned out of the sea—VIII.8.1.
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(ii) Queen of Havirdhana —IV.
24.8.

Hayagriva— (i) An incarnation of
Visnu—II.7.11; His Mantra
—V.18.2; H. praised— 18.

5.6; VII.9.37.
(ii) Name of an Asura—IV.6.30.

Himalaya alias Himavan—Marks the
Northern border of India—V.16.9;
(The presiding god of the moun-
tain) married Mena IV. 7.58;
story of his daughter's birth, etc.

—IV.7.62-65.
Hiranmaya— (i ) Virat Purusa

—

1 1 1.6.6

(ii) Ruler of the above Varsa
after Agnidhra married
Meru’s daughter &yama —

-

V.2.19-23.
(iii) The 6th Var?a or subconti-

nent in Jambudvipa—V.16.8.
Hiranyakasipu—Son of Kasyapa and

Diti—married Kayadhu—III .2.20

;

Story of his previous birth—His
sons Prahlada and others—III. 15.

2.35; VII. 1.37-42; Penance and
praise of Brahma—VII. 3. 1-38 ;

conquest of Svarga—VII.4.7-20 ;

Tortures his son Prahlada —VII.
5.33-44. Killed by Nrsimha—VII.
8.28-30.

Hiranyaksa— (i ) Son of Kas'yapa
and Diti—brother of Hiranya-
kasipu—III. 17.2. 17. His pre-

vious birth as Vispu’s
attendant and curse—III. 15.

2-35; VII. 1.37-42. married
Rusabhanu—VII.2. 19. Fights

with Varuna—III. 17.26-31.

fight with the Divine Boar
III. 18.2-21; III. 19.2-25 ;

Killed by Varaha—I II. 13.

22; III. 19.26-29.

(ii) Son of Syamaka and Sura-
bhumi of Yadu race—IX.
24.42.

Hiranya-nabha—Son of king Vidhrti
—because a Brahmana Vcdic
scholar, disciple Jaimini—Teacher
of Yajnavalkya and his son Pusya
—IX. 12.3-5; taught Samaveda to

Krti—1X.2 1 .28; Regarded as a true

knower—VI. 15.5.

Hri—Daughter of Daksa, wife of

Dharma Prajapati, son Prasraya

—XI. 1.52.

House -holder’s life—III. 12.42 ; V.14.

32-35; VII.l 2.1 1 : 14.1.26; 15.

1-11; X. 70.4-1 3 (Krsna as a house-

holder); XI. 17.38-54 ;
This life

censured—V. 14.32.

Huhu—A Gandharva—son of Arista;
turned by Devala’s curse into an
alligator—VIII.4.3.

(/)

Idabida or Obila—Daughter of
Tinabindu and Alaihbu$&, wife

of Vaisravasa—Mother of Kubera.
Iksvaku—Son of Vaivasvata Manu
and Sraddhi—VIII. 13.2, IX.l.
11 ff. His sons enumerated—IX.6.4.

Ila— (i) Dak?a’s daughter; wife of
Kasyapa—VI.6.25

(ii ) Ila alias Sudyumna, son-cum-
daughter of Iksvaku—IX.l.

16; mother of Pururavas

—

IX.I4.15.
(iii) Queen of Vasudeva— IX.24.

45-49.

(iv ) Daughter of Vayu
;

Dhruva's
queen—IV. 10.2.

Ilavarta—Son of Rsabha; ruled

Ilavf tta—V.4.10.
Ilavrta— (i) Son of Agnidhra ; ruler

of Il&vrta

(ii) Name of a sub-continent in

Jambudvipa—V.16.7; 17.

15-24; a male entrant in this

is transformed into female

—

—V.I7.15.
Ilvala—A demon—brother of Vatapi
—VI.18.I5.

Indra—King of gods in each Man-
vantara. They are 14 as follows:

Yajna, Rocana, Satyajit, Trisikha,

Vibhu, Matra (dra) dyumna,
Purandara, Mahabah, Adbhuta,
Sambhu, Vaidhfta, Rta-dhaman,
Divaspati, Suci. At present

Purandara rules the heaven. His
wife Saci and son Jayanta—1.14.

37. Cut Diti’s foetus in 49 parts

who became marudgapas—VI. 12.32;

sends damsels to sages—XI.4.7

;

paid homage to Kr?na—X.25.1 ;

An arhia or ray of God—XI. 16. 1 3.

Indra-loka—Described VI 1.4.8- 18,

VIII.15.12-22. Indra worships

Kr?na—X.24.8- 13.
Indra-dyumna—King of Pai^yas

—

VIII.4.6-13; became king elephant:

tide Gajendra.
Indra-savarni—14th Manu—VIII.

13.33.35.

Indra-sena— (i) A mountain in

Plak?advipa—V.20.4
(ii) Son of Kurca and father of

VUihotra —IX.2.19.
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Indrani—Indra’s queen—Saci, Re-
duced King Nahu?a to a serpent
—1.14.37, VI. 13. 16.

Indriyas (Sense-organs)—II. 1.29 ;

senses of Virat and the presiding
deities—II.6. 1-14; 10.17-32; III.

6.12-25; Presiding deities of our
senses—11.5.30-3 1

.

Iravan—Son of Arjuna and Ulupi
—IX.22.32.

IrAvati- (i) Pariksit’s queen—1.16.2

(ii) Wife of Bhavarudra—III. 12.

13

Isa— (i) Son of Vatsara and Svar-
vithi—IV. 13. 12

(ii

)

Month of ASvina—XII. 1 1 .43.

Isana—A mountain in Plaksadvipa
—V.20.26.

Isa-vasya upanisad—An exposition of
the—VIII.l.9-16.

(J)

Jada Bharata vide Bharata.
Jagati—a Vedic metre—created out

of Brahma's bones—III. 12.45.

Jahnu— (i) Son of king Kuru; father

of Suratha—IX.22.4
(ii) Son of Hotraka; drank up

the Gangs!'—IX. 15.3

Jaimini—Disciple of Vyasa—Knower
of the SAma Veda—1.4.21; XII.
6.53; His son Sumanta and pupil
SukarmA—XII.6.75, 76; another
pupil—Hiranyanabha—IX. 12.3-4.

Jalakrida—Water sports

(i) Kardama with Devahuti

—

IIL23
.

(ii ) Celestial damsels with men
—IV.6.23 ff.

(iii) Kartavirya with his queens
—X. 15.20.

(iv) Courtesans with men at the

time of Yudhisthira’s final

ablution at sacrifice—X.75.
14 ff.

Jamadagni—Son of Rcika and Satya-
vati; married Renuka, sons Para-
surama and others—IX. 15.1 1-13;

killed by KArtavirya’s sons—IX.
16.9-15.

Jambavan—Challenged Vi?nu to

fight—VIII.2 1.8 ; carries off

Syamanta jewel and Krsna’s duel
with him—X.56. 14-25 ; Praises

the Lord—X.56.26-32.
Jambavat!—Daughter of JAmbavin,

married Kf$na—X.56.32; 83.10;
Her sons—X.61. 11-12.

Jambu-dvipa—India—at the centre

of the earth—V. 16-19; surrounded
by salt seas, ruled by Agnidhra

—

V.1.33; consists of nine varfas—V.
16.6 and eight subcontinents—V.
19.30-31.

Janaka alias Vaideha, Mithila—Son
of Nimi

;
father of Udavasu—IX.

13.13.

Janamejaya— (i) Son of Pariksit ;

father of &atanika—IX.22.35-37 ;

His serpent sacrifice—XII.6.

16-28.

(ii) Son of Srnjaya—IX.23.

2

Janmejaya—Son of Puru, father

of Praclnvan—IX.20.2.
Jarasandha—Son of Brhadratha; had

5 sons—IX.22.8-9; His first en-
counter with Balarama and Krsna
—X.ch. 50 (VJ. chs 51, 53), sets

fire to Pravar?ana mountain in

order to burn Krsna and Ralarama
—X.52.10; killed by Bhima—

X.72; III.3.10.

Jaya— (i) Son of Vatsara and
Svarvithi—IV.13.12.

(ii) Door-keeper of Visnu—III.

16.2; Sanaka cursed both
Jaya and Vijaya—III. 15.

1 2-35
;
Thrice born as Asuras

—VI 1. 1.39-45; their descrip-

tion—III. 15.27-28 ; cursed
by Lakfmi—III. 16.30.

(iii) Son of Pururavas; father of

Amita—IX. 15.1-2

(iv
) Son of Sri Ky?na and Bhadra
—X.61.17

(v) Son of sage Visvamitra—IX.
16.36.

(vi) Son ofYuyudhana—IX.24.14.
Jayadratha— (i) Son of Brhatkaya

—

—IX.21.22
(ii ) Son of Brhan-manas of Roma-

pada dynasty—IX.23.11 ff.

Jayanta— (i) Son of Indra and Saci

VI. 18.7

(ii ) Son of Dharma Prajapati and
Marutvati—a ray of Vasu-
deva; also named Upendra
—VI.6.8

(iii) Krsna’s brother—1.14.28
(iv) Attendant of Visnu—VIII.

21.16.

Jiva—Individual Soul—1.3.32 ; 7.5,

24; II. 5. 14; III.12.46: How
enmeshed in samsara—XI. 10 ;

His births and deaths—XI .22 ;

His panga at birth—III.30.12-15.

Jvara (fever Saiva )—X.63.23
Vai?nava

Tyamagha—Son of Rucaka; marries
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Saibya, son Vidarbha—IX.23. 35-
39.

(K)

Kadru—Daughter of Daksa—mar-
ried Kasyapa—children serpants

—VI .6.22.

Kailasa—Name of a mountain,
Rudra’s residence—-V. 16.27 Its

description—IV.6.9-30.
Kala—Time : Nature—1 1 1. 10. 10- 14,

Dimension : Measure—III. 11.1-14;

X. 3.26.

Divisions of T. III. 1 1 ;
power of T.

—

1.7.14; 13.16-41; 111.11-15, 37-41,
III.29.40-45; 30.1-2; IV.l 1.19-21;

VII1.6.19; 21.19-24; IX.4.53 ;

XI.6. 15.

Kalapa-grama—A village near
Badrinath where Maru and
Dcvapi, last kings of solar and
Lunar races stay to establish

Dharma after Kali Age—IX. 12.6;

XII.2.37.

Kali—President of the Kali age,

controlled by Pariksit 1.16.4; 17.

28; Beginning of the Kali age

—

1.15.36, 18.6 XII.2.29, Blemishes of

K. XII.2.1-16; Tugadharmas of K.
characteristics—XI 1.3.24; 30;
Means to counteract K. XII.3.44-

51 ;
A great virtue of K.—XII.3.

51 IT.

Kalindi— (i ) Sri Krsna’s queen

—

—X.58. 1 7-29 ; X.83. 11; Her
sons—X.61.14.

(ii) Name of the Yamuna—III.

4.36.

Kaliya—The serpent—Punished by
Krsna—II.7.28; III.2.31; X ch.

16.
'

Kalki—An avatara of Visnu—1.3.25;

XII.2.16.
Kama—Presiding deity of desires :

Son of Sahkalpa—VI.6. 10; Born
from Brahma’s heart—III. 12.26.

K. censured—V. 14.4, VI 1.15. 15-

21 .

Kamadhenu—The Wish-yielding cow
see Havirdhani.

Kaihsa—Son of Ugrasena—IX.24.24;

marries Jarasandha’s daughters

—

—X.50.1, an awia of KAlanemi

—

—X.51.42; tries to kill Devaki—
X.1.35, Kills Devaki’s children—
—X.4.3, Narada instigates K.

—

X. 1.62-64; sends Akrura to bring

Kr$na—X.36.27. killed by Krsna
—X^44.34-38, III.3.1.

Kapila— (i) Founder of Sahkhya
system, son of Kardama and
Devahuti—II.7.3; 111.23.

6fT, lll.chs 24 & 26, imparts
spiritual knowledge to Deva-
huti—III. chs. 25-33, burns
down sons ofSagara—1X.8. 10.

(ii) Name of a mountain in

Kuiadvipa—V.20. 1 5.

(iii) A branch of Meru—V. 16.26.

(iv) An Asura—VI.6.30.
Karabhajana—Son of Rsabha and
Jayanti—V.4.1 1. Teaching to King
Nimi—XI.5.20 ft'.

Kardama—Sage born of Brahrn&’s
shadow—III. 12.27 ; Penance on
the Sarasvati—III.2 1.6 ff., mar-
riage and honeymoon with Deva-
huti—III.22. 15; 23.10-47; His
son—Kapila—III.24.26; Praises

the Lord—III.21.13; 24.27; re-

nounces the world— 111.24 41.

Karma—K.-Yoga—XI. ch. 20; path
of K. decried—IV.25.3; V.5.5,
VI.9.49; 16.60; VII.7.28; X.23.
38-52; XI.5.6: 20.9, 26-28.

Karna—Son of Kunti and the Sun-
god brought up by Adhiratha—IX.
23.13.

Kastha— (i) A measure of Time—
III. 11.7.

(ii ) Daksa’s daughter—Kasyapa's
wife— mother of hoofed
quadrupeds—VI.6.25, 29.

Kasyapa— (i) Son of Marici and
Kala—IV.l. 13; married 13

daughters of Daksa — VI.

6.25 ff; married his two
grand-daughters—VI.6.34 -36.

Also called Tarksya—married
4 daughters of Daksa VI.2 1-22.

(ii) Another epic sage—XII. 7. 5.

Katyayani-Vrata—Vow to get a
desired husband—X. ch. 22.

Kaustubha—A precious stone, chur-

ned out of the sea, worn by Vi?iiu

—

VIII.8.5.
Kavi— (i ) Son of R$abha and Jayanti

—V.4.1 1; teaching to Nimi
XI.2.33-43.

(ii )
Alias Kavya—SukiacArya

—

Preceptor of Asura’s-daughter
Devayani, sons Sanda and
Amaraka—VIII.5.1 ; IX.
18.5-25.

(iii) Son of Bhrgu and Khyiti;
father of Usanas—IV. 1.45.

(iv) Son of Vaivasvata Manu

—

IX. 1.12; His panance—IX.
2.15.
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(v) Son of Kr?na and Kalindi

—

X.61.14.
(vi) Son of Priyavrata—V.1.25.

Kayadhu—Hiranyakasipu’s queen

—

VI. 18.12; stays in Narada’s her-

mitage in pregnancy—VII.7. 12 ff.

Kesi— (i) Son of Vasudeva and
Kausalya alias Bhadra

—

IX.24.48
(ii) A demon in a horse-form :

killed by Kr?pa—X.37.1-7.
Khandava—A forest burnt by Arjuna
—1.15.8; X 58.25; 71.45.

Khatvahga Son of Visvasaha

—

IX.9.41 ;
father of Dirghabahu

—

IX. 10.1 attains Moksa—II. 1.

13 ff.

Kiihpurusa— (i) Son of Agnldhra ;

married Meru’s daughter
Pratirupa—V.2 . 1 9-23

.

(ii) A subcontinent in Jambu-
dvipa, Ruled by Kimpurusa
—V.2.19 19.1-8.

(iii) A tribe of demigods—III.
20.45.

Kirtiman—Son of Vasudeva and

Dcvaki—X. 1 .54-57

Kratu— (i) A Brahmana sage born

from Brahma's hand—III.

12.23; married Kriya,

daughter of Kardama; sons

Valakhilyas—IV. 1.39.

(ii) Son of Ulmuka—IV. 13. 17.

(iii) Son of Krsna and Jambavatl
—X.61.12

Kriva— (i )
Kardama’s daughter,

Kratu’s wife—III.24.23. ;

her sons—Valakhilyas—IV. 1.

39.

(ii) Dak?a’s daughter; wife of

Dharma, their son Yoga

—

IV. 1.51.
. „ .

(iii) Wife of a sun-god called

Vidhatf—VI. 18.4.

Krodha— (i) Born from BrahmAs
eyebrows — III.12.26. Son

of Lobha (Avarice)—son’s

Durukti (words of abuse)

and Kali (Quarrel)—IV.8.3.

(ii) Anger : Its bad effects—1.18.
'

'
29; IV. 11.7, 31-32.

Krna—Son of Saradvan—Brother

S Dropa’s wife Krpl, IX.2L

Teacher of Parikjit—1.16.3. 35-36

One of the seven sages in

the 8th Manvantara—VIII.

Kriaiva— (i ) A prajdpah; married

two daughters of Dak?a

VI.6.20.

(ii) Son of Barhanasva; father of
Senajit—IX.6.25.

(iii) Son of Sahadeva of the Solar
race, father of Somadatta

—

IX.2.34.
Krsna—The incarnation of Visnu

—

story of His descent—1.3.23; II.

7.26; III. chs 2-3; X.8.1-8.
carried to Gokula—X.3.51 ;

Kills

Putana—6.2.17; Yasoda shown
the universe in His mouth—X.7.
34-37 ; 8.35-42 ; Krona’s mischiefs

—X.8.29-39; uproots the pair of
Arjuna trees—X.10; kills Vatsa-
sura and Bakasura—X. 1 1 ; kills

Aghasura—X.12; Assumed the

forms of cows and cowherds —X.
13. Kaliya serpent disciplined

—

X.16; swallows up a forest fire

—

X. 19. 12-14; sports with Gopa
women—X.21; Takes away gar-

ments of Gopis—X.22; Grace on
the wives of Brahmana sacrifices

—X.23 ;
Discontinuation of Indra

sacrifice and lifting up of mount
Govardhana—X.chs. 24, 25;
Rescues Nanda from Varuna

—

—X.28; Rasa dance—X. chs.

29-33; Rescues Nanda from a
boa-constrictor and kills Sahkha-
cuda—X.34; kills Aris(asura;

Akrura’s arrival at Vraja—X. 36;
kills the demons Vyoma and Kesi
—X.37; Trivakra’s (Kubja’s)
deformity removed—Breaking of
Kamsa's bow—X.42; kills Kuva-
layapida—X.43; kills Kaiiisa

and Devaki and Vasudeva released

—X.44; study at S&ndipani’s
dirama\ his dead son restored to

Sandipani —X.45; Repulses
Jarasandha’s invasions—X.50.3-

42; Dvaraka founded—X.50; Kala-
yavana killed through Mucakunda
—X.51; Rukmipi’s epistle—X.52 ;

Rukmini carried away—X.53 ;

birth of Pradyumna—X.55; Krsna
marries Satyabhama and Jamba-
vati—X.56 and other six princesses

—X.58; kills Narakasura—X.59;
Bringing down of Parijata —X.59.
39-40 ; love-quarrel with Rukmini
—X.60; Kftna’s progeny—X.6I;
Ban&sura vanquished—X.63 ;

king Nrga emancipated X.64 ;

Paundraka and Sudak^ina killed

X.66; Kf?pa’s home life X.chs
69 and 70; gets Jarasandha killed

by Bhlma—X.72.45; kills Sisu-

pala—X.74; protects Parikgit

—
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1.12.9-10; Kills Salva—X. chs 7(i,

77, kills Dantavaktra and Vidii-

ratha—X.78; Brahmana Kucela
Andaman blessed with affluence

—X.chs. 80-8
1 ; meeting Gopas

and Gopls at Syamantapancaka —
X.82.13 ff. ; shows her dead
children to Dcvakl—X.85 ;

Samba
gives birth to a pestle and advice
to Yadavas to go to Prabhas —
—XI.6.35-38 spiritual guidance to

Uddhava—XI. chs. 6 to 29;
Internecine feud amont Yadavas
—XI.30. 10-24 ; Krsna’s ascension

to Vaikuntha—1.15.34-36; III. 2.

11; 4.3-23; XI.30.28; 31.5;

(ii) Son of Havirdhuna—1V.24.8
(iit

) a Satavahana (Andhra) king
XII. 1.22-23.

Krta— (i) The golden Age—XII. 2.

24; 3.18.27

(ii) Son of Vasudeva and Rohini
—IX.24.46

(iii) Son of Java in Kuru race;

father of Haryavana—IX. 17.

17.

Krtainala—A river in the South

—

—VI 11.24. 12. King Satyavrata
found the Divine Fish herein—V.
19.18; Balarama’s pilgrimage to

X.79.16.
Krta-varma—Son of Hrdika of the

Sattvata clan—IX.24.27.
Krtavirya—Son of Dhanaka and

father of Sahasrarjuna—IX.23.23.
Ksama—Forbearance. Its impor-

tance—IX . 1 5.39-40.

Ksattriya—VII. 1 1 . 14-22 ; XI. 1 7. 1 7.

Kubcra—God of wealth—son of

Visravas and Idabida IV. 1.36-37;
IX.2.33; Gives boons to Dhruva
—IV. 12.2-9.

Kucela alias Sudiiman—Krsna’s

poor Brahmana friend—the story

of X.Chs. 80 and 81.

Kumbhanda—Baija’s minister;

father of Gitralekha—X.62.14 ;

63.8.

Kundina—Capital of Vidarbha of

king Bhismaka, place of Rukmini’s
Svayamvara—X.53.21 ff.

Kunti—Daughter of Sura, Vasudrva’s

sister; Paodu’s queen—IX.22.27;

also called PrthS—IX.24.30; praises

Kr?na 1.8.18-43; Dialogue with

AkrOra—X.49.7-13; ..conversation

with Vasudeva—X.82.19ff.

Kurma—Tortoise incarnation • of

Visnu—1.3.46; II.7.13. His mantra

as the deity in Hiranmaya conti-

nent V.I8. 29-30; the same as
Ajita--VIII.5.9; supported mount
Xlaitdara whert»the sea was churned
Vlll.chs. 6 & 7.

Kuru -~(i) Son of Agnidhra; marries
Meru’s daughter Nari —V.2. 19-23.
(ii) Son of Saritvarana and

Tapati—IX.22.4.
Kuru-jatigala—Name of a country -

1.4.6; 10.34; 16.11, III. 1.24.

Kuru-k.sctra—A sacred place— 1.10.

34; IX.22.4
Kuru-varsa—A part of Jainbudvipa
under Kurus V.2. 19-23; 18.34-39.

Kusa— (i) Son of Rama and SUa
—IX. 11.11, father ol Atithi
—IX.12.1

(ii) Son of Ajaka; father of
Kusambu—IX. 1 5.4

(iii) Son of Suhotra—IX. 17.3, 16
(iv ) Son of Vidarbha and Saibya—IX.24.1

Kusavarta— (i) Son of Ijt.$abha—V.4.
10 .

(ii) A sacred place called Gaiiga-
dvara. The place of the
dialogue between Vidura
and Maitreya 1 1 1.20.4 fl'.

Kuvalayapida—Kamsa’s elephant
—killed by Kr?ija-X.43.2-I5.

Kuvalayasva— (i )
alias Dhundhumara,

son of Brhadasva- -IX. 6.22,
(ii ) 24. olios Pratardana, Satrujit,

Dyuman, Ktadhvaja—son of
Divodasa—IX. 1 7.5-6.

(L)

Laksmana—Son of Dasaratha; father

of Angada and Citrakctu—IX. 11.

12 .

Laksmana— (i ) Kr?na’s queen—X.
58.57 ; story ofher marriage

—

X.83. 17-39; Her sons—
X 61.15.

(ii) Duryodhana’s daughter carried
away by Samba—X. ch. 68.

I.aksmi—Also Sri. S.—Daughter of
Bhfgu and Khyati—IV.l .43; cursed
Jaya and Vijaya

—

III. 16.30 ;

L.Born while churning the sea

—

—VI

1

1.88; Her coronation

—

VIII.
8.10-17 marries VifQU 8.24;
serves the Lord III.15.21-22, Praises
the Lord

—

V. 18. 18-23.

Laya—see Deluge also XI .24.20-26.

Loka—Regions, spheres 14 in number
—II. 1.26-28.

Loklloka—Mountain dividing regions
of light and darkness—V.20. 36.
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{M)

Madhu— (i ) Son ofBindumkn ; father

of Viravrata—V. 15.15

(ii ) A demon ; founder ofMathura
—iX.11.14.

(iii) Son of Kkrtavirykrjuna;
father of Vr?ni—IX.23. 27-
29.

(iv) Son of Devak?atra—IX.24.5
(v) The month of Caitra—XII.

11.33.

Madhuvana—A forest on the bank of
the Yamuna, place of Dhruva’s
penance—IV.8.62 ; Lord Visnu
visit* it—IV.9. 1 ;

previous residence

of Lavanasura.
Mkdri— (i) Panqlu’s queen—mother

of Nakula and Sahadeva

—

IX.22.28.
(ii) alias Lak$mana Kisna’s

queen—X.61.15.
Mahabharata—by Vyksa—1.4.25;

Its importance—1.5.3.

Mahktala—The 5th subterranean
region—V.24.7, 29; Its creation
—11.1.26; II.5.41.

Maitreya—A sage; his dialogue with
Vidura—1.13. 1-2 and from III.5

to the end of the Skandha.
Malaya— (i) Name of a mountain

—

V.19.16; X.79.16.
(ii ) Son of Rsabha—V.4. 1 0.

Mandara—Name of a mount used for

churning out Am\ta 1.3.16; V.16.11;
VIII.6.33.

Mandhata—alias Trasad-dasyu, son

of Yuvanaiva—IX.6.25-33; His
family—IX.6.38-45; II.7.44.

Mantra—sacred formula (for repeat-

ing). Pertaining to : (1) Vksudeva
—IV.8.54; (2) Nkrkyana— VI.6.

6; (3) Vi?iju—6.10; (4) Haya-

?
riva—V. 18.2; (5) Nfsiihha— 18.

; (6) Hr?lkefa—18.18; (7)
Matsyamurti-—18.25; (8) Kurma-
murti—18-30; (9) Varkha—18.

35; (10) Rkma—V.19.3; (11)

Nara-Nkrayai>a — 19.11 (12)
Rudra—V.17.17.

Manu— (i) Son of Krfkiva and
Dhi$apk—VI6.20.

Manvantaraa—Epoch presided by
Manu—111.11.24; VIII.l. 17-30;

5.2-10; ch. 13; 14.1-11.

Marapa (Death)—Process and journey
after death—111.30. 14-34; worries

at the time of—IV.30.19-34; Por-

tents of—X.42. 27-31.

Marici— (i) Brahma’s mindbom son—III. 12.22-24; marries Kala; his

son Kaiyapa—IV. 1.13.

(ii) Son of Samraj of Bharata
race; marries Bindumati; Son
Bindumkn—V. 15.1 5.

Mkrkanqleya—Son of Mrkanda—IV.
I.45; His penance etc.—XII. chs
8 to 10; was shown Pralaya—XII.
98.34; Rudra’s boon to M.—XII.
10 .

Marutta Son of Avik§it—Sarii-

varta performed his sacrifice—IX.
2.26.

Matali—Charioteer of Indra—VIII.
II.22; brought Indra ’s chariot
to Rkma—IX. 10.21.

Mathurk alias Madhupuri, Madhurk
(i) A city founded by demon

Madhu — conquered by
Satrughna—IX.11.14; the
capital of the country
Surasena. Krsna visited M.
—X.41.20-52; Vajra coro-

nated as king here—1.15.39.

(ii) The capital of Pandya's

—

now called Madurai—X.79.
15.

Matsyavatara—Fish incarnation of
Visnu—1.3.15; 15.35; II.7.12;

brought up by king Salyavrata

—

VIII. ch. 24.

Matsya—Country ruled by Virata

—

1.10.34; III. 1.24.

Mayavati—Kamadeva’s wife; reared
up Pradyumna and married him

—

X.55.8- 13.

Meditation—See Dhykna.
Menakk—A nymph accompanying

the sun in the month of Jye$tha—XII. 1 1.35; Mother of Sakuntalk
—IX.20.13.

Meru—Name of a mountain—V. 16.

7-26; His daughter Ayati and
Niyati—IV. 1.44; His other 9
daughters married to Agnidhra's
sons—V.2. 19-23.

Mitra— (i) The Sun-god; A son of

Kasyapa and Aditi—VI.6.39;
married to Revati—Hu sons

agastya and Vasi?tha—VI.
18.5-6.

(ii) A son of Vasi$|ha and Arun-
dhati-—IV. 1.41.

Mitra-vinda— (i) Daughter of Jaya-
sena and Rajadhi-devi

;

Kr?x>a’s queen—X.58.30-3 1

,

83.15-16; his sons—X.61.16.
(ii) A river in Kusadvipa—V.20.

15.
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Mohini—An incarnation of Vi?pu—1.3.37; her beauty described

—

—VIII.8.41-45; 9.17-18; Rudra
enamoured of her—VIII. ch. 12.

17-44.

Mrtyu— (i) Another name for

adharma—III. 12.25; His
daughter Sunitha, queen of

Arigas—IV. 1 3.39.

(ii) Daughter of Kali, wife of

Bhaya—IV.8.4.

(iii) God of death—Yama—1.16.

8; accompanies beings from
the birth—X. 1.38, 48.

Mucakunda—Son of M&ndhfita,
brother of Purukrtsa and Ambari?a
—IX.6.38; Killed Kalayavana

—

—X.5 1.14-23; Praises Kr?na—
—X 51.46-58; Repairs to Badarika-
sramafor penance—X.52,4; II.7.44.

Mura—-A five-headed demon — a
friend of Naraka—killed by Kr?na
—X.59.6-11; I1I.3.11.

(JV)

Nabhaga— (i) Son of Vaivasvata
Manu—VIII. 13.2

(ii) Grandson of Manu—became
Vaisya—IX.2.23

(iii) Son of Nabhaga, father of

Ambarisa—IX.4. 1 3.

Nabhi—Son of Agnidhra and Pur-

vacitti—1.3.13; II. 7. 10; V.2.3, 19;

married Merudevi—V.3.1 ;
The

Lord praised in his sacrifice—V.
3.4-15; Visnu incarnates as his

son-Vrsabha—V.3.20 ;
Penance

and goes to heaven—V.4.5.

Nahusa—Son of Ayus—IX. 17.1; his

progeny—IX. 18.1; Rules over

Svarga—VI. 1 3. 16.

Nak?atras : Constellations—Daughters

of Daksa, married to Candra (the

moon-god )—V.23.6-7 ;
VI .6.23

;

the stellar region—V.22.

Nala-kubara (and Manigriva)—Sons

ofKubera—X.9.23; Narada curses

them to be trees—Krsna rescues

them—X.10.1-23; Praise Kf?na
—X. 10.29-36.

Namuci—A demon—son of Vipra-

citti—VI. 10.19; Killed by Indra

—VIII. 11. 19-40.

Nanda— (i )
The cowherd—foster-

father of Krsna—X.V.20 ;

His wife Ya$oda gives birth

to Yoga-maya—X.3.47

;

celebration of Kr?i>a’s birth

and Vasudeva’s visit—X. ch.
5 His previous birth—X.8.
46-50; Praise of Krsna

—

X.26 Rescue from Varuna
by Kr?tia—X.28, II.7.31

;

Rescue from a boa-constric-
tor—X.34

(ii ) Son of Vasudeva and Madira—IX.24.48.
(iii ) Name of Vi?nu’s attendant

—

VI.4.39; VIII.21.16.
(iv) A king of Magadha—bom of

a Sudra woman—XI 1. 1.89.

(v) A mountain in Krauficadvipa.
Nandlivara—Rudra’s bull, curses
Daksa—IV.2.20; attacks Bhaga—IV.5.17.

Nara—The brother of N&r&yapa, son
of Dharma and Murti—1.2.4; II.

7.6; IV. 1.52.

Nara-Narayana—Sages—Incarnations
of Visnu—1.3.9; II.7.6; sons of
Dharma and Marti—IV. 1.52;
Their eulogy by M&rkapdcya —
XII.8.40-49.

Nirada—The Divine sage; bom from
Brahma's lap—III. 12-23 ; Teaches
the Bhagavata to Vy&sa—1.5.8.22;
His previous birth from a slave-

girl—1.5.23-27; Initiates Dhruva
spiritually—IV.8.25-61 ; narrates
the story of Purafijana to Pr&cina-
barhis—IV. chs. 25-29; gives

spiritual guidance to Daks’as sons
and cursed by Daksa—VI.5.5-44;
Reports Dhrtar&$ Jra’s death to

Yudhi?thira—1.13.37-59; explains

the reason of Sisupala’s union with
the Lord—VII. 1.22 ff., initiates

Citraketu—VI. 15.27; praises the

Lord—V. 19.10-15; 25.9-13; X.
37.10-24; 70.37-39; reports to

Kamsa reality about the birth of
Krsna and Balarama X.36.16 ff.;

sees the domestic life of Kr?pa

—

X. ch. 69.

Naraka— (i) A hell—111.30.24-28;
V. 26; 21 hells—V.26.7-37;
Tortures in —III.30.25-28.

(ii) Name of a demon—born of
the Earth goddess and the

Divine Boar—killed by Kr?na
—1.10.29; III.3.6; X.59.21.

Nara-simha—Man-Lion incarnation

of Vi?iiu—1.3-18; II.7.14; kills

Hiranya-kasipu-VI 1 .8.1 8-36 ; eulo-

gised by god Brahmfi and
others—VI 1.8.40-56 ; His Mantra
—V.18.8 ; prayed by Prahlida

—

VII.9.8-1S; V.18.7-14.
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Nkrayapa : The Deity

—

(i) Lord Vasudeva—1.2.26-30;

Derivation of the word—II.

10.10-11; for the rest see

Bhagavan
(ii ) Son of Dharma and Murti

—

an incarnation of Visnu

—

1.3.9; II.7.6; gods obstruct
his penaqce XI.4.6- 16.

(iii) Son of Ajimila—VI. 1.24-29.

(iv) Son of Bhumitra—XI 1.1.20.

Narayaga-manfra—VI .8.6

Narayat^a-hiniai—VI. ch. 8.

Nila— (i) A mountain; boundary
between Ilkvfta and Ramyaka
regions—V.16.8

(ii) Name of a monkey—IX. 10.

19.

(iii) Son of Ajamidha, father of
Santi—IX.2 1.30.

Nimi— (i) Son of Iksvaku—IX.6.4 ;

N’s body destroyed by
Vasi?tha’s curse—IX. 13. 1-4;

hence called Videha—IX.
13.11; his son MithUa—IX.
13.12-13; was taught the

Bhagavata philosophy by
sons of R;bha—IX.2.24ff.

(ii) Son of Dapdap&pi, father of
K?emaka—IX.22.44.

Niryti—The demonic spirit—bom of
Brahma’s anus—III. 12.26; adopt-
ed Adharma and Dambha as sons

—IV.8.2
Nrga—Son of Vaivasvata Manu —

IX. 1.12; father of Sumati—IX.2.

17; Turned a frog and rehabilitat-

ed by Kr?na—X.64; praises Ky$na
—X.64.26-29.

(0 )

Oghavan—Son of Pratika, brother

of Oghavati—IX.2. 18

Ofadhis—Medicinal herbs—III.6.18.

(P)

Paila—Vyksa’s disciple—master ofthe

Rgveda—1.4.21 ; XII.6.52; His
pupils : Indrapramad and B&gkala
—XII.6.54.

Pklaka—Son of Pradyota, a king of

Magadha—XI 1. 1.3

Paiicaiana— (i ) A conch-shaped
demon killed by —III.

3.2; X.45.40-41.
(ii) A Praj&pati, father of Asikni

VI.4.51.

(hi) A demon, son of Saihhr&da

and Kjti—VI.18.14.
Panca mahabhutas—Gross elements:-

their creation—II.5.25-30; III.

5.31-36.

Panqlu—Son of Vyasa from Vicitra-

virya’s queen—1X.22. 25; married
Kunti and had five sons from deities

—IX.22.27-28.
Paraiara— (i) Vyasa’s hither—1.4.

14; 19.9; II.7.45.

(ii) Pupil of Indrapramiti—XII.
6.54-55.

Parijata—A heavenly tree churned
out of the Milky ocean —VI1I.8-6;
Krsna takes it to Dv&rakk—III.3.

5

vide X Skandha Appendix 65th
ch. in VJ.’s Text.

Pariksit—Son of Abhimanyu and
Uttara, married Iravati—1.16.2;

sons—-Janamejaya and others

—

IX.22.33-35 ; listened to the

Bhagavata—1.3.42; protected by
the Lord while in womb—1.8.14;

III.3.17; vision of the Lord in

womb—1.12.7-10; His birth—I.

12.12; coronated—1.15.38; performs
three horse-sacrifices—1. 16.3-1 1 ;

sees

the state of Dharma in the Kali Age
and controls Kali—1.17; goes out
a-hunting—1.18.24 IT; cursed by
the sage—1.18.32-37; final fast

—1.3.43; 19.5; death by Taksaka-
bite—XII.6. 12-13.

(ii) Son of Kuru and Tapati

—

IX.22.4-9.

Parasurama—Visnu’s incarnation —
Son of Jamadagni and Rcnuka

—

1.3.20; II.7.22; IX. 15. 12-13; kills

Sahasrarjuna—IX. 15.35; kills his

mother and brothers as per Jama-
dagni's order—IX. 16.5; Future
member of Saptarfis, in the 8th
Manvantara —VIII. 13.15 ; Future
Veda-Vyasa—IX. 1 6.25.

Paundraka—King of Karusa—X.
66.1; killed by Kr«a —X.66.21-
28.

Pingalk—A courtesan—her story—XI.
8.22-44.

Pippalayana—Son of R$abha and
Jayanti—V.4.11; XI.2.21. teaches

Bhagavatism to Nimi—XI.3.35-42.

Pippalayani—Teacher-of the Atharva
Veda pupil of Vodadarsa -XII.
7.2.

Pitfs—Manes - have Svadha, a
common wife—IV. 1.63-64. Their
creation—111.20.43 ; VI.6.19.

Prabhasa—A sacred place on the
west coast near Dvkraka—III.3.25;
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XI.6.35; Ariuna stayed as a Tri-

dandin at —X.86.2; Vidura’s visit

—ill. 1.20; Vidura dies here 1.15.

49; Place of Yadava internecine

fight—XI.30.6.
Fracctasas— (Ten) Sons of Pracina-

barhis and Satadruti—1V.24.13;
their austerities—IV.24.17-49; The
Lord’s manifestation—IV.30.4 ff;

praise the Lord 30.22-4; burn the

tree world—IV.30.44 ff. VI.4.4ff

—Marry Marina and birth of Dak?a
—IV.30.47-51; VI.4.15-17.

Pradyota—Son of Sunaka ; a king of

Magadha—XII. 1.3.

Pradyumna— (i) Son of Ki sna and
Rukmipi—X.55.1-2; thrown
by Sambara into the sea and
reared by Mayavat! (Rati)

kills Sambara—X.55 & 56;
marries Rukmavati and their

son Aniruddha—X.6 1.18 ;

fights back Salva-X.76 and 77

;

Killed at Prabhasa XI. 10. 16

(ii) Son of Caksusa—IV. 13.16.

Pralaya— (Deluge)—III. 11.27-31 ;

VI 11.24.32; four types of—XII.

4.3-22; Markan^eya’s vision of

—XI 1.9.

Prarhada or Pralhada—Son of

Hiranyakasipu and Kayadhu —
VI. 18.12-13; his greatness—VII.

4.30-42; ill. 14.44-49; His educa-

tion—VII.5.1-32; his advice to

fellow students—VI 1.6. 1-28; Eulo-

gizes the Lord—VII.9.8-50 ; tor-

tured by his father—VII. 5.33-45 ;

coronated—VI 1.10.33; Praises

Vamana—VI 1 1.23.6-8; A student

of Datta also —1.3.11; worships

Nisimha in Harivarsa—V.18.7. A
great devotee—VI.3.27; Dialogue

with sage Ajagara—VI 1.13.11.

Priyavrata—Son of Svayambhuva
Manu and Satarupa—VI. 1.1;

teaching by Brahma—V. 1.11-19;

His family—V. 1-24-25, 28; He
circumambulated the earth seven

times—III. 12.55.

Pjsni— (i) Devakl’s previous birth-
son Prsni-garbha, Lord’s

incarnation—X.3 .32-41.

(ii) Wife of Savitr, sons Agnihotra

etc. VI. 18.1.

Pitha—See Kunti

Prthu—Lord’s incarnation, son of

Vena—1.3.14; II.7.9; IV.15.1;

married to Arcis—IV. 15.3-5; had

five sons—IV.24.I-2; praises the

Lord—IV.20.23-31 ; coronated IV.

15.7-21; levelled the earth—IV.
17; “milked” the earth—IV. 18;
performs a horse-sacrifice—IV. 19;
Sanatkumara’s spiritual guidance
—IV.22.17-40; death—1V.23.
(ii) Son of Ancnas, father of

Visvarandhi—IX.6.20;
(iii) Son of the Manu Tamasa

—

VIII. 1.27
(iv) Son of Rucaka—IX.23.35;
(v) Son of Citraratha— IX.24.I8.

Pulaha—A Brahmana sage born of
Brahma’s navel—1 1 1. 12.24; mar-
ried to Kardama’s daughter Gati
—IV. 1.38.

Pulahas'rarra—or Salagraina, a
sacred place—X.79.10.

Pulastya—A Brahmana sage born
from Brahma’s cars—111.12.24;
Father of Agastya and Visravas

—

IV. 1.36.

Pumsavana—A vow explained by
Kasyapa to Diti— VI. 18.47-54 and
to Aditi—VI II. 16.22-62; its details

—VI. 19.

Puranas—List of the—XI 1.7.22-25;

characteristics of—XII.7.8-22;
II. 10. 1-2; No. of verses in—XII.
13.

Purahjana—The Allegory of—IV.
chs. 25-29.

Puranjani—Queen of Purahjana—IV.
27.1

Puru (i) Son of Caksusa Manu —
VIII 5.7

(ii) Son of Yayati and Sarmistha
—IX. 18.33; coronated—IX.
19.23; his genealogy—1X.20.
1-49

(iii) Son ofjahnu, father of Balaka
—IX.16.3

Purujit— (i) Son of Sanadvaja and
father of Ari§tanemi—IX. 13.

22-23.

(ii) Son of Rucaka—IX.23.35
(iii) Son of Anaka and Kanka

—

—IX.24.41
(iv) Son of Kr?na and Jambavati

—XI.6I.ll/
Pururavas—Son of Budha and I la

—

IX. 1.35; contract marriage with
Urvasi— 1 X. 1 4. 1 5-47 ; His ‘song’

—XI.26.
Purusa-sukta—Interpretation of

—

1.3.4; Il.ch. 6.

Pufkara— (i) A continent ruled by
Vltihotra—V. 1.32-33

(ii) Son of Sunaksatra, father of
Antarikfa—IX. 12.12

(iii) Son ofVfka—1X.24.43.
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Putan&—alias Ulupika—II.7.27;
Kamsa’s nurse killed by Krsna

—

—X.6.2-18.

(*)

Raghu—Son of Dirghabahu, father

of P{ thusravas—1 1 .7.44 ; IX. 10.1.

Rahu—A—demon—son of Vipracitti

and Siiiihika—VI.6.37 ; Beheaded
by Vi?pu—VIII.9.25; a shadowy
planet—V.24.1-3.

Rahugatia—King of Sindhu Sauvlra

—

spiritually enlightened by Jat^a
Bharata—V. chs. 10-13.

Raivata— (i) Another name of

Kakudmin, Revati’s father

—

—goes to consult god Brahma
for a son -in-law—IX.3.29-30.

(ii) Ruler of the 5th Manvantara
—V.I.28; his sons Bali and
Vindhya—VIII.5.1-2.

(in) One of the Rudras—VI.6.17.
Raivataka— (mount Gimar) Bala-

rama visited for sports—V.19.16;
X.67.

RSja—King. Duties of—1.17.10-11 ;

16, 41 Importance of—1.18.42-46;

III.21.50-55; IV.13.23; 14.15-20;

16.4-18; 20.13-14; 21.21-23; 26.6-

8; VI. 14. 17-20; VII.11.14 ;

IX. 15.38.4; X.73.21; XI.17.17,

45; else anarchy—1.18.42-45; IV.
14.36-40.

Rajadhidevi—Sura’s daughter, Vasu-
deva’s sister—IX.24.31 ;

Queen of

Jayasena of Avanti—IX.24.39; her

daughter Mitravinda, K^sna’s
queen—X.58.3 1

.

Rama— (i) Son of Dasaratha—IX.
10.3; His story—IX.10.4-56;

after coronation—IX. 11 ; An
incarnation of Vi?nu—1.3.

22; II.7.23-26; His mantra—
—V. 1 9.3 ;

Eulogy of- -V. 1 9.

3-8.

(ii) Abbreviated name of Bala-

rama.
(iii) Parasurama—son of Jama-

dagni and RenukS—IX. 1 5.

16.

Rambha—A celestial nymph—accom-
panies the Sun-god in the month
of A?a«*ha—XII.11.36.

Rasatala—6th nether-world, its crea-

tion—II.5.40; V.24.7, 30, II. 1.26;

Hirany&ksa arrived at—1 1 1. 18.

Rasi—A sign of Zodiac—V.2 1.3-6.

Rati— (i) Wife of Madana—stayed

at ‘Mayavati’ in Sambara’s
house—X.55, 6-7.

(ii) Wife of Vibhu—V.15.6.
Rantideva—Son of Sankfti of Puru

race—1.12.24, II.7.44; the story of
—IX.21.2.-17.

Ravana—A demon, son of Visravas
—IV. 1.37; originally an attendant
of Visnu—VI 1. 1.35-44; taken
captive by Kartavirya—IX. 15.21

-

22 .

Renuka—Wife of Jamadagni—IX. 15.

15.12; killed by Parasurama, made
alive again by Jamadagni—IX. 16.

2-8 .

Revati— (i) Wife of Balarama—IX.
336.

(ii) Wife of the Sungod Mitra
—VI. 18.6.

Righteousness—See Dharma (i).

RohinI— (i) Vasudeva’s queen, Bala-
rama’s mother—IX.24.26.

(ii ) Name of Krsna’s queen

—

X.61.18.
Romaharsana— Vyasa’s disciple,

master of Puranas—1.4.22; killed

by Balarama—X.78.22-28; his

son Sauti or Raumaharsani.
Ruci—A mind-bom son of Brahma

—

father of Yajna and DaksinS—1.3.

12; II.7.2; IV. 1.4.

Rudra—His birth and names—III.

12.6-15; His form described—III.

14.23-28; IV.5.10; 6.33-39; His
consort, Sati—IV. 1.65; Daksa
cursesR.—IV 2.9-17; Rudra’s incar-

nation Virabhadra—IV.5.2-6 ;

consoles Sati—IV.3.16
;

Destroys
Dak$a’s sacrifice—IV.5. Praise of
Rudra—by Brahma—IV.6.42-50;
by Prajapati—VIII.7.21-35; by
Diti—II 1. 14.33-35 ; Rudra’s great-

ness—III. 14.24-28 ; 34-35; IV.2.2;
4.1 1.14.16 •; 5.10-11; 6.32-42 ; IV.

24.17-

18; X.88.3; Rudra’s mantra
—V. 17.17; Rudra praises the Lord

-111.14.34-35; IV.24.33-68; V.

17.17-

24; VIII. 12.4-12; X.63.34,
45; explains greatness of the Lord’s
devotees—VI. 17.27; drinks the
poison Haldhala—VIII.7. 18-46 ;

tempted ?t the sight of Mohini

—

VIII. 12.24; Donates sacrificial

remnants to Nibhiga—IX.4.5-10;
gives boon to Bhasmasura—X.88.
14-40.

Rudra-gita—Rudra’s spiritual guid-
ance to Pracetasas —IV.24. 17-79.

Rudras—Petty Rudra gods born of
h.iuta and SarupS—VI.6.17.
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Rukmavati—Daughter of Rukmi,
wife of Pradyumna, her son Anirud-
dha—X.61.18-19.

Rukmi—Rukmini’s brother— fights

with Krsna to rescue Rukmini and
is humiliated—X.54; founded Bhoja-
kata, a new capital of Vidarbha.

Rukmini—Krona’s chief queen—the

story of her marriage—X.52.21 #T

;

sends an epistle to Krsna—52.31-

34; Krsna carries her off and mar-
ries her—X. chs. 53-54; X.83.8;
Kr?na’s love quarrel with R. X.60.
10-57; Her sons etc.—X.6I.8-9;
enters fire after Krsna’s death—XI.
31.20.

(S)

Sadhu—A saint : characteristics of
a S.—1.5.24; 18.50; III.25.21-24;

IV. 11.10; 20.3, 5-6, 29; 22.14, 19;
V. 1.2-3; VI.5.44; 9.48; VII.4.30-

42; VIII. 7.39,44; IX.21.5-16;
X.2.30-31; 24.4-5; 32.19; their

greatness—X.84. 1 1 ; the efficacy of
their association—XI. 12.

Sagara—Son of BShuka—IX.8.4;
Indra carries off his sacrificial horse
—IX.8.8; Sagara’s sons excavate the
earth and are burnt down by
Kapila—IX.8.9- 1 2 ; V. 19.29-30.

Sages— (i) A set of seven per Man-
vantara e.g. Kasyapa and
others in this Manvantara—
—VIJI. 13.1-6.

(ii) Ursa Major—V.22.17.

Sahadeva— (i) Son of Pandu and
Madri—1.7.50; IX.22.28

;

His sons—IX.22.30, 31.

(ii) Son of Jarasandha—IX.22.9;
coronated by Krsna—X.72.

48.

(iii) Son of Haryavana—IX. 17.

17.

(iv) Son of Mitrayu—1X.22.1.

Sakadvipa—Name of a continent

—

V. 1.32-33; 20.24-28.

Sakatasura—Killed bv Kr?na—X.7.

.
4-17.

Sakuni— (i) Son of Hiranyakasipu,
father of Vrkasura—VII.2 18.

(ii) Son of Dasarath of Kratha
dvnasty; father of Karambhi
--IX.24.4-5.

Salmali-dvipa—Name of a continent,

ruled by Yajnabihu —V. 1.32-33;

V.20.7-12.
Salva—A king gifted with Saubha
—an aerial car, invades Dvoraks

—

—killed by Kf?pa—X. 77. 10-37.

Samaveda—1.4.20; its master Jaimini
—XII.6.52.

Samba—A son of Kr?na and Jamba- .

vati—X.6 1.11; carries off Duryo-
dhana’s daughter and is rescued by
Balarama—X.68. Put on a woman’s
garb and was cursed—XI. 1 .14-17;

An incarnation of Skanda— 111.

1.30.

&ambara— (i ) A demon— son ofDanu
—IV.6.30; carried off newly-born
Pradyumna—X.55.3; killed by
Pradyumna —X.55. 17-24.

(ii) Name of Hiranyakaiipu’s son

—VII.2 18.

Samsara—miseries in—III.30. 1-40.

Samudra—Presiding deity of the sea

—II. 1.32; His daughter Satadruti
married to Pracinabarhis—IV'. 29.

9-13; Praises Rama-—IX.10. 13-16.

(ii) Seven seas—V.1.33.
Sanaka—A mind-born son of Brahma

(the brothers Sanaka, Sanandana,
Sanatana and Sanatsujata are

generally mentioned in a group)-—
—Their creation II 1.1 2.4; IV.8.1;
their praise of the Lord— 1 1 1. 15.40-

50; They curse Jaya and Vijaya

—

III. 15.12-16; VII. 1.36 ff; their

query on Yogic problem to Brahma
,
—XI. 13. 17.

Sanaiscara—The planet Saturn son
of Vivasvan and Chaya—VI.6.41 ;

VIII. 13. 10; His sphere—V. 22. 16.

Sanatkumara—vide Sanaka; also

III.8.7; His spiritual guidance to

Prthu—IV.22.
(ii) An incarnation of the Loul

—1.3.6; 1 1.7.5.

Sanclhya—Presiding deity ol twilight*;

her creation and description - III.

20.28-53 ; 1 1 1 . 1 4.22-23 ;
1 8 26.

Sandipani—Teacher of Krsna and
Balaraina—XI.45.31 ;

III. 3^2, Krsna
restores his dead son—X.45. 38-40.

Sankar$ana— (i) Son of Vasudeva-
—IX.24.54

(ii) A manifestation (Vyuh'i) of

the Lord—praised by Rudra
—V. 17. 16-24; VI. 10.29-33;

also X.2.13; V.16. 34-48;

III.8.4-6; X.39.44-45 ;
Des-

cription of his Person—V.25.

1-13.

(iii) See Adi-Scsa.

Sankhacu^a—A Yaksa killed by

Kr$na—II.7.33; X.34.25-32.

Sarhvarana—Son of Rk^i. lather of

Kuru—VI.6.41 ;
IX.22 4.
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Safijaya— (i) Son of Gavalgana;
advisor of Dhrtarasfra—1.13.

31, 36.

(ii) Son of Ksattravfddha, father

of Jaya—IX. 1 7. 16.

(iii) Son of Bharmyasva—IX.21.
32.

(iv) Son of Rapafljaya—IX. 12. 13.

Sankhya—Kapila’s school of thought
—1.3.10; 11.1.6; 111.25.31; 26.3-

68; 28.39-41; VII.7.22-27; XI.20-
22; 22.12-16; 21-24, 29-32; 23.48-

55; 24.2-28.

Sannyasa—XI. 19.38; duties of a

—

Sannyasin—VI 1.12.6-10; 13.1-24;

1.18.22; 111.21.31 ; 22.19-20; XI.
18.12-27; Types of Sannyasa

—

111.12.43.

Santanu—Son of Pratipa— IX.2.12-

13; had Bhisma from Ganga

—

IX.22. 19; and others from Satya-
vati—22 20; brought up Krpa
and Krpi—IX.21.36.

Santi— (i) Daughter of Kardama
and Devahuti, wife of Athar-
van—III.24.24; 1V.1.42.

(ii) One of the Tusita gods—IV.
1.7.

(iii) Daughter of Daksa, married
to Dharma—IV. 1.51;

(iv) Son of Nila; father of
Susanti—IX.21.30-31.

(v) Son of Krsna and Kalindi

—

X.61.14.
(vi ) A sage expert in Atharva Veda

—X1I.7.4.

Sarasvati— (i) A river—Vyasa divid-

ed Vedas on its bank 1.4.

15-27; The Bhagavata
composed there 1.7.2-8 ;

Kardama’s penance on its

bank—II.9.44; II1.1.21; 21.

6; V.20.10.
(ii) Wife of Devaguhya, mother

of Sarvabhauma—VIII. 13.1 7.

Sarga— (i) A characteristic of
Purapas—11.10.

(ii) Creation—tvpes of 111.10.13-

25.

Sarmistha—Daughter ofVrsaparva;
Yayati’s queen—VI.6.32 ' threw
Devayani in a well—IX. 18.6-1 7;
Her sons—18.33.

Sarpa— (serpent )—qualities worth
emulating—X1.9.14-15.

Sarpa-satra— sacrifice by Janamejaya
—XI 1.6. 16-28.

Saryati—Son of Sraddhadcva—VIII.

13.2; IX. 1.12; His daughter
Sukanya marries Cyavana—IX.

3.2; His sons 3.27.

Sasabindu—Son of Gitra-ratha —IX.
23.31; His progeny—IX.23.32-23.

Satadhanu— (i) Son of Hrdika—IX.
24.27 ; killed Satrajit—X.57.
3-6; killed by Kr$na—X.57.

21; II.7.44.

(ii) The 8tli Maurya king—XII.
I

.

15 .

Satajit— (i) Son of Krsna and Jam-
bavati—X.61.11

(ii) Son of Sahasrajit; father of
Haihaya—IX.23.21

(iii) Son of Viraja—V.15.15.
Satarupa—Wife of Svayambhuva
Manu—1 1 1. 12.53; Sec Svayam-
bhuva Manu also.

Sat!—Daughter of Daksa; Rudra’s
consort—IV. 1-1, 47, 65; Her story

IV. 1—requests Rudra’s permission
to attend Daksa’s sacrifice—IV.3.8-

14; gives up her body when insulted

—IV.4.9-27; Reborn as Himalaya’s
daughter—IV. 7 .58-65.

(ii) Daughter of Pracetasa Daksa;
mother of Atharvangiras

—

VI.6.4, 9.

Satrajit—Son ’of Nimna—IX.24.12-
13; His daughter Satyabhama
married to Krsna—X.56. 1 ; 43 ;

Gets Syamantaka gem— X.56. 1-2;

killed by Satadhanva—X.57. 3-6.

Satrughna— (i) Son of Dasaratha
and Sumitra—IX. 10.3 His
sons—IX. 11.13, kills Lavan.'i-

sura— 1 1.14.

(ii) Son of Svaphalka—IX.24.17.
Sattvata— (i) a devotee—1.14.25;

II.4.14
a tantra by Narada—1.3.8

a samliita (The Bhagavata

)

1.7.6.

(ii) Son of Ayu—bis descendant
clans—Andhaka, Mahabhoja
etc.—IX.24.6

Satya— (Truth
(i) 1.16.27; 17.24; 11.7,18 ; VIII.

20.4; XI. 1 9.37

(ii) Name of Havirdluina’s son
—1V.24.8.

(iii) A sage in the 10th Manvan-
tara—VI II. 13.22.

Satya—alias Nila—Krsna’s consoi t

—X.58.32; 83.13-14; her sons

—

X.61.13; 1.14.37; III.3.4

Satyabhama—Krs^ia’s queen—X.56.

44; 83.9; her son?—X.61.10-1 1

.

Sfityaki alias Yuyudhana—-son
.

of
Satyaka; father of Jaya—IX 24.

13-14; 1.10.18.
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Satyavrata—A royal sage—VIII.24.

10; became Sraddhadeva Manu

—

24.11; penance on the Kttamala
—VIII.24.12; His praise of the

Divine Fish—VI 1 1.24.46-53.

Saubhari—Disciple of Devamitra

—

XII.6.50; marries 50 princesses of
Mandhata—IX.6.38; His yogic
powers—6.39-54; cursed Garuda
—X.l 7.9-11; II.7.45.

Saunaka— (i) Chief sage in Naimi-
saranya—1.1.4 ; requested
Siita to narrate the Bhagavata—1.4.1 ff; was born in Mar-
kandaya’s family—XII.8.3.

(ii) Son of Sunaka—IX. 17.3.

Savavni— (i) Son of Vivasv&n and
Chiiya—VI.6.41 ; the 8th
Manu—VIII. 13.11

(ii ) A sage, knower of the Atharva

Veda—XII. 7.

3

(iii) An epic knowing sage—XII
7.5.

Siddhi— (i) Supernatural Powers—
XI. 15

(ii) Wife of the Sun-god Rhaga

—

VI. 18.2

£isunaga—A king of Magadha—XII.
1.5.

Sisupala—Son of Damaghosa and
SrutaSrava—IX.24 39 ;

killed by
Krsna—X.74.43; originally the

Lord’s attendant—VI 1. 10.35-46;

Emancipated—VII. 1.13 IT.

Sita— (i) Queen of Rama—IX. 13. 18;
her marriage—IX. 10.7; her
abandonment—IX. 10.70; sons

—Lava and Kusa— 1 1.11;

enters the earth’s womb

—

11.15.

(ii) A branch of the (heavenly)
Gahga—V. 17.5-6.

Soma—The Moon-god; son of Atri
and AnasuyU—IV. 1.1 5, 33; born
from Atri’s eye—IX. 14.2-3; per-
formed Rajasuya sacrifice— 14.4;

his affair with T3ra and birth

of Budha—IX. 14.4-1 4; married 27
daughters of Daksa—IV.6.23; II.

3.9.

Soul—Individual : See Jiva
Sraddha— (i) Wife of Sraddhadeva

Manu—IX. 1.14

(ii) Daughter of Kardania and
wife of AAgiras—111.24.22

her progeny—III.24.34-35.

(iii) Daughter of Daksa, wife of
*Dharma — IV. 1.50.

Sraddhadeva—The seventh Manu

—

—VI.6.40; His sons Iksvaku and

others—VI 1 1. 13.2-3; IX.l. 11-12

also LI 3-16.

Sri—see Laksmi.
Sri-saila—Name of a mountain— V.

19.16; X.79.13.
Sr$p—Creation (of the Universe) Ten

types—III. 10; its order—IX. 1.8 IT;

its description—11.5 21-42; 6.1-10;

II. 10. 1-32; III.5.23-36; 6.1-33;

920-25; 10.11-28; XI. ch. 24.

§rutadeva— (i) Kf?na’s Br&hmana
devotee from Mithila; Krsna
visits his house—X.86; He
eulogi/.es the Lord—86.44-48;

II. 7.45.

(ii) An attendant of the Lord

—

VIII.21. 17.

(iii) A Yadava—1.14.32.
Subhadra— (i) Son of Vasudeva and

Pauravi—IX.24.47
(ii) Son of Kisna and Bhadra

—

X.61.17.
SubhadrA—Krsna’s sister—IX.24. 55;

married to Arjuna—X.86. 1-12;

1.10.9; Her son Abhimanyu—IX.
22.23.

Sudamd—A flower-dealer—received

Krsna and Balaratna—1.41.43-53;

praises the Lord—41.45-47.

Sudaman— (i) The discus of Visnu
protects the Sun and the Moon
from Rahu—V.24.1-3; Reta-
liated Asvatth&man’s missile—

1.8.13; Arpbarisa’s praise of
S.—IX.5.3.11.

(ii) SonofBharata—V.7.3
(iii) Son of Dhruvasandhi-IX.12.5
(iv) A Vidyadhara cursed to be a

boa-constrictor relieved by
Kr?na—X.34.12.

Sudymna— (i) Name of Ila after

transformation into a man

—

IX. l.22; becomes a woman
again 1.26 —Arrangement
about his manhood and
womanhood—!.39; His sons

—IX. 1.41—see Ila.

(ii) Son of C£ksusa Manu. VIII.
5.7

Suka—The son of Vyisa
;

his great-

ness—1.2.2-3; 4.4-8; Approaches
Parlksita—1.19.26-28; Praises the

Lord—II.4.12-24; was taught. the

Bhagavata by Vyasa—1.7; his

equality of outlook—1.4.5; Krtvl

is regarded, as the daughter of
&uka’s shadow—IX.2 1.25.

&ukra—U$ana, son of Kayi. a planet
—V.22.12-13; daughter Devayani—1.24.34; sons San^a and Amarka
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—VII.5.1; dissuaded Bali to offer

any land to Vamana—VIII.19.30ff.
Sumantu— (i ) Vyasa’s disciple

—

knower of the Atharva Veda
—XII.6.53; 1.4.22.

(ii ) Son ofJaimini—a Sama singer

—XII.6.75; 7.1

Sunah sepa—Son of Ajigarta— offered

by Hariscandra to Varuija—IX.
7.21; Visvamitra adopts him as

a son—IX.16.30.
Suniti—Wife of UttanapSda, Dhruva’s
mother—IV.8.8-9; goes to heaven
—IV. 12.32.

Aura— (i) Son of Viduratha, father

of Bhajam&na—IX.24.26;
(ii) Son of Devamidha; queen

Marina: 10 sons (Vasudeva
and others) and 5 daughters
—IX.24.27-31.

(iii ) Son of Vasudeva and Madira
—IX.24.48.

Surabhi—Kasyapa’s wife : Mother
of two hoofed beasts—VI.6.26-27;
sprinkled Kr?na with milk —X.27;
praise of Krsna—27.19-20.

Surya—The Sun-god; praised by
Jada Bharata—V.7.14; goes round
the Meru—V.22.1 ff; description

of his chariot—V.21.13; praised

by Yajhavalkya — XI 1.6.67-72;

taught him (Y) white Yajurveda
XTI.6. 73-74; his rngnthwise forms
—XII. 1 1.30-50. his charioteer

Aruria—VI.6.22.
Surya-vams a—IX. chs. 1-13.

Suta—alias Ugras'ravas—Son of
Romaharsana—requested to nar-
rate Purana by Aaunaka—1.1.6-23;

his praise of Vyasa and &uka—1.2.

2-3: Begins the story of Pariksit

—

1.7.12 ff.

Sutala—The third sub-terranean
world, its creation—II. 1.27; 5.40;

V.24.7; description—V.24.18.

Svadha— (i) Daughter of Svayarii-

bhuva Dak?a—IV. 1.63-64.

(ii) Wife of Ahgiras mother of
Pitrs—VI.6. 19.

Sv&ha— (i) Dak$a’s daughter; Agni’s

wife—IV. 1.60.

(ii) Uttered while oblating to

gods—II.7.38.

Svaphalka—Son of Vrsni, father of

Akrura—IX.24.15. «

Svaroci?a—Agni’s son—second Manu
—VIII. 1.20.

Sviyambhuva Manu—The 1st Manu
—born of Brahma—III. 12.53. His
progeny—III. 12. 54-55; IV.8.7;

III. 12.54; Dialogue with Brahma
III. 13.6-17; goes to Kardama for

Devahuti’s marriage—III.2 1.36;

teaches religion to sages—22.38 ;

teaches Dhruva— IV. 11.7-34 ;

prays the Lord—VIII. 1.9-16 ; saved
by Yajna from demons—9.17-18.

Syamantaka—a precious stone given
by the Sun god to Satrajit—X.56.
1-3; the story about its change of
hands—56.32-44.

(T)

Taittirlya Sakha—of Black Yajurveda
—XII.6.65.
Taksaka— (i) Name of a serpent- -

bit Pariksit—XII.6.1 1-13

(ii) Son of Prasenajit—IX. 12.8.

Talatala—The 4th nether world, its

creation—II. 1.26; 5.40; V.24.7-88.

Tamas— (i) The attribute—darkness
—1.2.23; 13.55; II.4.5;5.18.

(ii) Nescience—this creation —
III. 10.17; 12.2; 20.18.

Tamasa—The 4th Manu—V.1.28 ;

his ten sons—VIII. 1.27.

Tamasa ego—II.5.24 ; III.5.31 ;

Tamasa creation—III. 10. 17.

Tamraparni—A river in the South
India—IV.28.35; V.19.18; X.79.16.

Tapas— (Penance

)

(i) Its greatness—1.13.50; 11.9.

22; IV.8.71-80; IV.23.4-7 ;

28.35-38; VI.4.43-46; XI.
17.37.

(ii) The 6th heaven—II. 1.28 ;

its creation—II.5.39.

Tara—Brhaspati’s wife—her affair

with Soma—Buddha’s birth—IX.
14.4-14.

Tattvas—Principles (of Sankhyas)
—II.5.22-34; III.5.26-37; their

enumeration—1 11.26. 10-15 ; their

presiding deities praise the Lord

—

—III.5.38-50.

Time
;
See Kila

Tirthayatra— (Pilgrimage ) of Vidura
—III. 1.1 7 ff, of Balarama—X.
chs. 78 & 79 of Parasurama—IX.
15.41.

Treta— (i) NameofaYuga—period :

characteristics of—XII.3.20-
23.

(ii) The three fires—IX. 14.49.

Trikuia— (i) A mountain in India

—

—V.19.16; VIII.2.1.

(ii) A branch of Meru—V. 16.26.

Trisanku—alias Satyavrata—father

of Hariscandra—IX.7.5-7.
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Trivakra —KarhSa’s maid servant

—

Krsna removes her deformity—X.
42.1-13; Kr^ga goes to her—X.48.
1-10. her son Upakroia—X.90.34-1.

Trnabindu—Son of Bandhu ; married
to Alambusa and his Progeny

—

—1X.2.30-31.
Trnavarta—A demon killed by Krsna
—X.7. 18-33.

Tvasta—Son of Kafyapa and Aditi
—VI.6.39; married Prahlada’s
daughter—6.44; created Vj-tra to

kill Indra—VI.9.1 1-12.

(U)

Uddhava—Kr?na’s minister and de-
votee; visits Vraija—X.46; taught
spiritual lore by Krsna—XI .6 ff;

praises Krsna—XI.29 3 ff; Dialogue
with Vidura—III. chs. 2 to 4;
goes to Badarikasrama—III.4.32;

XI .29.47.

Ugrasena—Son of Ahuka and father

of Kamsa—IX.24.21-24; coronated
—X.45.12.

Ordhva loka—Upper regions—1 1 . 1

.

27; 5.38-39.

Orjasvati— (i) Daughter of Priya-

vrata—V. 1 .24; Wife of&ukra,
DevayAnl ’s mother— 1 .34

;

(ii) Wife of Pranava, a Vasu.
Urvaii—Born of Narayana’s lap

—

XI.4.15; cursed by Mitra and
Varuna to stay with Puriiravas

—

IX, 14. 16-49; seen by Mitra and
Varuria—VI. 18.5-6; her sons

—

IX. 15.1;/ her advice to Puriiravas

—IX.14.36-39; XI.26.14-16; Ac-
companies the Sun-god in Marga-
firsa—111.11.41.

Osa— (i) Daughter of BAna married
to Aniruddha—X.chs. 62 and 63.

(ii) Wife of VibhAvasu, a Vasu

—

—VI.6.16.

Uttama— (i) Son of UttanapAda and
—VI .8.9; killed by Raksasas
—IV. 10.3.

(ii) The 3rd Manu—V.1.28; His
sons—VIII. 1.23.

Uttanapada—Son of Svayambhuva
Manu—IV. 1 .9 ; father ofDhruva

—

—The story of—IV.chs. 8 & 9.

Uttara—Wife of Abhimanyu, mother
of Parlk?it—III.3.17.

Uttarayana—V.2 1 .3-6.

(V)

Vahni— fi) Presiding deity of speech
—11.6.1s 10.19

(ii ) Son of Krsna and MitravindA
—X.61.16

(iii) Grandson of YayAti, son of
Turvasu—IX.23.16.

(iv) Son ofKukara and father of
VilomA—IX.24. 19.

Vaikunfha— (i) Name of Visnu—
VIII.5.4

(ii) The Lord’s region—VIII.5.

5; its description—II.8.9- 14;
III. 15.12 ff; X.28.I5-16

; X.
88.25-26; Sanaka etc arrive

at V.—III. 15. 12 ff; Lord’s
form in V. 15.38-45.

Vaisampayana—Vyasa’s disciple,

master of the Yajurveda—1.4.21;

XII.6.52; his disciples expiate
his sins—6.61-63; Narrator of
Puriinas also—XI 1.7.5.

Vaiiya—The 3rd class in society

—

their characteristics and duties

—

VII. 1 1.15; 11.23; X.24.20-3 1 ;

their nature—XI. 17. 18.

Vajasani—The Veda given by the
Sun God to Yajnavalkya—XI 1.6.

73-74.

Vajra— (i) Son of Aniruddha—X.
90.37; coronated at MathurA
—1.15.39.

(ii) Indra's thunderbolt—made
of Dadhlci's bones —VI. 10.

1-13.

VAk— (i) Goddess of Speech—born
of Brahm&'s mouth—1 1.6.1;

10.19; III.6.12; 12.26;

Brahma courts her —12.28-34

(ii) The organ of speech and its

presiding deity—III.6.12-13.

VAlakhilyas—Sons of Kratu and
KriyA—IV. 1.39 ;

praise the Sun-
god—V.2 1.1 7.

V.—samhit? A branch of the

Rgveda—XII.6.59.
VAmana— (i) An incarnation of

Vifnu—1.3.19; II.7.17; his

story—VIII. ch. 18; begs

three feet of land to Bali and
vanquishes him—VIII. ch.

19; married to Kirti, son

Brhacchloka—VI. 1 8.8.

(ii) Name of the elephant sup-

porter (dig-gaja

)

of the world
in the west. V. 20.39.

VAnaprastha—The third stage

(dirama ) of life—I II. 1 2.43 Duties

of a V.—VII. 12. 17-31; XI.8.1-11.

Variha—Vifpu'i incarnation—1.3.

7; II.7.1; Bom from BrahmA's
nose—III. 13.18; His description

—13.27-30; His eulogy—13.34-
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45; Fight with Hirany£k?a—III.

chs. 18, 19; kills—Hiranyak?a III.

13.32; 19.25-26; His mantra—V.
18.35.

Varaha kalpa—III. 11.36.

Varuna—Guardian deity of the West

;

son of Kasyapa and Aditi—VII.6.

39; Father of Bhfgu and Valmiki
—VI. 18.4-5; of Daksa-sAvarni

—

VIII. 13. 18; his capital Vibhavari
—III. 17.26; attacked by Hiran-
yaksa—17.24-31; praise Krsna

—

— XI.28.5-8.
Vasistha— (i) A mindborn son of

Brahma—111.12.20-23; mar-
ried to Arundhati—IV. 1 .40-4 1

.

(ii

)

Born out of Brahma’s sacri-

fice— the family preceptor of
Iksvakus, died through Niini’s

curse—IX. 1 3.5.

(iii

)

Born of Urvasi from Mitra-
varuna—father of Sakti and
grandfather of Paras'ara—VI.
18.5.

Vasu— (i ) Uparicara, son of Krtin
of Puru race and father of
Brhadratha, etc.—IX.22.5-6

(ii) Son of Kjsna and Satyft

—

X.61.13
(iii) Eight sons of Dharma Praja-

pati—-VI.6.1 1 ; II.3.3

(iv) Daughter of Dak$a and wife

of Dharma—VI.6.4
(v) Son of Kusa of the Solar

Race—IX. 15.4.

Vasudeva—Krona’s father; son of
Sura—IX.24.28; married Devaki
and her sisters—IX.24.45; his

marriage procession after Devaki ’s

marriage—X.1.29; saves Devaki
by promising her sons to Karhsa
—1.36-54; imprisoned with
Devaki— 1.66; Krsna born of
Devaki—X.3. 1-12; carries Krsna
to Nanda’s house—3.51

;
gifts of

cows for Krsna’s birth—X.45.28;
performs sacrifices—X .84.42-56

;

query to Narada about Bhagnva-
tism—XI.2.4-9; listens to Narada’s
account of Bhagavatism preached
to Nimi—XI. chs. 2-5; praises

Krsna—X.3. 1 3-22 ; 85.3-20; In
his previous birth a Prajapati

named Sutapas—X.3.32-45.

(ii ) Founder of Kanva dynasty

—

—XII. 1.20.

Vasuki—The serpent used as cord in

churning the sea—VIII.7.1.

Vasumitra—A king in SuAga dynasty

—XII.1.17,

Vatsara— (i) A measure of time

—

—III.l 1.13-14; V.22.7
(ii) Son of Dhruva & Bhrami

—

IV. 1 0. 1 ; coronated—IV. 1 3.

11; his progeny—IV. 13.

12 fT.

Veda—Their classification — 1.3.21;

4.19-25; XI 1.6.49 ff. their names

—

1.4.20 ; helps revelation of
Brahman—III. 12.34-37; women
and Sudras ineligible to study

—

—1.4.25.
Vena—Son ofAnga—IV. 13. 18 ; coro-

nated—IV. 14.2; killed by sages

—

— 14.30-34; Pfthu created out
of his body—IV. 15. 1-5.

Vi (Bi)bhisana—Younger brother of

Ravana—IV. 1.37; coronated as

a king of Lanka— IX. 10.32-33 ;

Lord’s devotee—II. 7.45.

Vibhuti—The Lord’s forms—XI. 16.

10-41.

Vicitra-virya—Son of Santanu;
Dhrtarastra and Pandu born of
his queens—IX.22.21-25

Vidura—Son of Vicitravirya’s mis-

tress through Vyasa—IX.22.25;
an incarnation of Yama— 1 1 1. 5.20;
1.13.15; His pilgrimage—II 1.1.6-

17; dialogue with Uddhava- III.

1.24 to 4.36; dialogue with
Maitreya—III.5 to the end of IV
Skandha; returns to Hastiuapura

—

1. 13.1; IV. 31.30; dies at Prabhasa
—1.15.49.

Vidyadhara—A tribe of demi god
created by Brahma—111.20.44;

Citrakctu their ruler—VI. 16.28.

Vinata—Daksa’s daughter; Kasyapa’s
wife; sons Aruna and Garuda

—

—VI .6.2 1-22.

Vindhyavali—Bali’s queen, other

names Asana, Kotara—VI 1 1.20.

17; praises the Lord—VIII.22.20;
had a hundred sons such as Bana---

—VI. 18. 17; X.63.20-21.
Virabhadra—Bom of Rudra’s lock

of hair- -destroyed Daksa’s sacri-

fice—IV. 5. 1-26.

Viraf—1'he cosmic form of the Lord—
—III.6.9;; 7.21-22; Method of

meditation—1 1.9.24-39.

Visvamitra—Son of king Gadhi,
attained Brahmanahood—IX. 16.

28-29; adopted Sunaltsepa—IX.
16.30-35; his other sons—IX. 16.

36; His sacrifice protected by
R&ma—IX. 10.5; His Menaka
affair—IX.20.13 ff.

Visva-rupa— (i) Son of Tvasfa, mar-
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ried Rocana—VI.6.44-45; re-

quested by gods to be a sacrificial

priest—VI. 7.27-36; Indra cuts his

three heads—VI.9. 1-4; Brother of
Vrtra—9.11-18.
(ii ) Cosmic form of the Lord

—

II. 1.23-39; 5.35-42; 6.1-10;

10.13-32; IV.9.13; shown
by Vamana to Bali—VIII.
20.21-33; manifested by
Krsna to Yasoda and others.

His permeation—X.7.36-37

;

8.37-38; 40.13-15; XI. 16.

10-41 ; Lord’s form described
—XII. 11.'5-9.

Vilala—The 2nd nether world; its

creation—II. 1.27; 5.40; descrip-

tion—V.24.7, 1 7.

Vivasvan—The Sun-god, a son of
Kaiyapa and Aditi—wives and
progeny of—VI.G.38-41 ; VIII.
13.8-10.

Vr?ni— (i) Son of Madhu—IX.23.29
(ii) Son of Satvata—IX.24.6 ;

his sons—24.12, 18.

(iii) Son of Yugandhara, father

of Svaphalka—IX.24.14.
Vrtra—Created by Tvasfa to kill

Indra—VI.9.1 1-18. His fight with
Indra—VI. 10. 15 If.; V. prays the

Lord—VI. 1 1.24-27; Indra kills him
V. 12-32; and contracts Brah-
mahatya—13.10 ff. was Citraketu
in former birth—VI. 14. 10

(T)
Y&davas—-The descendants of Yadu
—X.90.40-46; cursed by sages

—

—III.3.24; XI. 1. 12-17; killed

each other in internecine strife

—

—X. ch. 30.

Yadu—Son of Yayati and Devayani

—

—IX. 18.33; his son*—IX.23.20;his
dialoguewith Avadhuta—XI.7 .24 ff.

Yajna— (() A sacrifice—its kinds

—

1

—III.34.40,. XL 19.39 ; its

excellence—IV.25.7 ff.; its

names—III. 12.40.

(ii) Vi?nu—11.317

;

(iii) Son of Ruci and AkOtf—

-

adopted by
_

Sv&yadibhuva
Manu, married Dakyipl

—

IV.1.3-8; 1.3.12; II.7.2;

{

protected Indra and Manu
rom demons—VIII. 1.18.

Yajnavalkya— (i) Son of Devar&ta
—Vaisampayana’s pupil of
Yajurveda—XI1.6.62-64;

renounced old Yajurveda and
praised the sun-L-6.64-72

;

learnt new (white) Yajurveda
from the Sun (XI1.6.73-74)
also VI.15.13

(ii ) Pupil of Hiranyanabha —IX.
12.4

(iii) A teacher of the Rgveda —
XI 1.6.54.

Yajus—The Yajurveda—1.4.20; the
first teacher—Vaisampayana— I.

4.21; also called Nigada—XII.6.52;
its branches—6.61-65.

Yama—Son of Vivasvan and Saitijna

—VI .6.40; cursed by Man<javya
to be a Sudra (Vidura)—III.5.20 ;

explains the importance of God’s
name—VI.3.12-33; spiritual advice

in the form of a child—VI 1.2.37 ff.

Yasoda—Wife of Nanda—was Dhara,
the wife of Vasu Drona (now
Nanda in previous birth—X.6.48;
gives birth to YogamayS and ex-

change of babies—X-3.51—ties

down Kr$na to a mortar—X.9.14-

20 ; shown His cosmic form— X.7.

36 and 8.37-38.

Yavana—Kala-yavana — attacks

Mathura—X.50.44 ff; Burnt down
by Mucakunda—X.51-12.

Yayati—Son of Nahusa—IX. 18.3;

helps Devayani out of a well and
marries her and Sarmisflia—IX.
18.19, 31-32, His progeny— 18.33;

cursed by &ukra and Puru, accepts

his decrepitude—1X. 1 8.36-45

;

Renunciation and tells the allegory

of a goat to Devayani—IX. 19.

Yoga—Characteristics of—III.28 ;

varieties of—XI.20.6ff; ways of
meeting death by Yoga—IV.4.24-

27; IV.23. 13-18 ; other references:

1.13.51-54; 15.41-42; II. 1.6-21;

2.15-16; 19-21; III.25.I3-19; 28.

1-37; IV.4.24-27 ; 8.43-44 ; 12.17-

18; V.6.6-9; VI.2. 40-42; VII. 15.

30-35 ;XI.9. 11-13; 14.32-37; 42-44.

YudhiHhira—A son of P&ncju; per-

formed .three hone-sacrifices—1.8.

6; consoles G&ndh&rl—1.9.48;

his repentance for the Bh&rata war—1.8.46-52; protected kingdom
well—10.3-6; 12.4; Aijuna reports

Knna’s death and he with brothen
last departure—I.chs. 14 & 15;
Query to Nftrada about Sifup&la'i

absorption in the Lord—VII.

1

15-20; N&rada's exposition of
various Dharmas—VII. ch. 11 to

15; His sons Prativindhya and
Devaka—IX.22.29-30; Praise of

Ktfpa—X.74.2-5; 83.3-4.
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